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PREFACE.

^GREE A B LE to our phasing prospers, at the close os the last year,

_X# *<&' necessaries of life are, by the bltsiing ofa plentiful harvest, now greatly

reduced in price, and bread, thestaff of life, may be procured at a reason

able rate, this happiness vie primarily are indebtedfor to benign Providence, ever

•watchful over the distresses of mankind ; andsecondarily, to the wise provisions made

by parliament, particularly in continuing the prohibition of the exportation of corn.

fVeiiiifb <we could congratulate our readers, also, upon the public spirit ofthe people

higeneral, and their co-operating with the wise care of the government ; but such

aselfish rapacity reigns still amongst the dealers in provisions, that engrossers and

foreftaUers, as much as possible, continue to counterac! all the measures of admini

stration, and to create an artificialscarcity .- This is undoubtedly one ofthefatal con

sequences ofburdensome and Opprcf/ive taxes, •which vie have little profpecl of fee

ing reduced: For individuals endeavour to make themselves amends by preying

upon one another ; and in no time have the arts and chicanery of trade vieri more

predominant than at present : But let us hope, that the distifation, corruption, and

profligacy of the people, ivill receive some check, and that vie may become more

and more thefavourites of heaven.

The enemies of liberty have been but too successful in the late year .- Our colonies

have, hitherto, in vain, held out their supplicating hands for redrefi ; and the

brave Corsicans, who haveso manyyears struggledforfreedom, seem abandoned to

Gallic tyranny ; abandoned by all those powers <who have heretofore been the gene

rous supporters of the natural rights of mankinds But they have hitherto nobly

rejected their chains, and, ifassistance is not too long delayed, may yet disappoint

the schemes to instave them. As to the Americans, their grievances are before an

assembly, <wbicb has already, in many instances, proved auspicious to the cause of

liberty j and vie have no reason to doubt will be thoroughly considered, and, finally,

peace and happiness restored to that extensive continent. 'This we have stilt the

more reason to expeQ, as our gracious sovereign is remarkably the friend ofman

kind, and thefather of all his people, and will not long suffer arbitrary cruelty,

and unconstitutional oppression : To tint " Liberty (see the Frontispucs) cannot

rwitb impropriety appeal; nor thejaded American and the barrassid Corfican bend

lowly for support : See the august monarch attends with commiseration to their

■ {omplaints, and pity, when he feelt it, is redress."

We beg leave, at the close of this our thirty-seventh volume, lo reiterate our

acknowledgments to the public in general, and to our learned and ingenious corre

spondents, in particular, for the continuance oftheirfavour, which vie daily expe

rience in our increased success. On our parts we will neverstacken in our endea

vours, to inform, and to entertain our readers ; to render the London Magazine

the most faithful repository of the Literature, the Business, and the Politics of the

times we live in.

XJEORGE
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GEORGE ii.

WHEREAS Our trusty and well-beloved Richard Baldwin, of Pater-

nofter-Ro-w, in Our City of London, Bookseller, hath, by his Petition

humbly represented unto Us, that he is the Proprietor of a Work that is pub

lished monthly, entitled,

The LONDON MAGAZINE.

In which 'is contained many original Pieces, that were never before printed ; and

that he js at a great expence in paying Authors for their Labours in writing and

compiling the said Work, which has been published once a Month for near

Thirty Years past, and hath met with great approbation from the publick. -

That he is now publishing therein

An Impartial and Succinct History of the Origin and

Progress of the Present W A R,

To be illustrated with many Maps and Charts, which hath already been so well

received, as to induce several persons to reprint it in other periodical Publica

tions ; and being desirous of reaping the Fruits of his very great Expence and

Labour, in the Prosecution of this Work, and enjoying the full Prosit and Be

nefit that may arise from printing and vending the same, without any other Per

son interfering in his just Property, he most humbly prays Us, to grant him

Our Royal Licence and Protection, for the sole printing, publishing, and vend

ing the said Work. And We do, therefore, by these Presents, so far as may

be agreeable to tie Sta'.ute in that case made and provided, grant unto him, th«

said Richard Bait-win, his Executors, Administrators, and Assigns, our Licence

for the sole printing, publishing, and vending the said Work, for the term of

Fourteen Years, strictly forbidding all Our Subjects, within Our Kingdom*

and Dominions, to reprint, abridge, or, publish the fame, either in the like or

•ny other Volume, or Volumes whatsoever, or to import, buy, vend, utter, or

distribute, any copies thereof, reprinted beyond the Seas, during the aforesaid

Term of Fourteen Years, without the Consent and approbation of the said

Richard Baldwin, his Heirs, Executors, or Assigns, under their Hands and

Seals first had and obtained, as they will answer the contrary at their Perils.

Whereof, the Commissioners, and other Officers of Our Customs, the Master,

Wardens, and Company of Stationers, are to take Notice, That due Obedience

may be rendered to Our Will and Pleasure herein declared, Given at Our

Court at Kensington, the 13d Day of Oclober, 1759, in the Thirty-Third Year

•f Our Reign.

By His Majesty's Command.

W. P I T T.
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Ta the AUTHOR of the LONDON

magazine:.

SIR,

Tac fAtoUt rm JiaCoXw. Ephes. vi. II.

as"38 Late resolution taken

2> in ot tier to ascertain

_.-* the strength oF the

n^ Roman catholic in-

&*V terest in this king

ly dom, appears to be

"W ti veiy Senera"y aP"

***** proved; at b*ing

likely to produce such an exertion os

legislative authority, as may be /bund

expedient to check its growth amongst

us : and effectually to secure the peace

of the protestant establishment against

suture annoyance from that quarter.

Every well-wistier to this country must

indeed rejoice to fee the day on which

measures so salutary are enacted, who

has ever taken a view of the dreadful

calamities formerly brought upon its

inhabitants, when in a comfortable and

innocent enjoyment of their invaluable

aud dear bought religion and laws,

have had cruel destruction levelled at

both, and their persons either treacher

ously asaflinated, or barbarously mslVa-

Ci ed, and all this by the baneful influ

ence of bigotry, and superstition, a

misguided and intemperate zeal j

founded on erroneous principles; im

pressed by early inculcation ; and

rooted by obstinate profetiion. Hut—

can plausible pretenlions to sanctity-

favourite and amusing notions taken up

at pleasure, and occasionally quitted—

be allowed by unprejudiced reasoa

sufficient to warrant, or excuse the.

commission of gross absurdities, and ir

regularities, and manifest violations

of the most sacred laws of God and na

ture ?—The dangerous consequences of

such tenets, and the fallacy of those

arguments used in defence of them,

being lo obvious, they at once stand

Jan. 1768,

exposed and self condemned. Never

theless I fee with the utmost concern

many of my well meaning country

men eagerly swallow dewn these, and

other strange conceits if possible more

inconsistent and romantic : and though

gospel light thine* with' a meridian

brightness on this happy land, they

suffer themselves to be deluded by the

ignis fatuus of enthusiasm, and wanton

ly neglect those peculiar bleslings which

the best formed constitution, and moil

reasonable and scriptural scheme of

faith this day in the world, do afford

them ; adopt and encourage opinions

and practises that have a direct ten

dency to the subversion of both, and

have already involved both in the most

imminent danger, and distress. To

prove this assertion we need only refer

to the dark annals of the grand rebel

lion, which contain glaring instance*

of the most abominable an 1 pernicious

consequences of fanaticism : in that

mocking scene, the blackest character*

were performed by men of this stamp.

The like has operated very alarm

ingly in later and different periods :

And in the'present age has proved fatal

to many individuals. We not only

lee it often afford to men of the malt

corrupt principles an opportunity of

sacrificing the property, friends, inno

cence, and every dear possession of those;

who are unhappily betrayed by this

sataiiical artifice, to their lust and ava

rice ; but have recent instances of no

torious vices being openly practised,

and impiously vindicated, by these

wolves in theep's cloathing ; nay to so

flagrant a height have they carried

their outrage against all virtue, decency,

and common lense, as to recommend

the fame extravagancies to their fol

lowers : Some of whom I believe

indeed unchargable with pursuits so

base and abandoned j but being once

seduced by artful insinuations, iavour,

A 2 ing



4 Address lo the Liverymen

•ng a natural predominancy of pride,

▼anity, or caprice, fall in with this

egregious fraternity, and if not able

to undergo the violent operation of

the infalible spunge (which they will

persuade one wipes off the deepest

strains ofgilt at a stroke) are frequent

ly led to great excesses, or fall into the

dreadful catastrophe of suicide, or a

Bedlam.

Where this contagious evil will end

is uncertain, it is in its nature evident

ly destructive to law, reason, and re

ligion. I would therefore earnestly re

commend to thole who aie yet un

tainted with tlie poisonous infection of

romance and enthusiasm, and to others

not totally involved in this beguiling

mist of the old serpent's, seriojfly to

consider, how we make way for him,

by creating divisions in a communion

that imparts every means of salvation,

that either reason or revelation can dis.

cover. And if any one fancies him

self actuated by a degree of faith and

grace superior to what he imagines in

the rest of mankind, let him manifest

it by suitable good works.

The unity of the church of Christ

is its surest support, and a sincerely pious

ejideavour to promote that important

end, by an uniform and consistent faith

and practise, the peculiar characteristic

of the friend of God and man : This

is the criterion that distinguishes the

good man from the bad, and the true

christian from the hypocrite.

I am, fir,

Tewkesoury, Your's

Jan. ii, 1768. Ami. Ver. Virt.

Jan.

lightened by the gospel ; that then we

committed actual sins as well as others.

But desire your correspondent to turn

to Gal. ii. 15. where the infallible

penman of scripture uses the fame word,

we are Jews by nature, pCru by birth,-

from <$*» which signifies to beget. See

ing this is the evident unforced mean

ing of the word in one place, why not

in the other ? Besides, by this con

struction of Eph. ii. 3. that we were

children of wrath by birth (not by

custom,) a needless tautology is pre

vented, and the climax is preserved.

In the first part of the verse the apostle

laments a course of actual transgressions

in times past, and then traces these

polluted streams to the corrupt foun

tain, just as David had done before

him in ps.il. LI. 5. Behold I was

stiapen in iniquity, and in sin did my

mother conceive me.

I am, fir,

your humble servant,

Jan. 18. 1768. R. W.

A1

Tt tie AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

HAVING had a former taste of

your impartiality, I am thereby

encouraged to hope you will publish

these lines, the design of which is to

rescue a part of God's holy word from

an interpretation, the most foreign

that could possibly be given it. In at

tempting this, I shall make use of no

human authority, but go according to

the good old rule, The scripture is the

best interpreter of itself.

In p. £38 of your last Mag. A. N.

has produced Dr, Lardner's opinion of

those words in Eph. ii. 3. Wenuere

by nature the children of •wrath en/tn at

Others -. where by nature he understands

our former sta,te, before we were en-

»

To the Worthy Liverymen of the City of

' London.

Gentlemen,

T a meeting called at the king's

arms tavern for that purpose, I

see it has been recommended to us, to

chuse for a representative for the city

os London, a gentleman from Boston.

What the particular obligations are,

the city of London owes to the town

of Boston, those gentlemen will be

pleased to inform us, who direct us to

look thither for a city member. But

it unfortunately happens, that at the

very time while these gentlemen are

wishing us to think so highly of a Bo

ston education, and recommending to

us a gentleman trained up in all the

principles of that loyal and obedient

town, she people of Boston are so very

little desirous of our good opinion, that

they are openly avowing the most un

friendly dispositions towards us ; and

endeavouring, as far as is in their

power, to ruin almost every branch

of the trade of this city.

At a meeting of the freeholders, and

bther inhabitants of the town of Bo

ston, assembled at their town-hall for

that purpose on Wednesday the 28th

of September 1767, an association wai

entered into by which they promise

and engage, that they wilt not, from,

and after the 31st of December, pur-

Chase any of the following articles : .

Loaf



176?.

Loaf sugar

Coradge

Anchors

Coaches, chaises,

and carriages of

all. sorts

Horse furniture

Men and wemens

hats

Men and womcns

apparel ready

made

Houfhold furniture

Gloves

Men and womens

(hoes

Sole leather

Sheathing and deck

nails

Gold and silver

thread lace, of

all sorts

Gold and silver

buttons

Wrought plate of

all sorts

Diamond, stone,

OF LONDON.

and paste ware

Snuff

Mustard

Clocks and watches

Silversmiths and

jewellers ware

Broad cloths that

cost above ten

(hillings peryard

Musts, furrs and

tippets

All forts of milli

nery ware

Starch

Stays, women and

cbildrens

Kire engines

China ware

Silk and cotton

velvets

Gauze

Pewterers hollow

ware

Silks of all kinds

for garments

Malt liquors and

cheese.

Though none of the other provinces

will be weak enough probably to be

led by these Boston incendiaries, yet

it will not he their fault if all our Ame

rican colonies do not combine together

against our trade in the fame manner;

for not content with having entered

into this association for themselves, '

they nave also unanimously resolved,

" That the foregoing vote, and form

of a subscription relative to the enu

merated articles, be immediately pub

lished ; and that the select men be

directed to distribute a proper number

of them among the freeholders of this

town ; and to forward a copy of the

fame to the select men of every town

in the province ; as also to the princi

pal city or town officers of the chief

towns of the several colonies on the

continent, as they may think proper."

Their countrymen and abettors here

very affectedly give out that the peo

ple of Boston have done this only to

enable themselves to pay their debts.

But although that might be a reason

for their buying nothing of us them

selves, yet it could be none for their

thus exciting all the other colonies not

to deal with us. Should the gentlemen

of Virginia, for instance, take the ad

vice of these Bostonmen, (which they

most certainly will nor) will the people

of Virginia, &c. by witholding theiror-

ders,enable the men ofBoston to paytheir

debts ? This extraordinary endeavour,

therefore, to perswade all the other co

lonies to refule to trade with us, proves,

that it was malice, and not parsimony,

which prompted them to this combi

nation ; and that the real intention of

it was not to relieve themselves, but to

distress us.

Wnatever may be the evil disposition

which these people bear to their parent

country, I have remarked, that they

scarce ever have ventured upon any

particular measures of expressing their

ill-will, which have not been first ad

vised or suggested to them from their

correspondents here. Anc) accordingly,

upon looking over lome of the Boston

Gazettes, in that oftheiSth of Sep

tember last, I find the following article,

viz.

The following EtetraS of a Litterfrom a

Merchant in London, to his Friend in

this Tonvn, <we art requested to insert.

London, June 17, 1767.

" Yesterday the bill for suspending

the legislation of New York, until the

said colony shall comply with the mu

tiny act, and for establishing a board

of customs, were read a second time in

the house of lords ; and the bill of

commercial taxation passed in the fame

house to be ingrossed. With respect

to providing for the troops, no opposi

tion is so reasonable because none can

be so effectual, as that which procured

the repeal of the stamp-act, viz. the

general engagement to import no goods

from England, till such a taxation be

removed or disclaimed by a repeal of

the act. And the efficacy of this mode

of opposition could never be more

assuredly depended upon, then at pre

sent ; because that the manufacturers

can but barely support themselves un

der the present scarcity of provisions

and slackness of trade} which is so

great a discouragement, that although

wool never was dearer in England than

now, yet cloths are twenty per cent.

cheaper than ever was known, so that

should your demand cease fora year or

two, the utmost you can desire would

be effected here, without any uncon

stitutional opposition on your parts, &c."

What merchant it was who could

write such a letter as this, I am not in.

the least degree qualified to guess : He

could
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could not surely have been an English

one. A truely British heart must have

felt compalHon for the distresses of the

poor, and would hare wished for the

means of lessening their wants ; not have

been a prompter to the most cruel me

thods of ixcrca/ingthem. For the honour

ot humanity itself, therefore, I would

hope, that there is but one town in all

his majesty's dominions, that could

breed men capable of thus hardening

Account os False Delicacy. Jan.

AJhort Account of the new Comedy called

False Dblicacy as it is now aS-

ing with uni-versal Applause at tbl

Theatre Royal in Drury-Lane.

CHARACTERS.

Colonel Rivets, Mr. Holland.

Cecil, Mr. King.

Lord Winworth, Mr. Reddish.

Sir Harry Newburg, Mr. J, Palmer.

Sidney, Mr. Cautkerly.

themselves against all the impressions of Footmen, Mr. Wright and Mr. Watkins.

if. All good subjects, Britons, and_ Lady Betty Lambton, Mrt. Ahingdon.

Americans, know, that the interest of

both countries is the fame; and that

they are all united under his majesty

in one common wealth. Through

out that whole British empire, there

fore, let it be known, that the turbu

lent spirits of Boston only are sowing

dissention, and publicly taking mea

sures to separate them. And may they

ever have the merit of being the single

town in America, that i» capable of

sending men under the guise of mer

chants, to act as spies amongst us ;

to watch for and give notice of any

.public calamities; and to instruct their

countrymen how to take advantage of

them.

It will still, I hope, be remembered,

that I do not in the least aim at any

particular person, as the writer of this

letter. I do not mean to lay it to the

charge of any particular merchant

whatsoever. But as their Boston corT

respondents have thought fit to let us

know of the advice which has been

given them, and te fend the letter back

to us, all that is intended by this re-

publication, is to Ut my fellow livery

men fee what these Boston people are ;

and to hand it in among the gentlemen

of thecommittee, in order to kno **, whe

ther any os them will take it up ; orif it

be a conception of too black a feature

for them to filiate, to beg that they

will find out the father, and pass it on

to its proper parent.

In the mean time, the gtntlemen

will be pleased to spare their recommen

dations, and leave the livery of Lon

don to judge for themselves j at least,

it is hoped, chat they will not hold us

so very cheap, as to think, at the very

time when the freemen of Boston have

come to a public resolution to take

nothing from us, that the liverymen

of London have so little understanding

a»to take a representative from them.

A livfryma/r of l.iidon.

Miss Rivers,

Miss Marchmont,

Mrs. Harley,

Sally,

Mrt. jejferies.

Mrs. Baddely.

Mrs. Dancer.

Miss Reynolds.

THE fable ofthis comedy is extreme

ly interesting, and most admirably

conducted ; the sentiments are such as

will eminently distinguish the writer as

long as virtue and morality are held re

spectable ; and the language easy, ele

gant, and characteristic.—Indeed we re

member no piece since the Careless

Husoand, in which the dialogue so hap

pily imitates the conversation of peo

ple of fashion. The part of Cecil

bears the strongest marks of originali

ty, and affords Mr. King an opportu

nity of giving us a fresh proof tint his

powers in comedy are unlimited, for

his performance throws new beauties

on the imagination of his author. ■

The scene between Colonel Rivers and

his daughter, in the fourth act, is truly

pathetic, and is a demonstration that

the writer possesses those happy talents

for touching the tender passions, in a

degree not at all inferior to his abilities

for exiting the risible faculties.

It would be an act of injustice not to

mention Mr. Holland's great merit in

Colonel Rivers, and Mrs. Dancer's in

Mrs. Harley.—Indeed the whole piece

was well performed, and bore evident

signs (we mean with respect to the Jtu

de Theatre) of being brought out under

the inspection of Mr. Garrick. ■

In short, we cannot help congratulat

ing the public upon this addition to

their entertainment, in which the co

mic mule appears in her native sim

plicity, undebauched by ribaldry or

licentiousness. Tiie prologue and epi

logue gave us uncommon satisfaction,

and are laid to be done by a gentleman

who has no superior in that species of

writing, which we are the more in-

eVmed tor*be)iieve,' as they abound with

that
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that rich vein of genuine humour

which so strongly characterizes all his

productions.

7» tbt PRINTER, &e.

SIR,

MArcellus was intended for the

church, and accordingly, at a

proper age, was removed from school to

Oxford. At this period his heart beat

high for fame. His friends too, had

the warmest hopes of his future figure

in his profession. Nor without reason;

for he had passed through his school

discipline with the greatest applause,

and distinguished himself by a taste

and genius above his age. His man

ner* too were most engaging ; his mo

desty, generosity, and good nature,

gained him universal esteem ; his cha

racter, when known, soon introduced

him to the best company of his college,

I mean, the worthy and ingenious)

lor such will always unite when they

know each other's characters. Here a

fair field was opened for the most ad

vantageous connections , but the

bright prospect was soon overcast by

a most melancholy event, which

plunged him into an abyss of misery.

This was the death of his father, by

which his mother's circumstances wive

so reduced, as to be unable to afford

her son a genteel allowance. He had

indeed other relations who were well

able to assist him, and who professed

the most tender regard for biro : But

none of them on this occasion offered

any assistance towards his education,

though they knew his mother's fortune

inadequate to the* charge.—This

cruel conduct nipped the lair flower in

the bud. He soon found himself ob

liged to decline the amusements of his

new acquaintance, and by degrees to

detach himself entirely from their

company to avoid many meannesses he

otherwise must have been guilty of.

This event proved fatal to his peace.

To tear up the growing friendship

made every fibre of his heart bleed.

His behaviour altered from that instant.

His countenance was ovei spread with a

mournful gloom, and a stow melancho

ly preyed upon his heart. His studies

were entirely neglected ; the chill hand

of penury had numbed the vigour of

his -genius;

And like the tyrannous breathing of

the north,

Check'd all it's buds from blowing-'

of Marcel lus. 7

He had the mortification afterwards to>

be thrice disappointed of fellowships,

and they were bestowed on men who

were formerly acknowledged his infe

riors in all kinds of learning. He soon'

after retired into an obscure part "of

the kingdom, to a curacy of forty'

pounds a year. His habit of idleness

and his melancholy, which made him

avoid company, entirely shut up every

avenue to preferment. So that he

continued in this situation till he was

near fifty years ofage, when a relation

dying without issue, left Marcelhis an

estate of a thousand pounds a year.

Had a small, a very small part of this

been bestowed upon his education, it

would have been of more service than

the whole at this time of life. It would

have enabled him to have selected the'

most amiable of his acquaintance, and

contracted the most valuable friend

ships ; to have pursued his studies with

alacrity and success, and have raised!

himself to the eminence he once aspi

red to. But Avaro had not generosity

to give so long as he was capable of

enjoying it himself: his utmost boun

ty never extended beyond some trivial

present. Marcetlus's fortune came now

too late. A change in his outward cir

cumstances could not change his tem

per which was soured by disappoint

ments. His reflections, indeed, on his

situation, were not such as gave ease to

a troubled mind. He found himself

far advanced in life, without making

the proper progress, without note id

his profession, without friends, with

out any of those endearing relations

for which atone life is worth enjoying:

In the midst of society he found him

self savage and forlorn. He died a few

years after the acquisition of his for

tune, a melancholy proof of the neces

sity of a liberal education.

If any person concerned in the edu

cation of youth should read this story,

let them not, after a careless perusal,

throw it aside as the produce of an idle

imagination that seeks to amuse itself

with trifles : ft is fact, and as such me

rits the attention of ev=ry serious pet-

son concerned.

1'mi.OEZEUX.

WE have given our readers this

month, the fourth pait of the

Map of the road from London to Ber-

'wick.

Alttltr



8 The Coluber Cerastes described.

A Letterfrom John Ellis, Esq-, F. R. S.

to the President, on tbe Coluber Ce

rastes, or Horned Viper o/Egypt.

[Read before the R. S. Dec. n, 1766.]

My Lord,

THE Coluber Cerastes or Horned

Viper, of Egypt, which I have

the honour to present a specimen of to

this illustrious society, I am informed,

is very rare, and scarce to be found in

any of the cabinets of natural curio

sities in Europe. Besides, the authors

who have treated on the Cerastes, as

Alpinus and Bellonius, have given

such unsatisfactory descriptions of it,

and inaccurate figures, that I thought

an exact drawing from nature, toge

ther with the best and latest systemati

cal account of it, would be agreeable,

as well to the lovers of antiquity as

natural history.

The ancient Egyptians most cer

tainly esteemed it a hieroglyphic of

some importance ; for when we exa

mine their monuments of the greatest

antiquity, such as their obelisks, tem

ples, statues, palaces, and eren their

mummies, we are almost sure to find .

many representations of it on them.

Those two immensely large stones,

lately brought from Alexandria, in

Egypt, now in the court-yard of the

Britilh Museum, which appear to be

part of the grand cornice of some

magnificent palace, have many figures

of the Cerastes curiously engraved

upon them.

Dr. Haflelquist, a pupil of the cele

brated Linnæus, who was in Egypt in

1750, has given us a particular de

scription of this curious animal ; but

neither he nor the former writers on

Egypt, that mention the Cerastes, fay

any thing about the venom of its bite.

This we are informed of only by Dr.

Turnbull, who lived many years in

Egypt, both at Alexandria and Cairo,

and who was so kind to present me

with those specimens of it.

Dr. Linnæus, in his system of nature,

p. a 17, calls it Coluber Cerastes.

Dr. Hastelquist, in his Iter. p. 315,

Coluber Cornutus ; the following is ao

extract from his description.

The bead, between the horns, is

much depressed; the cheeks are

swelled out, so that the hinder part of

the head is considerably thicker than

the neck j the snout is (hoi t and

Jan.

blunt j the outward front of the up

per and under jaws have a small cavity,

or depression, in both ; the nostrils pro

ject like those of a pug dog.

The eyes have a perpendicular nar

row and black pupil ; the iris is of a

yellowish grey colours the orbits of

the eyes are neatly set round with

small hemispherical scales.

The tongue is divided at the extre

mity into two parts.

The teetb. In the upper jaw there

are no teeth, but two bones placed

lengthways in the palate ; in them

are fixed several small teeth, generally

about ten : they (harp, of an equal

length, and bend a little towards the

throat. On the fides of the under

jaw, near the snout, are placed three

or four teeth ; but none quite in the

sore part or hinder part.

The horns. Just above the eyes,

near the upper part of their orbit,

are two tentacula, which we call horns,

about a quarter of an inch long;

they are not straight, but bend a little

outwards; they are channelled length

ways, sharp pointed, but not very

hard ; their bafis is surrounded with a

circle of small erect scales.

The body is nacrow towards the

neck; the diameter of the thickest part

of the middle about one inch ; the tail

grows suddenly taper, and ends in a

sharp point.

The cehur. The top of the head,

the back and upper part of the tail,

are variegated with Targe irregular

spots, of a bright ochry colour, or

reddish brown ; the throat, belly,

and under part of the tail, are v>*hitilh.

The length of this specimen (See the

Plate.) is as follows ; from the nose

to the anus 22 { inches, the Hail 3 *

inches ; (b that the whole serpent is

16 inches long.

The belly is covered with 145 broad

scales, or scuta; the tail with 43 pair

of small scales, or fquamse.

The number of squama; and scuta

have been thought by late authors to

be the best method of determining

the species of serpents ; but they are

not ignorant that they differ a few

now and then : Hasselquist reckoning

150 scuta, and to pair of Iquamæ, to

his Coluber cornutus.

I am, my lord, your lorJfliip's

Most obedient humble servant,

John Ellis. .

The
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The History of the last Session of Parliament, 6JV.

The History of the Session of Parliament which hr^an Nov. u, 1766, being th; sixth

Session oftbe Twelfth Parliament o/Great-Britain, •with an Account ofalt the ma

terial Questions therein determine,!, and of the Political Disputes thereby occasioned

ivitliaut Doors. Continuedfrom our Appendix, 1767, p. 661.

THIS inquiry the law supposed that none of the kings of England ever

every wife government would did, nor ever would have consented

take care to make, before they grant- to the establishment of such a mono-

ed any licence for exportation ; and

■whilst our kings had either the power,

or influence, to prevent it, they took

care, that no selfish faction in parlia

ment should ever deprive the people

of this liberty to import, or this re

straint upon the export of the necefla-

ries of life, by establishing a monopo

ly of such necessaries in favour of the

proprietors of our land estates. It

was extremely right, and was al

ways the practice to give some small

advantage to the proprietors of eur

own lands by loading the importation

of luch necessaries with a small duty,

and when we had too great a plenty

•f our own produce, it wa* equal

ly right to allow a part of what we

had to be exported for the supply

of our friends who were in want j

but to prohibit the importation of

the necessaries of life, or to load them

with very heavy duties, and at the

fame time to establish a perpetual and

unlimited licence for exporting them,

was really granting a monopoly of

such necessaries in favour of the pro

prietors of the lands in England,

whereby they were enabled to raise

the rents of their lands as high as

they pleased ; and by the same regu

lations they enabled the farmers to

pay those high rents, by raising the

price of all lorts of provisions, espe

cially corn, to a rate much above

what it ought to be in a country

where the loil is so rich, the climate

so moderate, and the people so in-

rl'jfirious, as they naturally are in

England. Indeed, a more effectual

law for this purpose could not be

contrived than that of establishing

a perpetual and unlimited licence

for the exportation of our corn,

without leaving it in the power of

the crown to put a stop to it, for

ever so short a time ; for during the

existence of such a law, whilst there

i« a scarcity of bread in any part of

Europe, there can never be a plenty

of Jjrrad in England.

Before the union of the crowns,

Jin. 1758.

poly, because they k icw how natural

it is for all men to aim at railing the

price of every thing they have tj

dispose of; hut before the restoration

of Charles the Second, the constitu

tional revenue of the crown had been

so exhausted, by the extravagant and .

then deemed irredeemable grants of.

his predecessors, and the constitutional!

rights of the crown, so curtailed by

the interpretations and decisions of our

lawyers, that lie could not even subsist.

with any dignity, much less be able to

protect either himself, or his people,

even in time of peace, without a iup-

ply from his parliament; therefore he

found himself obliged to consent to

every thing that was insisted on by

his parliament, and of this necessity

they began immediately to take ad

vantage; for in 1660 they began to)

establish this monopoly, and comple

ted it in 1670. From the good sense

manifested by Charles the Second up

on other occasions, we may suppose*

that he as little approved of this mea-,

sure as any of his ancestors of Eng-,

land would have done, but in his.

reign he uns often compelled to con-"

sent to measures which he did not ap

prove of. Of this we have a re

markable inlbnce upen record ia,.

our history, with regard to the act

f.ir declaring the importation of cattle

from Ireland a publick and common'

nuisance, and therefore prohibiting it

for the future. Whilst this act was de

pending in parliament, the king de

clared that he could not in conscience

consent to it, yet he was the liext year

obliged to give it the royal assent *.

I have, indeed heard one argument

made use of in favour of our present,

regulations, which, if well founded,

would deserve our attention : It is

said, that if you withJraw the boim-,

ty, or li'wer the price at whidi i't

btgins to be payable, it would dilhear-

ten our sarnv--is to much, that they

would neglect tilling or cultivating

their lands ; bur the author of one of

the tracts publilhtd with the Farmer's

B Letters

• See Hi/ery of Enghnihy Mr, Ralph, -vol. I. p. 14.3, col, a.
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Letters, has furnished us with a sort

ot demonstration that there can be

no foundation for apprehending any

such consequence. That author has

given us, not an imaginary calcula

tion, but an actual account, of the ex-

pence of cultivating twenty acres of

arable land for nine years, and also

an account of the money he received

for their produce witliin that time.

He, 'tis true, supposes the hulbandman

to be a farmer, and consequently

reckons the rent as a part of the ex-

pence of cultivation ; but I shall sup

pose him to be himself the proprietor

of these twenty acres, and consequent

ly that he pays no rent'. In this case

the account, without reckoning the

fractions, will stand thus:

Money received for the produce of

these nine years, 459 /.

Expence of cultivation in these nine

years, 136/.

Net profit in nine years. 223 /.

Net profit per annum, 24./.

Net profit per ann. per acre, t /. 4.;.

Can we suppose that any farmer will

be so disheartened by withdrawing the

bounty or lowering the price at which

it begins to be payable, as to neglect

cultivating his lands, when he is cer

tain, barring accidents, that if he can

ftll his wheat at 30 s. per quarter and

his barley at isi s. per quarter (the pri

ces received by the author of this ac

count) he will receive a net profit of

»'4- S. per ann. for every acre of arable

land he cultivates ? It is true, that, if

the farmer should by his lease be oblig

ed to pay his landlord a rent of 15 s.

per acre, this may dishearten him, un

less he can sell both his wheat and his

barley at a much higher price j for we

cannot wonder that any man should

grudge paying his landlord 15 s. per

acre, when he can have but 9 s. to

himself, for recompencing his care and

labour, for answering all accidental

losses, and for paying him a moderate

interest for his money imployed in

stocking his farm. For this reason if

the prices of our corn be not kept up

at a much higher rate than 30 s. for

wheat, and 1 6s. for barley per quarter,

ro roan in his right senses would en

gage to pay so high a rent for a farm

consisting mostly of arable lands, un

less it be situated within a few miles of

some populous city or market town,

for in that caie h; could turn most of

it into grafs lands for tke fattening 9s

sheep or black cattle, as the fame

author has likewise from his own ex

perience, shewn, that in such a situa

tion grass lands are much more profit

able than arable lands.

But to conclude, I believe there was

never of late years any design in our

legislature to withdraw the bounty en

tirely, and it would certainly be wrong;

to do so ; for it ought to be in all coun

tries an established maxim, to keep

the necessaries of life always as nearly

as possible about the fame price ; be

cause there is in all countries a number

of labouring people who have nothing

of the bee quality of being prcviius

futuri. They always live, as it is-called,

from hand to mouth, and if they can

earn as much in four days of the week

as can subsist them for seven, they spend

the other three in idleness, or in idle

amusements. Of such labouring people,

I say, there is a number in every counuy j

but fewer I believe in this than in any

other, because our labouring poor have

for ages been habituated to Jive better

than such people do In most countries of

Europe, and therefore have been obliged,

and long accustomed to do more work

than is done in any other country in the

fame time j for in all countries there is

such a certain just proportion between

the priceof labour and of the necessarie*

of life imperceptibly established, that ev

ery labouringman must labourat least six

days in the week in order to provide

that sort of food, raiment, and lodging

which is customary among those ot hia

trade, in the country where he lives j

unless he be such an extraordinary

workman as to be able to do as much

in sour days as is usually done by those

of the same profession in fix, and such,

men, if they are provident, generally

soon grow rich.

Generally speaking, therefore, every

labouring man is obliged to labour fix

days in every week, in order to provide

for his family, except jst. when by

any accident, the price of labour has

been raised in some particular sort t f

business far above the usual j and se

condly when, by a run of plentiful

years, the price of the necessaries of

lite has fallen much below its usual.

The causes of the first are so various,

that it is impossible to prevent it by a

general law, any otherwise than by a

lawfor preventing a combination, either

among the journeymen, or among the

masters, for it would be unjust to pre

vent
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vent it among the former, without tak

ing care to prevent it effectually

among the alter. But as to the

second, I humbly think, it may be

in a great measure prevented by one

general law for establishing and ex-

presslydistinguishingtbree several prices

of corn, which in all countries is the

chief necessary of life: The first and

lowest of these prices ought to be settled

at that at which a bounty (hall begin to

be payable, and should be that which

is the usual price of Polish or German

wheat, and the other sorts of corn in

proportion, because as our wheat is

better than theirs, it would induce the

Dutch to keep their magazines always

stored with British rather than Polish

corn, and thereby enable them to sup

ply this intion in a time of great scar

city ; for I doubt if any magazines

can ever be established in this king

dom, because to do it at the public

charge would be vastly expensive, and

private men will never undertake it, as

they can make more of their money in

our public funds, than they can expect

by imploying it in such a trade.

The second of these prices ought to

be settled at that above which no expor

tation sliall be admitted, and should be

two or three (hillings per quarter above

the common price ot Sicilian or Afri

can wheat, because as their wheat is

better than ours, whilst they can have

in Portugal, Spain, or Italy, a suffi

cient supply from thence, we could not

expect to sell any of ours, unless we

fell it at a cheaper rate than the wheat

of either of those countries, but when

they cannot have a sufficient supply

from thence, and are ready to pay any

price for ours, if we were to admit an

unlimited exportation, we should soon

be in danger of a famine amongst our

selves.

The third and highest of these prices

ought to be settled at that at which a

free importation of corn from all coun

tries is to be admitted. I fay a tree

importation, without paying even that

duty which at all other times ought

to be payable upon the importation of

foreign necessaries for the encourage

ment of our own produce ; and this

price, in my humble opinion, should

be settled at 36 s. per quarter of wheat,

and for other forts of grain in propor

tion.

By such a law at this, with a power

See tur last

always lodged in the crown to prohi

bit the exportation of our own corn •

or admit the free importation of fo

reign, upon any extraordinary emer

gency, such a jwst and certain pro

portion between the wages of our la

bouring poor and the price of the

necessaries of life would by degrees

be established, that we could never

lose the labour of our poor for many

days in the year, by the low price of

corn, nor would any frugal industrious

family be ever brought into distress, by

the price being so high as to be entirely

out of the reach of their usual wages.

I have already mentioned the debate

that happened the first day of the ses

sion, with respect to the embargo upon

the exportation of wheat and wheat

flour, issued the 26th of September

1766, by the king's sole authority*.

This question was not then thought

necessary to determine. However in

both houses the members continued to

be divided upon this question, and ag

those who were of the negative sie'e,

were likewise of opinion, that the pass

ing of such a bill at that time could sel

dom if ever be attended with any bad

consequences, therefore on the 1 8th of

November they made no great opposi

tion to a motion then made, for leave

to bring in a bill for the better pro

tection and security of all persons who

have. acted in pursuance of, or obedi

ence to, the late order of council, lay

ing an embargo on wheat and wheat

flour j and the motion being thus

agreed to, Mr. Secretary Conway and

Mr. Onflow were ordered to pre

pare, and bring in the fame.

On the 2+th an instruction was or

dered turn. con. to the gentlemen ap

pointed to bring in this bill, that they

do make provision in the said bill, for

discharging all proceedings, against

any persons, for or on account of the

said embargo; and on the lame day

Mr. Secretary Conway presented the

bill to the house, when it was read a

first time, and ordered to be read a

second time, and to be printed, which

it was on the third of December, and

committed to a committee of the

whole house. In the mean time, vz.

November the 25th a motion was made

for addressing his majesty to give di

rections, that there be laid before this

house, full acounts and perfect copies of

all applications, informations, and evi

ct 2 denceij

vol. p. 445.
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dences, concerning the prices and

quantity ot corn in this kingdom and

concerning the necessity ot' prohibiting

the exportation thereof, made, deli

vered, and offered, to his majesty, or

his privy council, during the recess of

parliament ; and also, a copy of bis

majesty's order in council for issuing

the proclamation, which was published

on the lSthday of September last past,

and of the said proclamation ; but up

on the question's being put it passed in

the negative : and on the 5th of Dec.

after reading the order of the day it was

moved, that it bean instruction to the

said committee that they have power

to receive a clause or clauses, to ascer

tain the charges and damages sustained

in consequence of the late order in

council and proclamation for prohi

biting the exportation of wheat and

wheat flour, by or on account of any

demurrage or of any injury orexpences

occasioned by keeping the said corn on

hoard, or by loading or unloading the

same. But upon the question's being

put it passed in the negative, as it de

served j for I am really surprised how

such a motion came to be made; as it

was an instruction that was impossible

to be complied with, unless the com

mit tee upon this bill had been tofit for at

least a twelve month, in order to inquire

into and determine the multitude of

claims thatwould have been made on

this account and after they had done so

I should be glad to know how or by

whom the claimants were to be satis

fied ; for it would have been most un

just, to have charged the public with

such an expence, as all losses and da

mages occasioned by any public mea

sure, which was absolutely necessary for

preventing the ruin of the nation, are

accidental misfortunes which every

subject is obliged by the nature of so

ciety to submit to; the public may af

terwards in charity give as much relies

as it can spare to thole that have by

such misfortunes been reduced to real

distress, but charity can never be

charged as a debt upon the public, no

more than upon any private man.

For,these ieasons I fay this motion

deserved to have a negative put upon

it, and then the house, aster having

gone through the bill with several

amendments, ordered the report to be

itceived on the 8th, when it was made

by Mr. Fuller, one of the amendments
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disagreed to, the rest agreed to, and

several amendments being made by

the house, the bill, with the amend

ments was ordered to be ingrossed.

On the 9th the bill being now intitled

a bill for indemnifying such persons

as have acted for the service of the

public in advising or carrying into exe

cution the order of council, of the

*6th of September last, for laying an

embargo on all sliips laden with wheat

or wheat flour, and for preventing

suits in consequence os the s,id embar

go, was read the third time, passed,

and sent to the lords, where it was

agreed to without any amendment;

and received the royal assent on the

1 6th.

As to the substance of this act it

will fully enough appear from the title

and the instruction upon which it was

founded ; but there is something cu

rious in the preamble, therefore I (hall

give it the reader at full length, ft

recites as follows : His majesty having

been pleased, by an order in council,

bearingdate the »6th of September last,

to order, that an embargo should be

laid upon all (hips and vessels laden or

to be laden in the ports of Great Bri

tain, with wheat or wheat flour to be

exported to foreign parts, from the

date thereof, until the 14th of Novem

ber following: •which order could not

bejujfijied by law but was so much for

the service ot the public, and so ne

cessary for the safety and preservation

of his mnjestj's subjects, that it ought

to be justified by act of parliament;

and all persons advising, or acting un

der or in obedience to the fame in

demnified : It is therefore enacted, ice.

From the first title of this bill we may

judge that the words in italicks were

not at first in the preamble, but were

inserted by way of amendment in the

committee, and proceeded from a jea

lousy of the constitutional powers of

the crown which some people seem still

to be possessed with, though it could

never be more groundless or unseason

able, as we have now more reason to

sear that the crown has not a constitu

tional power sufficient to stem the tor

rent of a factious majority in both

houses, that (hall confederate together

for setting up an oligarchy ; but we

have now a great deal to fear from an

anticonstational power in the crown,

which has been growing ever since

1760,
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1660, when our parliaments first began

to raise a public revenue by taxing the

consumption instead of the property of

the people, and which is now called

bribery and corruption.

I have already given an account of

•ne of the fortunate bills brought in

and passed in consequence of the par

liamentary inquiry into the affairs of

our East India company * and shall

now proceed to give an account of

such of the rest as I think the most

important. On the 13th of May, a

motion was made, and leave given, to

bring in a bill to regulate the qualifi

cations of East India stock, and Mr.

Onflow, Mr. Price Campbell, Sir Wil

liam Biker, Mr. Fuller, Sir George

Colebrooke, Mr. Cuft, Mr. Coventry,

Mr Walsh, and Mr. Ongley were or

dered to prepare and bring in the

fame.

On the 19th, There was presented

to the house the following extraordi

nary petition, which, because of its

being of an extraordinary nature,

and because of the extraordinary fate

it met with, I shall give at full length

as follows : It was intitled a petition

of" the united company of merchants of

England trading to the East Indies,

aiid being read ; set forth, that the pe

titioners observe, by the votes of this

house, that a bill is depending for fur

ther regulating the making of divi

dends by the East India company, and

that the petitioners are advised, that

certain clauses in the said bill as now

proposed, if palled into a law, would

prove extremely prejudicial to the

rights and property of the petitioners,

and would materially affect public cre

dit-in general, as well as the particular

interest of that company ; and that the

petitioners apprehend that the motives

to the conduct of the proprietors, at

their late general courts, with relation

to the dividend they have agreed to,

as well as the circumstances of the

company, which induced them to vote

such a dividend, have been very much

misunderstood; and therefore praying,

that the petitioners m3y have leive to

lay before the house, the true stAte of

those matters, and may be heard, by

themselves, or their counsel, against

such parts of the said bill as may affect

their interest.

Upon this it was moved to refer the

petition to the committee upon this

bill, and that the petitioners should be

heard by their counsel thereupon if

they thought fit ; and though the me

thods by which the authority of the

company was obtained for presenting

this petition were very well known,

yet this motion was supported by seve

ral members ; but, at last it was moved

and ordered that the debate be adjourn

ed till next day ; after which it wai

ordered, that the East India company

do lay before the house, to morrow

morning, an account of the proceed

ings of the general court holden yes

terday, with such protests as were

made at the fame court ; and that the

chairman and deputy chairman of the

said company, or one of them, do at

tend this house to morrow morning ;

and then it was resolved, that the said

company do lay before this house a

list of the names of the several pro

prietors of East India stock, who bal-

lotted at the general court of the said

company which was holden yesterday ;

together with the quantity of stack in

each persons name who ballotted, and

their places of abode.

There was then presented to the

house and read a petition, under the

modest title of a petition from the under

subscribers, proprietors of East- India

stock, and although it was of the fame

tenor with the former, and almost in.

the very fame words, yet such regard

was (hewn to it, that it was presently

referred to the said committee, and

the petitioners had leave to be heard

upon their said petition, if they

thought fit.

Next day, before the debate upon

the former petition was resumed, Mr.

Onflow presented to the house a bill to

regulate the qualifications of the pro

prietors of East India stock, when it

was read a first time, and ordered to

be read a second time j and before the

rising of the house they resumed the

said adjourned debate, bat having

previously ordered to be read, the ac

count of the proceedings of the gene

ral court of the said company, holden

the 1 8th of May 1767, wherein are

inserted such protests as were made at

the fame court; and also minutes of

the court of directors of the said com

pany, holden on the 19th of May

1767, relating to the protest of the

said court against the resolution of th e

general court of tbe ilth of May

J7*7»

• Stt our Inst vtl. p. 655.
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1767, for proceeding immediately to

a ballot on a question proposed at the

said general court; and the same be

ing accordingly read, they very

plainly (hewed that the petition had

been obtained by those means which

the bill intended to put an end to,

consequently tlie question for referring

the petition was not only carried in

the negative, but the petition itself

rejected.

['7a be continued in our next.~\

From the Political Register.

To the EDITOR.

SIR,

AS several great and material

changes have been made in the

administration of government since the

publication of your last number, and

as your readers will doubtless expect

some account of them, 1 will give you

what I believe may be depended upon:

but, to state the apparent motives of

these changes, it will be necessary to

take a slight retrospect of the occur

rences of the last four months. It is

plain, from both the event and the na

ture of the summer-negotiation with

the marquis of R. (fee our last vol,

p. 446.) that the ministry did not

then think themselves strong enough

to stand the ensuing winter ; and the

death of Mr. Tovvnlbtmi, which hap

pened soon after the failure of that ne-

fotiation, rendered them still weaker.

!y powerful solicitation a successor to

Mr. Townstiend's place was obtained ;

but the want of his abilities was se

verely felt by the surviving ministers ;

and it was obvious, .that they could not

go on with the public business without

receiving some assistance from the op

position. The Marquis of R. tliey had

twice entreated without effect ; Mr.

G. they dreaded : they confessed his

abilities, but were afraid to put their

own inferiority into the fame scale.

What then must thev do ? Or to whom

should they apply ? They took no steps;

like people who had given themselves

up to despair, they trusted to chance,

which has wrought more in their fa

vour than any of their most sanguine

friends durst have wished, or could

have expected : for, upon the meeting

of p , it was evident, from what

pasted the first day, that the several

great parts of the opposition were lb

tar from being united, that there was

Jan.

a strong diversity of opinion amongst

them : upon this the minister threw

out the offer of a treaty to a select num

ber of the friends of the D. of B.

These accepted the proposal: but, at

it regarded only a few, a declaration

was made to the other respectable

persons, who had acted with, and

adhered to, that interest with uncor-

rupted fidelity ; " That it -was hoped

thiir acceptance of the offer -which bad

been made to them, -would not be considered

as a breach of the goodJaitb that hadsub

sisted bet-ween them"

A subdivision of one of the parts of

opposition being thus effected, a nego

tiation for terms of acceptance was

openly set on foot ; and, by the twen

ty-second day of December 1767, the

following arrangements were agreed

upon:

E*rl Gower, lord- president of the

council, in the room of the earl of

Northington, who retires upon a pen

sion ol 4.000I, per annum.

Earl of Hill (borough, secretary os

state for the American colonies.—A

new office.

Viscount Wej mouth, secretary or

state for the northern department in

the room of Mr. Conway.

Mr. Conway to have thefiist milita

ry vacancy worth bis acceptance.

Earl of Sandwich, joint post-master,

in the room of Lord Hililborough.

Lord Charles Spencer, a lord of the

admiralty, (in the room of Mr. Jen.

kinson, made a lord of treasury some

weeks before.

Right Hon. Mr. Rigby, one of the

joint vice- treasurers oflreland, in the

room of Mr. Oswald, who retires with

the reversion of a lucrative place in

Scotland for his son.

Hon. Hen. F. Thynne, master of

the houshold, in the room of Mr. Har

ris, deceased.

Richard Vernon, Esq; a clerk of

the board of green cloth, in the room

of the Hon. Mr. Grey.

The idea of a third secretary of

state, whose business is to be confined

to the colonies only, is not a new one;

nor is it a measure that is wholly un

necessary. It was originally proposed

at the time that Lord Hallisax was first

lord of trade; but the expence of such

an additional department was the ob

jection to its being then carried into

execution, though it was intended

that
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that the employment of third secre

tary should be given to the first lord of

trade, in order to sire the expence of

one of the salaries. Upon the accession

of the marquis of R to power,

the fame scheme of secretary of state

for the colonies was again adopted,

and the employment was still intended

to be given to the first lord of trade,

for the seme reason as before. And,

to prevent as much as possible an in

crease of expence, it was also intended

that the clerks of the board of trade

should likewise be the clerks of the

new secretary, and that the lords of

trade should be a kind os council to

him. But when this plan was ready to

be carried into execution, and nothing

remained to be done, but for Lord

Dartmouth (who was then first lord of

trade) to kiss his M——'s hand upon

it, Lord Ch—— at that instant came

into power, and, because he would not

adopt any plan of a predecessor's, he

disapproved of this of a third secretary;

which was the true and only reason of

Lord D——'s resignation on the 30th

of July, 1766. Lord Ch '« first

measure of government, after he had

made his arrangements, was to trans

fer the American business from the

hoard of trade to the office of secretary

for the southern department, and the

board of trade he reduced to the capa

city of a board of reference only ; in

which capacity, by these last altera

tions, it i» still to remain.

From the manner in which the co*

Jonv-bufiness has of late been trans

acted, or rather neglected, the neces

sity of a secretary of state for the colo

nies only, has been more manifest ;

and it would certainly be deemed, by.

most men, a right measure, if it had

not the appearance of 3 job.

A creation of new offices is an ac

cumulation of power to the crown,

which is ever to be dreaded in this

country, for a time may come, when

Englishmen may. not be so happy to

hive a Gecrge the Third upon the

throne. It is possible, that a prince

of a contrary complexion and princi

ples, may hereafter sway the sceptre

•f this country } and what can hinder

such a prince from making a wicked

■se of this increased prerogative? Bur-

Bet soy», upon Queen Anne's creat

ing twelve new peers to carry the job

•f the peace of Utrecht, though nobody

could dispute the power of the croivn to

create those peers, yet such an extraordi

nary exertion oj the prerogative nuas re

garded hy the people as dangerous to the

happiness aud interests of the kingdom; and

so in fact, it proved ; for, a few day*

after the introduction of those lord*

into the upper house, the court car

ried a question hy the majority of them

only. The ministers then ventured

upon making that infamous peace

which so immediately succeeded. In

a like manner ought we to regard,

and to be alarmed at, an increase of

places, as being liable, in bad hands,

to equal mischiefs and abuses.

To the manner of this new appoint

ment of a third secretary of state there

are two objections ; one is, the in

crease thereby made to the power of

the crown, which has been just men

tioned ; the other is, the expence it

will be to the public ; for, being au.

entire new office, there must, of course,

be a new establishment for it, which

will amount to no inconsiderable sum

annually. Then comes the salary of

the secretary himself", and possibly art

under secretary, who probably may be

a member of parliament, which, if

they are not more, will at least lie the

fame with those of the other secretaries

of state, and may therefore be safely

put down at S030I. per annum.

So that upon the whole, ch is change

of hands may fairly be sard to have

been accomplished at the n.l.'.inonal

expence of at least 14. or 15000I. per

annum.

Second Letter from Mr. J. J. Rousseau

to Mr. D. (See last vol. p. 534J

Dear Sir,

THOUG H I hare long since form

ed a resolution to live in a nar

row corner of this heap of dirt, un

known to the world, and forgot by it ;

I will yet take the liberty of addres

sing to you a few of my letters. I

know the ties of gratitude, ties, in

my opinion, as sacred as those of

friendship; a word common even

among traitors. How great is the

number of these miscreants ! I will not

talk like a moralist, lest I should

frighten away the monsters. The

evil is general, the remedy ineffec

tual, and a reformation impossible.

Consider, weak, vain, and impe

rious man! consider thy 0*11 insigni

ficance.
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ficanee, thy own nothingness ! remem

ber the dust whence. tliou art sprung ;

and if the view of thy origin sills thee

with humility ; why, let me ilk thee,

dost thou ever lose sight os it i blind

monster ! thou art great only in thine

own eyes. Quit thy proud palace),

withdraw from the bustle of populous

cities , come, if thou hast courage,

co ,ue, and learn wisdom in these woods!

Behold those animals, vile indeed, in

thy estimation ! but behold and ad

mire them, and be covered thyself with

shame. Amongst them there prevails

no rivallbip ; nature is their guide

and their law, uniform and innocent

nature ; but that fame nature, which

thou alledgest in excuse of thy crimes ;

upon her thou throwest the blame of

all those black and atrocious deeds,

which proceed only from thy own head

strong and brutal passions. Oh ! man,

how contemptible art thou in my eyes !

Thou monster of iniquity ! But, such

is thy incurable blindness, thou art

not ashamed of thy own wickedness.

You fee, my dear friend, I am not

afraid to discover to you, my most

secret thoughts. There are still in the

world some select spirits, who deserve

that tender appellation, that honour

able title, infinitely preferable to all

those vain titles, which human vanity

hath arrogated to itself. You deserve,

my dear friend, by your ingenuous

conduct, the warmest wishes of my

heart ; you have already deserved them

by your disinterestedness and genero

sity. A present so small is .little wor

thy of your acceptance : may my zeal

and sincerity add value to the gift.

I look down with disdain upon the

pride of cities. To me a retired and

solitary life hath charms more attrac

tive than the gilded palaces of kings;

palaces of dirt, erected by vanity, and

inhabited by vanity. The true mo

narch, is he who enjoys himself, were

it in the midst of the most; gloomy

forests. To jou, ye wild hearts, to

you of right belongs the sovereignty of

the woods : you possess them as mailers.

'Tis man alone, that cruel monster,

that troubles your repole. Not satis

fied with making war upon his equals,

he comes armed for your destruction j

ior you he lays Inares, and wilh a heart

full 01 malice, he robs you of those

bkflings, which he hath not procured

for you, but which you derive from

nature; you, who, content with

acorns or thistles, envy him not his

treasures, frequently the fruit of his

rapine and extortion.

Yes, my dear friend, I can easily

read the sentiments of your heart ;

of that heart, so tender, so sincere an<t

virtuous. You appiove my conduct,

and I am proud of your approbation.

Generous Pylades ! I could live the

age of Nestor with such an Orestes as

you ; but inconstancy, you know, is

the characteristic of man ; and such, I

own, is my foible. I am a man, and,

of consequence, am subject to the fail

ings of humanity. Eloquent in deli

vering the most excellent precepts,

men are themlelves the first to trans

gress them : they suffer themselves to

be hurried away by the whirlwind of

inconstancy. A thousand times have

I made vows ; a thousand times have

I broken them. I confess my faults ;

I repent of them ; and next moment I

fall into new ones. With lo many

causes for humility and abasement,

ought any one in this world to he pust-

up with pride ? You fee, my friend,

I acknowledge my weakness, and do

not dissemble it; but pity, tender

pity, shall always be my favourite vir

tue. I could suit my temper to the ■

humours of the world : but I dread

men, and their dark designs ; and I

therefore withdraw myself from the

noise of those venemous insects, who

want only to sting and bite you, and

to fuck your blood, to fatten their

own leanness. I fly men without hat

ing them : I only hate their vices ;

and hateful as these are, why should

I love them ?

Long, perhaps too long, have phi

losophers declaimed against perfidy,

dishonesty, treachery; monsters bred

in society ; nourished, cherished, and

encouraged in society. Overturning

their reasonings by the coarse of their

actions, men have offered incense to

the ruins of those idols, which they

had just been destroying; and sorry,

it would seem, for having demolished

them with one hand, they have reared

them up with the other, and have paid

them all their worship. Such is man ;

such is that being, who, with the molt

ridiculous vanity, prefers himself to

other animals, and dares insolently

Cay, " I have reason for my guide."

Why, thou monster ! thou odious com

pound
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pound of baseness, of ignorance, and

wickedness, why then dolt thou not

make use of it ? Exalt thyself as much

at thou wilt, thy misery is not on that

account the less real.

I am weary, my dear friend, of writ:

ing to you, truths so mortifying to hu

manity ; and, perhaps, at the fame

lime I abuse your paiience ; but this is

* suspicion, which, without doing

you injustice, 1 can by no means en

tertain. I know you too well to

doubt your complaisance. Adieu, Sir;

accept my most humble respects.

J. J. Rousseau.

ÆxtraS from the third Volume os Medi

cal Observations and Enquiries. By

A Society of Physicians in London.

Cafe ofdfraSured Rib, and a remarka

ble Emphysema.

" \ Man about sixty years of age,

X*. of a healthy constitution, and

lax fibres, on the 18th of May, 1761,

fell with violence on the spiked points

of a palisading. Externally, there ap

peared no wound, bur a slight scratch,

with little or no tension or inflamma-

• tion. ** On examining the part; one

of the ribs of the left side was found

fractured ; and, on prefling gently, a

small emphysematous tumor was per

ceived upon the part, about the size

ot a crown-piece.

On the least motion, he breathed

with pain and difficulty. He was im

mediately bled pretty freely. The

part was embrocated with spirits and

vinegar, and a plaster, compress, and

bandage applied.—About six o'clock

the fame evening, the patient was in

much pain, and the trunk of his body,

with one side of his face, much swelled.

Tbe plaster and bandage,were removed,

and the emphysema was found to ex

tend itself over both breasts, all along

the left side backward, to the spine,

down as low as the os sacrum and

ilium, all along the neck and face,

particularly on the side 'on which he

had lain, so that tbe right eyelids

were much inflated, and the eye in-

tirely closed up.

On such unexceptionable authority,

without farther hesitation, a longitu

dinal incision was made of about an

inch and a half, above the frail ure,

where the swelling appeared most pro-

min-eiit. The air immediately rushed
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out with noise and violence, and even

a considerable time afterwards, by

stroking and prefling the parts all

around, towards the opening, con

tinued to pass off, with a pip'Bgi

crackling noise. He was very soon

most sensibly relieved by the operation,

and could breathe and swallow pretty

freely, which he could not do before

without pain and difficulty.

The same genrle efforts were per

severed in, for near an hour ami half,

by which the swelling, in every part,

was greatly reduced, and the right

eye perfectly freed and opened. As

ter dressing the part superficially, a

Urge compress, dipped in spirits and

vinegar, with a long flannel bandage,

was applied pretty tight, round the

whole trunk.—At three or foilr

o'clock next morning, he became very

uneasy, the swelling increased, and

consequently the thorax became too

much confined by the stricture of the

bandage, which being removed, and

the parts again stroked towards the

orifice, a large quantity of air was

evacuated. After this, he was again

sensibly relieved, and slept some hour*

in a posture between sitting and lying.

About ten the next morning, pe

was much cooler, his pulse more mo

derate and regular, his thirst greatly

abated, and his ,rel~p:ration free. 6st

removing the bandage, though the

swelling was not much increased on

the injured part, yet it had extended

itself all along the right fide, and

down below the cubit of the right arm

particularly, which, on pressing, mada

a considerable crackling noise, so that

it might be heard all aver the room.

The next day, the emphysema had

affected the groins, aud the upper

part of the scrotum, but in every other

place teemed at a stand. From this

time, the emphysema gradually subsid

ed, in all parts of the body, so that no

more incisions were thought necessary.

Whenever he coughed, he could htac

the air fly off, with a bubbling noile,

from the orifice."

In this article, there is the follow

ing letter from Dr. Huxhani to Mr.

Leake, on emphysematous cases, from

internal causes.

" Dear Sir,

The cafe of the emphysematous pa

tient, which you have drawn up, and

which, you know, I also examined, is

9 Very
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v ery similar to that so judiciously relat

ed by Dr. Hunter, in the second vo

lume of the medical observations and

inquiries.

Indeed, an emphysema doth not un

commonly happen on a fracture of the

ribs, and a laceration of a lobe of the

lungs. But an emphysema of a large

extent, without any kind of laceration

of the lungs, or fracture of a rib, is

not so common, nor so easily account

ed for. The following case is, I think,

somewhat singular.

About three years ago, a full-bo

died, middle aged, lailor (Michael

Me. Cann, of the Modeste man of

war) was seized with a putrid fever

and sore throat. He was bled at the

beginning, but his blood appearing in

a loose, dissolving state, he was bled

no more. A blister was also applied

between his (houlders, which soon

dried up.

About the 7th or 8th day of his dis

ease, an emphysematous swelling ap

peared ih his face, neck, and all over

his breast, especially on the right side.

The (kin was very greatly stuffed up,

and made a crackling noise under the

fingers, when touched, as if you had

handled a half, blown, dry bladder,

and the patient was exceeding stiff, and

uneasy with it.

Mr. Montagu Bacon, the chief sur

geon of the navy-hospital here, and

the other surgeons attending, were

desirous that I should be consulted,

and fee it, as something very uncom

mon ; which I accordingly did. I

examined it with great care, and

found the tumor altogether flatulent,

and a compleat emphylema. I advised

the fomenting it with (harp vinegar

and camphorated spirit os wine, and,

• if that mould not succeed, to scarify

it slightly. The tumor totally vanish

ed in two or three days without any

scarification ; and he soon recovered

from the fever ; but he continued very

weak for a long time and remained

very scorbutic as he was before the fe

ver, his gums being very spongy, and

bleeding on the (lightest touch, or

1 rubbing.

Here the emphysema was generated,

merely by the putrescence of the hu

mours, as is frequently observed, in a

less degree, in and about the incipient

gangrænes of the limbs, &c. "Ti*

'certain, from numberless experiments,

that putridity, both in vegetable and

animal substances, generates air, or

rather raises it from a fixed to an elas

tic state.

I am persuaded this more frequently

happens in putrid malignant fevers,

than is commonly imagined ; and it is

not improbable, that elastic air may be

generated even in the arterial and ve

nous system, and be productive of ter

rible symptoms, vast oppression, anx

iety, palpitation, intermitting pulse,

deliquium, &c. which are too often

observed towards the close of putrid

fevers.

- Hence, probably, the sudden swel

lings, hemorrhages, and putrefaction

of bodies dying in such distempers ;

the emphysematous tumor of the whole

habit of the beasts, seized with the

late disease amongst the homed cattle,

is well known ; and it is noted in com

mon cookery, that mutton, or beef>

tainted, and beginning to grow putrid,

will not fink even in hot water, the

putrefaction generating air in tfee

juices.

I am, oVc."

ExtraB of a Lttttr from a Gentleman

resident at NapUs, to bis Friend in Lon

don, tubo formerly resided there, relat

ing to the late Eruption of Vesuvius.

" \X/E ',ave have had a most extra-

W ordinary eruption of Vesuvi

us. The beginning of it is exactly

described in Pliny's /irft letter, when

the first alarm was taken from a co

lumn of black smoak, thrown out with

suchviolence as to appear an immense

■ pine-tree branching out on all sides

after a great height of stem j when

the diminution of the force that threw

it out, allowed the air to operate by

spreading it. The whole mountain

was soon wrapped round with utter

darkness, and its place was only to be

distinguished by the many streams of

fire that were darted in different di

rections, and made this darkness visi

ble. These different directions, at first

unaccountable^ appeared to me after

wards by my glasses to be produced

from the fire that was thrown out from

several mouths, in whatever direction

was impressed upon it from the sides

of the mouths on its being thrown out.

It was very extraordinary to observe

some of these streams of fire perpendi

cularly descending, whilst others were

soot
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Aot upwards in a strait line; the for

mer appearance was owing to innume

rable accensed stones in their fall,

after having been thrown from some

superior aperture, that acquired such

velocity from their weight and such a

blending of light from their proximity,

that they seemed one impetuous tor

rent of fire ; though on the usual ap

pearance of these falling stones, they

arc scattered and are plainly to be di

stinguished as separate bodies.

AJ1 this, as a meer object of sight,

would rather have been amusing ; but

a frequency of the most terrible explo

sions made it very alarming. The

noise of the largest cannon fired from

the castle not three hundred yards

from rue, h a meer whisper to these

explosions. My little houfhold was

all retreated to tbe room backwards,

built against tbe hill; and I pwn I

made most of my observations in the

doorway of my newest and thickest

wall. One or two, however, the most

severe of these shocks that raised old

Poro [the writer's maitred'hotel] who

till then kept by me, off the ground,

made me hesitate and think of making

a prudent retreat ; but that it occurred

to me, the streets might have been

.equally dangerous to a known heretic

mixing with processions after pictures

of Madonas or saints, with which the

whole city was all night crowded. The

intervention might have been as dan

gerous as it has proved to be at the

liquefaction of the blood of the good

faint of our mob, who are inspired by

him with a rage that it is most prudent

to keep out of tbe way of.

Tbe shocks afterwards seemed to

abate, or I was more used to them ,

and a most comfortable lava made its

felly from a seeming opening of the

whole side at once, and rushed for

wards with an impetuosity that in two

hours brought it within two miles of

Portici, which quieted me for that

night. The king was then at his pa

lace there, which Vesuvius seemed to

be reclaiming from his majesty's en

croachments. The place was by no

means held tenable against him, and

the king, the courtiers, and numbers

of families then in these environs at

their ville gratura, scampered away

about midnight, all truly persuaded

that the devil would take the hindmost.

As our sricad' the countess, was very

unwilling to anticipate matters (he was

not in the rear of this helter-skelter;

but her ladyship thought: herself so

unsafe at Naples, that I am told (he

continued her slight to Caserta.

The next day was quieted by a

profuse lava that has filled up the hol

low way between the hermits and Vesu

vius of at least a hundred feet in depth.

The second night, however, was as

boisterous at the mountain, but not

so alarming at Naples as the first ; the

mountain having burst sooner and on

the other side of it, from whence it was

delivered of a lava equally copious after

fewer throws.

The third day the agitation of the

earth and air was trifling; but an im

mense quantity of cinders and ashes

filled the whole atmosphere, so as to

take our good fun from us, and to leave

Us no more than you have of him in

London, when thousands of less alarm

ing volcanos from good kitchens ren

der the air in winter often impervious

to any but his strongest rays. He ap

peared all this day of the fanguinious

colour, which Pliny describes him in

on a like occasion.

The fourth day, we had, for three

hours or more, one continual thunder,

without the terrible explosions, how

ever, of the first and second nights ;

and I took great comforc to myself

(on seeing the constant course of cin

ders and ashes thrown up) to look up

on it as the effect only of a double

lunged bellows, blown by all the

winds from half the points of the com

pass, that would soon destroy or sepa

rate the combustible enemy we had to

deal with. Accordingly these ashes

were the only inconvenience that re

mained ; which on Sunday the seventh

day was so great, that I was obliged to

gallop home with my eyes (hut, as I

could no longer open them from the

pain these ashes put me to.

All is now quiet; and the lava on

this side is stopped, after laying waste

the largest track of cultivated ground

that it ever destroyed at once within

this country. The great eruptions of

it have been in the year —7, in the

year —37, and this of —67. I leave

your deep naturalists to account for

this periodical crisis ; and it may not

be the first meer accident that has

given birth to a profound system. The

good people of Naples were equally

C a alarmed
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alarmed with the courtiers at an anti

cipation of their future state, and had

fecourse as usual to their protector to

avert the omen. The cardinal arch

bishop's palace was accordingly invest

ed at midnight by thousands of sturdy

beggars, that his eminence would ad-

tnit them to San Gennaro's chapel to

present their supplications more imme

diately within his saintship's hearing.

But the wile pastor, apprehensive that

these votaries would be sure to get

something at last by a midnight's visit

to the saint's rich mansion, absolutely

refused ; on which they set fire to his

palace. It must have been burned with

the people in it, who dared not stir

tout, had it not been that the mob was

divided into knaves and fools ; and as

fast as the thieves applied the fire

brand, the devotees took them away.

The next day, however, the mob

"prevailed for a procession of the faint i

They had the cardinal and nobility

tinder such command that they ordered

rn'ost peremptorily the whole them

selves, ar.d obliged the old gentry, who

'could some of them ill set one foot be

fore the other, to walk to Ponte Ma-

delena, [a bridge between Naples and

Vesuvius] with the faint at their head,

"and a molt terrible mob at their heels.

After having rested the faint on the

Dridge with his face to the Lava, and

deprecated through his grace the de

struction it threatned with' their usual

frantic gestures and howling, till the

day was (hutting in, they began their

inarch hack again. This, to relieve

the old gentry almost expiring with

their fright and their exercise, was at

first intended for the shortest way 5

but luckily it was reflected upon,

that this shortest way passed by the

prison of the Vicaria, where four thou

sand San Gennaro's faithfuls were giv

ing the only security to be had for

their good behaviour ; that the mob,

touched with a fellow feeling of this

adversity, which might so soon come

to be their own, might probably re

quire from the Saint an act of grace

tor their confined friends, and that

this turbulent time was ill adapted to

the letting out four thousand fellows.

There was a difficulty in changing the

rout which had been mentioned, but

an expedient was well hit of by pro

posing, as a compliment to the Saint,

• 4

Jam

now he was out a visiting, that he

should call at a favourite Madona's.

which the mob most readily consented

to, and this way he went quietly home,

after having stopped as the vulgar

thought, the course of the Lava,

which had abated of its violence

about six hours before, ana continued

the fame abated course for two day*

after; but it must be owned they had

better ground for asserting, as they do,

the present miracle, ihan what miracles

are generally built on/'

To the Printer of the Public Advertiser.

SIR,

I Had really almost acquired humi

lity enough to think you had total

ly forgotten me ; but a hint you dropp

ed in one of your papers lately, ha*

blown up the little remaining spark of

Vanity ; and in hopes my whimsical

reflections may not be unpleasing to

the indulgent part of your readers, \

have again ventured to scrawl. "Tie

true, after the indulgence you have

shewn me, in being so ready to give

a place in your paper to my trifles, I

should not have been so long without

troubling you, had it not been for an

excursion I have made to' Paris, and

some other occupations which have

prevented my writing. I mould be

glad to give you some account of my

journey, but I protest to you I know

not how to begin ; and indeed had I

gone to Grand Cairo, I should have

learnt no more than in my tour tq

Paris ; nor ever should have been able

to measure the least of the Pyramids

for want of having learnt geometry.

This I can assure you, that, in spite

of the fine accounts I have read, and

the fine things I have heard of this

tour, all was new to me. I was just

in the situation of a child that goes

the first time to see a puppet (how,

and who, of all the fine things it sees,

remembers, none but Punchinello, or,

perhaps, the little boy who lights out

the quality. If you ask me how many

churches or coilvints there are at Ca

lais, St. Omcr's, Arras, &c. I know

nothing about it : I have seen churches

before ; and there is not any thing in

the exterior of a convent that could

cl.-.im my attention. But the little

Bon Dkuxs one meets with at every

coiner of the road was really and truly
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for me a novelty. They gave me

abundance of pleasure in causing me

ro recollect my baby-hpufe, of which

I wai immensely fond a few years

ago ; but positively, in spite of the

pretensions the French have to dress, I

did not fee between Calais and Paris

one Jingle bonne -vierge half so well

dressed as my doll used to be. Some

people may think I have made an odd

comparison ; but they have nothing

more to do to be convinced of the

propriety of it, than to make a trip

that way with a miss of four or five

years old ; and if (he does not cry for

the pretty doll in the cage, I promise

never to attempt a comparison again.

I hope it will not be thought levity in

me to laugh at this mummery of re

ligion; for if I was not convinced

Chat every sensible catholic would not

only forgive, but join with me in ri

diculing these incentives to bigotry,

I could find in the manners of the

people enough to satisfy the inclina

tion I have to be merry. I freely

confess, that I had in this journey

laughing enough, bat in direct con

tradiction to the proverb ; for in these

excursion* of the English it is evident

the French are the winners ; nay, I

may venture to fay, the laughers too

with most of those who go amongst

them ; and I think we are obliged to

their complaisance, if they wait tUl

our backs are turned before they make

use of their privilege. It is not amongst

people of a certain rank in life, who

owe their manners more to good-

breeding than to nature, that one

-should look for the character of a peo

ple, but rather amongst the middling

fort ; and if I may be allowed to form

a judgment from these, whilst the

French stile us the haughty islandirs,

they themselves may be snid to have

more "vanity than any people upon

earth.

My mantua-maker, thinking to pay

me the highest compliment in her

power, assured me I had the look of

a French woman, mous avez mademoi

selle Fair <yeritablement Francoife. My

milliner, who perhaps did not think

so highly of my accomplisliments as

the other, was amazed that any crea

ture, not French, should know any

thing. Comment ? Mademoiselle ! iious

avez du gout, tnais, infinimc/it ! si vous

rejliez quefyue terns parmi nous, on four*

roit <vous prendre pour itne Francoife »

Whilst the friseur, with that assurance

peculiar to his profession, and a gri

mace adapted to the compliment,

makes no ceremony of faying the

English are no judges of what is ele-

ganr or becoming! The meanest me

chanic you employ at Paris looks on

himself as one authorised to reform

your taste, and make you tout a fait

Francois. Nor is this altogether ths

opinion of the vulgar ; for those whose

education should have rendered them,

above common prejudice measure you

by their own standard, and only a*

you approach to that, allow you to be

removed from barbarism. After all,

Mr. Printer, partiality apart, what

•wonderful excellence of contrivance ;

what inimitable, taste can the French

boast of in point of dress ? will they

stake their reputation on the negligee;

or on the dilhabillie a la Polonoise c

The first a meer bundle, calculated

more for the advantage of the mercer

and mantua-maker than the wearer,

who, if she has any good mien, will

lose it in the midst of trimming and

•flounces; the other convenient enough

for a country milk maid to fetch up

and milk her cow* in in a frosty

mornitig. I must fay, though at the

hazard of being singular, that for

neatness and simplicity, which ought

to be the characteristics of an undress,

neither Destiabillie a la Reine, a la

Polonoise, a la Pompadour, or any

other of French invention, can equal

the English night gown. As Jor tueir

Robe de Cour, they really have some .

elegance j but I declare I have seen

more than one dutches*, whose tar

nished petticoat might have made a

good figure on the Princess Elizabeth,

daughter of Ed-ward the Fourth of the

bouse «/ tori, at the wax-work in

Fleet street, but which made a most

scandalous one at Versailles. The

French, it must be owned, have a

great share of politeness, and receive

strangers with the utmost civility and

good manners, doing every thing in

their power to rentier their abode

amongst them agreeable apd charming.

I fear it may appear malicious to fay-,

this is a natural consequence of their

vanity, but so it is ; for they are as

great in their Folitesse, as the Ro

man* were in their Uibanity, and

have a peculiar pride in letting you

discover
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discover how much they are superior

to yourself in the knowledge of good-

manners ; but from whatever motive

we deduce this behaviour, it is no less

agreeable to those who enjoy the bene

fit of it.

I am afraid I (hall have drawn up

on myself the indignation of all the

French mantua-makers and milliners ;

and happy will it prove for me, if I

have no occasion to count the friseurs

too in this dreadful combination j but

I comfort myself when I consider, that

so formidable a body as the society of

Antigallicans will be obliged to de

clare for me one and all : And indeed

I wish they do not carry their com

plaisance farther than it will be con

sistent with me to countenance } for,

considering how staunch a sister I must

appear to them from the opinions I

have dared in this frenchified age to

advance, they may perhaps in pure

Contradiction to the salique law,

chuse me for their president at the

next election. To prevent this, as

I foresee I should be obliged to refuse

this honour, I must acquaint them,

that I always give to Cæsar what to

Cæsar is due ; and though I do not,

in spite of common sense, think that

every thing French is absolutely best,

yet I acknowledge myself much pleased

with many os their customs and inven

tions j and that at this time I wear a

pair of ruffles and handkerchief trim

med with French blonde, and have

barking by my side a little French

dog, which I am 16 fond of, that I ve

rily believe, had I no other objection,

1 could not part with for the tierj gnat

honour before mentioned.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

Anna Maria Theresa Tittle Tattle,

Leicester- fields, Jan. n.

Seme curious Particulars in regard to a

Striking Likeness of Persons.

THERE was never, perhaps, a

perfect resemblance. Some con

temporary memoirs, however, make

mention of different twins, whole

complexion, stature, features and

even inclinations, resembled each

other in so great a degree, that those

who were most accustomed to see

them, were often mistaken on their

account. These mistakes arc sufficient

Jan.

to justify the English eomedy of Errors,

and the fable of the comedy of Me.

nechmes, which Renard, an imitator

of Plautus, has made appear with fa

much success on the French theatre.

Virgil makes the eulogium of two

brothers, who were the admiration of

their time, by the resemblance of

their visage, and the conformity of

their humour.

Not many years since, twins of about

twelve years old, were seen at London,

whose stature, complexion, features,

and whole figure, appeared exactly the

fame Their parents took pleasure in

making them wear clothes of the fame

form and fame colour, which often

gave occasion to singular and diverting

adventures. They had received the

fame education, and several, who had

taken strict notice of them, assure,

that they nearly made the same answer*

to the same questions ; whence it was*

inferred, that their manner' of consi

dering objects was the fame, and that

they not less resembled one another in

their way of thinking and conceiving,

than in the features of the body that

formed their external resemblance.

The history os the Lords of Scis-

some, related by Pasquier, may alfa

serve as a demonstration, that Nature

sometimes takes pleasure in copying

herself: " Nicholas and Claudius de

RoulTi, twins, the one lord of Scissome,

the other of Origny, were born the

7th of April, 1 54*, with so great a

resemblance to one anather, that their

nurses, in order to distinguish them,

were obliged to fix to them bracelets

ef different colours. This conformi

ty, which they brought with them from

their mother's womb, was not only vi

sible in their size, and the features of

their face, but also in their manners,

gestures, behaviour, will, and incli

nation. This induced their parents

to clothe them in the fame garb, and.

they had some difficulty themselves

to distinguish them, Charles IX. was

often pleased, in the midst of five hun

dred gentlemen, to place them both

together, and consider them for a long

time, with the view, if possible, of

finding some mark of difference in

them. But aster making them pass

and repass in the croud, and appear

before him, he could never exactly dis

cern, which was which, nor could any

os
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of the company. The lord of Scis

some was a very great friend of the

lords of Feivaques, and the wives of

these two lords had often mistaken his

brother for him. There were two

particulars very remarkable in them ;

the one, that having been as gentle

men brought up from their youth in

all sorts of manly exercises, among

others, in playing at tennis, in which

they were both very export, though

Origny surpassed his brother, who,

from time to time, had unequally

matched himself; to remedy which,

he left off playing, pretending to go

for some necessity of nature j and soon

after his brother, who was a looker

on, supplied his place, and getting the

better of his antagonist, won the game,

without any one of the players, or

those that were in the gallery, know

ing any thing of the change. The

other particular was, that they were

both addicted to the fame passions.

Origny became enamoured of the vis

countess of Elclavole, a beautiful, rich,

and virtuous lady, and made over

tures of marriage to her. The fame

tender attachment possessed immedi

ately the heart of Scissome, who was

^uite ignorant of his brother's addres

ses, but being apprised of them, he

altered his purpose to the advantage of

Origny, who married her. The same

accidents that happened to the one in

the course of life, happened also to

the other ; the lame sickness, the fame

wounds at the fame time, and in the

seme parts of their bodies; and when

Scissome was taken ill of the disease he

died of, in the thirtieth year of bis

age, Lord Origny was, at the seme

instant of time, attacked by the fame

■ disease, but recovered by the skill of

bis physician ; an unskilful one, who

bad ill treated him, having fallen to

the lot of his brother; but when he

heard the news of his death, he had

such a languor of spirits, and such

fainting fits, that he was once thought

dead. He escaped, however. A good

painter represented them both in a

piece such as they were, that is, ex

ceeding like in habit of body and vi

sage."

The courtiers of the Emperor Au

gustus brought into his presence a'

young Greek who resembled him in

every feature, It is hereupon related,

that the emperor, having long exa

mined him, alked at last, by way of

pleasantry, if his mother had been

ever at Rome ? " No, please your im

perial majesty, answered the young

Greek, who perceived the drift of the

question, but my father was there se

veral times."

Tt the PRINTER, ft.

IF buildingbridges, widening streets,

new pavements, and illuminations,

be improvements, the inhabitants of

London have a right to the greatest

applause, in exciting a spirit of im

provement in the towns and villages

within ten miles of the capital ; but

this laudable spirit is extending itself

much farther, for I am just informed

that the cities of Norwich, Exeter,

and York, are come to a resolution of

not only fixing lamps at the distance of

every thirty yards, but to cover their

respective roads to the capital with

very handsome carpets: This will

make it very genteel travelling up, to

town, when the ladies may at pleasure

get out of their carriages, for bene

fit of the air, and walk as clean as in

their dining rooms; a circumstance

that must not only be a great induce

ment for them and their consorts to

leave the dirty country, but be a great

encouragement to our carpet manu

factory. By this means we shall not

leave a family of any tolerable circum

stance in the country, and all their

fine turkies and chines will be sent

to London. As to corn, sir, we can

have that from abroad ; and when all

the rich, and even the middling folks,

are in town, the assemblies, ridottos,

plays, operas, and concerts, will be

always filled with the best company ;

indeed, if this project takes place,

many thousands of tine houses will be

wanted; but to this I answer, pull

down the old, and build new ones.

we have good bricJc-giound enough

round London, as well as a very good

spot to build on, between Bedford-

house and Hampstead, where I am

tired of looking at green fields.

As these thoughts coincide with our

present conduct, they cannot fail of

pleasing the public much better than

the absurd ones of a certain tall man,

who, in order to remove beggary out

of London, advised the breaking our

lamps,
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'amps, pulling up the hew pavement,'

laying the old again, sendiug the peo

ple to the fisti, and not giving pre

miums to bring the fish to the peo

ple.

Marcus Iromcus.

From Mrs. Macaulay's History of Eng

land. Vol. 111*.

f* A Review of the transactions of

XI this parliament, [164.1] during

the first period of their operations,

must fill every mind, untainted by ser

vile prejudices, with the highest sen

timents of gratitude and veneration.

The free constitution of England,

which, from the ignorance of former

ages, and the wicked policy of kings,

had admitted of so many arbitrary

principles, that it was become a mon

ger void of symmetry, was now redu

ced to a system of government consist

ent and uniform, supporting itself by

the pillars of law and equity. Every

arbitrary court of judicature was abo

lished ; the authority ofthe clerk of the

market, who had a general inspection

over weights and measures, and by

whose power the people had under

gone many hardships, vexations, and

extortions, was transferred to the

mayors, sheriffs, and other legal ma

gistrates ; the limits of the forests

were restrained within their proper

bounds ; the crown entirely deprived

of the means of imposing the expen

sive honour of knighthood ; and as no

court of justice remained but those

which took cognizance of common

and statute law, the king's power of

issuing proclamations and extorting

money from the subject, was entirely

cut off, because every man might dis

obey those arbitrary edicts with im-

Jmoity. Past grievances were not on-

y redressed, but the exemplary pu

nishments of state delinquents, with

the act for triennial parliaments, were

now bulwarks to defend the constitu

tion against the attacks of power.

Many of these advantages escaping

the corruption of time, and the con

fusion of civil broils, are yet enjoyed

by the inhabitants of this island, and

ought to raise in the heart of every

.Englishman a grateful monument of

Jan;

praise to those renowned patriots, who ' lege ! Privilege I"

• sage 41. \ Page 14).

procured such invaluable blessings to

posterity."

Account tf the King's going it tie Lower

House, -with an Intention It seize the

Five Members f,

"rpHE King, on the return of

X his serjeant empty handed, en

tered on the hit part of his project,

viz. the going himself in person, with

an armed force, taking the house at

a surprize, and seizing the five mem

bers. This was determined on the

receipt of the message from the com

mons j but the morning bringing more

timid reflections, the king went to

the queen's apartment, and expostu

lated with her on the hazard of the

attempt, expressing something like a

determination os not putting it in exe

cution. The queen was transported

with passion at this want of resolution!

" Go, coward I" exclaimed this im

perious woman, " pull these rogues

out by the ears, or never see my face.*".

The submissive husoand obeyed, and

went straight to the House of Com

mons, with a train of -five hundred

followers. The House having receiv

ed intimation of the king's intention,

ordered the five members to withdraw,

lest the House should be engaged in.

blood. This order was hardly obeyed,

when the doors were Aung open, and

the king appeared : He walked im

mediately up to the chair, and said,

" By your leave, Mr. Speaker ; I must

borrow your chair." After having

stood in it for some time, and eyed

the members, as they rose up uncover

ed to receive him, he asked the Speaker

whether he saw any of the accused

members, and where they were .» The

Speaker, falling upon his knee, repli

ed, " I have neither eyes to see, nor

tongue to speak in this place, but as

the house is pleased to direct me, whose

servant I am here ; and I humbly beg

your majesty's pardon, that I cannot

give any other answer than this to what

your majesty is pleased to demand of

me." The king, after making a sliort

speech, expressing the reasons of his

coming, and insisting on having the

persons accused when. soever he could

find them, retired in some confusion,

many members crying out, «* Privi-

Tot
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The Litter in our last Volume, p. 63a.

Continued.

BU T (you ask) what occasion for

any new dissertations on a point

so clear ? I know you are mailer of

common topics, and can urge, that

obscene discourse shews a corrupt heart,

and argues a vicious life, corrupts

the fnncy, takes off the restraints of

modesty, is very rude, and that it it

not rendered better but more dange

rous by being genteelly dressed up ;

that double entendres have a peculiar

malignity, because they tend tojnake

a whole language convey ideas of

lewdnefs, and have, in fact, such an

effect upon those who are fond of their

use, that scarcely a simple term can be

mentioned which does not excite such

an idea—that those who delight in such

discourse throw off the man to put on

the beast that it (hews no great de

licacy of taste to borrow conversation

from brothels, but rather a barrenness

of invention, &c. &c. You have

at hand too some rhyniei on the occa

sion—as

Obscenity to wit has no pretence,

For want ofdecency is want of fense.

No pardon vile obscenity should find,

Tho'witand art conspire to move

your mind.

You can repeat too a curious dialogue

in the Toystiop, betwixt the Master

and the Beau— beginr./.ig with " Are

witty and smutty synonimous terms?"

I slnn't transcribe it—but by the bye

must express my surprize, at the au

thor's inserting that piece of low ob

scene ribaldry to Clarissa, in Vol. II.

p. 130. of his excellent collection—

which Bavius might blush, and

Quarles disdain to own, p. 24.S. You

think, mv friend, that his Honour

will be satisfied with these old saws.

But al.is ! hi: nott erat locus. You

should recollect the fable of the Wolf

and the Lamb. Is this the wiy to pay

your court .' Don't you observe the

storm blackening on your patron's

brow, and the atlic sneer, or high

bred contempt of the rest of tlie

company ? Aud pray, Sir, says some

wit, do youAihink fornication a sin ?

A most prilite question — just tanta

mount to this : Pray, Sir, Arc you a

hypocritical fi.oundrel —r— Don't you

preach what you don't believe ? All

the company knows that the (Jofocl

J.in. 176I.

forbids it as a fin, and make it one

great quarrel against the Gospel, that

it lays a restraint on natural liberty in

this cafe? Why then is the question

alked ? Not for information —but to

try what stuss you are made of, and to

get you into the mire. But you can-

pot fee so much harm in a plain ques

tion, so easily answered. Let me aik

then, will you answer in the affirma

tive or negative ? In tiie former sure

ly, and produce your arguments. Do

not you perceive then the former in

convenience return ? The mirth and

frolick of the company is interrupted

by your impertinent wisdom ;—a se

rious disagreeable subject intruded--;,

and you are disliked. But we will sup

pose, that roasting a parson may be

thought a good afternoon's frolick.

The next natural question will be 1

Are you then really so weak as to

believe what Bolingbroke, Hume, Vol

taire, all the philosophers clearly prove

to be no better than old wives tales,

hatched, in the nursery, matured in

the church? Here you will be told

long stories of fakeers, derviscs,

monks, talapoins, &c. with this con

cluding sting—that priests of all reli

gions are the fame. Their honours

being deeply read in infidelity, can

demonstrate to you from Bo'ingbroke,

that there are no moral attributes in

the Deity, that the foul is material aud

mortal, a future state a fable, revela

tion unnecessary and impossible, that

the Jewifli and Christian have the

strongest marks of falsliood. From

Hume too they can tell you, that a

miracle cannot possibly be proved,

that experience, the surest criterion of

truth, is directly against the existence

of miracles, and renders that of a

Deity very doubtful. They can assure

you, that the miracles wrought at the

tomb of Ah'-e de Paris were more

humorous, signal, and better attested

than those in the Bible. These, and,

a thouland other self-evident maxims,

their honours are great masters of.

But I must retract, and beg their ho

nours pardon, for having advanced an

assertion that they are deeply read in

infidelity. Fir be it from me to

imagine, that their honours would

suffer the absolutely necessary business

or Newmarket, White's, levees, bo

rough-jobbing, (peaking as they are

bid (not to mention dress, visits, cli-

D versions,
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versions) to be interrupted by an at

tention to things so unessential as reli

gion or morals. Such a thought, I

am sure, would be highly absurd, un

charitable and criminal. With the

profoundest humility therefore, and a

deep sense of shame for having advan

ced so rush an assertion 1 beg you

to observe, I meant to say only this—

That, as young attornies and surgeons,

in that very short time which they

spend in town after their apprentice

ship; to be sworn and see the hospitals

(or, if you please, to take out licence*

to cheat and kill) acquire from the

Robin- Hood, and ather excellent se

minaries, such a knowledge of the

secrets of freethinking, that they re

turn to the country very able infidel

missionaries, or, in a politer phrase,

excellent philosophers, free from all

the old fashioned restraints of religion

and morals, and highly qualified to

teach others the way to the fame bles

sed slate ; so their honours. I won't

affront my readers so much as to

wake the application, but shall po

litely leave that to their great sagaci-

ty, which I apprehend is more than

sufficient for such a task You

seem, my dear sir, on this information

to erect your crest, and exult at the

thought of defending your faith ag&inst

such adversaries. Having carefully stu

died Clarke's Demonstration, and the

excellent answers to Bolingbroke and

Hume, especially those of Warburton,

Leland, Douglas, Adams---you ex

pect an easy victor*. And perhaps

your expectations might be anlwered,

if schools were the scene of disputa

tion, a regular logician your mode

rator, your opponent kept close to

the point, and obliged to argue strict

ly according to the rules of true rea

soning. But here a new logic prevails.

A grin is an argument, a jell demon

stration, a look of contempt, or a

frown, confutation. Can you think,

that your best syllogism in Barbara,

will not by their honours true Grecian

taste be deemed barbarous, and as

such worthy of no other confutation

than their attic sneer ? Or can you

•onceive, that your formidable Bocar-

do will have half the terrors that

scotil on an offended patron's brow ?

Besides their honours are excellent at

the hussar method of arguing [Dr.

Biwnsinely describes it in his first essay

on Lord Shaftesbury], Here you are

briskly attacked, with an objection,

and before you can bring your argu

ments to bear against it, you receive

a second attack, and whilst you face

about to encounter that, you have a

third, and so on, The design of this

method is prudently to make up in

briskness what is wanting in weight j

the principle from which it proceeds

you may learn from the first words of

Bacon's Essays. — What is truth said

jesting Pilate, and would not wait for

an answer. Now, Sir, how will you

manage in such a situation, whilst, like

brave unfortunate Braddock, you stand

exposed to all your enemy's fire, and

cannot bring yours to bear against

them ? Shall I exemplify this observa

tion in a particular cafe.

Lorenzo. Milordus, you have an ex

cellent picture here. I think it

represents a gallant soldier received

with great appearance of rapture by

the Madona.

Milordus. Celsus calls the soldier

Panther, and has demonstrated the

truth of the story. And you, Sir,

cannot deny, that there are two fa

thers mentioned by ancient writers,

Joseph and Panther.

Florio. And this, Sir, is an unan

swerable demonstration of the truth

of the immaculate conception.

Chorus of Parasites, &fr. Ha ! ha! ha!

Here's triur.^h for their honours.

You cannot avoid laughing, I find,

though mocked at the vast blasphemy

of the topic, because you can con

vince them, you imagine, that this of

Celsus is really one of the most silly

and infamous stories that ever malice

invented against Christianity

You can prove from the Gospels, and

the writings nearest to them in date,

that this story was unknown at the

time they record, and that considering

the extreme malice and hatred of the

Jews it was impossible this should be

the c.ise, is there was the least foun

dation for it. But because you per

ceive it to rest entirely upon a blun

der concerning the name Panther, you

set yourself to prove from.ancient wri

ters, that Panther was a sirname in Jo

seph's family. Thus Joseph is said to be

the son of Jacob sirnamed Panther. And

thus Jesus is called, Ben Joseph or Ben

Panther, the son of Joseph and Panther,

from the two names of the family.

5 And
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And what now, Gentlemen, becomes

of the foolish blunder of Celsus, and

the infamous story founded upon it ?

Lorenzo. Really, Sir, the ingenious

old fathers have contrived an admira

ble genealogical forgery, to salve this

black affair : And you with a true sa

cerdotal modesty expect we should give

entire credit to it.

Here yon would prove that the fa

thers really had the account from au

thentic genealogies-

Fhrio. Genealogies 1 I find, Sir,

you are an excellent genealogist. Will

you do us the favour to give us a ge

nealogy in a direct line from Shenkin

ap Shenkin ap Morgan !

Here again in order to bring this

witty gentleman back to the subject,

you endeavour to shew him the gene

alogies of the Jews were very different

tbiags from those he alludes to, and

you refer to the rabbins to prove that

they were most carefully preserved, and

were strictly authentic.

Mihrdus. Rabbins ! You are well

versed than it seems in Rabbinical

learning. Pray, Sir, was not you a

pupil of Kennicot's, and an assistant in

that most excellent and useful collec

tion of various readings, which so con

vincingly proves and points out the

one true reading?

Chorus. Ha ! ha I he !

And thus, Sir, you are absolutely

confuted. Your argument must drop

here to make way for some new mat

ter of triumph to their honours. X

have singled out this instance in or

der to p^y my compliments to the re

fined taste of Milordus (a personage

remarkable too for wisdom and strict

honour) and to congratulate his hap

piness in being possessed of a picture,

which, to be sure, on account of its

subject, is to be prized as an inesti

mable jewel, being an unanswerable

confutation, it seems, of all that if,

or shall be written in defence of Chris

tianity.——Besides all the above, I

fancy my friend, you will find another

small disadvantage in your argument

witli their honours, which is suggested

in the old trite observation That a

fool cart ask more questions in an hour

than a wife man can answer in seven

years. How can you prove the Di

vine Legation of Moles is a short ques-

lion ; the answer fills five volumes.

The fame may be said er iiiiiu, inii-

a -j -j v 27

nuations, flat denials (to omit bets).

You may think perhaps to get off, by

putting their honours upon the proof;

but pray, Sir, who is the superior, the

patron, or the serious defender of re

ligion? These considerations mav pos

sibly make you somewhat less assured

of victory, and give you some dislike

to these hussar disputations, and may

also account for the excellent Stilling-

fleet's bursting into tears, and yielding

triumph to Lord Rochester, in a diU

pute concerning Atheism, which, on

a fair footing, he could have main

tained to advantage against al! the nit

ty atheists in the world. If this great

man could be thus borne down, what

remains for you ? What will it avail

you to fay, that what the philoso

phers call old wives tales, were sincere

ly believed by Bacon, Newton, Locke,

Boyle, Addison, Grotius, Pascal,

Boerhaave, and many others, who

were the greatest geniuses and the or

nament; of the age they lived in ?

Do you think their honours will give

credit to your asserting, that Warbur

ton and 1.eland have as clearly and

convincingly confuted, and exploded,

the atheistical part of Bolintjbroke,

concerning the moral attributes, the

soul, a future state, and his posi

tive dogmas against revelation ; as

it is poslible for any thing to be con

futed by argument ? Will they believe,

that what Hume has written against

miracles has been proved Jby Leland,

Adams, Douglass, to be of no more

weight than the old exploded argu

ments ; that the experience which is to

do such feats is a mere cant term, serving

to introduce much obscurity, and to

make nothing clearer, and that in the

affair of Abbe Paris, that gentleman

has been guilty of great dilingenuity,

unworthy the first philosopher in Great

Britain? Can you imagine your word

will be taken in all these points, or

that their honours will exercise their

patience in hearing you prove such

unpleasing assertions? What then re

mains but chagrin to you, and to their

honours triumph. I will not presume

to a strom their honour* infallibis*.-/ by

insinuating that the triumph is unfair

ly won—there can be no doubt that

their own sentiments in such cases ar«

the truest criterion of just and right.

You stand aghast, and cannot believe

that gentlemen of politeness and edu-

1 catioa
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should rnsuit a clergyman in honour't coming frequently to drink a

disli of tea with your sister? What if

cntion

such a ridiculous manner Though

perhaps some fools may be guilty of

such rudeaels, you expect better thingl

from the generality of their honours.

There is indeed room for surprize,

but if you consider the love of srolick

and fun, the fashionable pleasure of

laughing at religion, and every thing

relating to it, " the proud man'i con

tumely, the insolence os office, the

spurns which pitient merit of the un

worthy takes," your surprize will be

much less. And if you subtract from

their honours the Free thinkers and

Free-drinkers (to borrow a term

from Cheyne) the Valetudinarians to

whom the doctors forbid serious study,

the beaus whom the ladies will not

surfer to hurt their eyes, or become

pedantic by musty books, the men

of profound speculation, of wit, of

humour, of whim, of srolick, of plea-

i«re, of business in the political way,

borough-jobbers, tools of party, how

many will the calculators find remain

ing ? That remainder you will find to

btr a set of reasonable gentlemen, who

think it no proof of superior wisdom

to laugh at religion, no disgrace to

differ from the pbdosopkers. The gen

tlemen in all extremities will be found

tl.e only firm supports in church and

Irate j and with them you will find it

tne greatest happiness, as well as ho

nour to be acquainted

she is very handsome, and what if Co.

rofodes owed hii preferment to hit

sister, ought you to be alarmed ? Can

you doubt your patron's honour or

your sister's prudence ? You grow

warm. Well then, what do you think

of his honour's niece who has the care

of his house ? Good preferment, it

seems, will attend her. Are you to

take notice of the malicious reports

of her being his mistress ? Is not this

an over suspicious fqueamilhnels ? You

cannot bear this topic I find. Let us

then omit the affair of sister and

niece, and enjoy the pleasure of seeing

you in the high road to preferment.

What, it' the envious deem you hit

lionour's but, jest, tool, fool, &c ? ■ .

despise them and their impotent ma

lice, laugh in your sleeve, pity their

abject state—and jog on—but beware,

beware of tripping. One false step

ruins you. You stand on a precipice,

from which the fall it easy and fatal.

A small failure in devoirs, a word mis

placed, a look misconstrued, any thing

or nothing, will be sufficient to over

throw the labours of years. Until you

hear farther from me weigh these hint*

carefully. Yours, Y. Z.

P. S. I am obliged to the author

of the London Magazine for the ho.

Hour he has done my former letters,

and desire he will omit in this, and any

I cannot help now expressing my' other he may receive, whatever he

fears, that your squeamish conscience,

jour unfashionable notions of the dig

nity of religion, and of decorum, in

dependency, and other such follies will

prevent your passing through these

preparatoiy rites of initiation ; but as

it is possible that custom added to the

hope of preferment, may counteract

their effects, I will indulge the thought

of your complying with his honour's

humour, joining with glee in the lewd

toast, enjoying the obscene or prophane

song or jest, pretending not to hear,

or giving evasive answers to, objec

tions against religion. And now there

is hope indeed. Proceed in this good

way -;nd you will be probably a favou

rite. Pray what barm is there in his

thinks unworthy a place in his Maga

zine I was not the author of the mo

nitory letter mentioned in October

Magazine with my signatures, nor

(hall I ever presume to dictate to him.

II the compliment paid to the writer

of that letter was deligred for me I, re

turn thanks for it f. Veritas Reverse,

who wrote against my first letter, is my

friend. We have composed the diffe

rence, upon condition of my declaring

that I wojtd rather be deprived of the

power of writing, than employ it a-

gainst a person of such a character as he

has drawn, and tha,t I had not in my

view a person of such a character. He

allows fne to fay, that I am neither a.

deist, nor a profligate, too sow for a

* At the bead of theft I am proud to fee the excellent and highly celebrated Lord

Ljttelton.

f They ivere : And as ive thini ourselves vmcb honoured and our readers benefited by

this learned and ingenious correspondent ; nut shall never be displeased tv i'Aanystric

tures on our work, he maj thini proper tosaid. can.
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candidate, too high to envy a parson's

preferment. He desires me to present

his best compliments and thanks to

Dr. Cooke for his kind answer to the

queries, and for his offer of a corres

pondence, which both he and I should

think ourselves highly honoured by,

and mould most readily embrace, if

consciousness of our own inability to

give any pleasure or information to a

gentleman of his learning and fense did

not force us very much against our will,

to deprive ourselves of that pleasure.

It is more than probable that we shall

apply to him for advice in the ph> sical

way.

I

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

beg leave, through your magazine,

to take notice o/a mistaken notion

the generality of people arc fallen into,

. that it is prudent in them to avoid, like

an infectious disease, the company and

conversation of any real good clergy

man, such I mean as are sincere chris

tians, in the strict sense of the word,

who, out of the abundance of their

heart, introduce, as often as they

have opportunity, the subject on which

their thoughts and t me are chiefly

bestowed. Religion is so totally ba

nished all polite conversation, and in

deed from amongst all ranks of people,

that any person who bringrin the subject

with that zeal, as if his life w.is ani

mated by the precepts of the gospel,

needs no other qualification to be

termed a methodist. Such is every cler

gyman called who really and heartily

performs his duty in his parish, and

acts up to his profession sincerely. St.

Paul orders al) such to preach the word

in season and out of season ; but now

now when ever the gospel is mentioned

out of the church, it is lure to be out of

season, and every clergyman who is

desirous of complying with the present

age, and to avoid the appearance of

methodism, mult observe thele few

rules. Never speak os religion but in

the pulpit and desk, and, to pleale the

people there, let your subjects be more

on morality than Christianity ; in com

pany and conversation let no one gac's

your profession, but by the colour of

your coat, for should the least word

escape you that you have your duty

at heart, your company would grow

irksome and disagreeable, and you

would be avoided, as there is nothing

so terrifying to the people of this gene

ration, as the fear of being righteous

over much : Avoid likewile (peaking

too favourably of all lect* of people,

and particularly when you speak of any

one termed a methodist, whether so

or not in reality, in all his actions

whether just, or unjust, condemn him

unheard, always carrying this in your

mind, that a methodist is always in

the wrong. Amongst your poor pa

rishioners you may, without fear of

offending, sometimes visit them in a

neighbourly way, and comfort their

bodies with food and cloathing, but if

you go farther, and attempt to benefit

their souls, make a daily practise of

visiting them, reproving them when

wrong, and taking pains to make them

good christians ; if you do this, you

would presently be called a methodist ;

if you carefully avoid these things,

your company and conversation may

be coveted in the world, little matter

what you are in other respects, so you

are tolerable agreeable ; and, if what

is called a good sort of nun, as is the

acceptation of that characterat present,

you will be esteemed. What the me-

thodists and their doctrines really are,

I am entirely ignorant of ; I do not at

tempt to take thiir part j some good.

well meaning people no doubt there are

amongst them, and I fear a great many

bad, and that they have done a great

deal of harm is certain, and it it

no small piece of mischief I think that

every person who dares in this trifling

generation to think and act more suit

ably to bis christian calling, than the

generality do, is called one of that sect,

and treated and disrespected accord

ingly. The influence their good exam

ple might have had is lost, and it is

so great a reproach to be religiuus, that

many, I doubr, fearful of the name

of methodist, conceal and hjiry in their

hearts a natural love for religion, and

a desire to obey it's precepts, but shame

forbids their light shining before men:

But let me remind such ot those words

of our laviour, " Whosoever (hall be

ashamed of me and os my words, of

him (hall the son of man bealhamed,

when he (hall come in his own glory,

and in his father's, and of the holy

angels.''

O, Z.

AS
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AS we find considerable merit in

Afix Weeks tour, through the South

ern Counties of England and Wales, in

several Lettersto a Friend, we shall give

some extracts from that performance,

and at present the writer's description

of Holkam house, in Norfolk.

" Holkam, the celebrated house of

the countess of Leicester, built by the

late earl, cannot be viewed with too

much attention. I was informed that

it appeared by much the most magni

ficent when entered by the southern

approach, and therefore went a small

round for that advantage j nor did I

in the least repent it. The first ob

jects are a few small dumps of trees,

which just catch your attention, and

give you warning of an approach :

They sketch out the way to the trium

phal arch, under which the road runs.

This structure is in a beautiful taste,

and finished in an elegant manner; it

is extremely light, and the white flint

rustics have a tine effect. A narrow

plantation on each side a broad visto,

leads from hence to the obelisk, a mile

and a half: This plantation, I should

observe, ought to be much broader,

for you see the light through many

parts of it 5 but I apprehend it only a

iketch of what the late earl designed,

and not meant as complete. At the

bottom of the hill, on which the obe

lisk stands, are the two porters lodges,

small, but very neat structures. Ri

sing with the hill, you approach the

»beli(k, through a very fine planta

tion j and nothing can be attended

with a better effect, than the vistos

opening at once. There are eight.

1. To the south front of the house,

a. To Holkam church, on the top of

a steep hill, covered with wood ; a

most beautiful object. 3. To the town

of Wells, a parcel of scattered houses

appearing in the wood. 4. To the

triumphal arch:—the rest to distant

plantations. Vistos are by no means

the taste of the present age, but such

a genius as lord Leicester might be al-

lowed to deviate from falhion in favour

of beauty and propriety. Nothing

can be more regular than the front of

a great house, the approach to it ought

therefore to partake of this regularity:

P T I O N Jan.

because straight cuts are out of fashion,

it would be an absurdity to take a wind

ing course to the house door, for the

sake of catching objects aslant, and ir

regularly : Such management is to the

full in as false a taste, as regular cuts

where the house is out of the question.

For instance, those from the temple at

Holkam, which, however, command

exceedingly beautiful objects ; amongst

others, Wells church—The lake in

the park, which is seen from her.ee

through some spreading trees in a

most picturesque manner—A plantad

hill—The sea—and the rest distant

plantations.

The house may be said to consist of

five quadrangles, the center and the

four wings : Not that they are

squares, but I use the term to give you

a general idea. Each of th; two front*

thereof present a center and two wings.

That to the south, and the grand ap

proach, is as beautiful, light, airy,

(excuse tautology) and elegant a build

ing as can be viewed. The portico

is in a fine taste, and the Corinthian

pillars beautifully proportioned •. This

central front in every respect that can

be named, appears all lightness, ele

gance, and proportion :—But when

you advance near, you find no en

trance to the house ; there are no stair*

up to the portico; and this circum

stance, after so sine an approach, and

expecting it to be the entrance, be

comes a disappointment, and a fault

in the building.

I have spoke hitherto os the central

front alone. The whole, including

the two wings, I cannot think so per

fect ; for, to me at least, there appear*

a great want of unity. The several

parts are not so nicely connected as

to form one whole. The center must

be seen distinct, each.wing the same;

and likewise the small parts (I know

not what to call them) which join the

center to the wings. These are all

distinct p3its, though joined together 5

nor is there any similitude of taste be

tween the center and the wings. All

the pieces of this front are light and

elegant to a great degree ; but when

considered as the connected parts of

one whole, the want of unity is stri-

* // may besaid the proportion os a pillar is slated, and alivays the fame. /

knovj nothing ofarchiteilure, but <v;Wv these et Holkam and others at Blenieim—I

never speak by rules, but my eyes.

king,
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king. The center is uniform, and if

I may be allowed the expression, ele

gantly magnificent -. No building can

deserve these epithets more than this :

But I cannot apply them to the wiiole

front, because the parts are not of a

uniform taste, and the wings are at belt

but light and elegant ; they have no

thing magnificent in them : As to the

joining pieces, they are pretty. The

south front consists of one row of Ve

netian windows, over another of com

mon fames in the rustics. This front

does not please me so well as the

south one, but it is by far more of a

piece with the wings, &c.

Will you excuse these criticisms

from one who knows nothing of archi

tecture, but its power of pleasing the

taste of individuals.—Asone amongthe

many, I give you my opinion, but I

wisti you would pass over all these

parts of my letters, till you fee the

objects yourself, for I cannot give you

an idea of the buildings clear enough

by description for you to see the pio-

priety or absurdity of my remarks.

But the inside of the house! fay you—

Aye, my friend, there lies thzforte of

Holkam ; talk not, ye admirers by

wholesale, of the fronts—Contrivance

must li^ve been the characteristic of

Lord Leicester ; for so convenient a

house dots not exist so admirably

adapted to the English way of living,

and so ready to be applied to the grand

or the comfortable stile of life.

You enter what they call the great

hall, but is in reality a passage. It is

called a cube of forty ei«iit feet j but

eighteen very large and magnificent

Corinthian pillars, having their pedes

tals rested on a marble passage around

it, and eight or ten feet high from the

ground, the area at bottom is but an

oblong passage, walled in with Derby

shire marble, and upon that wall are

the pillars, fix in a line on each side,

and six in front, in a semi-circle, a-

round a flight of steps up to the sa

loon door. The passage or gallery, as

it may be called, runs around these

pillars, and both together take up so

much room that all ibrt of proportion

is lost j to look from it into the area,

it appears exactly like a bath. The

south front was one proof, and this

hall is another, that the architect's

genius was not of the magnificent or

sublime str.aip for in bosh he aimed at

greatness ; the impression of the front

is varied and consequently weakened

by the wings, and the want of propor

tion in the hall ruins the vast effect

which would otherwise attend the mag

nificence of such pillars so nobly ar

ranged j but in the elegant, the pita.

sing, the agreeable, his taste has never

failed throughout the whole building,

—The hall is -entirely of Darby (lure

marble.

The saloon is forty-two feet by

twenty seven, a proportion much con

demned, but it is by no means dis

pleasing to me. Some call it a gallery j

and I think a gallery is infinitely pre

ferable to a cube, or to any proportion

near a square enormously high: one of

the finest rooms in England is the dou

ble cube at Wilton, which is more of

a gallery than the saloon at Holkam,

and yet no one ever entered it without

being struck with the justness of the

proportions. This saloon it

hung with crimson cassoy ; the pier

gl-iiles small on account 6s the nar

rowness of the piers, each against

a pillar of the portico, but in a

very elegant taste. The rooms to

.the left of the saloon are, first, a draw

ing room 33 by u, hung with crim- •

son carfby. The pier glasses very

large and exceedingly elegant: The

agate tables beautiful beyond descrip

tion. From thence we entered the

landscape room, which is a dressing

room to the state bedchamber ; it is

14. by 12, hung with crimlon damask ;

a passage-room leads to the anti-room

to the the chapel, and then into the

state gallery. The walls are of Derby

shire marble ; the altar and all the de

corations in a very fine taste. Return

ing to the landscape-room, you pass

into the state bedchamber, 30 by 14.,

which is fitted up in a most elegant

taste. It is hung with French tapestry,

except between the piers, which is

by Mr. Saunders of Soho-square, the

colours of the whole exetedingly bril

liant. The bed is a cut velvet, upon

a white sattin ground, and as it ap

pears in common is a very Jiandsome

gilt settee, under a canopy of state s

The design of this bed is equal to

any thing you ever saw. The chim

ney piece remarkably beautiful: Pel-

licans in white marble. The next

apartment is lady Leicester'3, consist

ing of a bed-chamb:r, dressing-room,

closet
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closet with books, and a smaller one.

The bedchamber 24 by 22, purple

damask, French chairs of Chissel-street

Velvet tapestry; the chimney-piece a

bass. rel. of white marble finely polish

ed. The dressing room iS by 24 hung

with blue damask. Sa much for the

suite os 1 u'vr, i to the lest of the hall

and saloon.

On the other fide you enter from

the latter, another drawing-room 33

by 22, hung with a crimson flowered

velvet. The glasses tables and chim

ney-pieces are well worthy of your at

tention. From this room you enter

the itatur gallery ; which, I think, is,

without exception, the most beautiful

room I ever beheld : The dimensions

are to the eye proportion itself—no

thing offends the most criticising. It

consists of a middle part 70 feet by 22,

at each end an octagan of ax, open to

the center by an arch ; in one are com

partments with books, and in the

other statues : Those in the principal

part of the gallery stand in niches in

the wall, along one side of the room,

on each fide the chimney piece. Ob

serve in particular the Diana, the fi

gure is extremely fine, and the arms

inimitably turned. The Venus in wet

drapery is likewise exquisite; nothing

can exceed the manner in which the

form of the limbs is seen through the

cloathing. The slabs are very fine ;

the only plain one in the house, (they

are all gilt fret work and mosaic) not

accidentally; it appears to me a stroke

of propriety and true taste.

The entrance I have already men

tioned from the drawing-room is into

ore octagon, and out of the other

opens the door into the dining-room,

a cube of twenty-eight feet, with a

large recess for the, sideboard, and two

chimney pieces exceedingly elegant;

one a sow and pigs and wolf, the

other a bear and bee-hives, finely done

in white marble; the nose of the sow

was broke off by a too common mis

application of sense, feeling instead of

seeing; John, to an object of sight,

presents his fist or his horsewhip. Re

turning into the statue gallery, one

octagon leads into the strangers wing,

and the other to the late eail's apart

ment : Consisting of, 1. The anti-

room. 2. His lordship's dressing-

room. 3. The library, 50 by 11, and

exceedingly elegant. 4. Her ladyship's

dressing-room. 5. The bed-chamber

6. A closet with books. The rooms

are about 22 by 20. The strangers

wings, of anti-chamber— dressing-

room——bed-chamber— closet with

books — bed-chamber— dressing-room

—bed-chamber—dressing- room-The

fitting up of the whole house, in all

particulars not mentiened, is in the

most beautiful taste, the Venetian win

dows beyond any you ever beheld ; or

namented with magnificent pillars, and

a profusion of gilding.

But now, fir, let me come to what

of all other circumstances is in Hol-

kam infinitely the most striking, and

what renders it so particularly superior

to all the great houses in the ^king

dom—convenience- In the first place,

with the state apartments—From the

hall to the silicon, on each side a draw

ing-room, through one of them to the

state dressing room and bed-chamber t

This is .perfectly complete. Through

the other drawing-room to the statue-

gallery, which may be called the ren

dezvous room, and connects a num

ber of apartments together, in an ad

mirable manner; for one octagon

opens into the private wing, and the

■ other into the strangers, on one side,

and into the dining-room on the other.

This dining roonv. is on one side of

the hall, on the other it lady Leices

ter's dressing-room ; and through that

her bed-chamber and closets. Fiom.

the recess in the dining-room opens a

little door on to a stair cafe, which

leads immediately to the offices; and

I should likewise tell you, that in the

center os the wings, by the center of

the house, by the saloon dot r, and be

hind lady Leicester's closet, are stair

cases quite unseen, which communi

cate with all the rooms, and lead

down into the offices——I (ny i/o'wn ;

for the hall is the only room seen en

the ground floor; you step directly

from a coach into it, without any

quarry of winding steps to wet a lady

to the (kin before slie gets under co

ver. From the hall yon rile to the fa-

loon, or first floor, and there is no at-

tick. Thus you perceive there are

four general apartments, which are all

distinct from each, with no reciprocal

thoroughfares ; the state her

lid;, ship's — the late earl's and the

strangers wing. These severally open

into what may be called common

rooms,
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rooms, the hall, statue-gallery, and sa

loon, and all immediately communi

cate with the dining room. There

may be houses larger, and more mag

nificent, but human genius can never

contrive any thing more convenient.

I fear I have already exposed myself

in my criticisms on architecture, what

Hiatl I therefore fay to the paintings !

Rely upon your candour, and express

to you nothing but my feelings ; I had

rather praise what the critics would

call an execrable piece, than be guided

merely by the dictates ofcommon fame:

Many a Vernet may please me as well

as a Claud. I (hall minute the pain

ters names, with the subjects, and

here and there an occasional remark.

Cignani. Joseph and Potiphar's wife;

a good piice.

P. Pietris. Virgin and child.

Pouslin. Two large landscapes. A

•A smaller one. Three others in the

Jandseape-room ; fine. Two others.

Vandyke. Duke of Aremberg ; a

▼ery fine piece.

P. Cortona. Coriolanus : The fi

gure of the old man kneeling before

Coriolanus, and hiding his face with

his hands, is extremely fine ; but the

■figure of Coriolanus himself, without

dignity, haughtiness, or any great ex

pression. The wife leading her two

children, and smiling on them, forms

a figure of no expression : The colour

ing, however, and the back ground

are good ; the disposition indifferent. --

Jacob and Esau, dark and disagreea

ble.

Gieuseppi Chierera. Continence of

Scipio. The profile of the Spanish la

dy, wonderfully graceful and fine.

Scipio's, a very bad figure, his coun

tenance without expression; but the dis

position of the group very well ima

gined.—Perfius and Andromeda ; An

dromeda's figure, a very good one, and

the whole piece well coloured.

Procochiano. Death of Lucretia;

the lights and shades very bad.— Qujn-

ti.s Cincinnati^.

Guido. Joseph and Potiphar's wife;

none of this famous painter's bright

and glowing manner. The colouring

hard and disagreeable. —A saint's head.

—Cupid.—Assumption ; vile.

■ Rubens. Flight into Egypt ; a good

picture, but the figures dilagreeble,

especially Mary's, who is a female
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mountain. The drawing appears to

be bad,—Birds.

Titian. Venus ; the colouring gone

off, hnrd and disagreenble.—Venetian

lady ; colours gone. —Woman's head ;

ditto".

Dominichino. Lot and his daugh

ters ; dark and disagreeable.—Abra

ham and Isaac, (in the landscape-room)

rather in a dark stile.

Carlo Maratt. A landscape not in his

bright manner.--Judith and Holopher-

nes; dark.--Madpna, reading.-- Apollo

and Daphne.—Magdalen and angel.

Vernet. Two views of a storm j

hoth exceeding fine.

Salvador Rola. A rock ; very fin*.

F. Boionesc. A rock.— St. John

Baptist.

Onionte. Two landscapes.

L. Giordano. St. John preaching.

Claud. Loraine. Landscapes; river

and bridge.--Pegasus.-- Argus..-Apollo

keeping fheep.--Three others. --Repose

in Egypt. In these landscapes, Claud's

elegant genius shines with uncommon

lustre.

Lucatelli. Two landscapes.

Hamilton. Jupiter and Juno; co

louring bad ; her neck and face the

best.

An. Carrach. Polypheme and Ga

latea ; the drawing strong and fine.

Conca. Two altar pieces ; indiffe

rent colouring.

Albano. Holy family.

P. Laura. -Two pieces of boys and

flowers.

Raphael. Mador.a and child ; draw

ing and colouring very fine.—Holy fa

mily : But quere of both to the con

noisseurs in originality.

Parmegiano. Woman in a cave ;

pleases me better than any piece in

this collection. The face very expres

sive, extremely delicate, finely turned,

and the drapery exquisite, displaying

the roundness of the limbs through it

in the happiest taste.

P. Veronese. M. Mag.Ialen, waft

ing our Saviour's feet.

Bassan. Christ carrying the cross.

Lanfranco. Yot:th and Old Age,

two pieces ; the Old Man very fine. —

Angel appearing to Jjscph in a dream ;

dark stise.

And. Sacchi. Abraham, Lstjm-.el,

Sec.

Cypriani. St. Ann:, and Sr. Ceci-

£ li*.
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lia. The colouring very fine; the

attitudes admirable, and the drapery

graceful.

The object most striking on the

north side of the park, is the lake,

which is of great extent, and the

most beautiful I ever saw ; the shore

is a very bold one, all covered with

wood to a great height, and on the

top stands the church. The planta

tions in general are sketched with more

taste than any to be seen : In the num

ber of acres many exceed them ; but

they appear to various points of view,

infinitely more considerable than they

really are. At the north entrance in

to the park, they (how prodigiously

grand : you look full upon the house

with a very noble back ground of

wood j the obelisk just above the cen

ter j with an extent of plantation on

each fide that renders the view really

magnificent. Nothing can be more

beautiful than that from the church,

the house appears in the midst of an

amphitheatre of wood, the planta

tions rising one above another. An

other point of view which I would re

commend to you, is the vale on the

east side of the park. The north plan

tation stretches away to the right,

with vast magnificence, and the south

woods to the left, and joining in the

front, which is an extent of plantation

that has a noble effect."

, An Account of a bast an.\ barbarous Stra

tagem practised by a Mourilh Pri/ice.

HISTORY records a very singular

and cruel scheme of politics pro

jected and executed by Mehemet Al-

mehdi, king of Fez, a prince not

less remarkable for his ambition than

bis refined craft and hypocrisy. He

had a long war to maintain against

some neighbouring nations, who refu

sed to submit to his tyranny, lie

sained over them scver.il victories,

ut having afterwards lost a battle,

wherein he had exposed his troops

with a blind fury, they were so dispi

rited that they refused to go against

the enemy. To inspire them with

courage, he imagined the following

stratagem :

Having assembled secretly a certain

number of of.icers who were best af

fected to him, he proposed to them

considerable rewards, )f the) would

consent to be lliut up for some hours,

i

in graves, as if they had been killed

in battle ; that he would leave them a

sufficient vent tor breathing, .and that

when, in consequence of a supersti

tious device he designed cunningly to

spread through tire army, they should

happen to be interrogated, they were

to answer, that they had found what

their king had promised them ; that

they enjoyed the rewards of martyr

dom, and that those who should imi

tate them by fighting valiantly, and

should die in that war, would enjoy

the same felicity. The thing was exe

cuted as he had proposed. He laid hi*

most faithful servants among the dead,

covered them with earth, and left

them a small vent sur drawing breath.

He afterwards entered the camp, and,

assembling the principal chiefs about

midnight: '* You are (said he) the

soldiers of God, the defenders of the

faith, and the protectors of truth.

Prepare to extirminate your enemies,

who are likewise the enemies of the

Most High, and depend upon it you

will never find so sure an opportunity

of being pleasing in his sight. But,

as there may be dastards and stupid

wretches among you, who do not be

lieve my woids, I am willing to con

vince them by the sight of a great

prodigy.

Go to the field of battle, ask those

of your brethren who have been killed

this day; they will allure you that

they enjoy the molt perfect happiness,

for having lost their lives in this war."

He then led them to the field of bat

tle, where he cried out with all his

might : " O assembly of faithful mar

tyrs, make known how many won

ders you have seen of the most high

God!" They answered, "We have

received from the Almighty infinite

rewards, which the living can have

no hTea of." The chiefs, surprised at

this answer, ran to publish it in the

army j and revived courage in the

heart of the soldiery. Whilst this was

transacted in the camp, the king, feign

ing an extasy, caused by this miracle,

remained near the graves where his

buried servants waited their deliver

ance ; but he flopped up the holes

through which they breathed, and

sent them to receive, in the other

woild, by this barbarous stratagem,

the reward they had made a declara

tion of to others.

A M O N G
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AMONG the many pieces pub

lished relative to the e- suing

general election, the following spirited

one seems to claim peculiar notice.

To the Eleclors of the County of Norfolk,

and of the City and County of Norwich.

Gentlemen,

AS it is the undoubted right, so I

wish it may for ever remain, the unre

strained privilege of all British subjects,

freely to declare their sentiments, con

sistent with truth and correspondent

facts ; concerning the public conduct

of those who are entrusted with our li

berties, and of those who aspire after the

honour of representing us in the house

of commons. The present time of an

approaching election, is certainly the

most proper for a strict impartial in

quiry into the views, the conduct, and

abilities of all who offer themselves as

candidates. The endeavouring, there

fore, to remove prejudices and prepos

sessions, to inform or undeceive our

fellow electors, by stating facts in a

just and fair light ; so as may fix

their determination on the choice of

representatives, who are from princi

ple sincerely and heartily in the inte

rest of liberty, on which the security

of our persons and property so essen

tially depend; is highly commendable.

.—And as many pens have been em

ployed in this laudable contest, I here

by cast my mite into the public trea

sury : because a fatal mistake in our

choice of men to represent us in par

liament for liven years ; may deprive

us, and our posterity, of .ill that is

dear and valuable ; and may perhaps,

make it even dangerous to <[>eak the

truth, of those whom we choose for the

guardians of our liberties.

A large estate only, qualifies no

man for a legislator ; because many

such, not only want veracity, but are

weak and ignorant i and may easily

be made the dupes and tools of artful

and designing courtiers. Covetous

men, and profuse extravagant men,

are neither of them fit to be entrust

ed with our liberties ; because liable to

be influenced by bribes ; as the ore

must have money, and the other will

have it. — Ambitious men, and such

as are addicted to gaming, are also

equally dangerous. — We ought there

fore to be very cartful into what

hands we commit our liberties and

35

properties — Such as have been proved

and found faithful to the trust reposed

in them, may safely be chosen again.

But if any appear to have been venal,

weak, inattentive, or any other way

unfit for the discharge of so important

a trust j they ought now with a be

coming British spirit and resolution to

be rejected.

We have had two most important

questions, warmly debated in the pre

sent parliament. Namely, the Ame

rican stamp act ; and that about the

illegality of general warrants Such

members as were willing to put a

yoke upon the necks of their fellow,

subjects abroad, and to force their

money out of their pockets against

their consent, without an act of their

own legislative assemblies, may be sup

posed likely enough to give into mea

sures, injurious to their constituents ;

when it may serve some particular

views or interest of their own.—

Arid whoever voted in favour of gene

ral warrants, by postponing that most

important question; has openly de

serted the sacred and glorious cause

of liberty, given up the fairest oppor

tunity that ever presented, for ascer

taining the law which secures the per

sons and properties of the people of

Great Britain, from the arbitrary

will and pleasure of men in power,

to seize and riffle them by virtue of

such warrants.

The pretences made use of to excuse

such voters, cannot be admitted : For

the question about general warrants,

was not moved in parliament to pre

cipitate, or fufercede the power of the

courts of lanu, to, alter their rule of pro

ceeding, or to bring them into a state of

dependance on the bouse" of commons; not to

prejudge or evoke the cause, and baite it

condemned by an arbitrary resolution

there. These, with other suggestions

of the True Briton} in the Norwich

Mercury of Nov. z8, could not possibly

be the reasons upon which the opinion

of the aspersed gentlemen 'was founded,

when they voted on the 17th of Feb.

1764., to postpone the question abo.it

general warrants: because, the illega

lity of them had been decided in the

Court of Common Pleas above two

months before ; and upon which,

Lord Chief Justice Pratt declared from

the Bench, that upon the maturest

consideration, general 'warrants are d-

li 1 legal
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legal. General warrants are unconstitu

tional. General warrants are rods of

iron fir the cb.istifement of the people of

Great Britain.—The opposition there

fore which was made to the resolution

proposed in parliament on the 14th

of February, 1:64, could only be de

signed to prevent the house of com

mons from giving a sanction to Lord

Caimlen's opinion, and confirming the

determination of the Court .of Common

Pleas. And was it not for this, that

some placemen were threatened to

be dismissed by thole in power i If

they did not quit the minority, with

whom they at first joined ; and vote

on the other side when the debate

came on again : iu order to stop,

such a resolution at might then have

passed, for the benefit and s.ifety

of the subjects of Great Britain ?

Bit by postponing the question, a ne

cessary amendment to strengthen and

explain the law, whereby our persons

and properties would have been be

yond dispute secured to us, by a rer

cord in the registers qf pailiament, as

well as in the Court of Common Plear,

was prevented by those tools of power.

— How therefore can it be expected

that the true friends of liberty should

approve, and re-elect those to repre

sent them again in parliament, who

have done the public so great an in

jury, that they may justly be esteemed,

not the friends, but the enemies of

liberty >

And is it not very astonishing that

gentlemen cas cUre to declare in print,

and fan their names ; that no question

upon tie legally or illegality of general

warrants ivas ever moved in the house ?

Norwich Mercury, 061.31. And to

add Nov. 14. That whatever question

might he proposed an the 14/A of February

1 7 64, The legality or illegality of general

•warrants was not the point in debate on

that day? and yet (as their advocate

the True B.iton confesses!)) this was

the resolution proposed "that a ge

neial warrant for apprehending and

seizing the authors, printers, and

publishers of a seditious libel, toge

ther with their papers, is not war

ranted .by law." Namely, is not legal.

Does not this question directly lead to

that point and to that point only ?

But is tli is point was not at all consi

dered or debated (winch I do not see

ho.v it cou'.d be avoided) the- gentle

men should have informed the public,

who are so greatly dissatisfied with

them, what point it was which so

warmly engaged the attention of par

liament for two days in that session.

And as to the following words. //

•was thought that this •would be more re

gularly determined in the courts of lanxj

•where it •was then depending, and •where

only in our opinion it •would be properly

decided. Does not this reason for their

voting prove, the point in question •was

debated, and contradict their first as

sertion ? And therefore, what is this

but raeer evasion ? Is it not very

strange, that gentlemen could so soon

forget, or that the question itself, and

what must necessarily have been

spoken upon it, should not make them

remember, that the cause itself had

been clearly decided in the Court of

Common Pleas, before an upright

judge, and most able lawyer ; little

more than two months before r How

therefore can they expect that we

shall entrust the persons and proper

ties, rights and privileges of the peo

ple of Great Britain aijaia, in the

fame hands, who voted so injuriously

to the sacred cause of liberty ; and

publish such declarations to cover mis

conduct ? But facts are stubborn things,

and will not bend to serve a bad cause,

whilst the facts above admit of no

dispute.

A new candidate presents himself

to the city and county of Norwich,

with the usual profession of zeal to

promote the •welfare, the trade, and ma

nufactures of this great city : and that he

•will most strenuousty oppose all attempts

upon the liberty of the fuhjecT and every

other unconstitutional measure. But as

actions speak louder than words, we

are' left to infer his true principles

from his public conduct. He hat

openly approved and joined in the

nomination of those whose votes in par

liament have rendered them obnoc-

tious to the friends of liberty.— By his

espousing the interest, and endeavour

ing to promote the re-election of those

gentlemen, may it not be justly sup

posed (notwithstanding his public

declaration) he approves the very

voting which has given such disgust

to the public ? And may we not from

thence fear his joining in the like

measures whtfi opportunity presents,

if consistent with his own particular

views
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■v lews and interest ?—I know nothing

of his abilities for a senator ; but he

has discovered either his wisdom, or

tait weakness, in consenting to publish

tots name in a list of 184. A lift, in

my opinion, no way to the credit of

any gentlemen named in it, except

■ the two candidates. Nor was I a little

surprized at seeing so many gentlemen

os fortune, degenerated so far from

the true principles of liberty, and the

noble spirit of our ancestors ; by sub

mitting to be so exposed. Though

indeed it is too common a thing, for

a few artful and designing men by a

sudden proposal, to influence, and

draw others into a compliance with

that, which, upon due consideration

they disapprove.—And if our new

candidate desires, and would obtain,

the votes, the interest, and support os

true friends to liberty j I believe, him

self and his friends, must first openly

renounce their connections with those

who have deserted the cause os liberty,

and not oppose but most strenuously en

deavour to prevent their re-election :

to (hew, that he is consistent with his

public declaration, that he ivill most

strenuously oppose all attempts upon the

liberty of the subject and every other un

constitutional measure.

A true friend to liberty,

An impartial, and

Independant Elector.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

1 Congratulate my countrymen on the

revival of that noble spirit of hos

pitality lately demonstrated by a ge

neral aversion to the mean practice of

giving what is called vails to their ser

vants, that bane of friendly entertain

ment. And when gentlemen arrive

at a just abhorrence of their own beg

garly domesticks, they will entertain

the fame ideas of them every where

else. Beggars having been ever deemed

nuisances, disgraceful to Christianity,

and even common society : And al

though at gentlemen's houses their ser

vants do not actually beg, yet is their

acceptance of a gratuitybeggarly : And

the person who offers it must be himself

of a mean spirit, as he thereby offers a

gross affront to the master of the house.

These beggars of the dumb class, al

though probably beggars bred, yet
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mould not be suffered to bring their

itch into a family. But they are the

befgars of another tribe I am about

to speak of, bred and licensed beggars,

which you meet with at every inn,

when no sooner the bill is called for,

but these setters prick up their ears,

and scamper to obstruct the avenues

of retreat. A gentleman, or trades

man, chuses the inn where he may be

as free as at his own house ; you are

shewed a room, wherein to rest and

refresh yourself, your horse is taken

to the stable for his ease and refresh

ment, you pay what is charged to you

for all this, and when you are disposed

to remove, would like to go off with

the same ease as from home. But,

alas ! you find the case quite different,

more like getting out of a sponging-

house, where debita per boras are de

manded for each of their myrmidons.

The appearance, in the way to your

horse or carriage, of ^every one con

cerned to deliver what you have or

dered, give significant intimations of

their demands upon you, which, if

you neglect, you will be sore to hear

them bawl out with an insolent tone

of petition, as, Pray remember the

ostler, pray remember the waiter,

pray remember the chambermaid,

pray remember the bootcatcher, &c.

And if you could insensibly pass that

gantlet, you must also pase that of

their scurrilous abuse, as, Vou are no

gentleman, and probably a scrub, or

a scoundrel, and all this while, per

haps, the landlord or landlady present,

quite unconcerned, wishing you a ve

ry good journey. They have got their

demands, and their servants are at li

berty to bully you for their wages.

Such is the present scandalous situa

tion at the inns in England, owing to

the wretched state of their unprovi

ded servants, who frequently suffer

for their masters ill usage; unprovi

ded, because the generality coming

from the dunghill and sturdy beggars

bred, are suffered to continue so,

through the mean greediness of their

masters, who thereby merit no better

guests than gamblers. Now, finding by

all the advertisements of new inn

keepers, their offers of the best accom

modation, and most genteel treatment:

I would put them in a certain me

thod to perform these offers in the

most agreeable manner for their guests,

and
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and most useful to themselves. For

which purpose I propose they should

retain no beggars, but provide suffi

ciently for their servants, without al

lowing them to accept any perqui

sites at all. Which would distinguish

the most genteel treatment by obvia

ting what is most ungenteel. Now the

question arises, How must the desired

reformation be accomplished consistent

with reciprocal advantage ? I answer,

That allowing the established custom

os some acknowledgment for atten

dance at inns, let the landlords pay

their servants sufficient wages, and at

the bottom of the bill, write atten

dance, leaving a blank for the person

to give what be pleases; for every tra

veller would prefer the method of ha

ving only one person to pay. The

landlord supplies you with provisions,

which are not chargeable till delivered,

and whether himself, his wife, his chil

dren, or servants, bring it in, is im

material to you, if you are to pay for

attendance : you will find it much

easier to make the landlord an allow

ance for that purpose, than to cram

the hungry jaws of his gaping cormo

rants, who are so irregularly fed. A

temperate man, an invalid, a lady,

who perhaps cannot dispense with li

quors sufficient to pay the house for

trouble, ^are therefore prompted to

give extraordinary to the servants,

whereby the master is a loser: And if

you leave something for the servants in

general, you will probably after that

have the trouble to acquaint them all

of it, and so please none. A man ar

5 I. a woman at 3 I. a boy at 40s. and

a gir! ?.t 30 s. perannun, which inclu-

dingoltler, chambermaid, boctcatcher,

and waiter, at a small inn, amounts

to 14I. or 16 1. per annum. But in

consideration of their attendance, Lite

and early, they perhaps merit double

wages, which will be about 30 1. Now

Jet u* fee how the landlord may sup

port this additional expcnce, supppling

he was not used before to give any

wages at all. For baiting, as it is

called, which is to stop 111 th- day

time, and ;iw.iy again, I think no

attendance should be mentioned. 'As

I believe wr have need only to bring

into account, thole who Kay ail night,

at the low computation of is. each,

which at ifast they have lueti ulcd to

give. A small inn, that Judges but

l Scheme. Jan.

fourteen in a week, will thereby pro

duce 36 1. 8 s. probably more, because

no traveller will be deemed as such

who offers less, and to show that, the

landlord may return it as not worth

his acceptance, which will infallibly

answer the purpose. Where there

are more attendants, more lodgers no

doubt, consequently more perquisites.

Which by thus securing and keeping

an account of the produce, will ena

ble the landlord to know nearly, what

wages he can afford his servants, who

mult do very well, if they get double

what they would be allowed in pri

vate families. Their money would

come in at stated times to do them

good, they would go on regularly with

their business, with less tipling and

gaming amongst them Many land

lords might, by these means, put some

hundreds a year in their pockets, and

keep houses like gentlemen. There

being inns, who, for half the year,

lodge every night from twenty to thir

ty, forty, and fifty people. Such a

house would be called the Gentleman's

Inn, and with propriety be so distin

guished. I submit these as the out

lines of a method, which I mould be

glad to see improved. If a traveller

has the humour further than this, to

distinguish any particular servant, let

it be accepted by the landlord, only on

the terms ot being spent in the house,

in such liquor as that servant may

chuse, at his or herleisure. Penalties

on begging, or accepting perquisites,

to be inflicted at the discretion of the

landlord.

The only objection to this method is,

I can foresee, that you will fay per

haps, we hereby lay a foundation for

an additional charge at our inns:

The charge I look upon as already es

tablished on disagreeable terms ; but a

peremptory charge, can never take

place, it we make it a rule, upon

finding attendance actually charged, to

give nothing at all.

I lee no reason why the habits of ser

vants at inns should not be uniform

as well as at gentlemens houses ; they

would make a better npperance, and

that affair is easily ordered, by an agree

ment at hiiing to allow them cloaths

of a certain value, after they have

been a stated time.

R. W.

r.
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To the AUTHOR 0/ lie LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

I Am desirous to know, if any of

your readers can, from experience,

reading or reasoning, give any account,

why the eyes on going to sleep, re

volve upwards, which I have good

reason to believe is the cafe with all

animals, though I do not remember

meeting with any account thereof.

I am your constant reader,

R. W.

[In your Magazine for November,

the recipe for a cancer is put in wrong

characters, viz. 3 dram, which mould

have been 3 ounce, a wide difference !

W. W.

St. James''j, January 9.

TH E following address of the ma

nufacturers and traders of the ci

ties of London and Westminster, as

also these of Spiral fields and parts ad

jacent, has been presented to his ma

jesty: Which address his majesty was

pleased to receive very graciously.

To the king's most excellent majesty.

May it please your majesty,

WE your majesty's most dutiful

and loyal subjects, manufacturers' and

traders of your cities of London and

Westminster, as allo those of Spital-

fields and parts adjacent, humbly of

fer our most grateful thanks, for the

Jate instance of )Our majesty's paternal

tenderness and compassionate regard,

expressed in your royal declaration,

that all future court mournings (hall

he shortened. (See p. 651.)

We have the deeper sense of this

mark of your majesty's gracious condes

cension, as it was unsolicited ; a reso

lution which at once promotes trade,

invigorates industry, and can never be

forgotten in the annals of your majes

ty's reign.

The example so replete with love to

your subjects in general, and com

passion to the poor manufacturers in

particular, inspires us with the wann

est and most respectful gratitude: and

will ever engage our prayers to Di

vine Providence, that your majesty

may long continue to reign in the

hearts or your grntclul people; to

share the blessiiigs of domestic felicity

with your illustrious consort, and

royal issue ; and to experience the

happy rewards your majesty's distin

guished virtues so eminently merit.

[Signed by the Lord Mayor; Sir

Robert Ladbroke, Sir Richard Glyn,

and a considerable number of the ma

nufacturers and traders of the cities of

London and Westminster.]

The following address of the bay-

lisss, wardens, assistants, and commo

nalty of the trade, art, and mystery

of weavers, London, has been present

ed to his majesty : which address hi*

majesty was pleased to receive very

graciously.

To the king's most excellent majesty.

Most gracious sovereign,

W E your majesty's most dutiful and

loyal subjects the bayliffs, wardens

assistants, and commonalty of the trade,

art, and mystery of weavers, London,

in behalf of ourselves, and the filk

manufacturers in and about Spital-

fields,

Most humbly beg leave to embrace

the first opportunity, as in duty bound,

to return our most grateful thanks to

your majesty, for your majesty's late

most gracious declaration, that in com

passion to the number of manufactur

ers and traders, who have been great

sufferers by the length of court mourn- .

ings, your majesty hath been pleased

to give directions for shortening them

in future. Such tender feelings for

the subjects of a state could only in

spire the royal breast of a prince,

whose virtues loudly proclaim the good

of his people to be the first object of

his thoughts, and the ultimate end of

all his actions.

We beg leave most humbly to as

sure your majesty, that this your ma-

festy's benevolent resolution will great

ly promote the silk manufactures of

this kingdom, give great spirit to the'

trade, tend to the improvement of it,

in man;' branches, and be the means

of giving constant employment to our

woikmen ; many of whom, owing to

the late mournings, have been out of

employ, and in want of bread.

At the fame time that we offer up

our tribute of thanks to your majesty,

we should think ourlelves very un

grateful to your majesty's royal con

sols, if we did not humbly express

our sense of the great obligations we

lie under to her majesty, for her ge ne-

rons patronage and encouragement of

our silk manufacture; and we are

bound to make the lame acknow-

lti!;; m<.ut
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ledgment to the reft of the royal family,

for the distinguished preference they

give to the wrought silks of this king

dom.

That your majesty's reign may be

happy, long, and glorious, will be the

constant prayer of us, your majesty's

most faithful subjects.

Wua,Ver,'H«' Eb. Briggs, Clerk.

4th Jan. 1768. 6B

A Letterfrom James Parsons, As. D.

F. R. S. to the Right Honourable the

Earl of Morton, President of the

Royal Society ; on the double Horns of

the Rhinoceros.

[Read before the R. S. Feb. »7, 1766.]

My Lord,

WHE N I had the honour of lay

ing my natural history of the

Rhinoceros before this learned society

in 1743, which is printed' in number

470, page 5x3, of the Transactions, I

had not an opportunity of (hewing a

double horn to the members ; I have,

therefore, taken this first occasion to

entertain the present members with a

fight of a noble specimen of the horns

ot an African Rhinoceros, brought

from the Cape of Good Hope, by my

curious and worthy friend William

Maguire, Esq; among many other cu

riosities ; presuming that few of the

society have ever seen a pair of the like

kind* But what renders this subject

the more particular, and worthy of ob

servation, is that, by means of know

ing there is a species of this animal,

having always a double horn upon the

nose, in Africa, Martial's reading is

supported against the criticism of Bo-

chart, who changed the true text of

that poet, in an epigram upon the

strength of this animal ;> for when

Domitian ordered an exhibition of

wild beasts, as it was the custom of

several emperors, the > poet fays s

The Rhinoceros tossed up a heavy

bear with his double horn :

Hunique grwvem ge/nino cornu fie extulit

urfum.

and as Bochart knew nothing of a

double horn, he changed th'h line both

in reading and fense, thus :

Namque gravi geminum cornu fie extulit

eurum.

as if two wil.l bulls were tossed up in

to the air, by the strong horn of the

Rhinoceros.

Mi. M.iituire adopted the notion

Jan."

of a single horn, but was of opinion

that the geminum eurum of Bochart

ought to have been plural, gewixos eu

ros, as being more elegant ; and he

was followed by Doctors Mead and

Douglas, with this difference, that

these changed the euros for ttrfis, an

imagining they were rather bears than

bulls, that were thrown up by this

noble animal.

Our then worthy president Martin

Folkes, Esq; had seen my account of

this subject, at the end of which, I

endeavoured, however presumptuously,

to defend Martial's reading againft

Bochart and the other eminent per

sons mentioned 5 and desired I would

let it be read and printed, which I

very readily agreed to, as his request

did me much honour.

Before my paper was printed, Mr.

Maittaire and Doctor Douglas died ;

and the learned Doctor Mead was the

surviving critic, upon this line, of

the three. Upon this occasion, there

fore, I have a double pleasure ; first in

amusing the present gentlemen with a

most curious specimen in natural his

tory ; and, secondly, in remembring,

in this place, the nice candor and

generosity of Doctor Mead upon that

subject. . For, about four months af

ter the paper was printed, he received

a present of several curious shells,

seeds, &c. and with them the bones

of the face of a young Rhinoceros,

with two horns iufitu, all intirc, by a

captain, of an African trader, who

brought them from Angola.

As soon as he law the horns, he

lent to invite me to breakfast, and

there, in company, ingenuously gave

up his past opinion, and declared for

Martial j and, indeed, I mult add

to the praise of that great man, that,

as I was happy in being frequently at

his house, I was witness to many such

instances of the most disinterested can

dor and generosity, where any part of

science was the^topic, among his select

friends.

This anecdote I thought proper to

mention upon the present occasion ;

nor can too much be said to his ho

nour, among all lovers of philosophi

cal learning. I am,

Your lordship's

most obedient servant,

James Parsons.

P. S. 1 he figure ot the double

horn
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born of tbe Rhinoceros here described

is seen in the Plate. The dimensions

are as fo'lows, viz. The length of

the anterior horn, measuring with a

firing along the convex fore part, is

io inches ; perpendicular height iS;

circumference n ; at the base; the

posterior horn is in perpendicular

height 19 J ; circumference round the

base 1 S : length of both bases together

upon the nasal bones 14 ; and the

weight of both together is sa, pounds

10 ounces.

The Rhinoceros of the year 1759,

described in the Transactions, was

ibree years old ; and the horn not

three inches high j and hence by com

paring that with this, one may ima

gine this to be many years old, per

haps above twenty; and that this ani

mal lives to a great age.

It is also pl-.11 that tbe horns are

perpetual as axe those of oxen.

Antedates of Luca Jordano, an eminent

Fainter.

LUCA Jordano was born in Na

ples in the year 1632, in the

neighbourhood of Joseph Ribera,

called Spagnoletto ; a native of Va

lencia in Spain, and disciple of Cara-

vagio ; whose works attracted Luca so

powerfully, that he left his childish

amusements for the pleasure he found

in looking on them. Luca's father (a

middling painter) finding in his sen

so manifest an inclination for painting,

placed him under the directions of

Ribera, with whom he made so great

advances, that, at seven years old,

his drawings were surprizing. Hear

ing that at Venice and Rome were

many excellent models for painting,

he privately left Naples and went to

Rome ; and from Rome he and his

father went together to Bologna,

Parma, and Venice. At every place

Luca made sketches and studies from

the works of all the great masters,

but particularly Paul Veronese, al

ways proposing him for a model to

himself. His father who sold his de

signs and sketches at a great price,

kept him close to his work ; and that

he might not quit it, prepared his

dinner for him himself, often calling

on him Luca fa pr'jlo, or dispatch: a

name which he always retnined. Lu

ca was a great copyist ; and the num

ber of his studies gave him a fnrpriz-

J»n. 1768.
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ing easiness, and was the first rise to

the elevation of his thoughts : but

being desirous of gaining a higher de

gree of perfection, Luca and his fa

ther set out for Florence, and thera

copied the works of Leo da Vinci,

Michael Angelo, and Andrew del

Sarto. Then he returned to Rome,

whence after a short stay he went

back to Naple?, and there married.

Luca quitted his master's manner, and

by having a happy memory lie recol

lected the manners of all the great

misters, which occasioned Bellori to

write " that he was like the inge

nious bee, that had extracted his

honey from the flowers of the works

of the best artists, and had the art

of imitating them so well as to occa

sion frequent mistakes." Some of his

pictures getting into Spain, pleased

Charles II so that he engaged him to

come to his court in 1692, to paint

the Eseurial, (his palace). The king

and queen often went to fee him work,

and commanded him to be covered in

their presence. In the space of two

years he finished the ten arched roost

and the stair-case of the Eseurial.

He was so engaged to his business,

that he did not rest from it on holi

days ; for which a painter of his ac

quaintance upbraided him : to whom

he pleasantly answered, " If I was

to let my pencils rest, they would

grow rebellious ; and I sliould not be

able to bring them to order, without

trampling on them." His lively hu

mour and smart repartees amused the

whole court. The queen of Spain one

day enquiring after his family, wanted

to know what sort of a woman hit

wife was : Luca paints;! her on the

spot, in a picture he was at work on,

and shewed her to the queen ; who

was the mere surprized, as she hid

not perceived what he was about ; but

was so pleased, that she took off her

pearl necklace, and desired him to

present his wife with it in her name.

The king being desirous of a com

panion to a picture he shewed

him, which was painted by Baffin,

Luca painted one for him so exactly

in his manner, that it was taken for

a picture of that mailer. The king,

in return, knighted him, gave him

several place*, made one of his sons a

captain of horse, aijd nominated ano

ther judge and preudmt of the vica-

F riate
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riate of Naples. One of the king'j

coaches attended him every evening

to carry him out ; and further still,

the king married his daughters to

gentlemen of his court, bestowing on

them good places for portions. After

Charles II's death in 1709, King

Philip retained him in his service to

go on with those great works he had

begun ; and his stay being so long in

Spain, his wife, then at Naples, on a

false report, believed him dead ; to

undeceive her, he painted himself on

a card, and sent her his picture by the

post. Luca was the innocent cause of

the death of Carlo Dolce. This

painter used to finish his works with

too much labour, and was constant

in working to a great age, and not be

ing inriched, died with chagrin, on

Luca's reproaching him with the loss

of so much time. When Luca re

turned to Naples, all persons were

«ager to have his works. The Jesuits,

who had bespoke a picture of St.

Francis Xavier, complained to the vice-

roy that he would not finish it,

though it ought to be placed on the

altar of that faint on his festival,

which was just at hand 1 Luca, find

ing himself pressed on all sides, paint

ed this picture in a day and a half.

Oftentimes he painted a Virgin hold

ing a Jesus; and, without any reft

in an hour's time, would finish a half

Jan.

length ; and, for dispatc'i, not wait

ing for the cleaning his pencils, would

lay on the colours with his finger.

Nobody ever painted so much as Luca,

not even excepting Tintoret. Two

Neapolitans having fat for their pic

tures, never thought of sending for

them when they were finished 1 Jorda-

no, having waited a great while with

out hearing from them, painted an

ox's head on one, and put a Jew's

cap on the other, and placed a suit of

cloaths on his arms, and exposed them

to view in this manner; on the news

of which they hastened away with mo

ney in their hands, and begged him

to efface the ridicule that was annexed

to their pictures. Luca loved his

disciples, touched up their works

with great readiness, and gave them

many of his designs with pleasure.

His generosity was great : He made

presents of altar-pieces to churches

that were not in a state to purchase >

them. He painted the cupola of St.

Bridget, for his reputation, gratis ;

and, by a particular dexterity, that

roof, which is rather slat, seems

very much elevated, by the light

ness of the clouds which terminate

the perspective. Though his humour

was gay, he always spoke well of his

brother painters ; and received the

hints that were given him on his own

works with great docility.

An IMPARTIAL REVIE \V of NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THE History cs a late infamout Adventure

between a great Man and a fair Gitixen—

In a Seriei of Letters from a Lady near Sr,

Janei** to her Friend in the &,untry~ js. fling-

Wy.

Every subject which engrosses the attention

of the public, is a delicious meal for tbe

hungry sons of Grub-ftrcet ; a;.d this lady of

quality is mci probably some needy pea from

that celebrated quarter, who is engaged to

give a late remarkable transaction an air of

consequence. The imposition it however

too glaring, and, we dare sjy, general con

tempt will be the author's portion where he

is read, instead of general approbation.

Mtmoiri of tbeStragliooftbe Ba/batv ofMet-

rilanJ. By a discarded Suhana, pr. la. ed.

Bladnn.

Another Crake of bookselling on the sore-

going occasion, and executed with an equal

ihaie of abilities.

'The Rppi a Poem, bttmbly inscribed ts tbj LaJitt,

pr. 11, Steaie. 'ihs aeticacy of isttrtbins; a

poem on such a subject to the ladies can be

only equaled by theexecut on of it. It is vi

sibly dictated by the fame spirit which

breathes in the two preceding articles, and as

a specicnei of our author's abilities, the fol

lowing lines ire selected for the consideration

of our readers.

Cou*d he uomov'd behold a maid in tears,

With sxsteft words ajsmlt his callow ears,

Call en tbe btavant, ber parents, and ber

ftiendt.

To change his purpose and defeat his end: 4

Intreat, impUre, big, supplicate, andpray

Or nunacet with trembl ng tongue convey ;

Wring ber fair hands, and tear her lovely

hair

And beat her breast tvitb sorrow and despair }

Could he fee this, and not companion show

Did no soft freting) in hit bosom glow ?

Aman ofbenour vuould have felt more joy,

To recompence such virtue than destroy.

Ani sot her chastity admir'd her mere.

Than, the ittratUous be admir'd before.



tj6%. Makarony Fables.

An Apologyfir Lord B— vtitb an Addrtsi lo

tbt Tamil, pr. 6d. Flexney.

A despicable catchpenny, like the other

♦timsey productions relative to the conduct of

the nobleman alluded to in the title page

Matarony Fables', vjitbtbenrtv Fable of tbt

Meet. In two Cantos: Addressed to tbt Satiety. By

Cosmo, Methogelaflick Professor and F. M. S.

Almon, pr. 21. 6d.

These fables ate written chiefly in a very

irregular measure, and are also of a political

tendency—The author ii a man of fense,

but the whimsical nature of bia versification,

rendering hia numbers frequently extremely

uncouth, there is no possibility of deciding

with certainty on his poetical abilities—For

the reader* satisfaction however we have se

lected the following tale, which ii as little

disjointed in the verse as any in the per

formance,

A TALE.

How many years it was ago,

To ascertain 1 don't engage ;

Nor in what reign, I only know,

It happened in the golden ace.

Upon the record thui it stands,

Two worthy ministers combin'd ;

To play into each others hands,

To cheat and puzzle all mankind j

The silly people were cajol'd ;

And all their tricks went glibly down ;

At length one of them grew se bold,

He laid his hands upon the crown ;

Aod with more bravery than labour,

Handed it to his crafty neighbour }

When you fay crown you often mean,

The owner whether king or queen j

In such a cafe you may believe.

The prielt would pray, the layman swear,

A few wou'd laugh, and some wou'd grieve,

And many want to hang this pair ;—

1 have him not, by hcav'n, fays John !

I steal, crie» Will, a likely thing !

Stol'n or stray'd, however gone,

It was not me that stole your king.

Thus ul"d to puzzle and confound them,

This nation'* fury scon waspass'dj

The people left them as they found them,

Forc'd to appeal to heave* at last ;

Fortune was seldom known se crols,

Few disappointments are compleater,

To lose their king was a great loss,

Not to recover him a greater.

TbeatricalEntertainmtnti consistent ivitb Society,

Morality, and Religion,in a Letter to tbt Author

»/ the itage, tbt bigb Road to Hell, foe-wing,

tbat -writer's Arguments to bt fallacious, bil

Principles enthusiastic, aid bit Authorities (par

ticularlyfrom tbt Anlientl) tnifconflrulied and

perverted, viiib a Counter-Dedication to the Rev.

Mr. Madan. Baker.

This little piece is dedicated to Mr. Gar-

rick and Mr. Colman, and has bat o-e

principal fault, which is, its being wholly

unncielaty —The enthusiast whom the

author takes the tiouble to answer, has long

Al

been totally forgotten, and was he even re

membered, his arguments conld excite nothing

but the universal ridicule of the public.

Tbt Contrast, or tbt dying Profligate, and tbt

dying Christian, in two Poetical EJsayt, by Da

niel Turner, Robinson pr. 6d.

These little pieces Item to be the effusion

of a good heart, and a found understanding,

but the author cannot be reckoned a poet of

first rate abilities. —His versification however

is frequently pretty, though it is not nervous,

and as to the tendency of his work he has

sufficiently declared it in his title page.

The Birth of tbt Jesuits a Poem, in tbrtt

Booh, by Ceorge Marriott, zs. 6d. Flexney.

Mr, Marriott, though he is far from des

picable as a poet, in this work teems chiefly

desirous of recommending himself as a pro

testant to bis orthodox readers.—The whole

force of his muse is bent against the church

of Rome, whose persecutions he exclaims

against with an honest indignation, and we

should not be surprized, if some zealous advo

cate for the papal fee was to give a flaming

answer to his performance. But though we

think Mr. Marriott is not by any means the

most indifferent writer of his time, yet if we

were inclined to criticise, we could point out

several instances where he has been extremaly

negligent in his numbers, and where an ill-

natured critic would be apt to treat him wills,

severity, for example

" I see the godhead, in his essence one,

" For idols chang'd, and driven 1'iom his

throne"

The first of these lines though clear enough

in its religious sense, borders nevertheless up

on a blunder in its grammatical acceptation ;

and as for the last, it is deficient a foot in the

measure, unless we read changed as a word

of two syllables, which instead of encreasing

its harmony will materially add to its disso

nance.—The following lines are absolutely

prose notwithstanding their metrical termi

nation.

Who think it serves no great important end

The protestant religion to defend,

and thefe besides running into a pleonasm con

tain as miserable an anti- climax as ever dis

graced the alphabet,

What countries wasted ! wealthy towns un

done !

Empires betray'd, end lofty towers o'er-

thrown !

To speak of a wealthy town being undone

after a whole country has been wasted, is

snore calculated to raise the laughter than the

pity of a sensible reader ; and to mention the

fall of a Infty tower as a misfortune after an

empire has been betrayed, argues an auther

to be little conversant with, or little attentive

to the fundamental principles of poetry.

Tboughti, Essays, and Maxim i, chiefly /?<-

Ttgious and Political. By Charles Howard, EJj;

of Greystock in Cumberland.

The author of the little wo It before us is,

S % wt
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we believe, heir presumptive to his grace

the duke of Norolit, and it is with pleasure

ve ftre gentlemen of such expectations mani

festing a partiality for science, and (hewing

themselves proud of obtaining a literary cha

racter from their countrymen.—As to the

mrrit of Mr, Howard's pieces, though it ii

not sufficient to rank him with the most

eminent essayists in our language, it is

however sufficient to prevent him from be

ing numbered with the most indifferent, and

though his sentiments arc not in many places

new, it is but justice to acknowledge, that

in most they are pretty sensible. As a speci

es his manner we hare selected the following

"maxims for the entertainment of our readers;

not because we think them the b^st in his

proJuction, but because their ihortness renders

them more proper for the nature of our pub

lication.

Maxims. A good preacher or orator, if

he has g'jod (enfe and judgment (and without

these essential requisite* it is almost impossible

to be one) will adipt his sermon and discourse

to the understandings and situation of h'i au

dience j otherwise he voll do very little service

and convey little saiisfaction, but on the

contrary on!y expose his own vanity.

A man by conversation will rarely convince

another upon any point, of which he is not

'convinced himself: From the heart not the

tongue proceeds conviction.

It is better to read tin good fense of a ju

dicious author, than to preach one's o.vn non-

, fense though never lo weJl intended; but

there are men who do the latter, when va-

" rnly and ignorance are united, which is

often the cafe.

Critical P jj'cr lations en the Origin, Ant'i-

fuititif L-inguaptf Government, Manners,

end R'lgioT), es tie antur.t Caledonians,

their Posterity the Picts, and the Biitisti

end Irish :>cois. By John Macpherlbn* D. D.

Minister $s Slate in the Iflc'of Sky. Becket

This is 4 work of great merit* and will,

\vr dare fay, have an immediete admittance

to the libraries of the cuiious-. Jn the be

ginning of it the author endeavours to refute

•'popular er.or, which has been so long esta

blished, relative to the Scots being descended

frona the liinS, 3r.d we think hi* endeavour

is nor Altogether unsuccessful ; but as some

specimen os his abilities, may be necessary, we

here p;ive an extract from what he fays upon

this subject sur the en.cruinment of our

reac ers.

" Antiquaries arc much divided about the

etymology of Caledonia. Buchaoan, though

', a pative of the FI;^hl>in3s, and us course con-

v^rsan't with the GJjc language, is not happy

in his conjecture!, on that subject. Calden

Recording to him. signifies a hazel nee, from

. thence proceeds the. famous Caledonian forest,

* ' and the name of Caledonia. Jt is amazing

to observe, hop a man of h'i learning and

great abilities could give into such t poerile

conceit. But hid Bachanan considered pro

perly hit native tongue, he would have found

that cauilin and not calden signifies a hazel

tree; and that there it no inch a nerd ai

calden to be met with in the Calic language

Dr. Lloyd, bilbop of St. Asaph, tierrvee

Caledonia from cilydhn a British word signi

fying borderers. The Caledonians, says mac

learned prelate, bordered on the Roman pro

vince of Bri.iin, and 'heretore were with

great propriety called borderert. she bishop

did not consider that the boundaries of the

province were often changed If we suppose

the wall constructed by Adrian marked out

the limits of the Roman empire in Britain,

then the Brigantes, Ottadini, and Man re,

had a much better title to the 'name of »«r-

dereri than the Caledonians. It" the wall

built by Antoninus Pus is to be looked upon

as the boundary ot the province, then it na

turally should follow, that the Caledonians

did not require tne name of clydien or her-,

derert, till after the construction ot that walj.

But the palsage mentioned trom Lucan groves,

that the name of Caledonians made some

noise in the world as early as the reign of

Nero. Thus the bishop's etyuon of Caiedo-

nia fall* to the ground.

Catnden, one of the best Antiquaries that

the world ever produced, has endeavoured to

give the etymon of Caledonia. Kaltd, ob-

lerves that learned writer, is a British word,

which signifies bard. In the plural number

it makes Kakdicn, and hence proceeds Cale-

donii, that is, a people tardy, rengb, uncivi

lized, as noithern nations generally are t a

people fierce in their temper from the ex

treme coldness of their climate ; a people

bold, forward, and intrepid, from the abun

dance of their bloed.

_ The severity os this observation on the1 aar

tional character of the Caledonians does not

at all favour the etymon produced by Catnden.

If the name of Kalcdiin was first framed by

the Britons of ihe South, it may he justly

questioned whether they therrselves before

the reign of Nero wete less bard, rough, and

uncivil.xed, than their neighbours of the

north, or, of course, less intitNd to that

name. But, as every thing that falls from so

justly celebrated a writer makes a grelt im

pression ; I confess this etymon had such weight

with me, that I long considered the word

taled as the root of Caledmii, this Jed tne fur

ther into the subject; and I submit to the

world, with great deference to the great

merit of Camden, the additihnal observa

tions I have made.

Kaled in both the antient British and Galie

languages signifies bard, in both these lan

guages in or yn signifies a country. From

the monosyllable in comes the diminujve

i'ibi, which to the Welch and Calic is of

the fame import with the English word (stand.
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Vt ioining Kalei and in together we hare

calftH*, or rough and mountainous country ',

w h -.en is exactly the signification of Alba *

Che onry name by which the highlanders dis-

tineroish Scotland to this day.—Thia etymon

of Caledonia ia at least plausible : but 1 must

«ot>fesi that the deriTation given by Mr.

Macpherson. the tranflator of the poeffll of

OiTian, is more simple and natural.

The highlandera, at he justly abservet,

call tt-ermtlves Catilr That division of

Scotland which they possess they universally

call Cae'doek, that i< to lay, the coontry

of the Cael or Celts). The Roman! by a

transposition of the letter / in Cael, and

^changing the harfli cb of doeb into an harmo

nious termination, formed (he name of Ca

ledonia. From this etymon arises an oblrr-

virion, of which we shall make use in the

sequel of these dissertations.

During the invasions of the Romans we

find many other tribes besides the C iledo-

•rriant and Matatc in the north of Britain >

though probably they were no more than

-subdivisions of those two illustrious nations.

Every one of those tribes were governed by

an iadtp:r.dant chief or petty king. In Cx-

iir't time, there were no less than four such

chieftains in Kent, and each of them vested

with regal authority. The political govern

ment ot Caledonia was, in Domitian's reign,

much the fame with that of Kent during Car-

far t nroconsulstiip.

When the tribe* of North Britain were

attacked by the Romans they entered into

associations that by uniting their strength,

they might be the more able to repel the

common enemy, the particular name of that

the country; To the north of the Firths the

fame writer assigns the respective places to

Caledcnii, Epidii, Ctrini, Cantae, Logst, anal

several other small 'ribes. Without iniiiling

upon the probability that Ptolemy, an Egyp

tian, waa not so minutely acquainted with

the internal state of Britain at he pretends,

ata time when the north of Europe, was lo

tittle known to men of letters, we (ball take

it for granted that all those nations he men

tions were of the seme original ; and to avoid!

confusion, I mall, for the future, comprehend

them all under the general name Caledonians.

Tacitua divides the inhabitants or Britain

into three classes ; the Caledonians, Silurca

and those who inhabited the coast next to

-Gaul ; fae endeavours to trace those three na

tions to others on the continent,from whom he

supposed they had derived their origin. The

Caledonians, he concludes, Irom the fixe of

their bodies, and the colour of their hair.

were of a Germanic extraction. Though it

must be confessed that the conclusion is far

from being decisive tram those two circum

stances ; yet there are many collateral argu

ments to corroborate the opinion of that bi(-

torijo. These, in some future dissertation I

may throw together, and leave the whole la

the judgment of the public.

•",• This the author has done in a Disser

tation, intitled, A Parallel between the Ca

ledonians and ancient Germans, which it

printed in this work.

An Essay upon Pr'ntt, containing Remarks

upon the Principle! os piClunstue Beauty, tig

different kinds of Prints, and the CharaBert

of the most meed Masters ; illustrated ty Criti

cisms on particular Pieces ; to which arc added.

tribe, which, either its superior power, or some Cautions that ntay it useful in colleilmg

nilitary reputation placed at the head of the Prints, Robson.

alTocia: on, was the general name given by

the Romam to all the confederates.

Hence it is that the Maeate and Caledo

nians have ingrolTed all the glory which be

longed in common, though in an inferior de

gree, to all the other nations settled of old

in North Britain ; it was for the seme reason

that the name of Mtsatse wat entirely forgot

ten by foreign writers after the third centu-y,

and, that ot (he Caledonians themselves

ia but fell om mentioned after the fourth.

The Meats, we have already observed,

were one of those tribes who were settled to

the south of the Clyde and the Forth.

Ptolemy places the Gadcni, Salgotx, Novan-

tes, and Damnii, in the fame division of the

This is an ingenious performance, and well

worth the perusal of every person who ia

fond of prints.—In the variety of the author's

observations we are al.nost at a lose from

wnat part to make an extract, but as the fol

lowing remarks on the different kinds of

prints seem rather more likely to assist a pur

chaser of such performances that) any other,

we shall, on that account, select them foe

the information of the public.

" There are three kinds of prints; en-

gravings, etchings, and Metzatintos. The

characteristic of the first is strength, of the se

cond freedom, and of the third softness, all

these however may in some decree be round]

in each.

• That this it the propersignification os Albi shall he fbrun in the sequrl os tb»fi dissertation.

Is the etymon given here as Caledonia should appear a just me, 1shall make no difficulty in suppa*

sing that the Ca/ydomia of Greece it derived fnm thesame Celtic source, Ær-Jia, os which the Get-

* eian Calydonia neat a parts was a very mountainous country. Three mountains in particular

there, J^iphtsus, Chalcil, and Carafe, nope according to Slraho immensely high, the face os the

country wet very rugged, and the inhabitants hardy. Homer gives the tbarJlItrijHctl efilbtt, of

ite'y te Celjdwh lit capital of tin: country—Horn, Iliad Xi, v»r. e^o.

It
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It ii a rare thing to meet with a print en

tirely eirprciir* which is free from stiffness ; 4

celebrated master of our own, indeed, hath

Jound the art ot' giving freedom to the stroke

of a graver ; and hath displayed great force of

execution upon works by no means worthy of

him : as if he were determined to shew the

woild he could stamp a value upon any thin,-.

But such artists are rarely found. Mere en

gravers in general are little better than mere

Mechanics.

In. etching we have a greateT variety of ex

cellent prints, the cafe is, it is so much the

iimc as drawing, that we have the very works

themselves of the most celebrated masters,

many of whom have left behind them prinit

in this way which however slight aid incor

rect, will always have something masterly,

and, of course, beautiful'in them.

In the muscling os human figures of any

considerable size, engraving hath undoubted

ly the advantage ot etching ; the soft and de

licate transitions from light to shade which

are there required, cannot be so well expres

sed by the needle; and in general large

printt require a strength which etching cannot

gjvc, and are therefore fit objects of en

graving.

Etching, on the other hand, is more par

ticularly adapted to sketches and slight de

signs, which, if executed by an engraver,

would entirely lose their freedom, and with

it their beauty. Landfkip too is the object of

etching. The foliage of trees, ruins, dry,

and indeed every part of landfkip requires the

utmost freedom ; in finishing an etched land-

skip with the teal (as it is called] too much

care cannot be taken to prevent heaviness.

The fore grounds may require a few strong

touches, and the boles of such trees as are

placed npon them, and here and there a few

n irmonizing strokes will add to {he effect,

but if the engraver veaturet much farther,

he has good luck, if be does no mischief.

An engraved plate, unless it be cut very

slightly, will cast off five hundred good im

pression*! an etched one will not give above

two hundred, unless it be eaten very deep ;

and then it may perhaps give three hunortd,

after that the plate must be retouched, or the

impression will be faint.

Besides the common method of engraving

On coffer, we have prints engraved on pewter

and on wood ; the pewter plate gives a coarse

ness and dirtiness to the print which is disa

greeable, but engraving upon wood is capable

of great beauty. Of this species of engraving

more shall be laid.

Mdxcttinio is very different from either

engraving or etching. In these you make the

shades in Metzotinto the ligbtt.

Since the time of its invention by prince

Rupert, at is commonly supposed, the art

at scraping Mctautintot is greatly more

Jan.

improved than either of its sifter arts; some of

the earliest etching) are perhaps the best,

and engraving, since the time of Goltrius and

Mn her, halii not pel haps made any very

great advances, but Metzotinto, compared

with its original state, is at -hit day almost

a new art, if we examine some of the mo

dern pieces of woikmanfhip in this way, the

Jewish Rabbi; the portrait of Mrs. Lafcelle*

with a child on her knee: Mr. Garrick be

tween tragedy and comedy : and several other

prints, by some of our best Metzotinto scraper*,

tney almost as much exceed the works of

White and Smith, as thole masters did Bec

ket and Simons.

The characteristic of Metzotinto \\ softness,

which adapts it chiefly to portrait or history,

with a few figures, and these not too small ;

nothing except paint can express flesh more

naturally, or the flowing of h lir, or the folds

of drapery, or the catching lights of armour.

In engraving and etching we must get over

the prejudices of cross lines which exits in no

natural bodies, but Metzotinto gives us the

strongest representation of a surface. If how

ever the figures are too crowded it wants

strength lo detach the several parts with a pro

per relief, and, if they are very small, it

wants precision, which can only he given by

an outline; or, as in painting, by a different

tint. The unevennefs of the ground will

occasion bad drawing, aukwardness in the ex

tremities especially. Some inferior artists

have endeavoured to remedy this by termi

nating their figures with an engraved or etched

line : but they have tried the experiment

with bad success. The strength of the line,

and the softness of the ground, accord ill

together. 1 speak not here of such a judicious

mixture of etchin; and Metzotinto as White

formerly used, and such as our best Metzo

tinto scrapers at present use, to give a strength

to a particular part ; 1 speak only of a harsh,

and injudicious lineal termination.

Metzotinto excels each of the other species

of prints in its capacity of receiving the most

beautiful effects of light and shade : at it

can the most happily unite them by blending

them together.—Of this Rembrandt seems to

have been aware; he had probably feea some of

the first Metzotintos ; and admiring the ef

fect, endeavoured to produce it in etching by

a variety of intersecting scratches.

You cannot wtll cast ofFmore than an hun

dred pood impressions from a Metzotinto plate,

the rubbing of the hand loon wears it smooth,

and yet by constantly repairing it, it may be

made to give four or five hundred with tole

rable strength. The first impressions are not al

ways the best, they are too bl tk and harsh.

You willcommonly have the best impressions

from the fiftieth to the leventieth : the harsh

edges will be softned down; and yet there

will be spirit and strength enough left.
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Afuil mud plain Account of the GouT '.

From vibenee mill be charlyfen the Folly, or

Baseness of all Pretenderj to curt it, Ice. By

Serdiaando Warner, L L. D.

As an excuse for our reverend author's in

fringing upon the province of the gentlemen

of the faculty, " It is certain, fays he, that

beside* much experience in myself and others,

physicians cannot allow so much time in the

study of any oki disorder, aa I have given

upon the Gout ; neither (an any physician

who is not a gouty roan, be so well acquaint

ed with the little circumstances in the pro

gress of this distemper, which are necessary to

be known, aa an attentive arthritic who is

not a physician ; for alm< st every fit produces

something new for his observation."

After some physiological remarks, our re

verend writer proceeds to give a history of the

regular gout, in which he has endeavoured

to collect every thing of importance that haa

been advanced by some of the best authors

upon that disorder, and at the same time that

he pronounces the cure of it to be impossible,

be professes to produce some new methods of

•Hording the gouty patient relief: "When

the fit is arrived at it's height, fays he, if the

•rein should be greater than the patient can

bear commodioujly, and his nights are sleepless,

then, notwithstanding the prejudices of most

physicians against opiates in the Gout, he

may relieve himself by the following ano

dyne:

Take of opium six drachms— Soap of tartar

and castile soap of each half an ounce-

Nutmeg powdered one drachm—Cam-

pnire three drachms — Saffron two

scruples—Sweet spirit of sal ammoniac

nine ounces.— Digest all the ingredients

in a Florence flask in a sand heat for

•en days, shaking it now and then till

the last day or two, and then pour it off

clear, and flop it up for use."

He directs thirty or forty drops of this me

dicine to be taken, upon an empty stomach

an hour before it is wanted to operate, in a

glass of mint or plague water, and if, an hour

or two after taking it, the pain is not greatly

abated, he orders twenty drops more.—The

number of drops are to be proportioned to the

violence of .the pain, and repeated every

night, if the pain requires it) abating two or

three drops at a time as the pain abates, till

the dose is reduced to ten or a dozen, when

the patient may desist at once from taking

any more.

He then proceeds to shew how very ill-

founded the prejudices against exhibiting opi

um in this disorder bave been, and astir giv

ing some directions and recipes for the treat

ment of all the cafes of irregular gout, which

he chiefly borrows from Musgiave, concludes

his treatise.

Too" Dr. Warner professes to take notice

«f " every thmg material in the test writer*

Warner en the Gout. 47

on this subject," he appears never to have read)

Van Swieten, who is confessedly the best au

thor on the Gout extant, and though he pro-

mi es to give some new instructions for its re-

lief,we can discover very little in this work but

what is taken from Sydenham,Qmncey.James,

and Musgrave. His notion in the physiological

pati of this treatise of the powers ot the sto

mach in digestion, and of Levcnhock's disco

veries have been long since exploded, but these

errors every man is liable to fall into who

steps out of bis own profession to write ora

physical subjects, and any censure on this

occasion, will, we apprehend, give very little

trouble to our author, aa he says, he has ha

zarded his chaiacter too much as a writer

upon great worka of other kinds, to be in

any degree solicitous about the reception of

this account of the gout.

The Gout—extraordinary Cafes in tie Head,

Stomach, and Extremities, with physical and

cbirurgical Remark: and Observations, &cm

&c. By Richard Ingram, Man-Midwife, late

Surgeon to the Fi'fi Regiment of Dragoons.

This writer is of opinion, that what is

commonly called the Gout, is only the cffcRt

of a cause, and a kind endeavour in nature

to assemble together and fling off the obnoxi

ous particles. He asserts, that he is possessed

of a preparation that immediately strikes at

the origin of this disorder, though he ac

knowledges that it must be varied in quantity

and form, according to the age, constitution,

and habit of the patient. At the end of the

Essay, he has published cases of n ne persons,

who were successfully treated in this dilease.

His plan to prevent the evils which arise

from the indiscriminate grant os medicinal

patents is worthy of attention, and his ob

servations on the pernicious custom of cordial

drinking, which destroys such numbers of

the most amiable part of the creation, deserve

the most serious consideration.— In short, not

withstanding our ingenious author keeps hi*

medicine a secret, we cannot but recommend

his performance. to the p-rusal of every one

afflicted with this complaint, which has hi

therto bid defiance to the utmost efforts of the

medical art.

The Entanglement, or, The History of Mist

Eleonora Frampton and Miss Anastatia SUaf-

toe, 1 Vol. Noble.

This history is indeed an entanglement,

and, was it even unravelled, would give buC

very little satisfaction to a sensible reader, it

being written in the true taste of the circula

ting library.

Clementina, er, The History of an Italian

Lady, vibo made her Escapefrom a Monastery

for tbt Love of a Scots Nobleman. Noble.

In an advertilement prefixed to this little

volume we learn, that it was written by Mrs.

Haywood in the year 172?, and published un

der the liile of the Agreeable Caledonian,

so that it is now only vamped up with little

mote that a different title-page, and cannot

conisquently
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consequently claim any attention al a new

production.

A ColleSHon os the mtst istumtd Pieces os

Poetry that baiit appeared for several Tcart,

■with fanny of Originals. By Mosei Mendez,

Esj; and other Qontributort It Dudfley'j Col

lection, it -which tbit it intended at a Supple

ment. Richardson.

The compiled part of tint publication ii

the best, and in some degree answers the asser

tion in the title page.

CbobeUtb, er the Royal Preacher, a Purny,

mtst humbly inscribed lo the King. Johnston,

Lndgate-Areet.

This u a poetical version of Solomon'a

Ecdesiastec, and will, in all probability, prove

an agreeable entertainment to many religious

readers.

POETICAL ESSAYS.

OVlfirlhi Niw Yeah, Jan. I, 1768.

My William Whitehead, Esa; Poet Laurent,

LE T the voice of musick breathe,

Hail with song the new-born Year!—

Tun" the frozen earth beneath

Feels not yet his influence near.

Already from his southern goal

The genial God who rules the day,

Has bid his glowing axle roll,

And promis'd the return 0/ May.

Yon ruffian blasts, whose pinions sweep

Impetuous o'er our northern deep,

Shall cease their sounds of war :

And, gradual as his power prevail",

Shall mingle with the softer gales

That sport around hia car.

Poets ihould be prophets too.—

Plenty in his train attends ;

Fruits and flowers of various hue

Bloom where'er her step (he bends.

Down the green hill's Hoping side,

Winding to the vale below,

See, she pours her golden tide !

Whilst, upon its airy brow.

Amidst his flocks, whom Nature leads

To flowery feists on mountains heads,

Tb'exulting shepherd lies >

And to th' horizon's utmost bound

Rolls his eye with transport round,

Then lifts it to the skies.

Let the voice of musick breathe !

Twine, ye swains, the festal wreath !

Britain (hall no more complain

Of niggard harvests, and a tailing year :

No more the miser hoard bis grain,

Regarolefs of the peasant's tear,

Whole hand laborious till'd the earth,

And gave those very treasures birth.

No mote shall George, whose parent bieast

Keels every pang his subject* know,

Behold a faithful land distress,

Oi hear one sigh of real woe.

But grateful miitb, whose decent bounds

No riot swrllr, no sear confounds,

Ann heart- felt cafe, whose glow within

hi A.i Contentment's modest mien.

In every tace shall smile contest,

And, in his people's joy, the monarch too be

•leu.

An Occasional Pholocv*, toritttr. ftr

the Play and Entertainment of Tnr Wa t

to Kiip Him and Tux Guardian :

atled by the Comedian* at Scarborough, Nov.

15, 1767, given to tbc Ladiet, by the

Marquis cfljrinbj.

WHILE Greece and Rome blaz'e! forth in

early days,

Witb genuine lustre and with unbought praises

No hireling poets were retain'd to sing,

And waft their heroes on the muses wing :

"1'was worth intrinsic fir'd th' enraptur'd bard]

And warm applauses were his just reward. „'

We too, a hero could point out to you j

As Scipio valiant, and at Cato true :

True to his country's liberties and laws {

Ready to bleed in her all-righteous cause.

But stop, fond muse, or e'er you're out oi"

wind,

Nor dare to bail the fav'rite of mankind s

Leave such a subject to the god of verse ;

Phœbus himself his actions shall rehearse,

Quit thou the buskin and the sock resume.

And wing thy bardling with a comic plume.

Demand we now what brought these beau-

tics hither.

In spight of darkness and of stormy weather ?

Methinks I hear the exulting fair reply,

" When Granby asks, what mortal can deny?"

Ladies, we osier to your candid view,

A comedy and farce—nor old—nor new.

" But why exhibit two such homely pieces ?

Was it to vex, to mortify, or teaze us?"

Stop Charming souls, and hear me whilst I

plead,

Vnforc'd, unafk'd, unprejudie'd, unfeed.

What if The Way to Keep Him should unfold

Some other him, that's better guels'd than

told .»

And what ifour good Guardian should suggest

A God-like heart within a human breast?

Whit if encourag'd by our virtuous wife,

Who weans her husband from a rakish life,

The gen'rous dame her own good man shall

bless,

And charm his sorrows with a chaste caress !

What if you nymphs, smit by the just grade*

tion,

Conceive your darlings—in imsgination I

Then might our weak endeavours to amuse you,

At one instruct and please, and disabuse you,

l»e
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Fve rifled Flora's pairrted Bower.

Set by Mr. C. Clacet. Sung by Master Brett
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gar - land bound, That ar - dent love hath beau - ty crown'd, That
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ar - dent love hath beauty crown'd.
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ODE to the SOUTH WIND:

Writitn during ibt late frost.

KIND Ault-r ! with dissolving breexet

From Afric's warmer rtsioas come !

And back to Zembla's icy scss

O ! drive thy ruffian brother home.—

Come ! and with galca benign and bland

Loose from hil frosts our fetter'd land j

Again O ! let the Naiads lead

Their waters through the thirsty mead:

Again with damps prepare the tainted

f round, [breathing hound.

Tp charm wirh odours strong the rapture-

Tho' Fseon't soni in angry strain

Thy moistme-dropp ng wings accuse.

And lay Hygeia't foes remain

In ambush 'midst thy balmy d'W j

Say, shall not Bri ain't hardy yoi.ih

Deny such dreamt the seal ot truth ?

Who, when they wake the misty morn.

With cariolt blythe os hound and horn,

Fiad manlier strength their active sinews

steel, [Belgians feel.

Than 'midst surrounding frosts the ikaning

O! then attend thy suppliant's pfay'r !

Awhile unbend the stubborn soil,

Shed thy moist influence through the air,

And wake again the hunter's toll :

So from each hill, and ev'iy grove,

Wheree'er Diana's vot'riet rove,

While all around the jocund cry

With mimic thunder lends the Iky,

Bach sportive youth, with eager transport

pale [6-le«

lo many a chearful note shall bless thy friendly

Rusticus.

PROLOGUE so FALSE DELICACY.

Sfektn by Mr. King.

TT.'M vex'd—quite vex'd—and you'll be vex'd

I —that'a worse j [curse !

To deal with_/9«4ior* Scriblen !—there's the

Write moral plays,—the blockhead !—why

good people,

You'll soon expect this house to have a steeple!

For our fine piece, to let you into facts,

Is quite 1 I11 mm,—only pleach 'd in atli.

You'll scarce believe me till the proof appears,

But even I, Tom Fool, must shed some tears.

Do ladies, look upon me,—Nay no simp-

'ring.— j wh.mp'sing ?

Think you this face, was ever ma..e for

Can 1, a cambriek handkerchief diiplay

Thump my unfeeling bieast, aod roar away .'

Why ttii it comical, perhaps he'll fay.

Resolving this strange, awkard, bar. , to pump,

1 afle'd him what he meant .'-He, lomewhat

plump,

New purt'd his belly, and his lips thus oiling—

t must kief us the aignity ej luriimg .'

You may, burif you uo sir, I mutt tell ye,

You'll nnt keep up that d gn ty of belly ;

Still he preach'don. — *' Bards ofa former age,

Held up abandon'd pictures on the stage,

Spread out tbeir wit, with fascinating art,

And catch'd tb,. fancy, to corrupt the heart }

or

i

But happy change!—in these more moral daye.

Yon cannot sport with virtue, e'en in plajs,

On Virtue's fide, his pen the poet draws,

And baldly asks a hearing for bis cause."

Thus did he prance and swell.—The man

may prate,

And feed these whimsies in his addle pate,

That you'll protect bis muse, because she's

good,

A virgin, and so chaste!—O Lud, O Lud !—

No muse the critic beadles' lath escapes,

Tho" virtuous ; isa dowdy, and a tr.pesa

If bit comes sonh a decent, likely lass.

You'll speak her fair, and grant the proper

pass ; [tencea }

Or should bit brain he turn'd with wild pre-

ln three hours unse, yon'll bring him to bit

fenses j [get him,

And oeil you may, when in your power yon

In that ihjrt spice, yoji blister, bleed, and

sweat him.

Among the Turks indeed, he'd ran no dan

ger. [*»1

They sacred hold, a madman, and a ftran-

l P I L . Q G U E,

Sfoien by Mri. Dancer,

Written by David Gainer, Efc

WHEN with the comic muse a bard

hath dealing, [feeling ;

The traffic thrives, when there's a mutual

Our author boasts, that well be chose his plan,

Fajsi nudefty !—Himself, an Liftman :

As I'm a woman, somewhat p'one to satire,

I II prove it a'l a bull what he calls nature t

And you, I'm sore, will join before you go,

To maul False Mndtsty—from Dublin be !

Where arc these Lady Lambicm to be found ?

Not in these riper times, on English ground.

Among the various Aowers, which sweetly -,

blow, /

To charm the eyes, at Almack's and Soho, C

Pray does that weed, False Delicacy grow I «•}

Among the fair of fashion, common breeding.

Is there one bosom, where love lie: a bleeding?.

In olden times, your grannams anrcfin'rl, -.

Ty'd up the tongue, put padlocks on the /

mind , [now connn'd. C

O ladies, tb nk your star, there's nothing-*

In love you English mtr y—there's no con*

caaling, [dealing ;

Are most, like Winworth, simple in jour

But Britons, in tbeir natures, as their naraee,

Arr different, at iba Shannon, Tweed, and

Thames.

At tb: TvietA Sowt, the bonny Sat proceeds,

Wec'i.-is flaw, and sure, aod nae obstruction

heeds ;

Tho' oft rrpuls*d, bis purpose still hauds fast,

Siecks like a burr, and weens the lass at last.

Tbe Slannm, rough, and vigorou poors alon|,

Like the bold accent of brave Paddy i tongue j

Arrah, dear creature,—can you scorn me so ?

Cast youj sweet eyes upon me top, and toe !

Not
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ipt—in wn oni nides n 1 oaimui atu ;

leaves his home, icsolvd to tell hit -|

•in I

tes— I—love-^ye/r,—'lit in vaii, S

blushes, turns bun tonne,—and (

rhistles borne again.

Not fancy mi i—pooh 1 dial's all game and

laughter, [me after.

First marry roe my jew'l,—ho!—you'll love

Like his own Tbamti, honcll John init their

brother, [t'other,

More cuick than one, and much less bold than

Cer.i/tn:i dull, his loving arms will spread t

But ftopt—tnwiliowi hides hi bashful head ;

Jeim leaves his home, resolv'd to tell his

pain

Hetiist.ee-

whu

Well is my palming like .' — or do you doubt it ?

What fay you to a try j! ?—lot') about it j

Let Cupid lead three Britain to the field.

And try which first can make 4 damsel yield ?

What (ay you to a widow .'— Imiie consent,

And she'll be ready for experiment.

**—*^*^»——.»— ■ ———^—*mm——

Tie SlO'j of tbe re-.o Comedy tilled

FALSE DELICACY.

LORD Winwortb, a nobleman of unex

ceptionable character, bavir.g addressed

Lady Betty, Lamblon, is, notwithstanding he

is very agreeable to her, rejected, because

the thinks a second marriage highly indeli

cate. Despairing of Lady Betty his lordship

determines to offer his hand to Miss Maich

mont, a young lady of great roeiir, who hav

ing lost her parents, and her hopes of a for

tune with them, while a child, had been

supported by the generosity of Mr. Cecil and

Lady Betty. To Miis Marchmont his lord

ship was inclined to hope he was not unaccep

table, from her having interested herself in

hit favour with Lady Betty, whose influence

with Mils Marchmoat he also intends to re

quest.

Sir Harry Newburg attends Col. Rivers to

sellicit hit consent to his marriage with his

dau.hter, by whom his address was favoured

unknown to the Colonel, who having pro

mised Miss River* to Mr. Sidn y (who by the

Way is much m-re attached to Miss March-

tnont) is not ro be pievailed on to break hit

word by Sir Harry's more splendid offer ; he

declares bis esteem for Sir Harry aa a valuable

acqujintince but thai he ia nut at liberty to

receive him for a son in law.

LaJy Betty aanuaints Mrs. Hailey wiih her

regret for having repulsed Lord Winwotth,

who, she tells her, bis sent to beg half an

hour's private conversation with her, on bu

siness of importance, which her Ladyship

hopes Is to rentw bis addresses. Mrs Harley

proposes to remove every difficulty by her

hinting to la is Lordship that Lady Betty is

difpo'ed to listen to him with latour. Thie

expedient her ladyship rejects a< indelicite,

and conjures Mis. Harley to keep her partia-

■ lily for my toid a pro'iunJ secret.

Sir Harry acquaints Mr. Cecil with his in

tention of carryiog off Miss Rivers, as tbe

Colonel opposes their uaion 1 Cecil, al'tct

some hesitation, approves his proposal, and

promises his assistance. Sir Hairy leaving,

him, Cecil, who is a middle-aged man, ana

affects a singular plainness of dress, declare*

himself in luve with Miss Marchmont, and

yelolves, that her rejection may not render

him ridiculous, to found her, by proposing

a friend of his own age, ore, for her husband.

Lord Winworth attends Lady Betty, anil

intreata her to influence Miss Maichmont in

his savour. Tbe manner of his introducing

hit request having the appearance of renewing

his solicitation to herself, she gives an al mask

implicit consent before she discovers 'tit Jv'.'sj

Marchmont to whom he now means to urTer

himself. Mrs. Htrley, 00 my lady's retiring!

being made acquainted with his lordship's iair

tention, proposes to set all to rights, by let-*

ting Mils Marchmont know the true state

of Lady Betty's heart. This expedient is ie-

jected by tbe latter, as being also to a great

degree indelicate.

Sir s 1. 1 y ciosstj the stage with Miss Rivera

and her maid j they are followed by Colonel

Rivers, who, alarmed at their being thus

together in a retired part of the garden, lis

tens and overbears Sir Harry intreat Miss

Rivers to go off with him ; which, after

seme reluctance, she consents to, and they

appoint a place of meeting jn the evening.

The Colonel on their going off appears, and

expresses much displeasure and concern. Ce

cil appears with Miss Marchmont and soli

cit* for a friend of his own age, &c. Miss

Marchmont expiesses her concern that she

cannot listen to any address, her fears that

she will loose the friendship both of Mr. Cecil

and Lady Betty, who has proposed Lord Win-

worth to her, and owns a prepossession in fa

vour os Mr. Sidney. Cecil ieceives her con

fidence with plea urt, declares he is not in ihe

least displeased at her rejecting his friend,

and ihst he will exert himself to procure

her wishes. Lady Betty appears on Cecil'*

gong off, and urges Lard Winworrh's suit

to Miss Marchmont; though she is rejoiced

at Miss Maichmort's rejecting him, her par

tiality for my Lord occasions her to espies*

herself with warmth in his favour as an un

exceptional le suitor: This induces Miss

Marchmont to think she it more interested

in his favour than Lady Betty will allow,

and she determines to sacrifice herself to what

she concludes is the earnest wish of her friend.

Lady Betty informs Mrs. Hailey with much

pleasure that Mist Maichmont is averse to

Lo d Winworth's address-" 5 Miss March

mont enters, and declares her determination

to sacrifice her wishes to her Udvship. Aster

taking mush pains to convince Mits March

mont she it not so earnest us she imagines.

Lady Betty i reduced to the ncflicety offj-

enneing her darfng delicacy, and acquaints

Miss Marchmont with her real wishes j which

as she is about to no h's lordship enters.

L»dy Betty not having yet opened her renl

C 1 lcntitr.eji.ta
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sentiments to Miss Marchmont, is thrown in

to the greatest distress by her accepting, tho'

with visible reluctance, hit lordship's hand.

Mils Riven coming with her maid to the ap

pointed rendezvous, instead ot her lover i« met

by her father t A most pathetic scene ensues «

After expostulating with her in the most af

fectionate manner, he tells her he will not

offer to detain hen He even putl into her

hands an obligation to pay her a noble for

tune, but forbids her ever after appearing in

his fight. On the Colonel's retiring, Sir Har-

am Newburgh appears, and tells the lady lhat

every th;ng is ready. She declares (he will

not forsake her father; the maid advises Sir

Harry to force her away ; on his preparing to

do so, (he breaks from him, and seeing Mr.

Cecil, entreats his protection, and that he

wrll not suffer Sir Harry to follow her. Ac

cordingly on his attempting to do so, Cecil

opposes him ; they draw, but, after a few

passes, Sir Harry is convinced of the shame

ful part be if acting, puts up hit sword, and

ii reconciled to hit friend.

Sidney having heard of Miss Rivera's at

tachment to Sir Hum, attends the Colonel,

and declines the proposed match, very much

to the displeasure of the Colonel, Cecil and

Mrs. Harley having acquainted each other

with the real sentiments of the lovers, they

contrive to remove the difficulties a ridiculour

attention to an imaginary propriety had occa

sioned. Lord Winworth receives a message

from Mr. Harley in Lady Betty's name, de

filing to fee him, as does Lady Betty one to

the fasne purpose from* his lordship. On their

meeting Lady Betty is led to- think Mrs. Har-

ley has given up her secret, and declares since

(he hath thus betrayed her, (he will no longer

conceal her partiality for his lordship. My

Lord, surprised at so unexpected a declaration,

laments earnestly that his engagements with

Miss Marchmont prevents his happiness.

Cecil and Mrs, Harley now appear, and after

humourously ridiculing their romantic delica

cy, which had occasioned so much confusion,

introduce the other characters who have been

set to rights by them within. My Lori,

freed from his engagements with Miss March

mont, and accepted by Lady Betty, joins tbe

hands of the' former with her favoured Mr.

Sidney ; the Colonel accepts Sir Harry for

his son-in-law, and Cecil declares it a happi

ness to people of such refined sentiments,

that they have friends about them of plain

understanding and common sense.

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

Fmoay, Jan. t.

U M BER 30510, was drawn

»- a prize of 1000. 1. in the pre-

*^ N 2i lent lott">'

$3^ )rjj Tuisday, 11.
^■jOr*^ Lord Chamberlain's Office,

***. JtUA Hil mjjesty hith been most

graciously pleased to order, that the court

mournings (hall not, for tbe future, continue

longer than one half of the time which hath

been usually observed.

Hut-rrotp.

FllBAT, 15.

The following; gentlemen were appointed

sheriffs, for 1768.

Berks. Wm Price, Esq: Beds. John Cater,

Esq; Buck. Wm Cressarell Wentworth, Esq;

Cumb. Sir Gilfred Lawson, hart. Chelh.

Henry Hervey Aston, Esq; Cimb' and Hunt'

Edw. Leeds, Esq; Corn. Fraunceis Kirkham,

Esq; Devon. W. Ilbert, Esq; Dors. Ja. Gol-

lop, Esq; Derb. Sam. Crompton, Esq; Essex.

Rich. Lomat Clay, Esq; Glouc. John Guise,

Esq; Herts. Lionel Lyde, Esq; Herts. Richard

Gorget, Esq; Kent. Rich. Hulse, Esq;

Leiceft. Edw. Dawson, Esq; Line, foseph

Walls, Esq; Monm. Richard Local, Esq;

Northumb. Bryan Butrell, Esq; Nortbamp.

Tho. Powys, Esq; Norf. Wm Woodley,

Esq; Netting. John Bell, Esq; Oxf. Stucrey

Bayntun, Esq; Rutl. Henry Shield, Esq;

5

Shropfh. Edwa-d Borterell, Esq; Som. J<-h»

HellUr, Esq; Stiff. Francis Eld, Esq; Suff.

Oflwrne Fuller, Esq; Southampt. Chalonet

Ogle, Fl'q; Surry. Rich. Barwcll. Esq; Suff.

John Paine, Esq; Warw. John Parthereche,

Esq; Worcest. Thomas Bury, jun. Esq; Wilts.

Edmund Lambert, E'q; Vorklh. Sir Geo.

Strickland, Bart.

SOUTH-WALES.

- Brecon. Thomas Harris, Esq; Carmartk.

Edw. Parry, Esq; Card. Daniel Lloyd, Esq,

Giant. Tho. Bennett, Esq; Petnb. John,

Griffiths, Esq; Radn. John Trumper, Esq;

NORTH-WALES.

Angl-. Wm Hughet, Eq; Carn. Robert

Howel Vaughan, Esq; Dub. Edw. Lloyd,

Esq; Flint. Edw. Lloyd, Esq; Merion. Robert

Cudolphin Owen, E'q; Montg, Thomas-

Thomaf, Esq;

Ended the drawing of the lottery, when

No. 2x347, as last drawn ticket, become

entitled to foool.

Monday, 18.

Daniel Afgood, was executed at Tyburn,

for murder.

Ended the sessions at the Old Bailey, when

Wm Cayley, for stealing in heifer, Patrick

Swiney, Timothy Crawley and Wm Hamil

ton, for highway robberies, Thomas Mit-

chener and Charles Davis, for borgltry, re

ceived sentence of death, as Daniel Afgood 1

•argenaa
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bargeman hadbefore, for the murder of Wm.

Bioley, a watchman. Eighteen were sen

tenced to transportation for seven yun, two

were branded, two ordered to be j laiilickly,

and eight privately whipped. • - /■. i I

Tuesday, 19*

An h use was consumed by lire near West

minster Abbey. ' *

Thuisoay, XI.

John Kirkman, Esq; vh erected alderman

•f Cheap ward, in the room of Sir Samuel

Fludycr, deceased.

, Saturday, aj.

The judges further beard the cafe of Mr.

Gibson, lately convicted ot sorcery, on a spe

cial verdict, and pronounced him guilty. - (See

•ur vol. for 1766, p. 131.)

The frost (See our last vat p. 6S3.) con

tinued with great severity, till the nth of

the present nionttl, and added extremely to

the distressed of the poor ; but they received

great alleviation from the l.tnane benevo-

lence of many noble persons, gentlemen,

merchants, capital tradesmen, corporations

and parishes. Many persons were Jrozen to

death in town and country x the Tnamcs

was frozen in, and much damage happened

to the shipping and small craft. Several per

sons lost their lives in slciiting and sliding, al

usual, and many os the idle gun men, or

poppers, about the fields, through cartiess-

nels, or want oi skill, in their diversion,

were killed by their own pieces.

Accidents of various kinds have deprived

soveral persons of their lives, many murders

-have been committed, lhipwrecks at sea and

■ on the coasts have been frequent, and rob-

ben of all species very incuscrioul, during the

course of this month.

Pays appointed lor holding the sessions of

the peace, Uyer and Terminer, and gaol de

livery or' Newgate, in the year 1;6§.

Quarter section, at Hicks's Hall, Monday,

Jan. n, Thursday 14, Old Bailey.

General Session, at Hicks's Hall, Monday

Feb. 22, Wednesday, 24, Ola Bailey,

Quarter stslion, at Htcks's Hall, Tuesday,

April 12; Wednesday 13, Old Bailey.

General Session, at Hicks'aHall, Tuesday,

May 17, Wednesday 18, Old Bailey.

Quarter section, at Hicks's Hall, Monday,

July 4, Wednesday 6.. O.d Bailey.

General session, at Hicks's Hall, Monday,

■Sept- 5> Wednesday 7, Old Bailey;

Quarter session, at Hicks's Hall, Monday,

Oct- 17, Wednesday 19, Old Bailey.

General section, at Hicks's Hall, Monday

' Dec. 5, Wednesday 7, Old Bwley.

Days appointed for holding the general quar

ter session! of the peace for the city and li

berty 6( Westminster, in the year 1768.

Thursday, the 7th day of Jjnuary.

Thursday, the 7th day of April,

Wtdnelda;, the 29th day of June,

Friday, the 71b. day of October.

ExtraB of a Ltutr from * Master us a Vessel,

dated Kinglale m Ireland, 19 December,

lo bn Sifter at Mitchell in Cornwall.

" The day I lest you at Mitchell arrived!

ac Padftow b. tore high water, sailed for Cork

at thiee o'clock the lame afternoon, and the

next day at four in the afternoon made the

Hud of Kingsale about three leagues from

Cork Harbour : when the violence of the

weather and tare want of cay-light obliged us

to make lor the most convenient place, which

happened to he at the Old Head in Bullera

Bay, where not being acquainted, had no

thing to do but piay to God to be our director

to bring us in safe with our vessel and lives.

Thus far I got safe to anchor at three quar

ters past four, being almost dark : At one

o'clock next mommg I went ashore to get

ai)i:tance, in case occasion should require it S

but had not been there above half an hour,

when, on my return for the boat, I found

her cut to pieces and cariied away by the

country people. From this i began to fear

what 1 had to expect ; however, a* the ves

sel was safe and sound, under no apparent

danger of being lo!:, 1 could scarce believe

that any attempt would be made to rip her

«p: but from that time till daylight I per

ceived a vast concourse of people gathering

together, and talking in their own language,

which we could not in the least understand a

but giving a large guess hastened on board)

where we stayed until day-light, at which

time the tide leaving us, and notwithstand

ing the veflel qui;e found,- having received

no damage from the sea, the mob sell iinmo-

diately on her with axes, pikes, iron crows,

and chiiicls, and ripped her to piecesin less than

four.hours. Indeed they had the good man

ners to let us lhare w th thtm for about an

Eonr, during which time we saved the mast,

bowsprit, boom, 'gaff, mains-iil, jibb, and

rudder, wi'.h some running tigging of srriasj

consequence. They then grew impatient at

our having any share, with them, and gave

me and my men notice to kc-jp our distance ;

which 1 refusing to do, had from one of

them a new ground axe thrown al me,

which happily rnissed me. This was follow

ed by showers of sl;nc at me and my men,

which obliged us immediately t3 quit the

place, and leek for shelter here, our lives bc-

'insj threatened'is we are caught near the ves

sel.

At this place I appl:ed to Justice Bulling,

and Mr. Denni', a notary public ; but all

the satisfaction I canget, is they assure me,

■ as many as they can detect, they will cer

tainty punish to the utmost rigour os the

• law. This is the melancholy situation I am

.in, the which, I 'ear, will infallibly break

' my heart, before I have »ny possibility of fee

ing my native country agiin.

William Maittn,"

Galway,
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Galway, Jin. y. A very uncommon in

stance of the seventy of the trait, was observ

ed in iht neighbourhood about two nights

ago. On a small lough near Ballyquirk in

Eyreconnaught, above loo couple o' duck and

mallard, and other water fbw]>, were frozen

to death, where they were observed yesterday

morning, fixed to the ice, but none of the

country people would then venture out tor

them.

Dublin, Dec. le. About Due o'clock in

the morning, a fire broke out it Brockly

park, in the Queen's county, the seat ot

Lord Viscount Joceryn (who happened to be

in town with hit family) which entirely

consumed the same, with part of a new

■•use adjoining; very little as the furniture

WH saved, but no lisa was lost.

Dr. King, late archbishop of Dublin, hav

ing inviied several persona of distinction to

dine with him, had amongst a great variety of

dishes a fine leg of mutton, and caper sauce t

but the doctor, who waa not food ot butter,

and remarkable lor preferring a trencher to a

plate, had some of the above-mentioned

pickles reserved dry for hii use ; which, at

he was mincing, he called aloud to the com

pany to obterre him :—" I here present you,

my lords and gentlemen (said he) with a

fight that may henceforward serve you to talk

of at something curious, viz. That you saw

an archbishop of Dublin, at fourscore and se

ven years of age, Cut tapirs ufn m trencher."

The following is a prescription of Dr. Tay

lor for colds and coughs.—Take one pint of

hyfop water, mix it with one quarter of a

sound ot the best clarified honey, (hake it

well together, and take the quantity of a tea-

cup night and morning; the patient will, in

a few times taking, receive great benefit.

Mahiiages and Eibths.

Jan. 4. /COLONEL. Thomas Shirley, wat

\_j married to miss Anna-Maria

Western— 7. Alexander Wedderburn, Esq;

to Mist Dawson— Samuel Jerman, Esq; to

Mill Allen— 14. Hon. and rev. Richard By

ron, to Miss Mary Farmer.

Lately. Rt. hon. Lord Blayney, to Misa

Tipping, a 20000 1. fortune—Sir Edmund

Wilson, bart to Miss Arabella Wilkinson—

Capt. Browne, to the Hon. Mist Allen—

Walter Hawkesworth, Esq; to Miss Farter.

Dec, 30. Viscountess TownOiend wat de

livered a sen—Lady Molyneux, of Dublin,

of a son-

Jan. 5, Viscountess Ranelagh, of a son—6.

Lady ot the hon. Mr. Byng, ot a son—12.

Counted of Shannon of a daughter— ao.

Countess of Elgin of a son—

Lately. Lady of the late Sir Ellis Cunliffe

of adaugh'er— Lady Stapleton of a daughter—

Lady Dyke, of a daughter—Mrt. Woodley,

«i South-Audley street, of a son--Countci .

Jitu

of Pomfret, of a son and hair—Lady Lindsey,

of a daughter—Dutchtst of Leinster, of a

sen—Mrt. Amherst, of a daughter—Lady

Hope, of a daughter—Lady Greville Moun-

tague> of a daughter.

Da-ATM,

J">- t. "Kit R. Potts, secretary to the post.

1V1 office—Sir William Rowley,

knt. of the Bath, admiral and commander in

chief of the fleet—Ephraim Underweod, of

Whitchurch, Shropshire, Esq;—Capt. Tho

mas Saumarez, ot the navy— 1 1. Dr. Barnard*

bishop of Derry, in Ireland—Richard Jackson-

Eiq; deputy governor of the South-sea com

pany— 18. Henry Lewie, Esq; of the custom,

house—Sir Samuel Fludyer, bart. alderman

of Cheap ward, and member for Chippen-

ham—20. Sir Walter Wagstaffa- Bagot, bart.

member for the university of Oxford, sue

ceeded by his eldest fun, now Sir William

Bagot, bart—Edward Coldham, E q; an emi

nent distiller, who had fined for sheriff.

Lately. William Jones, Esq; comptroller

of the customs in Scotland—Andrew Richard,

son, ot Fisher-street, Esq; —Michael Basnet,

of Wimbledon, Esq;—Lord Mount-Florence,

of Ireland -Lady Stcwarta Shirley—Mr.

Pierce, ao eminent surgeon, at Bath —Tho

mas Gylev, of Wantage, Berks, Esq;—Wil

liam Simplon, of Stamford, in Yorkshire,

Esq;— Mrs. Dormer, wife of the hon. James

Dormer—Sir Hunger ord Hoflcynt. bast,

succeeded by his eldest son, now Sir Cbaodot

Hoskynt, bart—Rev. Dr. Jcaner, president

of Magdalen college, Oxford—Martin Bel-

linger, Esq; a merchant—Mr. Huddle, in

the commission of the peace for Middlesex—

Mrt. Richardson, daughter of the late emi

nent painter- John Hobbt, Eq, pa, e to the

late king, who was the first person that

sow him expiring— Mr;. Worfley, sister of

Lord Grantham—Mr. Paul Stevens, book

seller—Sir Henry Frankland, bart succeeded

by the admiral— Edward Peaison, Esq; se

cretary to several bishops— Benjamin Hill, of

Northampton, Esq;--Mr. Chappelow, fifty

years Arabic professor at Cambr dge— Lieut.

Governor Scott, of Dominica—The relict ot

Paul Joddrel, Esq;—Hon. Joseph Herbert,

president of Antigua.

EcCLItt ASTIC/IL Pn F.FIRMZNTI.

RE V. John Monck-Ncwbolt, wat pre

sented to the rectory of St. Laurence, in

Winchester—Mr.Thomas, Edwards to the liv

ing of Trodesley, Salop - Mr. George Tymms,

to the rectory of Harpoale, in Northampton

shire.

Promotions Civil aud Military.

From the London Gazxtti.

WAR Office, Jan. 6. The duke of

Gloucester, is appointed a major ge

neral, ind colonel of the third regiment of

foot guards.—Major general Muiray, colonel
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of the 1 3th regiment of toot, in his room—

Major general Armstrong, first colonel of a

battalion of the 60th regimenc of foot—Cap-

un Hamilton major of the 18th regiment of

foot.

St. James's, Jan. to. The earl of Hilllbo-

•o>igh, and the Viscount Weymouth, were

sworn two of the principal secretaries of state.

From lir R'ft if '»« Pafiri.

Richard Rochford Mervin, Esq; if ap

pointed Heat, col, »f the 39th regiment aid

William Fleming, Es«j major of the 64th—

Anthony Todd, Esq; secretary 10 the post-

office—Rt. hon. Richard Rigby, a vice-

treasurer of Ireland—Mr. Richard Jopp, if

chosen surveyor of the Bast-India company.

Miralitm in tbe List cf Parlumtnt.

TWEEDALE. <a?t- Adam Hay, in the

room of John Dickson, Esq;

AFFAIRS. 55

B—NK—PTS.

paper.TAMES Pearson- of Hortoa Milla, Barks,

J roarer. , .
Idwaru. Gwynae, of James street, glazier and

TiKbn Banting, ofWooIdale, Yorkshire, dealer.

Heavy and John Si/am, of Baaman's meule, fuels-

keeper* and partners
Bdmund M-iaey. of London, mariner and dealer.

Wiikioi B^ii. of S*it>y, dealer.

Joan Waud, of 5t Cwrge Hanover square, butclver.

William cooke, of Roruiey, Hants, grocer, baker,

and maltster.
lames Ricinrde, of Hackney, merchant.

Genrec PUeavci, ot Bloomsbury, merchant.

Edwaid Fow;er', of Mderigate street, haberdasher.

Tboroas Lamrt, of Cornailt, stationer.

James Hammond, of Bifhoplgaie-lrreet, ginger.

bread baker.
Fred. Hero*, of Conduit street, jeweller.

At>r«lum Abrahams, of Bartiolooiew-iaae, lc»

•eoer. . .
■William Bay-rani of Shorcdirch, cutler.

Jarni-s Bayiry, tfSiilerroinstcr, mercer and dealer.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

NOTHING can more plainly thew

the effects of enthusiasm than the fol

lowing account from

Dcn-nark, Dec. 19. Within these few

sean a set ot p • pie have been discovered

here, seized with a di'orrkr of mind that is

extremely dangerous to (ociety. Thii ia an

imagination, t /at, by committing premedi

tated murtner, and being afterwards o.n-

dernned to die tor it, they are the better able,

by public marks ot repeitance and conver

Con aa tricy g j to the scaffold, to prepare

themselves for death, and work out their

•wo. salvation. A little white ago, one of

these wretches murthered a child out of the

fame principle. In order, however, to take

rum these * retches all hope of obtaining

tneir end, and to extirpate the evil, the king

ilsued, on the n:h of this month, an ordi

nance, by which his majesty forbids the pu

nishing them with death ; and enacts, that

they thai) be branded ia tbe forehead with a

hot iron, and whipped ; that they shall after

ward be confined, tor the rest of their days,

in a house of correction, in order to be kept

there to hard laboor ; and lastly, that every

year, on the day of their crime, they shall bit

whipped a- new in public. .

Warsaw.Dec. 8. Ia the sittings of theilsi of

last month, the Prince Primate laid before tbe

national confederacy the following point;,

»st, That the law, Rtx CrtbalUui r/Jo, should

be confirmed, ad, That the right of electing

a king should be maintained, without ever

shewing any regard to hereditary right. 3d.

That the Roman Catholic religion should

be maintained at all timer as predominant.

4th, That the king (hill never have a right

to alienate any estates belonging to the repub

lic. 5th, That no person whatsoever shall be

liable to be confined without having been first

heard before a court of justice, and previously

condemned. 6th, That the Lit. rum fitain

matters of state, shall be preserved ia in full

extent, 7th, That there-entering into pos

session of charges and dignities, bestowed by

the king, (hall take place simply, without

the least contradiction, without any pretext

that they depend o» the republic. 8th,

That the free exercise of divine worship shall

suffer no restriction in any respect. 9th,

That tht prerogative! of the cities shall be

maintained. loth. That all privilegea shall

be registered three months after they are

granted. 1 Itb, That do affair of state, that

has been once rejected, shall be brought

on the carpet again. lath, That it shall

be lawful to fell, or make over by way

of inheritance, any lands, to the burghers

and husbandmen, and that the state vaflalage

shall be suppressed. i,th. That all foreign-

era, who shall have lived ten years in the

country, shall be reputed citizens. 14th,

That tbe Jus cadacem shall bd granted to the

king. 15th, That provision (hall be made

that tbe great ci les, such aa Cracow and

other!, shall enjoy again a seat and vote in

the diets. And 16th, That persons of ple

beian extraction (hall be invested as hereto

fore with places in the asscssoital courts of

justice.

But we shall soon be able to give a more

au hentic account of these points ; lor by the

last mail we are told, that they are now drawn

up into the form of a treaty between Russia

and the renu -lick of Poland, which the

Prince de Repnin, the Russian ambassador,

has sent to Moscow, in order to have it ra

tified by her imperial majesty.

Vienna, Dec. jo. Our court hath received

from that of Mudr.d some dispaichea relative

to the choice which the Catholic king was

desired to make of one of the archduchesses

to be queen of Naples; this choice hath

fallen oa the Archduchess Caroline, who ia a

year and tome month* younger than the late

Archduchess Josepha was. The sormali'y of

jemaading her roytL highness ia marriage

* • ftr
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for his Sicilian mayfly hit just been made,

and the portrait of that msnaich hath been

presented to the princess. The departure of

the princess for Italy will take place towards

the spring, as soon as the public roads shall be

fallible.

Madrid, Dec. i. The council hat sent to

all the archbiihops, bilhops, and other pre

lates of this kingdom, a circular letter, writ

ten the 15th of April, 1766, Ly the bishop ot

Cuenca, to the King's Confessor, which let

ter was full of complaints against his majes

ty's government and hit ministry, and against

the Confessor himself. This circular letter,

which is printed, begins with the copy of a

schedule addressed by the king to the bishop as

Cuenca, on occasion of that prelate's letter.

His majesty's schedule is as follow::

The K-inb.

•' Reverend Father in Jesus Christ, Bishop

as Cuenca, Member of my council.

My confessor, in order to acquit his con

science and mine, has communicated to me

the letter that you wrote him in a transport

of your zeal. You fay in that letter, that this

kingdom is ruined by the persecution of the

church ; that you have foretold this ruin, but

that the truth had not made its way to my

can, although my Confessor was not the only

person you made use of 'to convey it to me. I

assure you, that all the misfortunes that

rniaht befall me in this world, would affect

my heart lets than the unhappinefs of the peo

ple which Cod has entrusted to me ; I love

them as my own chil-rtn, and 1 desire nothing

more ardently than their advantage, their

ease, and their prosperity. But what affl cat

me most is, that you should say to my Confes

sor, that the church is persecuted in my ca

tholic dominions j that it's wealth is plunder

ed, it's ministers abused, and it's immuni

ses trodden under foot. 1 glory in being the

oldest son of so holy and good a mother; no

title does me m « honour than that of Ca

tholic : I am ready to Ihed my b ood to main

tain it. But since you fay that the light has

not reached my eyes, nor the truth my ears, I

wish you would let me know in what consists

this persecution of the chuich, oswhich I

am not informed, on what occasions h* r goods

have been pillaged, her ministers affronted,

and her sacred immunities trodden under foot.

What other canal besides that of my Confcflbr

have you made use of to enlighten me, and

what are rhe motives which oblige you to

write? You may explain yourself freely, by

fallowing the uprightness of your intentions,

ar.d your pious frankness upon every tiling

that this important matter requires, in order

that I may examine and dive into it, and sa-

satify, as 1 ought, the obligation that God

has imposed upon me. I expect from your

xtuchmeot to me, and from the zeal that ani

mates you, that you will let me know, in a

particular manner, your grievances against my

government, it's want of piety -and religion,,

and the wrongs they may have caused to the

church j forl havencxning so much at heart.

as the taking of wile and prudent measures,

and os' tendering to the church and her mi

nisters, the xespect and the veneration that ii

due 10 them.

At Aranjuez, the loth of May, 1767.

(Signed) 1 Tut King.

Florence, Dee. 14. On the 1st instant at

night, a fire broke out at the house of a

druggist, which in a few hours consumed six

other houses. Among them was one be.

longi.gto a soewman, who had several ans.

Trails there intended tor the combats of wiI3

beasts.'. The fire having consumed a stable, in

which were two lions, one tiger* anal

three bears, those voracious animals became

furious, and escaping out of the place of their

Tbnfinement, fell upon the multitude, ant

traversed the whole city, overturning every

thing in their way. In an instant, the air

resounded with the cries of the unhappy

•wretchts who became their prey. A huni

dred men were commanded to give chace to

them, who happily killed two bears, one

lion, and the tiger, but the other lion esca

ped. ,As soon as day appeared, we saw with

terror the dreadful ravage made by the fire,

but Hill more that by the wild beasts. It is

reckoi.ed, that a hundred people are killed,

and a much gteater number hurt.

'" the 'idem tit starry heavers, must be

more polished, the expletives be exfurged, ones

the measure mere at ended lo, -r,d it vjttl then It

inserted* The author seemt very capable- os the

"A : ■
•——7a* efxthalamiuat on the nuptials of Dr—, -it

too gross..

We are always pleased toith the eorrefpcmdeifa

'of a freeholder of Norfolk 1 hat Jrtt late Utter

•bat nothing nrlo in it.

Covetousness bursts the hag, it tot puerilefir

insertion.

Toe elegiac verses on Mr. L—, the afseffif

nate, are not poetical—Iht versa from Oridg-

tnrth, art liable to the same objection.— 7 be

speech recommended by Essex, in our next. >

P.P. P. put ut to the expence of A} d. fir hit

vjit j but it ivat not vJortb the tmney, as ie tvill

now perceive, andmtgbt have known by turning

" P S 3*» *** the '"b tfnuritin% vjat upon htm

etnd be c.nbi utt help setting pen to paper.

Dyehe's er Entiek't spelling dictionaries, art re-

ctimmettdtd as gmdesfir him in future.

'she Tceatrical Intelligencer in our next vtn'fe—

outsail, rr'eviere tbligtdto postpone it as the

Revinu of Boots required jo much room.

■

•^ Mr. J. B. the curate, ivriter of a letter in our Mag.for December, p.ioi. rela

ting to bit distresses, is defired to call upon R. Baldwin, in Pater-nosttr Row, oj'-whom,

i/'h ascertains tkefaQe thereinstated, he may bear ofsomething to bis advantage.
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The London Magazine.
 

Or, GENTLEMAN'S Montbty Intelligencer;

For F E B R U A R Y, 1768.

The British Theatre 59-6'

Account ot" Lionel anil Clarissa 6z

Bioadstreet and Qornblll Wards described 64

The Hilbry or" ^c last Session of Parlia

ment, &C. i-'C. 65 — 69

Houghton-Hall descrined 69

And the Paintings there 70

Mrs. Henley's Seat at Docking 71

Mr. Styleman's Seat ibid.

And Mr. Fountaine's, described' 71

True State of the late Changes ibid.

A Tale in point 73

Third Letter, from Rousseau 74

Dr. FothergiU's Remarks on the Cicuta 75

Anecdotes of Jameibnc, a Scott Painter 76

And of the famous Le Sage . 77

' History of a new risen Island 78

Travels in Siberia 79

Press and Customs of the wild Inhabitants do

Character of Ignatius Loyala Si

Virtues of Tanscy Sz

Medicinal Uses of Camomile S3

Bark oi" (lie Wgite-Willow, a Substitute

for the Peruvian Sa.

Remarks 011 the Victualling Contra 3s 8;

A curious Discovery [ "86'

Iron and Steel Manufactures in Danger ibid.

A Word on the Ladies Heads, &c. 87

L— C—'s famous Speech 88

To the Author of the Confessional 90

On Eph. ii. 3. 91

Theological Ciueries 91, 93

V^ida an accurate Pi,a K of BeoArsTurET

Churches ; and a Representation cf the S

of Soktii.Casoi.

97

98—102

192

IC3

Remarks on the Bounty on Corn 53

Opinion of the King's Physicians and Sur

geons in regard to. the Sunons Practice 04

Resolution and Oidef of the House of

Commons 95

Account of the Mud Inguana 56

Letter from Mr. Rcbertfu

Poetical Essays

An Instance of Fortitude

Ship News Extraordimry

Further Account of the Eruption of Mount

Vesuvius 1C4

Paper lately handed about IC5

An impartial Review ot new Publications

105—1 14

Pattle of the Wigs 105

Mr. Walnole's Historic Doubts, &c. 106

Cafe of Jane Shore 197

Character and Behaviour of the famous

Paoli 1*8— in

Essay on the future Lite us Brutes 112

Playhouse Squabbles ibid.

Two Letters from Lord L'alhurst to Dr.

Swift ilg— 115

The Mowssly Chronotocer

Marriages and Birth: ; Deaths

Fcclefiallical Preferments

Promotions Civil and Military

Bankrupts; Course of Exchange

Fob sign Affairs

Monthly Catalogue of Backs

Stocks, Grain ; Wind and Weather <o

= nd ConNHiLi. Wards ; Vii'*s of Three

mi;, of Linnæus, or Mch-1kg««na,

a ; all Finely engrave;!.

116

118

iSi.l.

ibid.

ibid.

119

ibid.

LONDON: Printed for R. Baldwin, at No. 47, in Pater-noster Row ;

Of whom may be had, rompleat Sets, from the Years 1732, to this Time, neatly bound or

stitched, or any finale Mrfnth to c< mpletc Sets.
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THE BRITISH THEATRE.

JT» jHs-* HOUGH the dis-

l- *Jj22? W Tensions between the

j, sJ new patentees of Co-

km T «5 vent Garden Theatre

fl$ fe^ have been carried to

ST 3c^, "^ such a vehement

L J L« «J length, as to produce
«fc«J* M.JK appea]3 on both fides

to the awful tribunal of the public, Mr.

Colman,the acting manager, has never

theless been indefatigable in promoting

the entertainment of the town, and

a new comedy called the Good-natured

Man, written by Dr. Goldsmith, the

celebrated author of the Traveller, has

been brought out since our last;

but we are sorry to fay the success of

this piece no way answered the very

warm expectations which were enter-,

rained of its merit by the world ; eve

ry body naturally looked for an ex

traordinary production from the mas

terly hand which enriched the repub

lic of letters with the Prospecl of Soci

ety ; yet it is too melancholy a truth,

that every body who cherislied this

sanguine opinion, was unhappily dis

appointed when it made its appearance

upon tlie stage.

Th# design of the Good-natured Man

is truly laudable ; it is intended to

inculcate the principles of universal

benvolence, yet at the same time it is

calculated to sliew the dangerous con

sequences of that benevolence, which

is indiscriminately (howered upon the

worthy and the undeserving ; which

is frequently unjust in order to be fre

quently generous, and which most

commonly disobliges every body, from

too earnest a solicitude to engage the

esteem of all But as Sir William

Honeywood, one of the characters,

fays, " There are some faults so

nearly allied to excellence, that we

Feb. i7*g.

can scarce weed out the vice without

eradicating the virtue." This being

the cafe, it is greatly to be lamented,

that a production upon such a plan is

so imperfectly executed, as to afford

but little hope of correcting the mad

ness of good-nature, by maintaining

a rank in the list of our acting, or

stock, plays at the theatre.

It must however be confessed, for

the honour of Dr. Goldsmith, that

he seems to, have erred much less thro'

a want of real genius for the stage,

than through an accountable partiality

for the humour of Moliere, and other

celebrated writers of the last century.

In his preface he fays, " When I

undertook to write a comedy, I con

fess I was strongly prepossessed in fa-

rourof the poets of the last age, and

strove to imitate them.—The term

genteel comedy was then unknown

amongst us, and little more was desir

ed by an audience than nature and hu

mour, in whatever walks of life they

were most conspicuous. The author

of the following scenes never imagined

that more would be expected of him,

and therefore to delineate character

has been his principal aim. Those

who know any thing of composition,

are sensible, that in pursuing humour

it will sometimes lead us into the re

cesses of the mean ; I was even tempt

ed to look for it in the master or a

spunging- house : But in deference to

the public taste, grown o slate, perhaps,

too delicate, the scene of the bailiffs

(a scene tubicb gave great offence the

first night) was retrenched in the re

presentation—In deference also to the

judgment of a few friends who think

in a particular way the scene is

here restored. — The author sub.

m i t s it to the leader ia bis closet ;

H z and
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and hopes that too much refinement

will not baniih humour and character

from ours, as it has already done

from the French theatre. Indesd the

French comedy is now become so ve

ry elevated and sentimental, that it

has not only banished humour and

Moliere from the stage, but it has ba

nished spectators too."

Though there is much reason to be

lieve, that the concluding assertion in

the foregoing paragraph is altogether

apocryphal, the e«se is nevertheless

widely different with the English stage,

for highly to' the honours of th: pre

sent time?, no pieces receive any en

couragement from us, which are not

evidently written in favour of mora

lity, and which do not moreover in

the faMe materially interest us for the

f*te of some princioal characters.

Tne comedies of Dryden, Wycherly,

Vapbrugh, and Congrcve, notwith

standing the luxunancy of their

wit, and the- abundance ot" their hu

mour, are almost banished, and in- ,

deed banished very* justly from the

theatre ; we have too much under

standing, thank Gild, in these times to

be charmed with obscenity because it

miiv be brilliantly expressed, an.! we

have too much shame to encourage the

infamous licentiousness of the literary

b!as|>hehier, who formerly dared to

cf^ck his jest upon the divinity.

This is a refinement of modern taste;

but surely a pen to which morality has

filch obligations as it has to Doctor

Goldsmith's, will not argue that our

refinement has bee"n carried too far;

Or affirm, that our taste becomes de

praved in proportion as we manifest

an aversion to be profligate.

The friends of humour will howe

ver fay, that there can be no harm

whatsoever in circulating the univer

sal laugh, provided this laugh is cir

culated with innocence ; gi anted; but

surely a writer, who undertakes the

most difficult, the most noble task in

the whole circuit of literature, should

aspire to something of" a positive ex

cellence in his work, and not shel

ter himself poorly behind the ne

gative merit of being entirely

harmless. The great end of the

stzje should be to mingle instruction

in such a manner with amuse

ment, as constantly to interest the

spectators in the cause of virtue,

h Theatre. Feb,

and abilities so extensive as Dr. Gold

smith's, are but meanly employed,

when they labour more earnestly to

promote a smile, than to advance the

most exalted purposes of humanity.—

Dr. Goldsmith has talents, hehasextra-

ordinary talents, and had he been lei"?

attached to the now almost exploded

dramatic writers of the last century,

he would doubtless have produced a

work no less honourable to himself

than advantageous to his country ;

but his passion for humour hat been,

too strong for his good sense, and he

has carried his admiration ot" it to such

an extravagance, as scarcely to have

a circumstance in his piece which can

lay any unquestionable claim to the

title of originality. The charac

ter of Croaker for instance, and all

the incidents relative to Lennt'me •

and Olivia he his borrowed from Le

Grondeur—The Good-natured Man,

he has taken from VAmi tout It monde

—Lofty, and every thing that relates to

him, from L'important d; la cour. —His

bailiffs are to be found, and better

drawn, in Racine's Les Planieurs ; the

scene where the Good-natured Man

espouses the different opinions of Mr.!

and Mrs. Croaker is the only thing in

Moliere's V A-vare which Fielding has

not translated ; and the scene where he

solicits Miss Richland in favour of his

friend Lofty, will be fouad in Le D:JH-

fateur by Dr. Touche.

Character and humour are undoubt

edly very essential requisites in drama

tic composition, where they encreal*

our amusement, or add to our instruc

tion ; but the writer who thinks no

thing besides these two ingredients

are necessary to support the reputation,

of his piece, will find himself misera

bly mistaken when he submits it to the

serious consideration, of the public.-—

I must again repeat, that interest is the

very essence of writing in this walk of

literature--- we cannot be instructed

at a theatrical representation, unless

our passions are affected ; the picture

mult be lifeless which is not calcu

lated to work upon our hearts, and

Shakespear himself would be scarcely .

superior to the machined that con

trives a pantomime, if an unmeaning

laugh was all he excited in his audi- .

tors.

Hiving thus considered the Good-

natured Man, with more attention,

than
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than we should perhaps have (hewn to

a writer of less reputation than Dr.

Goldsmith, we (hall now make an ob

servation or two upon the prologue,

which is written by his very learned

friend, Dr. Johnson, as it has been

mentioned with uncommon' admira

tion by the friends of its justly cele

brated author—'Tis justly remarked

that nothing can ev<r be beautiful in

serious pieces of poetry which is not

evidently founded upon good fense ;

if this be the cafe, as we are apt to

think it is, we are extremely appre-

henfive that the prolsgue under our

consideration is more indebted to the

estimation in which Dr. Johnson is

universally held, than to an extraordi

nary merit which can be attributed

to this particular performance. In

the first place, he endeavours to draw

a comparison between the situation of

a "poet on the first night his play is re

presented, and the situation of a can

didate lor parliament at the time of

a general election—This, unhappily

for Doctor Johnson, was recently done

by an author infinitely his inferior

both in erudition and abilities, in the

prologue to the Widowed Wise; so that

he has not even the claim of origina

lity to boast ; and then as for the good

fense of his little composition we beg

leave to submit it to the consideration

of our readers—

Prest by the load of life, the weary mind

Surveys the general toil of human kind ;

With cool submission joins the labour

ing train,

And social sorrow, loses half its pain :

Our anxious bard, without complaint,

may (hare

This bustling season's epidemic care.

Like Cæsar's Pilot, dignify 'd by fate,

Tost in one common storm with all

the great 5

Distress, alike, the statesman and the wit,

When one a borough courts, and one

' the pit.

The busy candidates for powerand fame,

Have hopes, and fears, and wishes, just

the fame ;

Disabled both to combat or to fly,

Must hear all taunts and hear without

reply. [their rage

Uncheck'd on both, loud rabbles vent

As mongrels bay the lion in a cage :

Th' offended burgess hoards his an

gry tale [may ra>'»

for that blest year when all that, vote

6l

Their schemes of spite the poet's foes

dismiss [uwy hiss.

Till that glad night when all that hate

This day the powder'd curls and gol

den coat, [vote.

Says swelling Crispin brg'd a cooler's

This night, our wit, the pert appren

tice cries.

Lies at my feet, I hiss him and he dies.

The great, 'tis true, can charm th'elect-

ing tribe; [bribe.

The bard may supplicate, but cannot

Yet judg'd by those whose voices ne'er

were sold, [gold ;

He feels no want of rll-persuading

But confident of praise, is praise be due,

Trusts without fear,tom:rit and toyou.

Without remarking particularly on

the versification of the foregoing pro- .

logue, which, to Uy the truth, is not

uncommonly excellent, we must in-

treat the reader to teil us the meaning

of it—? In one place, Dr. Johnson,

with a politeness'of a very extraordi

nary nature, fays, that on the poet as

well as on the statesman

Loud rabbles (that is, the audience)

mint their rage

As mongrels bay the lion in a cage.

In another place fays the prologue wri

ter :

this night, our luit, the pert apprentice

cria

Lies at myfeet, I hiss him and he dies.""

And in a third place we are told,

the great 'tis true, can charm th'el/3-

ing tribe ; [bribe."

The bard may supplicate, but cannot

From these passages an unreflecting

reader would be apt to think' the poor

post in a very, miserable situation ; and

he might also be apt to imagine tlv*

loud rabble, the pert apprentice, and ac

knowledged poverty, very formidable

enemies for an author to encounterBut if we only go on a little far

ther, we shall find our good natur'd

apprehension is wholly without foun

dation, for their neither is a hud rab

ble, nor a pert apprentice : on the con

trary, the audience are the best natured

people in the wdWd ; and the happy

bard, so far from wanting money to

bribe with, is to be ——

" —Judg'd by those whose voices

" ne'er were fold, [gold,

',' He feels no want of ill-persuading

" But confident of praise, if praise be

" due, [to you."

" Trusts without fear, to raarit, and

For
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For the credit of Dr. Samuel John

son, author of the Rambler, we hope

that his name is only used at the

head of the prologue to assist the file

of the book; and yet we fear this de

licious morsel is actually his writing;

because had it been happily other

wise, his good fense would have led

him to disown it long since by a pub

lic advertisement.

Covent-Gaiden theatre, as well as

Drury-Lane, since the publication of

our last, hn brought out a new per

formance ; The.Covent-Garden piece

isa com:c opera, by the celebrated

Mr. Bickirstaff, auslior of Love in a

Village, whica was performed on

Thursday the 25th, with universal

applause, and promises to be as great

a favourite, with the town, as any

other production of that elegant wri

ter. The Drury-Lane Piece is a tra

gedy by Mr. Murphy, on the famous

story of Zenobia, which has given

Crebfllon so fine a field for his tra

gic powers, anJ! furnished Metasta-

fio with so delightful a subject for an

opera. In justice however to Mr.

Murphy, we mult observe, that he has

not borrowed a single circumstance

from either, and it will be but justice

to inform our readers, that few mo

dern productions have met with more

approbation, or more richly deserved

it.

Some Account os Lionel and Clarissa. A

Comic Optra.

PERSONS.

Sir John Flowtrdale Mr. Gibson.

Colonel Oldboy Sbuter.

Mr. Jessamy Dyrr.

Lionel Mattock!,

ITaiman Mahoon.

Jenkins Dunflad.

W O M E N.

Diana Mrs. Bakes.

Clarissa Miss MackUn.

Lady Mary Oldboy Mrs. Green.

Jenny Mrs. Mattocks.

TH F. opera opens by a conference

at breakfast, at the Colonel's,

between him, Diana and Jenkins, a

faithful old servant, and steward to

Sir John, lent to request the favour of

the Colonel and his family's company,

living at a mile or two distant.—The

Co), (an old rich amorous wag, as well

as a claret toper, not orer pleased with

his son's prodigality) is vastly puffed

up with the fpi ightliness of his daugh

ter Dy, and can fancy nothing but a

duke for her.—Mr. Jessamy, son to

the Colonel, brought up under the

tuition of Lord Jessamy, brother to

Lady Mary, a great beau a. la mode ;

whose quality, estate, and name of

Jessamy, he falls heir to.—His fathef

proposes him to marry Clarisla, a

very amiable young lady this visit

is intended to briY.g matters to a crisis,

but Clarissa flatly ;efuses him, having

already disposed, of her affections in

favour of Lionel," a promising youth ■

(upon a visit si >:n the university,

and very studious) supported and edu

cated by Sir John, and intended for

holy orders -The beauty of tl.it

scene fairly lluws the author of Love

in a Village. After Claiifla has de

clared her sentiments to Lionel, he

mutually discovers his passion without

reserve — but, aster reflecting what a

disappointment it would be to her fa

ther's hopes, and how it would blast

the confidence put in him, intreats of

her to accept of Jessamy : This is

overheard by Sir John.

Lionel. Sir John Flowerdale, Madam,

is such a father as few are blessed with;

his care, his prudence, has provided-

for you a mstch. Your refusal ren

ders him inconsolable. Listen to no

suggestions that would pervert you

from your duty, but make the worthi

est of men happy by submitting to his

will.

Cla. How, Sir ! After what passed

between us yesterday evening, can you

advice me to marry Mr. Jeslamy ?/

Lionel. I would advise 50U to marry

any one, Madam, rather than a vil

lain.

Cla. A villain, Sir !

Lionel. I should be the worst of vil

lains, Madam, was I to talk to you in

any other strain : Nay, am I not a

villain, at once treacherous and un

grateful ? Received inro this house as

an asylum; what have I done! Betrayed

the confidence of the friend that trust

ed me ; endeavoured to sacrifice his

peace, and the honour of his family, to

my own unwarrantable desires.

Cla. Say no more, Sir ; fay no more;

I fee my error too late ; I have parted

from the rules prescribed to my sex ;

I have mistaken indecorum for a lau

dable
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dable sincerity ; and it is just it should

meet with the treatment my impru

dence deserves.

Lionel. 'Tis I, and only I, am to

blame; while I took advantage ofthefa-

ther'ssecurity, Ipractised upon the ten

derness and ingenuity of the daughter;

my own imagination was gone astray,

I artfully laboured to lead ycur's after

it: But here, Madam, I give you

back those vows which I insidiouily ,

extorted from you ; keep them for

some happier man, who may receive

"them without wounding his honour,

or his peace.

Jenny, a dutiful creature, (servant

to Clarissa) having come to the know

ledge of her mistress's passion for Lio

nel ; drops some hints to her uncle

Jenkins ; which he informs Sir John

of; and occasions his overhearing the a-

beve serious, but beautiful dialogue. —

And, taking them at a little nonplus,

produces the following principle of

fortitude, so different from the senti

ments of the generality of fond fathers.

After acquainting them be has

overheard all s

Sir Join. As for you, Clarissa,' since

your earliest infancy, yon have known

no parent but me ; I have been to

you, at once, both father and mother ;

and, that I might the better fulfil

those united duties, though left a wi

dower in the prime of my days, I

would never enter into a second

marriage. —I loved you for your like

ness to your dear mother ; but that

mother never deceived me and

there the likeness fails——you have

repaid my affection with dissimulation

-Clarissa, you should have trust

ed me.

Sir John. As for you, Mr. Lionel,

what terms can I find strong enough to

paint the excess of my friendship !—

I loved, I esteemed, I honoured your

father : He wa3 a brave, a generous,

and a sincere man ; I thought you in

herited his good qualities you

were left an orphan, I adopted you,

put you upon the footing of my own

son ; educated you like a gentleman ;

and designed you for a profession, to

which, 1 thought your virtues would

have been an ornament. What

return you have made me, you seem

to be acquainted with yourself; and

therefore I lliall not repeat it.

Yet remember as an aggravation of

your guilt, that the last * mark of my

bounty was conferred npon you in the

very instant when you was undermi

ning my designs. Now, Sir,. I have

but one thing more to fay to you-—

Take my daughter, was she worth a

million, the is at your service.

Then follows what we might expect:

Sir John proceeds

Sir John. You have not erred, my

dear daughter, you have distinguished.

It is I should .ilk pardon for this little

trial of you ; for I am happier in

the son-in-law you have given me,

than if you had married a prince.

Diana having carried on a secret cor

respondence with Harman, a younger

son of family ; who followed her

while in London : By a feigned excuse

comes to her fathers, and insinuates

himself into his good graces ; with a

plea-—that he is in love with a

young lady hard by,, and the father

refuses to crown their wishes : The

colonel insists upon his taking a trip

with her ; obliges him to make use ot

his post-chaise, and writes a letter

himself to the unknown father.Which

at last proves to be his colonelfliip.

[Toforce upon another, that iubich<we

ourselves cannot brook, is a principleso'pre~

dominant in mankind ; (andgenerally at

tended nuithsuch fatal consequences) that

1 hope this striking example ivill have a

good rffeB, byshewing the absurdity os ft.']

Atterwards the young couple, its)

supposed, relent, (but no reason ex

pressed to be the occasion) return,

and go to Sir John's, where they

meet the Colonel, Lady Mary (a pra

ting lady of fashion, whose delicacy

can correspond with nobody but her

sliallow-brained son) and Mr. Jessamy.

Aster a short dialogue the matter is

fairly reconciled by the interest of Sir

JohnFlowerdale ; and both patties are

supposed to be happy though Mr.

Jessamy is offended.

Upon the whole, this performance

is little inferior to the two well receiv-.

ed comic operas of Love in a Village,

and The Maid of the Mill.

• Sir John, a short time before this interview, offers him a small estate be iaJ.

lastly purchased.

4 bri*r
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A brief Account of Broadstreet, and

Cornhill-wards, ivitb an accurate

Pla« thereof^ according to a neiv

Survey.

BROAD-STREET-WARD, is so

called from that street, which is

a part thereof, and before the fire of

London was probably remarkable for

its breadth. It is bounded on the

East and North, by Bifhopsgate-ward;

on the West by Coleman- street-ward,

and by Cornhill-ward on the South.

The streets, lanes, Sec. are so clearly

marked in the plan, as to need no

enumeration here. In this ward are

fix churches; Allhallows in the Wall,

St. Peter's le Poor, St. Martin's Out-

wich, St. Bennet Fink, St. Bartholo

mew, Exchange, and St. Christo

pher's. Also four halls, viz. Car-

£enters, on the South of London-wall;

Irapers, in Throgmorton-street; Mer

chant-Taylors-hall, in Thread-needle-

street, and Pinners-hall. The other

principal public buildings are, the

Bank of England, South-sea house,

the chief Penny-Post office, and the

Pay-office. Of the churches,

i. Allhallows in the Wall, is a rec

tory, in the gift of the crown, and the

church one of those that escaped the

great fire in 1*666. Value to the rec

tor, about 81 1, per ann. Vestry, all

that have served, or fined for, offices ;

two church wardens, 14.8 houses.

Augmentation from St. George's Bo-

tolph Lane, and St. Martin's Orgars,

4I. per aim. each.

s. St. Peter's le Poor, in Broad-

street, is a rectory, in the patronage

of the dean and chapter of St. Paul's,

value to the rector about 130I. per

aim. The church escaped the sire of

London ; vestry ^enei si ; two church

wardens, i+i houses; augmentation to

the parish of St. Botolph's Aldgate 1!.

jos. per ann.

3. St. Martin's Outnich, in Thread-

needle- street, is a rectory, in the pa

tronage of the Merchant-Taylors

company, value to the incumbent

about 6wl. per can. This church also

escaped the dr^dful tire of 1 666.

Vestry general j two churchwardens 5

and about fifty houses. Augmentation

to the parish of St. Botolph's, Alders-

gate, six "pounds per ann.

4. St. Bennet Fink, in Thread-nee

dle-street, is a curacy, and a donative

in the patronage of the dean and chap

ter of Windsor, value to the curate

about 115I. per ann. The church was

burnt in the fire of London, and since

beautifully rebuilt. Vestry general ;

two churchwardens, 96 houses. Aug

mentation to St. Botolph's Aldgate aL

10s. per ann.

5. St. Bartholomew, Exchange, it

a rectory, in the gift of the crown,

and the church being destroyed in the

great fire of 1666, was handsomely re

built. Value to the rector about

400I. per ann. Vestry general ; two

churchwardens, 114 houses. Augmen

tation to the parish of St. Andrew'*

Wardrobe i*l. per ann.

6. St. Christopher's, in Thread-

needle-street, is a rectory, in the gift

of the bishop of London, value to the

rector about 1 Sol. per ann. Vestry

general ; two churchwardens, 9*

houses. Augmentation to the parish

of St. Botolph's Bisiiopsgate,,fix pounds

per ann. The church was damaged

by the fire of London ; but was well

repaired and beautified.

This ward has an alderman, his de

puty, nine other common-councilmen,

ten constables, eight scavengers, thir

teen wardmote inquestmen, and a bea

dle. The present alderman is Sir

Thomas Rawlinson, knt. the depuiy

Mr. Henry Kent ; the other common-

councilmen; Men". John Cotterel,

Benj. Bonnet, John Ellis, John Ste

phens, Ret. Nich. Frifquet, Nath.

Burrough, Richard Windsor, Francis

Magnus, and John Poultney.

This ward is taxed to the fifteenth

in London, at 27I. in the Exchequer

25I. The Jurymen returned by the

Wardmote inquest, serve in the seve

ral courts in Guildhall, in August.

There watch, every night, at the

stands in this ward, a constable, the

beadle and thirty watchmen.

[Cornbill ivard in our mxt.~\
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ON the 17th ef May the bill was

read a second time and commit

ted to a committee of the whole house.

On the 3d of June the house resolved

itself into the said committee, went

through the bill with several amend

ments, and ordered the report to be

then received, which it accordingly

was, and the bill with the amend

ments was ordered to be printed. On

the 1 6th, the bill was read a third time,

palled, and Mr. Onflow was ordered

to carry it to the lords, and desire

their concurrence, which their lord-

fliips were pleased to grant without

any amendment, and it received the

royal assent by commission on the 19th

of June.

On the 14th of May leave was

given to bring in a bill for the fur

ther quieting and establishing corpo

rations ; and for rendering more

speedy and effectual proceedings in

writs of Quo Warranto, and informa

tions in nature of a Quo Warranto,

and proceedings in writs of Manda

mus; and several learned lawyers, to

gether with Lord George Sackville,

were ordered to prepare and bring in

the fame. What was the design of this

bill does not appear, but such a num

ber of hard names, I suppose, alarmed

the gentlemen of the house; therefore

•n the third of June, after the bill

bad been presented, read a second

time, and committed to a committee

of the whole house, it was resolved,

that this house will, on this day three

months, resolve itself into a committee

of the whole house upon the said bill :

In the mean time, that is to fay, on

the »8th of May, there was leave given

to bring in a bill for regulating the

proceedings of public companies and

corporations, trading with joint stocks,

in the cafes therein to be mentioned ;

and that Mr. Dyson, Mr. Chancellor

of the Exchequer, and Mr. Jackson,

do prepare, and bring in the same.

On the i»th of June Mr. Dyson pre

sented the bill to the house, when it

was read a first time, &<i ordered to

Feb. i;6S,

be read a second time, which it was

on the 15th, and committed to a Com*

mittee of the whole house ; after which

it passed through both houses in com

mon course, and on the 29th of June

it received the royal assent by commis

sion, being now intitled, An act for re

gulating the proceedings of certain

public companies and corporations

carrying on trade, or dealings, with

joint stocks, in respect to the declaring

of dividends ; and for further regula

ting the qualification of members, for

voting in their respective, general

courts.

I (hall therefore, because of the con

nection, give a short abstract of these

two acts together, beginning with the

last as being the most general; the pre

amble of which sets forth, that by vir

tue of divers acts of parliament, and

of royal charters founded thereupon,

certain public companies, or corpora

tions, have been instituted for the pur

pose of carrying on particular trades

or dealings with joint stocks ; and the

management of the affairs of such

companies has been vested in their ge

neral courts, composed of the mem

bers at large of such companies respec

tively ; in which general courts every

member, possessed of such fliare in the

stock of the company as in and by the

said acts and charters is limited, is

qualified and intitled to give a vote or

votes : And it further sets forth, that

of late years a most unfair, and mis

chievous practice has been introduced,

of splitting large quantities of stock,

and making separate and temporary

conveyances of the parts thereof, for

the purpose of multiplying, or making

occasional votes, immediately before

the time of declaring a dividend, ot

chusing directors, or of deciding any

other important question ; which prac

tice is subversive of every principle up

on whish the establishment of such ge

neral courts is founded ; and if suf

fered to become general, would, leave

the permanent interest of such compa

nies liable at all times to be sacrificed

I to
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with this restriction, that it

Feb.

to the partial and interested views of a

few, and those perhaps temporary pro

prietors, therefore it is enacted, that

froai the first of August, 1767, no

member of any of the laid companies,

or corporations, (hall be deemed qua-

• iilkd, or admitted to give any vote,

in any general court of Inch company,

in respect of any slock transferred to

.Rim after the said first of August, un

til he (hall have been possessed thereof

fix calendar months; unless such

stock (hall have been acquired, or

lhall have come by bequest, or by

marriage, or by succession to an in-

restate's estate, or by the custom of

London, or by any deed of settlement

after the death of any person who (hall

have been intitled for life to the divi

dends of such stock. That the re

spective oaths and affirmations requir

ed to be administered to, or taken by,

members, at or before giving their

votes, lhall, from and after the 1st of

August, 1767, be altered in such man

ner as to extend to, and comprize the

further qualification required by this

act, in respect of the continuance of

the possession of such stock ; and the

said oaths and affirmations, so altered,

fliall be administered to, and ta

ken by the members of such com*

panics, in the place of those here

tofore required.—^Tbat from and

after the 10th July, 1767, no decla

ration of dividend (hall be made by

any general court, other than one of

the half yearly or quarterly general

courts, at the distance of five calen

dar months at the least from the last

preceding declaration of a dividend ;

and no declaration of more than one

half yearly dividend (hall be made by

•ne general court ; and no question

upon any proposition for increasing the

rate of the dividend, (hall be decided

otherwise than by ballot, taken at the

distance of three entire days, at the

litaft, from the adjournment, 01 break

ing up of the general court in which

such question (hall have been proposed.

. After having given so full an ab

stract of this general law for regula

ting nil such companies and corpora

tions, I (hall only add, with regard to

' the act for regulating the East- India

Company, that much the fame regula

tions were established for the future

government of that company, with on-

. Iv a little variation as to times, and

(hall not

be lawful for any general court of the

said company, at any time between the

8th of May, 1767, and the beginning

of the next session of parliament, to

declare, or resolve upon, any increase

of dividend beyond the rate of 10 1.

per cent, ptr annum, being the rate at

which the dividend for the half year,

ending the 24th of June, 1767, is made

payable.

Although I have given a very par

ticular abstract of the first of these

two laws, yet T hope no gentleman

will think it tedious, if he considers

that there is now above six millions a

year of the property of British subjects,

or their friends abread, that must for

the future be directed in its manage

ment by these two (hart and intelligi

ble laws ; for by the last state of the na

tional debt * it appears, that there was

then, 4,707,123 1. growing due yearly

for paying the interest of our public

debts, and if to this we add the in

creased dividends payable to the Bank

proprietors, and the trade and India

revenues of our East India company,

the whole malt amount to at least six

millions a year. If we consider that

the whole of this immense property

must belong to persons who reside in

or about London, or who have their

agents or factors residing here, we

may easily account for the vast increase

of the cities of London and Westmin

ster within these last thirty or forty

years.

Early in this session of parliament, as

well as some of the former, several of

our cities and boroughs began to

amuse the starving poor with signing

petitions to parliament, representing

the great distress to which the poor

were reduced by the high price of

provisions. These petition* were at

first referred to the corn committee,

but afterwards on .the 1 jth of Novem

ber, it was resolved, that the house

would, on the Monday following, re

solve itself into a committee of the

whole house, to consider of the present

high price of provisions. On the

aSth of January Sir Joseph lyiawbcy.

moved, and it was untried, that it

might be an instruction to the faid

committee -that they do consider of

the present high price of soap And can

dles; and on the 5th of February

the bouse agreed to the following ic-

Jblwtioa

• SttQVf tan ill* p. »7«.
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solution of the said committee, That

the importation of tallow ; hog's lard,

and grease , be allowed for a limited

tin*,, free of duty; upon which reso

lution it was ordered, that a bill be

brought in, and that Mr. Cooper and

Sir Joseph Mawbey do prepare ' and

bring in the same.

The next day Sis Joseph Mawbey

presented to the house a bill to discon

tinue, for a time to be limited, the

duties payable upon the importation of

tallow, hog's lard, and grease ; when

it was read a first time, and ordered to

be read a second time ; after which it

passed through both nouses in com

mon course, and received the royal

assent on the 17th of February.

On the +th os May, the house, ac

cording to order, resolved itself again

into the said committee of the whole

house, to consider further of the pre-

lc.ii; high price of provisions, and came

to several resolutions, which were re

ported next day and agreed to, as fol

low : ill. That all forts of salted meat

end butter be allowed to be imported

for a limited time free of duty, id.

■ That the importation of rice, sago

powder, and vermicelli, from any of

his majesty's colonies in America, in

to Great Britain, be admitted, for a

limited time, free of duty ; and then

it was ordered, that a bill or bills be

brought in upon the said resolutions ;

and that Mr. Onflow, the Lord Clare,

Mr- Garth, Sir William Meredith,

Mr. Edmonstone, and Sir Ellis Cun-

Jiffe, do prepare and bring in. the

fame.

May 11, Mr. Onflow presented to

the house according to order, a bill for

allowing the free importation of salted

meat and butter, into this kingdom,

for a time to be limited, which was

read a first time, and ordered to be

read a second time ; and at the sane

time he presented to the house, ac

cording to order, a bill for allowing

the free importation of rice, sago

powder, and vermicelli, into this

kingdom, from his majesty's colonies

in North America, for a time to be

limited, which was then read a first

time, and ordered to be read a second

time. .This bill pasted soon after-

wards through both houses, and re

ceived the royal assent on the aoth of

May. But as to the other bill, when

the order of the day for the second

reading of the same was read, a no-

tioq was made, and the act ot the 5th

of his present majesty, chap. I. ws*

read, by which our fellow subjects of

Ireland were obliged to pay the salt

duty on any salted meat, or butter,

they imported here, and it was justly

deemed hard to allow foreign salted

meat or butter to be imported duty

free, whilst they were obliged to pay

such a heavy duty. However our zeal

for the relief of the poor got the better

of this solecism in politicks, and the

only remedy that could be thought of

was an alteration of the title, in the

committee, by calling it a bill to al

low for a limited time, the free impor

tation of salted meat and butter into

this kingdom, from any place except

Ireland ; under which title the bill

passed, with some difficulty, through

the house of commons, but their lord

ships, it seems, did not think fit. to put

such a mark of distinction upon our

fellow subjects of Ireland in any bill

palled by them.

Thus we find, that in this session

the committee for inquiring into the

high price of provisions, had done

more towartis the relief of the poor,

than had been done by all the com

mittees upon this subject, ever since

.this distress first began to be complain

ed of; and if they had included, in

stead of excepting the salted meat and

butter of Ireland, I am persuaded the

lords would have passed that bill like*

wife s I know indeed, that there are

two maxims which our ministers are

always obliged to have a particul.tr

regard for, the first of which is to a-

■ void doing any thing that may incroach

upon that sacred fund appropriated to

the payment of our debts, and the ex-

. tinction of our taxes, and the next is

to avoid doing any thing that may

oblige our landholders to lower the

high rents, to which they have been

enabled of late years to raise the rents

of their land estates, by the monopoly

that has for so many years been esta

blished in their favour ; but when the

people have been by accident brought

into any remarkable distress, it is the

.duty of ministers to run the risk, of

striking a bold stroke for their relief,

and, if upon this occasion, they had

included the salted meat and butter of

Ireland, the deficiency of the salt duty

fund might have, for such a small

I j number.
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parliament, upon any goods or mer

chandize* brought, or imported into,

or exported, or carried from, any Bri

tish colony, or plantation, in Ameri

ca, may from time to time be put un

der the management and direction of

such commissioner!, to reside in the

said' plantations, as his majesty, bi*

heirs, and successors, by commission,

under the great seal of Great Britain,

shall judge to be most for the advan

tage of trade, and security of the re

venue of the said British colonies.

By the second clause it is enacted,

that the commissioners so appointed,

or any three or more of them, (hall

have the fame powers and authorities

for carrying into execution the laws

relating to the revenues and trade of

the said colonies, as were before exer

cised by the commissioners of the cus

toms in England. And it mail be law

ful for his majesty, &c. in such com*

missions to make provision for putting

in execution the several laws relating

to the customs and trade of the iaid

colonies.

And by the last clause it is enacted,

that all deputations and other autho

rities granted, or to be granted, by

the commissioners of customs in Eng

land, before any commission shall issue

in pursuance of this act, shall conti

nue in force, until the said deputa

tions, and other authorities, shall be

revoked or made void, by the high

treasurer of Great Britain, or com

missioners of the treasury for the time

being.

This is the substance of this impor

tant law, and as all laws are good or

bad according to the methods after

wards taken for carrying them into

execution, if the execution of this

law should be put into proper hands,

and the produce of the American re

venue duly applied to the administra

tion of government, and distribution

of justice, in that country, by officers

and judges settled and residing there,

it must prove of great advantage to

Great Britain as well as our colonies ;

but if the American revenue should,

like the Irish, revenues, be converted

and made a fund for pensions to court

favourites residing in England, or

any where but in America, and jjen-

tlemen appointed commissioners of the

customs in America, only to intitte

then* to receive their salaries, this well

number of ^ears been made good out

of the Sinking Fund, by which they

-would have saved that invidious dis

tinction that appeared upon the title of

their bill, as it was sent up to the other

house.

With respect to the other two bills,

that had the good fortune to be passed

into laws, they used more freedom in

this session than had been usual in sor-

irier sessions, for the duties upon the

importation of tallow, hogs-lard, and

grease.were to be discontinued from the

15th of March, 1767, for three years,

and from thence to the end of the next

session of parliament ; and the free

importation of rice, sago powder, and

vermicelli, into this kingdom from our

northern colonies, was to be allowed

from the ill of December, 1767, to

the jst of December, 1781.

I shall now give an account of that

remarkable act which enables his ma

jesty to put the customs and other du

ties in the British dominions in Ame

rica, and the execution of the laws re

lating to trade there, under the ma

nagement of commissioners to be ap

pointed for that purpose, and to be

resident in the said dominions. In

the preamble of this act, the many in-

conveniencies of having this, as it

was formerly, under the sole direc

tion of the commissioners of the cus

toms here in England, are fully set

forth. These had been long felt, and

often complained of both in England

and America, but no minister ever

before thought of applying a remedy,

therefore on June the 1st it was"mov

ed, and leave given to bring in a bill,

to enable his majesty to put the cus

toms, &c. and it was ordered that

Mr. Thomas Townfhend. junior, Mr.

Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. On

flow, Mr. Pryse Campbell, Mr. At

torney General, Mr. Sollicitor Gene

ral, Mr. Cooper, and Mr. Paterson,

do prepare, and bring in the fame.

On the jd the bill was presented to

the house by Mr. Cooper, when it

vas read a first rime, and ordered to

be read a second time } after which it

passed through both houses in common

bourse, and on the 19th of June it

received the royal assent by commis

sion.

By the first clause of this law, it Is

enacted, that the customs and other

duties itaposed by any act ot acts of

de&jned
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designed law'will soon ruin all our colo

nies by stripping them of every ounce

of gold or silver, as fast as it begins to

appear among them.

[To it cont'inuti in ottf next.]

fwtbtr ExtraSt from A fix Weeks

Tour through the southern Counties

of England and Wales.

" PTMIEcountry around Rainham, the

X seat of Lord Townlhend is rich

and finely cultivated, and the situation of

the house, the park, and the water, very

desirable ■■ The building itself is rather

in the stile of an exceeding good habi

table bouse, than a magnificent one.

But the famous picture of Belisarius,

by Salvator Rosa, has more expression

in it, than any painting I think I ever

saw. Ask to see Lady Townsliend's

dressing room ; it is furnished with

prints, stuck with much taste on a

green paper.

The first appearance of Houghton,

the celebrated seat of the earl of Or-

ford, built by Sir Robert Walpole, is

that of several very magnificent plan

tations which surround it every way.

In the road from Syderstone they ap

pear, I think, to the greatest advan

tage : They are seen to a great extent;

with openings left judiciously in many

places to let in the view of more dis

tant woods ) which changes the (hade,

and gives them that solemn brownness,

which has always a very great effect.

The flatness of the country, however,

is a circumstance, which, instead of

setting them off, and making them ap

pear larger than they really are, gives

them a diminutive air, in comparison

to the number of acres really planted:

For were these vast plantations dispo

sed upon ground with great inequali

ties of surface, such as hills rising one

above another, or vast slopes stretching

away to the right and left, they

would appear to be almost boundless,

and (hew twenty times the extent they

do at present. The woods, which are

seen from the south front of the house,

are planted with great judgment, to

remedv the defect of the country's

flatness ; for they are so disposed, as

to appear one beyond another, in dif

ferent (hades, to a great extent.

'n the house you enter, first, the

great hall, a cube of forty feet j which,

kad as the proportion is, is certainly a

jery noble room : Yet one would ima-

gine the architect purposed to destroy

the effect of so large an one, by stick

ing three quarters around it, what is

called a gallery : It is a balcony

pushed out in defiance of grace, ele

gance, or proportion. Opposite the

chimney is an exceeding fine east of

the Laocoon. From the hall you en

ter the saloon ; which, but for height,

would be one of the finest rooms in

the world. It is forty by thirty ; and

forty high, which is excessively out of

proportion. To the left you turn in

to a drawing-room, thirty by twenty-

one, hung with a yellow damask.

Out of that into the blue damaflc bed

chamber, twenty-two and a half by

twenty-one and a half. Then into a

very (mall dressing-room, and next a

small closet, out of which you enter

the library, twenty-two and a half by

twenty-one and a half, which leads to

the dining parlour, thirty by twenty-

one, and that opens into the hall ; so

one side of the house is taken up with

the foregoing apartments. The other

fide of the saloon is another drawing-

room, called the Carlo Maratt room,

from being covered with pictures by

that master, thirty by twenty-one.

Out of which you enter the green vel

vet bed-chamber, then a dressing- room

twenty-one and a half by eighteen,

then another bed-chamber the fame

size ; next the cabinet, twenty-two

and a half by twenty-one and a half

which leads into the marble parlour

thirty by twenty-one, and is exceed

ingly elegant, one side being entirely

of white marble ; and this concludes

the right hand fide, opening into the

hall.

Having thus nan through the room?,

I should tell you that the/fr/mg- us, for

instance, doors, door-cases, windows,

and cornices, &c. &c. is as magnifi

cent as you can conceive and in a»

great a stile as any single room in Eng

land : Lastly, let me add that the col

lection of pictures which ornaments!

them is most undoubtedly the first in

England, after the royal one. I made

a few minutes of what struck me most

as I viewed them, and here they fol

low : I submit them to your candour,

not as the criticisms of a connoisseur,

but the mere expression of my feelings,

without any regard to names or repu

tations. I shall not mention one quar

ter of the pictures ; an omission of no

consequent*,
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no consequence, as the very ingenious

Mr. Horace Walpole has published a

complete catalogue of them. Many

of the capital pieces are in what is

called the picture gallery, which wa*

the green-house ; it is in one of the

wings.

Rembrant. His Wife. The hands

iuid face most inimitable. The clear

obscure wonderfully fine.—Abraham's

Sacrifice. The head of Abraham very

great. The mixture of grief, piety,

and awe, finely pourtfayed , nothing

On exceed it : and the lights and

shades admirable.

Rubens. Mary Magdalen washing

our Saviour's Feet. Her figure most

inimitably Coloured, particularly (he

rvead and the tears. The heads of the

old men vastly fine, and of a noble

gusto. This picture is as different from

Rubens's common pieces, as he him

self was superior to the lowest dauber.

Titian. Simeon and Child. His

head exquisite, and the air wonderful

ly fine.

An. Carrach. Virgin and Child.

The child a very disagreeable figure.

The head appears to me badly drawn.

—Venus, The colouring disagreeable

and without softness or delicacy : The

drawing adm'uahle.

Morellio. Assumption. Air os the

virgin's head, beautiful and graceful.

Carlo Maratt. Virgin teaching a

Boy Jesus to read. Air of the Virgin's

head, the child, the colouring, grace,

.and clear obscure, beyond all praise :

Most sweetly delicate and graceful.——

Virgin and St. Joseph. The colouring

very disagreeable.— Christ's Sermon on

the Mount. The figure of Christ with

out dignity or expression.

Poussin. Holy Family. Drapery

very good, particularly the Virgin's--

the limbs seen through it.

Vandyke. Rubens's Wise. A most ce

lebrated picture : But not an agreeable

one : What strikes me most are the

hands and arms, which are finer than

any I ever beheld : The drapery it

likewise admirable-

P. da Cortona. Christ in the Gar

den. Air and expression of the head

admirable.

Dobson. Two Heads. The expres

sion os the faces wonderfully fine.

Velasco. A pope's Head. Amazing

ly expreffive ; Every line of the fate

Hpughfon7 ' .....' Feb.

exquisitely painted—Death of Joseph.

Exceeding fine heads.

Vanderwerf. David and Abishag.

The colouring and finishing of rliia

piece is beyond description. Abishag't

naked body i» inimitably done. Such

a soft delicacy of flesh, so much bright

ness of clear obscure, and such a height

of finishing as exceeds any thing of

the kind I ever met with. Bathsheba's

face is extremely expressive and finely-

painted. In David there is a great

fault ; his face is that of an old man,

but the naked of his body is quite

youthful, without those strong lines,

and muscular traces which appear so

finely in painting.

Mola. Codes. Nothing can be fi

ner than the attitude of Codes. '

Quin. Matsis. Usurer and his Wife ;

full of that vast expression, usual in

this master's pieces : The penury in

their countenances is admirable.

Bourdon. Two women ; very dif-

agreable.

Guido. Consultation of the Elder*.

The finest picture in the collection.

The colours, clear obscure, disposition

of the figures, expression of the coun

tenances and airs of the heads of the

old men, beyond all description. The

whole is so wonderfully fine, that one

cannot quickly leave off viewing it.—

Adoration. The delicacy of the boy

beyond expression. . The old man's

head on the right" side exceedingly

fine, and very much in the stile of that

in the Consultations under the Virgin.

Dominichino. Virgin and Child.

The colouring disagreeable, with no

brightness ; but the attitude inimitable.

L. Carnch. Christ in the Sepulchre.

The dead body very expressive, but

nothing of the clear obscure ; light

strangely diffused.

Salvator Rosa. Prodigal Son. Pro

digious expression. If a Dutchman is by

he will make you observe the ragged

shirt. The whole picture is amazingly

sine.

In my way from Houghton to the

sea coast, by Hunston, &c. I found

much barren land, or rather reputed

ly barren ; for a really barren soil 1 do

not believe exists in any large quanti

ties ; the Norfolk improvers might

turn these tracks of warren and sheep

walks into profitable faciM. One of

the greatest improvements in the

country
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country is Mr. Curtis'* farm of Som-

merfield, belonging to Mrs. Henley

of Docking. It consists of 2500 acres

of land, all gained from sheepwalks;

and which now is regularly inclosed

and yields immense crops of corn : In

somuch that this farm has been men

tioned as the best in Europe. The

rent is said to be very small, and the

produce exceeding great, the profit

may therefore be easily conceived.

The home-stall is worth your viewing

if you travel this country : It is pret

tily planted, and very neat. Nor

wouU I have any one leave this part

of the country without employing a

few hours in viewing the environs of

Dxking, Mrs . Henley's feat. -

The plantations, though 'small, are in

a very pretty taste. Her temple is

sight and elegant, and well placed,

both for commanding a fine view of the

country, and also as an object in fight

of the house. The hermitage is as

pretty a thing as any thing of the

kind that I have seen. It is a little

cottage of two rooms, situated in one

•f her plantations of shrubs and firs.

The first room is walled with oyster-

sliells, the white side outwards, and

the brown edges filed off; the pave

ment of clean small pebbles ; the chim-

»ey- piece of grotto (hell-work. The

eieling is papered, and at one end is

the hermit's bed, a boarded one

painted, with painted canvass curtains.

The other room is wainscotted with

very curious old carved wainscot, of

Henry the Seventh's reign, and the

cieling, &c. decorated in a rustic

manner, with scrolls and festoons of

sea-weed, deal (havings, and painted

ropes in a gothic, but very neat taste.

From Docking I proceeded to Snet-,

tistiam, the feat of Nicholas Styleman,

Esq; where Mrs. Styleman has formed1

feme exceeding pretty plantations ;

particularly those upon a stream, which

Ae calls New- bridge and Catherine's-

island: This stream is managed with

true taste ; naturally it is only a ditch,

but where this lady has improved it,

Jt is a winding stream of clear water,

and the greatest ornament to her plan

tations. On one part of its banks (lie

has' a very jieat circular cottage for

Breakfasting, and near it a menagerie

with a great variety of birds; "in this

part of the stream are all sorts of wa

ter-fowl. Fioiii her menagerie you

cross the stream and pass along its

winding banks to the grotto, which is

very prettily contrived out of a boat,

by cutting it in halves and fixing it

together with a little addition. It is

stuck full of spar, (hells, sea-weed,

coral, glass, ore, &c. all disposed with,

taste and elegance. The front pretty,

but too regular, and not rustic enough,

composed os the (ame materials on a

ground of powdered sea- shells stuck in

cement. The situation is very pretty*

by the side of the stream, close to a

smnll cascade, and in the sliade of se.

veral large weeping willows.-^—The

stream is yet more beautiful. in the?

other plantation, called Catherine's,

island ; for it forms five little woody

islands, with cool, shady, and seques

tered walks about it, in a taste that;

does great honour to this most ingeni

ous lady's fancy. The plantations be

hind the house have great variety, and

are sketched out witii much taste. The

road from Snettilliam to Lynn is oves>

a most sandy track of land ; which has

the appearance of a desert. A good

husbandman cannot view the latter

named town, without regretting the

quantity of manure lost there, for want

of a spirit in the neighbouring farmers

to bring it away : They might have

vast quantities of cinder- ashes, &c.

and even be paid something for carry

ing them away ; their waggons are

for ever coming from the town empty,

and their lands in general poor. At

one place, which is called the Fort, is

a heap of exceeding rich manure,

which in many towns I could name,

would fell for above tool, and which

suffers no other decrease than what

high- spring tides occasion, in washing

part of it away ; and it is all brought

here in carts, at the expence of the

inhabitants.

From Lynn I took the road to Nar»

ford, the feat of Price Fountain, Esq}

buiit and fumislied by the late Sir An

drew Fountain : The house is a good

one, but not the object of view so

much as the curiosities it contains;

amongst which nothing is so striking

as the cabinet of earthen ware, done

after the designs of Raphael ; there is

a great quantity of it, and all extreme

ly fine. The collection of antique

urns, vases, sphinxes, Sec. Sec. is rec

koned a good one ; but what gave me

more pleasure than the venerable re-

' mains
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mains of this kind, it a small modern

Sleeping Venus in white marble, by

Delveau, which in female softness and

delicacy is exceedingly beautiful. The

bronzes are very sine ; and the collec

tion of prints a capital one. As to

pictures, I mall give you the names of

a few which pleated me most, as to the

masters names I minute them as they

pass at Narford, and without answer

ing for their originality. I hint this,

because the most pleasing picture in the

house, the Virgin and Child, said to

be by Guido, is precisely the same

figures, attitude, airs, &c. as Mr.

Butler's Correggio, as appears by a

print of the latter, I have seen in

more collections than one. However,

whether it is a copy or an original, the

colouring is fine, and the air of the

bead ana attitude admirably graceful.

Rubens. A Fruit Piece by Snyders,

the figure* by Rubens ; very good.

Albano. Christ taken down frem

the cross ; exceedingly fine, the mus

cles strongly expresled.

Tintoretto. St. Jerome. The head

fine; but the stile dark and unpleasing.

Bloemart. Children of Israel ga

thering manna ; fine.

Old Franc. Marriage of Cana; a

striking instance of wretched group

ing.

Holbein. Henry VIII. and Anne

Boleyn at a concert ; very sine.

' Quin. Matsis. Two old Men's Heads;

strongly exprtflive.

Pefligrino. Pharaoh's Daughter find

ing Moses : one of the best piece* I

bave seen of this indifferent master.

I forgot to tell you that the library

is a very elegant one for a private gen

tleman."

To the Editor os the Political Register.

SIR,

I Believe it must give some degree

of provocation even to men of the

most patient spirit, when they reflect

on the present divided jangling slate os

our ministry ; and indeed the case has

been thesame for some years backward.

We have undoubtedly many persons

of great ability in the kingdom, but

scarce any {wo of them, os late, can

be prevailed upon to act in concert

yuiti each other, and from a generous

emulation strive who (hall most exert

jhemselves for the geed ps the subtle ;

nay, unless every person, who fancies

himself of significance in the state, cam

come into power upon his owin oondi-

tiom, by dragging up kit whole train

os friends and dependants along with

him, he resolves not to act at all ; nay,

makes it a point of honour to throw

every obstruction (lubetber right er

*urong) in the way of the governing

party. But though this intolerant

temper thus predominates among our

great men, universally, with regard to

the communication of power ; yet,

never were they more liberal to each

other in the distribution of the public mo

ney. The persons who are in, are al

ways ready to indulge those who are

out, in almost whatever pensions, and

for whatever continuance they chuse,

provided they give them no disturbance

in their administration ; and of course

they expeB, and indeed receive, thefame

indulgencies from their opponents,when

these happen to be uppermost in their

turn ; and, on this account, I think

we may affirm with confidence, that,

be a ministry at any time ever so bad

(supposing the kingdom in a state of

peace) it is more for its interest to

have this bad ministry continued,

than changed for one that is a little

better, since every change most cer

tainly throws an additional load upon

the already-burtbened nation, by the

accumulation of fresh pensions, some of

them indeed ad libitum, but most of

ihtmsor life, and many of them with

the reversionary grant to posterity,

perhaps, not only natis natorum, bat

even to those qui nascentur ab illii ;

and were an exact computation to be

made of all the annual sums paid on

this score to the secret, as well as the

known, band of noble and gentlemen-

pensioners (including, at the fame

time, the income of all those unne

cessary and new invented places, which

bave been created only to form a

court dependance) I believe the a-

mount of them would be mora than

the entire revenue of our old English

kings some few centuries backward :

And yet with all this Inconceivable

profusion, the modish court word is,

and has been, oeconom*, though I

know not whether it has been put \m

practice in one single instance, ex

cept in the reduction of the ex-

pences of the kitchen, in the saving,

perhaps, of some ftwtpounds of but

ter
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ter and pecks of conl. It was a noble

faying, I think, of Lord Sunderland

in the time of Queen Anne, when he

was offered a pension on being turned

out of place, that if he was no lon

ger permitted to serve his country,

he was resolved not to pillage it.

Our great men at present seem deter

mined to reverse his lordship's senti

ment, as scarce any of them mew the

least inclination to serve it, but all of

them a strong propensity to share in

its pillage : I must except the old ge

nerous duke of N -e, who, from

the fame odd romantic turn of think

ing, had the ill judgment lately to

tread in Lord Sunderland's steps ; but I

do not find that his example has had

the least influence, or engaged a single

person to imitate him j so that we may

apply to him, with propriety, what

Mr. Cowley says of Pindar :

— " Pindar is imitable by none 5

The Phœnix Pindar is a vast species

alone

And as his Grace 5s at present the sole

Phoenix, I imagine he must be con

tent to remain so, and still continue to

form a whimsical species by himself,

though I think he has no reason to

blush on account of his singulari

ty in this respect. I have not the

vanity to imagine, that the in

closed copy of verses will have more

effect on those, for whom it is design

ed, than his Grace's example; nor do

I expect, that it will induce a single

person to resign his present pension, or

to reject the offer of one for the future :

however, let us testify our abhorrence

of this accursed prevailing practice,

and though we must despair of ever

(unending it, yet let us endeavour at

least to brand it with the infamy it de

serves. If you think that I have caught

any thing of the spirit and humour of

that celebrated genius whom I profess

to imitate, I doubt not but you will

license it with an immediate imprima

tur.

I am, Sir, Your'*,

T. L.

Tie Slate- Coach, a Tale : In Imitation of

tbe Manner of Dr. Swift.

ONCE on a time a grand lord may'V

(No matter when,no matter where\

•Kept a huge pompous coach of state

Of most enormous bulk and weight 5
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And on the times of public joy,

To wheel about the pond'rous toy,

He kept beside a noble string

Of horses, fit to draw a king 5

All of high blood, all beasts of breeding,

But vicious from excess of feeding ;

Of course intractable and heady,

Yet in one point perversely steady,

Viz. each good steed was true and hearty

To his own interest and his party 5

Nay, this curs'd spirit had posseft

To such degree each sturdy beast,

That not a (ingle chuft' would move

From threats or soothing-fear or love,

Unless in partnership he drew

With those of his confederate crew,

Though thus the clumsy and the clever,

111-pair'd, oft hobbled on together.

Hence, when the coach was order'd

out,

Buck would refusetomatch with Stout,

At least one inch would not proceed

Unless impetuous Di'mond led,

Who when of late our grand premier,

And then uncheck'd in his career,

While he tugg'd on the vast machine

O'er rough and smooth, thro' thick and

thin,

Would often with their rapid turn

Make the wheels crack and axle burn ;

Yet give the haughty devil his due.

Tho' bold his quartering;, they were

true s

Yes, let us not his (kill disparage,

He never once o'erset the carriage,

Tho'otthehurrd it one would think

Just o'er the pitfall's headlong brink;

While at each hair-breadth 'scape, hi*

.foes [g°«« I

Would cry, there, there, by G—d, it

And as stiff Buck would ne'er submit

But on these terms to champ the bit,

Stout in return was full as sullen,

Nor the same harness would he pull in,

Unless by ciutious Duke preceded,

Or by pacific Sawney headed :

The body-coachman hence unable

To rule the refractory stable.

Was fore'd to leave the saucy brutes

To terminate their own disputes ;

And when they deign'd to wear the

traces [places «

Chuse their own partners and their

But tir*d themselves ofthesedistractions,

Resolv'd at last the several factions

(For in their anger all bad wit)

Some'terms of union to admit,

Which, that more firmly they might

■bind,

Drawn in this form by all were fign'd 1

K We
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That in your present master's stead,

Too meek to tame so rough a breed,

Too mild to curb your factious spirit,

Too good to treat you as ye merit,

Stern boisterous Cromwell from the.

dead,

Or bluff old Hall would lift his head,

That I might fee you bound and Ikip

Beneath their disciplining whip j

That I might see your pamper'd hide*

Flogg'd till from out your furrow'd side*

Spun, in each part, the sizy blood,

Too rich from sloth and copious foods

That thua let out at all these sluices,

It may purge oft" its vicious juices ,

While I should hear you, at each jerk,

Cry, lash no more, we'll work, we'll

work!

A third Litterfrom Rousseau to Mr. T>.

YOU will perhaps find, my dear

fir, that I repeat myself; but no>

matter : The affectation of finishing

these letters with an extreme nicety

would be ridiculous. I speak the lan

guage of the heart : Is it then surpri

zing, that it has its irregularities ? Left

anxious about an insipid exactness, and

a delicate variety, than an ardent de

sire to give you proofs of my friend-

sliip, I will follow no other order than

that suggested by the effusions of my

heart.

How agreeable it is, my dear friend,

to be able thus to continue my appeals

to you ! Why cannot I enjoy your

company here, were it but for a few

moments i My heart would dilate with

joy, when I considered, that it was

you who procured it that satisfaction.

How innocent is nature in this rural

retreat : what exquisite pleasures do I

here taste ? to me the possession of all

the treasures in the world would be in

sipid, deprived of the tranquillity I

enjoy in this new and solitary abode.

Happy times I when created by tbe

hand of tlteir bountiful Maker, our

fathers admired with transport the ri

sing beauties of the universe, sprung

from Chaos : fortunate times ! I once

more find you in the place where I

now dwell. And you, my dear sir,

may you enjoy that peace and content

ment, which are the natural fruit of

your sympathizing heart ; you have

endeavoured to make a fellow -creature

happy : you deserve to be so yourself.

The happinese inseparable from tran

quillity

We the oontracting steeds, (exprest

Here was the name of each prime beast,

As Di'mond, Sawney, Duke) however

Determin'd not to work together,

Yet by these presents are agreed,

Together peaceably to feed :

On this account then (work or play)

Let each receive his custom'd pay ;

Confirm we by concurring votes

To each his daily peck of oats ;

Besides, omit we by no means

Froportion'd quantities of beans ;

Nor yet warm melhes when we chuse

'em ['em ;

Nor Bracken's balls when pleas'd to use

For as 'tis likely from full seeding,

At times, diseases may be breeding,

*Tis right, for every horse that is sick,

Who finds the food Ihould find the phy

sic.

These previous articles now clos'd,

Here prudent Di'mond interpos'd,

Long fam'd for his contempt of pelf,

And views which center'd not in self,

" How chang'd at present!" (or no

more [wore.)

Wears he that mask which once he

Quoth he, (wrapp'd round with many

a clout

His greasy heels/ the horses gout)

" Snug now ourselves and our depen

dants,

Shall we neglect our dear descendants ?

Nay e'en from scripture we (bould learn,

For our own houfliolds due concern j

Lest we incur then, to our shame,

Of infidels th'accursed name,

Provide we next (if such your will is)

For all our present colts and fillies ;

No matter, though for this supply

We drain our master's costers dry :

Stretch we the grant too, if ye please,

E'en to the future colts of these j

Then to their coltlings in entail,

Till issue of such issue fail :

Well, bullies, are you all content ?"

Each steed here snorted his assent ;

And, more t'express their joy of heart,

All let at once th'obstreperous f—t :

The mews, thro' all its spacious round,

Re-echo'd to th'unmanner'd sound ,

And now adjusted their pretensions,

And thus secur'd their long-breath'd

pensions,

Like porkers fattening in the sty,

On their fat rumps at ease they lie 5

Uplitter'd to their ears in straw,

Vet not a single beast will draw.

• Dogs ! to reduce ye all to reason,

I wiiii, at least for some stiort season,

*v/ 5'
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qtrilltty and repose was not made for

traitors.

False man ! deceitful man ! never

will I cease my invectives against thee :

Tbou ceasest not to practise thy false

hoods and deceits. Permit, my dear

friend, I beseech thee, my heart thus

from time to time, to give vent to its

anguish, and my pen to lasli vice : your

•«rn virtue will appear the more con

spicuous, by the striking contrast of

colours.

Yes, man ! proud and imperious

man ! display, as much as thou plea-

seft, thy pomp and magnificence;

through the thick veil of 'thy deceit-

sol outside, I discover thy baseness,

and in my eyes thou art ever con

temptible. Since thou blufheft not at

the meanness of thy origin, behold thy

destiny : composed of dust, thou shalt

return to thy first condition. Thy

life is but a moment ; and that mo

ment is a storm. Thy birth, thy life,

thy death, every thing ought to fill

thee with humility and abasement ;

but, strange as it may seem, these ve

ry things fill thee with pride. Thou

art blind, it is true ; but thou (huttest

thy eyes against the light. Affirm, as

confidently as thou wilt, that thou par-

takest of reason: but what reason ?

The reason of prejudice, the reason

of pasiion ; and not that reason which

b pure, sound, and enlightened. Cease

then to boast of reason : it is not rea

son that guides thee ; 'tis thy passions,

thy furious and head strong paffions.

No ; ] repeat it : a light that leads

me astray ; a gift that is fatal to me ;

a reason that serves me as an apology

for crimes destructive of the order of

society, of honesty, integrity, sinceri

ty i that reason is no longer a light,

gift, or reason : I prefer to it dark

ness, obscurity, and instinct. Reason!

torch divine I thou wast given to man,

it is true, in his state of innocence ;

thou oughtest to be his portion : but

man, perverse man, hath abused thee,

and made thee an apologist for his

passion* ; purpose, sure, far different

from that for which he received thee.

But such is the nature of man, he

perverts every thing.

Like the sacred fire, which, in their

journey from Babylon, the Israelites hid

in a well before their departure, and

at their return found nothing but dirt;

From M. Ro us se ac.
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our reason, which ought to serve us as

a monitor of our duty, becomes ob

scure; the sacred fire is extinct; and

we no longer find any thing but earth

ly sentiments, wandering stars, and

scattered rays.

The fascination hath even laid hold

of our senses : seldom do we see things

as they really are. We realize chime

ras : we destroy realities. Little atten

tive to our own nature, or to our in

terest, we cherish in ourselves what is

most vile and despicable. We idolize

our body|; we undervalue our mind.

We deceive ourselves; and we are

fond of our errors : but, what is

still worse, we deceive others: the

most accomplislied is he, that plays his

part with the greatest dexterity and

address; and provided the trick be

well managed, other tricks must finish,

the cheat. The vile sport of our own

paffions, and of those of others, we

reckon our days by our disgust, : the

most happy among us, is frequently

lie that is least wretched ; and surely,

if we compare our real miseries with

our imaginary blessings, the balance

will not turn out in our favour. Where

then, thou blind and stupid mortal !

where, is the subject of thy ridiculous

vanity ? Adieu, my dear friend ! I

embrace you most cordially.

J. J. Rousseau.

Dr. FothergillV Observations on the Ex.

trail of the Cicuta, and its EJsulst

From Medical Observations and En

quiries, Vol. III.

MUCH of the extract, hither

to used, has not, I believe,

been made with due attention to the

season when the plant is in its greatest

perfection. So soon as the plant ap

peared strong and succulent, it was

commonly gathered for use. But I

know from repeated exoeriments, that

the extract, prepared " from hemlock

before the plant arrives at maturity,

is much inferior to that which is made

when the hemlock has acquired its full

vigour, and is rather on the verge of

decline: just when the flowers fade,

the rudiments of the feeds become ob

servable, and the habit of the plant in

clines to yellow, seems the proper time

to collect the hemlock. It has then

had the full benefit of the summer heat,

and the plants that grow in exposed

*■ * places,
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placet, will generally be found more

•virose than those that grow in the

shade.

In respect to the manner of prepar

ing this extract, it may be necessary to

observe that the less heat it undergoes

the better. Therefore, if a consider

able quantity of the dry powder of

the plant, gathered at a proper season,

is added, the less boiling will be ne

cessary, and the medicine will be the

more efficacious.

But let the extract be prepared in

what manner soever it may, provided

it is marie from the genuine plant, at

a proper season, and is not destroyed

by boiling, the chief difference, ob

servable in using it, is that a larger

quantity of one kind is required to

produce a certain effect, than of ano

ther.

I have found that twenty grains

of one sort of extract have been equal

in point of efficacy to thirty, nay,

near forty of another, yet both of

them made from the genuine plant,

and most probably prepared with

equal fidelity.

To prevent the inconveniencies ari

sing from this uncertainty, it seems

always expedient to begin with small

doses, and proceed, step by step, till

the extract produce* certain effects,

which seldom fail to arise from a full

dose.

These effects are different in diffe

rent constitutions. But, for the most

part, a giddiness affecting the hsad,

and motions of the eyes, as if some

thing pulhed them outwards, are first-

felt : a flight sickness, and trembling

agitation of the body ; a laxative stool

or two. One or all of these symptoms

are the marks of a full dose, let the

quantity in weight be what it will.

Here we must stop till none of these

effects are felt, and, in three or four

days, advance a few grains more.

For the general experience of all who

have used this medicine to any good

purpose, with whom I have any ac

quaintance, agree that tht cicuta sel

dom procures any benefir, though

given for a long time, unless in as

large a dose as the patient can bear

without suffering any of the inconve

niencies above mentioned.

Patients commonly bear a greater

quantity of the extract at night, than

at noon j and at noon, than in the

Feb.

morning. The method I commonly

follow is to order 31J. to be divided into

thirty pills, not gilt. Adults begin

with two in a morning, two at noon,

and three or four at night, with di

rections to increase each dose, by the

addition of a pill to each, as they can

bear it.

The extract of hemlock, given in

this manner, is apparently anodyne ;

it promotes rest, and eases pain. It

seldom creates thirst, or that kind of

morning head-ach which succeeds an

opiate of any kind.

It seldom occasions costiveness, but,

in most, it procures a laxative stool

the diy following.

In some habits very small doses of

fend the stomach, excite spasmodic

twitchings, heat and thirst. In such

cases, I immediately forbid its use.

From the certain quality it possesses

of altering the property of a thin,

corrosive, cancerous ichor, and chang

ing it to a milder fluid, I have been

induced to try it in famous ulcers,

and gleety painful discharges from the

vagina, and often with success. Alfa

in fixed excruciating pains, probably

arising from acrimony, not dissimilar

to that of cancers."

Anecdotes of George Jamesone, a Scotch

Painter.

** Z""^ EORGE Jamesone was the

VJ Vandyckof Scotland, to which

title he had a double pretension, not

only having surpassed his countrymen

as a portrait- painter, but from his

works being sometimes attributed to

Sir Antony, who was his fellow-scho

lar ; both having studied under Ru

bens at Antwerp.

Jamesone was son of Andrew Jame

sone, an architect, and was born at

Aberdeen 1586. At what age he

went abroad, or how long he con

tinued there, is not known. After

his return, he applied with indefati

gable industry to portrait in oil,

though he sometimes practised in

miniature, and in history and land

scape too. His largest portraits were

generally somewhat less than life.

His excellency is said to consist in de

licacy and softness, with a clear and

beautiful colouring, his (hades not

charged, but helped by varnisti, with

little appearance of the pencil: There

is a print of him, his wife Isabella

* Toft
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To(b, and » young son, painted by

himself in 1613, engraved by Alexan

der Jamesone, his descendant, in

I7»X, and now in the possession of

Mr. John Alexander, limner at

Edinburgh, his great grandson, with

other portraits of the family, painted

hy George -, particularly another of

himself in his school, with (ketches

both of history and landscape, and

with portraits of Charles I, his queen,

Jamesone's wife, and four others of

his works from the life.

When King Charles visited Scotland

in 163 j, the magistrates of Edinburgh,

knowing his majesty's taste, employed-

Jamesone to make drawings of the

Scottish monarchs, with which the

king was so much pleased, that en

quiring for the painter, he fat to him,

and rewarded him with a diamond

ring from his own finger.

It is observable that Jameson al

ways drew himself with his hat on,

either in imitation of his master Ru

bens, or on having been indulged in

that liberty by the king when he fat

to him,"

The following extracts from the

archives of the Bredalbane family,

may give the reader some idea of the

cheapness of paintings in Scotland in

Jamesone's time.

Item, the said Sir Coline Campbell

fJth laird of Glenorchy) gave unto

George Jameson, painter in Edin

burgh, for King David Bruysses,

king of Scotland, and Charles the

1st king of Great Brittane, France and

Ireland, and his majesties quein, and

for nine more of the queins of Scot

land their portraits, quhilks are set up

in the hall of Ballock [now Tay-

mouth] the sum of tua hundredth tlirie

scor punds,

M lir the said Sir Coline gave to the

said George Jamesone for the knight

of Lockow's lady, and the first coun

tess of Argylle, and six of the ladys

of Glenurquhay their portraits, and

the said Sir Coline his own portrait,

quhilks are set up in the chalmer of

Deals of Ballock, ane hundredth four

scoire punds."

It is, perhaps, here necessary to in

form the reader, that a hundred pounds

Scots, does not exceed in value eight

P»und« seven or eight (hillings ster

ling.
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ANECDOTE.

LE Sage's Gil Bias, far excels hit

Diable Boiteux, though the latter

has had more regard paid it than the

former. The first edition had amaz

ing success, and the second sold with

still greater rapidity. Two noblemen

coming to the bookseller's, found only

one single copy remaining, which each

was for purchasing ; and the dispute

grew so warm, that they were going to>

decide it by the sword, had not the

bookseller interposed. But the author,

by whom the bookseller made a for

tune, died poor."

History ofa neiv Island which rose out of

tie.sea, near Isle Santorin, in the

Archepelago, in 1707.

THE Island Santorin was Known

to the ancients by the name of

Thera or Theramena, and was famous

for its gulph, in which there appeared

aoo years before Christ, an island, now

called the Great Cameni or the Great

Burning Island. It is called Great,

because in the year 1573 another rose

out of the same gulph less than the

former. It was in this gulph, and be

tween these two burning islands, that

in the year 1707, on the 13d of May,

at day-break, the island in question

was seen to rise out of the sea, a league

from Santorin. Its appearance was

preceded by a slight earthquake, occa

sioned no doubt by the motion of that

enormous mass of matter, which was

beginning to break off from the bot

tom, and gradually to ascend towards

the surface of the water. Some mari

ners, perceiving from the sliore some

thing which seemed to float upon the

sea, imagined it might be part of a

wreck, and went towards it in their

boats ; but finding that it consisted of

a large mass of rock and earth, which

were visibly rising higher, they were

terrified, and returned to Santorin

with all speed, where they spread a ge

neral consternation by their report.—

At length some of the inhabitants,

who had more courage and curiosity

than the rest, resolved to examine

into the affair themselves. According

ly they went up to the new island, and

seeing no danger, they landed upon it.

In going ■ from one rock to another,

they
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they observed the ground every where

covered with white stones, as easily to

be broken as bread, and very much

like it. They found likewise a large

number of fresli oysters sticking to it,

with which they were going to fill

their vessels ; but perceiving the rocks

move and rife under their feet, they

were alarmed, aud immediately made

off in their boats. This making was

occasioned by the rising of the island,

which in a few days had gained above

twenty feet in height and forty feet

in breadth ; so that by the beginning

of June it stood upward of thirty feet

above the surface of the sea, and

might be five hundred paces round.

But the five or six following days, its

increase being almost imperceptible,

it was imagined it would rife no

higher. The part that now appeared

was round and consisted of a white

earth, from whence they gave it the

name of the White Island.

The different motions of the island,

and the rocks that were detached from

it, which sometimes rose above the

sea and sometimes funk down again,

often changed the colour of the water.

For some hours it appeared green,

then yellow or reddilh, according to

the different minerals which came

from the bottom of this abyss. Sul

phur was the most prevalent : and for

twenty miles round, the waters were

tinged with it. The boiling of the

waves about this new island was very

extraordinary ; and an excessive heat

was felt as one came near it. All the

fides were covered with dead fisli,

which were driven ashore by the darn

ing of the waves, and the air was

tainted with an abominable stench

which reached as far as Santorin.

The whole month of June and half

July, things remained nearly in the

fame state ; but on July 1 6 there was

a new phenomenon more terrible than

any of the former. Towards sunset

was seen, sixty paces from the White

Island, a column consisting of eighteen

black rocks, which rose out of a part

of the gulph, which was so deep that

it could never yet be fathomed. These

eighteen rocks, which at first ap

peared a little distance from each

other, being united, formed a second

island, which is called the Black Island,

and which soon after was joined to

the White Isle.

Hitherto neither fire nor smoke had

been seen. But on the appearance

of these eighteen rocks, clouds of

smoke mixed with fire begun to rise,

which howeverwere only seen bynight,

but at the same time horrible noisec

were heard accompanied with subter

raneous thunders, which seemed to

come from the center of the island.

It was observed that from the White

Island proceeded neither fire nor

smoke; but the Black Isle continued

to throw them out with so much vio-.

lence, that they were seen as far off

as Candia, which is thirty-two leagues

from Santorin.

The fire increased as the Black Island

rose higher, and as the breaches in it

gave it more vent. The sea became

more agitated, the boiling of the wa

ters more violent ; and the air, which

every day grew more noisome, joined

with the smoke which the island

threw out, almost took away their

breath at Santorin, and absolutely

destroyed all their vineyards.

In the night from the ist to the id

of August a noise was heard like the

discharge of cannon, and at the same

time, two sheets of flame burst out from

one of the mouths of the Black Island

which were extinguislied in the air.

The following days the noise increas

ed and resembled the most dreadful

claps of thunder, so that the doors

and windows in Santorin were for the

most part either broke or very much

shaken. Red hot stones of an enor

mous size were then seen flying in the

air. From the largest mouth of the

volcano issued mountains of smoke

mixed with asties, which, b;ing driven

by the wind, covered al) the neigh

bouring parts. Some of the aflies

were carried as far as the isle of

Anifi, eight leagues from Santorin j

and a mower of smaller stones all on

fire, falling upon the lesser Cameni,

formed a scene, which on a less

dreadful occasion would have been

very pleasing. Every day presented

something new. After the usual up

roar, there was one while the appear

ance of rockets issuing from the large

opening, and at other times sheaves

of fire, which, after mounting to a

great height, fell down again in stars

upon the White Island, which was

quite illuminated with them.

TU1 Jrmuary 1708, the volcano

continued
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continued Its eruptions several times

in a day. Febuary 10. the fire, the

smoke, the subterraneous noises, the

boiling of the sea, and the whirling

of hot stones became still more dread

ful than ever, and increased by the

15th of April to such a degree, that

it was imagined the new island must

have been quite blown up. But after

that, the claps of thunder became less

terrible, the waters more calm, and

the stench was scarce perceived: though

the smoke still grew thicker, the shower

of aslies still continued to fall, and the

island still increased towards the south.

On the 15th of July some ecclesiastics

ventured near a part of the island

where there was no fire or smoke, with

an intention of landing. But when

they came within 200 paces, they ob

served the water grew hotter as they

advanced. They sounded, but could

find no bottom, though their line was

95 fathom. While they were delibe

rating what they Ihould do, they dis

covered that the caulking of their

bark melted, upon whish they imme

diately hastened away to Santorin.

They were no sooner returned, than

the large mouth of the volcano began

its usual eruptions, and threw out a

quantity of large fiery stones, which

fell on the place they had just left.

Measuring this new island, which they

did from the larger Cameni, they

found it zoo feet high, 100 broad, and

5000 reunnd.

In 1710 it burnt again, and tor

rents of fire and smoke issued out from

it, and the sea boiled up all round.—

In 1711 the island was near three

leagues round. But neither any mo

tion nor increase was observed. The

fury of the larger mouth was so much

abated, that no subterraneous noises

were heard : there only issued some

smoke still, and a liquid matter, some

times yellow, sometimes red, but most

frequently green, which tinged the

sea for more than a league. Pliny

assures us, that the island of Santorin

itself rose out of the sea, and many

other isles in the Archipelago are said

to have been produced in the same

manner."

Extras! from Gmelin'j travels in Si-

beria.

E left Krasnoiatflc as soon as

possible, and at the distance

Travels in Siberia.
79

w

of five or six hundred paces from the

village of Ladaika, I observed a

wooden cross, which they told me had

been erected there for the security of

the traveller. I asked them to what

danger he was exposed, and was in

formed that a number of genii, spirits,

or dæmons, infested those woods, and

the children of Ladaika, who went to

play there, were frequently led astray,

and not found for a fortnight. The

cross wns, therefore, erected in the

most dangerous place, in order to)

keep off these mischievous dæmons.

This wood, indeed, is very thick,

and it is no difficult matter to lose

one's way in it 5' to plant crosses,

therefore, at proper distances is very

essential to one's safety. A little

further we meet with the sort of Kans-

koi and some poor Tatares, many oF

whom, notwithstanding their poverty,

have two wives. Neither the men

nor the women wear shifts or shirts

except such as have been baptized,

and those are but sew. They never

wasli, and if you reproach them for

their filthinels, they only reply,

" Their ancestors lived in the fame

way." When they go to sleep or

lounge in their huts, they place them

selves round the fire, which is in the

center of the hut, and lie with their

legs and arms twisted together in such

a manner, that, by turning alter

nately, they come as regularly to the

fire as a piece of roast meat. Instead

of bread, the Tatares use the bulbous

roots of the mountain lilly, or others

of the fame kind, and never work at

all. Their principal employment is

hunting fable?, which they have va

rious methods of catching. When

this animal is close pursued, he gene

rally gets up into a high tree, upon

which the Tatares immediately set fire

to it; and, in order to escape the

smoke and the. fire, the sable leap*

down, and falls into a net.

The dexterity and success of the

Tatares in catching sables, makes

Kanfkoi a considerable mart, and the

merchants that go to China gensrally

make some stay there.

Before we arrive at the fort of

Oudinslcoi, we traverse several large

woods of firs, cedars, birches, larches,

and poplars. In this fort are kept the

tribute- (kin? of the Tatares. In the

adjacent p.uts are several Bournes,

which
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which the Ruffians callBratflci, amongst

whom most of the men have their hair

cut on the crown of the head, and

wear the Ruffian dress. The princi

pal ornament of the women is the at

tire of their hair. They dress it in

two tresses or braids, which fall on

each side of the neck before, and

they commonly mix other hair with

it, to increase its length and thick

ness. At the ends of the tresses they

have pretty large balls through which

the hairs pass, and are fastened below

by a knot. They wear a fillet of the

manufacture of the country, which

they tie behind the head. To this

fillet is tied a large necklace of iron

rings, which goes under the chin ;

and besides this they wear another of

the fame kind, which they tie fast

over it. Their garments consist of a

fur gown, and a Kind of cloak without

sleeves, made of painted leather, which

they wear over the gown. The girls

dress their hair in more than two

tresses, as they do amongst the Ta-

tares, and make twenty of it, if they

have sufficient for the purpose. They

brought us a girl out of one of the

Srincipal families in the country. Be-

ind (he had five ribbands which

hung from a piece of leather fastened

to her moulders, and at the end of

each ribband was a little bell. She

wore a large girdle adorned with se-

veral rings of brass, and (hell-work,

&c. covered with plates of iron.

When one of these girls of the first

rank is disposed of, (lie is stripped of

the girdle and the bells ; but it is not

necessary in this country to fell a girl

to a man before he partakes of her

favours, for the lady that was intro

duced to us was with child. A B. Hi

rers gives up his daughter as the Ta-

tares do, for a certain sum of money

or a quantity of goods, and does not

part with her till he is paid.

We sent for three Chamans or con

jurers, which in the Boretian language

are called Boe. We never saw any

Chaman in Siberia in so frightful a

dress. Their robe is a gown of (kins,

hung over with pieces of old iron,

and the claws of the eagle and the

owl. These iron clinkers render the

dress extremely heavy, and make a

horrid noise. Their caps are high

and pointed, like those of our gre

nadiers, and ar* covered with the ta

lons of the birds abovementioned.

These terrible conjurers waited on us

in the night, because the day, they

said, was not proper for sorceries.

They chose for the scene of their ex

hibitions the court in which we were,

and made a fire there. One of them

took his tambour, which was pretty-

large. The stick resembled a small

rod of iron, on which the slcin of a

squirrel is fastened instead of hair.

Their magic ceremonies were like

those of other conjurers whom we

had seen, and had the same success.

We aflced them, for instance, whether

a man who lived at Moscow was

still alive. The conjurer, after some

contortions, answered that the devil

could not go so far j for it is the devil

whois supposed to instructthera in what

is required. They writhed their faces,

and their bodies, cried like madmen,

and the sweat fell from them in large

drops under the weight of their clothes.

Their countrymen pay them for their

business ; but they were obliged to

exhibit gratis before us ; and to pu

nish them a little for this roguilh traf

fic, we made them begin their work

several times over. He who had ex

cused his devil from going to make

enquiries at Moscow, on account of

the length of the journey, consulted

him about the matter once more, and

aster some contortions, asked whether

the man in question had not grey

hairs. We answered in the affirma

tive ; upon which, having leaped and

beat his tambour sometime longer,

he assured us that the man was dead;

and so indeed he had been for fifty

years at least.

We went to fee the tribute (kins at

the sort of Oudin(koi. They were

the spoils of bears, wolves, foxes,

squirrels, and sables. Some (kins of

the latter were extremely beautiful,

as well as some of the foxes. Two of

the last were almost entirely black.

One of them had only a little grey on

the lower part of the back, and the

other a yellowish white : this last wa*

not entirely black along the back,

it had only a black streak which

reached from the shoulders nearly

to the loins. The sides were of a

yellowish white as well as the lower

part of the back: betwixt that and

the streaks was a mixture of black and

grey hairs. The belly of each was

like
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like the back. "The black fox had a

white spot above his breast, about the

lite of a crown ; the dther was al

most entirely grey about the throat,

without any white speck. They both

had black flaps and black tails, and

the extremity of the tails was white

as snow. A third had a black on the

middle of his belly, from the throat

and the interior part of the flaps; the

reft was of the fox colour, red, as

well as the sides and the top of the tail,

but the upper and the middle parts

were black."

tharaQer of the famous Tgnatius

Loyalj. From The Capitulation of

France, &c.

" \X7" E must not, fays our author,

W confound the illustrious Bis

tayan hero with the t'oo-s and mad

men, who have already passed under

our review. His device should have

been those words of the gospel, I

cam* not to fend peace, but a sword.

This immortal patriarch of the dis

turbers of the tranquility of kingdoms,

and of the peace of the church, had,

no doubt, now and then some fits of

madness, occasioned by the reading

Of legends during the cure of the

wound in his leg, which he received

at the battle of Perpignan. The air

of the court and of society, however,

loon dissipated those vapours, which

only inflamed his vigorous imagina

tion, without hurting his judgment.

Wfe ought rather to believe the great

Coode's account of him, than Doctor

Stillingfleet's.—In St. Ignatius, said

this prince, I always fee a Casart

who does nothing without the best

reasons for his conduct ; and in Fran

cis Xavier I observe an Alexander,

the ardour of whose courage carried

him often too far.—Ignatius, a warrior,

fond 'of power and command, was,

in his institutions, particularly attentive

to the perpetuity and extension of his

authority. It is well known that in

appointing the generalship of the order,

he immediately took possession of it

himself, and his first precept to his

disciples was, that they should be in the

bands of their superior as a broom in

the bands ofa maid, and to allow tbem-

fihis like the broom to be employed sot

every purpose. These are the express

words of his constitutions ; and dur

ing the whole of his life, he caused

Feb. 176*.

os Loyata.' §1

the precept to be observed with a firm

ness and haughtiness, which left no

thing to be done by his successors in

order to enforce it. We are told by

his disciples, that one day he received

a visit from Prince Colonna, daring

which a lay brother was obliged to

come to him with a message that re

quired dispatch. Ignatius, who wanted

to bring his conference with the prince

to a proper pause, before he received

the message, desired his brother to sit

down, who, out of respect, excused

himself successively. The saint, giving

way to a pious indignation at the dis-

obedienceof hie subject, took the stool,

and put it on his neck, faying with

a holy warmth, Brother, you ought to

obey, andsinceyou would mt be upon the

stool, youshall be under it. The poor

brother, to the great astonishment of

the prince, continued with his neck

in this strange kind of collar, until

his highness took leave.

A priest of the order being once 'at

the altar celebrating mass, Ignatius,

in order to make trial of his obedience,

waited till he had begun the words of

the consecration, and in that solemn

moment, ordered him to be called.

The priest not thinking that a prefe

rence was due to his superior before

God Almighty, finished this part of

the solemnity before he obeyed. A£

last, Ignatius himself called to the

priest with a loud voice, and in terms

so authoritative, that the priest, ima

gining his superior was now account**

ble for the irregularity of the orders,

and for his compliance, stopped short,

and ran to receive his commands*

The superior, irritated at his hesitation,

sent him to the vestry, saying, at the

same time, with a severe tone, Father,

you who have studied so long, should

have known that obedience is better than

sacrifice. Cardinal Cajetan, his co-

temporary, and founder of the order

of Theatines, invited him to unite their

respective disciples into one society ;

but Ignatius refused the incorporz*

tion, not being willing to expose

himself to a division of command.-*

Francis Xavier, desiring to go td

China, to bring that great empire

to the christian faith, a? lie had done

that of Japan, wrote to Ignatius at

great length, signifying his intention,

and enlarging on the mighty achieve

ment of piety which he had reastt

it 19
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to expect in this mission. Ignatius,

on a scrap of paper, writes the letter

/, signifying in Latin, go.—Domini

que, whose ambition we have had oc

casion to mention, was, but a child

in comparison of this imperious Bis-

cayan.

Ignatius, concludes our author,

was certainly one of those extraordi

nary personages, who are formed for

bringing about the greatest revolu

tions. In the chair of St. Peter he

would have gone farther, and with

more policy than the Hildebrands.

In the condition in which he appeared,

he rose to the highest degree of hu

man greatness, having an absolute

power over the bodies and souls of

his followers ; this Mahomet, Mabomtt

as he was, durst not so much as at

tempt. The proscription of his institu

tion renders it unnecessary for me to

lay any thing more of him in the cha

racter of an inftitutor. It is not to be

doubted but that he clearly foresaw,

what his institntion, when duly esta

blished, would enable his successors

to accomplish. It has been said, and

truly said, by the most respectable

authority, that the first general of the

Jesuits and the last were of the fame

character ; this is true, however, in

regard to their views and intentions i

in point of genius and ability, the

prince of Conde would have said,

Casar non <vult babere parent."

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, Jan. 15, 1768.

TH E knowledge of diseases would

be very uselels if there were no

remedies, but, to our comfort, the

vegetable kingdom supplies us with

many, were they only more used :

Having spoken of Carduus last, we will

next treat ofTansey.

This herb grows wild by road sides,

and the borders of fields, and is fre

quently also cultivated in gardens both

for kitchen and medicinal uses. It

flowers in June, July, and August:

The leaves, flowers, and feeds, are the

only parts made use os.

Considered as a medicine, it is a

moderately warm bitter, of a strong

but no very difgreeable flavour. Tin

leaves and feeds are reckoned good

against worms. The last arc less bit

ter, and more acrid and aromatic

than those of Rue, to which they are

reckoned similar ; or of Santonicum, or

Worm feed, for which they have been

frequently substituted.

This plant is good to provoke urinej

force away sand and gravel, and eases

the cholick ; resists vapours and hyste

ric fits ; provokes the menses, but a-

bove all, and for which I chiefly treat

of it here, it gives ease in the gout,

whether in joints, limbs, or stomach,

and is a singular remedy against the

scurvy in a cold habit of body like

wise.

The expressed juice, from three to

six or eight spoonfuls, is a specifick for

the gout in the stomach, taken in any

fit vehicle, as white wine, or brandy

plain or dashed with water, night and

morning ; so taken it gives ease in the

Gout whether in the limbs or stomach,

and carries off by urine the morbifick

tartarous matter osthat painful disease.

I keep it by me all the year preserved

in brandy ; or it may be taken in

powder, as much at a time as the sto

mach can well bear; a rule I always

goby.

A decoction of it either green or

dry in wine, or even an infusion only,

a quartern, or half a pint, night, and

morning, will well supply the place of

the juice when it cannot be had ; or

prelirred in that form.

A. pultice of the seeds and leave*

applied gives ease in pains of the Gout.

In stiort, it should be fat upon and

Iain upon, applied all manner of

ways both inwardly and outwardly j

used as ordinary food ; as tansy pan

cake and taniy puddings, not even

clysters thereof excepted.

The great Boerhaave intimates as

if the gout was catching. I know it

to be so, for my late spouse, one of

the best of women, with whom I had

lived happily thirty-five years, was

carried off with convulsions from the

gout in her head, on the 19th of De

cember last ; and which adds to my

affliction, when I reflect that (he

caught it from me. And well it may

be infectious, when the miasmæ smell

so disagreeably. Wherefore I would

advise a separation for a season, by ly

ing asunder as soon as it seizes either

party, to prevent taking in an atmo

sphere of gouty vapours, that though

they (hew not their bad effects very

loon, may yet in process of time con

taminate
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laminate the juices oF the found per

son.

There is a mixture of good and

evil in every thing. The Gout is the

conqueror, lord, and prince of all

diseases, and, till it kills the patient,

protects him from other disorders, and

so far it generally prolongs life, and

thereby makes some amends for its ex

cessive painfulness.

Now though we cannot radically

core it, yet if we can safely alleviate

some of its symptoms, that is doing

some good. To this purpose, I will

give a quotation from Boerhaave, with

which I will conclude.

" I have advised friction, says he,

with great advantage to gouty persons,

that they should rub themselves every

morning aud evening with warm flan

nel cloths (or a flesh brush or both)

beginning at the joints. It is a simple

medicine, but I have seen more advan

tages from it than from all the prescrip

tions ofpharmacy, and it agrees with the

theory, by gentle friction or rubbing

te (hake off the matter beginning to

lodge in the joints ; for, years ago, I

have freed many from this disorder;

for the resistance is not only taken off,

bat the body externally opened in its

peres. By the fame method many

other disorders may be removed, if

frictions were more in use, but they

are too much neglected." See farther

what I lately wrote on the benefits of

friction in Say's Craftsman for August

11, and in other publick papers. I

nfe the fame with great advantage

myself. Your's,

J. Cook.

Tt the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, Jan. 15, 1768.

AMONG all the medical plants be

longing to the vegetable king

dom, Camomile is one of the princi

pal. It flowers for the most part thro'

all the summer months, and its feeds

come to perfection in the time of

flowering. It is either wild or grows

in gardens ; single, or double flower

ed. The first is best, as being stron

gest far abounding with more oil than

•he other.

This excellent plant has a strong,

not ungrateful, aromatic smell, but a

Tsry bitter nauseous taste. They are.

»3

aperitive, anodyne, digestive, discus-

five, diuretick, sudorifick, alterative,

' and alexipharmic, wherefore are ac

counted stimulating, carminative, ape

rient, emollient, and, in some mea

sure anodyne, there stands recom

mended in flatulent colicks 1 for pro

moting the uterine purgations in ten

sion, and rigidity of particular parts ;

in spasmodick pains, and the pains of

child-bed women. The flowers are

frequently used externally in discuti-

ent and antiseptic cataplasms, fomen-

tations, warm baths and emollient

glysters.

But besides these many virtues of

camomile, there is another which

renders it a specifick for agues and in

termittent severs, but especially for

the last, when grown low and irregu

lar, not having any distinct and lasting

times of intermission, but border

nearly upon a continued fever.

The Egyptians dedicated camomile

to the curing of agues ; and experi

ence has confirmed it an admirable

thing against diseases of the Pleura j it

is also a good antiscorbutick. The lir

quid juice drank to four or fix-

ounces two hours before the coming of

the fit of an ague, whether quotidian,

tertian, or quartan, it commonly

cures at three or four doses ; it gives

ease in an exquisite pleurisy ; it move*

the menses; opens the urinary pas

sages ; and gives ease in a strangury

to a miracle ; it is a remedy for the

jaundice, dropsy, asthma, and stitches

in the side; it eases pain to what part

of the body soever it is applied.

A powder of the herb dried, from

half a dram to one dram, is good

against griping of the guts, wind, and

pain of the stomach. A decoction of

the flowers, two ounces in three pints

of water, till near one is wasted ; to

two pints of the strainer-add one, or

two, drams of salt of tartar, and take

a large coffee cup full every four or

five hours. It is good for intermittent

fevers.

In Ihort, camomile, outwardly ap

plied, is good for cold gouts, coldness

of the limbs; pains and aches, pro

ceeding from cold and moisture ; and

mollifies tumours, discusses wind, and

comforts the nerves and stomach 1

Wherefore it is used by way of tea, as

carduus sometimes, to work off v»-

L a mits
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to be got, which has never deceived

my expectations, viz. Vitriolated So

lution of Allum, on which D. Gerhard

Andrew Myller, formerly profeslbr of

the university of Giessen, published an

academical dissertation a few years

ago, and not only in intermitting fe

vers but also in other diseases which

are otherwise happily cured by the

Cortex Peruvianus, the bark of the

White Willow has evidenced to me its

virtue. Six drachms of it exhibited

in the intervals, after other more ex

quisite medicines had been applied in

vain, entirely carried off a pituitous

vomiting, returning by paroxysms,

after the manner of a tertian fever,

although none such by any means

appeared (for neither yawning nor

stretching ever preceded it, nor was

iateritious urine discharged ; certain

marks of feverish disorders, depend

ing on the latent venom of an inter

mittent or remittent fever). I have

also more than once seen it of wonder

ful efficacy in worms, nor did it ever

deceive my expectation in strengthen

ing the stomach.

To the PRINTER, &e.

WSIR,

T Read a paragraph in the St. James's

J. Chronicle of the 5th of January,

asserting that the Victualling Board

had contracted for four hundred head

of the best oxen, exclusive of all the

offal, to be slaughtered at the con

tractor's charge, and the four quarters

not to weigh lels than seven hundred

and eighty-four pounds, for twenty-

six shillings and six-pence per hun

dred weight, which is two-pence three

farthings per pound. And in that

paper of the 9th ult. there was ano

ther paragraph, importing that the

said board are at this time under con

tract, and are actually supplied with

siefli beef for his majesty's (hips, at

the following places, on the terms

against each expressed, viz.

River Thames at 25s. zd. per hun

dred weight, or ad.. * per pound and

f| of a farthing. Plymouth 25s. or

zd. 4 Per pound, and ,f'. Ports

mouth 16s. 8d. or zd. j per pound'and

the 48th part of nz. Sheerness and

the Nore 31s. lod. or 3d. | per pound

and the 7zd part of nz. Downs 29s.

4*i. or 3d. ptr pound and the 64th

part

84

mits with, as it leaves a comfortable

glowing warmth on that bowel after

the operation of the emetic.

Yew's, J. Cook.

Vie Berk asthe White Willow, a Rival

of the Peruvian Bark.

[From a Specimen of Miscellaneous

Observations on Medical Subjects,

annexed to Dr. Close's new Method

' of curing the natural Small Pox.]

FR O M the time that the Peruvian

Bark began to be known in our

part of the world, and used frequent

ly, there have not been wanting phy

sicians, who endeavoured to find out

some one of the barks of our own

trees, which might be substituted for

this foreign one. And on this account,

the bark of the A<h and Horle-chesnut

trees have been particularly commend

ed. 'And I ajso remember both of

them used with the best success, in cu

ring intermittent fevers, as well by

Others, as by myself. But yet I have

much oftener observed them applied

to no purpose, so that at 'last it was

necessary jo recur to the Cortex Pe

ruvianus. And I know some in

stances, where their use has done

snore harm than good.

Reading lately in the French Medi

cal Diary, called, The Gazette Salu-

taire, the bark of the White Willow

much commended as a succedaneum

for the Peruvian, I immediately form

ed a design of n\aking experiments up-

qn a dozen persons of both sexes, »ho

laboured under intermittent fevers,

yni! observed with great pleasure, those

effects produced from thence, than

which better could not be expected

from the Peruvian Bark, In exhibit

ing it, I always made use of the lame

method, which I used to observe with

the Peruvian. I gave only the simple

powder, not mixed with any thing

else. I prescribed indeed larger doses,

and those to be repeated oftener, and

ordered the use of the remedy to be

continued a little after the fever was

carried off. But to hide nothing :

Thele fevers were all either quotidians

er tertians ; I have not yet had an op

portunity of trying its efficacy in

quartans. Nor have I ever used it in

remittent fevers, since against these I

have sn readiness a remedy equally easy
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past of in, which added together and

the medium prices taken is upwards

of id i, and under 3d per ponnd.

And that the reason of its being

higher in the Downs, and at Sheernels

and the Nore, are from the smallness

of the- quantity, and the uncertain

times it may be demanded, and the

expence of water carriage. Upon en

quiry of those who have contracted

with that board, I find these accounts

are true, and farther that they have

this week contracted for 234.0 tierces

ef Iiiili Pork, at four guineas per

tierce, containing one with another

309 pounds, which is three-pence

farthing per pound, to be paid by

bill six months after delivered, or

to commence interest from that time,

at four pounds per centum per an

num.

From these authentick and indis

putable accounts (and from these

alone) can the true, general and na

tural state of provisions, as well with

regard to plenty as value, he certainly

discovered. And it is from hence

abundantly manifest, how much the

common people and the poor have

been and are abused, by the artificial

prices imposed by the middle man

and the retailer, whose exorbitant

gains (become necessary to their man

ner of living, and their views of mak

ing hasty fortunes) have been in

creased of late nearly to one hundred

pounds per cent, upon all their dea

lings in these commodities.

In order to cover and conceal this

principal cause of the dearness of pro

visions to the poor, the common peo

ple have been artfully inflamed by po

pular reasoning epon fallacious to-

picks, false facts daily asserted, and

aggravated with great art, absurd

principles of trade laid down, false

causes assigned, and anti-commer

cial remedies suggested ; the more

pernicious, because either utterly

impracticable, or tending in a very

little time to exhaust the nation

of all its specie, to bring on a real,

instead of fictitious distress, and even

to produce in the highest degree those

evils which they are pretended to

prevent.

. With these endeavours are combined

thole of a few interested importers

Grain condemned. 8$

who (under the respectable name of

merchants which they do not deserve)

wanting' abilities to fee the ruin which

must arise from opening the market*

of Great Britain to the produce of the

lands of foreign nations, instead of

the produce of the lands of eur own

dominions ; and influenced by enthu-

siastick notions of Dutch commerce

and levelling principles, or by a se

cret antipathy to the landed interest,

(because they are possessed of none

themseves) have been for a few years

last past driving on every measure,

which tended to convert the trade

of exportation into a trade of impor

tation, though the former is the only

vital principle of commerce, and the

other the certain road to its destruc

tion !

It appears by the custom-house

books, that between the fifth of Ja

nuary and the tenth of October 1767,

the quantity of wheat, wheat-flour,

and .wheat-meal, rie, barley, oats,

oatmeal, buck-wheat, beans and peas,

which has been imported, must have

carried out of England at lend nine

hundred thousand pounds sterling}

and though the account from that

time to the end of the year is not

yet made up, it is supposed to amount

to a much larger sum in proportion.

Add to this the interest of forty mil

lions due to foreigners, and their pro

fits in. our funds, which may be com

puted at little less than two millions.

How will it be possible for this nation

to support such a drain of specie ? and

what a scene of universal ruin roust

attend the whole people (of all de

grees) if it should long continue, or be

Further extended ?

What then can justify the selfish at

tempts of those projectors, who would

wantonly have introduced the salted

provisions of all foreign nations at a.

time when Ireland and our oiun plan

tations are able to furnish any quan

tities of these provisions at the most

reasonable price !

But from what has lately appeared

in a great assembly, it is hoped that

these matters will become more clearly

understood, and the views of interest

ed men more attended to, and better

guarded against.

Yfur's, &c.

From



86 A Curious Discovery." Febi

From Historic Doubts en the Life and The Winter's Evening Tale wac

Reign of King Richard the Third, by therefore in reality a second part of

Mr. Horace Walpole. Henry the Eighth."

« fp HERE is a play of Shake-

X speare's that may be ranked

among the historic, though not one

of his numerous critics and commen

tators have discovered the drift of it,

I mean The Winter's Evening 'Tale,

which was certainly intended (in com

pliment to Queen Elizabeth) as an

indirect apology for her mother Anne

Boleyn. The address of the poet ap

pears no where to more advantage.

The subject was too delicate to be

exhibited on the stage without a veil ;

and it was too recent, and touched

the queen too nearly, for the bard

to have ventured so home an allusion

on any other ground than compliment.

The unreasonable jealousy of I.eontcs,

and his violent conduct in consequence,

firm a true portrait of Henry the

Eighih, who generally made the law

the engine of his boisterous passions.

Mot only the general plan of the

ftory is most applicable, but several

passages are so marked, that they

touch the real history, nearer than

the fable : Hermione, on her tryal,

feys,

•■ ' ■ for honour,

'Vis a derivativefrom me to mine,

And only that Istandsor.

This seems to be taken from the

very letter of Anne Boleyn to the king

before her execution, where (he pleads

for the infant princess her daughter.

Mamillius, the young prince, an un

necessary character, dies in his infan

cy; but it confirms the allusion, as

Queen Anne, before Elizabeth, bore

a ttill-born son. But the most strik

ing passage, and which had nothing

to do in the tragedy, but as it pic

tured Elizabeth, is, where Paulina,

describing the new-born princess, and

her likeness to her father, fays, she

bus the very trick of bis froiun. There

is one sentence indeed so applicable,

both to Elizabeth and her father, that

I should suspect the poet inserted it

after her death. Paulina, speaking

of the child, tells the king,

"sisyours ;

And might ivc lay the old-proverb toyour

charge,

S» likeyou, 'tit the worse ■ ■ ——

To the PRINTER, &c.'

S I R,

EVERY evil has it* •beginning,

and if properly attended to ia

it's first appearance, might in general

be easily checked ; but it is otherwise

when it has taken deep root, and

spreads itself into more, numerous

branches than can be perhaps disco

vered, much less removed.

The iron and steel manufactory it

perhaps the last in which Great-Bri

tain is in danger of being equalled or

rivalled by her enemies ; but in con

versation with an eminent manufac

turer from Birmingham a few dayi

since, I was informed, that steps are

taking by the French, which, howe

ver trivial they may seem at present,

may in time prove very disadvanta

geous to this country, and contribute

towards enabling the foes of Britain

to vie, one day, with her sons in the

above-mentioned manufactures ; I

give to you as to one of our public

•watchmen, the account I have had of

this matter, and desire you will, if

you apprehend it needful, sound the

alarm immediately.

My friend assures me, that French

men have for some time past gained

admittance amongst our very inge

nious workmen in Birmingham, in

the capacity and under the appearance

of journeymen manufacturers in the

several articles peculiarly wrought in

that great town, that ornament of Bri

tain, I had almost said, of the uni

verse ; that these Frenchmen stipulate

for low wages, and for a limited time

just sufficient to obtain information

and instruction in such particulars

as are needful to make them capable

of injuring us, by transplanting our

invaluable secrets, viz. our modes of

working in iron and steel to their na

tive country, and then they disappear.

Now, Sir, I will venture to affirm

the tools, or apparatus necessary for

expediting and smithing almost every

article manufactured in Birmingham,

Wolverhampton, and the adjacent

villages, ought to be most strictly

guarded from the inspection of every

ingenious enemy of England. If

Frenchmen,



Frenchmen, imitating the royal Czar,

love their country enough, and their

patriotism induces them to put on the

forms of servants, in order to render

themselves or posterity our equals or

superiors in the knowledge of that

vast variety of iron and steel manu

factures, for which the places above-

named are so justly distinguished,

surely our love to our country mould

excite our attention to every advance

they make of this nature, and those

whose business it properly is to guard

our too visibly declining trade, will

pardon an obscure individual, who

has, as soon as in his power, commu

nicated the above hints to their consi

deration.

It is needless to observe, that

Frenchmen, or other enemies of Eng

land, if they have the views above-

mentioned, can and will work at an

under price ; they are accustomed to

expend less in their support than Eng

lishmen i nor can it be doubted, if

they are employed by their superiors

in their own country to steal our trade,

they are also supported by them, and

consequently not under the necessity

of insisting on large wages, er present

advantages. The men thus employed

are, as I am informed, exceedingly

ingenious, and therefore by much the

more dangerous 5 and their employers

either not perceiving their real inten

tion, or, charmed by that destructive

monster, immediate gain and advan

tage, will, 'tis much to be feared, be

more numerous, unless timely prevent

ed by proper authority.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

W.

*» the PRINTER, &c.

■ Makefalse hair and thatch

— nuith burthens of the dead ;

Some that were banged, no matter ;—

Wear them, betray •with them,

Paint till a horse may mire uponyour

face. Shakespeare.

ONE would imagine that the

women of the present age, do

now exactly copy the foregoing quo

tation, though I think it was that ex

cellent author's intention, as well as

many others who have noticed the

failure in the fair sex, to prevent it,

by (hewing it in the worst light ; yet

A Word to the Ladies'. 87

notwithstanding the many discourse*

that have been wrote in order to stop

this evil, still blindly do they invent

every method to make their oivn agree

able selves disagreeable. As the prin

cipal aim o! the ladies in thair drese

is to attract the regard of the men,

equally as the mens is to attract the

ladies, I would acquaint them, through

the trumpet of fame, that men (at least;

all that I am acquainted with, which

are not a few) are not fond of the pre

sent enormous and preposterous head

dress (especially in those whose station

it is quite inconsistent with) which

seems to be the centre of all their

pride, with the addition of pearl-pow

der and carmine, to destroy that na

tural beauty and sweetness which I and

every one else must own to be the

most engaging. To these disadvan

tages of dress, the simper, the grin,

the stare, the languish, the pout, and

other innumerable follies produced by

that fashionable, disgustful monster,

affiliation, are what make (I imagine)

the marriage state a state of misery ia

lieu of a state of bliss. Would I could

write with energy, not only sufficient

to warn, but to persuade my fair

countrywomen to avoid these faults ;

that each would wear what best be

came them ; that each would study

their temper, and banish from them

selves those disagreeable passions they

observe in another, instead of exposing

them to the next company they meet ;

and when they fix their station in this)

transitory life, that they would use

less affectation* and coquettish airs ;

men would then almost adore, and al

ways praise where they now scarce ad

mire, but always pity. Some of your

female readers may answer, that there

are many men who are guilty of those

faults I have- been decrying. That

there are some I well know, who are

not worthy of any one's notice ; and

were they treated with proper scorn by

the fair sex, we mould soon have less.

I am afraid I have trespassed on the

patience of the reader and bounds of

your paper, if I have, beg your par

don.

Lothario, A*"*h

IN compliance with the desire of

Essex, and other correspondents,

we now infect the fallowing.



88 Speech of L— C

£_ C *9 Speefh on the declaratory

' Bill of the Sovereignty of Great Bri

tain over the Colonies,

Ptbk

WH£N I spoke last on this sub

ject, 1 thought I had delivered

my sentiments so fully, and supported

them with such reasons, and such au

thorities, that I apprehended I should

be under no necessity of troubling your

■ again. But I am now com

pelled to rife up, and to beg your fur

ther indulgence : I find that I have

been very injuriously treated ; have

been considered as the broacher of

new-fangled doctrines, contrary to

the laws of this kingdom, and subver

sive ef the rights of p 1, — ——,

this is a heavy charge, but more so

when made against one stationed as I

am in both capacities, as P—— and

J-—, the defender of the law and the

constitution. When I spoke last, I

was indeed replied to, but not an

swered. In the intermediate time,

many things have been said. As I

was not present I must now beg leave

to answer such as have come to my

knowledge. As the affair is of the ut

most importance, and in its conse-

Suences may involve the fate of king-

oms, I took the strictest review of

my arguments ; I re-examined all my

authorities ; fully determined, if t

found myself mistaken, publickly to

own my mistake, and give up my opi

nion ; but my searches have more and

more convinced me, that the B——

p ' ' have no right to tax the

A 8. I mall not therefore con

sider the declaratory bill now lying on

your t—e ; for to what purpose, but

loss of time, to consider the particulars

of — —, the very existence of

which is illegal, absolutely illegal,

contrary to the fundamental laws of

nature, contrary to the fundamental

laws ofthis constitution ? a constitution

grounded on the eternal and immuta

ble laws of nature; a constitution

whose foundation and center is liberty,

which fends liberty to every subject

that is or may happen to be withia

smy part of its ample circumference.

Nor, — ——, is the doctrine new,

'tis as old as the constitution ; it grew

Up with it, indeed it is its support ;

taxation and representation are inse

parably united ; Cod hath joined them,

"° B p 1— can separate them j

to endeavonr to do it, is to stab our

very Vitals. Nor is this the first time

this doctrine has been mentioned; se

venty years ago, , a pamphlet

was published, recommending the le

vying a parliamentary tax on one of

the colonies j this pamphlet Was an

swered by two others, then much read ;

these totally deny the power os' taxing

the colonies ; and why ? because the!

colonies had no representatives in

parliament, to give consent ; no an

swer public or private, was given to

these pamphlets, no censor? passed

upon them ; men were not startled

at the doctrine, as either new or il

legal, or derogatory to the rights of

P—:—'—• I do not mention thefie

pamphlets by way of authority, but to

vindicate myself from the imputation

Of having first broached this doctrine.

My position is this— I repeat it—I

will maintain it to my last hour,—tax

ation and representation are msepera-

ble ;—this position is founded on the

laws of nature; it is more, it is itself

an eternal law of nature; for whatever

is a man's own, is absolutely his own ;

no man hath a right to take it from

him without his consent, either ex

pressed by himself or representative j

whoever attempts to do it, attempts

an injury ; whoever does it, commit*

a robbery ; he throws down and de

stroys the distinction between liberty

and slavery. Taxation and represen

tation are coeval with and essential to

this constitution. 1 wish the maxim

of Machiavel was followed, that of

examining a constitution, at certain

periods, according to its first princi

ples ; this would corrrect abuses and

supply defects. I wish the times would

bear it, and that mens minds were

cool enough to enter upon such a task,

and that the representative authority

of this kingdom was more equally

settled. I am sore some histories, of

late published, have done great mis

chief ; to endeavour to fix the Æra

when the house of c s began

in this kingdom, is a most pernicious

and destru6tive attempt ; to fix it an

Edward's or Henry's reign, is owing

to the idle dreams of some whimsical,

ill-judging antiquarians: but,

———, this is a point too important

to be left to such wrong-headed peo

ple. When did the h—— os
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c———s first begin ? when, —*•} it began with the constitu

tion, it grew up with the constitution;

there if not a blade of grafs growing

in the most obscure corner of this

kingdom, which is not, which was

not ever represented since the constitu

tion began ; there is not a blade of

grafs, which, when taxed, was not

taxed by the consent ofthe proprietor.

There is a history written by one

Carte, a history that molt people now

fee through ; and there is another. fa

vourite history, much read and ad

mired. I will not name the author,

your ■ must know whom I mean,

and you muit know from whence he

pilfered his notions, concerning the

first beginning of the h—— of c s.

■ . , I challenge any one to

point out the time when any tax was

laid upon any person by p ,

-that person being unrepresented in

p the p laid

a tax upon the palatinate of Chester,

and ordered commissioners to collect it

there ; as commissioners were ordered

to collect it in other counties ; but

the palatinate refilled to comply ; they

addressed the king by petition, setting

forth, that the Knglilh p had

no right to tax them, that they had a

parliament of theii own, that they bad

always faxed themselves, -and there

fore desired the king to order his

commissioners not to proceed — ———,

the king received the petition; he did

not declare theai either seditious or

rebellions, but allowed their plea,

and they taxed themselves. Your

■ ■ may fee both the petition

and the king's answer in the records

in the Tower. The clergy taxed

themselves: when the p at

tempted to tax them, they stoutly

refuted ; said they were not repre

sented there ; that they had a parlia

ment of their own, which represented

the clergy ; that they would tax theot-

seures? they did so. Much stress has

been laid upon Wales, before it was

united as it now is, as if the king,

fending in the place .of their former

princes of that country, railed money

by bis own authority : but the real

fact i* otherwise ; for 1 find that, long

before Wale* was subdued, the

northern counties of that principality

had representatives and a parliament

Keb. 17M.

or assembly. As to Ireland, ■»—<e

.hi , before that kingdom had a

p . as it now has, if your

will examine the old records,

you will find, that when a tax was

to be laid on that country, the Irish

sent over here representatives; and

the fame records will inform your

what wages those representa

tives received from their constituents.

Jn Ihorr, my , from the whole

of our history, from the earliest period,

you will find that taxation and repre

sentation were always united ; so true

are the words of that consummate

reasoner and politician Mr. Locke. J

before alluded to his book; I have

again consulted him; and finding

what, .he writes so applicable to the

subject in hand, and so much in savour

• of my sentiment;, I beg your ■ ■ ■

leave, to read a little os his book.

" The supreme power cannot take

from any man, ,any part of his pro

perty, without his own consent ;" and

B. Is. p. ij.6—139, particularly 149.

Such are the words of this great man,

and which are. well worth your

. serious attention. His prin

ciples are drawn from the heart of our

constitution, which he thoroughly un

derstood, and will last as long as that

shall last; and, to his immortal honour,

I know not to whftt, under providence,

the revolution and all its happy ef

fects, are more owingt, t<baii to the

principles of government laid down

by Air. Locke., for these reasons,

I can never give my. assent

to any bill for taxing «h)e A-

c—t—i , while they remain unre

presented ; for as to the distinction of

a virtual representation,, it is so absurd

as not te deserve an answer; I there

fore past it over with contempt.

The forefathers of jthe A——— did

not leave their native country, anjd

•su!>jci,t themselves to every danger anjd

. distrets, to be reduced to a state of

slavery : they did not give up their

rights ; they locked for .protection,

and. not for chains, from their mother

country ; by her they expected to be

defended in the possession of their

property, and not to be deprived of

it : for, should the present power con

tinue, there is nothing which they

can call their own ; or, to use the

words of Mr. Locke, " What proper-

M tjr
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ty can they have in that, which another

mar, by right, take, when he please*,

to himself."

reo.

To the Author of a Work, intitleJ The

Confessional.

SIR,

IN page 360 of your Confessional,

you tell the publick, that, " one

of the last pieces published on the Tri

nity, was, An Appeal to the Common

Sense of all Christian People, &c. which

book, you add, has passed through two

editions without any fort of reply that

you have heard of ;" but you, sir, ha

ving heard, since this was written,

that Dr. Macdonel had answered the

Appeal ; advertise your readers of it

by substituting this note at the bottom

of the fame page.

" When this was written I did not

know of Dr. Macdonel's Answer to

the Appeal, and much less of the ap

pellant's replication, intitled the Tri

nitarian Controversy reviewed, printed

for Millar, 1760. It is something,

however, to my purpose, that no Eng

lishman of any name hat ottered to

confute the Appeal, and that tbeAtha-

nasian doctrine seems to be consigned

to the sole protection of our Irish

champio , who makes so indifferent a

figure in the hands of the appellant,

that probably we (hall hear no more

of him ; the said appellant having slid

enough to deter wise men of both

sides from meddling farther in the

controversy, unless in the way of re

view."

I can tell you, fir, of some others

who have written against the Appeal.

It has, fir, been answered by Mr. Lan-

don, an ingenious clergyman in Kent.

But, in my opinion, it has been an

swered more effectually in the London

Magazine; where the controversy be

tween the appellant and his opponent

was carried on for about two years,

though not without interruption for a

month or two ; till at last the appel

lant was so miserably ir.auled, that he

was glad to give over the contest. In

' this controversy the Appeal is proved

to be a paltry piece of impertinence,

and its author a conceited, weak man ;

and for the truth of these assertions I

appeal to every competent judge *.

Perhaps you, sir, who'prosefs to ad

mire the Appeal, and who moreover

have declared, that you are neither

afraid nor ashamed to call for a review

of our Trinitarianfortut, will step forth

to the defence of your discomfited

friend. If this mould be the cafe, I

do not think you will have cause to

complain, that no notice is taken of

you. In the mean time, candour obii -

geth me to grant that, if the Appeal

be confuted, k is confuted by a writer

who has no name. But, surely, tbia

circumstance is a mere trifle, especial

ly, if it be remembered, that the au

thor os theAppeal is himself an anony-

mou» writer, and that the fame is

true of the sagacious author of tiva

Confessional.

As every human work is sure to bear

signatures of humanity, it would be

fooiisli to think oar Liturgy absolutely

perfect; it is, probable, in many parts

inaccurate both in sentiment and ex

pression, and glad mould I be if these

inaccuracies were removed : But the

question is, who shall remove them ?

You, good fir, are, I know, ready to

offer your service; b;it before we trou

ble you, it will be civil to inform our

selves, whether you be qualified for

such an undertaking ; in order thereto

it may not be amiss to examine how

accurate your own writings are.

Be it then remarked that your note,

quoted above, begins with these words,

" When this was written I did not

know of Dr. Macdonel's answer to the

Appeal, and much less of the appel

lant's replication." Now, sir, it is to

me inconceivable, how you can know

much less of one thing, than of ano

ther of which you know nothing.

In the fame page from whence this

note was taken, are to be found the

following words, " Many of the con

gregations where the Athanafian creed

has been disused, is, by accident, an

officiating stranger mould read it to

them in its course, have been known

to signify their dislike and surprize by

very manifest tokens ;" Now it is re

markable, that in the next page but

one to this, viz. p. 358, you tell us,

that " the common people are not

much offended at the doctrines of the

Trinity, and that sew of them form

any ideas about them:" This, sir,

looks something like a contradiction j

• This controversy began in the Magazinefar November, 176s.

it
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it being incredible, that the common

peopte~sliould diflike what doth not

offend them ; or that they should ex-

prtft their surprize at doctrines about

which they do not form any ideas.

You will not, I presume, tell me that

tnese congregations did not consist of

common people, but of profound phi

losophers and metaphysicians. Neither

tan you be so weak at to fay that their ii. 15. the two great divisions of man

m . ■ i-rt-1 .._ .1 A . 1. „ .. . I'. .. 1>!.J n> »1...» *..nu 1 »■*• ri>nrof«nfo.

9«

my observations upon Eph. ii. 3. He

now alledges, Gal. ii. 15. where, at

he fays, Jews by nature is by birth..

In answer to which I fay, that the

apostle intends to include proselytes,

as well as such as were born of Jewish

parents. For they also were Jews. So

Esth. viii. 17. Arid many of the people of

the land became Jews. Here, in Gal.

surprize arid dislike to the Athanasun

creed was owing to their being disu

sed to it j because this would render

your instance impertinent ; these con

gregations would, for the fame rea

son, express their surprize and dislike

at hearing any other part of our Li

turgy, even the Lord's prayer.

Again in the fame page, viz. p.

558, you begin a paragraph thus •.

" Soft and fair. Let the disquisitors

answer for themselves, and their own

view* and principles ; but do not pre

judge them beforehand." This, fir,

kind, at that; time, are represented

by Jews and Gentiles. In other places,

and very frequently, it is circumcised

and uncircumcifed, circumcision and un~

circumcision. But no man is born cir

cumcised. It is a mark fixed in the

flesh afterwards : Nor has a person,

descended of Jewish parents, any ad

vantage by his birth, unless be be cir

cumcised according tothe law of Moses.

If that it omitted, he is not a Jew,

but a mere Gentile. So that all de

pends upon circumcision. And, as it

has been said, Cbristianui non nafeilur,

fceroeth to me a's good sense and Eng- fed fit : It may be likewise said, a Jew

liih, as if you should fay to a man, do is not born, but made so.

TUA precede me before me,

I desire my readers to observe, that

the passages on which these remarks

are made, are not separated by more

than one page, as they will thereby be

the better enabled to judge how near

ly our Liturgy will be made to api

proach perfection by the touch of you*

reforming hand.

And now, fir, having made thus

free with you* justice and candour o-

blige me to declare, that I do not

think you, either in learning or natu

ral talents, by any means inferior to

the most able of your worthy friends,

tbe Free and candid Disquisitors. Your

fault lies in thinking too highly of

yourself ; you deem yourself qualified

to instruct the learned world : This is

a gross mistake, and I am very sorry

that you are fallen into it : For though

I well know that your pen can have no

other effect with men of judgment

than to excite a smile, yet let me tell

you that, among the multitude, it

may do much mischief ; this is a seri

ous affair.

1 am, Sir, your's, &c. A. B.

ft tbe AUTHOR of tbe LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SI R,

YOUR correspondent (Mag. for

Jan, p. 4.) is not satisfied with

Your correspondent now also bring*

in the words of Ps. Ii 7. which indeed

have been often alledged to prove the

general corruption of the human na

ture: But are no proof at all. Here

again, the author, formerly quoted,

may be of use to us *." Some, lays he,

are early drawn aside into evil courses,

by the snares of this world. Which

occasioned the Psalmist to say hyperbo-

lically of some wicked men : They art

estrangedfrom tbe •womb, they go astray,

as soon as they are born. And in like

manner David, aster the commissions

of the great sins he had fallen into,

recollects also his past offences, and

fays, be bad been fbapen in iniquity, and

insin bad bis mother conceived him : That

is, he laments his too great propensity

to some sins, and humbly owns, that

even in early life he had done things,

which he ought to repent of, and

blame himself for. But he is here

speaking of himself, or his own par

ticular constitution, "not of all men in

general." All which is agreeable to

Grotius upon the place. To whom

therefore, and to other judicious com

mentators, I refer the objector ; if he

is still dissatisfied. I do not intend 10

write any more upon this subject j for

I am not able to say any thing more,

or better, than what has been already

sei<l by others. N. N.

M 1 THEO.

• Strmois, as before, p. x$%, 153.
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THEOLOGICAL QUERIES.

i. TTOW is it possible unanimity

f. X in religion should subsist, but

Upon the basis of plairr, intelligible,

evident, rational, substantial and im

portant truth *

2. Can a religion that, in an espe

cial manner, exhorts all its professors

to perseverance in the practice os love

and charity, be supposed to require a

positive and absolute belief of things,

fhnt ca"n never be satisfactorily cleared

up, explained, and reconciled with

reason ; and which, therefore, isa be

lief of the articles contained therein

be deemed of real importance, mult

occasion endless disputes and animo

sities ? For how can a dispute be de

termined about a point, that accord

ing to the present supposition, cannot

possibly be so much as explained,

much less proved to the satisfaction of

those who oppose it ?

j. Does not natural religion chiefly

and principally consist, in the belief

of an implied or tacit promise, made

by the Creator of all things, of reward

ing those, who through the influence

os the belief of such promise, dili

gently serve him ?

4. Can the Almighty Creator of all

things, be obliged by any thing but

his promise; and can he do any inju

ry, and be guilty of injustice towards

any creature, unless upon supposition of

the subsistence of some promise either

express or implied, conveying a right

to better treatment ?

5. Is it possible to reconcile God'a

moral attributes with each other,

but by supposing they all center and

Unite, and are all founded in his ve

racity, and the stability of his promises?

6. How can God manifest the ex-

tensiveness of his goodness, but by

means of manifesting the extenfiveness

of his truth ?

7. Can the secure, complear, and

everlasting happiness of the creatures,

"be foundej in any thing but the ve

racity of God, and the firmness and

'stedfaltr.css of his word ?

S. Whether it did not please God

to pardon the fins of men, on accoimt

of the death of Christ, not becarfe

there was any real merit in his suf-

'feringi with r&spect to God, nor be

cause Christ's righteousness was here

by made ours by imputation, but be

cause by fulfilling his promisse of ex

posing his beloved son, and whom he

had appointed heir of all things, to

sach sufferings, and constituting him

Lord of all, according to his promise,

as the reward of his sufferings, ho

could experimentally give the strongest

evidence to all creatures, of his abso

lute determination to fulfil all bis pro

mises, and consequently advance their

happiness to the greatest height, and

establish it upon the firmest and surest

foundation—could plainly ftew by

Christ's exaltation as the reward of

his suffering through the influence of

a firm belief of the promise* of God,

that all such (and such only) mould

be abundantly rewarded, and reputed

sons of Ged, as mould follow the ex

ample of his faith and patience, and

could thus give the greatest encour

agement to all creatures to cultivate

and improve that principle, upon

which all complear, secured everlasting

happiness must depend—and could

likewise make it manifest, that bow

merciful soever he might be in forgiv

ing other sins, yet that-a wilful, ob

stinate, and malicious denial of his ve.

racity (a true principle in its own na

ture utterly inconsistent with true hap-

pineli) shall never be forgiven r

9. Is the univesal establishment osa

meer moral government, reconcilable

with the wisdom and goodness of God?

10. Is it consistent with wisdom and

goodness to make none truly happy,

because some, ami it may rje the

greater part will not cultivate and im

prove in their souls that principle,

upen which alone true happiness can be

sounded and established ?

11. It not the supposition of Chrift'i

having suffered only with respect to an

imagined human soul, and of his be

ing one substance with the father and

impassible, manifestly subversive of the

whole end and design of the redemp

tion : and upon such supposition, can

any rational connexion be conceived

between the sufferings, of Christ, and

the pardon of our sins ?

12. Can creating and preserving a

world in compliance with the will of

another, of itself give a right to an ab

solute power and authority . over it ;

though it ennnot but be allowed to be

a qualification for being invested with

suca power >

13. If the father willed, te create a

world,
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world, cout'l he not do according to

hit wit), unless the son willed it likewise?

14- Is Christ'* right to divine wor

ship founded in his natural perfections—

\a hit being creator and preserver of

all things—or in his mediatorial office ?

15. Supposing a being of the greatest

possible perfection (I (peak of natural

not moral perfection) should create a

world, and commit to another of com

paratively inferior perfections, the in-

tire and absolute government thereof,

and the whole disposal of every thing

therein, in such manner as to take no

thought, nor in the least to concern

himself about it— to which of them

would divine worship be due ?

16. Must not Christ's right to judge

and govern all things, and his right

to divine worship, of necessity be sup

posed to be sounded in one and the

seme thing ?

17. Does it not appear from the

following texts, that Christ's right to

judge and govern all things is founded

in his mediatorial office ? Heb. 1. 3.

s. 9. aid 11. 1. John 5. at, 2a, 23,

37, 17. Phil. 2. S, 9, 10, 11. Luke 29.

*6.

18. If Christ was restored to the fame

glory, as the reward of his sufferings,

after hisdeath and resurrection, which

he had with the Father before the

ivorld ivas ; docs it not clearly follow,

that the glory he had with the father

before the creation, was enjoyed by

him in virtue of his promise of suf

fering, and as the reward of his su

ture sufferings to be undergone, ac

cording to the will of his father, for

the advancement of the happiness of

all bis creatures > for if his glory,

his authority to judge and govern the

world, was the reward of his suffer

ings in one cafe, why not in the other?

Tuere was however this circumstan

tial difference, which may account

for several expressions in scripture, that

the glory which he had before his suf

ferings, he enjoyed conditionally, or

'rtue of his promise of performing

editions, whereas he enjoyed

ds unconditionally, or as

lad performed the condi-

in scripture, more

1 as the son of God,

carnation he go-

1 virtue of his

ig certain condi

tions, and because after his resurrec

tion he was constituted heir and lord

of all things ; or because be proceeded

from the Father by eternal generation?

10. If the father created all things,

and governs them, and redeemed

mankind by Jesus Christ who is lord

of all ; if Jesus Christ (whether finite

or infinite, dependent or independent

by nature, equal to or comparatively

inferior to the father in natural per

fections, though infinitely superior

therein to the creatures whom he ha*

made) always has, and always will

with respect to the creation and go

vernment of the whole world, act ac

cording to the will and counsel of his

Father, may he not be truly said to>

do all things that the Father doth, and

be properly called and worshiped as

one God with the Father? Must he not

of necessity have a right to equal

worship with the Father ? -Mull he not

even upon supposition of no unity

of substance, considered as the object

of our worship, be thought distinct,

yet irvfeperable from the father ? For

how cm we honour the Father as crea

tor, preserver ; redeemer, judge and

disposer of all things, and not equally

honour in the (ame respects the son

likewise ? Will not the only differences

be, that we (hall worship the Father as

the fountain and origin of al) being;

and all good ; and the son as deriving1

all power and authority from the fa

ther, and governing all things, and

dispensing all blessings (tho' constitut

ed absolute Lord of all) according to

the will of his father, doing alivays those

things that please him ? And what it

this but worshipping the Son as the Son,

and the Father as the Father ?

' 11. Can there possibly be any idola

try, or any blasphemy, in worshipping

the true God and governor os the

world, in acknowledging his truth,

and in pirsevering in the belief of his

being a fulfi!ler, in the highest degree,

of bis word and promise in all things ?

!To the Printer os the Public Advertiser.

SIR;. •

SINCE my return to this city, I find

that M*. A. has published some

further remarks upon my letter, relat

ing to the bounty upon the exporta

tion of our corn. (See last vol. p. 652.)

I would not affront so polite and

so elegant an author, by desiring him

to
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to look into any oT the ridiculous es

says, published by that band of gen

tlemen who venttheiropinions through

the medium of the public papers ; but

I hope I may, without affronting his

elegance, desire him to look into Bishop

Fleetwood's Chronicon Preciofum, be

cause he may there see that the com

mon price of British wheat in the be

ginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign

was at 8s. per quarter, though the

present standard of our coin had been

settled in the first year of her reign.

He may there likewise see, that the

high price of our wheat in 1587 and

1 595, was occasioned by anexcessive ex

portation; and in p. 76 he may see, that

i'o long since as in 1139, some under

takers contracted with our government

to furnish their army in Scotland with

10000 quarters of wheat and malt, to

be delivered at Berwick, or in Leith

road, at 9s. per quarter. In short,

from the whole tenor of our history,

it is evident that our armies and gar

risons, both in France and Scotland,

were always furnislied with corn and

malt from England.

These facts I thought myself ob

liged to mention, in order to shew

that the common price of British

wheat has been much lower than it

is now sold for ; and that we had a

great exportation song before any

bounty was granted upon it.

I am, Sir, &c.

Feb. 6. B.

The Opinion os bit Majesty1 Pbjficiant

end Surgeons, given Jan. *j, 1768,

in regard to Mcssrt. Sutton's Pradice

in Inoculation, in consequence os a Let

ter from Sir John Pringle, doled

London, May 6, 1767, to Mr.

Brady at Brussels, and another from

Count Kaumtz Rittberg, dated Vi

enna, Dec. 17, 1767, to Count Sei-

iern, Ambassador from the Emsrest

Sjuetn to the King of Great-Britain.

London, Jan. 23, 1768-

THE physicians and surgeons of

the king of Great Britain, in

obedience to his majesty's commands,

transmitted to them by the earl of

Hertford, his majesty'* Lord Cham

berlain, have perused and duly con

sidered two letters delivered to them ;

one from Count Kaunitz to Count

Seilern, dated Vienna the 17th of De-

eember, 1767; the ether from Sir

John P.ingle to Mr. Biady at Brussels,

dated London the 6th of May, 1767,

upon the subjtct of the inoculation of

the small-pox.

They humbly beg leave to observe,

that no report whatsoever, in respect

to the general success of inoculation

in this country, can greatly exceed the

truth ; that for many years past scarce

one in a thousand has failed under the

inoculated small-pox, even before the

time of the Suttons, where the pa

tients have been properly prepared

before, and rightly treated during

the eruption, with respect to external

beat, diet, cooling and opening me

dicines.

That by a steady observance of these

rules, and by a much freer use of the

open and even cold air, than was for

merly known in this country, Messrs.

Suttons and others have communicated

the small- pox with very great success,

and have thrown some new lights upon

the subject of inoculation, particularly

with respect to the exposing of patient*

to the open air ; that the inoculators

in England in general have adopted

this method, and experience the suc

cess of it daily.

That they are of opinion, that the

success, of Messrs. Suttons is to be at-

attributed to the advantages arising

from the opposition to colder air,

from a judicious treatment, and the

due observance of some other rules,

whichhave usually been followed in this

country before, and not to any peculiar

nostrum, or specific remedy.

That they have no doubt, but that

the method of inoculation, practised

in England with such universal success,

would be as successful at Vienna, pro

vided the inoculation was performed

with the fame skill and prudence, and

the patients were equally submissive to

the rules directed.

In answer to the extract from Sir

John Pringle's letter they beg leave te

make the following observations : It is

said that the number os pustules on the

whole body of a patient inoculated by

Sutton does not exceed one hundred,

or two hundred at most, commonly

not a dozen : If it is meant that the

number of pustules can be determined,

and that they will never exceed two

hundred, they beg leave to observe,

that this is not an exact representation

of the case ; for though it will very

frequently
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frequently happen that the num

ber of pustules will not be more than a

dozen, yet lometimes, though very

rarely, they will greatly exceed two

hundred.

It is said that Sutton does not re

quire bis patients to keep in doors :

This passage seems to imply that it is

at the option of the patients whether

they will go out or no; but the truth

is, they are strictly enjoined to go

abroad, and to expose themselves

to the open air. It is said that Sutton

has inoculated 40,000 patients •without

losing ant. They are not able to ascer

tain the number that he has inoculat

ed, but believe he has failed so very

seldom, that they do not chink that it

ought to be considered as any objection

to his method.

Sir John Pringle> adds, that when

Sutton is called to people in the natu

ral smallpox, who are in danger and

at the height, or crisis of the distemper,

the first thing that he does to relieve

them is, to expose them to the open

air, to carry them into it if it be pos

sible, and this even in the winter ; and

if they are not in a condition to be

removed, he orders all the windows

and bed-curtains to be thrown open.

They apprehend this praSice has been

found unsuccessful.

The Suttons arc undoubtedly in

some respects improvers in the art of

inoculation, but by applying their

rules too generally, and by their not

making a proper allowance for the

difference of die constitutions, have

frequently done harm. All their im

provements have been adopted by

. ether inoculators, and in the hands of

these the art seems to be carried to

. great perfection.

Sign'd,

Wm. Duncan, ~)„. r . _„,.„
c. w1NT.ING„AM. |5JJ£Jt.

R. Warren,

J. Ranby,

C. Hawkins,

I). MlDDLETON.

Surgeons to

'the king.

A Reflation and Order of the House os

Commons.

I.unæ, 8" Die Februarii, 1768.

Resolved,

THAT such part of the capital

stock of annuities after the rate

of four pounds per centum, established

95

by an act made in the third year of

his majesty's reign, intituled, an aft

for granting to his majesty several

additional duties upon wines imported

into this kingdom, and certain duties

open all cyder and perry, and for

raising the sum ,of three million five

hundred thousand pounds by way of

annuities and lotteries to be charged

on the said duties, as shall remain af

ter the 5th day of July next, be re

deemed and paid off in manner fol

lowing 9 that is to fay, one half of

such remaining part of the said capital

stock of annuities on the 10th day of

October next, and the other half, be

ing the residue of such capital stock,

on the 5th day of January 1769, after

discharging the interest due on each

of the said days upon the respective

parts of the said capital stock which is

then to be redeemed and paid off.

Ordered,

That Mr. Speaker do forthwith give

notice, that such part of the capital

stock of annuities after the rate of

four pounds per centum, established

by an act made in the third year of his

majesty's reign, intituled, an act for

granting to his majesty several addi

tional duties upon wines imported

into this kingdom, and certain duties

upon all cyder and perry, and for

raising the sum of three million rive

hundred thousand pounds by way of

annuities and lotteries to be charged

on the said duties, as shall remain af

ter the 5th day of July next, will

be redeemed and paid off in manner

following j that is to fay, one half of

such remaining part of the said capi

tal stock of annuities on the toth day

of October next, and the other half

being the residue of such capital stock,

on the 5th day of January 1 769, after

discharging the interest due on each

of the said days, upon the respective

parts of the said capital stock which is

then to be redeemed and paid off,

agreeable to the clauses and powers

ol redemption contained in the said act.

Which resolution and order, thus

signified and published by me, are to

be sufficient notice of the repayment

of the remaining part of the principal

sum for which the said annuities were

establiflied, and of the redemption of

the remainder of the said annuities.

J. ClTST, Speaker.

An
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Jin Account tf an Amphibious Bipes ; by

John Ellis, Esq; .F. R. S. Tt tbe

Royal Society.

[Read June 5, 1766.]

THESE two specimens of • re-

maskable kind of animal, which

1 have the honour to lay before this

Royal Society, I received last summer

-from Dr. Alexander Garden, of

CharieSrtown, South Carolina, who

fays, it is evidently a new genus not

yet taken notice of by natural] Its, and

that it appears to him, to come from

the Murænaaad the Lacerta.

The natives call it by the name of

Mud-Inguana.

It it found in swampy and muddy

places, by the sides of pools, under the

trunks of old trees that bang over the

water.

The lesser one B, [fee thePLATE]

which is preserved in spirits measures

about nine inches iu length , and ap

pears to be a very young state of the

animal, as we may observe from, the

tfn of the tail and the opercula or co

verings of the gills being not yet ex

tended to their full size. These oper

cula, in their present state, consist

'each of three indented lobes, hiding

the gills from view, and are plsced

just above the two feet. These feet

appear like little arms and hands, each

furnished with four fingersi and each

finger with a claw.

In the specimen A, which is about

thirty-one inches long, the bead is

something like an eel, but more com

pressed : The eyes are small and pla

ced as those of the eel are, in this

they are scarce visible : This smallness

of the eye best suits an animal that

lives so much in mud. The nostrils

are very plainly to be distinguished;

these, with the gills and the remark

able length of the lungs, shew it to be

a true amphibious animal. The mouth

is small in proportion to the body ;

but its palate and inside of the lower

jaw (fee fig. C) are well provided

with many rows of pointed teeth ;

with this provision of nature, added

to the (harp exterior bony edges of

both the upper and under jaw, tbe

animal seems capable of biting and

grinding the hardest kind of food.

The stun which is black, is full of

small scales., resembling chagrin. These

scales are of different sizes and shapes

according to their situation, but all

appear sunk into its gelatinous sur

face : Thole along the back and belly

are of an oblong oval form, and close

set together : in the other parts, they

are round and more distinct. Both

the sides are mottled with small white

spots, and have two distinct lines

composed of small white streaks, con

tinued along from the feet to tbe tail.

The sin of the tail has no rays, and is

• no more than an adipose membrane

like that of the eel ; this fin appears

more distinctly in tbe dry animal than

in those that have been preserved in

spirits. a

The opercula, or coverings to the

.gills in dry specimens appear shrivel

led up, but yet we may plainly fee they

have been doubly pennated. Under

these coverings, are the openings to

, tbe gills, three on each fide, agreeable

to the number of the opercula. In

the plate at fig. F. tbe fins are repre

sented as they appear when just taken

out of the water and put into spirits

of wine.

The form of these pennated cover

ings approach very near to what I have

.some time ago observed, in the larva,

or aquatic state of our English lacerta,

known by the name of est or newt

(fee fig. 1) and E) which serve them

for coverings to their gills, and far

fins to swim with during this state ;

. and which they lose, as well as the

.fin of their tails, when they change

their Hate and become land animals;

as I have observed by keeping them

alive for some time myself.

Recollecting these observations on

the changes of our lizard, and at the

fame time the many remarkable chan

ges in frogs, I began to suspect whe

ther the animal might not be the lar

va state of some large kind of lizard ;

and therefore requested the favour of

Pr. Solander, to examine with me

the lacertas in the British Museum ;

that we might see whether any of the

young ones had only two feet ; but,

after carefully going through many

kinds, we could plainly discover four

feet perfectly formed, even in those

that were just coming out of their

eggs- .

During this state of uncertainty, I

forwarded to Dx. Linnæus of Us sal,

at
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at I>r. Garden's request, his account

of the largest specimen, and, at the

fame time, sent him one of the smaller

specimens preserved in spirits, desiring

his opinion, for Dr. Garden's, as well

as my own, satisfaction.

About the latter end of January last

I was favoured with an answer from

the professor, dated Upsal, December

*7> r7si5» wherein he says,

" I received Dr. Garden's very

rare two-footed animal with gills and

lungs. The animal is probably the

larva of some kind of lacerta, which I

very much desire that he will particu

larly enquire into.

If it does not undergo a change, it

belongs to the order of Nantes, which

have both lungs and gills; and if so,

it must be a new and very distinct

genus, and should most properly have

the name of Siren.

I cannot possibly describe to you how

much this two footed animal has exer

cised my thoughts ; if it is a larva, he

will no doubt find some of them with

four feet.

It is not an easy matter to reconcile

it to the larva of the lizard tribe, its

fingers being furnished with claws ;

all the larvas of lizards, that I know,

are without them (digith muticis.)

Then also the branchiae or gills are

not to be met with in the aquatic sala

manders, which are probably the lar

vas of lizards,

Further, the croaking noise or sound

it makes does not agree with the larvas

of these animals ; nor does the situa

tion of the anus.

So that there is no creature that ever

I saw, that 1 long so much to be

convinced of the truth, as what this

will certainly turn out to be."

I am, with the greatest respect,

the Royal Society's

most obedient humble servant,

Gray's Inn, June 5, 1766. J. Ellis.

P. S. In a letter lately received from

Dr: Garden, he mentions one remark

able property in this animal, which is,

that his servant endeavouring to kill

•ne of them, by dashing it against the

stones, it broke into three or four

pieces : be further fays, that he has

had an opportunity of seeing many of

them lately of a much larger size,

and that he never saw one with more

than two feet ; so :hat he is fully con-

F«b. 1768.

vinced, that It is quite a new genus of

the animal kingdom.

IT having been enquired, by a corre

spondent of the London Chronicle,

what became of Mr. Robertson, since

he wrote the honest letter inserted in.

our last vol. page 615, the following

answer was returned.

To Mr. Andrew Marvell, tun.

SIR,

THE Mr. Robertson, whom yott

are pleased to enquire aster, in the

London Chronicle, being now in Lon

don, and best acquainted with what

you would be informed of, returns

these answers to the questions you pro

pose. But first he must assure you,

that the letter, and many extracts from,

his book, were inserted in the Chro

nicle, Magazines, &c. without the least

direction from him, mediately or im

mediately.

The good bishop, for wbom my

heart still glows with warmest grati

tude, answered my letter in the most

friendly manner, and said he was sorry

that I myself had prevented him from

doing what he intended for me : And

in some private conversations after

wards, he expressed much concern,

that the law obliged him to insist upon

my subscribing, declaring, &c. and

that it was not in his power to dis

pense with it. He then bestowed the

benefices, which I had declined, upon

another clergyman.

This transaction between his lord

ship and me soon became matter of

common talk, and I was looked upon,

as a dangerous heretic.

You will easily imagine what were

the consequences of this character. I

will only mention one. I intreated

my lord, some time after, to uie his

interest to obtain some employment for

me that would not be inconsistent with

these scruples which then prevailed in.

my mind : But he told me, very pru

dently, that he would not engage in

any such such matter ; and I never saw

him after.

These new notions which had got

into my mind, engaged me to read

and think much upon the subjects of

them ; and in a few years I digested

my thoughts into some method, and

published a book intituled, An Attempt

toexplain the words Retsou, Substance,

N person,
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Person, &c. which hath been favour-

ably received by the public.

Perceiving that I had nothing to ex

pect in Ireland, I came here last sum

mer, with strong recommendations to

some people of consequence. But I

find, how hard it it for a stranger to

?;t into any employment, especially a

ranger, who has had the assurance to

1768.

declare against things that are held \»

the highest veneration.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient,

humble servant,

W. Robertson,

From Mr. Martin' s, (No. 171.) Fleet-

street, Feb. 15. 1768.

POETICAL ESSAYS.

Tie Reverend Mr. T , Vicar of A

in Ozon, to i/i Elbow Chaib.

LOLLING at ease, and void of care.

Whom rather (hall I raise to fame,

Than thou my much lov'd Elbow Chair,

Who thus fupport'st my p:nguid frame ?

When * Henry long and -f- Richard fought,

And England bled in civil war.

What was their glorious aim ?—No doubt

'Twai that bewitching + Elbow Chair.

So have I seen whole winter nights

The bottle (land, the tale suspended,

While to this chair two stubborn wights

Have each an equal claim defended.

That ranting youth, now foe to rest,

Whose limbs a fatal vigour warms,

Shall languish soon, and fly, more blest.

To your'f, than Sylvia's spreading am s.

© ! may I long enjoy thy charms,

By age more fond, more constant grown ;

Forget each care within thy arras,

Nor envy George his tuple throne*

To Mist Polly Reynold.

WHEN first your rising charms 1 fa*-,

New raptures fill'd my heart;

Struck dumb with wonder, love and awe,

I vicv.'d the coming dart :

But when your wit by sense tefin'd,

In endless sweetness rose,

When beauty, wit and sense combia'o^

'Twas madness to oppose.

I yield, I yield ! resistless fair,

O spare the heart you've won!

And kindly listen to my pr^y'r }

Or, Polly, I'm undone!

A MAN in LOVE.

By Lady M—y W—y M e.

L'Jltrfimc qui ne se trouve point & rest trau*

iiera jamait .

TH E man who feels the dear disease,

Forgets himself, rteglects to pleasj s

The crowd avoids and seeks the groves,

And much he thinks when rruch he loves;

' Prrss'd with alternate hnpe and for.

Sighs in her absence, fighs when foe is ne^r.

The gay, the fond, the fair, the young.

Those trifles pass unseen along;

To him a pert, insipid throng.

But most he fliuns the vain coquet ;

Contemns her false attested wit i

The minstrel's found, the flowing bow!,

Oppress and huit Lhe'am'roas foul.

'Tis solitude alone can please,

And gives some intervals of ejse.

He feeds the soft distemper there,

And fondly courts the distant fair;

To balls, the silent shade prefers,

And hates all other chirms but hers.

When thus your absent swain can do,

Muily, you may believe him true.

VERSES wi.w in a GARDEK,

[By tbesooe.']

SE E how that pair of billing doves

With open murmurs own thcja; loves:

And heedless of censorious eyes,

Pursue their unpolluted joys :

No fears of future want molest

The downy quiet of their nest ;

No int'reft ioin'd the hap;iy pair.

Securely bltli in nature's care,

While her dear dictates they pursue :

For constancy is nature too.

Can all the doctrine of our schools

Cur maxims, our religious rules,

Can learning to cur lives ensure

Virtue lo bright, or bliss so pure ?

The great Cteator's happy ends,

Vir uc and pl-asure ever blends:

In vain the church and court have Lry'd

Th' united essence to divide)

Alike they find their wild mistake,

The pedant priest, and giddy rake.

PROLOGUE

* Henry ril.

to let. Coo»-Xatc»i»

Man.

Spirit by Mr. BENS LE Y.

PR E S T by the load of life, the weary

mind

Surveys the general toil of human kind :

With cool submission joins the lab'ring train,

And social sorrow loses hall its pain.

Anvdsl the toils ot this returning year,

When senators and nciles leam to scat;

Our

•f Richard III. J Ctrirf.itn ctsir.
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•or little bard, without complaint may

(bare

The bustling season's epidemic care.

Like Cæsir'i pilot, dignify'd by fate,

Toft in one common storm with all the great,

Diftrest alike the statesman and the wit,

When one a borough courti, and one the

pittj

The busy candidates for pew'r and fame,

Hare hopes and fears, and wishes, just the

fame;

Disabled both to combat, or to fir.

Must hear all taunts, and hear without reply ;

Unchecked, on both, caprice may vent its

rage,

As children fret the lion in a cage ;

The offended burgess hoards his angry tale,

For that blest year, when all that vote may

rail ;

The poet's foes their schemes of spite dismifa,

Till that glad night, when all that hate may

hist. [t"be,

The great, 'tit true, can charm tV electing

The bard may supplicate, but aannot bribe ;

Yet judg'd by thole, whose roices ne'er were

fold,

He feels no want of ill-persuading gold ;

But confident of praise, if praise be due,

TruAs, without fear, to candour, and to you.

EPILOGUE, Spoie-. by Mrs. BULKLEY.

AS puffing quacks some caitiff-wretch

procure,

To swear the pill, or drop, haswrouehta cure;

Thui on the stage our play-wrights still depend

For epilogue, or prologue, on some friend,

Who knows each art of coaxing up the town,

And makes full many a bit. er pill go down ;

Conscious of this, our bard has gone about,

And teaz'd each rhyming friend to help him

out.

An epilogue !—Things can't go on without it,

It could not fail, would you but set about it.

Young man, cries one, (a bird laid up in

clover)

Alas I young man, my writing days are over;

Let boys play tricks, and kick the straw, not I,

Your brother doctor there, perhaps, may try j

What I, dear Sir, the doctor interpose!,

What, plant my thistle, Sir, among your

roses ? [pardon,

No; ask your manager ?—Who, me?— Your

Those things are not our fort, at Covers-

Garden.

As some unhappy wight, at some new play,

At the Pitt door stands elVwing avaj ;

TVlrlc oft with many a smile, and many a

shrug,

He eyes the center, where his friends sit snug;

His simpering friends, with pleasure in their

eyes, "

Sink as he finks, and as he rises rife ;

He nods, they nod, he cringes, they grimace,

But not a foul will budge to give him place ;

* AUaiing to a certain Letter ivbicb bat
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Our author's friends, thus plac'J at hipry

distance, [taace.

Give him good words, indeed, but no afltf-

Since then unhelpt, our bard must now con

form,

To bide the pelting of this pitiless storm,

Blame where you must, be candid whete you

can,

And be each critic, the Good-Natur'd Man.

EPIGRAM.

Liter* • Sea ipta manet.

c 0 ME mourn their doom in durance vile,

" While tibers fatten on the spoil —spoil

Whence we collect this wholesome rule,

" Tis better to be K—ut— thao F—t.

An ODE, performed at the Castle of Dublin,

on Monday the %tb of Feb. I76S, being

the Day appointed for celebrating tbt Birth-

Day of2}ucen Charlotti.

CHORUS.

STRIKE, the sweet Hibernian lyre.

Every loyal heart inspire :

See, they croud the joyous scene !

Annual tribute to your queen !

AIR.

Adorn'd with ev'ry grace refin'd,

With ev'ry virtue bless'd ;

Esteem'd, rever'd, by all mankind.

And by the first caress'd.

A mein whose awful honour shines>

Where sense and sweetness move ;

And angel innocence refines,

The tenderness of love.

R E C I T.

May heaven to crown her life with joy,

Celestial guardian care employ :

And ev'ry sweetly circling hour,

Ambrosial odours round her pour.

Blest monarch ! of such charms posl&ss'd.

Who lives ador'd in ev'ry hieast.

AIR.

Great queen beluv'd, whose bounteous mind,

Flows in compassion to mankind,

See her diffuse the royal aid,

And call so'th merit fiom the shade ;

Forbid the burthen'd heart to sigh,

And wipe the tear from sorrow's eye.

R E C I T.

Peace o'er the land, extends her balmy wing,

And thus the grateful happy peasants sing.

AIR.

Frcmhill todale, from grove to verdant spring,

Sweet founds ■ el'ponHve, fill the ambient air,

Wiih Charlotte's name they make the valliel

ring,

And banish ther.ce the family of care.

C H OR (J S.

In this lov'd fertile isle may uni»a_ take her

stand, .. (patriot hand,

A n<l deal her sweets around, froai's'^wnslienii's

While Plenty's copious horn, prjurs blcAingi

o'er the land.

Ni to

lately been tbe subtecl of much conversation*
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T# Sari LIGOR1I1,

OThou ! whose kind and fost'ring hind

Mjr infant fortune taught te stand,

And, with its free spontaneous aid,

Fisft drew me, from the dreary shade,

To gladsome sunshine. Tbou, whose light

Dispcll'd the envious damp as night,

To thee I call, lov'd Ligonier !

O deign, my grateful voice to hear i

Let it proclaim the mighty debt,

Which the great patron would forget

At doing good thy virtues aim,

From the good done no merit claim,

Pleas'd with the deed, and not the fame,

Thy heart, with kindness born to flow,

Sighs for occasions to bestow

Fair Fortune's smiles ; of human kind

The friend, to merit never blind.

Thy manly breast can melt with grief,

When modest want avoids relief;

And the lost day still closes with a tear,

When no jost object of compa lion's near.

O ! form'd in courts to thine and please,

And sweet society's enchanting ease ;

All the court'" science flciU'd t' impart,

Except its falsenood : Thy good heart

Ne'er knew with friendship's milk to flay,

With kisses stab, with smiles betray.

Foe to the whisper j '.d the sneer,

Those poisons to the priaccly ear.

Fair truth surround' thy chearful bowl,

And speaks rhe language of thy foul,

Which perfect in each warlike art,

That genius can to camps impart ;

To camos a virtue more -in give,

Teach how to spare, and bid t..e vanquish' d

live ,

In mercy as in valour to excel,

And bring humanity with arms to dwell.

In conduct great, in action brave

O 1 born to conquer, or to save !

At Lawfeldt trembling France beheld

Her choicest troops by thee repell'd,

Her conquest llopt in mid career;

And, by thy valour bought too dear :

Could scarce believe the field her

Until the dreaded captive (hewn

Secur'd the day, and fix'd her th

That warlike hand let Britain bless,

Let her jlad matrons round it prep,

Whose reicu'd sons their safety owe

To thy protecting arm ; bestow

The noblest gift, the civic crown,

Pur to thy honour'd brow alone,

Whose prowess and opposing shield

So luir: mainta.n'd the doubtful field.

And un lismay'd our fainting war sustain'd,

Where star and flight, and pale confusion

reien'd- -

The ojren wreath still rr.ore to giace,

On thy I. ,/'.i temples let them place

The liureKwuaht from battle? won,

F:on -locl.Ji-i down to Dcttingen ;

T, get!. er bind the'e h' nours fast,

As long as time itself toil! last. W. D.

io aear ;

her own, "7

wn >

■ throne. J

■ Djriul,
■Jr Mabim.t.

ODE/. L—d E i*i P I G,

YE muses quit your sacred stream,

And aid me like the bard of yore,

Hight Milton, for like his my theme,

In verse was never fung before.

Indeed the tale is often told in prose ;

Since all the world the mighty wonder knows !

Theme of Sublimity ! my boar,

All hail 1 Thou beast of high renown,

As famous as the horse of yore.

That won his lucky lord a crown * ■

Fam'd at Miss Lesbia's bird, in verse so soft

Recorded, or the rabbit) of Moll Toft !

Hail, Pig ! at Tunbridge born and bred,

Who fingledst out his 1—p there :

Event that round the region spread,

And made the gaping million stare ;

And strange it was to see, upon my word,

A pig for ever trotting with my l—d.

The gentry marvell'd at the fight :

The public walks, the rooms they rang s

'Twas l — d and pig from morn to night,

And pig and 1 p all day long.

Soon did the wond'rous tale to London wing; :

The nobles heard it, and they told the king.

Good Lord ! fays one, what can this mean ?

And rais'd the whites of both his eyes :

It bodes some dire portent I ween,

I can't tell, sure, a second cries.

Thus did the wcirld indulge conjecture vague,

For earthquakes some contending, some al

plague !

But such the meaner world, the crew

Of dull uneducated brains ;

But mark t.V opinions of the few,

Hear what the learned world mair.r.inF :

Somedeem'd the 1—d, St. Anthony incog.

To earth re-travell'd with his sav'rite hog.

Others, in Oriental lore

Deep vets'd, that heard the peerless tale,

Declar'd, with judgment sage, the boar

Did secrets to roy l—d reveal ;

Like the fam'd dove the muiiulman's revere.

Which, billing, whisper'd in the prophet's -J-

ear.

While some as sagely as the rest,

Who firm bcliev'd in transmigration*,

Pronounc'd this friendly grunting beast

One cf his 1—p's near relations,

Doom'd by the Fates, for certain deeds divine.

To animate the body of a swine !

Hail, pighog! by whose potent aid.

My 1—d his health had and employ j

My 1—y too was brought to- bed,

Heav'n bless it ! of a chopping boy.

Event that fame so founded with her horn,

As scar'4 the very infants yet unborn !

Thrice happy hog ! with Mrs. J—n J,

Who in a chariot, cheek by Jole,

Did'st Jehu. like, from Tunbridge town

To M—t'a enchanting mansions roll j

Where

} Mj L—y's leaui'g -umax.
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-tre to thy leree, thous-inds did repair

win nine fat aldermen and Mr. Mayor.

1>e rnayor,and aldermen polite,

S«« that without or fee or purchase,

If fe his lordthip thought it right,

They'd choose thee, gentle swine, for burgess.

Thaak ye, reply'd hit lordship; but,odsnigsl

Ttnosh afles sit, 'tit never granted pigs. -^^

Thrice happy bog ! who lov'ft lo snore,

Reclining on my 1—y's lap,

Whe gives thy hist'ry o'er and o'er,

WhiJe pijsnye gruntling takes hit nap.

Mgbiful tale, that strikes all stories dumb,

Frwn Gog the mighty giant, to Tom Thumb.

Zxttmpon on a Pipe of Tobacco.

THRO' worthiest tube of brittle clay,

Will I some»serious thoughts convey j

Hy native frailty here I trace,

A perfect type of human race :

Iiotick ia the noisome plant,

Eierjck all, for which I pant 5

With fick'ning fumes the air I choalc,

What's worldly grandeur but a sinoak !

Tbeenick'ning whiffs declare the strife

Of those, who gasp for parting 1 fe j

The heap of dust that't left behind,

Displays the fate of all mankind.

O. L.

THE CONTRAST.

WHEN heav'n't imperial beautiet stood

Reveal'd to Paris eyes.

Their charms in deep suspense he view'd,

Still doubting whose the prize.

Thus, loft in beauty's maze, 1 trace,

Mild Laura's sober mien ;

When gay Belinda'! sprightly grace

Adorns the rival scene.

Enthron'd in Laura's pensive brow

A Pallia we survey:

la Bella's cheek the Cupids glow,

The smiles of Venus play.

la manners grave, and temper sweet,

See '. Laura how serene !

Each lonk, each gesture how discreet!

How pure each thought within !

Lo ! BVlla chearful, airy, smart,

In native humour gay!

Iich smile, the emblem of her heart,

Bright at the god of day.

Laara't reserve and decency

Our reason bids approve t

Belinda's sweet vivacity

Inspires the warmth of love.

My fiiendsliip then, my belt esteem,

To Lauca I resign :

And BtH, tboa dear enchanting whim,

My ravish\i heart be thine.

Hull, Nov, ia.

AUrtfii It Miss I—ny W—n of Langridge

in ttt County of Pembroke.

AS when safe landed on the Argjgian

(hares,

Ulysses son the fertile isle explores ;

With joy elate he views the graceful train

Of nymphs attendant on Calypso's reign :

But when ths queen her hcav'nly charms —

displays, I

(Like Sol eclipsing Cynthia's weaker rays) V

Raptur'd her brighter beauties he surveys. I

So my pleas'd eyes first saw the lovely maids,

That sportive rove o'er Cambria's western

glades ; nigh,]

But soon as W—r—n't matchless form drew

Each lesser bsAuty faded in the eye,

She could alone engage th' enchanted fight

And fill the soul with wonder and delight.

Cou'd I, dear nymph, in just proportion trace

Thy easy gesture, and attractive grace !

Thy featurei in their full perfection sliew.

Those lips of coral, and that neck of snow !

My verse wou'd then each am'roys reader fire,

Inflame with love and kindle up desire.

Motto.

MY MIND TO ME A KINGDOM IS,

An old Ballad,

MY minde to me a kingdoms if ;

Such perfect joy therein I finde

As farre exceeds all earthly blisse,

That God or nature hath asfignde :

Though much I want, that most would have,

Yet still my mind forbids to crave.

Content I live, this it my stay :

I seek no more than may suffice t

I presse to bear no haughtie sway ;

Look what 1 lack my mind supplies.

Loe ! thus I triumph like a king,

Content with that my mind doth bring.

1 see how plentie surfett oft,

And haftie clymbert soonest fall :

I see that such as sit aloft

Mishap doth threaten most of all:

These get with toile, and keep with feare :

Such cares my mind could never bearc.

No princely pompe, r»or welthie store,

No force to winne a victorie,

No wylie wit to salve a sore,

No shape to winne a lover's eye |

To none of these I yeeld as thrall.

For why, my mind dispiseth all.

Some have too much, yet still they crave,

I little have, yet seek no more :

They ate but poore, tho' much they have j

And I am rich with little store t

They poor, I rich ; they beg, 1 give 5

They lackc, I lend ; they pine, I give.

I laugh not at another* lolse,

I grudge not at anothers gaine ;

No worldly wave my mind can tosse,

I brooke that it another's bane :

I fears no foe, nor fawne on friend ;

I loth not life, nor dread mine end.

My welth is health, and perfect ease :

My conscience clere my chicle defences

1 r-sver seeke by brybes to please,

Nor by desert to give offence :

Thus do I live, thus will I die ;

Would all did so at well as 1 1
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WINIFRED A.

AW A V; let naught to love displeasing,

My Winifrerla, move your care ;

Let nought delay the heavenly blessing,

Nor squeamish pride, nor gloomy fear.

What tho* no grams of royal donors

With pompous titles grace our blood ?

We'll shine in more substantial honors,

And to be noble we'll be good.

Our name, while virtue thus we tcnJcr,

Wiil sweetly sound where e'er 'tis spoke :

And all the great ones, they (hall wonder

How they respect such little folk.

What though from fortune's lavish bounty

No mighty treasures we posseft,

We'll find within our pittance plenty,

And be content without excess.

Still shall each returning season

Sufficient for our wishes give ;

For we will live.a life of reason,

And that's the only life to live.

Through youth and age in love excelling,

We'll hand in hand together tread <

Sweet smiling peace shall crown our dwelling,

And babes, sweet-smiling babes, our bed.

How should (love the pretty creatures,

While round my knees they fondly clung j

To fee them look their mother's features,

To hear them lisp their mother's tongue.

And when with envy time transported,

Shall think to rob us of our joys,

You'll in your girls again be courted,

And I'll go wooing in my beys.

ANECDOTE.

IT has been mentioned in the sevens

papers lately, that " it was observable,

that the rebuilding of Worksop manor house,

a seat belonging to the Duke os Norfolk, did

not now go on with that alacrity as it did be

fore a late melancholy event"—meaning, no

doubt, the affecting circumstance of the

death of the late Mr. Howard, his Grace's

nephew and heir ; who was, pcihap*, one

of the most amiable young men or fashion in

the world, and consequently his loss not a

private but a public los». This observation

on the rebuilding of Worktop Manor, puts

us in mind of an aneca'ote never made

public before, which throws the strongest

lulre on the shin -tig character os the present

n*ble duke. When that magnificent house,

an-i its no less sumptuot-s furniture, valued at

snore than 100,000 1. were accidentally

burnt and destroyed (some five or six years

sine:) his grace and family were all a: Bath.

The messenger who cam; express with the

fatal news, arrived about' noon, when the

dujfie was at home, and the duch-ss abroad

on a morning visit. The man disclosed the

misfortune fiist to an upper servant, and he

»ai so much affected with it himself, that

he had not the courage to acquaint hit mas

ter with it. It was then agreed upon, that

the properest person to announce the acci

dent to the duke, would be the man who

brought the news, and who had been a me

lancholy eye-witness of the destructive flames.

His Graee was then informed, that such an

one (naming him) had come from Worksop

Manor, on urgent business, and desired to de

liver his message personally : He was ordered

up ; his face, on entering, was the picture

that Shakefpear describes in Richard the

Third : " E'en such a man, so dead in look,

so woe begone (*. e. so far gone in sorrow)

drew Priam's curtain in the dead of night,

and told him half his Troy was burnt." The

duke received the news with a calmness and

a fortitude,' that would baffle all the force of

language to express. Kis only words were,

" God's will be done i no matter, we mutt

build it up again." -.she man was asked,

to whom he had to/„ it since his arrival ;

and those who knew it were, strictly

charged, on no account whatever, to men

tion it to any one. His Grace was that

day to give a very siipsib public entertainment

to the principal nubility and gentry then at

Bath, and lie received the duchess on her re

turn, and afterwards entertained the compa

ny with all his wonted chearfulness and open

ness of heart; insomuch that it was impossi

ble to discover that even the slightest misfor

tune had happened to him. That evening

or the next morning (we are not sure which)

the duke took occasion to break the affair to

the duchess, by degrees, and in such an alle

viating manner, as to very little affect her

grace, comparatively considered with any lest

cautious method of disclosing it. It was,

however, some time before it was determined,

on to rebuild Work fop" Manor j and it was

thought at last t< be resolved upon by their

grace;, more from the humane reflection of

the numbers of poor people, neighbours and

dependants, who would otherwise be suffer

ers, than from any other motive.

To the Printer os the Public Advertiser.

0 Navis referent in mare te ttovi jluctux—

0 quidtgit, fartiter eccufa Portum !

SIR, Portsmouth, Feb. 12. i"68.

AFT ER an almost total stagnation of

Business for :a considerable Time, we

have at last had the Pleasure to see something'

stirring at this place. Here are a great

number of ships cyme in, and no doubt you

will be anxious to know the particulars. I

have therefore drawn up the best intelligence.

I could procure, and wish to fee it inserted

in the Public Advertiser ; for I am informed

that is the paper which people of fashion

take in, and 1 h^ve been always ambitious of

appearing in the best companies.

I am, sir, your very humble servant,

QUIDNUNC,

1 SHIP



1768. Ship News Extraordinary.

SHIP VEWS EXTRAORDINARY.

Portsmouth, January ib.

THE wild continues northerly and blows

fresh. Rz mains at Spitbead the Grafton,

with his majesty's ships as per last.

The Graftal is a fine new three-decker,

■Tim remarkably well, and carries her

ports better than any ship in the king's ser

vice ; and yet Die looks as snug in the water

as a Frigate, owing to her being painted

•s a dark colour, and not loaded, like many

others, with gilding and caned work. As

to her going, it was observed io her last cruise,

that she tar out-failed all the rest of the

fleet.

The carpenters, who were ordered to

survey the Chatham, have reported her " un

fit for service ;"—however, she still continues

in commission ; notwithstanding which,

it is said, that the Admiral's stag will be

sifted from her to the Graston.

The Chatham was formerly reckoned a

prime sailor, worked well, and was so ex

ceeding stiff, that (he could carry more

fail than any ship in the navy. But having

been raised (at the request of her captain when

(he came last into dock) (he was found on

her next cruise to be extremely top-heavy,

and her timbers so much wrung by the

weight of her upper works, as to render her

altogether eraxy.— It is surprising,, that

those who have the conduct of our naval

■affairs should have fallen into the above mis

take, as it has been frequently observed, that

raising of (hips has rendered unserviceable

many a good bottom !—The raising of the

Pulteney in the last reign is a memorable in

stance of the truth of this observation.

The Htmrst Tortjbircman, Rockingham,

with a large convoy, was lately seen in the

OrrixG, on which a pilot put off !• bring

her in; but all of a sudden (he hauled her

wind, and stood out to sea. At present she

isfmVcout of sight, with her w hole convoy.

Jan. 17. Aiiivid under convoy of the

Bedford and after several tripi got safe into

harbour, the Weymouth, the Trentham, the

Sandwich, aod several otbera but cannot get

their names this post. They had been long

tut, and were in want of all kind of refresh

ments, having been at Jhort allowance for a

considerable time. N. 11. Only the capi

tal (hips of the Bedf.rd'i Convoy are come

into^orf the small trast having been left to

shift tor themselves.

The above squadron T arttd company

with the Gentle Sbipberd in a hard gale

of wind (off the coast os North America)

by the violence of which she hvi lost al her

masts, and was water logged. The concerned

are extremely anxious (or tbe site of the

Gen'le Shepherd, as it is supposed she is

wrecked on the above coast.

In the late storm, the Shtlbarne being

in danger of foundering, was obliged to heave

overboard the greatest part of her cargo, in

order to save the remainder.

A great number of our (hips having been

lately cast away on the coast of North Ame

rica, where there are many rocit lai/hoelt

not sufficiently known even to our most ex

perienced pihti, the Hillfborough has been

completely fitted with all necessaries for

taking a new and accurate survey of that

whole coast.—It is now expected that light

houses will be erected, and tbe harbour,

cleared and opened, in order to prevent the

like accidents for the future.

Arrived lately tbe Clare, loaded with Irish

beef—The arrival of this, and several other

vessels from the fame- quarter, has been the

means of lowering the markets,, aud fully

proved the expediency of the act for per

mitting the free importation of provisions

from Ireland.

It has been remarked of late, that a good

man) (hips homeward bound have performed

their voyages quicker by coming directly

through the Irish channel, instead of go

ing nor t h about as formerly.

Jan. 18. Yesterday there was a grand en

tertainment given on board the Cm-way, in ho

nour of the birth-day of Mrs. Ar. lwor i« y.

Lady ot G force Al lwor thy, Esq; the

principal owner.— On this occasion the com

manders of all theforeign vessels were invited j

the ships in the harbour hoisted their colours,

guns were fired, and the evening concluded

with e"ery other demonstration of joy.

It is now said the Conway will be pur

chased from the merchants, and fitted out

again as a man of war.

We hear the Jolly Toper, Righf, is under

failing orders for the coast of Ireland, being

appointed to relieve captain Oswald, an

experienced officer, who (on account of hit

ill state of health) it is laid will quit the

service, much regretted by all true s-amen.

Other advices fay the Lively, Captain

To-wftier.d is destined for the Irish station.

It is thought the Bedford will tut be put

in commission again but will be brought

into the harbour and employed as a jhter-bulk.

We expect soon to see a blue pennant hoist

ed on board tbe Marlborough.

The Prince Frederick, Tbynne, is put into

King Rcadxo resit.

We bear the captain of the Conway Ills

generoufly refused his wages for the last

hair year, and that the money will be equally

divided among the pitty -tjjiceri.—Although

there are many officers in our service possesleat

os opulent fortunes, and who certainly do not

stand in need of the emoluments of their com

missions, yet how very rare arc such instances of

disinterestedness! Indeed we do not at present

recollect but one example enorr, viz. that of

Ciprain S'ranee who has commaodrd the

Lanctijltr for several years, and never would

receive one tiitbinj ot pay.

Th»
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The Northiogtori, beingœuch worm-eaten

in her bottom, is paid orr, and it i«

thought will be broke up.—Notwithstanding

the crew received their whole wages,

besides a large tmiy money, yet it wai ob

served that they taint off in very bad humour,

cursing, swearing, biatting their eyes.—It i«

pity that no effectual method has yet been

discovered to cheek the growth of profane

swearing, which prevaila but too much in

our fleets and armies, to the great reproach

•f our national character among foreigners !

It is confidently reported that the Sandivkb,

a three-decker, and formerly reckoned a

/lout line-of-battle (hip, will be cat dsivn,

and converted into a Packet Boat.

Feb. 2. This morning thtee revenue

•sheers were sent on board the Cbotbom.

This has occasioned much speculation, as her

captain his never been accused of smuggling,

except in one instance during the last war,

when he carried some men el<mi-/li^r!y over

toEmbden, akhough he had clea«'d out

for North America.—However that may be,

we are assured from good authority, that the

aboveraenttoned officers are ordered to remain

on board the Chatham for fix weeks, and

that nothing will be suffered to be taken out,

without an order from them signed and

IIALIS. .

Jt Gentleman of Ipswich batfavoured us vjitb

ibtJoSvtoing Account of tbe gnat Erupnor. of

Mount Vefcviui, tbe lqtb of October,

1767, in a Lttttr from tbe Hon. William

Hamilton, Envoy Extraordinary ar.d Mi

nister Plenipotentiary of hit Britannick Ma

jesty, to tbe King oftbe Two Sicil ca. (A«

AS I have nothing material to trouble

you with at present, 1 will endeavour

to give you a short and exact accoont of the

eruption, which is allowed to have been the

most violent, though of short duration, in

the memory of man. 1 had foretold this

eruption some time, having had opportuni

ties from roy villa to watch its motions more

minutely than any one here, and those

threats which you read in the papers, were

extracts from my letteit to Lord Shelfcurne.

The 19th at seven in the morning, I law an

unusual smoak issue with great violence from

the mouth of the Volcano, and form the

shape of a pine tree, as Pliny described before

the eruption in which his uncle perished ; by

which 1 knew the eruption to be at hand,

and in fact before eight I saw the mountain

•pen and the lava run from the crack, near

the top of the volcano ; but as it took it's

course on the fide opposite our villa, I had

the curiosity to go round and take a nearer

view of it : As it requires time and fatigue

to go up, I did not come in sight of the lava

which was running in two streams^ down

the side of the mountain, till eleven o'clock,

Eruption of Vesuvius. iseD.

I bad only a peisaat of the mountain with

me, and was making my remarks, when on

a sodden about mid-day the great eruption

happened about a quarter of a mile from me ;

at first it was only like a fountain of liquid

fire which sprung up miny feet in the air,

then a torrent burst out with a most horrid

noise and came towards us. I took orT cay

coat to lighten myself and gave it to the

peasant, and we thought proper to run threw

miles without stopping. By this time the

noise had greatly encreased and the aiaea

caused almost a total darkness, and as the

earth sltook I thought proper to retire still

further, and upon returning home I .per

ceived another lava towards the Torre del

Annoneiata, which in lets than two hours

flowed four miles. Our villa (hook so much

and the smell of sulpher was so strong, that

1 thought proper to return to Naples, aod in

deed the fright of the family was sj great

that it was imposijDle to remain at tbe Villa.

The Icing's palace, though not so near the

mountain as our villa, is still within reach of

the lavas, there being no less than seven, one

upon another under the palace. I thought

it right to acquaint the court of the impend

ing danger, and advised the Marquis Tanucci

to persuade his Sicilian majesty to remove to

Naples directly, but lor what reason I know

not, my advice was not followed ; and the

consequence was, the lava coming within a

mile and a half of the palace, and the

thunder of the mountain enercasing, the

whole court was obliged to remove in the

middle of the lame night in the .utmost

confusion. The explosions of the volcaao

occasioned so violent a concussion of the air,

that the door of the king's room at Portici

was burst open, and one door in the palace

though I .eked was forced open ; and what is

more wonderful the like happened in many

parts of Naples itself. The mountain for

three days made this no'se by fits, which

lasted five or Ux hours each time, and then

was perfectly quiet : We did not see the fun

clear almost tbe whole week, and the ashes

fell in quantities at Naples so as 10 cover

the boulrs and streets an inch deep or more.

'Tis really wonderful to think of the quan

tity of matter that came out of the moun

tain in so short a time, tor on Thursday the

lavas ceased running, and if I had not exa

mined them myself since, I could not have

believed it : From the place where I saw the

mountain burst to the point where the lava

stopped near Porrici, is to beTurc seven miles,

and five miles of this it tiarelled in two

hours, the very road 1 came down, notwith

standing which in some places the torrent is

two miles broad and the lava forty feet high:

It took its course through an immense water

channel that is about four-hundred feet

deep, and actually filled it up in some

placet. Stones of a most enormous sue were

thrown
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thrown up from the mouth of the vole i a o

near a mile high, I, believe, and fell at least

half a mile from it ; in short, it ii impossible

to describe so glorious and horrid a scene,

for whilst this was going on, Naples was

crowded with processions, women with their

hair loose and bare feet, bill of every super

stition.—The prisoners killed their gaoler

and attempted to break, out. The cardinal

arch -bishop's gate was burnt down, because

he would not bring out St. Jaauariui, and

when be was brought out on Thursday, a

mob of an incredible number of people load

ed the saint with abuse for suffering the

mountain to frighten them so ; their expres

sions were—You are a pretty faint protector

indeed! you yellow faced fellow ! (for the

silver In which the saint's head is incased

it very much tarnished; and when (he noise

oJ~ the mountain ceased, they fell upon their

faces and thanked him for the miracle, and

returned to the cathedral singing his praises

and telling him how handsome he was.

One man's faith in the faint was so great,

that at the head of the procession when he

Came in fight of the mountain he turned up

his bare b—— to it, and said now kiss it,

for here comes Genartello. I am sorry to

lay that all this is actually true i Nay, it

would fill many slice's was 2 to tell you half

what I saw last week of this sort. The

mountain is now quite calm, and I believe

for the present there is an end of this erup

tion, but 1 do not believe all the matter it

yet come out. I am very glad so much is

come our, and that Cenariejlo did not stop

it sooner, for if he had, we should sorely have

had an earthquake and been demolished.

This last eruption has fully satisfied roy cu

riosity, and 1 should be as well satisfied if the

mount nil was one hundred miles from this

capital.

lit foUovnng Paper bas bten publicly landed

about in a certain County.

London, Jan. 30, 1768.

" tMr THEREAS the ■

W have thought proper to grant unto

■ a lease of the C ■

supposed interest in the forest of 1 >

in the county of —, and the ma

nor of soccageof the ————— ••

with the respective appurtenances : And

whereat the said haa

given notice and warning to all tenants of,

and resiants within the said forest and manor*

and to all farmers and occupiers of any landa

and tenements, parcel of the said possessions,

that they do not pay any rents or fines to

any person or persons whatsoever, not legally

authorised to receive the same by him ; or do

or perform any suit, custom, or service, at

any court, held otherwise than by virtue of,

and under the authority of the said lease, al

they will answer the contrary at their own

peril, and make themselves liable to pay the

fame over again."

I therefore think it necessary to inform all

such tenints, and other persons above-

mentioned, that I do not acquiesce under

such lease, or relinquish my right to, and

possession of, the forest, manor, or lands,

above-described ; and I further think it my

doty, as their friend, to remind them, that

my claim is founded on a grant made in the

last century—to my great grandfather, and

his heirs for ever, and confirmed by an un

interrupted possession of more than sixty yearsi

and therefore I advise them to pay no re

gard to the said notice, and assure them*

that in consequence of their so doing, nei

ther their persons nor properties can, or Hull

be affected j as I am determined to defend

their rights, and my own.

Signed, ———.

An IMPARTIAL REVIEW^ NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ARTICLE I.

CT*r/£ Battli of the rVigt. An additional

Canto to Dr. Girth '» Potm es tie Dispen

sary. Occasioned by the Disputes between the

Felfcvs and Licentiates of the College tf Pbysi-

fi'j/ri in London. By Bonntil Thornton,

Al. B. 410. 11. Baldwin.

Mr. Thornton's reputation, as a writer,

has been long known, and it cannot be sup

posed, that any production from so eminent

a hand will be without considerable merit—

The present performance is a good-natured

freedom with the gentlemen of the faculty,

In consequence of their late dissentions ; but

we are fearful, that (he politeness with

which it is written will prevent it from being

Universally relished by the publick —The

world is strangely fond of personality, and

frequently looks upon acrimony as abilitiat—

Feb. Ij63;

men of sense and benevolence howeref will

always scorn to gratify the depravity of ge

neral taste, from a just consideration, that

•next to the approbation of a tVise man, the

greatest mark of applause, is the censure ofa

fool.

II. Tirnry, an Episile to Monsieur Je Vol

taire. By George Keate, Esq; a 10. Dodlley.

This gentleman is the well knnwn author

of several ingenious productions, and the prer

sent performance is a very handsome com

pliment to the great writer to whom it is ad

dressed.

III. Miscellaneous Poems trritten by a t.ady.

being ber/rsi Attempt, 3 veil, iimo, Doasley.

We hope this lady, if she is independent

in her circumstances wi'l let her first attempt

be her last, for the credit of her own go:d

sense, and tbl refutation os hersubset-iblrt. — In

Q .'Bit
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tbit tvori, though it appear* under (he title

•f Mifallanr.u Pirns, there U but one volume

of poeuif, if the lines wnich are there strung

together deserve the appellation of poems—

The other two Yolumes are a kind of Novel,

which we fancy few will ever honour with

a perusal, unless it be tho.'e whose province it

ia to read for the geneial information of the

public,

IV. Bribery and Corruption or , tbi j^tutnty

to London, astat, the Oxonians in Town, at

Windmill Collrgi tffanbUd, 4W. pr. 11.

Williams.

Thia is a poor attempt to glean a few

shillings, by the disgrace which has lately

befallen a certain country corporation

V. Hi/foric Dtu'ri on the Life and Rtign os

King Richard tbi Third, by Mr. Horace

Walpole, 1 vol. 410. Dodlley.

There is scarcely a character in history

which has been more aspersed than Richard

the third.—As Mr. Walpole justly observe;,

«• thete is a kind of literary sup rstition

which men are apt to contract from habit,

and which makes them look on any at

tempt towards (baking their belief in any

established characters, no matter whither

good or bad, as a fort of propha ration"—This,

in all probability, prevented many indus

trious writers from entring into those obscure

period! of history which Mr. Walpole has

undertaken to elucidate, and we may also

imagine that manyohers were deterred from

the talk, by a supposition that they would

be considered as advocates for oppression and

blood, if they endeavoured to advance any

thing in favour of a prince who had been so

long held up to the world as an object of

Universal detestation.

" The supposed crimes of Richard the

Third," fays Mr. Walpole are.

" 1st. His murder of Edward prince of

.Wales, son of Henry the Sixth.

id. His murder of Henry the Siath.

3d. The murder of his brother George

duke of Clarence.

4th. The execution of Riven, Gray, and

Vaughan.

5th, The execution of Lord Hastings.

6th. The murder of Eaward the Fifth

and hiabi other.

7th, The murder cf his own queen.

To which may beadded, as. they are thrown

into the list to blacken him, his intended

match with his own niece Elizabeth, the

penance of Jane Shore and his own personal

deformities.

1st. Of the murder of Edward, prince of

Wales, son of HVr.ry the Sixth.

Edward the Fourth had jcdubitibly the

fccrediury right to the ciown ; which he

pursued with siopnhr bravery and address, and

with ail the arts of a politician, and the

cxnclty of a conquerer. Indeed on neither

fide do there seem to be any scruples :

psurkiits and Lancanjiaci, Edward aad iiaf-

gerot of Anjou, entered into any engage

ments, took any oaths, violated them, and

indulged their revenge, as often aa they

were deprtsled or victorious. After the

battle 01 Tewksljury, in which Margeret and

her son were made prisoners, young Edward

was brought to the presence of Edward the

Fourth; " but after the king," says Fabian?

the oldest historian of thole times, " had

questioned with the lame Sir Edwarde, and he

had answered unto him contrary hia pleasure,

he then strake him with his gauntlet upon

the face ; after which stroke, so by him re

ceived, he was by the Kynge's servants in

continently fliint." The chronicle of Croy-

land of the lame date fays, the prince waa

stain. Ultricibui quorundam mambut } but

names nobody.

Hall, who closes his work with the reign

of Henry the Eighth, fays that, " The

prince being bold of ftomache, and of a

good courage, answered the king's question

(of how he durst so piefumptiously enter into

his realme with banner displayed) Saying,

to recover my father'a kingdom: and enheri-

tage, &c. at which worde'a Kyng Edwarde

said nothing, but with hia hand thrust him

from him, or as some fay, strake him with

his gauntlet, whome incontinent, they that

Aode about, which were George Duke of

Clarence, Richard duke of Gloucester, Tho

mas Marquess of Dorset (son of Queen Eli

zabeth Widville) and William Lord Has-

tynges, sodainl; martkered and pitioufly man-

quelled." Thus much had the story gained

from the time of Fabian to that of Hall.

Hollingthed repeats these very word*, con

sequently is a transcriber and no new autho

rity.

" John Stowe reverts to Fabian's account,

al the only one not grounded on hear-fayt,

and alarms no more, than that the king

cruelly smote the young prince on the face

with his gauntlet, aud after hia servants slew

him.

Of modern historians, Rapin and Carte, the

only two who seem not to have swallowed

implicitly all the vulgar tales propagated by

the Lancastrians to blacken the house of

York, warn ua to read with allowance the

exaggerated relations of those times. The

latter suspects, that at the dissolution of

the monasteries all evidences were suppressed

that tended to weaken the right of the prince

on the throne; but aa Henry the Eighth

concentred in himself both the claim os Ed

ward the Fourth and that ridiculous one of

Henry the Seventh, he seems to have bad

lets occasion to be anxious lest the truth

should come out ; and indeed hit father bad

involved that truth in so much dirknest,

that it was little likely to force its way, nor

was it necessary then to load the memory of

Richard "he Third, who had left no off-

spring. Henry the Eigh'h had no competitor

to fear, but tile ddeend-nu of CUrer.ee, of

whoas.



whom be seems to have had sufficient appre

hension, ■• appeared by hit murder of the

eld countess of Salisbury, daughter of Cla

rence, and bil endeavours to root out her

pofteritT' Toil jealousy accounts for Hall

cha.-B:»g the duke of Clarence, as well as

the duke of Gloucester with the murder of

prince Edward, but in adulations of so deep

a dyt, it is not sufficients ground for our be

lief, but an historian report* them with such

a frivolous palliative as that phrase, aisvme

faj. A cottmporary names the king's strr

vartt as perp waters of the murder : Is not

that more probable, than that the king's own

bro hers mould have dipped their bands in Ib

foul an a'iafliuation ? Richard, in particular,

is allowed on all hands to have ba>.-n a hi ave

and martial prince : he had great share in

the victory it Tewkfbury: some yeais after

wards, he commanded his brother's troops

in Scotland, and made himself master of

Edinburgh. At the battle of Bosworth,

where he sell, hit courage wat heroic : he

sought Richmond, and endeavoured to decide

the r quarrel by a personal combat, slaying

Sit William Brandon, bis riv-i's standard-

bearer, with his own hand, and felling to the

ground Sir John Cheney, who endeavoured

tocppvse his luty. Such men may be car

ried hy ambition to command the execution

of those who stand in their way ; but arc

not likely to lend their hand, in cold blood,

to a base, and, to themselves, useless assas

sination. How did it import Richard in what

manner the young prince was put to death ?

if he had so early planned the ambitious de

signs ascribed to him, he might have trusted

to his brother Edward, so much more imme

diately concerned, that the young prince

would not be spared. If those views did not;

as is probable, take root in his heart till

long afterwards, what interest had Richard

to murder an unhappy young piioce ? This

• crime therefore was so unnecessary, and is so

fat from being established by any authority,

that he deserve: to be entirely acquitted of

it."

Mr. Walpole after this considers the

subsequent charges, particularly, and it must

tie owned with great justice in favour of

Richard. It would take up too much time,

and would also be an injury to the sale of

this work, weie we to give our readers the

whole of his several defences ; on which

account we shall only add the following par

ticulars of Richard's conduct in relation to

Jane Shore; which our poets, as will al

our historians, have painted in sot barbarous a

B^t.
« With regard to Jane Shore, lays our

author, I have already shewn that it was her

connection with the marquis of Dorset, not

with Lord Hastings, which drew on hej

the resentment of Richard. When an event

is thus wrested to serve the purpose of a party,

we ought to be vet? cauuvw bow we ti-it

Case of Jane Shore." - 10f

an historian who is capable of employing

truth only as cement in a fabric of fiction.

Sir Thomas More tells us, that Richard pre

tended Jane was of councell with the Lord

Hastings to destroy him; and in conclusion,

when no colour could fallen upon these mat*

ters, then he laid leriously to her charge

what she could not deny, namely her adultery;

and tur this cause, as a godly continent

prince, cleare and laultlesse of himself, sent,

out of heaven into this vicious world

for an amendment of mens manners, he

caused the bishop of London to put her to

open penance.

This sarcasm on Richard's morals would

have had more weight if the author had be

fore confined himself to deliver nothing but

the precise truth. He does not seem to be

more exact in what relates to the penance'

itself, Richard by his proclamation, taxed

Mrs. Shore with plotting treason with the

Marquis Dorset. Consequently, it was not

lrom defect of proof of her being accomplice

withvLord Hastings that she was put to epert

penance. If Richard had ;<nv hand in that

sentence, it was, because he tad proof of her

plotting with the marquis, But I doubt, and

with some reason, whether her penance

was inflicted by Richard. 'We have seen

that he acknowledged at least t#o natural

chilJren ; and Sir Thomas More hints that

Richard was far from being remarkable lor

his chastity. Is it therefore probable, that

he acted so filly a farce as to make his

brother's mistiefs do penance ? Most or the

Charges on Richard are so idle, that instead

of being an able and artful usurper, as his

antagonists allow, he must have been a weaker

hypocrite than ever attempted to wrest a

sceptre out of the hands of a legal possessor.

It is mare likely that the chuichmen were

the authors of Jane's penance ; and that

Richard, interelied to manage that body,

and provoked by her connection with so capi

tal an erjemy as Dorset, might give her up, and

permit the clergy ( who piobably had burned

inceni'e to her in her prosperity) to revenge

his quarrel. My reason for the opinion is

grounded on a letter of Richard extant in the

Museum, by which it appears that the fair

Unfortunate, and ami b!e Jane (for her vir

tues far outweighed her frailty) being a pri

soner, by Richar-i's order, in Ludgatc, had

captivated the king's solicitor, who contract

ed to marry her. Here follows the letter :

By the king. Hart, MSS. No. 2378.

"Right reverend fadre in God, &c.

Signifying unto you, that it is shewed

unto us, that our servaunt and solicitor, Tho

mas Ljman, mcrveilloushr blinded and

abused with the late (wife) of- William

Shore,. now being in Ludgate by our com

mandment,^ hath made contract of ma

trimony w"uh her (as it is said) and intendeth,

to our full grette merveile, to prncede to the

effect of the fame, We soi many causes
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wold be scry that hee soo sliuide be disposed.

Pray you therefore send for him, and ib that

ye goodly may, exnorte and sture hym to the

Coa.tra.iye, and is ye find him utterly set for

to marrje her, and noen otherwise will he

advertised, then (if it may stand with the

law of the churche) we content (the tyme of

marriage deferred to our comyng next to

London) that upon sufficient surelie sounde of

hure good abering, ye doo send for hure

keeper, and discharge him of our said com

mandment by warrant of these, commiting

her to the rule and guiding of hure fadre,

in Cod, &c. the bishop of Lincoln, our

chauncellour." *' It appear! ftom thi»

letter that R:chard thought it indecent for

hit sollicitor to marry a woman who had suf

fered public punishment for adultery, and

who wa< confined by his command—but

where is the tyrant to be found in this paper ?

or, what prince ever spoke of such a scandal,

and what is stranger, of such contempt of

his authority, with so much lenity and

temper ? he enjoins his chancellor to dissuade

the sollicitor from the match—but should he

erfist— a tyrant would have ordered the sol

icitor to prison too—but Richard—Richard-

is his servant will not be dissuaded, allows

the match ; and in the mean time commits

Jane—to whose custody ?—Her own father's.

1 cannot help thinking that some holy person

had been her persecutor, amd not so pa

tient and gentle a king. And I believe so, be

cause of the salvo for the church ; " Let them

be married." says Richard, if it may stand

with the law of the church;

From the proposed marriage, one should

it first conclude that Shore, the former

husband os Jane, was dead ; but by the king's

query, whether the marriage would be law

ful ; and by her being called in the letter

tbt late wife of William Shift, not of the late

W-.lliam Store, I should suppose that her hus

band was living, and that the penance itself

was the consequence of a suir preferred by

him to the ecclesiastic court for a divorc.

If the injured husband ventured, on the

death of Edward the Fourth, to petition to

be sepatated from his wife, it was natural

enough for tlie church to proceed farther, and

enjoin her to perform penance, especially

when they fell in with the king's resentment

to her. Richard's proclamation and the

letter above recited seem to point out

this account of Jane's misfortunes; the

letter implying that Richard doubted whe

ther her divorce was so compleat as to

leave hrr at liberty to take another hus

band. As we hear no more of the

marriage, . and as Jane to her death re

tained the name of Shore, my solution

is corroborated j the chancellor- bishop, no

doubt, going more roundly to work than the

king had done. Nor, however sir ThomJS

More reviles Richard for his cruel usspe of

mistress Snore, did either of the succ.cJing

■-. ■ 3 i ....:.,. .

kings redress her wrongs, though she lived td

the eighteenth year of Henry the Eighth.

She had sown her good deeds, her good offices,

her alms, her charities, in a courr. Not one

took root; nor did the ungrateful so 1 repay

her a grain of relies in her penury and com

fortless old age."

VII. An Account of Corsica, tbt Journal

ofa Tour to that Island, and Mrmoirt of Pas

cal1 Paoli. .Byjaffles Bofwell, Esq; Uhjft'a-

ltd toilb a new and accurate Map of Corsica,

Svo. i vol. Dilly.

This is a very entertaining book, and must

prove an agreeable present to the cuiioue,

especially at this time, when (he generous

struggle which the brave Corsicans ate ma

king for liberty, is so much tbe admiration

of all Europe.—Our readers will naturally be

desirous of an extract from such a work, and!

we shall indulge them with a sketch from

the author'a account of the celebrated Pa-

oli, who may be looked upon as the tempo

rary saviour of the' Cotfican nation, aud

whose history, though his name is in every

body's mouth, is but little, if at all, known

to rhe people of England.

" When 1 came within sight of Sollacaro

(fays our author) where Paoli was, I could,

not help being under considerable anxiety.

My ideas of him had been greatly heighten

ed by the conversations I had held with all

forts of people on the island, they having re

presented him tome as something above hu

manity. I had the strongest desire to see

so exalted a character ; but I feared that I

should be unable to give a proper account

why 1 had presumed to trouble him with a

visit, and that I should sink to nothing be

fore him. 1 almost wished yet to go back

without feeing him. These workings of sen

sibility employed my mind, till I rode thro'

the village, and came up to the house where

he was lodged.

Leaving my servant with my guides, I

past through the guards, and was met by

some of the general's people, who conduct

ed me into an antichamber, where were- se

veral gentlemen in waiting. Signior Bccco-

ciampe had notified my arrival, and I was

{hewn into Paoli's room. I found him alone,

and was fl ruck with his appearance. He it

tall, strong, and well made; of a fair com

plexion, a sensible, free, and open counte

nance, and a manly and noble carriage ; he

was then in his fortieth year. He was dreft

in green and gold. He used to wear the

common Corsican habit, bnt on the arrival

of the French, he thought a little external

elegance might be of use to make tbe govern-'

merit appear in a more respectable light.

He asked me, what were my command!

for him. I presented him a letter from count

Rivalera, and when he had read it, I shewed

him my letter from Rousseuu. He'was po

lite, but very reserved. 1 had stood in the

presence of aaany a prince, but I never Y<A

sucia,
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fcch a trial u in the presence of Paoli. I

hire already said, that fae it a great physiog

nomist} in consequence of fail being in con

tinual danger frOm treachery and assassination,

he has formed a habit of studiously observing

every new face. For ten minutes we walked

backwards aid forward! through the room,

hardly faying a word, while he looked at me

with a stedrait, keen, and penetrating eye,

at if he searched my very soul.

This interview wa» for a while verjr se

vere upon me. I waa much relieved when

Iris reserve broke off, and he began to speak

more, 1 then ventured to address him with

thit compliment to the Corficans. " Sir, I

am upon my travel*, and have lately visited

Rome. 1 am come from seeing the ruin! of

One brave and free people : I now see the rise

of another !"

" He received my complinrtnt very graciously j

but observed, that the Corsicana bad no

chance of being like the Romans, a great

conquering nation, who would extend ita em

pire over half the globe. Their situation,

and the modern political systems, rendered

this impossible. But, said be, Corsica may

be a very happy country.

He expressed a high admiration of M.

Rousseau, whom signor BuitafocO bad invited

to Corsica, to aid the nation in sorjALng its

laws.

It seems M. de Voltaire had reported ia

his rallying manner, that the invitation was

merely a trick which he had put upon Rous

seau. Paoli told me, that when he under

stood this, he himself wrote to Rousseau, en

forcing the invitation. Of this affair 1 shall

give a full account in an aster part of my

journal.

Some of the nobles who attended him came

into the room, and in a little time we were

told that dinner was served up. The genera)

did me the honour to place me next him. He

had a table of fifteen or sixteen covers, hav

ing always a good many of the principal men

of the island with him. He had an Italian

Cook who had been long in France, but lie

chose to have a few substantial dishes, avoid

ing every kind of luxury, and drinking no

foreign wine.

I felt myself under some constraint in such

a circle of heroes. The1 general talked a

great deal of history and on literature, I soon

I perceived that he was a fin: classical scholar,

that hia mind was enriched with a variety of

knowledge, and that his conversation at

meals was instructive and entertaining. Be

fore dinner he had spoken French. He now

spoke Italian, in wliicii he is very eloquent.

We retired to another r^om to drink cof

fee. My timidity wore off. I on longer

anxiously thought of myself ; my whole at

tention was employed in listening to the il

lustrious commaiKer ,f a nation.

He recommended me to the care of abbe

P.eitini, who had lived many-years ia- France.

??■* ...

Person and Behaviour of Paoli.' tojj

Signor Coloam, the lord of the manor hese,

being from home, his house was assigned for'

" was left by myself tillme to live in. I

near sapper time, when I returned to the ge

neral, whose conversation improved upon me,

as did the society of those about him, with),

whom I gradually formed an acquaintance.

Every day I sound myself hippier. Parti-

enlar marks of attention were shewii me aa

a subject of Great Britain, the report of

which went over Italy, and confirmed tha

conjectures that I was really an envoy. Ill

the morning I had my chocolate semed up

upon a silver salver, adorned with tbe arms of

Corsica. 1 dined and supped constantly with]

the general. I was visited by all tbe nobilityj

and whenever I chose to make a little tour,

I was attended by a party of guards. I beg

ged of tbe general not to treat me with, la

much ceremony; but he insisted upon it.

One day when I rode out I was mounted)

on Paoli's own horse, with rich furniture of

Crimson velvet, with broad gold lace, and

bad my guards marching along with me: X

allowed myself to indulge a momentary pride)

in this parade, as I was curious ro experience!

what could really be the' pleasure of state and

distinction with which mankind are six

strangely intoxicated.

When I returned to tbe continent after all

this greatness, I used to joke with my ac

quaintance, and tell them that 1 could noc

bear to live with them, for they did not treat

me with a proper respect.

My time 'p.sied here in the most agreeable)

manner. 1 enjoyed a fort of luxury of noble

sentimen'. Paoli became more affable with;

me. I made myself known to him. I for

got the great distance between us, and had

every day some hours of private conversation

with him.

From my first setting eut on this tour, I

wrote down every night what I had observed

during the day, throwing together a great

deal, that I might afterwards make a selec

tion at leisure.

Of these particulars, the most valuable ta

my readers, as well as to myself, must surely

bo the memoirs and remarkable sayings of

Paoli, which I am proud to record. Talking

of the Corsican war, " Sir, said he, if the

event prove happy, we shall be called great

defenders of liberty. If the event shall prove

unhappy, we shall be called unfortunate

rebels."

The French objected to him, that tbe

Cotsican nation had no regular troops. « We

would not have them, said Paoli. We should

then bare the bravery of this and the other,

regiment. Ac present every single man is a

regiment himself. Should the Corsicans -be

formed into regular troops, we should lose

that personal bravery, which has produced

such actions among us, as in any other

country would have rendered famous oven a

MarisebaJ."" ...

. . . : "I



Vio Sentiments of Paoli. Feb:

" I asked him, how be could possibly have

a soul so superior to interest ?" " It is aot su

perior, siia he, my interest ii to gain a name.

I know well, that he that does good to his

country will fain that ; and I expect it. Vet

could I rendei this people happy, I would

be content to be forgotten. 1 have an un

speakable pr.de. Unasuperbia indicibile. The

approbation of my own heart is enough."

" He sa:d, he weuld have great pla-

sure in seeing the world, and enj ying the

society of the learned, and the accom

plished in every country." " I asked him,

bow with these dispositions, he could bear to

be confined to an island yet in a rude uncivi

lized state ; and instead of participating attic

evenings, r.nsiet canraue drum, be in a con

tinual course of care and of danger?" Here-

plied in one line of Virgil :

Vir.cit amorpatriot laudumque immensa cupido.

This uttered with the fine open Italian pro-

atunriaticn, and the open dignity of his man

ner, was very noble, I wished to have a

statue of him taken at that moment.

1 asked him if he understood English.

He immediately began and spok; it, which

be did tolerably well. When at Naplei, he

had known several Irish gentlemen who were

officers in that service. Having a great fa

cility in acquiring languages, he learnt Eng

lish from them. But as he had been now

ten years without ever speaking it, he spoke

very slow. One could see that he was pos

sessed of the words, but for want of what I

may call the mechanical practice, he had a

difficulty in expressing himself.

I was diverted with his English library. It

consisted of: Some broken volumes of the

Spectator and Tatler. Pope's Essay on Man.

Gulliver's Travels. A History of France in

Old English. And Barclay's Apology for the

Quakers.

I promised to send him seme English

books *.

He convinced me how well he understood

•ut language ; for I took the liberty to lletv

him a memorial, which I had drawn up on

the advantages to Creat Britain from an alli

ance with Corsica, and he translated this me

morial intoltalian with the greatest facility.He

has since given me more proofs of his know

ledge of our tongue, by his answers to the

letteri which I have had the honour to writ*

to him in English, and In particular by a

very judicious criticism on some of Swift's

workt.

He was well acquainted with the history of

Britain. He had read many of the parlia

mentary debates, and even seen a number of

(he North-Briton, be shewed a considerable

knowledge of this country, and often intro

duced anecdotes, and drew comparisons and

allusions from Britain.

He said his great object was to form the

Corsicans in such a manner, that they might

have a firm constitution, and might be able

to subsist without him. " Our state, said he,

is young, and stilt requires the leading filings

I am desirous tint the Corsicans should be

taught to walk os themselves. Therefore

when they come to me to ask who they

should chuse for their Padre del Commune,

or other magistrate, I tell them, you know

better than I do. the able and honest men

among your neighbours. Consider the con*

sequence of your choice, not only to your

selves in particular, but to the island in ge

neral. In tbis manner I accustom them to

feel their own importance.'*

After representing the severe and melan

choly state of oppression under which Corsica

had so long g oaned, he said, " We are now to

our country like the prophet Elisba stretched

over the dead child of the Shunamie, eye

so eye, nose to nose, mouth to mouth. It

begins to recover warmth and to revive. I

hope it shall yet tegan full health and vigour."

I said that things would make a rapid

progress, and that we should soon see all the

arts and ciencei flourish in Corsica. " Patience

Sir, said he, if you saw a man who had

fought a bard battle, who was much wound

ed, who was beaten to the ground, and who

with difficulty could lift himself up, it would

not b: reasonable to ask him to get his hair

well dressed, and to put on embroidered

cloatht. Corsica has fought a hard battle,

has been much wounded, has been bea'.en to

the ground, and with difficulty can lift her

self up, the arts and sciences are like dress

and ornaments. You cannot expect them

from us for some time. But ome back

twenty or thirty years hence, and we will

shew you arts aud sciences, and concerts and

assemblies, and fine ladies, and we will

make you fall in love among us, Sir,"

He smiled a good deal, when I told him

that I was much surprized to find him s.

amiable, accomplished, and polite j for al

though I knew I was to fee a great man, I

expected to find a rude character, an Attila,

kinjjof the Gotlis, or a Luitprand, king of

the Lombards.

I observed that although he hid often a

placid smile upon his countenance, be hardly

ever laughed. Whether loud laughter in ge

neral society be a sign cf weakness, or rusti

city, I cannot fay ; but I have remarked

that real great men, in i men of finished be

haviour, seldom fall into it.

• 1 have sent him the sjwJs of'Harrington, of Sidney, of Addijon, ofTmcbard, of Cordon,

and cf etbrr <zvriteri in favour of liberty, I have alsosent him some of cur bocks ef morality and

entertainment, in particular the workt of Mr. Samuel Jtbnjon, toitb a complete fit of the Spc3a-

tori, Tmlir, and Guardian ; and to the university ofCorti I kave sent a Jew of At Grttk si

Rmm claffci, oftit btamiful (dtlicnt of tit M>Jf. Ftulit, t GlafgcD, "^



'ij69. VARIOUS ARTICLES.

The variety and I may say versatility of

the mind of this great man is amazing.

One day when I came in to pay my respects

to him before dinner, I found him in much

agitation with a circle of his nobles around

him, and a Corsican standing before him like

a criminal before his judge. Paoii immedi

ately turned to me, " I am glad you are

come, Sir. You protestants talk much against

our doctrine of transubftantiation, behold

here the miracle of transubstantiation, a Cor

sican transubstantiated into a Genoese. That

unworthy man who now stands before me is

a Corsican, who has been long a lieutenant

under the Genoese, in Capo Corso. An

drew Doria, and all their greatest heroes,

could not be more violent for the republics

than he has been, and all against bis country!

Then turning to the man, " Sir, said he,

Corsica makes it a rule to pardon the molt

unworthy of her children, when they sur

render themselves, even when they are forced

to do so, as is your cafe. You have now

escaped. But take care. I shall have a strict

eye upon upon you, and if ever you make

the least attempt to return to your traiterous

practices, you know I can be avenged of you!"

He spoke tbis with the fierceness of a lion,

and from the awful darkness of hit brow

one could fee that his thoughts of vengeance

were terrible. Yet when it was over, he

all at once resumed his usual appearance,

called out Andraino, come along ! went to

dinner, and was as chearf»l and gay as if no

thing had happened.

His notions of morality are high and re

fined, such as become the father of a nation.

Were he a libertine his influence would soon

vaniih ; for men will never trust the impor

tant concerns of society to one they know

will do what is hurtful to society for his own

pleasures. He told me that his father had

kreught him up with great strictness and that

he had very seldom deviated from the paths

of virtue. That this was not from a defect

of feeling and paffbs), but that hit mind being

filled with important objects, his passions

were employed in more noble pursuits than

those of licentious pleasure. I saw from Pa-

oli's example the great art of preserving

young men of spirit from the contagion of

vice, in which there is often a species of sen

timent, ingenuity and enterprise nearly al

lied to virtuous qualities."

VI. Liberty a Poem. By T. Underwood,

hn os Saint Peter'* College, Cambridge, Au

thor of tie Impartialist, 410. zs, 6d. Bladon.

Nothing can be more contemptible than

this performance, unless it be the vanity of

the author, who seems to think himself a

writer of the very first abilities—yet so badly

4* he qualified to be a poet, that he gives us

protfu a rhyme to truth ; couples rhyme to

mine ; mob to God j health to pits, and brings

about * number of metrical conjunctions.

ui

equally repugnant to harmony. Some excuse

however might be made for the poverty of

his rhyme, did his piece contain a little

reason—but of this he is so utterly barren,

that it would be idje to fay a syllable farther'

of his despicable production.

Vll.Amabillt, aPoem, by Mr. Jerningham,

4to. Robson.

The subject of this poem, as we are in

formed by an advertisement, is founded on a

circumstance that happened during tbe late'

war—A young lady, not meeting with the

concurrence of her relations in favour of an

officer for whom she expressed her regard,

was prevailed upon, by his sollicitations, to

consent to a clandestine marriage ; which

took place on the day he set out to join hia

regiment abroad, where he was unfortunately

killed in an engagement.—As to the poem,

it has but very little merit, and is much

more calculated to throw the reader into a

found steep than into a flood of tears.

VIII. A Caveat on the Part ofpublic Credit,

priviout to tbe Opening of the But/get, for tbt

prtsent year, 1768,410. Almon.

This is a sensible pamphlet, and well

worth the consideration of every man, who

either has advanced, or intends to advance,

money upon government securities. -'

IX. A Letter to the Apologist for Lord B—.

by one of the Ttrwn, gvo. is. Lewis.

Those who have thought it worth their

while to read the catchpenny publications on

a certain nobleman's conduct to a certain

young gentlewoman, may possibly think the

present pamphlet an additionto their libraries,

X. Asecond Letter to the Author oftbe Con-

fefliosjal containing Renurki on tbe five first

Cbapteri of that Book, tvo.

Such oi our readers as are fond of religions

controversy may poflibly find entertainment in

this performance ; to every body else we daro

affirm it will be infupportably heavy and

disagreeable.

XI. An Account of a Series ofExptrimtrtt,

instituted icitb a View of ascertaining tte mist

successful Method of inoculating for the Small.

Pox. By W. Watson, M. D. Ivo. Nouise.

In this account the gentlemen of the fa

culty will find several things well worth theif

attention, and even those who have 11 thing

to do with the practice of physic, will 'meet

with experiments of a niture so curious,

that they cannot peruse it without receiving

entertainment.

XII. Ib'.Crfcofhfr. James Gibson, At

torney at Lain, faithfully and impartially stand,

8ot. Lewis.

This is the cafe of an unhappy prisoner in

Newgate, with whose trial the world is well

acquainted— and we cannot help thinking, if

his cafe is faithfully staled, but that he i<

greatly entitled to the clemency of govern

ment.



Efay on tiefuture tife ofBrutes:

XIII. Remarks ufn aPatnfbUt, intitleJ,

An 4f»l<zyf"^ ^ in * Le"" u *

young rVomem, 8«o. I«. Baldwin.

As the noble lord's conduct, which gava

sise to several Utp publications, will i'pec.lily

fce canvassed in a judicial way, we cannot but

think any literary inquiry into it, is better

discouraged, than supported by iccornnjenda-

tions to the public.

XIV. A Narrative of the Rife mi Progress

ttf tbe Difputts suifijlir.g between tbe Patentees

«/ Covent-Garden TtW", By Mess. Harrii

eind Rutherford, \lo. Fletcher.

Thia publication is written with ap acri

mony so evident, and complains of Mr. Col-

man's mismanagement of Covent-Garden

theatre, with such manifest injustice, that the

authors will not find many advocates among

tbe impartial or the intelligent.—By exceed

ing the limits of their own authority, and by

urging measures not a little injurious to the

interest of their bouse, they have given Mr.

Colman much room to be dissatisfied, and

now are greatly offended with him for being

so.——We would recommend it therefore to

Mr. Harris and Mr. Rutherford, who, not

withstanding their injudicious warmth on the

present occasion, we believe to be gentlemen

of probity and understanding, to avoid listen

ing for tbe future to the artful whispering of

designing sycophants, and to be cautious a-

kove al| things, not to fay their property has

been injured by Mr. Colman's administration,

tilt they convince the world, that this is not

the most profitable season which has ever been

experienced by any patentees of Covent-Gar

den theatre.

XY. A true State of tbe Differences subsist

ing between tbe Proprietors of Covent-Garden

Theatre. By George Colman, A. to- Baldwin.

Every man of fense will readily see that

nothing can be more idle than to trouble the

world with publications, in which it cannot

possibly have the least interest: this circum

stance increasea the imprudence of the forego

ing article, and Mr. Colman would have

been as reprehensible as Mess. Karris and Ru

therford in thia respect, did not tbe narrative

of these gentlemen reduce him to the indis-

eensible necessity of making a reply.— With

regard to the merits of this reply, we shall

only observe, that Mr Colman has greatly

tbe advantage of his antagonists; and it is

but justice to Mr. Powell U declare, that bs

has acted a very amiable part through the

whole transaction.

XVI. Ibe Cmdua ef tbeftur Managers ef

Covent-Garden Theatre freely and impartially

txamintd, both -with regard to their present

Disputes, and their fast Managiment .- In an

Addrtfi to them by a Frequenter of that Theatre,

4/0. js. Wilkie.

. This is the offspring of seme insignificant

pen which wants to make a penny, by going

to the literary market with a topic of general

coBacrsaiion,

tchi
XVII. An EpisiU to C. Colman/r«w W;

Kenrick. Fletcher

It being universally believed that Mr,

Kenrick was the person who drew up the

narrative published by Mess. Harris and Ru

therford, Mr. Colman at the conclusion

of bis Time States laid a very heavy hand

upon that gentleman, and treated him with.

a severity which routed him to an immediate

retort upon Mr. Colman—Accordingly thia

ejustle was advertised, and some people vho

consider Mr. Kenrick as a kind of a literary

Broughton, expected that the Covent-Garden

manager would have abundant reason to la

ment his temerity—but alas ! though the.

mountain laboured, it did not produce fa

much al a mouse.

XVIII. An Effay on tbefuture Life ofBrut*

Creatures. By Richard Pean, Citrate of M id-

dleton, % ml. izms. Kearfley.

There is much good sense and great hu

manity in these little volumes.—A report has

been propagated, that art ecclesiastical prose

cution is to be commenced against the au

thor, bat we cannot see with what propriety

such a circumstance can ever take place, be

this as it may, we shall give a quotation from

the author, which we could wish the mon

sters of the present age would be sensible e-

nough to regard, as there is unhappily but too

great an occasion for admonition on this

head.

" I suppose by this time, he (the reader

fays Mr. Dean) is sufficiently convinced,

that brute animals are something more than

mecr machines, have an intelligent principle

residing within them, which is the spring of

their several actions and operations t If so,

ha will easily perceive, that he ought to

treat them as beings very different from ma

chines, that where he purposes to avail him

self of their services, he will use such me

thods in the management of them, as are

suitable to a nature that may be taught, in

structed, and improved to hit advantage ;

and not have recourse only to force, com

pulsion, and violence. And if creatures,

under management for the ends he designs

them, should now and then shew a little res-

tiveness and opposition, or resuGe to do as hs

means they should do, he will learn to make

proper allowances for thia obstinacy of temper

in them, from reflexions upon himself; who

•s a being with inclination of his own, it

conscious that he is not always to be guided

by other, and kicks at instruction in a thou

sand instances." " Furthermore a man will

consider, that as brutes are made subject to

him by the appointment of heaven, he ought

to look upon them aa creatures under- his

government to be protected, and not aa put

in bis power to be plagued and tormented ;

very few of them know how to defend them

selves against him, aa well aa he does to at*

tack them, snd therefore it is only on parti-

tular Decisions that he can be justified in sell-

hi
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u»g upon them. For a man to torture a

brute, whose life Cod hat put into his hands,

it a disgraceful thing, such a meanness of

spirit as bis honour requires him to fl.u'i : If

he does it out of wantonness he is a fool

and a coward j it for pleasure he is a mon

ster."

XIX. The Mvmmrts cf Oxymel Classic

Mfjj met mil Oxford Scbslw, 1W1. Oflavo,

FJexney.

The two velumes before us do not con

clude this history and we it glad they do

not, for though there are many things light

and trifling, to be found in several passages,

nevertheless there arc in some, indications

of genius not a little superior to the novel-

lists ot our principal circulating libraries. ,

XX. fVaw LuJicnut, Sati'icjl, and Mt -

tml, by W. Kenrick, I t/o/. Oct. Fletcher.

If we had nothing to reproach a dunce

with but his stupidity, he would be rather

the object of our pity than our indignation ;

but where we find an insuperable vanity,

joined to an utter want of abili ies, our re

sentment is roused, as well as our contempt,

and there is no possibility of mentioning his

name without asperity. This is our cafe in

regard to the present publication; the au-

thor tells us in an advertisement, " that he

hath too much neglected the muses, either

to deserve or expect any great reputation a*

as a poet." Whether he has neglected the.

muses or no, we cannot take upon us to

fay, but this we may safely affirm, that

they have Ihewn no great affection for him y

and we rmy also safely arlirm, let his ex

pectations of applause be what hey will,-

his title to it is as trilling as any one)

fcribler's within the bills of mortality. Mr.

Kenrick indeed, fays " that he hath ever

set so little store by his poetical performances^

as to be now able to procure copies cf but few

of those, which have occasionally dropc

from his pen." In this we think he war

perfectly right, for his poetical performance!

as he presumptuously calli his iutollcrjble

tra'h, were always too despicable for any

body's attention, and we are heartily sorry,

that he ever preserved a single line of

them for the inspection os a sensible public.

[We have received Mr. Norris's letter,

which we think, is not remarkable cither

for candor or decency, and till he bringi

something more substantial tr,an bare asser

tion to invalidate our opinion of the perfor

mance he has mentioned, we must retain

our sentiments in regard to the merit of

that work.]

TH E new volumes of Dr. S-.vift's corrrs-

pondence, jut! published underthe trie

of Letttrt 10 Stella, among many other in

teresting ones, afford the two following, to

the dean.

LETTER LXXXIU.

Lord B it Dr. Swift.

" Dear D-an, Cirencester, 13 Sept. 1735

THOUGH you never answer any ot my

letter?, and I can never have a line from you

•except iu parliament time about an Irish cause,

1 do int'ijr that without delay you give me

either by yourself or agenis immediate satis

faction in these points. First, whether that

article which I read in the news about one

Butler a mooting parson be true or nor; se

condly, whether he has yet begged panion,

and attested upon oaih that it wat without

design, and by accident that the gun went

oss. In case the fact be true, and that he

has not yet made any sufficient or reasonable

excuse, I requite of you that you d> imme

diately get some able painter to draw his

« pictu-c and send it over to me, and I wi'l

order a great number of prints to be made

of it, which shall be dispersed overall pit-, os

the known world, that such a worthless fas

cal may not go any where without being

krfwVn. i make no doubt of hit bein£ im

mediately drove out of Ireland, such' a brutal

attempt upon the D apier cannot be bjrne

there ; and he won't venru'e into EngUr.d

when these prin's of his person are sent about,

for he wouid certainly be knocked ou the

.Feb. i7«3.

head in the first village' he pisses through:

Perhaps he may think to skulk in Holland',

the common refuge of all scoundrels ; but

he will soon find out that doctor Swuft (set

so they pronounce the mme) is in great

esteem there, for his lea-nine; and political

writings. In France he v/i.>uld meet with,

worse recep'.ion; for his wit is relished

there, and many of his tr?cts though sp?ilerl

by translation, are yet m ire admiied thara

what is writ by any among themselves.

Should he go into Spain, he would find that

Don Suifio is in the highest cHimatiqn, be

ing thought to be lineally descended 'rorn

Miguel de Cervantes by a daughter of Q^e-

vedoY Perhaps he may think to be safe in Po

land during the time of these trouble: ; butl

can assure him, from the mouth of a Polish

Itdy, who was lately In Londui. by name

Madam de Monmo'nncy (for sh-: was mar

ried to a French gentleman of that great

family) thatr Dr. Swift is petfecliy well

kniwn there; and/ Ills; was very 'olcitoul to

know whether he were a Sranistaitf or not,

she b:in.r, a zealoni partisan for that cause.

Niw if this brute of a paispn.fhou'd find

no sVcnrity in Europe, arid therefore fl.-p into

the East-Indies ill Wmle Dutch ship, for a

Dutchma-r may be f'uond who would carry

the devil sot* a stiver or two extraordinary,

he would be confoundedly surprized to find

that Dr. Swift is known in China, and that

next to Corifuciuti hi* writing! are in ihe

greatest e/seem. The missionaries have

•translated several European fcookj into their

'' lateguaje
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language bat I am well informed that none of

them have taken so well as hii ; and the

Chinese, who are a very ingenious people,

reckon Sit" the only author worth reading.

It is well known that in Persia Kouli-Can

was at the paint to translate his works him

self ; being bora a Scotsman, he understood

them very well and I am credibly informed

that he lead The battle of the books the

aight before he gave that great defeat to the

Persian army. If he hears, of this, he

may imagine that he (hall find good re

ception at Constantinople ; but he will be bit

there; for many years ago an English rene-

gado slave translated Effendi Soif for them,

and told them it was writ by an Englishman,

with a design to introduce the Mahometan

religion; this having got him his liberty,

and although it is not believed by theEst'endi,

the book and the author are in the greatest

esteem amongst them. I' he goes into

America, he will not be received into any

English, French, or Spanish settlement ; so

that in all probability he would be soon scalpt

lw the wild Indians; and in truth there

would be no manner of (hame that a head

should be uncovered that has so little brains

an it* Brutality nnd ill-nature proceed from

the want of fense j and therefore without

having ever heard of him before, I can

decide what he is, from this single action.

Now 1 really believe no layman could have

done such a thing. The wearing petti

coats gives to most of the clergy (a few only

excepted of superior understanding) certuin

feminine dispositions. They are com

monly subject to malice and envy, and give

more free vent to those passions: possibly

for the same reas.n that women are observ

ed to do so, because they cannot be called to

account for it. When one does a brutal

action to another, he may have his head

broke, or be whipt through the lungs; but

all who wear petticoats arc secure from such

accidents. Now to avoid further trouble,

I hope by this time his gown is slript off his

back and the boyt of Dublin have drawn

him through a horse pom!. Send me an

Account of this, and I shall be satisfied.

Adieu, dear dean ; I am got to the end of

my paper, but you may be assured that my

■rgard tor you shall only end with the last

tieath of your faithful servant.

LETTER XCIX.

Lord B to Dr. Swift.

SIR, Bath, Nov. 21, ty 5.

THAVE been waiting for an opportunity

*• to write to you with safety, because I

bad a mind to do it with freedom ; and par

ticularly to explain you what 1 meant, when

I told you some time ago. that 1 was almost

tired with struggling to no purpose against

universal corruption. I am now at the Bath,

where there are at present many Irish fami

lies, and though I hare i-.cuircd of them

all, if any gentleman or servant was re-

returning thither, yet I can hear of none,

so that I am forced, if I write at all, to

trust my letter by the common post. No

thing is more certain than that this letter

will be opened there, the rascals of the

office have most infamous directions to do it

upon all occasions ; but they would every

man of them be turned out, if a letter of

mine to you, should escape their intuition.

I am thinking what the ministers may get

by their peeping ; why if 1 speak my mind

very plainly, they may discover two things ;

one is, that I have a very great regard for

you ; the other that I have a very great

contempt for them ; and in every thing I

fa, or do, still set them at defiance. These

things, if they did not know before, they

are very welcome to find out now ; and I

am determined in some other pointr like

wise, to speak my mind very plainly to you.

You must know then, that when I said I

grew weary of contending with corruption, I

never meant absolutely to withdraw myself

from parliament ; perhaps I may not slacken

even my personal opposition to the wicked

measures of the administration, but really

I find my health begins to require some at

tention, and I labour under a distemper

which the long sittings in parliament by no

ways agree with. When Mr. Faulkner

delivered me your former letter (for I have

since had one sent me hither by Mr. Pope)

I was just got up from my bed, where I had

lain the whole night in most excessive tor

ture, with a violent fit of the gravel .1

was not able to write you any answer by

him, who was to depart in two days, and

ever since I have been at this place drinking

the waters, in hopes they may be of service

to me. Besides this of my ill state of

health, I am convinced that our consti

tution is already gone, and we are idly

struggling to maintain, what in truth has

been long lost, like some fools here, witk

gout and palsies at fourscore years old,

drinking the waters in hopes of health

again. If this was not our cafe, and that

the people are already in effect slaves, would

it have been possible for the fame minister,

who had projected the excise scheme (be

fore the heats it had occasioned in the na

tion were well laid) to have chosen a new

parliament again exactly to his mind ' and

though perhaps not altogether so strong in

numbers, yet as well disposed in general to

his purposes as he could wish, his master, I

doubt, is not so much beloved, as I could wish

he was ; the minister, I am sure, is as much

hated and detested as ever man was, and yet,

I fay a new parliament was chosen of the

stamp that was desired, just after having

failed in the most odioua scheme that ever

was projected. After this, what hopes

can there ever postiMy be of success ? Un

less it be from confusion, which God for

bid
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bid I should livr to see. In short, the

whole nation is so abandoned and corrupt,

that the crown can never fail of a majority

in both houses of parliament ; he makes

athem all in one house, and he chuses above

rial fin the other. Four and twenty bishops

and sixteen Scotch lords, is a terrible weight

in one ; forty-five from one country, be

sides the west of England, and all the go

vernment boroughs, is a dreadful number

in the other. Were his majesty in

clined to-morrow to declare his body-coach

man his first minister, it would do just as

well and the wheels of government would

sxsove as easily as they do with the sagacious

driver, who now fiti in the box. Pans and

abilities are not in the least wanting to con

duct affairs ; the coachman knows how to

feed his cattle, and the other feeds the

beasts in his service, and this is all the skill

that is necessary in either case. Are not

these sufficient difficulties and discourage

ments, if there were no others, and would

any man struggle against corruption, when

he knows, that if he is ever near defeating

it, those who make use of it, only double

the dose, and carry all their points farther,

and with a higher hand, than perhaps they

at first intended. Besides all this, I have

bid particular aiisicrtunes and disappoint

ments: I had a very ncrrrcl.ton or great

abilities, who was my fellow labourer in the

public cause: He is gone; I loved' and

esteemed him much, and perhaps wished to

see him one day serving his country in some

honourable station i No man was more ca

pable of doing it, nor h J better intentions

for the public service than him 'elf, and 1

may truly say, that the iruny mortifications

he merwith, in ten or twelve years struggling

in pariiamenr, was the occasion of his death.

J have lost skew. se the truest friend, I may

almost fay servant, that ever man had, in

Mt. Merrilj he undrstood the course of

the r. venues, and the public accounts ot' the

kinziom as well, perhips better, than any

man in it, and in this respect he wjs ot sin

gular use to me : It ii utterly imp slible 'or

me to g i through the drudgery by myself,

which I used to do easily with his assiilance,

and herein it is that opposition galls the

most.

These several nutters I have enumerated

you will allow to be seme discouragements;

but nevertheless, when the time comes,

1 believe you will find me acting thf fame

part I have ever done, and which I am

more set.sficd with myself lor hav.n4d.1n,

since my conduct has sn-.t with jour appro

bation : and give mo leave to return you my

sincere tnanks fur the many kind expressions

of your friendship, which I elieim a I ought,

and will endeavour to deserve as well as 1

can. You enquire alter Boliugbrokc, and

.when he will return irm France. It he

- to Dr. S—: 115

had listened to your admonitions and chid*

ings about ceconomy, he need never have

gone there ; but now I fancy he will scarce

return from thence, till an old gntl.111.1n,

but a very hale one, pleases to dye *. J

have seen several of your letters on fruga

lity to our poor friend John Gay (who needed

them not) but true patriotism can have no

other foundation. When I see lords of the

greatest estates, meanly stooping to take a

dirty pension, because they want a littler

ready money for their extravagancies, I

cannot help wishing to see some papers wtie

by you, that may, if possible shame them

out of it. This is the only thing can re

cover our constitution, and restore honesty.

I have often thought that if ten or a dozen

patriots, who are known to be rich enough

to have ten dishes every day for dinner,

would invite their friends only to two or

three, it might perhaps shame those who

cannot afford two, from having constantly

ten, and 10 it would be in every other cir

cumstance of lire : But luxury is our ruin.

This grave stuff that I have written, looks

like preaching, but I may venture to fay to

you, it is not, for I speak from the sinceri

ty of my heart. We are told a peace ia

made : If it be true, I am satisfied our mini

sters did not so mucji as know of the nego

tiation : The articles, which are the osten

sible ones, arc better than could be expect

ed, but I doubt there are some secret ones,

that may cost us dear, and 1 am fully con

vinced the fear of these will furnifH our

ministers a pretence for not reducing a

single man of oor army. I have just room

to tell you a ridiculous story that has happen

ed here. In the diocese of Wells the bi/hop

and his chancellor have quarrelled : Th*

consequence has been, the bishop has ex

communicated the chancellor, and he in

return has excommunicated the two arch

deacons. A visitation of the clergy was ap

pointed ; t'ie bishop not being able to go

himself, directed his archdeacons to visit

for him. The chancellor alleges from the

constitution of him, this cannot be, and

that the bishop can delegate his power to

nobody but himself: so that probably all

the clergy who attend on the chancellor will

be excommunicate! by the bisiiop, and alt

who obey the orders o' the archdeacons

will be excommunicated by the chancellor.

The bishop in the catncdral, when the scu^

tence of excommunication was going to be

read, sent for it, and tore it in the •peri

church ; the chancellor afterwards affixes

it on the church doors. There arc a great

many more very ridiculous circu.msi.UKei

attending this afi'^ir, which I cannot well

explain: But upon a reference or" the wbolo

to my lord high chancellor, 1 aru lold he

has declared his opinion m support of hiI

brother chancellor, I am giid aha\c icst

P * no

father, hdSt.Jtn.
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ao space to put my name te the bottom of less, when I assure you no nun can be with

my letter ; after some things I hare said it more sincerity and regard than 1 am, your

may be improper, and I am sure it is need- most obedient humble servant.

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

 
Fiiiat, Jan. ao.

'IS majesty gave the royal assent

to the following bills:

, , The bill to continue and

*^£ jH| amend an act for allowing the
^■^S2^^ free importation of salted beef,

***• ■*^* pork, bacon, and butter, from

Ireland, for a limited time, and for allowing

the frej importation of salted beef, pork,

butter, and bacon, from the British domi

nions in America, for a limited time.

The bill to enable his majesty to license a

play house in tbe ciry of Bath.

And to such other private bills as were

ready.

SATURnAY, 30.

The bishop of Peterborough preached be

fore the house of Lords, in the Abbey church,

Westminster, from James iii, 16. And Dr.

Srinton, in St. Margeret's, before the Com

mons, from Titus iii, 1.

Toesday, Feb. 2.

• -Three honses were consumed by fire, on

Snow Hill, and several damaged.

Thursday, 4.

' An house was consumed by fire, in Plough

alley, Mooriields.

Monday, 8.

' Count de Chatelet, ambassador from

France, had his first private audience of the

king.

Tuisday, 9.

Four old houses in George Yard, Water

lane, Fle'ctstreet, fell down, and three per

sons were killed.

WEDNESDAY, IO.

Timothy Crawley, and Patrick Swinneyi

were executed at Tyburn (Sec p. 52.) Tur

ner, Domine,-Harr, Caley, Hamilton, Mit-

shener, and Davis, were reprieved.

Tt/ESDIY, 16.

After a trial of several hours before the

Lord Chief Justice Wilmot, the will of the

late Sir Thomas Clarke, master of the rolls,

was confirmed ; but his copyhold estate, be

ing some inclosed grounds on Hampftead-

Hcatli, was adjudged to belong to the heir

at law, who clearly made out his affinity.

WjCSISDAT, 24.

His majesty gave the roy.il assent to the

following bills :

The bill for further regulating the pro

ceedings of the united company of merchants

trading to the East Indies, with respect to

making of dividends.—For the better regula

tion of his majesty's marine forces while on

fc'.'ic— Ftr the more speedy ;;.d effectual

transportation of felons—For granting an aid

to bis majesty for disbanding the army, and

other necessary occasions, as relate to the

number of troops kept upon the Irish esta

blishment—For providing proper accommoda

tions for his majesty's justices of the great

sessions in Wales, during the time of holding

such sessions—For rebuilding and enlarging;

the common goal of the city and county of

Coventry j and for appointing a place for tha

cistody of prisoners in the mean time—For

more effectually supplying the town of Hali

fax with water, Sec.—For making and

building a convenient Exchange in the city

of Glasgow, for enlarging St. Andrew*!

church -yard, and for building a bridge over

the river Clyde, Sec —For enlightening,

paving, cleansing the street:, and for brttef

regulating the nightly watch and beadles )

and for regulating the poo- os tbe parish of

St. Mary le Bone in the county of Middle

sex—For making and maintaining a naviga

ble cut or canal from Birmingham to Billion,

and for making collateral cuts and waggon

ways from several coal mines, and for con

tinuing the said canal to Autnerley, there ra

communicate with the canal now making

betneen tiie riven Tient and Severn.

And to such road and inclosure bills al

were then ready.

Four ciu.es were tried at Guildhall, Lon

don, by special juries, before the Right Hon.

Sir Eardley Wilmot, knt. chief justice of tha

Court of Common Pleas, wherein several

merchants were plaintiffs, and the hon.

James Murray, Esq; late governor of Que

bec, was defendant, for recovering divers

sums of money levied by way of duties upon

fpir-ts imported : When after a full hearing

which lasted several houts, verdicts wera

given for the several plaintiffs for all such

duties as ha-3 been impose,) by the defendant

over and above the French duties, together

with damages and costs of suit.

An bouse has been consumed by fire, at

Rogues-well, Stepney.

The following remarkable increase froia

a single pea may be depended on as fact :—

Mr. Abraham Cock, farmer of Grove, near

Castlc-Cary in Yorkshire, set some kidney-

beans last season ; at the end of one of the

rows his daughter set a white pea, which hte

propt up with a stick when it grew, as he

did his beans ; as they ripened he gathered

them, and the produce was 1 176, besides

two kids gathered when green ; and as the

rest hid eight is i kid, these if left to ripen,

WOuM
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weald have made the produce to be 1:9a

peas.

Hii majesty's pardon is promised to any

--.-■ ot the offenders who (hall at any time

hereafter be guilty of cutting to pieces any

iilk, utensils, or materials of the silk ma

nufactures, on discovery of tkeir accom

plices.

A large body of smuggler! having mur

dered Peter Hallip, tideisunreyor os Yar

mouth port, and dangerously wounded seve

ral others, who had seized a large quantity

of exci seable goods, which ihe said hnug-

csleis rescued and carried off with them ; his

snajesty's pardon, as usual, is offered for

taking the offonders; andthecomrniflione«

of excise promise a reward of one hundred

pounds for taking any of them.

A pardon and 50 I reward are offered for

the apprehending the dcer-ftealcrs, who on

Jan. 29, robbed his majesty's park at Wind

ier, and slot at one of the keepers.

Sana ford-Mill, near Abangdon, has been

consumed by sire, and a lad perianed in the

flames : Also a barn, stable, a rick of hny,

at Roke, in Oxfordshire, and a barn, cow

house, &e. ice. near Hanbufy-hall, in Wor

cester/hire ; all supposed to be wilfully set on

fire.

Oxford, Feb. 19. The Right Hon. the

Earl of Lichricld, chancellor of this uni

versity, haa established two annual prizes of

the value of aol. each ; the one for a copy

•f English verses, the other for a Latin

dissertation : and the following are the sub

jects proposed for the present year, viz.

For the English vtrfei,

Tm Cor»oj;i,sT or Quebec.

For tbi Latin Jf/irtatioK,

AtTtt Prosunt KlIPU El.IC.E.

The first prize is intended for such gen

tlemen of the university as have not exceed

ed four years from the time of their matri

culation ; and the other for such as have

not completed seven years. — The ex

ercises are to be sent, under a sealed cover

to the register of the university, before next

Ascension Day. The author is required to

conceal his name, and to distinguish his com

position by whatever motto he pleases ; send

ing at the same time his name and motto

seabed up under another cover. — The exer

cises to which the prizes are adjudged are to

be repeated (after a previous rehearsal) in

sthe Theatre upon the Commemoration-day,

immediately before the- Orator or Poetry

Professor's Crewian Oration.

Gloucester, Feb. 1. On Thuisday one of

"the most horrid instances of barbarity was

perpetrated »t Wotton Underedge, in this

county, that ever was heard of, by one Sa

muel Wellington, a Iheerman, who, about

ten o'clock in the morning left his work and

went home, and killed bis father. He first

-knocked the poor man down with a hammer,

■and atteiwards cut his hud almost off* it

seems he had frequently, for some time past,

threatened to kill him for opposing his incli

nations to marry. The villain afterwards;

went and told what he done, to some of

his neighbours, and he was immediately

apprehended and committed to our castle.

Inmease damage has been sustained by

the stood: at Barniley, Uipon, Leeds, Smiths,

and other parts of Yorkshire and the North.

Suiths, Jan. 39. We have had the great*

est quantity of haddock', taken upon tha

coast, that has been known for many year,*,

which h.ii given great relief to the . poor, in

these titties when provisions are so scarce and

dear, in this place are thirty-three cobles,

or tithing boats, each of which have brought

in, upon an average, for three weeks toge

ther, thirty stone a day (at fourteen pounds to)

the stone) which a nuun-s in the whole tu.

I7S20 tn;.-.e; aid allowing three stones of

fish willafsordas mucn.nourifliirient as one

stone of ueef, this qusality will be equal tfl

5940 stone of beef, or ninetjr nine, fat oxers

of iix:y stone a piece j and allowing, .the fame

proportivn to Robin Hood'* Bay, and R-inf-

wkk, the tint of wiich I recks* equal to

Staiths, and the other one third of it, these

three places must hate supplied the country

with ;i;'h at about a farthing a pound, ecyjal

in quantity at least to »Jt fat cattle o. the-

»>•»« Wight.

Exirtil of a Ltttar from Alnwick, Feb. 8. '

'■ siime weeks ago the seasoning odd affair

happened at Hunting-hall, near Haggcrflone s

A cow belonging to a gentlemin of' that

place »ti affected wiih a remarkable swelling

in her body, which by his account.must have

10.' < proved fatal j 'but according to custom in

such cafes, he made a smell iucisir.a with hii

penknife between two of the short ribs,

Iron whence iil'u-d such a rapid stream of

air, that it put out a candle at a yard dis*

tance from the orifice, she candle was irat-

snediateiy lighted, and in order to' try the ef

fect a secoid time, was held abou'. fifteen

or sixteen inches from the ground, which

instantaneously set sire to the air, and it'a

effects proved lim lar to that in a coal mine;

the flame also weuc against the stream, and

set tire to the bair about the orifice, and

singed the part considerably dserore. it could be

extingu.fhed. The cow immediatHy reco

vered; -As the above fv well atieitrd. by The

person who performed the operation, it af

fords matter of speculation for the naturalists

to account for so strange a phcenOmtnoh.t'

-(See page 18.)

On Jan. 18, a (hock of art earthquake

was felt at M Id, in Flintshire. -

Sti>**ns and sto->dshav(.<Jone much dim,.'!;*,

a-4-rcatly rewrrkd the-po^, in Scotland.

UxtraS of a Lttttr fnrn.tbt North of lrtianJj.

Jan. rz.

During the late'sevcre show in these part*,

upwards o' five hundred st»e»p belonging to

one ijrmer, vere entirety buried- by the viej-

lent
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lent drifts in the valleys. What is very

surprising, upon the melting of the snow,

which was not till ten days or a fortnight

after, they were all found alive, but fast

asleep, and what is further remarkable, they

were all in much better condition than be

fore the accident happened. This may as-

ford a question not incurious for the natura

lists. It is well known in respect to other

parts of animal life, that sleep has the ef

fect of nutrition ; and as to many of them

we certainly know that they exist merely

by deep for one half of the year. What a

discovery may this prove to the farmer?

Whether he happens to be short of grafs,

or cannot get at what he has for snow, he

has nothing to do but to raise a hill of it

over his flock, and let them sleep it out."

Exirad of a Letter from Dublin, Feb. 13.

" On Wednesday the Hon. House of Com

mons waited upon his excellency the lord

lieutenant, with a most dutiful address to his

majesty, and the following address to his

excellency :

To his excellency George lord viscount

Townlhend, lord lieutenant general and '

general governor of Ireland, the humble

address of the knights, citizens, and

burgesses, in parliament assembled.

May it please your excellency,

«* WE, his majesty's most dutisnl and

loyal subjects, the commons of Ireland, in

parliament assembled, think it incumbent

on us to testify our grateful fense of your

excellency's effectual endeavours in favour of

the bill for limiting the duration of parlia

ments in this kingdom.

It is with the highest satisfaction we re

flect, that the auspicious reign of our pa

triot sovereign has been distinguished by the

return of a bill so essential to the consti

tution, and to the advancement of the pro

testant religion in this country. And we

congratulate your excellency upon an event

which must add a lustre to your admini

stration, and remain as a monument to pos

terity of the disinterestedness and indepen

dency of this house."

Grot rejoicings have been made at Dub

lin, and in ail parts of Ireland, on the re

turn of the above mentioned bill.

Marriages ar.i Births.

Feb. I. rT I S Excellency Sir George

L J Macartney was married to la

dy Jane Stewart, second daughter of the earl

of Bute- 2. David Price, Esq; to Miss Foy

—26. Lord Beauchamp, to the hon. Miss

Windsor, daughter of the late lord Lately,

Joseph Herring, Esq; to Miss Sally Allan-

by- Alexander Wcod, Esq; to Miss Mom-

bray—William Phillimore, Esq; to Mrs.

Burr—James Price, Esq; to Miss Fludyer—

James Rysom, Esq; to Miss Caroline Jell's —

Robert More, Esq, to Mii's More, both as

Shropshire, with a fortune of 50, cool.—

Lord George Sutton, to Miss Mary Peart—

Hewitt, Esq; to Miss Dyer daughter of the

late poet of that name Earl of Hume, to

Miss Ramsey—Godhard Vankemp, Esq}

to Miss Simpson—John Jean, Esq; to Miss

Baker—Sir James Ibbetl'on, hart, to Mi.'.,

Caygill, daughter and heir of Mr. John Cay-

gill, of Hallifax merchant— Earl of Mill-

town, to Miss French, of Oakport, in Ros-

common—John Smith, Esq; to Miss Cuitis,

ofStamfoid, a 250001. fortune.

Jan. 14. Mrs. Herbert, sister of Lord De-

fart, was delivered of a son—

Feb. 3. Lady of hon. Mr. Bathnrft, of

a daughter—6. Mrs. Orby Hunter, of a son—

10. Countess of Moray, of a son—Lady of

Dr. Fowler, of a .son -20. Lady Sondes of

a son— 24. Viscountess Torrington, of aa

daughter.

Latek/. Lady Reay, of a daughter—Lady

of Horatio Mann, Esq; of a son and heir-

Lady Knatchbull, of a son.

Deaths.

Jan. 20,.'VTATHANIEL Paicc, Esq; an

x\l eminent merchant.

Feb. 1. Sir Robert Rich, bart. field rnar-

Ihal of the forces, col. of the 4th regiment

of dragoons, and governor of Chelsea hus-

pital—Thomas Jones, Esq; late high-sheriff

for Gloucestershire— 3. Rt. hon. Viscount

Kilmoiey— 5. Thomas Brereton, Esq; au

thor of several ingenious pieces— 7. Paul

Leger, Esq; late au eminent weaver—John

Campbell, of Orchard, in North-Britain,

Esq; last of the male line os the family of

Ardkinglafs, — 11. Mrs. Marsha Whitway,

aged- 78, the friend and correspondent of

Dean Swift— 12. Robert Somerville, of Bed

fordshire, Esq;— 14. Mr. Thomas Burnet;

a stock broker— 15. Charles Gore, of'i'ring,

in Hertfordshire, Esq; member for Tiver-

ton—Rt, hon. Arthur Onslow, a privy-

counsellor, and speaker of the House ofCom

mons for thirty-three years, a post he filled

with the greatest uprightness and reputation.

(See Onflow, in our general index)—George

Gordon, of the Midcie-Temple, late of Ne-

thermuir, in North- Britain, Esq; aged near

eighty i A gentleman os primitive honour

and integrity, great erudition, remarkable

for his profound knowledge of the laws and

constitution of this kingdam, and not left

so for his amiable and beneficent behaviour

in private life. .Hi* writings in the cause of

liberty have enlightened and improved thou1

sands, though the name of this benefactor

to the public, as an author, was known on

ly to his particular friends— Edmund Plow-

den, Esq; descended of the famous lawyer of

that name— 15. Gillingliam Cooper, Efj;

banker in the Strand, aged near 80—Mr.

Dance, senior, the city-surveyor—Mrs. Sax-

ion, neke of the countess, of' Macclcsfvld.

Bills
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Ems of Mort»li»y from Dee. 19

Feb. 13.

CatiiTiNiD. Biiiim.

Males 1249

Female* 1178 S^lhadaUi'I 456»
Whereof hire died,

Within the Walls 189

Witho. the walls 106a

Mid. and Surry 2202

Ciiy&Sub.West. ioi6

4569

Weekly,

 

Under 2 Years 1 34.1,

Bctw. 2 and 5 363

5 and 10 — 19-

10 and »o — 15a

30 and jo — 366

30 and 40 — 442

40 and to — 524

50 and 60 — 397

00 and 70 — 357

70 and So — 284

80 and 90 — 127

90 and ico — 17

j»o and upwards

4569

4569

Wheaten peck loaf, wt. 17 Ib. 601. 2s. 9d.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

CONSTANTINOPLE, January 1. The

Grand Signior has given his eldest

daughter, a princess of seven years old, to

theNizanji-bafhi; and yesterday the Crand

Vizir cloathed him with the Pellice, and de

clared him son-in-law to the Sultan. This

young princess is widow of the late vizir,

who was beheaded three years ago at Me-

teline.

Copenhagen, Jan. 29. Last night, about

ten o'clock, the queen of Denmark was

safely delivered of a prince, to the inex

pressible happiness of her royal consort, and

the whole court. Her majesty and the new

born prince are this morning both as well as

can be expected. This very important, and

much-desired event happened but an hour or

two before the anniversary of the king of

Denmark's own birth-day, which we are

now celebrating with double festivity. The

birth of an heir-male to the crown has com

plexly fulfilled the ardent wilhes and prayers

of the publick, and consequently spread a

real joy through all ranks of people. Im

mediately after it was made known, the fo

reign ministers, and all the nobility waited

upon the king, who was pleased to icceive

their compliments of -congratulation, and to

express the satisfaction he received from their

attention on this interesting event. The

king of Denmark bestowed levcral marks of

favour on this happy occasion.

[The young prince was baptized by the

same of Frederick, on Jan. 30. )

Dantzic, Nov. 16. Last year 1126 ships

tame into this port, of which 297 wcreDutch,

184 English, and 100 Danish. The number

which sailed from it was 1111; of which

322 were bound to Holland, 209 to England,

268 to Sweden, and 113 to Deantark,

119

Extract tfa Utttrsnm Warsaw, Jan. 10.

" In the fittings of the commissaries of

the four departments of last Friday, many

important affairs were terminated. The

king is to enjoy a yearly pension of a roil»

Hon and a half, to be paid by the treasury.

The prince de Radzivil is to have an annual

pension of 600,000 florins, by way of in

demnification, besides three millions which

his family lent to the republic. The trea

surer of the crown, who has hitherto enjoy

ed a pension of 120,000 florins, is to have

for the future an augmentation of 8o,oco flo

rins. The great treasurer of Lithuania is to

have 40,0c o florins added to his yearly ap

pointments. The count de Fleming is to

have a considerable sum, as also the bishop of

Wilda. In the same sittings, the sum of

12,0.0 Polish ducats was granted as a yearly

appendage or portion, to the two princes of

Saxony.

Warsaw, Feb. 3. The day before yester

day the diet was opened, but immediately

put off again for three weeks. It is assured,

that the reason of this is, that several mat

ters, calculated more to exasperate than ap

pease people's minds, had been delivered in

to the diet : among others, the manifesto of

the marstial of the confederacy of Grodno,

which is full of harm terms against prince

Repnin, the pope's brief to the prince pri

mate, and above all, that addressed to the

king, which the apostolick nuncio delivered

on Saturday last, to his majesty. It is said

in this brief, that the king ought rather to

abdicate the crown, than sign any thing that

may prejudice the Roman catholic religion.

The bishops have received a similar brief.

The nuncio has delivered, on the part of his

holiness, a manifesto to the great chancellor,

in which he informs all those who may sub

scribe to any articles of this nature, thatthey

shall be excommunicated. It is said the cler

gy, particularly the Jesuits, have refused to

contribute, in any shape, to the public im

posts.

Trieves, Jan. 14. The Elector, our So

vereign, died the day before yesterday, be

tween seven and eight in the evening, after

nine weeks illness. His highness was born

May 24, 1701, appointed a canon residentiary

of the metropolitan church in this city in

1718, Dean in 1742, consecrated archbishop

of Patras, December 13, 1751; declared

coadjutor to the elector count Francis George

de Sconborn, July it, 1754; assumed the

government of the electorate on the decease

of his predecessor, Jan. 18, 1756; and ob

tained the bishoprick of Worms, in 1763.

Berlin, Feb. 13. In this country the

winter has been very long and severe, the

cold having been observed for several days at

37 degrees below the freezing point on Fa-

re.iheit's thermometer ; but within these few

days, the frost has gone off, and we have now

very mild weather, which it is to be hoped

will continue for the fake of the poor, who

have suffered greatly from the scarcity and

high [nice of siting, Biuut-
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Brunswsick, Jan. zS. The hereditary

prince, who bad kept his room for several

days, is now able to appear in public.

The hereditary princess being again with

child, public prayers hare been matte for her

royal aighness's delivery.

Munfter,Jan-22. Extravagance and luxury

in dress having come to a great height in

this bifhoprick, the government is going to

pnblifh ah ordinance, forbidding allbut the

noblesse and persons of rank to wear any silk

•r laced cloaths.

Madrid, Jan. 16. The commission esta

blished by the king, and to which five

bishops have been admitted whom his ma

jesty sent for here, continues it's delibera*

"t ions not only on the use they ought to make

ef the effects that belonged to the expelled

Jesuits, but also on the reformation of the

clergy, and the necessity of remedying the

abuses which are crept into the interior ma

nagement of the monasteries '; and lastly, on

the means of putting on a better footing tho

universities of the kingdom.

Madrid, Feb. 2. Public notice has been

given in the gazette of this city, that a new

plant, which has been found proper to be

used in dying silk, woollen, and cotton, will

be put up to sale at thewarehouses belonging

to the Caracca company. The plant grows

an the province of Caracca and Maracaybo,

and is called by the natives Dividivi. In se

veral respects it has the fame properties

with the gill-nut of Aleppo, and gives a finer

black. The royal junto of Commerce are

taking measures for extending this branch of

trade, and the king has exempted it for a cer

tain number of years from the duty on im

portation.

, Venice, Jan. 10. A few days since died

Jiere Madam Frances Gvimani, consort to the

•reigning doge, aged 19 years. The unhappy

end of this lady, who was respectable as

well for her virtues as her beauty, excites

<he compassion of every one. She was stand

ing in her chzmber with her back to the fire,

when the flames canght hold of her clothes

with such violence, that they could not be

extinguislied till they had reached her body.

She languished twelve days, and then died

an terrible tortures.

Leghorn, Jan. 22. We have received

here from Bastia the news, that the republic

of Genoa has consented to the plan of paci

fication proposed by the Corsicans. We

know not yet the Conditions; but it is pre

tended, that the first article stipulates the

free possession of places, and an independ

ency of government in favour of the Corsi-

' t cans ; it being -understood that the medi

ating powers will be guarantees of the treaty.

We learn also from Cape Corse, that general

Paoli, after providing tor every thing relative

to the fortification of the frontier?, and vr-

filing the most important places of the isle,

was returned to Cortc, the usual place of

his residence, Where an assembly of the na

tional council had been held, the result of

which is expected with impatience.

.Leghorn, Jan. 29. They write fromCor-»» .

sica, that the chevalier Buttofuoco, a Corsi— -

can by nation, and a captain in the service?*

of his moit Christian majesty, is arriVetVthere

from Baftia," and has' brought Paoli a con

vention signed between the republic of Ge

noa and the Corsicans. This news has dif

fused joy over all the isle ; and In* conse

quence thereof the French troops are pre

paring to evacuate it.

Parma, Jan. 23. The infant duke our

sovereign hath caused a pragmatic sanction

to bt published lately in this city, composed

of four articles - the tenor of which is as

follows :

I. None of the subjects of the infant

shall, without the express permission of his

royal highness, carry to any foreign tribu

nals, not even to Rome, such affairs of con

tention of any kind as shall arise in the

countries subject to his dominion.

II. All the infant's subjects are forbidden

to have recourse to foreign princes, govern

ments or tribunals, as well with respect to

matters of interest, as for' the procuring

within his state any benefice, or other ec

clesiastical savours, without having fi/st oh-

rained his rpyal highness's consent.

II. All benefices, as well for the cure of

fouls, - as consistorial and in commendam, •

pensions, abbics, dignities, or posts, which

have any jurisdiction, shall not for the fu

ture be possessed, within the three dutchieaj

by any but the subjects of the infant, and

with his permission.

IV. The infant declares null and without

effect, all writings, letters, sentences, de

crees, bulls, briefs, &c. which shall coma

from Rome, or any other foreign country,

at least unless they are furnislied with the -

Rrgio exequatur.

Lausanne, Jan. 25. According to advicei

just received fromGeneva there is some hope

of a reconciliation between the great and

little councils and the citizens of that re

public. The declaration delivered by the

representatives of the latter, on the 19th of

this month, to the commission of the coun

cil of two hundred, respecting the plan for

that purpose, having been carried on tha

2.0th to the great and little councils, thosa

two bodies made some changes and modifi

cations in it. It was then resolved to tetf-

■voke a general council on the 23d, which

accordingly assembled that day, ahd ap"-

proved, by a majority of 947 voices against

49, of the proposal of the great council for

putting off the election till the thirty-first

of this month. If this election be made,

then a total pacification in the republic mult

follow.

{£**?* The Gentlemen rf L hyfi , a vd Tie Mer

chant, Jball, ct is o'.ir iluty, be itadily gratified

in our next. Tj>e d'fre of our ccrrejpynd'nt "if

L'.tuer Saxony, is under citfiderari?*, aud if

ptflible. will Be cornslied nvitb. M'try irtpt-

niout pieces in profs and vfst art dtfared .'t, tar

sat/.
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THE BRITISH THEATRE.

fT» W~*Lr •• with a sensible

U *JOb£ J concern every lover

\* . aJ °^ tne theatre ob

is'^ I i5 servwi that while

ft3 Sj^( the good sense of the

W J^^ "W public is resolutely

W W W J determined to check

**-* "*~i« all appearances of li

centiousness in new performances,

there are still some old one* not a little

ramarkable both forimpiety and inde

cency, which are but too much relisli •

ed by the politest audiences. "Tis

true, the comedies of Congrev*, Van-

brugb, and Wycherley, though univer

sally admired for their wit, are now

laid pretty much aside, and there are

not many men of understanding who

would choose to put the most celebra

ted of these writers into the hands of

their daughters, or their wives ; yet

notwithstanding this just indignation

to the vices of the comic muse, we

shew no resentment whatsoever to the

profligacies of her tragic sister, though

they are always enforced upon our

minds with a much greater energy by

the actor, and much more easily re-

' tained by our memories, on account of

the additional charm which they re

ceive in a polished versification.

I shall readily grant, that if we were

to have no tragedies represented, but

such as are wholly free from the

charges of impiety and indecency, the

hit of our acting tragedies would be a

very short one ; but still if we are obli

ged from lKcessity to perform such

pieces of the tragic kind as our reason

must condemn, we should render them

as inoffensive as possible, and where an

obscene expression, or profane apos

trophe can be omitted, without inju

ring the main thread of an author's

fable, 'tis our business to leave it out

Marco, 176S.

at once, at an unnecessary insult to

our understanding, or our principles.

I am led into these reflections from

the disgust I have frequently received,

even in tragedies where a great deal of

the offensive has been justly expunged

by the good fense of Mr. Garrick, to

whom our stage is so highly indebted

for its present degree of reformation.

In Venice Preserved for instance-, I ant

greatly pleased to find a very gross line,

which the poet has put into the mouth

of Belvidera, judiciously left out — it

is where (he tells her husband of Re

nault's attempt upon her, and fays he

was

—Loose, unbutton"d, ready for •vio

lation.

The idea conveyed in this line was a

very brutal one, especially coming

from a woman of honour, and, indeed,

an actress who could repeat it, must

possess more than an ordinary share of

fortitude yet, though this line is

wisely reprobated in our theatres, Jaf-

fier still exclaiiris, that the Old Goat

must havestunk tuben the rank fit ivae

on bim\ and talks of the connubial

intercourse between himself and hi*

wife, in a manner that must he ex

tremely disagreeable to a delicate au

ditor. 1 am the more olVended

at the negligence with which we re

tain these circumstances in Jaffier he-

cause they are not in the least necessa

ry, either for the conduct of the fahle,

or the illustration of the character j

on the contrary, it would ne more ser

viceable to both, if they were intirely

obliterated, and therefore are as re

pugnant to the laws of criticism as

to the rules of decency.

In like manner Monimia's descrip

tion, to her brother, of Castalio's kind

ness tuben in btr arms ; in like rnan-

•V.* ncr
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r.tr Lothario's account of having

pasted

—the live long night in bliss.

In extafies too great to last for ever,

are detestable ; so it Jago's (peeeh of

the black ram tupping tie <wbite etue ; so

is Statira's where (he tells us Alex

ander

Curls like a vine, andtouches like a God,

and so, in short, are a thousand

speeches in the catalogue of our acting

tragedies, which I do not think it

requisite to cite, as they must easily

occur to the recollection of a sensible

reader—It would do great honour,

therefore, to the managers of our the

atres, if they were to root out these

gross, these unnecessary obscenities,

Jtnce the negative merit of being inof

fensive, is a matter of some importance,

where we cannot boast of absolute

perfection.

But while we are thus recollecting

particular faults in some of our old

stock plays, let us not be unjust to

the merit of a modern tragedy, which

has been lately received with universal

approbation at Drury Lane theatre—

the reader will immediately conceive,

that, in this place, I advert to Mr.

Murphy's Zenobia, which, though

one of the most capital French writers

Crebillon, and one of the most cele

brated among the Italians Metastafio,

have written on the fame story, is, ne

vertheless, a production that does great

credit to Mr. Murphy's genius, and

must be considered by every dispas

sionate critic, as a valuable acquisition

to the English stage. We would not

however, from this by any means, insi

nuate that Mr. Murphy's Zenobia is

without its imperfections ; the charac

ter of Teribazus in particular is appa

rently inconsistent ; the author designs

him lor an open, for a brave, but

above all for a generous prince, yet

so little bravery, so little generosity

kas he, that when Zenobia even in

forms him of her marriage with Fla-

Xiinius, and throws herself entirely

upon his goodness for protection, he

pursues Flaminius, who has just made

tiis escape, with a detachment of sol

diers, brings liim back in chains, and

co-operates with the sruelty of his fa

ther to destroy the husband, because

he himself, as well a>s his father, en

tertains a passion for the wife.—Indeed,

when be discovers that the person who

i
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calls himself Flaminius is actually hi*

own brother Rhadamistus, he then be

gins to feel great compunction for be

ing so materially instrumental in

plunging him in distress ; but this

compunction arises entirely from the

circumstance of Rhadamistus's being

his brother, not from the consciousness,

of the injustice he had done to the

supposed Flaminius ; Teribazus ia

deeply afflicted at having behaved un

justly to a brother, but while he ima

gined himself treating only a stranger

injuriously, he thought himself acting

with the most perfect propriety ; a

conduct of this nature is wholly incon

sistent with the principles of generosity ;

nay it is wholly inconsistent with the

principles of common honesty; com

mon honesty does Bot by any means

allow us lo injure others merely be

cause they are strangers to us ; there

is as much justice due to the greatest

stranger as to the brasher of our breast,

and consequently arguing by this rule

we cannot suppose that Mr. Murphy

in the character of Teribazus has given

us any thing like a true pattern, either

of strict justice or real generosity—

the part of Rhadamistus too is rather

languid; he avoids explanations, ata

time that explanations are most of all

necessary, arid laments the impropriety

of his brother's conduct without ever

attempting to set him right.—The ca

tastrophe, however, is very well worked

up, and the triumph of Zenobia, when

her father-in-law struggles in the

pangs of death, is masterly to a grist

degree, though we think there is

something like it in Doctor Young's

Revenge. Upon the whole, Zenobia

is a tragedy of much merit ; and will

we dare fay, be a constant favourite

with the public.—'The epilogue to it,

which is written by Mr. Garrick,

abounds with wit and picitantry; and

Mrs. Dancer's excellence in the princi

pal part, does not a little contribute

to the success of tlie piece.

The tragedy of Zenobia is not the

only new production which has made

its appearance at Drury-lane theatre,

during the course of the kit month, a

little piece of two acts, entitled, the

Absent Man, and written by the very

ingenious author of Lionel and Cla

rissa, has been twice exhibited with

general applause, from very croudea

audiences.—This performance, the

author
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author candidly tells as he designs en-

1 1 rcl v for a farce, and confesses that he

has taken his plot immediately from a

paper in the Spectator. This indeed

i» extremely evident, but he involves

his Absent Man into such a variety

•f whimsical distresses, that he affords

us a constant fund of entertainment,

without running into a single circum-

-ftance of buffoonry from the opening

of the first scene to the termination

of the catastrophe. —Mr. King, in the

Absent Man, is inimitable, and 'tis

but justice to fay, that since the pub

lication of our last number, he has ap

peared in the part of Shylock with a

degree of reputation, at least equal to

any of his most celebrated predecessors

in that 'very difficult character.—In

deed his excellence in it was so great,

that the public are desirous of seeing

him in a light widely different to that

in which he has hitherto been known,

and we are pretty confident he will

answer their warmest expectations.

from your

that you

•T* the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

I Have ground to expect,

disinterested conduct,-

will insert in your next Magazine the

following reply to N. N, (page 91st)

which I make upon the principle of

self-defence, and that the gentleman

might know, I am so far from being

satisfied with his animadversions, that

I heartily pity him, and should rejoice

to be assisting in bringing him to the

knowledge of the truth.

• I produced Gal. ii. 1 ;. to prove,

that the expression by nature signifies

by birth, which every one knows who

understands the Greek word fmi, If

I were to cite human authorities to

confirm it, I would mention Ham

mond ami Whitby on the passage >

but the objector, who in a preceding

paper had said, that the word sum in

that parallel place Kpli. ii. 3. signifies

custom or prailice, now fays, here it

means circumcision, and that because

no man is horn circumcised, therefore

no man is born a Jew. He mi»ht

with equal propriety la-,, no man is a

Briton born till he has asserted or

taken up his freedom. The infant-

offspring of Jewish parents lia.i a right

to circumcision by virtue of the ceve-

Anfwtr to a former Lttier. 1 25

nant God made with Abraham, so

that the mark in the flesh did not

make them Jews, but supposed, that

they were so by nature or by birth

in opposition, not to proselytes, but

to those who continued iu a state of

gentilism. Moreover, to prove that

all does not depend, as your corres

pondent says, upon circumcision, let

him consider that in Portugal, and

some other popish countries there are

many Jews who are not circumcised,

for fear of being seized by the inqui

sition, and yet they are accounted by

their brethren in this kingdom Jews

by birth.

As to the gentleman's Latin quo

tation, Cbrifiianus mn nafcilur, fed fit.,

I apprehend it does not avast ; for to

make it to his purpose, it should have

been Gentilii nan ntfeitur, fed fit, no

man is horn a Gentile, but made so*

but this would have beer, to fay what

everyone can gain fay.

As to the comment he produces

from Lardner's sermons on Psolm Ii. 7.

which he adopts as his own, I would

only reply, that it is a direct contra

diction to the letter of the text. Da

vid fays in the presence of the heart-

searching God, in sin did my mother

conceive me; this author fays, that

the time of the Psalmist's conception

signifies that early time of life when

he was capable of committing those

actual sins which he ought to repent

of, i. e. in other words, he was not

Ihapen in iniquity, nor in sin did his

mother conceive him. This is not

commenting upon, but torturing the

scripture. I would beg leave to drop

one plain hint and conclude) that as

the streams flow from the fountain, so

do our actual transgressions proceed

from the depravity of human nature.

I am, Sir, Your humble servant,

March 17, 1768. R. W.

' Extra!! of a Letterfrom Oxford.

" V7RIDAY last, the nth of

\} March, 1768, six students be

longing to Ed—d— hall were expelled

the university, after an hearing of se

veral hours for holding methodistkal

tenets, and taking upon them to pray,

read or expound the scriptures, and

sing hymns in private houses. The

principal of the hall defended their doc

trines from the thirty-nine articles of

the
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the established church, spoke in the

highest terms of the piety and exem-

phriness of their lives ; but hit mo

tion was over- ruled, and lenience

pronounced against them. Dr. N—1,

one of the heads of houses present, .

observed, that as, " these six gentle

men were expelled for having too

much religion, it would be very pro

per to inquire into the conduct of

some who had too little ; and the V—r

was heard to tell their chief accuser,

that the university was much obliged

to him for this good work."

ExtraS ofem-ther Letter from Oxford,

March 18, 1768.

"THE particulars relative to the

procedings against the six young gen

tlemen of Ed—d-hall, you have al

ready heard : Never was greater ma

lice exercised on the one hand, nor a

more particular submission on theother.

Some of them, indeed, by a well-

meant zeal, have fallen into impru-

dencies, but this is the utmost that

can be said 1 nor can this even be said

of them all. This sentence of expul

sion, never inflicted but upon the most

atrocious crimes, was pronounced

against one of these gentlemen for what

was done about two years before he

was a member of the university, and

which he himself has been long con

vinced was an indiscretion. The others

were not in the least conscious of hav

ing acted against any law, either hu

man or divine, but as toon as ever

they were warned that praying, read

ing, or expounding the scriptures in

a private house, was contrary to the

fense which the seniors in the univer

sity put upon the statute, they imme

diately desisted, which was months be

fore their expulsion. Two or three of

tbem were accused of being bred to

trades; a dreadful crime ! and of be

ing insufficient in their, knowledge of

the learned langu;ges; as wonderful a

reason of not being able to pursue their

studies at the university, as it would

be for removing food from a man

because he was hungry. The concourse

os people upon this occasion was

prodigious, and the behaviour of the

Rev. Dr. D n the principal of the

hall, was that of the scholar, the gen

tleman, the christian, and the friend.

Only four heads of houses were present

■post this occasion.

T it a ▼ illing. March

From the London Chronicle.

On some Expulsions on March n, I7<8,

of Ed—d-hall, O—d.

REJOICE, ye sons of papal Rome,

No longer hide the head ;

Mary's blest days once more are come,

And Bonner from the dead.

Another; containing a fadfort of Advici

tojoung Gownsmen.

YE jovial fouls, drink, whore, and

swear,

And all shall then go well :

But O take heed of Hymns and prayer,

These cry aloud—Expcl.

ExtraS from Dr. NugentV Trtrvth

through Germany, &c

THE Dr. fays, " he set out from

Hamburgh to Lubeck at fix in

the morning in the common stage of

the country, called a post-waggon,

which is little better than one of our

dung-carts, with boards nailed across

it for seats, and backs to them, about

a foot and a half high. They have

generally three rows of feats, each

holding three persons ; and they tre

besides so incumbered with goods,

that a passenger sometimes has hardly

room to set his feet. There is no

getting into them without a lad

der. They travel day and night, and

in all weathers, so that you are sure of

reaching your journey's end at a stated

time. They move but slowly, not

above three or sour miles an hour ;

and where the roads are bad, you un

dergo many a severe jolt. Another

inconveniency is their being uncover

ed; so that [you are exposed to sun,

hail, rain, and snow. It is a little

strange that the Germans have not

yet thought of providing travellers,

and in a country where they travel so

much, with a better conveniency. But

what is very extraordinary, you pay as

dear for those wretched vehicles, as

we do in England for commodious

stage- machines ; you may judge of this

by the fare from Hamburg to Lubeck,

which is only thirty-fix miles, and

colt me for my person 4s. 3d. English,

and 3 r. 4-d. for ray trunk, besides

drink-money to the postilions, which

is a groat each stage. These carriages

are very often richly loaded, and have

always a heavy chest, in which the
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nism. On it arc seen tbe ecliptic, zo

diac, equator and tropics ; and what

is astonishing, the planets in their

several courses ; so that the station of

any of them is to be found at any

hour of the day, whether they be

above or below the horizon, or to

the southward, eastward, or westward,

with many other astronomical particu

lars. In a word, from this curious

machine may be formed a complete al

manack, (hewing the daily dispositions

and variations of the celestial bodies,

fun rising and setting, the eclipses,

festivals, and remarkable days, for the

meridian of Lubeck, and this in any

year, even the leap years, down to

1875, which will be the year of con

summation to all these laborious dis

plays of astronomical knowledge.

There are likewise several ingenious

automata, particularly an image of

our Saviour, and on its right hand a

door, which opening as the clock

strikes twelve at noon, forth come in

order of procession, the emperor and

the seven eldest electors : and turning;

to the image, make a profound obei

sance, this he returns witha kind ofmo

tion of his band; then the august group*

retreat in the fame order, through a

door 011 the left, and both doors im

mediately (hut. In the tower above

this clock, is another master-piece, the

chimes ; they play every hour, and

with a justness, celerity, and melody,

which charm the mast delicate ear:

Under these chimes is the bell, for

striking the hour, which is performed

by an image of Time, whilst a lesser

-figure representing Mortality, and

standing at the other fide of the bell,

turns aside its head at every stroke.

That this work may not be damaged

by any indiscreet spectators, it is fra

med all over with wire, at the distance

of arm's length. An inscription on

the lest, (hews the original date of this

work to be the year 14.05, though it

has undergone two repairs , but the

artist's name has long been buried ia

oblivion. In the following inscription,

on the right, are set forth its excel

lences, concluding with a devout ad

monition :

AsfeUum catli, filis, lititayut nitorm,

Lumina pit ctrtos, igntm ducen'.ia curfut,

UtJUtat bora fugue, aljue irrevtcuiUit

annus ;

Hot
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post- masters put the money and jewels

committed to their care 4 there is no

instance of their ever being robbed,

though they travel all night, and thro"

woods and forests, with only a single

postilion. But indeed there is scarce

any such thing as a robbery upon the

highway in Germany. The post-wag

gon sets out every day in summer at

fix in the morning, and reaches Lu

beck the fame day ; but in winter,

not till the next morning. Yet in this

miserable carriage did I venture to

travel, preferring an open vehicle, in

order to view the country, and

strengthen my constitution by inuring

myself to the weather. I only made

use of the precaution of an oilskin

coat and cap to guard against the

rain."

" St. Mary's church at Lubeck, is

a noble lofty pile, far exceeding any

other structure in Lubeck. It stands

■ear tbe great market-place, and the

town house, in the heart of the city.

The steeple is the highest in all the

town, and divides itself into two

spires} that on the north is 117 yards

high, and was built in 1304.; the other

on the louth in 1300. We went up

to the top by as many steps as there

are days in the year, and had a sine

prospect of the town and country. The

enxrance of the church is supported

by two pillars of granite, each of one

entire piece. The inside is richly or

namented with pictures, and with the

tombs of senators and other eminent

persons. These ornaments, however,

appear too much crowded ; and the

eye is offended at seeing them scattered

about in such profusion, without any

regular order. Every hole and corner

is rilled with a long inscription, con

taining the character of some senator

or priest, whose memory, peihaps,

ought to have lite n consigned to obli

vion. The high altar is remarkable

for the beauty of the workmanship, as

well as for the richness of the materi

als, being of the finell black and

white marble; it was made by the fa

mous Quellinus, of Antwerp, in 1697,

at the ex.pence of one of the burgo

masters.

Not far from the high altar, is the

celebrated astronomical clock ; which,

besides its largeness, the multiplicity

of its appurtenances, and ornaments, is

indeed a wonderful piece of mecha-
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Hue tibi eHispicuni oculit baurire licebil ;

Std refonos quotas modulus camsana re-

mittel,

Protinus a/lrifoteas numtn Umdarc me-

mtnto.

But the most noted thing in St. Ma

ry's Church, it the painting called

Death's Dance, so much talked of in

all parts of Germany. It was origi

nally drawn in 1463, but the figures

were repaired at different times, as in

•1 ,SS, 1641, and last of all in 1701.

Here you fee the representation of

Death, leading an Emperor in his

imperial robes, who with his other

hand takes hold of such another figure,

who leads up a king; and so alter

nately a figure of death and a human

person through all conditions and

stages of life. The intention of the

artist was to (hew that death pays no

regard to age or condition."

r« the AUTHOR of tbt LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, February 10, 176*.

YO U having republifhed in your

last month's Magazine, a letter

signed A Liveryman of London, ic is

expected, from your impartiality, that

you also republifh the answer, from

the Gazetter of the 21st ult. as con

tained in a letter signed A Liveryman;

the postscript and copy of a letter

signed Earlow Trecothick, tec. and, in

justification of a private character un

justly traduced, with this further in

formation, that Mr. Alderman Treco

thick was born of English parents in

London, registered in Stepney parish,

and bath not a Kinsman in North

America. And it is further desired,

for much more important reasons, that

you republifh a letter in the Ledger of

this day, signed A Liveryman, with a

view to prevent the pursuing a sub

ject so prejudicial to this kingdom.

I am, Sir,

Your most humble servant,

A Merchant.

[*»• It is incumbent upon ut, to

acquaint the publick, that the letter

complained of, was inserted by an

oversight of the compositor* not being

intended for tlu»London Magazine,

which never descends to scurrility

and rudeness, or the attack of pri

vate characters : It has really given

the authors and proprietors great

uneasiness that it should appear there ;

but it was foisted in, too late in the

month, to afford time for cancelling

it. As all the clamour 1 ailed against;

Mr. Trecothick, and very unjustly, and

upon unconstitutional principles railed,

was to prejudice him in his approach

ing _ election, and the meanest and

dirtiest libels followed him to the very

hustings, could we have made amend*

for our involuntary error, last month,

it would have been just: and proper ;

but now, that he has, with such ho

nour to himself and hit constituents,

been elected to represent, this great

city in parliament, and it is agreed

by every One, who thinks impartially,

that Mr. Trecothick is a known

friend to our civil and religious rights,

it could be of little service, perhaps

would be invidious, to revive so scanda

lous a dispute. We therefore hope

this apology will be accepted for sup

pressing it : Acknowledged virtue and

integrity will ever emerge from the ca

lumnies of party, bigotry, and f action,

without such assistance.]

w
E have thought it expedient,

as the brave Corsicans, after

so many year? struggle for their liber-

tics, are likely to be acknowledged a

sovereign people, like the united pro

vinces, by their late tyrants .the Ge

noese, to give our readers the afchexed

new map of Corsica, divided into its

pieves or cantons, which will also illu-

cidate the extracts fr,om Mr. £n! well's

book, (from the map annexed whereto

it has been corrected) given in our last,

page log. See also Cor/tea and Cor/uans,

in our General Index, and in the

indexes to our subsequent volumes.

WE have also obliged our rea

ders, with an engraving of

that delighful and extensive prospect,

from Richmond-Hill, up the river;

confefledly one of the finest in Surry ;

if not, on some accounts, in Eng

land.

The

%$■ Tie History of Parliament m deferred to our »t.rt.
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Of Milks.

Virtues of -different Milks

From .Letters to Married

Women.

"Ty^TILK has been recommended,

JLVA in several letters, as the pro

per food for infants, and, in the four

teenth and fifteenth, it is ag.iin spo

ken os, as being equally necessary for

invalids, and aged persons. It shall

therefore be the business of this letter

to examine so far into the qualities

of milk, and into the milk of different

animals, as may enable us to deter

mine what kind of milk is upon diffe

rent occasions to be preferred, which

will take in every thing, not elsewhere

Observed, upon this subject.

Milk was before remarked to be a

kind of white blood, prepared by the

mother for the support of her young;

so far we may speak of it in general

terms.

la different animals therefore it is

reasonable to suppose, and fact con

firms our supposition, that the quali

ties of milk are also different ; hence,

by first examining into its general pro

42g

the heaviest:, when separated from the

whey, falls to. the bottom. It is the

least valuable part of the milk, gluti

nous in its nature, and composed of

the most earthy particles, being alsis

df an astringent quality.

. The third and only remaining pars,

being the whey of the milk, is the

largest in quantity, of a diluting and

cleansing property.

Let us now by this standard compare

the different kinds of milk mostly in

use with us, and apply them to th«

purposes for which they seem best cal

culated.

The human milk, when drawn from

the breast, has exactly the fame bluish

appearance as cowj milk when the

cream is taken off. It affords very

little cream, and but a small quantity

of curd, therefore the whey constitutes

the chief part; but the more healthy

the woman is, and particularly if be

tween the age of twenty and thirty,

the more her milk abounds with rich

creamy balsam, and the more it also

contains of the curd or earthy parti-

perries, and, from those principles, cles ? probably from her constitution.

setting forth the peculiar variations in

the milk of different animals, we (hall

arrive at the desired conclusion.

In milk, by stepping into the dairy,

We may discern three principal com

ponent pans. After it has remained

some time in an undisturbed state, the

cream stoats upon the surface ; it is

the least in quantity, though most

nourishing, ot an oily balsamic sub

stance and inflammable in its nature,

as the butter which is made from it

plainly demonstrates.

A lady, before whom I once made

some experiments, asked me why the

cream floated upon the surface, for

being, continued Ihe, the thickest part,

ougnt it not rather to sink to the bot

tom ? I told her it was the thickest

part, to be fur'.', but at the (ame time

it was also the lightest ; specifically so,

as oil is lighter than water, and there

fore riles to the top.

The cream being taken off, the re

maining milk appears bluish, and thin

ner than before, and when thus rob

bed of its tnick creamy part, it conse

quently is not so smooth to the palate.

On the addition of runnet, or in

deed any acid, a separation of the

two remaining parts soon takes place,

and we discover the cuid. This being
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being, at this time, in full vigour,

and the digestive powers therefore

more perfect.

These observations will point out

thsvhest substitute where the breast is

denied, and will likewise direct those

who prefer wet nursing in the choice

of the prbperest person, for there is,

in my opinion, an equal objection a-

gainst the milk of a very young girl,

as against that of a woman almost past

child bearing. The cleansing qualify,

before taken notice of in the breast of

new milk, will also, together with rea

son and experience, (hew the proprie

ty of recommending those women

who have not been long delivered.

Asses milk is generally allowed to be

the nearest to the human, and accord

ing to the above experiments we find it

so, abounding mostly with whey, and

having little of the cream or curd in

it. Hence, after a severe fit of illness,

wiiere the body ia much emaciated,

and the stomach weak, or where the

blood is loaded with (harp acrid hu

mours, the cleansing quality of asses

milk deserves a preference to that of

any other animal which is used for thin.,

purpose. In consumptive cases,- •or

where there is a flow habitual sevens" it

is iuftly to be preferred, until" such

R v time
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time as the constitution may have gain

ed a little strength, when the more

nourishing ought to supply its strength.

Mare's milk is esteemed to be much

the fame as asses, but this indeed is

in very little use.

Cows milk comes next under consi

deration. This appears to be the

richest, and most nourishing of any

of the brutes milk here mentioned.

It abounds with a great deal of cream,

for after standing twelve hours and

being skimmed, it appears equal to

any other milk. It contains also a

large quantity of curd, and, after all,

even the whey is by far more nutriti

ous than any other.

We observed that asses milk, in the

experiments, mostly resembles the hu

man. Why then not prefer that to

cows milk for the food of children ? I

do not totally deny the use of this

milk for that purpose, but in our part

of the country it is very expensive,

and cannot be obtained in any large

quantity, for which reason it would

be impracticable to bring it into gene

ral use.

There is likewise another reason

which inclines we to give a preference

Jo cows milk, for notwithstanding the

similarity of human milk to that of

alscs, the first may well be supposed

most strengthening, since women usu

ally seed on animal as well as vegeta

ble diet, while the brutes we (peak

of are confined intirely to vegetables.

Whence, if we substitute afles milk,

we (hall fall short of the nourilhmeut

riature designed for us, and therefore,

for a young child who requires a

heat tning diet, the milk of cows, in

my opinion, is preferable, as the

1 icbneis of it is, in some measure, ade

quate to the supposed difference in

the qualities of human milk, and that

of other animals.

The milk of slieep, and goats, con

sists mostly of the curd, or earthy par

ticles ; hence, where the blood vessels

ire injured by aprid humours, and fre

quent bleedings happen from this

canse; or where children are subject to

the rickets, from a weakness of the

bones, that milk which abounds most

ly with the curd, or cheesy part, seems

"best" calculated t& answer the inten

tion-!' its earthy, mucilaginous, and

aft?|rig«nt property, having the great-

eft'tendency t0 heal such ruptured ves-

March

self, and to give a firmness to the

bones : but as these milks possess less

of the cleansing power, it will, in most

cafes, particularly in bleedings, be pro

per touse the more attenuating kind first.

We have now examined the different

milksfamiliar to us, and from their diffe

rent properties pointed out the end

each lort Teems best calculated to an

swer; whence every person will quick

ly be determined which to give the

preference to in particular complaints.

When any one first begins to eat

milk, especially if a free liver, it may

probably purge a little, but such in-

conveniencies will most commonly be

removed by accustoming the constitu

tion to the use of it, and boiling the

milk will in a great measure prevent

this effect. I have always remarked

that those who, by reason of a pam

pered appetite, complain of milk and

vegetables being windy, and not ar

greeing with them, are the very per

sons who most require such a diet, for

it.u the debauched state of the stomach

and bowels that occasions their un

easiness, which this regimen seems the

molt likely to correct.

I have recommended a little salt to

be mixed with milk before it is given

to children, if they are apt to throw jt

up curdled ; and (hall mention the

experiment which induced me to give

that advice, since it is equally worthy

the attention of grown persons, some

of whom make this an objection to

their eating milk, as I am inclined

to believe such precaution will render

it agreeable to most constitutions.

I put two ounces of milk, warm

at it comes frdm the cow, into a tea

cup with a little common salt. I put

the same quantity, of the like warmth,

into another tea cud without salt.

Then dropping a very little distilled

vinegar into each, a hard curd pre

sently appeared in that milk which

had no salt in it, while the other with

the salt was scarcely altered.

I tried the same experiment again

with a large tea spoonful of runnet,

and observed the milk which had the

salt in it, to continue in its fluid state,

while the other grew thick al>d tur

bid, and almost instantly separated in

to curds and whey. This last experi

ment answered the best, and is much

more to our purpose than the former.

Front these hints it seems reasonable

t»
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to conclude, that salt taken with milk

might equally prevent the curdling of

it, where there is an acidity in the

stomach j and from experience, in re

commending it to children who used

to throw up their milk in a curdled

Hate, I am convinced of ita utility.

In all cases where infirmities or age

require a prudent regimen, I have di

rected a similar care to that of dieting

children. Milk therefore, comprer

hends a very material part of such

food, and I am fully persuaded that if

it were more universally used, the

world in general would be greatly be

nefited. I do not, however, mean to

be understood that I debar those from

a reasonable quantity of animal food,

who are capable of digesting it. But

such as are emaciated by illness, or

have the misfortune to labour under

gouty complaints, such also who are

consumptively inclined, or those who

have crazy, infirm constitutions, and

are subject to an habitual feverish dis

position, will do right to eat flesh

•nly once in the day, and, for the

rest of their nourishment, to live al

most, if not altogether upon milk."

True History of the Irish Oilennial Bill.

To the Editor of the Political Register.

SIR,

TH E people of Ireland have at

length obtained the object of

their sincere and ardent wishes, viz.

a bill for limiting the duration of par

liaments in that kingdom. But the

history of this transaction is not a lit

tle curious, and therefore deserves to

be recorded with the other extraordi

nary politicks of the times. Last year,

the electors of Ireland instructed their

representatives on the subject of bring

ing in and palling a bill to limit the

duration os their parliament to seven

years, in like manner as the parlia

ment of Great-Britain; and so eager

and so unanimous were the electors in

their desires of obtaining this law, that

there was scarce a town or county

throughout the kingdom, which did

aot insist upon their representatives

voring for, and supporting such a bill;

and lome of them went so far as to

oblige their members to makeoath they

would vote for it. Accordingly, when

the parliament met in November 1767,

the heads of a bill for limiting the du

ration of parliaments to seven years

was brought into the House of Com

mons, and passed ; and, agreeable to

the constitution of that kingdom, the

bill was, as the next step towards, its

pasting into a law, transmitted to Eng

land. Here it is to be observed, that

the true reason of the Commons pas

sing the biJI, was not so much the

strong and positive commands of their

constituents, as the hopes which even

the Irish patriots themselves enter

tained, who had with so much alacrity

and spirit propagated the idea of a sep

tennial bill through the kingdom,

that it would be rejected in England.

And in order to go as far as possible

towards making this hoped-for rejsc«

tion certain, they drew up the pream

ble in the strain of, Whereas it it the

undoubted right of the people ofIreland ta

a more frequent choice of their represent

tativet^ &c. No man in his senses'

could surely think that the way to ac

complish a resignation of so much,

power by the crown, was by demand,

or by an assertion that such power was

unconstitutionally with- held from the

subject. That is impossible. Thia

curious preamble, therefore, undoubt

edly arose out of the motive above-

meutioned.

In this state, and with these hopes,

the bill was sent to England about the

latter end of November 1767. It lay

under consideration till the end of

January 1768, or thereabouts. The

poor people, and the poor representa

tives, were all this time under the most

dreadful apprehensions ; one ardently

and incessantly offering up their

prayers to heaven for its return :

the other wishing, but not daring to

avow their wish, that it might con

tinue for ever under consideration.

The m—rs, fearing the odium they

would incur by rejecting the bill, and

some body charitably informing them

of the trap that was laid for them,

determined at length to return it,

though they were as little inclined to

this step as the Commons were to the

pasting of it ; and the difficulty, or

rather the jockeyfhip between them,

was only which sli:.uld have the odium

of its tailing ; each being desirous of

throwing it upon the other. Such

alterations were therefore made in it,

as implied on the part of the Ad n,

the most direct opposition to the bill,

and which, it was thought and ex-

K a pcifci
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pected, would cause the high spirited

patriots to throw it out with indigna

tion. The preamble was struck out ;

the word seven years was changed to

eight years ; and instead of suffering

the present parliament to continue

seven years longer, as was proposed

by the bill, it was to be dissolved at

the end of the present session. With

these alterations the bill was returned.

Upon its arrival in Ireland, the peo

ple hearing that some alterations were

made, but that they were to have a

frequent choice of representatives and

a new election immediately ; and sear

ing that their members would find

some pretence for not palling it, they

instantly began to assume their ori

ginal rights, their notions of which

they carried to a greater extent than

can be justified; for they assembled in

great numbers upon College-green,

and other places in Dublin, uttering

the most horrid imprecations of venge

ance, if their representatives refulcd

to pass the bill. Twenty thousand

men at one time surroOnded, and se

cured all the avenues leading to the

parliament-house, threatening both to

murder the members, and to pull

down the house, if the bill was not

passed. The patriots' now finding

themselves caught in their own Ame,

and feeing and fearing the spirit of the

people, suddenly changed about ; they

affected to disregard the affronts given

them by the alterations ; they pre

tended to pass the bill very eagerly

and chearfullv, and concluded this

farce of sincerity, with an address of

thanks for being to be dissolved at

the end of the present sesllon.

A fourth Letter o/Rousseau'/ to Mr. D.

IN addressing to you my fourth

letter, I soall not trouble you

with a long introduction. I resume,

my dear friend, the mortifying history

«f the misery of man. I present to

him a looking-glass, but he tarnishes

it with his breath ; and in a moment

after, he no lenger remembsis what

manner of being ne is.

We begin our existence in cries

and in tears: The first maiks oflife

we give, are the marks of misery :

And if we would speak the truth,

upon seeing an infant open its feeble

eyelids to the light, and (hut them

again in an instant, we si. on Id s«>,

of Rousseau. March

behold an unhappy being ! and as if

it foresaw, that it was entering into

the society of barbarians, and savages,

its tears seem to demand that we

mould treat it with mildness. Pooi\

little wretch ! nature is thy only guide}

me forewarns thee of danger ; .and

soon (halt thou find, by thy own ex

perience, that there was but too much'

reason for the premonitions (he gave

thee.

Scarce do we begin to lisp out the

names, the tender names of father

and mother, when they prepare for us,

Punishments of every kind,

And books on every subject.

As we advance in years, our fears

encrease; and these are soon followed

by anxiety and uneasiness ; till at last

our heart becomes the victim of lust,

and a prey to every passion: Monsters

of every kind take entire possession of

it, and govern it with an absolute and

uncontrouled authority. Thenceforth,

dragged along by the whirlwind of

passion, and alternately the stupid vo

tary of effeminate delight, man knows

no other rule of action than the grati

fication of his desires, and the enjoy

ment of his pleasures.

Wretched slave ! with reluctance

does he carry his chains, and yet is

afraid to break them. Oppressed with,

the load of his miseries, lie feels the

weight of his irons : but why should I

pity him ? he pities not himself : he

has not evan the courage to break the

fetters that bind him. In order, if

possible, to blunt the edge of his an.

guish, he throws himself heedlessly into

the midst of the croud ; but, vain ef

fort ! he finds nothing there but what

he wanted to sliun. Happy as he

thinks himself in the enjoyment of

earthly objects, he perceives not the

disgrace of his slavish condition. Subr

jected to a yoke which he at once

loves and hates, he huggs the very

cause of his tormenting pains.

Transposed alternately by the fury

X)f revenge, the impetuosity of anger,

the allurements of pleasure, and the

pruriency of lust; inctll'amly tor

mented by fear and by hope, by the

wtskeess that makes him fail into the

snare that is laid for him, and the re

morse that gnaws his heart fur having

been so siliv as to be caught ; alike

troubled by the blessings which he

has not, ant! by thole which ■: has';

every
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every .thing attracts but nothing can

£x him ; every thing pleases, but no

thing can content him ; his heart is

a motljr groupe of the most contradic

tory passions. Deprived of all his

privileges, he no longer retains any

thing of his original grandeur but tlrfc

desne of being happy, and the mor

tification of khowing that he can ne

ver be so in the possession of the earthly

objects, of which he is so fond. Such

is the life of man, a flux and a reflux

•f inconsistencies and contractions;

and we are never really ourselves but

when we descend into the .still silence

of the gloomy grave.

Let us pass then to death : alas !

most men pass to it but too soon for

themselvas, and too late for others.

Come hither, proud man ! approach

with all thy usual ostentation of

pomp and magnificence: see what thou

flialt be, a hideous spectre ! and if thou

haft never yet blushed, learn now to

do it ; for here nature shews thee thy.

real destiny. But let us remove, my

dear friend, so mournful and mortify

ing a picture, ofwhichlonly give a

rough unfinished sketch. All flesh is

as grafs, and all the glory thereof as

the flower of the field : The grafs

withereth, and the flower dieth away :

But behold a new subject of humility

and abasement ! our depravity and our

miseries still remain.

Pardon me, my dear Sir, I fatigue

you with this long detail. I am len-

lnle of roy error, and will therefore ■

conclude. Indeed I have already said

too nvich ; and, in truth, I am hear

tily tired myself of thus always preach

ing up reason to men who are desti

tute of reason. Accept, I beseech you,

my dear friend, my most humble and

respectful compliments.

J. J. Rousseau.

A Description os the Jstand os Arrticosti,

by T. Wright, •u/ho •wintered on, and

surveyed that Island, by order of

Government.

TH E isUnd of Anticosti is situated

at the entrance of the river St.

Lawrence, between the parallels of

49° 4' ami w" 53' 15 'N. latitude and

the meridians of 61" jS'and 64.° 35'

West longitude from London deter

mined by ten observations on the

eclipses of Jupiter's first. Satellite. Its

circumference is 28a statute milts, its

Island of Anticdsti. 1 3 3*

length 129 miles, and its breadth front

32 to 12 miles. This island contains

1 ,699,840 acres of very indifferent land;

the nature of the foil and natural pro-

duce follow.

The land in general is composed of a

light coloured stone, which is of a loft

crumbling nature, and in some patts is

mixed with clay. After digging to the

depth < f about two feet, you meet with

small flat-stones, with scarce any other

mixture.

The sea coast from the South West

point, to the West poinr, (including

Ellis Bay and Observation River,) is in.

height from twenty to fifty feet, and

is mostly covered with woods, to the

water's edge.

Ellis Bay affords the only shelter for

vessels in this large island, and that but

a very indifferent one, which would be

greatly exposed to the southerly winds,

were it not for the shoals which extend

from each fide of the entrance, near two

thirds of \he dist.m.ce across the bay,'

by which means they retard the vio

lence of the sea ; but at the same time,'

they endanger vessels in entering the

bay with an on (liore wind, by caus

ing a great swell on the bar, on which.

is but 2J fathoms water.

The land at the bottom of Oiis bay-

is low marsh, and produces small bircb»,

and spruce trees of different sorts.

Oblervation river is the largest,

and runs the greatest distance of any

in the island. We measured eight

leagues up it without determining its

length. Tiiis river is remarkable;

for notwithstanding its steep banks,,

which in the middle of the island are

rocky bluffs about one- hundred feet-

in height ; it is fordable almost in

every part, except where it empties

itself into the sea. The bottom is.

stony, and the water exceeding, clear.

This river will admit of small vessels

at the entrance, and at the time of

high water, which ii very regular here

at the full and change of the moon at,

2] hours.

The entrance of it is formed by

two gravel points, which are conti

nually shifting their situation in a gale

of wind from the westward, so that

at one time irs bieadth will not be

more than twrnty yards, a/id it crher

times 150 yards, and in the fall of the;,

year is liable to be entirely choaked

up, so as to be impassable, which

really
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really happened when the equinoctial

gales prevailed in the month of Sep

tember, a few days after we had got

our veslel into the river.

I am of opinion, that the seal fishery

might be carried on here with some

success in the spring of the year; these

creatures, at the time of high water,

enter the river in great bodies, and

are very careful to be out again be

fore the tide quits them, which might

be easily prevented by a net properly

placed at the entrance of the river.

The Sea-cows frequent the South

west point in the fall of the year, but

not many in number, and in such a

place, as would render It impossible

to cut them off.

This island is so well watered, that

in the space of every mile round its

coast, you'll either meet with a small

rivulet or run of fresti water.

The land from the South West

point to the East point, is chiefly low

heaths of black turf, such a* is used

for fuel, bears no wood for the space

of two miles from the sea- shore, and

contains many small lakes and ponds,

where a prodigious number of wild

fowl resort in the spring to breed up

their young.

The land ori the North fide from the

West point to Bear Cape, is very

hilly near the middle of the island,

and well wooded with birch, spruce,

and pine of a middling size, the

largest not exceeding fifteen inches

diameter.

These hills with a gradual descent

form an edging os low grass land with

willow trees along the sea-coast.

The island, from Bear Cape, to the

East point, contains several small bays,

the extreme points of which, are high

white cliffs, which lose themselves in a

regular descent, and form between

them a fine low sand beach, out of

which issues several rivulets or streams

of fresh water.

The fruits, herbs, plants, and ve

getables which are the natural produce

of this island, are cranberries, goose

berries, strawberries, huckleberries,

red Indian-berries, juniper-berries,

peas, parsley onions, lambsquater*, or

wild spinnage, Indian potatoes, (uria-

parilla, maidenhair, and Indian tea.

The bears, who are the principal

inhabitants of this island, are so nu

merous, that in the space os six weeks,

we killed fifty-three, and might hare

destroyed twice that number if we

had thought fit. These animals, du

ring the winter season, live in the hol

lows under the roots of trees, and it

is asserted for fact, that they receive

no other kind of nourishment during

that time, but from sucking their paws.

It is highly probable, that they live in

a torpid state in severe frosts, as we

neither saw one of them, or even their

tracks in the snow during the winter.

They come out of their holes in the

month of April, exceeding poor, and

feed on filh and sea weed that it cast

on more. In summer, they, feed on

berries and roots, for which they search

very diligently, by grubbing along the

sea-sliore after the manner of swine.

These animals have been so little mo

lested by mankind, that we have fre

quently passed near them without their

discovering the least fear ; nor did

they ever (hew any inclination to at

tack us, except only the females in

defence of their young. The largest

of these bears weigh about three hun

dred pounds, and are very good meat.

In this island, there are also foxes,

martins, and otters ; the foxes are ve

ry numerous, and are of two colours,

the silver grey, and red , partridges

are scarce, and are entirely white.

Of the water fowl there are the great

est plenty, and some of them ef a spe

cies peculiar to this country.

Fish are very scarce along the coast

of this island, except near the east

point, where, about the distance of

three leagues to the ron hward of

that point, is a small fishing bank.

Whales (that have been wounded,

and escaped) are sometimes cast on

shore on the south side of this island ;

for the south west point forming a

long bay with the west point, and fa

cing the westward, a prevailing wind

from that quarter, and a strong cur

rent setting down the river St. Law

rence, drives them astiore on this part

of the island, where the Indians from

the main land, crossing over in the

summer to hunt, frequently find them.

The winter that we spent on this

island was very severe, there being

frost at different times, from the 15th

day of September, to the list day of

June following, on which day I broke

a thin skin of ice on a pond, and on

the 31st day of May, measured a bank

of
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of snow which lay near the sea, eleven

feet perpendicular height, and half a

mile in length. We had two conti

nued frosts night and day, the one

lasted from the nth day of November

to the 6th day of January; and the

other, from the nth of the fame

month, to the 23,1 day of March fol

lowing ; during each of these set frosts,

the thermometer was from ten, twen

ty, thirty, to forty- seven degrees be- '

low the freezing mark, and the sea

seldom to be seen for the quantity of

ice and snow which was spread over

its surface.

There is a report which prevails a-

mongft the French, but how well

grounded, I cannot fay, that a silver

mine was discovered on the south side

os this island, up a small river about

fix leagues from the west point, and

that some of the ore was taken to

France, but I bid not time to make a

proper search after it.

A great number of vessels have for

merly been wrecked on the eastern

part of this ifland, which may now

essily be accounted for, as by the best

draughts hitherto made, it appears on

the prefect actual survey, to be twelve

leagues short of its real length, and

considerably out of its situation, both

in latitude and longitude.

I am, Sir, &c. T. R,

further ExtraJls from A fix Weeks

Tour through the Southern Coun

ties of England and Wales.

Description of Mr. Morris"/ famous Im

provements at Persfield near Chep-

stow, m Monmouthshire.

IF your purpose is seeing Persfield,

you go from Chepstow up the

Monmouth road, (unless you go by

water, which is a pleasant scheme

enough) and pass directly to the

house : we were shewn to an adjoin

ing part os the garden,, which con.

fisted os slopes and waving lawns,

having shrubny trees scattered about

them with great taste, and striking

down a short walk a little to the lest,

came at once to a little sequestered

spot, shaded by a fine beach tree,

which commands a landscape, too

beautiful for such a daubing pencil

as mine to attempt to paint ; Mr.

Dodfley, with his dells and his din-

geils, and fitch expressive terms, might
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make amends for the want of a Claud

Loraine ; however, such an idea as

my plain language will give you, fol

lows !——This little spot, over which

the beach tree spreads, is levelled in

the vast rock, which forms the shore

of the river Why, through Mr. Mor

ris's ground ; this rock, which is to

tally covered with a shrubby-under

wood, is almost perpendicular from

the water to the rail which incloses

the point of view. One of the sweet

est valleys ever beheld lies immediate

ly beneath, but at such a depth, that

every object is diminished, and ap

pears in miniature. This valley con

sists of a complete farm, of about

forty inclosures, grafs, and corn- fields,

intersected by hedges, with many trees;

it is a peninsula almost surrounded by

the river, which winds directly be

neath, in a manner wonderfully ro

mantic ; and what makes the whole

picture perfect, is its being entirely

surrounded by vast rocks and preci

pices, covered thick with wood, down

to the very water's edge. The whole

is an amphitheatre, which seems dropt

from the clouds, complete in ail it*

beauty.

From thence we turned to the left,

through a winding walk cut out of

the rock ; but with wood enough

against the river to prevent the hor

rors, which would otherwise attend

the walking on such a precipice : after

passing through a hay-field, the con

trast to the preceding views, we en

tered the woods again, and came to a

bench inclosed with Chinese rails in

the rock, which commands the fame

valley and river all fringed with wood;

some great rocks in hunt, and just

above them the river Severn appear*,

with a boundless prospect beyond it.

A little further we met with ano

ther bench inclosed with iron rails, on

a point of the rock which here is pen

dent over the river, and may be tru

ly called a situation full of the terri

ble sublime : You look immediately

down upon a vast hollow of wood, all

surrounded by the woody precipices

which have so fine an effect from all

the points of view at Persfield ; in the

midst appears a small, but neat build

ing, the bathing-house, which, though

none of the best, appears from this

enormous height, but as a spot of

white, in the midst of the vast range
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flf green ; Towards the right is seen

the winding of the river.

From this spot, which seems to be

pushed forward on the rock by the

bold hands of the genii of the place,

you proceed to the temple, a small

neat building on the highest part of

these grounds; and imagination can

not form an idea of any thing more

beautiful than what appears full to

your ravished sight from this amazing:

point of view. You look down upon all

the woody precipices, as if in another

region, terminated by a wall of rocks ;

just above them appears the river Se

vern in so peculiars manner, that you-

would swear it warned them, and that

nothing parted you from it but those

rocks, which are in reality four or

five miles distant. This dtceptio <vtj!s

is the most exquisite I ever behtlB,

for viewing first the river beneath

you, then the vast rocks rising in a

iiore of precipices, and immediately

above them the noble river Severn, as

jf a part of the little world immediate

ly before you ; and lastly, all the

boundless prospect over Gloucester

shire, are, together, such a bewitch

ing view, that nothing can exceed it,

and contains more romantic variety,

with such an app.irent junction of se

parate parts, that imagination can

scarcely conceive any thing equal to

the amazing reality. The view of the

right, over the park, and the wind

ing valley at the bottom of it, wouM,

from any other spot but this, be

thought remarkably fine.

The winding road down to the cold

hath, is cool, sequestered, and agree

able. The building itself is excessively

neat, and well contrived, and t lie

spring, which supplies it, plentiful and

transparent. You wind from it up the

rock; but here, I must be allowed

Just to hint a want, if any thing can

lie wanted in such a spot as Perstirld.

This walk from the cold bath is dark

and rather gloomy, but breaks and

objects are rather scarce in it; the

trickling stream you have just left,

puts one in mind of a cascade, which

would be hue vastly beautiful, but

does not app.-ar throughout all the

walks of Perctkld. On the left, to

wards rlie valley, there is a prodigious

hollow filled with a thick wood, which

ajmcft hangs beneath you ; from the

walk, an opening down through, tbis

wood might easily be made, with jaft

light enough let in, to shew to advan

tage the gush of a cascade : To look

backwards, aslant upon such an object,

would be infinitely picturesque amidst

the brownest of this hanging grave.

I know not whether water could be

brought there ; but if it could, never

was there situation for viewing it to

such advantage.

Passing on, there are two break*

from this walk, which opens to the

valley in a very agreeable manner,

and then leads through an extremely

romantic cave, hollowed out of the

rock, and opening to a fine point of

view. At the mouth of this cave some

swivel guns are planted ; the firing of

which occasion a repeated echo from

rock to rock in a most surprizing man

ner. Nor must you pass through this

walk without observing a remarkable

phenomenon of a large oak, of a great

age, growing out of a cleft of the

rock, without the least appearauce of

any earth. Pursuing this walk, as it

rises up the rocks, and passes by the

point of view first mentioned, you ar

rive at a bench, which commands a

view delicious beyond all imagination.:

On the left appears the valley beneath

you, with the river winding many

hundied fathom perpendicular be

neath, the whole surrounded by the

vast amphitheatre of wooded rocks..:

and to the right you look full upon

the town of Chepstow ; beyond it the

vast Severn's windings, and a prodi

gious prospect bounding the whole.

Whenever you come to Persfield, rest

ourself some time at this bench, (or

elieve me, it is a capital one. . ,.

From thence an agreeable walk,

fliaiied on ore side with a great num

ber of very fine spruce fit\s, leads you

to an irregular junction of winding

walks, with many large trees growing

from the sequestered lawn, in a man

ner pleasing- to any one of taste, and

figures in a very striking manner, by

contrast to what presently succeeds,

which is a view ; at the very idea of

describing. which, my pen drops from

my hand : No, my good friend,

the eyes of your imagination are not

keen enough to take in this point,

which the united talents of a Claud,

a Kouffin, a Vernet, and a Smith,

would.

I
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to the left, appears beneath you, the

valley, in all its beautiful elegance,

surrounded by the > romantic rocky

woods; which might be called (to use

another's expression) a coarse selvage

of canvas around a fine piece of

lawn. In the front, rises- from the

hollow of the river, a prodigious wall

of formidable rocks, and immediately

above them, in breaks, winds the

Severn, as if parted from you only by

them: On the right is seen the town

ami castle, amidst a border of wood,

with the Severn above them, and

pver the whole, as far as the eye can

command, an immense prospect of

distant country. I leave your imagi

nation to give the colours to this mere

Outline, which is all I can attempt.

The sloping walk of ever-greens,

which leads from them, is remarkably

heautiful in prospect, for the town and

the country above it appears perpetu

ally varying as you move ; each mo

ment presenting a fresh picture, till

the whole is lost by descending. You

next meet with the grotto, a point of

view exquisitely beautiful ; it is a small

cave in the rock, stuck with stones of

various kinds ; copper, and iron cin

ders, &c. Yon look from the seat

in it immediately down a steep slope

on to a hollow of wood, bounded in

front by the craggy rocks, which

leem to part you Irom the Severn in

breaks ; with the distant country, spot

ted with white buildings above all;

forming a landscape as truly pictu

resque at any in the world. The

winding walk, which leads from the

grotto, varies from any of the former;

forthe town of Chepstow, and the va

rious neighbouring objects, break on

you through the hedge, as you pals

a'org, in a manner very beautiful :

—passing over a little bridge which is

thrown across a road in a hollow way

through the wood, you come to a

break upon a scoop of wood alone,

which being different from the rest,

pleases as well by its novelty, as its

romantic variety. Further on, from

the fame walk, are two other breaks

which let in rural pictures, greatly

beautiful ; the ratter opens to you a

lioliow of wood, bounded by the wall

of recks one way, and letting in a

view nf the town another, in a taste

truly beautiful. The next opening in

the hedge (I should tell you, by the

ivLtrch, 1 7 61.
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by, that these breaks md openings are

all natural, none ft'iff.y artificial) give*

you at one small view, all the pictti-

relque beauties of a natural camera ob-

scura; you have a bench which is

thickly shaded with trees, in a dark

sequestered spot, and from it you look

aside through the opening, on to a

landscape which seems formed by the

happiest hand of design, but is really

nothing but catching a view of acci

dental objects. The town and castle

of Chepstow appear from one part

of the bench, rising from the roman

tic steps of wood, in a manner too

beautiful to express; a small remove

discovers the steeple lo dropt in a pre

cise point of taste, that one can scarce

ly believe it a real steeple, and not art

eye-trap. Soon after a large break

opens a various view of the distant

country ; and not far from it another,

which is much worthy of remark ; you

look down upon a tine bend of the

river, winding to the castle, whicli

appears romantically situated; the op

posite bank is a swelling hill, part

over-run with gorse and rubbish, and

part cultivated inclosures i This diffe

rence in the fame object, is here at

tended with emotions not consonant ;

the wild part of the hill suits the rest

of the view, and agrees with it in the

sensations it raises, but the cultivated

part being incomplete, and unlike the

beautiful farm, at the bottom of the

beforementioned amphitheatre, which

is entire, has a bad effect. Was the

whole well cultivated and lively, be

ing rather dirlinctfrom the rest of the

landscape, it would have a much bet

ter effect.

The last point, and which perhaps H

equal to most of the preceding, is the

alcove. From this you look down per

pendicularly on the river, with a fine

ly cultivated slope on the other fide.

To the right is a prodigious steep

sliore of wood, winding to the castle,

which appears in full view, and a

part of the town. On the left appears

a fine view of the river for some dis

tance, the opposite lliore of wild wood,

with the rock appearing at places in

riling cliffs, and further on to the ter

mination of the view that way, the

vast wall of rocks so often mention*

ed, which are here seen in length,

and have a stupendous effect. On the*

whole, tbil view U striking and ro

mantic^

S About
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About a mile beyond these walks is

a very romantic cliff", called the Wind

Clift", from which the extent ot" prospect

ii prodigious ; but it is most remarkable

for the lurpriz'mgecho, on firinga pistol

or gun from it. The explosion is re

peated five times ver> distinctly from

rock to rock, often (even ; and if the

calmness of the weather happens to

be remarkably favourable, nine times.

This echo is wonderfully curious. Be

yond the cliff at some distance is the

abbey, a venerable ruin, situated in a

romantic hollow, belonging to the

Duke of Beaufort, well worth your

seeing ; and this is the conclusion of

the Persfieiil entertainment.

Upon the whole, it exceeds any

thing of the. kind I ever saw. In point

of striking picturesque views, in the

romantic stile, Persfield is exquisite.

The cultivated inclosures, at the bot

tom of the valley, with the river

winding round it, and the vast amphi

theatre of rocks and pendent woods

which wall it in, to such a stupendous

height, is the capital beauty of the

place, and Mr. Morris has fixed his

Benches, &c. in those points of view

which command it in the happiest

manner, with the utmost taste : Nor can

any thing be more truly picturesqoe,

thanthe appearance which the Severn in

manv places takes of being supported

and bounded by the wall of rocks, tho'

four miles distant ; this effect is beyond

imagination beautifullypicturelque. In

respect to the extensive prospects, the

agreeable manner in which the town,

castle, and steeple are caught, with the

rocks, woods, and river taken in

themselves, other places are equal ;

but when they unite to form the land

scapes I have just mentioned, I believe

they were never equalled."

y4 neiv, safe, and speedy philosophical

Method lo clear Ck'mnies of Soot,

without the Assistance os any Man.

MI X three parts of salt petre,

two parts of salt of tartar, and

one part of flower of brimstone, rub

them well, and quickly, in a warm

•mortar ; then put as much as can be

heaped on a (lulling, on apieceofiron,

or iron fire-stiovel, over a strong, clear

■fire, near the back of the chimney.

If you have not a mind to hear the

found of the report, which will be as

loud, if not louder, than that of the

discharge of a gun, get away ; and as

: *"- 4

March

soon as it begins to boil brown, it will

cause such an explosion, as by the mere

motion of the elastic air in the chimney/

will, without the least danger, or da

mage, hurry down the soot as well

or better than when generally swept by

hand.

To have it thoroughly cleaned, if

once discharging the thundering tar

tar is not sufficient, it is only repeat

ing the operation, and which may be

done two or three times, at the small

expence of a few halfpence. I have

iny own served so. J. Cook.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, Jan. ij, 1768.

TRAVELLING in a chaise to din*

with a neighbouring clergyman

last August, we overtook a farmer

leading his horse about in the road

for the cholick, who, on seeing us ap

proach, turned off into a side lane,

where I sympathetically condoled with

the owner, both the torture the poor

beast suffered, in beating himself to

pieces through the pain in his guts,

and the great loss besides, he being

worth fifteen guineas.

This put me upon giving this my

publick advice in all like cafes ; for I

care not how I become serviceable, if

I can but do good : A merciful man

has mercy also on a beast, whether

his own or other peoples.

AJ1 hot medicines are inflammatory

and stimulating, consequently vtvy

improper, where there is already too

much -of that in the very nature of

the disease. Wherefore give three or

four grains of solid opium in a pill>

and cover him up warm wherever he

lies ; and if 110 better in an hour's

time repeat the dose ; or else give at

first an hundred drops of liquid lauda

num, which, as a fluid, will operate

rather quicker ; if need repeat it. It

is, let the worse came to the worse,

better kill a horsesecundum artem, then

let him kill himself; of two evils choose

the least. By this very means I saved

a farmer's horse, who was taken at

the time I was in his house, in Dengy

hundred, whether I was called to his

wife. A desperate disease requires a

desperate cure. So the man hit two

birds with one stone, saved both his

wife and horse.

This method, I am persuaded would

save. many a tine horse's life, by aba

ting
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ting the pain for a time, and so pre

venting nature's overacting her part

to her own hurt; then throw in, in

plenty, sperma ceti worked up with

yolks of eggt. Your's,

J. Cook.
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Tt the PRINTER, (Sc.

S I R,

AS articles have been inserted in

the paper*, and reports propa

gated, tending to mislead the judgment

of the public with respect to my con

duct in levying duties at Quebec, re

presenting it as illegal, oppressive, and

unwarrantable, I am to desire that the

following state of facts may be pub-

listied.

When Quebec and it's dependencies

were subject to France, the French

king's governor and intendant were,

by the laws of that province, im-

powered to impose taxes and duties by

their arrets. Those imposed and col

lected on spirituous liquors, and on

dry goods imported and exported,

amounted in the year 1757 to upwards

of 13000I. sterling, exclusive os various

other taxes and imposts levied for the

service of government, as appears by

their custom-house books now in my

possession. The duties of the subse

quent years, I believe, were higher,

but I cannot authenticate that from

any record, as all the public paper: of

these years were carried to Montreal

by the intendant when the Britilh ar

my besieged Quebec, and never fell

•into my hands.

The following duties, among others,

were collected by the French govern

ment in 1757 : On brandy 12 sols per

gallon, or 6d. sterling, equal to about

6d. 4 Halifax currency : On eau de

vie de liqueur, which answers to our

(hrub, 10 sols per gallon, or jd. ster

ling : On rum 14 livres per hogshead,

or il. sterling, upwards of 4d. per

gallon Hallifax currency : On wine

ia livres per hogshead, or 10s. ster

ling : On ordinary wine bottled one

halfpenny per bottle : On sweet wine

one penny halfpenny per bottle. The

duty on dry goods was three per cent,

and produced that year 336 3I. 18s.

jd. { sterling : That on goods ex

ported produced the fame year 1657I.

its. .;•!. .

When Canada was conquered by his

majesty's arms, and I had the honour

to be appointed, by the king's com

mission, governor of Quebec and it's

dependencies, it was as natural for me

to assert the king's rights, as it was

just that the new conquest should con

tribute something towards it's own

support, at a time when England was

groaning under the load of an expen

sive war. It cannot be disputed, I

imagine, that the law os nations gives

the conqueror a right to every thing

the former possessor could claim ; and

I am mistaken if he has not a right

likewise to the mode of claiming it.-

As the representative of my master, I

had the same powers therefore to alter

and impose duties which the French

king's governor and intendant had.

The use I made of that power was not

to oppress the people, but to alleviate

their former burthens ; for instead of

demanding the usual duties, I annihi

lated those on dry goods imported and

exported, not only with a view to the

encouragement of the manufactures

of Great Britain, but to prevent the

other colonists from underselling the

Quebec traders at the Indian market j

and for the fame reasons I exempted

all Britilh spirits from any duty what

ever : But with respect to other spirits,

not British, I exacted 6d. per gallon

Ilallit'ax currency ; 5s. fame currency

per hogfliead on wines ; and 4c!. that

currency per gallon on (hrub ; so that

upon every article, except rum, the

duties were in no instance so high as

the French duties ; and though the

French had made the duty on rum

lower than on other spirits in order

to encourage the produce of their

sugar colonies, even in preference to

the produce of the mother country of

France, yet the policy or Great Bri

tain had been always different, and

I therefore put rum on the fame foot

ing with all other spirits, not British,

and imposed upon it a lower duty

than the French had imposed on

brandy, the produce of Old France.

That the public might see what

sums had been collected, and be able

to correct any errors of the officers

who collected the duties, in July,

1765, I caused an account to be in

serted in the Quebec Gazette, with

the particulars of the days of entry,

the species and names of vessels, com

manders names and from whence, the

quantity and quality of the spirits, and

the sums collected on each, front

May 1761, to 1765, when the duty

S a terminated
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terminated by the establishment of ci

vil government, and it appeared that

the whole amount of the duties taken

by my order for these four years, was

only 11,1131. ss. Hallifax currency;

whereas, at an average, had I exacted

the whole duties which existed during

the French government, the sum

would have been not less than 52000I

sterling. Every (hilling of the money

I collected was expended for the ser

vice os the crown ; and the accounts

of receipts and disbursements were an

nually lent to the treasury board.—

After the elapse of so many years,

five English ■ traders, importers of

French brandy and New-England rum

into Quebec, not contented with the

high price they had imposed upon the

poor Canadians the consumers, brought

actions in the month of January last

against me, for sums received of them

by the different officers, under a pre

tence that the whole of the duties

were illegal, and insisting that the

whole therefore ought to be refunded

by me. The money, as I have ob

served, having been accounted for to

the treasury,' the officers of the crown

tpok the direction in defending these

actions ; and they thought it advife-

able that the sum levied as an excess

on rum, beyond the old duty, should

be paid into court. This was opposed

by the plaintiffs, who insisted on a

right to the whole.

The actions were tried by a special

jury, when the existence of the French

duties, as above stated, was clenily

proved by the original custom-house

books; and the plaintiff's council,

without further arguing the point,

consented to take a verdict merely

for the excess on riim, which was

agreed to on behalf of the crown ;

and notwithstanding it appeared that

the plaintiffs had paid less than the

old duties on brandy and eau de vie

de liqueur, yet from the lenity of the

crown that was not insisted upon, al

though it would have reduced the

claims of the plaintiffs to a mere trifle.

Ia. Murray.

Portman- Square, Feb. 19, 176$.

Tie ASfor lirr'tling the Duration of the

Irish Parliaments.

WHE R E A 6 a limitation cf the

duration of parliaments may

tend to strengthen the liErmeny and

good agreement subsisting between li's

majesty and his people of Ireland, and

may be productive of other effects to

his majesty's subjects there,

We, your majesty's most dutiful,

and loyal subjects, the commons of

Ireland, in parliament assembled, do

most humbly beseech your majesty,

that it may be declaied and enacted

in this present parliament ;

And be it declared and enacted by

the king's most excellent majesty, by

and with the advice and consent of

the lords spiritual and temporal and

commons in this present parliament

assembled, and by the authority of the

fame, that from henceforth, no par

liament which (hall at any time here

after be called, assembled, or held,

shall have any longer continuance than

for eight years, to be accounted fro:n

the day on which by the writs of

summons the said parliament shall be

appointed to meet.

And be it further enacted, by the

authority aforesaid, that this present

parliament (hall cease and determine

on the i±th of June, which mall be

in the year of our Lord one thousand

seven hundred and sixty-eight, unless

his majesty (hall think fit sooner to dis

solve tlie lame.

An Account »/"Zenobia a Newt tragedy,

performed al Drury-lane Theatre.

Prnrasmancs,

Teribaces,

Rhadamistus,

Megistus,

Tigranes,

Zopiron,

Zenobia,

Zelmira,

Mr. Aickin.

Mr. Holland.

Mr. Barry.

Mr. Howard.

Mr. Hurst.

Mr. Packer. .

Mrs. Dancer.

Mrs. Berry.

PHARASMANTS, having mur

dered his brother, and usurpe I

the crown of Iberia, carried his arms

against Mithridates king of Armenia,

notwithstanding his son Rhadamistus

was married to Zenobia, only daugh

ter of Mithridates, and was declared

his successor. The victorious Pharal'-

manes quickly overrun Armenia, cut

off the benefactor of his son, and

having in a pitched battle overcome

the utmost force of Armenia, Rhada

mistus, to avoid falling into his father's

hinds, was about to stab himself; but

Zenobia, entreating to perish with

him, he clasped her in his arras, and

. jumped
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jumped into Hie Araxes, on the banks

of which the battle was fought. Nei

ther of them however perimed : Ze

nobia was preserved by the care of

VIegistus, who found meant to con

vey her safe to a retreat among the

mountains, where (he was delivered of

a fun; and lived for seven years as the

daughter of Megistus under the name

of Ariana.

In the mean time Rhadamistus hav

ing been taken up and restored to life

by a hand of Romans, concealed his

quality, and retired with them to

Rome, where in the senate he disco

vered himself, declared his wrongs,

and entreated the Roman aid to reco

ver his kingdom. The conscript fa

thers, convinced of the justice of his

claim, embrace his cause, and send a

powerful army to reinstate him in

Armenia : ' This creating new com

motions in that country, a party of

Pharasmanes' troops arrive at the re

treat of Zenobia, still known only by

the name of Ariana, and carry her off

to the royal camp, where her charms

ciptivate both the king and his son

Teribaces.

The play now opens ; the Romans

having advanced into Armenia, the

king drew together his forces, march

ed against them, and a battle is

hourly expected. Tigranes, a general

officer, enters with some prisoners,

who having been taken in attempting

to leave the camp, the king had or

dered them to be impaled. Amongst

these Zenobia discovers Megistus,

who recognizes her, at the fame time,

as his daughter Ariana. Teribaces

entering, Zenobia begs the life of

Megistus, who, on his own authority,

orders him to be set at liberty. He

then avows his passion to Zenobia,

and entreats her favour, (he acknow

ledges an esteem, but rejects his suit,

and tells him, fate halh placed an

eternal bar between them. The Ro

mans, having desired to enter into

treaty, the king consents, and pre

pares to receive the Roman envoy.

Tigranes having informed the king,

that by command of the prince, the

prisoners, were spared, Pharasmanes

reprimands his ion, but on the inter

cession of Zenobia, confirms their par

don. Flaininiuf, the ambassador from

the Roman camp, arrives, and is re

ceived -by Zopiron, an Armenian ge

neral, who appearing strongly attach

ed to Rhadamistus and Zenobia, the

envoy discovers himself to be Rhada

mistus ; he expresses the heaviest grief

at the thought of having destroyed

his wife, and at great concern at be

ing obliged to bear arms against bis

father and brother, whom he had ne

ver seen.

Pharasmanes receives the supposed

Roman in state, and Rhadamistus,

taking the advantage of the character

he appeared in, endeavours to move

the heart of his father, by represent

ing the cruelty of bis behaviour;

Pharasmanes, in a rage breaks up the

conference, and orders the envoy to

quit his camp immediately : On fresh

application from Rhadamistus, he

grants him another audience in private;

in which he declares he is assured

that Rhadamistus is in the Roman

camp, and if the Romans wish t<>

treat effectually with him, it must be

by the man who brings the head of

his son.

Zenobia, in an interview with Me

gistus, enquires with much maternal

Ibllicitude, after her child; he informs

her that he was lodged in a place of

safety. Zenobia expressing her willies

to escape from the power of the tyrant,

to her son's retreat, Megistus propo

ses her going off in the train of the

Roman envoy. Teribaces, alarmed

at his father's passion for his mistress,

applies to Rhadamistus to carry her

off on his return to the Roman camp,

that (lie may be out of his father's

power. The supposed Fiaminius pro

mising to comply with his wishes,

Teribaces retires; and Zenobia at

tended by Megistus enters. The in

terview is most affecting; each having

supposed the other 110 more, are in

raptures at so unexpected a meeting,

and when Rhadamistus exclaims with

almost unutterable transport, " I have

not murdered her," every feeling

heart takes a part in his joy.

Teribaces cautions his friend to be

ware of the charms of the lady he en

trusts to his protection, and on Rha

damistus betraying some confusion,

conjures him, if he doubts his own

steadiness, not to undertake the charge.

Rhadamistus fearing to come to an

explanation with his brother, resents

this suspicion : Teribaces apologizes

for bis distrust, and resolves to put her

into
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into his Viands. In the mean time

Zenobia having rejected with disdain

the tyrant's proffered hand, in an ap

plication by Tigranes, Pharasmanes

determines to apply to Megistus whom

he supposed her father, imagining the

offer of his daughter's sharing the

throne, would dazzle the poor old

man : Megistus appears very little af

fected by the splendor os such an offer,

and plainly tells the king that Ariana

is married to another, and her despair

is occasioned by their separation j

Pharasmanes retires in arage, threaten

ing both Megistus and his supposed

daughter, if fie persists in refusing his

hand.

Teribaces urging h5« suit to Zeno

bia, (he repeats her refusal, and on'

his continued importuniiy, declares

herself the wise of Flaminius ; Teri

baces astonished and enraged, breaks

out into the most passionate invectives

against his rival, who entering, strives

in vain to pacify him. Ke retires,

denouncing vengeance against the sup

posed Flaminius. Megittus joins Rha-

damiftus and Zenobia, and they agree

to retire to the Roman camp imme

diately. Phaiasmancs imputing the

coyness of Zenobia to her prepossession,

for Teribaces, fends for him, and be

ginning to reprimand his presumption

in rivaling his father, the prince de

clarer his passion at an end, and that

ambition hath taken the place of it,

assuring his father that he would give

him convincing proofs of it, in the ex

pected engagement with the Romans.

An officer enters with an account that

Flaminius hath set out for the Roman

camp, and hath taken with him Me

gistus and Ariana. Teribaces imme

diately entreats his father to let him

pursue them, to which the king

agrees, and he goes off for that pur

pose, denouncing vengeance against

Flaminius.

Notwithstanding the fugitives had

the start of Teribaces, they were

quickly overtaken by him : and re

jecting the earnest request of Rhada-

jnistus for a momentary private, con

versation, he brings them back to his

father in chains. Pharasmanes re

proaching the supposed Ariana, she

acknowledges Flaminius as her huf-

band ; he also seeks protection from

the character he appears in, and de

nounced the Roman vengeance if

March

their Ambassador was not immediately-

set at large. Tiie king despising the

menace, orders him to be dragged to

the torture; the guards tear him from

the embraces of Zenobia, and bear

him away. The king retire* : and.

Zenobia, left to herself, sinks under

the agonies of her husband's appre

hended fate. Teribaces entering, at

tempts to raise her; she reproaches,

him as the source of her present cala

mity, and overwhelms him with hor

ror and grief, by acquainting him

who she is, and that he hath given

up his own brother to destruction.

On his retiring (lie declares (he is in

spired with the only method to savo

her husoand from desth, and to pre

serve her child a parent. Teribaces,

eager to five his brother, rescues him

from the hands of the officers cf death,

and declares to him, that rather than

he sliall suffer, he will himself plunge

a dagger in his father's breast, and

end his life and tvranny together.

An order is brought to Tigranes to

suspend the execution of Flaminius,

in the name of both the king and

queen ; and Zopiron informs him that

Ariana, to lave the life of her former

husband, h?d consented to give her

hand to the king, and that the mar.

riage rites had been actualiy celebrat

ed. The scene drawl and discovers

Pharasmanes and Zenobia, at the al

tar, the cup standing on it, in which,

according to the custom of the coun

try, they had pledged each other,

Zenobia entreats the king to dismiss

the Roman and begs she may be al

lowed an interview with him before

he goes. Phsrasmanes is much dis-

plealcd with this request, which he

utterly rejects . and on her persisting

in it, declares that the man who is

in possession of her affections frill

net live, and that he will have himim-

medu.rely executed. As he is about to

go off for that purpose, he feels him-

lelf en a sudden attacked by the

nioli excruciating tortures unable even

to stand. Zenobia then declares that

(he dashed the nuptial cup with poison}

tells him who slit: is, and that the

supposed Flaminius is his injured son

Rliadamistiis, whom siie orders the

officers attending immediately to

proclaim King. The tyrant ex

pires in agonies, and Zenobia con

gratulates herself on having been

the
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the instrument of revenging her fa

ther's death. Teribaces and Rhada

miltus enter, and rejoice to fee Ze-

nobia safe : She receives their congra

tulations, but shews them i\\f. body of

their father as an allay to their present

joy; and asks her husband if he can

forgive her the death of his father.

The princes both express a suitable re

gret for Pharasmanes ? but Rhadamis-

tus assures Zenobia, that considering

what slie had suffered by his means he

cannot reproach her j she expresses

her joy at his forgiveness, as she ?1-

ready feels the poison, which (he was

obliged to partake of, at her heart ;

their joy is now no more ; the mast

poignant anguish takes place ; Zenobia

dies, expressing the molt perfect astre-

tion for Rhadamiltus, and" recommend

ing (with the most affecting maternal

tenderness) their child to his care.

Rhadamiltus sinks at her feetj over

powered with grief; and the piece

concludes with reflections on the evils

attending an unlimited ambition.

Marios Orrery, to Dearte Swift, Esq;

S I R, Marfton, Dec. 4, 174.2.

I Am much obliged to you for the

full, though melancholy, account

you have sent me of my ever honoured

friend *. It is the more melancholy to

me, as I have heard him often lament

the particular misfortune incident to

human nature, of an utter deprivation

offenses many years before a depriva

tion of life. I have heard him de

scribe persons in that condition, with

a liveliness and a horror, that on this

late occasion have recalled to me his

very words. Cur litany, merhinks,

should have an addition of a particular

prayer against this molt dreadful mis

fortune. I am sure mine shall. The

bite of a mad dog (a most tremendous

evil) ends soon in death j but the ef

fects of his loss of memory may last

even to the longest age of man ; there

fore I own my friendship for him has

now changed my thoughts and wishes

into the very reverse of what they

were. I rejoice to hear he grows lean.

I am sorry to hear his appetite is good.

I was glad when there seemed an ap

proaching mortification in liis eye lid.

In one word, the man I wished to

live the longest, I wish the soonest

dead, tt is the only blessing that can

now berai trim. -Has rciscn will never

return; or if it should, It will only

be to shew him the misery of having

lost it. I am impatient for his going

where imperfection ceases, and where

perfection begins ; where Wilsons can

not break in and steal, and where

envy, hatred, and malice have no in

fluence or power. Whilst he conti

nues to breathe, he, is an example,

stronger and more piercing than be or

any other divine could preach, against

pride, conceit, and vain glory. Good

God ! Doctor Swift beaten and mark

ed with stripes by a beast in human

shape, one Wilson. But he is not

only an example against presumption

and haughtiness, but in reality an

incitement to marriage. Men in years

ought always to secure a friend to take-

care of declining life, and watch nar-.

rowly as they fall the last minute par

ticles of the hour glass. A batchelor

will seldom find, among all his kin-

died, so true a nurse, Ib faithful a

friend, so disinterested a companion,

as one tied to him bv the double

chain of duty and affection. A wife

could not be banished from his cham

ber, or his unhappy hours of retire

ment : nor had the Dean felt a blow,

or wanted a companion, had lie been

married, or in other words, had Stella}

lived. All that a friend could do,

has been done by Mrs. Wbiteway j

all that a companion could persuade,

has been attempted by Mrs. Ridjewayj

the rest but I mall run on for

ever; and I set out at first only with

an intention of thanking you for your

letter, and assuring you that I am,

Sir, your most obedient humble ser

vant, ORR.ER.T,

P. S. I beg to hear from you from

time to time, if any new occurrence

happens in the Dean's unhappy state.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

On A. B'j Letter to the Author of the

Confessional, in Lond. Mag. for Fe*

bruarv.

S I R,

IN the page of an ancient record,

we have a picture drawn of the in

defatigable labours of the envious spi*

rit. Who, when the oracle demands

whence he came ? replies, from s°'"Z

to andfrom the earth, andfrom matting

up and daivi in it. And when Milton,

in his speech to Chaos and auritnt

• Deat Swift.
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Night, gives the end of his adventu

rous flight, he thus relates,

To your behoof, if I that region lost,

All usurpation thence expell'd, reduce

To her original darkness and your sway

(Which is my present journey) and once

more

Erect the standard there ofancientWight}

Yours be th'advantage all, mine the re

venge.

Whatever censures may pass upon me,

I could not but imagine some simili

tude between this spirit, and that

which has malignantly marked out the

Conseflional, in much the same man-

ser, and to much the same end, that

Satan marked put Job. A Letter

to the Author os a Work, intitled tie Con-

ftjstonal, in your valuable Magazine

for February, has led me to such a

combination of ideas. In that letter,

the author would fasten his criticising

accusations upon the author of the

Confessional ; because he had said,

*' An Appeal to the common Sense of

all Christian People, ice. had passed

through two editions unanswered,

when Dr. Macdonel's answer, and the

appellant's replication were unknown

to him." Our letter- writer, whose

signature is A. B. and by which I shall

fcereafter cite him, can tell of a more

effectual answer in the Lond. Mag.

To what does all this amount ? It has-

no significance, but that of his shew

ing a warm zeal for the Athanasian

mystery. At the same time, when

the matter is examined by the stan

dard of reason and truth, that appeal

has yet had no anlwer : If by the

term, ansnuer, we mean confutation*

And we may be very confident it np-

*er will.

But fays A. B. " as every human

work is sure to bear signatures of hu

manity, it would be fooliso to think

•ur Liturgy absoluttly perfect 5 it is,

probable, in many parrs inaccurate

both in sentiment and txprefiion, and

glad should I be if these inaccuracies

were removed : But the question is,

who lhall remove them i" This is

some sort of concession.—With what

end does he put the question ?—that he

may pour contempt on the author of

the Confessional, for lie adds, " you,

good sii, are, I know, ready to offer

your fe: vice ; hut before we trouble

yen, it will be civil l» inform cur-

ConfesRonal. March

selves, whether y»u be qualified for

such an undertaking ; in order thereto

it may not be amils to examine hovtr

accurate your writings are." Let

mo ask Mr. A. B. how and to whom

I may apply the term, civil f

To proceed—in your examination

you begin with his saying, " When

this was written I did not Know of Dr.

Macdonel's answer to the Appeal, and

much less of the appellant's replica

tion. On which A. B. fays, " it is

to me inconceivable, how you can

know much less of one thing than

of another of which you know no

thing." A very idle silly quibble j

and what must render A.B. extreme

ly contemptible in the minds of ail un

prejudiced readers, of any ingenuity.

The ignorant man does not seem to

know, that the Confessional meant by

the word, less, not so much, opposed

to mare. The best writers are wont

thus to express themselves And even

in this very sense have our bibletrar.s-

lators rendered the Hebrew text, lor

thus Abimelech answers Saul, 1 Sam.

xxii. 15. for tby servant knt^u no

thing, os all this, left or more. And

when Abigail found her husband

drunk, she told him nothing, lest or mote,

until the morning light. Nay, I will in-

inform A. B that so far from its be

ing so inconceivable to a man of un

derstanding, that any one should bs

said to know much less of one thing

than of another, of which he knows

nothing ; that the term, nothing, is

no bar at all to the u le of the term,

less. See If. xl. 17. where all the na

tions are said to be accounted less than,

nothing and vanity.

I would advise A. B. to be a litrl*

better acquainted with the use of lan

guage, before he presumes to put on

the haughty airs of a severe critic. It

certainly was very properly expressed,

when the author of the Confessional

said, as he did not know at all of

Mac load's answer, much less did he

of the reply to that answer.

Another disqualifying mark is pro

duced,—" Let the difquifitors answer

for themselves, and tbeir own views

and principles ; but do not prejudge

them beforehand." This A. B. fays,

" seemetb to me as good sense and

English, as if you should fay to a man,

do not precede me before me." I voil

not deny, but that here is an iniccu
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-Mcy-; Far as roach as to prejudge, i*>

to determine beforehand : It is to be

too hasty in forming a judgment, even

before a due examination has been

made. An inadvertency of which a

much more able pen than that of

A. B*« might have been guilty.

But I had overlooked auother mark

of inability found in the author of

the CoBfeffional, for he tells ui, that

** the common people are not much

offended at the doctrines of the Tri

nity, and that few of them form any

ideas about them." This is the man

ner he is cited by A. B. Whereas

the words of the Confessional, p. 358.

are, •« They (the disquisuors) have

laid before you a great many particu

lars, which perhaps give more open

and immediate offence to the common

people, than the doctrines of the Tri

nity i about which I am apt to think,

few of them form any ideas."—What

is A. B"« remark? " This, "fir,

looks something like a contradiction \

it being incredible, that the common

people should dislike what does not

offend. them ; or that they should ex

press their surprize at doctrines about

which they do not form any ideas."

—Some signs of stupidity or of some

thing much worse here will open up

on us. The words of the Confessional,

are, " That they, (speaking of the

difquisitors) have laid before you a

great many particulars, which perhaps

give more open and immediate offence

to the common people, than the doc

trines of the Trinity ; about which,

I am apt to think, few of *h*m form

any. ideas."—What, in. the name of

truth, is there in this, that either

looks like a contradiction ; or admits

of incredibility ? is it not vei'y consist

ent, to fnppole the cortmon people

might take more open and immediate

offence at some particulars laid before

them by the difquisitors, than what

they take at the doctrines of the Tri

nity, about which they dn not form

any ideas ? Who, but a writer of a

»ery bad mind; would have made the

Confessional fay, " That the eommon

people are not much offended at the

doctrines of the Trinity, and that

few of tliem form any ideas about

themV-^-if capable of conviction,

bind), and fill with confusion!

. For shame, let A. B. never <bre to

. insult tli* COrtfeffi.inal, or sneeringly

jell . him, bis said'. h:s in thinking too

1- March, 1768.

t*5

highly tf Umseif.—**l&OT ret him be

sorry,, or pretend to lament his grot*

mistakes ; or once presume to say, that

the pen of the Confessional can htrve

no other effeB •voitb nan ofjudgment than

to excite a smile. Ill-minded, abusive

man, look again over thine own infa*.

raous letter ; repent, sin no more, lest

a much heavier rebuke, even than this,

does soon fall upon thee;

Miso-Baskanoi.

so tit P R I N T E R, &e.

SIR,

I Have three things to touch upon ill

this letter, which, though a kind

of Rhapsody may perhaps be as ad

missible in your paper, as if divided in

to distinct letters. By rhapsody, I mean

but to give some gentle raps upon the

knuckles to some, if you'll adutit the

pun, as well as the letter.

I am more and more convinced, by

what I had seen of the French here*

and what I saw of them last summer

in France, that with the pretences

they make to eil the politeness in the

world, they have the Itafl of it, in

reality, in the world ) and that a

Frenchman's politenefr is often but

. a cloak for his petulance and ill

manners. A Frenchman dunks he

may fey the sauciest thing, ejh the

most free and impertinently curious

question, or do even a rude thing,

if he does but fay, as a prelude or

introduction to it, Je iions demand*

mille pardons. This, I found was an

observation also made by several fo

reigners of rank and distinction there.

But true politeness does not consist in

making the finest bows or compli

ments, or such apologies for rudeness

(in order to commit it) or in mere

grimace j—but in not faying or do

ing any rudely free or offensively im

pertinent thing, that stands in need o(

any such apology or pardon. This to .

tat want of seal politeness in the na

tion, which sets itself up as the stan .

dard, as the professor and only pro

fessor of it, joined to a most insuffe

rable pride, vanity, arrogant conceit

of superiority of talents of all kinds,

both of mind and body, constitute

the true character of that •vain, light,

airy, frivolous people; -whom we

shall, in time (I hope) make humbler )

and had (I hoped) already threshed

into a little better manners* Now for

another rap.

T Merhink-s
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Methink's all the world is now,

indeed, nothing hut affectation. You

shall hear a lady complaining so pathe

tically of the least matter in the

world, in a conversation she had been

in, as indelicate; yet can, with all her

amazing delicacy, read T— S ;

and can goto, and can bear to sit out,

the most luscious, most grossly indeli

cate (a too delicate term indeeed here

perhaps) of Wycherly's, Behn's, or

Congreve's plays. Is it custom, or

fashion, or the ' habitual hearing of

them so often, or what is it, that

seems to have worn off the edge or

effect of such things ?—One would

think the latter, since theatrical peo

ple too, with all their nice affected

delicacy, of not admitting the least

indelicate allusion in any modern

piece, yet go on acting those that are

the moil lusciously so amongst the old

ones, as if people did not feel the sti-

. mulations of the old ones any more;

but this is only to sill the house the

bettei, I suppose; for interest will

make them deviate from their text,

and the principles they throw out, as

well as other people.

The third thing I would fay, is a

caution to our people of quality, &c.

who are so often idly altering their

Jewels, that that they be not deceived

by foreigners who deal that way.

Every one knows how well French

paste resembles diamonds, rubies, eme

ralds, saphires, topazes, &c. nav, so

. as as not to be distinguished easily by

candle light from the real gems they

imitate; except by the even superior

lustre they have to real ones. Now,

I overheard people lately talking much

in Fiance amengst themselves, what

good fortunes some of them had rai

led amongst us in that way ; arid that

when necklaces, car-rings, ice. were

given to them to new set, and even to

clean, it was easy to take out some of

the best real stones, and replace them

(with such infinite art) with what ap

peared better by night, and almost 10

well by dny as not to be known

when mixed together amongst others,

but by connoisseurs. I knew indeed

a man once, who made a great and

vast fortune (I fear this, and such

ways, by the rapidity of it) who

went over afterwards to France, to

spend amongst his countrymen above

70,009). he had thus or otherwise

5

duped the milord] and MjUdits An*

gloifes of; so that I don't wonder at

so many foreigners almost always stick

ing to that branch of trade, prefera

bly to any other : And you seldom see

them apply to any laborious business

as mechanics, as joiners, carpenters,

smiths, &c. for which they are always

too sine gentlemen.

I remember once, visiting a lady of

great quality, who employed the ni;n»

I speak of, and I took . the liber

ty give her some cautions of this kind.

—" Phoo (said she) do you think a

man who keeps his carriage, and has

such great business, would run the

risque of his character by doing such

things?" — Though I perceived she

looked upon me much in the same

light as if she had said sou instead of

pboo ; jet, to this lady's-logic I repli

ed, " But some risque molt be

run, Madam, to make a fortune :

How many of all nations would run

the risque of every thing to make one ?

And some os these people could never

make such rapid and very great ones

amongst us, if they did not do such

things. And risque run for risque,

it is only running away to their own

country, if detected by great chance,

before they h:>ve made up quite the

fortune they want." However, even

thatmade, Ioblened, no impression up

on her then. Vrt I was persuaded they

got so much, that that man had no

need his prince should pay him any

thing, for being- a spy upon us j.,if

he was so,which was not without some

suspicion. X am, sir,

Your constant reader,

Oculista.

A brhs Account o/Cornhill Ward. (See

the Plan, p. 64.)

CORNHILL Waid, is so called from

Cornhill, its principal street, so

denominated from the Corn-market,

kept there in ancient times. It is

bound;d Eastward, by Bisliopsgate

ward, Westward, by Cheap ward,

Northward, by Broadstreet ward, and

Southward by Langborn ward. Its

extent is but small, and its streets,

courts, allies, &c. may be seen in the

plan. There are two parish churches

in this ward, viz. St. Michael's, and

St. Peter's, and the principal publick

building is, the Royal Exchange,

buiit in 156*, by Sir Thomas Grefham,

burnt
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burnt do*n is iCCC, ~an'd rebuilt as it

appears. Of the churches.

i. St. Michael's, Cornhill, is a rec-

t«ry, in tlie patronage of the drapers

company, value to the rector, about '

nol. per ann. The church was burnt

down in the great fire of i66si, and af

terwards beautifully rebuilt. Vestry

general; three churchwardens, 121

houses; augmentation to the parish

of St. Giles, Cripolegate 10I. per ann.

2. St. Peter's, Cornhill, isa rectory,

in the patronage of the lord mayor

aad commonalty of London. The

church being drstroyed in the fire of

London, was handsomely rebuilt. Va

lue to the rector about 24.0I. per ann.

Vestry select, of 40 members; two

churchwardens, two overseers of the

poor; 190 houses; augmentation to

the parish of Sr. Botolph, Biihopsgate •

10I. per ann. This ward is governed

by an alderman, his deputy, and five

other common-council men, four con

stables, four scavengers, sixteen ward-

mote inquest men, and one beadle.

The watch every night, consists of a

constable, beadle, and sixteen watch

men. The jury returned by the

wjrdmote inquest, are to serve as ju

rors, in the several courts of Guildhall,

in the month of January.

The present alderman is Brackley

Kennet, Esq; his deputy, Mr. Francis

Ellis; the otheroommoncouncil men,

Mefl". James Walton, Thomas Cogan,

William Dawson, William Shenton,

and Henry Parker.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, February a6, 1768.

YOUR inserting the following

account, which I have sent you,

in your next month's Magazine, will

probably be entertaining to your

reaJers, and be a. means of some per

son's making farther and nicer obser

vations as to the insect itself, to which

it relate*. Speculator.

An Account of the Mole Bee.

VOTWITHSTANDING the nume-

rous and various inquiries which

4r
have of late years been made in na

tural history ; yet such is the boundless :

extent, and diversity of objects there

in, that it is no wonder that there are

daily a great number of very curious'

appearances, and which will continue

to the end of the world, to strike cur :

view, and engage our attention ;

which at present nevertheless have-

been passed by hitherto unnoticed.

One of those, which I shall now de

scribe, is an insect, which from its .

particular properties may well be dis-

tinguiflied from other bees, by the

name of the mole bee—the colour; .

and appearance of this curious little

creature differs nothing from that of ■

the honey making bee ; but tire body

is longer and more (lender— the ex- 1

tremities of the fore legs are much like

the Grylla Talpas, or Mole Cricketts,-

which enables it to work in the man

ner it does, its chief employment

when it makes its appearance, being 1

to dig into the earth, and there form

subterraneous passages, and. the man- •

ner as well as the. quickness with

wjiich it does this I have myself often

obierved with pleasure. It lights,

where it chuses upon the * turf, and

beginning to work with its fore feet .

throws up a little hillock, of the bigness •

of a nutmeg, like a mole hill, and in. .

a moment almost, thole inleclsare hid .

fro in your sight. It is moreover re- •

markabje allb that each of those beea ■

works himself into one bole, and

comes out at another about half an

inch distant. The time of their ap

pearing is in the first warm weather

in May, and they always vanish upon

the coming on of the cold weather in

autumn; indeed in the very midst of

summer, if it haopens to be. cold or ■

rainy, they constantly confine them

selves to their underground mansions.

They are very numerous, multiply 1

very fast, and have no stings. [ couiii 1

never discover what it was they lived

upon, as I never so much as once

saw them pitch upon any kind of plant,

or flower-.- what becomes of them in

the winter I know not i but it seems

probable, that tliey then shelter them- -

• The turf'of'the slopes, and <v;alks in Mr. Hinton's garden at Hayes, (which

indeed is the only place ixihere I ever saw any of them,) ivas so far. spoiled by the .

[real number of boles they mcvh and the hillocks they threw up, 'hat the garden <was

tir-vj turfed : and a person ivould ha ve imagined, that upon taking up the old turf,

jtfit of ibtir iggs *r utfli fuiiuld bau; been found, but they •nitre not.

T * sclve*
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selves in the cavities, or among the

roots of some trees adjoining to the

places, where they are seen in the

summer—when they are not at work

in digging, they amuse themselves

with an aerial dance about a foot above

the surface of the earth. '. - •

iit LiseofPoptSixtUsY. cintimudfrcm

■ .our last Volume, />. C78.

POPE. Gregory died in April

1585, ard his death produced, as

tisunl, dreadful disorders andmisehiefs

in the Ecclesiastical state and in Rome

itself, where murder, rapine, and every

vice stalked with unbridled licence

during the vacancy of the papal throne.

" During the ten days, that the fu

neral ceremonies of the deceased pope

lasted, they that had any pretensions

to the papacy, were carrying on their

schemes and intrigues, running about

to sollicit the suffrages and interest of

their friends ; whilst Montalto did not

seem to give himself the least trouble

or concern. He look so uncommon a

road to it, that no body suspected he

had any designs at all of that kind.

Some of the cardinals, out of con

tempt used to call him, Ike eft of la

Marca (which hepretended not to hear,

er take notice of) looking upon his fa

culties and intellects as entirely gone ;

and others seeing him bent down with

disease and old age, did not in the least:''

dream of bis ever being elected. But

we must take notice, by the by, that

be was the youngest of all those that

aspired to the pontificate ; and though

he often used to fay, " that an old

fellow, of threescore and ten, was fit

for nothing in the world," it is cer

tain he was, at that time, but in his

6+th year.

■ Indeed, hardly any one could have

imagined, that the cardinals would

turn their eyes upon a person that

could scarcely stand upon his legs,

whom they thought little better than

a dotard and a driveller ; as the go

vernment of the Holy See requires a

man of found and strong faculties,

both of body and mind. Yet it was

to these very failings, that Mcaia'.ta

owed his exaltation.

His proceedings were dark and se

cret ; he alone, if we may use the ex

pression, lay at anchor, when all the

other candidates were under full fail.

Taking a (juice different course from

them in all respects • he spoke well of

every body, and seemed to havea very-

low and mean opinion of himself.

Amongst other visits that he made

before they entered the conclave, he

went to Cardinal Farnesc,- who was at

the head of a very potent faction,

though'he- knew he could hardly bear

to sije Mm, with any fort of patience,

and told him, " He thought ft his du

ty to wait upon him, as dean of- the

Holy College, to desire, if he thought

the conclave would last a long time,

that he would be pleased to dispense

with his going into it ; for that he ve

rily believed he (hoold not live many

days.** Farnesc exhorting him, " not

to abandon the interests of the church

in an attair of so great importance to

all Christendom 5" Montalto answered,

" That the hope of his suffrage being

not altogether useless to his eminence,

was the only consideration that coyld

induce him to go and meet his death

there ; to which Fames* replyed,

" I would advise you to go and try

your own interest i for I dare say you

would be as glad to be pope as any

one else.'" Montalto, surprized at the

repartee, said, •* That the cardinals

must be very wrong-headed indeed,

to think of such a poor object as him,

who had it riot in his power to do any

one thing-, but wish wtlt to hit pa

trons and friends." He talked in the

fame style to every one of the cardi

nal* that he thought stood any chance

of bring pope ; especially to the chiefs

of factions, continually speaking in

their praise, acknowledging the obli

gations he lay under to them, telling

them, " How ardently he wished he

was able to do them a service ; and

what a prejudice he thought it would

be to the church, if the government

was entrusted in any other hands."

In the distribution Of their apart

ments in the conclave, which is always

done by lot, he happened to be situat

ed in the midst of the principal offi

cers ; Cardinal Farnese, dean of the

H. Coflege, and vice-chancellor of the

church, lodged on his left-hand ;

Contarelli, the datary, on his right j

and Guastavillano, the great cham-

bs; bin, next to Contarelli. As soon

as the master of the ceremonies had

made this distribution, he came to

congratulate Montalto, as if, what

was nothing but the effect of chajiqr,
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had been a hieky omen, or presage of

his election."

- " The fortytwo cardinals, oswhich

the conclave consisted, were divided

into five* faction* ; Farnese was at the

head of the first; D'Este of the second;

Akxandrino of the third ; Altemps of

the fourrh ; and the fifth, which was

almost equal in number to all the

rest, was conducted by Boon Com-

pagnon, Cardinal of St. Sixtus, ne

phew to the late pope.

There were fourteen that aspired

to the papacy, viz. Farnese and Sa-

srelli, created by Paul III; Santa

Croce, Paleotto, St. George, and Sir-

letti, by Pius IV; Montalto, Cefis, St.

Stverim , and Albano, by Pius V ; Fa-

chinetti, or Facquinetti, commonly

called cardinal di Santiquattro, Delia

Torre, a native of Udina, Mondovi,

and Castagna, by Gregory XIII ; and

though they were all papable-, there

were not above half of them proposed

as candidates in the conclave. These

were all, more or less, supported by

the headt of the several factions, ac

cording to the opinion they had of

them ; for though these chiefs pretend

much zeal and concern for the interest

of all their creature;, lest jealousy

(lioiild detach them, and ruin their

party ; yet there is generally one per

son, whom tli-y favour more than the

rtst, and with a greater degree of

warmth and confidence."

■ Our author then gives an account

©f the intrigues in the conclave, '

which is nothing to the present pur

pose, and proceeds, as follows: " There

had been already some secret proceed

ings, in savour of Montalto, begun by

Alexandrinoand D'Elle. The former

hoped to Lave a great share in the ad

ministration, under a pontif, that had

been, made cardinal by his uncle, to

whom he lay under so many other ob

ligations. D'Efte was drawn in with

the fame view, by the persuasion of

Rusticucci, who had a great influence

Over him, and had been flattered by

Montalto, till he began to grow fond

of him.

Medicis and his friends, apprehen

sive of F.irnese's intrigues for Torre,

went privately, and made an offer

of their service to D'Este and Alexan-

drino, promising to assist Monulto.

They were both highly pleased at this:

As Medici*, who was in great credit

at the court of Spain, was assured of

the Spanish interest; and D'Este, aa

chief of the French faction, answered

far their concurrence; so that these

two powerful, and generally opposite

parties, for once", joined in chusing

the fame person.

These three cardinals having engag

ed their word to each other, came se

cretly to Montatto's apartment in the

night, and acquainted him with their

design to make him pope. Alexan

dria, who undertook to be the I pokes-

man, whispered to him, for fear of be

ing overheard by Farnese, whose room

was next to that of Montalto, " We

are come to tell your eminence a piece

of very good news, which is, that we

are resolved to make you pope."

Moritalto had all this time kept

himself close (hut up in his little cham

ber, and was no more thoughtor spoke

of, than if he had not been in the con

clave. He very seldom stirred out,

and when he went to mass, or any of

the scrutinies, appeared so little con

cerned, that onewbuldhave thought he

had no manner of interest: in any thing

that happened within those watts.

But he was, nevertheless, advancing

his interest at a great rate, whilst he

seemed to give himself no trouble

about it. When he met any'car.'iinal,

that he knew wifli'd well to the inte

rest of St. Sixtus, he used to fay, «« The

cardinals ought to chuse a person that

would be agreeable to him; out of re

gard to his own merit, and the Me

mory of his uncle Gregory XIII, who

had gbverned the church with so much

gentleness and clemency," If he Taw

any of Farnese" s friends, he seemed to

wonder, " That he was not yet chose."

Before the adherents of Medicis, he

extolled their patron, " As the most

worthy man in the conclave." In short

he spoke well of all the cardinals, but

particularly of such as he did not think

his friends, or had the greatest credit

and interest. As soon as he was ac

quainted with their intentions by Alex-

andrino, in the presence of Medicis

and D'Este, he fell into such a violent

fit of coughing, that they thought he

would have expired upon the spot, and

said, as soon as he could speak, "That

his reign would he but of a few days ;

that, beside the continual difficulty

with which he drew hit breath, he had

not strength enough to support such

a weight
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a weight ; and th,at hit small erperi-

ritnce in affairs, made him altogether

unfit for a charge of so important a

nature, except lie could depend upon

the assistance of others ;" they an

swered, That God would give him

strength sufficient1 to. govern hi* .

church;" to which he replied, "That

he never would accept of it upon any -

terms whatsoever, except they would all

three promise not to abandon him, but

to take the greatest part of the weight

off his shoulders, as he was neither

able, nor could in conscience pretend,

to take the whole of it upon himself."

The other cardinals alluring him they

would ; he said, " If you are resolved

to make me pope, it will only be plac

ing yourselves in the tbrone j we must

share the pontificate ; for my part I

siij.ll be content with the bare title ;

let them call me pope, and you are

heartily welcome to tac power and au

thority."

Pcluded by these insinuations, they

swallowed the bait, and determined to

chuse him. Thus he craftily brought

about his great designs, by methods,

in all appearance, the least probable.

He had foreseen, that at the death of

the pope, there would be great contests

and divisions in the conclave ; and

very rightly judged, as it proved, that

if the chiefs ot the parlies met with

any difficulty in chusiugthe person they

intended, they would all willingly con

cur in the election of sonic very old

and infirm cardinal (as had been done

mere than once in such cafes before)

which would give them time to lay

their schemes. better against another

vacancy. This was the true reason of

1ms shamming the Imbecile, affecting

to appear like a dying man, and en

deavouring, by a harmlels and inof-

Ttnfive behaviour, not to disoblige

any body.

The cardinals were no sooner got

out of lib apartment, but tiiey retired

into a private place, to confer amongst

themielves about the advantages that

would accrue to each of them from

such an election. " What can we

wish for mere, said they, than to

have the entire disposal ot the pope ?

We should be egregious fools, indeed,

and deserve to be soundly laughed at,

if we let such an opportunitj slip out

of our hands. Montalto has opened

kis heart to us very frankly, and in

March

quite different terms from any of the

other candidates ; as he never had any

government, but that of his own or

der for a little while, lie will be alto

gether raw and inexperienced m that

of the whole church, and must neces

sarily, make use of us; there is no

probability, nor indeed possibilty, of

his pretending to steer the vessel alone.

He has no relations to call in, that

are .capable of assisting him. His ne

phews are fitter to hold a plough, than

rule a stats. lie is sensible, that we

have b»en long employed in the go

vernment of the state ; that we are

able to direct him with our counsel .

and advice ; and that, as he owes his

exaltation entirely to us, be cannot,

in conscience, lodge the power in any ,

other hands. We may depend upon

having the administration wholly to

ourselves: For if, whilst be was but

cardinal, he did not think himself

able to manage the few affairs that

fell within that narrow circle, the dis

trust of hit abilities will naturally in

crease, in proportion to the weight

and number of the difficulties he will .

meet with, when he comes to lit in the

chair of St. Peter."

Having fully satisfy 'd themselves-

with these arguments, they used all

their endeavours to get him chose,

and began with trying to bring over

the Farnesian interest, artfully causing

a report to be spread, that Tor/e would

be there in two days j and Rusticucci,

to whom they had communicated their

design, shewed several letters, which

he laid he had received to that pur

pose. They gave it out, that if Far-

nese could not procure him to be

chose, he would set up for himself.

To operate the more effectually upon

the cardinals that opposed the elec

tion of Farnese, they further pre

tended, that he daily expected the

return of two couriers, whom he had

dispatched to the kings of France and

Spain, who, most probably, would

bring with them an account of the

favourable disposition of those two

nionarchs ; especially that of France, .

to whom he had represented, in the

strongest terms, the faithful attach

ment of his family, and the great ser

vices his ancestors had often done to

the French nation.

Some of the cardinals were exceed

ingly sorpiized, when they heard

Medtcii
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Medtcis had declared for Montalto,

and could not comprehendthe reasons

that induced him to be so strenuous for

a person,' that had been a professed ene-

ftty to his cousin Paul Urlini. But, it

seems, bis ambition, and the desire he

had to . exclude Farnefe and Delia

Torre, prevailed over all family re

sentments, for he exerted himself with

■store zeal than any other cardinal, in

the interest of Montalto; though he

was not without suspicions that Kar-

nefe, by some artifice or other, would

seduce Alexandrine, who was -natu

rally fickle and irresolute.

It was thought by some, ttiatMedicis

would not have taken this part, if he

had not been thoroughly convinced

that Montalto, far from being an in

valid, was strong and healthful e-

nough, in all probability, to survive

Farnefe, and all his faction, by which

he imagined, he should get rid" of

those that were likely to be the great

est obstacles to his ever being pope

himself. But this, I think, is spin

ning the thread rather too fine : For,

though Montalto was in reality, as

we have fa.d, but sixty-four years old,

yer, after he was cardinal, he appeared

much more aged than he was, by let

ting his beard grow, and neglecting

his dress (which make a great altera

tion in a man's looks) seeming almost

bent double, and hardly able to sup

port himself with a staff, which he

constantly made use of when he went

abroad .

[To be continued in our next.]

IfeLORDS PROTEST.

Die Lun<ty $ Fib. 1768.

Htdie 30 mueUSa est billa— Intituled,

an Act for -further regulating the

Proceedings of the United Company

of Merchants ot' England trading

to the East Indies, with respect to

the making of Dividends. The

Question was put whether the said

Bill (hall pass, it was resolved in the

affirmative.

Dissentient. 1

1st, "OECAUSE this bill is an exer-

X3 tion of the supreme power of

parliament, equally unnecessary and

dangerous, after having had the most

mortifying experience of the operation

•f a like restriction last year, which

encreased 'the' very mischief, it was in

tended to remedy, at a time when the

circumstances of the company are clear

ibeyemd a doubt, and their opulence

■verified- beyond the most sanguine ex

pectation : no supposed misconduct of

4he company calling for the interposi

tion os parliament ; no rash and ex

cessive dividends declared ; no encreale

of dividends even desired ; on' the con

trary, the company have restrained it

self an principles much more rational

than those adopted by the bill, as they

have a reference to their circumstances,

arid not to a fix'd period of time,

marked by an arbitrary resolution.

We cannot therefore avoid considering

this bill as- a mere act of power, with

out a colour of delinquency on. the

part of the company, or of necessity

on the part of the public.

idly, Because it appears to us, that

this bill is an high violation of the na

tional faith, taking away, without

any judicial process, or even any cri

minal charge, that power of declaring

dividends, which the company pur-

chafed from the public for a valuable

consideration. .

jdly Because it appears to us alto

gether unaccountable to pass in one

year an act for regulating the mode*

and conditions of declaring dividends

by. the company ; and, in the very

next year, to prohibit the exercise of

those very powers so regulated: this

act is now in full force ; no defect in

it has "been stated : no amendment has

been proposed ; no infraction has been

pretended. This law, made exprefly

to regulate the method of declaring dt-

.vidends, does of necessity imply the

exercise of that right under the condi

tions therein prescribed, which cannot

be. taken from the E. I. company,

without the moll signal disgrace to the

■ wildom and good faith of the legilla--

ture, and the subversion of every prin

ciple.of legal government.

4-.hly, Because it appears to us, that

to restiain the subject in the disposi

tion of his own property, without any

other pretence than the mere pofliOility

of abuse, (this bill having been chiefly

defended upon that ground) is a prin

ciple, unheard-of in any free country,

and most alarming to all the trading

and monied interests of this kingdom:

it goes to the subjecting, to the lame

. . . restraint
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restraint, on the same loose reasons,

every great company, as will as every

public or private stock, which may

become of magnitude sufficient to

tempt, in suture times, an impove

rished treasury and a rapacious admi

nistration, since no degree of innocence

can be a security against such suspicion

of a possible fraud ; and such a suspi

cion may be made a ground for conti

nuing an arbitrary restraint, until the

subject shall consent to ransom his

property on such terms as (hall be

prescribed to him.

5tlily, Because this annual restraint

tends to establish a perpetual interposi

tion of parliament, in declaring divi

dends for this company, and indeed

all companies whatsoever, to the en-

crease of that most dangerous and in

famous pirt of stock-jobbing, which

is carried on '•y clandestine intelligence,

and to the vesting it in the worst of all

hands, those of administration ; for a

minister, who lliall hereafter acquire

in parliament (by whatever means)

sufficient influence for the purpose,

may, by his power of encreasinj, di

minishing, or withholding dividends

at his pleasure, hive all the stock

holders in these companies (a body

extremely considerable for wealth and

numbers) entirely at his mercy, and

probably at 1ns disposal, to the infinite

encrease of the already overgrown,

and almost irresistible influence of the

crown.

6thly, Because we apprehend, that

this unprecedented practice of declar

ing dividends in parliament, may be

come a more alarming mode of undue

influence on the members themselves,

than any of those which have hitherto

so frequently excited the jealousy of

the legislature, since it furnishes a fund

«f corruption far greater than any hi

therto known ; a fund in its nature

inexhaustible, of the greater facility

in the application, and quite out of

the reach of all discovery and prosecu

tion. We think the principle of this

bill the first step towards the introduc

tion of such a new system of corrup

tion, and have therefore resisted it,

lest the constitution mould become to

tally perverted from the ends for

which it was originally established,

and be no longer venerated by this

nation, as giving security to liberty

and property, and protection to the

subject from all violence and injustice

on the part of government.

Richmond, Temple,

King, Fred. Exon,

Portland, WinchelieaandNot-

Rockingham, tinglvm,

Monson, Dartmouth,

Lyttelton, Ponsonby.

Hit Majesty s Speech to both Hvusei of

Parliament, on March 10, 1768.

My Lords and Gentlemen,

" T*H E readiness with which you

X entered into the views I re

commended to you at the opening of

this session, and the assiduity with

which you have applied yourselves to

the dispatch os the public business,

give me great satisfaction. At the

lame time, the affectionate concern

you have (hewn for the welfare of your

fellow subjects, by the salutary laws

pasitd for their relies in respect to the

high price os provisions, cannot fail of

securing to you their molt grateful re*,

gard.

I have nothing; new to communicate

to you in relation to foreign alr.iirs.

The apparent interests of the several

powers in Europe, as well as the ex

press assurances i have received from

them, leave me no room to doubt of

their disposition to preserve the general

tranquility. And, on my part, you

may rest assured, that every measure

that is consistent with the honour of

my crown, and the rights of my sub

jects, shall be steadily directed to that

most salutary purpose.

Gentlemen of the houfeof Commons,

Your chearfulness in granting the

necessary supplies, and your attention

to the ease of my tjood subjects in the

manner of raising them, equally de

mand my acknowledgments. I see,

with pleasure, that you have been

able to prosecute your plan for the di

minution ofthe national debt, without

laying any additional burthen upon

jay people.

My Lords and Gentlemen,

As the time limited by law for the

expiration of this parliament now

draws near, I have resolved forthwith

to issue my proclamation for dissolving

it, and for calling a new parliament.

But I cannot do this,, without having

first returned you my thanks, for the

many signal proofs you have given of

the most affectionate attachment to
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my person, family, and government, the

roost farth'ul attention to the public service,

sod the most earnest zeil for the preservation

of oar excellent constitution. When, by

the vigorous support which you gave me

doting tbe war, I bad been enabled, under

the Divine Providence, to restore to my peo

ple the blessings of peace, ycu continued to

exert yourselves, with equal alacrity and

steadiness, in pursuing every measure that

could contribute to the maintenance os the

pubiic safety and tranqui i*v ; which you

well understood could no otherwise be pre

served, than by establishing, on a respecta

ble foundation, the strength, , the credit, and

the commerce of the nation. The large sup

plies you havefrom time to time granted,

and the wife regulations you have made for

these important purposes, will, I am per

suaded, be found to have been productive of

the most beneficial consequences.

In the approaching election of representa

tives, I doubt not but my people will give

me fresh proofs of their attjchment to the

tree interest ot their country ; which I Aall

ever receive at the most acceptable mark of

taeir affection to me. The welfare of all

my subjects it my first object. Nothing

tr.erefore has ever given me more real con

cern than to fee any of them, in any part of

my dominions, aitempting to loosen those

bondsos constitutional subordination, so essen

tial to tbe welfare of tbe whole. Cut it ii

with much satisfaction that 1 now fee them

returning to a more just fense of what their

own Interest, no less than their duty, indis-

pentitiy requires of them ; and thereby giv

ing me the prospect of continuing to reiga

over in happy, because an united people."

After which the lord chancellor, by hit

■sajefiy's command, prorogued both houses

till the 31ft instant.

A tuptiJScert ClKOTAfB r'l erttlinr by Sir

William Draper, in bit Garden tit Clifton,

it fitnonr is the Ittt ygii Regiment, of

•wbitb bt turn Clone/ during tbt last ffur,

web tiefollowing Inscription t

THIS Cenotaph is sacred

to the virtues and memories

of those depar'ed warriors

ofhis majesty's 79th regiments

by whose excellent conduct,

• ' cool deliberate valour,

steady-discipline, and perseveraace,

the formidable and impetuous efforts

ot the French land forces in India

were first withstood and repulsed,

• Our own settlements

rescued from impending destruction,

Those of our enemies finally reduced.

Tie ever memorable defence of MaJr«s,

The decisive battle of Wandcwash,

Twelve strong and important fortresses,

Three superb capitals

Arcot, Pondicherry, Manilla,

And the Philipine islands,

are witnesses of their irretflibie bravery,

consummate abilities, unexampled humanity!

Such were the men of ibis victorious regimen:,

ac d by such as t hale,

Their surviving companions,

tbe conquests and glory ot our sovereign,

The renown and majesty of the British empire

were extended to the remotest parts of Asia 1

Such were their exploits,

that wnu'd have done honour

Even to the Greek or Roman name,

in the most favourite times of antiquity ;

and well deserve to be transmitted down

to latest posterity,

and held in esteem and admiration,

al long as true fortitude,

Valour, discipline, and humanity

Hull hive any place

in Britain.

*0* Three field officers, ten captains,

thirteen lieutenants, five ensigns, three sur

geons, and one-thousand pnvate men, be

longing to this regixent fell in the curie of

the larie war.

POETICAL/ESSAYS.

Onfeting Mri. Pjwell appear in tie cbarafler

•/RoW.nd, on Saturday, February ike efb.

THALIA, ever droll andgay,

Took an odd, whim the other day.

To fly from mount ParnaITto York,

(Her ladyship's as light as cork.)

S:rjnge things Ihe'ad lieird' from madam Fame,

Of pjwell a yjung sprites 'darne,

Who lately on the stage hid enter d,

la whom uncommon merit center'd, -

Fame swore, "'' (he beat ev'n Dancer hollow.

She heard it Vouch 'd so by Apollo."

But Miss Thalia knew full weil,

Tim Fame, wou'd sometimes fii>l*t> t.'l ;

March, 176S.

j her own ea*s an i eyes :

Ihc dirts quick thro' the air, "1

r dress, powj-u her hair, >

having call'd a chair, 3

And thrrefnre thought 'twea'd be mote wife,

To trust to her own ea-s arid eyes :

To York me

Settles. her

And after ha

Strait to the mules teni»le go<t»,

Where crowds of w,-ll d-est br|ie« and beaus.

Their bfF rings tender at the shrine.

Of PhæVis and the fi'eri ni-e ;

And where they Hugh, chat, curtsey, bowt

As welr-drest folk? in temples do •.—

Nor stlo i'd vie think it strartg-, that (lie

AtheroAn stirine stiny'd b-nd the knee.

For ever siftre'the diyatf Adam,

Self is th; idol of ea:a madam.

V Ti,
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'Tis in this temple, where by proxy,

Men learn the truest orthodoxy ;

To cleanse the heart from vice aud folly,

And banish hell-sprung melancholy ; ,

And where the only penance known,

(A penance common we must own,

In temples of each diss'rent kind)

Is seme dull tedious priest to tine,

Who from the stage is sure to vex us,

And with Sirmenic duff perplex us.

What—priests upon the stage appear !

Yes madam; nay you need not flare.

Actors the muses Iroites are :—

And like true priests of all degress,

Pocket theotTrings for the fees.

When seated, "till the play began,

She chats, coquettes, and plays her fan 5

So smart so sensible her look,

For pretty S — she was mistook

And each pert beau ot buck around her,

She with her wit struck flat at flounder ,

For what are beaus to such a fly lass ?

Ka more than was to Herc'les Hylas,—

That night a« luck wou'd have it, Powell,

Who like a man can strut 01 bow well,

The breeches was ordain'd to wear,

And eke in Rosalind appear,—

Her first appearance when she made

Thalia with amazement said,

<• A noble form !—As I'm a sinner,

There's something dev'lilh clever in her j

Tall, well-fhap'd, handsome, debonnair,

A fine complexion, charming hair,—

* A voice most pleasing—and a grace,

That speaks her of no vulgar race."

Attention all— (he lent an ear,

And scarce reftain'd the falling tear

To see poor Rosalind's distress:

What fee ling bosom cou'd do less ?

For tho' to mirth chiefly inclin'd,

Thalia has a feeling mind ;

And Powell with her magic art

A fluttring rais'd in miss's heart:—

«« Pooh, pooh, flie ciy'd, I plainly see,

Her fav'rite walk is tragedy ;

I'th melting mood one so proficient,

In humour lure must be deficient j

To you, grave sister, I resign

This treasures—she is wholly thine."

But when with manly grace and mein,

She saw her varifgate the scene ;

With all that whim and spirit blest,

That mirthful Pritciiard e'er exprest}

loin'd to the graceful form and ease

That erst in Woffington did please ;

She smii'djfliejiugh'd |— (he clap'd amain

fcheclap'd, ana smilVi —and clap'd again ;

Her sex sorgo', she even swore,

" She ne'er was better pleas'd before j

Shakefpear a Powell had in view,

I'm sure, when Rosalind he drew;

In his mind's ey* at least he saw her,

Or he cou'd ne'er so truly draw her :—

View her but now, she (bines confess

Like Venus by the graces dress :

in March, 1768.

Again behold her, and you'd rake

My female Proteus for a rake ;

In short, in petticoats or breeches,

With thousand charms she still bewitches ;

Voluble, lively whimmy, smart.

The part fits her, (he fits the part."—

And when the epilogue was ended.

Which (he with rapturous looks attended.

She join'd the universal roar,—

Bravo—hrwiJJ\mo—encore.—

" Let Fame (site cries) her wings expand}

Like lightning fly thro'ev'ry land,

And trumpet loud to all mankind,

Powell's my fav'rite Rosalind."

York, Feb. 7. R.

Polveobb and Eana. A Tale.

Attempted in tbt Manner csOv'ii.

" Nee mciuii atro crinitas angue forores,

" Quas sacibus sievis oculoi aique ora pe

tioles

" Nox -a corda vident ? At tu, dum corpora

non es

" Passus, nefas animo ne concipe nevi po-

tentis

" Concubitu vitito naturæ pollice fredur.

" Velputaj res ipsa vital ! pia ilia memor-

que

"Juris. Ovip. Mtr./ii. X.

BEFORE Neutona joins Rethtnus tide

Her silver wares two verdant mounts di

vide j

These once a human name of semblance bore j

One be.iuteoui Eana, t'other Polydore.—

No nymph' more fair than Eana trod the

plain,

Than Polydore, there liv'd no eomlier swiin,

'so birth divine, with justice, they aspire,

And hail Re'hinus river for their sire.

From Neptune's watery bed Rcthinus rose,

For them Neutona felt a mathei's throes,

Nor was the nymph beneath RelhinuV love

Sprung from Ivf ormsua when compress 'd by

Jove.

Neutona, yet a spotless virgin, laves

Her polish's limbs amid He : hinus waves ;

Th'enraptur'd fiod, her lovely form admir'd

And soon tumultuous love her bosom fir'd. —

Within his arms the struggling nymph he bore

To the thick covert of his sedgy shore ;

And there begat, whom pity must bewail,

The hapless subjects of the following tale—

When ibrite thru times Diana's silver light,

Had blese'd and vaniih*d,from our mortal sight,

Neutona, happy in a mother's name,

Ceas'd to lament, her injur'd virgin fame ;

With foul-felt joy (he view'd each infant

grace, [crease.—

And saw their beauty with their years in-

Alas ! m'stakeo nymph, you little knew

Those fatal charms, must all your hopes un

do! [had row

Scarce twice eight times this earthly ball

Its annual course around the gulden fun,

When
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When Polydore, possess'd of ev'ry charm

That might to love the coldest bosom warm.

With gea'rout heat the bristly boar pursu'-

O'er the steep mount, and thro' the gloomy

wood—

Fatigu'd with toiling up the craggy steep,

A grot be sound, that seem'd the cave of

fccp;

Where ivy-twine» repell'd each scorching ny,

And bid defiance to the glare of day.—

Yet still admitted gentler gleams of light,

A left than noon- tide, and a more than

night,—

Thereon the mod unthinkingly he press'd

While peaceful slumber lull'd him into rest.—

Ill-sited youth t ill-omoi'd was the hour,

You first discovered that destructive bow'r ! —

Earira there, a sorceress most fell,

SkilJ'd in each plant and magick working

spell,

Held her abode.—A satyr's lewd embrace

Gave being to this foe to human race. ——

She when the 6rft beheld the lovely swain

Felt nameless raptures glow thio' ev'ry vein.

A frown let's Bern, her haggard aspect wore,

She ceas'd to hate, who never ceas'd befoie :

But if his sleeping beauties could abate

Her venom'd rancour and internal hate,

His eyes discloa'd, had almost power to move

Her rugged soul, to something soft like love j

Bat love in such a bosom never came

And lust alone usurp'- that sacred name.—

Howe'cr baid straining at the horrid smile,

*3he thus addresa'd him in her tend'rest stile t

" Say beauteous mortal, if thou mortal arr,

Yet fare no mortal thus assails my heart !

Say lovely form, or human, or divine,

What lucky chance hath grae'd this cave of

mine

With such a guest ? Did chancedirect thy way

Where never mortal foot presum'd to st»y ;

Or haft thou heard afar Edrina's fame

And in some arduous talk her aid would

claim i

If so 'us granted ! name but thy demands

And all is granted that my ait commands !

Ev'n hated virtue's laws, if you decree

To favour virtue, (hall be dear to me,

And all the small requital that I alk

Ii but a lover's rapluie-giving talk."

Her protfer'd favours and her proffer\i love

AHke the youth's just indignation move }

Nor can his gen'rous soul submit to hide

How much he hates the thoughts of such a

bride .

When fletn Edtina found her suit deny'd

The place of lust by vengeance was suplpy'd.

" III judging wretch, with ease I can compel

A mutual flime, by strength of magic spell :

But from my soul each tender thought I tear

And now revenge tit— inhabits there !

Begone ! Begone ! deludsd wretch (she cry'd)

Thoult live to wish I had not been deny'd.*'—

She laid, and speaking rais'd her pow'rful

hand, [wind.—

Aud o'er ait head thrice (hook her magic

The ycu'h undaunted heard the fury rare,

And left with Icornh^r person and her cave.. -

But soon, with love incestuous fir'd, he found

Her threaten'd vengeance was no empty

sound.—

Fair Eana anxious for her brother's stay,

Came to receive him on his homeward way ;

When round his neck her kindred arms were

thrown, [known!

How thtobb'd his heart with wishes yet un-

No more a biother's thoughts his soul pos-

fess'd.

But all the lover rag'd within his breast.

He gazM, he figh'd, butdat'd not yet impart

The guilty with that rankled at his heart,

Till those fond freedoms that a siller claims

Wak'd his whole bosom into actual ftames j

Then wild impatience mad'ning ev'ry vein

From Ihudd'ring reason snatch'd away the

' rein.

Not so fair Eana, as Diana chaste,

She flies his frenzy with the lightning's haste.

As the fell hound, the timid hare alarms,

So did the sister dread a brother's arms ;

And as in flight the timid haies confide,

Herquick wing'd steps the whistling air divide.

While Polydote, all passion and despair,

With equal speed pursu'd the flying fair.

Now to the utmost ev'ry nerve is flrain'd,

Now from their brows a sweaty torrent rain'dj

Now on their mother's flow'ry banks they

stood, [flood.—

The nymph's last effort crofs'd the crystal

She could no more— but fervently address'd

The God, by whom her mother was possess'd—

" O Great Rethinus ! sacred stream ((he cries)

If e'erNeutonachaim'd thy wond'ring eyes,

Save, save thy daughter from the worst of foes.

Who yet no loss of spotless honour knows."

The parent stream accepts the fervent pray'r,

Such honest vows are never lost in air :

Her swelling limbs an eaithy substance grew,

Her changing stun forsakes its snowy hue.

First at htr feet the wond'rous change began,

Then o'er her faultless limbs incessant ran,

Defltoying charms no goddess can surpass,

And ended, instant, in a shapeless mass;

Yet of her beiuty still some traces stay

Nor doth the fun a fairer hill survey. -

Her brother's (buck was pictur'd in his face,

To find a mountain swell in his embrace,

All horror-struck his hair claftick rose,

While on his tongue th' uonnisli'd accent

froze—

His am'rous vows no more his sister hears,

He deeply mourns, but what, alas ! are tears;

With loud complaints he tore the listening air,

And stood the image of the true despair t

At length Rethinus melted by his woe,

For Gods themselves a father's weakness

know ;

Dissolv'd the empire of Edrina's hate

And made him sharer in his sister's fate.—

Yet ev'n thus chang'd, as badge of guilt he

wears

A ruder term, thin virtuous Eana bears.

V 2 G.C.
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PROLOGUE (. ZENOBIA,

Spoltnby Mr. Hoiland.

OF old— when Greec: in a declining age

Os lawless pow'i had felt the baib'ious

ng«.

Thii was the tyrant's art—he gave a prise

To him who a new pleasure should devise.

Ye tyrants of tbe pit, whole cold dil'dsin

Rejects and nauseates the repealed strain j

Who call for rarities to quicken fense,

Sajr, do you always the reward difpenee ?

Ve bards—to whom French wit gives kind

relief.

Are ye not of: the first— to cry, stop tbief!

S*y,—to a brother do you e'er allow

One little sprig, one less to deck, his brow ?

No.—Fierce invective slum the playwright's

. ears,

Witr, Poets corners, Ledgers, Gazetteer* !

*Tis said, ihc Tartar—ere he pierce the heart,

JlnscVibes his name upon his poison 'd dart ;

That scheme's rejected by each scribbling

spark, [dark.

—Our christian system stabs you in the

And ytt the desp'rale author of to-night

Dares on the muses wing another flight ;

Once more a dupe to tame, forsakes his

ease,

And feels th' ambition here again to please.

He brings a tale stom a far distant age,

Ennobled by the grave historic pjgt ! *

Zcnobia's woes have toueh'd each polilh'd

state ; [her fate.

The brightest eyes of France have mourn'd

Harmonious Italy her tribute paid,

And fung a dirge to her lamented shade.

Yet think not that we mean to mock the

eye .

With pilfer'd colours of a foreign dye.

Nut to translate our kaid his pen doth dip ;

He takes a play, as Britons- take a ship;

Tbcy heave her down }—with many a sturdy

stroke.

Repair her well, and build with heart of oak.

To cv'ry breeze set Britain's streamers tree.

New-man hei, and away again to sea.

This isour author's aim ;— ar j if his art

.Waken to sen'iment the fedirg heart ;

If in his scenes alternate passions bum,

And friend.hip, love, guilt, vu.ue, take

their turn s

-If innocence opprefs-'d lie bleeding here.

You'll give—.'11s all he allcs—one virtue os

tear.

EPILOGUE to ZENOBIA

Written f>yV. Gar kick. F.fq .

Spcb-nby Mrs. Asincion.

[She peeps through the enrolls.]

HOW do you al!, good folks >— In tears

- for certain,

I'll only tske a prrp behind the curtain ;

You're all so full of tra»rdy and sadness.! .

Forme to come among ye, would be madness:

• tacit*: Ann, Lib.

This is no time for giggling—when you've

leisure,

Call out tor me, aod I'll attend your pleasure ;

Aa soldi cis hurry at the beat ot drum,

Beat but your hands, that instant I will come.

[She enters uftn their classing.

This is so good, tac all me out so soon—

The comic must bv me intreats a±Wr }

She call'd for Priitbard, her first maid of

honour,

And begj. d of her to take the talk upon her 5

But site,—I'm sore you'll all be sorry tor't,

Resigns her place, and soon retires from court :

To bear this lose, we courtiers make a shift.

When good folks leave us, worse may have a lilt.

The ctmic muse, whose ev'ry smile is grace, ~i

And her stagesifter, with her tragic face, >

Have had a quarrel—each has writ a cafe, y

And on their friends afsemblcd.now I wait,

To give you of tbtir difference a truestate.

Melpomene, complains when she appears,—

For five good acts, in all her pomp of tears,

To raise your souls, and with her rapture*

wing e'm [wring 'em,

Nay wet yeur handkerchiefs, that you may

Some flippant hufsey, like myself, comes in ;

Crack goes her fan, and with a giggling pin,

Wey .' Presto ! past .'—all topsy-turvy see,

For As, >:■>, to ! is chang'd to it, hi, he !

We own the fault, but Ms a fault in vogue,

*Tts them, who call and batvlfor— epilogue !

O! shame upon you — for the time to come,

Know better, and go miserable home.

What says cur coane goddess?—With re

proaches,

She vows her sister tragedy encroaches!

And, spite ot all her virtue and ambition,

le known to have an am'roua disposiliDa s

For in False delicacy— won'drous fly, T

Join'd with a certain Irishman—O fye \ ^

she made you, when you ought to laugh, C

to cry. [smother, ■

Her sister's smiles with tears Ihc try'd to '

Rais'd such a tragi-comic kind of pother,

You laugh'd with one eye, while you

cry'd with t'olber. [scenes!

What- can be.d'ne? —fad work behind the

There comic 'emales scold with tragic (j icens,

r.iih party different ways the foe assails,

These shake their daggers, those prep lie their

nails.

'Til you alone ranft calm these dire mishaps,

Or we shall Hill continue pulling caps.

What is your will ?-rrl read it in your fac:s;~|

That all hereaftertake their proper places, v,

Shake hands, and kiss, and suends, and— ■

bn 11 their cafes. -'

The firtnnate Pig at Mount K—e, n bit

Friends at Tunbfidge. (Sap- ico.)

' tpv E A D pigs have cunnin?,* proverbs fay,

JL/ And so sometimes the living may.

Instead of rooting under ground.

Above it, better luck I've sound

Ambitious

er, ~»

"1ou I

is! J
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A ilfci: ioni to attend th e great,

I on a noble L—d would wait ;

Ani when he took hit morning's ride,

t^allop'd obsequious by his side :

My aulewird homage made him sport,

Ami highly I'n-. rewarded for't.

He took me from the homely sty,

And quite a favourite grown am I.

What wonder that my L—y't charms

Should animate his L——p'sarms * ?

What wonder that his ancient crest ■*•,

Pleai'd to be pimper'd and carrst,

Sliould scorn that (lation, fam'd os >ote,

A Irving pig, a crest no more '

At meals, when by his fide 1 stand,

Fed by hit own or L—y's hand,

My grunted thanks are kindly taken,

So I grow fat, yet save my bacon.

CUPID.

PROLOGUE to THE ABSENT MAN ;

tVrittn by tkc Author of tbt Farce.

ER E curtain draws up, lift a little to met

Are you all in a very good humour ?—

Let's see. * [it |

Good-htsmoor you hare, howe'eryou came by

And I'm glad to my foul—for by Jove we shall

try it.

Oar farce it so very a farce, I'm in doubt

If the pit and the boxes will surfer it out ;

But when were in danger of such a mishap,

My dear friends above drown their hilt in a

clap;

And if you are pleas 'd with our farcical man,

lo spite of their airs, laugh at loud as you can.

To give yon a Iketch now, by way of por

traying j [faying}

His'character's this—pray observe what I'm

An odd kind of whimsical, blundering being,

Who has eats without hearing, and eyes

without (sting; [rights

Takes things .by all handles except by the

Aslc a question in black, he answers in white ;

Yet for no, no for yet, confuses, mistakes;

All he does so like dreaming, you'd think he

ne'er wakes.

Suppose to backgammon my gentleman falls,

B i and dice in his hand, for some water he

calls,

' Tis brought in a tumbler, when pop in a trice

He throws out the liquor, and swallows the

dice. [c>ter,

Hard set are poor bards for you pleasures to

And thus one provides for you from the Spec-

tor, [and nine,

From Volume the first, page three hundred

Number seventy-seven, he takes his design s

Let that be his sanction for all you behold —

Can the figure be bad from so perfect a mold ?

Tit polilh'd and varnish'd as well as he'i able.

And he hopes you'll find something like con

duct and fable ; [thing,

Yet still this curst absence—In (hort here's the

If the character hits, thence hit actions all

se-ing ;

And nought will disgust you, and nought will

alarm you, charm you >

You'll taste every joke, and hit-blunders will

If not—faith we're all in a terrible fright,

So begging for mercy, I wish you good night.

An IMPARTIAL REVIEW*/ NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ARTICLE I.

poEMS by Mr. Gray, I ml. ivo.

* Dodfley.

Tins it little, if any thing, more than a

new edition of those very entertaining pro

duction! with which the elegant Mr. Gray

has already obliged the world, and which

arc so well known to all the readers of taste

in this country.

II . Jin Account of the Manntrt and Customs

B^Iraly, viitb Observation* on tbt Mijlaku of

fornt Travellers voitb rrgjrj to that Country. By

joss oh Baretti, a vol. %vo. Davies.

Thit it a very entertaining work, and

printed particularly to give the English a

true idea of Italy, which hat hitherto been

greatly misrepresented by our travel writers,

but by none so notoriously as a medical gen

tleman who lately made a tour to that coun

try; Signior Baretti refutes him in number.

less instances even from his own accounts,

and trusts his cause entirely to the common

fense os hit reader But to give a specimen

os Signior Baretti's reasoning and stile, we

thai! give (he public an extract from his oh-

• Thru hart leads coup'd<

fervationt on Mr. Sharp's account of the Ita

lian Cicifbeos, or in other werdt the univer

sal state of adultery in which Mr. Sharp tells

us the ladies of Italy live, at it so m one of

the molt capital objections to ibeir national

character.

" I should certainly have been surprized

at the temerity of these remarks, if I bad

not been made acquainted with the manner

by which Mr. Sharp came by his information.

At Naples, it seems, he got a very fine fel

low for a temporary servant, whose name

was Antonio. A true temporary servant fit

for any Englishman on hit travels.

This Antonio, who, by what I hsve

heard of him, piques himself much upon his

good education, upon his extensive know

ledge of men and manners, and upon hit

having written comedies, as he fays, full at

good as Goldoni's, was the chief oracle con

sulted by his good master about the customs

and manners of Italy.

Mr. Sharp enjoyed, as I said, very little

health all the time he wat at Naples where

he wrote the greatest part of the above ri

baldry

■\ A bear paffant.
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balijfy about hnicudi, wives, and ciciibeo's.

As be knew no native there, aad srldom

few any of hi* eountrymrn, the clever Anto-

nio was almost the only person, beside* hij

family, that he caold converse with. With

Antonio therefore he used to closet over

sight, and hold a private conference of some

hourt. When the conference waa over,

Antonio went down to the kitchen, and

there entertained his fellow- servants with the

account of the book that hii master waa com.

pof.ug wih his afbfiance. " How ? A book

with your assistance >'* " Yea upon my ho

nour, replica Antonio 5 and my master littena

eagerly to what i tell him of our lords and

ladies j and holds bis quill in his fingers, and

suspends my talk every njir.uie, that he may

make memorandums of every particular I re

late : bu' be sure [ lell him nothing that ia

dishonourable to cur counts, as I am, you

know, always an Italian in my heart *."

Out of those noble memorandums it ia

very probable that Mr. Sharp formed hia lit-

ncrary letters, not entertaining the least doubt

•boot the abilsiiea and veracity ot his valet

da;- plan ; and thus waa he led into an im

mense chaos of inconsistency and absurdity

well deserving to be exposed, aa it ia by no

mean* pardonable in a man of hia age, of bis

character, and of bis knowledge,

That Mr. Sharp had at Naples this Anto

nio for • servant, I am sure be will not deny:

and be will not deny neither, that he used to

closet often w tlh him, his quill in hia hand

for some hours, taking down memorandums

of what the fellow was pleased to tell him.

Mr. Snatp will perhaps deny hia having got

the chicsthings be hat said about ciciibeo's

from Antonio, though he held hia pen while

Antonio prattled away in their nightly tote-

* -tries. But how will Mr. Sharp be able

to convince any sensible man, that he had

from higher people than Antonio, the unna

tural and impossible things be hia told in the

pasiages quoted above from his book > How

will he be able to persuade, that there is a

mat track of land in a christian country,

where some hundred thousands of husbands

are most regularly and most infamously

wronged by their wive* immediately after

marriage? That this is a fashion f That

those husbands know for certain they are

thus treated, and yet put up with it most

unconcernedly, and with a perfect acquies

cence, city withdrawing theirfilial Irvt (torn

their wivtr, and their parental trndernefi from

their children, continuing however to live

with them under the same roof?

Huib-ndt and wives in Italy use no separate

bed', not even in the hottest months: this

is a notorious fact. How then can any rea

sonable person be brought to believe, that

all the husbands of a large country, or those

cf the better sort only, (if Mr. Sharp will

have it so) are so utterly insensible to honour,

as to receive to their bed* the warm harlot*

just come from the casine towards morning ?

And how can he make any erne believe, that

some hundred thousands of wives become all

harlots immediately after having quitted the

altar ? And that ti.is happens in a country,

according to his own account, overwhelmed

with bigotry and superstition, which implies

an exoberance of religion ? And that this)

happens in a country, where women (Rill

according to his own account) are all shut

early in convents, where it is to be supposed

that religion is the chief ingredient in their

education? What? No religion in woxen

who have been taught almoft nothing else

from their ehildhmd to ihc years of matri-

roonul maturity ? No fear, no flume, no

modesty, no continence in that part of man

kind, whith natute has originally made fear

ful, ihameiul, modest, and continent ? And

then no jealousy, no anger, not the least re

sentment in men, made originally by nature

so proud, to irascible, fe impetuous ? Ha '.

Nothing but an in'amous prostitution on one

fide, and nothing but a perfect apathy on the

other? And this in a country famed for the

quick temper and hot imagination of it* in

habitants? And Mr. Sh<rp will have it is

pbtnom fieri neverffen there, that of a husband

and wife shewing themselves together in

public ? And that wicked wives will think

themselves dishonoured by keeping company

with good wives ? It his is not all Antonio's,

whose stuff can it be ?

But pray, good Mr. Sharp, it thi» the

true course and general progrels of nature ?

Or are the men and women in Italy of a

different spec es from those of other coun

tries ? You may answer in a sober hour, that

nature is pretty uniform every where, and

that the Italian men and women a>e just

such creatures as the men and women of

other countries. But if they are, of the

fame species, how do they come to act Ib

diametrically opposite to all the men and

women of all other countrie* in marriage ;

that is, in the most critical business of life ?

In a business, which interests the generality

of human beings infinitely more than any

other? You answer again, that :i ti iln •!■-

man -witch makes all Italian bmibandtfitklt :

and do you not see, my British philosopher,

that you attribute to the climate a power of

making so many automatons of human beings,

and that you a<e absurd beyond absurdity in

saying so? That Antonio himself would

blusti with shame, if he was accused of being

* rVkot Antonio had oecaftm to till often to hh felUtv-Jervants at Naplet, be fnely ttpeatt

raw w EzgLiitd. I never Jaw him lo thii day, OtJoher 16, 1767; but hit ajfirmatiomi fanit

fines monthi ar * to my Imvtdt-r, ai writ ai to that of almost all tbe Jla/iant now in London.

jiat>'io, I bejr. it but lately eomt from Italy ivilb 0 arrw English mofiir.

4 " to
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so pitiful a rea'oner on human nature ? But

if the climate makes fu many automatons of

the Italians, and if their affections and ac

tion are in the power of the climate, and

not in their own, to what end do you repre

sent them as most abominably wicked, and

endeavour, with all your might, CO r-ite an

abhorrence of them in your countrymen ?

You might as well have endeavoured to ren

der odious to them all those peculiar produc

tions of Italy, which owe their existence to

that climate. 1 can allow, without ai y

great difficulty, that the generality of the la

dies in England behave with more reserve

and circumspection than those of Italy \ and

1 can easily be brought to believe, that nei

ther the opera nor the play, neither Ranelagh

not Vauxhall, neither Almack's nor madam

Comely';, can taint, in the haft, the purity

of EngliuS female virtue, and throw any l.idy

ess her guard. 1 will even allow, that Ve

nice in particular is a town infinitely more

corrupted in point of chastity than London

itself j and that in Venice, as well as in a

few other capital towns in Italy, there are

some women of rank, who have forfeited all

cJaim to the title of virtuous by their uncon

cealed debauchery . But while I allow thi',

Mr. Sharp must likewise allow me, that ihe

ladis* of those towns in Italy, who have

rendered themselves infamous in the eye of

reason and of religion, may easily be named

in every one of those towns : and the easy

possibility of naming them implies, that

their class is not very numerous. Mr. Sharp

must allow me farther, that the number of

the ladies who keep their character unstained,

is se large, as to render his general accusa

tions a vile heap of calumnies. Add to this,

that whatever the manners may be of a few

ladiet (or of many, if Mr. Sharp will have it

so) in a few of the large towns of Italy, yet

the ladies in the small towns all over the

country are neither better nor worse than

those of the small towns all over Europe,

where the want of sinf'il opportunities the

intrerquency of bad example, the fear of idle

tongues, the facility of detection, together

with other motives of a h:gher nature,

which operate more in small than in lirge

placet, keep women in very good order.

Had Mr. Sharp been able to mtke such

reflections, he would certainly have been

■ware, that the character of a numerous na

tion docs not depend on a few individuals

scattered about half a doten large row.-.a j but

that it depends on the many millions con

tained in two or ihice hundred sm -II ones,

aod in their territories. Had Mr. Sharp said,

that such a genti/duma in Venice, and such a

primtiptjsa in Naples are universally pointed

out fur their immiral conduct, I might

quickly have agreed with him. But when

Mt, Sharp makes use of collective terms ;

when be fays the Vmrtian Udni, tbt Neap}-

Lid* LjJut, tbt Fltrenur.t hditi, and, whit
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is still worse, the Italian ladies, he must give

me leave to tell him, that he vomits slander

all the time he thinks himself speaking ora

cles ( for in the corrupted city of Venice it

self, there are very many ladies possessed of

the most exalted virtue, it it true that they;

are not commonly known to the English

travellers : but was Mr. Sharp by, t could

name to him some of the best female beingt

that ever adorned his country, whom I my

self brought acquainted with seme Venetian

ladies, who certainly gave them no reason

to be athamed of their acquaintance.

And how could then Mr. Sharp affirm,

■without taking shame to himself, that no

Italian parent lovet his children, when I am

lure he has seen innumerable times innume

rable Italian fathers aid mothers handing

about their little ones, prettily dressed in va

rious fanciful ways, and seen them oftener

than in any other part he ever visited t Bur-

net fays, that the Italian bavi a soffit* far

their familiei, •which it not known in otlnr

placn; and his observation it certainly just, as

in the corrupted city of Venice itself trie

graver sort of people often find fault with

the general fondness of parents, even those

of the highest quality, because they take too

much delight in leading their boys and girls

about St. Mark's square, dressed like hussars

and sultana's, or like little shepherds and

shepherdesses, and carrying them themselves

from house to house. The reproaches that

our numerous fond parents often hear upon

this article, are justly grounded on the dan

ger of making thole boys and girls too early

in love with show and parade, with dress and

vanity. And how could Mr. Sharp lay that

the pleasure of maiden innocence and sp'ijht-

liness it utterly unknown, or neglected, in

Italy ? Did he not fee that this affirmation is

incompatible with nature, as it implies a de

gree of brutality in a nation, whose predomi

nant character according to hit own and all

travellers accounts, is love and sensibility of

heart •' And how could he fay, that young

folks 'in Italy fee one another but once 01

twice before the celebration of their mir-

riager, when in Venice itself »t is a general

custom, even among the chief nobility, \n

delay intended nuptials many months, and

sometimes a whole year, that the young cou

ple may conceive an affection for one another?

Just a little before Mr. Sharp't arrival in

Venice, an intended marriage was fuddcoly

broke between a young Iidy of the Barbari-

go't, and the eldest son of the Procuratoressa

Zen, (two of the greatest families there)

though the parties had been betrothed a full

twelvemonth, though all the wedding- prepa

rations were made, and though the very epi-

thalamlum was printed and ready for publi

cation : and this happened for no other reason

but because the bride took a disgust to the

youatg man for hia neglecting to co<:rt her

with the usual da Iv regularity. These, Mr.

Sharp,
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Sharp, these «ie the customs in Venice with

respect to marriages j and marriages in all

other towns of Italy are contracted just as

they are in all other christian rountriei. The

great generally marry for the fake of alliance

or interest, without much consulting incli

nation ; ana the little do as well at they can,

exactly as people do in England ; not it it

true, at Mr. Sharp atii ms, that we put all

our gitlt in convents, and keep them there

until they marry, at I (hall prove in another

place. For (hame then, Sir, thut to mis

take for indisputable tacit all the nonsense

and waggery of your temporary footman in

Naplea ! It wat your clever Antonio, without

any doubt, who made you write down in one

page, that tbe Neapolitans nivtr dine tegetber,

and that there it no such custom at to invite

each other to dinner; then in another page,

that at Naples tvhtn you invite Jive iadiei to

dinner, you must lay ten plates of course, because

each of them brines her cicisbeo •with her*

How could you be so dull as not to fee, that

Antonio led you heteinto a flat contradiction ?

And how could you suffer yourself to be

plunged by him into an ocean of. nonsense,

and set upon paper the story of the three ci-

cilbeo's at Florence, the substantial, the dig

nified, aad the fanpicker ? You meant with

your book to make the Italians ashamed of

their country ; but 1 am much more alhamed

of you, Sir, who could swallow such duties,

and yet walk upon two legs atwell at any of

them. ,

III. The first /Measures nrefsary to be taken

in tie American Department, 2to. is. bd.

Nicol.

Thit writer argues, and justly enough,

against the impropriety of appointing military

governors over trading colonies, and thinks

that men of commercial knowledge would be

much more eligible for the purposes of the

public—We think so too, but are apprehen

sive that the matter will not be seen in the

same light, for obviou: reasons to the ministry.

IV. Travels into Cermany, cjV. a ink.

8w, Dilly.

This entertaining worR is written by Dr.

Nugent, and it well worth the perusal os the

public—'Tit written in the epistolary manner,

and contains, partic larly, a minute account

of the two Mecklenburg!, Strelita, and

Schewrin, where the author, who has

written a history of" those countries, was re

ceived with very great distinction, and had,

from hit intimacy with the greatest people

of both, frequent opportunities of knowing

every thing relative to their genius, charac

ter, and government.

V. Modern Chastity ; or, tbe agretabti Rape

A P»tm, .to. is. bJ. Durham.

This is an attack upon the young woman

who it now prosecuting a noble lord for a

rape, and whose stoiy of that.rcmarkatle

transaction, it now not a little doubted by

tbe intelligent part es the public

VI. Animadvtxstons on Mr. Colman*t True

State, with some R. marts on bis little seriomm

Piece, called, The Oxonian in Town. Dodiley.

If these animadversions are not very just,

they are at least very smart, and seem tbe

product of a pen rather above the common

rank cf literary snarltrt.

VII. Tbe Gentleman's Directory) or, every

Man bis ovjn Draper, c3V. By Martin Mocho,

Taylor, of the Fleet-Prison, ive. is. 6d.

Thit it a sort of directory by which gentle

men may make up their cloalhct for much

lest than the common prices j 'tit written by

a poor foreigner, confined in the Fieer-ptison,

who solicits for the companion of the public,

and whom with all our hca. is we recommend

to its humanity.

VIII. The Ring a Tons, addressed to Mrs.

L—m, ejo. is. Wilkie.

A vile composition of dulness and obscenity.

IX. I.cit.r: written by tbe late Jonathan

S-.vift, D. D. Dean of St. Patrick's, Dublin—

ar.dseven.1 if bis Friends,from tbe Tear 1716^

to the Year 1 41—publishedfrsm tbe Originals,

collected and revised by Dcane Swift, Esfi of

Goodrich in Herefordshire, 2 volt. 4/0. being

tbe id and 4.-*. Bathurst.

Though there must be a thousand trifling

things in letters between intimate friends

which were never, at the time of their be

ing written, intended for publication, still

the very trifles of such a genius at Swift

must be matters of curiosity, since, in the un

guarded moments os the heart, a great man'i

character it much more easily marked, than

when he carefully and laboriously communi

cates his opinions to the public—For these

reasons we think these additional volumes to

the letters of Swift ard his friends a valuable

acquisition to the public especially as they

are interspersed with numberless anecdotes of

illustrious men, wbose minuter actions are,

wholly at least, generally unnoticed by his

tory - - v. c have already given seme detached

specimens from these letters, but at our re

view is peculiarly undertaken to give an ac

count of books, it would look like a slight to

the name of Swift if we did not register it

in our literary department—we therefore

give tbe following extract from the third

volume, about the time Queen Anne's famooa

peace was in agitation, to shew what very

little things the greatest minister! appear

when they dread a removal from their offices.

" The elector of Hanover's minister here

h.:: given in a violent memorial against the

peace, and caused it to be printed. The

Whig lords are doing their utmost for a ma

jority against Friday, and design, if they can,

to address the queen against the peace. Lord

Nottingham, a famous Tory and speech maker,

is gone over to the Whig fide: they toast

him daily, and Lord Whatton soys, it it Dis-

r. al (so they call him (torn bis looks) will

save England at last. Lord treasurer wat

hinting as if he wished a ballad was made oa

hi-rt,
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Mm, and I will set up one agtinst to-mor

row. He gave me a fcjrrtljus printed paper

os bad verses ot bi^lseK, under the name

•s the English Catiline, and made rne read

them to the company. It was Iiis birth-day,

which he would not tell us, but Lord Harley ■

whispered u to me.

6. I was thjs morning making the iallad,'

two degrees above G ubstree:; at noon 1 paid

a visit to Mrs. ".{alham, and then went to

cine wirh our society. Poor lord ketper

diaed below stairs, I sopposc on a bit of

muttoo. We chose two rriernVcrs ; we were

eleven met, the greatest meeting we ever had i

1 zm next week to introduce Lord Oirery.

The printer came before we parted, and

brought the ballad, which made them laugh

very heartily a dozen time?'. He is going to

•fin the pamphlet in small, a fifth edition,

to be taiem off by friends and sent into the

country. A sixpenny answer ia come out,

good for nothing, but guessing me among

others for the author. To-morrow is the fa

tal day for the pirtiament meeting, and we

are foil of hopes and fears. We reckon we

have 1 majority of fen on our fid» in the

house of lords ; yet 1 observed Mrs. M ash ,m

a little tmeafy ; the assures me the queen is

(teat. The duke of Marlborough has not

sera the qoeen for some days past; Mrs.

Mifcam is gtad ct' ir, because she fays, he

ttlh a hundred Ires to his fiiends us what she

says to him : be is one day humble, and the

next on the high roper.' The duke of Or-

firond, they fay, will be in town to-night by

t»tlve.

7. This beijig the day the parliament was

to meet and the great question to be deter

mined, I went' with Dr. Friend to dine i:i

the city, on purpose to be. out of the way,

and we sent our printer to see whit was our

fate; but he gave us a most melancholy ac

count of things. The earl of Nottingham

Vegan, and spoke against a peace, and desired

that in their add.esi they might put in a

chase to advise the queen not to mike a

place without Spam.; which was debated and

cirried by the Whigs by about six voices : and

this has happened entirely by my lord trea

surer's neglect, who did not take timely care

tonjikeupall his strength, although cvciy

one of as gave him caution enough. Not

tingham has certainly been bribed. The

question is yet only carried in the committee

of the whole house, and we hope when

it is reported to the house to moirow, we

(ball have a majoriry by some Scotch lords

corning to town. However, it is a mighty

How and lots of reputation to lord treasurer,

ind may end in his ruin, i hear the thing

' only at the printer brought it, who was at

the debate j but how the ministry rake it,

•rwhat their hopes and fears a'e, I cannoe

tetlantil I fee them. I (hall be eily with

the secretary to morrow, and then I wilt tell

you more, and shall write a loll .count to
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the bishop of Clogher to-morrow, and to th*

archbishop of Dublin, if I have time. I am,

horribly down at present. I long to know

how lord treasurer bears this, and what re

medy he has. The duke of Orrnond cam*

this day to town, and was there.

8. I was early this morning with the fe.

cretary. and talkt over this matter. He ho

ped, that when it waa reported this dav in

the house of lords, they would disagree with

their committee, and so the matter would,

go off, only with a little loll of reputation to

lord treasurer, i dined with Dr. Cockburr,

and after a Scotch membr came in, and told

us that the clause was carried against tbe'

court in the house of lords almost two to

one; I went directly to Mrs. Mafham, and

meeting Dr, Arbuthnott (the queen's favou

rite physician) we went together. She was

just come from waiting at the queen's dinner,

and going to her own. She had heard no

thing of the thing being gone against us. It

seems lord treasurer had been so negligent,

that he was with the queen while the ques

tion was put in the house ; I immedla:ely

told Mrs. Mafham, that either (tie and lord

treasurer had joiaed with the qoeen to be

tray us, or that they two were betrayed by

the ajueen : She protested solemnly it was not '

the former, and I believed her ( but she gave

me some Ights to suspect the queen it

changed. For, yesterday when the qnten wai

going from the house, where me sat to bear

the debate, the duke of Shrewsbury, Ion,

chamberlain, asked her, whether he or the

great chambrrlain Lindsay ought to lead her

our, (he answered short, Neither of you,

and gave her hind to the duke of Somer'er,

who was louder than any in the house 'or the

clause against peace. She gave me one of

two more instances of this fort, which con

vince me that the qoeen is false, or at Uvft

very much wavering. Mr. Mafham ber-ged

ut to stay, becau'e lord treasurer woufd call,

and we were resolved to fall on him about his'

negligence in securing a majority. He came,

and appeared in good humour as usuaJ, but I

thought his countenance was much cast daws.

I milled him, and delired him to give me hist

staff, which he did; I told him, if he would

secure it me a week, I would set aH ritht 1

fie asked. How ? I said I would immediately

tuin lord Maryborough, his two omghterr, •

the duke and doebesi of Somerset, and lord

Ch.ilmondeley out of all their employments •

and I believe he had not a friend but was of

m,y opinion. Arbuthnott asked, How he

came not to secu- e a majority i He could an

swer nothing, but that he could oot help it,

if people would lie and forswear. A podr

answer for a great minister. There fell from

him a scripture expression, that " the hearts

of kings are unsearchable." I toid him, If

was what I scared, and w-s f.om h'm the

worst news he could tell me. I begged hint

to krn.w what we bad to trust to j he stuck a

X a ii *!e
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a lil tie; tut at last bid me not fear, for all

would be well yet. We would fain have bad

him eat a bit where he wa«, but he would

go home, it was past six : He m.'cie me go

home with him. There we found hii brother

and Mr. secretary. He made his sou take a

list of all in the house of commons who had

places, and yet voted against the court, in

such a manner as if they should lose their

placet : I doubt he ii not able to compass it.

Lord keeper came in an hour, and they were

going upon business: So I left him, and re

turned to Mr?. Malham ; but me had com

pany with her, and 1 would not stay.'

This it a long journal, and of a day that

may produce great alterations, and harard

the ruin of England. The Whigs arc all in

triurrph ; they foretold how all this would be,

but we thought it boasting. Niv, they said

the parliament mould be dissolved before

Christmas, and perhaps it may : This is all

Jour d—d duchess of Somerset's doings, I

warned them of it nine months ago, and a

hundred times since : The secretary always

dreaded it. I told lord treasurer, I should

have the advantage of him ; for he would

lo'e his hcid, and I should only be har.ged,

i rid so carry my body entire to the grave.

9. 1 was this morning with Mr. Secretary j

we are both of opinion that the queen is

false. I told him what I heard, and he con

firmed it by other circumstances. I then

went to my friend Lewis, who had sent to

fee me. He talks of n thing bnt retiring to

hi3 estate in Wales. He gave me reasons to

believe the whole matter is settled between

the queen and the Whigs ; he hears that lord

Somers is to be treasurer;, and believes, that

sooner than turn out the duchess of Somer

set, ihe will dissolve the parliament, and

get a whigpifh oae, which may be done by

managing elections. Things are now in the

crisis, and a day cr two will determine. I

have desired him to engage lord treasurer,

th:t 5S soon as he finds thecha-ge is resolved

era, he will send me abroad as queen's secre

tary somewhere or other, where I may re

main till the new ministers recal me; and

then I will be sick for five or six months till

the storm has spent itself. I hope he will

gr;nt me this; for 1 should hardly trust my

self to the mercy os my enemies while their

anger is fresh. I dined to day with the se

cretary, who affects mirth, and seerss to hops

all will yet be wells I took him aside after

dinner, told him how 1 had served them, and

had asked no reward, but thought I might

ask security ; and then desired the same

thing of him, to send me abroad befoie a

change. He embraced me, and swore he

would take the same care of me as be would

of himself, &c. but bid me have courage,

for that in two days my lord treasurer's wis

dom would appear greater than ever; that he

suffered all that had happened on purpose, and

had taken measures to turn it to advantage.

1 said God fend it j but 1 do not believe a

sell ible ; and as far as I can judge, the (ame

is lost. I shall know more foot), and my let

ters will be a good history to sliew you the step*

of this change.

VII. A Letter en tie Behaviour of the Po

pulace on a /ate Occasion, in the Procedure/

against a noble Lord, In Italian and English.

Stra. 6d. Bingley.

This is a dispassionate appeal to the pub

lic, in consequence of the invectives thrown

out against Lord Baltimore, who has been

condemned by the mob befure he has been

tried by the laws of hi] country, and this

too at a tme when the circumstance of hii

being readily hailed by one of the greatest

magistrates which this kingdom ever boasted,

should, in the opinion of every sensible man,

be considered as a very strong argument ia

his favour, The lower orders of mankind,

however, are «lways extremely happy, when

they have the least opportunity of censuring

their superiors, yet if rhe public really knew

what Lord Baltimore has fussered, their re

sentment would be turned into pity, and th.y

would find him, as Shakcspear pathetically

expresses it, " A man more sinned against

than sinning."

We are informed by the pamphlet that hit

porter in endeavouring to oppose some who

were rushing into the house of his master,

received a blow, to which, 1 am told the co

roner's inquest haws given in their opinion,

he owed his death. What a (hock must this

be to a master, who, besides the loss of a

faithful servant, has the affliction to consider

that it was in his defence, and for doing hit

duty, that he was murdered !

His lo-dfhip had a daughter of about four

teen years of age, allowed by every one that

knew her to be endowed with the most amia

ble qualities, supremely beloved by him :

And who on seeing the rising of the people,

and frightened at tie danger of a father whom

she tenderly loved ; finding herself too lett by

him, without her knowing what was the

matter, fire fell into convulsive fits, and in

three days died.

Hard indeed ! Says the letter writer to hit

correspondent, you will once more say, for

all this to happen, on nothing more than the

presumption of so improbable a guilt ! and

well you may say so on this cccafion, and not

be in the wrong. 1 fay the fame, and natu

rally inclined as I am to take the part of the

untortnmte, even though I do not personally

know them ; I can unaffectedly assure you,

that at the instant I am writing this to yon,

the thoughts of such a deep distress so quicken* .

my feelings, that my heart ble ds at it. But .

do not you the more for this return to your

exclamation of " O cruel laws ! O barbarous

country !"

In what fault are the laws, and why

should it be imputed to a whole people, that

some wretches, under pretext of teal, and

to arrive at their ends, should, unwarranted

by any the least legal authority, attempt a

by
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forcible entry into the house of a nobleman

«i peat property, and murder his porter, be

sides whti outrage* ? You are to know that

this truly tragical act was committed before

tie woman had taken thit oath which makea

you ,'huiiderj consequently before any war

rant cturld be issued thereon. Can you pre

tend to find out any regulation that will ef

fectually restrain mtn'i unbridled passions?

The lawi may punish, but they cannot pre-

Tent crimes. Inconveniences being, humanly

speaking, inevitable in any government

whatsoever; and however instituted by the

wiseS and justest legislature, the weight of

them must fall on some one, and, in that

case, hia misfortune is like the damage

caused by a thunderbolt, or an earthquake.

Finally, to corroborate by a respectable au

thority, all that I have said, to evince that

there is not always to be drawn a consequence

of blame to a government, for what damage

i* suffered under it by an innocent person, let

me recommend to you the perusal of the ful-

lo*ing passage out of Machiavel, which 1

farcy must have flipped your memory.

" Isa subject should, in the ordinary course

of law, be oppressed (even though wrongfully)

there follow* on it little or no disturbance in

the commonwealth, because the execution

will have been done without private violence,

and without foreign force, which are the

things that destroy the liberty of a country ;

but it will have been done by th ■ civil power

and authority, which have their appropriate

bounds, nor do they transgress them 10 any

degree that might subvert the common

wealth."

Hipp lv however, though our mobs at: in

fluenced by preiudice, our courts of justice

are not, and there we have seen with what de

gree of rrason such torrents of abuse have been

continually poured out upon this unfortunate

nobleman.—The Italian part of this pi nrbkt

is much superior to the translation.

X. Tht Mvslum of Mist Beverley, inttr-

fffftd lottb £rnuine Mrmoirs of a northern

Ltuij of Quality, 1 vols. %-vo. Bladon.

Those who find a pleasure in perusing th:

customary productions of a circulating libuiy.

will probably think their time not ill bestow

ed in reading the adventarcsof Miss Beverley.

XI. The C'vwJfJnionfr the Fire-Side, or Winr

Irr'l Evtnivvr AlliUUmttlt', &C. 1 Vil. ivo,

Cpoke. *

This is a compilation of" well known floiici

taken from the newspaper and other peiiaJi-

cal publications.

XII. The Summc-battfe j cr, the lliftory oj

Mr. Morton and Mist Bamstead, 2 noli. 8t/c.

N ble.

We doubt not but this novel, like the ge

nerality os those books which are silled with

Jove and tenderness will have its admirers

among the boarding schools, round the me

tropolis, as its well enough calculated to give

our young ladies an early inclination far huf'

bands.

XIII. The bapfy Extravagant ; #r, the Mt-

moii o/*Cnarles Cl.iiiv.Jle, Ef»\ 1 vols. Sto.

Noble.

Fresh food for the circulating library, and

perfectly cf a piece with trie generality of

such productions.

XIV. The Difirefi Wist ; cr, the Hljlcry cf

Eliza Windham, 2 volt, lima. Wilkie.

There is goodness of heart in this little

work, but no go doesi of composition, and

though we subscribe to the benevolence of the

author, we cannot pay any extraordinary com

pliment to rtii abilities.

XV. A Sentimental Vaunty through France

and Italy, by Mr. Yorick, 2 Wj. slim,

Becket.

This is the beginning of a work which

death has commanded never to be finished—

The author's great talents notwithstanding

his disregard of order, are universally known,

and though some illiberal pea has meanly en

deavoured to injure his reputaiian, by hint

ing at his want of wisdom, still we may say

in his own word* at the conclusion of Lefe-

vreYstory, that if the accusing spirit st c» up

to heaven's chancery with his indiscretions,

it will blush to give them in, and we doubt

not, but the recording angel in writing them

ttywn will drop a tear upon each, and wasli

it away for ever.

THE MONTHLY CHR ONOLOGER.

Soma v, Feb. i%.

V£4f5,V* H E house, &c. of a farmer, at

S C» Redwiclc< in Monmouthshire,

53 T ^r wcre consumed by fire, with

*jj /i nine cows and calves, a id a

JfJC3rrV/ so* '"d pigs.

<*\Jl J*;»t Tuesday. March I,

The society of ancient Britons, previous to

their annual sermon and star, watrcl on rhe

friuc- ot Wa'cs, v,h,o puse ucd them wi'.h

ata juinaai .

_

Ended the sessions at the Old Bailey, when

Beiij-tmin Payne, John Alder?, John Tap

ping, for different rol>bcries on tiie highway,

Ann Robinson and Sophia Revel], for Burg-

glary, rece-.ved sentence of death j as did also

Mr. Jjmcs G bfon, the attorney [See p. 53,)

Forty-eight were sentenced to transportation

for seven years, two for fourteen yea:s, two

were br*r,J"J one publickly, and seven pri-

vat-' Aiders, Tapping, Revell,

ai'crwaids reprieved.

Tuisdat
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TollDAY, S,

The following bills rcce vtd (lie royal as

sent by a commission, previous to his majes

ty's going to the House of Peeis, via.

The bill for granting to his m jesty a cer

tain sum cut os t~.e sinking fund, and for ap

plying a certain, sum remaining therein, lor

the service of the present year.—To raise a

certain sum by loana on Exchequer bills, for

the service of the present year.—T« raise

1,900,0001. by annuities and lottery, for the

fcrv.ee 01 the present year,—For redeeming

the remainder os the joint stock of annuities,

ehV bliflied in the third year of his present

majesty's reign.—To apply the sum granted

for the pay and cloathing of the militia for

the present yeir.—For betttr paving, cleans*

ing, and enlightening the city of London,

aud the liberties thereof, Sec.—To amend an

act for the bettter regulating journeymen

taylors, within the weekly bills of mortality.

—To amend and render more effectual in his

m licstv's dominions in America, an act of

this session, for punishing mutiny and deser

tion, Sjc—-To continue seveial acts for the

better encouraging the whale fishery.—For

snore easy and effectual recovery of the pe

nalties and forfeitures inflicted by acts, re

tiring to the trade and revenues of the British

colonies in America.—To etpjain and amend

the laws touching the elections of knights us

the uSiics in England so far as relates to

clerks, appointed to take the said polls.

And also to several olhea public and private

bills.

Thursday, 10.

Hi» majesty gave the royal assent to some

private hills, after which he made a must

gracious speech. (See p. 151.)

Friday, 11,

The pailia-nent was dissolved by proclama

tion, and writs were ordered for the election

•fa new one To bear test March 12, and to

be returnable on May 10. Another trocla-

mation was issued for electing the sixteen

Sco.s peers on April 26.

Widnisday, 16.

The election for four members, for the

city of London, came on at Guildhall, the

candidates being the Right Hon. Thomas

Harley, lord mayor, Sir Robert Ladbroke,

lent. Sir Richard Glyn, bart. Aldermen

Beckford and Trecothick, Mr. Deputy Pater-

son, and John WilUes, Esq; and after hold

ing up of hands, the Lord Mayor, Sir Robert

Ladbroke, Mr. Oeckford, and Mr. Witkes,

weie declared by the sheriffs to have the ma

jority. A poll was demanded in favour of

Sr Richard Clyn, Mr. Trecothick, and Mr.

jVatcrson.

WlBNV.SDAY, 155.

At the close 01 the poll, at Guildhall, the

numbers stood, as follow ;

The Lord Mayor 3?-9

Sr Robert Ladbroke 3678

William Beckford, Esq; 540a

Barlow Ttecothick, Es<j; 2957

Sir Richard Clyn 2823

John Paterson, F.sqj 1 69

John Wilkea, El'qj 1147

The contest, dur.ng this election, was

very wars), and papers and addresses to the

public were every day published, as usual,

for and against the several candidates. Mr.

Wilkcs seemed to be the darling of the mob,

and some indecencies were committed by

those gentry in and about the hall, A sub*

scription was set on foot, successfully, for pay

ing that gentleman's debts, and there appear*

ed the following copy of a letter from him,

to Messrs Nuthall and Francis, follicitor and

deputy follicitor of the treasury.

. "SIR, London, March 12, 1768,

I t. ke the liberty os acquainting you, that

in the beginning of the ensuing term I (hall

present myself to the court of King's Bench.

J pledge my honour as a gentleman, that on

.the very first day I will there make my pet*

fonal appearance. I am, fir,

Your most humble servant,

John Wilkes.

At the commencement and the close of

the poll, the several candidates addressed the

livery in proper speeches upon the occasion.

Mr. James Gibson, the attorney, and Ben

jamin Payne, were executed at Tyburn. Mr,

Gibson was favoured with a coach to the

place of execution, and .behaved with manly

fortitude, and great devotion. Payne behaved

with great penitence.

Fa 1 bay 25,

At a common-hall, the right hon. tht

Lord Mayor, Sir Robert Ladbroke, Mr. Al

derman Bt."ksorci, and Mr. Alderman Tre

cothick, wera declared duly elected represen

tatives in parliament lor the city of London,

After losing his election in the city, Mr,

Wilkcs declared himself a candidate for the

county of Middlesex.

Saturday, 16.

Aster a trial of nineteen hours, Lard Bal*

timore and'hi' two female accomplices were

acquitted of the rape on Miss Sarah Wood

cock, (See our last vol. p,656.)

Monday, 29,

The election for Middictex came on at

Brentford, when Mr- Wilkcs and Mr. Cooks

were dechred duly elected.

Two pots of young oaks have been present

ed to the Royal Society, from Mr, Alton,

botanick gardener to her royal highness the

princess dowager of Wales at Kew. They

were raised from acorns of the year 176s,

which had been preserved in wax from the

12 J of February, 1 67, to the beginning of

December, 1767, whun they »«re commit

ted to his care, by desire of the Royal Socie.

ty, to try if they would vegetate, and there

are already twenty five young oaks come up

out of the thirty-four acorns which were

sown. At the fame lime the manner of

preserving them was communicated to the

earl of Morton, president of the Rfiyal So

ciety, in a Utter /torn J, Eilis, Esq; of

Or»|'«
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Cray's- Ion, F. R. S. wherein Mr. Ellis hit

shewn how to avoid the Icalding beat of the

wax, which it apt to destroy the germ of

loost seeds inil..itd in it. By this method

the moil valuable feeds may be brought lnui

the remotest parts of the earth in a growing

state, which may in time be of considerable

vie to the trade of our American colonies.

A cottage, near Bury, in Suffolk, wai

lately consumed by fire, and an old woman

periihed in the flames.

The kieg't pardon, and a reward, are of

fered for the discovery of the persons, wbo, in

the night between the 14th aod 15th broke

open and robbed the custom-bowse, at Brid-

Jingtoo, in Yorkshire,

la the first week of January 1767, the

lector of Acltworth, in Yorkshire, invited

thirty-nine of hit parishioners to dine with

him, viz. twenty-one men and eighteen wo

men, whose ages amounted to 2784 ; and in

the first week of last January he invited fer

ry of his parishioners to dine with him, viz.

nineteen men and twenty-one women, whose

ajet amounted to 2S85.

We are informed Irons Abbey-Landercolt

tin Cumberland, that a woman, called Jane

f -reiter, who lives in that parish, is now in

the 1381b year of her age. When Cromwell

besieged the city of Carlisle, in the year 164.6,

ihe can remember that a horle's head fold

for is. 6-. before the garrison surrendered.

At the martyrdom of K. ng Charles I. Ihe

was nineteen years of age. At Brampton,

about fix years ago, ihe made oath be ore the

commissioners in a chancery suit, to have

known the estate, the right of which was

then disputed, to have been esjoved by the

ancestors of the present heir tot years. She

hath an only daughter living, aged 103.

And we are further informed, that there are

fix women now living in the fame pariih

where (he resides, the youngest of whom ii

ninety-nine years of age.

At the assizes, at Salisbury, seven person!

were capitally convicted, one of them for

murder ; at Gloucester eight, six of whem

were reprieved j at Maidstone five; al

Aylesbury threes at Winchester four; at

Hertford t.n, fix of whom were reprieved..

Oxford was a maiden astize.

Dublin, Feb. ?o. The following is his

excellency the lord lieutenant's answer to the

Address of the honourable House of Com-

xoooai

Gentlemen,

. I return you my moil sincere thanks for

th"s kind orid honourable address, and am ex

tremely happy that my -endcavouts with his

majesty, in favour of the bill, for 1 inning

the duration of parliaments in this kingdom,

have proved effectual, and satisfactory to you ;

a id I do not doubt but that this signal in

stance of his majesty's gracious compliance

with the wishes of nil faithful commons,

wiUoo 41 octagons meet with that rial and

gratitude which his paternal goodness de

serves. (Seep. 118.)

£xtra8 tf a Letter srcm New York, dated

March 10.

*' There are Jnow four brigs, from forty

to seventy tons, and fifteen armed decked-

cutters, on tie Lake Ontario : by natal of

these the navigation of the great Lakes, and

a new trade, will soon be established, equal

almost to that which we now enjoy sio.u se

veral Dritish islands."

. By the Philadelphia, Cspt. M'Gill, arrived

at Liverpool from Angola and Antigua, we

have an account of the loss of the sloop Ve

nus, Capt. Wilding of that port, last Octo

ber. The circumstances are as follaw : The

vessel being in the river Congo, and the

captain (at customary) having a factory on

shore, where he had purchased about sixty

tlivet, which were on board the Venus ; the

king of that country having been affronted

a few weeks before by Capt. W, belonging

to London, by his intriguing two or three of

the free tracers on board, and keeping them

prisoners some time, and afterwards taking

them to Cape Benda ; to replace which the

king insisted, on Capt. Wilding either giving

up nis sloop and cargo, or lose his life ; the

captain made proposals of giving him twenty

slaves and some goods, but that would not do,

the injnred king was determined to have all

or his head, which obl.ged him to deliver

up his vessel and cargo : At the fame time a

Frenchman trading there, from C.pe Benda,

in his !ong<boar, shared the seme fata;. He

likewise sent to let the kiug of Cape Benda

know, that if he did noi procure him snffi.

ci-nt restitution lor the injury done him and

his country, (from ships ti ii>n; there) he

would immediately raise his iorcea and lay

waste hit country, which he might easily

do being much more powerful. The Venus,

after being in pofeslion of the natives some

time, (most part of the slaves and cargo

landed] was blown up. occasioned by their

attempting to fire the swivels, as a salute to

a boat that was pasting them with the traders

on board, which Caps. W. had released at

Cape Benda) who were returning to their

native country.—Captain M'Gill also bring!

an account of the Nancy Waddingtoa, from

Bonny, with 366 slaves, at Antigua.

Deaths,

Feb. 17. "T">Yringham Stephens, Esq; e

. 1 commi lioner us the Victual

ling-office— zl. Lord Sherard, only son of

the eail of Ha/borough.—Hon. George- Ed

ward Pakenham, uncle to Lord Longford—

20. Rev. Mr. Richard Baron, a baptist mini-

fler, well known by his writings, and hia

warmth, and even enthusiasm, in the cause

of liberty.

Lately. Joseph Jordan, Esq; many year!

consul-general in Gallicia, aged seventy-eight

Cruise
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—Crosse Outing, Esq; aged sixty-three— Pe

ter Randolph, Esq; a wealthy planter in Ja

maica—John Harris, Esq; late member for

JJarnstapIe—Rev. Mr. Penaington, preben

dary os Lincoln, tr. Rev. Or. Chardia

Musgrave, provost os Oriel College, Oxon —

Robert Knighr, of Langold, Nottingham

shire, Esq;—Robert Brand, Esq; formerly a

South-sea director—Mrs. Lynch, youngest

daughter of the late archbishop Wake, and

relict of the late dean of Canterbury- Relict

of Sir John Halifeurron, ban.—Tnomas Ste

vens, Esq; late an East- India commander-

Mrs. Mary Could, mother of lady Le De-

spencer—Sir Henry Sine air, of Longsormacus,

btre—John Hutron, Esq; a commissioner

of the peace, in Yorkshire— Cipt. James Ste

phens, late of the royal artillery, a brave offi

cer—William Ord, Esq; a commissioner of

the peace for Northumberland—Commodore

"Thomas Harrison, of the nary—Hon. and

R;v. Charles Caulneld, uncle lo the earl of

Charjemount— Mary, duchess dowager of

Same, set, mother of the present duke—

Rev. Dr. Robert Smith, master of Trinity-

college, Cambridge—Benj. Scrimshaw, of

Ltngley, Herts Esq;— Rev. Dr. Garnet,

brother of the bishop of Clogher— Peter De-

visme, Esq; late an Hamburgh merchant—

Thomas Freke, Esq; a commissioner of the

peace for Dorsetshire—Richard Harvey, Esq;

an attorney of the palace court— Mrs.

Vaughan, wife of the member fo» Merio

nethshire -Dr. Martin, one of the abridgers

of the Philos. Transaction;, and a learned

physician—Sir William Halfoid, bait, suc

ceeded by hii nephew now Sir Cbarlts Halford,

birt.—Mr. John Haggart, printer in Chan

cery lane—Mr. Wyhham, sister of the vis

count Say and Sele—Lieu. col. Hunt, ot the

city militia— Miss Palmer, daughter of

Charles Palmer, of Islington, Esq;—Francis

Herring. Esq, a merchant— Pendock Price,

Rsq; a commissioner of the peace for Keet—

Major Ball, os Dingley, in Northamptonshire,

aged 84. See Highland regiments in our Gate-

ftti Index.

J'lCl.rSIASTKal PursiMiNTi,

Frcm the London Gasette*

WHITEHALL, Jan. 30. Rr. rev. Fre

derick bishop of Clovne, is translated

la the see of Deny, in Ireland—Feb. 2.

Rev. Mr. Shanbury, is presented to the rec

tory of Stoke-Clymefiand, in Cornwall— 16.

Rev. Dr. Charles Agar, deano' Kilmore, is

promoted to the bilhoprick of Cloync, in

Ireland'.

Fnm tie rest es lie Pafert.

Rev. Henry Bate, is pre ented to the rec

tory of Highcombe, Locolnmire— Mr. Sheb-

tteare, to the rectory of Eist-Thorudon,

Cstiix — Mr. Warren to a prebend of Ely —Mr.

Fletcher to the v carage of Siodderfley,

Wilii—Mr. Allen, :o the rectory tf Litllt-

5

Chart, Kent— Mr, •Thorpe, to the living

of Ch Uingham, in Northnmberland—Mr.

Lewis, to the living of Sr, George the Mar

tyr, Southward—Mr. Bentley, to the vica

rage of Hemmelsworth, Lincolnshire— Mr.

Lyon, to the vicarage of Warsicld, Berka—

Mr. Waldron, to the rectory of Ruswiek,

in Worcestershire—Dr. Hinchrliffe, to the

masteiship of Trinity-col ege, Cambridge-

Mr. Bickeiton, to the rectory of Whimple-

Hay, Wijts— Mr. Buckncr, to a prebend of

thichester—Mr. Humphreys to the rectory

of Grtete, Salop—Mr. Parker, to the vi

carage ofStockley, Devon—Mr, Bowen, to

the rectories ot Uutkenham and Haffingham*

Norfolk.

A dispensation pasted the seal to enable the

Rev. Samuel Pipe, M, A. to hold ihe rectors

of Trent- Walton, and vicarage of Croxal I, Der-

byshire—To enable Mr. Warton to bold the

rectories of Leverington and Sqalewell, in

Cambridgeshire—Mr. Hod son, 10 hold the

vicarage of Thornton and rectory of Sar.d-

i.inll, Kent—Mr, Webster, to hold the rec

tory ofNorth-Mims, Hertfordshire, with that

ot St. Stephen, Coleman-stieet—Mr.Curtois,

to hold the rectory of Peter-Hanworth, with

that of Branston, Lincolnshire—Mr. Whallcy,

to hold the vicarage of Horfley, Suny, wiin.

the united rectories of St. Margaict Pattens,

and St. Gabriel Fenchurch in I. ondon—Mr.

Buller, to hold the rectories of Houghton ai.«

Wonston, Hants—Mr. Eilton, to hold the

rectories ot Batkstone, and St. Maty Bidbroke,

Linco'nshire.

PaosiOTIONt Civil and Military.

From lie Lo.N PON GaIITTI.

WHITEHALL, Jan. 30. Richard

Stcele, of Dublin, Esq; is created a

baronet of Ireland—Feb. x. Richard Sutton,

William Blair, and William Fraser, Esqra; are

authorised, by commission under the great

seal to entente the office of keeper ot the

privy-seal, for fix weeks, tec— David

Cuthbert, Esq; is appointed a commissioner

of excise in Scotland, in the room of George

Burger, Esq; appointed comptroller thereof.

Ac—Thomas Harrison, E q; attorney-gene

ral of Jamaica.

Feb. 16. Lieut. Gen. George Howard,

governor of Chelsea hospital— Lieut. Gen.

John Moflyn, governor of Minorca, Port-

mahen, tec—11. Francis Laurent, of the

Grenades, Esq; was knighted—13. Robert

Sandt'ord, Esq; is appointed governor of <»il-

way, in Ireland.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

CONSTANTINOPLE, Jan. 1. The

16th of last month at night, 1 fire

broke oat in the quarter of Sultan Acn-

Btl'l
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met*! mosque and notwithstanding the Grand

Seignior waa present, and tbe utmost diligence

was used to stop tbe progress of the dunes,

fifty bouses were reduced to ashes*

Constantinople, Jan. 26. They write from

Adriauople, that the river Maitz, which

traverses that city, hath suddenly ovetstowed

its banks, and with such impetuosity, that

it swept away a great number of houlct, the

inhibitanta of which had not time to Uv«

the r lives.

Warsaw-, Feb. to. We are assured that

the suppremion of the jurisdiction of the

tunciatuic have been approved and adopted,

asd that in consequence thereof there will

be formed a synod or ecclesiastical council of

which the primate is to be president. This

tribunal will decide, in dernier resort, all

inch ecclesiastical causes as have hitherto been

carried to the court of Rome, or laid before

the nuncio from that court residing here.

The tax on the pope's bulls will be abolished,

ex at least reduced, and a regulation made

respecting tithe'. An ambiss.idor it to be

dat to tbe court of Rome, to solicit an ap

probation of the general regulation, which

•hall be agreed on relative 10 all the above

Objects.

Warsaw, Feb. 13. It at been agreed to

confirm the treaty concluded with Russia in

lili, in the form in which it exists in

the archives of that empire, and not as it

was published in Poland.

The great commission continue tbeir de

liberations with the greatest assiduity, that

they may be able to complete the business

which they have under consideration before

the zzd. instant when the diet will meet

arain. Meanwhile we are assured, that

the new duties on wine, brandy, beer, and

other liquors will not be finally settled till

the ordinary diet, which is to be held in De

cember next. Several new dispositions have

been made concerning precedence in tbe se

nate.

Warsaw, Feb. 27. When the states met

01 the 20th. they adjourned to the 26th.

Yesterday Prince Radxivil declared that the

cotntnislion had concluded all the busi

ness which had been brought before them ;

and the primate desired that the diet,

which was to bre.k up on the 1st of March,

might be allowed to sic eight days more.

Prince Repnin hat consented that these

words shall be inserted in the treaty which

is going to be signed without pre'udice to tbe

tnaty is Olivia, or that os Carhtviix, &c.

Tbe Ruffian troops are soon to leave Poland ;

some regiments being already in motion.

The commissioners have fixed the public

contributions at twenty- three millions cf Po

lish florins per annum; and have ordered n

coinage of one hundred millions oi silvur, and

twelve millions of copper.

PetersiWgh, Feb. 9. '.he empress hath

tor

ratified, with the greatest satisfaction, the

treaty concluded lately at Copenhagen by

the baron de Saldern, her minister plenipo

tentiary, with those of the king of Denmark 1

by which the differences wh.ch subsisted be

tween their majesties, relative to a part of

the country of Ho:ltein: the patrimony of tb*

grand duke, have been amicably accommo

dated.

ExlraB ts a Litter stom St. Petersburg]!,

Feb. 23.

" On Saturday last his excellency Count

Czernichcw, her imperial majesty's ambassa

dor to the British court, was pleased to invite

the whole British factory, established in tina .

place, to a masked ball and a most splendid .

supper at his own palace, at which were pre

sent many of the Russian nobility, and all

the foreign minister's. Nothing could exceed

the magnificence and elegance o> the enter

tainment, except the politeness with which

it was conducted, and the attention which

their excellencies the count and countesa

were pleased to sliew to every person of that

British nation. Such a distinguished mark .

of regard to our couotry will certainly meet

with a suitable return of honour and respeft

on his arrival, to the increase of that mutual

confidence already eitaM shed between . too

two courts. H.s excellency will probably fat

out in May, as scon his countess's health

will permit after her lying in, .wh.ch it

shortly expected."

Copenhagen, Feb. 16. A few days ago ths

king sent to the Society of -Sciences establish- .

ed here, a considerable sum of money, whicti

is to be divided into a certain number of

prizes to be bestowed on such authors who

shall have furnished the best works on some

poin.s ofphyfick, mathesnaticks, and history.

Stockholm, Feb. 5. We have received ad

vice, that the Sieur Juleufchold, intendant "

of the court, and receiver of the rents of th«

university ot Upsal, is became a bankrupt for

nine or ten tons if gold, to the great surprise

of every body.

Vienna, Feb. 17. A general order hit

lately been published, conform ible to the on «

that was given out for the court last January,

to regulate the mournings throughout her

imperial majesty's dominions, fixing the dif

ferent periods of each, from the deepest of >

fix months to the slightest of a week ; an4

forbidding entirely the wearing of velvet, da-

malic or satin, upon these occasions, and of

silks and stuffs of any kind, that are not tbe

manufacture of the country.

Vienna, March z. The earthquake,

which we had here on the 17th of last month,

was not so sensibly felt at Pr^sbour< as in this

city; but as it w.s stronger at Ncwstadt, about

three posts from hence, in the road to Italy,

it is imagined it rare 10 us from that part

of tbe wcild. There is scarce a house «;

Nev.sl.dt
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Newstadt that his not suffered more or less,

and the Royal Military Academy there has

been so much damaged, that it 11 computed

the repair! will amount Co thirty thousand

florin! at least. There ii no account of any

lives having been loft. It was computed by

the astronomer of the Jesuits College here,

who was at that instant in the Observatory,

that the earthquake lasted with us thirty se

conds, in which time, he fays, he felt more

than an hundred (hocks.

Hanau, Feb. ia. Yesterday afternoon a

courier pasted here in his way to Dresden,

with the agreeable news, that, prince Cle-

ment of Saxony, bishop of Freifinguen and

Rati bon, had been elected on tht lfflih,

archbishop and elector of Trierr.

Hamburgh, Feb. »8. A disco7ery has

lately been made in the duchy of Mecklenburg

Srrelitr of a Irrasen chest, which was conceal-,

ed under a high hill, and contained thirty

idols, with IT-!-? and instruments for saeri-

siee. On the back of the largest of the

idols, the words Radgbjsl Rbttra were very

legible. Th« pieces are ail very good gold,

and weigh together about fifteen pounds.

Naples, Feb. 6. The junto appointed for

the administration of the effects of the Jesuits

have ordered sale lo be made of every thing

they possessed, and which were found in their

housis, farms, kc. to a very considerable

amount.

Florence, Jan. 30. In consequence of

•ur sovereign's ordets an exact list is making

out of all the monasteries and ecclesiastical

estates throughout this duchy.

Florence, Feb. ra. The great dechess

m brought to bed this morning, between

four and five o'clock, of a prince, and boih

are as well as can be exoected. [This prince

has been baptized by the name of Francis-

Joseph- Charles-John ]

Milan, Jan-. 30. The government hu ap

pointed a commission, composed of four law

yers, to examine into the revenues of the Je

suits fettled ia this duchy, their expences,

their administration with regard to various

legacier, to hear their seasons, and to

find out the nature of the estates which they

possess. ,

Turin, Feb. 17. Hi« Britannic majesty

saving been graciotrfly pleased to appoint

the earl of Carlisle, now at this court in

the progress of his travels, to be one of the

knights of the most ancient and noble order

of the thistle ; and having desired the king

of Sardinia to represent his majesty in cre

ating his lordship a knight, and investing him

with the ensigns of that order, his Ssrdinian

anajesty very readily agreed thereto, and ac

companied his consent with many expres

sion of affection and good-will towards the

king of Oreai Eriutn : And accordingly the

ceremony was performed this day in the

usual mariner.

Parma, Feb. 10. In the night between

the 71:1 and 8th inst, ail the jefu ts in the

territories of Parma were expelled at the

fame hour, without any disturbance. The

old hospital of St. Laiarui, near that city,

was the place where they were brought toge

ther, except one party, when took another

road, but fell in with the rest ia their way

to Bologna, which was appointed for their

general rendezvous. A magistrate was de

puted to go to each of the houses belonging

to the Jesuits, to signify [he infant's com

mands ; and the next morning a pragmatic

sanction was issued, declaring the proscrip

tion of the order. At the same time an

cnlinir.ee was issued concsrn'ng the public

pbees of learning, wherein new proitllurs are

appointed to succeed in such departments as

were occupied by Jesuits.

Parma, Feb. 10. A certain writing in

form of a bull, from Rome, has come to our

knowledge here; but as the expressions and

maxims therein contain! d could not proceed

from a pontiff so holy, so enlightened and so

iagaciot?*, as is thc^ present reigning pope, the

infant duke hath orderc ' all his subjects to

believe that in effect this [ iece does not come

from his holiness; eojoining thorn, at the

fame time, not to tail in respect rowards himj

and forbidding them to molest, on that ac

count, any of the subjects of the court of

Rome. (See p. 110.)

Geneva, March 1 r. The great and lesser '

coinr-ilr presented this day to the general

council a plan of reconcil ation, which was

accepted by 1404 voice* against twenty-

three. This event his given great pleasure,

as it opens a prospect of tranquility so long

wished lor in this city.

Paris, Feb. 12 They write from Cadi*,

thit the orders of the king have been exe

cuted, with regard to the Jesuits of 1'arapuay,

without any resistance ; and that the inhabi

tants, who were thought to be greatly attach

ed to then:, made nut the lean commodon,

and only signified their regret on account of

losing them.

The king hath purchased, of the creditors

of the Jesuitr, the house of the cape for

1 co, co 1 crowns; and their habitations for

S00,000.

•#* ff^e cannot, from our tueV-knewn impar

tiality, refuse the irftrnon of the letter frsm tit

author 0/ An appeal, ci?V. iw, ax it it so hng,

vie I pt be 'will txatjc iti apptaranct in ftv-i er

tbrtt months tunning The pitie jr*m Amanda,

and many others in prose and serfs, rcttfvid

/ram our gtsterous correspondents, Kvill have a

place ai soon as possible : fVe never neglcil tbeir

favours, but first come, or temporary pieces,

first, feved. The lifts [or Much, will be in

serted in txr n:M. .
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IOHNWILKES Esq?



THE

London Magazine,

For APRIL, 1768.

JT1« 5*T~5ff S we have given our

t_ '5C3f »j readers a portrait of

tfd »4 Mr" Wilke'» !t wi"

pl A »j beexpectedweshould

J|3 tf% accompany it with

ps 3c5& ~%i some anecdotes of

Vt W \tf si tnat extraordinary
**-JS **--** personage, which we

•stiall do, as briefly as possible, referring

to the volumes of the London Maga

zine, where the particulars may be

found at large.

JOHN WILKES, Esq; late member

in parliament for Aylesoury, in Buck

inghamshire, the reputed author of the

North -Briton, No. 45, published on Sa

turday, April 33, 1763, was taken into

custody on the 30th of that month, and

all his papers seized, by a warrantunder

the hand and seal of the Earl of Halli-

fax, one of the secretaries of state, di

rected to four of his majesty's messen

gers : hereupon a motion being made

in the Court of Common-Pleas, then

fitting in Weftminster-Hall, for that

purpose, an habeas corpus was granted,

but could not be sued out till four in

the afternoon of May 1, and, though

it was known such a writ was granted,

Mr. Wilkes was sent to the Tower,

without being permitted to see any of

his friends that might attend upon him

there, who were several times repulsed

in their applications. On May 3, in

the morning, upon a second habeas

corpus, the return of the first being

insufficient, Mr. Wilkes was brought

up to the Court of CcmmonPIsas,

where he made a spirited and sensible

speech, setting forth the hardships he

had suffered, and the case being learn

edly argued by eminent serjeants at

law, both on the side of the crown and

the prisoner, the court took till Friday

May 6, to consider the case and give

there opinion, remanding Mr. Wilkes,

meantime, to the Tower. On the

last mentioned day he was again

April, 1768.

* See Lend, Mfig-

brought up to the court, which he

addressed in a second speech, in which

he observed, that " the liberty of all

peers and gentlemen, and what touches

me more sensibly, that of all the mid

dling and inferior class of people,

who stand most in need of protection,

is, in his case, to be that day finally

decided upon 1 A question of such

importance, as to determine at once,

whether English liberty be a reality

or a shadow." Then the Lord Chief

Justice, Sir Charles Pratt (the pre

sent Lord Chancellor ) stated ths

matter in question, and pronounced

Mr. Wilkes's commitment, was not

illegal ; but that his privilege of 4

member of parliament was not de

stroyed, as he was not charged with

treason, felony, or breach of the

peace ; therefore the court ordered

him to be discharged, on account of

his privilege : Hereupon Mr. Wilkess

again addressed the court, returned

his thanks for their upright decision,

and was attended to his house in Great

George-street, by an infinite multitude

of people, with universal acclamations.

He, that very night, wrote to the se

cretaries of state,, demanding Uh Jlelea

goods, which he said, he was informed

were in their lordships possession, and

next morning applied for a warrant to

search their houses, which was refused

him. Receiving an answer from the

secretaries of state, which was not sa

tisfactory, he made a bold and sting

ing reply. Whilst he was in the

Tower, on May 4, he was dismissed

froih his post of colonel of the Buck

inghamshire militia, and before the

end of the term an information was

filed in the court of King's Bench, at

the king's suit, against him, as author

of theaforesaid North-Briton, No. 45*.

We must now observe that at the meet

ing of the parliament, the paper inti-

tled The North Briton, No. 45, was

Y x reiblyed

1 76 j, /. 161.—-ifiSn



192 Antedates of Mr. Wilkes. April

resolved to be a false, scandalous, and

seditious libel, &c. and it was ordered

to be burnt by the hands of the com

nion- hangman • : Notwithstanding

which Mr. Wilkes complained to the

house of a breach of the privilege of

that house, by the imprisonment of his

person, the plundering of his house,

the seizing of his papers, and the serv

ing him with a lubpeena, upon an in

formation in the court ot King's

Bench; but, the house resolved "that

privilege of parliament does not ex

tend to the cafe of writing and pub

lishing leditious libels, nor ought to

be allowed to obstruct the ordinary

course of the laws, in the speedy and

effectual prosecution of so heinous and

dangerous an offence :" Mean time,

on Nov 16, Mr. Wilkes was wounded

in a duel by Mr. Martin -f. whereup

on his physicians attending the house

this state of outlawry, Mr. Wilket

has resided in France, and other coun

tries, an exile from his native ikies,

supported, it is said, hy the contribu

tions of his i"riend< in Efigl-tnd, divid

ing his time between study and plea

sure, which, the remembrance ot hn

many perils from m—1 revenge, the

desperation of a Forbes, tlte lunacy

of a Dun, and the wounds of r

had not the power to destroy bis relish

for: Two or three times, he is said,

upon delusive hopes of pardon, to

have visited London, and at length

has had the boldness, though still ah

outlaw, to put up as a candidate at

the general election for the city of •

London, the fate of which is well

known; and for the county of Mid

dlesex, for which he was elected by

a great majority. Whatever his fate

may be," and however severely his

and certifying his then languishing enemies may arraign his private fail

state, the order for his attending the ings, it will never, can never be de-

house was put off to Dec. 16, and, up- nttd, that his steady opposition to ille-

on further representations, to the 19th gal general warrants, has been, and

of January 1764, before which time ever will be of lasting benefit to the

Mr. Wilkes had retired into France, subjects of this kingdom ; that, if he is

»nd on the said day, he was expelled not virtuous, he is a lover of virtue ;

the house and a new writ ordered for

the election os a member for Ayles-

bury, in his room. On Feb. 19, 1764,

he was founJ guilty, at the court of

Icing's Bench, for the republicationof

the North-Briton, No. 45, with notes,

and for printing and publishing the Es

say on Woman % ; but had obtained be

fore, viz on Dec. 6, 176}, a verdict

against Mr. Wood, late under-secre-

taryofst.ite, <• ith ioool. damages, for

seizing nis pipers, &■.. when the lord

chief justice _,av« his opinion that ge

neral warrants were illegal. Mr.

Wilkes also brought actions against

Lord H—, the surviving secretary of

state, but being outlawed, about the

close of the year 1764, that noble lord

made use of the plea of his being an

outlaw, to stop proceedings §. Under

and a friend to the civil and religious

Liberties of mankind ; which we have

no doubt of his displaying upon all fu

ture occasions, if he mould sit in the

House of Commons ||.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

• MAGAZINE.

SIR.

LOOKING over lately our excellent

English historian Matthew Paris,

I observed a passage in him, which

(hews that engrafting is a very ancient

practice. I will give you a translation

of it, and place a copy of the original

at the bottom 4.. Anno ucS, " When

there was such a famine as had been

hardly ever heard of, lo that many

perished with hunger, and a seam, or

horse-load, of wheat was fold for nine

• SieLond. Mag. 1764, /. 187, &seq; 337, &sq; f Seeditto, 1763, p. 618.

% See ditto, p. 613, 644, 646. § See ditto, 1767, p. 114, tZy.

|| See the Cbronologer of the last and the present month.

A Cum fames ingrutret inaudita, ita ut multi in semetipsis coatabescentrs nereren-

tur, etsummasrumiuti Londint novem vel amptius solidis <venderetur, afpiiaierunt

ibidem de partibus transmarinis, proeurante rege Aletnannia; RiitarJo, circi'.er

quinquaginta naves magna, onusta frumento, bordeo, et pane : & acclamatum est

ediilo regie, tie aliquis ci-vium Londinenfium de blado illo aliquid emeret ad reponen-

dum in Cameram, ut indigentibui carius et poftulantibus, secundum from conjuetudi-

nem, vendei ent. Suia injames babeb'antur difii chies, quod in tempore carist'ue

nerves 'vidualibus onustas <vel subdole a-verterent, njel insolidum emerent, *t ad

placitum torum ca vendertnt pcstulantibus. Mat. Paris, ed, 1640. p. 963.

fiiillings
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1768. Laws against Riots.

{hillings or more at London, there ar

rived in that port from beyond Tea, by

the procurement of Richard, king of

the Romans, [second son to King

John, and brother to King Henry III,]

about fifty large vessels laden with

wheat, barley, and bread : and the

king issued out a proclamation , that

none of the citizens of London should

boy any of that corn to hoard and

lay up, in order to self it dearer to

the poor, and such as desired it, ac

cording to their custom. For the said ci

tizens were accounted infamous, "be

cause that in time of dearth they ei

ther deceitfully kept back ships loaded

with victuals, or bought up their car

goes, to fell them agun at their plea-

lure to such as required it."

To the PRINTER, fife.

SIR,

I Happened to be out of town at tin;

time of the scandalous riots and ex

cesses which followed immediately after

the Middlesex election ; but I have

been very attentive to the several pub

lications which have since appeared in

yours and the other papers on that

subject, both condemning and defend

ing the violent proceedings of Mr.

W—t and his abettors, in which I ob

serve much censure has been thown on

the K—"s principal ministers of state

for being absent at that time, when

all good government seems to have

been lost in riot and confusion. I

heartily wish in common with every

good subject, that his m y may

always be surrounded With able and

faithful ministers, who may keep

every thine disagreeable faraway from

the amiable prince who now reigns

over us ; but at the fame time I hope

that no such idea will ever be propa

gated or established as that these cities

are subject to anarchy or pillage, when

ever the first lord of the treasury or

principal secretaries of state happen to

be in the*country. Proper magistrates

•re appointed for the administration of

justice, and due keeping of the peace;

and if the k—*s ministers had been

here, unless they had been included in

the number of those magistrates with

in the precincts where the riots hap

pened, they could have been of very

little use. It is the duty of the sheriff,

of the justices of the peace, and even

fcf. every constable, as ministers of tit

17*

laiv, when they are informed of any

breach ot the peace, to use their ut

most endeavours to apprehend and

bring the offenders to justice; and

yet, as far as I have been informed,

not one magistrate had the spirit to

exert the very great powers which the

law has armed them with to quelt

such tumultuous assemblies. It has

been matter of still greater surprize to

me that after they may be supposed to

have recovered from the panic into

which they perhaps were thrown by

the suddenness of the danger, they

have not had the goodness to warn

all good subjects from the hazards

they run by beginning or abetting any

violences of the like kind with those '

which have so lately disgraced the po

lice of these cities. Having now

waited a considerable time without my

expectations being answered in this re

spect, though very unequal to the un

dertaking, I have ventured, upoiv

a principle os humanity, to reduce in-,

to one view what I understand to be

positive latu against such proceedings,

for. which I have not thought it neces

sary to quote my authorities, as the

sources from whence I have drawn them'

are so well known. I make no doubt

but if you insert the inclosed, and it

should be deemed useful information,

that it will be transcribed into the

other public papers for the fake of all

his majesty's good subjects, and as

such I conclude myself

No lawyer, but a Respecter of the Laws

as thefoundation andsecurity of all

True Liberty-.

ARIOT is where three or more

personsbeing assembled together,

do some unlawful act of a private na

ture by force and violence to the

disturbance of the peace ; and though

they should assemble together at first;

in a peaceable manner, yet if they af

terwards do some deliberate riotous

act, this is a riotous assembly, and if any

person, seeing others actually engaged

in a riot, shall join them and assist

them therein, be is as much a rioter as

if he had at first assembled with them

to that intent, nor shall his pretending

that be came innocently into their com

pany avail him : Women also may be

punished as rioters.

The slitriff and justices of the peace

of any county, or any one of them,

SUVUf
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'A salutary Caution.

having notice oF a riot, must endea

vour to remove it, and may call out

the power of the county, if need be, to

Juppress it, and (ball apprehend the of

fenders, and put them in prison till

delivered according to law.

' By the common law rioters are pu-

nilhable by fine and imprisonment, or by

the pillory. But by the Star. r. Geo.

si it is enacted, that if any persons, to

the number of twelve or more, unlaw

fully and riotously assembled against

the peace, being required by a justice

of the peace, or any oiiier magistrate

by proclamation in the king's name, to

disperse themselves, shall nevertheless

continue together an bour afterwards,

they /bail be guilty offelony without benefit

if clergy: And persons thus assembled

and continuing together are to be ap

prehended and carried before a justice

of the peace ; and if in resistance tie

rioter* are killed, the persons concerned

in it /ball be indemnified. Also by ano

ther clause in the same statute it is

enacted, that if any persons, being rio

tously assembled together, shall demo

lish or pull down, or begin to demo

lish or pull down any bouse, &c. they

shall suffer death as in cafes of felony

without benefit of clergy.

Having stated the heavy punishment

inflicted both by the common and sta

tute hw on all disturbers of the pub

lic peace, and on those who mix or

join themselves to such riotous assem

blies, however innocent their inten

tions may be, I hope it will be a cau

tion to every one of his majesty's liege

subjects to follow their several occupa

tions quietly, and not to put them

selves in hazard of an infamous and

premature death, by committing such

enormities as only serve to disgrace

our happy constitution and govern

ment ; and on this occasion I cannot

help observing, thatthe principal foun

dation of Mr. W—kea's defence

against general warrants was, that

every man's house it his castle, in which,

under the protection of the law, he is

secure from any insult or abuse what

ever j and yet those people, who, with

the name of, Wilkes and Liberty in their

mouths, put so many of their fellow-

subjects in fear by attacking their bouses,

and compelling them to put out lights

eentrary to their inclinations ; those very

people, by such violences, were guilty

•f a greater knock «f thar security

Apr:

which we claim under the law, than

what was exercised upon Mr. Wilkee

by virtue of the general •warrants,

which are now held in such genera}

abhorrence.

As I have already (hewn the penal-

tics incurred by those who have been

or may be guilty of any such riots or

tumults, so I think it may not be im

proper to instruct those who may ba

well disposed to support the lanvs, and

under them to provide for their own

security ; that upon the great princi

ple, that every man's house is his cas

tle, . Lord Coke has laid it down to be

positive law, that any man may use

force to defend bis oiaj/i house, and may

assemble his neighbours and friends' to

keep it against those who come to rob

or kill him, or to offer him any •violence

therein contrary to law ; and in easter-

term, in the 39th year of the glorious

reign of k^ueen Elizabeth it was resolved

by all the judges, that not only every

justice of the peace, sheriff, and other

peace officer, but every other subject

of the king, may arm tl.emlelves tore-

fist riots, rebellions, or public disturb

ers of the peace and quiet of the realm;

but the judges there recommended it,

as the more discrete way, for every one

in such case, to attend and be assis

tant to the justices, sheriff, or other

peace officers in doing it.

All these laws are so plain, that they

require neither explanation nor obser

vation to be made on them : I shall

therefore conclude, with my sincere

withes, that every honest man may,

like the good S.imiritan, consider

himself as a neighbour to, and readily

go to the aflistance of, any man he

may fee in danger or distress; and

that all the other magistrates (taking

example from the worthy gentleman,

who, for the honour of the city, now

presides in chief there) may on any fu

ture occasion exert themselves with a

spirit becoming their stations, well

knowing that in so doing they have a

right to command the po**>er os the

county to their aid and aflistance ; and

let all rioters consider into what a mi

serable situation they bring themselves;

for if, in resistance they are killed, the

persons concerned therein are indem

nified by law ; and if they survive, and

are discovered, they are sure of being

hanged, even for the first offence.

n
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Hj6S. Xemarh en a tale Performance'.

Xo tbs AUTHOR os tbe LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

IN the reign of Edward VI. George

Van Pane, a Dutchman, being

convicted of saying, that God the Father

tuas tbt only God, and that Christ was

not tbe very God, was dealt with to ab

jure, but persisting in this belief, was

condemned and burnt in Smithrield, in

April, 1551.

Bishop Burnet relates, " that the

man had led a very exemplary life,

for fasting, devotion, and a good con

versation. These things, he farther

remarks, (i. e. burning such men to

death) cast a great blemish on the re

formers : It was said, they condemned

cruelty only when acted on themselves,

but were ready to practice it, when

they had power. The papists made

Sreat use of this in the next (Queen

lary's) reign. And what Archbishop

Cranmer and Bishop Ridley (authors

of Van Parre's punishment) suffered in

her time, was thought a just retalia

tion upon them by that wise provi

dence, that disposes all things justly to

all men." So far this wife, and up

right prelate.

And such I doubt not it the senti

ment of every impartial person, that

these two bilhops, however worthy in

other respects, deserved the cruel fate

they met with, for their barbarity to

one who differed no more from them

than they differed from their popilh

persecutors.

Not so fays a modern protestant di

vine, Mr. Glocester Ridley, the late

biographer of Bishop Ridley, whothus

praises the billion for this cruel deed,

for which the divine justice seemed just

ly to have overtaken him : " The like

sentence (of burning) was executed

upon George Van Parre, a Dutchman,

for denying the divinity of our Savi

our ; Bishop Ridley being a com

missioner, and signing the sentence of

excommunication. Mild and gentle

as his nature was to every modest en

quirer, though in error, he would

not break the laws in being in indul-

fence to obstinate blasphemers." Bishop

.idley't Life, p. 166.

Such is the humanity of this life-

writer, to stile a man an obstinate

blasphemer, aster such a testimony as

Surnet gives to his moral character j

»7J
and such his merciful christan temper

as not only to give his stamp of appro

bation to the bishop's burning of this

man, but moreover to intimate, that

were the law for burning heretics ift

force, he would put them in execution

against such modest inquirers, as Van

Parre, and this, reader, at a time,

when by means of the invaluable wri

tings of Dr. Samuel Clarke, and the

careful search of the holy scripture*

which he puts men upon, all the

thinking part, both of clergy and

laity, throughout the British domi

nions, are fully persuaded that God tht

Father it the out only God, and Jesut

Christ, a divine prophet, sent by hint

to teach his will, and the way to lift

eternal.

Had Mr. Glocester Ridley been en

lightened with the pure light of the

gospel truth, or inspired with its bene

volent spirit, he would have frankly

owned the bishop's great crime, but

would have offered, as he might have)

offered, some things to extenuate hi*

guilt, though none to clear him) as,

that he was not yet purified from the

malignant errors of the church of

Rome, in which he was educated, and

in which such barbarous proceedings a-

gainst heretics continue canonized to

this day ; that it was the error of the

times, and almost all the first reform

ers ; and that Calvin, for an heresy

os the very same sort, hunted aster

the blood of the learned, unhappy

Servetus, till he brought him at last te

die at a stake.

One is concerned to fee the charac

ter of this bishop, fair and amiable at

it is upon the whole, so much injured

by the prejudiced representations of

this writer, who has equipped him

throughout with his own intolerant

high-church notions, not attending,

that the bishop, though bred up in

them, had quilted them himself before

he left the world. His adversity had

brought him to a better mind, and

his conversations with his fellow-piU

soner, Bishop Latimer, had opened

and enlarged his charity for thole that

dissented from him.

I shall produce you, sir, two in

stances of this, in that curious consc

ience which these bishops held toge

ther in their prison a little before thsir

death, in which the piety, humility,

3 ani



t>6 X^urtfor the Cbolic in Horses". ,;r
»nd great docility of Bisliop Ridley

cannot be too much commended.

And I shall make my quotations

from Mr. Glocester Ridley's work,

which lies open before me.

_ Page 4.59. Ridley, incumbered with

his prejudices concerning the unity of

the church, as to be retained by all

means, and necessary to salvation j and

advancing, that the sect of the Ana- •

baptists, and heresy of the Novatians,

ought of right to be condemned, for

asmuch as without any just or necessary

cause, they wickedly separated them

selves from the communion of the- con

gregation.

Latimer thus mildly answers, and

guards him against taking upon him

to censure such as separate from his

communion, by (hewing how justly it

might be turned against himself.—>—

*' The name of peace is beautiful, and

the opinion of unity is fair, but who

doubteth that to be the true and only

peace of the church, which is Christ's."

— -St. Paul when he requireth unity,

he Joined straight withal, according to

Jesus Christ. Rom. xv. no farther. Dio-

trephes (i. e. crafty Gardiner) did

now of late ever harp upon unity, uni

ty. Yea, sir, quoth I, but in verity,

not ih popery. Better is a diversity,

than an unity in popery.

' Page 478. When Ridley, still ham

pered with church-authority, was for

acquiescing in continuing the form of

baptism in Latin, but wishing it might

be otherwise. Latimer thus replies ;

" Where you fay I would wiih; surely

I would wish that you had spoken

more vehemently, and to have said

that it is of necessity, that all things

in the congregation mould he done in

the vulgar tongue, for the edifying and

comfort of them that are present.

But I must not, at one time, engross

too much room in your valuable repo

sitory. I am, Sir,

Your obliged humble servant,

Padre Paolo.

7b the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Manchester, Aprili6,i768.

AS in your last Magazine the in

genious Dr. Cook gives the pub-

lick lomething upon the cholick in

horses, and there orders crude opium

without a corrector, I here fend you

my practice in obstinate choijcs, fiow

Ap

repeated experience. Dr. Cook's obr.

•fervation is good, when he fays all hot

medicines are inflammatory and stimu

lating, and thereforr against the na

ture of the disease ; for when a horse

comes to me beating himself and full

of pain, and the men about him have

been giving him gin, or any hot spi

rits, and the horse is no better, he then

stands a bad chance.

' Dr. Mead on poisons, Dr. Jones and

Dr. Young on opium, all tell us, that

it is the best or worst medicine in prac

tice ; for I think opium, in some

farriers hands, would be like a sword

In a madman's : but, given in a pro

per manner, with camphor, its correc-

ter, it will save many a horse's life,

when racked with pain upon many ac-

■connts.

1 When a horse falls ill of the cholic,

take two or three quarts of blood

from the neck, and give him carra-
■Way feeds, bay berries, ginger, salt

petre, all in powder, and Castile soap,

of each an ounce; Bates's anodyne

balsam, two ounces ; if it cannot be

got, tinctura thcbaica, one ounce ; if

for a high fed horse, give it in a pint

of warm water, but if a poor horse in

ale or porter. If the horse is no

better in two hours give him this ball :

Take powder of ginger and Castile

soap of each an ounce ; aloes and

camphor, of each two drams ; opium,

one dram; make them into a ball in

a mortar, and walh it down with a

little warm water. Give the horse a

greasy clyster of three or four quart*

in quantity, and let him have a roomy

place, and straw enough to tumble in,

which I find much belter then so

much trotting about, which is com

mon.———If the horse is no better

in four hours, give a Daffy's bottle in

a quart of strong beer, warm, with

two ounces of Castile soap cut small

into it, and repeat the clyster ; offer

him warm water often, and keep htm

warm.

Thomas Hudson.

AS Dr. Batty's house at Twicken

ham is looked upon by persons

of judgment to be extremely delight

ful for its architecture, situation, and

prospect, we have been induced to give,

this month, the annexed view thereof,

for the gratification of our readers.

Tlj
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The History of the last Session of Parliament, &V.

The History os the SeJHon as Parliament -which he^an Nov. u, 1766, being the sixth

Session oft/le Twelfth Parliament o/Great Britain, with an Account ofall the ma

terial i-Jueslionj therein determined, and of'the Political Disputes tkcrely occasioned

tvukout Doors. Continuedfrom p. 69.•edfrom p. 69.

THOUGH I have already given

an abstract os ..II the acts passed

in this sefiion for furnifliing the sup

plies, it will be proper here to observe,

that while the last mentioned bill for

putting the customs in America under

the management of commissioner! resi

ding there, was in agitation, the com

mittee of ways and means were, on

the first of June, directed to consider

of proper methods for railing a reve

nue in the British colonies in America,

for making a more certain and ade

quate provision for the charge of the

administration of justice, and the sup

port of civil government, and defray

ing the expence of defending, protect

ing, and (ecuring, the said colonies.

The next day Mr. Paterson reported

from the committee of the whole

house, among many other articles of

a more general nature, the following :

1. That upon the exportation from

this kingdom of coffee and cocoa, of

the British plantations in America, a

drawback be allswed of the duties of

customs payable on their importation.

To this regulation, which was evi-

denily intended for the advantage

of the colonies, by increasing the

consumption of their commodities in

Europe, were added other articles,

which had an immediate relation to

the fuhject in debate, viz. a. That

the drawbacks payable on China

earthen-ware exported to America, be

discontinued. 3. That 4s. 8d. ster

ling per hundred weight be laid on all

crown, plate, flint, and white glass ;

and is. id. per hundred upon all green

glass imported into thols colonies and

plantations. 4. But that only half the

duties hitherto payed on pasteboards,

millboards, and scaleboards, shall be

now paid on their being imported into

those colonies. 5. That is. sid. sterl

ing per hundred weight be laid upon

all painters colours imported into those

plantations; and, 6. That 3d. sterl

ing per pound lie laid upon all tea

imported into those colonies.

These resolutions being read, it was

ordered that a bill should be pi ep:n ecl

April, 1767.

and brought in by Mr. Chancellor of

tiie Exchequer, Mr. Tho. Townshend,

jun. Mr. Onflow, Mr. Pryse Campbell,

Mr. Attorney General, Mr. Solicitor

General, and Mr. Cooper, who were

also instructed to n;ake provision in

the bill for more effectually preventing

the clandestine running 01 goods, in

the Briti'h colonies and plantations of

America. On the 10th the bill was,

presented to the house by Mr. Pater

son, under the title of A bill for grant

ing certain duties in the British colo

nies and plantations in America ; for

allowing a drawback of the duties of

customs of coffee and cocoa nuts, of

the procedure of the skid colonies

or plantations, and for discontinu

ing the drawbacks payable on China

earthen ware: and the fame was re

ceived and read the sirst time, and

ordered to be read a second time.

Several amendments were afterwards

made in this bill, by the committee of

the whole house, and on the 16th Mr.

Paterson delivered the bill, with the

amendments, in at the table, wher.o

the amend Jieuts being read and agreed

to t; the house, the bill, with those

amendments, was ordered to be en

grossed. It passed the house on the

1 8th, when Mr. Paterson was ordered

to carry it up to the lords, who return

ed it on the 29th, without any amend

ments, aud the fame day it received

the royal assent.

This act, however well intended,

was not received by the people in.

America in so favourable a manner as

was expected, from its appointing that

all the benefits arising from it mould

be reaped by the American colonies ,

and that the residue of the duties,

after defraying the expence of the ad

ministration ol justice, and the support

of civil government, should be paid

into the Exchequer, and there reserved

to be, from time to time, disposed of

by parliament, towards defraying the

necessary expences of defending those

colonies. Fond of that liberty which

they consider as their birthright they

cannot easily be brought to submit to

Z those
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those laws which they have no share in

forming j hence the people of New

England in particular, appear doubly

assiduous to encourage manufactures

among themselves, and to avoid pay

ing these duties, seem resolved to have

as little as possible from their mother

•ountry. Their minds were doubtless

ambittered, by the proceedings and

resolutions of the house of commons

in relation to the colony of New York,

carried on by .thole who had promoted

the stamp act, which had caused such

commotions, and from which they

had been but just happily freed ; reso

lutions which they mud consider as

entirely destructive of civil liberty, and

rendering their charters of no value.

But of these severe and singular pro-

ceedings, it will be proper to give a

liiore particular account.

A committee of the whole house

having several times had under.eonsi-

deration, a number of papers that

find been presented to the house in

this session of parliament by his ma

jesty's order, relating to the North -

American colonies, Mr. Fuller, on

flie 15th of May, presented the reso

lutions which that committee had di

rected him to report to the house ;

these he read in his place, and after

wards, delivered in at the table, where

they were again read, and are as fol

low : 1 ft. That it appears to this com

mittee, that the house os representa

tives of his majesty's province of New

York have, in direct disobedience of

the authority of Great Britain, refu

sed to make provision for supplying

with necessaries Ms majesty's troops in

such manner as is required by an act

of parliament made in the fifth year

of his majesty's reign, intitled, An

act to amend and render more effectu

al, in his majesty's dominions in Ame

rica, an act pasted in this present

session of parliament, intitled, An act

for punishing mutiny and desertion,

.and for the better payment of the ar

my and their quarters, icily, That

it appears to this committee that an

act of assembly hath been pasted in

the said province, for furnishing the

barracks in the cities of New Y01 k

and Albany, with sire-wood, candles,

and the otlier necessaries therein men

tioned, for his majesty's forces, in

consistent with the provisions, and in

opposition to the directions of the said

Session os Parliament. April

act of parliament ; and jdly, That it

is the opinion of this committee, that

until provision (hall have been made

by the said assembly, for furnistiing

the king's troops with all the neces

saries required by the skid act of par

liament, the governor, council, and

assembly be respectively restrained and

prohibited from passing or assenting

to any act of assembly for any other

purpose whatsoever.

The first of these resolutions being

read a second time, a motion was

made, that the abovementioned act,

made in the fifth year of his majesty's

reign, might be read, which being

accordingly done, a motion was made

and the question put, that the said re

solution be committed. Upon this

the house was moved, that the five first

of the resolutions which upon the 20th

of February, in the last session of par

liament, was reported from the com

mittee of the whole house, might be

read ; which being agreed to, they

were read accordingly, and are as

follow, viz. That the king's majesty,

by and with the advice and consent of

the lords spiritual and temporal, and

commons of Great Britain in parlia

ment assembled, had, hath, and of

right ought to have full power and

authority to make laws and statutes of

sufficient force and validity, to bind

the colonies and people of America,

subjects of the crown of Great Britain,

in all cafes whatsoever. That tumults

aud insurrections of the most dange

rous nature, have been raised and

carried on in several of the North A-

merican colonies, in open defiance of

the powers and dignity of his majes

ty's government, and in manifest vi

olation of the laws, and legislative au

thority of this kingdom. That the

said tumults and insuireSions have

been greatly countenanced and infla

med by votes and resolutions passed in

several of the assemblies of the said

provinces, highly injurious to the ho

nour of his majesty's government, and

teiivling to destroy the legal and con

stitutional dependency of the said co-

Ionics on the imperial crown and par

liament of Great Britain. That such

persons, who, 011 account of the de

sire which they have manifested to

comply With, or to assist in carrying

into execution, anv acts of the legii-

latuxe of Great Britain, relating to

th«
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the British colonies in North Ameri

ca, have suffered any injury or damage,

ought to have full ami ample compen-

sation made them by the respective co

lonies, in which such injuries, or da

mages were sustained : And that the

house be moved to resolve and de

clare, that all his majesty's subjects

residing in the said colonies, who have

manifested their desire to comply with,

or to assist in carrying into execution,

any acts of the legislature of Great-

Britain, relating to the British colo

nies in North America, have acted as

dutiful and loyal subjects; and are

therefore intitled to, and will assured

ly hive, the protection of the houle of

commons of Great Britain.

The house was also moved, that an

act made in the sixth year of his ma

jesty's reign, intitled, An act for the

better securing the dependency of his

majesty's dominions in America, upon

the crown and parliament of Great-

Britain might be read, and it being

read accordingly, the first of the above

resolutions was agreed to by the house,

as were also the two subsequent reso

lutions on their being likewise read

a second time. Aster which it was

ordered, That a bill he brought in

upon the last of the said resolutions ;

and that Mr. Fuller, Mr. Chancellor

of the Exchequer, Mr. Thomas

Townfhend, junior, Mr. Onflow, Mr.

Pryse Campbell, the Lord Clare, the

Lord North, Mr. Attorney General,

Mr. Solicitor General, Colonel Barre,

Mr. Dyson, yind Mr. Cooper, do pre

pare and bring in the fame.

Immediately after a motion was

made, and the question put, that for

the better securing the dependency of

his majesty's dominions in America,

-upon the crown and parliament of

Great-Britain, all persons within his

majesty's (aid dominions, who shall

be elected or appointed governor,

member of the council, general as

sembly, house of representatives,

or general court, of any province,

within the fame ; and also all other

persons within the fame, who. by any

charter, act of parliament, or pro

vincial law, are required to take the

oaths of allegiance and abjuration, be

required to subscribe a declaration,

" That the colonies and plantations in

America are, and of right ought to

be subordinate unto, and dependent

upon, the imperial crown and parlia

ment of Great Britain ; and that the

king's majesty, by and with the advice

and consent of the lords spiritual an<{

temporal, and commons of Great Bri

tain, in parliament assembled, had,

hath, and of right ought to have full

power and authority to make laws and

statutes of sufficient force and validity

to bind the colonies, and people of

America, subjects of the crown of

Great Britain^ in all cases whatsoever."

But this motion which was directly

calculated to throw all North America

into a flame, happily palled in the ne

gative. It was however resolved, ne-

miue cantradicente, that an humble ad

dress be presented to his majesty, that

he will be graciously pleased to confer

some marks of his royal favour, on

those governors, and officers in the

several colonies who distinguished

themselves by their zeal and fidelity

in supporting the dignity of the crown,

the just rights of parliament, and the

supreme authority of Great Britain

over the colonies, during the late dis

turbances in America. And it was

ordered, that this address should be

presented to his majesty, by those

members of the house who are of his

majesty's most honourable privy council.

In pursuance of these proceedings,

on the 27th of May, Mr. Sollicitor

General presented to the house, a bill

for restraining and prohibiting the go

vernor, council, and house of repre

sentatives of the province of New

York, from passing, or assenting to

any act of assembly for any other pur

pose, until provision shall have been

made by the said assembly for furnish

ing the king's troops with all the ne

cessaries required by law. This bill

was then read a first time, on the first

of June it was read a second time.

On the nth the house resolved itself

into a committee of the whole house

upon this bill ; being previously in

structed to extend the above prohibi

tion to bills, orders, resolutions or

votes of either house of the assembly

of the said province of New York.

After some time Mr. Speaker resumed

the chair ; and Mr, Pattrson reported

from the committee, that they had

gone through the bill, and made seve

ral amendments, which they directed

him to report when the house would

be ready to receive them. The next

Z i day
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day Mr. Paferson delivered the hi!!

with these amendments, in-at the ta

ble, where the amendments being rent

and agreed to by the house, the bill,

with the amendments, was ordered to

be engrossed. On the 15th this bill be

ing read a third tirrr, was ordered to

be carried up 10 th: House of Lord's,

who returned it on the 30th with one

amendment ; but this: being then read

and agreed to by the house, on the id

of July, it received the royal assent.

[To be cantiitued in cur next.]

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

AS the worthy and ingenious au

thor of the Confessional is called

upon in your useful Magazine for the

last month, upon my account, as re*

carding the Appeal to the common

fense of all christian people, &c. I

make no doubt of yo^r inserting the

following state of the case in answer

to the confident assertions of the gen

tleman who signs himself A. B. as you

prof.-.!* impartiality with resoect to

con; >verte" points ; which I ih.dl set

forth wn'-.out the usu?l ceremony of

direct ng a lets -o him.

1. The gentleman asserts, that the

Appeal has been answered by Mr.

Land on, an ingenious clergyman in

Kent.

Ans. Mr. Landon indeed published

a treatise, intitled, An Answer to the

Appeal. But the real tact is this :

Mr. Landon has not given a direct

answer to the main and important

points insisted upon in the Appeal, and

on which this old controversy depends.

An induction of particulars wi!l fully

prove the truth of this assertion.

r. Mr. Landon has tsktn no notice

of the collection of texts (viz. 45.)

where the Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost are mentioned together ; which

collection has a natural tendency to

demonstrate even to eye-sight the

falsehoods of the Athanasian ( reed ; I

fay, demonstrate in the strict sense of

the word, if the scripture be admitted

as the rule of faith. Tlwre is like

wise an argument in the Appeal de

duced from this collection of texts

compared with the declarations of the

Athanasian creed, which is passed over

in silence by Mr. Landon; and there

by I am left in lull possession of a

strong and powerful argument, which

absolutely demolishes the Athanasian

doctrine. Let it be carefully observ

ed, that an attention to this very col

lection of texts, had been particularly

recommended in the preface to the

serious and learned defenders of the

Athanasian scheme.1- (See Appeal,

id edit. p. 70—78 and the preface,

p. 4.)

*. With respect to those important

observations, which are deduced from

all the texts of the New Testament re

lating to religious worship, Mr. Lan

don by his silence has confirmed ano

ther grand article of the Unitarian

cause, by which the Athanasian forms

of worthip are effectually overthrown,

as being found, upon an impartial ex

amination, absolutely inconsistent with

scri.iture forms. (See Appeal, id edit,

p. 84—Hi). Thiscollection of texts

with the observations naturally arising

from it, had been likewise recom

mended in the preface to the conside

ration of the learned defenders of the

Athanasian cause. I continue deeply

convinced, th,- tiom these two large

collections of texts there naturally

arise two decisive fact?, which effec

tually demoiill) the Athanasian Tri

nity.

3. In the Appeal there is a faithful

account set down of the worship of the

primitive church, as delivered by the

learned Oiigen, a valuable christian

of the second and third century, it

being of consequence that common

christians as we'd as the learned mould

be informed, what was the practice of

the church in the best and purest ages,

viz. the first threo hundred years,

when the the profession of Christianity

was in a low and generally a perlecu-

ted state, before the conversion of

Constantine the first christian emperor.

Mr. Landon has not ventured to con

tradict this account, the observations

deduced from it, or the late introduc

tion of the Athanasian worship, as set

forth in the Appeal. (See p. in—

Again, there is in the Appeal a

creed of Irenæus, a christian bilhop

of the second century, faithfully tranl-

lated from the original Greek. Mr.

Landon has not made the least objec

tion to the authenticity of it, or the

argument deduced from it. This pri

mitive creed, and the Athanasian, when

compared
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compared together, appear as con

trary to each ether, as light is to

darkness. (Seep. 117—119).

4.. There is a great number of pas

sages collected in the Appeal from the

Four Gospels and the Acts of the

Apostles, to which many more might

have been added, plainly setting forth

what belief was deemed at th->t time

necessary to entitle converts to the pri

vileges of the christian covenant.There

is likewise a comparison made between

the faith required in scripture to make

a man a christian, and the damnato

ry clauses of the Athanalian creed. The

argument drawn from this comparison,

it fully confirmed by Mr. Landon's si

lence.

It appears from this plain state of

the cafe, that Mr. Landon has not

given a direct answer to the Appeal,

but rather confirmed the doctrine

there delivered, as he has not attempt

ed to invalidate the main and essential

articles, on which the cause depends.

However I sent a reply to him, in a

letter inserted in the Universal Mu

seum, soon aster ihe publication of

his treatise, viz. one of the summer

months in 1764; and referred him to

tbe defence ofthe Appeal, which, as he

had never seen, I got transmitted into

his hands .- I observed, that the far

greater part of the texts, which he

had cited and laid a stress upon, had

been fully accounted for in the de

fence. He rejoined in the following

month tomyletter, before he had read

the defence, and made only some slight

excuses for not taking any notice of

the most essential points inculcated in

the Appeal, and so has left me in full

possession of the main arguments, on

which the cause is founded. I had

prepared a second letter for him,which

the author of the Universal Museum

refused to insert, as it was an eld con

troversy sufficiently discussed already.

But as my defence has been in the

hands of Mr. Landon ever since the

year 1764., and I have heard nothing

from him all this time, his answer,

which probably the worthy author of

the Confessional never saw, does not

take oft" from the truth of the obser

vation relating to the Appeal or De

fence.

However, Mr. A. B. seems well as

sured, if Mr. Landon's answer will

not do the business, that the Appeal

has been moie effectually answered in

l8l

the very London Magazine, where

this confident declaration appears in

print; and likewise the gentleman ap

peals to everv competent judge for

the truth of what he lays. It might be

sufficient in this cafe to refer the rea

ders of your impartial Magazine to

what has been urged on both sides, as

they have an opportunity of judging

for themselves how far this assertion

will hold, when strictly examined. But

it may not be improper to give a faith

ful acoount of this controversy, as it

stands in your Magazine, more par

ticularly as the ingenious author, to

whom 1 am an absolute stranger, ha*

been called upon for the favourable

sentiments he has expressed of. the

Appeal and Defence.

A gentleman, who signs himself

T. I. of Mahlap, began with con

demning mv definition of Person, and

likewise Mr. Landon's. I defended

my definition of Pcrlbn, as agreeable

to common fense, and the sentiments

of the most considerable writers, some

learned Athanalians not excepted.

How far my definition of Person it

supported must be lest to the decision

of our readers. In the progress of

the debate, the gentleman appears to

hold a peculiar notion of the Trinity,

which I never met with in any modern

writer, viz. that the Trinity means no

more than three distinct attributes of

the Deity, Infinite Goodness, Wisdom,

and Power. I gave a particular and

distinct answer to his notion, and

pointed out the absurdity of it, and

likewise its being condemned'by Uni

tarian' and Athanasian writers. Mr.

T. I- in a letter to Mr. Brown, takes

no notice of what had been urged to

confute his notion, only contents him

self with an assertion without the least

colour of proof, that it was little or

nothing to the purpose. The gentle

man insists upon it, that the Trini

tarians do not hold that the Godhead

consists of three distinct intelligent

agents, but mentions Athanafius only,

whose writings 1 profesied not to be

acquainted with, neither did I think

it worth my while to examine them

for this purpose. But I conjecture

from citations taken from the works

of Athanafius, that the gentleman is

mistaken, as they seem to (hew the

direct contrary opinion, viz. that the

Deity consists of three intelligent

agents in one substance. Besides, it

seems
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ssems highly improbable that Atha-

nasius should differ in sentiment from,

I think, all his successors in this fa

mous question, not one of whom, so

far as I have observed, holds any fitch

opinion as the gentleman ascribes to

them. The Athanafian forms of the

church of England necessarily imply,

that the one God consists of three dis

tinct intelligentagents. The Athanafian

creed declares, that there is one Person

os the Father, another of the Son, and

anotherofthe Holy Ghost: and that the

term, Person, was intended to convey

the iJea of intelligent agent, not only

appears from several parts of .the creed

itself, but likewise from the sour first

petitions of the Litany, it being infi

nitely absurd to imagine, that solemn

prayers should be offered up to mere

qualities, and not to intelligent agents.

Agreeably to this fense some Athana

fian writers affirm, that three intelli

gent agent persons may be one intelli

gent agent being. Mr. T. I. in his

last letter persists in maintaining, by as

sertions only, what I had fully confut

ed. Let him reflect on the absurdity

of supposing, that Bishop Pearson

should not mean by the term, Person,

intelligent agent, which he expresses

by intellectual subsistence, when he la-

hours to prove in opposition to the

sentiments of some christians, that the

Holy Ghost is not a quality or power,

but a person, as the Father and Son

are persons, or intelligent agents, as

the whole strain of his reasoning un

deniably demonstrates. Surely a per

son hearing, a person testifying, a per

son instructing, which are the Bisliop's

express words of the Holy Spirit,

must; necessarily mean an intelligent

agent. See Pearson on the Creed, un

der the article of the Holy Ghost.

Again, Mr. T. I. allows, that my re

ference to Dr. VVaterland's opinion,

»ra. That the three persons in the

Godhead are distinct intelligent agents,

is supported by his express words. On

the other hand, he blames me for

want of candour, because I take no

notice of a contrary declaration of the

lame learned dbctor, who quotes with

approbation Hippolytus for faying,

that the Son is the >»- wars,;. From

whence this gentleman infers, that

the Father considered as an individual

pei Ion, is «»■/ or unintelligent. lam

Lijt disposed to make any doubt of

the fairness of this citation, but pro

fess not to find it in the page referred

to ; probably the page is misprinted.

But admitting that Dr. VVaterland

cited these words from Hippolytus,

they do not contradict the Doctor's

profesied sentiment of the word Person,

but refer to an obscure and metaphy

sical notion of some os the fathers,

who held, that the Word, or Son,

was originally the internal reason of

the Father ; and that this reason be

came a distinct begotten person, called

the Word, or Son, having life in him

self. The Doctor cannot be supposed

to cite the words of Hippolytus to

overthrow his own professed sentiment

of the word, Person. From what has

been said it appears, that my authori

ties produced to (hew the opinion of

the Athanasians stand unshaken, to

which, if necessary, might be added, a

considerable list of other learned Atha

nasians. Upon the whole, I flatter

myself so far as to think, that I did

not misunderstand the principle* of

the Athanasians, when I wrote the

Appeal j and that Mr. T. I's assertions

have been sufficiently confuted. What

deserves particular notice is, that this

gentleman has not so much as attempt

ed to give any answer either to the in

terpretation of the texts, or the doc

trine deduced from them, in the Ap

peal. And therefore it must he

thought very surprizing, that Mr. A.

B. should make such a confident de

claration, viz. That the Appeal has

been effectually answered in your Ma

gazine, it being very plain that no

writer in your Magazine has ventured

to give it a direct answer.

[T» he concluded in our nexi.]

From the First Volume q/*Medical Trans

actions, published by the College of

Physicians in London, which contain!

many curious and interesting Articles,

•we Jball fclcB, /or this Month, one

that seems to he oj general Utility, viz.

Remarks on the Pump Water of London,

and on the Methods of procuring the

purest Water. By William Hebber-

den, M. D. FcUO-m of the College of

Physicians, and of the Royal Society.

[Read at the College, June u, 1767.] •

SEVERAL pump-waters which

I have examined, and probably

most of them, contain powder of lime

stone,
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Hone, and the three mineral acids of

vitriol, nitre, and sea- (alt; besides

which there is an oiliness, which dis

colours these waters, giving them a re

markably yellowish cast, when com

pared with pure distilled water.

The spirit of vitriol changes as

much of the lime-stone, as it can sa

turate, into sclenite : the other two

acid spirits dissolve, a portion of the

lime stone, and make it intimately

mix with the water, so as not to be

separated from it by boiling heat ; but

the unneutralized lime- stone, as soon

as the water is near boiling, begins to

appear like a white powder, and gra

dually falls down, forming a crust in

all the vessels in which pump-water is

constantly boiled.

The proportion of these ingredients

is not only different in the different

wells of this city, but even in water

of the fame well at different times.

Without troubling the college with a

detail of all my examinations, 1 fliall

only observe in general, that the

greatest quantity of all of them toge

ther, which I have ever found, has

been about twenty grains in a quart of

water, and the least has been more than

ten. The proportions likewise of these

ingredients to one another vary consi

derably ; in one trial, that part of

the lime- stone, which is uncombined

with any of the acids, appeared to be

a little less than the part which was

united with them j but, except in this

one instance, I have constantly found

the quantity of lime- stone uncombined

with any acid, to be at least equal to

' all the other contents, and sometimes

half as much more in the fame well,

and in different wells to be double or

even treble of the sclenite and of the

nitrous and marine salts. Neither is

the quantity of the acids constant :

however, that of the vitriolic is usu

ally the least, and that of the nitrous

much the greatest, so as to be always

at least double, and sometimes nearly

treble of the other two.

It might be expected, that all these

disagreeable substances should remaik-

aniy taint this water ; and yet the Lon

don pump water is by many esteemed

for its goodness and purity. But how

ever it nny be esteemed, it unquestion

ably differs from pure water in its

talt:, ai.d colour, and touch, as well

at in many observable effects, Flesh

ndon Pump-TVattr. . 1S3

boiled in it turns red, on account of

the predominance of the nitrous acid ;

and it occasions in a strong degree,

all the other well-known changes in

certain bodies peculiar to hard waters.

Tea and coffee, made with ir, are by

most palates readily distinguished from

these liquors when made with fort wa

ter : And the difference will as easily

be perceived by the touch, if the hands

be washed in pump and soft water.

It must, I believe, wholly be resolv

ed into the power os custom, that ths

inhabitants of London are so satisfied

with this peculiar t.-.ste of their water,

which is, as I have often been a wit

ness, much complained of, by those

who come hither from foreign coun

tries, as very disagreeable to their pa

lates, aud sometimes as offensive to

their stomachs. Custom makes the

Gieenlander fond of the taste of train-

oil ; and its power is, no doubt, as

great in reconciling the drinkers of

bad water to its ill taste. There is a

town in North -America, where the

spring-water is brackisti, the inhabi

tants of which, when they visit any

of the other provinces, chuse to put:

salt into their tea or punch, in order,

as they fay, to make it taste as it mould

do.

But though custom can reconcile

our palates 'to the taste of limestone,

spirit os vitriol, spirit of salt, and

aqua-fortis, it may will be questioned,

whether it can as easily make health

consistent with the effects of these

rough, and by no means unactive sub

stances. They have been by many

physicians suspected, when found in

water, of occasioning pains in the sto

mach and bowels, glandular tumours,

costiveness, where the simple lime

stone prevails; and diarrhœas, where

much of it is united with acids ; and

the uninterrupted drinking of such

waters, for a long time, may probably

be the cause of many other disorders,

especially to the infirm, and to chil

dren. Hence a change of place may

often be of as much use to weak per

sons from the change of water, as of

air.

It has been a received opinion, that

the use of waters much impregnated

with lime stone, or any stjny matter,

subjects the drinkers to tiie 'stone or

gravel; but whatever oth.:r mischief's

these waters may have to answer for,

taey
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they are innocent of this. For the

calculous concretion* in the kidnies

and bladder, are all of an animal ori

gin, totally differing from all fossil

stones in every thing, exeept_ the

name: and the pretended experience

of the effects of certain stony waters,

in breeding the stone, which is often

appealed to, may upon the best autho

rities be rejected as false •.

The putting of alum into bread

raised not long ago a general alarm in

London, and it was thought impor

tant enough to be the subject of a

parliamentary enquiry. Now alum is

frequently used as a medicine, upon a

supposition undoubtedly of its mend

ing the health, and has been given

daily, for a long time together, in

greater quantities than were ever sus

pected to be eaten in bread, nor did

I ever yet hear of any ill effects from

it. There is no reason which I know,

for believing that the lime-stone and

mineral acids are not as hurtful as a-

lum, and there is no experience to

prove them so innoeent ; but whoe

ver drinks a quart of London pump-

water in a day, may possibly take

twice as much of these ingredients,

and will always take more than the

greatest quantity of alum which it said

to have been ever mixed with a pound

of bread ; into which I have been as

sured that the bakers often used to

put less, but never more, than nina

grains.

Some obscure notion of the un-

wholelomeness of pump-water induces

many persons to boil it, and let it

stand to grow cold ; by which it will

indeed be made to part from most of

its unneutralized lime stone and i'ele-

nite, but, at the fame time, it will

become more strongly impregnated

with the saline matter, and therefore

it will be worse.

Isa small quantity os salt os tartar

were added to Jthe water, it would

readily precipitate both the loose lime

stone, and likewise that which is uni

ted to the acids : ten or fifteen grains

would generally be enough for a pint,

but the exact proportion would readi

ly be found, by continuing to add it

by little and little, till it ceased lo oc

casion white clou:is. This is an easy

way, not only ot" freeing the water

from its liroe-ttcne, but allo of chang
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ing the saline part into nitre and sal

sylvii, both which we know by long;

experience to be innocent.

But the best way of avoiding the

bad effects of pump-water would be,

not to make a constant use of it ; and

in a place so well supplied with river

water as London, there is very little

necessity to drink of the springs,

which, in so large a city, besides their

natural contents, must collect many

additional impurities from cellars, bury

ing grounds, common-sewers, and ma

ny other offensive places, with which

they undoubtedly often communicate;

so that it is indeed a wonder, that we

find this water at all tolerable. One

spring; in this city never fails to yield

'a portion of volatile alkali in distilla

tion, which probably is owing to some

animal substances, with which it if

tainted in its passage under ground.

The Thames water has a (hare of all

these impure ingredients : but as it is

a much larger body of water, it is

proportionally less infected by them,

it is observable, that all the river wa

ter of England is soft, though most of

the springs afford a hard water, which

will not grow soft by being exposed to

the air, or by time, as I have found

by some which I had kept near twenty

years. This makes it probable, that

rivers are only the great channels by

which the rain-water is immediately

carried off; which so greatly exceeds

in quantity, that which soaks into the

ground and bursts out in springs, that

the qualities of this last, contracted

under ground, are lost and annihilated

in the much greater portion of pure

rain-water, with which it is mixed in

rivers.

There is an inconvenience attending

the use of Thames and New River wa

ter, that they often are very muddy,

or taste very strongly of the weeds and

leaves. The latter fault is not easily

remedied ; but they would soon be

freed from their rauddinefs, if kept

some time in an earthen, jar. If the

water given to very young children

were all of this kind, it might perhaps

prevent some of their bowel disorders,

and so contribute a little to lessen that

amazing mortality among the chil

dren which are attempted to be

brought up in London.

The inhabitants of Egypt think the

water

/•• t8. ftrrav'A Hiruvif I. %iii. c. 5.
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wjter of the Nile fettles sooner, if the

inside of the vessel, io which they let

i; Hand, be rubbed with powdered al-

mondt, which is therefore, as Prosper

Alpinus * tells ut, their constant prac

tice. I have tried this, and could not

find it of any use.

Alum is very successfully used by the

common people in England for the

purifying of muddy water. Two or

three grains of it, dissolved in a quart

of thick river water, makes the dirt

very soon collect into flocks, and

slowly precipitate. Filtering would

immediately make the water so pre

pared sit for use. The very small pro

portion of alum will hardly be suppos

ed to make the water unfit for any

common purposes.

Rain or snow-water is much prefer

able to river, or to any other natural

water ; but there are almost insupera

ble difficulties in collecting large quan

tities for common use, without its be

ing as ifiach altered and denied j by

the manner of saving it, as it is when

found in rivers.

The method of procuring pure wa

ter, by carriage from any considerable

diltance, will always be attended with

such an ex pence, that very few tan or

will make use of it even tor the little

which they want to drink.

The purest of all waters might be

obtained by distillation ; and in coun

tries were fuel is cheap, it would at

no great expence supply those, who

have the worst water, with far better

than is used in those places where it

is supposed to be the best. This me

thod would be particularly useful in

some English settlements in foreign

countries, where the waters are so bad,

that, while our countrymen are mak

ing their fortunes, they are ruining

their health : which might be effec

tually remedied by the means here

proposed.

All the fresti water, with which na

ture supplies us, is indeed only dis.

tilled by the heat of the sun ; but then

the vessels, as I may fay, used in this

distillation, are not al ways so clean and

proper, as might be wished. The va

pors rife up thorough an atmosphere

loaded with panicles from all forts of

bodies, and the rain falls down tho

rough the fame, and afterwards, run

ning alsng the earth or sinking into

it, dissolves all the saline matters with
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which it happens to meet, and by their

means many other substances) by

which it is often rendered nauseous

to the taste and smell, and apparently

unfit for use. Its effects frequently

prove it to be impure, though the

senses be not able to inform us of it ;

so that experience soon taught man

kind the importance of an attention to

their health in this particular: and

accordingly the oldest medical writer

is very full in his directions for the

choice of wholesome waters ; and Vi-

truvius judged, that without them

even a book of architecture would be

imperfect.

It being, therefore, a matter of some

importance to drink pure water, if

any one be desirous of procuring it by

that most efficacious and universally

practicable method of distillation, it

may be useful for him to attend to the

following observations. I the rather

mention these, as it is a Very desirable

thing to have pure distilled water kept

in the apothecaries (hops, for the pur

pose of making up those medicines,

which cannot be made up with any

other. The simple waters of the (hops

add much to the nauseous taste of many

draughts, without at all improving

their virtues. It is indeed generally

true of all medicines, that they will be

lets unpalatable in proportion as they

are mere tasteless.

The first running of distilled water

has a disagreeable musty taste, as if

there were some volatile putrid parti

cles, which went off as soon as the wa

ter was heated. I onct suspected that

this was owing to the worm's having

contracted some mustiness, which was

washed off by the first running; hut

upon trial I found it not owing to this

cause. This taste is not taken away,

and does not seem to be much lessened,

either by time, or ventilation, or by

having its air exhausted by the air-

pump. On this account, if the still

hold twenty gallons, it will be neces

sary to throw away the first gallon.

All, which is distilled afterwards,

though free from this milstiness, will

yet have at first, in common with

other distilled liquors, a disagreeable

empyreumatic or burnt taste. Thia

is easily distinguished by every* palate

in frelh distilled rum, brandv, simple

and compounded waters. The purer

the water is, the Uis will there be of

A a this
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this empyreuma, and hence perhaps

it happens, that pump-water distilled

has more, and retains it longer, than

what it distilled from ri»er- water.

But the purest is not free, so that

even distilled water, which has stood

till it hat loft itt empyreuma, will

have it again on being re-distilled.

The empyreuma will go off entirely

by keeping, and this is the easiest me

thod of getting rid of it. In a month's

time it will generally be gone ; but if

water which is distilled on the fame

day, be received into different bottles,

they will not all equally lose the em

pyreuma in equal times. This diffe

rence depends upon some circum

stances in the management of the dis

tillation, which farther experience

will discover, but which I have not

yet found out. It may be, that the

lire being greater, and the water boil

ing at one time more violently than

at another, may occasion this inequa

lity of empyreuma in the several par

cels of water of the fame distillation :

for water distilled in the gentle heat of

Balneum Maria; hat remarkably left.

■ Another method of freeing distilled

water from itt burnt taste, is by ven

tilating it in the manner described

by Dr. Hale?, by which most of that

taste will be carried off in a sew mi

nutes.

The boiling of distilled water in an

open vessel, will instantly take off the

empyreuma. So that it may, as soon

as it is distilled, be applied to any

purposes, which require its being

boiled in an open vessel.

Distilled water must be kept in per

fectly dean glass or stone bottles, with

glass stopples, or metal covers, and

then, having in it no principle of cor

ruption, it is incapable of being

spoiled, and will keep just the fame

for ever : but the least particle of any

animal, or vegetable substance, will

spoil a great quantity, and therefore

the still and bottles should be kept

wholly for this use.

Most pump-water is at incapable of

changing, and of being spoiled by

keeping, at distilled water : for though

it be loaded with various foreign par

ticles, yet it seldom has any, or at

most but a small proportion of a vege

table or animal nature, and therefore

it will always remain the lame. This
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property of water it not so much at

tended to, at it ought to be, by sai

lors, who usually supply their strips

with river-water taken up near great

cities, and then keep it in wooden

calks : the necessary consequence is,

that it soon putrefies, and most pro

bably contributes very much to the

occasioning of those putrid distempers,

with which sailors are so apt to be af

flicted. Pump, or spring water, would

be greatly preferable ; and if they

could keep this in glass or stone bot

tles, or earthen jars, they would fend

it, after being carried round the

world, just the fame as when they set

out.

The superior purity of distilled wa

ter, above all others, makes it ealiiy

distinguishable from them by a va

riety of tests. The tenderest of these

is sugar of lead, which instantly makes

clouds in the purest of all other waters,

but makes no change in that » inch

has been distilled.

It is generally believed, that the

swelled throat, which it endemial in a

slight degree in several parts of Eng

land, as well as so remarkably near

the Alps, is owing (though not to

snow-water, yet) to some bad quality

of the waters of these respective places.

I have reason to suspect, that the com*

mon swellings of the lymphatic glands

sometimes owe their diseased state to

the water, which the patient drinks.

In these cafes, as well as in many

chronical pains of the stomach and

bowels, a course of distilled water

might be as beneficial, as the most ce

lebrated mineral waters are in any

other disorders, and might prove no

inconsiderable addition to the Materia

Medica.

As to the wholefomeness of distilled

water for general use, there can hard

ly be any doubt of it, if we recollect

that all the frelh water in the world

has been distilled. But if any one

think there may a difference between

natural and artificial distillation, I

need only quote the example mention

ed, I think, by Tournefort of one

Francis Secardi Hongo, who made

distilled water his constant drink,

without the addition of wine, or any

strong liquor, to the last, and lived

with remarkably good health to the

age of 115 years.

IN



IN addition to our

Nugent's Travels, p. 126. we (hall

now gratify our readers with that gen

tleman's reception at, and account

of, the court of Mecklenburgh-Stre-

Kta. After telling us that he was set

down at the burgo-malter Strubing's

house, at New Strelitz, he proceeds

thus:

" Burgo-mafter Strubing is a mer

chant yet keeps an inn ; lie is a man

of a good behaviour, and understands

his business very well. His house is

resorted chiefly by such gentlemen as

have any affairs to transact at court.

He received me civilly, provided me

with a good supper, and a handsome

apartment. I was pleased to hear that

baron Dewitz was at Strelitz, and

after indifferent chit-chat with my

landlord, I went to bed.

As soon as I had breakfasted, I sent

a servant with a card to the baron,

signifying my arrival ; and that, if it

were convenient, I intended doing

myself the honour to wait upon him.

This was about nine o'clock. The ba

ron sent for answer he mould be glad

lo see me; but, dressing occasioning

some delay, a servant soon after came

to acquaint me, that baron Dewitz was

obliged to wait upon his serene high-

ntls ; that he should be glad to see me

at court between twelve and one ; that

the duke's coach would come and take

me up; and that the marshal of the court

would be there ready to present me to

their serene highnesses. Accordingly

the duke's coach took me up at the

time appointed, and drove directly to

the palace. Getting out of the coach

I fell down, but, thank God ! received

no great harm. One of the officers

conducted me to the marshal's apart

ment, where I found him waiting for

me: after the usual compliments, he

told me he had been just reading my

history, and was pleased to commend

it. The marshal does not speak Eng

lish, but understands it pretty well,

and is conversant in most of our books

otpolite literature. His name is Zef-

terfleth, and he is stricken in years,

but a very sine gentleman. He told

me that baron Dewitz had apprized

the duke and the princess of my co

ming, and, if I pleased, he would

now introduce me. I could not avoid

being greatly stuttered with such po-
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extract from liteness, and answered him I was ready

to pay my respects to their serene

highnesses.

We then ascended a great staircase,

and pasting through several apartments,

where I saw and bowed to many ladies

and gentlemen, I reached the anti-

chamber ; and was apprized, that

their serene highnesses were in the next

apartment. I entered with the mar

shal, and after paying my obeisance,

was received by their highnesses in the

most gracious manner. The duke was

dressed in blue velvet, with a yellow

fattin waistcoat, white silk stockings,

diamond buckles, the order of the?

garter, and a feathered hat. The

princess was in a close habit like a

riding-dress, with the ensigns of the

Russian order of St. Catharine. The

conversation was short, and turned

chiefly about the queen their sister;

that they expected every moment an

express with the news of her majesty's

delivery : and that all preparations had

been made to celebrate the happy ti

dings. Accordingly the guns were

drawn out before the palace, and the

fireworks were ready. They dropped

some compliments concerning my his

tory ; and told me they hoped I should

find some amusement at Strelitz. I

then returned with the marshal to the

anti-chamber, where I found baron

Dewitz. 1 cannot express the pleasure

I felt at seeing this nobleman, for

whom I had- so profound a respect,

from the knowledge I had os his most

amiable qualities. So agreeable a sight,

in such a distant part of the world,

chesred my heart, and inspired me

with the most lively sentiments. We

had not time to converse much ; the

baron only told me, in short, that so

long as I chused to stay at Strelitz, I

was to dine and sop at his highnefs's

table ; that he expected me to break

fast always with himself; and that he

should be glad to introduce me to his

lady, having altered his condition since

his return from London. I had been

already acquainted by count de Both

nia!', that the baron had married a lady

of exquisite beauty. In the midst of

our conversation the trumpet sounded,

to signify that his highness was going to

dinner.

The duke and the princess his sister

soon after appeared, holding eaeft

A a * ; . other
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other arm in arm, several ladies fol

lowed, and the gentlemen leading up

the train, they all entered a handiome

Moon* where we saw about twenty

Covers. Before the company fat down,

the marshal of the court, with one of

the pages, advanced towards the ta

ble, while the rest of the company

stood round : the page said grace with

an audible voice, and then the duke

took his place : the princess his filter

fat on his right hand, and one of the

court ladies on his left. The relt fat

down to table without any distinction

of persons. Baron Dewitz placed

himself opposite the duke and prin

cess, and made me sit next to him, in

order to have the opportunity of con

versing either with their highnesses*

or himself with more ease. The com

pany consisted chiefly of the gentlemen

of the bedchamber, the ladies of ho

nour, and the officers on guard. Our

entertainment was a soup, with three

courses and a desert. Among other

varieties there was excellent venison,

of which they have great plenty, but

they do not seem to be over fond of

it. We had abundance of wines, as

French white wine, claret, old-hock,

champagne, and burgundy ; but their

common draught is the French white

wine, which when of a proper age,

is excellent in its kind. The claret,

which they call Pontac, is indifferent ;

but their burgundy is very good, and

I gave it the preference. An officer

stands with the liquor on a bear.fet in

a corner of the hall, where he fills

out to the servants : these are the

pages, heydukes, footmen, &c. Sec.

who stand behind the company, and

take the glass out of your hand, when

ever you present it them for liquor.

Some of the gentlemen in waiting al

ways carve, and after helping their

highnesses, they fend a plateful round

to each of the company. The whole

is done with great ease, and dispatch.

I observed that a page always holds a

plate under the duke's glass whenever

he drinks. No healths were toasted ;

this custom being laid aside at great

tables, except that the duke drinks

to the king and queen of Great-Bri

tain just before he rises from dinner.

I had almost forgot to mention to you,

that we had very good beer of his

highness's own brewing, which comes

from the neighbouring town of Mi-

row, where her majesty wai born.

There was also some English beer,

which the duke is very fond of; and

he has it in bottles from Hamburg. I

reckon that dinner lasted about an

hour and half, during which time the

whole company conversed with the

greatest freeidom and hilarity. Their

serene highnesses did not sit at the

head, but in the middle of the table.

When the company had dined, the

duke made a signal, and they all arose.

The fame page again, with the mar

shal of the court, drew near the ta

ble, and returned God thanks, when

their highnesses, arm in arm, with

drew to another apartment. They

drank coffee standing, which was

served by the pages and the heydukes.

Thus they converted near half an hour,

during which their serene highnefles

and the ladies asked me several ques

tions concerning England. In about

half an hour their highnesses retired,

and baron Dewitz introduced me,

first to his sitter and the ladies of ho

nour, and then to most of the officers

belonging to the court."

The soUezving Remarks upon tie Trade of

the Colony e/ Mass<tchuset's Bay al this

day, compared <witb its trade in 1691,

from HucchinfonV History of that Co

lony, are not only curious, but -very

pertimnt at this 'lime.

" rTT*HE other governments osNew-

X. England, sixty or seventy years

ago, imported no English goods, or

next to none, directly from England;

they were supplied by the Massachu

setts trader. Now although our trade

with Great Britain, upon the whole,

is supposed to cause no addition to our

wealth, yet, at least so far as we are

the channel for conveying supplies of

goods to the other colonies ft>r their

consumption, a benefit undoubtedly

accrues. New Hampshire, by their

convenient situation, were induced to

become their own importers in a great

measure some years before the altera

tion of our currency. They made

their returns by (hipping lumber, &c.

easier than we did. At present, they

probably import English goods equal

to their consumption. Connecticut,

until we abolished our bills of credit

and theirs with them, continued their

trade with us for English goods, but

loon after turned great part of their

trade
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trade to Naw-York, and some persons

became importers from England.They

soon discovered their error. The pro-

doce ot New-York is so much the

seme with that of Counecticut that

the MasTacIuifet's market will always

be the best. The importer, finds it

more difficult to make his returns to

England from Connecticut than from

the Matsachul'ets. Connecticut trade

therefore soon returned to the state it

bad formerly been in.

Rhode-Island, in part, became their

own importers also, which they still

continue.

For the other colonies on the conti

nent. Between South-Carolina and

the Massachusets, there never bas been

any considerable trade. The chief be

nefit from that colony has been the

affording freights for our ships in the

European trade.

North- Carolina, Virginia, Mary

land, the Jerseys and Penlylvania, un

til within twenty or thirty years, used

to furnish us with provisions for which

we paid them in West-India and some

times English goods and with our own

produce and manufactures. Philadel

phia of late is become the mart tor the

grain ofgreat part of Maryland, which

they manufacture into flour and sup

ply the Maflachusets, Rhode-Island

and New-Hampdtire, and take little

or no pay in return but money and

bills of exchange. It feenvs agreed

that the southern colonies as tar as

Virginia are designed by nature for

grain countries. It behoves us there-

tore, either like the Dutch for the

other nations in Europe, to become

carriers for them with our shipping,

or to contrive some articles of produce

or manufacture for barter or exchange

with them, rather than in vain to at

tempt raising to more advantage than

they do, what natuie bas peculiarly

formed them for.

Our trade with the West-India

islands was much more profitable to

us, from the beginning of King Wil

liam's to the end of Queen Anne's war

with France, than at any time since.

Ever since the peace of Utrecht it has

been continually growing worse. Bar-

hadoes required then, more northern

produoe than it does now. The other

islands, except Jamaica, have very

little increased their demand. From

the growth of the northern colonies
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and the new methods of living, the

produce of the islands is more than

double the price it used to be. Per

haps tea and coffee, alone, cause aa

great consumption of sugar as all other

uses, to which it was applied, did for

merly. The produce of the northern

colonies is as low in the islands as ever

it was. Formerly their demand for

northern produce not only afforded us

in return, rum, sugar and molasses

sufficient for our own consumption,

hut left a surplus which, in war time

especially, every year gave freight to

ships from Boston to England, and

paid our debts there or procured a

supply of goods from thence, whereas,

at this day, the whole supply of nor

thern produce to the British islands

will not pay for one half the Welt-In

dia goods consumed or used in the nor

thern colonies. The trade to the

Dutch colonies, it is true, is since in

creased, and our goods from time

to time find their way into the

French islands, sometimes through the

Dutch, at other times, when French

necessity calls for them, by permission

or other contrivances, and by this

means we are able to procure the

West-India goods we want for our

consumption over and above what we

can obtain in pay for our produce from

our own islands. Britain herfelt suf

fers, with her northern colonies, and

pays dearly by the advanced price of

sugar, rum, &c. The West Indians

notwithstanding, are continually en

deavouring to it strain our trade with

the foreign islands and colonies. If

they could take of our produce as

much as we have occasion for of theirs

it would appear less unrealonable, or

if, by our trade with the foreign colo

nies, the price of the produce of our

own islands had fallen below the for

mer rates they might have colour

for complaint ; but when -the vent

for northern produce by means of the

great increase of the northern colo

nies, bears no proportion, from any

one of them, to what it did formerly,

and yet the produce of the islands is

double the price it was formerly, and

their estates raised to more than five

times, the value, it must be unreason

able to burden not only the inhabi

tants of the northern colonies but of

Great Britain also with a still further

advanced price of West-India goods,

and
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and all to aggrandize the West-India

planters. Such a burden would in

fallibly be the effect of a rigid execu

tion of the laws restraining or incum-

bering our trade with the French and

Dutch colonies. But this is not all.

If our trade with the foreign colonies

be suppressed and our supplies of West-

India goods are confined to our own

islands, the balance above what they

require of our produce, must be paid

them in silver and gold or exchange

upon England, either of which must

lessen our returns to England, and

will probably lessen our consumption

of their manufactures. Charlevoix

lays the French of Canada live well if

they can get fine cloaths, if not they

retrench from the table to adorn the

person. I think the English colonists

would rather abate from their dress

than from their punch, tea, coffee, &c.

If the question be, which is most

for the interest of the British domi

nions in general, to restrain the French

American trade or to give it all possi

ble- encouragement, it mutt be given

in favour of encouragement. The

speedy settlement os this vast continent

is generally supposed to be advanta

geous to Great-Britain. Every new

house, new farm and new subject, add

to the consumption of British manu

factures. Nothing more contributes

to this speedy settlement than a vent

for the lumber, a great help in clear

ing the lands near the sea and upon

navigable rivers, and for provisions

the produce of settlements when made.

But on the other hand, admit that rai

sing the price of West-India produce

tends to increase the number of plan

tations in the islands, yet those plan

tations, although more valuable, will

never bear any proportion in number

to the plantations and settlements up

on the continent, and the increase of

white subjects will be still less in pro

portion. Blacks eat and drink nothing

and wear next to nothing of British

manufacture.

There has been a great alteration

in our trade with Great Britain. At

the beginning of this period, and till

within thirty or forty years past,

merchants and manufacturers in Eng

land shipped goods upon their own

accounts, which were fold here upon

commission, and although there was
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appearance of profits from the sales,

yet, by the loss upon returns, most

adventurers in a course of years were

great losers. Discerning persons in

London, when they saw a man going

deep into trade in the colonies would

pronounce him short lived.

The trade is now upon a more cer

tain footing for the people of England.

Few goods are sent to be fold up

on commission. The manufacturer

depends upon the merchant in Eng

land for his pay. The merchant re

ceives his commission and generally

agrees with his correspondent, for

whom he is in advance, in the colo

nies, that after fix or nine months cre

dit, if payment be not made, interest

shall be allowed. Bad debts must be

expensive more or less upon all exten

sive trade. Perhaps they are not more

frequent in the colonies than among

the like number of traders in England.

The cod and whale silnery are in a

more flourilhing state than formerly.

The vessels employed in cod fishing

have been more numerous, but they

were small shallops, and one of tbe

schooners now employed in that fishe

ry take as much fish in a season as two

sliallops used to do.

The French are supposed to main

tain a fisherman at less expence than

the Englissi. Be it so, the English

catch and make their filh at less ex-

pence than the French notwithstand

ing. Five or fix well-fed Marble-head

or Cape-Ann men catch as much filh

as ten or twelve meagre Frenchmen in

tbe fame time. The French find their

account in taking what they call their

muid or mud-filh when the English

cannot. This is owing to the vent

which the French markets afford for

that sort of fish. In what they call a

sedentaire and we a shore fishery we

shall always outdo them, unless the

ports of trie other nations in Europe,

as well as those of the French, should

be (hut against ut. If every family in

Britain should make one dinner in a

week upon New-England ,cod fish it

would cause an amazing increase of

the consumption of British manufac

tures.

It is certain that before the war of

1 744 the French fishery declined. They

used to go from Louisbourgh to Canso

aad buy the English filh for the French

European
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European markets, because it came

cheaper to them than they could catch

and make it.

_ The increase of the consumption of

oil by lamps as well as by divers ma

nufactures in Europe has been no small

encouragement to our whaie fifliery.

The flourishing state of the island of

Namucket mutt be attributed to it.

The cod and whale fishery, being the

principal source of our returns to

Great Britain, are therefore worthy

not only of provincial but national at

tention.

Formerly the trade to Newfound

land was valuable. The increase of

the northern colonies has carried from

us great part of the supplies we used

to make. Our late-began commerce

with Nova Scotia is valuable, but will

not compensate for this loss.

The manufacture of pot- ash promises

great benefit to the colonies. It is to

be wished that they may meet with no

discouragement. Frauds in package

and adulteration cannot be of any

long continuance. The least that can

be done by every government, where

it is manufactured, is a law to compel

every person to set his name, and the

name of the town where he lives, up

on the calk in which he packs his pot-

aft. This will go a great way to

wards preventing fraud. Should the

Russia traders combine to undersell

those who import from America, yet

it will be considered that the Russia

trade is drawing every year from the

nation a large balance in bullion,

whereas the increase of imports from

the colonies only tends to an increase

of national exports, and the body of

the nation will combine against the

Russia traders.

I rememberone advantage from paper

money. Upon the depreciation, from

time to time, the wages of seamen, and

the rate at which coasting vessels and

others were hired did not immediate

ly rise in proportion to the rife of sil

ver and exchange with London and

other parts of the world. We were

thus led to employ our vessels as car

riers to and from many parts of the

continent, the West-Indies and Eu

rope, because we let them upon cheaper

freight and hire than any other colo

ny would do. The war in 1744 gave

a turn to this part of business, but
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we may learn from what happened

then, without any premeditated plan

or design, what we are capable of,

viz. navigating our vessels, especially

if further improvements be made in

the construction of them, with so lit

tle expence as, like the Dutch in Eu

rope, to become carriers for America.

The advantage in this particular in

stance, of the reduction of the price

of labour (hews us what improvements

might be made in other branches of

trade and manufacture if ever it mould

be reduced in proportion to tbe price

in Europe, compared with the price

of the necessaries of life.

It was hard parting with a free

open trade to all parts of the world

which the Massachusets carried on be

fore the present charter. The princi

pal acts of parliaments were made

many years before, but there was no

customhouse establilhed in the colony,

nor any authority anxious for carry

ing those acts into execution. It was

several years after the new charter,

before it was generally observed. If

we are under no other obligations, we

certainly enjoy and cannot subsist:

without the protection of our mother

country, over our trade at sea, our

personal estate ashore, the territory

itself, our liberties and lives. It is

owing, in a great measure, to the

taxes, duties and excises, the conse

quences of an enormous load of debt,

that the manufactures in England come

dearer to us than those of other coun

tries. Great part of this debt was in

curred by our immediate protection.

Shall we think much of stiaring in

the burden w.hen we have been so

great ftarers in tbe benefits There

is no way in which we can more ef

fectually contribute to the national re

lief than by submitting to regulation

and restraint upon our trade, and yet

no way in which she fliould be so lit

tle sensible of it.

It has been the general voice that

our trade to Great Britain should

be contracted, and that our inha

bitants should be employed in the

same kind of manufactures we import

from thence, the materials for mart of

which we have, or may have, within

ourselves.

The great Creator of the universe

in infinite wisdom hat so formed the

earth,
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earth, that different parts of it, from

the soil, climate, &c. ar* adapted to

different produce, and he so orders

aod disposes the genius, temper, num

bers and other circumstances relative

to the inhabitants, as to render some

employments peculiarly proper for one

country, and others for another, and

by this provision a mutual intercourse

is kept up between the different parti

of the globe. It would be folly in a

Virginian to attempt a plantation of

rice for the fake of having all he con

sumes from the produce of his own

labour, when South-Carolina, by na

ture, is peculiarly designed for rice,

and capable of supplying 'one half of

the world. Old countries, stocked

with people, are ordinarily best adapt

ed to manufactures. Would it he the

interest of New England, whilst thin

of people, to turn their attention from

the whale, cod, mackerel, and her

ring fishery, their lumber trade, and

ship-building, which require hut few

hands compared with many other sorts

of business, to such manufactures as

are now imported from Great Britain,

or to take their sons from clearing the

land, and turning an uncultivated

wilderness into pleasant and profitable

fields, and set them to spinning, wea

ving, and the like employments ? I do

not mean to discourage any persons

who cannot improve their time to

greater advantage from employing

themselves and families, in any branch

of manufacture whatsoever. Idleness

is the certain parent of vice. Industry,

introduced, will ordinarily tend to

produce a change of manners. A ge

neral philanthropy will induce us to

delight in and contribute to the hap

piness of every part of the human

race, by which we ourselves are no

sufferers ; the state from whence we

sprang, and upon which we still de

pend lor protection, may justly expect

to be distinguished by us, and that we

should delight in and contribute to its

prosperity, beyond all other parts of

the globe."

Afifth Litter from Rousseau to Mr. D.

(Seep. 1 31.J

Dear Sir,

IN discharging towards you the

pleasing duty of gratitude, I feel

my heart expand in proportion as I

write- to you. From the midst of my

solitude I wae;e war against mankind."

It is lawful, sure, to wage war against

one's enemies. And can 1 be blam

ed ? I only attack vice.

If some faint glimmerings of true1

knowledge sometimes come to en

lighten man in the midst of his errors

he soon extinguishes them by his so

phistical reasonings, the fruit of his

vain studies j studies, which are now

no longer directed towards discovering

the source of his foibles, and the bett

method of correcting thein. Europe,

it is true, is full of universities. We

measure the distance of the liars by

geometrical calculations. We -heap,

like the giants of old, mountains upon

mountains, to scale ihe very heavens :

even the Supreme Being himself, in

the midst of his incomprehensible at

tributes, is not secure against the pre

sumptuous researches of man. We

question him as to the perfection of hie

woiks: We demand of him an account

of his ways : We charge him with the

imperfections of nature ; and man

throws upon the Creator the blame of

those follies and weaknesses which are

the work of man. We know every

thing in the present age ; and yet.

strange as it may appear, we know

not even ourselves. Qoick sighted

enough as to his temporal interests,

man is blind to his eternal ones.

Weary of living in perpetual con

straint, he is yet afraid to die; and

after having passed through the fur

nace of affliction, he wishes annihila

tion may be the fate of his soul, and

the period of his life.

Yes I my dear friend ; the world is

become a school of the most perverse

and proud philosophy. They erect,

almost every where, the standard of

incredulity ; and they persecute virtue.

Ye virtuous souls, who groan under

oppression, such is the fruit, the blessed

fruit of the sciences and the arts *

Happy -ignorance of our ancestors !

You are now no more. They were,

it is true, less knowing ; but they

were also more virtuous : they had

lels learning ; but they had more hu

manity. Pernicious arts ! proud sci

ences ! ye have banished simplicity,

honesty, integrity, humanity, and all

the other virtues, from the earth.

Our knowledge now tends only to our

ruin. We have found the art of ex*

tolling vice, and we exalt it into a

divinity.
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divinity. It bear* not, I own, the

name of I sis or Osiris ; but that which

we give it, is not less ridiculous. The

learned call it philosophy; the vulgar,

freedom, sincerity, politeness, the art

of living, and what not r Call it the

Reverse of all these, and you will give

it a proper name. Vicious by rule,

we would fain arrive at immortality

through the paths of vice; and were

it not for the restraint of civil laws,

we should, I'm afraid, fee many an

Eratostratus.

'Tis said, that I am an advocate for

ignorance and for brutes. 'Yes, my

dear friend I 1 will confess it to you,

I am an advocate for ignorance and

for brutes. The first, sorely, is pre

ferable to ill-natured and perverse

science ; and in what respects is man

superior to the last? The brute hath

his wants, it Is true ; and nature hath

provided for them. As soon as these

are satisfied, he lays him down, shuts

bis eyes and falls .-sleep. And are thy

wants, vain man, less numerous than

his ? Thou darest not fay it : but Cup-

pose they were, the moment they are

satisfied, new desires spring up in their

place ; and these again are followed by

others still more violent ; and to close'

the mortifying scene, disgust treads

fast upon the heels of enjoy re ent.

Wife precaution of providence ! to

have rendered the universe incapable

of satisfying the heart of man ! and

heoce it was that the conqueror of Asia

sighed in the very midit of his con

quests. The brute, surely, is a

stranger to this circle of enjoyment,

disgust, and desires, following each

other in endless succession.

'Tis to you, my dear friend, that I

thus explain myself; and my apology

could net fall into better hands. I

am an enemy, they fay, to the sci-

ences ; and, which is more, an advo

cate for ignorance. Shall I speak my

mind ? Why mould not I speak it;

since I am speaking to you ? I am,

then, neither the one nor the other ;

and I prove it thus : every science,

that teaches us to know ourselves, and

to discharge our private and our pub

lic duties ; that shews us virtue in all

her native brightness, and inspires Us

with a love for that amiable object ;

especially that divine science, which

leads us to the knowledge of the Su

preme Being, of the nature of his re-

April 1768.

ligion, his worship, and whatever be

longs to him 1 every science, I say,

that hath such things for its object, I

approve, I revere, and I mail even al.

ways think it my duty to Inculcate in

my_ writings. But those vain sciences,

which teach man to make himself the

judge of the wonders of the Almighty;

thole vain sciences, which form the

religion of our modern wits and phi

losophers ; those vain sciences, Ire-

peat it, I most heartily abhor ; and

prefer the grossest ignorance to all the

vain speculation of our pretended lite-

rati. My maxim sliajl always be ; let

us be less knowing, but let us be more

virtuous.

I am sensible, that this language

will sound harth to tile generality of

mankind ; and what is yet more, that

I expose myself to the resentment of

the whole sect of new philosophers.

Their numbers, it is true, are great :

but I fear not the effect of their most

envenomed arrows. They imagine,

forsooth, that they alone are possessed

of good sense; and that not to think

like them, is to renounce all know

ledge, demonstration, and evidence.

With the compass in their hand, they

would measure the works of the Cre

ator ; and if they cannot find out all

their secret relations anc? connections

these sublime genlusus see nothing

there but absurdities. Virtue, is the

first that falls a sacrifice to their roeN

cilese darts : but howlhould they re

spect ber ? They understand neither

her nature nor her properties : they

know not even her name, Unless it be

to insult, to ridicule, and to persecute

her. But you, my virtuous friend,

you know her, you love her, you che-»

rilh her. You deserve to be happy :

may'you be so as long as I wish you.

Adieu : accept my most humble com-

pMmeots".

J. J. Rousseau.

Description ^Blenheim House, from the

Six Weeks Tour, &c. (Seep. 135. )

FROM Oxford we took the road

to Blenheim ; that celebrated pa

lace, which has- been by some so ex

cessively abused, and so praised by

others. The front is a clutter of parts,

so distinct, that a gothic church has

as much unity ; and, withal, a hea

viness in each part, which is infinitely

disuniting. You enter first (lie grand

B b hall,
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hall, which is the largest, and I think

without comparison, the finest I have

seen in England : but in this room,

as in most others, there is something

in the dimensions which disgusts at

first sight ; are fifty-three by forty-

four, and sixty high : this vast height,

besides the disagreeable effect it has,

in itself, takes off prodigiously from

the appearance of largeness in the

area ac bottom. The side against the

saloon, enlarges itself considerably in

the middle: in the center is the saloon

door : and on each siJe some very

large and magnificent Corinthian pil

lars, in a good taste and proportion ;

and over them a gallery, which is all

done in a really grand style ; and not

a gallery stuck to the wall, like an

overgrown stielf, as at Houghton and

Wilton ; or turned into the range of a

bath, as at Holkam : It would take a

cube of an hundred feet to have a gal

lery totally around a hall, in a just

taste, like this at Blenheim ; and

therefore it is infinitely preferable to

add an additional space to one side

of the room, for a gallery, and the

pillars to support it, especially as they

have a very fine effect fronting, as you

enter the hall. By means of its being

in the nature of a recess, and not

projecting into the room, there is

no abruptness or deficiency in its not

being continued around the whole.

Nothing offends in this room, bat the

excessive height.

The saloon is forty-four by thirty-

three, and forty- five high ; which is

the largest I have seen : proportion is

again destroyed by height ; otherwise,

this room would, like the hall, be in

finitely finer. The door-cases are of

rparble, and exceedingly magnificent;

but a stone floor for a saloon is mani

festly improper. The suite of rooms

to the left, are as follows : — Drawing-

room, twenty-eight square, (his is

filled with pictures by Rubens :

Holy Family. Roman Charity.

Virgin and Child. Flight into Egypt.

Offering of the wife-men; old mens

heads exceeding fine. Lot driven out

of Sodom. Our Saviour blessing the

children. Paracelsus ; amazingly fine.

Pope Gregory.

The breakfast room, twenty-four

square: lure we find Silenus, and An

dromeda, two pictures, both by Ru

bens; and fine.

April

Woman taken in adultery. Cir

cumcision, Old man ; all three by

Rembrandt, and very fine, especially

the first two. The duke's dressing-

room, twenty-four square. The pas

sage room.

Besides these apartments, others

were occupied by the family, which

we could not fee ; on the other side, of

the saloon,

A drawing-room, thirty-five by

twenty-five. Another thirty-five by

twenty- five. Another twenty-five

square : here is the death of, Seneca,

by Luca Giordano ; without any ex

pression of character, or the least trace

of imagination.

Edward VI. by Holbein.—Destruc

tion of Troy, by Brughill.

The chimney -pieces and glass-frames

in all the rooms hitherto mentioned,

are in a very heavy taste.

The library one- hundred and eighty

by forty-three in the principal part,

the middle ; and thirty at each end.

This is the noblest room applied to

this use I ever saw : at one end is a

very fine statue of Qtieen Anne, in

white marble, by Ryfbrack ; the front

drapery of which is exceeding good..

The chimney pieces are likewise in a

better taste than any in the house.

The marble pilasters around it, are

by no means ornamental enough ; not

proportionally so with the other parts;

they mould certainly have been Corin

thian pillars.

The chapel is handsome, but has

nothing striking in it, except a very

magnificent monument of the duke

and dutchels, and their two children.

There are no bed-chambers on the

first- floor. I stiould observe to you,

that those rooms in which I have not

mentioned pictures, are hung with as

fine Brussels tapestries, as von ever be

held ; containing the history of the

great duke's campaigns ; and in de -

sign and colours are really admirable.

Blenhei^n, upon the whole, can

answer to none, who know it to be

the monument of a nation's gratitude;

a pile raised at the expenceot the pub

lic, and meant to be great and mag

nificent, yet every thing that the occa

sion called for, might, and would have

been effected, had not the execution

fell to such a miserable architect as

Vanbrugh, whole buildings are mo

numents of the vilest taste.

The
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The park is very extensive, and

well planted* the water exceedingly

beautiful ; but the Rialto, as it is

called, over it, a.most miserably hea

vy, ungraceful piece of architecture.

One circumstance I shall not omit,

which is, the excessive insolence of the

popers at the park-gate, and at that

into the court-yard ; for I was a wit

ness to their abusing a single gentle

man in a very scurrilous manner, for

not seeing them after giving the house-

porter half a crown for seeing it.

The person abused complained aloud

to several parties of this impudence,

and observed that he had seen most of

the great houses in the kingdom, but

never knew a park or yard locked up

by gentry who formed such a gaunt

let. Him in the court,- asserted in an

insolent manner, that the gate was

his living. I hint these circumstances

as a proof, that noblemen of the most

amiable character, like the duke of

Marlborough, have, unknown tothem,

the real magnificence of their seats

tarnished by the scoundrel insolence

os the lowest of their servants. The

vile custom of not being able to view

a house, without paying for the sight,

is if it dm exhibited by a showman,

is detestable ; but when, it extends to

double and quadruple the common

fees and impudence, the exorbitancy

calls aloud for that public notice to

be taken of it, which its meanness

so well deserves.

Dfscription os the Earl of Pembroke'/

fine Seat at Wilton. From the Same.

MY Lord Pembroke's seat, at

this place, is a very ancient

building, having been a monastery in

the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's

reign : the disposition of the apart

ments is, of course, very irregular ;

for which reason you must excuse my

being exact, in going from one into

another according to their situation.

In the court, before the front, stands

a column of white Egyptian granate,

with a statue of Venus on the top of

it ; extremely sine and worthy of at

tention from the curious in these mat

ters. It is the fame as was set up be

fore the temple of Venus Genetrix,

by Julius Caesar. In one of the nit-

ches of a pedestal, in the inner court,

is a statue of Venus picking a thoro.

out of her foot ; the turn of the body

is inimitable, and the expression of

pain in her countenance, fine.

The hall is fifty feet by twenty-eight,

with a gallery in the fame stile as the

Houghton one : it contains a vast pro

fusion of statues, busts, and basso re

lievos. I made memorandums of

those which struck me most ; for the

number of the whole is so great, that

it would almost fill a volume to men

tion the beauties of them : the house-

steward sells a half-crown catalogue to

those who chuse to purchase it.

Statue of Didb Clara; drapery ex

ceeding!/ fine. Ditto, Euterpe, by

Cleomenes ; elegantly done. Bust of

Nero; the countenance expressive of

his foul. Ditto, ofLuciliaj very fine.

Statue of Hercules dying} vast ex

pression. An Alto Relievo, . Saturn j

most exquisitely performed. Ditto,

Endymion asteep; a wretched posture.

Ditto, Saturn crowning arts and

sciences ; very fine.

On each side the door leading to

the staircase, is a copv by Wilton ;

one the Venus de Meiticis, and the

other Apollo of Belvidere. These

are not only the best copies of those

statues in England, but are most ini

mitably done. Let us lay aside all

prejudices, upon account of their be

ing but copies, and examine them for

a moment as originals. The easy,

graceful attitude of the Apollo, was

never exceeded ; nor had ever drapery

so light, airy, and elegant an appear

ance ; the robe falling on one fide,

and thrown negligently over the

stretched out arm, is a stroke of grace

beyond description. And the beauty

and delicacy of the Venus amazingly

fine.

In the billiard-room.

Statue of Marcus Antoninus 5 the

hand turned behind the drapery very

finely. Ditto, Venus; attitude fine,

but bad drapery. In the chapel-room

is a chimney- piece of Inigo Jones; but

very heavy. Statue of a river nymph;

exceedingly elegant.

New dining-room, forty-five by tweni

ty-one.

Pictures in this room, not mention

ed in the catalogue they sell at the

house.

M. Angelo. Fruit pieces.

jj b 1 * Zaccharelli,
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Zaccharelli. Landscape.

Salviati. Our Saviour in the wilder-

ness.

Vernet. Landscape, exceedingly

fine ; the elear obscure inimitable.

Vandyke. Himself. — The Duke

d'Espernon.

Rubens. Harvest Home.

St. Luke. Virgin and our Saviour :

You will be surprized to find St. Luke

in a catalogue of painters; but the

house-keeper tells you, with a very

grave face, there are writings in the

library which prove it : but it is too

good for Palestine or Judea ; it is very

fine.

If I am not mistaken, it is this room

that the descent from the crols, by Al

bert Durer, is removed into. It ap

pears to me to be one of the very fined

pieces in this collection ; it consists

of eleven figures of the most capital

expression. Thebroody body of Christ

Is wonderfully painted •, I beg you

will talce particular notice of this pic

ture, if ever you see Wilton ; for it is

by far the greatest work I have scenof

this master's, and which ranks him

with the greatest of painters.

Thebunting-room, twenty-five square.

I stopped for a while, to admire

the bust of MagQ ; that great genius,

whose husoanury writings were the

•my remnant Rome, allowed of her

proud rival, Carthage.

Cube-room, thirty square.

Double- cub;, sixty long, thirty

broad, and thirty high : a molt elegant

room, in which proportion pleases

every eye : a greater breadth would

possibly be an improvement j but there

can be no comparison betwen the pro

portion os this room, and thole of

cubes, or any other form, in which

the height h equal to, or more than

the length. One end is covered by

the famous Pembroke family, by Van

dyke j one of the finest pidtures of

the kind in the world. Over the

chimney is another Vandyke, exceed

ingly elegant ; King Charles's chil

dren.

The tables in this room are won

derfully fine, particularly that of Ver

de-Antique In the lobby, I remark

ed a Sappho in ivory ; of most amaz

ingly fine sculpture, and in admirable

perfection i here is a Nativity »y Van

Eyck ; exceeding fine.

April

The king's bed-chamber, thirty by

twenty- five.

The corner- room, twenty- five square.

The pictures which struck me most

in this room were,

Titian. Mary Magdalen; very sin*.

M. Angelo. Descent from the cross;

wonderfully great.

Domirlichino. Magdalen > fleslt

finely painted.

Penni. Christ astride upon a lamb :

Joseph's bead exceedingly fine i he is

oo king on.

Van.it iaverse. Max* and Venus;

very fine.

Rubens, The four children ; ex

ceeding elegant. It is said to be the

finest in England of this master. Na

tivity on copper ; beautiful.

In the black marble table room,

Cleopatra sitting, with Cassation, her

son, on her lap, suckiug ; the attitude

is extremely easy and elegant. Venus

asleep ; beautiful.

Inigo Jones's front is reckoned very

fine; and certainly not without reason.

In the garden is an arcade ; the front

of it likewise by Inigo, and beautiful.

The stable piazza was also built by

him. The bridge, built by the. late

earl of Pembroke, from a design of

Palladio, is esteemed very fine ; but I

must own, it did not answer my ex

pectations ; appearing to me, rather

heat y. Upon the cold bath is a beau

tiful copy of the Antinous.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

Leigh, March i, 1768.

J sew approved Prescription! confirmed

by Time and Trial.

1. \ Curefor chopped nipples, in suei-

Jr\. i"g.— -Anoint now- and then,

by a leather, with the oil that drops

from toasted cheese, than which there

is not a better aud more efficacious re

medy.

2. To prevent suppuration oftvontent

LrcaJ}s.---App\y a poultice of frelh

milk, camomile flowers, Venice soap,,

and some lilt; which, if done in time,

scarce one breast in an hundred would

stippur.ite, or come to. a sore.

3. For cbiUrcns cought.-hit.tr bleed

ing and purging, gum tragacanth, in

any fliape given, has an excellent vir

tue in suhduing this troublesome dis

ease, though even a chin-cough.

4. Far
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4. For an absciss ; «r a dropsy in tbt

bnast , or even for a consumption.—

Tap the thorax, with a proper trocar,

between the ribs, to give vent to the

detained, extravasated matter. The

operation is safe and easy, though in

deed the success may sometimes, in

the last cafe be uncertain ; yet, as long

as there is life there is hope, and bet

ter try than trust.

5. To prevent abortions in the first

months.---Take a tea, spoonful of Jesu

its bark with ten or twenty drops of

acid elixir of vitriol mixed up toge

ther in a glass of Spaw water dashed

with red wine, or in wine alone, two

or three times a day. There are

ten times as many miscarriages within

two or three months of conception,

than afterwards. For in weak wombs

the menses are apt to stow in those

months of pregnancy, and drive all

away before them.

6. For anxiety of heart.—li from an

inflammation, known by a hard, quick

pulse, bleed and use emollients and di-

luters, with nitrons medicines ; but

if from spasms, or convulsions, use

musk, castor, preparations of amber,

the gums and opiates. From the neg

lect of this distinction great errors

have arisen in the cure of anxiety.

7. For aphtha, or small alterations of

the mouth.—The softest medicines are

to be used for the cure : as jelly of

hartshorn, quince seed, or solution of

gum tragacanth. Decoction of inner

rind of elm for a gargle ; and juice of

roasted turneps are excellent. For

common drink there is no better than

wine mixed with a double qnantity

of water, and a little honey, drank

warm ; and panada for food.

8. For a diabetes and task. Drink

lime water, or alluni posset, fora few

days, aa freely as the stomach can

well bear.

9. For an anafarca, or fltin dropsy.— -

Calomel joined with jalap ; as five

grains of the first with twenty of the

last mixed, and taken in a little honey

or conserve, twice a week, or as

strength can bearit.Theseat of this dis

ease is in the reticular, or adipose mem

brane, for which sweet mercury is a

specific ; and the jalap is added, that

the water may pals off by stool, and

not by the salival glands.

10. For afeerbutic dysentery, cr bloody

flux j -as also for after ailnti j and for

an atrophy, or wasting avsay of the

fiefb. Suck the white of a new laid

egg, each morning fasting, and con

tinue so to do for a month or two.

11. Fir a finer albus, and lafk lilte-

ivise.——Take a spoonful of decoction

of ipecacuanha each night at bed time;

to be continued for a season. To be

made by boiling half an ounce of that

root grossly powdered, in a pint of

water about twenty or thirty minute*.

11. For the scurvy.—-—Mix, with

cream of tartar one ounce, half an

ounce of flowers of brimstone, sepa

rately rubbed fine, first in a stone mor

tar; divide tke mixture into eleven

powders ; take one in a strong decoc

tion of liquorice root, once or twice a

day for a longtime.

1 j. An effectual ghsterfor a looseness.•*•

Boil an ounce of pomegranate peel,

grossly powdered, in half a pint of

water half an hour, towards the end

add as much red wine, and boil it a

little longer; strain it off, and, when

luke warm, let half be injected torcea-

bly, and retained as long at possible.

To be repeated if need. Beyond all

other astringents this glylfer is most

prevalent in stopping a lafk attended

with no pain, and that arises not so

much from the quantity of the mat

ter, and its acrid sharp nature, ac

from a relaxation and lubricity of the

intestines.

14. the heart-burn.—If from bile

drink water acidulated with lemon, or

rather orange juice. If from acid},

use testaceous and alkaline medicine*,

which in the former cafe exasperates

the complaint ; but if from excoria

tion, sweet oil and sperma-ceti is the

properest application.

15. An universal balsam to dress sorts

tuith, called Linimentum Arcai.—Melt

three ounces ot" hog's lard with fix

ounces of goats suet (if you can get it)

or mutton suet, then add of Venice

turpentine and gum elemi, each four

ounces : strain it. This unguent hat

been long in use, and is fitter for di

gesting, cleansing and incarniirg, than

yellow basilicon, which is too sharp

for some flesh, or indeed any other

composition of this kind whatsoever.

But if even this he too sharp, clreft

with an unguent made of wax only,

melted down with sweet oil.

J. Coo;:.



i9& Rebuke of Flattery

so the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

I AM a country gentleman, one of

those who love reading ai well as

hunting or (hooting. Among the

many magazines, or monthly produc

tions, there it not one which I read

with so much pleasure and satisfaction

as yours. It is, at we used to say

at school, utiltdulci. Among the ma

ny letters on divinity lately published,

there is not one which I have read

with greater attention than the letter

signed N. N. p. 91. probably the au

thor may write like a scholar, but at

I cannot pretend to criticise on hit

remarks on the following text—We

are by nature children of tvralb 1

will for once believe what he writes on

this occasion, though I always read it

in a literal fense, agreeable to the Eng

lish translation. But, sir, I think

he has no authority from scripture to

assert, that the Psalmist, when he de-

claret, " that he was sliapen in ini

quity, and in fin hath my mother con

ceived me—only laments his propensity

to feme fins." I rather apprehend this

is a sort of excuse for his great pro

pensity to fin and wickedness in gene

ral, from the corruption which he,

and all mankind, received originally

from our first parent*. Which your

author seems to deny. That there is

a general corruption is certainly assent

ed to by the articles of our religion.

See article IX. Certain I am—I

too .atally experience in my own per

son, though advanced in years

That in mystejb diuellelb no good thing—

to ivill it present <witb me, but how to

perform that which is good I hno<w not,

but, as St. Paul observes, through Je

sus Christ. Let the author cf the let

ter in your Magazine consider the

above quotation with the following

verses and then I (hall be much

obliged if he will set pen to paper once

more, (though he has declared the

contrary) and give me his opinion oil

the following queries.

Whether in his juvenile days he was

not more addicted to vice than virtue ?

Whether in the strength of manhood the

fltjb did not lust against the spirit, and

tbefpirit against thcflcjh'i' And if he had

escaped the temptations of the devil,

the world and the flefli, whether it

was not more owing to the good ex-
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ample, and pious instructions of hi*

parents and tutors, than to his own

naturalstrength f And if he had been

left to follow nature, whether he had

not been like numbers of his fellow-

creatures ; by nature a child of tvrath,

that is, liable to Ood's wrath and in

dignation ? And lastly, whether the

imagination of man's heart is not rvii

from his youth ? May we not then con

clude with the apostle, that as by the of

fence of one judgment came upon all men

to condemnation, Rom. i. 18. so bles

sed be God, by the righteousness of

one, the free gift came upon all men

unto justification of life.

I am, sir, your humble servant,

March »o, 1768. M. M.

to the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

WHAT gave rife to the present

address, was, my having late

ly been most egregiously flattered by

one of your sex, which led me to

reflect utton that ridiculous custom,

and to. wish earnestly it was not such

a prevalent one.

I would engage the men, from mo

tives of good nature, to leave off this

cruel sport upon our sex : for it is no

torious their adulation is frequently, '

if not most commonly, addressed to

young persons who have no other title

to beauty than the mere bloom and

vivacity of youth, which gives an

agreeablenefs to features otherwise

plain : and this, a few years often

evinces to all the world except them

selves : and what is the consequence

of that I they fret at being no longer

objects of admiration, (for poisonous

as flattery is, it is undeniable we love

the soothing vanity, till experience

has taught us to perceive, the fallacy

of it, to procure us any real satis

faction) and the next thing is, they

run through all those methods, so

well traced by abler pens than mine,

(therefore shall not repeat ihem) to

regain a frothy approbation, which

nevertheless, worthless as it is, with all

their art, that being seen through,

they cannot recover ; and at last sit

down discontented, and repining at

the imaginary loss of what in fact

they never possessed : whereas' had

these same women never been talked -

into the notion of beauty, they had

probably.
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probably never adopted it, but passed

through life with a happy indiffe

rence of what the world thought of

their persons, solicitous only, to adorn

their minds with such useful know

ledge, as would tend to make them

the best daughters, sisters, wives, mo

thers. Let then, your good nature

hereafter bear sway, and no longer

follow a practice that may make one

woman, less happy, or less amiable,

than she would otherwise be—I

would urge the men to confine their

speech within those just limits of think

ing, they would have us believe reigns

in their minds in respect to their own

pleasure; for do they not deprive them

selves of an exquisite enjoyment, when

they have by their ridiculous adulation

turned an amiable pretty woman,

into a lisping, lolling, insufferably af

fected impertinent r and that this is

often the consequence, with ladies

who are formed by nature really

charming, nobody can deny, why

will they then, by words that bear

only a " semblance of regard, cast a

cloud upon the finest exhibition of

nature which the wisest os (heir sex

confessedly allow a woman of true

beauty, without an apparent conscious-

nest of it, to be ? do not plead it can

not be amiss, if there's ground for

what you fay. " You do but tell them

the truth, &c."—depend upon it they

have discernment as well as yourselves,

and therefore at best it is needless,

always trifling, and most commonly

so contemptibly performed, you would

blush at the repetition of your own

expressions. This I aver from know-

* ledge, as sure no woman wilh so small

a (hare of beauty as myself, was ever

more complimented upon it ! and to

the nonsense which conveyed the flat

tery to my ears, perhaps it is owing,

that I do not believe them, but can,

when honest daylight (hews me as I

am, look in my glass, and fay, an

illusive thing indeed, is beauty, if I at

any time carry it in my countenance !

a comely brown woman perhaps I ap-~

pear by candle-light, if ,my own

judgment may be taken; but even that

may be saying too much ; however, I

stiall not go about to describe myself;

Juch as I am, I am the woik of infi

nite wisdom, without any contri

vance of my own, and with that 1 de

sire to be content.
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And now, possibly, some sneering

Mr. Gravity, may say, " what a te

dious pack of stuff has this woman been

scribbling, for nothing—as the frett*

fellows, who alone are found the foolish

whisperers of such trumpery as she

hints at, are as incapable of being

moved by sentimental reflections, as a

wild Hottentot; their capacities reach

ing no further then managing their

fine dressed machines with a jaunty

air, and uttering a few of the common

place complimentary phrases in ques

tion, with a fashionable stare, or grin,

devoid os meaning, and thoughtless

of consequences or them, they having

no ideas ?"—To which I answer, if

no man offense is conscious to himself

■ hat he has ever fallen into this folly, I

accuse him not, aud only add, let him

persevere in his wisdom; while my

poor attempt falls short of its mark.

I am, Sir, for the trouble I give you

to publish this,

Your obliged humble servant,

Amanda.

P. S. I cannot dismiss the subject,

without a hint to my own sex, to con

sider, those very men who commend

our beauty, at the same time despise

our understandings, if they fee us

elated by it, and never fail, in absence,

to ridicule the vain creatures they

themselves have first made so. I just

glanced at my age, that though not

very young, I might not be supposed

so far advanced in old-maidism to

have my whole design imputed to a

severity which sometimes prevails

amongst that unfortunate class of fe

males. All I mean being to express

my wishes, at least, towards promoting

the real satisfaction of both sexes.

February 14, 1768.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Feb. 18, 1768.

Y. Z. whose performances promise

entertainment to the readers

of your Magazine, being detected in

using an unjustifiable method, to dif-

swade a young gentleman from taking

orders, as appears in last vol. p. 464. :

seems nowto be better reconciled to the

sacred function, and by his panegyrick

upon a work he has raised from obli

vion, to point out a road, in which he

himself having travelled safe, cannot

choose but recommend to his pupil,

as
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as the freight and ready road to pre

ferment •• But why does your cor

respondent introduce the Oxford pro

fessor, as he is pleased in seeming de

cision to call him, and treat him as

the contrast of his distinguished hero ?

To revive a contention between Paul

and Apollo? , and set those at variance,

who we now hope are perfectly united

in the same mind, and in the same

judgment, is odious : As a caution

therefore to Y. Z. against pronounc

ing dogmatically in a disputable point,

we will suppose Moses to have been

cited in form, to appear, and take his

trial in Westminster hall, whether he

was an ambassador sent from God or

rot j and that the divine author, be

ing retained as counsel for the defen

dant, to display his oratory, (hould of

fer a whimsical plea in defence of his

client, without so much as the sha

dow of truth . A fict itious state of the

cafe, supported with citations of au

thorities without number, might, we

will allow, shew our advocate to be

an helluolibrorum ; Butquere, would

it not invalidate his cause in the opi

nion of the court, and give occasion

to the counsel on the other side,

thus to retort upon him ? A wife ru

ler, commissioned to frame laws for

the government of a rebellious, stub

born people, will, in order to enforce

obedience to his laws, and keep them

from revolting to a pretended supre

macy, propose every motive of weight,

and consequence, and omit no one

sanction ot reward, or punishment,

either present, or future, to secure

their submission, and faithful allegi

ance to their rightful sovereign, 'so

suppose Moses not to have done so, is

to suppose him ignorant of what

would serve to keep the Israelites in sub

jection, and at a distance from rebel

lion and apostaey, to which they were

notoriously prow*. A true belsever

can never suppose this, and therefore

will conclude with great confidence,

that Moses has not omitted the im

portant sanction of a future state.

The tribe of infidels and freethinkers,

taking the ipse dixit of a great name,

for positive proof, will as confidently

affirm, that Moses has omitted that

sanction, and was therefore ignorant

of it, and consequently an impostor.

Whether Y. Z. in deciding in favour

19. April

of the omission, has strengthned the?

cause of religion, I leave others tt>

judge, And am

Your humble servant

A. B-

Te tie AUTHOR of the LONDOM

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

THE dissertation, in your Maga

zine of November, on Rom. viii.

19. &c. put me upon an inquiry, whe

ther in order to explain the passage,

it is not necessary to look back to the

fifth chapter, where the apostle having-

(hewn, that, by the disobedience ot*

Adam, sin entered into the world,

and death by sin, and that death passed

mron all men, for that all have sinned;

so by the obedience of one, the

grace of God, and that gift by grace

came upon all men, unto justification

of life ; that as sin hath reigned unto

death through Adam, even so might

grace reign through righteousness unto

eternal life by Jesus Christ j by whom,

having received the atonement, they

who are spiritual, being justified by

his blood, shall be saved from wrath

through him. And proceeding in

the eighth chapter to (hew the diffe

rence between the spiritual and carnal

man, and the advantage which the

one hath over the other, how that to

be carnally minded is death, but to be

spiritually minded is life and peace,

and that as many as are led by the

spirit of God, they are the sons of

God, but the carnal mind is entirely

against God, so that they that are in

the flesh, are sold under sin, and can

not please God. The question hence

arising is,; whether the man thus bom

after the flesh, void of all fruit of the

spirit, and in bondage to the law of

sin and death, is not the fame, whom

the apostle in "the nineteenth verse

styles a creature, and whether by that

word is not meant the idolatrous

heathens, who not having the know

ledge of God, and not being subject

to the raw of God, were shut out from

the privileges of the sons of God ?

which privileges, the apollle sets at

so high a rate, ver. 18, as not to al

low the sufferings, to which they

who Walked after the spirit (the be

lieving Jews) who he styles the sons of

God were exposed, worthy to be com

pared .

See Mag. for December last, p. 619.
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{tared with the glory which should be

levelled in them. Which glory being

manifested by the coming of Christ

in the ftesti, (the expectation of the

Gentiles as well as the- Jews) and

preached by the apostles, even the

creature, (the carnal man) united

•with earnest expectation for the ap

pearance of it in the Ions of God, in

hope of the long expected promised

feed, whereby he himself should he .a

partiker of the fame glory, being

idelirered from the bondage .of cor

ruption, unto the glorious liberty of

the sons of God : Including the whole

twentieth verso except the two last

words, within a Parenthesis. I submit

io the judgment of the learned, whe

ther from the eighteenth verse to the

twenty- fourth, the following para

phrase upon the text is reconcileable

to the apostles meaning i

For the earnest expectation of the

creature, (of man in his depraved

date, carnally minded, and not sub

ject to the law of God) waiteth for

the manifestation of the sons of God,

(for the appearance of the glory which

Hull be manifested in the sons of God,

thole who are led by the spirit of God,

and. are made free from the law of

fin and death, in hope, (that being

redeemed from under the curse, they

alto may receive the adaption of sons.)

.Forthe creature (.the Gentile or carnal

man) was made subject to vanity, to

worship and trust in vain Gods, to

-w«lk after vanity, and things wherein

there isna profit *) not willingly, but

by reason of him who hath subjected

•the same (who by his transgression

hath subjected his posterity to the

power of vain imaginations, such as

making Gods unto them selves, and serv

ing them which are no Gods, the fatal

.eftsct of our first parents disobediences)

Because the creature itself, (the carnal

jnaa) mall be delivered from the bon-

,dag- of corruption. (The distinction

.between Jew and Gentile being remc.v

ed; the Gentiles also shall be redeemed,

and made free from the law of tin and

death.) For we know that the whole

.creation (every creature both the un

believing Jew and the Gentile) groan-

0 N SOLVED. ZOi

eth and travaileth in pain together un

til now; and not only they, but we

ourselves also, (the believing Jews)

which have the Aril fruits of the spirit,

.(which are the first born of the gospel,

heirs of the promise and joint heirs

with Christ) eveu we ourselves groan

within ourselves, for the adoption, tj>

wit, the redemption of our bodies

(the renewal of our carnal and corrup

tible part subject to.death the wages,of

sin.) Admitting the above not to be

foreign to the meaning of the apostle,

the following verses to the twenty

eighth are easily explained.

Your humble servant.

February a3, #48. N. ,N.

Solution to the S^fjlion in our last f/ol..p.

674, by ife Proposer.

TRANSPOSE nil the terms on the

second side of the equation, and

range them according to the dimen

sions of the highest power of x, and

the equation becomes,

xS — toax* + qoalxi — goal** +

ioa*x — 31^5 — o ; now this plainly

appears to be the 5th power of a resi

dual ; and in any power of a binomi 1'.,

or residual, if each term be multiplied

by the index of the unknown quan

tify therein, (and divided hy what is

common) it will thereby be reduced

to the next inferior power, thus 5*$"

— 40ÆV+ + iioalx> — i6oaJjr* 4-

%oa*x. Now divide by 5X, and we have,

x* — taxi + i\ax- — iia'tx + 16a*.

Again 4Jf* — *4«.y» ■+■ 48a** — 320!*;

Now divide by 4* and we have xi —

tax1 + na-x —8«*. Again -$xl —

\iaxx + uax. Now divide by 3*,

and we have jc* — t^ax •+- 4a. Again

tx% 4«* this divided by ix, and

we get x »« — o : x = ia — 18

her age required.

Exlraafrom The- Case of the Duke of

Portland, respecting two Leases

granted by the Lords oftne Treasury

to Sir James Lowtlier.

ON the 9th of July, 1767, Sir

James Lowther presented a me

morial to the treasury, praying a grant

os the forest of Inglewood, and Soe-

•* "Jer. xiv. ^^. Are there any among the "vanities of the Gentiles, that can

■tauft.rain ? Or can the heavens {the Gods of the Gentiles) give showers ?

f Ads xiv. 15. Aai preach unto y u, thai ye should turn from these -vanities,

. unto the living God*

April, 1768. C e cage
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cage of the Castle os Carlisle, which

the duke of Portland enjoys under a

grant from King William, and which

his family have been in quiet possession

of between sixty and seventy years.

The memorialist, Sir James Lowther,

fays he is informed, that the possession

ot the premises has been for many

years withheld from the crown, and

that no benefit whatever arises to the

crown therefrom, therefore prays a

lease of his majesty's interest therein,

for three lives, on such terms as to

their lordships shall seem meet. This

memorial, the board of treasury referr

ed to the surveyor general of crown

lands for bis opin:on thereon. His

report in answer to the board, dated

the 7th of August, 1767, says, that

the forest of Inglewood, and soccage

of Carlisle, were not conveyed by

King William's grant to the earl of

Portland, but were still vested in the

crown, he therefore recommends a

lease of the premises to be granted to

Sir James Lowther, for three lives on

certain reserved rents, viz. 50I. per

ann. for the soccage of Carlisle, and

,15s. 4d. for the forest, and a third

part in both of the rent of such lands,

6cc. as shall be recovered from the

duke of Portland.

. This report of the surveyor general,

who is not a lawyer himself, was re

turned to the treasury without having

.taken the opinion of the attorney or

sollicitor general, though on a point

of law, or hearing the duke of Port

land's lawyers in defence of his title.

This officer called surveyor general is

a. person not known in the law, nor

in any sort connected with it. He is

supposed to be conversant in the know

ledge of metes and bounds, ascertain

ing the value of lands and houses,

and the setting of fines, inconsequence

of such knowledge. Such questions

as these, and not points of law, are

the proper subject* of reference to him 5

for he is no more than a keeper of

the king's maps or land surveyor,

and neither by profession nor office has

the least connection with the law.

The present surveyor general is an

elderly gentleman, who has lost his

sight by age, and is himself incapable

of business, which therefore devolves

rie facto upon his deputy Mr. Zachary

Chambers. Think then of the duke

•f Portland's title, which is to be ei-

$
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ther defeated or supported by a long-

train of precedents, usages, construc

tions, grants, surveys, perambula

tions, verdicts and innumerable acts

of ownership for three hundred years

back (from the time of Richard HI.

when duke of Gloucester) being de

cided between the 9th of July and the

7th of August, without any consulta

tion with the crown lawyers, by Mr.

Chambers the surveyor's deputy.

I would not aver indeed that the

lords of the treasury have been

entirely destitute of all legal help,

for it has been shrewdly suspect-

td, from the impossibility of an ab

struse question in law being stated by

such an officer, that Sir James Low-

thcr's lawyers assisted to draw up that

report, in their client's favour, which

was presented to the board as from the

surveyor general.

But; to return to the narrative,

this . report in favour of Sir James

Lowther, whether drawn up by his

own lawyer or the deputy surveyor,

was presented to the board on the 7th

os August; but the hoard thought

themselves under no obligations to in

form the D. of Portland, whose pro

perty was so materially attacked, of

their proceedings, though his agents

attended day by day at the treasury,

from the middle of August to the end

of the month, upon a vague report

that something of the kind was in

agitation. After many days atten

dance, a fri?nd of the duke of Port

land, whom his agent knew (a mem

ber of parliament) came to the trea

sury upon Ibme other business: through

his means the agent applied to the

secretary of the treasury for informa

tion, who answered he could give no

papers without orders from the board.

Upon this, the duke of Portland's

friend applied directly to a lord of the

treasury, who procured copies of what

had pasted. I v. ill observe here that,

in common practice, where any one's

property is attacked, he ought to have

the earliest notice to stand upon his

defence. The board of treasury might

have informed the duke of Portland,

at any time between the 7th of Au

gust an..! the end of the month, for

his agent attended constantly ; the

clerks of the treasury knew this very

well ; hut even supposing the board

not to know of the agent's attendance,

jet



The Duke of Portland.

your claim, and title to the sorest of

Inglewood, they would refer it to

tlit surveyor general, and send him

back also, at the same time his report

upon the memorial of Sir James Lciv-

ther for his farther consideration. And

I am dirccled also to ajfurt your grace,

that no step shall be taken towards tit dt-

I768.

yet the duke of Portland himself is

not so entirely unknown but that the

secretary of the treasury might have

informed him by letter.

On the ad of September the duke of

Portland received authentic informa

tion (notwithstanding all the silence

and reserve of office) of Sir James

Lowther's memorial and the surveyor

general's report, for so it is called.

He immediately applied for a suspen

sion of all proceedings in the matter,

till he had an opportunity of laying

his title before the board. The trea

sury, in the interim, had adjourned

tHI the 9th of October, and during

this vacation, all lawyers at this time

of the year being absent from London,

the duke of Portland could make but

• little progress in preparing his title

for the board. In the beginning of

October (viz. on the 8th) caveats were

entered in the offices of the chancellor

of the Exchequer aixl the auditor of

the laad revenue for the county of

Cumberland, to prevent any lease or

grant passing to Sir James Lowthei by

surprise. The proper fees were paid

at each office, and the caveats receiv

ed, and, for a greater caution, a ca

veat was entered with the clerk of the

patents to the great seal. But, in re

spect of the board of treasury, which

is not an office of law, the duke of

Portland, instead of a caveat, pre

sented a memorial, praying to be heard

by counsel, in defence of his own ti

tle, before the board proceeded to any

act in consequence of Sir James Low-

ther's application.

This request from the duke of Port

land to be heard in defence of his ti

tle, before the treasury came to any

determination against him, produced

the following reply, from the secre

tary ol the treasury by order of the

board.

Trealury chambers, Oct. 10, 1767.

My lord,

A memorial of your grace's to the

board of treasury, with respect to the

forest of Inglewood, was delivered to

me yesterday, by your grace's agent.

I did not lose a moment in bringing

k before the lords, I gave it place of

all other papers, and upon its being

read, the duke of Grafton and the

other lords were pleased to direct me

. to acquaint your grace, that if you be

pleased to lay before them a state 0/ him on the subject
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cision os lie matter in question, till your

grace's title has beenstated, referred to,

and reported on by the proper Officer, (ad

fully and maturely considered by lie board

of treasury.

I have the honour to he, &c.

Grey Cooper.

From this time, the duke of Port

land trusting to the full assurances

from the board, and therefore that

his labours would not be thrown

away, continued to employ his agentt

in preparing his title. Their time

was employed in inspecting and taking

copies of a great variety of evidences

in many of the public offices. But in

Older to examine whether the facts

stated in the surveyor's report were

truly and impartially stated, it was

thought desirable to have recourse to

his office, to inspect the surveys, court

rolls, and muniments on which he

founded his report.

The agents of the duke of Portland

made no doubt of obtaining permis

sion to inspect the surveyor's office ;

accordingly application was made to

Mr. Chambers for that purpose;

which application however he refused

to comply with. This refusal of Mr.

Chambers to produce the vouchers

for the contents of his report, did not

at all contribute to lessen the suspi

cion os the duke of Portland's agents,

that the facts alledged in the surveyor's

report might be partially stated, tho'

the treasury entertained it with such

implicit deference.

However, upon this disappointment,

the duke of Portland's agents think

ing they could fully employ thejr time

among other offices, till the meeting

of parliament, when he was expected

in town, determined so to do, and

to apply to him when he came, to ob

tain an inspection into the surveyor's

office. Accordingly, on the »5th of

November, the very next day after

the meeting of parliament, the duke

of Portland met the duke of Gialton

at court, and had a conference with

In a few days

c -i the
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the dike os' Portland presented a me-

jfiorial to the treasury, dated Decem

ber the second. The memorial pray*

(in regard that all public records ought,

esnd by all courts ofjudicature are diretl-

eV to be iuff-ededfor the benefit ofthe par.

lies interested) an order from the trea

sury for the in'pection os such surveys,

court rolls, &c. as related to the mat

ter in question, On the next day the

secretary of the treasury informed the

duke of Portland's agent, that their

lordships had granted rhe request as to

the inspection of the surveyor's office,'

not upen the foundation of right, but

as a matter of candour and civility,

and that such an order would be drawn

up by Mr. Watkins, the clerk in whose

department such business was.

The agent applied to Mr. Watkins,

who put him off till the middle of

next week ; the order was afterwards;

called for twice, the first time the

clerk was not in the way, but the

next day appeared, and took his fee

for the order, and said that it had been

sent to the surveyor general ; he was

applied to for a copy, but would not

give one, alledging, that the order

sent to the surveyor general was suffi

cient. Application was then made at

the deputy surveyor's, to know if they

had received it. They denied that

dny such order had been sent, although

rtiey had returned an answer to the

treasury two days before, remonstrat

ing against any order for inspection

by those who litigate the rights of the

crown. Then farther application

was made at the treasury, to hunt out

this supposed order which Mr. Cooper

had told them the lords, out of their

great candour and civility, had given

instructions, for, and in this manned

were the agents tolled about from

pillar to post, from the id of Decem

ber till Christmas.

But notwithstanding this order and

the promise made by the lords of the

treasury, without the least previous

notice or citation to the duke of Port

land, to lay the particulars of his title

before the board, and while his agents

were preparing his title under instruc

tions from the board, and were amus

ed with the expectation of an order

for inspection, the grants were ac

tually executed (al| but the Exche

quer seal) before the duke of Port

land or -hit agents wire even apprised

April1

that the inspection of the surveyor**'

office was denied.

A motion was made on the 17th

of February, 176S, in parliament by

Sir George Savile, and seconded by

Sir Anthony Abdy, for leave to bring

in a bill for quieting the possessions or

the subject, and for amending and

rendering more effectual an act of

the 21st of James I. for the general

quiet of the subject against all pre

tences of concealment whatsoever.

The purport of this act of 21st of

James I. is, that a quiet and uninter

rupted enjoyment for 60 years before

the palling of the act, of any estaie'

originally derived from the crown,

(hall bar the crown from any right of*

suit to recover such estate, under pre

tence of any slaw in the grant, or

other defect of title. This act, at

that time, therefore secured the rights.

of such as could prove their possessions

60 years, but by it's very nature, has

been continually diminishing in it's

effect, and departing from it's prin

ciple, since, it would now become as

necessary to prove a possess-.on of 105

years, as it was then to prove 60.

Thus by a kind of retrograde inver

sion of the principle, security wastes'

and weakens, instead of gaining

strength, by time and possession : And

he who has lbngestenjoyed, is the most

perplext, and may now be most lia

ble to any vexatious law-suit, that

any board os treasury, to serve any

clandestine purpose, raay at any time

please to institute. The proposal to

amend that bill, and to render it more

effectual towards the quiet of th*

subject, was simply this, that an un

disturbed possession of 60 years (or

nny such term as parliament mould'

have thought proper) to be taken

backwardstrom the time being, should

be a security from any suit to be

commenced by the crown, or any of

it's ministers.

This motion was introduced upon

public grounds, and supported upon

those principles only, without any

personal attack upon the administra

tion or the members of the treasury,

nay expressly guarded against even the

appearance of serving any immediate

and personal purpose, or taking in any

pendent or recent cnlc.

> The leaders of the late parliament,

Kith ill their 'tore of prerogative

doctrines,
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doctrines ctiuM not look it in the face,

but after having exposed the blackness

of their secret thoughts, even with a ve

nal majority of thrteto oneon anyolher

question , they did not dare to divide

upon this, their most implicit depen

dants at any other tinle having refused

to fight under the high flying banners

of prerogative set up by them. Be

ing defeated in this attempt, they

could only obtain a delay of this bill,

after the universal sense os the house

sthe sew ministerial advocates for pre

rogative excepted) was expressed, for

taking up the cause in the first session

of the next parliament. Even thia

delay was carried only by a majority

of twenty.

Two parts of a plot may be going

on together, but it is not easy to de

scribe them in the same breath. The

poor agents are al) this time quite in

the dark, though continually attend

ing at the treasury. They are rum

maging for an order to inspect the

surveyor's office, a week after it was

all, ovier. Those who were in the

secret, and knew what was passing at

the hoard, must laugh in their sleeve ;

and to prolong the entertainment a

few days, the secretary os the treasury

wrote, on the 221I os December, to

the duke of Portland, who was 150

miles off in the country, that all was

over, and the grant ordered to Sir

James Lowther, instead of having five

days before, when the order to pro

ceed in the leases was signed, in

formed his agent, who was in the

lobby the very day and hour when

that order was made out. A trusty

office truly ! where Mr. VVatkins the

clerk is receiving a guinea fee, to exa

mine the treasury hooks (viz. on the

17th of December) for the supposed

order for inspection, in the same

breath that the board having supersed

ed that order, is proceeding to deci

sion with the utmost dispatch ! had

they stuck to their favourite principle

of doing things the shortest way, they

might have informed the agent of

their proceedings upon the spot, and

at the verv time of their determination,

instead of concealing them irv a claw-

destine manner, till- the laft day before

the holydays, and the* /ending the

information three hundred miles round.

There can have been no other inten

tion in all this secrecy but to avoid

any memorial from the duke of Port

land"* counsel, who are gentlemen of.

the fir it eminence in the law, and

were then in town ; and the conse

quence was, that the leales were

signed and executed by the lords of

the treasury, and nothing remained

bus the chancellor os the Exchequer'*,

seal to be affixed, before either the

duke os Portland's agents or lawyer*

were apprised of the matter.

As soon as information arrived from

the duke of Portland of these pro

ceedings, his agent waited upon the

chancellor of the Exchequer, to pre-i

vail upon him to withhold the seal in,

consequence of the caveat entered at

his office. His lordship said that he was

pressed to affix the seal instantaneous

ly, that at Chancellor of the Exche

quer he considered himself a mini

sterial officer, and subject as much lo

an order front the board of treasury

as any common clerk, in respect to

his seal to grants, and therefore could

not withhold it. I will venture to

fay this is so far from being the case,

that the Chancellor of the Exchequer

is one of the first legal officers in the

kingdom, and that the very purpose

of his being annexed to the board of

treasury, is, that he may be a judicial

conlroul upon the acts of that board.

At least, (b fays Maddox in his his-

tary of the Exchequer. The com

missioners are luppoled to act upon the

common principles of justice, they are

supposed to take the advice os the

crown lawyers, they are supposed to

bear the counsel of the parties con

cerned cr the parties themselves, (and

surely not the less so for having given

the most solemn assurances) but in

case of any notorious diHæiisuctiam,

the parties have a right to enter a ca

veat before the Chancellor of the Ex

chequer, and to appeal to him as a

lentil officer of controul, and not as a

mere deputy cleik to the treasury,, and

if upon a legal consideration of the

matter, the Chancellor of the Exche-

quer sees sufficient cause, he .may in

right os his office refuse to affix his

leal. But to prut this out of the ques

tion, Ion produce a case in point,

which happened when the duke of

Newcastle was first lord of the treasurv,

and Sir George Lytteltort Chancellor

of the Exchequer. A lease was or

dered to be made out by the board of

treasury
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treasury, in favour of the corporation

of Plymouth. The defendant entered

a caveat at the seal of the Chancellor

of the Exchequer. The Chancellor of

the Exchequer withheld hi* seal ; the

defendant wat heard by his counsel,

and the lease revoked. I quote no

obscure case ; the living witnesses to

this transaction are (among others) the

duke of Newcastle, Lord L^ttelton,

Lord Mansfield, the earl of Northing-

ton, and Lord Camden, having ail

been parties to it.

It would be absurd to suppose any

officer having the king's seal in his

custody, and responsible for the exer

cise of it, to be subservient like a mere

clerk of the treasury } besides, the ve

ry right of his office to receive a ca

veat, is a proof of his judicial capacity.

Whoever heard of a caveat entered at

the desk Of a common clerk ? I hope

this plea of the Chancellor of the Ex

chequer, being merely ministerial as

to his seal to grants, will not be esta

blished into precedent, as the mutual

check of offices upon one another is a

principal barrier to the property of

the subject, and as such a precedent

would defeat the very main security

in future times, against the encroach

ments, injustice, and insolence of of

fice. How different the fate os this

caveat has been, compared with ano

ther which has been lately entered at

the privy seal '. The earl of Chatham's

health not allowing him to attend to

business, the privy seal is put into

commission for no other purpose, but

to hear counsel upon that caveat, not

withstanding the Lord High Chancel

lor, (whose abilities and integrity to

enquire into the subject-matter of that

caveat no one can doubt) remains in

order after the privy seal, to give the

defendants a second hearing.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer

as a legal officer ranks next to the

Lord High Chancellor, and takes

precedence of the Chancellor of the

Duchy of Lancaster, and both chief

justices. It is great condescension

in him to act the submissive part of

a mere indented clerk ; but if he had

stood up to the dignity os his office,

the board of treasury could not have

avoided hearing counsel at law, which

might perhaps have defeated their de

signs of granting away the duke of

Portland's property to Sir James Low?

O F. April

ther. Nothing surely, can bear so lit

tle the appearance of justice, as for a

board, without the least smattering'

of law, among the members, without

consulting the crown lawyers in a

matter of very abstruse law, who are

bound ex officia to give their advice*

refusing to hear the defendant's court -

sel, and during the adjournment of

the board, when no memorial could

have access to them, even if the par

ties attacked had been apprized of

their conduct, which was so cautiously

kept out of sight.

The Life of Pose Sixtus V. continued

from p. 151.

ALEXANDRINO, and the cardi

nals of his party, soon found

means, by various arts, to bring

over numbers of the cardinals for

Montalto, and to divide the rest.

" During these cabals, Montalto

kept close in his cell, without ex

pressing the least desire or expectation

of the papacy ; though there was

not any ol the cardinals that had so

much reason to hope for if. When

the heads of the party called at hia

chamber-door, as they passed by, to

inform him how the election went on,

and who had declared for him , h«

used to say, " The difficulties you

meet with ia the Conclave are not

worth notice ; I doubt you'll find

much greater in the Vatican. Let me

conjure you not to think of chusing

me, except you will be content to

bear the whole burden of the govern

ment yourselves." This was what the

gamesters call a fweetntr, to draw

them on, and made them labour more

earnestly for his exaltation.

After all things had been made

ready, by the partizans of Montalto,

St. Sixtus led them into the chapel to

begin the adoration immediately,

" After they had taken their pla

ces, a scrutiny was proposed. But St.

Sixtus, either out of impatience, or

for fear any sudden change might hap

pen, or desirous of seeming to have

the principal hand in this election,

stepped out of his place to Alexandri

ne, and taking him by the hand, they

both went up to Montalto, and cried

out, a Pope, a Pope ; the greatest part

of the cardinal* following their exam

ple, and approving of what was done."

M Whilst they were crowding towards

Montalta
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Montalto to congratulate him, he sat

coughing and weeping, at if some

great misfortune had befallen him.

But when the Cardinal Dean ordered

them to retire to their respective

placet, that they might proceed to a

regular scrutiny ; he drew near to

St. Sixtus, and whispered in his ear,

'* Pray take care, that the scrutiny is

of no prejudice to the adoration j"

which was the first discovery he made

of his ambition. St. Sixtus was ex

tremely surprized to see a person who

had always pretended to be totally ig

norant of all the forms and ceremoni

als that are practised in the conclave,

so well acquainted with the nicest and

most delicate circumstance of the elec

tion ; and that he, who had hitherto

seemed quite indifterentabout, or rather

afraid os the papacy, (hould, on a sud

den, be so apprehensive of being disap

pointed of it. However, it being now

too late, as he thought, to recede, he

spoke to Alexandrino ; and when the

Dean was beginning the scrutiny, they

both got up and protested against

its being any prejudice to the adora

tion.

It was observed, that after it was

begun, Montalto walked backwards

and forwards, and seemed to be in

great agitation of spirit 5 but when he

perceived there was a sufficient num

ber of votes to secure his election, he

threw the staff, with which he used to

support himself, into the middle of

the Cbapel, stretched himself up, and

appeared taller, by almost a foot, than

he had done fur several years, hawking

and spitting with as much strength as

a man of thirty years old.

The cardinals, astonished at so sod-

den an alteration, looked at him with

amazement ; and Farnese, observing

by some signs that St. Sixtus and Alex

andrino already begin to rrpent of

their forwardness in this election, said

aloud, " Stay a little, softly, there is a

mistake in the scrutiny;" but Montalto,

with a stern look, boldly answered,

" There is no mistake; the scrutiny

is good, and indue form;" and im

mediately thundered out the Te Deuoi

• himself, in a voice tint made the

chapel shake. Of such consequence,

sometimes, is courage and presence

of mind: For 'if he hid not acted in

this manner, there is no doubt but so

sudden a change of behaviour, and
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the Dean's faying, " There was a mis

take in the scrutiny," would have

overset the whole, and put a (top to

his election, if the cardinals had se

conded him. But they all stood dumb

and motionless, looking at each other,

and biting their lips. What seemed

most strange was, that Farnese, Dean

of the college, a man of long expe

rience and great authority, of a bold

and resolute disposition, haughty and

disdainful in his carriage to every bo

dy, (hould begin the attack with so

much spirit, endeavouring to set a-

(ide the scrutiny, by declaring there

W3s a mistake in it, without offering

to proceed any further, or speaking

another word, against a man that he

hated and despised. That so many

heads of factions, such a number of

papable cardinals, who might have

had an opportunity of advancing

themselves, or their friends, (hould, in

an instant become so tame and spirit

less that it looked like an infatuation.

It is certain, that if the dean, whose

office it was to sing the Te Deum,

had commanded Montalto to desist,

the other cardinals would have sup

ported him in it, and he had been for

ever excluded.

When they came to that verse in the

Te Deum, We therefore prny tber, help tby

servants, lubom thou baft rediemrd =Kitb

tky precious blood; he threw himself

upon his knees before the altar, and-,

after it was hnilhed, made a short

prayer, according to custom, which

was purely mental ; tor it was remark

ed, that he never moved his lips, but

kept his eyes attentively fixed upon a

crucifix all the rime.

Whilst he was in this posture, Bom-

bi, first master of the ewemonies, came

to him (as is usual) nnd laid, "My

lord cardinal Mor.talro, your emi

nence is duly elected pope; the holy

college delires to know, whether you

pieale to accept the papacy ;" to which

he replied, lomewhat (harply, "It is

trifling and impertinent to ask, whe

ther I will accept what I have already

accepted, as I have sufficiently shewn,

by singing the Te Deum. However,

to satisfy any scruple tliat miv arise, I

tell you, that I accept it with great

pleasure, and would accept another, if

I could get it ; for I find myself strong

enough, bv the divine assistance to

manag; two papacies."

Farnese,
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Favnese, who stand near him, hear

ing this, said to St. Sevei ino, " The

gentlemen that took upon them to

conduct this election, thought to have

engrossed the whole administration of

affairs to themselves, by chusing a fool

and an ideot ; bat I plainly see, we

have got a pope that will make foola

and ideots both of them and us;" St.

Severn. a only lhrugged up his Moul

ders, and said, " the Lord have mercy

upon us all."

When h*. was asked, what name he

would take; he answered Sixtus V.

which he did in honour to Pope Six-

tus IV. who bad 1 kewise been » moiiic

of the fame 01 der. Some fay, out of

compliment to cardinal St. Sixtus j

but this does not seem provable, con

sidering the little respect he shewed

him afterwards.

It was observed, that, whilst the

cardinals were putting on his pontifi

cal robes, he stretched out his arms

with great vigour and activity ; upon

which Rusticucci, who was surprized

at so sudden a metamorphosis, laid to

him, in a familiar way, " I peiceive,

Holy Father, the pontificate is a sove

reign panacea, since it can restore

youth and health to old, sick cardi

nals j" to which he replied, in a grave

and majestic manner, " So I find it."

The very moment the scrutiny was

ended, be bid adieu to that appearance

of humility he had so long worn i and

laying rjide the civility and complai

sance he used to shew to all manner

of people, behaved with great state

aiul reserve to every body ; but more

particularly to them that he bad been

most obliged to for his exaltation.

This immediate change in the new

pope was a tiiunder-ciap to D'Este,

Medicis, aad Alexandrine. One

might perceive evident signs of repen

tance in their faces before the election

was well over. Cardinal Farnese said

to Ssorza, as they were going out of

the conclave, " Charles V. resigned

his crown in the morning, and re

pented of it in the evening; but I

fancy these gentlemen (pointing to

them) have begun their repentance al

ready." " It will be well for them,"

replied Ssorza, " if their repentance

does not last longer than the empe

ror's did."

After he was dressed in his robes,

he ascended the pontifical throne,

t m e n t op Apr1 I

tint stands over-againft the altar int

the chapel, where Le lat with so muclr

state, that any one wouM have thoughts

he had been pope several years. The

cardinals advancing, two by two, to>

adore him ; his holiness gave them, se

parately,, the osculum cbaritatu, " The

kils ot charity," upon both cheeks *

and then admitted every body, that

was in the conclave, to the honour of

kissing his feet. It is said, when Far

nese came amongst the rest to perform

that ceremony, he did it with great

reluctance, and shewed particular sign*)

of disgust, at prostrating himself be

fore a person of his mean biitb, whom

he used so often to call in derilion,

" The dregs of the conclave, the ass

of La Morca, stinking old latar,"

&c.

Some people thought he said in hi*

heart, Nan libi fed Petro, " Not to thee,

but St. Pater;" be tiiat as it will,

when he beheld himiiuing so erect, and

with ioinuch lnajcliy upenthe throne,

he said to him, " Your holiness seeirvs

a quite dilleicnt sort of a man from

vvnat you was a sew hours 84,0." " Yes,

laid he, I was then looking for the

keys of paradise, which obliged me to

stoop a little ; but now I have sound

them, it is time to look upwards, as ^

am arrived at the summit of all human

glory, and can climb no higher in this

.world."

When the adoration was finished,

the first cardinal deacon, assisted by a

master of the ceremonies, taik a cru

cifix in his hand, and proceeded into

the .hall, attended by the cardinals.

Last of all came bis holiness, the

choir singing before him the anthem,

Eceesftctrdos magnus, qui in dichui suit

platuit Deo, et invenlus eft juflm, tfc.

Whilst this was performing, the cardi

nal deacon caused a window to be

broke open, aud shewed a crucifix to

the people, who now began to assem

ble, in great numbers, in the Piazza

ot ot. Pcier; and, at the fame time,

proclaimed him after t lie accustomed

manner, Anuuncio iiobit gnuilium piag-

. nian, etc. " Behold I bring you tidings

of great joy ; the most illustrious Car

dinal Montalto is chose pope, and has

taken the name of Sixtus V.

This happened upon a Wednesday,

a day that had often been piopitious

to him. The stieets immediately

echoed with acclamations d long lire

Sixtus
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Sixtus V ; the guns from the castle of

St. Angelo were fired j the bells rang

is every church and convent.

- As it is customary in Rome, at the

proclamation of a new pope, for the

nob to ran directly and plunder the

bouse where he lived before; the fol

lowers and domesticks of every cardi

nal, that is likely to be made pope,

generally take care of that, by stripp

ing it themselves beforehand ; and, if

their patron does not succeed, bring

every thing back again. But at this

the populace was not in any great hur

ry to go to Montalto, " Expecting,

as they said, to find nothing there but

a few old broken chairs and tables."

In this interval, the cooks and con

fectioners of the conclave prepared a

collation, at which the pope pronounc

ed a solemn blessing ; and after he had

eat a mouthful or two, and drank a

glass of citron-water, ordered the ma

sons to unwall the doors of the con

clave, and let in the people.

He was then conducted to the cha

pel, and adored, a second time, by

the cardinals. This adoration was

performed by kneeling upon the

ground, and kissing his left-hand only,

whilst he gave his benediction with the

right. When this was over, a master

of the ceremonies took up the crucifix,

and walked before the choir, who

fang hymns and anthems ; the cardi

nals followed two by two, the pope

coming last, carryed upon men's

moulders. As they came out of the

conclave in this order, he gave .his

blessing, and distributed little cruci

fixes to the citizens and strangers, who

flocked, in great crouds, to lee the

new pontif, crying out, " Where is

he! Which is the pope ? This cannot

be the poor old cardinal, that used to

faint away in the streets. Surely, this

cannot be father Montalto, who went

tottering about with a staff."

In his passage from the conclave,

the people cryed out, long live the

pope ; and added, according to cus

tom, " plenty, holy father, plenty and

justice ; to which he replyed, " pray

to God for plenty, and I'll give you

justice."

When he arrived at St. Peter's, all

the canons came out, in procession to

meet him, singing an anthem ; and ;

being carried up to the great altar,

he was adored, for the last time, by

April, 17SS.
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(he cardinals kissing his feet, whilst

the choir fang the Te Deum. Whert

that was over, the cardinal deacon

read some prayers, the pope fitting all

the while. ' After this, the cardinal

deacon taking the mitre off his head,

he gave his benediction to the people,

with a very strong, clear voice, stretch

ing out bis arms, with all the appear

ance of great strength and vigour.

The deacon then putting on his mitre

again, he ascended the steps of the

altar with the cardinals, and g.ive a

benediction to them only ; after which,

he put off some of his pontifical habi

liments, and, getting into a close chair

was carried to the Vatican, attended

by a guard of soldiers.

When he got thither, he was so im

patient to exercise the sovereignty,

that he could hardly be prevaile*d up

on to defer it, according to the cus

tom of his predecessors, till he was

crowned (before which it is not usual

for the new popes to stir out of the

palace upon any occasion whatsoever)

telling the cardinals, " He would be

gin to reign that very evening, as

there was great need of immediate re

formation," and ordered the crown to

be brought directly. Nor was it with

out the utmost difficulty, that they

persuaded him to put off his corona

tion a few days. Indeed he would not

hear of it, till he was convinced it

was not an essential point, and that

he might exercise the pontifical au

thority in as full and ample a manner

before, as after that ceremony ; which

gave occasion to one of the cardinals

to fay, " he never saw a pope so gree

dy os command before."

After most of the cardinals had

taken their leave, he eat a biscuit or

two, and drank a glass of wine, to re

fresh himself, and then was conducted

into the pope's apartment, whither he

was attended by Alexandrino and

Rusticucci, who pressed him, " To

repose himself a little, after the fa

tigues of the day ;" but he answered,

" Labour should be his chief pleasure."

Upon which Alexandrino took the li

berty of faying to him, " Your holi-

nels talked in a different strain yes

terday, * and the day before." «« It

may be so," replied he, " but I was

not pope then."

Rusticucci met with another rebuff,

that chagv'ined him extremely. The

D d • pope's
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pope's robe happening to lye in a fold

upon his shoulders, that cardinal was

endeavouring to pull it strait \ and the

pope thinking he handled him rather

too freely, said angrily, " pray, Sir

not quite so familiar is you please."

feat what gave the finishing stroke to

both their hopes, w;.s, that having

taken upon them to give directions,

" That nothing should be wanting

in his apartments; he said very grave

ly, " You need not put yourselves to

any trouble, gentlemen, I (hall give

orders for what I want myself." Up

on which Rusticucci whispered to

Alexandrino, " That's for you." "I

think, replied the other, " it is for

you too, if I am not mistaken."

Whilst be was walking very briskly

about his apartment, to the great asto

nishment ot those that saw him (as he

used to go with a staff before, and

that with much difficulty) brandilliing

his arms, and using other gestures,

as if he was revolving great designs

in his mind, the steward of the lious-

Iiold came to asic him, " What he

would please to have for supper )"

Sixtus, looking sternly at him, said,

" Is that a usual question to alk a so

vereign prince? Prepare us a royal

banquet, and we shall chuse what we

like best j" ordering him to invite the

cardinals, Alexandrino, Medicis, Rus

ticucci, D'Este, St. Sixtus, and Al-

tempts. D'Este excused himself (up

on a pretence of indisposition) the

others accepted of the invitation, and

supped with his holiness, not much to

their satisfaction i For th y were hard

ly fat down to table, when he began

to let there know after what manner

he intended to govern ; and expatiat

ed largely upon the power that Jesus

Christ had given to St. Peter, in mak

ing him his vicar upon earth, often

repeating to them, Thou art Peter, and

upon this rock I <will build my church ;

which he explained to them after this

manner, " How profound and incom

prehensible are the ways of God !

Jesus Christ has left upon earth but

one Peter, but one pontif, but one

vicar, but one head and chief. To

him alone, he has committed the care

of his flock. Thou art Peter \ that

is to fay, thou only art the soverign

pontiff; to thee I give the keys of the

kingdom of heaven ; thou alone (halt

have the power to bind and loose ; to

April

to thee I give authority to govern and

conduct try church ; to thee (who art

my vicar) and not to others, wlie

are but tby ministers and subordi

nates."

The cardinals easily perceived the

drift and tenourof his comment ; and

that all the golden hopes they had con

ceived of rule and authority,- wer*

dwindled into phantoms and shadows.

He would not so much as suffer them

to make the least answer : and if any/

one offered to open his lips, he inter

rupted him with saying, " That one

head was sufficient for the church."

Rusticucci, however, ventured to say,

That he could not but wonder a lit

tle to hear his holiness now talk in

that manner ; when he had told them

so often in the conclave, " It was not

possible for him ic govern the church

without their assistance." *' Way

true, replied Sixtus " I believe I

might fay so, and I thought so at

that time j but now I perceive myself

strong enough, by God's assistance, to

govern without any ether help. If I

told you a story, you must even make

the best of it. I mail give my con

fessor a power to absolve me from that

fie. You made me pope for your own

interests, and I- accepted that honour

to do the church a service." With

this compliment he dismissed them.

As they went home, Medicis, who

seemed to be the most chagrined, said

to th«m, " It is high time to provide

for our safety, I foresee a great storm

rising."

The next morning there appeared

two pasquinades : The first was Pas-

quin, holding a squeezed turnip in his

hand, and a label, with these words

upon it : " May my head be maslied

like this turnip, if ever we chuse a

monk again,"

The lecond, had more wit and sa

tyr in it. Pasquin was represented

with a plate full of tooth-picks in his

hand ; and Marforio alking him,

" Whither he was carrying them:"

he answered, " To Alexandrino, Me

dicis, and Rusticucci." That the rea

der may perceive the sting of this, it

is necessary to inform him, that when

the Italians have a mind to laugh at

or make a joke of a person that has

miscarried in any enterprire, it is

usual to send him a tooth- pick, hint

ing that he has nothing to do now,

but
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tut pick his teethi The fame pre

sent is sent to people that have lately

been turned out of their offices ; this

being explained, it ij easy to make

tbe application. When Farnese heard

of it, be could not help laughing, and

find, " I am afraid these gentlemen

won't be the only people that will have

occasion for tooth-picks."

After they had been guilty of this

error, instead of thinking of any re

dress, they only vented their gall, by

hying the fault upon each other. One

day, soon after the election, Alexan-

drino, D'Elle, and Medicis. lament

ing their misfortune, and cursing their

meanness of spirit, and stupidity, in

suffering themselves to be duped by

tbe hypocrisy of Montalto, and not

daring to exert themselves, when they

discovered it, and had yet time enough

to have baffled his schemes; Farnese

laid, " He had done his duty in found-

Us

ing the trumpet 5 but that no body

would draw their sword." They, on

the contrary, accused him os cowar

dice, for proceeding no fnrther, and

said, ** They were ready to have se

conded him, if he had ordered Mon

talto to leave off, when he began to

sing the Te Deum." ' These fruitiest

complaints were all the consolation

they had for their folly, and rather

served to make bad worse j for Sixtui

hearing of their murmurs and mutual

upbraidings, sent for them, and said

sharply, «' We are informed, that y6u

repent of your choice ; and that you

did not make a schism in the conclave,

by breaking off tbe scrutiny. We

would have you to know, that we

don't think ourselves in the least ob

liged to you for the papacy, but to di

vine providence alone, and our own

prudent conduct,"

[To be concluded in our next.]

POETICAL ESSAYS.

A N E L E C Y

On the Death os an amiable Wist,

By a Gentleman es Fashion.

** In every varied posture, place, and hour,

u How widow'd every Thought of every joy !

" Thoughr, buly thought, too busy for my

peace! [past;

'• Strays, wretched rover ! o'er the pleasing

" lo quest os wretchedness perversely strays j

" And 6ndj all desert mow.

Young,

IN Burton's favourite grovel, alas, how

chang'd

By Charlotte's death ! oft let me devious

rove [rsng'd,

Indulging grief; where gladsome once I

in tweet society with peace and love.

Oft in the silent evening, all alone,

When solemn twilight shades the face of

day, [moan ;

The plaintive muse shall hither waft her

With tenderest passion here inspire my lay

These hours, allotted to that muse's hand,

To latest time thy memory (full endear ;

While soft ideas rife at her command,

And ia luxurious sorrow prompt the tear,

Ree al, soft frame os gentleness and love !

That calm,. which iriumph'd o'er thy part

ing breath ;

That blooming texture by the graces wove :

—And are tnose eyes for ever let in dc .to i

Ouee more—and then—farewel ! one linger*

gering view

Tore my fond soul from all it held se dear 1

'Twas o'er !—farewel—my joys : Sweet hope,

adieu I

—Adieu, my love !- - We part for ever here I

No ! in the still of night, my restless thought

Pursues thy image thro' its change un

known ;

Steal; oft unnotie'd lo tbe dreary vault,

And in that vale of sorrow pours my own 1

For, since the hour that clos'd our blooming

scene,

Once has it wauder'd from its darling trust ?

It sounds thy voice ; still animates th , mien i

And haunts thy numbers in tbe sacred dust.

Each conscious walk of tenderness and joy,

Thy faithful partner oft alone shall tread ;

Recount, while anguilh heave, the frequent

sigh. [flicd !

How bltls on bliss thy smiling influence

Though mine be many—many rolling ye !

EaUatic thought shall linger still on thee !

Time rolls in vain— Remembrance, with her

tears—

—You that bavt Itfi an angil—fity me I

Thy smiles were mine—were oft ; and only

mine : /

Not yet forsook me in the face of death 5

Ben n.w they live—still o'er tby beauties

shine :

*"or Fancy's magic can restore thy breath.

D d a Painful
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Painful reflection !—on the active mind.

Which penetrate! the vast expanse of day*

Long languish in this palsied mass confin'd,

Nor burst these fetters of obtruding da; ?

Ah, no !—She beckons me—for yet Am lives !

Lives in yon regions of unfading joy !

She points the fair reward that virtue gives ;

—Which chance, nor change, nor ages can

destroy.

Let Folly animate this transient scene

With every bloom that fancy can supply !

Reflection bends not on a point so mean ;

Nor courts this moment, since the next we

die.

The dearest objects hasten to decay :

(An aweful lesson to the pensive mind !)

Too soon my Charlotte's beauties pass'd away:

Nor left, but in my heart, a wreck behind !

To lit Excellmcy the Lord VisconntTovnlkzai,

Lord Li ntenant-Gcneralt and General-Go-

vernor of Ireland, &c. By Dr. Clancy.

My Lord,

A Muse that once attention drew

From * Stanhope, Swift, and Montes

quieu j

But now to deep oblivion doom'd,

And in the midst of life intomb'd ;

Opprcss'd by fate, and wrecfc'd by time,

Attempts to soften into rhyme.

Tho' dismal night's perpetual sliade

Spreads her dark curtain o'er my head ;

Roua'd by the sound, I hear your name,

The nation's universal theme ;

VXnd every tongue's loud accents show

What blessings from your wisdom flow;

Whose worth and guardian care excel

All that old Rome s long annals tell.

Some tuneful bard, whose happier days

By fortune's favours glide in ease,

Should sing, how both Minerus spread

The laurel-wreathe on Townsbend's head }

And paint him in his curious page,

At once the hero and the sage.

Like Mars, in battle wield the sword ;

Like Nestor grace the council board ;

Like Moses, bear the (acred wand,

Oeriv'd from heav'n to bless the land.

Thro' the rough form which horror wean,

Thro' pointed darts, and brandifh'd spears,

Kind Homer's muse could force her way,

And find where Ammon's offspring lay !

There, on his couch, the martial story

Infiam'd him with the thirst of glory.

But how (hall my weik Clio venture

To think her rugged form should enter j

•Where courtly elegance is plac'd,

And nice discernment forms the taste :

Where Townfhend, by Apollo taught.

Cm strictly jud, teach line and thought.

As Cupid from her lover bears

The wishful sigh to Chloe's ears ;

And tinges with persuasive art

The billet-doux that wins the heart.—

So Pallas is that heiv'nly guest,

Who rules the motions of your breast ;

Brings all your innate worth to light

Which cheers the heart, and charms the fight J

And can with equal power infuse

Soft pity for an outcast muse.

Durrow, in Ireland, March 20, 1768,

Tho POWER ./ BlAUTYt

Uptn seeing LAURA at Cturt.

FICTION and Truth have both an instance

given,

To prove the force os female chartni ;

For them one disobey'd the will of heaven,

Another set the world in arms !

Of all the bliss plan'd for the human race

An apple was the fatal bane :

O had they seen sweet Laura's lovely face.

They both had done the fame again.

Spite of th'ircper.ding woes that threat man

kind

What mortal could her charms withstand ?

Paris to her the apple had refign'd,

A nd Adam tVen it from her hand,

SPRING ! A nno SONG and CHORUS.

Performed at Ranelagh,

By Mrs. Arne, Mrs. Bartheiemon, Mr.

Champneb, Mr. R aworth, tec.

THE birds sweetly carro), Sfiring leads

up the year,

And trips it awav with the light-footed boats:

I n spite of black Winter that scowls in the rear,

She wakes as Ore passes her bbssomt and

Aow'rs,

Chox. Then smile with the season.

Ye children of reason,

Her blessings let nature impart,

Of sorrow beware,

The Winter is care,

Bat joy is the Spring of the heart.

While nature thus scatter! her fragrance

around,

Inc'naats with her Music the forest and grove;

Embroiders with daisies the green velvet

ground, |fc,e.

And brings forth the season of rapture and

Smile, smile with the season, dec.

New life should flow briskly and dance in the

veins, [tree;

As it shoots thro' the fibres of plant and of

The warmth of kind nature has broke Win

ter's) chains,

And bids all creation be happy and free !

Then Imile with the season, Ut.

As a frost, wicked frost, may the blossoms de

stroy,

Lay waste in a night the fair hopes ofthe day;

So the heart may be nipp'd, and be dead to all

j°yi .

To guilt-blrghted bosoms, 'tis Winter in May,

Then s.-rule with the season, &c.

Ye

Marl of ChtstersieU.
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?c daughters of Britain, let Nature's own

hand [to the eyes;

Spread the rose on the cheek, give the glance

In the gay round of pleasures let prudence

commind.

Nor think it too low, to be mtrrj and wise.

Then smile with the season, &c.

When spring it too forward, *tis nipp'd in the

bloom,

The hud and the bossom is blighted, and dies ;

So youth in her beauty may meet the fame

doom,

Then be not too sorv>ard—be merry and wise.

Then smile with the season, dec.

ODE M a Prospect of Almack's As

sembly Room.

YE spacious rooms, ye folding doors,

Eternal foes to reft,

Where giate'ul pleasure (till adoret

Her Almack's much lov'd taste :

Ah ! happy mansions, sweet resorts

Of Britain's matchless fair,

Where many a thoughtless miss disports

A stranger yet to care.

I fed the gales that from ye come,

Afford a soft inA sweet perfume :

Say, Mr. Rose *, for thou haft seen

Full many a sprightly race,

Obedient to thy violin,

The paths of pleasure trace,

Who foremost now delight to fliine

With pliant arms, and grace divine ?

The captive lover which enthrall ?

How trie coquette exerts her art

To warm some Macaroni heart,

Yet Hires in vain with all?

Some bold adventurers despise

The joys that homebred misses prize,

Aed unknown dances -f dare decry,

Still as they dance lhey look behind,

Admiring crowds with pleasure find,

And snatch an envied joy :

Alas ! regardless of their doom,

Ho grief their mind affects:

They neither dtead old age to come,

Hor fee tbeir own defects.

Not one throughout the happy place

i! conscious of an ugly face ;

Yer fee on ev'ry bench around

What numbers of them may be found,

Ridiculous, unseemly sights i

Ah ! tell them that in spite of dress

They still are pieys to ugliness j

Ah I tell them they are fright;.

Beauty in this begins to fade,

(Here nature's been uncivil)

And these the fell small p x hat made

As ugly -.5 thr. devil.

The en.llest nose, projecting chin,

The mouth from ear lo ear,

The stupe def»rm'd, and yellow skin,

Are a.l assembled here.

But, lo V in ch , ms of youthful bloom,

A heav'nly troob Is seen,

• Tiefilet.

21$

Fair beauty's daughters deck the room,

More lovely than tbeir queen.

To each tbeir joys, thro' diflf'rent ways

To admiration prone,

The handsome pleat'd with others praise,

The ugly with their own :

And wherefore should they know their fate.

Since sorrow never comes too late,

And should destroy their paradise;—

No more ; where ignorance is bliss,

Tis folly to be wife.

Agenuine Cosy of Ibe Letter which tcw deli

vered by Mr. Wilkes'r Servant at lit

Queen's Palace, March 4.

A LETTER to tbt KING,

"SIRE,

I Beg thus to throw myself at your majesty's

feet, and to supplicate that mercy and

clemency, which shine with such lustre a-

mong yoar many princely virtues.

Some former ministers, whom your ma

jesty, in condescension to the wishes of your

people, thought proper to remove, employed

every wicked and deceitful art to oppress your

subject, and to revenge their own personal

cause on me, whom they imagined to be the

principal author of bringing to the public

view their ignorance, insufficiency, and trea

chery to your majesty and to the nation.

I have been the innocent, but unhappy

victim of their revenge. I was forced by

their injustice and violence into an exile,

which I have never ceased for several yearate

consider as the most cruel oppression, because

I no longer could be under the benign pro

tection of your majesty, in the land of li

berty.

With a heart fall of tea! for the service of

your majesty, and my country, I implore,

Sire, your clemency. My only hopes of par

don are founded in the great goodness and be

nevolence of your raijesty, and rvery day of

freedom you may U- gtacioufly pleased to per

mit me.the enjoyment of in my dear native

land, shall give proofs of my zeal and attach

ment to your service.

I am, SIRE,

Your majesty's moft obedient,

And dutiful subject,

John Wxt«:«».**

To the PRINTER, &<.

Sir, Oxford, March 26.

SOME injurious misrepresentations of the

late proceedings at S:. E —— H II,

having appeared in the public papers, it is

hoped the following impartial account will

be published in justice to the university:

(See p. 115.)

The V. P. of the H—II having brought <

complaint to the V. C. as visitor of the Is.

t Caillhnt.
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by office, that several improper persons had

been admitted there of late, whose principles

and conduct gave just grot.nd of offence j the

V. C. whose prudence, moderation, and

candour, are above all praise, consulted with

the heads of houses at a full meeting, and

was unanimously advised to take cognizance

us the affair, which appeared of a very alarm

ing and dangerous nature. A public visita

tion was accordingly held by the V. C. assist

ed at his request by three heads of houses,

and the senior proctor, as hit assessors; when

after a fair and open eramination, the charge,

which was delivered in upon oath, was

proved by evidence and by the confession of

the parties against fix members of the said

H. who were expelled in conformity to the

statutes, with the unanimous concurrence of

all the assessors, and the entire approbation of

the university in general.

And first, it was proved, that all theft

persons bad either held or frequented illicit

conventicles, where some of them, though

not in orders, had preached, expounded, and

prayed extempore, and where these offices of

religion were usually performed by others

of the lowest station and abilities ; and par

ticularly, that they often met at a conventicle

held at a private house within the university,

where a staymaker, and a woman, the mis

tress of the bouse, officiated and taught.

Secondly, That seme of them bad been

bred up to and exercised the lowest trades and

occupations ; that one had been a weaver,

and kept a tap- house, another a barber, and

a third a draper, and were all wholly illiterate

and incipble of performing the Aatutable ex

ercises ot the university j and much more

incapable of being qualified tor holy orders,

for which they were designed, (and into

which some of them had already endeavoured

to intrude) being maintained for that pur

pose at the chaige of perlons suspected ot en

thusiasm.

Thirdly, that these persons were attached

to the sect called mrthodists, and held theii

doct'inea, vix, " That faith without works

is sufficient for salvation j that there is no

necessity of good works ; that the immediate

impulse of the spirit is to be waited for;

that once a child of God and always a child

of Cod ;" and the like. And that seme of

them had endeavoured to instil these doctrines

into others, whom they encouiaged to neg

lect toe advice and authority of their parents

and friends, in adherence to these opinions.

Fourthly, it appeared also in the course of

the examination, that one of these persons,

some time before his entrance into the uni

versity, had presumed to officiate as a clergy

man in a chapel belonging to a parish church,

and had, in defiance of his father's authority

and admonitions, connected himself with

roethodists, and had been discarded by bis

father for such disobediei.ee ; which circum

stances were indeed taken notice of in the

April

thesentence of expulsion, hot not made

ground os it, as has been falsely asserted.

Fifthly, It was also proved, that some of

these persons had behaved very irreverently

and disrespectfully to their tutor, and instead

of disposing themselves to profit by his in

structions, had industriously sought to cavil

with and vex him.

It is now submitted to the public, whe

ther those whose office it is to attend to the

education of youth in this place, and to pre

vent their receiving wrong impressions in to

essential a point as religion, have not acted)

consistently with their duty, in making use of

the authority vested in them by the statutes

to remove such obnoxious persons, and to

stop the growth of enthusiasm and extirpate

as far as in them lies, principles subversive of

all true religion and morality ?

What the motives were which induced

the P. of the H. to admit such persons upon

recommendations highly suspicious, is left

to his own breast to determine. The sober-

minded part of mankind will scarcely think

that his conduct can escape some sort of

censure, much less deserve the encomiums

that have been lavished upon it.

I am, Sir, Your's, Ate.

Maxims. By a Gatlrmen.

TO exaggerate one's estate, in man or

woman, is in general wrong, foolish,

vain, and, undei many circumstances, v> ick-

cd, and unjust.

It is wrong with respect to others, because

it is a deception which every gentleman (par

ticularly if he is blessed with a fortune) uY.uld

be incapable of.

With respect to ourselves it is foolish, be-

cause it in general deceives one's self, by cre

ating in the mind an imaginary wealth,

which driving people to real expences, hur

ries them into such inconveniences as makes

life troublesome and a bun hen to them ; sot

if they don't live up to that ideal fortune,

which they vainly and sillily have contribu

ted to make the world believe they are yo.~-

sessed os, and of course run into debt, they

pats for near and covetous, an imputation no

person likes to be charged with ; and thie

may have occasioned many to hare hurt and

injured their fortunes beyond reparation.

It is not only wrong with respect to

others, but in it's tendency wicked and un

just ; in consequence of a false reputation a

man gets into tradesmen* books for debts he

knows he will never be able to pay (becoming

thereby a cheat) and not only robs those peo

ple be deals with, but is indirectly the occa

sion of robbing others by necessitating those

tradesmen, who are not over honest, to over

charge those who do pay well, by way os

counterbalance for those who do not.

The man then who knows the neat pro

duce of his fortune, and convinces the world

by his prudent management of it that he

does
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carfte in, and paid a number of compliments

to Mrs. Harvey, telling her, he was going

to the play, and as he must have a coach, he

does know it, will be sure to meet with re

spect be his fortune ever so narrowly cir

cumscribed } [whereas the bravadoing fool

or knave, of perhaps ten times his income,

will in the end be branded with the scorn

and contempt of every one.

jh impartial History of the late Pnsecrtio*

against the Right Honourable the Lord

Baltimore, for a Rape on Sarah

Woodcock—and against Eiiiabitk

GuirrwBuaG and Ans Harvxy,

for being Accjorici to ibt Guilt imputed to

bil Lerdjhip.

MISS WOQDCQCK, the heroine of

the following littie narrative, was a

milliner' in King-street, Tower-hill, and

lived with her father and her sister. -In

December last, according to her own evi

dence, a gentleman came to her (hop, m

company with a female customer, bought an

eighteen-penny ruff, and then went away '•

About a week afterwards he came and pur

chased nine yards of ribbon ; and in the

course of another week came again, with his

coat extremely muddy on one side, saying,

a coach had thrown him down, and desiring

he might be permitted to sit a little, if he

should not dirty the chairt—Mise Woodcock

told him, he would not hurt the chair ; but

observed, that it was very odd he did not

fee the coach ; to which he replied, that

he was thinking of her ; and in a short

time said, he should be glad of an opportu

nity of attending her to the play—Miss

Woodcock answerid, that she never went to

a play, nor ever intended to go, from an

opinion, that the exhibitions or the theatre

were by no means innocent amusements.

The gentleman soon after retired,^ with

out faying any thing particular ; but on

Monday the I4'h of December, at night,

Mrs. Harvey came to Miss Woodcock's,

and bespoke a pair of laced lufHes, desiring

they might be ready the next day ; and

faying, that as (he loved to encourage young

beginners, (he would recommend Miss

Woodcock to a lady of her acquaintance

who would be a very good custom r. Miss

Woodcock made the ruffles, and Mrs. Har

vey accordingly called for them pursuant to

her promise, and Miss Woodcock received

an order to call upon her at her house, about

would set her down at any place (he might

have an occasion to call at that evening ;

Mrs. Harvey instantly accepted the offer,

and astced Miss Woodcock's company on a

fliort visit to the lady whom (he had pro,

mised our unsuspecting milliner as an excel

lent customer: Miss Woodcoct made many-

apologies on account of her dress, which

were entirely over-ruled by Mrs. Harvey ;

and at last the Jew and the two ladies stepped

into the carriage, which was now wairing

for them at the door, and which Misij

Woodcock soon discovered to be much more

elegant than the customary order of hacks.

The coachman drove fast, and in half an

hour they were set down at a very magnifi

cent house. Here Mrs. Hirvey introduced

her to Dr. Griffenburg, Mrs. Griffenburg'i .

hulband, and after some general conversa

tion, the gentleman came in, to her great

surprize, who had been three times at her

(hop, and who was in fact no other than the

identical Lord Baltimore, with whom (he

was shortly to have so remarkable a con

nexion : His Lordship, however, concealed

his quality, and pasted only for the steward

of the lady who was to favour Miss Wood

cock with her custom j he addressed her,

nevertheless, with much civility, and or

dered tea, of which (he was with difficulty

prevailed upon to drink a disii. When the

tea things were removed, a heap of nick-

nacks, such as purses, smslling bottles, te-

totums, and a ring, were brought in, which

he said he had bought on purpose for her,

but (he peremptorily refused to accept them,

and told Mrs. Harvey, (he (hould be mighty

glad to go home: Mrs. Harvey said, she

(hould go presently j but the pretended ste

ward insisted, that Miss Woodcock should

first fee the house j and when she repeated

her desire of taking leave, declared (he

mould not think of stirring till (he hid

supped. On this he ordered supper, and

Mrs. Griffenburg leaving the room, he look

Miss Woodcock behind a window curtain,

and attempted such liberties with her, as

roused her utmost indign.uion: She was

now determined not to stiy a moment longer

in the house, and made up to the room,

door, with a design of departing; but sup-

"fame other articles, at four o'clock the sue- per coming in, (he was obliged to sit down

ceeding (which mi the Wednesday) even- by Lord Baltimore, though (he absolutely

iag : Mrs. Harvey's house was in a place

called the Curtain-row, near Holloway

'Mount. The maid opened the door to M ss

Woodcock at the time appointed, and in

troduced her to Mrs. Harvey, who behaved

with great politeness,and immediately ordered

tea, which .Miss Woodcock would have

willingly declined, could (he have done it

with civility j but in about a moment, a

little man, of a Jewish appearance, whose

name (he has since found to be Isaac Isaacs,

refused either to eat or drink, and dashed

glass of syllybubout of his hand, which he

was presenting to her with all the earnest

ness of the most pressing solicitation.

From the time the insjlt had been offered

to her behind the curtain, till the conclu

sion os supper, Miss Woodcock tells us, (he

was in tears, though she had no idea of be

ing detained all night; but when she saw

no likelihood of his permitting her to return

horn:, her anguish became so visible, that
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it even offeneed Lord Baltimore, who said,

fte need not trouble herself about him, that

he would not meddle with her, and resent

fully quitted the room. On his departure,

Mrs. Harvey, -Mrs. GrifTenburs, and Doctor

Griftenburg, exerted all their rhetoric to re

concile her to her situation, and prevailed

upon her to go to bed; their arguments,

however, proved fruitless, and Miss Wood

cock resolutely persisting in a declaration of

never going to bed in that house, they told

her, if sl-.e chose to fit up all night, ihey

did not ; and concluded with informing

her, that she must at any rate go up stairs ;

accordingly they led her up to a loom on

the second floor, and again entreated (he

would go to bed ; but finding her inexorable,

they ceased their importunity, and the two

women, Mrs- Harvey, and Mrs. Griffen-

burg,went to bed in the apartment to which

they had brought her, and left her a victim

to the poignancy of her own reflexions. —

During the tedious interval of a lone win

ter's night, our unfortunate milliner tells us,

slic was constantly in a flood of tears, be

wailing her melancholy fate, and deter

mining rather to die than to sutler the

smallest diminution of honour. About

eight o'clock in the morning, Hope seemed

to visit her in the form of a young woman,

passing under a window, out. of which slie

wu looking, and meditating the means of

her escape; Miss Woodcock dropped her

handkerchief to her, which, to use her

own expression, was at viet with start at if

dipped in water : the >oung woman took it

up, but the place from whence it was drop-

ed being very high, (he did n t tee the per

son who threw it, and was going on ; Miss

Woodcock on this called out, " Young

Woman, young woman," and was proceeding

t» till her lamentable story, to the girl,who

had now turned back,when the two women,

Mrs. Harvey ami Mrs. Griffenburg, jumped

out of bed, pulled her away from the win

dow, and in terms of abuse, demanded, how

(he could make such a piece of work ; add

ing, that (he had much reason to cry, in

deed, when so much would be done sur her,

and wished that they had any prospect of be

ing so extremely fortunate.

It would be endless to enter into a minute

recapitulation of eveiy thing Miss Wood

cock informs the world the suffered at Balti

more-house in Sous ampton row, from the

time of her being first taken to it on the

Wednesday evening, till her removal to his

Lordship's country feat, near Epsom, on the

Monday following: It will be sufficient to

acquaint the reader, that though she resisted

the utmost force os threats and persuasions j

though the scarcely tailed a morsel os any

thing for sour days, and was almost the

whole rime in a deluge of tears, that she

was nevertheless so far intimidated as to

write to her father, by Lord Baltimore's

direction, acquainting him, that she was

in very safe and honourable hands, treated!

with the utmost tenderness, and advising

him therefore, to be under noaneasincss oat

her account. With this letter another »u

sent from Lord Baltimore, but without any

name subscribed, containing a bank note foe

two hundred pounds, and telling him, that

he should see his daughter the day follow

ing, which was the second after her deten

tion on the Wednesday, at the house of one

Mr. Richard Smith, in Broad-street New

Buildings : This promise, however, was

not complied with ; on the contrary, Misis

Woodcock, the succeeding Monday, was

carried from Southampton-row, in Lord

Baltimore's post: coach to his feat at Wood-

cote, near Epsom, by his Lord/hip, in com

pany with Mrs. Haivey, Doctor and Mrs.

Griffenburg— where that night, notwith

standing all her tears and intreatics, which

she tells us were numberless, and notwith-

standing her frequent phadirgi rvitt God r#

take her out of timtinto eternity, (Miss Wood

cock is an independent, and this it seems

is a favourite phrase of the religious so de

nominated) slie was led to Lord Baltimore's

bed by the two women, and there very

speedily deprived os what (he held infinitely

more valuable than life, by his Lordship.

Mi's Woodcock, to use her own words,

finding that (he had lost every thing that

was dear te her but life, was now only soli

citous to preserve that ; and therefore deter

mined to put on an affected chearfulness,

for these three reasons- that she might hot

be used ill.—that she might not be sent

abroad—and that she might have some op-

po tunity of getting back to London, which

was the only means (he had of returning to

the arms of her family. In consequence of

this determination, Miss Woodcock readily

assented to every thing immaterial, that is, as

the herself explains it, to all innocent thing?,

but gave into nothing wicked, such ascard<-

playing, dancing, or musical entertainments,

unless compelled, because (he knew they

were repugnant, (he tells us, to the imme

diate word of God.

From Monday they continued at Wood-

cote till the Thursday evening, and then

returned to town j but it does not appear

that afterthe violence Miss Woodcock com

plains of on the Monday night, Lord Balti

more attempted a repetition of any criminal

familiarities till the Thursday night, after

their arrival at Southampton-row : Miss

Woodcock, however, by pleading a nuturas

excuse to her sex, was suffered lo lie with

Mrs. Harvey that night ; but on the fol

lowing, Lord Baltimore insisted on her

sleeping with him ; (he in vain exerted the

powerful rhetoric of tears, to be exempted

from a compliance so detestable ;— he con

tinued inexorable ; and she knowing (to use

her own words) that they would us; force,

if
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is the did not comply, at last went to bed :

the neit day (he was very ill ; nevertheless,

a mantua-makcr took her measure for a

{own, and some gauitt and peiticoats were

brought for her approbation ; these, she

£»ys, »ere matters of great indifference to

her, and the desired the buyers to chuse just

at they pleased. Nothing material hap

pened till Sunday evening, when Miss

Woodcock standing at one of the windows,

that had a prospect to Hampstead, saw Mr.

Davis, a young man who had courted her

for some time, and whom she considered

' with a reciprocal affection.

Greatly agitated at his appearance, and

trembling lest he stiould not fee her, she

was ready to sink, as she tells us, with the:

conflict between her hope and her appre

hension ; but seeing him go behind a wall

near the Foundling Hospital, and peep two

Ot three times, Ihe ».s certain he knew

her: He then took a book out of his puc

ker, and made a motion as if he desired her

tp write — Upon this Ihe waved her hand

for him to come nearer, but he not seeming

to understand that sign, (be, regardless of all

consequences, or to use her own word, hap

hazard, run into an adjoining room, where

Lord Baltimore usually sat, and called out

in a voice of agony to Mr. Davis, " I can-

sot come to you, I caanot come to you."

Mr. Davis asked her, if ihe was well ? But

lie waved the question, by asking how her

father did ?—Mr. Davis answered, " He

it well, and we are all well,— how do you

do ?" After this he enquired about Mrs.

Harvey; Miss Woodcock said, she knew

nothing of her—He then enquired, if all

was well with herself ? She was ready to

drop at the interrogatory, Ihe- informs ns,

and only saying, " Good-bye," shut down

the window, being apprehensive somebody

would discover her in this unexpected con •

Xrrsation.

ft is necessary to tell the reader, that

Mr. DavU's sudden appearance near Balti

more house, was not the effect of any for

tunate accident, like the common run of

interviews between distressed lovers in a

romance ; on the contrary, it was the re

sult of strong suspicion, and diligent enquiry.

When Miss Woodcock so suddenly disap

peared, the most natural circumstance for

h'er friends, was to discover Mrs. Harvey,

who did not return to her house near Hol

lowly Mount for lome days. One Cost",

however, whom they employed to watch

for her, dogged her and a Jew from Moore -

gate, to the Bult'aloe tavern door, Blooms-

bury ; they were in a hackney coach, which

let them down at the last-mentioned place,

from 'hence they walked to Lord Balti

more's gate ; Mrs. Harvey went in, and

the Jew took a different course. On this

information, Davis icto^oitred Baltimore

house attentively, and bad at bit the satii-
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faction of seeing and conversing, at we have

related, with his mistress. — But to return:

The next morning (Monday) after the

interview between Mr. Davis and Miss

Woodcock, Lord Baltimore came into a

room where slie was fitting, clapped net

familiarly on the shoulder, and told her,

she should certainly fee her father in a few

hours : She expressed great pleasure, (he

tells us, »t this information, and stept up.

stairs to put on berthings, as Ihe terms it 1

Mrs. Griffenburg followed her, and said,

her father was to be at her (Mrs. Griffen-

burg's) house in Dean-strcct, Soho. In a

little time Mrs. Griffenburg, Miss Wood

cock, and a little mift, set out for Dean*

street, in a hackney coach ;—but the reader

Ihould Ire informed, it was previously agreed

that Miss Woodcock Ihould tell her father,

Ihe was very willing to stay at Lord Balti-'

more's ; and to fay also, that (Tie was in thu

character of a companion to the young lady

who went with her in the coach.

On their arrival at Mrs. G riffenburg's,

Miss Woodcock experienced anew mprtili- '

cation ; her father, whom Ihe expected to

be there ' before her, was not come ; nor,

though Ihe waited upwards of two hours,

was there any sign of his appearance: About

this time, however, Lord Baltimore, and.

Dr. Griffenburg came in, who informed her»

that her father had taken Mrs. Harvey up,

and put her in the Round-house : Miff

Woodcock received great satisfaction from

this circumstance, though Ihe was afraid

to (hew It: She judiciously observed,"

that her friends would not discharge Mrs.

Harvey, till Ihe (Miss Woodcock) was set

at liberty ; and therefore advised that (he

might be permitted to fee her father, assur

ing them that Ihe could easily settle matters

to her mind, and procure Mrs. Harvey*a

enlargement. In consequence ofthis assur

ance, (he was suffered to write, and one Mr.

Morris, a linncn-drape-,under:ook to deliver

the letter to her father; Mr. Morris went

in a coach with Lcrd Baltimore, Miss

Woodcock, Dr. Griffenburg, the Doctor's

niece, and a little girl, to the Crown and

Magpye in Whitechappel ; from thence he

proceeded with his commission to M*.

Woodcock's, but was told he was not at

home ; and moreover informed, that the

time of I- is return was uncertain. Mr.

Morris on thi? came back with the k'tter

to the Crown and Magpye. and Miss Wood

cock wrote to Mr. Berry, the landlord of

her house, desiring him to beg her father

would make himself as easy as he could,

for (be Would fee him at ten o'clock next

morning.

When matters wetc thus adjusted, Lord

Baltimore and his company at the Crown

and Magpye, ordered the carriage, and

drove to' Covent garden ; at Bridges-street

Mr. Morris got out, and went t'; Sir John

£ t ' rie»v ; ,
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Fiel ling's, to enquire for Mr. Woodcock;

in a little time be returned, accompanied

by one of Sir John's clerks, who brought,

a tad to Miss Woodcock from his master,

telling her, see should' fee her friends at

his (Sir John's) house. This card Miss

Woodcock put into Lord Baltimore's hand,

who said see would not go : On which the

told the cUrk to acquaint her friends that

/he would le at Dr. Criffenburg's, and de

sired they might repair to her immediately.

Miss Woodcock heard nothing ofher friends

that night; but messenger aster messenger

came to Dr.Criflscnburg, to tell Lord Balti

more, that there was a great mob about bis

house in Southampton-row, and that some

women had been crying there : This intel

ligence, Miss Woodcock fays, terrified his

Lordship to such a degree, that he was

afraid to go home, through an apprehension

that (be would be taken from him out of

the coach : She however told him, that

they could not take her from him, unlcse

fiie was willing; and added, that she would

not go with any of Sir John Fielding's peo

ple. In seme time after this they set out

for Baltimore bouse. Miss Woodcock wai

■11 this time under violent fears of being

either murdered, or sent out of the kingdom

that night: She believed her conversation

with Mr. Davis had been discovered, and

imagined that Lord Baltimore would stop at

do measures to be revenged. When Ihe

came therefore to Baltimore house, flic

raised herself in the coach to see if any

•f her friends were among the crowd. Lord

Baltimore pulled her down, and ordered the

coach to proceed, which it accordingly did ;

but several men, whom Ihe took for

Sir John Fielding's, endeavoured to force

into the court-yard witli the carriage, which

Miss Woodcock feeing, when ihe stepped

•ut of the carriage, (he cried, " Let the

men come in," on which his Lordship

pulled her into the bouse. The next morn

ing Mr. Warn, of whom ihe had heard tbe

freceding night, came to Baltimore h use,

and after a conversation with Mis Wood

cock, in which see told him she was there

by her own free will, he served a writ of

Habeas Corpus on Lord Baltimore : In

consequence of this service, bis Lordship

conducted her to Lord Mansfield's,of whom,

however, sec had not the least idea, nor

entertained any notion that he had power

to deliver her. There see sew several -of

her friends j but being still fearful that Lord

Baltimore's influence would prevail, and

that nobleman having told her he seould

be undone if see did not stand by him in

this extremity, and fay see was willing to

go back to him, see accordingly expressed

tier readiness to return with him, to Lord

Mansfield y though sec at the fame lime

laid, see had been carried to, and detained

at Baitinutc bouse, quite againfl _hcr in

clination s But the moment see saw her

father and her sister alone, and was perfectly

convinced Lord Mansfield had sufficient

authority to set her at liberty, that moment,

see acted in conformity to the real senti

ments of her heart, and expressed her de

testation of Lord Baltimore, listening rea

dily to the advice of her friends, and gavt>

the necessary information for a prosecution

before Sir John Fielding. The rest is well

known . Lord Baltimore and the two wo

men who were indicted as accessaries, gave

bail to stand trial, which they accordingly

did at Kingston, and after a hearing of al

most twenty hours, the Jury withdrew, and

in about an hour and twenty minutes, ac

quitted the prisoners.

If we were to close our narrative in this

place, we seould be filled with arronisemen*

to find any jury who could possibly acquit

the prisoners; but in this case, as in every

other, the question has two fides ; and it is

proved by a multitude of witnesses, that

Miss Woodcock se far from being extremely

wretched in the house of Lord Baltimore*,

was one of the merriest in every company*"

It is also proved, that instead of living con

stantly upon fijhs and tears, see generally eat

and drank as chearfully as any body else ;

and even condescended to wear several

articles which were furnished by bis trades

people : Indeed Miss Woodcock acknow

ledges this, but at the fame time see fays,

see gave no directions about the make of

these articles, but suffered Lord Baltimore 'a

people to direct her as they pleased. Tli»

mantua maker, however, and the milliner,

swear quite contrary circumstances ; the

latter particularly fays, that see made fora*

flannel petticoats for Miss Woodcock by hci

own directions ; and what was something

extiaordinary, was directed to make them

tie before ; an instruction which the mil

liner took remarkable notice of, because sh#

never had received such another order, yj

the whole course of her business : Besides

this, see herself acknowledges, that see re

ceived thirteen guineas, on seme occasion,

.from my Lord, without any reluctance, ana

even chose an article of her dress, merely

because the colour was approved of by Lord

Baltimore.

The most material evidences, howevac*

on tbe part of Lord Baltimore, was Mr*

Way, a gentleman of eminence, who hap

pened to be at Lord Mansfield's when

Lord Baltimore brought Miss Woodcock

there, in consequence of the Habeas Cos-

pus, and Robert Rose, a servant of Lord

Mansfield. Mr. Way was particularly de-

fired, as he swears, by Lord Mansfield, not

to go out of the room, when Miss Wood

cock came in, and his ' otdlhip asked her,

is fit tuas under any coafiraht stem Lori Bal

timore, tr ivai ctnjlntd by him t To this sec

answered, Net in tin, ittfi, and repeatedly

■firmed
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aSrmed thatJbe bad agreed to Bay with Urn :

lord Mansfield afterwards anted her, if she

had not spoken to some person out of Lord

Baltimore's window ? (alluding to Mr. Da-

ria) (he said, file had ; aud assigned for a

reason, that she wanted to inform hor sa-

ther jbe w>w// : In answer to this, Miss

Woodcock fays, (he was intimidated into

these declarations, from her ignorance of

Lord Mansfield's being a magistrate, and

from an imagination that Lord Baltimore

would prove too powerful for all the efforts

of her friends to procure her liberty. But

Mr. Way fays, that Lord Mansfield aflted

her, if me was not of age) and added, if

Ae was not, that be iv.uld take her aivay

J'<m Lord Baltimore ; whereupon (he replied

with a smile of pofitireness, I kn:tvyou can-

mt da if, my Lord, as 1 am of age. When

this circumstance is considered ; when it i*

•oolidered that Miss Woodcock sew several

of her friends in Lord Mansfield's hail, in

teresting themselves to release her from the

trijan of bell, as she calls Lord Baltimore's

house ; when it is recollected that (he her

self declares in going to Lord Mansfield's,

that Lord Baltimore, in the most earnest

terms of entreaty, requested jbe would stand

by bim, assuring her, he was undone, unless

me said (he cohabited with him willingly ;

when all these things are recollected, and

when it is moreover remembered that Miss

Woodcock was thirty years of age, it must

appear a little strange, that the mould sup

pose Lord Baltimore was still able to detain

her against her consent ; especially when (he

saw his Lordship even actings secondary

part, and when he was not so much as ad

mitted to be present with her before Lord

Mansfield : Yet supposing, for argument

fake, that (he did not know Lord Mans

field to be a magistrate, still she knew Sir

John Fielding to be one ; and yet it docs

not appear, that at the time his clerk

brought a card from his master, that (he

express*! the least willingness to go with

him, though at that very time, (he was in

a coach in one of the most public streets in

die metropolis, though a sufficient force

could be instantly collected even from the

populace to rescue her; though (he wz*

trembling with a violent apprehension of

either being murdered, or sent abroad, that

very evening ; nevertheless, me calmly de

livers Sir John Fielding's note to Lord

Baltimore, and deliberately desires her

friends to follow her to Dr. Crifrenburg's.

It is also very surprising, that in her inter

view with Mr. Davis from the window, me

never once complained of ill usage ; nor,

though particularly alked by him, it all 'Atat

zveJl. even hinted that (he was detained

against her consent ; on the contrary, when.

be urges this question, she (huts dou'.i the

window, though surely if this was the cafe,

it was the first circumstance of which (he
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naturally should, and indeed naturally would

inform him. We fee that the morning im

mediately after her detention at Lord Haiti-

more's, tho confined in his house, and sur

rounded by his people, before the violation

on her virtue was committed, she attempts

every thing for her liberty, and drops her

handkerchief to an accidental passenger,

that her father may be acquainted with her

melancholy situation ; yet when the robbery

of her honour was perpetiated, when from

that circumstance, her detestation of Lord

Baltimore should be aggravated to the high

est degree ; and when her lather's distress

Must be encreased in proportion to the length

of her confinement, (he will not tell the

man whom (he has approved of for a bus-

band, that (he is kept against her inclina

tion j will not satisfy his pressing enquiries

on that subject, notwithstanding (lie has par

ticularly called him to hear her lamentable

tale ; and notwithstanding the very enlarge

ment, about which (he was so anxiously

solicitous, depended most materially upon

his knowledge of the fact : In reality, the

opportunities which Mi's Woodcock had of

complaining, appearto be innumerable ; yet

flic never complains till (he is delivered to

her relations. She is fearful of rough

words, though (be wishes, and even begt

to be deprived of her life ; nothing will

prevail upon her to commit the execrable

sin of playing a game at cards, thoogh Bit

goes to the spoiler's bed at command : And

notwithstanding (bethinks hypocrisy justi

fiable in trifling matters, (he does not think

of attempting to preserve herself from pol

lution, though the excuse, so applicable to

her sex, bad once been pleaded with the

greatest success. But if these reasons ate

not sufficient to vindicate the Jury who ac

quitted Lord Baltimore, the evidence of

Robert Rose, a seivant of Lord Mansfi.ld,

is submitted to the consideration of the

reader.

This witness positively swears, That he

was present at a conversation at Lord Mans

field's between Miss Woodcock, herfather,

and her After ; in this conversation he says.

(he desired them not to be uneasy, atfie vial

very well, and very hapfy—ai Lord Balti

more bad behaved very genteelly to ber~ and

at Jbe Jhould be able to do somerbingfor them.

Lori Baltimore was not present at this.

Miss Woodcock was now acquainted that

Lord Mansfield had power to take her from

Lord Baltimore, yet (he expostulates with

them about the inotility of going home

with them ; observes that all hef acquain

tance will think her a strumpet $ and though

they burst into tears, she discovers no such

tok-n of emotion in the presence of the

witness ; on the contrary, it appeals thaC

they were together a considerable time be

fore (he agrees to quit Lord Baltimore ; r.or

does slx dream of applying forju'Mce to a

£ e a magistrate.
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n>agiArate, till flie it carried to Sir John

Fielding's by her relations, and allied, if ihc

doci not feel a strong resentment against the

ravifher ? and interrogated with a tone of re

flection upon her taruinese, if she it not

willing to commence a prosecution.

The same openness which obliged ul.to

flate Miss Woodcock's side of the question

fully, obliged us to da equal justice to Lord

Baltimore's, and we do not think we should

treat him with, sufficient candour unless we

Aprit

were to inform oar retden, that notwith

standing the indignation which Mist Wood

cock and her father are sired with against

Lord Baltimore, it does not appear that th a

one has yet returned the two hundred pounds

whish was sent to him, nor does it appear

that the other hit yet given back the gown*

and petticoats, about which the expressed

so much indifference to the mantua-maker

and the milliner.

An IMPARTIAL REVIEW of NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ARTICLE I.

AN EJsjy <n tie Primiflu es Government,

^5[ and in tie Nature of ptlituaj, civil and

Ttlig'nui Liberty, By Joseph Priestly,

LL- D. F. R. S. i vol. %va. Dodsley,

This is an ingenious performance, and

owes its rife, the judicious author acquaints

us, to some remarks which he formerly

wrote on Pr. Biown's proposal for a code of

education— it is much to Dr. Priestly"s ho

nour that his performance is not conta

minated with any malice, but breathes the

generous spirit of good sens and real bene

volence; his thoughts on civil and religious

lireity are extremely worthy of attention at

this critical period, and therefore we slia'l

Tnake an extract from that part of his work

for the satisfaction of our readers—" The

most important question (fays the doctor)

concerning the extent of civil government is,

whether the civil magistrate on ■ht to eitend

his authority to matters of religion ; and the

only method of deciding this important ques-

t on, as it appears to me, is to have recourse

at once to fitst principles, and the ultimate

tale concerning every thing that respects a f-i-

cifr'y j Ma. whether such iiiurterence os the

civil magistrate appears, from reason or from

fact, to be for the public good. And as all ar

guments a priori in matters ot policy are

apt to ha fallacious, fact and experience seem

to be our only safe guid' . Now these* as

far a* our knowledge of history extends, de

clare clearly for no interference in this cafe,

at all, or at least for as little as is possible.

Those societies have ever e.ojoyed the most

happiness, and have bc.rr. utirii paribui, in

the most flourishing state, where the civil

magistrates have meddl-d the least with re

ligion, and where they have the most close

ly confined their attention to what imme-

cf ately affects the civil interests of their fel

low citizen*.

Civil and religious matters, (taking the

words in their usual acceptation) seem to be

so distinct, that it can only be in very un

common emergencies, where, for instance,

religious quarrels among the members of the

state rife very high, that the civil magistrate

*«ii have aoy call, or jxetcace for inttrfer-

ing with religion. We know that infinite

mischiefs have arisen from this interference ;

and we have yet seen no inconvenience to

have arisen from the want, or the relaxation

of it.

The fine coun'ry of Flanders, the most

flourishing and opulent then in Europe, was

absolutely ruined, past recovery, by the mad

attempt of Phil p the second, to introduce

the popish inquisition into t' at country.

France was greatly hurt by the revocation of

the edict of Nantx ; whereas England wal

a great gainer on both occasions, by 'rant

ing an asylum for those persecuted indus

trious people ; who repaid us for our kind

ness, by the introduction of many uf-ful arts

and manufactures, which were the founda

tion of our present commerce, riches, and

power.

Pensylvania flourished much more than)

New England, or than any other of the

English settlements in North Americi,

evidently in consequence ofgiving more liber

ty in matters of religion, at its first esta

blishment. Holland has found its advantage

in the indulgence she gives to a great variety

of religious persuasions. England has alto

been much more flourishing and happy, since

the establishment, as it may proper y enough

be Ailed, of the dissenting method of wor

ship, by what it commonly called the act cf

toleration. And all the sensible paitof Eu

rope concur in thinking, both that the Po

lish dissidents have a tight to all the privi

leges of other Polish citizens ; and- that it it

much happier for that country that their

claims are admitted : and none but interested

bigots opposed their demands.

If we look a little farther off from home,

let it be said, what inconvenience did Jt-oghit

khan, Tamerlane, and other eastern con

querors ever find from leaving religion to its

natural course in the countries they subdued,

and from having Christians, Mahometans,

and a variety of Psgans under the sime

form of civil government? Are 'not both

Christianity and Mohammedanism, in fact,

established (the former at least fully tole

rated) in Turkey ; and what inconvenience

worth mentionirx, has ever arises from its

Pity
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Pity it ii then, that more and fairer ex

periments are not made; when, judging

from what is pall, the consequences of un-

hom rasfi J libertyt in nutlet of religion, promise

to be so very favourable to the bell interest!

of mankind.

I an aware, that the connexion betveen

civil and religious affairs, will be urged for

the necessity of some interference of the le

gislature with religion; and I do not deny

the connection. But as this connection has

always been found to be the greatest in bar

barous nations, and imperfect governments,

to which it lends an useful aid ; it may be

presumed, that the connection is gradually

{rowing less necessary ; and that, in the

present advanced state of human society,

thee is very little occasion for it. For my

on part, I have no apprehension, but that,

at this day, the laws might be obeyed very

well without any ecclesiastical sanction?,

eosorred by the civil magistrate.

Not that I think religion will ever be a

natter of indisserence in civil society : that

is impossible, if the word be understood in

its greatest latitude, and by religion we

mem that principle whereby men are in

fluenced by the dread of evil, or the hope

ot reward from any unknown and invisible

causes, whether the good or evil be expect-

ed to take place in this wold or another,

comprehending enthusiasm, superstition, and

every species of false religion, as well as the

true. Nor is such an event at all desirable ;

my, the more just motives men have to the

fame good actions, the better j but reli

gious motives may st.il operate in favour of

tbe civil laws, without such a connection as

has been formed between them in ecclesiasti

cal establishments; and, I think, this end

would be answered even better with mi that

connection.

In all the model of religion, which subsist

among mankind, however subversive of vir

tue they my be in theory, there is some

sjfvo for good morals ; se that, in fact, they

enforce the more essential parts, at least, of

that conduct, which the good order of society

requires. Besides, it might be expected,

thn if all the model of religion were equally

protected fay the civil magistrate, they would

all vie with one another, which mould best

deserve thit protection. This, however, is

in fact, all the alliance that can take place

between religion and civil policy, each en

forcing the fame conduct by different motives.

Any other alliance between tburcb andstate is

only tbe alliance of different forts of worldly

minded men, for their temporal emolument. "

II. A short History os Barbadoes, from in

first Discovery and Settlement to tbe Year, x 767,

1 v.l. 8-t/j. Dodlley

This little tract answers its title extremely

well, being indeed a short history of Barba-

«J *• ; it i-, however, though a concise a

jfns'ble one, and it drawn up with ao appa

rent impartiality unusual in such publications.

III. Preceptt tf Conjugal Happiness address*

ed to a Lady on her Marriage. By Juan

Langhorne, D. D. 11. 410. Becket.

The worthy divine who has strung these

precepts together might with equal propriety

have called his performance a body of natu

ral history, a treatise on the small pox, or %

new Atabntii ; for though we have read it

with the utmost attention, not one precept

can we discover which relates in the least to

the matrimonial union, or gives a real ad

vice how to advance its felicity—as to the

versification take the following passage,

which has a nearer connexion to the title titan

any other in the piece

Siiou'd erring nature casual faults discloses

Wound not tbe breal), thac haroourt your

repose : [prove

For ev'ry grief that breast from you mall

Is one link broken in the chain of love.

Soon with their objects other woes are past;

But pains from those we love are pains that

lasts

T ho' faults or follies from reproach may fly.

Yet in its made the lender passions die.

IV. Tbe Lyric Muse revived in Europe or

a critical Display ostbi Opera in all itt Revo- ,

Julitnt, 1 vol. \imo. Davis and Reytners

This is a compilation frorra a variety of

Italian, French, and other writers—but it is

a compilation on which we apprehend, no.

extraordinary dependence can be had, be

cause the compiler has borrowed some of hit

accounts from an English traveller who b,ia

1 itely been convicted of misrepresenting the

people or Italy even to a pitiable extravagance.

However aa his history of tbe rise of the Ita

lian opera in England, cornea entirely within

our own knowledge arid may prove an agree

able entertainment to the connoisseurs we in

sert it here for the satisfaction of our reader*.

" W ii-r. tbe Italian opera began first to

steal into England, which was not long aftev

the erecting of the Hay-market theatre, in

the year 1706, it appeared in as rude a dis

guise, and as unlike I'sel as possible, in a

lame, hobbling translation, into our own

language, with false quantities, or metre out

of measure, to its original notes, fung by

our own unskilful voices, with graaes mis

applied to almost every sentiment, and with

action li.'eleli and unmeaning through every

character.

The sirst Italian performer that made anr

distinguished figure in it, was Valentini, ».

truely sensible singer, at thit time, but of a

throat too weak, to sustain those melodious

warnings, for which the fairer sex have since

idolized his successors. Huwever, this defect

was lo well supplied by hia action, that hia

hearers bore with the absurdity of his singing

his first part of Turnus in Camilla, all in

Italian, while every other character was fung

and recited to him in English.

However, the inclination of our people of

ouaiisaj
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quality for foreign operas having niched (be extravagant an expence, while no one parti -

i or" Italy, the credit of their taste drew

•vet from thence, without anymore particu

lar invitation , one of their capital fingers, the

famous Signor Cavaliero Nkolini; after

whoi'e arrival, the firlt opera exhibited wu

Fjrrrhus.

Subscriptions, at that time, were not ex

tended, as of late, to the whole season, but

were limited to the first fix days only of a

new Optra •. The chief performers in Pyr-

s*ru», were NicoTin?, Valentini, and Mrs.

Tofts | and for the inferior parts, the bell

t%tt were to be then found.

Whatever praises may hare teen ypven to

the most famous voices that have been heird

since Nica'.im; upon the whole, 1 cannot

hot come into the opinion that still prevails

among several persona of condition, who are

sjbte to give a reason for their liking, that

no Anger, since hit time, has so justly, and

gracefully acquitted himself, in whatever

character he appeared, as Nicolini.

- At most, the difference between him, and

the greatest favourite of the ladies, Farinelli,

amounted but to this, that he might some-

thner nrore exquisitely lutprire hi j but Ni-

cdtlnl (by pleasing the eye, as well as the

elt) fitted us with a more various and ration

al drl g!it. Whether in this excellence he

has finer had any competitor, let us endea

vour tojudge from what the critical censor of

Great Britain fays of htm in the Tatter, viz,

M Nicolini sets off the character he beats in

an opera, by hit action, as much as he does

the words or it by his voice ; every limb and

figure contributes to the part he acts, inso

much, that a deaf man might go along with

Mm in the fense of rr. There it scarce a

beautiful posture, in an old statue, which he

tn>« not plant himself in, at the different

circumstances of the story give occasion for

it. He performs the most ordinary action,

in a manner suitable to the greatness of bis

character, and rhewt the prince even in the

giving of a letter, or dispatching ot" a mef-

fige, tec."

His voice, at the first time of being among

us (for he made us a second visit when it

was impaired) had all that strong clear

fweetmrst of tone, so lately admired in Sene-

tfnoj, a blind man cauW scarcely have distin

guished them; but in volubility of throat,

the farther had much the superiority. This

so excellent performer's agreement, was for

eight hundred guineas for the year, which is

but an efghth part more than half the sum,

that h-as since been given, to several that

ccjld never totally surpass him.

The consequence of which is, that the'

losses by operas for several seasons, to (he

end of the year 173S, were so great, that

triose gentlemen of quality, who list under-

tao<c the direction of them, found it ridicu-

laaji arnrjr longer to etitettiia the public at so

cular person thought himself obliged by it.

Mrs. Tofts, who took her first grounds of

music here in her own native country, be*

fore the Italian tafte had so highly prevailed,

was then not an adept in it > yet whatever

defect the fashionably skilful might find iaj

her manner, she had, in the general sense of

her spectators, charms that few of the most

learned fingers ever arrive at. The beauty of

her fine proportioned figure, and exquisitely

silver toned voice, with that peculiar rapid

sweetness of her throat, wtre perfections not

to be imitated by art or labour.

Valentini, though he was every way in

ferior to Nicolini ; yet as he had the advan

tage of giving as our first impressions of a

good opera finger, had still his admirers, and)

was of great service in being so fltflful a se

cond to his superior. Three such excellent

performers at once, in the fame kind of en

tertainment, England till this time/ bad never

seen.

Senesmo long Aonristied rn'nniversal esteem

here j and the two celebrated opera heroines

of Italy, Faustina and Cuzzoni, were so ex

travagantly admired in th.s country, as to

cause most violent parties sor the ascertaining

which of the two deserved a preference.

Since; the abovementioned famous vocal

performers, the finger who has been the

most universally admired by all ranks of

spectators was die celebrated Manzoli, in the

year 1764. From what he declared at his

exhibiting on the first night, an opportunity

presents itself of making a parallel of the be

haviour of the Italian and English audiences,

much to the advantage and honour of the

ratter.

In the character of Ezio, he was drawn in

• triumphal car on the stage. The emo

tion in his features was visible to most of the

spectators. When be descended from the

car on the stage, hia feet were observed to

totter, on reflecting, no doubt, that he was

going to t'ke his trial before a rational, and

attentive assembly, where a Nicolmi, a Se-

nefino, a Fartnelti, had displayed their ama

zing talents. However the pre-encouraging

plaudit of the spectators soon recovered him.

He spoke—it was a general silence; he tang—

it wu all rapture and astonishment.

On coming off the stage h< declared to.

those near him, that a treatment so polite,

and se different from what he had been ac

customed to in Italy, threw him into a great

er confusion thin he had ever knowo before.

He grew upon the audience eveiy act, and

continued an abject of the public admiration,

through the whole season, nay was applauded

with as much rapturous emotion on the last

night at on the first.

A finger, like Guarducci, may be thought

more adapted sor the gentle pathetic, insinu

ating tenderness, 01 elegiac strains j but such

• Sa Cibhcr'i tlfi.
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i commanding power, such »n epic trumpet

of voice as that ot Msnzoli, to inspirit anil

amaie the human faculties, can be but rarely

found, perhaps not twice in a century."

jttimaJvrrsum on Mr. Baretti'r Actoutt os

tix Manturt and Customs of Italy, &c. (S<t

Inconsistencies of Baretti.
 

AS ltal]

school of the fine arts, and consc-

S Italy has been for many agel the

quently much visited by all those who were

desirous either to improve their taste, or gra

tify their curiosity, it is very surprising, that

the accounts we bate of the face of the count

try, and the disposition of its inhabitant!,

should be so very different, and even contra

dictory. On these, and many other points,

1 expected full information from Mr. Barct.

ri's late publication, and am fairy to fay, (hat

I am greatly disappointed. The author seems

more disposed to abuse and cavil with Mr.

Sharp, than to give the reader that satisfac

tion which he might naturally expect from a

* native; and hit too warm eeal for the ho

nour of hit country has hurried him into se

veral very palpable contradictions, some of

which I beg leave to point out to him thro'

the channel of your Magazine,

Vol. I. p. 46. and in ilvei.il other places,

tie treat! Mr. Sharp very roughly, for intima

ting that assassinations are very frequent at

Venice, and p. 54. assert!, that trie common

people in the different Hates of Italy are in

general humble, courteous, and of a friendly

disposition; yet p. 61. he says, their feelings

arc so quick, that even a disrespectful word,

or glance, will make them fall upon one

another with their knives, p. iz, 63, 73,

they sometimes give a stab to a rival and even

■ mistress, and are of a very touchy temper.

That the masters of coffee-houses will some

times attack those very gentlemen who/e li

very they hare formerly wore. P. 69. The

Italians are 0/ a furious disposition, and not

easily brought to justice. Vol. II. p. 51.

The friars are very malevolent and d (inge

nuous in their controversies. Vol. z. p. 154.

The people of Brescia arc of a very 1 uarrol-

some disposition, and till very latelv many

of them made assailmarion their profession.

Vol. I. p. jot. Mr. Baretti censures Mr.

Sharp for suspecting the behaviour of the

married ladies and their cicifbeos. And p.

I04. he aliens this custom to be entirely in

nocent, and founded on platonic principles,

which are vtrj umvtrfal in Italy. Yet p. 195.

he fays, that the Italians have such warmth

•f constitution, and quick sensibility, that it

is sot thought prudent to teach their young,

ladies motif, as it might luve a very bad ef

fect on their morals, f 261. That the pre

sent members of the Atcadian society are

crpert.manag'jtj' of a love intrigue. Vol. II.

p. 1-. The Venetian nuns have ruined their

reputation by the widenefs of their grates.

V, t<i Their young men at church point at5?

and ogle the ladies. Which, with several

other passages that might be specified, ar*

very far from proving the universality ofplato

nic principle. If this point wanted any fur

ther support than the author's concessions, I

might instance a very ancient and indelicate,

species of insult which is still in vogue among

the Italians. It is mentioned in the b- gin

ning of the 25th Canto of Dante's, Inferno,

and also by the ingenious author of Sectamrs't

satyrs, at the end of his second satyr, where

the annotator observes, that this vulgar and

illiberal custom, which isa common insult

at Rome and other places, is by the Neapo

litans converted into a polite and genteel com*

pliment.

Vol. I. p. 116, 117. Mr. Baretti censures

Mr. Sharp for accusing the Italians of super

stition, and in order to shew that he can

treat his Creator with as much freedom as

he does Mr. Snaip, he boldly asserts, that

their superstition will not give so much of

fence to Cod, at it hat to Mr. Sharp. But

p. 130, he says, their proceliion;-, Ar. ata

in a great measure superstitious. H. 114,

These festivals and raretWhews, Mr. Sharp,

I grant it over and over again, are supersti

tious. Vol. H. p. 51. The friars ate very

superstitious in increasing the number of theit

saints, and that with them our Saviour is

scarce superior to St. Francis and St. Poaij-

nic. Vol. I. p. 14$, he fays, superstition it

no vice, where he confounds it with credu

lity, and defends it on political principles,

which is changing the question.—Mr. Baretti

takes great pains in various pant of his uncon

nected performance, to defend the Rontife

church, and throws out several hints against

the reformation. But at it is hit opinion,

that the glory of God, and the credit or" •

revelation, must be di'tegudsd when put in

competition with the humour of the people,

and the interest of the dwarf states of Italy, I

think there it no occasion to attempt a. con

futation of such principles.

Vol. I. p. 57. Mr. Baretti fays, the Ita

lians are no rioters, and hare con'usion,

that he never heard of toy popular insurrec

tions in Tuscany, and several other states of

Italy. I suppose he has never read Macbi-

avelli's History of Florence, but for fear hat

should evade this evidence, I will produce

another, the validity of which he must ac

knowledge. In Mr. Biretti's account of the

manners and customs of Italy, vol. II. p. 50,,

60. he gives it as his opinion, " that do.net- ■

tic peace, the extinction of family anttnesi-

ties, and murders, is to be ascribed la the in

crease and influence of the friars, and not to

the disposition of people, who would became

tumultuoui,. if not kept in perpetual good

huolour by precession, church illuminations,

and those other things, wittily termed riret*

thews by the witty Mr. Sharp." To this

might be added, whit 11 laid above on the

lu'.ject of assassinations.

Mr.
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Mr. Baretti takes much pains to prove, that

the Italians in general cultivite the science*

at much at any other nations, in Europe, yet

be fayt, vol. II. p. ixi, that the Piedmon-

tese are very illiterate and ignoranr, and ac

knowledge, (hat he it a total stranger to the

Neapolitans.

: Mr. Baretti is a strong advocate for the

great fertility and plenty of the Italian states,

yet vol.11 . p 26 1, be lays, " that the peasant!

in winter have plenty of nothing but firinf,

that they crowd into their stables with their

cows and oxen, eat quantities of chesnuts,

applet, dry peaches, cheese and polenta, but

seldom talte whea>bread, meat, or fish. In

summer they fare better by the assistance of

vegetables and catching birds." As a part

•f their summer employment it to enjoy a

cure air and picturesque landscape*, no won*

dcr they live lo poorly in the winter.

Mr. Baretti hat a very intrepid pen, which

builds the boldest assertions oh the slightest

foundations ; for having in the beginning of

hit work specified three or sour words, the

meaning of which he fays Mr. Sharp did not

understand, he begins his tenth chapter, p.

147, with faying, " I think it already pro

ved, to the trader's satisfaction, that Mr.

Sharp does not understand a word of Italian.*'

By the seme method of reasoning it might be

easily proved that Mr. Baretti doet not under

stand a word of English.

As he hat raked up the asliea of poor Ro

ger Alcham, and declared war against every

one that baa presumed to say any thing to the

discred.t of those pattern! of every excellence,

the Italians, I think I shalt obl-ge Mr. Ba

retti, by informing him, that he may find

some more employment for hit pen, if be

will read Barclay's Icon ammtmm, under the

article Italy.

1 shall beg leave to make but one observa

tion more, which it, that in whatever tight

Mr. Sharp's profession may be looked uport

in Italy, yet at he is in this country allowed)

to be a gentleman, it it certainly very impu

dent in Mr. Baretti to treat him so frequent

ly on English ground with such illiberal lan

guage, which, however he informs ut it not

to be met with in Italy, except amongst the

tatiail. That Mr. Sharp might make some

mistakes on this subject it very probable and

pardonable, but that Mr. Baretti should at

tempt to impose upon the public a heap of

contradictions for a true account of hit na

tive country is unpardonable, and, if he can*

not clear up the above articles, and several

ethers, I think he ought to beg Mr. Sharp's

pardon, and that of the public.

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

Monday, March 28.

W.3* *£."»? HIS morning Sir William

ttjf~$Jtt Beauchamp-Proctor, ann" Mr.

Hft X (V Wilkes, two of the carrf.datet

jfc p8| for the tminry of Middlesex,

>£«a<J"*il**j8£ set oot for Brentford, where
•"•vat, ja/w» the c]ectjon cam4 on tnat

morning for knights of the shire for the said

county. Mr. Cooke, the other candidate,

was confined with the gout. Mr. Wilkcs

went in a coach drawn by fix long-tailed

horses, and was attended by an ama&ing

number of people to the place of election,

which waa held in the middle of Brentford

Butts, a temporary booth being erected there

for that purpose. The majority of haodt

appeared in savour os Sir William Bean*

champ-Proctor and Mr. Wilket, who were

accordingly returned t but a poll beiog de

manded in behalf os Mr. Cooke, the same

came on immediately, and at five in the as.

ternoon, Mr. Wilkes had polled fix to one

more than that gentleman. At nine o'clock,

the poll finally closed, when the numbers

flood ihu :

For >.hn Wilkes, Esq j - - 1300

Sir William- Beaufharrp Proctor J 07

George Cooke, Esq; - 817

Ac or.urfly Grorge Cuo .e, Esq; and Mr.

Wilk«a, wete declared <-»'y eltctcd.

The mob behaved in a tuj outrageous

manner at Hyde- Park-Corner, where they

pelted Mr. Cook, son of the city marshal,

and knocked him from hit horse, took off

the wheels of one of the carriages, cut the

harness, and broke the glasses to pieces; se

ver >1 other carriages were greatly damaged.

The reason assigned for these proceedings it,

that a flag wat carried before the precision of

Mr. Wilket't antagonists, on which wat

painted, " No Blasphemer." There hat not

been so great a defection of inhabitants from

London and Westminster, to ten miles dis

tance, in one day, since the Itfeguardman't

prophecy of the earthquake, which wat to'

destroy both those cities in the year 17:0.

In going there, however, some irregulari

ties were committed. Betides the assault

made upon Mr. Cooke, son to the city mar

shal, some other gentlemen, and more parti

cularly the two old membert were affronted

by the populace.

At night likewise the rabble were very tu

multuous, fume persona, who had voted in

favour of Mr. Wilket, hiving put out lig:itt,

the mob paraded the whole tawn from East

to West, obliging every bedy to Plarrrlnate,

:.nd sneaking trie windows of fueh at' did

not do if immediately. The windows of the

Mansion House, in particular, were demo-
..--.,-'■ UJie»
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lifted ill to pieces, tcgefher with a Urges

chandelier and some pier glasses, to the a-

mount of many hundred pounds. They dc

nwliOied allb the windows of Lord Bate,

Lord Egmont, SirSamp>"on Gideon, SirWil-

ium Mayne, and many other gentlemen and

tradesmen in most: of the puhlick streets of

both cities, London and Westminster. At

one of the abovementioned gentlemen'!

bouses, the mob were in a great measure ir-

noted to its by the imprudence of a servant,

who fired a pistol among them. At Charing-

Cr»ss, at the Duke of Northumberland's the

mob also broke a few panei, but his grace

hid the address to get rid of them, by order

ing np lights immediately into his windows,

and opening the Ship ale-house, which soon

drear them oft' to that side.

Wednesday, 30.

At a court of common-council called on

purpose to consider of the moft proper and

eftectaal means to prevent for the future, as

well al to punish, all such as shall be found

to have been guilty of the late riots and dis

turbances in ibis city, That court came to a

resolution to prosecute with the utmost vi

gour all and every person who (hall be con

victed of having been active in the late riots,

and to offer by advertisements a reward of fif

ty pounds for the discovery of every offender,

to le paid on their conviction, and ordered

the same to be inserted in every dairy and

evening paper, and a large number os the

said relcdution to be printed and polled up in

the most public places of this city, and the

liberties thereof. They also directed, that

such prosecutions as should arise from their

resolution mould be referred to the committee

appointed to direct their law proceedings. Jt

•rat referred to the Mansion-House commit

tee to order the immediate reparation os all

such damages as the said house may have

sustained by the late riots and tumults.

Tkursda y, 31.

A house was consumed by fire, in Stepney

Square.

Fkioay, April S.

Junes Bfownngs and his son were dis

charged out of Newgate, on giving security

tor their good behaviour for seven years. (See

last vol. p. 5J8)

Toisday, ra.

Came on the election of a governor and

deputy-governor of the Bank of England, for

the year ensuing, when Matthew Clarmont,

Eli); was chosen governor, and William

Cooper, Esq; deputy governor.

Wednesday, 13.

The following twenty-four directors of the

Bank, were elected for the year ensuing;

Samuel Beachcroft, Charles Boehm, William

Bdtoden', Barrh. Burton, Edward Darell,

Pe*er Du Cane, William Ewer, John Fisher,

Christopher Hake, jun. William Halhed,

Robert Marsh, Richard Neave, George Pe-

ten, '1 ho. Plumer, James Sperling, Daniel

• Aptil, 1768,

Booth, * Lyde Browne, * George Drake,

Phil. De la Haize, * George Hayter, Benja

min Hopkins, Thomas Thomas, • Marts

Weyland, Edward Payne; Isqrs.

Those marked • were never in the direc*

tion before.

About twelve o'clock, Mr. Wilkes made

his appearance before Lord Manifield in the

Court of King's Bench, Westminster, where

the council debated about two hours en the

nature of his outlawry ; but as he did not

make his appearance by virtue of a capias ut

legatum, the court determined nothing con

cerning him. He made the following, speech

to the court.

" My Lords,

According to the voluntary promise I made

to the public, I now appear before this so

vereign court of justice to submit myself in

every thing to the laws of my country.

Two verdicts have been found against mrf,

One is for the repoblication of the 'North

Briton, No. 45, the oilier sot the publication

of a ludicrous- poem.

As to the re-publication of that number

of the North Briton, I cannot yet see that

there is the smallest degree of guilt. I have

often read and examined with care that fa

mous paper. I know ihat it is in every part

founded on the strongest evidence of facts-.

1 find it full of duty and respect to the person

of the king, although it arraigns, in the

severest manner, the conduct of hit majesty's

then ministers, and brings very heavy charges

home to them. I am persuaded they were

well-grounded, because every one of titose

ministers his since been removed. No. one

instance of fallhood has yet been pointed out

in that pretended libel, nor was the Wort

false in the information befsie this court. 1

am therefore perfectly easy under every im

putation respecting a paper, in whxh truth

has guided the pen of the writer, whoever

he was, in every tingle line, and it is this

circumstance which hat drawn on me, as the

supposed author, all the cruelties of ministe

rial vengeance. '

As to the other charge against me for, the

publication of 1 poem, which has given just

offence, I will a!'ert that such an idea never

entered my mind. I blush again at the re

collection that it has been at any time .-.r.d

in any way brought to the pubic eye, aad

drawn from the obscurity in which it re

mained under my roof. Twelve copies of *

small part of it had been printed in my house:

atmyo<rn private press; I had carefully locked

them up, and I never give one to the most

intimate friend. Govcnjnent, after the af

fair of the North liriron, bribed one of my

servants to rob me of the copy, which was

•prodneed in the House of Peers, and after

wards before this honourable edurt. The

nation was justly offended, but not with me

for it was evident that 1 had not been guilty

of the least offence to thepubl.c, 1 pray

Ff . - God
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God to forgive, a* I do, the jury who h ive

found me guilty of publishing a poem I con

cealed with care, and which ii not even yet

published, if any precise meaning can be

affixed to any word in our language.

But, my lords, neither of the two verdicts

could have been found against me, if the

tecordt had not been materially altered with

out my consent, and, ai I am informed,

contrary to I— w. On the evening only be-

sore the two trials, — — — — caused the

records to be altered ——, against

the consent of my solicitor, and without my

knowledge ; for a dangeroul illness, arising

from an affair of honour, detained me at that

time abroad. The alterations were of the

utmost importance, and I was in consequence

tried the very next day on two new charges;

of which I could know nothing. I will

venture to declare this proceeding unconsti

tutional. I am advised that it is i 1, and

that it renders both the verdicts absolutely

void.

I have stood forth, my lords, in support of

the laws against the arbitrary acts ot minis

ters. This court of justice, in a solemn ap

peal respecting Grntralffe'rauti, shewed their

sense of my conduct. I wall continue to re

verence the wise and m'ld sjsiem of English

laws, and this excellent constitution. I have

been much misrepresented ; but under every

species of persecution, I will remain firm and

friendly to the monarchy, dutiful and affec

tionate to the illustrious prince who wean

the crown, and to the whole Brunswick line.

As to all nice, intricate points of law, I

am sensible how narrow and circumscribed

my ideas are; but I have experienced the

deep knowledge, and great abilities of my

counsel. With them 1 reft the legal part of

my defence, submitting every point to the

judgment of this honourable court, and to

the laws of England."

When Mr. WiUcea had finished his speech

Mr. Attorney General moved for his imme

diate commitment, on the outlawry. He

was answered by Mr. Serjeant Glyn, Mr.

Recorder of London, Mr. Mansfield, and

Mr. Davenport, successively, who all moved

the court for a writ of Error, which Mr.

Attorney- General, on being applied to last

Saturday, had refused to grant. They speci

fied several particulars in which the process

of the outlawry was erroneous, as sufficient

(rounds for the motion, and offered to give

any bail for Mr. Wilkes's appearance. The

court then proceeded to give their opinions

seriatim. Lord Mansfield spoke long and for

cibly on the impropriety of the procedure on

both sides ; observing, that the Attorney-

General could not, with the least appearance

os reason or of law, move for the commit

ment of a person who was not legally in

Court; nor had the council for the defendant

any b tter plea for their motion in favour of

4 KUB who appeared g'iiit uciwe them t He

added, that had Mr. Wilkes been brought

hither by a writ of eafias ut itgaitnr, the mo

tion might then have been made with pro

priety, and the court might have exerted,

had they pleased, their discretionary power

in accepting or refusing their bail. His lord

ship further experefsed himself very happy

in having an opportunity of explaining

his sentiments publickly, before so large

an audience, with regard to the charge

brought against him by Mr. Wilkes, .of

granting an order for the amendment in the

information against him, in substituting the

word rerrer instead os purport j declaring, re

peatedly, that he thought himself bound in

duty to grant it ; that he conceived it to be

the uniform practice of all the judges to

grant such amendments ; that he had him

self frequently repeated the same practice id

other causes, without the least objection be

ing ever offered against it. The rest of the

judges agreed with the chief justice in opi

nion, that as Mr. Wilkes was not legally be

fore the court, no proceedings could be

had upon hi« cafe ; Mr. Justice Willes parti

cularly remarking. "That the officers of

the crown had no right to brow upon that

court the business of committing Mr. Wilkej

upon his gratis appearance, out of the com

mon cour le of law, when they might have

brought him before it legally by a writ of

Capim utltgatum, which it would have been

very easy to execute, since he has noto

riously appeared in public for several week*

past; and, in that cafe, the Attorney Gene

ral might have made his motion with pro

priety."

Two houses were destroyed by site in Port-

man-square.

Came on, by ballot, the choice of direo

tors of the East-India company, for the yeit

ensuing ; and on casting up of the numbers

yesterday, they appeared to be, for each, can

didate, as follow i

HOUSE LIST.

Those marked * are in both lids.

*Benjamin Booth 590* William James 56*

Rich. Bosanquet 433 "Robert Jones y»e

H.Crabb Boulton 430 John Pardoe 394

•Cha. Chambers 597 'Frederic Pigou III

•Joseph Creswicke594*John Purling 597

SirG. Cokbruke 397 Luke Scraiton 48?

SirJCockburn 4 (9* William Snell 615

Percgiine Cust 430 'John Steshm'on 607

•E.H. Cruttende 1 61 1 *Edward Wheeler 601

»Pet.DuCane,jun.6io Daniel Wier 41ft

•John Harrison 605 *Geo, Wombwell 57 <

•Joseph Hurlock 559 *JohnWoodhouse 55J

The following were in the proprietors,

but not in the house list 1

Henry Fletcher ajx John Matteuc 110

Wm. G. Freeman iggRkhard Smith 198

Michael Iropey 176 Laurence Sullivan 268

John Manship 321 Richard Warner 207

[Htnrj Cfabb-BouJton, Esq: was chosen

chairman
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thermal), and Sir George Colebroke, bait,

•ejjry- chairman, the neat day.]

TamiDAT, 14.

At the anniversary sermon and feast of

the London hospital 106a 1. 91. id. wai

v.'Jtcud.

Friday, 15.

A desperate tray happened at Wapping

axecg several gangs of coalheivers ; many

persons were wounded, and three or four

•oases almost destroyed.

Saturday, '6.

Ended the Cessions ac the Old B i'ey, when

John Sherridan, for a rape on (he body of

Mary Buckinfhaw, Margaret Watta for rob.

bing her mistress ; James Sampson, for steal

ing bank notes to the amount of, ca; 1. the

property of Gen. Conway. and afterwards

setting fire to his house ; Joseph Webb, for

trargLry, and John Smith, lor sheep. stealing,

rtceiied sentence of death j but Margaret

Witt! being found with child, was respited*.

forty-eight were sentenced to be transported

far seven years, cne branded, and three

whipped.

Tuesday, 19,

' A bouse was consumed by tire near Eck-

iottau, in Worcestershire.

Wednesday, ao.

There was another great disturbance in

Wip).ug amongst the coalheavers and others

in that branch, when great numbers beset

tbe house of Mr. Green, a publican, who

defended the same all night, and a great ma-

a) shut were fired on both fides, wherein

three of the afftiianta weic killed, and seve

ral dangerously wounded. The guards were

sea; for, and Mr. Green and one GibUthorp

beiac charged before justice Hodgson, wirh

killing William Weak and two others, wete

by the said guard conducted to Newgate.

Thubsdav, ai.

About two months since a girl, of about

fifteen years sf age, was seduced from her

father's house, by an intimate acquaintance,

ai 'opposed ; which giving great uneasiness,

they advertised her, with a reward for reco

vering her, but without effect ; at length a

fricadof the father's saw her parading with

ether loose gills at the house of one Mrs.

—— in Great Ayliffe- street, Gooiman's-

Scldi; of which the father being acquainted,

went in the afternoon of this day and enqui

red for his daughter, whom the old woman

at first denied knowing, nut the neighbours

"rafting that such a girl was there the night

before, and had been for two months past,

she at last acknowledged such a person had

taken lodgings there, and been treated with

a* much humanity as if she had been her own

child; that (he was gone out a walking

(though seen at the window but a few mi

nutes before) and that (he did not knowhim

to se the father j but was he. or was he

*"i be should not have her till she was sa

tisfied to the utmost farthing of her demands s

the father persuaded her to surrender her

quietly, or he would (ring a peace officer

with him ; which he soon afterwards did,

and up in the father's knocking at the door,

and being refused admittance, he threatened)

to force the same : whereupon it was sud

denly thrown open by her son, who with a

bludgeon gave him such a violent blow over

the eye as to force it almost out of its soc

ket ; upon which the old woman came up to

him (half blinded and in great agony, as cer

tainly must be) and battered him with her

fists in such a manner over the fame eye, that

one corner string was quite broke ; a surge in

was then sent for by the pop j I ace (by thil

time assembled) who did what was necessary,

hut pronounced the eye irrecoverably gone.

Whilst this was doing, the woman, her son,

and the loft sheep, with some other girls,

made their escape backwards ; whereupon

the populace tore the front of the house to

pieces, as also tbe wainscot within, and took

all' the furniture out of the house, and burnt

it in the open street before the door j which

threw some other infamous wretches of the

neighbourhood into such a pannic, that they

thought it necessary to (hut up their bouses

for the present. On the 2td at night a

guard of one hundred- soldii-rs were under

arms, to prevent fur'her mischief.

The following shocking affair happened

at Bow, near Mile-end —Mr. Sayer, an e-

minent malt distiller at Bow, went early in

the morning into hit garden, and looking

into tbe necessary house saw a man there,

whom he questioned, asking what business

he had there, and who he was ? The man,

who proved afterwards to be a lunatic, not

making a satisfactory reply, Mr Sayer

thought proper to secure him, which, with)

the assistance of hii servants, he effected,

and carri-d him before a magi(rrat?,whocom-

mitted him for the present to the parish

workhouse, till he could be more safely ta

ken care of. In thil place he continued all

day, and behaving to appearance in ■

reasonable manner, about t-n at night

he prevailed on the beadle, and another

person who were ordered to fit up with

him, to take off his handcuffs, which being

made for a woman, hurt his wrists and caused

them to swell. He then asked what it wai

o'clock, and on being told near eleven, re

plied, •' 'tie very well : at that time I shall

begin my work." Accordingly when the

clock struck eleven, he took up a chair, with

which he endeavoured to knock down the

two persons who were appointed to take care

of him : one of whom however (the beadle)

luckily got our, on which the madman im

mediately bolted the door, and with a clea

ver, which happened unfortunately to be

left in the room, it is supposed he knocked

down the other, and levered the head from

F ( t the
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the body. Aster this he went up fiairs, where

Pe cut and mangled several per oni who were

ln bed in the house. Tne master and mis-

treft os the workhouse would most probably

have shared the same fate, if they had not

barricaded themselves in their room by pla

cing chests of drawers, and other furniture,

against the door, which he had near chop-

ed to pieces when assistance came, who,

•with great difficulty, secured him, a> they

were obliged to make use of fire arms.—It is

imagined, from the wounds he hat received,

being shot through one arm, and one of his

hands being partly shot off, as well as the

contusions on his head, that he cannot live.

Staa cf tie City Hifpitah for 1767,

St. Bartholomew's.

Cured and discharged from this hospitil 3804

Out-pa'ients relieved with advice and

medicines - - 3211

Trusses given by the hospital to 8

Bunt ■ (his year 362

Remaining under cure 415

Out-patient - - 194

In ail inrjuding out patients 7994

St. T oma-,': Hospital.

Cured and discharged from this hospital 6S96

Buried this year

Remaining under care

Out-patients •

»77

4*7

219

7*59
Total, including out-patients

Christ's Hospital.

Children put forth apprentices, and dis

charged out of this hospital last year,

twelve whereof were instructed in

the mathematicks 144

Buried the last year - 3

Remaking in this hospital 903

Bridewell Hospital

Vagrants, &c. relieved and discharged 5C9

Maintained in several trade.*, &c. 60

Beth lem Hospital.

Admitted into this hospital aol

Cured ... 17*

Buried - • 56

Remaining under cure - 253

Monday, 25.

A large body of coalheavers assembled in a

riotous manner in Wapping, went on board

the colliers, and obliged those men who were

at work to leave off, so that business is at

a stand. A fray afterwards ensued between

some of the lumpers servants and the above

coalheavets, in which it is said, three

men were killed and several wounded, A

party of the guards was sent from the

Tower to quell the rioters. They are most

of them Irish, have formed themselves into

several parlies, go armed with cutlasses and

pistols, and by means of catcalls can, in a

jjhort time, assemble a vast number together.

W»dnisday, 27.

Came oa, in the court of King'* Bench,

April

Westminster, before the hon. Lord thief

Justice Mansfield, the grand cause between

the college of physicians and the licentiates ,

wh:n, alter a long hearing which lasted till

near three o'clock, a verdict was given in fa

vour of the former. ( Sec last vol. p. 485, 523.

About nine o'clock Mr, Wilkes wan

brought to Westmin!ter-hall by virtue of a

writ of cdfiai utlegalun, but on account of

the trial or tbe physicians, he did net come

into the court of King's Bench till exactly

four minutes before three o'clock in the af

ternoon : A writ of Error was allowed ; after

which it was argued, whether the said gen

tleman could be admitted to bail, when aster

several learned arguments aud debates, which,

lasted till half past six o'clock, it was the opi

nion of the court that he could not j in con

sequence thereof be was committed to the

King's Bench prison; to which place as Mr,

Wilkes was going, from Weltrmniler-hall, in

an hackney coach, attended by Messrs. Stitch*

all and Holloway, tipstaffs to the right hon.

Lord Mansfield, the mob stopped the coach;

at the foot of W stminsler Bridge, on the,

Middlesex side, took out the horses, an<t

drew the coach along the Strand, Fleet- street,

tec. to Spitalfieldi, When they came to

Spital-square they obliged the two tipstaffs to

get out, and let them go very quietly away ;

they then drew Mr. WiLkea to the Three

Tuns tavern in Spitalficlds, where, from a

one pair of stairs window, he earnestly e»-

treated them to retire ; but they resuse d,

saying they would watch him till the morn

ing. Mr. Wilkes assured the tipstaffs, that

as soon as the populace were dispersed, be

would surrender to the King's Bench j which

be did the fame night.

A child has been killed by the fall of

some old tenements, near Whitcchapel.

The king's pardon, and a reward of -ool.

from tbe duke, are promised for the disco

very of the person who sent a threatening

letter to the Duchess of Northumberland.

The prince of Monaco is arrived in Eng

land, on a visit to the royal family. (SeelaS

vol. p. 534.)

On Sunday tbe 17th instant the gallery

of Hound church, near Hamble, Hants, fell

down in the time of divine service,when many

of the congregation were assembled therein ;

by which accident several persons had the

misfortune to have some of their bones

broke, and others were very much bruised,

but happily no life was lost. It was occa

sioned, we hear, by the main beam break

ing short off.

At tbe assizes at Warwick, four malefac

tors received sentence of death ; at Taunron,

four, one of them for murdering his father,

who was executed as usual ; at Kingston, fix,

three of whom were reprieved ; at Shrews

bury five ; at Derby, Charles Pleasants, for

forgery j af-Launcesion, five, but all re

prieved,;
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peieyed ; at Stafford, eleven, seven of whom

were, reprieved j at Lancaster, one, but re

prieved; and at Bury, seven. (See p. 165,)

A farmer's house, outhouses, and stock of

grain, have been confirmed by fire, at Fel-

tham, near Hounslow-Heath,

A house of inoculation at Yaxley, near

Peterborough, has been demolished by the

populace.

Seven houses have been burnt down at

Sandy- Line, Wilts.

The subjects for the prizes given annu-

ally by the representatives of the univer6:y of

Cambridge, in parliament, are, this year,

For the Senior Bachelors:

Quid causa suit quart Gentei Septtntrknalet

bcm.'cidia olim comptnfavtrunt pecuaia ; apud

hodiernal attttm levtora cr-.mina msrte & Jup~'

pliciii c crudtlifiimii pniurtter.t

For the Middle Bachelors :

Vtrum Sccicattii nuper irjtitu'a ad p'onvrvrzJai

a- :n & commercia magtioi arttjicti fis com-

mtreia effectrintf

The exercises are to be delivered in by the

10th of June next, in the usual manner.

f* The defiru3hit if tiineutbfor ill irnmi*

rality^From tb; propb'cici,-~\9 appointed' for

the subject of the poem for Mr. Seatun's

prize, this present year,"

A fine house at Lynn, ia Norfolk, hai

been consumed by fire. "•

Mr. William Odgeri, one of the officers

.of his majesty's customs at Penaance, in the

execution of his office, in seizing and secu

ring a large quantity os uncustomed goods

some time ago, was most barbarously murder

ed by four tinners - belonging to the parish

of Gwennop in Cornwall, who were assem

bled for the purpose of rescuing the said

goods.

On the 17th. in the morning, a violent

storm of thunder and lightening happened at

Radwinter, near Saffron Waldcn, in Essex,

which did great damage to the house of Mr.

Baiacs, a farmer at that place. The fore-

door war (battered to pieces, and all the

windows in front, except one, broke entirely,

scarcely a piece of glass or lead remaining to

be seen. The ehimnies were thiown down

to the ridge of the hou'.e, and several single

bricks scattered to a great cisiance. Several

boles, likewise, appeared in the back of the

chimney near the ground. Within the b on se,

the lightening had a most uncommon effect ;

many of the doors were thrown off their

hinges, and broke ; a pair of bellows was

tossed to the other fide of the room, and

shattered to- pieces; the bell of the clock

broke, and the works were greatly damaged.

In the kitchen, a copper had two hples

made in it, and all the pewter platss which

stood against the wall had each a hole melt

ed in them about the bigness of a sixpence.

The main beam of the house was displaced,

and had it been drawn a quarter of an inch

farther, one fide of the house must hive

fallen down. The house suffered in many

other places, a-d the furniture in general

was greatly damaged.

A shepherd's cottage, on the 9th, wai

consumed by fire, at little MafTingham, Nor

folk, with all his farming stock and utensils,

Ac.

Extrail as a Utter from Cockermouth, dated

April, 53.

" This day the high sheriff of Cumber,

land made his return of members for the

cuinty. In the course of the poll 373 of the

freeholders who tendered their votes for Mr,

Curwen and Mr. Fletcher, and fifty-seven

of the friends of Sr James Lowther and Mr.

Seehouse, we're 'rejected by the returning

officer. After two or three days taken for

deliberation, the sheriff proceeded this morn

ing ti f-irrher rejection', and struck out of

the poll-b'Jok upwards of fifty of the voter*

for Mr. Curwrn and Mr Fletcher, and about

one fourth part of that number from Sir

James Lowther'* and Mr. Senh ule's list.

On the re alt of the whole the high sheriff

found that the numbers were, for

Mr. Curwen - 2'",o

Sir James Lowther, 1 19.77

Mr.' Fletcher, - '975

Mr. Senhoufe, - 1891

and he thereupon returned Mr. Curwen and

Sir James Lowther. The greatest part of

tbof.- who were rejected in prejudice of Mr.

Curwen and Mr. Fletcher, were neighbour*

to the former of these gentlemen, and lived

within his manors : the objection taken to

them was, that the land tax assessment*

were not duly signed and sealed by the com

missioners, though the voters were rated in

the duplicate, and actually paid, and had

for years paid the land tax ; and it is very

observable that the estate Mr. Curwen gave

in ai his qualification for knight of the

(hire was not sufficient, in the judgment of

the sheriff, to entitle him to vote as a forty

shillings a year freeholder, on account of the

informality of the assessment.

A letter from Boston in New England,

dated March 7, fays, " You have long been

acquainted (fee] last vol. p. 681,) with the

patriotic resolves of this inhabitants of this

town to discourage the importation of foreign

manufactures ; I have now to inform yon,

that our hon. house of representative! have

shewn their approbation of c.ir conduct there

in, in a full assembly held on Friday last ; when

they came to the following resolutions, -which

were ordered to be immediately made public s

•< Resolved, that this houle will use their

utmost endeavours, and enforce their endea

vours by example, in suppressing extrava

gance, idleness, and vice, end promoting in

dustry, cectnomy, and good morals, ia their

respective towna.

And in order to prevent the unnecessary

exportation
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exportation of money, of which thii pro

vince has of late been so much drained, it

it further resolved, That this house will, by

all prudent meant, endeavour to discounte

nance the use of foreign superfluities, and to

encourage the manufactures of this province."

The city and island of New-Orleans it

sow entirely taken possession of by the Spa

niards.

fru /{< Phiuoiithia Gazette.

Philadelphia, Feb. i. On the 10th of last

month so r lnd an men ind two women went

to the house or Frederick Stump near the

mouth of Middle-Creeic, in the county of

Cumberland in this province, where the said

Stump, after disabliog them by making them

drunk, most inhumanly murdered them, and

bid tr.eir bodies under the ice in the creek.

Oo the neat day. he went with a servant- lad

to an Indian cabbin, about fourteen miles up

the said Creek, and there barbarously put to

death an Indian woman, two girls, and a

young child, then set fire to the cabbin, and

burn! the bodies to ashes. Alter committing

these horrid murders, he freely confessed the

whole to Mr. William Blyth, whose deposi-

fition, we hear, baa been taken before the

chief just ce. The only reasons assigned by

him lor these atrocious violences, were,

that he was afraid the fix Indians intended

to do him a mischief, and that he murdered

the other four, lest they should infotm the

other Indians of the death of the six. Upon

the whole he seemed to be under no appre

hensions of punilhmeit, and behaved as if

be had one a meritorious action.

Philadelphia, Feb. 4. The following it

an extract of a letter from Captain Patterson,

lately in the provincial service (now lying at

juniata) dated from Carlisle, Jao. 13.

" The list instant, I matched a parry

cf nineteen men to George Gabriel's house,

at Pen's Cteek's mouth, and made prisoners

Frederick Stump, and John Ironcutter, who

wc:e suspected to have murdered ten Indians,

near Fort Augusta ; and I have this day de

livered them to Mr. Holme!, at Carlisle

Gaol.

Yesterday I sent > person to the Great

Island, th.t understands the Indian language,

with a talk. M . self and party were exposed

to great dangers by the desperate resistance

mace by Stump, and his friends, who sided

with him. The message I have sent to the

Indians, I hope, will not be deemed assuming

any authority of my own , as you art very

sensible 1 am no slranger to the Indians, and

•heir customs. I am, &c.

W. Patt xasON.

On Friday morning last a number of

armed men, about So it is said, went to the

gaol of Carlisle, which they entered by force,

and carried off the above mentioned Frede

rick Stump, and John Ironcutter, notwith

standing the opposition and persuasions of

the magistrals. *"J others to the contrary.

This affair has greatly alarmed the govern

ment of Pensylvania, who are taking every

measure to prevent an Indian war. A war

it also likely to I,reak out between the Creeks,

and the Chickesawt, and Choctawt.}

One Nat. Jones, 1 so diet in the loth*.

regiment, now at Gibraltar baa confessed,

that in Aug. 1765, he murdered and robbed

a woman near Yeovil, in Somersetshire, and

afetwards threw her body into a œarle-pit.

At Brunswick, 1141 were born in 176',

and 1022 were buried ; at Chester, christened

351, married 143, buried 367 5 at Copen

hagen, born 195", Died 3361, married 903 ;

at Durham, christened mtles, 77, females

71, married £5, buried 155 j at Liverpool*,

christened 1078, buried 02;, married 47s)

at Newcastle upon Tyne, christened 761,

buried 824 j at Turin, born 2956, died

59?o ; at Whitby, christened rcj8, bur', d

137, married 5;; at York, christened 47a,

married 157, buried 405.

From the London Gazette, April »6.

ExtraS of a Later from Fort St. George, in

si- East Indies, dat d October 8, 1767.

*' We have received from oor camp the

following account of the defeat of the jo'nt

forces of Nizam Ally and Hyder Ally,

near Trinomallee, on the jo'.h of Septem

ber last, by the company's forces, under the

command of Colour 1 Smith."

F>cm tbtfuU of battle al Errour nimr Trino

mallee, Sept. 27, 1767.

'■ Yesterday evening, after several ma

nœuvres on both sides, we brought the ene

my to an action, and have effectually routed

them. They endeavoured at first to turn

a warm cannonade upon our left, and as

we could not well come at their guns, on ac

count of a morass in front, we were ordered

to endeavour to turn their left round fume

hills which lay in our front. We did so, and

presently brought them to an action, which

after a very smart sire ended in their defeat-

Our loss is small ; the rapidity with which

our troops advanced upon them, allowing

them to do us little harm, every thing consider

ed. We lay on the field all last night, and, as

soon as we could distinguish objects, we marched

this morning in pursuit of them : They made

a faint thew of resistance, but are gone en

tirely off, at it it thought through the Chart-

gama-Pass into the Baharah-Haul country.

We followed them till the strength and

spirits of our army was quite exhausted, and

obliged us to halt on the spot we are now

encamped, which it about eight miles on the

road to Changama from Trinomallee. Last

night we seized nine of their guns, and are

now in possession of about fifty pieces of their

cannon, which they could not carry elf in

their precipitate retreat. Both our officers

and men behaved with the greatest resolu

tion. The enemy's loss must be great,

but cannot bt ascertained, at the moment a

mam
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nun i» killed ot wounded, hit companion*

curry him off. The piisonera inform u;,

th»t our cannon made great harock among

them.

We (earn finee, that fourteen more pieces

of the enemy's cannon have been found a-

mong the bushes.

Mn. PRlTCHARD't FauwUli E*l-

tocui.

THE curtain drops—my mimic life i»

past,

That scene of * sites' and tirrar waa my last.

Could I in such a scene my ei.it make,

When evVy rial feeling is awake ?

Which beating here, superior to all art,

Bcrsls in full tidet fiom a most grateful heart,

1 now appear myself—distress'd, distnay'd.

More than in all the character I've play'd)

In acted passion, teai6 must steal to flow,

But 1 have that within that pajsa Jhvw*

Before I go, and this lov'd spot forsake,

What gratitude can give, my tvijbn, take 5

Upon your heatt may no affliction prey,

Which cannot by the stage be chas'd awayt

And may the stage, to please each virtuous

mind,

Crow e»'ry day more moral, more refin'd ;

Refin'd from grossness, not by foreign ikill }

Weed out the poison, but be English still.

To all my brethren whom I leave behind,

.Still may your bounty, aa to me be kind ;

Tome for many years, your favours ftow'd,

Humbly receiv'd, on small desert beflow'd j

For which-I feel—what cannot be eapresa'd—

•Words are ten laeai—mj tears must speak the

rest.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

€ OPENHA.GEN, March 15. Yester

day being the first time of her majesty 'a

appearing in public since her lying-in, it was

observed as a day of Gala i The foreign mi

nisters, nobility, &c bad the honour of

paying their respects to her m-jesty upon the

occasion; and in the evening there was a ball

ttnd supper at curt. (See p. 1 19.)

Stockholm, March 29. This capital and

its neghbourhood have suffered, considerably

by the late storm Most of the houses at

Lidkiopingin Weslfogothia, were destroyed;

the tower of the church was best down ; and

eight persons have been found buried under

*he snow.

Warsaw, March 5. This day the Dyet

held a formal, session, which it the last,

wherein every thing that the commissioners

have agreed on, in their different delibera

tions, whether among themselvs:, or jointly

with the Russian ambassador, have been

approved and confirmed* (Seep. 167) It

• Thihjisiuc

was entered in the registers, that not on

ly the general confederacy of the stater, but

also that of the dissidents, were eniirely at

an end. At the fame time it waa declared,

that the treaty, which the grand commission

had entered into with the ambassador of

Russia, respecting both the dissidents and

she state-assiirs of the king, should have the

force of a law, and be considered aa a funda

mental and perpetual constitution. The

fame day the deputies of the dissidents

caused the act os the abolition of their con

federacy to be registered in the Grod of

Warsaw.

Warsaw, March 16. There ia advice by

several letters from 1'odolia, that a confede

racy is farming theie, that a marshal is to

be elected, and that a number of peasant*

have been promised to be supplied with

money and arms. This news has occasioned

several conference at court. (See p, 1 19.)

Warsaw, March 1 >, The general rendez

vous of the new confederacy in Podolia, is at

Bar. They have enlisted 5000 men, and de

clare they act for the defence of religion and

liberty. An officer has been appointed to

make a tour into those parts, to observe the

stilt of the confederacy.

Wa-saw, March 26. An express is ar

rived with advice, that the reconfederates of

Podolia had formed a scheme to carry off

the comiiander of the troops belonging to

the Republick ; but the latter having ocen

informed of it, bad retired into the forties*

of Kaminieck, which he waa obliged to do

with so much precipitation, that a!] the 1' >-

lonese companies, consisting of two thousand

men, were made prisoners. Immediately after

this expedition, the reconfederates laid siege,

with all their strength, to the sprites;, the

garrison of which is composed of only one

regiment of artillery, and a few small de

tachments from the other regiments, with

out provisions or ammunition. Jt is reported

that the place has surrendered

The Rusli in army, commanded by general

Kreschetr.ikow, is on its march towards Za-

rr.osk, which towu is fifee/n leagues from

Bar, the head quaf lets oi the confederate?.

This army is to form a line in the Palatinate

of Cracovia, to observe the motions of the

Podolian Confederates, and to prevent the

neighbouring Palaunes from entering into an

association.

Vienna March 9. Inoculation bat at

last prevailed here. A young English student

in physic, ot the name 01 Haulflon, who

came here to attend the famous De Hicn'a

lectures, has associated himself with a phy

sician of thtj place ; and with tHc leave, and

under the protection of Biron Vin Swietrn,

they have inoculated lour children in the

hospital, one of whom is already perfectly

recovered ; and i: is not doubted but thae

this prsctxe will be generally- adopted, anA

attendee]

in Lilly Mitbub.
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attended with the same success here, as it hi!

been in other places,

Vienna, April 6. The Pope'i Nuncio

made his entry la I Monday, and had bit

audiences yesterday, th.it he might be in

public in order to be able to perform the mar

riage ceremony to-morrow. The archduke

Ferdinand will be the king of Naples proxy.

The Queen of Naples will let out a few hour*

after.

Yesterday the Neapolitan ambassador went

to court with a great retina-, a-d hid an

audience of their Imperial majesties tp de

mand her royal highness : after which (he

Was betrothed with the usual ceremonies.

This day her royal highness signed and swore

to the act of renunciation of all pretensions

to allodials, &c. and every claim whatever,

in tbe form that has always been practised

en shese occasions.

Rente, March 12. We hare advicefrotn

Milan, that cardinal Erevelli died there on

the 29th ult. after three days illness, in his

70th year. He was born at Cremona in

1698, and was raised to the purple in 1759.

Ten hats are now vacant.

Naples. Feb. * :. The effects of the ex-

pelled Jesuits are not thrown into the royal

treasury, but arc to be expended in charitable

uses, under the king's inspection, who his

appointed an administrator, with a salary of

101 Ducats per month, out of whicn the in

ferior officers under him are to be paid. (See

P. 168.)

Naples, March 8. The government has

issued an order, that no book, written by a

Jesuit, shall be sold or kept in any booksel

lers (hops. No books are exempted, not even

those which relate to the mathematics.

Florence, March 1. Some letters inform

us, that at the request of the king of the

Two Sicilies, the Jesuits established in the

island of Malta have been all arrested in one

and the same night, by order of the grand

master, and conducted on board some lhipt,

to be transported to the ecclesiastical state.

Venice, March 3c. We have just received

advice from Rome, that 1800 Neapol.tan

troops hare taken possession of Beneventb,

which place, though situate in thekingdim

of Naples, belongs to the Pope, and there

fore this proceeding of the king of Naples

occasions various conjecture!.

Madrid, March. 16. We have received

advice frorh Majorca, that in January last a

report prevailed in that island, that a statue

of the Holy Virgin, which stands over the

door of one of the houses from which the

Jesuits were expelled, had been observed to

join both her hands together, then to extend

them again, and afterwards cross them over

the breast j which they pretended to inter

pret as manifest signs of grief, on account of

the expulsion of the Jesuits. This report

gained credit among the populace to that de

gree, that they aslimbled together, and broke

out in imprecations against the authors of

the proscription of that society. The go

vernor and the bilbop made use of every

possible means to calm the tumult, which at

ICngrh they effected by exposing tbe statue of

the Virgin 10 the people, and convincing

them that ir was only stone, and consequently

incapable of motion.- However, several per

sons were sent to prison on account of the

riot : and the governor immediately sent a

particular account of it to court.

I'di-.i, April 4. Last Thursday night,

about eleven o'clock, a sire broke out at a

nunnery in the Rue des Postes. Seven young

ladies were in bed in tbe chamber where the

flames first appeared, which were so rapid

that only two of the ladies could be got out,

and they much hurt, the rest perished in the

sire.

Paris, April 8. It is assured, that the am

bassadors from France, Spain, and Naples, at

Rome, have received orders to join in de

manding of the Pope to withdraw his brief

concerning the duteby of Parma, and like-

wis| a satisfaction for this insult ; and it is

pretumed that bis Holiness is disposed to

-come to 20 accommodation. (See p. 168 )

Brussels, March 22. Saturday there was a

number of idle riotous people assembled them

selves together, and by force carriedjwajr

every thing that was brought into the public

markets, declaring that they would rather be

hanged than starved; but upon the guards

being called, and a gallows immediately

erected upon the Great Place, they soon dis

persed 5 every thing is noWin perfect auiet*

ness; and the government is taking every

precaution to prevent the like disturbance for

the future.

' Hague, March 26. His serene highness the

prince of Weilbourg and his children are

perfectly recovered of the small-pox, under

the care of the English inocolators, who have

been called to Rotterdam by several of the

principal inhabitants.

J5" The plate of the Communications between tbe thru bridges, new roads, &c.

must be deferred to our next, through the illness of the engraver.

The Marriages and Births, Deaths, Promotions Civil and Military, Bankrupts,

Bills of Mortality, &e. for March and April, in our next, being now omitted

/or •want of room*

* 1 a
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THE

London Magazine,

For M A Y, 1768.

($■ The CURATE, I. B. -who -wrote the account of his hardships, inserted m our

Mag. for 1767, p. 601, is once more requested to call upon, or •write to, Mr.

Baldwin, wuko can injorm him ofsomewhat that -will alleviate his sufferings.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, May 16, 17S8.

?TV{ jMsT^OU have repeatedly

kf_ 1£^£ _J obliged me by giving

■W, m. M .-** a place in your very
a pi

J valuable collection to

% what I have sent you

IMJ fiom time to time on

V* U the important subject

, ol capital punishments.

In my last (published, Nov. 1767) I

took occasion to mention with pleasure

the teprieveof no less than/x criminal'-,

being all that were tried and c mdemned

for divers thesis and robberies at the

lent-affizes held that )ear for the county

where I live. And I hoped I should

have been ahle to fay, that no less than

eight convicted at the lame aHize tliis

year, and condemned ro dye, were per

mitted to live: but was disappointed.

This indeed was the cafe of five of them.

The other three, (young men and sol-

diers, their different ages about 19, zo,

and 27) were executed the zd instant

for a rape (after a repeated respite) near

the place where the fact was committed.

I shjll wave the mention of several

tilings which have been suggested by

way of alleviation, and urged in their

behalf) and consider the crime of

which they were sound guilty, as veiy

atrocious, and dei-rving *severe punish

ment. But at tlte lame time hope I

may be allowed to a Ik could no

yun\b\m*m sufficiently severe be thought

of, and their lives Ipared r In the reign

•f Junes the second, Mr. Tutchin who

assisted the Duke of Monmouih, was

sentenced to remain in prison seven

ytirs, and once every year to be whip-

id through all the towns in Dorsetshire,

which would have amounted to a

M,ay, 1768.

whipping about once a fortnight. Mr.

Tutchin petitions the king to gr.int

him the favour to be hanged with the

rest of his fellow prisoners. Perhaps

those who were nvst desirous of the

death of these young men might have

been satisfied isa somewhat similar (less

rigorous) sentence had been pronounced ,

upon them. Might they not have been

doomed to receive a certain number of

h.lus at fixed times, consistent with the

preservation of life ; and some visible,

durable mark set upon them to perpetuate

their infamy, and prevent their desertion,

whet >er obliged 10 work on the roads, or

continued as soldiers, in the service of

their country? Might not something <of

this kind have been thought sufficient

without taking away their lives ? Could

no punishment upon earth have been

deviled terrible enough ? no proper cor

rection without utter distruiiion, nor any

lieter method oi making them examples

to the world than sending them out oj its

Had they been continued in it, who

knows but that their appearing peni

tence and their subsequent good con

duct might have induced their superiors

to mitigate the lenience? The worthy

clergyman who often visited them, dis

coursed and prayed with them, and ad

ministered the sacrament to them, de

clared the satisfaction he had in ob

serving the propriety os their behaviour

under their unhappy circumsbnces ; the

fense they seemed to have of their guilt

— their expressions of penitential sorrow,

&c. Accordingly it is said they de

livered to the sheriff ar the p!ace of

execution an address (finned by all)

to their fellow soldii r« intimating their

grief—self indignation—the alteration

of their sentiments and views osthings—-

giving them good advice and unseating

G g » them
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them to regard the words of dying men

—to repent, Sec.—that they may not

be undone for ever. Thus they took,

their leave of the world. And now

may it not be said,—if they might have

lived, might they not have lives! to some

good purpose ? Though sincere repen

tance and future amendment cannot be

ceit.iinly inferred from such impressions

in the near views of death and eternity ;

yet one may venture to fay, it doth

rot seem probible that they would ever

have reputed the offence, if they lud

been spared, or that their suture vitious

conduct would have proved them un

worthy of the mercy mown them. Is

there no reason then to wish they had

Jived ? lived to suffer the punishment of

their iniquity ;—lived to be permanent

examples and monuments of justice; and

to be n warning to others :—lived to

give proofs of the sincerity of their re

pentance ; lived to make all the satis

faction in their power for the injury; done;

•—lived to be useful members of the

community and to make greatful ac

knowledgements and returns for the fa

vor granted them ?—But they are dead

and gone, *nd will be soon forgotten,

—much sooner than if they had lived

to undergo such a punishment as, by

repetition and duration, evidently tends

to renew and six those impressions, (at

tended with suitable resolutions and

self-restraints) whereby the chief end

of punishments is answered. Doth cool,

unprejudiced reason tel] us that these

three young men were by no means fit

to live j that the injury done would ad

mit of no other reparation th3n their

perdition \ that it was absolutely necessary

they should be cutoff, all cut off in the

prime of life, life which they had de

voted to the service of the publick, and

hnd resolved to venture (when called to

it) in defence of the rights and liber

ties of their country? The generality

of your readers, Sir, I hope, will not

answer this in the affirmative.

History of May

I beg leave humbly to ask one ques

tion more. Though it was a heinous

crime for which tney suffered, yet ia

there no crime to be meniioned equally

so, which pisses unpunished ? They,

heated with liquor, through a sudden,

violent gult of unbridled lust, forced

a woman.—Are there none (even

of those called gentlemen) who, not

by the same sort of force, but with

diabolical dissimulation and cruelty, de

liberately conn ire and accomplish the

ruin of the innocent ahd unwary, se

ducing and rii.iwing them to by

promise!' of marriage; and when they

have gained their point, inhumanly

abandoning them with their offspring j

leaving them to rnnurn and languish un- (

der the bitter reflection on their too

easy credulity and confidence in the per

fidious wretch who has deprived (hem of

their vinue and honour, the favour

and affection of parenis and friends

and perhaps the means of subsistence ?

Are there no instances of this ? None

who, thus given up to contempt, to

poverty, to complicated mileiies in life, «

have been prompted to wish for death

as their last relief? And are not those

who are chargeable with such black

guilt justly deserving as severe a punish

ment as the three young men lately exe

cuted ? And yet they continue their li

centious practices with impunity, wiping

their mouth as if they had done no ini

quity. I might on this occasion men

tion the liberties lately taken by a cer

tain L—d as meriting no milder a fate

than the young men aforesaid—but

perhaps I have said too much already t

Though I hope, nothing that can be

deemedjustlv offensive ; and that, there

fore you will please to insert this in

your nex% and thus add to the obliga

tions which are thankfully acknow

ledged by, Sir,

Vour humble servant,

PHitAM'HROPOS.

JUSTICE and G E N E R 0 S I T Y ; Or, the remarkable Hijlory os Sir Wi L,

BRAHAM WENTWORTH.

THERE is a particular injustice

amongst minkind which, though

glarinsr, has hitherto been unnoticed,

and which so far from being censured is

never thought cu'pible in the practisers

—This injustice is the custom which

people have of possessing property with-

out scruple, which their ancestors have

acquired by dishonesty; a man will rea

dily acknowledge that hi> father's wealth

resulted from the oppression of the un

fortunate, but he will not refund a sin-

• > •• gle
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gle shilling to the lawful owners when

it descends into his own hands; on

the contrary, though he is convinced it

it in equity the actual right of another,

he thinks he may retain it without the

least shadow of reproach, and the world

issoextremtly polite that while it perhaps

execrates the memory of the first spoiler,

it cemplimen.s the latter with the

reputation of unquestionable probity—

to elucidate this posi:ion clearly and to

let my readers fee in what manner peo

ple mould act, when they are made the

heirs of ill gotten fortunes shall be the

business of the following little narrative.

Sir John Wentworth was a' younger

brother of family, who by the death of

an uncle in Oxfordshire became possessed

of a title, but of nothing else ; the, baro

net, whom he succeeded in honour had it

in hispowerto bequeath every foot of his

estate, as he thought proper, and as he

never entertained any cordial aff.ction

for Sir John, he left it to a more distant

relation. This was rather an unfoitu-

nate circumstance for Sir John, whose

finance? were not in a vefy flourishing

situation however as his person was

handsome, his address elegant, and his

education finished, he did not quite de

spair of obtaining a fortune somewhat

suitable to his rank Nor was our ha-

ronet's expctations altogether without

reason to the qualities we have al

ready described Sir John, added a deep

dislimuia'ion, and a fascinating reusa

bility he kne»v mankind well, and

was inclined upon every occasion to pro

fit by the weakness or generosity ot his

acquaintance, nor was an oppportunity

long wanting to gr.uisy his avarice—a

young widow who had been left in the

possession of a large estate by the last

will of a doating husband, saw Sir

John by accident at Bath, liked, and

married him ; as love is seldom accom

panied by prudence, (he would by no

means lock up her fortune from the

man (he had honoured with her pei Ion.—

'Tis true (he had a daughter by her for

mer husband; but wl>at of that? She was

in love withher present,—and wegonernliv

believe those people are really worthy os

our regard, whom we engerlv wish to de

serve if :—Besides this, Miss Milmour

her daughter had ten thousand pounds

fettled on her by her father's will, which

Lady Wentworth thought a very hand

some provision ; and it was so in reality,

if her mother hid not been her guardian,
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and this guardian's fate entirely at the

disposal of Sir John. It is unnecessary

to dwell minutely upon particulars.;—*

our baronet had married totally from

inteiested motives, and as we have alrea

dy observed he was not the most conscien

tious of mankind,—he was not there

fore united two years to his lady tils he

got possession ofMissMilmour's fortune,

and in less than two years after both the

mother and the daughter were negli

gently left at a miserably old leat above

twohundred miles from thecapital, where

Lady Wentworth after undergoing every

species of mortification, and knowing

that the man whom she loved to distrac

tion publickly cohabited withanother wo

man, died os a broken heart; leaving

Miss Milmour wholly dependant on the

generosity of a wretch whom she herself

had found to be utterly divested not on

ly of sentiment, but flume, and not

only of gratitude but of honesty.

Miss Milmour's relations in this exi

gence took the young lady home, and

having in vain applied to Sir John for-

her lortune, endeavoured to recover it

by law; but unhappily justice is not al

ways successful ; the glorious uncer

tainty cl the courts fatigued them for

many years, and in the end totally de

ceived their expectation. This gnarly

cooled the affections of the young lady's

friends, whose regard had for some time

been gradually declining, from the un

promising appearance of affjirs, and (he

was at last induced from motives of

prudence as well as tenderness, to throw

herself into the arms of a worthy young,

fellow who had a company in a march

ing regiment, and to whom (he was

rendered additionally dear, by the melan

choly 1 urn in her circumstances.

All this time it must be confessed she

world made very free with Sir John

Wertworth's character; they exclaimed

at his inhumanity in the very moment

they acknowledged l.i< politeness, and

though the law had pronounced in his sa

vour, the decision by no means removed

the reflections which were eternally

thrown upon his character.—But though

his name was frequently mentioned with

abhnnencr, his company was never

avoided ; and those who acknowledged,

the cruelty of his disposition, were the

fust to give him invitations, and though

they could sav nothing in favour of his

principles, they were always ready to

declare that he was infinitely 3greeablej

death
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death, however, did not treat him so

politely as the world did ; it took him

away in the mi. lit as all his illgatten

wealth, without a moment of previous

intimation, and an apoplexy snatched

away at a splendid assembly as very a

wretch as ever was a disgrace to huma

nity.

Sir John was succeeded by a son, who

though untainted with his crimvs, was

not what a good mm mould leverence

as an amiable character. H: knew his

father had robbed, (for justice autho

rizes no elegant palliation of term*) the

poor Mis» Milmour, now Mrs. Oims-

by of her whole fortune, and was sensi

ble, that this very Mrs. Ormsby with

her husband and an infant daughter,

were labouring under the greatest

distresses; yet so far was he from re

storing what she bad been plundered of,

that he thought it extremely generous

to fend them an occasional five guineas

for temporary relief.—N.iy, the world

thought it extremely generous also, anJ

Sir Charles was every where mentioned

in consequence of this conduct ac a man

of the greatest brnevolencc.— His Ion

Wilbraham however, the hero of this

little story, had scarcely reached his

twelfth year when he felt much com-

pasiion lor Mrs. Ormsby ; he would

teire his papa to fend the unhappy fa

mily something, frequently added his

pocket money to the present, but un

known, when he knew the servant was

j'ent to their house.—Yet notwithstand

ing this solicitude in their favour, he

had never seen them ; his only spring

of action was the natural rectitude of

his heart, and he would often wish Sir

Charles would place them in some com

fortable independency.—As he grew

older, he felt more strongly for them,

and secretly blushed at the cruelty of his

grandfather;—but his studies, and the

tour of Europe, in some measure diverted

his attention from their necessities ; and

as his allowance from rather a severe and

parsimonious father was pitifully stender,

he could only secretly grieve at the la

mentable state of their ci'cumftances.—

Besides this, a circumstance happened

while he was in Italy, which principally

engrossed his heart.—In Sienna he had

the misfortune of wounding a gentleman

dangerously who grosly insulted him,

and thought it necessary to fly to a

neighbouring state as fast as possible,

and to avoid the r«scntment of the gentle-

• Seethe -whole trial in Land. Mag. 1736

man's numerous relations who loudly

threatened to revenge their Mend, he

changed his name, and lived for some

time very privately. Notwithstanding

this cautiousness, ol conduct, an Eng

lish family, then resi.lent at the place

of hi6 retreat, qi'ickiy discovered thjt

they had a countryman i> to.'. n, and

gave him an invitation so goodna'urcdly

impoitunate, that he embraced it wirh

a double degree of satisfaction, because

it rendered his fa'ety more secuie, and

furnished him witli an opportunity of

spending many an hour very agreeably,

which at this time hung uncommonly

heavy upon his hands.

[To hi concliuled in our next.]

Case os Captain Porteous.

ON Wednesday April 14, 1736,

one Andrew Willbn, condemned

for the robbery os a collector of the

customs w.is execused at Edinburgh,

attended by a numerous guard, to pre-

\ent a rescue, which wjs apprehended;

but tho' nothing of that kind was at

tempted, Capiain Jo'm Porteous, the *

commander of the city guard, on a

parcel ot boys throwing stones at the

executioner a« he was cutting him down,

and as is usual at executions, fiied

among the people, and his guard follow

ed his example, by which about twenty

pciionswere unhappily killed 01 wounded.

The captain and ot >ers, guilty of this rash

and barbarous aftion, were thereupon

committed to prison, as they had not

the least order from the m>giltiatcs to

fire, who were themselves in danger

of being killed, a ball having grazed on

the side ot tile window, up stans, where

they stood. For ihis fact he was tried,

found guilty of wilful murder, and sen

tenced to death •. Or. Aug. »6, upon

his peti:ion f to the late queen Caro

line, then regent, he was reprieved for

six weeks. This reprieve arrived at

Edinburgh, on Sept. », and the exe

cution was to have been on the 8ih,

which being bruited abroad amongst the

populace, occasioned a most tragical

catastrophe; for, on the 7th, a well-

conducted party of men, or mob, en

tered, about ten at night, the city of

Edinburgh, and seized all the fire-arms

&c. belonging to the ci:y guard, by

surprize, locked the city gates, beat an

alarm, burnt the door of the prison

where Porteous was confined after en

deavouring in vain to force it open,

dragged

, p. 498—508. 1 See Mtto, p. 508 &seg.
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dragged him from his apartment, and

hanged him upon a sign post near the

grafs-market. After the execution was

over, they left the arms and drums up

on the place, where the next morning,

they were found. During the tumult,

parties of armed men, with drums, patrol-

ed in the different streets, to prevent any

surprize from the king's forces, quartered

in the suburbs. The magistrates attempt

ing to suppress the mob, were pelted

with stones, and threatened with fire

arms, if they did not retire. The

boldness, secrecy, and success of this en-

terprize, made it generally believed that

persons above the vulgar rank had a

hand in it j arfH the rather, as the keep

er declared they wet e persons in good

dress, who took the prisoner out, tho'

disguised with leather aprons, &c. For

this tumultuous proceeding, however, the

censure of parliament * fell upon the

city and Lord-Provost of Edinburgh ;

1000 1. fine was laid upon the former,

and the latter, Alexander Wilson, Esqj

was incapacitated fiom Jiolling any

office of magistracy, at Edinburgh, or

elsewhere in Great Britain. Rewards

were appointed for the discovery of any

of the persons concerned in the murder

of Povteous, and for punishing those

who mould knowi.igly conceal them:

However, we do not remember any one

was ever discovered or apprehended for

the fact.

Extractfrom the Narrative just published

by the honourable Commodore Byion.

IF many of those dissatisfied beings,

who are continually repining unjer

the dispensations of Providence, even

while they possess the most comfortable

necessaries of life, would take the trou

ble of perusing this very affecting and

sensible narrative, they wovild find the

lot of others, who are no less entitled

to the p<culiar care of the Deily than

themselves, infinitely more severe, and

learn to view their situation with grati

tude, instead of considering it with re

gret.——The distresses which Commo

dore Byron has laboured under with his

unfortunate companions are inconceiva

ble—surrounded with death in a variety

of its most horrid form?, for a course of

many months, yet stiupgiing with for

titude he has triumphed over all, and

now speaks with pleasure of a thousand

dangers, each of which singly, to many
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a nurmurer in affluence, would appear

an insurmountable calamity.

As the commodore's distresses, how

ever, are of the general nature with

those of other adventurers on the fickle

element of water, and consist of ship

wreck, hunger, nakednes, want of ha

bitation on a dreadful coast, among (a-

vages, and the continual expectation of

death, we (hall not take our extract from

this melancholy part of his narrative,

but from that in which he is, happily re

stored to some glimmering of hope, and

brought among people with some little

vestiges of humanity, by a straggling

party of Indians, who lived on the

borders of Spanisti America, and were

tubject to the government of his most

catholic majesty.

Their arrival at the first hospitable

village .was at night—but the cacique,

or " principal, who was with Mr.

Byron and his friends, awaked all the

inhabitants by the noise he made, and

obliged one of them to open his door

to us, and immediately to make a large

fire ; for the weather was very severe,

this being the month of June, the depth

of winter in this part of the world. The

Indians now flocked thick about us, and

seemed to have great compassion for us,

as our cacique related to them what

part he knew of our history. They

knew not what countrymen we were, nor

could our guide inform, them ; for he

had often asked us if we were French,

Dutch, or English, the only nations

he had ever heard of besides Spaniards.

We always answered we were from

Grande Btetagne, which he could make

nothing os; for we were afraid, if he

knew us to be English, as he had heard

that nation was at war with the Spani

ards, he never would have conducted us

to €hiloe.

* These good - natured compassionate

creatures seemed to vie with each other

who should take the most care of us.

They made a bed of Iheep skins close

to the fire, for Capt. Cheap ; and in

deed, had it not been for the kind as

sistance he now met with, he could not

have survived three days longer. Tho'

it was now sibout midnight, they went

out and killed a (beep, of which they

made broth, and baked a large cake

of barley-meal. Any body may ima

gine what a treat this was to wretches

who had not tasted a bit of bread, or

any

See Lo/id. Mag. 1737, p. aia, aac, 187, 300, 548, 718, 713.
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any wholesome diet, for such a length of

time. After we could eat no longer,

we went to steep about the fire, wiiich

the Indians took care to keep up. In

the morning the women came irom far

and neai, each bringing with her some

thing. Almost every one had a pipkin

in her hand, containing either fowls or

mutton made into broth, potatoes, egsjs,

or other eatables. We fell to work as

if we had eat nothing in the night, and

employed ourselves so for the best part

of the day. In the evening, the men

filled our house, bringing with them

some jar; of a liquor they called chiclia,

made of baricy-meil, and not very un

like our ont*ale in taste, which will in

toxicate those who think a sufficient

quantity of it ; for a little has no effect.

As soon as the drink was out, a fresh tup-

ply of victuals wn brought in; and in this

manner we passed the whole time we re

mained with thole hospitable Indians.

They are a strong well made people, ex

tremely w«ll featured, both men and

women, and v.istly neat in their persons.

The metis dress is called by th-m apun-

cho, which is a square piece of cloth,

generally in stripes of different colour*,

with a slit in the middle of it wide

enough to let their heads through, so

that it hangs on their shoulders, half of

it falling before, and the other behind

them : Under this they wear a short

kind of fl.mnel shirt without sleeves or

neck. They have wide- kneed breeches,

something like the Dutch seamen, and

on their legs a sort of knit buskins with

out any feet to them, but never any

shoes. Their hair is always combed

very smooth, and tied very tight up in a

great bunch close tothe neck ; some wear

a very neat hat of their own making,

and others go without. The women

wear a sliift like the mens shirts, without

sleeves ; and over it a square piece of

cloth, which they fasten before with a

large silver pin, and a petticoat of dif

ferent stripes: They take as much care

of their hair as the men ; and both

have always a kind of fillet b^und very

tight about the forehead, and made fart

behind : In sliort, these people are as

cleanly as the several savage nations we

had met with be'oie were beastly. Up

on our first coming here, they had dis

patched a messenger to the Spanish cor-

regidore at Calli o, a town a considerable

distance from hence, to inform h;m of

our si rival. At the end of three days,

this man returned with an order to the
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chief caciques of these Indians we were

amongst, to carry us directly to a certain

place, where there would be a party of

soldiers to receive us. Thtsc poor peo

ple now seemed to be under gteat con

cern for us, heaiing by the messenger

the preparations that were making to

receive us; for they stand in vast dread

of the Spanish soldiery. They were ve

ry desirous of knowing whit country

men we were. We told them we wrre

Englisli, and at that time at war with

the Spaniards ; upon which they ap

peared fonder of us than ever; and I

verily believe, if they durst, would have

concealed us amongst them, lest we

mould come to any harm. They are so

far from being in the Spanish interest,

that they detest the very name of a Spa

niard. And, indeed, I am not surpri

se I at it; for they are kept under such

subjection, and such a laboiious sla

very, by mere dint of haid usage and

punishments, that it appears to me the

moll absurd thing in the world, that the

Spaniards should rely upon these people

for assistance upon any emergency."

From these kind people Mr. Byron <

and his companions w;-re removed gra

dually nearer to Lima, and in some pla- \

ecs treated with the greatest hospitality

by the Spaniards-—One gentleman, in

particular, offering them two thousand

dollars, six hundred of which they ac

cepted, though he never had the least

exprctation ot being repaid. A Scotch

physician likewise, who had married a

lady of fortune in that part of the world,

kept them with the greatest generosity

at his house for two years, and a com

mon Spanish soldier, who had a wife and

six children, saved half his pay to sup-

pert Mr. Byrjn, and one of his friends,

when in prison at another place, throudi

which he was canied, before his embar

kation for Europe. His adventures are

many, and he arrived at last in England,

but so extremely low in ci.fh that he was

barely able to hire a horse, and came to

town from Dover wi:hcut eating a single

mot set, defrauding even the turnpikes,

he fays, fiom an us ter incapacity to pay

them.

WE have given, this month, a

half-length of that great Cor-

sican chief Pascal Paoli, engraved

by Miller, as described by Mr. Bos-

well, and which that gentleman liaj

approved as a striking likeness. Also

a View of the Royal Palace of Strelitz,

of which an account was given in our

last.
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State os tbe Controversy ivilh the Author quence be rightly drawn,

e/The Appeal, continuedfrom p. 182

WITH respect to the unbigott-

ed layman of the church of

England, who in a civil and modest

manner proposed some quefies relative

to the subject of the Appeal, I gave

him a distinct answer, but did not

think it necessary to pursue the debate

any farther, upon the occasion of his

second letter, as he seemed to decline

it, and rest satisfied with his present

sentiments, as a change might be at

tended with disagreeable consequences,

viz. that he could not think Christ a

sufficient Saviour, unless he believed

in his divinity, i. e. supreme, or his

strict equality with his God and Fa

ther, which is founded upon the no

tion of God's justice requiring an infi

nite satisfaction for the sinsof mankind.

This theological opinion i* inconsis

tent with God's moral attributes, as

it leaves no room for the exercise of

his mercy ; neither is it warranted by

any declarations in the word of God :

\ There we are frequently assured, that

the redemption purchased for us by

the merits of Christ proceeded entirely

from the mere grace and favour of the

One God and Father of all, who ap

pointed this gracious dispensation to

give all rational encouragement to sin

cere penitents consistently with a strict

* regard to his righteous laws. The

merits of Christ are so far from afford

ing any comfort to wilful sinners,

whilst they continue such without an

exemplary amendment, that they will

aggravate the guilt of such a state,

aril consequently prove the terrible

means of increasing their punishment.

I would recommend to the unbigotted

Layman the scripture doctrine of the

redemption of man by Jesus Christ,

by the late Dr. Sykes, printed for

Millar, where he will find the most

precise and rational account ,os this

grand affair, founded upon scripture

and reason.

This gentleman draws a consequence

from my plain scripture account of

Christ's advancement to extraordinary

dignity and honour as a reward of

his amazing humiliation, that he must

have been in heaven before he came

into the world, of a rank inferior to

snany of the angelic hosts, which, he

thinks incredible. Ans. If this conse-

May, 1768.
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the censure

of it falls upon scripture itself, it be

ing expressly declared by the sacred

writers that the highest dignity to

which Christ was advanced, viz. his

receiving worship from the angels, was

given him, because he -wassain, Rev.

v. viii. 9, to; to which, several other

passages might be added. But this

consequence is evidently fallacious 1

Though the scripture has not parti

cularly informed us what our Saviour's

rank was before he came into the

world, yet it may be justly inferred,

that he was superior to the highest an

gels : and surely the humiliation of

such an extraordinary person, though

attended with a proportionable reward,

must have sufficient merits to quality

him for the important work of our

salvation, this grand scheme depend

ing entirely upon the will of God,

who appointed this gracious method,

in order to shew what a prodigious

value he sets upon innocence, virtue

and obedience, so that the glorious

person, who exhibited the brightest

example of consummate holiness, was

thought worthy to be the Saviour of

sinful mortals, and to receive adora

tion from men and angels. To him

that overcomesh, fays our Lord in his

glorified state, •will I grant toft <witb

me in my throne, even as I overcame,

and am set down vjitb my Father in his

throne. This is the important lesson

we should learn from our Saviour's

merits, without which all our most re

fined speculations will be of no account.

As the unbigotted layman lays a

particular stress upon our Saviour's be

ing called the Son of God, as if this

necessarily implied his having the fame

metaphysical nature with his God and

Father, and so was incapable of any

exaltation; he is referred to my Defence

p. 68, 69, where all the senses, in

which our Saviour is called the Son

of God, are ascertained by scripture,

not one of which has any relation to

his having the fame nature with the

Father.

As to the texts cited in this letter,

they have been frequently considered,

and undeniably shewn to be consistent

with the doctrine of one Supreme God

and the inferiority of Christ, and par

ticularly in the Appeal ami Defence,

to which this gentleman has given no

direct answer.

H h But
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But, though the unbigotted Layman

is not yet convinced by my sincere

endeavours for this useful purpose,

yet he has my thanks and acknow

ledgments for the christian manner

in which he writes ; and likewise for

the candid concession he has made,

that our public creeds mould be

purely scriptural, as well in their terms

as ideas, and wishes that the Athana-

fi in creed was not used in our churches,

as being unscriptural. I am inclined

to believe, that every unbigotted Lay

man of the Church of England, who

has examined this point, is of the

fame opinion, though he may think it

possible to deduce the doctrine of it

from scripture.

I would just mention another parti

cular in this candid letter of the un

bigotted Layman ; in the beginning

of it he fairly acknowledges, that there

are many things touched upon in my letter

lo him, and enlarged on in the Appeal,

which are beyond his purpose, and <wbicb

he leaves to the discussion of the learned.

In other terms he has professed that he

has not answered my letter, or Ap

peal.

Upon the whole it plainly appears

from this impartial review of the con

troversy, ai it stands in your Maga

zine, that the Appeal still remains up

on the strong foundation of scripture

interpreted by common sense : And

instead of returning the language of

contempt with which Mr. A. B. treats

the author of it, I would only recom

mend it to his serious thoughts, to be

more careful for time to come how he

advances such confident assertions,

without having maturely weighed the

whole cafe with an impartial judgment.

With respect to the remaining part

os the letter of Mr. A . B, his animad

versions upon the ingenious author

of the Confessional shew little else but

a disposition to find fault with slight

inaccuracies, and which are below the

notice of so able a writer. I would

only observe with regard to the fact

relating to the offence given to many

congregations by the reading of the

Athanasian Creed, that this is strictly

true, it being no uncommon cafe for

several to sit dovvn, whilst the minister

is reading this unscriptural and irra

tional creed : Even several of the com

mon people who are Bereatis, begin

«o express their dislike at the reading

of it. Neither is this inconsistent witb

the observation of the author of the

Confessional, that sew os the common

people form any ideas of the trinity : Few

in this passage must be taken in the

comparative fense with respect to the

whole body of the common people, of

whom it cannot be expected that they

should form any rational ideas of the

Trinity, unless they are particularly

instructed, as their attention upon

this subject is generally confined to the

Athanasian forms, established by pub

lic authority, the grand support of all

religious errors and corruptions.

I cannot indeed reflect without a se

rious concern on the religious state of

the common people with regard to

their Almighty Creator, whom they

may perpetually fee by his glorious v

works, and the revelation of bis will

by Moses and the prophets, by Christ;

and his apostles. But as they are not

generally disposed to exercise their ra

tional faculties upon this important

subject, they have been liable to gross

impositions in almost all ages and

countries. Established superstition and

idolatry have too generally overcloud- * .

ed the brightest evidence of reason

and the gospel itself, clearly pointing

out one supreme God and Merciful

Father of all rational creatures ; so

that mankind have groped in the dark,

though surrounded with the glorious

light of the works and word of God. ;

We have no occasion to have re

course to the heathen world to be in

formed of the abominable superstition

and idolatry, to which the bulk of

the common people have been, and

still are devoted ; The gross corrup

tions of popery in the kingdoms

around us, will furnifli us with in

stances of it. Let any one but read

the account of the great eruption of

Mount Vesuvius, the 19th of October,

1767, in a letter from the Hon. Wil

liam Hamilton, envoy extraordinary

and mini Her plenipotentiary of our

king, to the king of the two Sicilies,

inserted in your Magazine, for the

last month : And he will be presented

with such a dismal scene of abomina

ble superstition and gross palpable ido

latry, as would seem incredible even

in a popish country, is it had not been

attested by this respectaol; authority.

(See p. 104.) I suppose by the ac

count that St. Januaiiut an J Genaniel-
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lo are the saint protector* of Naples

established by law, an authority which

sanctifies the vilest corruptions in re

ligious matters.

*Tis matter of real concern to find

grave divines of this protestant country

employing this impious principle,

viz. public authority, to defeat the

truly christian proposals of the worthy

author of the Confessional. I cannot

help judging, that an attempt to re

move the present burden of subscrip

tion in these days of light and free

enquiry, deserves the thanks of all' real

protestants.

The cafe of Mr. Robertson a glo

rious confessor, of whom we have

lately heard, though a private indivi

dual, demonstrates the necessity, the

absolute necessity of pursuing the cause

recommended not only by the Con

fessional, but several other treatises up

on the fame general plan, more espe

cially the Free and Candid disquisitions.

A church that by her subscriptions and

offices excludes a person of Mr. Ro

bertson's character from the public mi

nistry, certainly wants a review. He

seems by his excellent attempt to ex

plain the Words, Reason, Substance,

Person, &c. to have entered into the

Genuine spirit of Christianity, and to

ave gained noble and exalted senti

ments of the One God and Father of

all, and the rational duties we owe to

him, our fellow creatures and our

selves, free from human.mixtures and

corruptions: In a word, he has stu

died the scriptures to a very useful

purpose, as he fees the religion of

Christ in its original and beautiful

simplicity; but above all, he has de

monstrated his sincere attachment to

the cause of truth and virtue by tak

ing up the Cross of Christ, and glori

ously sacrificing his worldly interest,

though pressed with a family unpro

vided for, to the favour of God and

peace of conscience. I heartily wish

it was in my power to do him any

real service as a token of my cordial

affection for this christian bi other,

•Whose person I never (aw, nor ever

held a correspondence with him,

whose name I never knew till his

honest and christian letter appeared in

the Monthly Review, and your Maga

zine. I am, Sir,

Your constant reader

And very humble servant,

The Author of An Appeal.

Mr. Robertson commended.

To the AUTHOR os the

MAGAZINE.

Leigh, March 31, 1768.
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LONDON

THE promise of this piece on the

great mortality of infants, made

some months ago, was prevented being

performed sooner from a family misfor

tune, the death of my spouse, last

December, but which I now under

take again to perform.

Shocking it is surely to see in the

annual bills of mortality, such vast

number of babes hurried off this lower

stage of life almost as soon as born ; as

if they came into the world only to

look about them, and then die.

Thus we read above eight thousand

die under two years of age, and above

two thousand more between two and

five, annually, in and about London

only, and consequently above six

times that number, every year, all

over the nation. Nay, so great is the

mortality of (he human race in gene*

ral, that some have calculated, that

one half of mankind die before they

arrive at the age of seventeen.

Let us try then, if we can by our

advice lessen this growing evilj first,

by shewing the cause j and, secondly,

by offering a remedy for the same.

Among many lesser, and accidental,

the greater causes are these two : First,

The several diseases these young and

tender creatures are naturally subject

to, for which I recommend such to

the doctors. The second cause is, the

the great carelessness and cruelties of

their unnatural nurses, the subject of

this short dissertation.

To mention only the chief, as our

bounds admit not of many ; the first

is, that barbarous and unnatural me- '

thod of binding up their tender heads,

bodies, and limbs, as soon as born, so

opposite to their preceding state, when

they lived at large, or they had never

kicked their way into the world. For

by bandages, rollers, &c. neither

their bowels nor limbs have due

gTowth and formation, nor can they

act and exert themselves in that free

and easy manner, it is plain, wile na

ture ever intended them. Hence so

many become crooked, stunted, and

consumptive, and have an ugly cast

impressed upon their limbs they never

afterwards outgrow. How would even

brutes, -with patience, endure i'uth

painful confinement ?

H h a T»
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To remedy this sorrow, dreft them

•nly with a flannel waistcoat, without

sleeves, to tie loosely behind with a

<hort petticoat sewed thereto, and

over all a loose gown. Let the fasten

ing be with loops or strings, without

pins, which often prick the infant,

and cause shrieks, the cause of which

the stupid nurse is seldom cunning

enough to discover. In short, the

dress should be so simple as to be flipt

easily off and on, without teazing the

babe to extreme crying, often the

cause of ruptures. Nor should even

its head be pressed by the hand, and

then hound up, but let only a loose

cap he worn, and leave nature to her

own work, who needs n« such over

officious nurses to assist her therein ;

much less does (he want swaths, stays,

bandages, rollers, and such trumpery

contrivances, that are most ridicu

lously, nay most cruelly, used to close

Up the head, and keep it in its place,

and to compress and support the body,

as if nature, exact and wife nature,

had produced her chief and most ex

cellent work, a human creature so

carelessly unfinished, as to need thole

idle aids of nurses to render it perfect.

How did it do before it was born,

when it lay at liberty in its mother'*

belly ? so let it be free after it has

come forth into this wide world.

They should lie likewise in a loose ■

flannel at nights, to defend their bo

dies from the air ; be seldom or never

rocked ; nor kept too close nor hot ;

their bodies should be rubbed ail over,

head and all, gently, every morning

with a warm cloth, or flesh brush, and

be kept dry. This regimen should be

«ontinued 'till three years eld.

*. The next cause of children's un

timely death is the improper food they

are generally crambed with : As thick

water pap, butter, sugar, oil, panada,

caudle, and such like indigestible stuff.

These corrupt, breed wind, cause

cholicks, and convulsions; ot which

last disease alone four or five thousand

generally die yearly at London ; where-

as half their diet should be thin, light

breths, with a little well baked bread,

biscuit, or rice in it. In stiort, their

diet cannot well be too thin. They

should not be fed above four times in

twenty-four hours, and never in the

night, only give them a little milk-and

water. It is wrong to use them to so

May-

bad a custom, as to feed them till they

throw it up again ; if not used to it,

they will not expect it. Pap, at it is

commonly made, is at best but a spe

cies of glew, fit to plaster the inside of

the guts, and obstruct the lacteals ;

nor make them swallow their victuals

while lying on their backs ; it is an

unnatural posture, and such as you

would not like yourself; but they

should be fed in a sitting posture, as

before birth, that they may swallow

their food the easier, and with a better

gust. If costive, use magntsia alba, or

crude tartar, freely in their victuals j

if convulsed, give sperina cœti with

some powder of aniseeds rubbed with.

white sugar candy, often.

3. Another cause of their surprizing

mortality is the letting them lie asleep,

or awake, sitting or running about, un

covered, or in their wet cloaths, so

careless are some unthinking mothers

and nurses, who pretend thus to bring

them up hardy, as if quite void of

common fense ; whereas nothing can

be more hurtful to health, as it stops

perspiration, fouls the blood, and

causes agues and swelled spleens, and

lays the foundation of certain and pre

mature death ; while they little consi

der the weighty duty, and the solemn

account they must one day give of this

their great charge and office. Surely

the dumb beast is in such a cafe much

better off than these pretty heirs of

eternity : Out of sixteen children bv

such, and other wicked ways, I myself

have lost all but five.

4. The 4th chief cause of the death

of many innocent Infants is that wicked

custom offorcing opiates, especially dis-

cordiumdown their throats, to compel

them to lie quiet, while the lazy nurse

may sleep and forget them. This un

lucky composition of the shops, by

coining under the knowledge of nurses,

has certainly done much more hurt

than good. I am of Dr. James's opi

nion, it is a silly medicine at best, and

it is a pity it is not expunged the dis.

pensatory, that any further mischief

from it might be thereby prevented.

If opiates are needed, nothing stronger

than julap of camphor, or a solution

of assa fœtida mould be used. I lost

one boy only by eight drops of liquid

laudanum ; the baker killed another

with his allum br.-.ul, and the nurse

murdered a daughter by setting her

Wore
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before dressed, unknown to us, on a

a wet marble hearth, as soon as taken

out of bed every morning.

It is very wholesome to dip the

babies, now and then, in a tub of

water, abating the coldness thereof at

first, by adding some hot, and lo dimi-

niih the quantity of the warm water

gradually, till at last it ma? be left

quite out ; by this and friction their

solids will be so well strengthened,

that they will run alone in a, few

months time.

Doubt not then, but by observing

these few and easy rules, that the pre

cious lives of many babies may be hap

pily preserved, and the number of

adults be daily augmented, to the in

creased population of these three na

tions. But cu'.tom is a tyrant, and

therefore it will be difficult to prevail

with many to follow these directions ;

nevertheless, as there are several good

sensible mothers in the land I despair

not, but they will be well pleased to

be informed of their mistake*, and

, most readily correct their errors, aiul

thereby render me a happy instrument

in preserving many a child's life. Last

of all, when about two years old ino

culate them with the measles, and

some time after for the small pox, al

lowing them no strong liquors of any

kind till they are grown up to be

' youths.

Since life is so short and uncertain,

how unjustly do we repine at the (hort-

ness of our own, to think ourselves

wronged if we attain not to old age,

whereas it appears by nice calculation,

that one half of those that are born

are dead within seventeen years, and

that the thirtieth person dies yearly

all over the world : So t^iat instead of

murmuring at what we call an un

timely death, we ought to account it a

blessing that we have survived, per

haps many years, that period of life,

whereat the one half of the whole

race of mankind does not arrive.

Since the cafe is so, how needful is

marriage to keep up the race of man

kind, the growth and increase of

whom is not so much stinted by any

thing in the nature of the species, as

it is from arbitrary rules, and the cau

tious difficulty molt people make to

adventure on the state ot matrimony,

from the dull prospect of the trouble,

and charge of providing for a family

of little ones, so that by computation

there is but one woman in six, who

breed yearly ; whereas, if those other*

that could breed were all married,

very likely, four of six would bring

us a baby every year. Fur which rea

son to . promote population, much

wanted at this time (the wars having

carried off many, and the dearnefs or

provisions half starved many more) for

the honour of the belt of kings, whose

strength and glory consists in the num

ber of his subjects : I lately published

my book on Generation, to put young

men in mind of their duty lawfully to

obey nature's call, and answer one of

the great ends here of their creation s

no laws should be made agsinlt that

holy ordinance j all uncleannels should

be punished ; old batchelors taxed, and

those who get more children than or

dinary mould be encouraged"by a pub

lic assistance, to bring up tneir issue :

As was done by the law ot' Jus Triim

Liberorum of the Romans. The present

care, and_ provision, for poor parish

children is excellent, and pity it is

that our soldiers, and other military

men,.t(Jbe rendered useful in a double

capacity, arenotenduced to marry and

beget a succession of such for their

king, and country, by their little one*

being brought up at the public charge,

as the spurious breed charitably is in

the Foundling hospital.

Your's

John Cook.

To the Gentleman <wboJigns Miso-Baska-

noi.

SIR, .

IT has been often observed, that

the worst cause produceth the

greatest outcry j aud, indeed, you be

gin with so much clamour, that every

man of common sense and observation

will, after reading a lew lines of your

letter, be apt to suspect you are in

the wrong from one end os it to the

other. For what but tlie beino- told

ungrateful truths co>ild excite 'such a

tumult in your breast ? Gladly should

I be informed what excuse you can

make for so mu:h anger, and why it

is criminal in me to take the fame

freedom with the Appeal and Confes

sional, which the authorsof these books

have taken with our liturgy, and the

writings
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less or more. Alas, these words of

Ahimelech make nothing for you,

they amount to no more than that

he did not know any thing of all this,

lessor more, or, as we might at this

day express it, little or much. So when

Abigail found her husband drunk, she

told him nothing less or more, until the

morning light, i. e. she did not tell

him anything, little er much, until the

morning light.

Your lalt quotation from scripture

requires another answer. In Is. zt.

17. all nations are said to be account

ed less than nothing and vanity.

I answer first, that it seems ai un

couth way of vindicating a modern

phrase, by saying it resemble! a literal'

translation from a dead language.

Secondly, The word nothing has in

your quotation a very different fense

to what it bears when used by me; vn

the passage quoted from scripture it

signifies the absence or privation of all

things. But when I tell the author

of the Coiiftflional that I cannot con

ceive how he can know much less of

one thing than of another of which he

knows nothing, my meaning is, that

I cannot conceive how he can know

much less of one thing than of another'

of which he is entirely ignorant.

Thirdly, the words, inotvs nothing,

are not the words of the author of

the Confessional, but mine. Be pleas

ed therefore to vindicate the sentiment

as it is expressed in the Confessional 1

or be pleased to shew how a man can

know much less of one thing than of

another of which he is utterly ignorant.

I answer lastly, that in your quota-

tion from scripture the nations are said

to be accounted less than nothing, they

are not said to be accounted much less

than nothing. From whence it is evi

dent that the expression you attempt

to justify, by much exceeds the oriental

Hyporboleby you brought to justify it.

From what has been laid it is, I trust

sufficiently clear, that you, Sir, who

advise me to be a little better acquainted

ivilh the use oflanguage, before I put oh

the haughty airs of a se-vere critic, are

yourself a perfect Ignoramus.

The next passage censured by me

is this, viz. do not prejudice them he-

Jorchand. Here is, you confess, an in

accuracy ; but an inaccuracy, fay you,

writings of the Irish champion •. In

the name of justice, what claim have

these writers to an exemption from

criticism ? I have with some attention

turned over the Appeal and Confes

sional, and cannot, for my life, disco

ver any right their authors have to

reverence from us, or perceive any

reason which ought to induce a man,

at their approach, to cry out

« Hie quisquam veto faxit oh-

turn,

tinge duos anguts. Pueri, facer eftU-

cus, extra

Mejite—

In my letter, published in the Mag.

for February last, I have asserted that

the Appeal bath been proved to be a

paltry piece of impertinence, and its au

thor a conceited iueak man, andfor the

truth of these assertions I have appealed to

every competent judge. You, Sir, in

your letter have asserted that the Ap

peal never has been, nor ever will be

confuted. Alas! Sir, what can your

opinion avail ? I have appealed to com

petent judges ; but I neither can nor

will allow you to be a competent judge

till you have proved yourself such.

I am convinced by your letter that you

have no judgment at all.

Moved by the hope of making the

author of the Confessional a little hum

ble, and of convincing him that he is

not qualifiod for the work he would

fain undertake, viz. the reformation

of our liturgy, I have taken the li

berty of laying before him a few of

those inaccuracies with which his book

abounds: and, in the first place, have

remarked the following passage as a

gross blunder. " When this was

written, faith the author of the Con

fessional, I did not know of Dr.Macilo-

nel's answer to the Appeal, much

less of the appellant's replication ;" up

on which 1 told the author of the Con

fessional that it is to me inconceivable

how he could know much less of one

thing than of another thing of which

be kne^v nothing.

You, Sir, have the assurance and

ignorance to fay this is very properly

expressed, and, to prove the truth of

what you fay, produce some texts

from scripture which you think similar.

The fiilt is from Sam. xxii, 15. For

tby ieivant knew nothing of all this,

• Dr. Mac.lonel, a learned Irish gentleman nvho anivered the Confessional, and

•wh'j is jier-ugh allied the Irish Champion by the facetious author oj the Constjfonal.

See Conjej'j. f. 360, id edit. of
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tfwhich a much more able pen than that

tf A. B. might have been guilty.

Although A. B. dares not, cannot

boast of abilities which would qualify

him for a reformer of our liturgy, he

is nevertheless of opinion that he hi

therto stands guiltless of so palpable an

absurdity as this before us: And if

at any time he should unhappily (ink

so low as to commit so gross a blunder,

he hopes his friends will deem it a

sure sign of impaired faculties, and for

the future deprive him of the use of

penB and paper.

I have in the next place charged

the author of the Confessional with a

contradiction, which contradiction is

inserted in my letter, published in the

Mag. for Feb. last *. You, sagacious

Sir, have inserted in your letter, only

•ne part of this contradiction, and

then insultingly cry wit, what, in the

same of truth, is there in this that

looks like a contradiction ? After

which you bid me, if capable osconvic

tion, blast, andfill with confusion.

I will, Sir, give you a piece of in

formation, and I expect you will thank

me for it : it is this : there can be no

contradiction without two assertions,

the one of which muft be contrary

to the other. Mark well what I have

feid, and rivet it in your memory :

You will then know something.

But, though you have given your

readers a part only of the contradic

tion with which I have charged the

author of the Confessional, you have,

I suppose to make us some amends for

the omission, given us a complete con

tradiction of your own.

You quote the following passage

from the Confessional. «' The disqui-
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sitors have laid before you a great

many particulars which, perhaps, give

more open and immediate offence to

the common people than the doctrine*

•f the Trinity ; about which, I am apt

to think, few os them form any ideas ;"

soon after this you alk the following

question : -" Who but a writer of a

very bad mind would have made the

Confessional fay that the common

people are not much offended at tht

doctrines of the Trinity, and that few

of them form any ideas about them V

Pray, good Sir, is not the fame thing

said in the passage by you quoted from

the Confessional ? Let the candid reader

now determine who ought to blusti and

sill with confusion.

Your last paragraph consists of mans

bad words, and much good advice.

You conclude it thus : " Let him

not once presume to say the pen of

the Confessional can have no other ef

fect with men of judgment than to

produce a (mAt—ill-minded, abusive

man, look again over thine own insa-

mous later ; repent, sin no more, lest

a much heavier rebuke, even than

this, does soon fall upon thee."

I will not any more fay that the pen

of the author of the Confessional can

have no other effect with men of

judgment, than to produce a smile :

neither can I so say consistently with

truth. Having lately heard that some

men of judgment have by the said pen

been made to laugh heartily.

To your menaces I bid defiance.

The rancour of your heart is certainly

very great, but it ceafeth to appear

formidable when I consider the weak

ness of your head.

A.B.

• The coniradi3ion ivith which I have charged the author os the Confessional it

this, viz. in p. 358 he tells us " the difijuisitors have laid before you a great many

particulars, which, perhaps, give more open ami immediate offence to the common

people than the doctrines of the Trinity; about which, he is apt to think few of them

form any ideas ; in the next pat;e but one he tells us that " many of the congregations,

where the Athanasian creed has been disused, is by accident an officiating stranger

should read it to them in its course, have been known to express tbc-r surprize and dis

like by very manifest tokens;" this I havesaid looks like a contradiction; it being in

credible that men can by very manifest tokens express their immediate surprize aad

distike at doilrines about which they do not form any ideas, and, consequently, et

•which they are not offended.

N. B. tf any man ofsense wilt give himself the trouble to read over the above-

mentioned pages, viz. p. 358, 359, }6o. be cannotfail of finding inaccuracies, or

rather blunders, beside those already pointed out. Believe me, Miso-basaaoi, I can

not envy surh vjriters.

For
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Mystery unfriendly to Religion.

IN an age of scepticism and enthu

siasm, I am one of those who

would gladly contribute, the utmost

of my ability, to promote the rational

firofeflion of Christianity. By some

ate publications, it mould seem, that

under a pretence of reviving the spirit

of true religion, mystery it recommend

ed with great solemnity, as the object

of a most profound reverence and

awe! nay, more than this, the incom-

frehenfible is spoken of, as the object

of faith ; because said to be locked

up in the impenetrable councils of

uncreated wisdom ! hence reason is

commanded to stand aloof, and keep

her distance. And the reconciling

hu(h is thus pronounced, secret things

belong to God ; but things that are re-

mealed to us and to our children. One

would have thought this divine in

fraction should have clearly (hewn to

mankind, that none of those secret

things have any thing to do with the

religion of man : For if they had, they

must have concerned both us and our

children. Whatever belongs to the

impenetrable councils of uncreated

wisdom, is out of the reach of the hu

man powers of conception; and there

fore must be infinitely remote^ from

his notice or attention.—This we

surely may conclude fair reasoning ;

and what cannot admit of the least

disputation.

But what mall be said to the extra

vagant absurdity of mystics, who, when

they have thus profelled the absolute

unknowahleness of the secret things

of God, do yet presume to give us a

detail of them ? Among which, are

a Trinity ofpersons in Unity, of one un

divided essence ; and an hypostatical union;

the divine and human natures essentially

united in the person os Christ. Either

these things are, or are not of the se

cret things belonging to God : if they

are of thole impenetrable secrets, how

came they to be known ? If they are

not of those secrets, but are revealed,

why are they not to be examined and

investigated by all to whom they are

revealed ? All the teachings of reve

lation belong to us, and to our chil

dren ; and it must therefore be our

May

duty to know, what is the instruction

which they afford us.

What has been called the church,

has, in most past ages, made much

noise aboutsubstance and person, as ap

plicable to deity ; and has formed)

creeds accordingly, and then demand

ed subscription. But it has never yet

been shewn, that the New Testament

fays one word of a Trinity in Unity, or

of an bypostatical union, or of a same

ness ofsubstance.—The utmost of mena

ability in conjuring up these fanciful

images, has been, to cite an interpo

lated verse in St. John's first epistle, of

three that bear record in heaven. And

though the interpolation has been

proved beyond the power of confuta

tion *, yet the mystic cites the spu

rious text, with as much confidence a*

if it was gospel I

The mystic will perhaps tell us, the

mystery does not lye in these articles

as they are in themselves, but in the

how of them.

This would be very trifling, when

we can defy him to point out to us

the boiv of many of the articles of our

faith, that are most plainly revealed;

e. g. how it was that prophets of old

were inspired ? How it was that a vir

gin conceived and brought forth her

first born son ? As was the cafe with

the molher of our Lord. Or even the

how it is that God exists ? Houa he

creates, or preserves the worlds ? But

to tell us that there ane mysteries

which we are to reverence, of which

the sacred scriptures make no mention;

and concerning which as mystics report

them, we cannot form any kind of

conception ; or from them make the

least useful application, is such an un

pardonable way of tantalizing the hu

man mind, as language cannot express.Cui bono ? Is a question which de

mands a solution. What good end

can be answered by any of these in-

conceivables and incomprehensible^ r

e. g. does it help the regular devotions

of a mind, that when the precept

commands, " Thou shall love the Lord

thy God with all thine heart and soul,

and mind and strength"—and when

the blessed Jesus affirms, " there is

none good but one God ;" and always

pays homage himself to that one God,

as his God and Father s That we

should

• See Emlyn's trails uson the passage, ivbich any common reader may consult.
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Ihould learn to fancy three persons in

the Godhead of equal power and glory;

and Jesus to be one of those per

sons r How is it that my mind can

avoid the utmost confusion in its ap

prehensions of the object of homage r

And how mucli confusion must sill a

mind that contemplates deii y as the

On Rom. vi. 5. 149

against all innovations whatsoever.—

This makes the situation of sensible and

conscientious men, in all establish-

ments, truly deplorable. Before I had

read that excellent work, imit!ed the

Confessional, but much more since, it

has grieved me to fee the miserable

shift's that such persons (whether iri

infinite spirit, and yet must suppose the church of England or of Scotland)

tlfis infinite spirit united personally to are obliged to have jecourse to, in or

der to gild the pill, which they 'mustan human body, by what is called an

bypostatical union r What useful pur

poses can this serve r or rather, what

hurtful ones will it not necessarily pro

duce ? Shall I not, by such absurd

idea, destroy all the ideas of the exerri-

plarines* of my Lord's behaviour, to

whom, it ' was absolutely impossible

that any temptation could have the

least access ; and who must be, in the

most perfect fense, impassible.

The mysterious system of church

men, has broughtan indelible reproach

upon the most gracious and useful re

velation, that ever was made of the

mind and will of God, and has sadly

scandalized the divine teachings !

the assent of the unbeliever is made to

revolt, because in these cloudy inter

pretations of gospel-doctrines, he who

said, Iam the light ofthe •world, is made

the darkness of it I It should astonish

an observer because of the absurdity,

and would sill him with surprize, if it

was not, that the church has, in all

ages, been most generally employed in

inventing, broaching, and propagat

ing absurdity ! the indefatigable la

bours of the present day, to write

down the Confessional, and to bewitch

the people with a fondness for mystery,

is one of the worst symptoms of the

sickly state os religious liberty ; and of

the vicious taste of the times, hanker

ing after the onions and garlic of

Egypt.

I will cite a paragraph from a spi

rited sensible writer *—" the bulk of

mankind, being educated in a reve

rence for established modes of thinking

and acting, in consequence of their

being established, will not hear of a

reformation proceeding even so far as

they could really wish, lest, in time,

it should go further than they could

wish, and the end be worse than the

beginning. And where there are

great emoluments in a church, it is

swallow or starve ; and to ohserve~tffeir

poor contrivances, to conceal' the"

chains that gall them. But it grieves

one no less, to fee the rest of <he1r

brethren, hugging their chains vmi

proud of them."

Anti-Mysticus.
11

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

. SIR,

DOCTOR Taylor in hi« note oft

Rom. vi. 5. fays " the word

c-jf^fra signifies such phnts as grow

the one upon and in the other deriv

ing sap and nourishment from it, at

mifletoe upon the* oak or the cion up

on the stock' into Which it is grafted.

"If (fays he) I might take the liberty I

should call them (:. e. Christ and his

disciples) growers together."

The word ciix^u-m- occurs only in

this verse. By comparing it with the

word rvfiyi )«»i Luke viii. 7. the mean

ing of it is very piain. In this verse

it evidently signifies any kind of grain

that after it is sown springs or grows

out of the ground. The likeness

therefore between that and a plant

growing out of the ground after it is

planted, is very apparent, and shew*

the apostle took the expression not

from grafting but planting. This

farther appears from its kindred word

tirnra Math, xv. 13. In this verse it

is very apparent the primary fense sig

nifies only planting. This in the

clearest and most particular manner

is expressed Luke xvii. 6. " If ye had

faith as a grain Of mustard feed, y»

might fay unto this sycamore trte '* Be

thou plucked up by the root and be

thou planted in the sea and it should

obey you." In allusion to the practice

of planting (especially in hot count, les)

the apostle Paul fays 1 Cor. iii. 6, '7,

1 have -trj »•» planted and Appol-8.

possessed of the strongest internal guard los watered j but God gave the iu jv*

. May, 1768. I i increase,

• Dr. PriestUfs Esaj on first Principles of Government, p. j+7, x+8. "'"
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increase, i. e. made it grow. In this

sense the word is used Math. »i. 18.

Mark iv. 31. See also Math. xxi. 3.

Mark xii. 1. Luke xiii. 6. xvii. 6, 2t.

xx. 9. Agreeable to the plain signi-

fcationofthe word in these texti are

the words fu» <fu/xi, Luke viii. 6, 8.

Heb. xii. 5.

To be buried with Christ in bap

tism—and to be planted together with

him — seem in the verse under consi

deration synonimous expressions, like

as—rising (with Christ in baptisms to

newness of life—and being in the like

ness of his resurrection. — In the latter

expression, i e. planted together, per

haps the apostle alluded to the like

ness there is between the fame fort of

plants when fully grown.

That which will further (hew the

apostle borrowed the expression rup^iM,-

futi from planting only is this, that

'when he figuratively adopts that of

grafting to his subject he makes use of

the word i).xi»T<riJ« instead'of «t//*«.t«

as Rom. xi. 17. 19. »j. i+. where only

it occurs. .

Upon the words—Buried with him

{;". t. Christ) by baptism—the doctor

says, " I question whether we can

certainly from this place infer the

outward mode of administering bap

tism. For, in the next verse, our be

ing incorporated into Christ, by bap

tism, is also denoted by our being

planted together in the likeness of

iiis death. But neither Noah's ark,

nor these, give us the fame idea of the

orward form as burying."

From these words, it is not wholly

.improbable that the doctor was led

into the above interpretation of the

word -uy$jT<-. as less favourable to

the mode of baptism by dipping, than

that which has been above given of it.

.And though the author admits, that

a burial does more completely repre

sent the mode of baptism by dipping,

yet he cannot but be of opinion it is

very significantly represented by plant

ing, ;'. e. putting the plants into the

ground, and including their future

growth—represents christians as grow-

.ers together with Christ—with whom

. they ha.t been planted together in

baptism. I am, &c.

OpR correspondent is mistaken

when he fays the following letter,

■as aarar appeased in print j lo*-

May

ever, as it has not yet been in our

Magazine, we (hall oblige h?m and

the rest of our purchasers by its. iu-

fertion.

Letter from a much esteemed Nobleman

to bis Son, who was then in a public

Character in another Kttgdom.

IHave seldom or ever written to

you concerning morality and reli

gion. Your own reason, I am per

suaded, has given you right notions of

both, they speak best for themselves :

but, if they wanted assistance, they

have Mr. H. at hand both for precept

and example. To your own reason

and him I refer you for the rea

lity; and (hall here confine myself to

the necessity, utility, and decency of

scrupulously observing, the appearances,

of both ; when I say the appearance of

religion, I mean not that you mould

take up a controversial cudgel against

whoever attacks the sect to which

you happen to belong. This would

be both useless and unbecoming

your age. But I mean that you mould •

m no wile seem to approve, much less

to applaud, or encourage, those licen

tious notions which strike at all reli

gions equally, and which are the poor

thread. hare topics of half wits and mi

nute philosophers. Even they who are

silly enough to laugh at xhtirjokes, are ,

still prudent enough to distrust and de

test their characters, for, putting mo

ral virtue, in the highest, and religion

in the lowej} rank, religion must IriH

be allowed to be at least a collateralsecu

rity to virtue ; and every prudent

man will trust two securities rather

than one. Whenever therefore yoai

fall into the company of those pre

tended esprits forts, or of those

thoughtless libertines, who laugh at all

religion, tD thew their wit, or disclaim

it to complete their riot ; let not a

word of your's intimate the least ap

probation. On the contrary, express

your dislike by a silent gravity, but

enter not upon the topic, and decline

such an unprofitable, indecent contro

versy. Depend upon it every murii

the worse regarded and the less trusted

for being thought to have 110 religion }

in spite osall the specious titles he may

assume of esprit/dr:, freethinker or mo-

sal phUofp'iier. And a wise Atheist, if

sncli there can-+>e, Would pretend, for

ay own intiiflt. anJ. character in the

world
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world, to have some religion. Your

moral character must be not only pure,

kut unsuspected : A very little speck

•r blemish on it may be irretrievably

prejudicial.

There are, indeed, in the world,

wretches profligate enough to explode

all notions of moral good and evil ; to

maintain that they are merely local,

and depend entirely on the customs

and fashions of different countries :

There are still, if possible, more unac

countable wretches j I mean those who

propagate such absurd and infamous

notions without believing them them

selves. These are the devil's hypo

crites. Avoid, as much as possible,

the company of such, who reflect a

degree os infamy on all that converse

with them. But as you may some

times accidentally fall into such com

pany, be very careful that no com

plaisance, no good humour, no warmth

of festal mirth ever make you seem

even to acquiesce in, much less to ap-

plauJ, such infamous doctrines : Nei

ther debate or enter into serious argu

mentation on a subject so much be

neath it, but content yourself with

telling these apostles that you know

they are not serious, that you have a

much better opinion of them than

they seem to desire you to have; that

you are fully persuaded they would

not practise the doctrines they preach.

•—But, in the mean time, put your

private mark upon them, and Hum

them ever afterwards. Nothing is so

delicate as your moral character : No

thing which it is so much your interest

to preserve pure ; (hould you be sus

pected of injustice, malignity, perfi

dy, lying, &c. all the ingenuity and

knowledge in the world will never

procure you esteem. Itistrue, various

circumstances, strangely concurring,

have sometimes railed very bad mea

to high stations, but they have been

raised like criminals to a pillory,

where their persons and crimes being

more conspicuous, are only the more

detested, pelted and insulted. If af

fectation and ostentation are ever par

donable, it it with respect to morality,

though even there lam far from ad

vising you to a pharilaical pomp of

virtue. But I must recommend to you

a most scrupulous tenderness for your

moral character, and the utmost care

not to lay, or do the least, thing that

may ever so slightly taint it. Shew

yourself on all occasions the adw

cate, the friend, but not the bulls of

virtue. Colonel Chartres, who, 1 be

lieve, was one of the most notorioui

blasted rascals that ever lived, and

who had, by all forts of crimes, amass

ed immense wealth, was so much ac

quainted with the disadvantage of a

bad character, that I heard him in hit

impudent, profligate manner, say that,

" though he would not give one far

thing for "virtue, he would give

10000 1, for a character; because he

might get 100,000!. by it:" Whereas

he was so blasted, that he had no longer

an opportunity of cheating people. Is

it possible an bonefl man can negletl

what a prudent rogue would purchase

so dearly?

There is one of the vices above men

tioned into which people well educated,

and in the main well principled, some

times fall, through mistaken notions

of skill, and self defence : I mean

lying : Though it is inseparably at

tended with more loss and infamy than

any other. The prudence and neces

sity of often concealing the truth, insen

sibly seduces people to <vhlat; it. It is

the only art of a mean capacity, and

the only refuge of mean spirits. Con

cealing the truth may often be innocent,

but lying on any occasion isjoohjb and

infamous. I will state you a cafe in

your own department— suppose you

are employed in a public character at a

foreign court, and the minister of that

court is absurd or impertinent enough

to ask you, whatyour instructions are f

Will you tell him a lie, which, as

soon as discovered, as it certainly will

be, must destroy your credit, blast

your character, and render you useless

there ? No 1 Will you tell him the

truth then, and betray your trust f

certainly, no: But you will answer

with firmness, that you are surprized

at such a question, that you are per

suaded he does not expeil an answer

to it, but that, at all events, he cer

tainly will not have one, such an answer

will give him confidence in you, and

ajrood opinion of your veracity ; of

wtiich opinion you may afterward*

make very honest and fair advantage.

But, if in negotiations you are once

regarded as a lyar and trickster, no

confidence will be placed in you,

nothing will be communicated to you,

I11 tad
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and you will be in the situation of a

-criminal who has been burnt in the

cheek, and who, from that mark,

■ annot afterwards get an honest lively-

hood if he would, but must continue

a thief. Lord Bacon very justly dis-

tinguiflies_/f/w«/a//9B from distimxlation,

and allows the latter rather than the

former; but still observes that they are

the weaker sort of politicians who have

recourse to either, a man who has

real stiength of mind wants neither of

them ; and certainly, fays he, the

ablest men that ever were have all had

an openness and frankness of dealing,

and a name of certainty and veracity :

But then they were like horses well

managed : for they could tell passing

well when to stop or turn ; and at such

times, when they thought the case in

deed required dissimulation, if then

they used it, it came to pals that the

former opinion spread abroad of their

good faith and clearness of dealing

made them almost invisible or undif-

coverable.—/Bacon's Esl'ay on Simu

lation and Dissimulation)—Some in

dulge themselves in a sort of lying,

which they reckon innocent, and

which indeed, in one respect, is so;

for it hurts no one but themselves.

This sort of lying is the contemptible

offspring of vanity and folly. These

people deal in the marvellous, they

have seen some things that never

existed, they pretend to have seen

other things which may exist, but

which they never saw, only they

thought them txiortb seeing. Has any

thing remarkable been done or said

in any place, or company ? They are

Immediately present and declare them-

elves eye, or ear, witnesses of it.

. They have done feats unaitempted,

or at least unperformed, by others,

they are always the heroes of their own

fables, and think that they thereby

gain consideration, or at least present at

tention; Whereas in truth all they

gain is ridicule and contempt ; not with

out much distrust. For we readily sup-

, jpose that he who will tell a lye from

\\^le vanity; will hardly scruple to tell

t a greater for interest. Had I really

seen any thing so very extraordinary

S»s^to be almost incredible, I would

fckeep it to myself rather than, by tell

ing 't, give any one room to doubt,

.but for one minute, my veracity. Cer-

'L'rainly the reputation of chastity it not

May

so necessary for a vioman, as that of

veracity is for a man .- and with rea

son : For a woman may be virtuous.

(notwithstanding the common accep

tation of the word implies otherwise)

though not strictly chaste ; but a man

cannot be so, without strict veracity.

The flips of a woman are sometimes

frailties merely of the bodily constitution,

but a lie in a man is a vice of the mind

and heart. For God's fake ! scrupu

lously guard the purity of your moral

character: Keep it unblemished and

it will be unsuspected. Calumny

scarce ever attacks where there are no

weak places j it magnifies, but seldom

or ever creates. When I so earnestly

recommend to you this purity of cha

racter, I no more expect, or indeed

with, you, at your age, to be a Cato

than a Clodius. Be, and be reckoned,

a man of pleasure as well as of business,

enjoy your happy time of life : Shine

in the pleasures and company of people

of your age. This is all to be done

without the least taint to the purity of

your moral character: For those mis

taken young fellows, who think to

shine by immoral or impious licenti

ousness, (bine only, from their stink

ing, like corrupted flesh, in the dark i

Without this purity you can have no

dignity of character, nor have you any

chance of rising honourably in the

world i you must be respeBable to be

respeBed. I have known people stat-

tern away their character, without

really polluting it ; and, inconsequence

thereof, they have become innocently

contemptible ; their merit has been

dimmed, their pretensions unregarded,

all their views of promoting themselves

defeated. Characters must be kept

bright as well as clean ; content not

yourself with mediocrity. In purity

of character and politeness of manners,

labour, my son, to excel! all, if you

wisli to equal any.

Adieu !

To the PRINTER, fife.

WHATEVER may have been

the intention of the frequent

insertions in the public papers of in

flammatory paragraphs, respecting the

present state of corn in this metropo

lis, a continuance of that practice can

not but tend to augment a distress,

which seems unavoidably hastening

upon this kingdom, and which might

be
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be in some measure prevented but for

such ridiculous, such wicked endea

vours, to stimulate the lower class of

people to every act of violence. At a

time like the present, in which a ge

neral and most remarkable want of

corn obtains in molt of the countries

of the world, and particularly in that

of Great Britain, to what good pur

pose can it be supposed the insertion

of such abominable misrepresentations

of truth can operate ?

By these the public are almost daily

assured, that large quantities of corn

have arrived here ; arrived indeed

from such parts, as, in truth, are, and

have been, during the present year,

in still greater wantof it than ourselves:

From Spaing from Naples, from Flo

rence, when those communities are

perishing from the want of it j from

Dantzig and Holland, at a time that

tnose ports were frozen up, and their

navigation rendered absolutely im

practicable by the ice.

To tell a distressed people that the

granaries jire full of corn, whilst the

most evident symptoms of famine are

becoming daily conspicuous, is to en

gage their passions to counteract their

truest interest, as to assert that the

prices are kept up by art and manage

ment, is to advance the very reverse

of truth. The real fact, Sir, is, that

hardly any wheat is left in the grana

ries; and what is left became deposit

ed there because it arrived heated, and

could not be sold till properly cooled,

and readered fit for use. Every per

son that hath the least knowledge of

the corn trade knows, that so exceed

ingly nice are the buyers of that grain,

that unless impelled by the utmost

want of the perfectly fine sorts, they

will not touch, on any reasonable terms,

that which appears to be but in the

smallest degree inferior. Under such

circumstances, an importer hath no

other alternative but to house his corn,

dispose of it for perhaps one half of

its original cost, or throw it overboard.

When a m:rchant finds himself thus

liable to ruin on one hand, or on the

other to be calumniated, to be exe

crated as a border, as the pest, the uni

versal enemy of socie:y j and this in

return for venturing his fortune to al

leviate the distresses of his fellow citi

zens, by fetching that supply of corn

from foreign countries, which for wife

253

and good purposes it may have pleased

God to with-bold from the fertility

of our own, what do you suppose.

Sir, is likely to be the result of his re

flections ? The result is self-evident.

He will avoid, as the greatest of all

evils, any further engagements in an

article that (hall expose him to a situa

tion so every way dreadful : And thus,

by his discontinuing the importation,

will the community be left exposed to

all the horrors of distress, augmented

to a degree of extreme, to which per

haps there had been far less approach,

had he not been intimidated by the

villainous arts of those, who under pre

tence of pleasing the ears of the popu

lace, excite their opposition to the on

ly means that could have preserved

them from one of the greatest of all

distresses, even from the wantof bread.

I forbear to point out the terrible

mischiefs that may have already be

come inevitable, from this wanton and

vile abuse of the public credulity, and

cannot but hope that you will avoid

to be the instrument of continuing a

practice, which, in our present circum

stances, seems big with every idea of

desolation. A quiet and peaceable de

meanor of the lower order of the peo

ple, and the uninterrupted freedom of

our trade, are the only means of

averting, in any degree, a distress,

which, when all that can now be done,

(hall have been effected, I fear will,

before the ensuing harvest is gathered*

become very severely felt.

If you conceive this letter may be of

use, you will immediately exhibit it to

the view of the public, or otherwise

dispose of it as you think proper.

May 9. Mbrcatok.

To the PRINTER, &e.

SIR, Bristol, April 1768.

THE paragraph in some of the new*

papers, that it is reported the

French will fend an army to support

the Genoese in subduing the Corsicans,

hath struck the trading part of this

city with terror. We already feel the

loss of trade by the French encroach

ments since the peace. If under pre

tence of helping the Genoese, they

mould render themselves masters of

Corsica, we must be then totally cut

out of the Mediterranean trade : That

island commands the coast of Italy and

Straits of Bonifacio, and with the

Pork
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Forts of Sicily, now in' the hands of

the family contract, totally locks up

the passage to Turkey, and the East

of Sicily. (See the map. p. 118.)

The Corsicans are excellent corsairs ;

from them the very name is derived :

Thev would furnish sailors, which the

French navy want in time of war, and

in time of peace. Corsica would give

a great vent to many of their commo

dities, and their little vessels be of

great use in conveying the French

manufactures to the coast of Barbary,

Italy, and the Levant. The Corsicans

have timber, and other materials

cheap, and t'-erefore cheap si eight.

The inconvenience of letting that is

land fall to the French is great 5 but

it may be said, how can we hinder

them from helping their allies the Ge

noese .' We answer, that by the treaty

of peace the French are not to aug

ment their dominions, and by the

taking -this island they do so.

But the Frenchified pensioner will

fay, they do not intend to take it, but

only reduce the rebel- subjects of the

Genoese to due subjection to their so

vereign, the state of Genoa.—This

is mere quibbling ; Genoa itself is in

subjection to France. Do not the kings

of France, even from antient timej,

claim Genoa ? Did not Genoa in the

late war take a garrison from them ?

Let even the Frenchified pensioner

himself lay bis hand on his heart, and

ask himself the question, if he thinks,

on a new war's happening, the Ge

noese would not again favour the fa

mily contract ? He must own, he can

not deny that they would. Nay, in

deed, they dare not refuse a French

garrison ; but so far from refusing,

they would beg one, as they did in

the former war.. It is therefore highly

. necessary to interfere in time j but '

your Bourbonite pensioner will cry

aloud, that it is criminal to support

rebels. In answer I say, I have not

proposed to support rebels, but only

to hinder the French from augmenting

their too formidable monarchy with

the isiand of Corsica, which would in

it's consequences enable Fiance to

drive cur squadrons out of the Medi

terranean seas.

But if I did propose the succouring

the valiant Corsicans, I can justify

that proposition. No Englishman can

deny that sovereigns, as well as their

subjects are bound hy the laws.

May

On that maxim Queen Elizabeth

acted when she assisted the Flemings

and the Hollanders ; and on the fame

the kings and parliament* of England

acted when they, by continual support

for near a century, at last enabled

them to constitute the free state of the

united provinces ; which state helped

us to support the balance of Europe,

and maintain our own liberties frosa

French slavery.

Did not Queen Elizabeth aid the

city of La Rochelle, and the princes

against the king of France? ,

Did not Gustavus of Sweden help the

people of Dantzick against the then

King of Poland ? and Dantzick i* un

der the Polish monarchy, but hath

privileges. Gustavus, on the applica

tion of the Dantzickers, succoured

them.

Did not our late king, and the

house of Brandenburg, interfere in

protecting the people of Thorn against

their sovereign the king, and republic

of Poland }

Did not the House of Austria sup- ,

port Saint Remo against these very

Genoese, when they broke in upon

their privileges ?

The French cannot deny, that it it

the usage of every sovereign power in

Europe to interfere in support os the

privileges of their neighbouring peo

ple. It is according to the law of na

ture and nations. If a neighbouring

prince turns a limited into a despotic

government, it assects all his neigh

bours; for a limited monarch cannot,

by his ambition, do so much mischief

to his neighbours as when rendered

despotic. The privileges, and power

of his people, will hinder his entering

into offensive wars ; but despotic ty

rants can use the whole force of their

people, to the destruction of their

neighbours.

With what face can the French ob

ject to our assisting the Corsicans

against the Genoese, who have broke

through all their privileges, and all

the laws of humanity ; when their

French kings assisted the Catallans

against Philip and the people 9s Mes

sina; and the people of Naples against

their undoubted sovereigns the Kings

of Spain ? The French also assisted the

Duke of Brnganza to become King

of Portugal. Anfi have they not late

ly interfered and assisted the magistrates

(whose term- was expired) against the

people
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every different court, in those parts of

Europe, yet the nature and spirit of

their laws and government, the arts,

manufactures, and product of those

countries, are speculations which their

age and diversions forbid, and they"

return home, Englishmen by name,

but, in reality, neither French nor

English.

That the enquiry of young people

should reach no further than to those

things which only employ and please

the memory, is not in the lead to be

wondered at, because the multiplicity

and variety of different objects which

present themselves to their view, the

different dress and behaviour of so

many different people attract their at

tention, and take up great part of

their time. The smooth and pleasing

path of pleasure and amusement which

every place affords, is infinitely more

inviting to young minds, than specu

lations which lie hid, and mud be

harrowed up with time, patience,

pains, and industry: Hence it comet

to pass that they are neglected and

forgot. But that men of age and

maturity, who go so often to the south

to mend their manners, their consti

tutions and fortunes, should not em

ploy their time to better purpose, is

much more amazing.

Among the number of books of tra

vels which I fee, few of them are

worth reading, but as I am much

better acquainted with every place, I

lament the loss of time I spent in

reading them, as it served to mike me

wonder how they could think of amu

sing the publick with such a heap of

absurdities, and ridiculous nonsense.

I knew a mighty doctor of the church,

who set out with a design to let no

thing escape his attention, and to

make the grand tour at a cheaper rate

than any had done before him ; he ex

amined all the markets at Paris with

great pains, and knew the price o(

provisions exactly. He was like a

lord at the tables of Intentlants, and

like a pedlar at the inns ; he would ne

ver eat nor drink without making a

sure bargain, nor would he employ

even a shoemaker without being

strongly recommended to him, the

prices of things was his chief enqui

ry, yet he was ever imposed uoon,

and ever displeased. He knew whether

the play-houles were most frequented

on bundiyt or. Saturday?, he knew al

so

1768.

people of Geneva, who are the so

vereigns ? I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

An English Merchant.

To the PRINTER, 8c.

S I R,

OU R young noblemen and gen

tlemen are generally sent to the

university, and after staying seme

time there, they are sent abroad to

make a tour of Europe. Supposing

that every one of them is become a

scholar by his application to study,

yet the nature of trade and commerce,

the manufactures of various kinds,

and the product of the different coun

ties of the kingdom, are things which

they are seldom or never taught te

think of. They may possibly know

the value of the estates they are born

to, because they have been told

so; but as they have never had any

cause to enquire, and never heen in

formed by what means, or in what

manner it is produced, without doing

any injustice to their understanding

and capacity, I dare venture to fay

that few of them, at that age, can

give any tolerable account.

In this manner they are sent abroad,

ignorant of the laws, the trade, ma

nufactures, and product of their own

•ountry. It is very improbable that

those of another country shall become

the subject of their inquiries, or that

they (hall be able to make any com

parisons between those of other coun

tries and their own. Another scene

opens itself immediately to their view,

and turns their attention another way.

The fiist thing they apply themselves

to, is to be naturalized as near as

passible into the French dress, taste,

and manners ; not completely masters

of their language, they are in a man

ner excluded from the best company ;

the gay and giddy become their com

panions, the ladies and plays their

amusement, and their time is wasted in

a round of pleasure and frivolous trifles.

They set out from Paris, they over

run great part of the kingdom, they

fee the towns, rivers, woods, and

mountains as they pass, and they can,

perhaps, tell the distance of one town

from another, and the capital of every

province. They run over Italy, Ger

many and the Low Countries, in

the lame manner; and supposing they

have seen the curiosities, and been at
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so the degrees of heit and cold, and

he brought home a budget of remarks

to amuse a parcel of old women at a

tea table. Let me change the scene.

The Spaniards are not idle and in

dolent by nature, nor is their coun

try poor and weak from a natural

cause : Where there is a prospect of

interest, Men of every nation will en

gage in the pursuit ; but when all the

avenues to interest are barred up, men

dwindle into indolence and poverty.

The cause of this arises from the na

ture of their government, and, for

the fame cause, that nation is (inac

tive and impotent. Scotland labour

ed long with the fame disease; of late

years industry and manufactures have

spread themselves with surprising velo

city j unhappily, taxes oppress them,

like the curb of a mettled horse, which

stops him in his full career. The con

stitution of England favoured indus

try and manufactures ; no nation a-

bounded with more, nor brought

them to so great perfection : They are

oppressed by misconduct, they lan

guish and die. France struggled long

with difficulties, it struggles with some

still, the obstacles and prejudices are

wearing off by degrees : The spirit of

trade, the increase of their manufac

tures, the public works which (hew

themselves over all the kingdom, and

the strict attention of the government

to all these things, are manifest marks

©f a rising nation ; they encourage

the arts we neglect, they grow wise

at our folly, and they grow strong as

we decline.

Did our travellers employ their time

in speculations of this kind, it would

tend more to their honour and inte

rest ; could they learn to become less

luxurious and extravagant by travel

ling, their attention would be turned

to the good of the public as well as

their own ; these two would keep equal

pace, and mutually walk together ; the

spirit of faction would cease, mens de-

signswould center in one point, the loss

of our manufactures, and depopulation

would be prevented, prosperity, and

peace would bless the land. But,

when men bring home the vanity and

luxury of France, and hlend the fol

lies of other nations with their own,

their minds are wholly devoted to plea-

lure and interest ; they are fired with

ambition, the public good is neglect

ed, the ctrasnt of ui.ity is disjointed,

and tore to- pieces; there seems to be

no more harmony amongst us, but that

of a giddy unthinking mob, bent upon

mischief, who obey no laws, incapa

ble of knowing their interest, devoted

to destruction, and led to be slaves by

each pretending patriot, whilst uni

versal confusion threatens to scourge

the kingdom for its foily and vice.

May heaven avert it fays C A T O.

To the PRINTER, &c.

SIR,

THE political disease seems to be

near a crisis. I hope it will be

cured by gentle remedies, and that we

may maturely consider the cause as well

as the effect. True valour is always at

tended with generosity. Illegal out-

rages are dangerous : But they are

lesions of instruction. We have an im

portant business on our hands, the more

familiar the means by which it is ac

complished, probably the more happy

for us. I hope the storm will be laid

by a few gentle words, and proper

deeds, of general mercy. But it seems ,

necessary to maintain authority and

peace, to give arms as well as voice

to law, for unless there is the ability to

dictate, in a manner agreeable to law

ful authority, and with vigour, as

well as an inclination to consider the

genius of the people, and overlook

some real trespasses, I cannot suppress

my apprehensions, that the founda

tions of iniquity will never be in any

fense eradicated.

That many of the people labour '

under a real distress on account of the

high price of the necessaries of life is

manifest beyond contradiction ; but it

must be considered that distress and

grievance have two very different sig

nifications ; and it is no less obvious,

that those who have the most virtue

will the most easily submit to the dis

pensations of providence.

So far as the evil is at present cura

ble, it must relate in a considerable de

gree to a voluptuous or immoderate

consumption. This by the acquisition

of wealth, and the forceof example, has

been communicated from the affluent

to the indigent, so that it is hard to

fay, which of them, in their respective

stations, are most in fault, or which

of them will most effectually correct

themselves, in such a manner, that the

produce of the earth may be sufficient

to answer the true ends of life.
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If it is tine that we have in one year's

time imported a million value of corn,

or whatever the amount may be, it must

be equally true that we are drained of

so much of our riches.

To go to the root of the calamitous

part of our circumstances in this nation,

we must consider our education, par

ticularly of the highest and lowest

classes of the people, and make it

more consistent with the true ends of

government, the order of divine provi

dence, and the productions of the

earth. We must not live so much up

on the stretch of every sinew of wealth

and property. As to the produce of

labour, properly distinguilhed, the

laborious think it a part of their

charter to spend it, and they must have

their will ; but let them remember

that it generally is so.

In the mean time let us all learn to

honour government as the source of

our happiness, and consequently to

deliver it from tbe dangerous situation

of such an enormous public debt. ' If

this operates as ifthe right, the power,

and the authority, were transferred from

tbe hands to which it properly belongs,

into those of individuals, what can

be the issue ? But it is not this only :

We talk of our laws as the guardians

of Our liberty, and they are properly

so when duly executed ; but can they

guard it, if our customs and manners

do not co-operate? Laws with respect

to government are what the soul is to

tbe body ; they animate the frame,

give it energy and rationality -. But

customs and manners are with respect

to laws, what the body is to the soul,

and a poor unfortunate soul it is, if

the body be struck with a palsy, tor

tured with the stone or cholic, or burn

in the extremity of a raging fever.

These are not times for recrimina

tions, so much as for looking forward

with a right understanding of our situa

tion, and a determined resolution to

submit to every measure which appears

to be best calculated for the common

welfare, and, in every ambiguous pro

position, to determine on that fide

which (hall tend most to the ease and

contentment of the lower classes. At

the fame time let the reins of govern

ment be in general held tighter, that

we may really enjoy liberty, less ex

posed to insolence from the lower, and

more secure with regard to the over-
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weight of opulence, and examples cf

prodigality on the part of the higher

classes. Let us ease our national in-

cumbrances.

We must be more virtuous, in order

not to talk of liberty but to be really

free. Whether a nation groans under

a monarchical government unlimited,

and the reverse of ours ; or whether it

struggles under a democratical tyran

ny^ or trembles under the confusion

which anarchy introduces ; it is not

the names of things, but their essence

and substance, and what men feel and

enjoy, when their reason is awake,

and their passions calm.

On every great occasion every one

who deserves the name of a man, hit

mind mould expand itself in propor

tion to the greatness of the occasion.

There can be no doubt of our ability

to subdue much greater events than

these which a sew days past have fur

nished.

The word liberty has been vilely

abused for a long time past. Let ut

alter the phrase a little and call it t»;>-

tue or 'virtuous liberty, and try if thlt

expedient will awaken what is great

and noble in the human heart, and

worthy the venerable name of British

patriotism ; whilst it confounds anil

abashes those who, under the name

of liberty, violate all decency and

order.

The thoughtless part of mankind,

particularly the indigent, seem not to

know that a certain portion of misery

is the lot of human nature: They know

not what is passing in the palaces of the

great, nor are they acquainted with

the corroding cares which imbitter

the cup of the voluptuous.

Industry derives it's chief source

from indigence : Whilst the peculiar

benignity, which our parochial lawt

affords the poor, is oftentimes the sef-

cret cause of their improvidency.

Let us all consider that we are only

born to die. except that virtue is our

supreme felicity ; and that the short

span of life is given us as a trial of our

truth and constancy, and humble obe

dience to the Goi\ that marje us,

Some power of consideration remain*

amongst us : We are not become tyi

gers nor lions ; and if we were, wd

should not devour our own sptcies.

Let us consider that life and death aie}

things indifferent ; but at they lead ori

Kk to
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to victory over the world, and obtain

the glorious immortality promised to

the true lovers of virtue and liberty.

I have only to add, that if we are

yet to be tried, and are not become

a devoted people ; if we will have a full

licence of saying what we please, of

whom we please, and of teaching the

people every thing they should not, at

well as every thing they should learn ;

let every publisher of a news-paper or

pamphlet be obliged to give up the

name of his author either to th* public

in general, or to an officer appointed

by authority of the laws. If they fay

nothing they are ashamed of, why

should they conceal their names ' and

if this should prove some detriment to

the cause of liberty, in one view, will it

not be attended with advantages, to

the very existence of the people with

regard to their civil and religious

rights ? Shall we be undone for fear

of being undone ? If we go so often to

, the precipice of liberty, we shall surely

tumble head-long into slavery I Are

not the people continually amused and

deceived with sophistry and falsehood;

and under a notion of entertaining

them with nectar, do we not present

them with a poisoned cup, and drive

them into madness ?

Writers of the first erudition, as

well as the illiterate, point out the

necessity of some mode of regulating

the press by the freedom which they

have taken with the other people's

names, to a degree that must be highly

offensive to all honest, judicious and

considerate men. I fay this from the

deepest conviction of my heart, not to

open avenues to slavery ; but wishing,

if providence hath so determined, to

end my life in defending the minutest

pass, where inroads are so often made

on real and substantial liberty ; and

whereby I see the safety of my fellow

subjects, and the glory of my country,

endangered to a degree more fright

ful to my apprehensions, than any evil

which can possibly arise from so salutary

a regulation. I say it from observa

tion on the gradations of defamation,

and the insolence of the profligate and

abandoned, particularly for these six

or seven years past, in which we have

seen such volumes of indigested con

ceits, and many misrepresentations so

abominably gross, that no free consti

tution can stand up under such tteat-

I
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ment ; nor any people, -prepossessed at

we generally are, avoid the contagious

effects, or submit to any order or any

discipline.

Indeed, sir, I fear the pretended

means of supporting our freedom will,

in the issue, prove a mortal stab to our

liberty. How can liberty stand with

out virtue ? or how can a daring peo

ple be virtuous who are led on by so

many arts and contrivances to believe

things the most monstrous and incre

dible, and under the tutelage ef their

learned instructors to trample on the

most sacred regards, and untie all

the bands of government ?

Your's,

May it. J. H.

Dublin, April 23.

THE following message from hit

excellency the lord lieutenant,

has been laid before the honourable

house of commons.

" Townshend.

" Gentlemen,

" I am commanded by hit majesty tm

inform you, that the public service of '

his majesty's kingdoms requiring that

some part of the troops kept on the

establishment of Ireland should be em

ployed towards the necessary defence

of his majesty's garrisons and planta

tions abroad ; and that, as it may be

expedient that a number of troops,

not less than 11000 men, commissioned

and non-commissioned officers includ

ed, should be kept within this king

dom, for the better defence of the

fame, exclusive of such regiments on

this establishment, as are or may be

employed in hit majesty's said gar

risons and plantations; his majesty

thinks it necessary that bis army, on

this establishment, should be aug

mented to 15135 men in the whole;

of which number it his majesty's in

tention that as far as is consistent with

such a defence at the safety of both

kingdoms, in cafe of any sudden or

extraordinary emergency, may require,

a number os troops not less than ixooe

men, commissioned and non-com

missioned officers included, (hall be

kept . within this kingdom, for the

better defence of the fame. And hit

majesty having the firmest reliance on

the known loyalty aod affection of his

faithful commons, cannot entertain

H»e U»st doubt but they will chear-

fuli/
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fully concur in presiding for a mea

sure calculated to maintain the ho

nour and dignity of his crown; to

promote the publick service ; and to

add strength to his army in this king

dom, which has hitherto been so

much weakened by frequent draught

ing.

I have ordered a plan and estimate

of th» charge which will be incurred

hy this augmentation, formed with

as much precision as possible, to be

laid before you ; and you may be as

sured, that particular care (hall be

taken that this service ftall be per

formed with the utmost œconomy ;

and that, of the sums which (hall be

granted, no greater part shall be raised

than (hall appear to be absolutely ne

cessary for the purpose.

Political intelligence Extraordinary.

APPLICATION having been made,

in a neighbouring kingdom, for

an augmentation of the treops on that

establishment, this caused an enquiry

there, how the money heretofore

granted for the payment of the troops

had been expended, when it appearing,

that, for the two last ^ears, the an

nual charge of the military in that

kingdom had been very considerably

increased, notwithstanding the number

of effective men to be supported was

the fame, and that there had even

been a considerable deficiency in the

number of effective men in those two

years ; warm debates ensued, and

many chief officers, considering them

selves as no longer membsrs tor life,

were on the side opposite to govern

ment, whereby the bill for the aug

mentation was rejected, the first day,

by a majority of one ; the second, by

a majority- of four.

One thing very remarkable appeared

also in the report of the committee,

which, was published on this occasion,

viz. that in the year 1700 there were

twenty-fivf regiments only of cavalry

and infantry upon the establishment,

which contained nevertheless twelve

thousand men ; but that the present

estahlilhment, though containing 110

greater number of men, consists of

forty-tivo regiments, which exceeds the

establishment of 1700 by seventeen re

giments, and is more by fix regiments,

than was ever before kept up in that

kingdom in time of peace. This is

LAND. *59

the first fruit derived from octennial

parliaments in that kingdom, which it

is hoped may be deemed an additional

argument, both there and here, for

abridging even that term. The whole

of the money funk on this occasion

cannot well be estimated.

Description of Mr. Hamilton's ornamen

tal Park, at Cobharo in Surrv. From

tbe Six Weeks Tour, &c. (See p.

193-)

PASSING from the house, and a

few winding shrubberies, which

are parted from the park by net-work,

and in which the green-house is situ

ated ; we were conducted through the

spark to another inclosed plantation,

which hat an agreeable walk, com

manding a pretty valley, through a

winding row of fir trees, and at tha

summit of a bank, which is planted

with vines ; the produce of which

last vintage, was three half hogsheads

of wine. This walk leads to the Go

thic temple ; an open building, which

looks immediately upon a large piece

of water, with a handsome bridge

thrown over an arm of it -. As the

temple is upon a rising ground, and

looks down upon the water, the beauty

of the scene is greatly increased. In

point of lightness, few buildings ex

ceed this temple. From thence we

wind through a fresh walk, near ano

ther part of the water, cross a bridge,

formed, to appearance, of rocks and

fossils ; and turning down, to the right,

find that this bridge is the covering of

a most beautiful grotto, as well as the

water ; for immediately under it, is a

large incrustation of fossils; and spar

hanging every where like isicles from

the cieling has a most pleasing effect.

On each side the water is a small pith,

parted from the stream by marine

fossils : nothing can have a more ele

gant effect than the cieling of this

grotto, (in which is stuck, with

great taste, a profusion of spar) hang

ing over the water, as if of a kindred,

but congealed nature. From this

grotto, the walk leads, on the side of

the water, to a ruined arch, in a just

taste : The teflelated pavements ; the

mosaic'd ceiling ; and the basso and

alto relievo's, which are let into the

the wall, are all in an exceeding good

taste, in decay; the symptoms of

which are excellently imitated ; with

. « weeds
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weeds growing from the ruined parti,

and all tlie other marks of antiquity.

Through the arch, the river appear*

winding in a proper manner j that is,

dark and gloomy, around a rough

piece of grafs, which hat a consistent

appearance. But what hurt me very

much, was the contradiction of emo

tions, railed by the scene behind ;

which was totally different from that

of the ruin ; elegant and agreeable; a

smooth water, and sloping banks,

closely striven, with a Ihtre island in it,

are all agreeable objects ; and by no

means affect the spectator in unison

with the ruin of Grecian architecture,

and the gloomy objects around.

The cascade, which is the next ob

ject that appears, is, though trifling,

id a very just taste. The wafer gushes

in five or fix streams, out of tults of

weeds, growing in the rock ; re.illy

in the vary taste of nature ; over it

bends the trunk of an old oak, from

fide' to fide, which has an exceeding

good effect ; and the trees rising to a

great height above all, finishes the

scerre very completely. This cascade is

fed by a wheel, which lift* the water

from tiie river, which falling in the cas

cade, keeps up the lake already men

tioned. From hence we proceeded

through a piece or wild ground, over

run with brakes and rubbish, through

a . scoop or hollow, bounded by hign

firs on c:ich side ; and in which the

tower (anotiier ornamental building)

appears with a very pleasing effect, to

other darker walks, quite closed,

wbreit lead to the hermitage ; we en

tered into a small room, nearly dark;

and on the opening of a door out os it

into the hermit's parlour, Knottier

room. The windows present a very

beautiful scene, for cu look imme

diately down upon the river, winding

round some cultivated fields, with a

very , good prospect bounding the

whole. But I would observe, that

this landscape being of nearly the same

nature with many Of those at Persfield,

figured poorly on comparison ; for the

depth of the descent, is not near equal

to those va(l ones of Mr. Morris's,

which circumstance takes greatly from

rite picturesque appearance : and the

river is too narrow, and not seen di

stinctly enough ; the wood which

grws pa its banks, and the breaks

under the hermitage; window, almost

hide it; nor are the fields overlooked,

half so distinct and beautiful, as those

in the valley at Persfield • ; but not

withstanding this comparison, the

view will appear exceedingly beautiful,

to those who never saw Persfield, and

pretty to those who have ; the com

ing upon it, by suddenly opening the

door between the hermit's rooms, it

contrived with more taste than Mr.

Morris's.

• The tower is the next building :

From it is seen a very fine prospect ;

St. Paul's cathedraland Windsor castle,

being two among many other objects

seen from it ; but the temple of Bac

chus next seen, is infinitely beyond

it. It consists of one handsome room,

.elegantly stuccoed, with a portico of

Corinthian pillars, in an elegant and

beautiful taste : In niches, under the

portico, are four copies in plaister,

from celebrated statues ; the Venus de

Medicis, and Venus with fine haunches,

making two and both good. Around

the room, are antique Roman statues,

on handsome pedestals, andin the mid

dle a colossal one, of Bacchus. From

hence another winding walk leads you

out of the park.

On the whole, Mr. Hamilton's,

though by no means equal in the su

blime, to the amazing objects at Pert-

field, yet is certainly a very beautiful

place, and particularly complete, in

respect of buildings, in which the

other is deficient : nor does Persfield,

in point of beauty of water, by any

means equal it : In a word, Cobham

is the range of beauty ; but Persfield, ■

superiorly sublime. The latter is as

much wanting in lively and agreeable

buildings, as the former is in the su

blime, and unornamented touches of -

nature.

Description of Wanstead house, from

the same.

IN my way back to the great Essex

road, I stopped and viewed Wan-

stead house, the seat of the Earl Til-

ney, which is a very magnificent pa

lace. It is built of Portland stone,

with a very grand portico in the center,

supported by large Corinthian pillars;

under which js the landing place, from

a double stair-cafe, which leads to the

grand hall. This room is fifty- three

fm
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feet long, by forty five broad ; the or

naments consist chiefly of two large

antique statues, on marble pedestals,

Livia and Domitian ; and three large

pictures by Cafali, Coriolanus, Por-

srnna, and Pompey taking leave of hi*

family. These pieces are not in that

master's best manner ; the colours are

too tawdry ; nor is the beauty and

delicacy of the female figures equal to

many I have seen by that painter.

The door-cases of this room are plain,

but little carved ; but in a good style.

The chimneypiece heavy.

From the hall, we were conducted

to the left, into a dining-room of

twenty-seven feet square ; out of that

into a drawing-room of the same di

mensions ; from that into a bed

chamber of twenty-four by twenty,

and through that into two light closets:

These rooms form the front line to

the left of the hall. There is nothing

remarkable in their furniture ; but I

observed, among other modern pic

tures, that of a Turkish lady, which

pleased me. You will excuse me giv

ing you my criticism ; I am no con

noisseur in paintings, and may be so

Gothic as to praise a piece by a modern

artist, when an antient one hangs

by it.

The suite of apartments, to the

right of the hall, consists of first, A

dining-room, twenty-five square ; then

a drawing room, thirty by twenty-

five. The chimney-piece in this

room is elegant, an eagle taking up

a snake, in white marble, is let into

the center of it. The next is a

bed-cbxmber, twenty-five by twenty-

two ; and out of that we entered the

ball-roam, which runs the whole

breadth of the house, and connects

the front line of apartments with the

back suite. This room is seventy-

five by twenty-seven; very elegantly

fitted up with gilded ornaments of

all kinds. But I mould remark, that

the gilding being all on brown, is by

no means let off with such lustre and

brilliancy, as that at Holkara.

From the ball-room, turning to the

back suite, we entered another state

bed-chamber, twenty-seven by twen

ty-two. From that into a dressing-

room, twenty- seven by twenty-five;

then into an antichamber, forty by

twenty-seyen ; the chimney-piece white
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marble and elegant; marble tablet

fine. Next came the saloon, thirty

square ; chimney-piece white marble

and pretty ; then another dining-room

forty by twenty-seven, ornamented

by three large pictures, by Casali : A-

lexander directing Apelles to paint

Campafpe, who is fitting naked in a

chair, is beautifal, the naked well

coloured, and the whole figure en

ticing ; but there is a strange swell

ing in her thigh. The next piece it

the continence of Scipio ; a poar one j

the lady is by no means tempting,

nor has Scipio any thing the least cha

racteristic in his countenance. Sopho-

nilba taking poison, is the third ; (he is aa

insipid figure, and takes the poison, a*

(he would pluck a rose ; but without any

of that noble heroism os sonl, which

speaks a contempt of the fear of death.

The colours in all these pieces are too

glaring. Front this room we entered

a drawing one, twenty-seven square j

then another bed-chamber, twenty-

seven by twenty-one ; very elegantly

hung with crimson velvet ; bed the

same, and lined with an Indian sattin,

white, trailed with coloured flowers.

Lastly, a dressing- room, twenty-

six by eighteen ; ornaments, rich

ly gilt. The suite of rooms on ei

ther side, is, in the whole, 160 feet.

Under the hall is a very noble arcade j

out of which is a common dining par

lour, forty by thirty-five ; out of

which we entered a breakfast-room,

thirty by twenty-five ; elegant indeed.

Prints pasted on a buss (pale yellow-

coloured) paper, with engraved bor

ders ; and all disposed in a manner

which displays great taste. The print*

are of the very best masters, and the

ornaments elegant.—I cannot help-

preferring the taste of this room to

Lady Townshend's dressing-room a-

bove mentioned *.

Wanstead, upon the whole, is one

of the noblest houses in England. The

magnificence of having four state bed

chambers, with complete apartment*

to them; and the ball- room are su

perior to any thing of the kind in

Houghton. Holkam, Blenheim, or.

Wilton : But each of those houses are

superior to this in other particulars ;

and to form a complete palace, some

thing must be taken from all. In re

spect of elegance of architecture.

What
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2<St HoNTiNe in Franc i.

What a building would it be, were

the wings idded according to the first

design !

IxtraSsrom Thicknesse's useful Hint*

to those who make the Tour of

France.

"AS the king hunts three times a

j\ week in his sorest near this

town during the whole winter, I was

desirous of partaking of that diversion,

which I could not with propriety do,

till I had been presented to him ; for

he always asks who strangers are ? and

1 did not chuse to put myself in the

way of zfirug, and a Je tie Je pas ; I

therefore took the liberty to apply,

by letter, (assigning my reasons) to

his excellency the earl of Rochford,

the present ambassador to this court,

to present me to the king, who soon

after gave me notice to attend at Ver

sailles for that purpose. And, at the

same time, I was honoured with an

invitation from the countess of Koch-

ford, to diue with her there, it being

the day on which her excellency was

to have her first audience of the queen,

and the royal family of France. This

was one instance of the pleasant and

captivating manner in which their ex

cellencies confer honor and favours ;

for it not only gave me an opportunity

of seeing that whole ceremony of the

first audience of an ambassadress from

my own country, but gave me an op

portunity of seeing a table, where no

expence or art was spared, to render

it as magnificent as possible; but of

which I shall speak hereafter, lest I

forget to tell you an anecdote of the

famous Alderman Parsons, who you

know resided many years in France,

and who, mounted on a very fine

English gelding, a la modi J'Antkis,

joined the king at one of these hunts.

His blackcap, buckskin breeches, Sec.

soon attracted the notice of the king

who inquiring who he was ? a wag

gish nobleman replied, II est un cheva

lier de Malta! Is he! said the king

(not understanding the pun upon an

English word) then where is his croft?

The alderman, however, »as not on

ly permitted to hunt, but the king

took so much notice of him, and his

toist, that he soon after sent him the

horse as a present ; and the king, in

return, gave him leave to import,

<sWr fne, vtiwuvcr quantity of Eng-

May

listi porter he pleased into the city of

Paris. A most generous return ! for

it is inconceivable what a profit must

arise from such an indulgence. A

French burgois, however rich, not

even the fermiers generaux, are ever

permitted to hunt with the king.

After I had been presented, I con

stantly partook of that diversion ; and

though the king neither admired me

nor my horse, I unavoidably some

times fell so much in his way, as to

experience a look and manner, which

his good-nature and good breeding

could not conceal ; for he has natu

rally some dislike to an Englishman.

I misinformed you as to the king and

nobility riding with pistols, &c. upon

these occasions ; it is only the hunts

men and guards who are so armed.

What is singular is, that the principal

huntsman is a gentleman of fortune,

who rides with the horn over his

shoulder, and sounds the sight, the

death, &c. &c. and is dressed in the

fame uniform as the king. Dress,

even in the field, is attended to here;

for I was told, with great civility, but

a very serious countenance, that my

black waistcoat was a great impro

priety at a hunt, though it was during

the second mourning for the dauphin.

You must not, however, think hunt

ing in France is like the fame diver

sion in England ; for it is quite ano

ther thing, as you seldom see either

the dogs or the chafe, or seldom ride

hard. When the stag or wild boar

is killed, there is a particular cere

mony performed. The foot is cut off

by the huntsman, and given to the

king, and the stags heads are all

blanched, and carried to Versailles,

where many of them are to be seen,

wrote upop by the king's own band,

•when and inhere killed ! But to return

from the field to the court. When the

countess of Rochford came to the door

of the queen's apartment, her excel

lency was received by a lady of the

bedchamber, and was by her conduct

ed to the queen, who received the

ambassadress, standing, A stool was

placed opposite the queen, whereon

1. 1 r i.i.ivfliij), during her sliort audience,

fat ; and just as (he was going to retire,

two doors were thrown suddenly open,

and an audible voice called out, Le

Roy ! When the king appeared, under

a pretence of visiting the queen j but

in
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in fact this was a studied piece of ad

dress, that the ambassadress might be

presented to him at the fame time, as

it would certainly be very aukward,

and indeed very absurd, for an ambas

sadress to visit the king upon such an

occasion. Monsieur le Dauphin, and his

brother the comptt de Provence, made

use of the fame address, and visited

their mother, madame la Dauphin, dur

ing the time the ambassadres had audi

ence of her. Upon this occasion a

freat number of Englishmen of very

igh rank attended the ambassadress,

among whom was the new created

duke of Northumberland, whose ele

fant dress, richly adorned with jewels,

made no small addition to the caval

cade, and the whole ceremony was con

ducted in all respects, with suitable dig

nity to the occasion. Aster the ceremo

ny, which must have proved very fati

guing te the ambassadress, by the seve

rity of the weather, and the great dis

tance of the several apartments of the

royal family from each other, a mostno-

ele and sumptuous entertainment was

' provided in the palace, for the ambas

sadress and her company. To gif* you a

description of the dinner is more than

lam able; but the table at which I

dined (for I found afterwards there was

another) was illuminated with upwards

•f sixty wax lights, and the dessert

was inconceivably magnificent. I had

the honour to sit between an archbi

shop of France and an Irish earl *,

and was well entertained in all respects.

There is a great deal of wine drank

in all France during dinner, but none

after. The climate, the wine, the

fruit, and the ease and good breeding

of the first people at France, are in

deed very powerful arguments in fa

vour of the country ; but on the other

hand, the dirt and poverty of [the

numerous poor (and they are very

numerous) renders it very inferior to

England in that respect. Champaign

is seldom brought to elegant tables in

France; they spare it to us Bri.ons;

•ut of politeness, and a conviction that

it is not wholesome for themselves. In

my next I shall endeavour to satisfy

you in other articles you desire to.

know •, mean while,

I am ever yours."

P. S. I cannot omit informing you,

that the dinner was brought to the

table by a regiment of •whiskered Swiff

soldiers ! while a great number of idle

servants stood behind the chairs of

their ladies and masters with their hate

on ; and what was still more extraor

dinary, I saw four boys (which, upon

inquiry, I found were assistants in the

kitchen) stand directly opposite to the

ambassadress and the dutchefs D'Choi-

seul, with night-caps on their heads,

which no time could have rendered

more filthy, and their aprons and other

apparel equally obnoxious ; but this

was an instance of the ease and free

dom, for which the kingdom of France

is celebrated : indeed it is such an »//»

of magnificence, elegance, riches, and

poverty, that disagreeable and disgust

ing objects do not seem to strike the .

eyes and mindsof the nativesof Prance,

as it does those of other nations.

Were the poor day-labourers and vi-

generous capable, by their labour and

industry, to- keep themselves, their

families, and their little habitations,

in the fame neat, simple manner that

the industrious part of the poor of

England do, France would be the most

delightful country in the world, either

to pass through, or to reside in ; but

the extreme poverty of the poor, and

the poor day-labourers in particular,

renders their villages, nay even their

great towns, very filthy. The ser-

miirs generaux oppress them beyond

conception, and they toil from morn

ing till night, exposed to the incle

mency ot all weathers, and yet live a

much more wretched life than any of

the African slaves, in our colonies, or

in their own. But their lively disposi

tion bears them through all with'

chearfulness, aud they consider they

are getting their own bread, while

they are in fact toiling for wretches,

who deserve not the name of men.

The luxury in which the strmiert ge

neraux live in France is scarce credible ! "

the poverty and dirt of the poor ie

equally as offensive. That good king

Henry the Fourth of France had used

to say, he would wish to govern so,

that every orte of his meanest subject*

might have ipiullarJ in his pot on a'

Sunday."

* Lord Mazarine.
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POETICAL ESSAYS.

Edwin and Angelina. A Saflad.

By Dr. Goldsmith.

— ""»p URN, gentle hernit ef the dale,

J. And guide my lonely way.

To where yon taper cheers the rale,

With hospitable ray.

For heid forlorn and lost I tread,

With fainting slept and flow ;

Where wild! immeasurably spread,

Seem lengthening ai I go."

• Forbear, my son, the hermit criei,

To tempt the dangerous gloom ;

For yonder faithless phantom Hie*

To lure thee to thy doom.

Here to the houseless child of want,

My doer is open still;

And tho' my portion it but scant,

I give it with goodwill.

Then turn to-night, and freely share

Whate'er my cell bestows ;

My rushy couch, and frugal fare,

My blessing and repose.

No flocks that range the valley free,

To slaughter I condemn :

Taujhi by that power that pities me,

1 learn to pity them.

But from the mountain's grassy side,

A guiltiest feast I bring ;

A scrip with herbs and fruits supply'd.

And water from the spring.

Then, pilgrim, turn, thy caret forego ;

All earth-born caret are wrung I

Man wantt but little here below,

Nor wantt that little long."

Soft at the dew from hear'n descend!,

His gentle accents fell :

The modest stranger lowly beads,

And follows to the cell.

Far ia a wilderness obscure

The lonely mansion lay,

A refuge for the neighbouring poor,

And strangers led astray.

No stores beneath its bumble thatch

Reau'u'd a master's care 1

The wicket opening with a litch,

Rtctiv'd the harmless pair.

And now when busy crowds retire

To take their evening rest,

The hermit trimm'd his little Are,

And cheer'd hit pensive guest ;

And spread his vegetable stole,

And gayly pre.fi, and i'mil'd,

Aodskill'd in legendary lore,

The lingering hours beguil'd.

Around in sympathetic mirth

lU tricks the kitten trias,

The cricket chirrups in the hearth i

The crackling faggot fiiH.

Bet nothing could a charm impart

To sooth the stranger's woe j

For grief wit heavy at his heart,

And tears began to flow.

His riling cares the hermit fpy'd,

With answering care oppreft :

" And whence, unhappy youth, he cry'eV

The sorrows of thy breast ?

From better habitation! spurn'd,

Reluctant dost thou rove ;

Or grieve for friendship unreturn'd.

Or unregarded love ?

Alas ! the joys that fortune brings,

Are trifling and decay ;

And those who prize the paltry things.

More trifling still than they.

And what is friendship but a name,

A chaim that lulls to sleep ,

A shade that follows wealth or fame,

But leaves the wretch to weep ?

And love is still in emptier found.

The modern fair one's jest,

On earth unseen, or only found

To warm the turtle's nest.

For fliame, fond youth, tby sorrows hulk,

And spurn the sex," he said :

But, while be spoke, a rising blush

His love-lorn guest betray'd.

Surpriz'd he fees new beauties rise

Swift mantling to the view,

Like colours o'er the morning skies.

As bright, at transient too.

The bashful look, the rising breast,

Alternate spread alarms,

The lovely stranger stands confeft

A maid in all her charms.

" And, ah, forgive a stranger rude,

A wretch forlorn, (he cry'd,

Whose feet unhallow'd thus intrude

Where heav'n and you reside.

But let a maid thy pity share,

Whom love has taught to stray!

Who seckt for rest, but finds despair

Companion of her way.

My father liv'd beside the Tyne,

A wealthy lord was he ;

And all his wealth was maik'd II

He had but only me.

To win me from his tender arms,

Unnutnber'd suitors came ;

Who prais'd me for imputed charms,

And felt or leign'd a flame,

lach hour a mercenary crewd

With richest proffers strove :

Among the rest young Edwin bow'd,

But never taik'd of love.
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Ia humble, simplest habit clad,

" No wealth nor power had he ;

Wisdom and worth were all he had,

Bat these were all to me.

The blossom opening to the day

The dew* of heaven refin'd,

Coold nought of purity display,

To emulate hii mind :

The dew, the blossom on the tree,

With charms inconstant thine ;

Their charms were his, but woe to me,

Their constancy was mine!

For still I iry'd each sickle art,

Importunate and vain ;

And while his passion touch'd my heart,

I triumph'd in his pain.

Till quite dejected with my scorn.

He left me to my pride ;

And sought a solitude forlorn,

Ia secret, where he died.

But mine the sorrow, mine the fault,

And well my life mall pay,

Ml seek the solitude he sought,

And stretch me where h: lay.——

And there forlorn, despairing, hid,

I'll lay me down and die :

'Twat so for me that Edwin did,

, And so for him will /.

'• Forbid it, heaven !" the hermit cry'd,

And elasp'd her to hit breast j

The wondering fair-one turn'd to chide,

'Twji Edwin's self that prest.

"Turn, Angelina, ever dear,

My charmer, turn to see,

Thy own, thy long loft Edwia here,

' Reflor'd to love and thee!

Thus let me hold thee to my heart.

And ev'ry care resign :"

And shall we never, never part.

My life,—my all that's mine ?

" No, never, from this honr to part,

We'll live and love so true :

Tbe sigh that rends thy constant heart,

Shall break thy Edwin't too."

Tbe Occasional Pkologui and Mt t-

lo s os, spoken at tbe King's Theatre in tbe

Haymarket, with tbt new Corn dy os the

INDISCREET LOVER, performed for

tbe henestt es tbt Lying-in Hospital.

PROLOGUE.

TKE Roman bard was deem'd a glou'oui

wight,

Who taught to mingle profit with delight;

But Biitain's sons to nobler heights aspire,

Whose pleasure's kindle at devotion's fire

Devotion did I fay ?_Nay ! never start.

The best religion is a feeling heart.

To soothe the sorrows of diasterous love,

And mis'ry's pangs from beauty's breast to

move ;
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When anguish, sear, and poverty unite,

To cheer the gloom, and chase each dreary

scright ;

To bid the tender infant rear its head,

Nor pining want, nor chilling Boreas dread.

Are actions worthy of a noble soul.

And speed the British fame from Pole to Pole.

Let not the venal or the grave exclaim,

"The sons of want mould check each

am'rous flame, [please

" Nor should unportion'd ' virgins seek to

" Their wanton fancies at th" expence of

ease.

" Those pang* are voluntary which they bear,

•' Then why should we for their imprudence

*»'« •'" [here—

Avaunt, ye wretches! but no such are

Who ne'er for human mis'ry shed a tear.

Has not kind heav'n alike throughout our

tv<t "CC' [«"««

Diffus d each native charm, each blooming

The rich and poor, are made alike to seel

The power of beauty, and the pow'r ofsteel:

Engrofliiiggold, can they not be content

Would they engross each blessing heav'n hi!

lent ?

Happy the bard by this kind audience

__ f"'"1. {taste;
Whose joy is goodness, and. whose judgment

No envious hils, no base malicious sneer.

No snarling critic can our author sear :

Secure of candour—he resigns his cause

To J7r/«*Sjudgment, and Good- natureWvm.

EPILOGUE.

Spoken by a Soldier and a Sailor, who, after

tbe curtain it Jet down, comefrom eachside cf

tbestage, and meet in the middle.

Soldier, What honest Petavero!

Sailor. pe[er p,;,^ i

Sold. Ha! where hast been, my boy, this

tedious time? [blacks,

Sail. I've bin to trim the nabobs, right the

And cram with their rupees our empty sacks:

.But what hast thou been at, my heart or oak;

What brought you here to see these actkg

folk ? *

Sold. Necessity—for faith to tell you true.

This peace-time soldiers have enough to do

To fill their empty bellies—bread's so dear,

And then that cursed tax upon strong-beer.

But Moll supplies with oranges the pit,

And I keep places—thus we pick a bit.

There— don't you lee your old acquaintance

stand ?

Her orange basket dangling in her hand.

Pointing to a fruit girl.

Sail. Ay, So (he docs— I thought when I

set fail [ga'e—•

Her main-sheet scem'd to swell befure the

What came of that incumbran< e ?

Sol. Faiih, my lad,

'Twent very hard with me—aud times weie

bad—

An empty bcl'y, and an empty purse.

And not a cit/i for iaiu*i c, or .'-. r nt'rfe.

*• I Thaugh
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Though when my country call'd, I've stood

unmov'd,

In fields of death—to fee the wife I lov'd,

Endanger'd and distrcss'd, in time of need,

Made my tears flow, and my poor heart to

bleed. [a paw ;

Sail. Well thou'rt an honest fellow—shake

And with these dollars, mead the present

flaw.

Giving motes*

What ails my eyes ?—Your story moves me

so—

But rot this whining—and now let us know,

How got you out of this scrape ?

Sol. Tbtre ! look around I

As gen'roua worthies as e'r trod the ground.

These gents, and nobles, blessings on them

fall,

Reliev'd their soldier, andpreserv'd poor Moll.

Why, man, they've got a house in Brownlow-

ilreet,

Where, once a week, for th is intent they meet;

And there they club their heads, and gold

galore,

To drive distress from ev'ry poor man's door ;

And while to serve our king abroad we roam,

They save our wives from misery at home.

This play you've seen, was all of their in

vention,

To raise supplies to serve their kind intention.

Sail. Aye, fay you so ?—'fore George-

wilt have a quid ? Giving bit box.

If I before had known it, I'd have Hid

A guinea in the honest fellow's hand

That kept the door—the thing it nobly

plann'd—

If thus it is they use their pow'r and wealth,

I'll fight their battles, and I'll drink their

health 4

Wherever dinger calli, I'll be their man,

Let Don or Monlieur hurt them if they can.

EPITAPH nBosKti Thokkton, Esq.

WHOE'ER thou art who sec'st this ho-

nour'd Ihrine, [mine,

One moment pause — and add a tear to

A manly tear, to his lair mcm'ry due,

Who felt such feelings as are known to few ;

Whose wit (tho' keen) benevolence supprest,

Who never penn'd a satire, but in jest.

'Tit now, oh ! death ! thy poignai.t sting

we own 1

'Tis now, oh! grave! thy victory is shown!

For lo ! herein full prematurely lie

The only parts ot Thornton which could die.

J.B.

On the late Fonnel Thornton, Esq;

^ I ' H UN ait thoo gone, my Thornton -t—

but forbear—

Vain every sigh, and impotent each tear !

Blest with the happiest Ikiil the rrn.se couH

gi'c, [live :

Thy name with Swift and R/iclais Ih.'U

So way thy humour, and P> arch thy wit,

None felt the wound, tho' palpable the hit.

* I'idi 3 Uie poem -:MU :U Sa:'.It

* But when on death, alas ! thou try'ft tby

art,

Death's repartee was throwing of hit dart.

Seeing at the Exhibition in Spring Gardens,

tie Portrait {by Mr. Hone) ofZmmpuiai it

the CbaraBer of Cecchina.

WHY fay that Zamparini'i left our

isle?—

Yonder (he stands !—observe her artful smile :

See! see ! her rosy lipt, whence Cupids sty

To catch the glances from her sparkling eye ;

Fondly to gaze on her bewitching face,

And there, in fancy, countless beauties trace.

Painting ! of imitative arts the queen,

What wonders are 'mid thy productions seen !

To life the fair here imag'd seems to start.

Retread the stage, and sweetly touch the heart.

J. L.

To ibe P R I N T E R, &c.

S I R,

TO increase the number of employments

for women, the society for the encou

ragement of arts, manufactures and com

merce, kindly and judiciously bestow premiums

on such of the fair sex as exccll in certain use

ful branches of the polite arts.—Her majesty

Queen Charlotte, to promote a very curious

species of needle-work, executed in the <

highest perfection by Mrs. Wright, graci-

oully satisfies her for the instruction and sup

port of several young gentlewomen, daughters

of clergymen or officers.—The thought of

this rising, elegant institution, which 'tis

hoped may in time employ many; and the

light of an extraordinary piece of needle

work, gave occasion to the following lines.

1 am, Sir,

Your most humble servant,

John Lock man,

ZEPHYRUS and FLORA. ^DiALoeinr.

On siting Flnoert drawn and workedfor

the Cradle of tbe Royal Infants, by Mrs,

Wright ofGmt Newport Street.

FLORA and Zephyrus, from Tempe't

vale

To Britain flew, in an auspicious gale :

Alighted at a palace * where were seen,

A new-born princess with her parent queen ;

Whose virtues, tho' possess 'd ot them alone,

With justice might have led her to a throne.

The goddess then—choice flow'rs I'll now

prepare,

To decorate the cradle be my care.

Says Zephyrus, yon rare assemblage view,

Of flow'rets red, white, yellow, gieen and

blue. [fondly blend,

How bright those wreathes, where rolts

A:.d jay Anemones thrir luilre lend !

Where woodbines spread, and tulips proudly

grow,

In cuio>irs vivid as th' setherial bow ;

Whtie we fair I lilies of the vjlc descry,

Immix'd with tho e all lovely to the eye.—

Se

/ :be H'.gt. f St. Jamei't. ■
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Be these thy offring ; these will feast the sight,

The cradle deck, and add to the delight.

Thee Flora, oft our sense* will deceive,

Or doubts suggest of what wefliou'd believe :

Well at such groups with pleasure you may

start, [art j

Knee what's thought nature here, is curious

[Happy as that by Moser's * pencil sliown,

Whence flow 'rets faring, which emulate your

own.)

All here is sweet deception to your eyes,

For Wright's fam'd needle bid these chap-

lets rife.

To her M A J E S T Y.

Hence bid great queen ! a manufacture

spring,

And thousands of thy sex thy praise shall sing.

267

city cannot be doubted. Names are needless'

I am, Sir, your obliged servant, '

Dated Nov. 1767. M. M.

P. S. The physician at Calne is earnestly

requested to publi/h his lady's cafe. And the

humane woithy gentleman who advised the

poor woman to apply the toads, is desired to

let us know whether they may be applied to

a cancer, on the lip.

May J2, 176!.

A Line or two to Mr. M.

S I R,

M.

I Live at present in the country as you do,

and love reading, especially as I can nei

ther hunt or slioot or have strength for it,

and hope I have a desire to search after truth.

I cannot think your argumments prove the

fense you would fix on the text. We are by

nature children of ivratb—And I freely con

fess that article 19; or indeed any human ar

ticles whatever, is not of any authority with

me.— 1 cannot think the instance, you give

of juvenile days is in point, and what follows

is certainly an instance of the goodness of

God in implanting such a passion within us,

and I would fain hope and believe it has

tended to, and promoted the cause of piety

and religion, far, very far more than that

os vice, as indeed from it arises all the social

and relative duties, al that of husband, wife,

parent, child, &c—And you mast know,

that marriage is a remedy for any incon

venience arising therefrom, at least I am

very sure the New Testament teaches me so.

You will allow, that food is the gilt of Cod,

given to supply the appetite of hunger, and

in itself perfectly innocent, but how many

make even it the instrument of sin by glut-

to.ly, ice. and the same may much more be

said by drink. And (hall we, because the

gxid gifts of God are ill applied and abused,

sty that we are children of wrath, God forbid.

1 am, Sir,

Your most humble servant, N. N.

P. S. 1 am not the fame person as N. N.

though by mere accident I took the fame

signature, who wrote the comment in this

Mag. on K. 111. viii. 19, which I think a

very sensible piece, and for which I therefore

desire to return him my thanks.—I do not

suppose he means that even good Gentiles,

but only the carnal man, was under th e curse,

as 1 think the apollle argues chap. i. from

v. 18, and plainly chap. ii. 14. ic.

An Account os the Cafe os the Ptofle os Neuf-

chatel in Switzerland, in tbeir Dispute

•with the King os Prussia tbeir Sovereign.

FEW ftatei, next to the English, enjoyed

so much liberty as the little principality

of Neufchatel and Valangin in Switzerland,

before their present disputes with their so

vereign. A proof of this is their assigning in

the year 1707, by their own authority, to

the

• A celebrated pain'rest offimieri in water eihurt, a beautifulsftcimtn es which it mwsien

at the exhibition in Sprixg-Gardeni,

To tkt AUTHOR of the JUONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

TH E underwritten letter I received from

a lady whose veracity I can depend on.

1 am, Sir, Ycur obliged servant,

An Old Correspondent.

S 1 R,

/» Poor woman near Hungerford, had la-

£\ boured many years under a most inve

terate cancer in her breast. A gentleman in

that neighbourhood told her, if the would

ule tbidt as directed, they would cure her.

Agreeable to his order lhe applied eight

toads, tied up in muslin bags, to eight holes

in her breast, which sucked amazingly.—

The toads fastened eagerly like leeches.—

When they had sucked themselves full, they

dropped ori in agonies, terrible to behold.— I

do not hear they gave any pain, but, on the

contrary, her pains abated, from the first

application. She repeated this till (he had

demohslied 120 toads. By which time the

wounds w re healed, and her breast was of

the usual size. She has been well ever since.

The toads were applied cveiy night. The

better stie grew, the longer (hey lived, and

the longer they sucked, th'. tinman, full

of gratitude, went to a poor man at Lam-

borne, in Wiltshire, wno had long gone

double with a cancer in his back. Mr.

H—-y was there last week, and fays,

the man is absolutely cured. During the

woman's attendance on him, flic was sent

for to a physician's wife at Calne, in the

fame county. But, to her honour be it

mentioned, stie would not leave the poor

man till he was quite cured.—She is now

with the physician's wife. 1 saw two letters,

with every minute circumstance, wiote by

doctor B's. lady who is at Mrs. near

Hungerford, and not far from the poor wo

man's parish. This lady constantly attended

here till the cure was compleated. This is

a copy of a letter, from a lady whose vera-
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the King of Prussia, the right of socceffinn

to that lovere:gnty, after the decease of the

Dutches* of Nemours, their last sovereign of

the line of Longueville, when several pi meet*

and states laid a claim to the succession;

previous to the adjudging which, the people

made the pretenders to the succession pro

mise and swear the observation of nine

general articles, confirming the privilege!

formerly granted to thd people at several

times bj their sovereigns. These privileges

having lately been somewhat infringed by an

illegal act of authority of the king's go

vernor, the people would not allow of it ;

and the king not chusing to recede, appealed

to their neighbours and allies the Canton

of Bern, who gave two sentences in his fa-

Tour jgainst tbe people of Neufchatel : these

are thi two leniences that the latter refused

to submit to, till compelled, by the canton

of Bern ordering a corps of Scoo men to

march to the frontiers to enforce their sen

tences in cafe they were not accepted. The

reasons of the Ncufchatelois for not submitt

ing to the sentences were, their not acknow

ledging for their judge the state of Bern,

. who had no right to decide this affair, that

right belonging to the sovereign tribunal of

the principality os Neufchatel and Valangin,

for the very reason that it was this fame so

vereign tribunal tbat named the King os

Piussia to the succession of that principality.

Love of liberty is the motive of this let

ter : the fame caule may, perhaps, occasion

your hearing faitbtr from me on this sub

ject. S. M.

7V tbe PRINTER, &c.

I Now fend you the extract I promised

you of a letter from Neufchatel in Swit

zerland, dated the anh of April.

In my last I acquainted you that we ex

pected here Mr. Derschau, the king's mi

nister and plenipotentiary together with Mr.

Gaudot tbe advocate, general, who was to be

installed, lieutenant governor, attorney-gene

ral, and receiver of the rents. They arrived

last sunday evening. The Sieur Gaudot

viiuld ret go tc tbe cajih ivhb Mr. Dtrscbav,

who bad invited bun, but alighted at his houle

with an uncommon air of consequence, ob

served by a concourse of people present: As

soon as he was in, a great number of boys

flocked there and surrounded the house, when

they began to call him by all the injurious

names that he deserved : He attempted.to si

lence them with threats, but one amongst

them said to him, " Yuu ate the chief cause

of our fathers being compelled by force to

yield up their privileges, the loss of which

will fall heaviest upon us : Our revenge is

just, and we are resolved to exert all our

powers to recover our liberty, which we will

begin to do by extirpating you." That said,

they provided stones, and broke all the win

dows in the house : A Prulfcan soldier sailed

May

out of it swotd in hand, to intimidate them :

They rushed upon him, knocked him down,

broke his sword, and after a severe drubbing

let him go. The Sieur Gaudot seeing that

the affair began to take a serious turn, got

arms ready, barricaded himself and vowed

vengeance; upon which some women being

come to the assistance of the boys, they con

tinued besieging and throwing stones at tbe

house till four o'clock in the morning,

when they were relieved by another

number os men and women ; these made

themselves masters of the lower part of

the house, went into the cellar, drank

a couple of glasses of wine each, broke

to pieces casks, bottles, and all that

was there, yet lar from being drunk, they

did al! this with the greatest presence of mind,

without noise, and as if they had bees so

many people at work. The magistracy sent

one of their members to quiet them, who

was told, that hav ng let the right of police

be taken from them, they had no authority

there. A free company of grenadiers was

next ordered under arms, to place guards

about the besieged house : They took arma

to guard tbt city, they said, but refused to go

where they were ordered.— Mr. Derschau,

who had sent to quell the tumult, but to no

purpose, asked of the magistrates if they

would answer for the life of the Sieur Gaudot i

They positively said they could nor, having

done al) tbat was possible in that affair. He

then offered to the people to send a coach for

the Sieur Gaudot to carry him out of the

country, with a promise that he mould never

return. A coachman could hardly be found

that would go ; at last one was prevailed up

on, who had loon cause to repent, his coach

having been overturned, though followed by

the king's livery; but as soon at he asked to

go back, the people helped him to get up hit

coach.

The lady of the Sieur Gaudot perceiving;

that no help could come to them, desired

leave to.go out of the house : She was an

swered, '* Madam, that you may do in all

safety ; be not afraid, our vengeance doers not

reach you, and is only against your husband,

who has been a traitor to his country. " She

accordingly retired without the least insult.

Mr. Derschau being uneasy, ask -d of the gre

nadiers if he ran no risk ? The)' said no;

they knew that what he had done was con

formable to the orders of his master, and he

had been sent for tbat purpose ; that the

Sieur Gaudot was the only object of their

vengeance.

These were the transactions of the Mon

day ; at night, the people afraid lest this

hated snan should at last escape, proceeded to

break all the doors open; be then hid him

self between two doors, where a joiner

having discovered him, cried, " be is cer

tainly here ; but paid dear for his discovery,

the Sieur Gaudot instantly shot him dead,

and

• Kiig Gti'gt I. tiit tUS.r •/ Hanover, wet m.
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and wounded two others, but was over

powered having received several fliots, which

put an end to his life.

He had with him -his nephew, who saved

himself by climbing up the chimney, leaving

hit boots behind, which hang there to thii

At soon as this enemy of hit country had

fallen the children proclaimed it through all

Che llrteti, with many huzzas, and the

cries of " liberty and our country for ever."

The multitude wanted to drag his corpse to

the gallows, but was prevented.—Every thing

in the bouse was next broke, cut to pieces,

and thrown out at the window, but nothing

was stolen. His relations are very much at a

loss what burial to give him : No workman

would make his coffin, so great was the ha-

tied he had brought on himself from the

people. Mr. Dersehau has senc an account

of the whole to the king, what the conse

quences will be nobody can tell yet. So far

the letter from Neufchatel.

Now, Mr. Printer, pray allow me a

little more room for a few reflections.

When men enjoy the sweetness of liberty,

they are in possession of a happiness the more

to be cherished as it is a gift from heaven ;

hence, if amongst those who aim at digni

ties, some are found who try to predominate

over their felow subjects, and who, in fact,

use contrivances to attain that end, such

monsters are odious to society, and it is to be

wished for the sake of peace and happiness,

that they be rooted out. This precisely has

happened to the abovementioned ill fated

man: ambition was his ruin; happy in a

private station of life, which the emoluments

of hit profession and employ os advocate-ge

neral, enabled him to support, in a genteel

and agreeable way, esteemed heretofore at a

man of sense and talents, he was not satis

fied, but wished for more. He saw with

pleasure the broils that agitated his country

so far as he expected, to make them subser

vient to hit interested views. Accordingly,

besides feveial huittul practices and acts of

ingratitude to h:s country, he wrote a book

wherein he absurdly endeavoured to bring to

nought itt liberty, and to prove most fallaci

ously that the sovereign had a right to take

(way all the privileges of the people. He

succeeded that way even beyond his hopes;

for soon after the publication of that book

he was appointed to the first placet in the

state, but fate overtook him before he could

enjoy them; the very day on which he was

to be installed instead of the price of hit

baseness, which he thought he was going to

receive, he met with an untimely and violent

death. What a difference between his nar

row, corrupted mind, and the noble spirit

of bit own brother, a military veteran, who

in an assembly of the people, to consider

what was to be done in their ciitical situation,

made a speech, silled with sentiments of li

berty and patriotism, was for standing out to

the last drop of blood in defence of their

rights and privileges, and offered to be one of

the foremost.

May 10, 1768. S. M.

lnstruBi<mi to Representatives U serve ia Par

liament, eletled in the Tear 1768.

Ad Pænam pulchra Pro Libertate Vocabit—

Vendidit Hie /tart Pafriam.— Virg.

WE, a considerable part of your electors,

as yet your free and independent,

electors, do most earnestly recommend to you,

our representatives in parliament, to enquire,

and we do also desire and expect that you

will

I. Enquire by whose advice it was, that a

separate peace was concluded with France and

Spain in 1 762, by which a flagrant breach of

national faith was committed, being in di

rect opposition to all treaties subsisting between

our gallant ally the king of Prussia, and his

late majesty of glorious memory, renewed

and confirmed by his present majesty after

his accelfuon, in a treaty bearing date De

cember 12, 1760, of the fourth article : of

wmch the following is a translation.

" TheHlGH CONTHACTIHG MWISI

moreover engage, viz. on the one side his

Britannic* Majesty, as well king

as elector, and on the other part

his PauiSIAN MAJXSTY, WOT TO

CONCLUDE any treaty of peace, truce, or

neutrality, or otner convention or agreement

whatever with the powers who have taken

fart in the present war, butis bonciit

and by mutual agreement and by

comprehending each other by name."

Signed, Robe't Henley, C. S.

Granvflle, P.

Holies, Newcastle.

Holderneffe. ■

1 H'rdwicke.

William Pitt.

A treaty of peace, was notwithstanding,

entered into and concluded at Paris, between

England, France and Spain, without the con

sent and mutual agreement of the king of

Prussia *, and without comprehending bim by

name.

• '« The French knew the negociation os the peace was in the bands of Lori* • • *, and

that h farfromsupporting our great protestant ally, bis lordship -was determined to abandon him.

Th- king of Prussia complained, that be was aBually betrayed by the Scottish minister, and

be spoke publicity os the offers made by bit lordship to the Ute Czar, for dismembering hit

dominions. ..... c 1- v c

« / beard Urd * • • • declare in a great assembly, that the dominions of the b.in«»'

Piuiiia
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name, in defiance of the above article of a

most solemn treaty and engagement between

his present majesty and the king of Prussia,

and within less than two years from the date

therefof j by which the honor and roitic,

faith of the nation became a lacrifice to

tvsl ttmnselhrs and corrupt ministers: And

we do, therefore, request of you, our repre

sentatives, and do, hereby, call upon you to

use your utmost endeavours to trace our, de

tect, and bring to condign punishment all

such rW councilors, and corrupt ministers,

by whole advice the national faith

has been thus ignominiiitfly prosti'uted, and

trailerousty broke and sorstted.

II. We desire and expect that you" will

enquire by whose advice it was, that after a

eioRtous war, and a series of amazing

conquests, carried on with uninterrupted suc

cess in every part of the globe, and beyond

the example of former ages, the most -valuable

pf those conquests, particularly, the rich

and important city aud dependencies cf

the Havanna, and the fertile islands of

GtiAtiLUPi and Martinico were ceded

to the enemy j and this at a time when our

ambassador, it is said, was in actual treaty

for one of them, and the cession but little

litigated on the part of the ministers ofFrance,

when he received positive orders to sign the

preliminary articles of the peace: And we also

recommend ana expect you will enquire by

whose aovice itwa., that the Manilla

ransom money still detained and with-hcld,

in open breach of public honor, and public

faith on the part of the crown of Spam, and

in defiance of the sacred articles of capitali

sation, was not insisted on ; but that just and

national claim tamely and submissively given

up, to the great discredit of this kingdom.

III. We desire and expect that you will

enquire by whose advice it was that a stamp-

act was imposed upon the colonies: An

act, according to the opinion of the gtear-

est lawyer in this k-ngdom, publicly de

clared, '■ To be in it's very existence abso

lutely illegal ; contrary to the funda

mental laws of the constitution of Englanti :

A constitution, w holefoundation and center

is liberty; which fends liheny to evtry

subject that is, or mav lapven to be, within

any part of it's ample circumference : Taxa

tion and tepre entation 'art itjpnrcbl', they

are coeval with, and essential to our happy

constitution, nnd the colonies arc not repre

sented in the British parliament." The su

preme ps.wer in the opinion of that consum

mate reasoner and politician Mr Locke,

" cannot take from any man, any part of his

pr- pjrty without til own consent : And the

colonies have a right to expect and l«ok for

proteelion and not chains from their mother-

country : We desire, therefore that you will

enquire by whose advice it was, that our co

lonies were irritated by measures inconsistent

with good policy, not to fay, common equity,

and those measures publicly avowed and de

fended by general maxims and arguments,

which strike at the root of all publick 1. 1-

BERTYarhome and abroad : A dispens

ing power contended for on one occasion,

and on another, jvx us precluded from be

ing judges of law as well as fact, in

cafes where the liberty, the property, and

even the life of a follow-subjeel depend up

on their verdict : And also, by whose ad

vice, and by what authority a popish

bishop was sent to the protestant settlement

of Canada.

IV. We desire and expect that you will

enquire by what authority it was, that a re

presentative of the people in parliament wa«

fixed in his own b-.usc, dragged out of his

own house, and in defiance of the bobcat cor

pus act, and magna china, imprisoned in the

Tower of London; and although for a baila

ble ortence, no person suffered to come near

him for three days in order to bail him : All

h'S papers the most secret of them rifled and

carried away, under an avowed design of col

lecting evidence against him for a supposed li

bel 1 thereby obliging a sreebtrn Englishman

to turn his own actuser, contrary to the known

laws of the land. We also desire and ex

pect, that you will use your utmost endea

vours to find out by whom it was that a writ

ol Hibeal Corpus, granted by a chiefjustice wa«

eluded, and its authority disobeyed, in time

of public peace and tranquillity ; and the act

of Habeas Corpus, that greatest and strongest

bulwark of English liberty, broke down and

trampled under foot ; the powers of which

were never known to be even suspended, but

in times of public dang-r j of suspected con

spiracies, open rebellion, or when a foreign

enemy was in arms in the kingdom : the sus

pension or' the Habeas Corpus act, though by

awbority of parliament, is ever understood to

be a suspension of the liberty of the subject.

And we, therefore, desire and expect that

you will enquire by whose advice it was,

that private persons in office, armed with

that iron engine of oppression, and bearing

that irnominnjus badge of stavery a general

warrant, were employed or set on and en

couraged to dare to do that by tbetnsehus,

which king, lords, and commons, the three

estates of the realm can only do together,

V. We desire and recommend to you most

earnestly, to use your utmost endeavours \*

promote a remedial bill in parliament for

ouhting the possession of the subject, and to

prevent mimriert under the crown from har

assing the private subject with antiquated

Prussia were to he scrambled; for the most indecent, vulgar, and infamous expression for cut ally

tj the crezvn os EnglarJ, ivvich any minister ever uttered.'*

UnAot, St. JiKts'iCbwicle, May 3, 1768.

claims
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claims, vexatious suits, and tbtiati of confis

cation, giving thereby a /hod to the whole

Undid property throughout the kingdom, and

other deteftable proceedings inconsistent with

the freedom of the British constitution, and

the right! and privileges of the fasle : And

that you will do your utmost to rescue private

property from the violence, arbitrary en

croachments, breach of faith, injustice, and

tyranny of profligate and corrupt ministers.

VI. We request also, and recommend to

you to enquire, how it comes to pass that

the eldest sons of peers of Scotland, who

are declared incapable to represent any bo

rough or shire in that kingdom, would be

permitted to represent any borough or (hire

in England : And why, when * all the com

mons of Scotland are, according to the act of

ata/nr, represented by forty-jive members in

the British parliament, Scots Commoners are

permitted to represent Englilh boroughs, and

to have additional voices in parliament : And

whether the permitting Scots commoners and

eldest sons of peers of Scotland to At in par

liament for English boroughs, be not incon

sistent with, and contradictory to, the true

spirit of the act of union : And whether a sin

gle instance can be produced since that act

took place, where any one English commoner

was ever returned to parliament to represent

■ fhiae or borough in Scotland : We recom

mend to you in your enquiries to consider the

truespirit of the act of Union : The lord's

house took care to prevent any Northern ir

ruption* upon the Englilh nobility; the

dukes of Hamilton and Queensberry are not

at this day allowed to fit in their house, tho*

actually created English dukes by the titles

ot" Brandon and Dover. The wisdom of the

lords gave this construction to the act of

Union : They restrained and confined the

North British representatives in their house

to the number fixed by the act of Uni

on, the number sixteen. Is it not then ex

traordinary that the house of Commons

should open a door which the other hasy&ur ?

Or can it be supposed, with any degree of

reason or propriety, that '.he sramers of the

act of Union could ever mean to bar access

to natives of Scotland from becoming mem-

ben of one part of the legislature beyond their

limited number, and give them free admit

tance into the other ? It never wjs, it never

could be their intent ; and if Scuts commo

ners have not hitherto been expressly re

strained from intruding upon the legislature

of South -Britain beyond their stipulated

number by the act os Union, it is time they

jbauld he so, or, in the process of a few years,

a swarm may be brought in upon us that may

be too strong for English representatives to

turn out. Remember the speech os one of

your predecessors, and imprint it in your

hearts : *' Mr. Speaker. I hear a lien roar

ing in the lobby; mall we shut the door, sir,

against him, or wall we let him iff, to see if

we are able to turn him out again f" If the

present Scotch commoners, already elected,

are permitted to enjoy their feats in the in-

suing parliament, the number will increase

upon you in another j and in time, all the

subjects of England will be taxed by a ma

jority of Scotch memberi : Flagrant absurdi

ty ! Intolerable yoke ! In this cafe, which ia

far from being impossible, and which event

perhaps is nearer talcing pl.ice than the gene

rality of people may imagine, it is not a Por

tion of members of the Scotch parliament

sent by deputation to the British house of

commons, who sit there, but it is the Scotch

parliament ad;ourncd to England. For which

important reasons, we moll earnestly recom

mend to you to propose an enquirv into the

true spirit os the act os union ; and .-:s far aa

in you lies, by all constitutional endeavours,

to exclude Scotch commoners already elected,

exceeding the number of forty-five, and not

representing shires or borotuhs in Scotland,

from a feat or voice in the British parliament;

and to promote a resolution of the house or

Commons, whereby they may be tiechred

incapable to Jit in that house | and that the

Spc.ker may be ordered to issue out his vvar-

ranrs to the clerk of the crown to rrnke out

new writs for the clecti ig representatives in

their room, according to former precedtr,:* -J-.

VII.We desire and expect, that you will use

your utmost enieavours, by all constitutional

measures in yo'ir power, that a law may pass

tor r,J!t,nng triennial parliaments : Triennial

parliaments were established soon aft?' \ the

glorious revolution took place, which saved

this kingdom from impending, from inevi

table destruction: They were established as

the best security for the constitution against

the arbitrary attempts of all wicked and de

signing ministers in futuro; frequent elec

tions deprive them of that enormous influence

and power they now have to corrupt the re

presentatives ot' the people, and to secure a

• Article aa of the ATI of Union. " A writ /ha'l <>r imtnt Hotels issued. (£c. For the fun-

nsning thesixteen peert, andfor etrfinfr forty ft ue members, by whom Scotland is to be rst.re-

fented in the parliament of Great-B'irain."

■J- " December 6, 1708. The commons ordered their Speaker to ilTie out his warrants t«

the clerk of the crown to make out new 7i"/7i for the electing commissioners tor the s!iire of

Aberdeen, in the to m of William Lord Ha do ; and for the shire ot l.inlith'r,o v, ii the

room of James loid Johnstown, who being u.lefi soos ot peert of Scotland, were declare.! to

be incapable toJit in that house " H'.to mtteh great** r'<? imp'opriety i*r ,u. h .-mmsvrs, or ary

Scots-Comrnorjcr tolatcver, to fit in tlj: t.uy f.r l,^ 'j '• jkirct or b.f.ug'.-. !

I December 21, 1694.

venal
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venal majority of members in the house of

commons, which might prevent, or put a

stop to, all enquiries into their public conduct.

These constitutional triennial parliaments were

fiist unconstitutionally laid aside in the ye.ir

1716, on a state necespty, and when the pub

lic Dil thought to be in immediate danger ; a

Scotch rebellion barely quashed, and in the

infancy of a new succession to the throne :

Unconstitutionally laid aside, because the people

bad no choice of their representatives ; and

surely nothing could be more extravagantly

absurd than that the representative! of the

people should choose themse/vet, vote themselves

into their own feats, and fit likeserrs in their

own right, at the fame time deriving their

authority from the people : A manifest con

tradiction in terms ! No man constitutionally

can continue himself in deputation for a

longer term of years than he is deputedfor :

And the house of peers and the house of com

mons which continued that triennial Parlia

ment of 1716 for seven years, might by the

fame authority have continued it for a term

still longer, might have made it perpetual}

and this would have been an express and ab

solute subversion of the third estate of the

realm. The house of commons that did it

was no house of commons of England, after

the expiration of the three yean for which

they were elected : at that time they became

a house merely of common, or rather un

common men, and, strictly speaking, were no

longer a bouse of parliament, or composed

the third estate of the kingdom.

The usurpation of these septennial parlia

ment! (for lo, perhaps, it might be called)

has been continued ever since, though the

fame reasons, (state necessities) which then

prevailed, are no more in being, and subsist

so longer; but the same reasons for establish

ing short and triennial parliaments remain

still, and are equally in force now as at the

Revolution. Septennial parliaments have at

long time been complained of as a heavy na

tional grievance, and can be agreeable to none

but ill designing ministers, and self-interested

representatives of the people ; the sooner

therefore they are abolished, and ■ triennial

parliaments restored, the sooner may we ex

pect the halcyon return of public virtue to*

bless these kingdoms ; the sooner may we ex

pect to bruise the head of corruption, and to

keep down all aspiring, arbitrary, over-bear

ing favourites, ever al dangerous as ob

noxious to the community. Minister* and

favourites have the means of corruption

now in their hands, but .these would be

greatly d.minislied, " if not only the session*

of parliament, but the parliament itself were

reduced to the ancient and primitive constitu

tion and practice offrequent and new parlia

ments ; for as a good ministry will neither

practice or need corruption, so h cannot be

any man's intent to piovide sot the security of

a bad one *."

For these reasons, and many others which

could be added, being thoroughly convinced

of the utility arising to the nation stoat short

parliaments, and the great danger arising

to the' constitution from long ones ; and aa

being also a means to curb the growth and

prevent the spreading of corruption, and to

repair the breaches made in the constitution

by the innovation of a septennial parliament,

and to remedy the disappointment so severely

felt by the nation in 1722, when triennial

parliaments were not, accord ng to the uni

versal expectation of the people, restored to>

them, and the constitutional rights and li

berties of the commons of England thereby

more firmly secured and established, on the

basis -f built for them by their great and glo

rious deliverer King William, to whom we

• Lord's protest in I716.

" It is the fate of meat princes ," sayi Lord Lyttelton, " to think that they are never so we!l

served at by those os whose authority the people complain the most; and to make the public

hatred « ground of their confidence ; as ifscicb perstr.s, bating no other strength or protection

to depend upon, must belongmote to them, and be more devotedly attached to their interest."

History of Henry the second.

f Jntbe bill of rights passed February 13, 168K-9 it thefollowing article or clause : Art,

13. _ " And thatfor redrest os all grievances, andfor the amending, strengthening and pre

serving of the laws, parliaments ought to he heldfrequently."

A parliament of a long cominuar.cseemed to he very dangerous, either to the crown or to the

nation : If the conjuncture and their proceedings gave them much credit, they might grow very

uneasy to the crown, at happened in King Charles thefirst's time-t or in anothersituation of affairs,

they might be so practised upon by the court, that they might give all the money, ani all the liber

ties of England up, when they were to have a large (hare of the money, end were to be made

the instruments •/tyranny ; as it was in King Charles the second's time. It was, likewise, hoped,

that frequent parliaments would put an end to the griat expence candidates put themselves to in

elections : And that it would oblige the members to uehave themselvesso well, both with respect

to the public, and in their private deportment, as to .ccommend them to their electors at Three

years end : Whereas, when a parliament was to Jit n»Jny years, members covered with pri ilegea

were apt to lake great libertier, forgot that they represented otheis, and took care only of

themselves. So that it was thought that England would bavt a truer representative, when it

was chosen anew every third year, tb.m -wb** it run ua. Bishop Enrr.eC t hist. Vol, II.
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ewe religion, law, and liberty : For these

reasons we do moll earnestly recommend to

you, our representatives, and especially if you

profess revolution principles, to use all consti

tutional mean! in your power, that a law

may be passed., in the approaching lemon,

for limiting the duration of thia present and

all suture parliaments to THlII VIA*! AT

MOST.

VIII. We do also recommend to you, to

promote an enquiry, by which the consti

tution itse'f may be examined into according

to it's first principles, in order to correct such

abuses ai may have crept in through length

of time, and to supply such defects as may

be wanting, and to restore it as nearly as it

can be done to it's original principles: And

also, that the representative authority of this

kingdom may be more equally fettled.

IX. We recommend to you, and strictly

charge you, carefully and impartially to

enquire into the conduct of all such returning

ofeers, of whose proceeding! complaint (hall

at any time be made before the house ; and to

dojustice to the nation by brir.giog'all such to

condign punishment, who shall appear to have

violated the right of freeholder! and legal voters

Manners, t£c. of the. Turks,"■ 273

at elections; thereby invading the birth

right and privilege of the British subject,

and flagrantly insulting the constitution.

and ib r'.y <>■ their country '.

We alsj recommend to you, to promote a

bill lor laying a duty of 101. per hundred

weight on sugar, which according to the b it

calculation made by a late great chancellor

of the exchequer, (Mr. Legge) universally

acknowledged to be the most Mcf.naniur in

Europe, will raise 5co,ocol. per annum;

And to repeal thereby the additional tax up

on beer substituted in it's room in the year

1754, and which has ever Cnee been levied

with such peculiar cruelty and oppreil on

upon the laborious poor of this great king*

dom ; the poor, already distressed and almost

famished by the high and extravagant piicei

of provisions and corn ; the reduction of

which high and extravagant prices we also

most earnestly recommend to your conside

ration in parliament; and that you will use

your utmost endeavours to give relief to the

crying and very alarming necessities of the in

digent and industrious part of the nation,

your fellow subjects, and many of them your

constituents and elttlors.

* In the bouse of Commons of Inland, in tbt Sessions of 1756, tie prtsrnt earl of Art:, 'then

Sir Arthur Gore) upon a petition before the bouse, complaining of undu: proceedings, and as. 1st

return for the county of rVexfo-d, made use of this remarkable expression in a debate " that

tit kingdom of Ireland had been scourged by sheriffs : and moved th: house that, the iigb

ficrijsof Wcxso'd, having aded in an arbitrary, illegal manner, be token into the cafioiy of tbt

sextant at arms attending tbt bouse, and be committed to Newgate; vibicb was agretd to by tbt

boost without a division.

Am IMPARTIAL REVIEW of NEW PUBLICATIONS.

QBSERPATIONS on tbt Religion, Lam,

Government and Manners of tbt Turks.

* volt. 1 Duo. Nour.'e.

This is a sensible, entertaining perform

ance, and at it contains many things which

we do not remember to have seen so accu

rately handled in any account of the Turkish

manners we shall give an extract from it, for

the entertainment of our reiders.

<* The Turks are strong in their parental

affections, and the children reciprocal in their

obedience, submission, and filial duty'; such

education leads them to much seeming mo

desty with their superiors, and the young

men to great veneration towards the old.

Perhaps this, with their total, and very ear

ly separation from women, has infused that

remarkable bashfulneis in their behaviour to

wards them, and occasions that respect with

which they treat the sex.

A man, meeting a woman in the streets,

tarns his head from her, as if it were for

bidden to look on her : they seem to detest

an impudent woman, shun and avoid her.

Anyone, therefore, among ti,e Christiana,

May, I7t5».

who may have discussions or altercations with

Turks, if he has a woman ot spirit, a virago

for his wife, sets her to rout and brow- beat

them ; and by this means not unfrequently

gains his point.

The highest disgrace and shame would at

tend a Turk who should rashly lift hia hand

against a woman; all he can venture to do,

is to tieat her with harsli and contemptuous

words, or to go off. «

The sex lay such stress on this privilege,

that they are frequently apt to indulge their

passions to excess, to be most unreasonable in

their claims, and violent and irregular in the

pursuit of them. They will importune,

tear?, and insult a judge on the bench ; or

even the Vixir at his divan : The officers of

justice do not know liow to resent their tur

bulence : and it is a general observation,

that to get well rid of them, they often give

them their cau'e.

A remarkable scene wat acte ' by the wo*

men at the accession of sultan Mustapha.

Hii Vieir, Regib Mehemet Hasha, who,

toward! the end of the pteteding, reign, had

M m found
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found himself unstable in hit post, and who

expected daily by the internal intrigues of

the Seraglio to be deposed, neglected 10 pro

vide the necessary supply of corn and rice for

the yearly consumption of the city though an

essential part of hii duty ; the publick grana

ries were almost empty, and test rice than

usual had been imported i however, contrary

to hii expectation, he found himself invested

with full power by the new Sultan, and ren

dered absolute ; but then it wai too late in

the season for him to introduce plenty.

Bread mixed up with oatt, barley, millet and

sand, was dear and scarce; and rice hardly to

it bought at any price.

In this distress, the men bore their want

with passive and sullen discontent ; but the

women, impatient and daring, assembled in

a considerable body, and with hammeri,

ebisselt, and files, attacked the magazines,

where they pretended rice wai in great

quantities monopolized. No opposition could

flop them and whilst the publick officers

were perplexed what part) to take, they broke

open locks, bars, and bolts, entered the ma

gazines, took with them such quantities at

they could carry off, and went away unmo

lested.

None of these female rioters were ever pu

nished, at far at we knew ; and if you spoke

to a grave Turk about them, he would tell

yon with a sneer, it wit only a mutiny of

turbulent women.

I have heard it averred by a person of

great veracity, who had livd for some

years in a Sultan's Harawi of the blood- royal,

that it was impossible lor women to behave

with rrore decency and modesty than the

Turkisli ladies did, and that they treated each

other with the greatest politeness.

In families of the higher daft, where edu

cation it more exalted, where reading of their

own language, or the Arabian it probably cul

tivated j precepts of virtue and morality, of

gentle demeanor and good breeding, chastity

of manners, with whatever decorates the

lex, and renders, them amiable, may be in

culcated.

But, in general, it is known that the

women who are fold or presented to their

great men, either for wivea or concubir.ci,

nave their price and value regulated not on

ly accoiding to the beauty or form of the per

son, but according to those acquired graces,

and artificial allurements, which they have

industriously been taught : these are always

such as may conduce to raise and inflame

the passions. Hence they teach them vocal

and instrumental music j certain peculiar af

fectation! in their gait ; and often such

dances at to a modest spectator would appear

rather indecent.

Facts by wh'ch we can be thoroughly as

sured os the female characteristic in Turkey,

arc difficult to come at ; accident may t uroty

• 4 - :.;

them in our way : one sell in mine, which,

if it did not seem to suggest too uncharitable

and ungenerous a way of rhinking, might

lead ut to judge of the whole : Crimine ai

uno disce tmr.ci.

The Harems of great men, that is all the

ladies, and their artendanti, are in the sum

mer season frequently permitted to walk

abroad an airing on foot, either in the field*

on the border! of the Bosphorus, or other

such public places t These parties gene

rally consist of twenty or thirty, and some

times of forty or fifty women, according to

the opulence of the master ; and they are al

ways attended by the guardiant of their

chastity the Black Eunuchs.

It is common with the Francs or Chris

tian foreigners to pass over to the Asiatic side

of the Bosphorus for an evening's recreation.

Two of them went thither as usual with

ladies, attended by Janizaiiet and servants.

At they were returning slowly, they heard a

confused noise of female voicet following

them. The r curiosity prompted them to

see, at well at hear : They turned short,

and stopped. They found these voices pro

ceeded from two Haremt, composed of near

forty women: Their faithful watchmen the

Blacks attended on each side, guarding them,

though at some distance. One of the spec.

taton stood longer, and with more earnest

ness to contemplate their figure and beha

viour. He thought they would rather avoid

than approach him. He waa mistaken >

For on a sudden, he found Mmself seized by

a seeming dapper brisk girl, followed by the

whole band ; who first accosting him with

indelicate amorous expletives, and a: ter with

soothing and tender expressions, attempted

to unravel the mystery of his whole dress.

The force of the conflict, and the army

of females about him, left him but the sin

gle resource os laughter and struggles i he

could not debarred himself from such nu

merous, determined ass.ilantl by threafsnor

intreatitt ; nor vanquish the vehemence of

their curiosity, by representing the slume to

which they exposed themselves, by a beha

viour so grofly and so publckly indecent.

An old janizary attending him, slood at

seme distance, at it were in amaze. Hia

Mahometan bastisu'ness would not permit

him to advance towards women j nor would

he have dared to lay his hands on them :

all be ventured at in the fray, was to work

up a stern countenance towards the Black

Eunuchs, and with a Stentoirian voice to

exclaim against them and thetir wards, tel

ling them they were the guardant of f rosti-

tutes, rather than of modest women , and

urging them to exert themselvea to free the

man from such importunate violators.—AU

in vain.

A young man of the company, a foreigner,

either envying the other, or prompted1 by com*

paslaoa
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fission at seeing hit untoward situation,

boldly advanced } and at he spoke more

Turkish than the person engaged, began to

eipoAulate with them, sometimes with a

smile, and sometimes with a frown. Whe

ther bit countenance, his form, or hit

greater youth, were more attractive, they at

once quitted hold of their first prey, flew on

him with eager and inquisitive hands, and

whilst he underwent the fame treatment,

gave the other time to reach his boat. The

youth robust and active, disengaged himself

aster much struggling, and at length with

difficulty saved himself by flight; happy not

to have been quite stripped, and to have been

able to join the company with decent cover

ing.

II. The History of England from the Rem-

lution to tbe Aciffion of lie Biunswick Lint.

by John Wilkes, Esq; vol. 1. 110. Almon.

What it here published of this much-ex-

pectea work, though it is called volume tbe

Jirftt -3 nothing more than an introduction of

thirty nine pages very loosely printed, but at

the conclusion > f it, we a'e informed that

the reigns of King William, and Queen

Anne, aie in the press ar.d will speedily be

published ; from the present specimen, how

ever, if we may venture '0 form any judg

ment, it will be a matter of little consequence

to {he world whether they are published or

not ; the sample before us neither contains

any thing exremely new, nor extremely mas

terly—it is a common place declamation on

the tyranny of the Stuarts from the accession

of the pedant James the First to the abdica

tion of that arbitrary b pot his grandson,

and ia dedicated in the following words.

To ibt G.ntlemen, Clergy, and Frtebeldtrt of

Ibt duiiy of Middlesex, to Trutb and to Liber

ty, tbit vo'ivt offering it made by jfobn Wilket,

" The variety with which we are necessa

rily obliged to furnish our readers, will not

allow us to give any considers! le extract from

this performance, for their own fakes there

fore, we hope they will be contented with

the little which we can lay before them, es

pecially at the ch ef recommendation of that

little, though taken from the best place of

the introduction, is the popularity of its au

thor.

" Liberty was the direct, avowed princi

ple of the English at the Revolution, at

much at of the Romans at the expulsion of

the whole fam ly of the Tarquins. Tacitus

fays, " libtrtatem et consulatum Brtttui insti-

twit" " Brutus established liberty and the

consulship." The pteservation of the laws

and liberties of Great Britain was the letter

as well at the spirit of every declaration made

by the Prince of Orange. The families of

Brutus and Nassau will be gratefully remem

bered by all posterity as the avengers of ty

ranny, and the protectors of the freedom of

their nation, and of mankind, The first
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Brutus drove out the Tarquins, and died glo

riously in the field, fighting against the ene

mies of his country. The last Brutut deli-

veted Rome from the tyranny of Caesar, and

gave liberty to hit fellow citizens, but he

could not give that public virtue, by which

a!one it can be preserved and secured. The

fiist Na au delivered his country from the

intolerable yoke of Spain and the inquisition,

when Phillip II endeavoured to enslave the

Netherlands. He founded the free republic

of the united provinces, and fell a victim ,

in the cause of liberty. The last Nassau

preserved the independency of his own

country, generously risked every thing in de

fence of the liberties of England, settled a

just and equal plan of freedom, and made

three kingdoms happy under a mild and

temperate government.

" From the Revolution the sovereign and

the subject have continued firm to a free

and will-tempered monarchy, built on the

basis of publick liberty. England has been

an empire of mild and equal lawt, Mon

tesquieu observes, " ily a une nation dam It

monde, qui a pour objet direct dt sa constitu

tion la likerte polilique." " There is a na

tion in the world, which has for the direct

end of it's constitution political liberty."

Esprit det Loix. book nth, chapter 5th,

This it now woven into every part of our

constitution, and though we were at aqy

particular crisis betrayed or fold to our princes,

though in the infinite lapse of aget a venal

parliament, or a profligate soldiery, might

arise, who would bargain for our liberties,

the people will not fail to resume their rights,

and exercise themselves on a great emergency

the power they only lend to their magis

trates and governors. The conduct of the

Romans was remarkable, and ought to be

a warning to ut. They expelled the Tar-

quint almost as unanimously aa we did the

Stuarts. They boasted of being the only

free nation, yet at last became the slaves of

one family from generation to generation,

and if now and then a faint ray of freedom

beamed forth, they soon funk again into

darkness. They had made the most mon

strous grants to the sovereign, fibi otnnia li-

cere et in cmr.n, that to bim all ivai lawful,

and against all, yet when Nero grew a mon

ster ot tyranny, they ordered him to be pu

nished more nutjorum, although it is difficult

to conceive how after such a formal surrender

of every thing, he could be guilty of any act

of injustice or tyranny. Nature remon

strated at first against so shameful a grant.

and afterwards commanded the resumption. **

III. 'The Fool as Squally or the History

of Henry Earl of Moreland, i» four Volume),

vol. 3. By Mr. Brooke. Johnston.

If there it not much order presetved in the

composition of thit work, it at least contains

much benevolence, and though it may offend

M m 2 the
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the rigid rules of criticism by the continual

episode* into which it ib bra- ching it cnnot

but be serviceable 10 the interest, of morlity

—on this account we recommend it to the

protection of the public, at d are certain it

will be found greatly superior, notwithstand

ing in irregularity, to most or the numberless

novels which have of late years issued from

the prela.

IV. The new Clarissa : A true History, by

Madame de Beaumont, 2 vols. Zvo. Nourfe.

Persons of an enthusiastic turn may pos

sibly find en'ertainmt-nt in thii pesormance,

but we d 1 not think it will be highly accep

table to those who entertain the most just and

liberal ideal of morality.

V. The Orphan Daughters a Moral Talc.

By the Author of Emily Willis, 1 vols. 1 mo.

Noble.

A fresh repast for the craving appetites of

those soft soul'd young ladies who principally

exist upon the romances of a circulating

library.

VI. Light Summer Readingfor Ladies : Or,

the History of Lady Lucy Fenton, 3 vols. izmo.

Robinson and Rcberts.

A very just title of this present work is in

deed, Light Summer Reading for Ladies.

VII. The visiting Day, 2 vols. %vo.

Lowndes.

If our country was to be judged of, by the

number of its novels, we should certainly be

thought the most amorous nation in the

world, but if our literary character was to

be estimated by the general merit of these

productions, (and the Visiting day is no bet

ter than the generality,) there is nert a na

tion in the world which would be more

heartily laughed at by every sensible foreigner.

VIII. The point of Honour, 7. volt. Iimo.

Noble.

We are in reality not a little embarrassed

to find new modes of pressing the, same sen

timents ; there is such a constant similarity

in the flimfey compositions of the circulating

library that what we fay of one production

might with the utmost propriety stand as the

character of fifty, and therefore we shall on'y

say of the author at present under our con

sideration that he is as large a dealer in love

and soft nonsense at the common run of hii

cotemporaries.

IX. The Adventures of Miss Lucy Watson

1 vtl. txmo. Nicol

Much love a- usual, deep distress, and mon

strous imurob.btlity.

X . Medical Transactions, published by the

Cellge of Phystciaus in London, vol, 1 8v»

Dooflcy.

In this performance the medical reader

will meet with many useful discoveries made

by gentlemen of the first eminence in the

physical world, and it is unnecessary to fay

any thing farther in its reeommendai on.

XI. An Answer to Mr, Horace Wale olc's

late Worn, entitled Historic Doubti em the Reign

and Life of King Richard the Third. Hy

F. W. C. of the Midole Temple, 1 vol. 410.

White.

The author of this answer, if he is not ■

very able writer is at least a very civil one,

and we nviy always be rntaio that a' man ia

not wholly without merit who entertains a

modest idea of hit own abilities.

XII. A Defence of my Uncle. Translated

from the French of M. De Voltaire, 1 small

vol. 8vo. Bladon.

Thii. is a strange, yet not unentertaining.

Medley o' Essays upon subjects extremely op

posite ; those, however, who are acquainted

with the whimsies of Voltaire, will not be

surprized at finding an agreeable composition

of oddities.

XIII. Some proposal! towards preventing

the Growth of Popery: Humbly addrejj'id to bit \

Diocesan by a Country Parson, 11. %vo. Bald

win.

This pamphlet is on a subject of real im

portance, but matters of religion in these

days are much too inelegant for a circle of

fashionable readers.

XIV. the immediate necessity os building a

La zzaretti for a regular Quarantine after the

Italian Manner, to avoid the Plagues <£c. 3I 4

pages 4/0. Murdoch.

Thia article too, like the foregoing, de

serves to be seriously considered by the great,

but we fear they are too much taken up

with their own squabbles to pay a necessary

attention to the business of the nation.

XV. The nan Foundling-Hospital for Wit

being a Collection ofseveral curious Pieces in

Verse and Prise hy Lt-rd Chesterfield and other

eminent persons, ivol. ilmc. noboikstlltr'snamt^

The contents of this collection have been

several times printed in various periodical

publications, yet they are in general very

far from deserving such a distinction, and

reflect rather a discredit than an honour upon

the present compiler.

XVI. The importance of Faith to which it

added a Sketch of the Almighty's proceedings

with his Creature Man, Octavo, 35 Pagtt,

Becket.

This may possibly be a useful tract, to a

reader of a religious cast, but we cannot pro

mise that it will give those of a contratty

turn any extraordinary satisfaction.

XVII. The Upholsterers Letter to the Right

Hon. William Pitt, Eso;now Lord Chatham:

To which are prtfxedfemepreliminary Remarks,

Zvo. 3 1 pages. Newbery.

A flippant composition of affected impor

tance which probably never was read, but by

some unfortunate reviewer, . who is obliged to

wade thrt ugh the mire of the most imolle-

rable publications.

XVIII. The Triumph of Love and Beauty,

or the History of Mr, Wallace and bis Family,

2 vtl, lime, Robinson and RoUrti.

Though
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Though we omitted to put the present no

vel in the immediate catalogue of the ro

mances which we have characterised, it is

nevertheless too much of a piece with these

productions to merit any particular observation.

XIX. RejltEliont on Inland Navigation!,

fSc. 48 fJgtt ivt. Cadell.

Our inland navigation! are os great im

portance to the happiness of this kingdom

and scarcely any thing can be written on the

subject without meriting the notice of go

vernment.

XX. Aninfalliblt Rmidy scr tbt bigt Trica

of trovijiomt 41 p'gtt %vo, Biogley

We have had many political nostrum!

lately published to remove the distresses of me

poor, but, notwithstanding the boasted in-

fallib lity of the present pamphleteer, we

think him at little calculated to answer those

desirable ends as any of his predecessors.

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

5flf«?3L.'5fl£ N April -8 and 29, 1 great

iv VB mob aslimbled ■>bout th«

55 O 3P King's Bench, but do out-

t J* <fl£ rages were committed, till the

5firs^E*^T^f Ul! mentioned day, when, in-

***• ;*** fisting Mr. Wilke. should be

set at liberty, they pulled down the railing,

&c. and made a bonfire of them before the

prison : Twelve of the rioters were taken

into custody and sent to prison. On the 30th

the peace officers kept all quiet, without any

military assistance. Soon after 1 guard of

y soldiers was sent to preserve the peace. On

the 9th instant, at night, a number of peo

ple assembled about the Mansion house,

some of whom were seized. On that day

the mob being more numerous about the

King's Bench prison, several were secured.

On the 10'h there was a great riot, and the

justices ordered the riot act to be read; but

whilst it was reading, stones and brickbats

being flung, the solders on duty received or

ders 10 fire, and a yourii, the son of Mr. Allen,

master ot the Horse-shoe inn, in Blackman-

flreet, whose curiosity had drawn him to the

spot, was killed. He was, it seems a young man

of an inoffensive character, and was pursued by

some soldiers, to an outhouse of his father'a

and there slaughtered, in vain imploring

mercy, and protesting he had been guilty of

no offence. Six otheis were afterwards kil

led on the spot, and above fifteen wounded,

some of which are since dead.

Oo the nth the following proclamation

was published :

Ceoacx R.

WHEREAS it has been represented unto

US, That divers dissolute and disorderly per

sona. have, of late, frequently alsemb.ed

themselves together in a riotous and unlawful

manner, to the disturbance of the publick

pe.ee j and, particularly, that large bodies of

seamen, consisting ot several thousands, have

assembled tumultuously upon the river

Thames j and, under a pretence of the in

sufficiency of the wages allowed by the mer

chants and others, have, in the most daring

manner, taken possession, by violence, of se

veral outward-bound ships ready to fall, and,

by unbending the fails, and striking the yards.

and topmasts, have slopped them in the pro

secution of their voyages j and that these acts

of violence have been accompanied with

threats of still greater outrages j which have

spread terror and alarm among those the most

likely to be immediately affected thereby: and

it has been further represented to us, That

some of the said dissolute and disorderly per

sons lwve audaciously attempted to deter and

intimidate the civil magistrates from doing

their duty. We having taken the fame into our

serious consideration, and being duly sensible

of the mischievous consequences that may en*

sue from the continuance or repetition of

such disorders, have thought fit, by and with

the advice of our privy-council, to issue this

our royal proclamation; hereby strictly re

quiring and commanding the lord mayor, and

otner the justices of the peace of our city of

London, and also the justices of the peace of

our city and liberties or Westminster and bo

rough ot Southwark, end of our counties of

Middlesex, Surry, and Kent, and all other

our peace officers, That they do severally use

their utmost endeavours, by every legal

means in their power, effectually to prevent

and suppress ail riots, lumu.ts, and unlawful

assemblies; and to that end to pot in due ex

ecution the laws and statutes now in force

for preventing, luppresiing, and punishing,

the fame ; and that all our loving subjects be

aiding and assisting therein: And we do fur

ther graciously declare, That the said magis

trates and all others acting in obedience to

this our command, may rely on our royal

protection and support in so doing.

Given at our court at St. James's the nth

day of May, 1768, in the eighth year

of our reign.

The fame day the coroner's inquest on the

body us young Allen was held, when they

brought tn a verdict of wilful murder against

lieut. Murray, corporal M'Lauchhn, and

Machine, a grenadier : Two of whom have

since been admitted bail.

Saturday, 30.

Whitehall. It being his majesty's royal in

tention, that the parliament, which is sum

moned to meet on Tuesday the loth day of

May next, should then meet and sit : The

king;
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king has been pleased to direct a commis-

ius to pasi the great seal, appointing and

awhounng hn loyal highne's the duke of

(Gloucester, nil royal highness the duke,

oaf Ci i berland, Thomas laid archbishop of

C.i '.-:' 'j.v, and other lord', to open and

bold the laid parlament on the said loth day

ca* Miv, being the day of the return of the

writs us summons.

Wednesday, May 4.

The convocations of Canterbury and York

were prorogued to Jul zi

Sat-ii«day, 7,

The sailors began to asiemb'e in large bo

dies, forcibly unbent the topfa Is of several

A<os ready to sail, and declaring ro ship

should fail, unless their wage) were raised

by tUe merchants. On the 9th they assem

bled in Stepney-neldi to the number of se

veral thou'ands, and some articles of a peti

tion to parliament were drawn up. On the

Iitha large body went through the city to

Westminster with the said petition; but

means were used by some ship-masters and

ether gentlemen, to 'end them back some

what pacified, nor have there any misch efa

been doDe by these useful but mistaken men;

though tor some time their refractoriness

put a stop to all mercantile busiue 3.

At hal' an hour past ten o'clock, came on

at Westminster- hall, before all the judges

of the court of King's bench, a hearing re

specting the illegality of Mr. Wilkrj's out

law;-. The cafe was opened by Mr. Ser

jeant Clyn, in favour of Mr. W Ikes, who

was answered bv Mr. Thurloe, and a reply

made by Mr. Glyn ; on which the judges

were pleased to observe, that -both the gen

tlemen had made use of very learned argu

ments, and quoted many precedents and

cafes which had at various times al'ered their

opinions, and as they were desirous of

maturely considering the several arguments

made use of by the two learned council, their

krduYp's thought proper to sppoint a further

hearing the beginning of next term.

Thursday, 10.

We"minstrr. This day the new parlia

ment met i and his majesty's commilTijn, itn-

poweri-g Thomas archbishop of Canterbury,

Charles lord Camden, chancellor of Great

Biita.n, Ch.rles earl Cower, president 01'

his -jelly's council, and several lords there

in named, to open and hold the said parlia

ment, was read in the presence o' both

houf's. And the commons were directed to

choose their speaker, and to present him to-

xnonow at twelve o'clock at noon, to the

lords commissioners.

WlDKSSDAT, II.

James Sampson was executed at Tyburn,

pursuant ro his sentence, for robbing the li

bra y of tl e right hon. Henry Seymour Coo-

way, of bank note! to the value of ocol. and

•forwards setting it on sue, by piling up a

number of papers round a lighted candle,

when he placed on the table near the chim

ney. It appeared on the trial, that all Ge

neral Conway's servants had lived with him

a considerable time, and behaved well, so

that he could not suspect any of them ; and

the reason of suspecting the real person, v. as

a peculiarity of character Written on the

500 1, note, which a young man had chang

ed the fame morning at the Bank. The

clerks of the Bank were therefore desired to

call on Mr. Sampson, at on business, and, in

Mr. Conwat's presence, to give a signal, in

case he was the person they had seen before}

which signal being given, he was taken into

custody, and confessed ihe crime, tie was

introduced to general Conway, during the

late war, as a draughtsman, and served

under him in that capacity, while he was

'in Germany; since which the general had

procured him a draughtsman's place in the

tower. On account of the pavement being

up in Hoi born, he was carried by Srrrithfield

to Cow-cross, through Turmnill-ftreet, and

so through the King's-road to Tyburn.

The hon. house of Commons presented

Sir John Cust, Bart, as their speaker, to the

lords commissioners in the house of Peers,

who being approved of, (hey returned back,

when he tock the chair ; after which they

began to swear in the new members.

The lords commissioners observed in their

speech to both houses of Parliament, that

they were, by the king's command, to

acquaint them, that his majesty had not

calie.l them together at this unusual season

of the year in order to lay before them any

matters of general business, but merely to

gwe them an opportunity of dispatching cer- '

tain parliamentary proceedings, which hit

majesty's desire of providing, at all events, for

the welfare and security of his good subjects,

made him wish to se* completed at soon at

possible, and with that dispatch which the

publick convenience al well si their own

required; that hi) majesty, at the fame

time, bad commanded them to assure them

of his perfect confidence in thil parliament ;

and that he had the strongest reason to expect

every thing from their advice and assistance,

that loyalty, wisdom, and teal for the public

good, can dictate or suggest.

Fa Ida Y, 13.

The princess Louisa- Anne, sister of the

king, third daughter of the late prince of

Wales, died of a decline in the twentieth year

of her age. [The next day the usual orders

for mourning were ifued from the lord

Chamberlain, the earl Marshal, the War, and

Admiralty offices, and a st"p was put to all

public diversions 'till her royal highnessc's

interment.]

The following address of the houses of

lords and commons, was presented to hii

rnajefr.

Moil
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Most gracious sovere:gn,

« We your majesty'* most dutiful and

loyal subject!, the lords spiritual and tem

poral, and commons, in parliament assembl

ed, beg leave to return jour majesty our must

hearty tbank* for that gracious and paternal

attention to the welfare of your people,

which has induced your majesty, at this

time, Co interpose your own more immediate

authority for putting an end to that dangerous

disturbance of the public peace, those outrage

ous acts of violence to the prosperity of your

majesty's subjects, and that most audacious

defiance of the authority of the civil ma

gistrates, which have of late prevailed to lo

alarming a degree in and near this great

metropolis.

Your majesty's express command, signifi

ed by your royal proclamation, that all the

laws, for preventing, suppressing, and pun

ishing, all riou, tumult:, and unlawful

aslemblie', be put into immediate execution,

will, we hope, effectually prevent the conti

nuance or repetition of these disorders.

But should any of your majesty's subjects

continue so lost to all sense of their own true

interest, as well as duty, as to go on lo intcr-

rupt, by their lawless and desperate practices,

that quiet and peaceable enjoyment of every

right and privilege allotted to each individual

among us by out excellent constitution, which

it has ever been your majesty's first object

and chief glory to secure and perpetuate to

us all; permit us, your majesty's truly duti

ful and grateful subjects, the lord) spiritual

and temporal, and commons, in parliament

assembled, to assure your majesty of our

ready concurrence in every mealure that may

contribute to enable your majesty most effec

tually to maintain the public authority, and

carry the laws into due execution ; and of

our determined resolution, most chearfully

and vigorously to support your majesty against

every attempt to create difficulty or aisiur-

bance to your majesty's government.

Jifhley Cotuftr, dcr. parliamentor;

His majesty's most gracious answer.

My lords and gentlemen,

« I receive with great satisfaction this

loyal, dutiful, and seasonable address of both

houses of pa-Iiament. It is with the utmost

concern, that I see this spirit of outrage and

violence prevailing among different dalles of

my subjects. I an however convinced, that

the vigorous exertion of lawful authority,

which I will continue to enfotce, joined to

your support and assistance, will have the '

desired effect of restoring quiet and good Older

among my subjects."

Sunday, 15.

The remains cf Mr. Allen, iunr. shot in

St. George's fields, wrre decently intered ir>

Newington chutch-yard, attended .by near

50,000 people.

Monday, iu.

Being the last day of of term. Mr. Sesv

jeantGlynncnovci the court ot K-iig's- bench,

Westminster, bcfoie Lord Mansfield and the

reft of the judges, to admit Mr. Wilkcs ta>

bail 'till next term.; and after hearing levc—

ral learned arguments, the curt was of opi

nion it could not be done.

Satuiday, 21.

At about ten o'dock at night the corpse

of her late royal highness the princes*

Louisa-Anne, after lying in Irate that day

in the prince's chamber, was privately-

interred in the royal vault in king Henry

the seventh's chapel. - .

The procession began between nine and

ten from the prince's chamber to the

abbey, where the body was received by the

dean, who performed the funeral service.

The minute guns at the tower began fires-'

ing about nine at night, an St. Paul's Sell

and those osmost of the churches in London,

and Westminster tolled every minute, and)

continued 'till her royal highness's body-

was interred.

The supporters of the pall were, Lady

Godolphin, Lady Boston, Lady Mastiam,

and Lady Edgcumbe. The Duchess of

Manchester was chief mourner; and that

Countesses of Litchfield, Plymouth, Coven

try, Sussex, Harrington, Essex, Holder-

ness, Scarborough, Oxford, and Pomrm,

were assistants to the chief mourner.

Ended the sessions at the Old Bailey,

when Thomas James Pangriffice, for sheep-

stealing, Mary Hinde, tor drowning an •

infant, James Bohannan, and William

Johnson, for house breaking, receiv d sen

tence of death. One to be transported for

fourteen years, twenty- four for seven years,'

and one to be whipped. Green and Cibia-

thorp, were tried for murder (lee p. 227.)

and acquitted.

Weflminster. This day, the lords heinsj

met, a message was sent to the honour

able house of commons by fir Francie

Molineux, gentleman usher os the blacic

rod, acquainting them, that the lords,

authorised by virtue of his majesty's com

mission, for declaring his royal assent 10

several acts agreed upon by both houses,

do desire the immediate attendance of

this honourable house in the house of

peers, to hear the commission read ; and

the comomns being come thither, the faidl

commission, impowering the lord high •

chancellor of Creat- Britain, the duke of

Northumberland, -Lord Weymouth, Lord

Love) and Holland, Lord Harwich, and

several other lords therein mentioned, to

declare and notify the royal assent to the

said acts, was read accordingly, and the

royal assent given to.

An act fox further continuing certain

laws to prohibit, for a limited time, the

exportation
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exportation of corn, grain, meal, malt,

flour, bread, biscuit, and starch j and also

the extractioa of low wines and spirits from

•wheat and wheat flour; for further allow

ing the importation of wheat, and wheat

flour, barley, barley meal, and pulse, free

of duty, into this kingdom, from any part

of Europe ; and for allowing the importation

of oats, and oatmeal, rye, and rye-meal,

into this kingdom, for a limited time,

free of duty ; and also for continuing such

other laws as will expire before the be

ginning of the next session of parliament.

And to one private bill.

WEDNESDAY, 25.

In the morning a courier arrived express

from the court of Brunswick to Carleion-

house, and aftetwards went to Richmond

»o their majesties, who brought the agreea

ble news of her royal highness the princess

of Brunswick being safely .delivered of ano

ther daughter ; on hearing of which her

royal highness the princess Dowager of

■Wales (who was at Kew) came to town

to Carleton house, for the first time

since the death of her late royal highness

princess Louisa Anne.

Besides the riots and unlawful assemblies

before mentioned, a body of sawyers rose

on the 10th. and destroyed the saw-mill,

lately erected at Limehouse, by Mr Dingleyj

for the discovery of the perpetraters of

which violence, a pardon and 200I. reward

have been offered ; also a pardon and the

fame reward for the apprehending such per

sons as were concerned in a riot and other

detrimental acts at the house of Mr. Russel,

distiller in the Borough of Southwark.

The coalheavers on the fame day assembled

on Tower-hill, resolved not to work 'till

their wages were advanced from Sd. to is.

per chaldron. About four the next morning,

they went to several wharfs, and obliged

all the men to leave work and join them ;

stopped all the carts laden with coal,

flower, or wood, and put all business at the

wharfs at a stand : thus-they continued to

act for some days, when obtaining better

terms of their masters they returned to

work. The journeymen coopers, the jour

neymen taylors, and other handicrafts lately

asiembled upon the like occasion, but were

prevailed upon to disperse peaceably.

On the 26th of April came on at Holy-

rood house Edinburgh, the election of

sixteen peers for Scotland, when the dukes of

Argyle, Athol, and Gordon ; the carls of

Marchmont, Morton, Abcrcorn, Louden,

Strathmore, Macrh, Bute, Eglinton, Dun-

more and Roseberry ; the Viscount Irwin

and Stormont, and lord Cathcart, were

elected. Roseberry and lrwin, are new

»nes.

Markiages and BiaTHS.

March 6. » * Attbew Tyrwhit, Esq; was

JV1 married to Miss Blakeley,

— 12. Lady Diana Spencer, to the hon. Mr.

Bcauclerk.

April 14. John Radclifte, Esq; Member

for St. Alban's, to Lady Frances Howard,

Sister of the Earl of Carlisie— 17. Hon. Raby

Vane, to Miss Sayer—19. Samuel Turner,

Esq; to Miss Peggy Burton— 20. William

Pigot, Esq; to MissWolesiey, ofWolesley,

in Staffordshire— 21. Tho. Glegg, Esq; to

Miss Cholmley—23. Right hon. Earl of

Kerry, to Mrs. Daly, Sister of the Coun

tess of Lowth.

Lately, Rev. Dr. Vane, to Miss Tem

pest—John Edwards, jun. Esq; to Mist

Lloyd Mr. Thomas Halley, to Miss Ann

Bertram—James Mason, jun. Esq; to Miss

Haywood Mr. Samuel Turner, to Miss

Peggy Barton, a 10.0:0 1. fortune— Mr.

Gravatt, Bunker, to Miss Evans—George

Peake, Esq; to Miss Ann Cage—William

Hayter, Esq; to Miss Egerton—Isaac Pique-

net, Esq; to Miss Le Merchant—Mr. Ben.

field to Miss Farrant— Earl of Rothes to

Miss Jane Maitland, id daughter of Capt.

Maitland of Soutra.

March 2. Mrs. Upton, of Woodstock-,

street, was delivered of a daughter- 25. Lady

Betty Gallini, of 1 son—25. Lady Garlics,

of a son, named Geo.Stuart—27.Mrs. Gucr-

nier, of Bond-street, of a daughter— Coun

tess of Buckingham, of a daughter—Lady

Mont-Florence, of a son and heir—31.

Lady of Sir Thomas Frankland, bart. of

a daughter.

Lately, Lady Wake, of a son and heir-

Lady of General Gage, of a son and daugh

ter, at New York — Mrs. Payne-George,

of a daughter—Duchess of Bucclcugh, of

a son and heir— Mrs. Thrale, of a daughter

—Countess of Strathmore, of a daughter-

Lady Betty Craven, of a son—Lady of the

Bishop of St. David's, of a daughter— Mra.

Walwyn, of Bentinck-street, of a son and

heir—Hon. Mrs. Eden, of a sen.

Deaths.

March 4. » M I S S Wortlcy Montague,

iVJ daughter of the Lord Ruth-

ven—Lady Cathrine Wemyss, spouse of

Lieut. Gen. Wemyss, of Edinburgh Castle

— 3. William Tyscr, Esq; Deputy of AI-

dersgate Ward, a commissioner of lieuten

ancy, Sec.—Cholmley Dcering, Esq; Un

cle to Sir Ef ward Dcering, ban.

j5> To admit more of the list, nvbitb vie btnm

repeatedlypromised, a considerablepart ofthe Ctr: -

nologer, with the Foreign jissairi art emitted 'tilt

our next, tvbcn thty teill be completed \ and

the rrmatndtr os the listt, to May 31, inserted.

Many excellent pieces from our CO' respondent1

art also deferred, for want os room j but dot

bomur will be paid tbem hertaster.
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THE

London Magazine,

For J U N E, 1768.

Memoirs ofthe Baltimore Family.

With a Head of the present Lord finely

engraved.

«-» «n« HE original descent

L ~yZ3St ■A °f this family of

Ui^toJ Calvert, is from an

k T i5 ancient and noble

fljS &( house of that sur-

it ' ^^ "^ name in the earldom

\m 4} of Flanders, whence on the 15th of February

***** they were transplant- appointed (and sworn the

ed into the northern parts of England;

of whom Leonard Calvert, Esq; was

seated at Danbywiflce in the county

of York, and by Alicia, daughter to

John Cropland of Cropland in that

county, Esq; was father of Sir George

Calvert, who became an eminent per

son in the reign of King James I. and

raised his family to the honour it now

enjoys.

He was born at Kiplin, near Rich

mond, in the North Riding of York

shire (at which place he expended

much money in building) and after an

education in grammar learning, be

came a commoner of Trinity college,

Oxford, in Lent term 1593, being

then in his 15th year, and 23-d of Fe

bruary 1596, took the degree of A.B.

as he did that of A. M. 30 Augult,

1605, the king being then entertained

at Oxford j and afterwards leaving

the college, he travelled beyond the

seas for a time.—-On his return, he

was appointed 3 September, 1606,

prothonotary and keeper of the writs,

bills, files, records, and rolls, with

in the province of Connaught and

county of Thomond, also clerk of the

crown and peace, and clerk of the as

sizes and nifi prius throughout the

fame, for life ; but he surrendered this

office 1 April, 1616, to King Charles.

And being esteemed a person of gre.it

knowledge and penetration in state af

fairs, his abilities remmended him to

be chief clerk to Sir Robert Cecil, se

cretary of state j all which time, and

June, i-48.

for several years after, when Sir Ro

bert was advanced to the office of Lord

High Treasurer, he retained him, and

made use of his prudence and fidelity

in many weighty matters, procuring

for him afterwards the post of one of

the clerks of the privy-council.

On the 19th of September, 1617, he

received the honour of knighthood

from the king at Hampton-Court, and

1618, was

nth) Sir

Thomas Lake's successor, in the office

of secretary of state to his majesty ;

who, having btfore used his help in

many matters of moment, did oftener

afterwards, to his great benefit and

advantage, as he was better acquaint

ed with state affairs, and more diligent

in dispatching business, than his fel

low-secretary, Sir Robert Naunton ;

Ib that his majesty, 2 May, 1610,

granted him 1000 1. a year, to be re

ceived from the customs, in addition to

his salary, but he voluntarily resigned

the office in 162+ on this occasion.

Having changed his religion, he free

ly confessed to the king, that he was

then become a Roman C.itholitk, so

that he must either be wanting to his

trust, or violate his conscience in dis

charging bis office; which inge

nuity ot his lo highly affected the

king, that he continued him of trie

privy council all his reign, having in

1621 made "him a large grant of lands

in Ireland, and by letters patent, bear

ing date at Westm. 16 Feb. 1624., ad

vanced him to the peerage, by the title

ofbaron Baltimore, being then member

ot parliament for the university of Ox

ford, soon after which he repaired into

Ireland, to reside there for some time.

By his will, dated 14 April 1632, he

left all his estates in England, Ireland,

or elsewhere, to his son Cecil, whom

he appointed executor, and desires his

noble and ancient friends, the lord vis

count Wentworth and the Lord Cot-

, tington, to be overseers, whom he

N n a humbly
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humbly requests to have a care of his

poor family, and to patronize and love

it, at *hey had been pleased to do un

to him, ever since their first acquain

tance in court and elsewhere. He

giyct among his kindred at Kiplie in

the north, the sum of »o 1. to be dis

posed at the discretion of his executor,

because he knew the parties-

He married" Aline, daughter to

George Mynne of Hertingfordbury in

the counry of Hertford, Esq; (who

died »o May, 1581, by his wife Eli

sabeth, daughter to Sir Thomas

Wroth of Durance in Ensield, MiJt

dlesex, knt. who died 14 August

1613) and departing this life in Lon

don ij April, 163a, in the 53d year

of his age, was buried in the chancel

of St. Dunstan's church in the West,

in Fleetstreet, having issue six sons

and five daughters ; viz. Cecil, his

successor ; Leonard, appointed 10

February, 1*21, Prothonotarv and

keeper of the writs, &C. in Co-

naught and Thomond, in reversion,

after his father's death, with the fee

of 26I.. 13s. 4d. Irish, to be received

out of the casualties of that province ;

but 1 April, iCifi, he surrendered

this office to the crown, and in 1633

was by his brother constituted the

first governor of Maryland, jointly

with Jeremy Hawley and Thomas Corn-

wallis, Esqrs. -George j Francis, who

died before his father ; Henry j John,

who died young ; Anne, married to

William Peaseley, Esq; Dorothy and

Elizabeth, both died unmarried ;

Grace, nurried to Sir Robert T.ilbot

os Cartown in the county us Kililare,

Bart, and HJien.

Lady Calvert, their mother, lies

burh .' under a monument, on the

north si.ie of the ciiancel of Herting

fordbury church.

Cecil, the se.ond Lord Baltimore,

was present in the parliament, 4 No

vember, 163,, and married Anne,

third dajghttr to Thomas, Lord

Ai umlel of Wardour, by his second

Wife Ame, daughter to Miles Philip-

son of Ciooke iu Westmoreland, Eli],

which Lady dying in 164.9, was buried

in the chancel of Tilbury church,

Wilts,

John, the third Lord Baltimore, suc-

ee-ded his father, and was present in

Ki&£ James's Irilli parliament of 1 C£y,

M t MO IRS OF June

but dying soon after, he left the ho

nour to his son Charles, the fourth

lord, who was outlawed for high trea

son in Ireland, notwithstanding he

never was in the kingdom ; which hit

lordship representing to King William,

his majesty, by privy seal from Ken

sington, 15 January, 1691, ordered

the outlawry to be reversed ; and in

the act, (to hinder the reversal of seve

ral outlawries and attainders, passed

9 Will.) it was provided, that no

thing therein should extend to con

firm his outlawry, for any crime com

mitted by him since 5 November, 168I.

— His lordship was thrice married,

and deceasing ai February, 1714,-

aged eighty-five years, was buried the

26th in St. Pancrai church, Middle

sex, and succeeded by bis only sen.

Benedict-Leonard, the fifth Lord,

who being in danger of losing hit

property in Maryland by the act,

which requires all Ronian-catholiclc

heirs to profess the protestant religion,

on forfeiture of their estates, did, 3

January, 171;, publickly renounce

the errors of the church of Rome,

and was admitted into the communion

of the church of England, by the

bishop of Hetesord ; aster which lie

was chosen in the first parliament of

King George I. member for Har

wich in Essex. ---On 2 January, 1698,

h% married the Lady Charlotte Lee,

eldest daughter to Edward-Henry, the

first earl of Litchfield, by the Lady

Charlotte Fitz-Roy his wife, natural

daughter of King Charles II. by Bar

bara, duchess of Cleveland, and dy

ing 16 April, 1715, was buried 2.

May at Epsom in Suny, having

issue by her, who died in London 10

Ju'v> '73'i four sons and three daugh

ters.

Benedict-Leonard, born ao Septem

ber, 1700, was F. R. S. member of

parliament for Harwich, and in De

cember, 1716, constituted governor of

Maryland, but finding himself in an

ill state of health, be resigned that

post to Samuel Ogle, Esq; and em

barking for England, 18 May, 1752,

died in the passage 1 June, and was

buried in the sea.

Edward-Henry, born 51 August,

1701, was appointed, 11 February,

1728, commissary-general, and presi

dent of the council in Maryland, but

i*
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5s dead, leaving a widow, who, 15

October 1741, was married to James

Fitz-Gerald of the Middle-Temple,

Cecil, bom in November 1701.

Daughter Charlotte, a twin with her

brother Cecil, was married to Thomas

Breerwood, and died in December,

jane, born in November 1703.

Barbara, born 5 October, 1704., died

an infant.

Charles, the sixth Lord Baltimore,

was born 29 September, 1699, and

*7 June, 1731, was appointed_ a gen

tleman of the bedchamber to his royal

highness Frederick, prince of Wales,

in which year, 10 December, he was

elected a fellow of the Royal Society j

and returned to parliament in May,

1734, for St. Germains in Corwall. In

April, 1736, be was constituted warden

of the Stannaries ; in September, 1740,

steward of the prince of Wales's ma

nor of Kennington in Surry, belonging

to the dukedom of Cornwall, and in

October that year chosen a member of

the society for propagating the gospel

in foreign parts. In May 17+1

and 1747 he was elected representa

tive of the county of Surry in parlia

ment; and 13 March, 1741, appoint

ed one of the commissioners of the ad

miralty, which he resigned in April,

1745 i an<' wal m*de cofferer of the

prince of Wales's honshold, and sur

veyor-general of the Duchy lands in

Cornwall.

On 20 July, 1730, he married Mary,

youHgeft daughter to Sir Theodore

Janssen, of Wimbleton in Surry, bart.

merchant of London, director of the

East-India and South-sea companies,

and member of parliament 1 Geo. I.

for Yarmouth (who died 22 Septem

ber, 1748, by his wife Williamza,

daughter to Sir Robert Henley of the

Grange in Hampshire) bv whom he

had two sons, Frederick his heir j and

, born 21 January, 1737, who

died young : and three daughters, of

whom Frances- Dorothy died 5 March,

1736. And his lordship departing this

life, 24 April, 1751, at his house near

Erith in Kent, was succeeded by his

only son,

Frederick, the seventh and present

Lord Baltimore, proprietor and gover

nor of Maryland, who was born 6 Fe

bruary, 1731, and after hit return

tS5

from his travels, married 9 March,

1753, the lady Diana Egerton, youn

gest daughter of Scrope, duke of

Bridgewater, by his second wife the

Lady Raehael Russcl, sister to John

duke of Bedford.

Title. Frederick Calvert, Baron

Baltimore of Baltimore in the county

of Longford; so created 16 February,

1624, 22 Jac. I.

The History */ Sir Wilbraham

Wentworth, concluded from our

Magazine of last Month.

TH E good natured family which

took so kind a notice of Mr.

Harrington, for that was the name

assumed by Mr. Wentworth, was

Colonel Mortimer's.—It consisted of

the colonel, hi* lady, Miss Mortimer

their daughter, and Miss Dafliwood a

distant relation the colonel and his

lady were people of the first breeding,

and, if any thing could equal the pu-

liteness of their behaviour, it was tire

benevolence of their hearts. Miss

Mortimer, though the apparent hei

ress of a large fortune, and extremely

amiable in her person, was affable and

condescending (he did not imagine

that opulence gave her any claim to

extraordinary respect, nor did she be

lieve that a fine face could furnish her

with a just title to be arrogant——on

the contrary, (he considered sweetness

of temper to be one of the most essen

tial ingredients in the composition of

the female character, and strove ra

ther to merit the good opinion of her

friends, than to obtain their admira

tion—the charms of her person howe

ver, and the gentleness of her manners,

were not the only accomplishments

which distinguished her; she had a fine

understanding admirably cultivated,

and was mistress of a fprightlinese so

captivating, that, to make use of a

strong metaphor, she pleased her ac

quaintance up to an a6tu.1l pain of

vivacity.

Mr. Harrington found great enter

tainment in the company of this amia

ble young lady, but the just sensiMlity

which he felt for her merit could by

no means render him unmindful to

the attractions of Miss D.ifhwood.

This young lady was no Ids formed

for general esteem than her beautiful

relation, and yet she was distinguished

by very different accomplishments.

Miss
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Miss Mortimer, for instance, was

the very soul of chearfulnefs, whereat

a continual air of dejection fat on the

features of Mils Dastiwood— the first

loved company aud conversation, the

latter was remarkably silent and fond

of retirement——Miss Dastiwood,

however, was no way surpassed either

in depth of sense, or dignity of senti

ment by Miss Mortimer—and if

her fair cousin's vivacity rendered her

universally beloved, she possessed a

voice which, to borrow an expression

from Milton,

. ■ " Could take pris'ner

The.tranc'd foul, and lap it in ely-

sium."

Upon the whole, if there was a

sweetness in Miss Mortimer's face,

that excited love, there was a majesty

in Miss Dastiwood's that commanded

respect; and, if the endless good hu

mour of the one gave every body

pleasure, there was a softness in the

melancholy air of the other which

filled the whole soul with a tenderness

unutterable—Not to trespass unneces

sarily on the reader's patience, Mr.

Harrington considered Miss Mortimer

with esteem—Miss Dastiwood he be

held with reverence his different

sensations for each encreased with his

acquaintance, and while the first im

perceptibly engaged his friendship,

the latter as imperceptibly took pos

session of his heart—Mr. Harrington

was himself naturally grave, and he

found a congenial something in Miss

Dastiwood which rivetted his inclina

tion ; desirous therefore of rendering

himself agreeable to a lady, on whom

his felicity immediately depended, he

doubled his assiduities to plcise her,

and did not despair of obtaining his

father's consent could he but happily

make her propitious to his wishes

Satisfied of this, he went so far as to

open the secret of his passion to Colo

nel Mortimer, and the two ladies, re

questing their influence with Mil's

Dastiwood, and declaring he must be

miserable for ever unless she condes

cended to approve his addresses.

Colonel Mortimer was a man of great

prudence, though he was a man of

great honour—ami could not enter

warmly into the interests of a man in

filth an affair with whole fortune and

connexions he was wholly unacquaint

ed he believed Mr. Harrington to

June

be a person of condition, he found

him amiable in his person, enlarges!

in his mind, and sinilhed in his edu

cation—-but still a marriage with his

relation, a relation too immediately

under his protection, was a business

of importance in which compliments

were entirely out of the case ; he ac

cordingly declined to assist Mr. Har

rington's views at that time, but po

litely hinted that he should in a short

time return to England, and that if

Mr. Harrington still retained his sen

timents for Misi Dastiwood, and could

make a settlement suitable to her for.

tune, there was not any body whom

he would sooner recommend to her

for a husband.

Just as Colonel Mortimer had given

this reply, Miss Dastiwood entered the

room, and begging Mr. Harrington

would favour her with a short audience

she proceeded in the following manner

" I have just this moment been

informed by Miss Mortimer, Sir, that

you honour me with a very favoura

ble opinion, and I will neither doubt

your veracity nor my own little merits

so far as to imagine a circumstance of

this nature wholly impossible But,

Sir, I should be utterly unworthy the

attachment you profess for me, if T

was to delude you with the shadow of

a hope, where I do not mean to give

the least encouragement—I am there

fore under a necessity of declaring that

I never can be yours.—Your person

and manners are unexceptionable Mr.

Harrington, and there is not a gentle

man of my acquaintance who possesses

a higher place in my esteem:—Yet,

Sir, notwi.hstandingthis acknowledge

ment, I must beg to decline your

addresses,—and to convince you I must

—I will now candidly own what I ne

ver before confessed that any

heart I possess is already engaged—

engaged Sir romantically, nay ridicu

lously to a man I never saw nor pos

sibly ever (hall- -hut it is unalterably

fixed---I have a right to indulge my

peculiarity-—ami after this informa

tion I am sure you will have too much

pride, as well as too much humanity,

to distress me with any solicitation."

The moment Miss Dastiwood ended,

she quitted the room in very visible

confusion, and Mr. Harrington fat iu

a iUte of inconceivable surprize staring

wildly at Colonel Mortimer, who seein-
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ed himself to labour under no inconsi

derable degree of astonishment.-- -Mr.

Harrington with a deep sigh at last

recovered himself, and promised to

sustain his fate with as much fortitude

as possible, wishing that a continual

round ot felicity might be the lady's

portion, though he could expect no

thing but endless wretchedness for

his own.—Colonel Mortimer— saw

his distress, and pitied him—but the

colonel's pity was a .very trifling con

solation, especially when he said that

his cousin was a very extraordinary

young woman—that (he must have her

own way, or she would probably quit

his family, being not only independent,

hut extremely affluent in her circum

stances.

In a little time after this, Colonel

Mortimer and his family returned to

England, leaving poor Harrington to

brood in secret over the anguish of his

own reflections—Harrington's parting

with these deserving people was a con

siderable aggravation of his distress- -

though refused as a lover by Miss

Dashwood he still visited at the Co

lonel's with his usual assiduity, and

was even received with an encreased

regard on account of the implicit sub

mission, which he paid to that lady's

injunctions- this in some measure

soethed the bitterness of his disappoint

ment, he found a melancholy kind

of pleasure in looking at, or conver

sing with, the object ot his affections,

and flattered himself that time would

restore his former tianquility;-- -but

the moment he loft this consolation,

he became a victim to the most poig

nant despair, and would probably

have fallen a sacrifice to his passion,

if the death of his father which hap

pened about this time, had not driven

the tide of sorrow into a new channel,

and opened a scene of business that

helped, in some measure, to rescue

him from the gloom of his own ima

gination.

It was now so long since the unfor

tunate affair in which Mr. Harrington

wounded his antaj; i:iiit, th.it he was

under no apprehension of setting out

to Engbnd on the hi t intelligence,

especially a< the gentleman hail per

fectly recovered—he tlieiefore depart

ed with the utmost expedition— and

when his father's funeral w.is I'oleul-

m.ti, every debt discharged, and his

mother mi wUuiu he was extreme)/

m Went worth. 287

fond settled to his wish, the first object

which recurred to his memory was

the sum of which his grandfather had

been said to defraud the poor Mrs.

Ormsoy. On a minute examination

into the affair he found the charge

against his ancestor was but too just,

and he determined immediately to re

store what could not honestly belong

to him. ---His fortune was extremely

ample, not less than eight thousand a

year with a prodigious sum of ready

money, consequently there could be

no necessity for procrastinating the

payment} accordingly, ordering hit

steward to get bills ready to the amount

of twenty thousand pounds, he de-

fired him to carry them with a letter

which he had written to Captain

Ormsoy.—" Captain Ormsoy is dead,

Sir, answered the steward, and so it

Mrs. Ormsoy" " Good God (re

plied Sir Wilbraham) how unfortu

nate but they had a daughter"

" She was taken by some of her

father's relations, Sir, returned the

steward, and left as we are told in

very good circumstances by the will

of a grand aunt, who, during the cap

tain's life would not give a shilling to

relieve his necessities"—" Well Mr.

Willis, rejoined Sir Charles— I shall

write a letter to the young lady——

you can easily find her out I suppose,"

" Yes Sir I believe I can" said Mr.

Willis, on which Sir Wilbraham im

mediately fat down, and dismissed him

with the following epistle :

Madam,

IT is with infinite concern I recol

lect that your good mother, by

some unaccountable means, was greatly

injured by my family, and I blush to

think that reparation- --has been de-

hyed so long-, -give me leave therefore

for the sum which was Mil's Milmour'i

right, to beg your acceptance of the

twenty thouland pounds enclosed in

this letter, and to consider the extra

ordinary ten as a legal debt due for

the interest of the original demand,

and the expences which site was at in,

her unfortunate endeavour to recover

it—do not hesitate a moment, madam,

to receive your own, and be assured

that the knowledge of your happiness

will always give the greatest satisfac

tion to your

Most obedient bumble servant

Wilbraham W.ntivortk.

Too
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The steward carried this letter in

conformity to orders, and returned

in a little time, producing a receipt'

for the money, and informing hit

master that the lady would do herself

the pleasure of waiting on him imme

diately. ---In about an hour (he ar

rived accordingly attended by a gen

tleman and was (hewn in to Sir Wil

braham, who, exclaimed Miss Dash-

wood 1 Colonel Mortimer! pray how

long have you been in town ? Miss

EafhwoooJ and the Colonel replied, by

asking how long he bad been in Eng

land, and expressing their great satis

faction at feeing him so well.— -After

congratulations had mutually passed—

Colonel Mortimer began by asking

where Sir Wilbraham was, saying

that his cousin was come to thank

him for a most extraordinary act of

generosity, and expressing a little fur-

prize that they did not find him in

that room---Sir Wilbraham to this

replied " my dear Colonel you mud

now know Sir Wilbraham Wentworth

in your old friend Harrington, and I

shall be extiemly happy

The baronet would have proceeded

but he was interrupted by a violent

shriek from Miss Dasliwood-—who

just pronounced the words, " You Sir

Wilbraham!".--and fell lifeless on the

floor— -If the surprize of the Colonel

and Sir Wilbraham was great at this

unexpected circumstance, their asto

nishment was still greater when on re

covering Miss DaQiwood (he went on

to this purport.

If you are Sir Wilbraham Went

worth the hand of heaven is certainly

working miracles,-— wjien I thought

you really Mr. Harrington, I told you

my affections were unalterably fixed

upon a man I had never seen--but

"at that moment they were fixed upon

the son of Sir Charles Wentworth-—

after my poor father was obliged to

part with his commission and after he,

with his little family, discarded by

all their relations, were plunged in

the deepest distress (we did not then

know Colonel Mortimer was our re-

M3tion) I have a thouland times heard

my unhappy parents lavish in the

praise of voiir humanity ; I have a

thousand times heard them declare

' that had it nut been for the assistance

' which you procured them, they mult

i

June

have absolutely perished for want of

bread— -I loved my parents tenderly,

Sir Wilbraham, and my heart greedily

imbibed early sentiments of gratitude

for their preserver—As I grew up I

found this gratitude imperceptibly

softening into tenderness, and the

character which we continually re

ceived of you was so amiable, that I

determined never to alter my situation,

unless I could obtain Mr. Wentworth

for my husband-— Silly, idle and chi

merical as my resolution may seem,

my resolution was unalterable, and I

do not blush to acknowledge myself

the strenuous admirer of virtue—-On

the death of ray father and mother,

which happened while you were

abroad, Mrs. Dafhwood, who wa*

aunt to the former, took me under her

protection, though (he never would

take any notice of me before, and I

had the good fortune to be such a fa

vourite with her that at her decease

she left me a large fortune on condi

tion that I adopted her name-—the

name I accordingly assumed, the for

tune, I still possess, and if Sir Wilbra

ham Wentworth is actuated by the

sentiments which were once acknow

ledged by Mr. Harrington, my per

son and my estate are at his service,

whenever he thinks proper to demand

them— -1 have not been two days in

town and I signed the receipt for the

twenty thousand pounds, with my

original name, because I purposed im

mediately to wait upon SirWilbraham,

to thank him for his unparalleled ge

nerosity, and to acquaint him with

the happy revolution in my circum

stances."

Miss Dafhwood having ended, Sir

Wilbraham immediately accounted

for his assuming the name of Har

rington, which clearly explained this

comedy of errors-— the two principal

actors were in a little time after united,

and live at this moment in the molt

perfect happiness that humanity can

know, proving, beyond a doubt, that

however virtue may suffer for a time,

even in this world, it is generally

sure of being rewarded in the end.

W
E have also this month obliged

tion of the road from London to

wick.

Ber-

Tht
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1768.

The History of the last Session of Parliament, &c.

"The History of the Session of Parliament nubicb began Nov. 1 1 , 1766, being thesixth

Session osthe Twelfth Parliament o/~Great-Britain, ivitb an Account ot all the ma

terial S^uesiions therein determined, and ofthe Political Disputes thereby occasioned

•without Doors. Continuedfrom p. 180.

TO the history of the above pro

ceedings, in which the colonies

seem to have been treated with no lit

tle severity, we (hall here add a cir

cumstance which happened a little

earlier in the Cession. On the 16th of

February, the Lord Clare (from the

commissioners of trade and plantations)

acquainted the house, that his majesty

had commanded them to inform the

house, that they had received, inclosed

in a letter from Sir Henry Moore,

bart. (his majesty's governor of New

York) a petition or the merchants

in the city of New York, addressed to

the House of Commons, which the

governor fays, he transmitted to the

commissioners ol trade and planta

tions, at the request of a committee of

merchants of New York. This peti

tion, which certainly deserved a par

ticular attention, from that regard to

the trade and prosperity of this king

dom and our plantations, which

ought always to actuate every branch

of the legislature, would not certainly

have been treated with so tittle regard

as it was, had it not been for the ill

temper of the majority of the mem

bers then present.

This petition being brought up and

read 1 set forth, that the commerce of

the North American, colonies is so se

verely clogged and restricted by the

statutes of die 4th and 6th of his pre

sent majesty's reign, as to afford a

melancholy presage of its destruction,

the fatal effects ot which, though first

felt there, must be finally transferred

to Great Britain, and center with her

merchants and manufacturers : that

an evil so extensive, could not fail of

alarming the petitioners, whose situa

tion exposes them to the first impres

sion of this calamity ; whence they

think it their duty to implore the

house to resume the consideration of

the plantation trade, for effectual re

dress. It is the singular disadvantage,

of the Northern Britilh colonies, that,

while they stand in need of vast quan

tities of the manufactures of Great

Britain, the country produces very
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little that affords a direst remittance

thither in payment, and therefore

from necessity they hive been driven

to seek a market for their produce,

and, by a course of traffic, to acquire

either money or such merchandize, as

would answer the purpose of a remit

tance, and enable them to sustain their

credit with their mother couutiy : As

the nature of the petitioners commerce,

when free from the late restraints,

ought to be understood, they beg

leave to observe, that their produce »

then sent to our own and the foreign,

islands, was chiefly bartered for lujpr,

rum, melasses, cotton, and indigo;

that the sugar, cottoVi, and indigo,

served as remittance to Great Britain,

which the rum and melafles constitu

ted essential branches of their com

merce, and enabled them to barter

with our own colonies for fisli and

rice, and by that means to pursue a

valuable trade with Spain, Portugal

. and Italy where they chiefly obtained

money, or bills of exchange in return,

and likewise qualified them for adven

tures to Africa, where they had the.

advantage of putting off great quan

tities of British manufactures, and of

receiving in exchange gold, ivory,

and slaves, which laic being disposed

of in the West India islands, com

manded money or bills: Rum was in

dispensable in their Indian trade, and

with Britilh manufactures, procured

furs and ikins, which both served for

considerable returns to Great Britain,

and encreased its revenue. The trade

to the bay of Honduras was also of

great importance, it being managed

with (mall cargoes of provisions, rum,

and Britisli manufacuirts, which,

while they were at liberty to fend

foreign logwood to the different ports

, in Europe, furnissied them with ano

ther valuable branch of remittance.

From this view, it is evident that su

gar, rum, melafles and logwood, with

cotton and indigo, are the essentials

of their return-cargoes, and the chief

source?, from which, in a course os

trade they have maintained their cre-

O o dit
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dit with Great Britain. That consi

dering the prodigious consumption

of the produce of the West Indies in

Great Britain, Ireland, and the colo

nies on the continent of America ; the

rapid increase of those colonies ; the

vast accession of subjects by the late

conquests ; the utter incapacity of our

own island, to supply so great a de

mand, will, the petitioners presume,

be out of all question ; on the other

hind, the lumber produced from

clearing this immense territory, and

the provisions extracted from a fertile

foil, must raise a supply for exporta

tion much greater than all our illands

can consume ; it seems therefore con

silient with sound policy, to indulge

those colonies both in the free and un

restrained exportation of all the lum

ber and produce they can spare, and

an ample importation of sugar, rum,

and meiufles, to supply the various

branches of their trade ; since without

the one the clearing of lands will be

discouraged ; and provisions, for want

of vent, become of little profit to

the farmer j without the other, the

petitioners must be plunged into a

total incapacity of making good their

payments of British debts ; their cre

dit must sink, and their imports from

Great Britain gradually diminish,

till they are contracted to the narrow

compass of remittances, in articles of

their own produce ; whence the colo

nies must, from inevitable necessity,

betake themselves to manufactures

of their own, which will be attended

with consequences very detrimental

to those .of Great Britain.

The petitioners having thus repre

sented the nature of their commerce,

humbly beg leave to point out the se

veral grievances under which it la

bours, from the regulations prescribed

by the two before mentioned acts.

The heavy embarrassments which at

tend the article of sugar,' is a capital

subject of complaint ; and, besides the

absolute necessity of a great importa

tion to sustain their trade, ir often

happens, that at the foreign illands,

a sufficient return-cargo, independant

os siigar, cannot be procured, which

render trade precarious and discoura

ging; besides, the high duty of 5s.

#erling a hundred, is found by expe

rience to he so excessive, that it has in

duced the fair trader to decline that

June

branch of business, while, to people

less scrupulous, it presents an irrefista-

ble temptation to smuggling. That

the pressure of this duty is not aggra

vated, the petitioners appeal to the

officers of the customs of their port,

who must confess that there have not

been wanting instances where mer

chants have been driven to the disa

greeable necessity of bringing their

very plate into the custom-house to>

discharge it. The petitioners, there

fore most humbly entreat that a more

moderate duty be laid on foreign su

gars, which, they are assured, would

not only greatly promote the prospe

rity both of those colonies and their

mother country, but encrease the

royal revenue far beyond what can be

expected under the present restraints.

The compelling merchants to land and

store foreign sugars in Great Britain,

before they are exported to other

parts of Europe, is another expensive

and dilatory restriction, without being

of any material advantage to the re

venue of Great Britain ; for it puts it

out of the petitioners power to meet

foreigners at market upon an equal

footing. That British plantation su

gar exported from North America,

should be declared French on being

landed in England, the petitioners

conceive may be justly classed among

the number of hardships inflicted by

those regulations, as in effect it de

prives them of making a remittance

in that article, by exposing them to

the payment of the foreign duty in

Great Britain, which appears the

more severe, as their fellow subjects

of the illands are left at liberty to ex

port those sugars for what they really

are, and a distinction is formed which

the petitioners cannot but regard with

uneasiness. That foreign rum, French

excepted, is the next article which

the petitioners most humbly propose

for consideration, as its importation,

on a moderate duty, would add con

siderably to the revenue, prevent smug

gling, encrease the sale of British ma

nufactures, and enable the petition

ers to bring back the full value of

their cargoes, more especially from the

Danish islands of St. Thomas and St.

Croix, where they can only receive

half the value in sugar and cotton,

and consequently rum alone can be

expected for the other half, those

islands
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islands having no spice but of a base

kind. That it is with the greatest

concern the petitioners observe, that

foreign logwood is also made subject

to the delay, hazard, and expence of

being landed in Great Britain ; which

with its low price, its bulk, aud the

duty with which it is now burthened,

must totally destroy that valuable

branch of the petitioners commerce,

and throw it into the hands of foreign

ers unfettered with those heavy em

barrassments. That their lumber and

pot-alh, even when (hipped for Ireland,

■where the latter is so necessary for the

progress of their linen manufacture,

and even provisions, though intended

to relieve that kingdom from a fa

mine, are subject to the same distres

sing impediments ; nor is flax-feed,

on the timely importation of which

the very existence of the linen manu

facture immediately depends, exempt

ed : Yet both flax-seed, lumber, and

pot-ash, may all be imported into

Ireland directly from the Baltic, where

they are purchased from foreigners

under the national disadvantage of be

ing paid for with money instead of ma

nufactures ; the petitioners, therefore,

humbly beg leave to express their

hopes, that an evil so highly prejudi

cial to them, to the staple of Ireland,

and to the trade and manufactures of

Great Britain, will not fail of obtain

ing the attention of the house, and

an immediate and effectual redrels.

The petitioners beg leave farther to

represent, that the wines from the is

lands, in exchange for wheat, flour,

fish and lumber, would considerably

augment the important article of re

mittance, was the American duty

withdrawn on exportation to Great

Britain : It is therefore humbly sub

mitted to the house, whether such an

expedient, calculated at once to attach

the inhabitants to husoandry, by en-

creasing the consumption of American

produce, to encourage British manu

factures, by enabling the petitioners

to make good their payments, and to

increase the royal revenue by an addi

tional import of wines into Great

Britain, will not be consilient with

the united interests both of the mo

ther country and her colonies. The

petitioners also conceive that the North

American fishery is of the highest na

tional importance, since, by annually

employing so great a number of ship

ping, it constitutes a respectable nur

sery for seamen, and is so advanta

geous for remittances in payment for

British manufactures j whence the

petitioners humbly presume it will be

cherished by the house, and every im

pediment removed that tends to check

its progress. The enlarging the ju

risdiction of the admiralty is another

part of the statute of the fourth of his

majesty's reign, very grievous to the

trade and navigation of the colonies,

and oppressive to the subjects, The

petitioners beg leave to express their

warmest sentiments ofgratitude for the

advantages intended by parliament in

the opening free ports in the islands of

Jamaica and Dominica; yet, at the

lame time, cannot but lament their

being so unhappy as to be unable to

reap the benefits, which, it was ima

gined, would flow from so wife a policy*

The collecting great quantities of the

produce of Martinico, Guadaloupe,

&c. at the island of Dominica, would

be of real advantage to the colonies,

were they permitted to take them in

return for their lumber and provisions)

but as they are now prohibited from

taking any thing but melasles, the pe

titioners think it evident, that they

can derive no substantial advantage un

der such a restraint, and are unable to

discern the principle on which the

prohibition is founded ; for since sugar

may be imported directly from the

foreign islands, it seems much more

reasonable to suffer it from a free port

belonging to Great Britain. The pe

titioners, therefore humbly hope, that

the house will think it equitable to

adopt this trade to their circumstances,

by granting them liberty to import

into the colonies all West-India pro

ductions, in exchange for their com

modities ; and that, upon the whole,

the petitioners, with the greatest an

xiety, find themselves obliged to in

form the house, that although, at the

last session, the necessity of relieving

the trade of thole colonies seems to

have been universally admitted, and

the tender regard of parliament for

their happiness highly distinguished j

nevertheless, expenence has evinced,

that the commercial regulations then

enacted, instead ol remedying, have

enireasel t!ie heavy burthen under

which it already laboured. H?< cr,

O o * upon
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due consideration, nothing can be more

manifest, than that the ability os those

colonies to purchase the manufactures

of Great Britain, immediately depends

upon, and is inseperably connected

with the progress of their commerce;

and that ability, by removing the ne

cessity of home manufactures, would

leave them at liberty to pursue agri

culture, in which their true interest

consist?. The petitioners, therefore,

pray the house to take the above into

consideration, and to grant such relief

therein as should be thought consistent

with good policy, and the mutual in

terests of Great Britain and her colo

nies.

There was never perhaps a petition

of more consequence, in relation to

trad?, presented to parliament than

thi', or one in which our colonies,

the Britilh merchants trading to the

continent of America, with our arti-

-zans and 'manufacturers are more

nearly interested, and, therefore, if

the facts upon which the petition is

founded, could be sufficiently proved,

they justly oiled for an immediate re

dress ; especially if the regulations

building of the bridge at Black Friars,

ihadequate for the purpose of render

ing it a toll-bridge, and wanting seve

ral other sums, to carry into execution

that and some other schemes that had

been formed for beautifying and im

proving the' city, Mr. John Paterson,

one of the common-council of the ci

ty, deputy of his ward, member for

Ludgarssiall, in Wiltshire, and chair

man of the committee of ways and

means, formed a plan for completing

all these works, only by continuing

the orphan tax, the term for which it

was granted being almost expired, and

having publistieu a very ingenious

pamphlet on that subject, distributed

the impression among the lord mayor,

aldermen, and common-council. The

citizens, who had conceived an idea

that new and burthensome taxes were

to be laid upon them, to carry on those

great and expensive works, were struck

with surprize and pleasure at finding

all their fears groundless, and that

nothing more would be demanded of

them, than what they were accustom

ed to pay, chearfully gave it their ap

probation, and a petition was soon

here recommenced would be of little aster drawn up for leave to bring in
j:r_ j . ._ \ i ■ a r_.i:_ - l:ii s— i • ;^ FT- 3 ;_.._ - 1
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or no disadvantage to our West-India

islands. But the majority of the house

appear to hive been Ib much offended

at the inhabitants of our colonies in

North America, and particularly with

those of New York, ae to resolve not

to spend a thought on their advantage,

whatever effect this might have on

our merchants, tradesmen and manu

facturers ; and therefore this petition

was rejected, by its being ordered to lie

on the table. "But it is to be hor>ed,

that the time is at hand, when effec

tual measures will be taken to revive

our declining commerce ; and that a

more judicious parliament, that has

much better ideas of trade than the

last, will conciliate the affections of

our colonies to their mother country,

and enable them so trade with us, on

a footing equally advantageous to boh.

We now come to some acts of a

mort limited nature, as not having an

immediate relation either to the whole

kingdom in general, or to our exten

sive plantations, and shall here begin

with the capital of Great-Britain.

The corporation of London having

fnind the sons which the parliament

hid eniitkd them- to raise for the

a bill for having it passed into a law.

On the 31st of January, the house

being informed that the sheriffs of the

city of London attended at the door,

they were called in; and at the bar pre

sented to the house a petition of the

lord mayor, aldermen, and commons,

of the city of London, in common-

council assembled, and then withdrew.

When the petition was read, That by

an act passed in the 19th year of

King George the Second, intitled,

An act for building a bridge cross the

river Thames, from Black-Friars in

the city of London, to the opposite

fide in the county of Surry, the peti

tioners were impowered to build the

said bridge, to make, enlarge, or im

prove streets, ways, tind passages, on

each side of the river, to and from the

ftid bridge, to fill up the channel of

Biidewell-Dock, and to light and

watch the said bridge, when built }

that the petitioners, for the purposes

aforelaiJ, were impowered to take cer

tain tools for the passage of the bridge ;

and, on the credit thereof, to raise

any sum not exceeding 160,000 1. an3

Me petitioners have accordingly pro

ceeded to carry the (aid act into execu

tion,
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tion, and, towards the expence there

of, have borrowed the sum of 144,000).

besides which they have contributed

the sum of 16,200 1. and have raised

the sum os 12,180). 17s. by the divi

dends and profits upon part of the

said monies invested in the public

funds, and the sum of 659I. 108. 6d.

by the sale of old materials, and tem

porary rents of some premises purcha

sed for the purposes of the said act ;

which several sums amount together

to the sum of 173,0401. 7 s. 6d.

whereof the petitioners had, at Mid

summer last, expended the sum of

140,5951. 19s. iod. f; so there

then remained a balance in hand of

32,4441. 7 s. 7 d. 1 ; which, together

with the sum 695 1. 5 s. then expected

to be received, will raise the said ba

lance to 33,0891. 12 s. 7d. \; and

that by estimates of the works which

remain to be done, to complete the

said bridge, and of premises necessary

to be purchased for the avenues there

to (exclusive of roads on the Surry

fide) the fame require a further sum of

58,500!. and that the petitioners con

ceive the intended toll on the said

bridge, when the same (hall be com

pleted, will be a great obstruction to

its passage, and a burthen upon the

public ; and therefore presume to

hope, that the house will be of opi

nion, that the freeing the said bridge

from such toll will be of public utility

and advantage ; in which case it will

be necessary to provide some other

sufficient fund for raising, as well the

sum of 144,0001. to discharge the

money borrowed, as the said sum of

58,500!. ftili wanting for the purposes

aforesaid. That the passage over Lon

don Bridge is subject to a prescrip

tive toll upon all carts, waggons, and

other carriages, palling to or from the

said city, loaden with any kinds of

goods or provisions, which toll is ap

propriated to the support of the said

bridge, and i9, at this time, let upon

a lease for twenty-one years, for a fine

of 2100I and at and under a yearly

rent of 735 I. and that the collection

of this toll greatly obstructing the

passage of that bridge, and being a

burthen upon trade, the petitioners

conceive, that the freeing of the s.ud

bridge therefrom will also appear to

be os public utility and advantage,

and will require the sum of 30,000 1.
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And that the wharfs between Paul's

Wharf, in the city of London, and

Milford Lane in the county ofMiddle*

sex, by their different encroachments,

not only form an irregular and disa

greeable outline ; but afford the own

ers of some an undue preference and

advantage over others, at the fame

time that the reflected sett of the

tides, both of ebb and stood, throws

the force of the stream upon the Sur

ry shore, opposite to Black-Friars, and,

of consequence, slackens the current

on the London fide ; .which, together

with the large sewers that empty

themselves in the neighbourhood, oc

casions a constant accumulation of

sand, mud, and rubbish, and thereby

not only destroys a great part of the

navigation at low water, but renders

the wharfs inaccessible by the loaded

craft, even at high water, unless at

spring tides : That the petitioners are

advised all these inconveniences might

be removed, if the north side of the

river was imbanked, so as to range in

a line with the north entrance of the

said intended bridge, the north abut

ment of which is so constructed, as

that it may, at the expence of labour

only, be made to coincide therewith,

and that the expence of such imbank-

ment is estimated at the sum of 7500I.

The Royal Exchange, originally erect

ed by Sir Thomas Gresliam, under the

auspices of Queen Elizabeth, and re

built soon after the sire of London ia

1666, is so much decayed as to

threaten its total demolition, unless

speedily and effectually repaired ; and

that the necessary repairs are estimated

at the sum os 10,000 1. a sum which

the present state of the revenues ap

propriated thereto can by no means

afford ; and that the gaol of Newgate,

which is not only the county gaol of

Middlesex as well as London, but the

general prison for state prisoners and

smugglers from all parts of the king

dom, is so small and ill-contrived, that

it is impossible to accommodate the

unhappy persons confined there with

a sufficient supply of tresli air and wa

ter, the dehtors side not enjoying even

the common benefit of light in any

hour of the day, or at any season of

the year; from which circumstance the

said gaol is in general unhealthy, and

often visited by a malignant' fever,

cniltJ the g .tol distxmpsr, ia< fatal ef

fects
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sects cf which have sometimes extend

ed beyond the prison walls; besides

which, the said gaol is Ib old and rui

nous, as to be incapableofimprovement,

or any tolerable repair ; and that the

rebuilding the said gaol in a more airy

and commodious manner, is estima

ted at the sum of 50,000 1. and that

the said sums amount together to the

sum of 300,000 1. which (how much

soever the petitioners have the above-

mentioned purposes at heart) cannot

be raised without the aid and authori

ty of parliament.

That by an act passed in the fifth and

sixth years of the reign of King Wil

liam and Queen Mary, intitled, An

Act for the Relief of the Orphans,

and other Creditors, of the City of

London, it was amongst other things

enacted, That for and towards raising

a perpetual fund, to pay the yearly

interest of 4 I. for every tool, princi

pal money, and interest thereof then

due to any orphan of the said city, or

the executors, administrators, or as

signs, of any such orphan, all and eve

ry the city's estates and revenues

should be for ever charged with the

clear annual sum of 8000 1. and

the said act also appropriated to

the purposes aforesaid, the rents and

profit of the city's aqueducts ; and

tlie sum of 2000 I. was thereby direct

ed ttj be annually raised upon the

personal estates of the several inhabi

tants within the said city and liberties,

towaids that fund ; and for the farther

increase thereof, the sum of is. 6d.

was directed to be paid upon the bind

ing of every apprentice, within the

said city, and 5s. by every person ad

mitted a freeman ; and the said act

imposed upon all sorts of wine im

ported into the port of the said city,

or the members thereof, by way of

merchandize, a duty cf 4s. per tun,

over and above the duties then paya

ble thereon ; and for every chaldron

of coals or culm, imported into the

said port, or the river of Thamss,

within the liberty of the laid city, a

duty of +d. for metage tor ever; ami

also for all coals or culm, usually sold

by the chaldron, for every chaldron

thereof, which should he imported in

to the (aid pert, or members thereof,

from the 59th of September, 1700,

over and above all other impositions

aiui duties, the sum of (id. and tor

ocuiun oj i-arnamenc. June

every ton of such coals as were sold

by the ton, the like sum of 6d. the

said imposition of 6d. to continue

from the said 19th of September for

fifty years. And that, by an act of

parliament pasted in the reign of hit

late majesty king George the Second,

intitled, An Act for the farther Relief

of the Orphans, and other creditors

of the city of London, and for other

purposes therein mentioned, the said

duty of 6d. per chaldron, or ton, of

coals, or culm, was farther continued

during a term of thirty-five years from

the expiration of the said term of fifty

years ; and out of the money arising

from the said impositions so continu

ed, the yearly sum of 3000 1. was di

rected to be paid, during the said term

of thirty-five years, to the wardens

and commonalty of the mystery of

Mercers of the city of London, in the

manner, and for the purposes, in the

said act mentioned ; and the residue

of the (aid money was thereby appro

priated to make part of the fund for

paying the interest to the hid orphans,

and other creditors of that city; and

it was thereby directed, that from

the 29th of September, 1750, the ci

ty's estates and revenues should be

charged with the yearly sum of 1000 I.

and no more, over and above the se id

yearly sum of Soool. wherewith they

then stood charged ; and that the sur

pluses arisen, or to arise, from the

funds so appropriated for payment of

the said interest, should be applied to

the payment of the said capital debt;

and that the said surplusles have been

applied accordingly, and thereby the

slid cap'tal debt was at Midsummer

last reduced to the sum of 610,084 1.

6 s. 10 d. and (computing the future

surplusles at a medium of the last five

years) the whole may be expected to

be paid off and discharged by Lady-

day, 1803 ; and that if the several du

ties and impositions, which compose

the orphans fund, were centinued to

Lady-day, 1X31, the said fund would,

with the addition thereto of 1500 1. per

annum, be sufficient in that time to

discharge the principal and interest,

not only of the orphans debt, but of

the farther sum of 300,0001. and that,

is such fund might be made a security

for railing the (aid sum, for the pur-'

poses above stated, the petitioners are

willing and desirous that the said city's

cltatel
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estates and revenues should, during

that period, be charged with the pay

ment of the said yearly sum of

1 500I. towards the increase of the said

fund, over and above the yearly sum of

10,000 1. with which the said eAatei

and revenues now stand charged ; and

that, as there will be no fund for de

fraying the expences of lighting,

watching, cleansing, and repairing

the said new bridge, when the same

sliall be exempted from the intended

toll thereon, the petitioners conceive

that a reasonable quit-rent, upon the

ground to be taken in from the river,

within the limits aforesaid, would

form a proper and unexceptionable

fund for that purpose ; and therefore

praying the house to take the premises

into consideration, and that leave be

given to bring in a bill, for authori

sing and enabling the petitioners to

execute the several great works and

purposes aforesaid, in such manner,

and under such direction and limita

tions, as to the house ihall seem meet.

After reading this petition, it was

immediately ordered to be referred to

the consideration of a committee, au

thorized to examine asd state to the

house the matters of fact it contained ;

and this committee being appointed

accordingly, were, as usual, impow-

ered to lend for persons, papers, and

records. (

On the 14th of March, the commis

sioners for paving, watching, and

lighting the streets and lanes of South

wark presented a petition, in which

they acknowledge that the above will

be of great use and advantage to the

city of London and county of Middle

sex j but presume, that the works car

ried on by them in the town and bo

rough of Southwark, and parts adja

cent, are also works of a public na

ture, equal to those proposed to be

done by the city, and that a very con

siderable proportion of the above du

ties is paid by the inhabitants, there

being many brewers, glass-makers,

distillers, dyers, founders, and others,

tiling immense quantities of coals in

their several manufactures and busi

nesses ; wherefore the petitioners hum

bly presume, that it will be tliought

reasonable, if the said duties upon

coals be farther continued, a moderate

proportion of the money to l>e raised

thereupon should be applied for the

purpose of completing the public
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works, of paving the town and bo

rough of Southwark, and parts adja

cent, and therefore praying the house

to take the premises into consideration,

and to do therein as to them mould

seem meet. On which it was ordered,

that this petition should be referred'

to the consideration of the committee

of the whole house, to whom the pe

tition os the lord mayor, aldermen,

and commons of the city of London,

in council assembled, was referred.

The next day the commissioners for

paving.cleansing, and lighting, the city

and liberty of Westminster, presented

to the house a petition to the same

purpose, which was also referred to the

fame committee.

On the 1 6th of April, Sir Robert

Ladbroke reported from the commit

tee of the whole house, to consider of

the report which was made from the

Committee, to whom the petition of

the lord mayor, aldermen, and com

mons of the city of London, in com

mon-council assembled, was referred,

and to whom it was referred to consi

der of the petitions of the commissi

oners for paving, watching, and light

ing the borough of Southwark, and

the city and liberty of Westminster,

the resolutions which the committee

had directed him to report to the

house; which he read in his place,

and afterwards delivered in at the ta

ble, where they were again read, and

agreed to by the house. In these re

solutions all the several particulars in

the above petition from the lord may

or, aldermen, and commons of Lon

don, were agreed to, and at the lame

time it was also resolved, that the ci

ty shoold pay Sool. a year towards the

Westminster pavement, and 480!. a

year towards that of the borough.

After which it was ordered, that a

bill should be prepared and brought in

upon thole resolutions, by Sir Robert

Ladbroke, Mr. Paterson, Sir Richard

Glyn, Mr. Alderman Beckford, Mr.

Alderman Hirley, Sir Joseph Maw-

bey, Mr. Thrale, and Mr. Burrell.

Accordingly, or. the 4th of May, Sir

Robert Ladbroke presented the bill rr>

the house, and it was then rece-ved

and read fur the- first time, and on

the Rth of May was read a second

time.

On the 13th of the same month (he

commissioners for paving, watching,

and lighting that part ofthe parish of
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St. Botolpb, Aldgate, which lies in

the county of Middlesex, who had

been appointed on an act passed while

this bill was depending, presented a

petition to the house, in which they

observed, that as they paid their (hare

of the duty appropriated by the bill,

for the improvement and advantage of

the cities of London and Westminster,

and borough of Southwark, and were,

in every respect, in the same situation

as the inhabitants of the city of West

minster and borough of Southwark,

they hoped to be entitled to a propor

tionable advantage, arising from a

fund to which they contributed in an

equal degree with the reft, and there

fore prayed the house, that a provision

might be made in the said bill, for ap

propriating such a sum of the money

to arise from the continuation of the

said tax, for the carrying on and

amending the above pavements, as to

the house shall seem just and reasona

ble. But this petition was ordered to

lie upon the table.

The fame day a petition of the ru

lers, auditors, and assistants of the

company of watermen and lightermen,

on behalf of themselves and the whole

fraternity, was presented to the house,

against the embankment of the river

Thames, which they apprehended

would be highly injurious to the trade

and navigation of the said river, and

greatly obstruct and impede the pas

sage between London and Westmin

ster, and prove detrimental both to

the public in general, and to this com

munity in particular; and therefore

hoped the house would take the case of

the petitioners into consideration, and

that they might be heard by their

counsel against the said bill. Upon

this a motion was made, that this pe

tition should be referred to the consi

deration of the above committee, and

the petitioners to be beard by their

counsel ; but, upon putting the ques

tion, it justly passed in the negative ;

nothing being more absuid than to

suppole, that raising a bank ix the

shallow parts of the river next the

shore, which would or.ly somewhat

contract its hed, and render it deeper,

would prejudice its navigation. But

absurd as this must at hist sight ap

pear, the next day a petition from the

lightermen, wharsingers, owners of

craft, and athtr dealers in coals, to

the fame purpose, was also presented

to the house and read j but it was

dismissed, or, in other words, ordered

to lie upon the table. After this the

bill met with no more opposition, for

on the 1 1st it passed the house ; when

Sir Robert Ladbroke was ordered to

carry it up t« the lords, and on the

29th of June it received the royal as

sent.

[To be continued in our next."]

From Dr. Trustless Essays Medical and

Experimental.

TME Dr. after relating the success

of. the experiments he made to

trace the differences, and ascertain the

proportion the altringency and bitter

ness of vegetables reciprocally bear

to each other ; former experiments

having frequently caused him to ob

serve they were distinct and separate

properties ; and by the last experiment

finding two pieces of calf- (kin, just

stripped from the calf, immersed in

cold infusions of green and bohea tea,

at the expiration of a week, were

hard and curled up, and that there

was no sensible difference betweea

them ; proceeds thus :

" This experiment affords a strik

ing proof, of the difference between

the action of a medicine on the dead,

and on the living fibre. Tea, when

applied to the former, is manifestly

astringent ; znd yet when received in

to the stomach, it is highly debilitat

ing and relaxant; and the immode

rate use of it is attended with the most

pernicious effects. It is curious to ob

serve the revolution which hath taken

place, within this century, in the con

stitutions of the inhabitants of Europe.

Inflammatory diseases more rarely oc

cur, and, in general, are much less

rapid and violent in their piogress,

than formerly. Nor do they admit

of the fame antiphlogistic method of

cure, which was practised with success

a hundred years ago. The experi

enced Sydenham makes forty ounces

of blaod the mean quantity to be

drawn in the acute rheumatiim ;

whereas this disease, as it now appears

in the London Hospitals, will not

bear above half that evacuation.

Vernal Intermittent! are frequently

cured by u vomit and tile bark, with

out venæsection ; which is a proof,

that, at present, they are accompa

nied
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nied with fewer symptom* of inflam

mation, than they were wont to be.

This advantageous change however

is more than counterbalanced, by the

introduction of a numerous class of

nervous ailments, in a great measure

unknown to our ancestors, but which

now prevail universally, and are com

plicated with almost every other dis

temper. The bodies of men are en

feebled and enervated, and it is not

uncommon to observe very high de

grees of irritability, under the exter

nal appearance of great strength and

robustness. The hypochondria, pal

sies, cachexies, dropsies, and all those

diseases which arise from laxity and

debility, are, in our days endemic

every where; and the hysterics, which

used to be peculiar to the women, as

the name itself indicates, now attacks

both sexes indiscriminately. It is evi

dent, that so great a revolution could

not beeffected, without the concur

rence's many causes; but amongst,

these, I apprehend, the present gene

ral use of tea holds the first and prin

cipal rank. The second place may

perhaps be allotted to excess in spi

rituous liquors. This pernicious cus

tom, in many instances at least, owes

its rife to the former, which by the

Jowness and depression of spirits it oc

casions, renders it almost necessary to

have recourse to what is cordial and

exhilcrating. And hence proceed those

odious and disgraceful habits of in

temperance, with which too many of

the softer sex of every degree, are now,

alas! chargeable.

From the 17th and 29th experi

ments it appears, that green and bo-

hea tea are equally bitter, strike pre

cisely the same black tinge with green

vitriol, and are alike astringent on

the simple fibre. From this exact simi

larity in Ib many circumstances, one

should be led to suppole, that there

would be no sensible diversity in their

operation on the living body. But

the fact is otherwise. Green tea is

much more sedative and relaxant than

bohea ; and the finer the species of

tea, the more debilitating and perni

cious are its effects, as I have fre

quently observed in others and expe

rienced in myself. This seems to be

a proof, that the mi (chiefs ascribed to '

this oriental vegetable, do not arise

from the warm vehicle by which it is

conveyed into the stomach, but chiefly

from its own peculiar qualities »

And these qualities probably accom

pany the highly flavoured parts of the

leaves, and depend upon the nicety

and care observed in the collection

and preparation of them. When fresh

gathered, they are said to be narco- '

tic, and to disorder the senses ; aiid

the Chinese cautiously abstain from

the use of them, till they have been

kept for twelve months f. It is re

markable that only one species of the

tea plant is yet, discovered, and that

all the varieties of this dietetic article

of commerce are owing either to the

difference of climate, or to the diver

sity in the method of curing it. The

fine green teas, which are the first

crop of the slirub, are gathered with

the utmost caution and dried with the

gentlest heat, that their perishable fla

vour may be preserved. The bohea

teas are more hastily exsiccated, and

even (lightly parched over the fire,

by which they acquire that brown co

lour which distinguishes them. And *

as their more volatile parts are dissi

pated by this management, , they be

come proportional);/ less injurious to

the nervous system.

But however cogent the Objections

may be, against the general and too

frequent use of tea, candour obliges

me to acknowledge, that it is capable

of being applied to very important,

medicinal purposes. From its sedative

power, and the weakness which it sud

denly induces, it might be administer

ed with advantage in ardent and in

flammatory fevers, in order to abate

the force, and lessen the inordinate ac

tion of the vis vitæ. In such cases it

mould be given either in substance or

in strong infusion ; and besides al

laying the troublesome sensations of

heat and thirst, which are the con

stant concomitants ot those distem

pers, it would probably serve as a

good substitute for some of the usual

evacuations. And thus instead of

producing watchfulness, which is a

• Tbt<t infusum, ntruo musculcvt rana aJmclum, •virts matrices minuit, perttit.

Smitb Untamen Ina-Jg. dt aB'iont muj'cniati, p. 46. exp. 36.

t Neumann'! Clitmiflry, p. 376,

June, 376S. H p common,
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common effect ascribed to it in weak

habits, it would in all likelihood prove

the safest and most salutary opiate.

After a full meal, when the stomach

ii oppressed, the head pained, and

the pulse beats high, tea, it a great-

ful diluent, and agreeable sedative.

And at studious, sedentary men are

particularly subject to indigestion and

the head ach, it is on this account

justly stiled " the poet's friend."

ExtraSl from Dr. Smith's Dissertation

upon the Nerves, &c.

THE learned author has discussed

his subject with much ingenuity;

though, perhaps, some of his positions

may not be admitted. He investigates

the nature of man, the nature of

brutes : and here he is an advocate

for an immaterial principle in them,

equivalent or analogous to what we

call understanding in ourselves (See p.

m.) with a language, or method of

communicating their knowledge, ad

vice, and assistance, to each other;

nay he pronounces their fouls immor

tal, from scripture, evidence, reason,

and argument, which he has, with

great shew of reason, endeavoured to

prove. He next examines the nature,

manner, and consequences, of the de-

penrlance, influence, and connexion

o/ the soul and body ; treats of man,

considered as enjoying a vegetable,

animal, and spiritual life; and after

wards proceeds to the causes that im

pede the soul in the exercise osits facul

ties : In his thoughts on the spiritual life

of man, he has advanced some things

that we apprehend will bear a dispute,

in which the doctor would be far from

invulnerable ; nor, indeed, do we

ever remember a physical writer who

did not Inudle religious subjects in a

very whimsical and peculiar manner.

Kis third section treats of the symp

toms and causes of nervous diseases,

and as this is the part of the bonk of

most general use, we shall give there

from the following extract :

" ift. The first lymptoms area dull,

heavy uneasiness, debility, faintinefs, a

fense of great emptiness about the sto

mach, a yawning, gaping, stretching

out me arms, twitching ot the nerves,

siuozing, sometimes drowsiness and le-

tlia-gy, heaving up the brealt : As

these symptoms have little pain, but a

kind of weariness, they are neglected.

The complexion becomes wan, pale,

and not so lively, the eyes appear dull

and faded, the appetite is faint and

unequal, returning by fits, and if

meat is not immediately given, the

patient is like to faint away, and the

appetite goes off; at other times the

hypochondres are so inflated with

wind, that the patient cannot eat :

He complains of heartburns, belch-

ings, and bilious vomiting, pain in

the pit of the stomach, attended some

times with shortness of breath, or

symptomatic asthma, tickling cough,

and at other times with an inflation

or visible swelling ; and the patient

perceives unusual smells. Affer these

symptoms have continued some time,

they produce lowness of spirits? fainti

nefs, anxiety, watching and restles-

ness; sometimes great timidity,' a diz

ziness of the head, inveterate pains in

particular parts, about the siie of a

crown, sharp and acute painirin the

temples, and other parts of the head}

sometimes there is a tingling noise or

hissing sound, a thumping, or beating*

in the inside of the head ; the tempo

ral arteries, at times, beat so strongly,

in the night particularly, as to occa

sion so considerable rubbing or fric

tion against the bed-cloaths, as to bt

heard by a bystander. The patient

perceives a faintinefs to seize him,

which is succeeded with motes, clouds,

and mists, floating backward and for

ward, in the atmosphere before his

eyes ; a coldness and dullness seize

the extremities; a burning in hands

and feet ; flushing, especially after

in oat ; cold damp sweats, fainting,

and sickness, which is removed by a

lax stool. The patient is very irregu

lar in going to stool, sometimes he is

too costive, at other times lax ; the

stools are of various colours, sometimes

of a mucous, jelly-like substance, at

other times black, dark brown, green

and yellow ; sudden flushes of heat,

especially in the night over all the bo

dy ; fliiverings, a sense of cold, in

certain parts, especially down the

back, as if water was poured on the

body ; at other times, an unusual

glow of heat ; troublesome pains be

tween the shoulders ; pains attended

with hot sensations ; cramps, and con

vulsive motions of the muscles, or a

few
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few of their fibres ; sudden starting of

the tendons of the legs and arms;

large and frequent discharges of pa'e

and limped urine. Some have all

these symptoms, others have but some

of them ; but a pryalilm, or discharge

of phlegm from the glands of the

throat, generally attends all the symp

toms. In the first period you may ob

serve one good day, and another bad 5

and also mon lily periods: But these

periods or crisis are very uncertain and

irregular, as I observed before. The

weather too, has a surprizing effect up

on nervous people. When these symp

toms have continued sometime, they

so relax the fibres of the solids, that

the digestion is very imperfectly and

slowly performed, consequently wind,

crudities, &c. are bred in the prima-

•viee, which produce many more and

dismal symptoms, as :

idly, Frequent rifts, belchings, hic

cups, strange grumbling, croaking,

and murmuring in the bowels ; trou

blesome heartburns, four and very

acrid belchings, and squeamisliness ;

vomitings of watery stuff, tough

phlegm, corrupted bile, a visible swel

ling and inflation of the stomach, e-

specially after eating ; weakness and

.trembling of the limbs ; wandering

pains, suddenly starting from one

place to another ; wandering pains in

the sides, back, knees, ancles, arms,

wrists, not unlike rheumatic pains ;

cold shiverings running down the

back bone, often after making water,

like the cold fits of an ague ; some

times there is a heat in one part of

the body, then in another ; the head

is generally hot, even while the rest of

the body is cold and chilly; the hypo-

chondres, but most frequently the

right one is swelled. Now the patient

has vertigos, long faintings, the

slightest motion raises pains in the

head, which often return periodically;

also moist, cold, clammy sweat, great

est commonly about the temples and

forehead, obstinate watchings, disturb

ed sleep, frightful dreams, and some

times a drowsiness and too great an in

clination to sleep, the night mare ;

often starting when awake, terribly af

frighted with horrors : Any sudden

surprise greatly affects and often

throws the patient into fits and faint

ings, tremors or palpitation of the
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heart ; the pulse very variable and ir

regular; a fense of suffocation, fre

quent sighings, convulsive twitching*

os the muscles, tendons, and nerves

of the back, loins, arms, hands, and

a general convulsion affecting, at once,

the stomach, bowels, throat, legs,

arms, and indeed almost the whole

body, in which the patient struggles

as in a violent epileptic fit. The pa

tient sometimes falls into a catalipfit

and tetanus, and sinks gradually into

a nervous atrophy : Has generally a

quick apprehension, forgetful, unset

tled, and constant to nothing but in

constancy, jealous ; has wandering

and delirious imaginations, ridiculous

fancies, groundless and impertinent

fears, often complaining of his suf

ferings and calamities, no person suf

fering-equal to him ; he supposes him

self a dying, when perhaps there is

no great danger, while a person under

another disease, as a consumption, is

hardly persuaded there is danger,

when he is really dying ; sometimes he

is chearful, gay, and agreeable ; by and

by peevisli, heavy and gloomy ; some

times it is impossible for him to keep

from crying and weeping, with great

extremes of grief and anguish ; and

these sudden fits of convulsive crying

return without the will or consent of

the patient ; at other times he falls in

to immoderate fits of laughing and

joy, which is as involuntary as the

other ; sometimes he loves a person to

despair, anon hates him to as great

excess ; presently wills a thing, by

and by is entirely against it. If these

symptoms are not soon cured, they

soon terminate in hysteric fits, epi

lepsy, hyp, palsy, madness, apo

plexy, or in some mortal disease; as

the black jaundice, dropsy, consump

tion, &c."

The doctor then enters into the

causes of these symptoms, and treats

of the cure of nervous diseases; the

certainty of which he acknowledges

depends upon the certainty of the the

ory ; but the certainty of the theory

depends upon intuition.

" First then we are exactly to regu

late the use ot the non-naturals; for in

vain do we prescribe medicines, if the

patient is not directed and willing to

observe certain regulations, in relation

to air, diet, and exercise. We should

P p X CiiUiR
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chuse a free open air, not encumbered

with hills or woods ; a cool and dry

air brace and invigorate the whole bo

dy ; and hot, confined, and damp air,

weakens and relaxes the habit. When

the stomach and bowels are weak, they

should be well guarded against cold

and damps, especially in winter; and

there is no dress better and more ne

cessary to keep up a due perspiration,

than flannels worn next the skin.

Constant exercise, every day that

allows of it, either in walking, or on

horseback, or in an open chaise, is of

vast service j it mould be as much

as the strength will admit, with

out weakness, fatigue, or hurry ; ne

ver weary yourself, nor raise a sweat ;

go no further, than you can return

with as much spirit as you went out.

Exercise strengthens the whole nervous

system; assists digestion, -(but retards

it after a full meal ; therefore after

dinner sit a while) sanguification, and

the distribution and secretion of all the

animal fluids. By muscular motion,

the blood and juices are kept in a due

state of fluidity ; their viscidity is bro

ken and dissolved, and all obstructions

either prevented or removed. The

flesh brush is an excellent thing for

strengthening the solids; as friction,

cither with the flesh brush, flannel, or

coarse linen cloth, strengthens the

body, promotes the circulation, and is

particularly useful in weak bowels.

People of weak nerves are gene

rally quick thinkers, from the delicacy

of their sensitive organs, which are

therefore more liable to be fatigued

and relaxed with exercise, than those

of a coarser make ; whence we see the

necessity of keeping the mind easy,

quiet, and chearful ; since nothing

hurts nervous people more than fear,

grief, and anxiety. Use therefore

agreeable amusements, and a little

slight, entertaining and diverting

reading, that requires no thought;

for all study is penicious and hurtful.

Conversation mould be agreeable,

trifling, and easy, without dispuie or

contradiction ; amusements be inno

cent, various, and not expensive;

otherwise, upon reflection the money

laid out would do more hurt, than

the amusements could recompence.

fn a word, all thought and care must

be laid aside: and rationality must

give place, for a while, to a tray of

life, which Bath gives a pattern of.

I cannot but highly approve of a

practice there, of having music, while

the patients drink the water ; which

has a very great and good effect upon

the motion of the finer animal fibres.

Music has been allowed, in all agea

of the world, to have a noble power

in raising the dejected ideas of the

soul. Those that have the most deli,

cate constitutions, are most sensible

of its good effects : it opens the ob

structions of the finest vessels ; assuages

the passions, and at the fame time

communicates a pleasure to the soul,

and makes its ideas chearful, gay, and

lively ; by the oscillatory motion of

the air, vibrating against the timpa-

num of the ear, there is such an im

pulsive motion give to the finest fibres

of the brain (upon which the soul

more immediately displays its facul

ties) as to enable them to bring regu

lar impulses to the sensorium.

But though music restores the tone

of the finest fibres of the brain ; yet

the inferior organs demand coarser

treatment, to restore them to the

standard of health.

We must abridge the quantity and

quality of our food, which ought to

be nourishing, easy of digestion and

suited to the stomach of the patient.

Fat meats, and heavy sauces, are

hurtful ; and all excess is to be avoid

ed. The patient ought never to eat

more than the stomach can easily di

gest : eat therefore little at a time,

but often of innocent, plain, and sim

ple meat ; for every time the stomach

is over-loaded, the strength is im

paired, and its nerves are disorder

ed.

Above all things, heavy suppers

ought to be avoided ; since the sto

mach is much more apt to be oppress

ed with the fame quantity of food, in

an horizontal position, than in an erect

posture ; and since the digestion goes

on flower in time of sleep than when

awake, as the vessels are then much

relaxed.

It is a great blessing, that loathing

and inappetency, in some degree, at

tend all disorders; which prevent ma

ny peopl: from infallibly and quickly

ruining themselves without resource.

Those who have only a few transient

symptoaM}
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torasy*nd are but in the first stage of ther, a secret one, but little thought

nervate diseases, (hou!d live with a

due degree of temperance suited to

their constitution ; and abate a little

of thejauantity of their fooo, while

they are more immediately under the

symptoms. Indeed, if the disorder is

deep, and hath continued so long as

to produce more violent symptoms,

then there is a necessity to be still more

careful. , %

Drink small beer, soft fine ale, or

wine and water ; but never use water

alone. Wine in excels enfeebles the

body, and impairs the faculties of the

foul j but a few glasses of wine in time

of eating, assist digestion. A glass of

wine, before dinner, on an empty sto

mach, and when one is languid, fee

ble, or faint is of great service. Wine,

in general, is preferable to malt li

quor j the best wine is rhenish, moun

tain, or small French wine. When

the stomach and bowels are troubled

with acidity, water mixed with rum

or brandy, is preferable to wine, or

malt liquor. That too common

drink tea, is very hurtful, both to

the stomach and nerves, especially is

drank hot, with little hfead: I would

therefore recommend, not to the

disuse, but the more moderate use of

tea: It were well, if something else

was joined with it in the morning."

We can only afford room for these

preliminaries to the cure ; but would

recommend the nervous patient to

the book itself for the doctor's medi

cines, and form of administration,

which we imagine are justified, with

a few exceptions, by general practise.

The Doctor next treats of a nervous

fever ; its causes and cure ; of convul

sions, spasms, nervous and hysteric fits

with their cure ; of an epilepsy ; of

the palsy, and St. Vitus's dance, an

apoplexy, &c. &c. all which we re

commend to the perusal of the curious

reader ; but if he is an hypochondriac,

we would advise him neither to rend

this nor any physical book of the same

tendency.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, April 18, 1768.

AMONG the many causes of the

great mortality of babe* I sent

you in my last account, there it ?.uo-

of : That is, the cruel stifling them in

their dark prison, and not suffering

them once to see the light.

It it therefore greatly to be regret

ted, that the prevention of this crying

mischief should be so much disregard

ed in all places ; for the pregnant wo

men are in all parts buried with their

fruit, which frequently are alive,

without the least remorse, or scruple

os conscience.

Reason and example prove that the

foetus in utero has its own distinct life ;

and experience teaches, that although

the mother be dead, the child may

frequently live several hours in the

womb: The extraction and preserva

tion, of children by the Cæsarian ope

ration, timely performed, after the

decease of the mother, proves the

fame.

If the fœtui indeed remains along

time in utero, of the dead mother, it

must needs at length die : but if not

buried alive, which is a (hocking re

flection, the loss of its life may be of

ten imputed to the bad neglect of

opening the mother.

Harvey, dt generatione animalium, I

think, tells us of a child taken out of

the secundines alive, (which a wench

had brought forth entire, and con

cealed in the cold) several hours after

birth.

And if prostitutes are punished,

as an example to others, who destroy

the fruit of their body, born at a pro

per time, by neglecting the ligature

of the umbilical chord (though that

does not always prove fatal) or other

necessary care, by which neglect the

infant perishes, it surely appears that

great care ought to be taken that such

an impious neglect, as now complained

of, should be provided against, as the

extraction of such children from the

womb may easily be performed, and

the infant thereby be happily snatched

out of the jaws of death.

Some time ago 1 was hastily called

at ten at night, to a patient who died

before morning of a strangulation from

a sudden sore throat, big with child,

and near her time. I could certainly

have saved the child, only as her hus

band had left her the noon before, for

London, when she was seemingly well,

I could not answer to open her with

out
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out leave; sorry enough I »'as that

my hands were so tied, when I had it

in my power easily to save one life.

This I am lure of, that many an in

nocent might be preserved, not only

where the mother died of a haed la

bour, but even where no labour was

in the cafe, but the mother died ac

cidentally, or by some disease, within

a month or two of her full time of

nine months : Of what use and satis

faction such a preservation of an heir

to a great house would prove, need not

be mentioned : Instance King Edward

the Sixth *, and several others.

This salutary practice was even

commanded in an old statute in the

Corpus Juris, in these very words,

" The royal law faith, that no wo

man shall be buried who dies preg

nant, before (lie has been opened, and

the fruit extracted : Whoever acts

contrary to this order is guilty of the

murder of the child, which perhaps

still lived."

iune
: its on-This edict is said to derive iv en

gine from the heathen king, *Wu«ia

Pompilius, the second of Rome, and

is a very wife and just law, and worthy

of any christian. ?T

Wherefore I intreat all potentates,

and all proficients in physic, tertake

this affair into serious consideration,

and as much as in them lies prevent

this cruel destruction of so many in

nocent babes. W

No discreet wife, if she knew of it

beforehand, could well be against the

operation, if she had any regard for

her husoand, or duly considered her

duty to her innocent infant ; and if

not let into the secret at all, in some

cases, perhaps it might be as well.

The divine law fays, " Thou shalt

not kill," may not therefore the Judg

ment of an ancient father of the

church be properly applied here :

Quern nenserva/fi, dum potuisti, ilium

ccci.fi/ii. 4 «#

Your's, -j; Cook.

<*£—

 

An Answer to Mr. SaundersonV Question in the Magazine/sr July, 1767,/. 359.

IN this problem, the line HI will

be as Hi' ut as possible; when

EHI is an isosceles triangle (per

Simp. Geom. p. 199. second edi

tion) therefore produce the fides,

BA and CD to E, and make B£K ^

isosceles, then draw BD and AF *~-

parallel to it, bisect FC in G, and

between EG and EK, take EH a mean proportional, draw HI parallel to BK

and it will divide the trapezium ABCD as was required.

Demonstration. By construction EG -. EH : : EH : EK : : El : EB, there

fore the Uiangles EGB and EHI are equal (by Eu. 15. 6.) if ADE common

to both be taken away ADGB will be equal to ADHI ; and if ADGB and

ADHI be each taken from the trapezium ABCD, the remainders BCG and

BICH will be equal. ♦,

The triangles ABD and BDF standing upon the fame base, and between the

same parallels are equal ; whence the trapezium ABCD equal to the friangle

BCF, half of which triangle is BCG, and equal to BICH, as proved before.

Note. As the length of no particular line was required (though dimensions

were given) therefore I have only sent a geometrical construction with a de

monstration. . Edward Reed.

TO close our extracts from the

Six Weeks tour, &c. we shall give

the following :

" The houses which particularly me

rit a comparison, areHolkam, Hough-

ton, Blenheim, Wilton, and Wan-

stead.

In point of the beauty of architec

ture, Holkam and Wan stead rank fiist;

but which of these have pieference, is

• The best bistoria.

a question, which by many would be

variously determined. In my opinion,

Holkam is the most beautiful ; for

notwithstanding the front of Wanstead

is absolutely uniform, and commanded

at one stroke of the eye, advantages

Holkam does not possess, in consist

ing of parts, which, though uniform

with each other, form not one simple

whole; yet there is such a light ele

gance

■is say the contrary.
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gance in the pile ; such' an airiness,

that one would swear it moved ; I cnn-

not therefore but prefer it. Wilton

is so wKjk irregular, that one cannot

speak of ys architecture in a general

stile ; bus Inigo Jones's part is very

fine. Houghton is a magnificent edi

fice, but it is heavy; not, however,

to conie.within a thousand degrees of

Blenheim ; which is a quarry, and yet

COMPARED. 303

consists of such innumerable and tri

fling parts, that one would think them

the fragments of a rock jumbled to

gether by an earthquake.

As to their size, I am ignorant

which is the largest house : However

the following (ketch will display it, at

least in the proportion to what it

shewn ; which I take generally to a-

mount to all that is worth seeing.

Rooms. Holtam. Houghton. Blenheim. Wilton. Wanfiead.

• L. B. L. B. L. B. L. B. L. B.

Halt; in* 48 t4° 4° tS3 44
50 sS 53 4$

Saloon, 4* 27
§40 30

•44
3J f§6o 30 30 30

Drawing-

room, 33 *»
30 21 *8 *8 *t3° 3° 27 27

Ditto, 33 « 30 11 35 *5
30 25

Ditto, ' 3S
J5 tj4° 17

Ditto, *5 *5
27 27

Dining-

room, 23 2S 30 21
• *

45 « 27 27

Ditto, t+30 21 25 2J

Ditto, 40 17

Ditto, 40 35

Breakfast-

room, '4 *4
30 15

Library, 50 11 ill **i 1S0 43

Statue-gal

lery, II4. 22

Ball- room, 75 *7

Bed cham. JO 12 Hi 2.1 30 *5 14 *o

Ditto, 14. 22 21 J 22 J 25 21

Ditto, 21 21 221" 18 »7 is

Ditto, 21 21 l8 18 27 **

Ditto, 21 21

Ditto, 21 ZI

Dressing-

room, *2+ 21 21} [6j 14
*4 *5 »5 17 »f

Ditto, 28 24 fill n 26 lit

Ditto, 22 21

Ditto, 21 11

Ditto, 22 21

Ditto, 11 21

Anti-cha. 21 21

Ditto, 21 21
•

Ditto, 21 11 ,

Hunting-

room, 25 25

Totals 749 Jl « ,35° *95
448 ■>

71 265 184 600 476

1160 645 7' 9 449 1076

Jt 48 Higb. \ 40 Ditto. f 60 Ditto, § 40 Ditto. * 45 Ditto.

f§ 30 Ditto. *f 30 Ditto. -f\J Called, improperly, the anlichamber.

•• Sot seen. +4 Called the marble parlour. * Called the landscape-room.

f Called the cabinet.

\ There appears a deficiency of dressing-rooms at Wanstead; but it should he remem

bered, there are four dranxing-rooms and Hur 4:r,\ng-roomst some of them adjoining

the bed- chambers.

1 • Blenheim
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Blenheim hall and library, Wilton

saloon, and Holkam statue-gallery,

are the finest rooms in these house*.

In respect of complete apartments j

of bed-chambers and dressing-rooms,

Holkam and Wanstead, some would

think, nearly on a par, the latter

four, the former six ; but the latter

are much the best rooms. I include

four rooms at Wanstead, which in

the table are called either dining or

drawing-rooms ; the advantage, how

ever, is on the side of Holkam.

A ball-room is found at Wanstead

alone.

Holkam chapel (not mentioned in

the table) is preferable to that at

Blenheim.

As .to the deficiencies of these

houses, they appear at one view in the

table. But I must remark in general,

that no house I have yet seen is perfect

by many degrees. Suppose one was to

be formed out of all these ; take the

shell of Holkam, and imagine it to

contain Blenheim hall and library,

Wilton saloon, Wanstead hall-room

and large dining-room ; besides every

thing it has already, it would be in

finitely finer than it is ; but still it

would want a music-room and a pic

ture-gallery. The last is an infinite

addition to a great house, but the for

mer it indispensible : I cannot allow

any to be nearly cemplete without one.

Of all luxuries, none is more elegant

than this charming art ; pictures and

statues may be disposed in any room ;

but music in perfection must have one

appropriated to it—nor can any furni

ture be more magnificent, than what

ought to adorn such a room. An or

gan is one striking article.

Upon the whole, Holkam is not on

ly the largest, but undoubtedly the

best house.

Memorandum. I never went any

journey, without finding the want of

a knowledge of the inns before I set

out. The following flight mention of

those I stopt at, may be of some use Jo

others who travel the fame road.

Holkam. Leicester- Arms. Clean, ci

vil, and reasonable.

Fakenbam. Red-Lion. Good.

Lynn. Duke's- Head. Exceeding ci

vil and reasonable.

Stoat. Crown. Ditto.

Tbetjord. Bell. Good.

Cbarafters of

Angel

June

Very civil and rea-Bury.

sonable.

Hadleigb. George. Ditto.

Sudbury. Crown. DittowJG)

Castlt-Hedingham. Bell. Clean and

reasonable.

Braintree. Horn. Very clean and civil.

Cbelmsford. Black-Boy. Clean but

dear.

Tilbury. King's-Head. Very civil

and very reasonable.

Barnet. Red-Lion. Good and rea

sonable.

_ W/comb. Antelope. Exceeding good,

civil, and not unreasonable.

Tetsford. Swan. Good.

Oxford. Angel. Ditto.

Woodstock, Bear, Ditto, and very

reasonable.

Nortb-Ltacb. King's-Head. Very

bad and very dear.

_ Gloucester. King's-Head. Very good,

civil, and reasonable.

Newnbam. The Passage-House. Ve

ry bad and dear.

Cbepstoiv. Three-Cranes. Good, ci

vil, and reasonable.

Newport. Westgate-House. Ditto.

Cardiff. White-Lion. Bad.

Ditto. Angel. Worse.

Cambridge. Bear. Middling j but

very civil and reasonable.

Bristol. White-Lion. Good; but

very dear.

Batb. Three-Tuns. Good.

Devises. Exceedingly good, and

remarkably civil.

Salijbuiy. Three-Lions. Good ; but

very dear.

Rumsey. Bell. Good.

Winchester. George. Dirty and

dear 5 but civil.

Wanstead. Eagle. Good.

Ditto. Bulb. Impertinent and dirty.

Ilsord. Red-Lion. Civil, clean, and

very reasonable.

Burnt-Wood. Wbite-Hart. Good,

clean, reasonable, and civil.— But

the size and goodness of the houses, are

not taken minutely into the account.

A New Question.

THIRTY chains and forty are

the two sides of a trapezium,

containing a right angle : .Query, the

other two sides, when the area is *

maximum, and the longest diagonal

sixty chains.

Bow, Oct. aa, 1767. Edw. Reed.
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To the PRINTER, &e.

In quo<vu vehiculo. Rock 6c cæteri.

SIR, London, June 9, 1768.

TH E rage for carriages is so great

at present, and the town and it's

avenues lo full of them, that some

Ipeedy method (bould he taken to stop

them, least the landlords both of the

old and new buildings should some day

be surprized and ruined, by hearing

that their tenants, to a roan, had

drove off, which though not quite so

ungenteel, will be full as fatal to them

as if they had -walked off. The lat

ter indeed is not likely to happen,

as every man who pretends to the

smallest (hare of taste, has almost for

got how to use his legs.

Formerly, middling folks, parti

cularly tradesmen, were contented

with the •walk of life allotted to

them, even when they married (at

which time persons usually make a

flash) they aimed at no more than

putting their best leg foremost, and wilh-

ed only to be thought upon as good

a footing as their neighbours. But now

sure the devil has possessed them all,

or have they first run mad, and are

next out-running the constable, for

which purpose they have all auhipt in

to carriages. In vain has the legisla

ture endeavoured to put a stop to their

career by clogging their wheels, and

sticking up a turnpike at every hun

dred yards distance, more particularly

on those roads where our citizens are

accustomed to dust themselves as often

as it is consistent with some decent

.shew of attention to business. Those

indeed who are quite abandoned, are

reduced to make ule of the sabbath-

day for their excursions j so that the

late regulation for double tolls on that

day appears to have been very wisely

intended to have put a spoke in their

wheels, and one would have thought,

jn spite of the weakness of their intel

lects, might have brought them to the

use of their understandings. If they

suffer themselves to be thus carried

away, people of the country who may

pay occasional visits to this metropolis,

will be induced to think that there are

no citizens but such as belong to the

ward of Cripple-Gait.

How are they degenerated, how

changed since those happy days, in

which the prudent aud unshaken citi-

June, 17S8.
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zen, so far from allowing himself to he

carried, was seen trudging aiong, on

a Sunday's evening, sweating under

the load of his wife's favourite child,

while she, poor woman, with her usual

attention to her husband's head, fol

lowed as fast a< /he well could without

discomposing the calvt's tail perriwig

committed to her charge. That this

was once the case, the vnimst puppy

of them all cannot deny ; for Hogarth,

pleased with the scene, has transmitted

it to posterity in evei lasting black and

white. The degeneracy of which I

complain, is wholly on the part or the

male ; for notwithstanding he is of lat*

grown so saving of bis legs, the fe-

malesimper eadem, has never swerved

from that attention to his bead, for

which see has ever been famed ; nor

has the carriage of the husband been,

observed to make any alteration in

that os the wife; it is therefore for the

men I write, and sincerely beseech

them, as they love liberty, to stand

Upon their own feet, nor any longer

suffer themselves to be run away with

by any headstrong brute or brutes, to

whose caprice, the moment they step

into a carriage, they submit their per

sons, and who in the end will galiop

away with their properties. To be

brief, Sir ; I am of opinion that a

tradesman has no more occasicn for

a carriage, than a cat has for a

pair of pattens ; and I mould be hap

py indeed if you could think of any

means to persuade them to step out of

their coaches or chaises, into them

selves.

All the nations we read of, that

from a state of freedom have fallen

into slavery, have brought that dis

grace upon themselves by luxury.

That carriages are strong s>mptoms of

luxury, is not to be disputed ; and I

think I know some men yet, who look

upon them but as stately prison'. The

fieeest people arc certainly thole who

never knew the use of them, and are

most likely \ostand their ground. We

have a late instance in our own coun

try, where the only few who seem to

be possessed of the genuine and un-

contrculabie spirit of freedom, I mean

the voters for Mr. Wilkes, almost to

a man, walked on foot to Brentford,

to poll for that honest gentleman; and

many of them, 1 dare fay, dread th*

Qjq uiou^bu
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thoughts of being con-veytd in a car

riage as much, nay more, than they

would the pillory.

I fear, Sir, we owe the so common

use of carriages to the physicians.

They are the first persons we know of

excepting lords and 'sejuires, whose

legs failed them ; but then, Sir, they

have heads (your wit will sneer now

and fay, so have their canes ;) but f

am serious :—These wise men have

driven themselves into good fortunes ;

but daily experience (hows us, that

those of other callings, who attempt

that method of getting on, have driven

themselves not only out of their for

tunes, but even out of house and

home.

The Gestation of tradesmen generally

proceeds from a false conception, or

at best ends in a miscarriage ; I wish,

therefore, that the lord mayor, Sir

John Fielding, or Mr. Wilkes, would

take this matte/ into consideration,

and persuade these unthinking people,

at least to lay by their ivbimstes till bet

ter times, or till the scheme urged by

your correspondent of Wednesday hit

takes place, namely, that of opening

the two-forked streets to Black- Frynrs

Bridge ; for Unless a clear way is made

for them to get off, they will, as he ob

serves, never be able to fnss the elect.

lam, SIR,

Your humble servant,

John Trott.

AS American affairs are likely to

afford, 3 particular subjectof con

versation, we mall give our readers

the following letter from the earl of

Shelburn to governor Barnard of Mas

sachusetts Bay, New England, which

being attacked warmly by the assembly,

gave occasion to the subsequent speech

of that governor when he put an end

to the session.

" I have the pleasure to signify to

you his majesty's approbation es your

conduct, and to acquaint you that he

is graciously pleased to approve of your

having exerted the power lodged in

you bvthe constitution of the province

of Massachusetts Bay, of negativing

counsellors in the late elections, which

appears from your several letters to

have been done with due deliberation

and judgment.

Those who framed the present char

ter, very wisely provided that this

June

power mould be placed in the governor,

as an occasional check upon any in

discreet use of the right of electing

counsellors, which was given by

charter to the assembly, which might

at certain periods, by an improper

exercise, have a tendency to disturb

the deliberations of that part of the

legislature, from whom the greatest

gravity and moderation is more pecu

liarly expected. As long, therefore,

as the assembly mall exert their right

of election to the exclusion of the prin

cipal officers osgovernment from coun

cil, whose presence there as counsel

lors, so manifestly tends so facilitate

the course of publick business, and

who have therefore been before this

period usually elected, and whilst in

particular they exclude men of such

unexceptionable characters as both the

present lieutenant governor and secre

tary undoubtedly are, and that too,

at a time when it is more peculiarly

the duty of all parts of the constitution

to promote the re-establifttmentof tran-

quility, and not forego the least oc

casion of evincing the duty and attach

ment of the colony towards Great

Britain. It cannot, under such cir

cumstances, be surprizing that his ma

jesty's governor exerts the right en

trusted to him by the fame constitution,

to the purpose os excluding those from (

the council, whose mistaken zeal may

have led them into improper excesses

and whose private resentments (and I

should be sorry to ascribe to them mo

tives still more blameable) may, in

your opinion, further lead them to em

barrass the administration, and endan

ger the quiet of the province.

The dispute which has arisen con

cerning the lieutenant governor's be

ing present without a voice, at the

deliberations of the council, is no

otherwise important, than as it tends

to shew a warmth in the house of re

presentatives which I am extremely

lorry for. —There is no pretence of

danger to be apprehended from the

presence of the lieutenant governor in

council, there is no novelty in the

practice, and there is apparent utility

and propriety in admitting him to be

present at the deliberations of the

council, who may be suddenly called

to the administration of the province.

If tlrs opposition to the lieutenant go

vernor's sitting in council, is to be

considered
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considered as personal, it must appear

here very extraordinary that a person

of his very respectable character, and

whose learning and ability has been

exerted in the service of America,

should yet meet with so much animo

sity and ill-will in a province which

seems to owe him particular obligations.

But the question concerning nis ad

mission seems to lie, after all, in the

breast of the council only, as being

.the proper judges of their own pri

vileges, and as having the best right

to determine whom they will admi£

to be present at their deliberations.

As to what concerns the agency of

the province, it is doubtless a point

that merits attention : but as matters

of this nature from other provinces

have been heretofore under the consi

deration of the lords of tiade, his

majesty has been pleased to refer the

whole matter to their lordships for

their report, before any determina

tion shall betaken thereupon.

I am to inform you, Sir, that it is

his majesty's determined resolution to

extend to you his countenance and

protection in every constitutional mea

sure that shall be found' necessary for

the support of his government in the

Massachussett's Bay ; and it will be

your care and your duty to avail your

self of such protection in those cases

only, where the honour and dignity

of his majesty's government is really

mediately or immediately concerned.

It is unnecessary to observe, that

the nature of the English constitution

is such, as to furnish no real ground of

jealousy to the colonies ; and where

there is so large a foundation of confi

dence, it cannot be, but that acciden

tal jealousies must subside, and things

again return to their proper and na

tural course 5 the extremes even of le

gal right, oh either side, though some

times necessary, are always inconve

nient, and men of real property, who

m;ist be sensible that their own prospe

rity is connected with the tnnquility

of the province, will not long be inac

tive, and lulfer their quiet to be dis

turbed and the peace and sasety of the

state endangered, by the indiscretion

or resentment of any.

I am, with great truth and regard, sir,

Your most obedient, humble servant,

Shelburne.
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Gentlemen of the house os repre

sentatives.

TH E moderation and good temper

which appeared to regulate your

conduct at the opening this session, so

flattered me, that I promised myself

that the like disposition would have

continued to the end of it. But I

am sorry to find that the lovers of

contention, have fliewed themselves

not so intent upon preventing it, as

upon waiting for a fit opportunity to

revive it. The extraordinary and in

decent observations which have been

made upon the secretary of state's let

ter, wrote, as I may lay, in presence

of the king himself, will sully justify

this suggestion. The causes of the

censure therein contained have been

specifically assigned and set forth in the

letter itself. These causes are facts

universally known, and no where to

be denied ; :hey are considered in the

letter as the sole causes of the censure

consequent thereto ; and there was no

occasion to resort to my letters, or any

other letters, for other reasons for it.

If you think that this censure is singu

lar, you deceive yourselves ; and you

are not so well informed of what

passes at Westminster as you ought

to be, if you do not know that it is as

general and extensive as the knowledge

of the proceedings to which it is ap

plied ; and therelore all your insinua

tions against me, upon false supposi

tions ot my having misrepresented you,

are vain and groundless, when every

effect is to be accounted for from a

plain narrative of facts, which must

have appeared to the secretary of state

from your own journals. It is not

therefore me gentlemen, that you call

to account ; ic is the noble writer of

the letter himself, the king's minister

of state, who has taken the liberty to

find fault with the conduct of a party

in your assembly.

Nor am I less innocent of the mak

ing this letter a subject of public re

sentment. When, upon the best ad

vice, 1 found myself obliged to com

municate it to you, I did it in such a

manner that it might not, and would

not, ifyou had been pleased, have tran

spired out of the general court. Pru

dent men, moderate men, would have

considered it as an admonition rather

than a censure, and have made use of

Qjl x it
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it as a means of reconciliation, rather

than of further distraction. But there

are men to whose being (I mean the

being of their importance) everlasting

contention is necessary. Anr1 by these

has this letter been dragged into pub-

lick, and has been made the subject

of declamatory observations; which,

together with large extracts of the

letter itself, have immediately after

been carried to the press of the pub

lishers of an infamous news paper ;

notwithstanding the letter had been

communicated in confidence that no

copy of it should be permitted to be

taken. So little have availed the no

ble lord's intention of pointing out

the means of restoring peace and har

mony to this government, and my

desire to pursue such salutary purpose

to the utmost os my power.

Hiving said thus much to vindicate

mylelf, which every honest man has a

right to do, I must add, that I have

done nothing on my part to occasion

a dispute between me and your house ;

jt has been forced upon me by parti

cular persons for their own purposes.

I never will have any dispute with the

representatives of this good people

which I can prevent, ana will always

treat them with due regard and ren

der them real service when it is in my

power. Time and experience will

soon pull the masks off those false pa

triots, who are sacrificing their coun

try to the gratifications of their own

passions. In the mean while I (hall

with more firmness than ever, if it is

possible, pursue that steady conduct

which the service of the king and the

preservation of this government so

forcibly demand of me. And I (hall

above all endeavour to defend this in

jured couptry srqm the imputations

which are cast upon it, and the evils

which threaten it, arising from the

machinations of a few, very few, dis

contented men, and by no means to

be charged ori the generality of the

people.

Gentlemen of the council,

I return you thanks for your steady,

uniform and patriotic conduct during

this whole session, which has (hewn

you impressed with a full fense of your

duty both to your king and to your

country. The unanimous example

pf men of your respectable characters

cani.ot fail of having great Weight to

engage the people in general to unite

in proper means to put an end to the

dissention which has so long harrassed

this province in its internal policy,

and disgraced it in its reputation a-

broad. I fliall not fail to make a faith

ful representation to his majesty of

your merit upon this occasion.

Council-Chamber, „ _

March *. Fr. Berhard.

ReJUaions off Liberty. From Reflection!

on the Case of Mr. mikes, ©V.

LIBERTY, as this writer oh-

serves, is unquestionably the

greatest good which the infinite bene

volence of heaven can bestow on man :

Without it, all other blessings are pre

carious in the enjoyment, and conse

quently trifling in their value. Th;i

inestimable treasure is the birth-right

of the happy natives of this island,

handed down to them, through a leng

succession of ancestors, with continual

increase and improvements. The name

of it is in the mouth of every English

man, but few are sufficiently apprised

in what part of the constitution \t

really consists, .

Excellent as our laws are, though

they are deservedly stiled the perfection

of human reason, yet we must look

still farther than them, for the true

foundation of our liberty.

In every goverment, of whatever

kind, from a despotism to a democra

cy, there must exist, somewhere or

pther, a power superior to the laws,,

namely the power which makes those

laws, and from which they derive their

authority. The freedom, therefore, of

any country wholly depends upon the

hands in which the supreme legislative

power is lodged j and the liberty of a

nation is exactly proportioned to the

(hare the body of the people have ij»

the legislature, and the checks placed

in the constitution on the executive

power. That state is truly free, where

the people are governed by laws,

which they have a (hare in making,

and to the validity of which their con

sent is essentially necessary. And that

country is absolutely and totally en

slaved, 'where one (ingle law can be

made or repealed without the interpo

sition or consent of the people.

Let us apply these principles to the

question, in what the liberty of Eng-

gland consists.
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Is it in magna charta, the bill of

rights, tbe habeas corpus act, or any

of the other numerous and excellent

laws in favour of the rights and liber

ties of the people ? or is it in all these

taken together ? Clearly not } for those

laws may all be repealed in a single

day, by the fame power that made

them. In what then docs it consist ?

It consists in the right of the people

to chuse representatives, and in the

right of those representatives (in con

junction with the two other branches

of the legislature) to make, repeal,

and alter the laws by which the peo

ple are to be governed ; to inspect into

the due and faithful execution of those

laws ; and to call the ministers thro'

whom- the king exercises his executive

power, to a strict and severe account,

for every neglect or. abuse in the

discharge of their important trust.

This, in afilw words, comprises the

whole of English liberty ; and it is

solely to these great constitutional

rights that we owe the superior ex

cellence of the laws, under the go

vernment ef which we have so long

been a flourishing aud happy people.

While these rights remain inviolate,

no single act of oppression, no parti

cular grievance whatsoever need alarm

the people, for they have (by means

of them) the legal constitutional

power of redress in their own hands.

But the moment either the sights of

the representatives when elected, or

the people in electing them, are in

fringed, there is an end at once of

security and liberty, the boasted laws

jn favour of the subject, may be at

one stroke, or by degrees, repealed,

and the despairing peqple left without

any means of redress but what are

given by the immutable laws of nature

to all mankind.

Of these. rights, as that of free elec

tion in the people is the first in order,

so is it in importance, and it is indeed

the corner-stone of the whole consti

tution. For of what avail to the peo

ple are the powers and rights of any

set as men, if those men cease to be

their representatives, which they clear

ly do whenever the freedom of elec

tions is invaded by the hand of power,

pod forbid that we should ever fee

such an invasion openly and successful

ly made. I am persuaded we never
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(hall. But yet there are some circum

stances in the present state of affairs,

which call for the most serious atten

tion both of the people at large, and

their representatives."

From an Essay on Patriotism, fefr. late

ly publi/bed.

"/TlHERE are always between

J nations, frequently between,

neighbouring villages, some terms of.

ridicule with which tbe vulgar on both,

sides have agreed mutually to reproach,

and abuse one another. What are the

topicks a Scotch mob would insult an

Englishman with I cannot say, but be

lieve love of plum-pudding one of

them. On the other hand, eating

oatmeal, scratching for the itch, lousi

ness and beggary, are what an English,

porter would very readily apply to a

Scotch nobleman of the most mdepen-

dant fortune. Even this hackneyed

and vulgar abuse, which one wou'd

expect to hear only in ginsliops and

ale-bouses, were for years the standing

topic of wit and raillery in a political

paper, professing to handle the most:

important concerns of the state ; and

the Scotch had the good fortune to

hear themselves reproached every day

for beggary, by a drunken poet who

died in goal, a drunken parson, the

impostor's chaplain as he calls him.

who was indebted for a precarious sub

sistence to the sale of some crude inco

herent rhymes nicknamed poetry ; and

lastly, by the impostor himself, who is

at this moment begging in publick

news-papers, dispersed all over the

world.

Had this been all, it might have been

forgiven, as it could not well have been

attended with any serious consequen

ces. He went farther ; every vice and

bad quality, which could render the

Scotch people the object of hatred and

abhorrence to the human race itself,

and to Englishmen in particular, was

imputed and boldly charged to them.

In short, the very name of Scot was

made a terra synonimous to every

thing that was rascally and dishonoura

ble in character, excepting only that of

coward. Why this imputation among

innumerable others equally false and

ridiculous was always carefully avoid

ed, 1 can only fee one good reason i

and that was the impostor's regatd for

his
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ilia own personal safety. He knew

that this charge was the only one he

could make which might be directly

and in point confuted, by fending

him a challenge. Amidst all his folly,

he was wile enough not to give every

Scotchman who bore the appearance

of a gentleman, so very fair a pre

tence which he suspected many would

gladly' lay hold on, to call him out,

and if he refused a meeting, to use

him according to the rules established

among men of honour."

On Favourites.

~NlcnsJf these there <wtu a politician,

With more heads than a beafi inwswn,

And more intrigues in every one,

'Then all the whores of Babylon.

Hud.

FAVOURITES have been consider

ed, in all ages, with envy or de-

jilion ; with envy, when truly merito

rious ; with derision, when only the

objects of fancy. In which ever of

these lights my lady's lap dog may ap

pear, it is as sure os being deemed

a common enemy, as that it is a fa

vourite. It is much the fame with

Poll Parrot, Puss, Shiigg, and all that

generation of little enchanting ani

mals, who win from the lady's affec

tions, what is esteemed divisible among

the captious housliold ; as if a lady

might not love whom (he pleased,

without asking their leave.

When great politicians fall in love,

if the affection chances to light on

one of their own sex, as in the com

mon nature of love, he becomes

blind ; a magic circle is immediately-

drawn round him by the object ; af

fected attraction draws the enamoured

into, and fixes him in the center: and

sympathy, like the power that gives

the earth its diurnal rotation, keeps

him perpetually whirling in that

sphere, and so fixed, that to re-at-

' tract him again, from affection into

even common discretion, requires a

more potent charm, than men, but

indifferently (killed in conjuration, are

commonly aware of.

When different sexes have been in

question, some great exploits have been

performed this way. The beautiful

Irene, on this topic loft: her head, in

the presence of the whole divan ; and

I apprehend it not to be ,an unccnl-
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mon circumstance, with less men than

a grand signior, to part with their fa

vourite miftreffes on cruel terms. But

when similarity of sex conjoins, and

the influential power of affection take*

place, it may as well be attempted to

force a planet through its atmosphere,

as the object whence affection springs,

from the circle wherein magic fancy

has fixed it. Yet human wisdom, or

power, or conjuration, is so undeter-

minate, that we cannot establish any

sentiment on absolute certainty. Ti

berius made an eruption, and Sejanus

became the victim, and so did the

fair lady regnant in this century here.

Tiberius was supposed to rise up

wards, and to superbound all bounds;

and as to Anne, if the king of Prussia

tells true, a pair of gloves, of I sup

pose some magical kind, endued her

with the power of re-attraction ; but

whatever this counter- enchantment

might be, it freed her from the cicrle

of affection, and favouritism (hone no

more during her reign.

It is very difficult, in all cafes, to

fay from what source favouritism |

springs, is moved into action, or ope

rates to effect, as both fear and love

are often attended with the like con

sequences : It takes place sometimes

by the ear, sometimes by the eye,

and is sometimes received at the

aperture of the throat, like a gild

ed bolus ; and sometimes is the vi

sible effect of a warm, wanton fancy-

yision. Our James the First was re

markable this way , a pun made a

bishop, and a handsome person trans

posed a private gentleman into a duke.

When Elizabeth had favourites, as

all women must have, (he managed

them well ; her's were of two kinds,

the personal and the political ; the

one lost his head, and the other

amassed, what might in that age be

called an immense fortune: The one

had, perhaps, beauty, but was indis

creet ; the other a surpassing discre

tion, and so correct a judgment, as

to make the people love, and the

prince admire his superior talents.

Britain never produced his equal ;

every act for improving the revenue

was rectitude ; he made the people

great, the prince honourable, and

(coined those little mean arts, by

which more modern savourhes, with-

■ ' '. out
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out (kill or judgment, have plunder

ed the people, by making them pay

ill-considered taxes three times over,

or being the means, through igno

rance, of its happening so.

In the course of a few thousand

years, various kinds of favourites have

started to public view : Tlie lowest I

can recollect of one age was Nero's

Sporus ; this wretch outwitted Sene

ca, and from a state infinitely below

the character of a common harlot,

became dignified with the station of

prime minister i a glorious ruler, when

half the world were Roman !

To speak of our own princes, an

tecedent to the reign of Elizabeth,

what favourites they entertained, civil,

or political, and how they conducted

themselves towards Inch favourites, or

such favourites towards their respective,

princes, is a kind, of investigation,

that chinas more time and paper than

I can at present spare; as somewhat

occurs of more importance to be at

present considered, and what more

immediately relates to my text.

There ate a species of favourites of

late years, that have sprung from

quite another fountain, than any yet

remembered, of a mixed, or mongrel

breed, neither distinctly civil, nor po

litical, but civiily political, or politi

cally civil, wilh more cunuing than

wisdom, and more artifice than hones

ty, that clasp hold of our minds in a

state of youth and innocence, and im

press such strong marks of superior

geniiu, mingled with terror, as be

come, in more i ipened years, altoge

ther indelible.

When a tutor of this kind ge^s a

youth under his care, the principal

part of his education tends to the in

fluencing his tender perception, in fa

vour of the tutor's high wisdom and

pre-eminence, and next, of his autho

rity ; and having once reduced him

to this meanness, he remains his mas

ter for ever ; that it to say, if the dis

position of the youth be soft and deli

cate, let his natural understanding be

otherways ever so good: various in

stances I have known, and from wliat

country such tutors came ; but as re

flecting on any country from particu

lar iniunces is illiberal, I shall at pre

sent wave mentioning it. A prince

lo educated is no more guarded against

the charm than a .private gentleman j

d Favouritism. gif

the human mind, alike framed and

disposed, is liable to the fame en

chantment in all ranks and degrees of

people ; but it is not worth such a

tutor's while to fascinate the mind of

any but a man of fortune or signifi

cance : the brain of a poor boy is not

worth cooking, nor his genial f'pirita

of digesting into a state of debility.

A prir.ee, considered in the simple,

civil light of man and a gentleman*

has no doubt a right, in common

with other people, to favourisc, and

to suig, dance, play, or pray, with,

whom he most approves it } but as a

magistrate, at the head of a free peo

ple, who supply his treasury, and sup

port his dignity, <he favouritism

should be equally considered on the

part of the people; as i conceive it

has never yet appeared, that Cecil

here, or Richelieu in Fiance, were

personal favourite*. The authority of

both sprang from inherent merit ; the

princes were wise that employed them;

both sovereigns had personal favour

ites, but the political were only en

trusted with the care of the state, the

honour of the prince, and the happi

ness of the people. Princes, who ruls

by their own power and wisdom, like

Prussia, are too wise to have any fa

vourites, civil or politic ; as a favour*

ite in fact means nothing more than a

plaything, an idle toy lor the diver

sion ot leisure hours, not to be the di

rector of grave and important sub

jects.

The state and dignity of a sovereign

is so distinct from every other opera

tive power in the community, that aa

he has not any natural equals, it is

generally expected, that Ite should not

create himself any; ./nuch lass subject,

himself to an influence, that seems to

make his authority divisible. When a

prince phys on his favourite, the peo

ple smile } when the favourite plays

on the prince, their countenances be*'

come more visibly risibje, and termU

nite in what we usually call a horse.

laugh i no man quarrels with Pruslia

for playing on the (Use; but absolute

as that prince may be, if the instru*.

ment was to play on him, not o*Wt

his loving subjects, but all nstore

would burst into an horse-laugh. How*

ever ridiculous any man mny appear,!

that so reverses the common sense ami

reason of. things,, a* jo suffer un instruU

ment
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merit, civil, or political, to play upon

him, yet instances of this kind have

happened in all ages. Shaftstmry, at

■whom ray motto is pointed, was one

of these instruments. He first played

on his masters, the commonwealth,

and next on his sovereign ; who was

16 good-natured as to let him play all

the game through -. and then to con

vince him, that, when a prince pica-

fad, he could reverse the objects, and

that not all his heads and intrigues

•were a match for his master. So may

it be again with any, who has more

heads than a beast in vision i Revela-

lation may produce revolution, and a

happy variation of objects make the

poeple once more smile.

\Polit. Kfj.]

Of the tiecejsity of a neiu Place-Bill.

IT is an old and a just observation,

that every production of nature and

of art must, some time or other, come

to a period ; and that death is una

voidable to the political as well as to

the animal body. Some governments,

it is true, like some men, are more

durable and longer lived than others ;

owing either to the strength of their

original constitution, or to the wisdom

of those who are intrusted with the ad

ministration. But still it may be ad

mitted a general maxim, that all go

vernments without exception, and tree

governments sooner than the rest,

must finally perish. Have not Rome

and Athens, and Sptirta perished ?

And can England expect to be exempt

ed from afate,which has been the com

mon lot of every other government ?

Many, it must be owned, and "various

are the dangers which threaten the

dissolution of our free constitution ;

but of these, the great number of

Slarsmen in the house of commons, is

y far the most alarming.

It is wisely remarked by the famous

baron Montesquieu, that " when the

legislative and executive powers are

united in the fame person, or in the

same body of magistrates, there can be

no liberty; because apprehensions may

arise, left the fame monarch or senate

mould enact tyrannical laws, to exe

cute them in a tyrannical manner."

Now if it mould appear, that, as the

house of commons has been for some

time constituted, the legislative and

the executive powers in this kingdom

June

have been United in the same My of

magistrates, or in thefame senate, 1 Hull

leave every reader to draw the conclu

sion. But first I must observe, that

I take it for granted, that every place-

man, whether in the army, the navy,

or in any other department under the

government, belongs to executive

power ; a concession which, I imagine,

will not be refused me, as it is very

well known that all placemen are in

tended to assist the sovereign in carry

ing the laws into execution.

This point being settled, I would

desire the reader to examine a list of

the members of the late house of

commons, and fee whether there were1

not a majority of them placemen;

and if not, whether that is not likely

to be the cafe in some future house or

commons; and when it is, I would

beg leave to ask him, whether the le

gislative and executive powers will not

then be united in the same body of ma

gistrates, or in the fame senate; and

whether, according to the opinion of

Montesquieu, our liberties will not

thereby be entirely destroyed ?

Our forefathers were so sensible of

the danger arising from this quarter^

that they pasted one, if not two place-

bills, incapacitating the officers of the

customs, the excise, the post and stamp

offices; in a word, every one in the

least concerned with the collection of

the taxes, from being cholen members

of parliament, or interfering by any

means in the choice of members of

parliament. These place bills were

perhaps sufficient then ; but they are

not sufficient now. The government

is every day becoming more complex,

more expensive, more full of places,

and these places more lucrative and

advantageous : So that I would affirm,

that there is a growing necessity feyr

successive place-bills; and that, if such

successive place-bills sliould not take

effect, the constitution must be ruined

by the very course os things, even

though the ministers (hould never be

guilty of one arbitrary act, or en

croachment upon our liberties. For

let us only suppose, wnat cannot- be

denied, that the places under the go

vernment are daily growing more nu

merous, and that no successive place-

bills are pasted, what mult be the con

sequence ? must it not follow, that a

majority of placeineu must at last get

into
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into the house ; and, if that once hap

pens, our liberties, it is manifest, are

irretrievably ruined.

How often it is necessary to pass such

place- bills, and how comprehensive

they should be, when palled, I will

not now take upon me to determine :

though, I think, there is one infalli

ble criterion for discovering the for

mer circumstance : and it is this, that

when it appears, that near one half

the members of the house os commons

are placemen, the necessity is evident,

the danger alarming, and the remedy,

if neglected, may come too late.

IPolit. Res-]

To the AUTHOR, (stc.

S I R,

HAVING lately heard the la

dies in general, which is too

often the topic of discourse, accused of

intemperance in their pleasures, and

particularly of being biassed by sensual

enjoyments to any purpose, I beg

leave, in contradiction to these con

fident assertions, from a letter I re

ceived some years since, to exhibit to

the world an example of suffering in

nocence and purity, in a lady, who,

far from being biassed by such mean

considerations, acted as became her in

a situation sufficiently critical to try

her innate sense of honour, and where

in she bravely supported the dignity of

her sex .

I am, &c.

Corke, Sept. 30, 1760.

" I was particularly charmed with

the appearance of a lady, whose name

1 conceal on account of the short sto

ry I am going to relate: Let it suffice

that I assure you every-body who

knows her allows her to be perfectly

well made, her limbs in the most deli

cate proportion ; her air graceful ;

her countenance modest, elegant, and

striking ; her conversation easy and

sensible; her manner polished and en-

£ag'°g- This amiable girl, who is

of a good family and has a moderate

fortune, was courted by one Sullivan

to whom (he gave very little encou

ragement ; but his visits being coun

tenanced by her mother, Ihe received

him with her natural cheat fulness and

good-humour. At length, urged by

the violence of passion, he broke into

her mother's house at the dead time of

.the night, and taking her forcibly out

June, 1768.
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os bed, carried her off, placing her

before him (almost naked) upon a

horse, in spight of her tears, outcries,

and resistance. The place he had

prepared for her reception was an old

unfrequented castle, about twenty

miles from Corke, in a desolate, un

inhabited part of the county of Li

merick; and here,' with the assistance

of some savage •vajsals, he satiated all

the rage of his brutal appetite. The

place of his retreat being found out,

the castle was invested by the sticriff of

the county, assisted by a party of the

army. Sullivan was actually fool

hardy enough to attempt to defend it,

and several stiot were exchanged,

without any person being hurt : The

place being at length taken by assault,

he endeavoured to make his escape

through a back-door, but was pursued

and taken. The unhappy lady was

found in a neighbouring field, conceal

ed in a kind of arbour, which had

been built for the purpose : She was

covered with leaves, had scarcely any

cloathing, and was half dead witli

fear, cold, fatigue, and ill-usage. She

had been conducted hither on the first;

approach of Lord L'lfle (who was)

then high-stseriff) and forbid to move

on pain of death. Sullivan was lodg

ed in Corke goal ; and an indictment

being found against him, he was tried,

convicted, and sentenced to be hanged:

A punishment which he afterward*

suffered, but which was greatly inade

quate to the flagrancy of his ciime.

Lord L'lfle attended the execution

in person, at the head of a regiment

of horse, to prevent a rescue which

was threatened. During the course of

the trial, Lord Chief Justice Caulfield,

with infinite benevolence and a warm

reprimand, over-ruled one of the pri

soner's council, who endeavoured to

throw this amiable woman into confu

sion, by a question both impertinent

and indecent. " Alk your own heart

(fays this good old man) if any-one

who had the feelings of honour, or

the least touch of compassion, could

ever think of putting such innocence

and so much beauty to the blustir"

Before sentence was pronounced on,

the prisoner, he begged leave to afic

the young lady one question, which was

this : Madam, matters bnve been carri

ed against me with a very high hand ;

they are now come to an extremity,

R r which
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which it is in your power to palliate :

If you will marry me, the court may

perhaps consider the cafe in another

light, and save my life." " Sir, (an

swered this injured woman, with a

spirit of resolution void of rancour

and free from bitterness) " if I loved

you to detraction, I would not stir

a step to save your life ; the punish

ment you are about to suffer will never

• restore my blasted honour, but it may

stand as an example for protecting

innocence hereafter from villainy."

Every considerate person must, I think,

applaud her resolution, and agree

with me in this sentiment, that her

image (hould be erected in the temple

of Virtue, as the guardian of the pri

vileges of her sex, and the scourge of

savage and illiberal passions.

I am, &c.

Os the Methods premised for taking tie

Wax and Honey, •without destroying the

Bees.

From Mr. Wildman's Treatise of the

Management os Bees, just published.

" Vi EMOVE (fays Mr. Wildman)

Jv the hive from which you would

take the wax and honey into a room

into which admit but little light, that

it may at first appear to the bees as- if

it was late in the evening. Gently in

vert the hive, placing it between the

frames of a chair, or other steady sup

port, and cover it with an empty

hive, keeping that side of the empty

hive raised a little which is next the

window, to give the bees sufficient

light to get up into it. While you

hold the empty hive steadily support

ed on the edge of the full hive, be

tween your side and your left arm,

keep linking with the other hand all

round the full hive from top to bot

tom, in the manner of beating a drum,

so that the bees may be frightened by

the continued noise from all quarters ;

and they will in oonsequence mount

out of the full hive into the empty

one. Kepeat the strokes rather quick

than strong round the hive, till all

the bees are got cut of it, which in

grneral will be in about five minutes.

It is to be observed, that the fuller

the hive is of bees, the sooner they

will have left ir. A« soon as a number

of them have gut into the empty hive,

it should be rai.'id 2 little from the

lull on? that the btes may not con

tinue to run from one to the other,

but rather keep ascending upon one

another.

So soon as all the bees are out of

the full hive, the hive in which the

bees are must be placed on the stand

from which the other hive was taken,

in order to receive the absent bees as

they return from the field.

If this is done early in the season,

the operator mould examine the royal

cells, that any of them that have

young in them may be saved as well

as the combs which have young bee*

in them, which (hould on no account

be touched, though, by sparing them,

a good deal of honey be left behind.

Then take out the other combs, with

a long, broad, and pliable knife, such

as the apothecaries make use of. The

combs mould be cut from the sides and

crown as clean as possible, to save the

future labour of the bees, who must

lick up the. honey spilt, and remove

every remains of wax ; and then the

sides of the hive (hould be scraped

with a table-spoon, .to clear away

what was left by the knife. During

the whole of this operation, the hive

(hould be placed inclined to the fide

from which the combs are taken, that

the honey which is spilt may not daub

the remaining combs. If some combs

were unavoidably taken away, in

which there are young bees, the parts

of the comb in which they are should

be returned into the hive, and secured

by (licks in the best manner possible.

Place the hive then for some time up«

right, that any remaining honey may

drain out. If the combs are built in

a direction opposite to the entrance,

or at right angles with it, the combs

which are the furthest from the en

trance are to be preferred ; because

there they are best stored with honey,

and have the fewest young bees in

them.

Having thus finished taking the wax

and honey, the next business is to re

turn the bees to their old hive j and

for this purpose place a table covered

with a clean cloth near the stand,

and j[ive the hive in which the bees

are a sudden fluke, at the same time

striking it pretty forcibly, the bees will

be sliaken on the cloth. Put their

own lnve over them immediately,

i ailed a little on one side, that the

bees may the more easily enter, and,

when
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when all are entered, place it on the

stand as before. If the hive in which

the bees are, be turned bottom up

permost, and their own hive be

placed over it, the bees will immedi

ately ascend into it, especially if the

lower hive is struck on the sides to

alarm them.

A» the chief object of the bees,

during the spring and beginning of

the summer, is the propagation of

their kind ; honey, during that time,

is not collected in such quantity as.it

is afterwards ; and on this account it

is scarcely worth while to rob a hive

before the latter end of June ; nor U

it safe to do it aster the middle of

July, lest rainy weather may prevent

their restoring the combs they have

lost, and laying in a stock of honey

sufficient for the winter, unless there

is a chance ot carrying them to a rich

pasture.

When we have reviewed the various

means made use of, both by the an

cients and moderns, in taking honey,

it appears somewhat surprising that a

method so simple as the above did not

occur to them ; and especially that

M. de Reaumur did not think of ex

tending, to general use, what he had

frequently practised in the course of

bis experiments. It seems, he did

not reflect on -the effects of the fear

impressed on the bees by the con

tinued noise, and how subservient it

renders them to our wills: Indeed,

to such a degree that, alford them but

* quiet retreat, they will remain long

attached to any place they are settled

upon ; and will become so mild and

tractable, that they will bear any

handling which does not hurt them,

without the least stiew of resentment.

On these occasions, their only desire

seems to be a with to avoid such ano

ther disturbance as has reduced them

to their present forlorn state. A per

son who has familiarised himself to

bees can, by means of the pallion of

fear thus impressed upon them, and

by that dexterity in the management

of them, which can only be acquired

by practice ; I fay, such a person can,

in this situation, manage the bees as

he pleases.

Spectators wonder at my attaching

the bees to different parts of my body

(See our vol.1766, p.486. 546.) and wish

much to be possessed of the secret means

OF BEES.
3*5

hy which I do it. I have unwarily

promised to reveal it ; and am there-

sore under a necessity of performing

that promise: But, while I declare

that their fear, and the Queen, are

my chief agents in these operations, I

must warn my readers that there is an

art necessary to perform it, namely,

practice, which I cannot convey to

them, and which they cannot speedily

attain; and yet, till this art is attain

ed, the destruction of many hives of

bees must be the consequence ; at

every one will find on their first at

tempt to perform it.

Long experience has taught me,

that, as soon as I turn up a hive, and

give it some taps on the sides and bot

tom, the Queen immediately appears,

to know the cause of this alarm ; but

soon retires again among her people.

Being accustomed to see her so often,

I readily perceive her at the first

glance; and long practice has enabled

me to seize her instantly, with a ten

derness that does not in the least en

danger her person. This is of the

utmost importance; for the least in

jury done to her brings immediate de

struction to the hive, if you have not

a spare Queen to put in her place, as

I have too often experienced in my

first attempts. When possessed of her,

I can, without injury to her, or excit

ing that degree of resentment that

may tempt her to sting me, flip her

into my other hand, and, returning

the hive to its place, hold her there,

till the bees missing her, are all on

the wing, and in the utmost confusion.

When the bees are thus distressed, I

place the Queen wherever I would

have the bees to settle. The moment

a few of them discover her, they give

notice to those near them, and these

to the rest ; the knowledge of which

soon becomes so general, that in a few

minutes they all collect themselves

round her ; and are so happy, in hav

ing recovered this sole support of

their state, that they will long remain

in quiet in their situation. Nay, the

scent of her body is so attractive of

them, that the slightest touch of her,

along any place or substance, wilj

attach the bees to it, and induce them

to pursue any path she takes.

My attachment to the Queen, and

my tender regard for her precious

life, makes me most ardently wish

K r ar that
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that I might here close the detail of

this operation, which I am afraid,

when attempted by unskilful hand;,

will cost many of their lives ; but

my love of truth forces me to de

clare, that by practice I am ar

rived at so much dexterity in the

management of her, that I can, with

out hurt 10 her, tie a thread of silk

round her body, and thus confine her

to any part in which she might not na

turally vrisli to remain : Or I some

times use the less dangerous way of

clipping her wings on one fide."

To the P R I N T E R, fife

IS E N D you an extract of a letter

from Algernon Sidney, to Henry

Savile, ambassador in France, with a

note relating to it, as they appear in

the last edition of A. Sydney's works.

When those works were published,

1763, the Monthly Reviewers observ

ed upon the note, " We cannot now

indeed aik where is the law, where is

the authority for guards ? But we

have known it annuaily debated, the

necessity of them. Of late, however,

the point, alas ! seems to be given

up." I am. Sir,

Pro Repvelica semper.

Runing Mead, June 5.

" —The next important point like

ly to be pursued, is to prosecute the

last weeks vote, that all theforces noiu

in England, except the trained bands,

nuere kept up contrary to law ; and tho'

it wA objected, that the king's guards

and the garrisons of Portsmouth and

other places would be included ; it was

answered, that Kings governing justly

according to law bad no need oj cuito-

dia corporis ; and that it was better

to have no garrisons at all, than such

as were commanded by Legge, Holmes,

and their peers."

[Sir Robert Atkins, in his remarks

on Lord Russell's indictment, wherein

the attempting to seize and destroy the

king's guards, nvas laid as an overt all

oj treason. "The guards, what guards?

(Cays lie) what or whom does the law

understand, or allow to be the king's

guards, for the preservation of his

person? Whom (hall the court that

tried this noble lord, whom (hall the

judges of the law that were then pre

sent and upon their oaths, whom shall

they judge or legally understand by

these guards ? They never read of

IOCS Notj, June

them in all their law books. There is

not any statute law that makes the

least mention of any guards. The

law of England takes no notice of any

such guards; and. therefore the in

dictment is uncertain and void.

The king is guarded by the special

protection of Almighty God, by whom

he reigns, .and whose vicegerent he is.

He has an invisible guard, a guard os

glorious angels.

Non eget mauri jaculis, nee arcu,

Nee •venenatis gravidaJ'agittis

(crede,) pbaretra.

The king is guarded by the love of his

subjects, the next under God, and tbi

surest guard. He is guarded by the

law and the courts of justice. The

militia and the trained bands are his

legal guard, and the whole kingdom's

guard. The very judges that tried

this noble lord, were the king's guards,

and the kingdom's guards ; and this

Lord Russell's guard against all erro

neous and imperfect indictment, from

all false evidence and proof, from all.

strains of wit and oratory misapplied

and abused by council.

What other guards are there ' We

know of no law for more. King Hen

ry VII. of this kingdom, as history

tells us, was the first that set up the

band os pensioners. Since this, the

yeomen of the guard. Since them,

certain armed bands, commonly now-

a-days, after the French mode, called

the king's life guard, rid about, and

appearing with naked swords, to the

terror of the nation; but where is the

law ? where is the authority for

them ?"

See Parliamentary and Political

Tracts, by Sir Robert Atkins,

Lord Chief Baron of the Exche

quer. ]

Dublin- Castle, May 17.

TH I S day his excellency the Lord

Lieutenant went in state to the

house of peers, and gave the royal as

sent to several bills.

And then his excellency was pleased

(o make a speech to both houses of

parliament, which is as follows :

My lords and gentlemen,

np H E advanced season of the year,

and the extraordinary length of

your attendance, make it necessary for

you to return to your several countrie*

as soon as possible.

Amongst
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•Amongst tlie many good laws which

liave been pasted, it was with particu

lar satisfaction that I gave the royal

assent to that tor limiting the duration

of parliaments: His majesty's graci

ous condescension to his subjects, in

that instance, calls for the warmest re

turns of gratitude and affection ; and

I trust it will be productive of the

most substantial and permanent advan

tages to the kingdom in general.

Gentlemen of the house of commons,

I am commanded to thank you, in

his majesty's name, for the supplies

which have been granted to support

the present establishment ; and, you

may be assured, they (hall be applied,

with the utmost frugality, to the pur

poses for which they were intended.

My lords and gentlemen,

That the inconveniencies, which

unavoidably attend a general election,

may be as little felt as possible, his

majesty, in his paternal goodness,

hath commanded me, with all conve

nient speed, to dillolvethe present par

liament, and to issue writs for calling

a new one as soon as the usual and

constitutional course os proceedings in

like cafes will permit.

But his majesty will not put an end

to this parliament, without having

first thanked you for the many emi

nent proofs which you have given

him of your inviolable fidelity and at

tachment to his person, family, and

government : Nor can his majesty in

the least doubt of receiving fresh marks

of the fame affection, loyalty, and

zeal, in the choice of representatives

at the next general election.

I recommend it to you, most ear

nestly, that, by your example and

authority, you do, in your several sta*

tions preserve that good order, and

due execution of the laws, so peculiar

ly necessary at this time.

And that you do by your firmness

and prudence, discountenance the re

peated attempt*, which have been

made by false representations, to alie

nate the affections of the people j to

fill their minds with groundless jealou

sies; and stir upunjult complaints.

I return you my warmest acknow

ledgments for the very honourable and

obliging manner in which you have

e xpressed your approbation of my

conduct, and I desire you will be assu

red that my best endeavours (hall, up

on every occasion, be uniformly and

strenuously exerted to promote the in

terest and prosperity of Ireland.

And then the Lord Chancellor de

clared, that it was his excellency

the Lord Lieutenant's pleasure,

That this parliament be pro

rogued to the 14th day of June

next ; and the parliament was ac

cordingly prorogued to the i+tU

day of June next.

Dublin-Castle. Bythe Lord-Lieutenant-

General and General Governor of

Ireland,

A PROCLAMATION.

TOWNSHEND,

WHEREAS his majesty hath signi

fied unto ns his royal pleasure, that the

present parliament of this kingdom,

which now stands prorogued to the

fourteenth day of June next, be forth

with dissolved.

We the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,

in obedience to his majesty's com

mands, do publish and declare that the

said parliament be, and accordingly

the said parliament is hereby dissolved.

And the lords spiritual and temporal,

and the knights, citizens, and burges

ses of the house of commons, are dis

charged from their meeting and atten

dance on the said 14th day of June

next.

Given at his Majesty's Castle of Dub

lin, the 28th day of May, 1768,

By his majesty's command,

Frederick Campbell.

God lave the King.

THE BRITISH THEATRE.

WHENEVER a new performance

of the dramatic kind makes

its appearance, there is scarce an indi

vidual who has the least pretension to

literary taste, that is not desirous of

knowing something about the fable on

whicu tt is built, and the reception

which it meets from the public ; and

indeed when we consider the infinite

pains which are necessary in the pro

ductions of the theatre, when we re

flect upon the exquisite nicety with

which the various parts of such a

work must be put together to form one

capital
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capital whole, the solicitude which we

(hew about theatrical pieces is highly

natural ; a good play is universally al

lowed to be an extraordinary effort of

genius, and it is also universally al

lowed that nothing has so strong a

tendency either to contribute to our

entertainment, or to promote our in

struction.

During the course of the last month

Mr. Foote has exhibited a new piece

at his theatre in the Haymarket with

very great success, under the title of

Ibc Devil upon two Sticks. It must be

allowed, that in this performance the

probability of plot is very little attend

ed to, and that no extraordinary re

gard is paid either to the diction or

the sentiment—but at the same time it

mutt be confessed, that the produc

tion in question is replete with plea

santry, and that it is admirably

calculated to exercise our risible facul

ties, if we may not compliment it with

any extraordinary power to improve

our understandings.—Mr. Foote, how

ever, is a genius of a particular na

ture, and as the public never require

more than a laughable entertainment

at bis hands, his writings are not to

be examined with the unrelaxing brow

of critical severity. — The principal

persons and performers are

The Devil, Mr. Foote.

Invoice, Mr. Maboon.

Last, Mr. Weston.

Sir Tho. Maxwell, Mr. Gardiner.

Apozem, Mr. Castle.

Julep, Mr. Morgan.

Dr. Saxafras, Mr. Aickin.

Miss Harriet, "1

daughter to Sir (Miss Edwards.

Tho. Maxwell, J

Mist Maxwell, Sir 7 MrS.Csln&,r.

Thomas s filter, i

The scene of this piece in the first

act is Madrid, in the second and third

k is laid in London.—The plot, if it

enn be called a plot, is this: Sir

Thomas Maxwell is the English consul

at Madrid," and has a daughter (Har

riet) who is secretly in love, and car

ries on a clandestine correspondence

with Invoice, a merchant's clerk

Sir Thomas, who suspects the affair, is

justly offended at his daughter's indis-

trction, and being informed, that the

June?

young fellow is actually in her room,

prepares to chastise him for his info,

fence, and threatens to confine Miff

Harriet in such a manner, as shall ef

fectually put an end to their courtship.

—Her aunt, however, who is a staunch

friend to liberty, condemns the tyran

nical part she fays he is acting, tells

him that Harriet is a free-born Eng

lishwoman, and declares the girl it

perfectly right in resisting every ap

pearance of his arbitrary govern

ment Sir Thomas in vain expos

tulates with her on the manifest dif

ference between the prevention of a

daughter's misconduct, and the in

fraction of a fellow- subject's freedom ;

the patriotic declaimer continues her

public- spirited mode of argument,

and teizes her brother in such a man

ner, that Invoice has time to make hit

elcape with Harriet, out of a window

into an adjoining house, before Sir

Thomas can force open the room.

The house into which the loveri

make their escape is a cliymist's,

where, upon their entrance, they are

alarmed with the voice of a prisoner,

who calls out to Invoice for assistance,

and tells him he is corked up in a

large bottle. Invoice breaks the bot

tle immediately, and the prisoner ap

pears to be the Devil upon two Sticks,

who has been confined to his glassy

habitation by the chymift, the master

of the house.—On the Devil's enlarge

ment a very whimsical conversation

takes place upon the law, but, it be

ing necessary for the lovers to remove

out of Sir Thomas's reach, the De

vil, as a return for the service he hat

received, conveys them in a few mi

nutes to England.—This terminates

the first act.

THE SECOND

Opens with the Devil informing In

voice and Harriet of the late dissen

sions between the physicians of Lon

don.—In the course of this informa.

tion he tells them, that there is to be

a grand meeting of the college, imme

diately, at Warwick-lane, and that

he himself is to personate the president.

Aster this, Last, a shoemaker, is in

troduced, who acquaints the Devil,

now inthe character of a physician, that

he is the seventh son of a seventh son,

that he practises medicine with great

success in the country, and that he is

going
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going to the college to obtain a licence

for the more regular exercise of hU

abilities—concluding his information

with an account of having opened a

gentleman's artifice with his lancilot,

who lately dropped down in a fit of

perplexity, and asserting that this mode

of practice is infinitely better than

bleeding in the jugglers.

IN THE THIRD ACT

The licentiates make their appear

ance, and consult in what manner the

college may be belt attacked. After

which the scene changes to the college,

where the Devil sits president, and

Last is elevated on a stool, to under

go a regular examination.—Among

other questions it is asked, How a

tooth-ach is to be cured——to this

he replies, by pulling cut the tooth.

The president sagely observes, that the

method indeed is a radical one-—and

then enquires how he would remove a

pain in the bowels Last answers,

by applying a hot trencher to the part

affecled, but that if this application

should prove ineffectual, he would ad

minister a vomit and a purge. The

president highly applauds the practice,

and observes, that when a disorder

has gained possession of any particular

part, it is the business of a wife phy

sician to open both doors, as the spee

diest way of dillodping the enemy.—

In this whimsical strain Last finishes

his examination, to the great satisfac

tion of the coltege, and is presented

with a very ludicrous licence by the

clerk.

The business which the fellows next

enter upon is the insurrection of the

licentiates, who, as the president is in

formed by various messengers, have

attacked the college in form.—The

president gives spirited orders for re

pulsing the assailants, but before vic

tory has declared herself On either fide,

a subpœna in the form of a manifesto

arrives from the licentiates, and the

battle is adjourned to be finally deter

miner! in Westminster-hall. — -The on

ly circumstance now remaining is to

provide some probable means of sub-

3*9

sistence for Invoice and Harriet.—

The obliging; Devil finds himself un

der a necessity of returning to the

magician at Madrid, and therefore

can only assist them with his advice-—

however, after proposing several expe

dients, he, at last, proposes that they

should try their fortunes as performers

at the theatre in the Hay-market, and

fays there can be no doubt of their

succeeding, if the public shews them,

but half the indulgence with which

they have been generously pleased to

honour the manager.

Thus ends this almost utterly uncon

nected, y*t highly entertaining med

ley ; in our opinion it is equal to

any of Mr. Foote's productions in this

way, and we are particularly pleased,

that notwithstanding several of the

characters are drawn from real life,

there is nothing malignant in the pic

tures.—The republican lady, who it

designed for a celebrated female histo

rian, the president of the college, and

the Irishman, the Quaker, and the

Jew among the licentiates, are all well

known, and form a contrast inconceiv

ably diverting. Upon the whole,

Mr. Foote seems extremely fortunate

in the present production, which in

constantly exhibited to a very full

house.—- Yet we are apprehensive that

some os his methodistical enemies will

attack him on account of the catastro

phe, and tell him that none but a De

vil indeed would advise people to go

upon the stage. -With regard to

the merit of the performers, it is but

justice to allow it considerable.—*

Mr. Foote is himself entitled to great

applause in the various disguises he

puts on.—Mr. Weston, in Last, is ini

mitable, and if we may judge from

the little specimen which Mils Edwards

gives of her abilities, we venture to

pronounce that (he will one day prove

an acquisition to the theatre.—We

cannot conclude this account without

mentioning that a new tragedy is

preparing for representation at Mr.

Foote'i of which we (hall i»ive as ear

ly an account as possible to our

readers.

SAND V.
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A favourite new Scotch Air, sung by Mrs. BADDELYat I'auxhall.

Set to Mustek by Mr. Potter.
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Not ill the lads I daily see

With Sandy, can compared be t

He is the most accomplish'*) youth.

Ft virtue, innocence, and truth :

His locks are as the raven black

In flowing riijgleu down his back j

With rosy cheeks *nd face so neat,

And coral lipi which kiss so sweet.

His cot is seated tiy a mill,

.Adjoining to a ehryslal rill ;

Upon whose verdant margin creep,

(So sweet to view) his flock of sheep :

Next Easter day 'lest ill betide,

He 'as promis'd 1 shall be his bride}

Among the swains alas how fewy

Like Sandy ate so kind and true.

POETICAL ESSAYS.

O* bil nvn BIRTH-DAY,

I'y tbt httt Hawkins. Browne, Esq;

NO W fix and thirty rapid years are fled,

Since I began, nor yet begin, to live)

Painful reflection ! to look back, I dread,

What hope, alas! can looking forward

give !

Day urges day, and year succeeds to year,

While hoary age steals unperceiv'd along ;

Summer is come, and yet no fruits appear

My joys a dream, my works an idle song.

Ah me ! I fondly thought, Apollo shone

With beami propilioul on my natal hour ;

Fair was my morn, but now at highest noon

Shades gather round, and clouds begin to

low'r.

Yes, on thy natal hour, the Cod replies,

I Ihone propitious, and the Muses fmil'd;

Blame not the pow'rs, they gave thee wings

to rise, [guil'd.

But earth thou lov'ir, by low delights be-

Possessing wealth, beyond a poet's lot,

Thou the dull track of lucre haftpreferr'd,

For contemplation sorm'd and lofty thought,

Thou meanly minglest with the vulgar herd.

True Bards, select and sacred to the Nine,

Listen not thus to pleasure's warbling lays j

Nor on the downy couch of ease recline,

Severe their liver, abstemious are their days.

Oh ! born for nobler ends, dare to be wife,

'Tis not e'en now too late, assert thy claim;

Rugged the path, that leads up to the skies,

But the fair guerdon is immortal fame.

On a Fit is tbt Gout,

By the Same*

WHEREFORE was man thus sorm'd

with eye sublime,

With active joint! to traverse hill or plain,

But to contemplate nature in her prime,

Lord of this ample world, his fair domain?

Why on this various earth such beauty pour'd,

But for thy pleasure, man, her sov'reign lord ?

Why doeB the mantling *ine her juice assurd

Nectareous, but to cheer with cordial tafe?

Why are the earth and air and ocean Aor'd

With beast, filli, fowl j if tot for man's

repast ?

June, i j 68,

Yet what avails to me, or taste or fight,

Exil'd from every object of delight?

So much I feel of anguish, day and night

Tortur'd, benumb'd ; in vain the fields to

range

Me vernal breezes, and mild funs invit>,

la vain the binquet smokes with kindly

change

Of delicacies, while on every plate

Pain lurks in ambush, and alluring fate.

Fool, not to know the friend'y powers create

These maladies in pity to mankind s

These abdicated realon reinflate

When lawless appetite usurps the mind ;

Heaven's faithful centries at the door of bliss

Plac'd to deter, or to chastise excess.

Weak is the aid of wisdom ta repress

Passion perverse1; philosophy how vain \

'Gainst Circe's cup, enchanting forcere's;

Or when the syren sings her warbling strain.

Whate'er or sages te-*ch, or bards reveal,

Men still are men, and learn but when they

feel.

As in some free and well- pois'd common

weal

Sedition warns the rulers how to fleer.

As storms and thunders, ratling with loud

peal,

From noxious dregs the dull horizon clear i

So when the mind imbrtites in floth lupine.

Sharp pangs awake her energy divine.

Cease then, oh cease, fond mortals to rep'ne

At laws, which Nature wifely did oroain j

Pleasure, what is it? rightly to define,

"Tis but a Ihort-liv'd interval from pain s

Or" rather, each, alterna;ely renew'd,

Give to our lives a sweet vicissitude.

PROLOGUE, sfcktn by Mr. Power. t, tt

Ibi Clofitg of the Ibtatrt Royal in Covent-

Garden, on Sjtuidav, June 4, being tbt

/Innivirs-iry of bil Majtfist Birib-Dny.

Writtm ty GEORGE COLMAN.

LE T us, 'ere yet we sinilh our career,

And close the labours of the citcling

year,

Due homage to our royal master par,

And hul with plaudits this auspicious day I

His biith diftinguiih'd rhi; illustrious mc/n 1

His birth, who ooasla be tuai a Britcn bom.

S s ' Tyrant!
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Tyrants, whose vassals tremMe and obey,

Feel the poor-triumphs ot despotic sway:

The hated sovereign with inpertous awe,

Issues his edicts, and rrocla m* them law ;

While sup rllmon grim aid savage maii,

Rivets the cruel feturs law has made.

Empire like this a Dr ti h king disdains :

O'er a free nation, which he loves, he reigntj

The monarch's pow'r upholds the people's

right,

And liberty and loyalty unite.

Thrice hippy Butain, en whose se*-giit

isle, " [faille t

Freedom and commerce, guardian-angelr,

O may each subject with his monarch prove

The virtuous raptures of his country's leve !

Hail, Ike his king, each hippy native morn;

And bjast, like hurt, he ivas a iritnis barn !

A SONG, lifib CHORUS, as Jung

at Rakzlagh, 1 7 jS.

A Truce wiih elections and politicks too,

Wh.-t have we with their bustle and

nonsense to do ?

This come was the temple of concord designed;

Of innocent mirth and of pleasure refin'd,

And I am a priestess attending the tar.e,

And will not be call'd to ih - office in \ain.

Come, come then away, ye youni; and ye gay,

Set joy on the wii.g, sot what month in the

spring

Is so lively and merry as May >

Chorus. Come, come then away, Arc

Hail season delightful, by poe:s renown d,

With king-cups and snow-drops and daffodils

crown'd !

Sweet May ever sm'l'ng, whose presence in

spires

Ail nature with tender and chearsul desires ;

Come, mother or laughter and Jove, come

along,

And all thy sot influence join to my song!

And come, comcaway, ye voung and ye gay.

Set joy on the wing, tor no month in the

spring

Js'so lively and merry as May.

Cberut. And come, come away. Sec.

Cast your eyes ail arou: d, look above and

below, [a beiu: j

Every bush is in blossom, dress'd out like

The birds rill with music the trees and the

bowjrs, [sl.iw'isj

While earth 'sveHantcoat is etnSroider'd with

The fun with new lufirc appeals on his car,

And at eve the fair atmosphere brightens

each star.

Come, come then away, ye young and ye gay,

Set joy on the wing, Jor no month id the

luring

Is so l.vely and merry j9 M;y.

Chows. Come, come then away, .Vc.

Take the hint frem those object), both wo

man and man,

And imitate nature a< close as you can :

She sr.iles, and (lie drcllcs, a lesion to you,

Ye youth and ye fair, and cries out do so too,

Te chearsul, good-humoui'd, call forth every

I"", [is the place.

And when y«u would (hew yourselves thi«

Come, come tl;en away, ye voting ard ye gay,

Set joy on the wing, lor what month in the

spring

Is so lively and merry as May ?

Chcrui. Come, come then away, &c

Oa opining SriiMC-GaiMKi, Va n X -

HAIL, I76S.

I.

HERE Flora's temp'e seem'd to shine,

When Handel's strain! were heard di

vine,

And Hayman's pencil seem'd to glow ;

When Wright, sweet syren! with her long.

All captivating, could prolong

The hour or joy, and banisli woe.

II.

Then round this fair Eiyfian spot.

Near Handel's deme, and Milton's grot,

The lyric and the vocal sounds

In concord sweetly were combin'd ;

The graces with the msses join'd :

But now the; cea'e thtir festive rounds.

HI.

Why, Pleasure, dost thou droop thy head ?

" The gen'rous Tyerr, alas ! is dead.

The patron of the Mutes train."

Why, H.irmony, dost thou repine?

" Will tuneful Arne no more te mine,

To grace this spot with music's strain ?'*

LOVE ard RESOLUTION.

ji tttw Cantata.

Sung ly Mr. Lowe. The Hrords ly Mr.

Boyce.

Rxcit ATI VI,

TH E month was May, the birds began

to sing,

The vallrys laugh, and Flora's beauties spring j

Up rose the sun, like happy bridegroom gi* ;

All nature smil'd to greet ti.e new-born day;

W-hen Damon drove his rteecy care along,

Peace warm'd his heai t, content in'pii'd bil

long.

Am.

Whence the csres ot busy life.

Gloomy thought, ar.d inward strife ?

Some at wild ambition aim,

Oihers pant for wealth arid fame ;

Or for beauty rave ana sgh,

Lit 'em do so :—What caie I ?

Rr.cn.

Cupid, whose pow'r s triumphant o'er the.

dind [Mind,

Who ne'er was deaf, tho' poet'? paint him

Attentive heard the <"cic sl.epheid's strain,

Rcsolv'd to prove philosophy was vain ;

Just had he spoke when DlIii struck his

sight,

Delia 1 ke Tallas \<-irc, like Ve-us brrcht ;

He gaz'd, he paiu'd, iflotilVd at her charms,

And thus contest the force us Jove's alarms.

5 An.
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Air.

Shall the heat* that has vow'd to be free,

ii: entangled by beauty at last ?

Ah ! we never the future can fee,

We know o ly the present and past !

Ye gay shepherd*, deride not my flame,

For I Ii conquer i:s pow'r if I can ;

Qu/ck, as ''udden as lightning, it came,

And, ul.s, I'm no more than a man !

Recit.

His strain was pisos, pensive, solemn, flow,

HesootrTd himself, and sigh'd — It mast be lo.

Ai*.

Then he pluck'd up hit courage, and spake

to bit hearr,

To keep it divested of sorrow ;

Ne'er doub" si;nrl- thing, bat we'll manage

our pa t,

If we can, we'll be mirtied to morrow.

To a gay young Lady,

WHILE you, gay nymph ; in search of

pleasure rove

Thro' all the haunts of ga'lantry and love,

Make drefi \uur study, beauty all y:'ur care,

And -p!ace j <ur merit in a form that's fair j

Kefhct how frijl the transitory grac,

Which b*oo;ns in youth aid blossoms on a

face :

Ev'n tn<he spring of life your bloom is gon?.

And half your beauties fid at twenty-one j

What yet remain too quickly will decay,

1 he lilies droop, the rose* die away :

Soon from that form each transient charm

will A',

And ev'iy sparkle vanish from your eyej

While you, neglected, seek in vain to please,

Drag h'e a on,?, or pine in soie disease

AIjs, h«>w lost ! while thus you hccdlssi run

To certain woe, and seek, to be undone ;

S*iff, thro' the Cow'ry piths pf vice, pursue

Your preseri* joy, but future ruin too :

List's beter put thus gaily sport aW^y,

As passion prompts and pieasuce points the

way.

Pot what on please when z\\ desire is dead,

y«iur taste 01 joy, and ev'ry fense is fled?

What on fupooit the solitary hour.

When ev ry fading charm has lo'-t its pow'rj

The lonesome room without the wish d-for

guest,

The circling ghlTts an^l the midnight feast;

Wnen hcilth arid U-ac lo theu lait periods

t-uJ

And yoh're w tb^ut a lover or a friend ?

What vice sustv.ns, too feebly will sustain

O'd age, th.it comes with infamy and pain :

Virtue alone the siren support can g've,

Retrieve your fame and make your mem'ry

live :

More rta1 joy than piofpVous vice impart,

Snooth the knit brow, and chear the droop

ing heart.

Then fly, while yet you may, the fatal snare,

Aui tbiok that future hie is worth your

caic j

323

On a precarious gain no longer build.

But reap the fruits which industry will yield}

Learn to be p.'eas'd without the aid of ferffe,

Be bless "d v. uh health, with peace, and

competence.

On the Dtdtb j/YORICK.

WrITH wit and genuine humour to

difyel,

From the despond ng bosom, glooming care,

And hd rhe g'jsh n* tear, a: the sad ta.e

Of hapLfs love or fiii.il grie*, to flow,

From the su!l sympathising heart, were thine

These pow'rs, O Mime ! But now thy fate

demands [hearse,

(No plumage nodding o'er the emUazon'd

PfOtljiming honours, where no virtue shone)

But the fad tribute of the heart felt sigh.

What, though no taper cast its deaJly ray,

Or (he full chor sing requiems o'er thy tomb,

The humbler rjr cf us fnendsh p is not mute.

And poor M^rii, with her fi-thful kid,

Her <'.ubuin nesses t-ncicMy emwin'd

With oiive foluge, at the close of day

Shall chant her plaintive v.spe:* at thy

grave. , [night,

Thy /bade too, gentle monk, *mid awiul

Shall pour libations from its hiendly eye \

J*"or erst his sweet benevo ence bestow'o

Its generous pity, and bedew'd with tears

The sod, which rested on thy aged bieast.

Temple, March iJt My Eyi.

Lines, applicable to tie Dearb of W. Allen,

juti, sr^m a Versification of Part of the §tb

ii't.&i.o/'Td.'machus.

SO M £ sieicc infernal hand sure struck the

b'ow j low •

Which lain that early flow's of manhood

Breathless and pale the youth all prostrate lay,

While stream t of gotc tie copious wound be

tray j

Then all the springs of . iife their course for

bore,

And left their mazy rounds— to run no more:

Thole living orbs, or.windows of the foul,

Now, dial with death, in vain cllay to roll,

Hjli-.hui, they view with pa.n the pow'rlul

light.

Eclipse, and fade in everlasting night ;

H. 6 quiveiing i.mbs With mo.tai anguish

.stretch'd,

Then, last, a foul-expiring sigh he fetch'd.

So in the vernal fielJ a l»lly grows,

Whole virgin *»hiie out-vies the wintry

. snows j

The morn presents it ii) its blooming pride,

Gay, sweet and spark hng a* a youthful br.aej

E'er noon arrives, by some rash hand, 'mtom,

Wjiuss loss the fad surviving siller* mourn

T. S.

E P I C R A M.

SURE justice now is at a» end ;

For how can power go further ?

Since Englishmen are krpt in Uyl !

And Scotchmen 1 b-iii'd for munher !

Sn ExTlMroaf.
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Extim'OXi. By a Ytutb at School.

TH E law m" bail, without much blame

Where murder's, bit suspected ;

Sot no just jud^e, will bail] for shame,

Impiety convicted !—

.as Conundrum, by ibt fame By.

TO the Devil'i delight—if you'll pin a

vast store,

Os that which the men of most merit abhor :

\Viih a vice, which false liberty ever attends;

Adi that, on which butcher for living de

pends,

To these a disease, which springs out o' hell,

And the devil's first name, you 11 a devii ex

cel !

Their initials combin'd will present a

worse evil, [DVvil!

Than a Ward, or a Waters, a Charuei, or

ODE fir ib, KING'S BIRTH DAY.

By W. Whitihud,' Esj; ptet laareat.

PREPARE, prepare your songi of praise !

The genial month returns again,

Her annual rites when Britain pays

To her own monarch of the main.

Not on Phœnicia's bending there,

Whenoe commerce first her wings essay'd

And dar'J th' unUthom'd deep explore,

Sincerer vows the Tyrian paid

To that imaginary deity,

Who bade him bolily seize the empire of

the sea.

What tho' no victim bull be led,

His front with snow white fillets bound,

Nor fable chaunt the neighing steed

That issued when he smote the grcuod,

Our fields a living incense breathe :

Nor Libamis nor Carmel'f b.ow

To dress the bo\*er, or form the wreathe,

More liberal fragarce could bellow :

We too have herds and steeds, br.fi le the

rills [find hills.

That feed, and rove protected o'et a theu.

Secure, whilst George the scepter swayj,

( Whom will, whom interest, and whom duty

craws

To v-netate and patronise the laws)

Secure licr open front does freedom laise.

Secure the merchant ploughs the deep,

His we*Wh his own : Secure the swains

Amidll th-ii rural treasures sleep,

Lords of their little kingdoms of the plains.

Then to hi' day be honour given!

JAiy every cht-itest boon of heaven

His bright dLil.n.suisiVd leign adorn;

'Till, white as Britain's fleece. Old Time

frail sl-.ed

Hitfnpvn upon bit icverend head,

Ccromanding filial «»( tiom senates yet un«

bora,

Inscription in an Athcur.

COME, gentle air,—my bower in fcloorn

Returns the jesfi ine's breath for thine j

Returns the rose's fresh perfume,

And incense from the eglantine.

Come, gentle air !—but bring along,

While Sirius darts bis fiercest fire,

With thee the mule, with thee the song,

With thee the sweetness of the lyre.

When thou art gone, O gentle air !

And storms succeed thy balmy pow'r,

The lyre can charm, though winter tear

My tendrils, aud destroy my bow'r.

ATA BLE: Fro* Mr. Gat.

ATree, 'tis said, at Aylesb'ry grew,

As tall as oak, as tough as yew t

The woodmen saw, with envious eye,

His tufted glories rising high.

This tree, cry they, the rest will top,

And though we may not fell, we'll lop,

A thousand bills are strait prrpat'd ;

But soon they find the work too hard :

Unhurt it stood each founding stroke;

Their aims it tir'd, their tools it broke I

At 1-ngth one shook his wiser bead.

And thu;, his bill thrown by, he said,

" Ye fools, your labour vain toibear.

This tree deserves the woodenens care:

See how its friendly branches spread,

In sul ry suns to be a shade \

And when from driving rains you sty,

This ihclrer will be always nigh ;

Its growth with pleasure rather view,

It grows not for itself but yon."

TH E following is the inscription for the

pedestal of the grant, obcliflc, now

erecting in the pu lie market-place at Dere-

ham in the cojnty of Norfolk.

LlBZKTATI RtVHISClKTI

S.

Sejano adulatore sertentiionalj

Cladem Rcipublicae

meditante;

Genti Anglicana?,

cui maxime insensus erat,

per septem annos graviter incumbente j

R. optimum arroganti nini s facilcm

fallente, ludentc :

Piocercs eorrumpente ;

Amicitias pnmomm discindentej

Peste nusquam non grasfante j

Et, O rrm miram et incredibilem !

O Facinus inauditum !

Senatore fortissimo,

qui leges patrix labefactatas,

in Icipso violatas,

sumrna cum animi magnitudiHC]

fustentarit,

in Exihum misio,

amandato, prosetipto,

fe
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la tali tantoque rerum discrimine,

EDWARDUS A S T L E I U S,

Miles,

non a mliit'ne secreiioribns consili'u,

aut indomius catervis,

fed vir mo.-um integer, fed urbanuj,

fed ftrenuus,

cum strenuorum auxilio

Tempus egeiet perquam maxime,

Legatus in Senatum venit

NORFOLCIENSIS;

consentirntibus bonorum omrium sutfragiis,

renegante servo tanluro pecore,

universe populo plaudente,

OvANTE, TaiVMPHANTE.

Superbam hanc columnam,

in honorem familiae,

in memoriam tacti,

T-iBFRTATis Viodices acerrimi,

Ct virtutis publics? cultores incorrupt.ffimi,

CIV ES DEREAMENSES,

Una Vote

extrui voluerunt,

Anno MDCCLXVIII.

Ti the AUTHOR <f tht LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, April i, 1768,

AS coughs fr m caiching cold are so very

common, let me recommend the fol

lowing cheap and pleasant recipe, at a good

remedy tor recent ones, especially for infanta

and young persons.

Boil half a pound of honey : having skim

med it, throw therein one lemon with

peel anJ all, first cut into thin slices,

which boil till lender; towards the end

add two scruples of saffron clipped

small.

The patient is to eat seme of the peel, and

take a little of the syrup often to case and

cure the cough.

J. Cook.

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

THUR5DAY, April 28.

' T the anniversary feast of the

Small-pox -hospital, 722I. were

3 A S1 collected for that charity.

jf» jrtt Saturday, jo.

&dlFj£'3@( Three houses in front, and

* * six backwards, were consumed

by sire near Wnitechapcl church.

Monday, Maya.

Came on to be heard before his ho

nour the mailer of rhe Rolls, a cause

wherein the proprietors of the celebrated

opera of Love in a Village were plaintiff?,

and a primer, who had printed and pub

lished a pirated edition of the s.id opera,

was defendant ; when his honour was pleased

to make a decree in favour of the plaintiffs,

by granting a perpetual injunction, and obli

ging the defendant to account with the

plaintiffs for the profits of the whole number

printed, published, and sold by the defen

dant, although the opera was not, till after

the printing the pirated edition, catered at

Stationer's Hall.

Wednesday, 4.

Charles Pleasant;, commonly called Capt.

Plcasants, was executed at Derby for forgery.

Thursday, 5.

At the Rehearsal and feast of the font of

the clergy 905 1. 19s. id. wja collected.

Monday, 16.

At the anarversaiy sermon and feast of the

asylum 81I. 101. 3d. was collected.

Wednesday, 18.

Sir Robert Darling's coach-house and sta

ble* at Mile-End were consumed by light

ning.

Thursday 19.

About ten houses, with several outhouses,

warehouses, &c. were consumed by fire at

Dockhead, Southwafk.

Monday, »j.

Four houses were consumed by fire, at St.

Edmundlbury, Suffolk.

Wednesday, 25.

The grinding powder-mill at Ewell, in

Sutry, blew up, by which four lives were lost.

Thuxsday, 26.

Four houses were consumed by fire in Ber-

mondsey street, S uthwark.

Friday, 27,

Five or six houses were consumed by fire,

near the Ferry, Rotherhith.

The Rt Hon. I'ho. Harley, lord mayor of

Londjn, was sworn of the privy council.

Saturday, June 4.

An house was consumed by site in Ber-

mondsey street. Southwark.

Wednesday, 8.

This morning at eight, Mr. Wilkes was

brought from the prison of the King's Bench

to the court. The judges came about nine.

It had been mentioned the last term, that a

new argument was desired, and that new

ground might be taken for the reversal of

the outlawry. At the opening of the court,

Mr. Wilkea made a sljort speech, that he

v. as perfectly satisfied with the state cf tha

argument, as it was left by Mr. Serjeant

Olynn, that he did not mean to quit the firm

and solid ground on which it rested, and was

persuaded, from the justice of the court,

that his outlawry must be reversed. The at

torney-general then in support of the out

lawry
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hwry catered upon i very long argument,

to which no one ot Mr. Wilkes's council re

plied. The judges afterwards delivered their

opinions very fully, and were unanimous

that the outlawry was illegal, and must be

reversed. Their lordships differed al to ther

reason!, but all concurred in the reversal,

and the irregularity of the proceeding].

The attorney - general then demanded

judgement on the two verdicti. Mr. Wiikis

desired to avail himself ot several poin's in

arrest of judgement. He said, that when he

had the honour os appearing before that court

on the £oth os ApriJ, he had stated the case

os the .mention os the records at Lord Mans,

field's own bouse j that his Jurdstup had re

plied ; but that however I. is 1 jrdih p had

delivered only his own opinion : and the opi

nion of one judge, however distinguished, tor

great abili'y, was not the judgment of the

court, which he desired, and submitted to,

and begged that his counsel might argue

thit, and someo'.her points of importance. :-e-

Via! things wercafterwirc's mentioned hythe

attorney- general and by Mr. Willccs's counsel.

At last the court fixed n xt Tuesday to debate,

whether both verdicts ought not to be set

»fide on the objections as to the records

having been altered, and that the informa

tions were not filed by the proper officer,

but by the solicitor-general.

On the 9th in the afternoon Mr. Wilkes's

counsel and solicitor attended him at the

King's Banch prison, and settled tire farther

prec eiings against LordHalifax, which were

suspended by the outlawry.

TKuasoa>Y, 9.

No. 51 of the Noilh-Br ton was rend by

Mr. Bailow, cleric of the crown office, in

the curt sf King's Bench ; when Mr. de

Grey, his majesty's attorney-general moved

the court for a rule to thew cause why an

attachment should not issue aga'nst Mr.

Bin&ley, for purl shine the said paper, which

was albwed. O.i Friday the rule granted

againit him for the publication of Ni. 50,

was made absolute; and on Saturday tiie

rule against No. 51, was also made absolute,

and the attachment issued accordingly. On

Sunday Mr. Binglcy was committed to New-

gat*.

Satvbday, 11.

Great disorders were committed by the

coalhcavers (mostly Irish White Boys) on oc

casion of the sailors taking uoon them to per

form the wrrk they had refused (See p. ziy )

killing and maiming the litter, with whim

they had several desperate battles, and rob

bing and pillaging houses, &c. about

Sbadwell, where seven houses were burnt

down, about the fame time. On the twelfth

a party of the (uardt were sent to quell them,

when many of the ringleaders were taken

and committed to prison, 10 abirie tiie sen

tence of the law : More of these desperate

fellows have been since secured and peace

thereby restored in that part of the town,

(See p 127, 280.)

Was tried before the Right Hon. Lord

Mansfield, at Guildhall, the master of a lite

lock up-houle in Chancery-lane, on an in

active nr, for a conspirsry with a Middlesex

justice (since deceased) to eivtigle, kidnap,

and carry out of this kmgd>m several persons.

Jn the course of the evidence it appeared

thit great cruelties had been committed on a

man, unjustly confined there, by beating him

with the thick end of a hotie-vthip, &c. sod

afterwards carryiag him away, with many

others in the dead ot the night, under a

strong guard, on board a ship lying below

Gravsend, and on the clearest evidence was

found guilty. The whole of this iniquitous

and illegal proceeding was first brought to

light by the accident of one of those poor

unbappy wretches endeavouring to escape cut

os a garret window, and tailing lo the

ground one evening, just ai Mr. Gir.es was

passing by, who with great public spirit hat

very laudably taken much suini to bring this.

affair to l'ght, which was a scandal to huma

nity in a enristian country.

Tuesday. 14.

Orders were issued for the change of

mourning at court, on the rgth insia! t.

About halt past eight o'clock in the morn

ing Mr. Wilkes arrived at the court of

King's- Bench, .'WeAminiler-hall, and abo'it,

halt an hour after that time the judges came

into com, when the argumerts on the artest

of judgment, were en ered en, fcy Mr.

Attorney- General, Mr. Thurloe, and Sir

Fle'cher Ni.ror, on Leha'.f ot the rrjwn :

and by Mr. Setjeant Clynn, Mr. Recorder

of London, and Mr. Davenport, on the

part of the defendant. Mr. Serjeant Glynn

entered farther than he had betore done on

the improprieiy of the information being

filed by the Solicitor-Ccneial j bur the

court were so clearly of opinion the business

ot the Attorney-General (in cafe ot there

being a vacancy in that office) must neces

sity devolve on the Solicitor-General, that

i was judged needless to fay more on that

head. The whole that M . Wilkes then

had to avail himself os was the alteration of

the record ; which having been very learn

edly and elaborately canvassed, the court de

clared themselves fully of op nion, that the

alteration of tke record at the judges cham

bers was what they had an indispensable rght

to in the course of practise. Aster this

the informations against Mr. Wilkes were

ic-.d; and Lord Mansfield stored to the court

the evidence as it stood on the former trial ;

when Mr. Attorney-General andffitr Fletcher

Norton gave the r opinions in aggravation of

the cafe, and Mr Serjeant Glynn answered

in extenuation. Mi. Wilkes then desired

that judgment might be p. slid, but was told

tv at the court having hcaid the opinion- ..of

counc.l on bulb, sides, and some ma'erial

observations
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observations having Seen offered, it was ne

cessary to take these in*o consideration j'but

was assured that tho'igh, no day could then

fee fiicd for that purpose, no time would be

delayed to bring it to an issue,

Saturday, iS.

Orders were issued for the court's further

change of mourning, on Sunday the 26th.

In the morning about a quarter before nine,

Mr. Wilkes came into the court of KingV

bench ; and soon after, the court being fat

Mr. Justice Yates, after enlarging on the

malignant nature and dangerous tendency of

toe two publications of which Mr. Wilkej

had been convictsd, proceeded to pronounce

the judgment of the court : That for the re-

publication of the North- Britain, No. 45,

in Volumes, (of which two thousand crpies

had been printed for public sale J he should pay

a fine of rive? hundred pounds, and be impri

soned ten calendar months : And for publish

ing the Essay on Woman (of which only

twelve copies were printed for the private use

of so many particular friends) tlut he should

pay likewise a fine of five hundred pound*,

and be imprisoned twelve calendar months,

to be computed from the expiration of the

term of the former imprisonment : And that

be afterwards find security for his good beha

viour for seven years, himself to be bound in

the sum of a thousand pounds, and two sure

ties in five hundred pounds each—A writ of

error returnable before the House of lVrds

was af'erwards movtd for, in order to reverse

the judgment, on jecount of the alteration

of the record j and the court recommended

to the Attorney- General to grant it on the

first application.

In the evening, w« published in the St.

Jamts's Cnronic'e, Mr. VVilkei's addiess to

the genticmm, clergy, and freeholder of

the county of Middleiex.

Gentlemen,

AFTfcR every kind osoppofition from the

tool* of tnini.icrijl power, and every

hour of delay, which could be gained by the

chicane of law, I find m; self at last happy,

evei under this clay's severe sentence, that by

the unanimous determination of all the

judges of the cot j rt ot king's bench lam restored

to my birth-right, *o (he noble liberties ar.d

privileges of an Englishman. The 6ut-tcioryt

which is now reversed, has appeared clear

ly to be an act of equ-1 injustice and cruelty,

from the very beginning erroneous and illegal.

In the whole progress ofmin slerial vengCa tec

against me for several yeais, 1 have stievin,

to the conviction of all mankind, that my

enenres have trampUd on the laws, and been

actuated by tl.e spirit ot tyranny and arbi-

trary power. The gtn ral warrants under

which I wai first app-ehended, has been

judged illegal. The strsure ofmypapcrt was

condemned judicially.

The out-lawy, lo lang the topic of viru

lent abuse is &t lift declared lo have been

contrary to law ; and on the ground fir It

taken by my teamed counsel, Mr. Serjeant

Glynn, is formally reversed, It still remains

in this puol c cause that the justice of the na

tion should have pl*ce against the first and

great criminal, the late secretary of state.

Lord Halifax, not so much fur the poniia—

ment he has merited, as for example of ter

ror to any present or futuie m'mifler, who

might otherwise be tempted to invade the

sacred liberties of our country. I pledge my

self to you that my strongest efforts shall be

exerted to carry this through with a spirit

and firmness becoming an artair of national

consequence, yet without the smalJeA degree

of pnvaie rancour cr malice, which neither

my long and hard imprisonment, nor the

P«st provocations, (ball nuke me haibour

against any man.

After this tedious and harsh confinement,

I hope, genlemtn, to pass the rest of my

life a freeman among you, my countrymen j

and give me leave to declare, t.iat on every

emergency, whenever the rights of the peo

ple are attacked, I shalt be ready to stand for

ward, and to risk all for what is nearest to

my heart, the freedom of England, In this

glorious cause we are equally engaged. We

have only one common interest, thai of our

country, its laws and liberties, and, in

consequence, the preservation of our sove

reign and the Brunswick line. These

objects we will steadily pursue, and freedom,

stwll not perish among us, neither by the

treachery and corruption of miniflers, nor by

the fate of arms, while we remain men and

Englishmen.

I observe gentlemen, in the s, ecch of the

lords commirfioness at the opening of this

parliament/, that no matten of gentral bufir.est

a'C to c me on this frfi-on, Befure the

winter I be.; to be honoured with your com

mand? for the nerft fell. on on any points of

importance, which yru m^y judge proper to

be subm.tttd to the £re?t council of the na

tion, either respecting the kingdom in gene

ral, or our county in part cul.r. In all our

common concern* I en^rtat for myself jour

candour and inauleer.ce, of which I ieel that

I stand in great nted My views however

will be a-prjved by yoj, for they flu 1 be

publk-'pinttd, a-id in r.o instance felsisii or

pjrtial. I would nor sr a moment lie under

the suspicion of a mean, fiivjte, interested

plan of conduct, cr personal ambition. Ian

determined to remain entirely independent,

umerrupted, even un bussed in an improper

manner, and never to acceft from the crown

e.thcr place, pension, gruuit;> or emolu

ment of any xind. I will !<ve and die in

your service, a private gentlemai, perfectly

free, under no con'roll but the liwt, under

no influence but ycuts, ^ni I hops, by your

favour and kii.drel's, one of the representa

tives in parliament tor the county of Middle

sex, Oil iKi.si, tt.irii q..1> i expect thioufh

lite
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life the continuance of jrour support, a« well

as the favourable opinion of you, and all

other good men, the friends of liberty and of

my country.

1 am, with gratitude and esteem,

CtNT LtMtN,

Kinj's Bench Prison, Your faithful and

Sat. June 18. Obedient humH • servant,

John Wuuj,

Wxdnisday, is.

Sever.il old buildings were consumed by

fire, in Chick-Lane.

The fi.llowirg letter has been warmly at

tacked in Ihe .'ublic paper; :

ORDERS. PAROLE n Wandfworth.

7bc FillJ Officer ;n viairmf os the Foit-guttrdl

recti'ved jtjicrdiy the solUtuing Utter-

SIR, Office, May n, 176*.

HAVING la", d.iy rad the honour of

mentioning to the the behaviour of the

detachments from the several battalions of

Foot-guards, which hnvtr been lately em-

employed in assifling the civil magistrates and

preserving the public peace, I have great

plea'ure in informing you, that his

highly approves of the cor.Juct of both theof-

ficeis and men, and means t.iat his ap

probation should be communicated to them

through you. Employing the troops on so

disagreeable a service always gives me pain;

but the circumstances of the times makes it

necessary. I am persuaded they see that ne-

teffity, and will continue, as they have

done, to perform their duty with alacrity. I

beg you will be pleased to assure them, that

every possible regaid shall be (hewn to them ;

their zeal and good behaviour upon this oc

casion desetve it ; and in case any disagreea

ble circumstance (houh happen in the execu

tion of their daty, they shall have every de

fence and protection that the law can autho

rize, and this office can give, 1 have the

honour to be, fir,

Your most obedient,

And most humble servant,

B ,

rield-OfHcer in staff waiting for

the three regiments of foot guards.

Officers for guard on Saturday next,

Lieut. Col. Groyn, &c. &c.

By his majesty's (hip Dolphin, newly ar

rived from a voyage tound the world, we

hear that they have dilcovered a new island

in the South Seas, large, fertile, and ex

tremely populous. The Dolphin came to an

anchor in a fase, spaciout, and commodious

harbour, where Ihe lay about fix weeks.

From the behaviour of the inhabi'ants, they

had reason to believe st.e was the first and

only strip they had eversren.

The first day they came along side with a

number os canoes, in order to talie posses

sion os her ; there were two divisions, one

filled with men, and the other with women a

these last endeavoured to engage the atten

tion os our sailors, by expoung their beau

ties to the-r view, whilst the men from the

canoes threw gieat quantities of stones, by

which several seamen were hurt ; however,

as they bad no kind of weapons, they were

soon bear off, and a few vo.lics of fir all arms

obliged them to retire in g*eat contusion.

The day following a party well armed wsa

sent on shore with the watering caslu, and

our people at the top mast bead discovered,

by the help of their glasses, prodigious num

bers of the natives stocking from ail parts to

ward! the watering place, in order to fur-

round the party j upon which a signal waa

made tor them to come on board and leave

the watering casks. Th.s waa no sooner

done, than the D. lphin waa attacked by/

greater numbers than the day preceding,

which obliged them to have recourse to the

disagreeable necessity of firing some of their

great guns at them, chaiged with grape-mot;

and some guns with ball weie also sired up

the country, which knocked down some of

their houses, felled several trees, tec. and

struck them with such awe that they now

looked on our people as more than human,

since their houses could not shelter them,

nor distance uk: them out of the leach of

our shot.

They immediately (hewed the greatest de

sire of being at peace with us, and did not

seem to resent the killing a number os their

people, as they now appeared to be sensible

that we had only made use of those dreadful

engines against them, when their rashness

had forced us to it.

We took possession of the island in hit

majesty's name, and called it King George's

Land. It lies about twenty degrees southern

latitude.—During the remaieder of our stay

we continued to trade with the natives in

the most amicable manner, giving them nails,

buttons, beads, and trinkets, in exchange

for frefli provisions, which we were greatly in

want of.

The natives are in general taller and stouter

made than our people, and are mostly of a

copper colour, with black hair ; others are

fairer, especially the women, some of whom

were observed to be red-haited.— It does not

appear that they know the use of any one

metal whatever.—When the grape (hot came

among them, they dived after it, and

brought up the pieces of led. They swim

like filh, and can remain a long time under

water.—They were c loathed with a kind of

stuff made of the baric of trees, some red,

some yellow ; its texture resembles that of

coarse thick paper, and cannot resist wer.

Besides the large island there are several les

ser ones, which have been named Charlotte

island, Gloucester island, Boscawen Island,

KepptJ island, Wallace island, &c.

Mackerel, by the benevolent plan os Sir

Stephen
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Stephen Theodore! anlTen, bart. Chamberl.iin

of London, for offering premiums. See. have

been extremely plenty this momh, to the

great relief ot' the poor.

The honest old D— of N—, from the fol

lowing declaration which he ma ic t'other day,

seems to have a very different idea of a .-nob

from that which is entertained by some of

eiir present mighty men :

" 1 iove a mob (said be) 1 headed a mob

once myself. We owe the Hanover succes

sion to a mob."

And it it remarkable, that those who have

distinguished themselves so much lareJy .y unit

the mob, are the descendants of those very

persons who distinguished themselves former

ly against the Haaover tuccessim.

The council os the Antiquarian Society for

1768.

Bishop of Carlisle, president. Sir Joseph

AylolT, bart. F. R. S. Mr. Jonah Cole-

arooke, F. R. S. treasurer. Matthew Du-

ane, Esq; F. R. S. Jer. Miles, D. D.

F. R.S. Dean of Eitter. Thotoaa Morel),

• P. D, William Norris, A. M. sec. Sir T.

Sewell, knt. master of the Rolls. Gregory

Sharpe, L. L. D. F. R. S. master ot the

Temple. James Weft, Esq; F.R. S. Da

niel Wny, Efqi F. R. S Thomas Aflle,

Esq; F.R.S. Henry Baker, Esq; F-R.S. Hon.

Daines Harrington. A. C. Ducarell, LL D.

F.R.S.Eailot Litchfield. James f'arsoos.M.D.

F.R S. Earl of Shaftesbury. John Strange,

Esqj F. R. S. Sir John Eardley Wilmot,

-knt. L. C. J. of the Common Pleas. Ro

bert Weston, Esq; The Rev. Dr. Morrei is

chosen their secretary for correspondence in

foreign parts.

Pardons and rewards are offered for the

discoveiy of the writers of several incendiary

letters sent in town and country.

Great damage has been sustained in the

lower parts of Surry, by the late hail storms,

and lightning, which last did also consi

derable damage in Kent, and other parts

of the kingdom. In Herefordshire the hall

has almost destroyed all the fruit trees.

Five persona have received sentence of

death at Bristol.

An unusual instance of vegetation has

lately been discovered : In April Mr. Crisstp,

ot Long-Newton, applied to a neighbouring

surgeon at Yarm, for hit assistance in a case

of deafness, which he had periodically la

boured under from about the last harvest time

until Christmas last; but ever since Christ

mas hit disorder became so much increased,

ac to occasion him a total unremitting deaf

ness in one of his ears. The lurgeor, upon

examining the ear, found it filled with wax,

which he extracted, and at the bottom of

the cavity of the ear, he also found and ex-

' tracted a barley corn in a state of vegetation:

These causes being thus removed, and by

the help of a few gentle applications by the

June, 1, 68.

su'geon, Mr. Crissip, to hii great satisfac

tion, hath regained his former beating.

An earthquake happened at the beginning

of May, at Mjtham. in Craven, Yorkshire,

and at rttighly and Skipton, and through all

the North-wett of that county 1 Two flight

■hocks were also telt at Newcastle, and

other places.

In June, a farm house* at Cramond, in

Scotland, with ail the stock, were consu

meJ by fire.

On M.y 19, the general assembly of the

church ot Scotland met at Edinburgh 1 Earl

of Glasgow, high commissioner.

The 15th inst, the sheriffs, commons, and

cituens ot Dublin, drew up a petition to thei

lord mayor and aldermen of Dublin, desiring

their concurrence to a resolution they hid ta

ken to settle an.annual stipend of 300 1. per

annum on Dr. Lucal for his great services,

which was delivered to the town clerk, who

neglected to preleot it, though ih<: toutt was

then fitting. At a following meeting, the

mayor and aldermen, on a depuration being

sent to them from the sheriff"* and commons,

received for answer, that they had taken the

matter of the said petition into consitcratioa,

aod had disposed of' it. ' 1 . ■

The sheriffs and commons upon receiving

this vciy concise answer, came to the fol

lowing resolutions :

Resolved unanimously, That Dr. Charles

Lucas, our representative in parliament, if

highly worthy of the mark ot our die m,

prayed for in the foregoing petition, and they

sincerely lament that they are, ly the lord

mayor and board of aldermen denying their

concurrence, prevented from making the

same an act of assembly.

Resolved, That the sheriffs do wait upon

Dr. Charles Lucat, our worthy representative

in parliament, with the thanks of this

house, for hia great leal and attachment to

the privileges and rights of the citizens, ma

nifested upon every occasion, but more parti

cularly exerted in the attention which he

sliewed to the bill for regulating the quarte

rage of this city.

On May I', and the following day, tire

mob rose at Dublin, occasioned by a butcher's

being murdered by some bulliea of a bawdy-

house, and fjulled down many disorderly

houses, destroyed the furniture, &c. &c. At

length they were quelled, and some of the

ring-leadert secured. 1 '

Extrail os Lttttrfrom a Gnthman marCloil-

rr.ell, iatti April So.

" I have an ewe that yeaned a lamb abouj

three weeks ago, which she has since reare

well, and 1..II night she yeaoed another as

perfect as the first. I never knew an in

stance of the like before, but you may be

allured of the fact,"

T t Out
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One hundred houses hive been consumed

by fire it Carrie*.

A letter from Boston in New-England,

•says, " We have an account from ihe West-

ward, that ibout three months ago, Major

Rogert, with thirteen men, went Irom the

fort at Michilimackinack, to about three

miles distance, on occasional busines", where

they fell into an ambush os 140 or 1 50 Tou-

'wou Indians, who fired upon them, and kil

led eight of the thirteen, wounded four, and

took Major Rogers prisoner, whom they had

a particular resentment against, and intend

ed to make a sacrifice of him when they got

home ; but the filing of iheguna beingluck-

ily heard by our people from the fort, a de

tachment of ninety men immediately turned

•ut, soon came up with the Indiana, find

upon them, and put them to fiijht, leaving

four of their number dead upon the spot Du

ring the last skirmish Major Rogers found an

opportunity to make his escape, and got back

safe to the fort."

Eight bouses, &c. have been consumed by

Cre at Brunswick, in New Jersey.

Above eighty housea were consumed by

fire, at the beginning of May, at Montreal

in Canada, and thereby 107 families ruined.

A dangerous intended insurrection of the

negroes at Moniserr.it, has been happily pre

vented, and the principal conspirators put to

death.

Wal-er Pringle, Efqt president of the

island of Dominica, Mr. Robinson, the secre

tary, and a sailor, were lately accidentally

drowned there.

On Dec. 27 last, the Defiance, an East In

dia /hip was blown up in her passage from

Bombay to Bassora; when of three hundred

men, only thirty-five survived the fatal blast.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

WARSAW, April 22. The confe

derates of Podolia having been joined

by a body of between 5 and 6000 Tartars,

immediately dislodged the Russians from

Winnitzo ; but the latter, in their turn,

being soon reinforced I y some light troops,

beat the confederates, and obliged them to

abandon iht post, with the losi of an hun

dred men killed, and some prisoners : The

Russians had but two Cossacks wounded j se

veral horses belonging to the Tartars fell

into their bands. The only dependance of

the confederates is, that the Russian troops

caunot penetrate into Podolia without giv

ing umbrage to the Turks." (Sec p. 231.)

Warsaw, April 28. We arc assured that a

Russian officer, in attempting to entir a small

village with a detachment of fifty coll'acks,

•was attacked by three hundred Confederates,

whom he put to flight, after killing twelve,

and taking nineteen prisoners.

There ait saw several tonsederacii:* in the

AFFAIRS. June

kingdom, particularly atAalicz, Kiovii, and

Lublin. At the last mentioned p'ace the

Ruffians la.ely made an attempt to carry off

s me of the confederates, but were resisted by

the inhabitants, who fired on them from their

windows. During the skirmish a fire broke

out, which consumed five hotels and above a

hundred houses.

Confines of Poland, May 1. Besides the

confederacy of Bar, there have since been

formed two others, one of which is already

crushed by the Russians. The city of Lublin

has fussered extremely on this occasion. As

they founded the toezin, and fired from the

windows upon 'he Russian troops when they

marched into that place, the litter returned

the salute, and whole streets were soon in

flames : U/wards of an hundred houses, five

palaces ; and a rel'gious convent, have beea

destroyed there.

Warsaw, May 7. All the Vaiwodies of the

kingdom ate entered into confederacy except

Lithuania, which still continues in a state of

tranquilicy, owing to the prudeat measures of

tb< Prirce Primate, and it is assured will

wait to fee the issue of the general dyet of

Polish-Prussia, which meets next week ;

but it is much doubted whether it will have

the success that some people seem to expect

from it. The nobility of this province ia

general, especially of the Vaiwody of Po-

merelle, seem very eager 10 enter into confe

deracy, beirg animated with an inconside

rate xeal for religion.

The confederates advance farther and far

ther and ihcit head-quarters are now within

seven miles of Lemberg. it is said that

they attempted to carry ossthe Prince Primate

and Prince Repnin, in the night between

the 5th and 6th inflant, but the gates leading

to thepalace being shut, and the out-centinels

having alarmed the main-guard, the body of

• men assembled for this purpose were obliged

to retire with precipitation j since which

Prince Repnin, has caused several pieces of

cannon to be planted before the palace, and

a budy cf Russian chasseurs to be posted at

the avenues to the garden. Yesterday morn

ing 303 Russian grenadie-s entered this city

in order to prevent such surprizes, and more

of those troops are expected. We are how

ever hitherto perfectly quiet.

Warsaw, May 22. The confederates, who

daily increase received a considerable reinforce

ment a few days ago, by being joined by great

pait of the corps eommaaded by the regimen

tary of Podolia, Dziedwfeiflci : This officer

went to oppose the progrels of the confederates

at the head of about 3000 tren, but as soon as

they came up to them most of his troops went

over to the confederates, who afterwards dis

persed and pursued the rest beyond the Nielter

into Moldavia.

Warsaw, May 23. On the 13th instant a

courier arrived with advice, that a large body

of the con eJci.r.cs had been defeated near

Constantinow.
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Constantino*, with the lost of 800 men

k. lied, wounded, or taken.

Confines of Poland, June 1. Count Potoe-

ki, marshal of the consistency of Halicz, haj

been attacked and totally routed by the Russi-

fia.ni; himself, his wife, and some of his reti

nue, having with great difficulty got over

the Neifter, and taken refuge on the Turkish

territory. The Ruffians are now in pursuit

of the confederates or Bar.

The king of Denmark, on May 6, set

•ut from his capital to make the tour of

Germany, &e. It is said he will visit the

English court.

Aggerhuus, Norway, May i». The

waters of a spring in the provostfhip of Rom •

anorige, belonging to this diocese, having

been flopped up eleven years ago, they made

themselves a passage on the 15th of this

month, about four in the morning with so

much violence that in a minute's time they

forced up the whole mass that obstructed

them, upon the little district of Scbea,

which was almost entirely destroyed by ir.

All the houses there, to the number of

twenty-fix, together with twenty-three per-

fdnr, 'horses, and cattle, were carried away

with the mass, the extent of which was

about one hundred paces, into a rivulet

which runs at the bottom of that district.

Seven persons were saved, but the greatest

part of them hurt. Sixteen others perished.

Nine have been found since in the river

Rorouen into which the above rivulet dis

charges itselres; but the Romuen is be

come no longer nav gable, by the quantity of

rubbish washed down into it.

Vienni, April 9. On the 7th the mar

riage ceremony was pe-formed between his

Sicilian majesty, by proxy, and the arch-

dutchess Caroline, and at three in the after

noon her majesty set out for Italy. (See p.

132 ) [She was received in Tuscany and

elsewhere with all due honours, and ar

med safely at Naples, at the doe of May.]

The emperor has made the tour of Hun

gary, and reviewed h s troops, and fortresses

there.

Vienna, May »8. On the lclh great

part of the town of Comorro in Hungary

was tonfomed by fire.

Madrid, May 24. The king has made a

grant to a company of meicnai ts in France

to authorise them to work the goldmines in

the province of And.<lusia. '1 his company

has contracted to carry on the work at its

own expence, to pay into his majesty's

treasury fix per cent, of the profits of, the

said mines for the two first years ; aiter-

werds ten per cent, and after a certain term

twenty per cent. Many people doubt the

success oft his undertaking, but an engineer

is already arrived from France who is to

have the direction of it, and we hear that

the sum of 1,400,000 livres has been sub

scribed in stance to carry it on.
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Bologna, May 16. Letters from Malta

advise, that the Jesuits have been driven out

of that island, and that the government

seized upon all their etsecti, without even

acquainting the inquisitor with their inten

tion. This is a new subject of dispute be

tween the court of Rome and the religion

of Malta, the former having directed that

the effect., of the Jesuits should be delivered

to the inquisitor to take off, till the court

of Rome should order the disposal of them.

(Seep. 132.)

Ancona, April 6. We have received ad

vice that the St. Char'ej, a Venetian

man of war of eighty guns and 70c men,

has been lost in a violent storm off Seniftag-

lia, and that all the crew perished. She

was homeward bound from the Levant, and

her cargo is valued at a million of ducats.

Porto-Ferraio. May 5. We learn from

Ajaccio, that General Paoli hath broken off

all negotiation as well with the French al

with the Genoese ; and that all preparations

are making in Corsica for vigorously sustaining

the war.

Neufchatel in SwisTerland, May V4,

Last Friday, the 20th instant, a corps of

troops arrived here, consisting of near 800

men. The cantons of Lucerne, Fribourg and

Soleure furnished 150 men each, and the rest

are dragoons and grenadiers from Berne.

The soldiers have hitherto been kept in good

order; the city is in gseat confusion, and

several families are preparing to remove.

The magill rates have offered 200 Louis-d'Ors

for discovering the persons concerned in the

murder of M. Gaudot. (See p. 268.)

Paris, April 29. The ministry has re

ceived a courier from Rome, with advice

that the Pope refutes to revoke the brief

which he issued the 30th of January last

against the court of Parma. Thia news en

gages the attention of the public very much.

(Seep. 168.)

Paris, June 6, "We have received ad rice,

that the regiment of Dauphiny, accompanied

by the president and eight counsellors of the

parliament of Provence, have taken poss ssion

of the town of Avignon in the king's name;

that the vice legate and his guard), arc retir

ed to Antibcs, where they are to embark for

Rome ; that some detachments of French '

troops have also occupied the two smalt

towns of Carpentraa and Cavailloe, in the

county of Ven.isin, and that the inhabitanta

of those places have been summoned to ac

knowledge the king's government. Accord

ing to accounts Irom Italy, there is no

doubt that the troops of the king of Naples

have allo taken possession 01 Benevcnto." (See

p. 232.)

Paris, June 6. The butchers of this

city attempted a few dayi ago to raise the

price of mea', which occasioned a disturbance

in so-neofthe markets | but the lieutenant

of the police being informed of ir, enquired

T t a into
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into the original cause, which he faun 1 arose

from som • ."but a among the wholesale <i= 'itrsj

and accordingly, alter taking proper measures

to remedy the evil, he ordered that meat

should continue to be sold at the usual prices.

[In these case* the people under arbitrary go* ,

vernment! are better off than we ire.J

Deaths.

March 9.T7REDERICK, Frankland, Esq;

s/ late a commissioner os excise

— 17, Henry Archer, E'q; brother of Lord

Archer, and late member f.r Warwick—

lS. The Ingenioui and Rev. Mr. Sterne,

author of TiMrarn Shindy, &c. ic.—;o.

Mr. Wren, bookseller in the .' irand — 11.

Rev. D'. George Seeker, canon residentiary

of St. Paul's, 4c. &c and nephew of the

Abp. ot Canterbury—Sir Andrew Chadwick,

km. os the band of gent. pcsione'S- 25.

Baptist Lee, of Livermore in in Suffolk, Esq;

»— 29 Sir John Pcnnington, bars, succeeded

by hu brother, now Sir Joseph Penn:ngt»n,

Liu.

April 2. Thomas Sumpter, Esq; store

keeper at Shekels—q. That worthy and

steady patriot, Vrlters Cjrnewa'.l, of Moccas

ball, in Herefordshire, Esq ; member for

that county for near half a century, whose

private character was as amiable, as his pub

lic was honourable. (See Cmewall, and

CzJJus, A. Cirn<liut, in our General Index.—

William Hil'ier, of Cirrnret'er in Glouces

tershire, E q;— 3. Sir Chatles Innes, of

Balvenie, bait, foccedeti by hia son, now

Sir John—9. Hon. Rowland Belasyse, bro.

ther os the eat I of Fauconb-rg—10. Mrs.

Sarah Fielding, sister of the late Henry, ar.d

of the present Sir John, author of David Sim

ple, and other ingenious pieces— 11. Miss

Anne Dowdeswcll, dau.her of the Right

Hon. William DowJeswell— 1 6. Sir Wil-

liamPennyman, of Thomtiin, in Ybikshiie,

bart. lu-cecded by his brorher, now Sir

Warton Pennyman Waiton, bart.— Lady

lA'-y, daughter of the earl of Traquair—.19.

Helen, Ccuntese Dowager of Haddingrcn—

ut Rohen Ayrrs, of Chensey, in Surry,

Esrji— Matthew Sellar.', of Stratford, in tl-

Ux, E qj

Lately. Charles Fearne, Esq; jorlge advo

cate of trv Fleet—Thomas Leigh, o- Green

wich, E'q;—Ri^ht Hon. Earl of Balcar-

ras — Mr. Ed'r.und Stone, well known by hia

rnatliematical works— Sir Henry Hughton,

bart. fuccet-Jid by his nephew now Sir Harry

— Z.chariau Button, of Mucking-hall, Ets-x,

Isq;—Th. mas Evans, Esq; recorder of Bi-ry

— Jamr-S Forbf, Fsq, a Scotch. <'?ctor—D.r-

rell Short, of W^dl,,;,,^ jn Surllx, Esq;— ,

Rn.err Majland, Esq; a Wert-InHi? tnrr-

oh^nt—M(c:.<el N.ciioUs, Esq; a Norway

June

merchant, at Plymouth—Nicholas. Nightin

gale, sen. ofPeckharo, Esqj—Peter Masts,

Esq; l.te an Hamburgh merchant—Dr. Ro

bert Lyon, of Witney in Oxfordshire—Sir

Jocelyn Price formerly ambassador at Naples

—Lady Anne Murray, daughter of the late

e»rl of Cromartie— [ohn Lee, Elq; an emi

nent merchant in Virginia—Hugh Simpson.

of Carlton-hall, in Cumberland, Esq;—Sir

John Lambert-Middleton, of Belsay, in

Northumberland, barf, succeeded by his son,

now Sir William Middleton. bart.—John

Taylor, of Petty-France, Esq;—Anthony

laronte, .Esq; a French merchant—Mrs.

Clarke, grandmother of the earl of Radnor—

Mr. Wilbir orce, an eminent merchant at

Hull—Lewis Tonnies, Esq; a Hamburgh

Merchant—Leonard Bowles, of Godalmin,

in Surry, Esq;—Rt. Hon. Sir Compton

Domville, bart. of the privy council, &c,

in Ireland—Sir Walter Tilry, late envoy

in Denmark, aged 68—Robert Hotham, of

Harlingbury, Wilts, Esq;- Lieut. Col. Ogil-

v c, late of the Scots-Hollanders, aged S4—

John King, of Charter-house Square, Efqj—

Rt. Hon Humphrey, E..il os Laacsborougb,

a privy counsellor in Ireland —Gabriel Defa-

pulierr, a rich planter 'of Baibadocs, Esq;—

Rev. Sir Gilbert Williams, bait, vicar of

Islington, fucce-Vd by his eldest son, now

Sir David— Alexander Cordon, of Auckcn-.

touel, in North-Britain, Esq;—Peter Hir-

wood, Esq; planter at Antigua— John Ash-

t"o, Esq; marshal os the King's Bench-

John Foot, of Torr, near Plymouth, Esq;—»

Paul Dtihoii, E'q. late an eminent sik-wea*

ver— Sampsora Lcffiosham, fen Esq; — Charles

Chetwode, Esq; h-oiher osSir John, barr.—

Jimet Heaths. Efj; an eminent planter in

Virginia—Will Stevens, the facetious grave

dipper of Clerkenwelf, for 5c yeais—Chris

topher Robinson, Esq; clerk to the sitting

aide/men, aged 76—W.lliam Moore, of

R"urbon on the water, in Gloucestershire,

Esq; —Theophilus Moore, Esq; mar.y yean

consul at Tangier— F.lunelen Moore, of By-

fleet, in Surry, Esq;— Mr. John Arbona,

Arabiek lingu st 'o hia majesty—Mr. Robert

Stevens bookbinder in Pater-noster-Row— ,

Dr. Alexander, phjfician to the London

hospital—John Kpc^rman of Cavendish square,

xvcj;—Neale Napletnn, of Dominica, Esq;—

Hori. Francis Fai.quirr, I'eut. governor of

Virginia, on March 3 — Valentine Pen-

fo'd, Esq; a Carolina merchant, and hit

cr.ly son—Sir John Riddel, bart. succeeded

by bis eldest son, no* Kir Walter—bon.

Mt«. Mary Cranston, spouse of Mr. Megcet—

Hpn Charles Skinner, chief justice of South

Carolina —Thomas Lee-Warner, lateofifce

Ion»r Temple, E'q;— Edwarl Pawlet, £sq;

f. R. S.— Lady Julian,] Flo. d, sister of the

earl of Angiesea — Richard Mertey, Esq;

an eminent roeichaut*— Robett Kenyon, of

LaiucaOuie,
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Lancashire, E<q;—JefTery Greenley, . of

Great Queon-Aooe strew, Es-i ; aged 82.

Iceini'iTid Pi!h»mi(it.i;

Fr$m ibi London Gazette.

WHITEHALL, April 19. Hugh Ha

milton, D. U. it promoted to the

deanery of Armagh.

Frmtbt refits the Papers. .".;.

Rev, Mr Gelson, i« presented to the living

of St. Giles in Durham—Mr. Durnford to

the rectory of Middlcton, Sussex—Mr. God-

dart to the rectory of North-WaWham,

Hants.—Mr. Thomas Forstes, to the cha-

pelry of Tuobridge-wells— Mr. Eakrr, to

the vicarage of Winstone, Wilts— Mr.

Simons to the rectory of Hulcott, Bucks-

Mr. Symkint, to the rectory of Tim-

secut, Northumberland—Mr. Wilkins, to

the rectory of D.fferth, Radnorshire— Dr.

Worthingtoo, to a prebend cf York—Mr.

Kaye to a prebend in the fame cathedral-

Mr. Cheap to the vicarage of Sutton on the

forest, Yorkshire—Mr.Wil|..s, tothe rectory

ofWest-Camel, Somersetshire—M r. Benthaœ,

to the rectory of Feltwell, St. Nicholas, Nor

folk—Mr. Hayroan, to the rectory of Lucam,

Dorset(hire—Mr. Parker, to the rectory of Bra-

sted, Kent—Mr. Manley, to the vicarage of

Harptree, Wilts—Mr. Dockeray, to the rec

tory of Watlafs, Yorkshire—Mr. Tomlin'oo,

to the vicarage of Bendon, Somerset(hire— Mr.

Stroat, to the living of Belton, near York —

Dr. Barrington to the canon rcsidcntiarilhip

of St. Paul's—Mr. Scales, to the rest ries of

Great and Little Hoimeao, in Hertford

shire— Mr. Toogood, to the rectory of King-

ton- Magna, Dorsetshire—Mr. Luce, to the

vicarage of Harpford, Devon - Mr. Waugh,

to a prebend of Carlisle—Mr. Stoddatd, to the

vicarage of Camelford, Wilrs— Mr. Fire-

brace is elected afternoon lecturer of St.

Paul's, Dr prior J Mr. Ward, lecturer of St.

Jimcs Cariick-bilL

A dispensation passed the seals to enable

the Rev. Andrew Etty, B. D. to hold the

rectories of Whitchurcb, Oxfordshire, and

Selburn, Hants—To enable Mr. Swain, to

hold the Ticarages of Puckle-church, Glou-

«ester(hire, at East- Harphey, Somersetlhiie—

To enable Dr. Green to hold the rectories of

Bell Brought™, Worcestershire, and of St.

NiehoUe Worcester—To enable Watson

Tookey, B. D. to hold the rectory of lining in

Norfolk with the rectory of Lutton, in

Northamptonshire—To enable Dr. Walker,

to. hold the rectories of King's Worthy,

Hants, and Motrestune, and Sberewell, in

the IB* of Wi^ht—To enable Mr. Gibberd,

»« hold the rectories of Great Mundeo, and

Little Munden, Hertfordshire—

Pa omot ions, Civil and Military.

Frtm ibi L0.1 som Gazsttk.

ST, James's, Feb. 4. The Lord Cath

ead, is appointed ambassador extraordi

nary ind plenipotentiary to the empress of

Russia. ■

Whitehall, March 8. William Young,

Esq; lieutenaat governor of Dominica, in

the room of George Scott, Esq; deceased-

March 19. Lord Charles Spencer is appointed

a lord of the admiralty— 11. The custody of.

the privy- seal, was re delivered to the earl of

Chatham—aa. Mr. Lewis de Visme, is ap

pointed secretary to the Embassy to the em

press of Russia—25, Benjamin Thomas, Esqj

marshal of the King's-Bench— 30. Robert

Irvine, Esq; consul at Ostend, Bruges, &c.

St. James's, April 19. Licence is granted

to John Andrews, of Pen, in the county of

Bucks, Esq; and his issue lawfully begotten,

to take and use the firname os taker.

Frun the reft cj the Paperi.

Henry Shirdley, Esq; is appointed com-'

missary-geneialof stores and provisions in East-

Florida— Hoo. Edward Willei, soUiciter-

general, a judge of the court of King's-

B-xch—John Dunning, Esq; follichor gene

ral in his room — Sir James Dunbar, bart.

deputy judge advocate or North Britain—Ad

miral Sir Charles Knowles, admiral of the

White—Rt. hon. Henry Seymour Conway,

colonel of the 14th regiment of drigoons—

Thomas Colby, Esq; a commissioner of the

victualling otfice—Thomas S'ade, Esq; sur

vivor of the navy, was knighted—William

Woodlty, Esq; is appointed high sheriff ut

Norfolk—Hon. Henry- Frederick Thynne,

master of the king's houih-.ld—Richard Ver-

non Elq; a clerk of the green cloth«-George

Jackson, Esq; judge advocate of the admi

ralty - Rt, hon. George Onflow, is elected

highsteward of Kingston upon Thames, in the

room of his late father—Thomas Coventry,

Esq. deputy governor of the South tea com

pany—The duke of Marlborougb, an elder '

brother of the Tr.mty-honse - Colonels Sal-

ter, Hudson, and Parker, are constituted'

majors-general of the rorce«— James Hnlmes, '

Esq; captain of Cansbrookcastle— William."

Masters, Eq; lieutenjt col. of the 15th regi-

rnefft of foot— Mr. Cornel le, major of the

3)tn—Major Cane, lieutenant cilonel of

the toy.-l regiment ot dragoons—Mr. Skey,

lieutenant colonel of the 49th regiment of

foot—Lord Robert Bertie, governor of Dun-

cannon fort—Lieut. Col. Pringle, master

of the kings woricl, &c. in Scotland.

B—NK—PTS.

J.OHM Sarney, of Gutter-lane, goldsmith.

Mordecai Moses, of Portsmouth common, dealer,

Israel Sanders and B.irnct Hyams, of Rdiemary

lane, salesmen.

William Brunei, of Exeter, ironmonger. . ,

Thomas Sugden. of Bradford, lumen-draper.

• John Potter, ofWakefield, goldsmith and Jeweller.

Thomas 1'ulry, jun. of Old Fiih-ftreet, scale oeani

nutter.

Joseph S:ott, of London, merchant.

John Cafe, of 8eir.biDdcr.lane, Engineer, MHI-

wtigUt, and builder. ....

Am
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^IMPARTIAL REVIEW^ NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ARTICLE I.

<fHE Battle of the Skills, or Wilkes at.

tacked and defended, 74 pages, 8vo. Wil

liams.

A paltry compilation from the varioui ad-

vertifen\cnts published pro and coo about Mr.

Wilkei during the late electioni for London

and Middlesex.

II. The Cafe as bit Graft tbt Duke c/Port-

land, tjft. *vo. Almon.

As we have already given an extract from

thi> pamphlet, our readers are sufficiently

acquainted with the purport of it j and there

fore nothing it necessary but to speak of its

merit ai a composition, which is far from

inconsiderable.

III. A Mirrors* Courts Martial'; rir ivbicb

the Cumplainti, Trial, Sentence, . and Punish-

i»,M of David Blakeney, are represented and

examined with Car.diur. By C. Lucas, M, D,

.If tliis miiror fur courc martial* is founded -

spun lasts as from the character of the au

thor, who is the celebrated representative of

Dublin in ti>e Irish parliament, there is buc

too much reason to imagine, it is astonistiing

that government will not enqu-re into ti.e

cruelt ei exercised upon our private mi'it ty

roen, and rescue them from the oppressions

under which they frequently groan through,

the t>ranny of their clticcs.

. IV. Rcmarkt on a 'ermon lately fuhlijhid ;

entitled A'fjonry the IVoy to Hell. Being a De

fence ef that enticnt and hen urabie Order, a.

gainst lie Jesuitical Sophistry and Calumny of

the Author, By John Thomson, 35, pages,

•vo. Ai'e I.

A V'.ry trifling animadversion on a very

trifling production.

V. A liter to David Garrick, Esq; een-

etrning a C!Jj'ary to the Plays of Shakelpeare,

an a more ezienfve Plan than bos hitherto op'

feared ; to ivbicb 11 annexed a Specimen, 110

pages, 8vo. Becket.

la this little work a reader of taste will

find many new, ingenious, and critical obser

vations.

VI. A Letter to a Bijbtp concerning LeBure-

ships, / y F. T. I.-. Baldwin.

This little pice: is well worth the peru

sal of every well-wittier to the clergy, being

full of strong sense, and sea'oruble expostula

tion. —■

VII. An Enquiry into the Canfe "which oh'

ftrucled the Reformation, and bath buberto pre

vent. d its progress, &c. 53 pages, jvo.'

Becket

Polemical divinity has seldom many admi

rer;, and there ore we do not suppose that

this article will give any extraordinary plea

sure to the public. •

VIII. A Letter fj the Sight lion, Thomas

Hurley, EJa, Lord Mayor of the City of Lon

don, is;. (., Svo. Bingley;

An ignorant inflammatory production,

written by some partisan of Mr. Wilkes, in

resentment for the lord mayor's conduct to

that gentleman, during the late election for

the city of London.

IX. Observations on S. W———k's cjbsm

Evidence, 6d. Peat.

This relates to the Baltimore trial, " which,

we spoke of so sully in our last number, and

of which there can be now nothing neecsjar/ '

to inform our readers.

X. The Vifiim, a Poem, is. 6d. 410. Steare.

• A contemptible rhapsody addressed to Mr.

Wilkes, on Liberty and the constitution.

XI. The Managers managed, is, 4to.

A paltry string of rhymes on the disputes

of the Covent-Garden managers.

XII. Tie Fig-Leaf, xi pages, 410.

Tomlinson.

An unaccountable jumble of matter and

impertinency.

XIII. For ever a Poem, II. 4to. Newbery.

A piece of poetical insanity on the times,

the merit of which may be judged of by the

sour following lines at the conclusion of it.

Then mail we see, with patriotic eeal

Unite at once, to serve the public weal,

A Graston, Roekingham, and Bedford too,

With Grenville's able head, and heart al

true.

XIV. A Letter to an august Assembly en

the present Posture os AJsatri, Sc. 410. as.

Tomlinson.

A despicable catchpenny, compiled from

the ravings of feme unfortunate garretteer,

who hat gone distracted from a patriotic at

tachment to the great came of Wilkes and

Liberty.

• XV. The Battle of the Bonnets, apolitical

Poemfrom the Erie. 410. is. 6d. Bingley.

This poem was published some yean ago,

if we mistake not, under the name of, The

Battle of the Genii, and indeed we are con

firmed in this conjecture, because thii very

name still remains through the whole body or"

the performance, and the Battle ef the Bon.

rets ii inserted on the title-page.—We there

fore imagine the new title to be nothing

more than an ingenious scheme, which the

bookseller has adopted to fell an old publics- '

tion, thoagh we think the artifice a little too

peltry for a patriot like Mr. Bingley, who is

at this moment nobly braving all the thun

ders of ministetial vengeance to prop the li

berties of bis country.

XVI. The Liberty ef the Subject and the

Dignity ef the Crown maintained, and secured

vjitb.ut the Application ef a military, uncon

stitutional Force, Svo, js. 6d. fCeaisley,

This per ormance consists of varioui in

stances from history, where the sheriff or ci

vil magistrate, has quelled the most danse-

rout riots without any assistance Irom a mil'- .

ury
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tary force, and the author imagines, that

what wai done in former occasions may be

as easily practised upon future.—The design

of it at this particular period is obvious—

and to make it a desirable pennyworth, the

writer gives a long extract from Sir Thomas

More's Utopia, which he introduces with a

cursory sketch of his life, and some just en

comiums on his character.

XVII. A Discrip:ion of tbt Mock Election

at Garrat, £=?». collected for tbt Amasemint of

m Ctutttry Friend, by a Ptrjon on the Spot, Svo.

3% pages. Bingley.

We could have wifced that the compiler

of the present performance had confined it en

tirely to hia country friend, as we are appre

hensive it will not afford any intelligent

leader the minutest satisfaction. .

XVIII. Tbe Lamentation of Britannia for

tbe tvao and ttvenly Months Imprisonment of

John Wilkes, Esq; 6d. Woodgate.

This is little better than a blasphemy

burlesque on the service oi the church, by

some ignorant admirer of the gentleman

whose confinement has rendered Britannia so

miserable. " 1

XIX. Tbe Mm of forty Crnims—from the

French of Volui re 104 pages, 8 vo. Becket.

This is one of thole whimsical jumbles

which contain a variety of thoughts upon a

variety of heterogeneous subjects, a:id are

more talked of on account of their oddity,

than on any pleasure or instruction which

they communicate to their readers.

XX. At Efijile to James Bofwell, Esq\

occasioned by bit having transmitted tbt. moral

Writings of Dr. Samuel Johnson to Pascal

Paoli, General of tbt Corficans. IVnb a fost-

ferift containing noughts on Liberty ; and a

Parallel, after tbt manner of Plutarch hi-

tween tbt celebrated Patriot of C ,tic and John

Wilkes, JE/yj Membtrof Parliament for Mid

dlesex, by W. K. Efq\ Octavo, 11. 0.1.

Fletcher.

Mr. Bofwell, to whom this letter is ad

dressed, having in hia History of Corsica

made vsry honourable mention of Ot. Samuel

Johnson, the celebrated author of the Ram

bler, at a moralist and a philosopher, W. K.

Esq; is extremely offended, and the tenden

cy of the present performance is to convince

Mr. Bofwell, that the Doctor is not in the

fcalt entitled to either of those respectable

characters.

If we can hazard a conjecture, the Spire

who has obliged the world with this letter, is

the fame liberal writer, who hai animadvert

ed with so much decency on Dr. Juhnfon's

Sbakespeat, and alter this information the

public, we are sure, will want no specimen

cither of his language or his arguments.—

However, as the Squirts parallel between

Mr. Wilkes and the great Corlican hat no

relation to the editor of Shaltcfpcar, we shall

jive that part of hie performance to our

Paoh and Wilkes compared.
335

readers, first desiring them to observe how

like the traveller in the fable he blows hot

and cold with the lame breath, miking hit

similitude at one time with the utmost gra

vity, and at another turning the very cha-

rasters into contempt, which he wouM be

willingly thought to consider with the deeped

veneration—This is improper—it is absurd

—it is ridiculous.—But the Squirt Hull speaV:

for himself, and we doubt not bat he will

provoke as many to a sarcastic risibility a*

think proper to honour him with a perusal. "

" As to the two persons whom I have cho

sen to compare together, it may be observed

in the first place, that they yield, in patriotism

and popularity, to few or none of those law

givers, generals, and heroes, which are usu

ally the subject of Plutarch's enquiries.

With respect to their education, that of

both has been liberal.

Mr. Bofwell soys of the general, « that he

talked a great deal on history and on litera-

tare. I soon perceived tr.at he was a fine

classical scholar, that his mind was enrehed

with a variety of knowledge, and that hit

conversation at meats was instructive and en

tertaining. Before dinner he hail spoken

French."

All this may be said with the freatest truth.

of Mr. Wilkes; and 1 remember particularly

that when I had one day the plrarure of di

ning with him, before dinner be bad sukett
French. Jn

Then again there is something evtremely

odd in each of them, in the beginning of

their formation of an acquaintance. "la

consequence of their being in continual dan-

grr from treachery and assassination, they

have formed a habit of studiously observing

every new face." Mr. Bofwell assures us,

that this is the cafe with Pioli ; and I have

observed it to be so true with regud to Mr.

Wilkes, that when it has appeared there could

ba no danger from the parries, even when

the ladisrt have visited him, he has been to a

remarkable degree, though a bold man, stu

diously observant ai every new /ace.

They are alike too in the very gracious

manner in which they receive compliments.

I take Mr. Boswell's word for Paoli, to the

numerous assembly that were in Gaildiull,

duiing the late poll tor city member , in re

gard to the singular politeness of Mr Wilkes.

The success of r'aoli, in acquiring such*

power over the CosicaiV., in tne manner he

has done, is very e tirao'dimry j but the

vast extent of Mr. Wilkes's power ard popu-

pularity is absolutely amuioc ! Mr. Bofwell

observes, in the wo ds ot Tnuanus. sunt mo-

bilia Corforum ingetia; the disposition of

the Corficans are changeable. And yet.

fays be, after ten yeais, their attachment to

Paoli, is as strong as it the first. Nay, they

have an emhuSastic admiratioi nf him,

Smftro grard uom. mandato per Jio a llerJrt

U
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U fotrU. This great nu whom God ha*

lent to free our country ! >« the manner

in which they expressed themselves to mt

concerruog bim.

Now ao one can doubt that the disposition of

the Englilh it ai changeable aa the Corn-

can; ; aad yet, alter many years, their at

tachment to Mr. Wilkca ia a* ftrosg, or

stronger than at first. And aa to what hi*

enthusiastic admircra fay of him, I think

is hardly decent or safe lo repeat it. Mr.

Boswell mentions it aa a great thing that

Paoli, surrounded by his guards, could re

strain the impetuosity of the populace croud-

ing to an audience. But what it this to Mr.

Wilkea's influence over the pooulace ; who

when he wa» committed to prison by a court

of law, was rescued by Che people, and had

authoiity enough over a multitudinous mob,

to put in execution the otherwise ineffectual

.order of bit judges, end to protect their

officers from inlult ?

As it is natural for the enthusiastic ad

mirers os any man to fall into absurd notions

of his metises of acton, so it is natural

for the admirers of one mao to fail into the

fame absurd ties of another.

Thus, some of Mr Wilkta's friend* have

supposed, as Mr. Boswell did of Paoli, that

he had a soul superior to interest. But what

was Paoli's anlwer ? Even this.—" It is

not superior, said he, my interest is to gain

a name. I know well that he who does

good to bil country will gain that : And I

expect it."

Mr. Wilkes's heart grows big like) that of

Paoli, when he talks of his countrymen.

He seems desirous like h'.m to set. le the con

stitution of his country, and to wish for no

shing so much, as to have an opportunity

of convincing his fellow subjects, " that the

Iinigistratcs act with abilities and uprightness;

so that we may place that salutary confidence

in our rulers, which is necessary for securing

respect and stability to government."

In conversing on these subjects and particu

larly on the affairs of general warrant', he

falls, like Paoii, into fiequent reverie, and

breaks into sallies of the grandest and rosiest:

enthusiasm. I recollect two instances of this

fays Mr. Boswell, speaking of Paoli. " What

a thought! that thousands owe their ha? pi-

neis to you '." then throwing himself into ar)

altitude, as if he saw the lofty mountain os

fame before him. " There ia my Detect

(pointing to the summit) if I fall, I fall at

feast llauc (pointing ,a goed way up) magnii

lamrn excidit aufii," 1 remember to have

observed something of the same kixd once

in Mr. Wilkes. "What a decision !'" says

he (meaning that against Ce erj warrants)

" thousands will owe their security to me !"

then thtowing himself back in' his char, 'S

it he law the post on the pinnacle of tarns

v;canr, " there, is my object," pointing

u t bh as be could. " if 1 tail, 1 fail at I: .ft

there:" pointing a good way lower down, to

a past of honour too, tho1 not a frrvatejia-

hon I

It would be almost endless to particularize

every instance of similarity in these two illu

strious characters. I shall proceed therefore

to mention a circumstance in which they are

not similar ; which ii Plutarch's usual way/

too, as well as that of hi* imitators. The

faculties of Mr. Wilk-t't mind are net fa

much concentrated in that single one of fore-

fight, as Paoli'i are raptefonted to be. Paoli

ii, according to Mr. Boswell, potsefied of the

gift, talent, or whatever you p:ease to call

it, of second fight. Whether he be the son

of a seventh son, we are not informed, but

the instances of bis foreseeing future event;.,

it is hinted, are as numerous as the hairs ea

your head. On this subject I cannot help

repeating the observation ot that learned imi

tator of Plutarch whom I endeavour to imi

tate, baud pajfibm ejtrii I " 1 doubt not, but

that it ia the same with the faculties of the

mind, as it is with the limb* of the body,

which ever is exercised much move than the

reft. It is a common observation, and ge

nerally hold* through the whol* set, that a

chairman's legs will be more muscular in pro

portion than his arms > and a rower'* arsne

mere muscular than his legs." J jst in the

fame manner if one man wat to exercise

his mental cpricks, only in looking straight

forward, as appeais to be the ca!e of Peofi,

while another constantly exerc:ses his natural

opticks in looking tranvcrsely, as in the cafe

of Mr. Wilkes, it is no wonder that the one

should acquire a foresight to an infinite de

gree beyond the other. Hence it is that

while Paoli read* the events in fu'urity, it is

not in the power of poor Mr. Wilkes to

look right forward an inch beyond hit nose.

Paoli prognosticate! liberty and proiperiry to

hi* brave Corficans after his decease ; Wilkei

predicts nothing, but is in doubt what will

become of the right* and pr vileget of Eng-

liihmen evert whise he Is alive.

Paoli is a prophet at well as a patriots

Wilkes may be a patriot, but in that he it

neconjuror.

On the whole, it is difficult to fay which

hath the greater merit. If the Corficans have

reaped advantages from the patriotic spirit

and great talent* of Paoli, lo have the Eng

lish from those of Mr. Wilkes ; each ip«

pearirg to have exerted such spirits and ta

lent! in a very extraordinaiy manner. But of

the two, Mr. Wilkes is certainly the most

enterprizing patriot in England, and Paoli by

much the one more fortunate in Corsica."

JT^" lVe have received many welcome sa-

vourt front our tor.tribuien, in Or se and verse,

which will be inserted in our next, and seme

article} usual in the Lend* Mag, not yit ctar>

fiend, viitt a/so be brought dnvn to that time.
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THE

London Magazine,

For J U L Y, 1768.

THE BRITISH THEATRE.

W"* JHTKS it is on all hand.

 

pf j^^f ""I entertainment, and

U J L J designed to interest

"*-** "*-*" the heart in the cause

of virtue ; our theatres mould therefore

be constantly solicitous to represent

such pieces only, as are evidently

calculated _ to promote the impor

tant ends 'of their salutary institu

tion. The moment they are prostitu

ted to the purposes of folly or licenti

ousness, that moment they become dan

gerous, and instead of meriting the

public protection, their directors de

serve the severest reprehension from

every sensible community. The gene

ral complaint at present urged against

the conductors ol our theatres by the

admirers of the drama, is, that we

have lost all the wit which rendered

the productions of Wycherly, Van-

burgh, and Congreve, so acceptable

to our forefathers; that we are no

longer entertained with animated dia

logue, or lively sallies of imagination,

but, on the contrary, aie persecuted

with the dull declamations of labour

ed sentiment, unnatural manners, and

worn out morality—I am however so far

from considering this change as an un-

happinefs that I look upon it as the

greatest piece of good fortune ; it is

much better to be dull than to be

profligate; and it reflects more ho

nour upon us to approve even the tri-

teft emanation of virtue, than to be

charmed with the most sparkling effort

of a blasphemous jest, or a brilliant

obscenity.

If we look into the celebrated wri

tings of Wycherly, Congreve, or Van-

burg, so far from finding them mas-

ters in the science of dramatic pro

duction, we (hall discover them to be ut

terly unacquainted with the great, the

ultimate design of the theatre ; instead

of supporting the interests of virtu*

for which the stage was instituted, they

are continually endeavouring to de

bauch the principles of their readers—

instead of employing their talents to

improve, they are continually labour

ing to corrupt their countrymen ■

and instead of exerting themselves to

render vicious characters either con

temptible or odious, their fine ladies

in general are common strumpets, and

their fine gentlemen as generally infa

mous (harpers : Then their fool*

are constantly persons of extraordinary

wit, and the principal objects of ridi

cule are decency and virtue.

This then being the cafe what have we

lost, by the disregard into which these

writers have so justly fallen ? Nothing

in reality but what we should be glad

to lose—nothing in fact but what was

dangerous, nay scandalous to be retain

ed. Their productions might possess wit,

but they wanted common fense ; they

might be ingenious but still they were

detestable.—In works of literature we

are always to fix the criterion of merit

by the standard of utility, and no com

position can ever be reckoned good

which has not a tendency to instruct us 5

how then are we to characterise those

performances,which, so far from having

this tendency, are, 011 the contrary,

calculated to subvert every principle

both of civil and religious society r

Why we are to treat them with the

abhorrence they merit—we are to men

tion them as the disgraces of genius,

and to stamp an everlasting stigma on

the names of their authors.——The

more elegant we find them, the more

our indignation mould be roused—

V » * Tin
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The effort* of a fool to prejudice the us a connected interesting fable, where)

cans- of morality can only excite our they conduct that fable judiciously.^and

contempt; but when men of real ge

nius fit seriously clown, and strain eve

ry nerve to establish the empire of li

centioulness, we ought to feel a hatred

for their profligacy, not a veneration

for their talents, and should consider

them not as ornaments to genius, but

as scandals to humanity.

Wit is but a poor excuse either for

indecency or iritligion ; and the woilt

of all asl'.illins is he who smiles in our

faces while he plunges a dagger into

our hearts. On this account I am

exceedingly offended with our modern

critics, who c.Ul out for a representa

tion of such pieces as have bevin writ

ten by Wycherly, and some ot his ce

lebrated, yet abandoned, cotempora-

ries ; for if .those productions are to

be made the standard of dramatic com

position, which are calculated not to

instruct but to corrupt the minds of

the public, it is much better utterly

to alnlifh he theatre, than to keep it

open by authority to give us a con

tempt for every thing which we ought

to esteem, and a passion for every thing

which we ought to view with detesta

tion.

The theatrical productions of the

present time, though so generally ri

diculed by the pen, or the inconside

rate, are nevertheless founded upon

good sense, and have a manifest view

to promote the laudable ends for which

the stage was originally erected.

If tlviefore the puMic mind is so well

disposed as to preler them to thole

glittering compositions of wit and li-

cemioulnels, which formerly gave so

much satisfaction, he must be an ene

my to virtue who speaks of them with

di (approbation on account of their

gravity.—By condemning sentimental

pieces, we reason against the sense of

our own conviction, and nothing can

be a stronger argument of a bad

heart, than a willingness to be enter

tained at the expense of morality.—

From this I would by no means infer

that tiie abortive endeavours of stupi

dity .ire to be encouraged, because

they may be writlen with a good de

sign.—- Dulness will alwaysfbe expo-

lei! to contempt, and the wretched ex

ecution os a blockhead be treated with

present us not only with an instructive

but an entertaining picture of life, it

is the business ot every benevolent

spectator to give the strongest marks of

applause, and the kindest thing that

can be said of those who censure it for

being grave, is, that tiiey are wholly

destitute of un.lerllanding. Having

thus given my opinion in favour of

the present times in opposition to the

days of our forefathers, it is with

mortification 1 hnd myself obliged by

the nature of my plan to tell the read

er, th.u a very contemptible musical

comedy of two acts has been lately

performed at the theatre royal in the

Haymarket, entitled, The States

man Foiled, the characters and story

of which are i

Lord Crafty, Mr. Swvdon.

Meanwell, Mr. Mabon.

Worthy, Mr. Banister,

Minute, Mr.

Servant, Mr.

Emilia, Mist EJivards,

Sally, Miss Groee.

FABLE.

Lord Crafty is a statesman of little

honour and lei's abilities ; Emilia is

his niece, who is in love with, and be

loved by, Meanwell, but as her uncle

entertains a design of m.rrying her

very highly, and as her fortune, by

her father's will, depends upon ob

taining his lordship's sanction to any

union of a matrimonial nature, the

lovers are under a necessity of working

by a stratagem—and Emilia to put it

out of Lord Crafty's power (who tho*

he has a negative to her choice, bat

no positive light to force her inclina

tions) to cheat her into any engage

ment, gives Meanwell a formal pro

mise of marriage in writing. This

is no sooner done than Worthy a

friend of Meanwell's, who has follow

ed the fortunes of Lord Crafty, and

spent his whole fortune in supporting

that nobleman's interest, without any

other return but fruitless promises, in

troduces Sally to the acquaintance of

the audience, as a main auxiliary in a

little plan which he has concerted

against the statesman——The plan is

this : Lord Crafty notwithstanding his

consequence in the government is ex-derision, however meritorious his mo

live i but where men of real Ulentsgive tiesnefy fond of women, and Worthy,

* 1 .."j i
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■who know* hi! foible, get* Sally, an

intelligent girl of the town, to pass for

his (Worthy's) wife, and in this cha

racter he fends her to his lordlhip's to

upbraid him with his scandalous neg

lect of her imaginary husband Sal

ly executes her commission with the

greatest success, and Lord Crafty, who

is violently captivated, comes to her

bouse in the evening with a valuable

employment for Worthy, which he

gives upon a strong expectation of be

ing admitted to the Elysium of the la

dy's arms.— Sally, however, has no

sooner secured the written appoint

ment to the place, and given his lord

ship some indications of her willing-

nels to oblige him, than Worthy en

ters, seemingly in a rage at the injury

intended him, and insists upon Lord

Prafty's drawing to satisfy him for the

attempt upon the honour of his bed.

Lord Crafty, who i( a pitiful coward,

declines the combat in the most abject

manner, and throws himself under

the protection of Meanwell, who

comes in by design, and pretends to

be his friend ; Meanwell begs that

Worthy will retire for a few moments,

and leave him alone to obtain satisfac

tion from the terrified statesman.

Worthy accordingly consents, and the

price of his lordship's security from

Meanwell is at last concluded to be

Meanwell's marriage with Emilia.—

This being agreed to by Lord Craf

ty all the parties enter, tell him how

b: has been duped, and laugh at him

very heartily.—He takes all never

theless in good part, and even pro

mises to provide for Sally, who has

been so materially instrumental in foil

ing him. Such is the plot of this

fretty performance—and if the reader

would wish to fee a specimen of the

author's poetical abilities, he may in

dulge himself with a perusal of the fol

lowing delectable duet, which is fung

by Worthy and Meanwell at the end

of the first act.

DUET. Worthy.

May right and liberty prevail ; [days :

While peace and plenty crown our

May perfidy and fraud e'er fail ;

And those be seorn'd who take such

Meanwell. [ways.

Let honest men successful be ;

And knaves meet a disastrous fall :--

Let ev'ry blessing prove the fee

i Of merit, to be gain'd by all.—.

The British Theatre: 341

Both.

This sentiment we ever think,

This noble toast we now will drink.

Who the putter-together of this

trash is, we cannot inform our read

ers. The music however is com

posed by a Mr. Rush, but is neither

very remarkable for simplicity or ele

gance.

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, July 1768.

The ofen fields, andflow' ry downs afford

M:i/brooms the bejl for the luxurious board

Which jrejh, no poisonous insects hoard.

Horace.

MUSHROOMS growing in open

fi .Ids are certainly more whole

some than others, and it is as certain

that there are found every where, both

good, and bad, of the fort.

However various the species of escu

lent mushrooms are reckoned, there is

but one with us of common use, viz.

the field niulhroom, cilled by the

French, who are fond of them, cham

pignons, and are used as delicate sauce

at our tables.

These at their first growth are round,

and not much larger than small nuts,

or buttons, whence denominated.

After they have a little unfolded their

membranes, they appear red, full, and

close ; on the top is a disagreeable soft

ness, equal and white; the matter

within is very white, with stiort and

thick stalks.

In the stalks ; the globular parts ;

and also between the little membranes,

may, upon careful inspection, especially

with a magnifying glass, be seen many

small worms with scarlet heads, some

very little, others larger. On some

mushrooms a great quantity, on others

fewer, and on many none at all ; but

yet in such proportion that a fifth or

sixth part is generally loaded with these

vermicular insects.

These premises well considered, may

it not be concluded that these anoma

lous plants derive their poison not from

themselves but from thole little vene-

mous worms bred in them, whence we

hear of people by eating mushrooms

taken ill, sick, and even some have died.

As a confirmation of the truth of

my theory, the curious enquirer for

farther satisfaction may consult Geo-

dartius, who has accurately described

these noxious aaimalcula, and fays,

they
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they are most like to small serpents, or

adders. He adds too, that from pu-

trified mushrooms there are wont to

come forth various species of spiders,

some reddish, others of an oblong form,

of a yellow colour, and extremely ill

smell.

Thus we fee that the mother of mis

chief may sometimes be most minute,

yet produce fatal effects in the end, and

that even the simple sting of a bee, as

I have elsewhere shewn, may prove as

mortal as the horn of a hull. Let us

shun then in a natural as well as in a

moral fense all appearance of evil.

But if we must, and will indulge our

palate in the use of these savoury,

though hazardous vegetables, let them

be well looked into, searched, and

washed, and only prepare, or pickle

those that have none, or fewest of these

poisonous vermin upon them : To

this end let the selected mushrooms be

well soaked first in salt water, then

washed with the same, several times

shifted, to kill, or scour off, the invi

sible anim.ilcular vipers lodged therein.

When ever poisoned let the patient

take a vomit, the sooner the better,

often grains os ipecacuanha, ora dram

of white vitriol, in warm water. After

its operation is over, swallow a spocn-

sul of the following linctus often,

drinking freely of new warm milk also

between whiles.

9(. Oil of sweet armondt newly drawn,

four ounces ; syrup of" marsti mal

lows two ounces ; with a 11 tile

fine sugar powdered beat them up

together, till well mixed.

Yours J. Cook.

Thefollowing Address to the Right Hon.

Lord Edward Bentinck and George

Musgrave, Esq; Representatives in

Parliamentfor the City of Carlisle, has

beensent us to tbeiajrom the Freemen os

thesaid City :

Gentlemen,

WE the freemen of the city of

Carlisle, and your constituents,

not satisfied with the proofs we gave

you of our regard and confidence on

the day of election, with pleasure again

thank you for that exemplary spirit

and perseverance, which you exerted

in support of our liberties and privi

leges. The daring, though ineffec

tual attempts, made to exclude many

City ^/Carlisle.
J»If

of us from giving you that support we

tendered, and a daily reflection on how

much we owe you, and how much we

ought to detest the corrupt and infa

mous proceedings practised against you,

will be a happy cement of union

amongst us. Nothing, we trust, will

evercause one of our number to swerve

from that path, which has so lately led

us to victory. In your hands our li

berties, our lives and properties are

secure, whilst we with pleasure look

forward to future opportunities of de

monstrating that regard, which your

whole conduct towards us has merited,

and which we unfeignedly have for

you. The duty we owe to ourselres

and the public calls upon us to demand

your attention to some things, which

probably may, and we trust will, spee

dily become the subject matter of your

deliberations in parliament. Every

person in this part of the kingdom is

but too fully convinced of the necessi

ty of a law for quieting the possessions

of the subject against the dormant

claims of the crown ; claims which, at

a very remote period, may possibly be

held forth by bad men as terrors to in

fluence the freedom of our elections,

and stifle, if possible, the ardent spirit

of British liberty. We expect from

you to promote with your utmost zeal

and abilities the obtaining of such a

law; as till that is procured, we esteem

every man's property extremely hazar

dous, and a bait to infamous inform

ers. There is another matter also of

the most important concern, to which

we bespeak your serious and constant

attention as our representatives. I*

case any instance of misbehaviour in

returning officers should occur, we call

upon you to exert yourselves to the

utmost in detecting and punishing with

severity criminals of that sort ; for if

the franchises of freemen and freehold

ers are to be trifled with and explain

ed away, the independence of British

parliaments, and all that is dear to us

as Britons, will not long survive; we

may continue freemen in name, but

not in fact. Whatever be the fate

of individuals, let not an ill judged

clemency draw you aside, but endea

vour to hand down the rights of your

country to your posterity, and contri

bute as far as in you lies to render the

liberties of Britain iimnoi ta.1.
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Homo sum humani nihil a mt alienum puto, ,

SIR, Terence.

WE of this enlightened age may

boast (perhaps justly) of our su

periority over our ancestors, not only in

the useful sciences, but also in the so

cial virtues. It gives me therefore great

pain to observe any remains of the sa

vage manners of Gothic barbarism and

ignorance. In the place where I live,

(a considerable town in the north)

my humanity has lately been put most

violently to the rack, by the horrid

bawling* and rejoicings of the gam

blers at a cock- match. I was sorry to

hear that a foreigner was present,

whom I know to be a man of sense

and humanity. I imagine him writ

ing to his friends—You desire (says he)

some account of this famous people;

I will give you one day's amusement

(or diversion as I have heard it called)

in one of the principal towns in the

kingdom. In the morning I found all

the town in motion, more than I was

certain could be usual ; enquiring the

cause, I was informed there was to be

a cock fighting in the Exchange; I

had the curiosity to go in, for you

know I have always thought that the

publick diversions of a people give one

a great insight into their manners and

tempers. In the midst of a large room

stood a small stagr, and surrounded

with benches for the spectators. But

judge what was my surprise, when I

sound that the only exhibition was a

few innocent fowls, armed with steel

claws, tearing each other to-pieces,

and bravely dying for the infernal

amusement of the savage spectators.

Would you believe that the people fat

by, (not indeed unconcerned) but en

raptured at the spectacle, and hazard

ing large sums of money upon the

event of the fray. Nor wis it only

the common people that were so hor

ridly entertained; the greatest gentle

men in and about town partook of it;

nay, I am informed, that when any

throwing at, or sighting of cocks, 19

intended amongst the common people

only, the gentlemen give them notice

that they will be scut to jail if they

proceed. If this be true, it will give

you some idea of their justice. And

the town's complimenting the gamblers,

and gentlemen-cock-fighters, with a

ball in the evening, will perhaps per

fectly reconcile you to tfctir politeness,

&c. Homo.
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£fs.To the

SIR,

HAVING seen a letter from Mr.

Harris one of the Covent-Garden

proprietors, to Mr. Colman, very much

advertised, curiosity led me to pur

chase it, and I find it little more than

a recapitulation of the old complaint!

against Mr. Colman with an addition

of some new charges, and a proposition

of the following articles for an amica

ble adjustment ofdifferences— which, at

the public are very fond of theatrical

intelligence, I have here enclosed for

the entertainment of your readers.

I. Will you submit all past transac

tions to arbitration ?

II. Will you consent that proper se

curity be given by each party for a

specific performance of the present ar

ticles ?

III. Or, as the present article re

specting the management was entered

into upon no valuable consideration

on our part, and therefore was legally

revocable, mould we find it neceltary,

will you revert to our original instru

ment of the 31st of March; by which

all parties were to be equally concern

ed in the profits and management of

the theatre.

IV. Lastly, will you in case you have

any objection to private arbitration,

join with us in instituting an amicable

suit in chancery, and take the sense of

that court on our present articles and

past transactions.

Dr. Nugent'/ Account of tbe Duke of

Mecklenburgh-SchwerinV Patact qf

Ludewigs-Lust. '

LUDEWIGS-LUST, is a Germaa

word, signifying Lewis's Recre

ation or delight ; it is only a huntiug.

seat, built by Christian-Lewis II. the

present duke's father. Hence there it

nothing magnificent in the building,

as it was never intended for the duke't

residence; but only became so by

chance, from the great inclination hit

present highness has to retirement.

Vet it is a neat structure, and makes a

handsome appearance. It consists only

of a jground floor, with wings on

each side for the gentlemen and la

dies attending their highnesses. The

body of the building is sixty. five fee*

in breadth, with fourteen windows in

front. The entrance is through a

small portico, which leads to a hand,

seme saloon, where theduke and ducheft

dine. On the right hand are the

duke't
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duke's apartments, very small, but

well contrived. They consist of four

rooms elegantly furnished, and filled

with all manner of curiosities. One of

these is the duke's cabinet, or muse

um, in which he has all his mechanic

cal instruments. In the other roomi

are very fine paintings, and particu

larly portraits, among which, those

of the duchess and princess Ulrica are

much admired. Here is likewise a

fine musical clock, with which the

rluke was presented by her majesty.

There are several other mechanical

curiosities, which would take up too

much time at present to enumerate.

Perhaps I may have another opportu

nity of giving you a complete list of

the duke's museum here, and at

Schwerin. On the left hand of the

saloon, are the duchess's apartments,

much of the fame dimensions as the

duke's, and elegantly furnished. But

both these apartments are much too

small for their highnesses, and the duke

intends very loon to erect on this his

favourite spot, a magnificent palace.

The duke's stables, on the light

hand, are a structure equally beauti

ful and solid, built after the manner

of the king of France's stables at Ver

sailles, and much with the like dispo

sitions. They contain separate stalls

fora vast number of horses, all remark

able for their goodness and beauty.

In the centre is the figure of a horse's

head, which spouts out of its mouth,

into a stone trough, a large quantity

of water. The whole is neat and ele

gant j and the duke's grooms, and

other servants belonging to the stables,

are lodged here in a very convenient

manner.

Before the palace is a handsome pa

rade, and at the distance of 118 paces,

a large canal, which forms a noble

and magnificent cascade. This cas

cade is an hundred paces in length ;

the water discharges itself, in one

great sheet, into another bed, which

runs, at a small distance from thence,

into the garden. In the middle of

the canal is a beautiful w^ter- clock,

of the duke's own ingenions contri

vance. On the right and left are two

houses, lately built, in the resemblance

of ruined edifices, and somewhat in

the nature of Lord Holland's towers in

the isle of Thanet. At the distance of

fixty paces fiom the grand cascade, is

a fine bason, of a circular figure, 300

paces ia circumference. Ou the right

ARDENS.' Julf

is a (luice to let out the water. What

is very extraordinary, five years ago

there was no water at Ludewigs-Lust.

This famous canal was made by the

present duke at an immense expence,

by causing a great ditch to be dug from

the lake of Schwerin, and another from

the river Elde ; the waters conveyed

by these channels, join by a sluice

near a place called Frederick's-moor,

and glide gently on, in one united

stream, to Ludewigs-Lust, where they

form such a variety of beautiful cas

cades and fountains. On the right

and left of the grand bason, are the

maisonettes, or offices, lately built by

the duke, for servants and artificers,

as engravers, painters, &c. of whom

his highness entertains a considerable

number. They are neat, convenient

houses, consisting enly of a ground-

floor, but all uniform, and making a

pretty appearance. The whole is ter

minated by a new church, lately be

gun, which, when finished, will be one

of the finest in this country. It is in

tended to be the parish church, the

old one having been so ruinous, that

it was scarce either safe or decent to be

left standing any longer. The lheil

only is done at present, but they go

on with the work very fast, and expect

to finish it in a year or two. The

church is sixty-seven paces in length,

and forty-five in breadth."

Speaking of the gardens of Lude

wigs-Lust, the Doctor fays, " The sight

of them surpasses, in my opinion, molt

of the gardens that I have seen through

out Europe. The duke himself planned

the whole, taking nature for bis pat

tern, and striving to imitate her in

her amiable simplicity, and all her

beautiful irregularities. These fill the

mind with a more refined sense of de

light, than the most curious contri

vances of art."

*' The gardens of Ludewig's-Lust are%

properly what the inhabitants of the*

eastern countries called by the name

of Paradise; viz. alargespaceofground,

adorned with all sorts of trees, both of

fruits and of sorest ; partly cultivated,

like our gardens, for shades and walks,

with streams and fountains, and a va

riety of plants usual in the climate;

and partly inclosed, like our parks,

for harbouring game, as well as for

the pleasure of riding and walking.

The form of the ground is flat, ex

cept a few eminence* raised by art, to

diversify the prospect."

The
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•without Doors. Continuedfrom p. 196.

THE fame day in which the (he-

riffs of London presented their

petition in relation to the completing

of Black-Friars Bridge, repairing the

Royal-Exchange, and the rebuilding

of Newgate, a petition was presented

to the house in the name of several

merchants, traders, and others, whose

names were thereunto subscribed, to

the following purpose: that the mayor,

aldermen, and commons, or their les

sees, are in the possession of the pre-

bendal estate of Finsbury, belonging

to the cathedral of St. Paul, London,

under a lease, of which about sixteen

year* are now to come ; and that

from the great increase of the inhabi

tants, trade and commerce of the city,

the want of proper and suitable habi

tations for the petitioners and others,

residing in, or coming to, the city,

has been felt and complained of; and

that the opening a new street from the

mansion house of my Lord-Mayor, to

communicate with the said prebendal es

tate, would not only remove the above

inconveniences, but be of public or

nament and utility, and that though

the present prebendary of Finsbury is

desirous of facilitating this design, yet

from his want of power to grant a com

petent term in that estate for the en

couragement of such an undertaking;

and also for the want of power, not

only to purchase the estate and interest

of the lord mayor, aldermen, and

commons of the city, and their les

sees in the estate ; but likewise such

grounds as are necessary to be laid in

to the skirt street, and" making the

proper erections and buildings on each

fide thereof, the said good purposes

cannot be effected without the aid of

parliament ; and therefore praying

that leave may be given to bring in a

bill for carrying the said designs into

execution, and for effecting the pur

poses aforesaid, in such a manner as to

the house should leem meet. This

petition being read, a motion was

made, and the question put, that it

should lie upon the table, but it passed

in the negative, and it was ordered

July, 1.768.

that the said petition should be refer

red to the consideration of a commit

tee, and that they examine the mat

ter thereof, and report the same, as it

should appear to them to the house :

A committee was accordingly appoint

ed, with power to send for persons,

papers, and records.

On the 7th of February, the house

b;ing informed that one of the sheriffs

of the city of London attended at the

door, he was called in, and presented

a petition of the lord mayor, alder

men, and commons of the city of

London in common-council assembled,

and then, withdrew ; when the said

petition was read, and was to the fol

lowing purpose : That the mayor,

commonalty, and citizens of London

have been for upwards of two hundred

years last past lessees of the above e-

state, under the prebendary of Fins

bury, and of all houses, gardens, lands,

and tenements in Middlesex and Lon

don, belonging to that prebend, and

that there are now sixteen years to come

of the present lease ; and that the pe

titioners have, for several years past,

been in treaty with the present preben

dary for a renewal thereof; have long

had in their contemplation, and mean

to can y into execution,, a general im

provement of all the estate held by

them under the said prebendary, in.

case their present lease shall be renew

ed ; and that the petitioners hope, that

after having upon all occasions given

the strongest proof of their attention

to the convenience and accommoda

tion of the public, upon disinterested

motives, the corporation of the city

of London (hall not be compelled to

part with their interests in the premi

ses, that the fame may be vested in

private persons ; and therefore pray

ing the house to take the lame into

consideration ; to permit the ptritiort-

ers to be heard by their counsel, and

to grant them such rtliev in the pre

mises as to the house (hall seem met.

On which it was ordered that tl.is pe

tition should be referred to the consi

deration of the same committee as the

X x former,
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former, and that it should be an in

struction to that committee that the

petitioners on each fide should be heard

by their counsel, if they thought fit.

On the eighteenth a petition of

the owners and inhabitants of houses

lying between the Mansion-house

and the opening, or passage, where

Moorgate stood, was presented to

the house, and read, in which it

was observed, that should so much of

the intended scheme take place, as

opening a new street from the Man-

fion-liouse, to the place where Moor

gate formerly stood, and no farther,

it cannot be carried into execution

without puiling down three hundred

houses, aud upward:, the rents of

which amount to at least 6000J. a year;

and that the number of houses to be

built, in lieu thereof, will not amount

to more than about fourscore; and

that several of the petitioners, Ibme

of whom have purchased the freehold

and inheritance of their respective

estates, for the better enabling them

to carry on their respective trades and

occupations ; and that a great number

of houses situate in Cornhill, Thread-

needle-street, Bartholomew-lane, and

other places near the Bank of England,

have lately been pulled down for the

accommodation ot the Bank, by which

means the occupiers thereof have been

very much distressed, for want of pro

per habitations to carry on their re

spective trades, and houses are thereby

becon.e extremely scarce, and, grea.ly

inhanced in their rents; and*, should

the. proposed demolishing plan take

place, the petitioners apprehend, it

will be wholly impossible tor many of

them to accommodate themselves at

any rate ; they therefore prayed that

they might be heard by themselves or

counsel, against sucli parts ot the pe

tition as affected them, and that they

might be granted such relief as to the

house should seem meet. On which it

<vai immediately ordered, that this

petition lhould also be referred to the

(ame committee ; and that the peti

tioners, if they thought lit, lhould be

heard by their counsel.

These petitions had their intended

effect, and the bill for building this

street which was intended to have

been a very noble one, and would have

afforded the only view of liie Mmlion-

ttoufc, in which ic ©Quid be seen to

♦ ..I-.
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advantage, was dropped, and thac

from principles of justice and huma

nity.

On the 31st of January was present

ed to the house, a 'petition from the

trustees appointed to put in execution

an act passed in the twelfth year of

his late majesty's reign, for improving

the navigation of the river Lee; in

which they observed, that, notwith

standing all their care and attention,

the navigation of that river from the

town of Hertford to the river Thames,

is still very bad and defective ; but

that by a survey lately made, under

the direction of the petitioners, it ap

pears that it is capable of being great

ly improved; and that it would tend

to remove the difficulties and obstruc

tions, if the petitioners were impow-

ered to make several new cuts or ca

nal;, leading out of, and into, the

channel of that river, at several pla

ces between Hertford and Bromley

Lock; and another new canal leading

from the. channel of that river at, or

near the aforesaid Bromley Lock, thro"

the parilh of Bromley St. Leonards,

the Hamlet of Poplar, and Blackwall,

in the parilh of St. Dunstan, Stsputy,

and the paiilh of St. Ann Limehoul'e,

into the river Thames near Limehouse

Bridge; and therefore praying, that

leave may be given for bringing in a

bill for farther improving the navi

gation of the river Lee ; lor removing

the difficulties with which it is attend

ed, aud rendering it shorter, more

safe and certain, by making and main

taining several' new cuts and canals,

by such ways and means as to the

house should seem meet. This peti

tion being read, it was referred to the

consideration of a committee, who, as

usual, had power to lend for persons,

papers, and records.

This scheme, however advantage

ous, met with great opposition, from

its affecting the interests of many dif

ferent persons, and the proprietors of

other works of no less advantage to

society. On the 16th of February two

petitions were presented against it, the

fiill from Thomas Walton and Bour-

chier Walton, merchants, gunpowder-

makers and partners, representing,

that they were possessed of several mills

and streams in the parilh of Waltham

Holy Crols, in the county of Essex,

and particularly of a n.jll river sup

plied
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plied by three channels from the river they may be heard by themselves or

counsel, against the said petition, and

that they may have such relief in the

Lee, on which they have built eleven

water-mills, and other considerable

works for the making of gunpowder,

in which those mills have been for a

great length of time employed in ma

king it for the public service ; and the

petitioners have, within these few

years laid out many thousand pounds

in increasing and improving the said

mills and works, relying oh an act of

the twelfth year of his late majesty's

reign, that the laid navigation should

for ever be continued in the fame

channel ; that the petitioners river

and mills being supplied with water

by means of an ancient lock erected

on the river Lee, which may be use

less, and therefore destroyed, if the

intended alterations should take place,

by which means the petitioners river,

rnilh, and property, will be greatly in

jured, to prevent which they pray that

they may be heard by their counsel a-

gainsl the said petition ; and that should

a bill be permitted to be brought in for

the purposes therein mentioned, they

may also be heard by their counsel

against it, that provision may be made

therein to secure the property of the

petitioners from injury.

The other was from the proprietors

of the Westham water- works in the

county of Essex, and mewed, that in

order to furnish the inhabitants of

Stratford) Westham, Bow, Bromley,

Mile- end, Stepney, and other places

adjoining, with good and wholesome

water, they had, at a considerable ex-

pence, built reservatsries for water ;

an engine to be worked by fire ; made

cuts, and laid pipes in one cut that

extends from the Lee to SainesMillj

and that to secure and improve these

works, they had obtained an act in the

21st year of his late majesty's reign j

in consequence of which they have

erected in the said stream a new wa

ter mill, and an engine for railing of

water, the better to supply not only

the inhabitants of the above towns,

but also Bethnal-Green, Shadwell,

Cockhill, Ratcliff, and other places

adjacent, the expence of the whole

amounting to upwards of 40,000!.

and that they should be greatly injured

it" the petition for a bill for farther im

proving the said navigation ot the Lee

ti.k;s place, and therefore pray that

premises as to the house (hall seem

proper. On which these two petitions

were severally ordered to be referred

to the consideration of the committee,

to whom the first petition in relation

:o the navigation of the river Lee was

referred, and that the petitioners

might be heard by their counsel, if

they thought fit.

On the id of March, a petition of

Sir William Wake, bart, in behalf of

himself and Peter Floyer was presented

to the house, and read, setting forth,

that they were owners of a lock or

turnpike on the river Lee, and a mill

near it ; and were informed that a

new cut was intended to be made from

King's Weir to, or near, Cobby

Brook, whereby they should lose the

toll payable at their lock, and their

mill be much prejudiced, they there

fore petitioned to be heard by their

counsel.

On the 5th os March, the petition

os James Barwick in behalf of him

self and Mary Farran, widow, both of

Waltham Abbey, callico- printers and

partners, was presented to the house,

and read, setting forth, that they had

for several years carried on their busi

ness in grounds adjoining to the river

Lee, had laid out considerable sums in

erecting buildings, and making works

necessary for carrying on their trade ;

and had made teveral cuts and canals

in the said grounds for receiving wa

ter from the river, which cuts and ca

nals are supplied by flulhes on opening

a lock on the said river for the pas

sage of barges ; and that the said peti

tioner is informed a new canal is in

tended to be made, through which

the barges are intended to pass, and

not through the (aid lock ; and, in

cafe the lock is kept (hut, the peti

tioner and his partner will be deprived

of the water necessary for carrying on

their said trade, he therefore prayed,

that he might be heard by himself or

counsel against the said petition, and

also against such bill as should be

brought in in consequence thereof, in

case any clause (hould be inserted for

keeping the said lock (hut, after form

ing a new canal for the passage of

barges. These petitions were also re-

X x x ferred'
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fen ed to the above committee, and

the petitioners were allowed to be

heard by their counsel.

On the 15th of April, Mr. Houblon

reported from the committee, to whom

the petition of the trustees for impro

ving the navigation of the river Lee,

and to whom all the other petition* in

consequence thereof were severally, re

ferred, that the committee had exa

mined the matter of the first men

tioned petition ; and had directed him

to report the matter of the said first

mentioned petition, a* it appeared to

them to the house. He then read the

report in his place, and afterwards

delivered it in at the table, where

the fame was again read. After which

it was ordered, that leave be given to

bring in a bill for improving the na

vigation of the river Lee, from the

town of Hertford to the river Thames; .

and that Mr. Byde, Mr. John Calvert,

Mr. Caswell, Mr. Plummer, Mr. Jen

nings, Mr. Nicholson Calvert, Sir

William Beaochamp Proctor, Mr.

Goie, Mr. Thurloe, Mr. Cooke, Sir

William Maynard, Sir Matin. Lambe,

and Mr. Gascoigne, do prepare and

bring in the fame.

In the mean while a petition of se

veral of the inhabitants of Hertford

was presented to the house, and read,

mewing, that it would be a general

benefit to the inhabitants in general,

if the navigation of the river Lee was

extended through part of that town

to the flood-gates belonging to the

town mill j praying that provision may

lie made in the bill for making, im

proving, and extending the said na

vigation in and through part of the

town of Hertford to the abovemen-

tioned floodgates. On which it was

ordered, that this petition mould be

referred to the consideration of a com

mittee; and a committee was ap

pointed accordingly, with power to

lend for persons, papers, and records.

On the filth of May Mr. John Cal

vert reported from this committee,

that they had examined the matter of

' the said petition, and had directed

him to report the same, as it appear

ed to them to the house. He then

read the report in his place, .and af

terwards delivered it in at the table,

where the fame was read. On which

it was immediately ordered, that it be

an instruction to the committee ap

pointed to prepare and bring in the

bill for improving the navigation of

the river Lee from the town of Hert

ford to the river Thames, that they

make provision in the said bill for ex-

tending its navigation, through part

of Hertford, to those flood-gate*.

On the 7th of May Mr. Byde pre

sented this bill to the house, when it

was read the first time, and ordered to

be read a second.

On the nth, the hon. Charles

Yorke, F.f'i; as guardian to William

Sotheby, Elq; presented a petition in

his behalf, and in that of Elizabeth

Sotheby, John Eagles, trustee for

Mary Pace, widow, and her children,

and Frederick Teulh, merchant, which

set forth, that William Sotheby i* lord

of the manor of Sewardston in the

county of Essex, which extend* near

four miles on the bank* of the river

Lee, and that the navigation ha* at

all times been carried on through the

extent of the said manor, by mean*

of two wears, called, Newman's wear

and Parkinson's, of which the peti

tioner Elizabeth Sotheby is seised du

ring her life, as part of her jointure,

and by means of the water penned up

for the use of certain mills, the only

mills in England for making smalts,

or powder blue, and which are copy

hold of inheritance held by the peti

tioner John Eagles, as trustee for Ma

ry Pace, and demises by lease to the

petitioner Frederick Teusli ; and that

the petitioners, their predecessors, or

persons under whom they claim, have

been at great expence in erecting and

keeping in repair the said wears, and

certain works at Sewardston- mills for

the sole use and service of the said na

vigation 5 and receive three separate

and distinct tolls ; to wit, one at

Newman's wear, one at Parkinson's

wear, aud one for the mill-water of

Sewardston- mill, amounting in the

whole to a very considerable sum year

ly ; but by the bill for improving the

navigation of the river Lee, it will be

removed from the said manor, and

from Sewardston mills, by which

means the petitioners, and their te

nants properties and estates in the said

tolls will be annihilated, and the ma

king of smalts greatly affected ; they

they therefore prayed, that they might
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je heard by themselves or counsel,

apon such part of the bill as might

iffect their interests, and that they

night receive such relief in the pre-

niles as to the house should seem meet.

Dn which it was ordered, that this

petition should be referred to the con

sideration of the committee, to whom

the bill for improving the navigation

of the river Lee was committed, and

that the petitioners 'might, if they

thought fit, be heard by their counsel.

On the 1 5th of May, the petition of

several mallters, malt-factors, farmers,

and others, using the navigation of -

the river Lee, was presented against

the said bill ; and, in short, on the

18th were presented several others, of

persons who had mills on the river

Lee, which would be rendered useless,

or of little value, by the new chan

nels proposed to be cut. However, on

the 3.8th, Mr. Byde reported from,

the committee, to whom all the a-

bove petitions were referred ; • that

they had heard counsel in support of

the allegations of the petitioners ', and

had made several amendments in the

bill, which they had directed him to

report in his place, and afterwards

delivered the bill, with the amend

ments, in at the table, where the a-

mendments were read ; when one of

them was disagreed to, and the rest

were, with amendments to several of

them, agreed to by the house ; and a

clause wai also added ; after which it

was ordered, that the bill with the

amendments, should be engrossed.

On the 1 ft of June, the bill was

read a third time, when several clauses

were added by way of ryder, and seve

ral amendments also made to the bill

by the house, aster which it was or

dered that the bill should pass, and

Mr. Byde was directed to carry it up

to the lords, and desire their concur

rence. On the 15th it was sent down

from the lords, who had agreed to

the bill, without any amendment ;

and on the sjth it received the royal

assent.

[To be continued in our next."]

Description of Old and New Strelitz,

and the Palace at the Latter ; os•which

fee afine View in our Mag. for May, p.

140. from Nugent'* Travels.

" £ \ L D Strelitz is situated in a

V-/ large plain, almost surrounded
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with morasses. The adjacent country

is a sandy soil } but a fine forest extends

itself in the neighbourhood towards

Stargard, abounding with all forts of

game."—" This place has often suf

fered by fire, like other towns in this

country, yet was chosen by duke

Adolphus Frederic II. the first of the

line of Strelitz, for his residence, on

account of a commodious palace."—

" In the year 171.1, Adolphus Fre

deric III. and his whole family nar

rowly escaped perishing in a great fire,

which broke out in the night, and

burned down the old palace, with all

its costly furniture and valuable effects.

In consequence of this misfortune, his

serene highness began to erect a sump

tuous palace in 1716, about two Eng

lish miles from the town, in a very

pleasant situation, at a place called

Glieneke, which before was his hunt

ing feat. Intheyear 1753, he thought

proper to found a new town adjoining

to the palace, and ordered it to be

called New Strelitz. This town is

laid out in a most regular manner, in

the form of a star ; the centre is a spa

cious market-place, and from thence a

number of streets branch out in strait

lines: The chief one leads to the pa

lace, the next to the water-side, where

a pleasant lake attracts the eye. The

buildings in these two streets, are ele

gant and commodious, and in some

others are handsome houses. The duke

gives great encouragement to builders,

so that by this means, and the number

of nobility, who come to live near the

court, the town enlarges every day ;

and may probably in time, reach to

Old Strelitz, and so constitute one

large handsome city. The air of

the new town is clear and wholesome,

and the water also of a salubrious qua

lity."—" The inhabitants keep their

accounts in dollars and schillings: a

dollar is about four shillings English, a

schilling a penny. Their gold coin

is chiefly ducats and pistoles. One

thing baron Dewitz has assured me,

that a dollar in this country will go as

far, i. e. will purchase as much as a

pound sterling in London ; and he

lived there long enough to judge of

the difference. Indeed, provisions

here are in great plenty, and excellent

in their kind.

The chief buildings in the town of

New-Streliiz have bee«n erected by the

Uts)
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late and present duke, for the accom

modation of the different officers be

longing to the houfliold. But the

principal ornament of this capital is ihe

magnificent palace erected here in

1726. The situation is delightful,

en a rising ground and dry soil, with

a deer park in front, and a spacious

garden, with a beautiful lake at the

back. It is a quadrangular pile, built

chiefly of Hone, three stories high, rec

koning the ground floor ; the architec

ture extremely light and elegant. Two

large wings project from the main body,

between which is a spacious ?rea or

court. The wings are lixty feet each

in length, and the main body one

hundred and twenty. The court

chapel is in the right wing, and in the

left is the grand saloon. The princi

pal stair-cale is large and light, lead

ing to a handsome hall, where the

duke commonly dines. ---The presence

chamber is extremely beautiful, of a

due proportion, and the furniture of

the highest contrivance and elegance.The grand saloon is really a mag

nificent piece, decorated with stucco,

gilding, and every other embellishment.

It is lofty and spacious, about sixty feet

long and forty in breadth, witli a gal

lery for music. This grand room is

used only on festivals, when there are

bails and assemblies ; and then it is

customary for the duke and the whole

court to dine and sup there. The

. grand apartments are absolutely superb,

she cielings consist of compartments

curiously wrought in stucco, the sides

enriched with pictures, glaflcs, and

other ornaments; and tiie furniture

quite new, rich, and well chosen. T;te

chairs are all lined with crimson da

mask, edged and flowered with goM ;

and, indeed, the whole is veiy

splendid.—Opposite to these apart

ments are several rooms, full of curio

sities and valuable moveables. Among

other tiling* I behest with admiration

a complete service of Chelsea porcelane,

rich and beautiful in fancy, beyond

expression. 1 really never saw any

Jirefden porci'lane near so fine: lirr

majesty made a present of this choice

collection to the duke her brother ; .1

present worthy of so great -3 princess.

The chapel is beautifully tinilhed,

hut not crowded with ornaments

From the back-sate of t'.ir palace

you descend by a flight of steps into

the garden, where the eye is presented

with a charming landscape. Before

you is a beautiful parterre, leading

to a double row of trees, which form

the grand avenue : This is terminated

by a handsome terrace, with a gradual

slope to the edge of a spacious lake, on

the opposite bank ot which you be

hold a pretty village, and farther on

is a vast tiact of forest land, out

stretching the sight. Before the

palace is the parade, a spacious area

terminating in the deer park. On

the left of this are some public offices ;

and at a small distance the duke's

coach- house and stables : The

latter well stocked with horses, though

he seldom rides. "

An extraordinary Escape in Norway.

From Dr. Smol let's Present State of

all Nations, i_A .

SPEAKING of the vegetables of that

country, the doctor fays, " Among

the other kinds of grafs here found, is

what botanists call -viola canina, with

short broad leaves ; a plant which con

tributed, in a very surprising manner,

to the preservation of two Norway

youths fn the year 1652. These bro-

thers, on the first day ot August,

made an excursion from their father's

house, of about twenty English miles

to enjoy the diversions of (hooting and

fishing, in the mountains that sepa

rate Guldbrandfdale from the province

of Vaitlers. Afrer having stayed four

days filhing in the lake of Rif, they

rowed in a skill" to a very small island

of this lake, about sixteen paces in

length. Here while they remained,

the ikift" broke loose, in consequence of

a sudden squall, and was driven to the

other share, where their dog stood

waiting lor his masters. As neither of

the youths could swim, they saw them

selves thus abandoned to famine, on a

desolate island, sequestered from all in

tercourse with mankind. Their first

care was to build a kind of hut of small,

stones, that they might, in some de

gree, he screened from the inclemency

of the weather. Towards the close of

tilt second day, their appetite being

whttted to the keenest sense of hunger,

they industriously sought some vegeta-

Lie food, and ventured to eat the viola

catitia,
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cemina, each to the amount osan ounce

twice a day ; and this was all they could

find at one learch. Their stomachs

were eased, their spirits refreshed, and

the acute pains which had begun to

seize their arms and shoulders, imme

diately abated. Eleven days did they

subsist on this vegetable j but it failed

on the twelfth, and they were reduced

to the brink of despair, when they ac

cidentally found a little spot overgrown

with sorrel, which they consumed atone

meal : nevertheless, it was reproduc

ed in less than four and twenty hours ;

and the devout young men, with tears

of gratitude, and due acknowledgments

to neaven, owned it as an interposition

of Providence in their; behalf. Dur

ing the first days or their suffering,

they had called and beckoned to their

dog, and used every possible allurement

to induce that animal to swim over,

that they might kill him for their sub

sistence ; but he would not obey their

signals. They were now reduced to

such a weak condition, that they could

not stand, and lnrdly make (hist to

creep from their hut in quest of the

lorrel. The elder was seized, with a

violent palpitation of the heart, which

throbbed so loud as to be heard at

some distance, and he appeartd :o be

in extremity. The younger with his

knife, engraved upon a piece ot timber

a short account of their unhappy sale,

and pointed out a text in ihe Psalms,

on which he requested that, their fuue-

ral sermon might be preached. Then

they joined in fervent prayer, and,

embracing one another, resigned them

selves to death without murmuring.

Their dog had tarried eight days with

their baggage on the shore, and then

returned to their father's 'house, where

he refused food ; but howled and

moaned incessantly. From the grief of

this faithful animal, the parents con

cluded that their children had met with

some misfortune, and dispatched a man

in learch of them to the mountain. He

arrived on the eleventh day at the lake,

where he sound their cloaths, and, con

cluding they were drowned, returned

with these melancholy tidings. On the

thirteenth day of their famine, the

youths having by this time given up all

hope of relief, heard the found of

horses travelling up the mountains.

They forthwith raised their voices, and,
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being heard the travellers hastened to

their assistance. The (kiss being hap

pily found on the shore undamaged,

the humane strangers put off to the

little island, where they found the

brothers almost exhausted. When

food was offered to the elder brother,

his stomach could hardly bear the

smallest portion ; and after he was con

veyed to his father's bouse, he contin

ued some days in a very dangerous dis

order ; pf which however he recover

ed, and survived this disaster seven and

; thirty year3. The other soon retrieved

his strength and- health ; and in the

year 1691 drew up this narration, as a

pious acknowledgment of God's pro

vidence." . '

The fame author in his account of

the animals and quadrupeds ofNorway,

fays, " But the most singular os all

these animals is the Lemming, the na

tive country of which is said to be the

mountains of IColen in Lapland. This

creature seems to be a species of the

rat, with a short tail, very short leg«,

large whiskers, small eyes and ears,

and long sharp teeth. About once or

twice in twenty years they appear in

vast numbers, advancing along the

ground, and devouring every thing

that is green, like a pestilence. Some

flocks of them march from he Koi-11,

through N.irdland and Kinmark, lo

the western ocean, which they enter,

and, a ter having; swam about for

sometime, perish. Other bodies tak?

their route through Swedish Laplar. !

to the Sinus Bjthnicus, where tht.v

drown in the fame manner. T.lt-.-

advance in a direct line ; and if rf.-u

are obliged to go round a large (\<\is

or rock, they leek their former line ot

direction, in which they proceed. ' f

they are opposed by the peasants, th.v

will stand and bark at them : Nsvti

thelels, great numbers of them are de

stroyed and eaten by the Lapland doe-?.

It a boat happens to be in their wj»,

Iving in a river or creek which t1..-.

intend to pass, they march in at un;

end or fide of the vessel, and out at

the other. The appearance of tiuie

vermin is looked upon as an omen ',i

a bad harvest, and heretofore Uuil

was a form of exorcilm used ag. :,.t

them by the Romish clergy : but it th ,

prognosticate a Icanty crop, they m.k-

amends in occasioning a good hunt i mo;

scii - 11.
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season j for they are followed by great

numbers of bears, foxes, and other

animals, which eat them as the most

delicious food. The common people

suppose that these vermin are trans

ported through the air; and several

learned men have embraced the same

opinion."

Ofthe Ducks o/"Iceland, from the Same.

•« ittE reckon ten different kinds

W of wild ducks (in Iceland)

five of which are fit to be eaten, and

well flavoured. Of these the down-

bird is the most esteemed and cherished.

The duck is of the common-size, and a

dark-brown colour, except on the

breast, which is of a lighter hue : The

drake is as large as a goose, and has a

great number of white feathers. They

delight to build in little lonely islands s

But the people have inticed them to

the main land by tender usage, and

screening them from all disturbance.

Thus treated, they will sit upon their

eggs, when visited, and even suffer

them to be taken away, once or twice

in a season. The duck will continue

to lay others, until she is allowed to

hatch a brood : In that cafe they will

return next year, and multiply on the

fame spot. In making their nests,

these birds pluck the down from their

own breasts, that on this bed their

eggs may lie soft and warm. The

duck lajs four large green eggs, which

are delicious to the palate : These the

natives take away, together with the

down, and destroy the nest. Theduck

goes to work again in the lame man-

rer, and is robbed the second time.

She renews her labour; but her brealt

being by this time bare, the drake

supplies the nest with down, which, as

it is white, is the more valuable. If

the duck is three times deprived of

her eggs, she quits that part of the

country, and looks out for a new ha

bitation : For that reason a prudent

farmer will allow her to hatch her last

produce ; and he may be certain she

and her young will return next season,

when he will have three nests instead

of one. When the young quit the

nest, the people gather the down ; so

that every pair yields eight eggs, and

three parcels of down, in one leason :

This down they export, and sell to

great advantage."

JuTy

The Turkey being a Fowl in high Esteem

at the •tables of the Curious, the J'ol-

ioiving Method of rearing that ttttder

Bird, successfully praSifed among

the Swedes, may prove serviceable tm

our Housewives.

PLUNGE the chick into a vessel of

cold water, the very hour, if pos

sible, at least the very day, it is hatch

ed, forcing it to swallow one whole

pepper-corn, after which return it to

the mother. From that time it will

become hardy, and fear the cold no

more than a hen's chick. But it rauft

be remembered that this delicate spe

cies of fowl is also subject to a parti

cular dilorder when young, which fre

quently carries it off in a few days.

When they begin to droop, therefore,

examine carefully the feathers on the

rump, and you will find there two or

three, the quill part of which shall be

filled with blood. Draw these and the

chick will recover, and afterward re

quire no other care than is bestowed on

common poultry. Three parishes in

Sweden, which use this method, are

said to have gained several hundred

pounds by the rearing of turkies.

A Question by Mr. W.Baxter.

SUPPOSE two towers, one of »s«

feet high, and the other 180, and

their distance S30; now between these

towers is a concave trench, forming a

semi-ellipsis, whose tranverse diameter

is the distance of the towers, and the

semi-conjugate 100 : It is required to

find the length of a ladder standing in

the curve of the ellipsis, so that it mall

just reach the top of each tower ?

To the AUTHOR, &e.

S I R,

BEING very much pleased with the

Remarks of Pad. Paolo (p. 175.)

on Mr. Glocester Ridley's work.—I

should be glad if you could acquaint

him, that, I think, he will find therein

Mr. Ridley has not been a vast deal

kinder in some things to the memory

of Edward VI. than to poor Van Parre,

being almost as angry with the king,

for his crime of giving away some of

the overstock of holy church linen, to

be disposed of towards the support of

one of his charitable foundations.

I am, Sec.

A Friend to the Memory ofEdtv. W.

A SPEtCCH.
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A SPEECH.

IF the noble lord, who is so anxious

to have the doors of the house con

stantly (hut against strangers, had con

tented himself with insisting, that there

is a standing order to this effect, and

that a standing order should be strict

ly observed, I should have thought it

my duty to submit to his lordship's

motion, though I confess with some re

luctance. But when the noble lord, not

satisfied with an authority paramount

tti all argument, thinks it necessary to

give reasons for his opinion, he seems to

admit that the point is at least dispu

table; therefore I hope he will permit

me to offer some reasons to the house,

why I differ from him entirely.

The only tolerable pretence for re

fusing admittance to strangers of de

cent appearance and behaviour, is,

lest there should not be room for the

members to attend to business with

ease and convenience to themselves.

Whenever this happens, and we all

know how seldom it does happen,

every member has a right (and I dare

fay his lordship will seldom fail to

make use of it) to move that the house

may be cleared. In every other light,

I think that, so far from being offend

ed at the presence of strangers, we

should wish to have as many witnesses

as possible of all our proceedings.

What his lordship's motives may be,

I cannot pretend to determine j but,

for my own part, as I am neither

ashamed nor afraid of what I fay in

this house, I care not how soon, or

how universally it is reported abroad.

We are not a council of state, nor is

it our business to deliberate upon, or

direct the secret operations of govern

ment, though it be our duty some

times to enquire into them. We are

the representatives of the people, and

in effect a popular assembly. To aim

at secrecy in our debates, would not

only be a vain and ridiculous attempt,

but, I apprehend, absolutely contrary

to the principle upon which this house

is constituted. It would be turning a

democratical assembly into the fornf

of an aristocracy. The nobility of

Venice wisely bar the doors of tlleir

senate-house, because they are not the

representatives, but the tyrants of

the people. Such a policy may be

prudent and necessary, where the mt;-
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rests of a few who govern, are diffe

rent from those of the many, who are

governed. But I flatter myself, the

noble lord will not insinuate, that the

house of ——— and the people of

Great Britain have different or sepa

rate interests from each other, or that

_we can have any views, which it may

import us to conceal from our consti

tuents. Such a cafe may possibly hap

pen hereafter, but I am sure it cannot

be said with any appearance os truth

of the present house of ———.

His lordship tells us, that by admitting

strangers to hear our debates, the

speeches of the members are soon

carried abroad and generally misre

presented. Perhaps it may be so;

but will barring our doors prevent

that inconvenience ; does he think

that in an assembly of above five

hundred persons, the discourses held

here will not be carried abroad,

will not be misrepresented ? the mem

ber of this house are neither bound to

secrecy, nor is our memory or judg

ment infallible. But if his anxiety

turns chiefly upon this point, I would

wish him to consider that a stranger,

who fits quietly in the gallery, is much

more likely to retain, with exactness,

what he comes on purpose to hear,

than a member who perhaps is inte

rested in the debate, and who proba

bly hears the arguments on one side

with prejudice, while he listens with

partiality to those os the other. Shall

we then, sir, without any reasonable

motive whatsoever, give this house the

appearance of a foreign inquisition ?

shall it be said that a British boule of

makes laws for the people,

as some slavish courts of judicature

abroad try state criminals, januis dau-

Jit? To the honour of our courts of

justice, they are open to all mankind

to mike them respectable in the eyes'

of the people. We are not indeed a

court of judicature, but every argu

ment for opening the courts in West

minster-hall operates with equal or

greater force upon us. We are a po

pular assembly. ---There is nothing

secret in the nature of our business. ---

By publilning our votes we admit that

the nation has a right to be informed

of our proceedings. But above all,

it is of the highest importance to tin

people to know the ler.ti.nents and

Y y conduct
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conduct of each particular member,

that they may be able to form a just

judgment of our integrity and ability,

and in what manner we support the

interests of our constituents. And

sliall motives such as these have no

weight with us ? shall our inhospitable

doors be closed, because one member

is afraid of being misrepresented ? I

wish the noble lord was as cautious of

what he writes in other places, as of

what he fays here. But in that re

spect he has' taken care to be perfectly

safe. The military manifesto, which

he has thought proper to give under

his hand, is too plain to be misunder

stood, and too bad to be misrepre

sented. [Polit. Reg.]

Account os the Election os Sixteen Scots

Peers.

S I R,

AS you have a great gusto for fresh

intelligence of a political nature,

I have taken the earliest opportunity

of transmitting to you, an account of

the proceedings of, what is common

ly called the election of sixteen of the

Scottish peerage at Edinburgh, to

represent that community } (in other

words the Conge' d'Elire, four Esasse.) I

happened to be in Scotland at the

time, and as I write the short-hand as

well, I believe, as any of that posse

who came down to Edinburgh, on

occasion of the Douglas cause, I am

enabled to give you a description au

thentic enough of the business, and

of the earl of Buchnn's protest, which,

for the honour ot Scotland, I beg

leave just to observe, was neither sign

ed noi' leconiied by one of that illus

trious fraternity, nor did one peer ad

venture to vote for Lord Buchan in

preference to Lord J e, although

that lord was totally unknown, and

that the earl had offered himself, above

fix weeks before, on the basis of a free

election; but I add no more: "Let

the stricken deer gD weep."

When it came to the vote of the earl

of Buchan, his lordship stood up, and

said, " My lords, Without the least de

ference to the minister or his agents, I

vote for the following peers :

i. The duke of Gordon.

i. The duke of Argyl.

3. The duke of Atholl.

4.. The earl of Morton.
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LE Protest.

5. The earl of Buchan.

6. The earl of Eglington.

7. The earl of Strathmore.

8. The earl of Abercorn.

9. The earl of Loudon.

10. The earl of March.

The earl of Mnrchmont.

The earl of Dunmore.

The earl of Rofeberry.

The earl of Bute.

Lord viscount Stormont.

16. The lord Cathcart."

After the election his lordship en

tered the following protest, which

they had the m——ss to refuse to put

in the minutes.

PROTEST.

I David, earl of Buchan, being un

willing that my name, or the names)

of such peers of Scotland, as may think

proper to adhere to this my protest,

should be handed down to posterity, as

joining or acquiescing in a ministerial

and unconstitutional nomination of

sixteen peers to represent the peerage

of Scotland in parliament, do protest,

in my own name, and in the names of

all those who (hall adhere to this my

protestation, That, whereas a list of

sixteen peers for Scotland has been fra

med, long before the time of this

election, by persons in high trust un

der the crown, and that such lists

have been in a most scandalous man

ner called by the most sacred name of

the King's List, to the prostitution of

that most venerable authority, which

it is well known cannot be used con

stitutionally in matters of election, de

clared to be free by the most impor

tant charters of British liberty. And,

likewise, when we consider, that this

list has been daringly lhewn by the

minister to several peers now present

in this assembly, and the contents of

it supported and conveyed, by still

more daring agents, to other peers

likewise now present, to the subver

sion of the freedom os election, by

intimidating those who were to give

their susfiages for sixteen men, who

are to be vested with the deposit of the

liberties as the order, and capable of

operating, in a most remarkable man

ner, upon the liberties of the 1

', and of the nation in

general, when we consider these mat

ters, we cannot but be rilled with the

highest indignation, at the attempts,

which
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which have been but too successfully

made, to reduce the election of the

sixteen peers for Scotland to a mere

ministerial nomination, at once dis

graceful to the community, and sub

versive of the freedom of parliaments.

Buchan."

I fliall make no comment on what is

fone before, and shall only add, that

am your constant reader

[Polit. Reg.] John Bull.

An Account of the Expences of his pre

sent Majesty's State-Coach, made in

the Year 1762.
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timated to the speaker os the house his

desire of having a copy of a certain

letter, which the house had directed to

be sent to the speakers of the several

houses of assembly in the other colo

nies, a copy of which, it is presumed,

wilt be laid before your lordship, the

house appointed a committee to wait

on his excellency, and acquaint him,

that they were ready to lay before him

the said letter, and their whole pro

ceedings, relating to an important af

fair thaa before them, if he should de •

sire it. And the same committee was

directed, humbly to request his excel

lency to favour the house with a copy

of your lordship's letter, together with

his own letters to which it referred :

Whereupon messages passed between

the governor ami the house, which the

house beg leave to inclose to your

Lordship.

As the house think they have just

grounds of suspicion, that his excel

lency's letters to your Lordship contain,

at least, an implication or charge and

accusation against them, which they

are kept in ignorance of; they rely

upon your known candour and justice,

that upon this their humble request,

you will be pleased to give orders that

copies be laid before the house os re

presentatives; that they may have the

opportunity of vindicating themselves

and their constituents, and of happily

removing from your mind an opinion

of them, grounded, as your Lordship

might then reasonably judge, upon

good information, as having behaved

in a manner unbecoming the charac

ter of loyal subjects. They hope you

will be so favourable as to suspend your

further judgment of them, till they

can be made acquainted with the mat

ters that may have been alledged a-

gainst them, and can make their de

fence. In the mean time, they beg

leave just to mention to your Lordship,

that the elections of the last May, so

far as this house had a part in them,

were made with a freedom and delibe

ration suitable to tjie importance of

them : That they were influenced by

no motives, but the prosperity of his

majesty's government, and the happi

ness of bis subjects ; that the non-

election of level al gentlemen of di

stinguished character and station, was

by no means the crtVct of party preju

dice, private resentment, or motives

Y y t still

/. s. d.

Coaohmaker 167} 15 0

Carver ■• 3500 0 0

Gilder 933 1+ 0

Painter
3'S 0

0

Laceman 737 10 7

Chafer 665 4. 6

Harness- maker 385 IS 0

Mercer aoa 5 10*

Bitt- maker ■ •
99 6 6

Milliner 3i 3 4

Sadler 10 iS 6

Woollen-draper
4 3

6

Coyer-maker
3 9 6

756* 4

A Letter lo the Right Hon. the Earl of

Shelburne, occasioned by bis Lordship's

Letter to bis Excellency Governor Ber

nard. (See p. 306.)

Massachusett's-Bay, Feb.u, 1768.

My Lprd,

HI S excellency governor Bernard

has been pleased to give orders

to the secretary of this province to read

to the house of representatives a letter

he had received from your Lordship,

dated Whitehall, the 17th of Septem

ber, 1767 ; which having done, the

secretary withdrew, without leaving a

copy as usual.

The house were both grieved and

astonished, to find your Lordship un

der a necessity of expressing such unfa

vourable sentiments of the two houses

of the general assembly, as well as of

some particular members of this house,

altogether strangers to you, with re

gard to the election of counsellors in

May last. They observed that your

Lordship's letter had a reference to se

veral or his excellency's letters, upon

which your sentiments seemed to be

formed ; and as his excellency had in-
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still more blameable j but the result of the following among other represen.-

calm reflection upon the danger that

might accrue to our excellent constitu

tion, and the liberties of the people,

from too great an union of the legisla

tive, executive, and judiciary power*

of government, which, in the opi

nion of the greatest writers, ought al

ways to be kept separate : Nor was

this a new opinion, formed at a cer

tain period ; but it has been the pre

vailing sentiment of the most sensible

and unexceptionable gentlemen in the

province for many years past, upon

principles which your lordship's tho

rough knowledge of the constitution,

and the just balance of the several

powers of government, this house is

assured, will justify. And although

his excellency was pleased to exercise

his undoubted right of negativing

some of the gentlemen elected, the

house have had no reason to alter their

opinion of them, as being unexcep

tionable, in point of ability, fortune,

and character. They beg pardon for

this further trouble given to your

Lordship, which they could not avoid,

being sollicitous to set their conduct

in its true point of light before you ;

and they rely upon jour known jus

tice, that you will intercede with, the

throne for this province. They are

assured, that your Lordship will not

sufl'er a province to be misrepresented,

even by persons in station here ; and

if there be any such, they flatter

themselves that their removal will ren

der this people happy in the esteem of

the parent country, and much more

so in the smiles of the belt of kings.

Signed by the Speaker.

The house of Representatives of

New England have transmitted, among

other letters to several of the great offi

cers of state, one to the lords commis

sioners of the treasury, dated Feb. 17,

in which the house beg leave to lay

before their lordships the great diffi

culties to which they are reduced, by

the operation of divers acts of parlia

ment, imposing duties, to be levied on

the subjects of the American colonies,

and made with the sole and express

purpose of raising a revenue: And

they intreat the favour of their lord

ships candid judgment and great inte

rest in the national councils lor redress:

To induce them to which, they make

tations.

" The blessings of the British con

stitution will for ever keep the subject:*

in this province united to the mother

state, as long as the sentiments of li

berty are preserved : But what liberty-

can remain to them, when their pro

perty, the fruit of their toil and in

dustry, and the prop of all their fu

ture hopes in life, may be taken from

them at the discretion of others ?—.

It has, till of late, been the invaria

ble usage for his majesty's requisition*

to be laid before their own represen

tatives : And their aid has not been

tributary, but the free and voluntary

gift of all : The change is in its na

ture delicate and important j your

lordships will judge whether there be

any necessity or pressing reasons for it:

The house are not insensible that the

colonies have their enemies, who may

have misrepresented them to his ma

jesty's ministers and the parliament, as

seditious, disloyal, and disposed to set

up an independency on Great Britain :

But they rely upon the candour of

your lordships judgment: They can

affirm, that with regard to this pro

vince, and, they presume all the co

lonies, the charge is injurious and un

just. The superintending authority

of his majesty's high court of parlia

ment, the supreme legislature over the

whole empire, is as clearly admitted

here as in Britain ; so far as is con

sistent with the fundamental rules of

the constitution ; and it is not further

admissible there.

The house are humbly in opinion,

that a representation of their constitu

ents, in that high court, by reason of

local circumstances, will for ever be

impracticable : And that his majesty's

royal predecessors were graciously plea

sed, by charter, to erect a legislative

power in the province, as perfectly free

as a subordination would admit, that the

subjects here might enjoy the unalien-

able right of a representation . And

further, that the nation hath ever since

considered them as subjects, though

remote, and conceded to acts of their

subordinate legislation. Their char

ter is a check upon them, and effectu

ally secures their dependance on Great

Britain ; for no acts can be in force

till the king's governor has given his

assent j
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assent ; and all laws that are made are

laid before his majesty, who at any

time, daring three years after they

are made, may disannul them at his

royal pleasure. Under this check/ the

house humbly conceive, a representa

tion in parliament cannot be necessary

for the nation, and for many reasons

it cannot be eligible to them : AU they

desire is to be placed on their original

standing : That they may still be hap

py in the enjoyment of their invalua

ble privileges, and the nation may

still reap the advantage of their growth

and prosperity.

The house intreat your lordships

patience one moment longer, while

they just mention-the danger they ap

prehend to their liberties, if the

crown, in addition to its uncontro-

verted right of appointing a gover

nor, should also appoint him a sti

pend at the expence of the people,

and without their consent. And, al

so, whether, as the judges, and other

civil officers of the province, do not

hold commissions during good beha

viour, there is not a probability, that

arbitrary rule may in some time take

effect, to the subversion of the princi

ples of equity and justice, and the

ruin of liberty and virtue.

It is humbly hoped, that your lord

ships will conceive a favourable opi

nion of the people of the province;

and that you will patronize their li

berties, so far as in your great wildom

and candour you (hall judge to be

right.

Signed by the Speaker."

To the AUTHOR es the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

THE following matters of fact re

lating to the use of tobaccbin fu

migation are what I cannot but esteem

worth the notice of the publick, and,

if this is your opinion too, e'en publisti

them.

A gentlewoman of my acquaintance

late deceased, amused me one day with

the following account of one of her

near relations, viz. About the age of

forty his eyes grew so weak and dim,

that he was obliged to have recourse

to spectacles, the use of which he con

tinued for a short time, only till the

following application of common to

bacco entirely superseded it. By the
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advice of his friends he was persuaded

to learn the practice of smoking to

bacco, which he soon did, and, during

the fumigation, to wet his finger slight

ly with the saliva then tinctured with

the fumes of the tobacco, and with

this finger wet his upper eye lids so as

to keep them moist during the time of

his smoking. This practice at the

rate of no more than two pipes in a

day, recovered his fight so well in three

weeks time as to enable him to read

without spectacles, and with rarely

more than one pipe in a day afterwards,

not to want the use of them till he was

near eighty years of age, about which

time he died. The author oPthis sto

ry was a person of remarkable good

sense and memory, and in giving her

testimony to it could entertain no pos

sible motive to misrepresentation or

falfliood ; other examples of success in

this practice have been well known to

myself— one, in the case of a person

turned of sixty, who has been thence

enabled to relinquish the use of specta

cles; another, that of a clergyman of

the fame age, who was a man of emi

nent learning and piety, read and

wrote much, and from this application,

and that of bathing his eyelids now and

then with tar-water, defended himself

from the necessity of spectacles* till he

was near seventy. He was upon the

point of taking to them several years

before sixty, but assured me, that he

was convinced this method had

strengthened his sight in the manner

here described.

In regard to myself, my usual prac

tice is one pipe in the evening, but

this not every day ; sometimes indeed

two, but were it not for the purpose

abovementioned, I should very rarely

smoke at all. From my daily engage

ment for several hours in reading or

writing or both (few days excepted)

I cannot but infer the utility of this

practice in my own cafe, and am sen

sible of as much strength in the use of

my eyes, now at forty-four, as I en

joyed at twenty-eight. And let me

here obviate an objection, viz. that

neither the exactest regularity in the

quality, nor temperance in the quan

tity, of diet ; proportion of exercise,

or firmness of constitution will exempt

from fatigue and weakness the limb

that is encumbered with assiduous ap

plication ; which would undoubtedly

by
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by degrees (ink under the burden, were

it not enabled by artificial helps to

keep pace with it's fellow members in

it's progress to decay. Prevention

therefore is the bed remedy : for if the

assistance here proposed, or any other

is deferred, till the power of refraction

in the natural lens is once so far weak

ened, as to demand the use of the ar

tificial, the recovery in that case will

not render the eye so firm and effective,

as it might have proved by the uniform

use of a preventive, like wounds in the

body, which may be healed and dura

bly closed, but the part affected can

never receive such a solid, incoroora-

tion as there was in the original com

position.

The tobacco here used in twa of the

last mentioned instances was a discre

tionary compound of British herbs ga

thered, and dried, shred and mixed

with tobacco in the proportion of two

to one. Even common tobacco I ap

prehend to be of much service this way;

but not nearly so much as the mixed.

With respect to the usefulness of to

bacco differing in different constitu

tions, or it's production of heats,

relaxations, stupefactions, &c. va

riously, in the smoker, these must be

submitted both to better judgments,

and to personal experience ; but in

this latter cafe private examples may

be easily led into mistake either from

the excess, or the unseasonablenefs of

the practice, to which they may have

variety of temptations, from company,

liquor, paliime, even solitude itself—

However, the eyes are a part of the

human constitution, liable, perhaps,

to the least exception of any, and con

sequently more capable of general ap

plications.

In the medical use of common to

bacco there are many subjects in whom

it operates as a gentle aperitive; tho"

even this, probably, by relaxation :

But the effect of it in drying the brain,

hurrying secretions, wasting the nu

tritious fluids, or accelerating insensi

ble perspiration, is most probably the

result of it's abuse ; in tome of which

cases I have received hurt from the

excess of it several times. Without

doubt, the eilicacy, of several medi

cines has been clilowned by means of

hasty and injudicious conclusions

formed upon their trial, and therefore

it requires a very competent degree

Tobacco excellent for the Eyes. July

of discernment to ascertain in what

cases this is useful or prejudicial, and

to what degree it may be used wir.Ii

moderation.

That the use of smoking common

tobacco in a moderate way is not pre

judicial to the eyes is, in my opinion ,

abundantly evident from the many

instances of old' people continuing the

use of that and their sight together to

a very late period of life. This nega

tive proof, together with the positive

ones I have advanced, and others of a.

like kind which I have from time to

time read, owing to the use of the cele

brated British herb, and other private

considerations, have confirmed my

convictions, methinks beyond the

power of defeat. I cannot therefore

embrace all this evidence in favour of

my subject without puffing it off to

you and the world ; to the service of

which I hope to dedicate my eyes, as

long as they retain any fire in them,

and continue in a better condition than

that of dust and ashes.

I have only to add, that the examples

here alledged in proofare absolute facts,

and well worth credit—Sure, I should

blush to find any person whatsoever

smoke the cheat, and blast the name

of yours, &c.

Dorset, May 18, 1768. Clericuj.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

Thespirit os Cburcbismfarther explaining

itself;—no reformation!

S I R,

A third letter to the author of the

confessional abounds with matter.

1 mall beg the favour of laying before

the public a few remarks upon it, by

the channel of your very reputable

aud extensive Magazine.

Civil establishments of religion do harm

upon the whole, iuhere the people, nuitb-

cut them, ivould have better notions of

religion, than they have ivitb them." p.

29, a conceilion, that is ecough of all

conscience, to blow up—and yet, this

church-defender has given us full as

surance, that there (lull be no refor

mation in such matters which are

complained of by the author of the

Confessional.—This our doctor fays

expressly, p. 144. Notu the doctrine of

the trinity is ivhat lue cannot enter give

up.—To prove he is in earnest, we

find
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find him reproaching and reviling se

veral of the most venerable characters,

who have done the greatest honour to

the English church establishment.— The

commodious casuistry os Clayton, Clarke,

Sykes, and others p. 107,--- in p. 31 he

speaks of the obliging sophistry of Dr.

Clarke the poisonous sophistry intro

duced in 1711, p. 93, comp. p. 105,

in the point of subscribing in the sub

scribers own fense, and not in that

of the impolers.—Surely this must be

poisonous sophistry !—But proposals of

small changes may introduce great ones,

p. no. not any reforming attempt can

have the least countenance. And to

five the Athanasian greater spirit, and

ribe his passions on the side of that

heresy, this doctor has placed the Uni

tarian in a light, which he thought

the most obnoxious ! For he tells his

readers p. 160, where he had been to

get his information—and that there is

an authentic instrument in the archbishop's

library at Lambeth, in ivhicb a number

of Englijb Socinians apply to the emperor

of Morocco and his subjeds as their bre

thren in the faith, p. 160. Here

by our church-defender thinks, he

has effectually disgraced the Unitarians.

But does he know that the belief of

one God, is the first principle of all

true religion ? And that Jesus Christ

himself has said, that this is life eternal

to know thee the only true God, and Je

sus Christ thy messenger ? And does not

Jvlahommed, in his Koran, alk, chap.

%j. «' Is there any other God partner

with the true God ?" And in Koran,

chap. 5. " They are surely infidels,

who fay,, verily, God is Christ the son

of Mary ; since Christ said, O children

of Israel ! Serve God, my Lord and

your Lord ; whosoever shall give a

companion unto God, God (hall exclude

him from paradise '"-—will this Atha

nasian be able to (hew us any thing in

consistent in the address of the English

Socinians, when they owned the Mo

hammedans their brethren in the faith

of the one God, and of Jesus Christ's

owning the one God, his Lord ?---

Or can he tell us, what impropriety

there would be in an Unitarian calling

a Jew his brother, in the faith of the

one God ? It does not appear that

the Englilh Socinians did ever own

that Mohammed was the prophet of

' the one God, and in that fense Moham

medans were their brethren.

Spirit of Cburcbism, fcfr.
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And who would not rather chuse to

subscribe this creed of Mohammed,

as it respects God and Jesus Christ,

than either the Athanasian, or Nicene

creed f-.-Did not the Athanasian here

sy give Mohammed the greatest ad

vantage, in the credit that was at first

given to his Koran? And is it not

at this day the meet anchor of popery

and of all church tyranny ?

The letter writer, nevertheless denies

that thechurch of England hasany lean

ings towards popery, p. 164. In a more

full confutation ofthis, fee An inquiry in

to the causes which obstructed tie reforma

tion, and hath hitherto prevented its

progress. Printed for T. Becket, &c.

1768. An excellent little pamphlet.

Our L. W. has advanced some other

popish principles, as in p. 13, where

he puts the question, -who/ball bejudge

of ivbat is read in scripture or may

be thereby proved P—Sae for herself:

Every private person, ivbo thinks be can

for himself.— -This he mumbles---his

meaning is more intelligible, p. xg,

where he rallies the notion of the

common people being able to judge

for themselves the sense of scripture,

and so far from defending Bishop Clay

ton's principles or practices---/// hit

judgment, doubtless every dissenter duet

harm : yet be may accidentally do good,

by making others more studious and cir

cumspect, p. 29. However, societies, he

says,Jbould bear with the harm, because

it must be presumed to proceed, without

bad intention, from the imperseSlion of

human nature: and intolerance of tolera

ble opinions and praBices nvould do much

more harm Here truly, the protes

tant dissenter is treated with more

tenderness than he has lately been from

the pulpit in R---1 C---I, where it

was (aid April 17, in the ear of M-—y,

that the protestant dissent was not

from conscience ; but from vanity,

perverseness, &c."—-This made me

imagine, that we are going to have a

new edition of Queen Anne's four last

years !—-our L. W. we own, is more

favourable. And yet, every diffentcr

does barm. In what ! why, in asserting

and maintaining the rights of private

judgment, and in suffering no human

authority to be exercised over his

faith or conscience, in religions mat

ters— daring wretch! tread upon him.

Our doctor, tenacious of his Atha

nasian heresy can tlius rally trie au

thor

Sale's Koran, vol, i.p. 146, printed 1764.
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thor of the Confessional.

reformer ! to feed the ignorance and pre

judice of the people by indulging them the

use of creedi which are not agreeable to

scripture ! on <wbat principles can this be

justified ? I suppose you learned it from

Turretine and jour frinds at Geneva"

f. 155. One would be alloniuiid at a

man's using such staring address, with

the two mystical creeds in his right

band.

The farther to assure us, no refor

mation can take place in the church,

he informs us, In the principal points of

faith and 'worship, the bijbops and clergy

•wanted no alterations ; not even under

George the second," p. 113.

Once, indeed, I find him mentioning

real corruptions or deficiences. But he

fays that we are not to judge of what

things are so, or of what moment, or

what may be hoped or ieared from

them, but, of all these things thole

only in high stations, are, each to judge

for himself, this appears to be his rea

soning p. 153.

Which leads me to notice one or

two strictures of his political principles.

The author of the Confessional had

observed, that the English Arnhnians,

at the Synod of Doit, had advanced

indefeasible hereditary light, juredivi-

710 i by means ot which doctrine, re

sistance, even to a Nero or a Caligula,

became a damnable lin. Upon which

the doctor fays. But vjby by means of

this doctrine ? St. Paul, -who probably

Bad never heard of it, pronounces resis

tance to Nero a damnableJin. Now St.

Paul cannot be miltaken by any care

ful readers, for he expressly lays, that

rulers are not a terror to good vjorks,

but to the evil.— -Do that nvhuh is gcod

and thou shalt have praise of the fame:

For be is the minister of God to fhee Jor

good. For though, as a minister of Cod,

be is a revenger to wrath upon him that

doeth evil : Tet be is not, as a minister of

God, such a wrathful revenger on him

that ts a doertof right things. Resistance

therefore to Nero, when he did not be

have in character as a supreme magis

trate, could not incurr damnation ;

neither in the judgment of St. Paul,

nor in ihe reaion and truth of things.

It could not, because the -weal of tne

people is the divine end osrovtrnmentj

aiid not the arbitrary will of the prince.

• -•But is it was a damnable sin to re

fill a tyrant, mankind would be punish-
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An excellent able for the noblest and most merito

rious exenion of all those powers

which God has given them.

It is farther insinuated, that a Bri-

tifh-protestant-prince may be pat into

circumstances that would justify his ap

plying even \ot\\epope for his assistance.

Perhaps it may be said, distreft princes

may be glad to compound <with bis holiness

for some power, against rebellious subjects

•who "would grant him none. Let fieeb

. rebellioussubjects consider this, njobo, frost

their principles of election andgrace, en

deavour to drive their princes into this

distress. As to Charles the first, all bis

injuries from the Calvinists could not drive

him into popery, although his queen was

astiduous to vitice him to it," p. 87.

A worse idea, a more debasing and

more detestable one cannot be formed

of any British Prince ! Nor a fuller

proof given of his anti-protestant-spirit,

than his taking such a scandalous re

fuge.— Neither did papal Rome stand

in need of more evidence than they

had of Charles's favourable dispositions

towards popery. It therefore could not

be any other than the influence which

his popilh queen had over him, that led

him to every violation of law, and of

the rights of a free people; which

brought him into all his distresses : Hit

tyranny was the mere result of popish

counsels. Nor could he have abused

and perverted the ends of governments

had he not been a most despicable de

votee os Rome.---But why should this

opposition to him be ascribed to the

principles of eUtlion and grace, when

the articles of the church of E. avow

these principles ? and yet the most

zealous defenders of them are for non-

resistance and passive obedience?—Wit-

nets the letter- w ri-.er.

An Advocate for religious Liberty.

ExtraBfrom the Rev. Mr. Blackburne's

Considerations on the present State

os the Controversy between the Pro-

tdtants and Papists of Great Britain

and Ireland, &c.

" \\T E seem, in matters of reli-

VV gion, to be arrived at a very

interesting crisis, wherein the prophecy

of our blesied Saviour, namely, that

•* because of the abounding of iniquity,

the love of many shall wax cold," is

fulfilled among us, as visibly at least as

it has been among Christians of any

other period since the prophecy was

delivered.
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delivered. There seems to be at this

time not only a general coolness to

wards the protestant religion, as dis

tinguished from the spirit and practices

of popery, but likewise a general inat

tention to those interests ot" the tempo

ral as well as of the spiritual kind,

which it was the glory and praise of

our ancestors to support.

Unhappily for the public, as well as

individuals, the fashion of the times

prevails too often in religion, as well

as in matters of less importance. The

word of God, for which the poor

people hungred and thirsted in the be

ginning of the reformation, now that

it is set open to every one with the

greatest freedom, seems, in too many

instances, to be despised and neglected,

like other things, which lose their va

lue, when they lose their novelty.

Many seem, now, even to pride them

selves in their ignorance, and to think

themselves happy in being able to ex

cuse their ungodly, fraudulent, or im

moral practices, on the pretence of

wanting learning, or what they call

scholarship ; unmindful that he who is

wilfully ignorant of his Lord's will,

when he may have the opportunity

of learning it, will be beaten with as

many stripes, as he who knows it, and

doth it not; and that the few stripes

mentioned in the parable are allotted

to those only, from whom their mas

ter's will is concealed by some unavoi

dable obstruction or incapacity.

On another hand, it has been ob

served, that a selfish spirit prevails too

much in those concerns wherein our

very constitution is at stake. " The

public, fay some people, is the last

thing that is cared for, even by those

classes of men, who, both by their sta

tion and abilities, are under the high

est obligations to consult its welfare,

without which individuals can have no

security for their peace, their property,

or even their very existence."

This state of the case must turn the

eyes and expectations, of those who

perceive the approaching effects of

this indifference, upon the clergy, of

course. Their conduct will be marked

by the judicious few, though the secu

lar ana slothful among them may be

indulged and even applauded for con

forming to the fashion of the times, by

those who, shunning the light of the

Gospel themselves, neither understand
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their own duty nor that of their

teachers, and who, desiring to be in

dulged in their turn, are ready enough

to screen themselves under examples,

who, they will fay, would certainly

direct them to a better practice, if a

better practice was necessary.

But let no man deceive himself with

vain words. In any general calamity,

such as a return of popery would bring

upon us, even these thoughtless men

must suffer as well as others, either by

submitting to a remorseless ecclesiasti

cal tyranny, or by a merciless venge

ance for opposing it, and wi!l then be

sufficiently awake to see clearly from

whence their sufferings are derived;

and would be the first to reproach those

who have flattered them in their slum

bers, and complied with them in those

follies and dissipations, which now

keep them secure and insensible of the

common danger. It will be our hap

piness and our comfort in such an

evil day, to have the testimony of our

consciences, that we have not ceased t>

warn every one, within our respective

departments, of the just judgments of

God upon those who either neglect the

care of their salvation in the world to

come, or undervalue the means of

working it out to the greatest advan

tage, which have been so bountifully

afforded and so repeatedly preserved

and rescued from the destructive jatfs

of popisli tyranny and arbitrary power,

by the vigilance of a gracious provi

dence, over this particular country,

perhaps without example in any

other."

Tie Bat. From British Zoology, lately

publi/bed.

" ^T^H IS singular animal was placed

JL by Pliny, Gesner, Aldrovan-

dus, and some other naturalists, among

the birds : they did not consider, that

it wanted every character of that or

der of animals, except the power of

flying: if the irregular, uncertain, and

jerking motion ot the bat in the air,

can merit the name of flight. No birds

whatsoever are surnislied with teeth or

bring forth their young alive, and

suckle them : Were other notes want

ing, these would be sufficient to de

termine that the bat is a quadruped.

The species now described, is the

larger of the two kinds found in Eng

land ; and the most common : the usual

Z Z length
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of it, it about two inches and a half:

the extent of the fore-legs nine inches.,

The members that are usually called

the wings, are nothing more than the

four interior toes of the fore-feet, pro

duced to a great length, and connected

by a thin membrane; which extends

also to the hind legs ; and from them

to the tail : The first toe is quite loose,

and serves as a heel, when the bat

walks; or as a hook, when it would

adhere to any thing. The hind feet

are disengaged from the membrane,

and divided into five toes, furnished

with pretty strong claws. The mem

branes are of a dusky colour : The

body is covered with stiort fur, of a

mouse-colour, tinged with red. The

eyes, are very small : the ears like those

of the mouse.

This species of bat is very common

in England : It makes its first appear

ance early in the summer, and begins

its slight in theduikof the evening :

It piincipally frequents the sides of

, woods, glades, and lhady wnlks ; and

is also frequently observed to skim along

the surface of pieces of water, in quest

of gnats and insects : these are not its

only food ; for it will eit meat of any

kind that it happens to find hanging

up, in a larder.

The bat brings only two young at a

time ; which it suckles from two teats

placed on the breast, like those of the

human race: For this reason, Linr.xus

has classed this animal in the fame or

der with mankind ; and has honoured

both with the common title of Pri

mates, or the chiefs of the creation.

Towards the latter end of summer,

the bat retires into caves, ruined

buildings, the roofs of houses, or hol

low trees ; where it remains the whole

winter in a state of inaction ; suspend

ed by the hind feet, and closely

wrapped up in the membranes of the

fore-feet.

The voice of the bat is somewhat

like that of the mouse ; but very low,

and weak. Ovid takes notice both of

that, and the derivation of its Latin

name.

Lucetnque perosæ

Ndcte volante, scroque tenent a ves-

pere nomen.

Minimam pro corpore vocem

Emittum peraguntqu; lev! stridore

querelas.

Met. lib. iy, ios

A cursory Sheteb of the Trial of Samuel

Gillam, Esq; for Murder.

MONDAY morning (July u)

about ten o'clock, Samuel

Gillam, Esq; one of his majesty's

.justices of the peace for the county of

Surry, was tried at the Sessions-house

in the Old Bailey, for the murder of

one R;dburn, a weaver, in St.George's

Fields, on Tuesday the ioth of last

May, by giving orders to a party of

the Third Regiment of Guards to fire

upon the populace, which order be

ing complied with, Redburn unfortu

nately lost his life.

The prosecution on this trial wat

conducted in the name of Redburn's

widow, and in the course of the evi

dence against the prisoner it appeared,

that a prodigious concourse of disor

derly people had assembled on Mon

day the 9th of May, in St. George's

Fields, where after they had continued

a considerable time, exclaiming Wilket

and Liberty, they made an attack upon

the King's-Bench prison, threw stones

into the marshal's house, and at length

burst open the outward gate of the

prison, to the inexpressible terror of

the keepers, who nat only apprehend

ed that the prisoners would, in this

confusion, make their escape, but

imagined that their own lives must

be inevitably endangered if they re

sisted the ungovernable fury of the

rioters. Notwithstanding these appre

hensions, however, the keepers guard

ed the inner doors of the prison so

successfully, that the mob dispersed

without effecting their purpose. But

the marshal dreading their return the

next day, and se.iring still greater

outrages from their turbulence, ap

plied to the magistrates for assistance,

and a party both of horse and foot

guards was ordered to be in constant

readiness to give every necessary sup

port to the civil authority.

Next Day, as the marshal suspected,

the mob came, encreased greatly in

number, to St. Georc^'s Fields, ex

claiming as before, ivilkes and Liberty \

and appearing not only from the cir

cumstance of their increase, but from

the tenor of their exclamation, to be

determined upon a repetition of their

outrages, the magistrates, attended

by the guards, judged it absolutely

necessary to stand forth for the pre

servation
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servation os the peace, the honour of

the laws, and the security os govern

ment. Among the magistrates, thus

discharging their duty, Mr. Gillam

was very much distinguished. He

expostulated in the gentlest terms with

the populace, on the dangers which

were likely to arise fiom such an .ille

gal assembly, and nude use of every

argument to disperse them, which

could be offered by reason, or urged

by humanity. U.ihappily, how

ever, his expostulations, as well as

those of the other justices, were whol

ly disregarded—they preached to the

winds—and were reduced to the disa

greeable necessity of leading the pro

clamation: But though the conse

quences were fully explained to the

inconsiderate rioters, though they were

informed that all, who remained an

hour after the proclamation was read,

would be guilty of felony, without be

nefit of the clergy, they were as in

sensible to threats as to exhortations,

and not only hissed, hooted, and re

viled the soldiers, who endeavoured to

scatter them, but actually threw stones

at the magistrates. —They were

then told, that the Guards would cer

tainly be ordered to fire, unless they

desisted from such wanton, such scan

dalous outrages ; but this information

had no effect whatsoever; and Mr.

Gillam, immediately after, receiving a

violent blow from a stone, the order

for their firing was accordingly given,

in which the unfortunate Redhurn

lost his life. Such was the general sub

stance of the evidence given against

Mr. Gillam; though one or two of

the witnesses put the most unfavoura

ble construction on his conduct, and

declared, that, to she best of their

judgments, there was no absolute ne

cessity for siring.

As Mr Gillam neither called a sin

gle witness in his savour, nor made'

the minutest defence, either by himself

or his council, the moment the evi

dence for the prosccution'was closed,

t*he Hon. Mr. Justice Gould stood up,

and declared, that he thought Mr.

Gillam perfectly justifiable in the whole

of his proceedings ; his lordlhip quot

ed several establilhed authorities, which

proved, beyond a doubt, that a ma

gistrate, when there is any occasion

to support the raws, has a right to de

mand assistance from all his majesty's

3^

subjects who are capable of bearing

arms; that he is empowered to arm

them with such weapons as are molt

likely to quell any riot, and that con

sequently if he has a right to give

them arms, he has a light to direct

the use of these arms, as lie judges re

quisite for the preservation of the peace.

His lordlhip moreover observed, that

a magistrate upon proper application

to him, was obliged to take-eve. y possi

ble method to suppress riots, which

aie, of all -other tilings, the most dis

graceful as well as the moll: dangerous

infractions of the laws of the commu

nity i Unless the peace was preserved,

he judiciously added, that we had no

security (»r our property, our lives,

or what was still more valuable, our

liberty ; and therefore as the magistrate

was obliged to stand forth in times of

necessity, for the support os the laws,

the laws had expressly declared, that

he should be ind-mniiied for any per

sonal injuries, which, in the execution

of his duty, mould happen to the

disturbers of the public tranquiiity.—

To this purport, but in arguments

the most forcible, and in language

the most correct. Sir Henry Gould de

livered his opiuion — and was immedi

ately seconded by that great ornament

of his profession, the Lord Chief Ba

ron Parker. .

The Lord Chief Baron, besides ex

pressing the warmest approbation of

the arguments made use of by the very

learned judge who spoke before him,

said, that he was old enough to re

member the occasion on which the

liot act was made, in the reign of

George the first; and knew that it w«s

drawn up by two lawyers, perhaps as

able as any that ever appeared in this

country. He remarked, that if any

mob continued together an hour after

it was read, they h?d /nobody but

themselves to blame for disagreeable

consequences ; and added, that if in

cases of tins nature, where the laws

were refuted, an innocent person

sliould even suffer, it was to be 1?-

mented as a misfortune, and not im

puted to the magistrate as a crime.

To sliew the propriety of this reason

ing, his lordsliip was pleased to put the

following cases -. Suppose, observed lie,

that a man sliould fire at a person to

whom he bore some implacable hatred,

and milling his person, the ball mould

Z z a fciil
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kill one, against whom he did not en

tertain the least resentment : In this

cafe, remarked his lordship, the very

accident would be murder, because

he acted with a mischievous intention.

But suppose, continued he, that a

man, attacked by a highwayman on

the road, mould draw a pistol to de-

send himself, and in string at the rob

ber should kill an innocent man, the

act would neither be murder nor man

slaughter ; it would only be a misad

venture, pitiable as an tinhappiness,

but not punilhable as a crime.

After the L. C. Baron, Sir Richard

Aftcn, so eminent for his abilities,

and so distinguished for his humanity,

delivered his sentiments : He agreed,

he said, entirely with the two learned

judges who had spoken, and gave seve

ral instances where, from a want of

attention to suppress riots in their

commencement, the constitution of

this country was in danger of being to

tally subverted.—Particularly in Rich

ard II's time by Wat Tyler, where

though the matter of dispute was ori

ginally no more than the payment of

a groat, the issue threatened inevitable

ruin to the kingdom. His lordship

observed, that if the assembly in St.

George's Fields was not a riotous one,

lie knew not by whit name to call it.

•—The populace there, had attackrd

one of our principal prisons, continu

ed their unlawful assembly, after the

time limited by the riot act, and not

only insulted, but threw Stones at the

magistrates, who were attempting to

disperse them.—As to the introduc

tion of the military, in preference

to the Posse Comit.uus, he took no

tice that the justices were no way re

prehensible. The law made no dif

ference between a red coat and white

one j soldiers were no more exempted

by their military character from assist

ing the magistrate in quelling riots,

than any other members of the com

munity. The law obliged all his

majesty's subjects indiscriminately to

assist upon these occasions ; and, con

sequently, as there was a necessity for

some assistance, none could be more

proper than the military, who are al

ways in readiness, more easily collect

ed, more subject to command, and

more capable of defence, than any

other parts of the people.

Upon tbe whole, his lordship was of
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opinion, that Mr. Gillam had not only

behaved justifiably but meritoriously—

he saw that he took all the pains of

a good man to suppress the riot

without proceeding to rigour; but he

also saw, that when no entreaties could

prevail upon tbe mob to disperse, Mr.

Gillam then proceeded like a good

subject, to consult the welfare of the

public—This he was obliged to do,

and was punishable if he did not do

it ; and Sir Richard Aston concluded,

by expressing his concern, that a ma

gistrate like Mr. GiMam, should be

brought to the bar of justice as a cri

minal, for a conduct which entitled

him to the universal approbation of

his country.—The recorder spoke

last, and agreed in every thing with

the judges but politely observed,

that there was no occasion for him to

fay much upon a subject which had

been so very ably discussed by their

lordships. The jury, upon hearing

these opinions, without going out of

court, or hesitating a moment, pro

nounced Mr. Gillam not guilty, and a

copy of his indictment, upon the mo

tion of the attorney general, was grant

ed to him, after some very ingenious

arguments between Sir Fletcher Nor

ton, the Attorney and Solicitor Gene

ral, on the part of Mr. Gillam ; and

Mr. Serjeant Glynn, and Mr. Lucas

against granting the copy, on the part

of the prosecution.

The court was uncommonly full up

on this occasion ; Mr. Gillam bowed

with great respect to the Bench, and

the jury, on his entrance and on his

acquittal. He was dressed in a suit of

black full trimmed, and wore a tye-

wig ; a chair was ordered for him

close to the council, but he fainted

once through the excessive heat of the

place, as the crowd pressed very much

about him, from motives of curiosity.

I mention these little circumstances be

cause the most trifling particulars of a

gentleman in such a situation, are mi

nutely sought aster by the public.

And

A Lover os Liberty, but a

Friend to tbe Lawt.

To tbe Author ofAn Appeal, £fc.

SIR,

IN the London Magazine for April

last, you are pleased to say that

" T. I. appears to hold a peculiar notion

of
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of the trinity, which you never met

with in any modern writer, viz. that

the trinity means no more than three

distin£l attributes of the deity, infinite

goodness, wisdom, and power: That

you gave a particular and distinct, an

swer to his notion, and pointed out

the absurdity of it, and likewise its

being condemned by Unitarian and

Athanasian writers."

You was, Sir, particularly fortunate

in finding Unitarian and Athanasian

writers condemning a notion of whose

existence they had no knowledge, which

must necessarily be the case if this no

tion be, as you fay, peculiar to T. I.

ill-fated notion, to be condemned be

fore it was found guilty, nay, before

it was known to exist. Your assertion

is altogether incredible ; I could as

soon believe you, if you was to tell

me of a man who was executed for fe

lony before he was born.

We will now enquire if you speak

truth when you lay this u a peculiar no

tion oft. I.

In p. 103 of a volume entitled,

Christian liberty asserted, and the daclrine

irf the trinity vindicated against a book

•written by Dr. Waterland, may be

found the following paragraph.

" Mat. 19, v. 17. Why callest thou me

good ? there is none good but one, that is

God. This text was understood by all

the antients as spoken of God the Fa

ther, the original, supreme, underived

good ; the Son being the image, as of

the person, so of the goodness of God

the Father."

According to this writer, who I am

told was the famous Mr. Jackson, all

the antients held original, supreme,

underived goodness to be God the Fa

ther. Consequently all the antients

held Goodness to be a person, provid

ed they held the Father to be a person.

But I cannot agree with Mr. Jackson

that the antients held goodness, mire

goodnes?, to be God the Father : This

would be denying the Father to be
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wise and powerful. Doubtless God the

Father is infinitely wise and powerful;

but infinite goodness is not infinitely

wife without infinite wisdom, nor om

nipotent without infinite power- Infi»

nite goodness is a divine person, and

the greatest person of the three, but no

one person is God exclusive of the other

two.

The fame Mr. Jackson in p. 116 de

clares it to have been the opinion of the

antients, that Christ {the Logos) is the

Son of God, and that the Son of Cod, is

the •wisdom of God.

It is from hence apparent that the

antients held Wisdom to be a person,

unless they denied the Son to be a

person. It appears likewisesrom hence •

that they did not by the word person

mean an intelligent agent. Wisdom

is, indeed, intelligent, but power is

the agent : Wisdom knows, power acts,

It is, by this time, evident that the

notion you oppose is uot^raA'artoT.I.

except the reason he gives why a di

vine hypostasis is called wp?m<n

a person ; which reason you have his

permission to reject, if you dislike it, or

can find a better.

Butyou have never met vjitb this no

tion in a modern ivriier.

This may be ; it has nevertheless

been entertained by many moderns.

It was entertained by the modern Mr.

Jackson, unless we suppose him to

to have quoted authorities against Dr.

Waterland which in his own opinion

had no weight. But then, perhaps,

you will fay, Mr. Jackson was incon*.

fistent, with himself: I grant it; but

how can you or I help that : he was an

Arian *.

Dr. Cudworth entertained the fame

notion of the tiinity and declares it to

have been the christian doctrine : And

for the truth of what I assert I appeal

to his Intellectual system. Candour

obligeth me to own that in one place

the Dr. seems to speak with some doubt;

but in other places he is very positive.

• I vjouli not be understood to affirm that Mr. Jackson in the above passages in

tended to speak the exact language of the Trinitarians. According to Mr. Jackson,

the Father is Goodness, the Son is Wisdom. According to Mr. Jackson, Goodness is a

person, Wisdom is a person. Thus far the Trinitarians and Mr. Jackson agree.

Bui Mr. Jackson proceeds, andfays the Father, or Goodness is asuperior God, the

Son, or Wisdom is an inferior God. Here Mr. Jackson and the Trinitarians differ.

According to the Trinitarians, there is but one God, ivhicb one God is both good and

•wife. The Father is the goodness, the Sonx or eternal emanation from the Father, is

the miifdom ofGod,

The
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The most excellent Bishop Berkeley

entertained the fame notion os the tri

nity, and also declares it to be the

christian do6rrine of the trinity. And

for the truth of these assertions I appeal

'to his Siiis. ,

But, fay you, if the attributes Goad-

ness, Wisdom, and Power be persons,

God is not three persons only, but

three times three or more. God is in-

, finitely merciful, infinitely )Ust, omni

present, ice.

I answer, the divine nature being

immutable, it now is what it always

was 1 God always was infinitely good,

wife, and powerful ; but if by merolul

be meant any thing distinct from these,

mercy seems tohave a relative existence,

and consequently like other relations

cannot be without its correlate. God,

for instance, had not mercy before

there existed beings on whom he could

have mercy. Neither was God just be

fore there existed objects to whom he

could be just. Unless by justice, be

meant that which pondereth, distin-

guilheth, judgeth; which bath wilted

the mountains in scales, and the hills in a

balance : In which cafe justice and wis

dom seem to be the same. Nor was

God omnipresent before any thing was

made. , . , , , ,
You boast of •» formidable army of

texts, which, you fay, entirely overthrow

the Athanafian doBrine, and which no

man basyet ventured to oppose ut the Lon

don Magazine. .

It would, indeed, be bold in any

man to oppose texts before he knows

the precise point they are brought to

prove. Pray, Sir, are these texts

brought to prove that the Goahead doth

not consist of three distinct intelligent

agents ? Or, are they brought to prove

that the wisdom of God is not eternal,

and consequently, that God was not

always wife? Or are they brought to

prove that God is wife without his

wiidorn ? I mould be glad to see a can

did answer to these queries ; but I al

most despair of this plealure, having

a ftvong suspicion that this dispute

grows very irksome to you.

I will now dare to congratulate

the publick on a period being put to

the Trinitarian controversy. If the

Arians do not perceive themselves in

an error, it ought surely to be imputed

to the insensibility aud impenetrability

of their heads.

July

• Nee tertia cuspis apertum

Et se prabentem iiaiuit dfjlringere

Your, &c.

cjgnum

July 8. A. B.

To tie PRINTE R, &c.

SIR,,

HAVING seen some pretty live

ly remarks, on the present

fashionable way of dressing ladies

heads, I take the liberty to fend

you some advertisments which appear

ed in the Dublin Universal Advertiser,

about twelve years ago. Signior Flo-

rentini and Mr. St. Laurent were the

two rival frizeurs, and had practiced

some years with pretty equal success

and reputation. The Frenchman,

however, by his talent at agreeable sa

tire, with which he entertained every

lady under his hands, at the expence

of her absent acquaintance, during

the time of his operation, had mani

festly gained a great ascendant over

the Italian. This induced Florentini

to make a bold effort to raise his own

reputation, and ruin his rival, whose

great character he envied, and whom

he willicJ to be undone.

Advertisement I.

" Signior Florentini, having taken

into consideration the many inconve-

niencies which attend the method of

hair-dressing, formerly used by himself

and still practised by Mr. St. Laurenr,

humbly proposes to the ladies ot" qua

lity in this metropolis his new method

of stucco-wing the head in the most

fashionable taste, to last, with very lit

tle repair, during the whole session of

parliament. Price only five guineas.

Florlntisi.

N. B. He takes but one hour to

build up the head, and two for baking

it."

Answer by St. Laurent.

" Whereas dere have appear vone

scandaleuse avertisment of Signior Flo

rentini, moch refkctinon Mr. St. Lau

rent's capacite for hair-dressing; he

defy said Signior Florentini to tell any

inconvenience dat do attend his me-

thode, odervise he mail consider said

Florentiniasioa/^/<aandcalumiv.ateur.

St. Laurent."

Florentini, who was not so good at

English as the other, replied by his in-

Urpr£ ' " Whereas
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" Whereas Mr. St. Laurent has

challenged Signior Florentini to pro

duce an instance where his (St. Lau

rent's) method of hair-dressing is in

convenient to the ladies ; he begs to

observe, that three rows of iron pins,

thrust into the skull, will not fail to

cause a constant itching, a sensation

that much distorts the features of the

face, and disables it so, that a lady, by

degrees, may lose the use of her face ;

besides, the immense quantity of po

matum and powder, laid on for a gen

teel dressing, will, aster a week or two,

breed miles, a circumstance very disa

greeable to gentlemen who do not love

cheese, and also does afford a foetid

smell not to be endured : From which,

and other objections too tedious to

mention, Signior Florentini apprehends

his new method is entirely free, and

will admit of no reasonable exception

whatever.

Florentini."

St. Laurent replies 1

" Hah ! hah ' hah ! Dere is no ob-

jeflion den to Signior Florentines vay

offrizing de hair of fine ladie? I shall

tell him von, two, three : In de forst

place, he no consider, dat his stucco™

vill be crack, and be break by de fre

quent jolts to vich all ladies are so sob-

ject, and dat two hour baking vil spoil

de complekfton, and hort de eyes.

And as to his scandaleuse asperfhon,

dat my method breed a de mite, so

odious to gentleman who do not love

de cheese, I say 'tis falle and malitieuse;

and to make good vat I lay, I do en-

•vite all gentlemen of qualitie to exa

mine de head of de countess of——,

(vich I had de honor to dress four

week ago) next Monday at twelve

o'clock, through Monsieur Closcnt's

great mikroseope, and fee if dere be

any mite dere, or oder thing like de

mite vateeer.

N. B. Any gentleman may smell her

latiyssiip's hede fen he please."

The controversy ended in a duel;

but no hurt, as the combatants be-

haved like Flash and Fribble; but

whatever was the cause, it is certain

the monstrous fashion so.in censed; and

in a few months the ladies heads reco

vered their natural proportion, and

became a piece of themselves.

I am, Sir, your's. Sic,

the Ladies.
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The following is handed about as tht

Speech made by a Certain Great Law-

yer in a Court oj Judicature, at the

Time of the Reversal of an Outlawry.

I Have now gone through the several

errors assigned by the defendant,

and which have been ingeniously ar

gued, and confidently relied on, by

his counsel at the ban I have given

my sentiments upon them, and if upon

the whole, after the closest attention

to what his been said, and with the

strongest inclination in favour of the

defendant, no arguments which have

been urged, no cafes which have been

cited, no reasons that occur to me,

are sufficient to satisfy me in my con

science and judgment, that this out

lawry ssiould be reversed, I am bound to

affirm it-and herelet me make a pause.

Many arguments have been suggest

ed, both in and out of court, upon,

the consequences of establishing this

outlawry, either as they may affect the

defendant as an individual, or the pub-

lie in general: As to the first, what

ever they may be, the defendant ha«

brought them upon himself; they are

inevitable consequences of law arising

from his own act ; if the penalty, to

which he is thereby subjected, is more

than a punishment adequate to the

crime he has committed, he should

not have brought himself into this un

fortunate predicament, by flying from

the justice of his country, he thought

proper to do so, and he'must taste the

fruits of his own conduct, however

bitter and unpalatable they may be ;

and although we may be heartily

sorry for any person who has brought

himself into this situation, it is not in

our- power, God forbid it ssiould ever

be in our power, to deliver him from it ;

we can't prevent the judgment of the-

law, by creating irregularity in the

proceedings ; we can't prevent the con-

fequencesof that judgment by pardoning

rtie crime; ifthe defendant has any pre

tensions to mercy, those pretensions

must be urged, and that power exercised

in another place, where the constitution

has wisely and necessarily vested it :

The crown will judge for itself; it

does not belong to us to interfere

with punissiment, we have only to de

clare the law; none of us had any

concern in the prosecution of this biu

siness, nor any wishes upon the event

of
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of it j it was not our fault that the de

fendant was prosecuted for the libels

upon which he has been convicted ; I

took no (hare in another place, in the

measures which were taken to prose

cute him for one of them ; it was not

our fault that he was convicted ; it was

not our fault that he sled ; it was not

our fault that he was outlawed ; it was

not our fault that he rendered him

self up to justice j none of us revived

the prosecution against him, nor could

any one of us stop tiiat prosecution

when it was revived ; it is not our

fault if there are not any errors upon

the record, nor is it in our power to

create any if there are none j we are

bound by our oath and in our consci

ences, to give such a judgment as the

law will warrant, and as our reason

can prove ; such a judgment as we

must stand or fall by, in the opinion

of the present times, and of posterity;

in doing it, therefore, we must have

regard to our reputation as honest

men, and men of (kill and knowledge

competent to the stations we hold ;

Ho considerations whatsoever should

mislead us from this great object, to

which we ever ought, and as I trust

ever (hall direct our attention. But

consequences of a public nature, rea

sons of state, political ones, have been

strongly urged, (private anonymous

letters sent to me I (hall pass over)

open avowed publications which have

been judicially noticed, and may there

fore be mentioned, have endeavoured

to influence or intimidate the court,

and so prevail upon us to trifle and

prevaricate with God, our consci

ences, and the public: It has been in

timated that csnsequences of a fright

ful nature will slow from the esta

blishment of this outlawry ; it is said

the people expect the reversal, that

the temper of the times demand it ;

that the multitude will have it so,

that the continuation of the outlawry

in full force will not be endured, that

the execution of the law upon the de

fendant will be resisted ; these are ar

guments which will not weigh a fea

ther with me. If insurrection and re

bellion are to follow our determina

tion, we have not to answer for the

consequences, though we should be

the innocent cause---we can only say,

Fiat juflitia mat calum ; we (hall dis

charge our duty without expectations

Speech of a Great Lawyer,

of approbation, or the apprehensions

of censure ; if we are subjected to the

latter unjustly, we must submit to it ;

we cannot prevent it j we will take

care not to deserve it. He must be

a weak man indeed who can be stag

gered by such a consideration.

The misapprehension, or the misre

presentation of the ignorant or the

wickedy the mendax insamia, which is

the consequence of both, are equally

indifferent to, unworthy the attention

of, and incapable of making any im

pression on men of firmness and intre

pidity. .--Thole who imagine judges

are capable of being influenced by

such unworthy, indirect means, most

grossly deceive themselves j and for

my own part, I trust that my temper,

and the colour and conduct of my life,

have cloathed me with a luit of armour

to shield me from such arrows. If I

have ever supported the king's mea

sures j if I have ever afforded any as

sistance to government ; if I have dis

charged my duty as a public or private

character, by endeavouring to preserve

pure and perfect the principles of tbe

constitution, maintaining unsullied the

honour of the courts of justice, and,

by an upright administration of, to

give a due effect to, the laws, I have

hitherto done it without any other gift

or reward than that most pleasing and

most honourable one, the conscientious

conviction "of doing what was right.

I do not affect to scorn the opinion of

mankind ; I wish earnestly for popu

larity ; I will seek and will have po

pularity! but I will tell you how I will

obtain it ; I will have that popularity

which follows, and not that which is

run after. Tis not the applause of a

day, "tis not the huzzas of thousands,

that can give a moment's satisfaction

to a rational being ; that man's mind

must indeed be a weak one, and bis

ambition of a most depraved sort,

who can be captivated by such wretch- .

ed allurements, or satisfied with such,

momentary gratifications. I fay with

the Roman orator, and can fay it with

as much truth as he did, Ego hoc am

mosempersui, ut invidiam <vtrtute par-

tarn, gloriam tton infamiam, putarem s

But the threats have been carried fur

ther, personal violence has been de

nounced, unless public humour be com

plied with i I do not fear such threats ;

I do not believe there is any reason to

5 fear
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fear them t It is not the genius of the

worst of men in the worst of times to

proceed to such (hocking extremities!

But if such an event should happen,

let it be so ; even such an event might

be productive of wholesome effects j

such a stroke might rouse the better

part of the nation from their lethargic

. condition to a state of activity, to as

sert and execute the law, and punish

the daring and impious hands which

had violated it ; and those who now

supinely behold the danger which

threatens all liberty, from the most

abandoned licentiousness, might, by

such an event, be awakened to a sense

of their situation, as drunken men are

oftentimes stunned into sobriety. If

the security of our persons and^our

property, of all we hold dear and va

luable, are to depend upon the caprice

of a giddy multitude, or to be at

the disposal of a giddy mob ; is, in

compliance with the humours, and to

appease the clamours of those, all ci

vil and political institutions are to be

disregarded or overthrown, a life

somewhat more than sixty is not worth

preserving at such a price, and he can

never die too soon, who lays down

liis life in support and vindication of

the policy, the government and the

constitution of his country.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

I Have ever read Andrew Marvel's

Rehearsal tranfprosed with infinite

delight. The wit of it was (o keen

and pure, and the drollery so pleasant,

that it pleased and made alt men laugh,

save the church bigots that were gilled

by it, from the monarch on the throne

to the lowest mechanic. Bishop Bur-

net tells us, that the man who was

the object of it, " never forgave

Charles II. preferring the incompara

ble wit of the Rehearsal tranfprosed, the

best satire of our time, to that ot Mr.

Bays," the name with which Marvel

had chriltened him.

The principles that run through the

work, and with which it is replete,

are those of pure, unadulterated ihris-

tianity ; and the civil and religious li

berties of mankind, which that holy

religion patronizes in their uyno'.t la

titude.

The immediate design a:jd motive

of the author in wrKing, \»ai to lie-

July, 1768.

send those conscientious dissenters,

who could not comply with the act of

uniformity, 'id approve the creeds

an^l worltiin of the established church,

against one Samuel Parker who had

atta ked them in the rudest and

bloOtliest sort, although the man him

self had been bred a strict dissenter un

der the usurpation, and was prung

from a father who had gone the most

iniquitous lengi'isinthose lawless times.

So that what often happeneth, in him

was verified that Mahometan proverb,

** one Renegado is worse than ten

Turks."

This Parker, at the turn of the times,

upon the restoration, after trying in

vain to trouble the waters again, find

ing things too well setiled, and that no

great matter was to be gotten but by

deserting all the principles of his edu

cation, determined all at once to

fell himself over to the worst maxims

of the worst men of those times, gene

rally the most lucrative j and for whom,

his learning and abilities, lor he was

not destitute of a good measure of both,

made him a fit instrument. By various

temporizing arts, aad by entering in

to, without scruple, and forwaiding

the aims of the two Stuart brothers,

to annihilate the English liberties, and

bring in popery and slavery, this man

rose, through, the several inferior gra

dations, to the honour of a bilhop-

rick, and feat in the upper house of

parliament.

We must not say, that he was bur

dened with no (ciunles, For he had

the grace left, as Bainet tells us, to

write to James ii. to try if he could

bring him haik from giving headlong

into the sordid superstition of popery

and dragging his people after him,

but when he f .uml he c^uld not suc

ceed, he went fairh over into all liis

measures, at the end ot hisdays. And

had not he died in the nick of time,

ami hisrovil master been defeated in

his conver.ing and dragooning schemes,

Dr. Parker, in all likelihood, would

have been promoted to the fee of Can

terbury, and had paid tor his archie-

pisoopal p*!l it Rime.

Bishop Burnet, whom I quote iisrhef

tim, inform us. 'hat one of Parker's

maxims was ; '■ That the people ought

to be brought into an ignorance in

matters of religion—That preaching

ought to belaid ati.le, for Uiar apreach-

i.io church could not stand."

A a a Ano.iitr
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Another of his maxims, which he

delivered in answer to one that alked

him, " What was the best body of di

vinity? Which was; "That which

could help a man to keep a coach and

fix horses was certainly the best.

So much was necessary to be said of

this Parker, bishop of Oxford, other

wise deservedly to be forgotten, to il

lustrate the merits and this work of

Mr. Marvel's, who happily succeeded

in putting this dangerous man to utter

confusion and silence.

It will hardly be needful to mention,

for all know it, that know any thing,

that this excellent person, Mr. An

drew Marvel, was member of parlia

ment, for his native place, the town

of Kingston upon Hull ; that he is the

last instance upon record of a member

of that house, supported and main

tained by his constituents, as were an

ciently all members of the commons

house of parliament, and that, of ma

ny honest men, never perhaps fat in

that house one honester man than An

drew Marvel. Many instances of un

common virtue in trying times, of

great integrity in the midst of no

great affluence of outward circum

stances, are told from tradition, by his

friends, and some recorded by our his

torians. And he was not only a good

citizen; but, if we may judge, by his

life, and writings, (and what else have

we to go by ?) he was a real christian;

but of the largest and most generous

principles.

Persuaded that such was the deserv

ed character of this truly noble English

man and senator, I could not, without

indignation, read the page of a modern

high-churchman and prelate, who, in

a piece against the Lord Bolinbroke's

philosophy, ranks this excellent person

with some other obnoxious names, and

reviles him, in the decent terms, of

vermin crawling iif-in the priest'ssurplice ;

an appellation which he could no

otherwise merit, than for vanquishing,

subduing, and silencing, by fair truth,

wit and argument, one of the vilest

and most venal of the clerical order.

Utii it is with peculiar satisfaction that

we can oppose to the opprobrious

censure of t.iis critic, the better judg

ment of another dignitary in the

church, the Kev. Mr. Mason, in whose

ode on Independency, written on the

banks of the Ilumber, where Marvel

Methods to destroy Vermin.
My

was born 1610, we have the following-

fine and spirited picture of this excel

lent person.

Pointed with satire's keenest steel,

The shafts of wit he darts around,

Even mitred dulness learns to feel.

And shrinks beneath the wound.

In awful poverty his honest muse

Walks forth vindictive thro' a venal

land :

In vain corruption sheds her golden

dews,

In vain oppression lifts her iron hand;

He scorns them both, and, arm'd with

truth alone,

Bids lust and folly tremble on the throne.

Sir, your humble servant,

VlNDEX.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, June ij, 1768.

A Cheap and easy method to catch,

and kill, fleas, will doubtless be

acceptable to such who are much in

fested therewith.

But how (hall we catch them first,

in order to kill them may be rationally

alked, as it requires a dexterity every

one is not master of.

As I think it not beneath me to di

rest the poor not only for their health

but ease also, I will tell them at once,

both how to catch fleas by whole

(hoals, and kill them likewise when

so catcht: ft is what I have long stu

died for them, and am glad I have dis

covered it at last.

Only cover the floors of the rooms

with the leaves of the alder tree, while

the clew hangs on them : For they

when budding contain a kind of pin-

guiou<=, tenacious humour, to which

the fteas adhering, as little birds do to

bird lime, are surely detained, and

killed thereby.

I recommend this neat, and excel

lent method of flea-catching from the

authority of Barb u us in his comment

on Vitruvius.

And now my hand is in, I will,

tell the poor how they may speedily

kill the other kind of vermin too,

and that in a night or two's time, tho'

ever so numerous : It would be worth

trying it for bugs likewise. To my

own knowledge, the seeds of staves-

acre, brought from hot countries ; (old

at the druggist's, sprinkled in powder

on the body, or bed, will destroy li. e

011
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on a sudden, and shrink them up like

parched leather: The powder is pre

ferable to its being mixed up with

grease, or ointment, as being both

neater, and quicker in effect.

A decoction of the said staves-acre

made with water, about an ounce in a

pint and a half, boiled a few minutes,

will effectually kill nitts on horses and

other cattle, by bursting those ova, as

I have seen, and so shedding their

contents, if the parts be washed with

a rig, or sponge.

This lotion can cure the itch in men

also, as that disorder proceeds only

from amimalculæ lying latent under

the scarf skin. And mixed with coarse

oatmeal, and worked up into pellets,

or little balls with honey, will destroy

rits and mice, if laid where they re

sort ; with rooks, crows, and other

larger vermin, and that safely too

without injury to other animals, which

is more than can be said of most other

poisons. Yours

J. Cook.

P. S. Of the curious anatomy of

both insects hereafter.

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, March *8, 1768.

BEI NG lately applied to from Lon

don, by some of the profession,

for the solution of a singular pheno

menon in anatomy, I thought proper

to render the same public for the sa

tisfaction of several others, who might

equally like to be let into thefecret.

A lad, lately, by falling down the

hold of a vessel, fractured his (kull, for

which he was carried to an hospital

and trepanned.

What surprized them was, that the

wounded side enjoyed all its functions

freely, while the contrary fide, un

hurt, directly loll its power of motion,

and turned panlytick from the blow.

His fingers, on the opposite side, con

tinue contracted still, as likewise his

ham, otherwise in health and senses he

it as well as ever, although he has lost

the half of his brains.

I returned for answer, nothing was

plainer to me than that it proceeded

from the different origin of the

nerves from the opposite side to which

they terminate, for which end they

cross before they make their exit thro*

the vertebral holes of the spine, whence

371

those nerves, which spring from the

right side, terminate in those parts

which form the left side, and -vice -ver

sa. So that to me it was no wonder

at all that the right side of the body

on which the brain was wounded was

not affected thereby as expected, but

the opposite one, which was supplied

by nerves, whose origin was from

the wounded side, while that side,

supplied by nerves proceeding from the

sound side, though opposite thereto,

possessed its faculties as freely at if no

wound at all had happened. To apply

this remark to practice I leave to the

sagacity of the practitioner.

Thus we fee observation and expe

rience are the two surest sources of

certain knowledge ; far beyond all

uncertain hypothetical reasonings a

priori, however entertaining and in

structing such may' be a posteriori.

J. Cook.

To ifePRINTE R, fefr.

Wouldyou, my fair ones, tuin the hearts

of men,

Cast offyour heads, andbeyourselves again.

SIR,

THE noble science of politics,

though extremely useful and en

tertaining, seems, at this crisis, to be

somewhat dangerous. I leave it there

fore, for the present, to be cultivated

by those generous patriots, who chul'e

rather to lose their ears, than their

dinner ; and to live well in a prison,

than to be starved out of it.

I shall turn the readers thoughts and

my own to a more agreeable subject—

to a subject not only agreeable, but

even ravishing ; and for that reason

sometimes ravished : You easily per

ceive, I mean the fair sex.

I have spent my life in studying and

admiring this delicious part ot* the

creation ; and till lately I have been

amply rewarded, by the pleasure I re

ceived from the contemplation of so

much beauty. But, within these sew

years, a cruel disease has robbed tin

dear creatures of their charms, and me

of the delight of my life. This dis

temper U epidemical : It was imported

from France, like another which (hail

be nameless; and appeared first among

the court ladies ; it then seized the ci

tizens wives and daughters, and now

it begins to make dreadful ravages in

the country. I am afraid, in time, it

A a a a will
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wil descend even to our cottagers. It

affects tht head in a strange manner:

Ihlomuch, th.it from a modente and

b'eauti'ul form, proportioned to the

delicate body of a fine ladi, " Iwells

all at nn<e to a most enormous size ;

and I have known some females, four

feet odd in htight, go into their dres

sing rooms with heads not much larger

than thole of pins, and come out of

them with Pata^onian pericraniums.

It is to be obitived, that the face in

this cale is not swoltn. The tumour

appears principally in the occiput,

and is so prodigious as to make the

patient totter under the weight of it.

It is not attended with any pain or in

flammation; but when the disease has

been of long continuance, it generally

produces a violent itching in the head,

I do noc find this distemper mention

ed by any of the ancient physicians j

and, indeed, it is no wonder it is not,

since it was unknown to the Greeks

and Romans. I do not remember,

that even our English physicians have

taken notice of it, which is astonish

ing, considering how common it it

among us. As the college hath not

thought proper to favour us with the

name of this distemper, we have been

obliged to adopt that which the.

French give it, who call it tett de mou-

ton [sheep's head] because it makes

the patient look like a ram. I can

give no natural account of the cause

os this distemper. Though by no

means superstitious, I am inclined to

impute it to the power of magic, for

what else can, all of a sudden, turn

the beautiful head os a sine woman in

to a i jiii's head r

I forgot to ment'"!n, that sometime

after the head is swolen to a monstrous,

magnitude, it fends forth a foetid

smell, and gtnerally breuis vermin,

which I luppo'c, is not very wonder

ful, the mngjots, which were irll in

the inside of the head, afterwards ap

pearing outwardly.

It may suffice to have dropt these

though they might make very proper

mistresses for Jupiter * Animon, I fear

their heads will hardly captivate the

hearts of English gentlemen.

I am, SIR, your's, Sec.

A. B.

To the P R I N T E R, St.

S I R,

I Have been long happy in having a

most amiable woman for my wife,

and a fine family of children but ha

ving lately met with somewhat to ruf

fle my tranquillity, I will disclose it

to you for the henefit of the publick.

The only failure my dear has, is that

of being extieincly in the fashion;

and (lie will have it, that I and my

children shall be in the fashion too.

You must know, sir, we have five

girls, and every one of them hath a

large tete, and the mother one more

enormous than her daughters. I fre

quently objected to this kind of dress,

but at length thought it prudent to ac

quiesce. I disliked it in the children,

because it gave them a bold, though

sheepish look, and a head out of all

proportion ; and I could not help fan

cying myself pattr gregis, rather than

the father of a family. Then, to say

the truth, though the air of my Love

used to be sweet and charming as the

breath of May ; yet, since she hath

worn a tete, it hath not been altoge

ther so agreeable : And I could not

help thinking, that, after (he had

planted horns on her own head, (he

might be apt to do the fame on mine.

Theft certainly were strong objections ;

but you will think them hardly worth

mentioning, when jou have read what

follows. My wife hath lately been

brought to bed. She had a miserable

time, and was very near death. And

what do you think was the cause >

The child had a tete de mouton. One

would have thought my dear would

have been pleased with a natural tete,

as it will lave the trouble and expence

of an artificial one ; and would have

few hints conceining this surprizing liked the child the better, because it

distemper. I leave it to the gentlemen

of the ficulty thoroughly to investi

gate the nature of it, and find out its

pure. I am lure I heartily wish them

success in their enquiries, principally

came into the world in the fashion.

But she is inconsolable, and laments

th.it (he hath been brought to bed of a

monster : And, to add to our grief,

the curate scruples to baptize the

child, because he doubts whether it

has an human foul. We are in such

confusion*
• This God ivas nxorjbi^pcd under ttc form of ft ram.

on account of the fair virgins of this

jsle j for in their present condition,
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confusion, that I cannot give you a

more particular account. But I thought

I would lose no time in letting you

know this melancholy event, that

others may be wiie from our misfor

tune, and leave off their tetes, lest,

in time, the human race mould dege

nerate into a flock of sheep.

I am, Sir, your afflicted servant,

Abel Shepherd.

An Account os the very tall Men, seen

near the Streights of Magellan in the

Year 1764., by the Equipage ofthe Dol

phin Man os War, under the Command

cf the Hon. Commodore Byron, in a

Letterfrom Mr. Charles Clarke, Offi

cer on Board thesaid Ship, toM.. Ma

ty, M. D. Sec. R. S,

SIR, Weathersfield, Nov.3,1766.

I Had the pleasure of seeing my.

friend Mr. M—— a few days ago,

when he made me acquainted with

your desire of a particular account of

the Patagonians, which I most readily

undertake to give, as it will make me

extremely happy if I can render it

in the least amusing or agreeable to

you. I wish I could embellish it with

language more worthy your perusal;

however, I will give it the embellish

ment of truth, and rely on your good

ness to excuse a tar's dialect.

, We had not got above ten or twelve

leagues into the Streights of Magellan,

from the Atlantic ocean, before we

law several people, some on horseback

and lome on foot, upon the North

shore (continent) and with the help of

our glasses could perceive them bec

koning to os to come on shore, and at

the fame time observed to each oihtr

that they seemed of an extraordinary

size; however we continued to stand

on, and should have pasted without

taking the least further notice of them,

could we have proceeded ; but our

breeze dying away, and the tide ma

king against us, we were obliged to

anchor, when the Commodore ordered

his boat of twelve oars, and another

ot fix to be hoisted out, manned and

armed. In the first went the Com

modore; in the other Mr. Cummings,

our first lieutenant and myself. At

our first leaving the (hip their number

did not exceed forty; but as we ap

proached the shore, we perceived them

pouring down from all quarters, some

galloping, others running, all making
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use of their utmost expedition. They

collected themselves in a. body, just at

the place we steered for. When we

had got within twelve or fourteen

yards of the beach, we found it a

disagreeable flat shore with very large

stones, which we apprehended would

injure the boats ; so looked at two or

three different places, to find tne most

convenient for landing. They suppo

sed we deferred coming on shore thro*

apprehensions of danger from them ;

upon which they all threw open theii-

skins which were over their shoul

ders, and which were the only

thing they had, and consequently

the only thing they could secrete

any kind of arms with, and many of

them laid down close to the water's

edge. The Commodore made a mo

tion for them to go a little way from

the water, that we might have room

to land, which they immediately com

plied with, and withdrew thirty or for

ty yards, we then landed and formed,

each man with his musquet, in case

any violence should be offered.

As soon as we were formed, the

Commodore went from us to them,

then at about twenty yards distance i

they seemed vastly happy at his going;

among them, immediately gathered

round him, and made a rude kind of

noise, which I believe was their me.

thod of singing, as their countenacea

bespoke it a species of jollity. The Com

modore made a motion for them to sit

down, which they did in a circle, with

him in the middle, when Mr. Byron

took some beads and ribbons, which

he had brought for that purpose, and1

tied about the womens necks, with

which they seemed infinitely pleased.

We were struck with the greatest asto

nishment at the sight of people of such

a gigantic stature, notwithstanding our

previous notice, with our glasses from

the ship. Their number was increased

by • time we got in there to the

number ot five hundred, men, wo

men, and children. The men and

women both rid in the sime manner;

the women had a kind of belt to close

their skin round the waist, which the

men had not, as theirs were only flung

over their shoulders, and tied with two

little flips, cut from the skin, round

the neck- At the time of the Com

modore's motion for them to retire

farther up the beach, they all dis.

mounted,
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turned their horsei lieve they had some .xpectarJon. of

our returning again, but as soon as

they sow us getting off, they betook

themselves to the country.

The country of Patagonia is rather

hilly, though not remarkably so. Yon

have here and there a ridge of hills

but no high one. We lay some rime

at Port Dssire, which is not a great

way to the northward of the Streights

where we traversed the country many

miles round : We found firebrands in

different places, which convinced us

there had been people, and we suppose

them to have been the Patagonians.

she foil is sandy; produces nothine

but a coarse harsh grass, and a se#

small shrubs, of which Sir J. Narbo-

rough remarked he could not find one

of size enough to make the helve of

a hatchet, which observation we found

very ,ust. It was some time in De

cember we made this visit to our gi

gantic friends. I am debarred beinz

lo particular as I could wish, from the

loss of my journals, which were de

manded by their lord/hips of the admi

ralty, immediately upon our return.

I am, Sir,

Your vtry humble servant,

Charles Clarke.
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mounted, and

loose, which were gentle, and stood

very quietly. The Commodore having

disposed os all his presents and satis

fied his curiosity, thought proper to

retire, but they were vastly anxious to

have him go up into the country to

eat with them (that they wanted him

to go with them to eat, we could ve

ry well understand by their motion,

but their language was wholly unin

telligible to us.) There was a very

great smoke to which they pointed,

about a mile from us, where there

must have been several fires j but some

intervening hills prevented our seeing

any thing but the smoke. The Com

modore returned the compliment, by

inviting them on board the (hip. We

were with them near two hours at

noon day, within a very few yards,

though none had the honour of sha

king hands, but Mr. Byron and Mr.

Cummings ; however we were near

enough and long enough with them

to convince our senses so far as not

to be cavilled out of the very existence

of those senses at that time, which

some of our countrymen and friends

would absolutely attempt to do. They

are of a copper colour with long black

hair, and some of them are certainly

nine sect if they don't exceed it. The

Commodore, who is very near six feet,

fould but just reach the top of one of

their heads which he attempted on tip

toes, and there were several taller than

him on whom the experiment was

tried. They are prodigious stout,

and as proportionality made as ever I

saw people in my life. That they have

some kind of arms among them is, I

think, indisputable, from their taking

methods to convince us they had none

at that time about them. The women,

I think, bear much the some propor

tion to the men as our Europeans do,

there was hardly a man amongst them

less than eight feet, most of them con

siderably more. The women, I be

lieve, run from seven and a half to

eight. Their horses were stout and

bony, bat not remarkably tall, they

are in my opinion from fifteen to fif

teen and a half hands. They had a

gieat number of dogs about the size

or a middling pointer, with a fox nose.

U hey continued upon the beach till

we got under way, which was two

hours after we got on board j I be-

Ajiort Enquiry into tie foundation of the

DoSrine '< That a man's p.-jvate

character has nothing 10 do with hit

public character."

THA T a man's public charac

ter has no retrospect to his

private character," is a doctrine which

appears to me absurd, ridiculous, and

abominable, replete with complicated

mischief, pregnant with every evil

that can befall a free state ; a doctrine

which Macbiavel himself had not the

hardiness to propagate, nor his nume

rous disciples have ever dared to es

pouse 5 it was left to the patriots of our

days to broach, and their deluded fol

lowers to embrace and propagate.

Yet, in the face of all its votaries, . I

venture to declare it is a doctrine re

pugnant to reason, contradictory to

the observation and experience of all

former ages, subversive of all true pa

triotism and public spirit, and destruc

tive of our free constitution, which

can subsist only by an uncommon de

gree of that capital virtue the Amor Pa-

trur, which rises from, and is the com

pletion of ail the lesser virtues, that

render
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render a man amiably conspicuous in

private life. Say what you will, the

feat of all virtue, public or private,

must be in the heart, and from the

goodness of the heart proceeds the ex

ercise of every good and praise- worthy

adtion. Remove this solid foundation,

and every public act of the most osten

tatious pretender to patriotism, is

mere cant and hyprocrify, calculated

to deceive a good-natured credulous

people. Remove this foundation, and

you destroy all ancient authority, sa

cred and profane. Why did the royal

psalmist so frequently profess to his

maker his confidence in good men,

and his determined resolution to drive

away all wicked men from his presence ?

Why did the wise Solomon so fre

quently advise the removal of wicked

men from before the king, that his

throne might be establiflied in righte

ousness ? In short, why did the immor

tal Cicero exhaust all the powers of

eloquence and declamation to convince

the Romans of the profligate manners

of Catiline and his accomplices, but

to bring them to a fense of the danger

of their lives, liberties, and properties,

and all that was dear to them, in the

hands of such men, if they mould

prove triumphant. If this modern

doctrine be true, the Romans might

as well have joined Catiline and his

banditti, and proscribed Cicero with

his grave senators. By the fame rule,

Cato was wrong to oppose Ca:sai 's am

bition, popularity, and success; and

our immortal Pope has declared invain,

God loves from whole to parts; the

human soul

Must rife from individuals to the whole.

Self-love, but serves the virtuous mind

to wake,

As the small pebble stirs the peaceful lake.

The centre mov'd, a circle strait suc

ceeds,

Another still, and still another spreads ;

Friend, parent, neighbour, first it will

embrace, [race.

His country next, and next all human

This gradation or expansion of the

circle of human virtue must all be re

versed, if a man can be supposed a

passionate lover of his country, without

first exercising his virtuous disposition

towards all individuals with whom be

is immediately conversant ; and we

may as well suppose tnat of two con-

centrick circles, the lesser comprehends

1

the greater, as that a man, without

private virtue, can be a true patriot,

devoted to promote the good of the

community.

Philo-Britannia.

A Cosy of a Letter lately sent from the

Hon. House ofRepresentatives o/"Mafla-

chuset's Bay, to the Right Hon. Lord

Camden, Lord High Chancellor of

Great Britain.

My Lord,

YOUR great knowledge of trie

constitution and laws of the na

tion, of the just extent of parliamen

tary authority, and the rights of Bri

tish subjects, is a prevailing inducement

to the house of representatives of this

his majesty's province, to address your

lordship at a time, when^o«r attention

to the British colonies, their connec

tion with, and dependance upon the

mother state, and their rights as sub

jects, seems to be necessary and im

portant, not to them alone, but to she

whole empire.

This house can speak only for the

people of one province s But no assem

bly on this continent, it is presumed,

can long be silent, under an apprehen

sion, that without the aid of some

powerful advocate, the liberties of

America will be no more.

It is a cause which the house is assur

ed your lordship has at heart : And

the past experience of your patronage,

and the noble exertions you were

pleased to make for them in a late

time of distress, affords the strongest

reason lo hope that your happy in

fluence will still be employed in their

behalf, as far as your lordship will

judge to be right.

If, in all free states, the constitution

is fixed ; and the supreme legislative

power of the nation, from thence de

rives its authority : Can that power

overleap the bounds of their constitu

tion, without subverting its own foun

dation ? If the remotest subjects are

bound by the ties of allegiance, which

this people and their forefathers have

ever acknowledged ; are they not, by

the rules of equity, entitled to all the

rights of that constitution, which as

certains and limits both sovereignty

and allegiance. If it is an essfntiil un

alterable right in nature, ingrafted In

to the British constitution as a funda

mental law, and ever hell sacred and

irrevocab e
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irrevocable by the subjects within the

realm, that --what is a man s own, it ab

solutely bis own ; and tbat no man

hatb a right to take it from him with

out his consent i May not the subjects

of this* province, with decent firmness,

which has always distinguished the hap

py subjects of Britain, plead ami main

tain this natural constitutional right ?

The superintending authority of his

majesty's high court of parliament

over the whole empire, in all cafes

which can consist with the fundamen

tal rights of the constitution, was ne

ver questioned in this province, nor,

as this house conceive, in any other :

But they intreat your lordship's re

flection one moment, on an act of

parliament passed in the last session ;

and another in the fourth of his present

majesty's reign; both imposing duties

on his subjects in America, which, as

they are imposed with the sole and ex-

presspurposesof raising a revenue, are in

effect taxes. The position, that taxa

tion and representation are inseparable,

is founded on the immutable laws of

nature. But the Americans had no

representation in the parliament, when

they were taxed : Are they not then

unfortunate in these instances, in hav

ing that separated, which God and

nature had joined. Such are the lo

cal circumstances of the colonies, at

the distance of a thousand leagues from

the metropolis, and separated by a

wide oceui, as will for ever render a

just and equal representation in the

supreme legistative, utterly impractica

ble. Upon this consideration, it is

conceived, that his majesty's royal pre

decessors thought it equitable to form

legislative bodies in America, as per

fectly free as a subordination to the

supreme legislative would admit of,

that the inestimable right, of being

taxed only by representatives of their

own free election, might be preserved

and secured to their subjects here.

The Americans have ever been consi

dered by the nation as subjects remote;

and succeeding kings, even to the pre

sent happy reign, and until these acts

were made, have always directed their

requisitions to be laid before the re

presentatives of their people in Ame

rica, with which this province, and it

is presumed, all the other colonies,

have, with the utmost cheariulnese,

complied. Mull it not then be grievous
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to subjects, who have, in many re

peated instances, afforded the strongest

marks of loyalty, and zeal for the ho

nour and service of their sovereign, to

be now called upon in a manner,

which implies a distrust of a free and

willing compliance. Such is the mis

fortune of the colonists, not only in the

instances before-mentioned, but also

in the case of the 'act for preventing

mutiny and desertion ; which require*

the governor and council to provide

enumerated articles for the king's

marching troops, and the people to

pay the expence.

This is a great change, and in its

nature delicate and important. Your

lordship will form your own judgment

of the wisdom ofmaking sucli a change,

without the most pressing reason, or an

absolute necessity. There can be no

necessity, my lord, as this house hum

bly conceive : The subjects of this pro

vince, and undoubtedly in all the colo

nies, however they have been other

wise represented to his majesty's minis

ters, are loyal : They are firmly at

tached to the mother state : They al

ways consider her interest and their

own as inseparably interwoven, and

it is their fervent wist) that it may ever

so remain : All they desire is to be re

stored to the standing upon which

they were originally put : to have the

honour and privilege of voluntarily

contributing to the aid of their sove

reign, when required : They are free

subjects; and it is hoped the nation

will never consider them as in a tri

butary state.

It is humbly submitted to your lord

ship, whether subjects can be said to

enjoy any degree of freedom, if the

crown, in addition to its undoubted au

thority of constituting governors, should

be authorized to appoint such stipends

for them, as it (hall judge proper, at

their expence, and without their con

sent. This is the unhappy state to

which his majesty's subjects in the co

lonies are reduced, by the act for

granting certain duties on paper, and

other arricles. A power without a

check is always unsafe; and in some

future time may introduce an absolute

government into America. The judges

of the land here do not hold their com

missions during good behaviour: T*

it not then justly to be apprehended,

taat at ib great a distance from the

th rune
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throne, the fountain of national justice,

■with salaries altogether independent

of the people, an arbitrary rule may

take effects which (hall deprive a bench

of justice of its glory, and tlie people of

their security.

When a question arises on the pub- '

lie administration, the nation will judge
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and determine in conformity to its poli

tical constitution : The great end of

the constitution is universal liberty ;

and this house rests assured, that your

lordship's great interest in the .national

councils, will always be engaged on

the side of liberty and truth.

Signed by the Speaker.

POETICAL ESSAYS.

ODE, ptrsormd *t the Casile of Dublin, on

tin loib Day os July, 17 8, being tbt Day

appointedfir celebrating the Birth-day of bit

most Excellent and Satred AJajrJlj King

GEORGE 111.

R E C I T.

AWAKE the soul' to harmony!

And strike lh' Hibernian lyre!

Your monarch's worth will t very note inspire,

With sweeter mulic, and sublimer fire !

'Till won to virtue by persuasive lays,

All practice, whit all, now consent to

praise.

SONG.

While thus the throne these gists impart,

Each moral beauty of the heart,

By Itudous ways refin'd :

It's wealth, the smiles of sweet content j

It's power, the amplest, best extent,

An empire o'er the mind.

R E C I T.

Britons of late, with emulation fir'd !

And by their great forefathers deeds inspir'd,

Have bravely sought lost honours to regain !

And Mindea equall'd Cressy's glorious plain !

ACCOMPANIED.

O may the t'am'd historic page,

Animate the rising age !

Read -' gincourt's amazing scene \

And view what Batons there have been !

SONG.

Hail, generous race I by worth transmislive

known !

Who made hereditary praise their own !

In their brave breasts their father's spirit

glow'd ! [flow'd !

In their pure veins their m other's virtue

The Matron train'd their spotless youth,

In honour, sanctity, and truth !

The sire his em'lous offspring led.

The rougher paths of fame to tread I

R E c I r.

Thus form'd, by their united parents care,

The suo», tho' bold, jvere wile—the daugh

ters chaste, tho'fair!

DUET and C H O R U S.

So shall oj- rising youth be sound.

And Britain be again renown'd !

R E C I T.

To your lov'd king renew the strain j

Be these the blessings ol hu reign.

July, 1768.

SONG.

On his lov'd ifle, behold your monarch pour !

Distinguished favours on this loyal land !

His choicest peers ! with delegated povve/!

Who foremost in the list of virtue stand !

See Native worth resplendent shine,

In Townshena't long distinguished line!

CHORUS.

'To your lov'd king repeat the strain.

These are the blessings of his reign.

EPISTLE/. JOHN WILK.ES, £sJf

in Confinement,

WHILE ev'ry trnely English breast

Swells with regret and rage polscss'd,

And mourns, O Uilkes, thy doom 1

I rather joy, who hope to view

Thy steady foul her plan pursue,

And equal ancient Rome.

See ——— impotent of soul,

In pale and silent malice scowl,

And yield to the blow !

Vain all their rage ! thy noble heart,

Invulnerable, scorni the darr,

Nor heeds the feeble so«.

Thus faithful to his country's good,

Unmov'd the mer.jc'd Roman flood

At all the punk rage ;

Bravely he met the death he ds.r'd.

Nor seir'd the cruel paint prepar'd,

Their malice to assuage.

Nor less the malice of thy foea

I deem, O man of many woes !

And much-enduring mind !-

Nor less shall be thy fame : I fee

Thy refeu'd country sm.le on thee,

And glory gleam behind.

But should a venal senate sear

To check oppression's proud career,

Nor vindicate thy wrong,

Let hope, with conscience to attend,

Be thy inseparable friend.

And speed the hours alon?.

Then let no pensive thought be thine,

Nur let thy parriot heart^epine.

But be these tbirgi thy sport ;

For know—that time Ihall set thee free,

Un:hank*d relentless M y,

Unthank'd a thoughtleft court,

Oxford, June 30.

B b b <ih
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When he scents the mingled fleim

Which your plafler'd heads are iich ill.

Lard and meal, and clouted cream,

Can he love a walking kitchen ?

SctnoXAM.

From a Temb-Stne in Essex.

HERE lie the man Richard,

And Mary bit wife ;

Their 6rname was Pritchard {

They liv d without strife ;

And the reason was plain ;—

They abounded in riches ;

They nor care had, nor pain,

And the wife mri4bt brctibtt.
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The DYING HUSBAND t. bit WIFE.

NO more, lov'd partner of my foul,

At my departure grieve ;

Can flowing tears our fate controul,

Or Sight our woes relieve?

When the dear nuptial knot was ty'd

Which bourn' thee to my heait,

Could'ft thou believe, because a bride,

We met no more to part ?

Could'ft thou believe the fleeting breath

Would ne'er my breast forsake i

Or that inexorable death

Would not the forfeit take ?

Sease then to grieve I'm gone, my dear,

My soul, for ever free,

Laughs at the world, and all its care,

Except the care of thee.

Uncumber'd thro' the vast expanse,

Swifter than light I fly,

To guard thee from each dire mischance,

Thy guardian genius I.

I watch thy swe*t and peaceful sleep,

'Till heaven the time ordain.

When for thy loss tby friends (hall weep,

And we may meet again.

Then (hall thy dear, thy kindred soul,

Accompany'd by mine.

Behold how worlds—how planets roll !

Why sons unnumber'd sliine!

With songs of joy, and grateful hymns,

To heaven'a eternal king,

We'll join with faints and seraphimi,

And Hallelujahs sing.

STANZAS to the LADIES.

Tot prtmit ordimbmt, tut aibuc tompagibji ahum

Ædilcat caput j ArAromacbtn a frmtcvidcb'u,

Post miaf tfi, alimn credai.

HAVE ye never seen a net

Hanging at your kitchen door,

Stuff'd with dirty straw, beset

With old ikewers o'er and o'er ?

If ye have, it wonder breeds

Ye from thence should steal a fashion,

And (hould heap your lovely heada

Such a deal of filthy trash on.

True, your tresses wreath'd with art

(Bards have said it ten times over)

Form a net to catch the heart

Of the most unfeeling lover.

But thus rpbb'd of half your beauty,

Whom cm ye induce to sigh ?

Or incline for love to sue t'ye

By his nose, or by his eye ?

When he views (what scarce I'd credit

Ot a sex so sweet and clean.

But that from a vveoch I had it

Ot' all Abigails the uuten)

When he views your tresses thin,

Tortur'd by some French friscur.

Horse-hair, he.T.p, and wool within,

CainiJh'd with a di'uaor.d ikewer.

SONG.

Singly Mrs. PiHTO. Sit by Mr. Ainol •>.

SOFT breathing the zephyrs awaken the

grove,

Now, now, is the season for pleasure and love;

Yet let no delights on our moments intrude,

But such as are simple, and such aa are good.

Far hence be the love, that's by wantonness

bred.

Far hence be the pleasures by vanity led !

But joys, which both reason and virtue ap

prove, [grove.

Suck, such are the glory and pride of the

Tie APRIL FOOL.

Sung by Mr. Vieuou. Stt by Mr. YlTII.

ONE April morn, young Damon sought,

O'er Svlva to prevail.

And, with dissimulation fraught,

He thus addrefs'd his tale.

Now Winter's chiling blasts are o'er,

And Spring's prolific reign

Impels the blossom and the flow's

To deck the smiling plain;

Let ut, my dearest girl, repair,

To yonder blooming grove,

For oh ! I long to tell thee there,

How arden ly 1 love.

When Prudence, watchful for the good

Os all who seek her care;

Confeft before the damsel Hood,

And said, of man beware.

What tho' his words as honey sweet,

Seem all in candour drest,

Yet Art, the parent of Deceit,

Lies lurking in his breast.

AdmooiuVd by this faithful friend,

The cautious maid reply'd,

The youth I to the grove attend,

Must make me first hit bride.

Abalh'd ! the swain his purpose saw,

In blackest colours rife,

Her honour struck his soul with awe,

And fill'd with shame his eyes j

To church he led the lovely maid,

Fair Virtue's sacred school !

While Sylvia archly smil'd, and said,

Now—who's the April fwlf

RONDEAU.
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H

RONDEAU./imf by Mrs. Wiichsii.

Sit by Mr. Pottih

WOULD you wish to gain a lover,

Yon must all your hopes conceal;

Men inconstant will discover,

What our sex too oft reveal.

Vir'ue teaches wife discretion,

Fickle men are fall of arts ;

By a thoughtless fond confession,

They seduce and steal our heard.

Would you imifn, Sec.

£hnn, O shun I the soft persuasion,

Let not teara your passions move ;

But embrace (he first occasion,

When con ine'd they truly love.

Wouldyou tvtjb, tec.

THE TOAST.

A P P Y the day when men will think,

Or thus to Vi tut eat and drink !

The usual number, smart and gay,

Attend to bless the natal day :

The tables deck'd with noble cheer,

And pleasing sounds engtois the ear:

All join with harmony to eat,

Where moderation rules the treat.

The dinner ended ; toast the king-

To George the Good ! The glasses ring.

And sundry loyal healths go round,

All freely drink and joyful huzza's found !

Innocence ! how fair—serene,

Till bUsted by the toast obsunt !

The conscious toaster, blushes red,

*' And v/ijbtt custom had nut led ;

" But custom bids, I must obey,

" Howe'er absurd it seem, to day."

Thus thinking, toastib ; ev'ry eye

Proclaim'd the stab to decency I

Only some aged dotards leer'd

As if the toast was pleasing heard.

But sounds like these, must give offence,

To ev'ry fiiend of ease and sense.

A noble youth, with air serene,

Without or fear or gloomy spleen.

With accents bold, that all might hear.

Stood up, and thus address'd the chair :

" Sir Thomas, friend, admit my plea

" For I'm relulv'd, whilst I can lee,

" Never to drink a toast obscene

" In company of gcmltmm:

'« But when I'm thus dil'pos'd to folly,

" To be or low or lewdly jolly;

" I shall attend the ranting routs

" (Where ev'ry vice is prais'd in stiouts)

*• Of common salon, void of thinking,

" Or common soldiers, mad with drinking.'

The youth with modesty fat down,

The knight without or smile or frown,

With serious accent thus declar'd :

" This plea for virtue must be heard,

" Each present youth (I'm pleas'd to say)

*( Approves and justifies the plea.

•* The odious toast I now withdraw,

" And, with consent, do make a law :

" Henceforth, for ever, let it be,

" That in a large, mix'd company,

" No toast (hill issue from the chair,

" But what is pleasing to the virtuout ear !"

The room resounded with applause,

And drank, prosperity to such wholesome

laws !

June 14, 1788. Amh(.

Linit, on a Vault, in the Cburcb-jard of Lod-

don, Norfolk.

WHE N on this spot affection's down*

cast eye

The lucid tribute shall no more bestow;

When friendship's breast no more shall heave

• sigh,

In kind remembrance of the dust below ;

Should the rude Sexton, digging neat ihil

tomb,

( A place of rest for others to prepare)

The vault beneath to violate presume :—

May some opposing christian cry " For*

bear !—

Forbear rash mortal ! As thou hop'st to reft,

When death shall lodge thee in thy destin'd

bed,

With ruthless spade, unkindly to molest,

The peaceful slumbers of the kindred

dead."

Liberty's Addresi to her Britons in Bibalf os

the Corflcans.

WITH throbbing bosom, and woe-

speaking eye,

On Albion's sea-beat shore, poor Liberty,

Her spear thrown careless by her, lay reclin'd,

And gave her sorrows to the passing wind.

" Can Britain's sons with lukewarm souls

survey

Th' insidious Gaul thus spread his tyrant sway?

Can they, unmev'd, the Corlicans behold

To tyrant Gaul like beasts for treasure sold ;

Those heroes who so gloriously have stood,

And in my cause long shed their noblest blood ;

Shall Bourbon's haughty race attempt to bind

In flav'ry's galling fetters all mankind f

And shall not my brave sous like brethren join

To save a world, and blast the fell design ?

Rouse, rouse, ye Britons, fee your cross dif-

play'd.

And to my fav'rites wing fraternal aid ;

Alieariy have they long fustain'd the fight

And myriad foes repeared put to flight ;

But an ! in vain i— Fresh myriads onward

pour ; —

If unsupported, frredom is no more ;

Butcker'd by those base sons 01 Tyranny,

Who, slaves themselves, detest all who are

free,—

In vain the lion dares the fight maintain,

While myriad foes beset the hostile plain.

Wou'd Britons but unfheath their conq'ring

sword,

And friendly aid in freedom's cause afford ;

Bbbi The
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The G>Ilic Itsions soon wou'd fly the field,

And id your dreaded ost-try'd valour yield :

Rouse, rouse, my low :—But ah ! I fear,—

(he said.

The love of freedom from yoor souli it fled :

The fiend, bewitching luxury ; the son

O' slavery, whose mag c spells forerun

His parents steps, his opiate influence sliedf,

Unnerve? your hearts, and your weak counsels

leads:

His foftning poison but prepares the doom

That buried in the dust my darling Rome.

Oh, Ihou'd that fatal bout which now I sear,

(Avert it, Jove omnipotent !) appear:

When Tyranny shall range with giant Aside,

And barefoot superstition by her side ;

When Smith6eJd fires again shall horrid (jlaze,

Those dire remembrances of Mary's days ;

When my fair offspring commeice shall de

part—

From her l^v'd Britain with a heavy heart ;

Oh, fhou'd I ever that black moment view,

To this unhappy globe I'll bid adieu.

Like that brave Greek •, whole ever envied

name

Richly adorns the brightest page of fame ;

Who at T ermopvla; tesign'd his breath,

With hecatombs ol slaves to grace hit death ;

Like him my biave Paoli dare arise,

And after up himself a sacrifice;

Like him and the lew chosen Greeks who fell

My 'elf-devoted sons their blood (hall fell,

And shew the world that fiecdom they will

have,

Ev'n tho' the road lies thro' the dreamy grave."

So said, she vaing'd her flight, and disap

pears, [heard :

And as (he flew, the'e words distinct were

" Consider, partial and mistaken men,

Consider Jn the horrid Cyclops dell,

The chosen few (a favourite repast)

Were but preierv'd, to be devour'd the last."

York. I. R.

A CONUNDRUM.

TO th?t on wh ch tyrants have breathed

their last,

With mean< by which many have gain'd

wealth too fast,

Add a beast that lhould always be closely con-

fin'd,

To a temper which no one will ever call kind;

Tkeir initials, combin'd in a lijht siruat'.on,

Will shew you the man who will ruin then- -n.

2>iJ!ru™tot,s far the more rrsdy and ptrftR at-

taifiment- of the Coti/Unl or French auntry

lianca- J-y lUons. Gheraidi, s/"Ra;hbone

Place, S0I10.

J^ule 1. " T T frequently happens in dancing

* the cotillons, that ladies and .

gentlemen finish out of time, at the termirs -

tion of the first part ot the tuae, enciiet;

sometimes too loon, and sometimes too lite :

In otdc to avoid the contusion, wh.ch wojld

otherwise be the consequence of such inatten

tion or mistake, the first violin ought to

know the air by heart; and when the dancers

do not come to their places soon enough, in

stead of pla\ingit only twice or thrice, he

should continue repeating it till they are ajl

properly arrived rhere, and, on the contrary,

when the dancers are so quick as to get at

their places too soon, he shouli keep pace wirh

their movements, and proportionally shorten

the repetition. Is th.i rule it punctually ob

served, no confusion can possibly ensue.

Rule 2. " Licit! and gentlemen, before

they begin to dar.ee a cotil.on, should always

hear the tone played once over, which would

greatly conduce to their just performance of

thedar.ee; because, by particularly noticing

where the figure of the first part end", and

where the figure of the second part which is

totally d.ssercnt from the first) begins, they

would the more regularly arrive together at

the end of the figure of the first part ; and,

consequently, wculd return to their pl,ces in

the just time of the tune, to commence ihe

figure of the ffcond.

Rule 3. " To be sure of performing the

second part whh the greatest exactness, it

would be proper that rbe ladies and gen

tlemen should just practice the figure a lit

tle, (without the music) before they begin to

dance.

Ru!e 4. " It is a requisite politeness in the

Cotillons, and always pract fed by the French

nobility, to make an obeisance (the fame as

is usual in the commencement of a minuet)

when the musicians begin to play the first

part.

Rule 5. " Every lady or gentleman desirous:

of dancing the cotillons with some degree of

excellence (lo as to give pleasure to the com

pany, and no fatigue to themselves) should

have the aflistar-ce os a master, notwithstand

ing they may know the figure, i:i order to

perfect them in the following very few steps,

easy in the exeemion, and without which it

is impossible to perform these fashionable and

entertaining dances with precision: They

arc these : Balance pas He hVgodon : Dr-nx

Chasses assemble, pas de Rigod«n ; Chaste

a trois pas assemble, pav de Rigodon ; Deux

Gl iftdes, ass-mble, pas rV Rigodon ; Con.

tre-tems en avanr, contrr-tems en arriere,

contre-tem* en tournanr; Cl.alle en toornant;

Demi contre trma d'un pied et de l'autre ;

Brize- a ttois pas d'un pied et de 1'atrtre;

Chasse a trois pas dun pied et de l'autre."

• htsmdait.

THE
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V(f 'JJ'JLJgf N Juoe 16 the court went into

»»j WH m0"'n'nK f°* the princesa Mi-

2r O f* rii Christina, of Sardinia, a .d

jil r8i »n J"'r :• the court went out

36i^3£58£ "^ mourning.

Ti'isda v, June 28.

The king reviewed the three regiment! of

Foot Guardi, on Wimbledon Common.

WEDNESDAY, 29.

Mary Hindei was executed at Tvburn. (See

p. 27a.) Bobanan, Johnson, and Pangiifnths,

were icspited.

Was published an ortler of council of hit

majesty, that the governor, or commander

in chief for the time being, of NovaSco-ia,

do furbear to pise any granti, under the seal

of that colo y, of any parcels of land in his

fn>'y:Ay't island of St. John, unless hit ma

jesty's order in council, directing the fame,

shall have been produced to him on or before-

the 1st day of May, 176).

Friday, July I.

_ In a great storm, at night, a leaden statue,

in the garden of a gentleman at Cam-

berwell, was melted by lightening, and

reduced to a heap of dross.—A stack of chim-

riies in Red Lion-Court, Moorfields, fell

down, supposed to have been struck by light

ening, as the brick-work was strongly cramp

ed with iron, but luckily no person was hurt.

—The horses in a hackney coach took fright

by the lightening in Parliament- street, by

which the driver was thrown from his bor,

and received a dangerous fracture in the skull.

— Mr. Jacobson, a taylor of Drury-laoe, was

beat down by the storm in St. Paul's Church

yard; he was carried home immediately, and

has lost ihe use of his left side.— It kindled a

fire that had been laid several weeks in the

chamb.r of a house near Red-lion-suuarc.

What renders this accident the more asto

nishing is, that no body was sensible of

it till the maid waked by the crackling of

the wood, about six o'clock in the morning.

—A waiter, who drew beer ar the Barley

Mow in Thatnes-siixet, was struck blind by

the lightening; his face was much scorched,

and he was otherwise much hurt : he was

carried to St. Bartholomew's hospital.—A

man returning from Brentlord to Kensington,

was flruck dead Sy the lightening. It is said

tw» men were struck blind in the same road,

and not tar from the deceased,— A bricklay

er's labourer, as he was going through To-

thil fields, to his lodgings in the Almonry-

buildings, Westminster, was beat down by a

flash ot lighten ng, and thereby loir his fight

to1. ally, and the use of his right side. —The

water ot the river Thames was so much dri

ven out of its usual channel above bridge, as

is not remembered by the oldest man living,

one half the bed of the river remaining, unco*

vered with water, two tides*

Monday, 4.

Mess. James Bogle-French, James John

ston, and Gilbert Ross, were elected the com

mittee of the African-company, for London,

for the year ensuing.

Thursday, 7.

Orders were issued tor a court mourning for

the late queen of France, to commence on

the 10th and end on the lift.

Monday, it.

Justice C Him was tried at the OH- Bailey,

and acquitted. (See p. 362.)

James Murphy and J*mes Duggxn v*cve

executed at Tyburn. (See the 13th day.)

They died Fapitfs.

One Cropp, a waterman, was murdered by

some gentlemen at Westminster-bridge. The

coroner's inquest brought it in wilful murder,

. Wednesday, 13.

Ended the sessions at the Old-Bailey, when

John Grainger, Daniel Clarke, alias Clarie,

Richard Cornwall, Patrick Lynch, Tho.

Murray, Peter Flah.irty, and Nicholas

M'Cabe, coalheaverr, for shooting wilfully

at Mr, Green, in his house at Shadwell, (see

p 117.) Samuel Crecraft and Patiick Bourne,

for an highway robbery, and Philip Blake, for

shooting Phillis Ewen, received sentence of

death; as before had James Murphy and

James Ouggan, calheaiers, for the murder

01 John Beatte, who were execu'ed as above.

Twenty were sentenced to transportation for

seven years, four to be branded, and five

whipped. Two of the Mansion-house rio

ters were sentenced to is. fi.ie each, and im

prisonment in Newgate for one year. At

this session twenty convicts, who at former

session* h id received judgment of death, were

set ro the bar and acquitted by Mr Recorder,

his majesty having been grarioully pleased to

grant them hts pardon on the following con

ditions, which they with all chearfulnefs ac

cepted, viz. transportation for the term of

their natural 'ives, John t'aae, John Abbott,

Thomas Michmer, Chirle" Davis, Samuel

Tudor, JohnTnsey, Thomas Jimes, Ann-

Hirvey Turner, William Hamilton, alias

Scholar, John Alders, James Bohan nan, and

William Johnson: The following for the

term ot tourtefn years, Ann R^b nson, So

phia Revell, Philip Claik, Joseph Webb,

and John Smith : And for the term of se-en

yeam, Thomas Windsor, and John-James

Partgriffiths,

Thursday, 14.

The workshop of' a cabinet-maker, with

other buil.itngj, in Aldersgate-street, were

consumed by fare j damage 20,000 1.

4 Four
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Four bouses were also consumed bj fire, in

White- fire* l, S>uihwaii(..

ttlDAT, 15.

The conYr eati n ut" Canterbury and York

•tie further prorogued to Aug. IX.

Sunday, 17.

A terrible shower of hail did great damage

in Kent, and elsewhere.

FxiCAY st<

Two hcusei were consumed bj fire, in

Bunhiil row.

Tuesday, 16.

The seven coalheavers were executed in

Sun-Tavern-ficlds, Snadweli. (Seep. 381. )

Wednesday, 17.

Philip Blalce, was executed at Tyburn.

(See p. 381.) Cracroft akd Bourn, were res

pited. Margaret Watts, convicted in April

session but sound pregnant, is bow also res

pited.

On June 24, aldermen Halifax and Shake

speare, were elected sheriffs of London and

Middlesex.

On the 17th of last May tame on to le

tried, before Lord Chief Justice Wilmot, in

the court of Common-Pleas, Westminster, a

cause, wherein it appeared that the pUin*

tiff bad become surety for the two defen

dants debis, previous to an act of Bank

ruptcy, for which the defendants had under

taken to indemnify him, but having, since

that undertaking, become ban .ruprs, and ob-

' tained their certificate, the defendants then

refused 10 do it : But as all the damages sus

tained by the plaintiff were subsequent to the

defendants act of bankruptcy, he brought the

present action to recover a satisfaction for the

fame ; and though the defendants pleaded

their cert sicate in bar 10 this action, yet

the jury found a verdict for the plaintiff,

and gave him 50 1. 10s. damages: But his

lordship having seme doubts of the law in

point, directed s special cafe to be made, and

signed by the council on both fides, for the

opinion of the court the following term,

which being complied with, the cafe came

on, and was learn dly argued the 101b day of

June last, by cou ol on both sides ; when the

court, after taking several days to consider of

the fame, were pleased to deliver ihe r opi

nions in favour ot the plaintiff, and unani-

mi'ufl; affirmed the verdict found by the

jury.

It having been represented to the king,

that notwithstanding the well adapted plan.

which tbe most ptincipal of the manufactu

rers in Spit'lficlds are at this time pursuing,

with the utmost vigour, for the I e.iefit and

satisfaction of their journeymen in eveiy,

branch of 'he trade, yet a great number of

evil disposed pen< n;, armed with pistol*,

cutlatlcs, and other offensive weapons, tnd in

disguise, assembled themselves together about

ihe hour ot twelve, in the night of the z5ih

day of the last month, and broke open and

entered the dwelling- houses an J shops of seve

ral journeymen weavers in and near Spital-

fields aforesaid, and, after putting them in

corporal scar and danger os their lives, cut to

pieces and destroyed the silk works then ma-

nutictuiing in nine different looms there, be

longing to Mr. |r>hn Baptist Hcbert, of Stew

ard-street, '-pitalfields, the damage whereof

is very considerable t His majesty', most giaci-

ous pardon, and a reward ot two hundred

pounds, are offered for the discovery of the

offenders.

A p.rdon and reward of tool, are offered

for the dileovery of the person or persons,

who on Jure 20, robbed rhe chamber* of

Mr. Thomas Magsoo^of the Inner Temple,

or 21511. -*. &c.

As a proof that the use of tbe loom is not

arrived to its ire flat ultra, an ingenious mecha

nic has lately produced two shirts wove from

end to end, the one plain, the other ruffled.

But what is peculiaily surprising in this pro

duction, if, thai the most minute works of

the sempstress are really copied, as the collar,

wrists, gusi'ets, without a single flitch of the

needle throughout the whole, but farly wove,

body, sleeves, fte. in the loom, from the web,

without the least loss in cutting the cloth.

Murders and robberies have not been few

rhis month ; luicide has been frequently perpe

trated, and various accidents ha ve deprived per

sons of their lives or limbs.

Among the various effects of our glorioat

William th^ third, which, in his disputed

succession, were adjudged to the family of

rhe king os Prussia, was the remarkable sword

which that great prince wore at the battle of

tbe Boyne. Sam libtttath wat engraven on

the hilt. This sword the king of Prussia has

sent a' a prest'it to the hereditary prince of

Brunt* i.-c, with a letter, in which it it

said, " I never measured swords with the

French, but at Rofbach, your highness ha*

made hal.f Germany a Rofbach to them,"

COPY os Mr. Kr- a 1 sr. y's Affidavit.

In the King's Bench.

The KING'

Job

"he K 1 N G 1 On an Information for

against V publishing Tit EJsay

n Willtes Esq; 3 »» Woman.

GEOROE KEARSLY, olLudgate fttect,

London, bookseller, makethoath, and

tVth, that all the letters from John Wilkei.

Esq) the defendant, directed to the depone.-.',

an' which were produced at the trial of the

eaulr-, were taken from out of this deponent'*

bureau in hi- dwelling-house, and from off

fcna files, by virtue of a general warrant from

one of his majesty's secretaries of ibste, for

Apprehending and seizing the authors, printers

tnd publishers of a seditious and treasonable

paper, entitled, Tbi North Britain. No. 45

together with those papers ; and thereby,

and not otherwise carried to his majesty's se-

crcMrie* of state at the warrant directed j and,

the
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the deponent verily believes wit accordingly

obeyed.

G10. Kearsiy.

Sworn in court the 16th

Day of June, 1-68.

By the court.

The like affidavit was made at the fame

time in the cause of Tbi aVorro Briton,

No. 45.

At the assizes at Hertford three criminal!

were capitally convicted ; Abingdon was a

maiden assize.

Great riots have lately happened at Boston

in Lincolnshire, but were soon quelled.

Storms have been felt in mmy parts of

England, &c. and seme persons have lost

lives by lightning.

The following most melancholy accident

happened lately at Howgill, near Wigton,

in Cumberland:—One George Cape, attend

ing a lime-kiln, having occasion to step upon

the top of it, the lime-stones gave way, and

he was let in above bis waist, in such a man

ner, that though he had an irjn crow in nia

band, he could render himself no jsfistanct :

Soon after, several people attempted lo re

lease him j but the more they endeavoured

to raise him ; the flones acting al wedges,

he became the faster, insomuch that he was

obliged to remain in that deplorable situation,

- growing every moment more sensible of his

approaching dissolution, while numbers were

crowding round him. At last he asked for a

little water, which being brought, he drank

it, when immediately his t.iouth contracted,

and he soon after expired. The next day no

remains were to be found but hit skull.

A gentleman at Aberdeen has found out

the following methnd or making yeast :—H:

too't a green oak, seven feet long, and -bout

two inches diameter at the root ; after Grip

ping 01T the bark, he cm ed it to be

twisted till the fibres separated like threads :

be then coiled it up, put it in o a vessel,

pouring in as much fresh yeast as covered it,

and left it to soke for two days : He then

took it out, and hung it up in an airy garret

to dry for about three months; after which

he took it down, put it into a covered vessel,

and puured in a tew pints of wort, luke

warm ; in c'ght hours the wott began to fer

ment, ana in sixteen houit thereafter he

found the vclicl full of fine fresh barm lit for

immediate use. The coil must be hung up

again to dry, after using it u above, and it

will retain its vitue many ye rs.

Writs were issued on June 21, for the elec

tion of a new parliament in Ireland.

The meeting of the IrilTi parliament is

prorogued to Sept. 6.

We hear from Connecticut in New-Eng

land, that they have lately found out in

the woods the true sarsaparilla root. A bar

rel-full of that efficacious root, about thirty

pounds weight, his been just sent to the
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society os arts and science; in consequence of

premiums ossred by that society, and adver

tised in the public paper .

There has been lately sent ever from Que

bee some curious 'pecinvns of white iron ore

discovered in thai country. This kind of

mineral very ' muen aitracts the attention of

the cunoiu, as iron "re isve-y seldom, or ever,

found of that colou .

A congtes with 1100 Indian*, at Fort Pitt,

is sitis'.ictiii'y concluded by Col. Croghan,

by which the late muide-s committed in Pen-

silvania are buried, and the chain of peace;

brghtened between them and our colonies.

Charles Town, South-Carolina, May 31.

From Waxaws, about twelve miles from the

Catawba settlement, we have the following

account. On Sunday May 1st, the Catawba

Indians had notice that a party of the Shawa-

nese who have been long their enemies, had

been seen near their town, on which they

immediately raised a party to go out against the

enemy, with whom they came up next morn

ing, and sound them to be seven in number,

and all asleep ; the Catawbas immediately

sired, and killed three on the spot, and took

three prisoners; one escaped wounded, but

has since been found dead in the woods.

Among the prisoners is the Indian whokilk-d

King Haggler ; they were all delivered to the

families who have had their relations killed

by the Snawanete, who put them to death

in the inhuman barbarous manner, common

to the Indian nations One of the prilo en

was very young, and pleaded hard for his life,

begging them to consider his tender age,

alluring them he was brought up by his

brother against his own inclinations, and that

he had never killed or hurt any body ; but

noshing could prevail.

ExtraB os a hitttr f'trn Boson, (New-Eng

land) dated June to.

" A sew days ago a shallop laden with wine

arrived in this port j it was never propetly

entered at the custom-house, bin aa usual a

tide-waiter went on board The captain in

vain tampered with the tide- wait r to betray

his trust; he therefore h d lecoutse to violent

methods, and forcing the tide-waiter into the

cabin, locked him up. Io the mean time

be unloaded the thai op without opposition.

The captain over heating himsi If in the ex

ploit, died in a few hours. Afterwards, with

out any proper notice being given at the cus

tom-house, oil was put on board. The vessel

was therefore seitedby Mr. H.rrison the col

lector, and Mr. Holwell the comp-r 1 ler, and

for her better security, was put along side the

Romney man of war, lying in th s harbour,

till the assair could be determined by a coutt

ot Admiralty. But in the mean time a mob

asse.nbled, beat M'. Harrison and his son, and

Mr. Hoi* ell, o that they narrowly escaped

with their lives. Mr. Ir* in, the inspector of

export! and imports, was likewise assaul ed

and
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and had his sword broke. But it did not end

here j the mob seized a very fine pleasure

boat of Mr. Harrison*!, dragged it through

the streeti, and at last burnt it before Mr.

Hancock's door They likewise did consi

derable damage to the house of Mr. Williams,

the inspector-geneial. In this situation, the

commissioners and others belonging to the

office, for their own security, went on board

the man of war, and are, for the conveniency

of carrying on their busines, going to Castle-

William, a fortified place on a Imall island

facing the town, till they are properly pro*

tected by a military force, which it is ima

gined will soon arrive Irjm Halifax or New-

York. The inhabitants have had several

meetings, and ihe generality of them are de

termined to oppose the imposed duties. They

have actually declared, that the commissio

ners (hall never again come ashore. In short,

we seem to be on the eve of a general insur

rection ; all owing to the turbulent spirit of

popularity i i some principal men in the sown,

who lead on the implicit mob bawling liberty,

who at the same time cannot see that they

are forming their ovrnfettcrt. What appro

bation these procceedings will meet with on

your fide the water, I am at a loss to fay ; but

unless something be speedily done to enforce

law, universal anarchy and confusion must

ensue."

Governor Rogers, of Michillimackinac is

brought to New York in Irons. He was go

ing to betray his' government, to murcer the

officers, and give up the fortress of Detroit to

the French. ,

One of the Paris news, papers gives an ac

count of an extraordinary cure, ertected by the

gall of a barbel, in a cas* of blindness, in sub

stance as fallows : A journeyman watchmaker

named Censier, having heard thar the g*ll of

a barbel was the remedy which Tobias em

ployed lo cure his Other's blindness, resolved

to try its effects on the widow Germain his

mother in law, whose eyes had (or fix months

been affl.cted with ulcers, and covered with

a film, which rendered her totally blind :

Censier having obtained the gall o( that fish,

squeezed the liquor out of it into a vial, and

in the evening he nibbed it with the end of

a feaiher into his mother's eyes. It gave her

great pain for about half an hour, which

abated by degiecs, ?nd her eyes watered very

m* ch : next morning she could nor open them,

the water, as it were, glued her eyes up ; he

bathed them with pure water, and she began

to see with the eye which had received the

most -iquur. He used the gall again in the

evening : the inflammat on dispersed, the

white of her eyes became red, their colour

je urred by degrees, and her si^ht became

filing. He repeated it a third time, with

all the desiied success. In ih« re. she leco-

vered her fight without any other remedy.

The wiriow Germain is in her fifty third

year, ihc had beet, prunounctd blind by the

surgeons of the Hotel Dieu ; and her blind

ness and cure have been attested by order as

the lieutenant genetal of police j she fees

stronger and clearer now than before the acci

dent. The gall of the barbel has since been pot

on the eye* of a dog and a cat ; they appeared

immediately to feel acute pain, and their

eyes were inflamed for three days ; but after

wards returned to their natural state. Bill's

ttejue deiscienca.

Maiiiagii and Biiiths.

MAY rj. Capt. Murray was married to

Miss Remnant—Wm. Senior, Esojj lo

Miss Walter—6. Mr. Bell, to Mils Hagerj—

13. Rt. hon. Earl Gower, to Lady S farina

Stuart, daughter of the Earl of G.illoway—

Geort:e Canning, Esq; to Miss Collelio—30.

Anthony Fuuntaync-Eyre, Esq; to Mis* Su

sanna Prescott— Rev- Dr. Parker, to Mit*

Whitwell—Edward Gjllatt, Esq; to Miss

Prince.

April 27. Lidy Langham, was delivered

of a daughter—May 3. Hon. Mrs. Vcnablc*

Vernon, of a daughter— Countess of Donegal

of a daughter—Countess of Thanet of a

daughter—Mrs. Frank* of Mark Line, of a

daughter-—!]. Lady Grosvenor of a son— '.;.

Mr*. Coulton, of Berkley-street, of a

daughter— 16. Countess of Barry more of a

daughter—18. Lady Hir.chin broke of a

daughter—17. Lady Harriet Cony er* of a

daughter—Mrs. Naylor, of New Boodslreet,

of a son.

June 2. Powell Snell, junr. Esq; was

married to Miss Philips, a 2;ceol. fortune—

It- Hon. Mr. Harnpdcn-Trevor, to Mis*

Greeme, only daoghter of Major- Gen.

Greemc—7.1. Wm. White, Esq; to Mis*

Hopkins—2j. Rev. Dr. Home, to Mis Bur-

ten—Wm. Bowles, Esq; to Miss Nightin-

gall—John Newman, Esq; to Miss Jekcn—

Sam. Gibbs, Esq; to Mrs. Martin—Com

missioner Rogers, of Plymouth, to Mrs. Du-

rell—Wm. Heathcote, Esq; eldest son of Sir

Thomas, of Hursley, bart. to Miss Thorpe—

June 5. Lidy of hon. Charles Yorke, waa

delivered of a son and heir 21. Countess of

Dalhousie, of a daughter—24. Dutches] of

Portland, of a son.

Lately married. Richard Hopkins, Esq; to

Miss York—John Chcere, Esq; to Miss Wil-

mott—Daniel Crofts, Esq; to Miss Hunt.

July 5. Sir Thomas Champneys, bsrt.

was married to Miss Cox daughter of Richard

Cor, Esq,—John Kenrick Esq; a stamp

commissioner, to Miss Gyssord — II Sir John

Palmer, bart. to Miss Gough, daughter of

Sir. Harry Gough— 14. Earl of CornWaliii,

to Miss Jones.

Lately. John Simpson, os Newcastle, Esq;

to Ltidy Anne Lyon— Francis Tweedel, Esc,;

to Miss Weftgarth—Earl of Ch^rlcmount,

to Miss Hicknun—Earl of Abingdon, to

Mis
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Mist Warren, daughter of the late adm. Sir

Peter Warren—Wm. Sherlock, Esq; to Miff

1'akcnhaiD, sister of Lord Longford—Wm.

Mabbott, Esq; to Misj Frames Courthorpe—

Ceorge Clyn, Esq; son of Sir Richard, to

Mil* Lewis.

July z. Mrs. Cave, of Newman-street,

was delivered of a daughter—10. Countess of

) Darnlcy of a daughter.

Deaths.

APRIL 25. Vansitart Hudson. Esq;—

26. Deputy John Wallington, of Crip,

plegate ward—Jonn Gitton, Esq; a judge,

in Batbidoes—26. Rt.hon. counsels of Ross—

tit. Hon. Miss Verney, daughter of Lord

Willoughby de Broke-

May 1. George Tompkyns, of Hereford

shire, Esq;—John Timbrill, of Worcester

shire, Esq;— 5 Henry Davenanr, of Dulwich,

Esq;— 7. fustice Balak, of the Strand—9.

Bonnel Thornton, Eq; well known by his

ingenious poetical and other productions—

3 8. John Delme, Esq;— 20. Rt. hon. Lady

Cadogan—21. Lady of Sir Hirry St. John,

bart.—23. Christopher Best, of St. James's

street, Elq;—19. Rev. Dr. Jabet Earle, a„

eminent dissenting minister.

In April and May. Lady Mary Rooker,

of Thames-Dillon— Christopher Scandrett,

Hamlet Fair-child, John Mayaard, Eq;

and Mr. Hugh Perry, all or Barbadoes— Lady

Margaret Ingham, daughter of the late The-

ophilus, earl of Huntingdon — Paul du Casse,

of Soho, Esq;—Rear admiral Wm. Gor

don—John Asliburnham, Esq; son of the

bishop of Cnichester—Hon. Lieut. Gen.

Jtmes Stewart, col. of the 7th. teg. of loot

and son of James, late earl of Galloway—

Lord George Beauclerk, lieut. gen. col. ot the

I jth. reg. of foot, and member for VVmdlor—

John Bristowe, of tne Grove, bucks, Esq;—

Mrs. Elizabeth Wh tehead, of Hampstead

aged ninety-two, who never enjoyed a single

djy of heaith—Rev. Dr. S.edmjn, prebendary

of Cantetbury, &:. &c Robert Harrison,

Esq; secttBity to thelaie bishop Hough—Ro

bert BayViton, Esq; 3 West India merchant—

Robert Blackshaw, of Cambcrwc.l, Esq;—

Mr. John Greene, a dissenting niufshr—Mr.

Hart, a learned dissenting minister—Rev.

Dr. Bland, iheolde<> prebendary of Durham,

&c—Rt. hon. Earl of Dalkeith, infant son

of the duke of Buccleugh—Lady of the hon.

Charles Howard, of Gieystock, Esj.;—

Samuel Lcightonhouse, of Bediord B.ow,

Esq;—Mr. Richard Pearson, printer at Bir-

mingbam.

June 5. George Cook, Esq; member for

Middlesex, paymasterof the forces, fez.— Mr.

Blafden, of Snow-hill, .in eminent sorgeon—

g. Andrew Millar, Esq; late a vrry eminent

bookseller— 10. Burton Lmglry, of Bliom-

abury. Esq; — 11. Benjamin D:nton, of Ma-

Julj, i;63.

ryland-point, Esqj—Rt. hon, Lady Ba-

thuift— 14. James Short, M. A. F. R. S.—

Hon. Thomas Aiuniel, uncle of Lord Arun-

del of Wardour—Her grace, Elizabeth, due-

chefs dowager of Dorset—21. Miss Limb,

daughter of Sir Matthew Lamb, bart.—21.

Philip Henry Cljsse. Esq; an old officer in

the army—Jacob Perceval, Esq; barrister at

law—26. Thomas Ford, Esq; deputy cleric

of arraigns of the city of London—29. Rt.

hon. Harry, earl of Stamford.

In June. George Heathcote, Esq; formerly

alderman, and lord mayor of London, and a

patriotic member for that city—Major Mat

thews son of the late admiral—James Reg-

neir, of Vaux-hall, Esq;—John Pickering,

Esq; formerly lieut. gov. of Tortola—Da

niel Fenwick, of Berks. Esq;—Hon. John

Cornwall.*, uncle of the earl—Wm. Janssen,

Esq; brother of the chambetlain—Richard

Ashby, Esq; timber-merchant—Mrs. Style-

man, daughter of Sir Nicholas L'Eflrange,

bart. and the last of that family—Rev. Mr.

Sam. Fancourt, a dissenting minister—James

Dubourdieu, Esq; and old officer in the ar

my—Josrph LowndtS, of the Isle of Wight,

Esq;—Miss Charlotte Lowth, daughter of

the bishop of Oxford—Charles Pratley, of

Chancery- lane, Esq;— Hon. Robert lane,

only son of Lord Bingley—Philip Oster-

ley, of Yorkshire, Esq.—On June 29. Wil

liam Cartwright, of Ainhce, in Northamp

tonshire, Eso;- John Payne, of Chester,

Esq;—Tho. Piggot of Charlow, Berks, Esq;

— Meredith Jones, Esq; laie a Turkey mer

chant—Rev. Mr. Doughty, minister of St.

James, Clcrkcnwell.

July 4. Rev. Mr. Moore, rector of Sr.

Bartholomew the Great, Set.— 1 1. Master Ed

ward Harley, on'y son of the lord mayor—

iS. Mrs. Nalh, wile of the alderman.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

CONSTANTINOPLE, May, 17. In the

night between the 5th and 6th instant,

a fire btoke out in the Jews quarter, which

destroyed upwards of 150 houses.

Riga, June 27. Tne day before yesterday,

about two in the afternoon, a fiie broke out

in this city and continued till ten at night,

at which time ;70 houses were reduced to

ashes. Combustible materials were found in

several parts of the town, which give us

reason to fear, that this melancholy event

was not accidental.

Warsaw, June t. Y.-Aerday advice wan

brought here, that Col. Welssman, after de

feating Count Pi'tocki, put-sued him into

Moldavia pretty far with 11) the Turkish ter

ritories ; that the Basha of the fortresses in

the neighbourhood sent him word, thit b»

acted contrary to the treaties with Russia, by

entering with an armed force iito any of the

provinces of the Ottomis empiie; adding,

C c c that
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t'nat the pott had already been informed of it,

and that he now cautioned him not to advance

a»y farther, otlitrv.i e he would cuaw it*t

troops upon him. The colonel, in hii dis

patches to prince Repnin, excuses himself by

his ignorai ce in regard lo the limits j but

it i* fear d this nvstalte may b^ attended

with s^iiaus con equences, ir-a'much as

Count Potccki was permitted by the Turks

to pa s into Moldavia without any obstruc

tion, by mean? whereof he had joined the

confedrrntei ai Bar, and since obtained a very

considerable advantage over General Apraxin.

[See p. 330, 331 )

Warsaw, June t8. The day before yester

day adv.ee wss brought here that ;he Rus

sians had bejten the confederates of Great

Poland, under the command of the Sieur

RaydnnsiVi, and in number about 3000,

part of whtch had escaped inr# Silesia; and

that on this occasion the tuwn of Pisdry was

reduced to a the*.

The kin* has sent to each of the sena

tors, an Unive salia f >r the holding of the

approaching dyet, ar.d rthets are actually

dispatching to all the Palatina'cs, that in

their dyetines are to elect deputes to that as

sembly.

On the 10th of this month the treasury

gave pubhek notice, that a patdon will be

granted to the marshal of the confederacy of

G/eat Pohmt, and all his partisans, provided

they furrendei in three weeks, and make

suSmiilion for their fau.t.

Warsaw, J:.ly 2. A: Bar, 1163 men

were made pr. loners ; aid forty- seven cannon

were found, besides five colon r?, anda quan

tity of ammunition and provisions. (Seep.

S3'0
After this check, the Oenerals Krasinfki

and Potocki retired to Muhilow, and formed

a new confederacy at Postbrowo, a small

town in she palatinate of Bitlfl;; whereupon

General Aprjxin sent a body of troops thither.

The confederates, who ar full ctTered to ca-

pitulat'% defended themselves fjmc, ti-ne,

but at last surrendered at discretion. They

a,TO'r.,f.'! to three hundred*

Danlz'g, July 6. Yesterday advice was

brought ih^t the Russians have not only pos

sessed themselves of the town cf Erzfdcycl:-

zow, and the Cloystvr of Kb^sttibcuig, in

the letter of which were 1500 of the cunfe*

derates under the command of Young Pu-

law&y, who al! fmrer.J..ed at discretion j

tut trut they have also taken the town of

r?ar Ly asiai'l". CdI ior the intercession too

of the king, tiio city of Oacow would by

this have been red' (.ed to astie?.

Vienna, Jun** »i. Letter* from Trieste

inform us of the depl table and cnnl end of

tiiC Abbe Winckelmau, who had acquired

very gre.it reputation ty his various refc.-rches

into ti.e Grecian and Roman antiquities.

Having palled &m.e tioce in our city, where

he met with a most honourable reception by

all persons of distinction, he had (et out from

hence loaded with favours by our most august

sovereign. The Empiefa Q^ieen had given

h«si, among other presents, three medals or"

gold having the impression of the late em

peror Francis, of her imperial and royal ma

jesty, and of the reigninc emperor. When

arrived at Trieste, he unfortunately could not *

meet a ship to return to Rome, where he bad

fixed his residence, he was therefore obliged

4o flay some da;. s at an inn wh ie another

passenger lodged, v*ho insinuated himself into

the good graces of the Abbe by his polite

behaviour, and gained his fr endihip. One

morning, at loo'clock, coming into theAbbe*«-

chamber, he requested him to shew him the

three medals above-mentiored. When Mr.

Winckelman was employed in opening the

box in which they were deposited, the perfi-

du.us villain threw a corJ with a running.

ki.ot round his neck j but the knot stopping

at the eh'n, the alftssin gave him seven stjba

with a kni'e. The bustle which this occa

sioned, drsw thither a valet de chambre,

whom the murderer seized by the throat,

and threw him with such violence against

the ground that he lost his senses ; he then

nude his escape. Mr. Winckelman died

Ms same evening, having first mid.: his will,

a°d appointed Cardinal Alhani his executor.

Before he expired, he desired fame persons

present :o convey, by some means, his senti

ments of respect and gratitude to the empress

queen, the prince oe Caunitz, and some

o her noblemen. [The murderer has since

been apprehended on rhe borders of Carniola,

is confined at Trieile, ard is a native of Tui-

cjny.J

Berlin, June 13. We' bear from Landf-

perg on the Watte, that a great fire hap

pen* d thee the tist ul'. which in three

hours con'oxed 255 buildings, including

stables and birr.s j .hat a church was like-

v ise burnt down j that eight persons wore lott

in the fbtr.es ; end that several mere have

difd of the hurts they received.

Hanover, June 14. The king of Den

mark seem: to be greatly pleased in this city,

so attentive are the ministers and generals to

sender his stay as agreeab'c as possible. This

monarch set out yesterday for Pyrmont. (See

F« 3V*) [His majesty h.*s since visited ihe

H«gue, Amsterdam, and other places of the

United Provinces, un^r the title of prince of

Travendah), and every possible honour his

h.cn sliewn him.]

Hamburgh, June 17. By the treaty lately

concluoen between this city and the t«o

courts of HoluVn, this city is acknowledged

to be an imperial and ftte city j and has a'so

acquired fever.-] prerogatives relating to its

territory, as well as to navigation and com

merce.

Coxte> June 4. The French invasion of

UilJ
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this isiand is no* no longer doubtful. At

the opening of the Geneial Confulca sur this

year, our magnanimous chi f Paoli made a

DofaL harangue j m whic 1 be rcapi'ulated

the proceeding; in the list General Confulu,

when a treaty o' accommodation, by the in

terposition of France, wasagtited. Hesp>ke

with uncommon spirit, jet with a proper

* temper. He clearly mewed that the French,

after amudng our naMon with fair petences,

had in the end proved intireiy deceitful. And

tney being now to come ?giinst us with hos.

tile intention!, his excellency moved to the

people to resolve upoa such me.isures ai thty

should judge proper for so trying an occasion.

It is unnecessary to describe the feelings of

the nation in consequence os this an. mating

harangue. It is sufficient to fay, that we are

all redy to sacrifice ojrselv.-s fer LIBERTY"

and INDEPENDENCY. And if France c'oei

not fend a very great roice against ut, stie will

meet wi h more resistance than (he probably

expects*. If indeed that gre.it nation stuil

exert all her power to c-osli oor lirtle state,

and no" oth.r nation (hill g've us any support,

we mult fall a sacrifice to tyranny.

There are many among us who imagine

that Great Britain is r.ot inattentive to the

6perations of the French : And as we under*

stand that there is a generous" spirit for o.ir

cause in the people of England, we are not

without hopes of aflistance fron that qua ter.

Leghorn, June 15. Thty write fion Cor

sica, that General Paoli, beii-g resolved to

posh on the war vigorously, visited constant

ly all his advanced p sts; that h s guard was

composed of a thousand volunteers; that the

students of the university of Cortc had

joined and formed a corps, which was to

hold itself in readiness to march wherever

there should be most danger j and that the

district of Ctnturi had offered to arm the

youth of that country for the defence of the

common cause. These advices ado, thit fre

quent desertions began to reign among the

French troops, and that the Coific n officers

in the pay of his molt christian majesty, had

resolved to quit the service, rather than fight

against theircountrymen, (Seep. 331.)

Genoa, June 4. The following are the ar

ticle! agreed on between France and the re

public, touching the cestion of Cornea.

I. The Republic ot Genoa cedes the king

dom of Corsica, together with its fortresses,

to France, the latter paying in money for the

artillery and warlike stores, according to a

valuation which shall be made ot' them.—

II. The sovereignty of that iflind mail al-

v/iys remain vested in the republic.— III.

Every person shall be preserved in his effects,

on provi g the right he hat to them.— IV,

The Coisicajis shall be deemed subjects of

France, lo long as the latter continues in pos

session of that islr.—V. France shall be obli-

prd to maintain there sixteen battalions.—*

VI. France shall guarinty toe Genoese com

merce against tne Corfu an and Ba'bary

cruisers. — VII. In cafe the Republic tnould

be desirous of resuming ar>in the posseslioi

ot that kingdom, it ihall repay to France all

the charges tint crown £ull have been -t

by that li.ne, for wnkn purpose »n er%ct ac

count shall be keot of aii tuc latter hive ad

vanced, and likewise of the revenues ,t faall

have collected. VII i. The king ihili be-

slow in property on the RepuShc, tae five-

re gnty ot the isle os Caurara.—Thii treaty

C'jnraias be ides ihree secret articles.'

Rome, July 2. The governin n; ha* aug

mented the tn»op* whic.'i do duty on the bor

ders of the E c csial'ical Stale, ana no stron

ger is 1 3 be admitted 10 pa/» till he shall tell

h s name, a,d the cause ttiar brin=s hi*» tiil-

ther. Ca-dinal Negroni ii appointed to treat

wivh the minster* of France, Spain, and

Naples.

L/bon, June xi. On the o;h instant, near

half an hour pill two o'clocK in the after

noon, a very firnrt mock of an earthquake

was felt in this city, which created such an

alarm, that many people ran out of their

houses in'o tit streets ; but it hjs done no

carnage.

Laval in France, May 25. On th'^ 7th in

stant, ab:;ut half after ten at nif.hr, it which

time the sley was daik, th - ar warm and

little wind, a luminous heir appeared on the

north-west fide of the town, with a tail ve

ry long, and a little bent, extending toward*

the rorth. The next morning abaut fix

o'clock, the fun broke through the clouds,

and shone with a heat equjj to what is felt in

the dog Hay*. About (tren a storm was

heard at a distance, ani at cght it begin to

lighten. 57cm eleven m. notes after eight

to twenty minutes the sicy was as datk as it

was at Pjr.s when the ccl.pt j hippeued the

1st of April, 1 64. It thundered, rained,

and hailed $ and though the hail was r.ot so

Urge here as in some other places, yet several

head of cattle were killed by it. Many of

the stones were as large as pn! t-ts eggs, and]

the produce ut the country is destroyed.

Paris, June 2-. By a lire which hr^ke cut

lately in Champagne, at the village 0. Bis-

feuil, one hundred and ninety l*v<* houses

wete destroyed j and only n n-. buidingi are

left standing. More than a ( oz* 11 people Jolt

their liv.-s, and all the ejects ii the :own

were a prey to the stamn, which J k wife

killed above twj hundred head ot taitl-

Puns, June 25. Last nig:i , about ten

o'clock, her moir Christian Majesty departed

this lie. The king went immcuuveiy to

Marly.

• The original Hf Trovvtrarn Corsica degli ojsibeu duri,
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JAMES Div, of Birmingham, carpenter.

Thomas Daily, of Shadwell, merchant,

i Abraham Judah, ot Chuwell street, colourman.

Noah Mordecai, of George street, merchant.

JohnReife, of Philadelphia, merchant.

Robert O»born, of Norwich, dealer in coals and corn.

Thomas Radenhurst. of WaHal, grocer.

George Burton, of Scarborough, miniier.

James Stanton, of Worcester, linen draper.

Robert Smith, of Hounatditch, h thereafter.

Thomas Kendcrdme. ot Covent garden, Ijceman.

John Chapman, ofBowlane, dealer.

Lobert Broadbelt, of Holies street, haberdasher and

coal merchant.

John Dunbibin, and John Latham, of Liverpool,

clay potters.

Henry Forster, ofGatemend, boat builder.

Nat. Cove, of Tokcnhouie yard, packer and pretTer.

Richard Philips, of Camden, Gloucestershire, siax-

dre (Ter.

Miry Pope, of Ormsk'rk, milliner.

Charles Farquharson, of Clo*k lane, factor.

Ahruham North, jun of Ware, maltster.

George England, of North Perrot, homer set/hire,

rope-maker,

Joseph Turner, of Manchester, chapman.

Samuel Gigney, of Wiliingaie Doe, £sse:i, shopkeeper.

Alice Brand, of Sr. Ives. milliner.

George Holder, of Exeter street, wine and dry

cooper.

Thomas Dover Hopkins, of London, merchant.

John Sheldrake, of Framluighaiii, brewer.

Solomon Jacobs, of Old Beti.lem, merchant.

John Barrett, of Camomile street, packrr.

Samuel Balls, of Yoif'ord in Suffolk, innho'.der.

Wm. Seares, of Warrington, tobacconist,

lames Harris, of Bath, tavlor.

Margaret Barnacle, of Solyhull, widow, bake.

Mary Reda, of St. Martin's in the Fields, milliner.

John Titteriogton, of St. George's, Southwark,

ladler.

BenJ. Crook, of Christ-church, dyer.

Thomas SherltTe. of Bungay in Suffolk, merchant.

lames Cailin, of Bristol, vintner.

William Starttn and Edward Moody, of Birming

ham, dealers and partners

lames Prest, of Coatham In Yorkshire, grocer,

wm. Sprott, jun. ofLeominster, cutler.

Aaron Levy, of St. DunstanVstreet, Canterbury,

merchant.

James Boyes, of Chatham, woolen draper.

James Duewick, of Hertingtorabury, linen-draper,

lames Hooton. ofFalmouth, linen-draper.

Edward Moody, of Birmingham, factor.

Thomas Southall, ofLeominster, mercer.

John Lloyd, of New street, St. James's, upholsterer.

John Mil'igan, of Liverpool, brewer-

Rt-be>:ca Knight, of Wapping, ship chandler.

Richard Apderion, of London, merchant.

Samuel Jebb, of Howard-street, wine merchant.

John Scott, of St. Giles in the Fie'ds, linen draper,

wm. Spoor, of Newcastle upon-Tyoe, innkeeper,

glazier, and painter.

Peter Poe. (un. of London, merchant.

Samuel Corrall, of West-Smithrield, hosier.

Janes Murray, of Hammersmith, merchant.

John Gilbert, of Exeter, serge-maker.

YvJhaui Edwards, of Abergavenny, shopkeeper.

Jimes Coby, of st Mary Te Quern, otherwise Ve-

dast Foster, engraver.

John Bennett, of fhoreditch, woolcomber.

bum. Coomne*, ofBrick-lane, Spttal&elds. carpenter.

Wm Fowler, of Leudenhall street, holier.

Joieph Lover, of Andover, innkeeper.

Jonathan Parkin, of Oughtybridge-hall, Yorkshire,

cornfactor. *

John Partridge, of St Mary le Bonne, carpenter.

Francis March, of Lawrence Poultneylane, mer-

rhant.

Thomas Crispc, of Three King-court, merchant.

Philip Levy, ot HounJidltch, dealer in watches,

\\ m. Ogl**, of Westminster, icrivcner.

Tho. York?. osHountliditch, h.irdware-cutler.

Henry Giskeli, of Hindiev in Lancashire, linen minu-

f.ictjrer.

Thomas H.iywud. or St Vlarv, Lambeth, hosier.

Thomas Elliott, of ^'ewcatV.e-'upon Tyne, dealer in

ttx.

William Hambleton, of Leek in Staffordshire, silk

throwster,

Tho Jones, of Cholftry in Lcorainster, Hereford*

shire, dealer.

Henry Popple, os Islington, broker and merebant.

Danif! Torr, of Bristol, taylor.

Isaac Israel, of O.d Bethlem, merchant.

John Evans, of Sr Jame^'a, coal merchant.

Tho. Capes, of the Tower, weri hanr.

Henry Rider, of Hertford, shopkeeper.

Jacob W i lion, and liaac Fell, of Paternoster row,

booksellers and partncis

Witliim Taylor, of Worcester, tnnholder.

Bri e Norton, of Shadwell, maluter, and corn-

chandler.

Sam. Samuel, of Spitjlfields. merchant.

Richird Shelley, of the S rand, jeweller, toyman,

and hardwareman

John Sheiwin, of Westmron, Hants, innholder.

John Tongue, of Londm wall, nier hant.

Charles Darke, of Kensington, dealer.

John Fox, len. of Dedham, apothecary and druggist.

William Challenor, of Holus-street, St. Clcu.eot

Danes.

William KHIick, of Dartford, dealer.

John Samuel Schutze, of Lawrence Pooltney lane*

merchant.

Daniel Stickhouse, ofSt Mary le Bonne, mason.

John Ibbtt.on, of Chri.LChurch, Surry, lalt-petra-

resiner.

Richard Creese, os Newington Surry, carpenter.

Thomas Jones, of Long Acre, breeches maker, and

flover.

. n Cursor, of St. James's, Westminster, brtcHayer.

Peter Boggurst. of Castle-street, St. Mary-Je-Eoi'.ne,

liable keeper and dealer in hones.

George Chattriss, of St. Neot's, carrier.

Robert Munday, of the Strand, tayior.

Thomas Syder, of Beetles, in Suffolk, dealer.

John Dorset Newman and Samuel Gosldard, of Bun-

bury, shag manufacturers and partners.

EIjz. Flew, ofBridgend in Glamorganshire, grocer

artdlinnen draper.

Miry Douglas, of Fludyer street, Westminster, spin

ster.

Thomas Wright, of Old-Sleafbrd Lincolnshire, fcU-

monger.

Benj. Rookesby, of St. Clement Danes, jeweller.

Edw. Jennings, of Eppmg, linen draper.

John March, late of Spiral square, but now os the

Old-Bailey, taylor.

Reginald llarrlman, ofNichoIas lane, London, grocer.

Henry Manning, of Minchin Hampton, Gloucester*

shire, clothier.

George Truwhitt, of Redlion-slrert, carpenter.

James Angcil, of Duke-street, Lincoln'* inn fields,

blacksmith.

Mary Newton, of Exeter, milliner.

Wm. Clare, of London, dealer.

Thomas Jackson, of Dowgatehill. coal-merchant.

Wm. Jarvis, ot Stamford, haircloth-weaver.

Wm. Tost, of Hiae-street, Bioomsbury, brandy-

merchant,

Pellegrin Graffin di Lazaro Gentilli, of Budge-row,

merchant,

Nathan Levy, of Cleric's court, bishopsgate street,

watch maker.

JohnRishton,of St. Martin's in the fields, merchant.

Geo. Spence, of St. Mary Axe, Merchant.

Joseph Bull, ofPrinces street, South wark, cabinet

maker.

John Wiley, fen. and John Wiley, jun. of Low-

Layton, builders aitd partners.

John Frasi, of St. Jamet's, embroiderer.

Henry Wankford, of Rickmerlworih in Hertford

shire, dealer.

Wm. Richmond, and Henry RoyJhouse, of Pancras,

carpenters and partners.

J'ihn Kindon, of Bromsgrove, scrivener.

John UrBndell, ot Eppmg, innholder.

John Ja.i.es Sihlanstcr and Abraham ferret, of

London, mer'hants and partners.

James Johnion. osMaikct-Harborough, grocer.

llaac Mosea and Hiani Moles, of Bristol, uealfrs ard

partners.

Richard Devonshire, of Pryors-Marston in Warwick,

sir re, linen draper.

JohnS.nith, ot Stepney, dealer.

Thomas. Blockley, jun vt Kotherbitbe, locksmith

o.Iia ill CH.Jlth.
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^IMPARTIAL REVIEWS NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ARTICLE I.

-pLOGY on trir.cc Hemy us Prussia—Cm-

fj\d by bil Majrjij 1be King of Prussia and

Head by bii Ordtr in an extraordinary AJJ.'mblj

os the -icadcmy of sciences ac Berlin, Ivo. qi

pagei English, and 32 French. Elmsiy

Prince Henry 01 Prussia was nephew to

his Pruiiia-i majesty, and universady Jooktd

upon as a youth of extraordinaiy abilities—

His royal uncle was particularly rood ot him,

and we flitter ouiselves that an extract from

this public emanation ot" that heioe's rcg-ec

will he highly acceptable to our readers.

€< It' affliction is allowable to a man of un

derstanding j it is without doubt when he

shares in common with his country, and a

numerous people, the anguish of an irrepara

ble loss. So far is it from being the object

of philosophy to stifle the feelings of nature j

her duty is only to controjl and moderate

the irregularities of the passions : In fortitying

the heart of the sage with resolution sufficient

to support mistortune with magnanimity ; she

would condemn him, if in a torpid stupidity

he could view the losses and the disasters of

his fellow- citizens, with eytaof insensibility.

Should I then be allowed to remain alone un

moved at that melancholy even, which trou

bles the serenity of your days; at the view

of that mournful spectacle with which you

have been jus? flruik ; at this triumph of

death, who raises trophies to himself with

our spoils j and draws a self-applauie from

immolating to his power cur most illustrious

heads ? No, Sin, my ulenc: would be cri

minal : I ought to be permitted to mix my

Toice with that of so many virtuous citizens,

v ho deplore the destiny of a young prince,

whom me Gods have only shewn to the earth.

On whatever side I turn my view, dejected

brows, mournful countenances, every cha

racter of affliction j streams of tears which

fljw from every eye; are the only objects I

perceive j sighs and accents of regret inter

rupted by the painlul respirations of convul

sive sorrow j are the only founds I hear. Cir

cumstances like these awaken in my mind the

idea of the royal family all d (solved in tears,

reclaiming, but alas .' in fain; the amiable

prince, whom it has lost for ever.

The high birth, by wmch prir.ee H.'nry,

was so nearly connected to the thro -e, was

not the cause of so universal an affliction ;

greatness, eminence, power, inlpiie only

taCf a forced submission, a homage as vain

as the idol which receives it: Let but the

idol fall, respect is r.o more, and malignity

breaks it into /haulers. No, Sirs, it was

not the work oslortune, which we esteemed

in Prince Henry, but the work ot nature,

the endowments of the mind, the qualities of

the hcjtt, the: merits of the mant Had he

possessed a foul but of common stamp, some

perhaps from decency might hive lavished up

on him, the cold marks ot a sorrow, to which

the publick indifference would have given

the he, elaborate panegyricks to be heard

only with disgust; frivolous indications of

concern, incapable of imposing on the most

stupe> j and his name would have been con

demned to eternal oblivion.

Alas ! How different is our situation from

this ! Had he been but a private man, Prince-

Henry would have gained the hearts of every

one who had approached him. Who indeed

could have withstood the assab lity of his air,

his easiness of access, the gentleness of his.

manners, which never left him, the tender

ness and sympathy of lus heart, that genius

so noble and 10 elevated, that maturity of un

derstanding at the age of our greatest irregu

larities, that paliion for the sciences and lor

virtue in the beat of youth, when most men

obey only the instincts of pleasure and of folly,

in short that admirable assemblage of talents

and of virtues, which are so rarely found in

private life, more rarely still among persons

of exalted birth, as the number of such is

less considerable >

U there in this assembly, a mind so ill-dis

posed, so satirical, acensurer so hard hearted,

so void of all pity, that shall dare to ceridc the

respectable subject of our just affliction, and

find fault with our present attempt to d.-aw

the elogy of a minor, who has passed away

with rapidity, and^who has left no trace of

his existence ? No, Sirs, I have too hi;,h an

idea of the character of th s nation to suspect,

that it wouid be pisfible to find in it men of

a ferocity to be derived only from a want of

all feeling, and inhuman only from a spirit

of contradicton : The lusj we have sustained

may be unknown, but it cannot be known

without the most tender emotions. Should

any of these disdainful censure™ exist else

where, what more easy, what more copious

than our reply *

Do they imagine that a whole people is

deceived, when on the death of a young prince,

they manifest every mark of the deepest af

fliction ? Do they .imagine that the favour of

the pub'ic is to le gained, that a whole peo

ple is to be iffcted with a kind of enthusiasm

without merit? Do they think that mankind,

so little disposed to bestow their suffrage of

approbation, confer it without any cifficulty

unless extorted by virtue ! Let it be agreed

then, that this yosith, who has left no trace

of his existence, merited our sorrow^ as well

by what w< hoped from him, as on accounc

of the few princes that remained to us to

rose: Let us vindicate the tears ot the royal

family, the lamentations of every true citizen

attached to the government, and the conster

nation
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Things as they are. July

nitinnof (he publick on the information of

Jo important a lesi."—Such it the introduc

tion to this elugy, the subsequent part of

which enumerate! the virtues as well as the

accomplishments of the prince and ii upun

the whole a lively imige of the estimation

in which he was held by the illuitriout au

thor.

II. Thing! at they are, li. 4?t>. Binglty.

This liKe the gmerality ot the poMiral

pieces which hate lately issued from the lame

press i> an impudent compound of sedition and

stupidity— but the author (hall speak lor him

self, and here gentle reader is his description

of the late unhappy accidentin Saim-Gcorge's-

fields.

" But, alas !—The measure yields

Sad prospect in St.- George's Fields—

"Where multitudes had been to fee

The place that could hold liberty !

And being there the tenth of May,

In frisky mood they went to play ;

Some play'd at this thing, seme at that.

Some went to play at ball and bat ,

Some toss'd-up for tarts and pie!,

While others propagated lies ;

Some went to whim and odd vagary,

Some gamblers took-in th" unwary :

While frisky at their fun and play—

Behold!—The guards in dread array !

Jn accent northern— to depart—

Or, have a bay'net at the heart:

Then G**,,,,m read the proclama

tion—

Each to depart to lit ownstatic* :

Without being there, we may aver it.

That not one man with ears could hear it:

Be that as't may -we'll go no further—

Ho orders sore wete given to murther !

The multitude that were at play,

Hid sore at good a right as they

To walk the fields, and breathe frefli air,

As any soldier that was there ;

And there they had remained quiet,

If Scotchmen had not bred the riot j

Murray, MacLauric, and MacClcan,

Crcaturei despotic as the thane,

Ther rank did quit, in 'vengeful mood,

And a young stripling close purlu'd,

(Who only was a looker-on,

A fav'rite boy !—An only sen !)

Running for safety to a shed

Near his own home—was there shot deaH !

E'er since, his mother, screaming, cries —

See!—Where my murHer'd Billy lies !

Four or five more done dead were shot,

And fifteen wounded on the spot !

By this beginning se near home,

The wife may guess it what's to came;

May fee despotic rankling malice,

Sow civil discord round the palace,

Alarming of the royal ear

With murder and with civil war;

So keep whole regiments under arms.

To save—our premises from karmi,"

III. One Thousand seven Hundred and Sixty/

Eights or, past llo'Llui, and aCJ.udy Afarn-

ing, qto 11. 6d. Bingley, Canto I.

in news paper advertisements which men

tion the publication us this puce, Mr. Bing-

lty tells us with great importance th. t a few

copies. ,<-nly have been saved from the wreck

tf ministerial soever—shrewdly intimating by

this th t it is a very smart attack upon the

administration, and that unless the sens of li

berty become immediate purchasers there will

be nj cosfjbi ity us supplying them——not

withstanding this conf<ientitmt finefs ot our

patriotic bookseller we venture to declare that

water gruei without salt cannot be more in

sipid or more harmless than this ancle at

present under our consideration, and we can

not but express our astonishment at the mt*~

dsty os a man who is continually exclaiming

at the injustice of ministers, whi.e he himself

is se unceasingly industrious to entrap his in

considerate countiymen'nto the most contemp

tible purchases*

IV. yj" Letter to bit Grace the Duke of Graf-

ton on the present Situation ifpublic /iffairi, II.

Ivo. Al:norr.

This pamph'et is the production of seme

politic/il empiric wh^ wants to prescribe to

the c. nllitution of Great Britain in what he

soppo es its present very crazy situation—hit

medicine however is rather dungeious, and

appears much more calculated to increase the

distemper than to remove it.

V. Pietas Oxcn'unfii or a full and impartial

Account tf the Expulsion offit Students frem

Saint Edinund-ha!l, Oxfoid, n. %vtu Kc.th.

The author ot this pamphlet condemns the

expulsion of the six students who wire- expclied

for beii.g bred to mean mechanical professions,

frcquenui g illicit conventicles, and being

wholly illiterate—ihefe he thinks were very

inadequate rcaibns for the conduct ot the uni

versity, and asserts that some of the students

expelled, were lo far from oeing illiterate that

they underwent their academical examinations

very reputably—.n extract huwever from this

piece cannot we fancy be very agreeable to our

readers, as itis filled with quotations iromva-

rious writers on polemical divinity who are

seldom to be found in fashionable libraries.

VI. A further Defence of Pristcraft, beirg

a pratlicat Improvement of the Shaver' t Sermon

an the Expufion of fix ycurg Gentlemen from

the University of Oxford for praying, reading,

and expounding the Scriptures j occasioned by a

[Indication of that picut A3 by a Member of the

Umvcfity, c^c. Hvo. 6d. Keith

Thia performance is of the fame stamp

with the foregoing article ; and the author

modeilly thinks that as the apostles were men

of the meanest trades and wholly illiterate,

there could be no just reason for expelling the

six students cithet on account ot their outEble

situations or (heir imputed illiteracy.

VII
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VII. A (hart Examination into the CorduU

tf Lord M—f—d through tbt Affair of Mr.

■Wilkei, %vo. id. Steare.

A very dull panegyric on the conduct of

the great judge whole conduct ii the object

of our authors examination.

VIII. The Coat of Sta* Chamber or Slat of

Oppression, %vo. id. Steare.

At many person! in these times of political

dissension talk, very much about the flar cham

ber without knowing any thing in reality of

that court, we give the following little sketch

of it from the author of the present article,

as the molt useful passage we can take from

his performance.

In the lime of King Henry VII. when

the law of will was to be the law absolute,

and to which it was expected that the subjects

should pay passive obedience, but who being

extremely ut.willing to submit to that galling

yoke, in order to compel them to a submission

thereto, a court was erected, ca led the Court

«f Star Chamber, composed of the lord trea

surer, lord privy-seal, and lords of the king's

council, and the two chief justices as their

assistants i »h ch court had an extra autho

rity, beyond other of the king's courts, to

imprison and puniih such person or persons as

the judges thereof Ihould, in their opinions

or inclinations, esteem and look upon a« guilty

of misdemeanors or other breaches ot the

peace, or infringements upon (what they

termed) royal prerogative, and to inflict such

punishments upon such like offenders discre-

tioaally, and in such manner as to them

ihould seem meet j and that the sentences

which they should pronounce, shoul 1 operate

in the same manner against such offenders,

as if they had been convicted by a jury. Th s

court took its mmt from 'he ruom it was

held in, the ceiling of »h ch being, decorated

with giKed stars, and which ornamenra, I

believe, still remain to put us in mind, and

as a monument of its infamy. This court of

inquisition intimidated the subject from com

plaining of the oppressions of government, in

hopes of relief, either by verbal remcnflrjnces,

the pen or the press ; and if any thing was

heard or seen offensive to the ministry, the

delinquent was drugged to the bar, and the

inquisitors inflicted such punishment upon

him, as their vengeance' prompted them to.

If a minister did but look four, these, fools

and sycophants in office satiated their venge

ance. The lamentations of the people were

unnoticed. Tjranny and oppression forded

it through the streets, and the law of the

land lay bleeding in her wounds. This court

existed thro' several reigns and was much es

teemed by our ministers in cur good Queen

Bess's djys, when the liberty of the press

was grofly attacked 5 and whoever spoke or

wrote what might be construed in'o disaffec

tion, either towards her or the ministry, was

deemed guilty of felony. But, at length, an

uninterrupted series of severities, instead of

inuring the people to misery, and making it

familiar to them, taking a different effect

upon the English constitution, made it despe

rate. The law os the land raised her wounded

head, and never rested 'till the statute for

erecting this iniquitous feat of injustice wat

repealed, and the court dissolved ; which was

done about the I-th year of the reign of

King Charles I. and the subjects restored to

their liberties and privilege*,"

IX. The true Sentiment/ of America contain'

ed in a Collection tf Letters sentfrom the House

of Representatives of tbt Province of Massachu

setts Bay toseveral Persons of high Rank in this

Kingdom, &c, 158 pages, ivo. Almoa.

This is a work very proper to be read by

all who would form a just opinion of the dif

ferences at present so unhappily subsisting be

tween Great Britain and her colonies, parti

cularly between her and the province in the

title page.

X. Hortus /Xtwnfit. Sisttns herbal exoticai

inHigenaJaue rarhrts in area Botanica Hortum

A-Jgufiljjrmtt prirtcipiffa; Cambria; dotijftt apud

Kew, in comitatu Surrtiano, cu.'cas ; method*

ftorali nova diipijisiis autlore 'Jobanste Hill medi-

cir.a declare. Baldwin.

This boo." besides an index contains 45S

pages, in targe octavo, and it must be owned

that the author's Tabula Syjiematit is not only

new but very ingenious—Dr. Hi I's abilities

however in botany are extremely well known,

and we are therefore satisfied his name will

be sufficient to excite the curiosity of every

adept in so use'ul a part os n rural history.

XI. An EJJ'ay on Disease* inc dental to Euro

peans in bo! Climates, itiilh the Mttbod if pre

venting tbeir fatal Consequences, hy James

Lind, Pbyjiciin to bis Alujijly'l Hospital al

Hal'ar nejr Portsmouth, and FttLlv tf tbt

Royal College of Pbyf.-iar.s in Edinburgh.—■

To zubicb is add' d. Au Appcrdix concerning

Intermittent Fever . — To the •whole is annexed,

AJhnpU and easy Wcy to render salt IVuter

fr*Jh and :a prevent a Scarcity of Prrvijiort in

long Voyages at Sea, 34S pages large 8vo.

iiecket.

This is one of thus; sew performances

wh'ch we read with particular pleasure, be

cause it is particularly calculataed to pro

mote the welfare of society.—On account of

its excellence in every part we are absolutely

at loss from which to make an extract.—

However as the diseases which are common

in some of cur own climates may possibly be

more necessary for the knowledge of an Eng

lish reader, than diseases of more indifferent

regions, we shall give some passages of our

author which appear of immediate utility to

the subjects of this kingdom.

"Since the extersive country of Canada

has been in the possession of the English, our

troops and settlers there have been remarka

bly healthy, if we except the great mortality

occasioned by the scurvy, in the winter of the

year 1759.
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Diseases of hot Climates. J«iy

A surgeon, who practised long in different

places of that country, and especially at Que

bec, informs m*, that true pleurisies, aid

other inflammatory disorders, were the ge

nuine produce of the cold air of that cli

mate : but that low, bilious, and intermit

ting fevers were fcitcely ever known tt ere.

'ihe surprisingly healthy state of tbe thjps

companies who annually visit the banks of

Newfoundland, ar.d the long-continued health

enjoyed by those who pass the winter at Ha

lifax, are proots that an intense degree os

cold, properly guarded against, produces but

few diseases, and scarcely ever the fevers

which are the subject of this treatise. It is

a constant observation, that the men belong

ing to the Newfoundlaud fleet return every

autumn to England, with much mote robud

constitutions than when they left it.

The climate of New England is similar to

that of Great Briain. But travelling to the

southward, in Maryland or Virginia, where

the heats are greater, and the foil more moist,

especially on lands not cleared, we find agues,

levers and fluxes very distressing to strangers ;

iho'ifU the natives in general are healthy and

long-lived.

. In the latitude of South Carolina, we find

these diseases moch more obllinate, acute,

and violent. In tbac colony, during the

growth of the rice, in the months 01 July

and August, the fevers which attack stran

gers are very ancma;ous, not remitting or in

termitting soon, but partaking much ot the

nature ot those distempers which are so fatal

to the newly arrived Europeans in West In

dian climates. The fame may be said of

Georgia and East Florida, during those two

months; but in West Florida, the diseases

of strangers approach still nearer to those os

onr Welt Indian islands.

At Pensicola, where the soil is sandy, and

quite barren, the English have suffered much

by sic- ness : Some for want of vegetables, died

of the scurvy ; but a far greater part of fevers.

The excessive heat of the weather has some

times produced in this place a mortal sickness,

similar to that which in the West-Indies goes

under the name of the yellow fever: This,

in tbe year' 176;, proved very fatal to a re

giment of soldiers sent from England, unsea

soned to such climates, from the unfortunate

circumstance of their being landed there in

the height of the sickly season. This sickness

raged chiefly in the fort, where the air in the

soldiers barracks, which were sheltered from

the sea breeze by the walls of the fort, was

extremely sultry and unhealthy.

le is worthy of icmaik, that during the

fatal rage of th is fever at Pensacola, such aa

lived on board the ships in the harbour esca

ped it. Pensacola is however of late esteem

ed more healthy than Mobile, where inter

mitting fevers prevail in the months of July,

Atigu.lt, and September. For which fevers,

both in this and our other American colo

nies, we shall in general observe, that the

bark has been found a sovereign remedy, and

ought to be administered on the first remission

of the sever, as on its early administration

will greatly depend the preserva'ion of the

patient's constitution."

XII. Cr,'.j;d yninm an tit firjl PrcfcCutint

cf we Right Hm. Frederick LjrJ Baltimore.

6<J. Svo. Bladon.

/ As the nobleman whose prosecution is here

the subject of consideration, has lately enga

ged so particular a notice from the public,

we suppose it will not be disagreeable to our

readers if we five an extract from the Preli

minary Reflections to this pamphlet, which,

to do the author justite, in many points de

serves the attention of every dispassionate en

quirer.—" As none arc condemned in thu

country by tbe laws unheard, neither should

any one suffer for supposed uhVncci without

the lbeity of open cotnpla nt \ oppression

here treads not with a li] .nt loot ; accusations

cannot long be kept secret, and puniihniemi

ate never concealed. Every test of enquiry

may be used, and every tongue is at large to

express the result of it.

Yet whilst we reflect with pleasure that all

lesal affairs are known publickly, we must

nor forget that what, in the fiee state ot hu

man natuic, is the duty and office of all, be

come, in political societies, the province of

a few. Let the peop.e keep a watchful eye

over the ministers of justice, but never take

the execution of it into their own hands.They

are but young children, who think, that

tiuth is most easy to be known, and seek it

but in the first impreslir.n of the senses.

D.ssirr.ulati >n and hypocrisy afford so disguised

a cover to the mind, that men should always

be upon their guard against imposition. Facts,

still-b irn facts, lie within the compass of but

few to obseive; and even facts themselves

change as to their weight aod consequence by

the force of succeeding oner.

Experience too often gives place to tbe

narration of others, and we lay ourselves open

to deception, in proportion as we increase

in credulity. The goodne's of our own

hearts subjects us to the arts of wickedness,

for when we would not impose upon others,

we believe that we are not ourselves imposed

upon. This is the great advantage which de

signing men have ov. r the innocent ; they

lay their plots in the dark recedes of their

own minds, and six the belief of them be

fore they are known to tbe objects of their

oppression.

Every just man reveres the open and un

biassed discussion with which all matters of

inquiry are prosecuted in our courts of justice;

and every lover of good order should be ready

to submit his own prejudices to the last de

termination of tbe law,"
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THE

London Magazine,

For AUGUST, 1768.

THE FATAL INDIFFERENCE:

Or, the 'interesting History os Mrs. Matilda Markham. Never before published.

And now printed from her otvn Manuscript addressed

S I R,

To (k Editor os the London Macazibe,

W

jBTIHjHEN people have

^ committed great er-

H

Swljm!

rors, and in conse

quence os those er

rors have experien

ced great misfor

tunes, it is a duty

which they owe so

ciety, to warn others of the rocks on

which their own happiness has been

so fatally lost. From a conscious

ness of this duty, 1 have troubled you

with the following little narrative,

which is the history, the melancholy

history of my own lite, and which,

though I cannot presumptuously hope

it will prove entertaining, will, I flat

ter myself, at least be productive of

some advantage to your readers.

I was the only daughter of a gentle

man, Mr. Editor, who held an em

ployment under the government, that

amounted to live hundred pounds a

year ; yet though this employment was

his principal dependence, and though

he was always under a necessity of ap

pearing rather elegantly in the world,

still no care was omitted to give his

favourite Matilda a finished education.

I was therefore instructed at an early

period in French and Italian, was

taught all the fashionable needleworks

that keep a young woman regularly

employed, without answering any one

purpose of real utility, and made such

a mistress of the harpsichord before I

attained my fourteenth year, that I

was considered by the connoisseurs on

this instrument, as a kind of musical

miracle : Add to all these accomplish

ments, that I fung with some voice

and much taste, danced with remark

able grace, and possessed a person,

August, 176S.

which was the incessant object of gene

ral adulation.

In giving this picture of myself,

Mr. Editor, I (hall not be suspected of

vanity, because at the very period I

am speaking of, I was much more in-

titled to pity than to praise ; my edu

cation, sir, had been elegant, but no

way useful, and it rather served to in

crease my pride, than to enlarge my

understanding—instead of teaching me

to be chearful, humble, and obliging,

it rendered me sullen, froward, and

capricious, and therefore instead of

modestly endeavouring to obtain the

esteem of those witn whom I conver

sed, I laid an insolent claim to their

admiration.—My poor father, who

imagined the world beheld me with

the eyes of his own partiality, rather

encouraged, than discountenanced the

extraordinary value which I set upon

my own accomplishments, and neglected

the cultivation of ray mind, though

he hourly sacrificed to my vanity.-—

He fancied that the knowledge of a

language or two, would necessarily

give me good sense, and believed the

turn of my disposition must be right,

because 1 sung prettily and made a

figure at my harpsichord. Alas !

Mr. Editor, how severely has experi

ence convinced me, that a single Icru-

ple of discretion outweighs all the be

nefits to be reaped from the French or

the Italian ; and how heartily do I

wish that the hours which have been

so prodigally lavished in the attain

ment of mere embellishments, had

been wisely employed in the less

fashionable studies of regulating a fa

mily.

Wishes, however, will not, to use

Ddd: the
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the forcible language of a modern

writer,

" Holl back thefiood os never-ebbing

*' time;

and therefore from useless exclamation

I shall proceed with the simple relation

os facts.—Notwithstanding my bound

less vanity, Mr. Editor, and notwith

standing the well known slenderness of

my father's circumstances, I had seve

ral advantageous mitches proposed to

me before I reached my eightetenth

year j but these were in geneial disre

garded, both because no impression

had been made upon my heart, and

because I fancied my wonderful merits

would at any time procure me a hus

band with an affluent fortune : at

length Mr. Markham, who had ac

quired a prodigious property as a com-

miflary during the late war, making

overtures, my father thought it pru

dent to consent, and as I had no ob

jection whatever to Mr. Markham's

person or manner, we were married-in

a sew weeks, and I found myself mis

tress of a magnificent house in the

neighbourhood of Grosvenor square.

Being thus happily settled, and in

dulged in every wilh os my heart by

Mr. Markham, my pride loon broke

out into the molt excessive extrava

gance, and 1 grew wholly indifferent

to every enjoyment but my rage for

admiration. In vain my husband

exerted every argument of tenderness,

and every act of generosity, to shew

me the folly, nay the danger of my

pursuit. His remonstrances I con

strued into inlolence, and imagined he

was sufficiently happy in the possession

of so invaluable a treasure as mylelf,

without putting a disagreeable re

straint upon my inclinations. The

truth was, he had married me from a

principle of affection, and I bad given

him my hand ir.tirely from motives

of vanity. lie expected to have bis

passion returned with transport, and

I looked for a continual round of glit

ter and dissipation. He pined to

have me more at home, and I sicken-

e.i for every fashionable amusement. —

The consequence at last was, that he

became gloojny in proportion as I

grew indifferent, and this gloominess

appearing in rriy conception of things

very ungrateful, I determined to pu

nish it as much as possible, by engaging

myself abroad in an endless round of

pleasure, and by making little more

than a deeping place of h:s house.

In this manner matters continued

almost two yeais, during which time

we had two children ; but tl»e mater

nal duties were much too vulgar for a

woman of my supeiior accomplish

ments, and therefore I did not ho

nour home the more with my pre

sence on account os this increase in

my family. Notwithstanding my

continual engagements abroad, how

ever, I was about this time informed

of a circumstance which extremely

mortified my vanity and this was,

that Mr. Markham and my woman,

who v*as a very likely girl, had fre

quent meetings at a millcner's, in one

of the bye-streets of our neighbour

hood. Though I never felt any

tenderness for Mr. Markham, this in

telligence gave my pride a very sensi

ble mortification : however indifferent

I might be about him, there was no

supporting the idea of his infidelity to

me ; I could bear to fee him misera

ble by my negligence, but it was in-

tollerable to think of his being attach

ed to any body else—it was a treason

against the majesty of my merit, and

I determined in a fatal hour to be am

ply revenged on the criminal. O ye

daughters of reputation, beware of

exerting a false resentment, even

where the perfidy of your husbands

ni3y be evident. Let not his er

rors lead you into actual crimes, nor

madly make a sacrifice of your own

happiness, and your own character,

through a ridiculous notion ol retalia

ting your wrongs— you can suffer no

distress that will equal a fall into infa

my. The affliction of the innocent

is an elysium compared to the anguisti

of the guilty, and the stroke of cala

mity is always keen in proportion to

the consciousness of having deserved it.

Had I prudently considered this, while

the consideration could have been use-

sfd, my bloom of life would not now

be chilied by the blasts of sliame, nor

had the storm of repioach rooted up

all the flattering prospect of my suture

felicity the sunshine of tranquility

would have smiled upon my morning,

and my evening would have been

wholly unjmhittered with tears..

But, alas! Mr. Editor, I mult relent

where I ought to reconcile, and in

stead of recovering my husband's af-

iection,
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section, I must excite his detestation.

It is unnecessary to explain myself far-

ili. i'—'til needless to tell you, that

there are constantly men enough to

flatter a woman who has youth and a

passable person, especially where she is a

slave to dissipation. — This was unhap

pily my ca(e, and in the rash, the

wretched moment of my indignation

at Mr. Markham's infidelity, some de

mon rendered a professed admirer of

mine Ib importunate, that I listened

to him from roo'ives of revenge, and

yielding to his solicitation on purpose

to punilh my hulb.ind, was utterly un

done.

The inconsiderate, the unpardona

ble step I had taken was not long

concealed, nor did it ever strike me,

till it was published, that without ma

king my infamy universally known,

I could enjoy no triumph over poor

Mr. Markham. It was however no

sooner known, which was in a few

days, through the vanity of my para-

mour„than I was overwhelmed notonly

with disgrace, but with remorse—and

discovered that my resentment against

my unfortunate husband was as unjustly

founded, as the fatal indifference which

originally gave birth tomy crime.—Mr.

Markham, indeed, had frequent meet

ings with my woman at the milliner's

I have mentioned ; but there meetings

were perfectly innocent, nay they were

perfectly laudable; the round of amuse

ments in which I was constantly en

gaged, and the avidity with which I

listened to every coxcomb that offered

up incense at the shrine of my vanity,

had for a long time filled him with

doubts of ray honour, and he naturally

enough imagined, that she, who dis

dained to preserve the appearance os

reputation, would entertain but little

regard for the reality. — Actuated by a

belief of this nature, and supposing

that my woman must necessarily be

my confidant, in case of any illicit cor

respondence, he had frequent appoint

ments with her at the milliner's, not

chusing, for fear of suspicion, to con

verse with her privately in his own

house.-- -Thus th e very measures he took

to save me from ruin became material

causes of my destruction; and thus by

the proposterous pride of a wretch, who

was wlioily unworthy of him, the hap

piness of bis family was eternally
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blasted, while he earnestly laboured

for its restoration.

Had the unhappy consequence, how

ever, terminated here Mr. Editor, I

think it would have been possible for a

life of penitence to give me some dis

tant idea of comfort, and the disgrace

to which I am justly cast out, might

be considered as a kind of expiation for

my crime—but, alas ! the guilt of in

fidelity was to be attended with blood,

and Air. Markham was not only to be

ruined in his peace, but my father !—

O, Sir, the recollection, the bare re

collection of the miseries which my in

famy has produced, almost drives me

into madness ; and I am astonished

that the laws do not cut off such mon

sters as myself from the face of society.

Mighty God look down upon me

with an eye of compassion these

tears are not the tears of disappointed

pride, nor are these tresses now torn

from my miserable head, because my

vanity is no longer to be indulged.

No, the anguish of my foul is now the

genuine result of contrition and

I will hope for pardon in the future

world, though I neither can look for

tranquility or forgiveness in this:

but to go on.

The instant that my perfidy reached

Mr. Markham's ears he flew to ine,

(I was then in my dressing room) and

in a tone of the utmost despair ex

claimed, " O Matilda ! what have I

done to deserve this ? Was it not

enough to destroy my repose without

murdering my reputation ; or if you

had no regard for my honour, why

were you lost to all pity for your help

less innocents; they have never offend

ed, though I may have unhappily dis

pleased, ami they were entitled to some

little compassion, though no pity what

soever might be due to me : but,

Madam, continued he, raising his voice

into a fierceness that petrefied me,

though you have made me wretched

you lhal! not'make me contemptible—

this moment you mult quit my housenor shall you ever enter my ha

bitation more the unhapy little

ones will be carefully attended to

but they shall be taught to forget

every trace os a mother who has, co

vered them with infamy, and planted

daggers in the bosom of their unfor

tunate father."*—Saying this he bur-.

ned
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ried cut, while I sainted in the armi

of my woman, aud remained so wholly

senseless for several hours, that my re

covery was entirely despaired of.

On recovering the use of my lenses,

O what a misfortune is the power of

recollection to the wretched ! I was

removed, in obedience to Mr. Mark-

ham's positive order, to my father's.—

Here instead of receiving consolation I

was to loolc for the keenest of all re

proach ; but contrary to my expec

tations, the voice that hailed me

was the voice of pity, and the venera

ble author of my being was almost in

the agonies of death, as they led me

trembling to his apartment.—He had

been for a long time confined by the

gout, and this unlooked for calamity

throwing it instantly in his stomach

beyond the power of medicine, he lay pa

tiently waiting for the moment of dis

solution.—On my entrance he was raised

up in his bed, where he held forth his

trembling hands, and with seme diffi

culty articulated, "O Matilda, forgive

yourdyingfather---it was my mistaken

manner ot education that has ruined

my unhappy child !"-.-He could utter

no more---bis pangs came en him too

last, and he expired before they could

convey rae from the dreadful scene to

another room. ---Here I was seized with

a violent fever and lay delirious seve

ral days. ---When the violence of my

disorder was somewhat abated---! en-

vjitircd— I ventured to enquire, after

Mr. Markham and my poor chil-

dren- -the accounts I received were flat

tering and greatly forwarded my reco

very—but my health was no sooner

re- established, than I sound these ac

counts to be entirely the pious frauds

of friendship, and calculated only to

hasten myamendment Thetruth was,

Mr. Markham had been obliged to fly

for killing the wretched partner of my

gttilr, in a duel, and he took the two

children along with him---where he

had taken refuge nobody could tell me,

nor have 1 to this hour diicovertd the

place of his i et rear. ---His house, hisel-

tates, his property in the funds, were

all converted into money---s,nd once a

year I receive a cover containing a note

for two hundred pounds- -it comes

from his appointment I am well con

vinced, but theie is no possibility of

tracing him, though it is now seven

years since he justly spurned me from bis

protection. ---O that he knew the an

guish of my heart, or heard that my

time is wholly passed in solitude and

tears---0 that he would bless me with

one look at my poor children Ti*

tiue their mother is a scandal to them,

and the mention of her name must tinge

their young checks with an instant

glow of indignation- --but my sweet

babes---my lovely little ones, though

your mother is an outcast—thougii

(he is a wretch she feels for you with

the keenest sensihility---and would sa

crifice her life with joy to be convinc

ed that you are in health and security,

---she must not dare to indulge the

hope of ever seeing your highly in

jured sather---that happiness she has

eternally forfeited---could (he, however,

clasp you scr a moment, a single mo

ment to her agonizing bosom (be

would OMr. Mukham, it this paper

should happily fall into your hands, be

stow one charitable thought upon a

creature now humbled in the dust, and

bleeding with the deepest contrition

for her crimes---as a wife (lie does not

presume to mention herself- --nor

means to address your tenderness, but

to implore your humaniry---hare pity

on herthereiore, dearSir—only fay that

you are well yourself, and tliatyeurchil-

dren are in safety, and if the prayers

of such a monster to the throne of

mercy can be any way efficacious, the

little remnant of her unfortunate Ji/e

(hall be employed in supplicating that

happiness tor you and jours both here

and hereafter, which she can never

enjoy in this world, and which without

your forgiveness (he may possibly have

forfeited in the next.

Matilda Markham.

Account of the Archbijbeps of Canterbury

from the Re/loration.

SEPT. 3, t6So. Dr. William

Juxon, bishop of London, and who

attended King Charles I. at the scaf

fold, He died at his palace at Lambeth

the 4th of June, 1663, aged eighty,

one, and wiis buried in St. John's Col

lege, Oxon, the 7th of July following,

close by bit predecessor Archbishop

Laud.

July 14., 1663, Dr. Gilbert Shel

don, Bishop of London, who in 16S7,

was elected chancellor of the universi

ty of Oxon, but was never installed,

5 or



er ever was these aster that time, no,

not so much as to fee his noble work

called the theatre, neither was heat

Canterbury to be personally installed,

or upon any other occasion while lie

■was archbishop. He died at Lambeth,

Nov. the 9th, 1767, aged seventy-nine,

and was privately mined according to

his own desire in Croydon church, near

to the tomb of Archbishop Whitgift.

Soon aster a most stately monument

was erected to his memory by his ne

phew and heir, Sir Joseph Sheldon,

Lord Mayor of London the preceding

year.

Jan. 17. 1678. Dr. William San-

croft, dean of St. Paul's, who though

he subscribed to the declaration to the

Prince of Orange, yet when the revo

lution was complected, such was his

timidity and irresolution, though he

had two years indulgence, that he de

clined taking the oaths to their maje

sties King William and Queen Mary,

consequently was deprived the ill of

February, 1691. And he died the 14th

of November, 1693, aged 77, and was

buried in Fresingfield church yard,

Suffolk.

May 31, 1691. Dr. John Tillot-

sos, prebend of Canterbury 1669,

dean thereof 1672, and residentiary of

St. Paul's in 1677, dean of St. Paul's

1689, consecrated archbishop of Can

terbury May 31, 1691, author of many

excellent sermons. He died at his pa

lace at Lambeth, Nov. 23, 1694, aged

sixty-four, and was buried tl.e 30th

at St. Lawrence in the Old Jewry, bi

shop Burnet preaching his funeral ser

mon.

Jan. 16, 1695. Dr. Thomas Te-

nison, bishop of Lincoln in 1691.

He earnestly desired that the might

live to fee the succession take place

in the present royal family, which

accordingly he did. He died at

his palace at Lambeth the 14th of De

cember 1715, aged seventy- eight, and

was buried there.

Jan. 16, 1 7 1 6. Dr. William Wake,

bishop of Lincoln in 1705, a very great

controversial writer, and who after his

ad vancement tot he archiepi ('copal chair,

departed from those moderate princi

ples which at that time occasioned his

promotion. He died at his palace at

Lambeth the 14th of Jan. 1737, aged

seventy nine, and was buried at Cioy

don. He died worth 100,000 1.

Feb. »S. 1737. Dr. John Potter,
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bishop of Oxford in 1715, anchor of

the antiquities of Greece, an edition of

Clemens Alexaiidrinus, Lycophron'i

Alexandra, a discourse of church go

vernment, and some sermons. He

died of an apoplectic sic at his pa

lace at Lambeth, the 10th of Oct.

1747, aged seventy-five, worth 90,000 1.

He left 1500 1. for a monument to b«

erected in Croydon church, which

however is not yet executed.

Nov. 11. 1747. Dr. Thomas Her-

-ring, bishop of Bangor in 1737, and

in 1747 archbishop of York. He died

at his palace at Croydon the 13th of

March, 1757, aged sixty -five, and was

there buried.

April 2, 1757. Dr. Matthew

Hutton, archbishop of York. He died

at his palace at Lambeth, the 19th of

March, 1758, aged about 60. Buried

in the parilii church at Lambeth.

March 30, 1758. Dr. Thomas Sec-

ker, bishop of Oxford. (See p. 439,)

He held the rectory of St. James's,

seventeen years, and in that time

viz. in 1734 was consecrated bishop of

Bristol on the translation of Bishop Ce

cil, and in 1737 was translated to the

dioceiie of Oxford, on the promotion

of bishop Potter to the arch'.ushoprick.

In 1750, he resigned the rectory of St.

James's, on the King's appointment of

his lordship, iinsollicited by him, to the

deanery of St. Paul's, when Bishop

Butler was advanced to the valuable

fee of Durham in 175s. He w.is raise;! to

the metropolitan fee ol Cantei bin y, and

confirmed at Bow church the 20th of

April archbishop of Canterbury. His

grace was a prelate of great learning,

piety, and charity, a constant aud ex

cellent preacher, and in his sermons

gave a noble specimen of practical

preaching, adapted to- the circum

stances of the congregation, delivered

with a becoming freedom which ha

pressed home on the hearts of bis audi

tors; his charity was unbounded, giv

ing annually great sums away not only

to the poor in the neighbournood where

he lived, but to many persons in dis

tant places of this kingdom. He gave

in his lifetime 5 -ol towards building

a chapel of case to the parisli of Lam

beth, at Stockwell, and was afterwards

a farther benefactor to it. His legacies

to divers public charities amount to

lioool. which, with 1000 1. that be

directed to be divided amongst eleven,

ofhis servants, make up above one third
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of what he died possessed of. He was

buried the 9th of August, pursuant to

his ovyn desire, in Lambeth church yard,

between the gar-Jen gate and the north

door of tiie church, and in his will de

sired that no epitaph, nor monument,

sliall be placed for him any where.

His chaplain Dr. Porteus, rector of

Lambeth, preached a sermon on his

death the izd of August, from the 14th

Rev. 13th v. / beard a voice from hea-

•ven, saying unto me, 'write, blessed are

the dead lubich die in the Lord, from

henceforth : Yea, faith the spirit, that

they may rest from their labours ; and

their ivorki do follow them. His grace

left great part of his library to the pub

lic library at Lambeth, to which there

has not been any number of books left

for these fifty years past, so that this

legacy must be a valuable addition to

that repository of learning.

It was somewhat remarkable that this

great prelate had the honour to be

at Norfolk house when our present

sovereign was born ; that he baptized,

married and crowned his majesty,

and baptised several of his majesty's

children.

Extras} of a Letter from a Gentleman at

Calais, to h:s Friend it: London.

THE arrival of the king of Den

mark hath entirely opened a fresh

source of festivity. As a mark of the

French court's great respect for their

royal visitor, the king of Denmark,

orders were issued b* the governor to

the public, commanding them to pay

him ail the honours due to his great

dignity, and to omit no one thing that

would afford satisfaction to him rjur-

ing his short stay amongst them. The

Canaille, who are the most servile

creatures upon earth, obeyed the in

junction of their superior, and exhibit

ed every thing that was joyous, as a

public spectacle, to thenumerouscrouds

of gazing spectators, who seemed highly

pleased with their pagsantry, which

consisted of (hip pendams, stieets, coun

terpanes, gowns, petticoats, and even

pocket handkerchiefs were not neglected

to be displayed, to make the scene as

brilliant as possible. These were placed

on ropes hung across the streets from

the opposite windows, and meanly de

corated with ribbons in execrable de

vices, too mean lor imagination to

form any idea of. As for my part, I

A up:.

could notbut think that the great appea

rance of chamber linnen which 1 (aw,

was the produce of a general warn, and

that they were thus l'ulpended merely

for the lake of drying with the greater

expedition : But about five o'clock in

the evening his Danish majesty entered

the city in regal state, in a coach drawn

by eight French paltries, and not two

of one colour ; the traces of his car

riage were ropes, and all the other ac

coutrements of the fame composition,

meanly adorned with worsted trappings,

far inferior to those of the meanest dray-

horse in England; and to complete the

grotesque appearance of the cavalcade,

a meagre- vilaged postillion was ushered

to view, with a mondrous pair ot jack

boots, the circumference of them be

ing nearly the size of a moderate wheel,

and adorned with a spur little less than

the palm of my hand. Thus attended,

was his majesty conveyed to the Hotel

D'Angleterre, where a canopy was

erected across the "street, made of a

sheet, supported at each corner by

pieces ot packthread, and in the center

adorned with a curious tassel of jagged

silk, the refuse ot lume mantua maker'*

pinking irons. Here his majesty dined,

and stayed near three hours, and after

wards walked round the to«n to view

the most material things in it.

About half past eight, he went to the

Hotel de Ville, where a supper was

provided, a prolusion of soup, and not

one substantial di(h in the repast that

a brother illander could have made a

meal of. Immediately after (upper

the Feu de Joy was dilplayed, but a

more wretched appearance sure never

was offered to the eyes ot majesty.

WE have presented our readers

this month, with a fine portrait

of that amiible 'prince the king of Den

mark,, new resident amongst us, and

think it necessary to acquaint the rea

der that 'all particulars of his character,

marriage; &c. may be seen in our vols.

for 1766, p. 55, 56, i»i, 216, 440,

495. 5+5> 5+6> 547. 551,600: 1767,654,

and that, under Denmark, in our Gi-

ncral Index, they will find abundant sa

tisfaction relative as well to the history

and constitution of Denmark, as to the

transactions of the two late monarchs.

We have also given them the first

part of an accurate map, or plan of the

road from London to Bristol.

The
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The History of the Session of Parliament ivbicb hr^nn Nov. 1 1, 1766, being thestxth

Session of the Twelfth Parliament s/Great-Britain, tvitb an Account ofall the ma

terial Questions therein determined, and of the Political Disputes thereby occasioned

nuithout Doors. Continuedfrom p. 34.9.

ON the 16th of January, a peti

tion of several gentlemen, free

holders, and tradesmen of the borough

of Rippon", and others, of the West

Riding of Yorkshire, was presented to

the house, and read ; setting forth,

that by improving and extending the

navigation of the rivers Ouze and Ure

in the county of York, and by making

navigable cuts or canals to the borough

'of Rippon in the said county, a more

safe and expeditious communication

will be opened up and down the said

rivers and canals, from and to the

cities of London and York, the town

of Kingston upon Hull, and other

parts of this kingdom ; and that the

said navigation may be improved, and

extended for the sum of 14.000 I. which

several of the petitioners and others

have agreed to advance, and lend up

on the credit of the tolls and duties

to be raised upon the said navigation,

upon interest, at the rate of 5I. per

rent, and therefore praying that leave

may be given to bring in a bill for

that purpose, under such regulations,

and with such powers and provisions

as to the house lhall seem meet. On

which this petition was referred to the

consideration of a committee.

The fame day a petition of the seve

ral gentlemen, mine-adventurers, and

freeholders of the North Riding of the

county of York j another of the seve

ral gentlemen, freeholders, aud trades

men of the borough of North Aller-

ton; and another os the several mer

chants and others of the town of

Kingston upon Hull, were severally

prelented to the house and read ; re

presenting several advantages which

would attend the improving and ex

tending the navigation up the rivers

Ouze and Ure, from the city of York

to the borough of Rippon ; and there

fore praying that leave may be given

to bring in a bill for improving and

extending the said navigation up the

said rivers, to the borough of Rippon.

On which these petitions were several

ly ordered to be referred to the corn-

August, 1768.

mittee, to whom the precedingpetition

was referred. On the 12th of March

Sir Fletcher Norton, according to or

der, presented a bill for making navi

gable the river Ure, from its junc

tion with the river Swale, to the bo

rough of Rippon, which was read a

first time, and ordered to be read a

second. On the i(th it was read a se

cond time and committed. Oo the

31st Mr. Lawrence reported from the

committee to whom the bill was com

mitted, that the committee had exa

mined the allegations of the bill, and

found the fame to be true ; and that

the committee had gone through the

bill, and made several amendment*

thereunto, which they had directed

him to report to the house. He thea

read the report in his place, and after

wards delivered the bill, with the

amendments, in at the table, where

the report was read. But the house

being then informed that some other

amendments were necessary, the bill

was recommitted : but the next day

the hill, with these amendments, being

delivered in at the table, and read,

they were agreed to by the house, ana '

ordered to be ingrafted. On the 3d of

April the ingrofled bill was read a

third time, and pasted, on which Mr.

Lawrence was ordered to carry it up

to the lords and desire their concur

rence. On the 10th it passed the house

os Lords without any amendment, and

on the 15th it received the royal assent.

As extending the navigation of ri

vers, and the benefit of water carriage,

must be of the greatest advantage to

a trading country, it is no wonder

that this ail passed with the greatest

ease; and that other bills mould, at

the fame time, be brought into the

house to add farther improvements to

the great commercial county of York.

As the river Swale was in some seasons

navigable to Topcliffe, and capable of

being made navigable to Morton for

boats and barges ; and as the brook

running from Bedale was capable of

being made navigable from that town to

E e e " its
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its junction with the Swale, a number

of proprietors of estates, merchants,

manufacturers, mine- adventurers, and

traders, joined in a petition that a bill

might be brought in for improving

ana making more navigable the river

Swale, from Widdington Ing», and

extending its navigation from Top.-

diffe to Morton-bridge, and for ma

king the above brook navigable from

the Swale to the town of Bedale. A

bill was therefore ordered to be drawn

up, which palled through the house

in the usual manner, and without op

position.

At the same time a petition! of seve

ral gentlemen, merchants, traders,

and others in the North Riding of

Yorkshire, was presented to the house,

shewing, that the brookCodbeck.which

runs thro' the borough of Thirsk,might,

at a moderate expence be made navi

gable from the Swale to that borough,

and be of great benefit to the trade of

that town. This petition met with

fame happy success, and three acts

■were thus passed for extending thena-

vigation of the rivers that fall into

the Ouze.

On the other hand, another petition

tvas presented to the house for extend

ing the navigation of the river Hull,

which met with the same good success,

and will doubtless be of considerable

advantage to the East Riding of York

shire, as the others will be to the

North and West.

The improvement of harbours, and

rendering them more commodious for

shipping, is another national concern

of extreme importance to trade, and

the safety of our mariners j to the mer

chants, to the royal navy, and to the

nation in general, and therefore I shall

make no apology for giving the follow

ing concise account of an attempt made

by the town of Kingston upon Hull,

in the same county, to obtain an act

for the improvement of that harbour ;

an attempt, which though recom

mended to the house by his majesty,

who generously consented to give the

land necessary for accomplishing the

works proposed to be made, failed of

success ; from the impropriety of the

means by which the money was to be

raised for carrying them on, and

which induced the other trading towns

in the county to petition warmly a-

gainst it.

Session of Parliament. Aug*

On the 19th of January was present

ed to the house, a petition of the

mayor and burgesses of Kingston upon

Hull, the guild or brotherhood of

masters and pilots, seamen of the Tri

nity house of that town, and of the

merchants and owners of ships be

longing to the said town : At the same

time, the Chancellor of the Exchequer

informed the house, that his majesty,

having been informed of the contents

of this petition, gave his consent, that

the house may do as they (hall think

proper, and recommended this peti

tion to the consideration of the house.

The petition was then read, setting

forth that the haven of the said town

is narrow, and a very incommodious

station for shipping ; but that it would

much conduce to the advantage of

the town and port, and be of conside

rable utility to his majesty's ships of

war, and to all persons trading to the

northern parts of this kingdom, if

docks were made for the reception of

ships, and the haven rendered more

safe and commodious by placing dol

phins therein, and the passage out «f

it more easy, by enlarging and extend

ing the south- end jetty of the said

town ; and that in order to promote

an undertaking so conducive to the

security and improvement of com

merce, his majesty had most graciously

condeicended to signify his royal plea

sure, to grant for the abovereentioned

purposes a piece of ground of a trian

gular form, part of the land belonging

to his majesty's citadel at Kingston up

on Hull aforesaid, amounting to about

five acres. That the expence of ma

king and maintaining the said docks,

or other works, will be considerably

larger than the inhabitants of the

town can defray ; and the petitioners

conceive the fame cannot be effected

without such moderate rates and du

ties on shipping, as may be propor

tionable to the ends proposed ; and

therefore praying that leave may be

given to bring in a bill for effecting the

purposes aforesaid, in such manner,

and under such regulations, as to the

house should seem proper. On which

the petition was ordered to be referred

to the consideration of a committee of

the whole house.

Accordingly on the isth of March,

the house relblved itself into a com

mittee on this petition, and leave was

given
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given for.bringing in a bill for making

docks and other conveniences for the

use and accommodation of ships,

lengthening the south end jetty, erect

ing dolphins, and other works, in the

haven and port of Kingston upon

Hull, and for appropriating certain

lands belonging to his majesty to those

uses; and that Mr. Weddell, Lord

p.obert Manners, and Mr. Hewet, do

prepare and bring in the fame.

This bill was presented to the house

on the 19th of February, and then

read the first time ; but being on the

3d of March read a second time, a pe

tition was presented on the nth from

the mayor and commonalty of the city

of York, setting forth, that the peti

tioners humbly apprehend, that it

would be highly unjust that vessels

passing through the Humber, up and

down the river Ouse and Trent, and

several navigable rivers in the great

commercial county of York, and ne

ver putting into, or stopping at, the

haven or port of Kingston upon Hull,

should be loaded with a new duty for

the improvement of that haven, from

whence they cannot receive any bene

fit ; and therefore praying, that, if

the said bill should pass into a law,

proper provision may be made therein

to exempt all (hips, or vessels trading

up or down the river Ouse, and not

putting into the haven or dock of

Kingston upon Hull, from being sub

ject to the payment of any rates, or

duties to be imposed for the purpose of

improving that port or haven. This

petition on being read, was referred

to the consideration of the committee

to whom the bill was committed,

This last petition being however suc

cessively followed by others fromGains-

borouga, Leeds, Pontefract, and Ha

lifax, all to the fame purpose, the con

sideration of the bill was postponed and

at length dropped.

I shall now mention an unfortunate

application to parliament of a different

nature from the foregoing. On the 31st

of January, a petition of the gover

nors and company of the merchants of

England trading into the Levant leas,

was presented to the house, and read ;

setting forth, that the trade between

this kingdom and Turkey has, for a

long series of years, been carried on

by a society of merchants, incurpova-

40I

ted by charters, and regulated by acts

of parliament ; and, that the said

trade is in no fense a monopoly, it

consisting of an unlimited number of

members, who each engage separately,

in the said trade, at their own risque,

and into which company, any British

subject may be admitted, upon pay

ment of twenty pounds ; and that, in

order to carry on the said trade with

safety, and for protecting his majesty]*

subjects, in the Turkish dominions, it

has been found necessary, that there

should be an ambassador sent from

England to reside at Constantinople,

and that there should be consuls, vice-

consuls, and other officers and servants,

in the other parts of the Turkish do

minions, where any British subjects re

side, or where the English carry on

trade, the whole expence whereof has

hitherto been borne by the Turkey

company, and together with other ne

cessary expences, incident to the car

rying on the said trade, has, of late

years, amounted to upwards of iooool.

per annum ; and that the chief of the

exports, from hence, to Turkey, have

been the produce and manufactures of

these kingdoms, 'viz. woolen cloth, of

which the said company, for a long

term of years, did not export less than

sixteen thousand pieces, and very con

siderable quantities of tin, lead, and

other goods; and the chief imports

have been raw materials, for our ma

nufactures, such as silk, mohair, yarn,

cotton, and goats wool ; and also fruit,

drugs, and many other commodities;

and that the said trade, to and from

Turkey, once so flourishing, is now,

from many unavoidable events, and

concurring circumstances, much re

duced ; and the petitioners are sensi

ble, that they should not discharge

the duty incumbent upon them by

their charter, nor the justice they owe

to the public, if they did not declare

their inability to proceed any fur

ther, unless relieved by parliament ;

as, on account of their declining

trade, they have unavoidably incur

red considerable debts, and are now

under the necessity of levying very

high duties (more than their trade

can support) in order to raise sup

plies equal to their expences ; and

therefore praying the houte to take the

premises into consideration, and grant

E e e a the
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•he petitioners such assistance and en

couragement, as may be thought ne

cessary and proper.

This petirion wat however ordered

to lie upon the table, and no farther

notice was taken of it.— Tnu.5 tn'J

opportunity of examining into circum

stances of such consequence to the

trade of the nation was lost, and the

commerce of the company suffered to

continue in the fame languishing state,

Without any attempt to provide a re

medy against it. Indeed, if the decli

ning condition of the Levant trade be

owing to some unworthy members

fraudulently seni'ing goods of little

or no value, and felling them at a high

price, as hath been puhlickly suggest

ed ; the company have only to blame

those unworthy members of their own

body, who by the grossest injustice

have sacrificed the interests of all the

other Turkey merchants to the vile

consideration of personal advantage

and present profit: who from the most

fordid and mercenary views have not

only disgraced the Turkey company

but the nation in general, and the

christian religion among the followers

of Mahomet : Nor can the French,

who have supplanted the English be

blamed for taking advantage of their

wickedness and folly. Other circum

stances may indeed have contributed to

the declining state of this trade, for

which no persons can be to blame,

as the French having invented a light

er, thinner, and cheaper kind of

cloth than ours, more agreeable to the

Turks, and more proper for the

warmth of the climate : But this alone

would not put a stop to the sale of our

broad cloth, whose superior excellence

in many particulars must be acknow

ledged ; and is most adapted for win

ter. But if there be any truth in the

reports of our cloth being exposed to

sale, with the inner end of a piece

worse than that exposed to view, and

of many thousand watches sent to

Turkey, that would not tell the hour

for a single day, we cannot wonder

that the trade mould at once decline ;

for a trade founded on fraud can never

be lasting. In this cafe it ought not

to be supposed that the representatives

of the nation would contribute to the

support of a trade thus ruined. The

•nly remedy that can be of real ser

vice is, for the future, to proceed oa

principles of equity, and it might per

haps be a happy regulation with re

spect to this trade, if the governor of

(he Turkey company, and a particular

council, were invested with sufficient

authority to call such members of their

own body, who have thus injured

them, to an account, and when found

guilty to punish them by an ignomini

ous expulsion, and the forfeiture of

all the goods unfit for sale. A public

office might also be appointed at the

expence of the company, like that of

the linen hall in Dublin, to examine

and mark the goods before they arc

sent abroad.

['To be continued in our next.]

A Letter lately sent from tie Han. House

ofRepresentatives o/Massachuset's Bay,

to the Right Hon. tie Earl of Chatham.

My Lord,

TH E particular attention you were

pleased to give to the interest of

the American subjects when their

rights were in danger ; and your no

ble and successful efforts in support of

them, have left in the breasts of all,

the indelible marks of gratitude. The]

house of Representatives of this his

majesty's province, having reason to

be assured, that in every instance of

your public conduct, you are influen

ced by the principles of virtue, and a

disinterested public affection, beg leave!

to manifest to your lordship a testimo

ny of their full confidence in you, by

imploring your repeated aid and pa

tronage, at this time, when the cloud

again gathers thick over them.

It must afford the utmost satisfaction.

to the distressed colonists, to find your

lordship so explicitly declaring your

sentiments in that grand principle in

nature, that ivbat a man hath honestly

acquired, is absolutely and uncontrollably

his oivn. This principle is established

as a fundamental rule iu the British

constitution, which eminently hath its

foundation in the laws of nature ; and

consequently it is the indisputable

right of all men, more especially of a

Britilh subject, to be present in person,

or by representation, in the body

where he is taxed.

But however fixed your lordship,

and some others may be, in this car

dinal point, it is truly mortifying to

mao|
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many of his majesty's free and loyal

subjects, that even in the British par

liament, that sanctuary of liberty and

justice, a different sentiment seems of

(ate to have prevailed.

Unwilling to intrude upon your at

tention to the great affairs of state, the

house would only refer your lordship

to an act pasted in the fourth year of

the present reign, and another in the

last session of parliament ; both impo

sing duties on the Americans, who

were not represented, with the sole and

express purpose of raising a revenue!

What, my Lord, have the colonists

done, to forfeit the character and privi.

lege of subjects, and to be reduced in

effect to a tributary state i This house

may appeal to the nation, that the ut

most aid of the people has been cbear-

fully given, when his majesty required

it: Often, on their own motion, and

when almost ready to succumb under

the expence of defending their own

borders, their zeal has carried them

abroad, for the honour of their sove

reign, and the defence of his rights :

Of this, my Lord, not to mention

any more, the redaction of Louisburgb

in the year (745, and the defence of

his majesty's garrison at Annapolis,

and of all Nova Scotia, will be a stand

ing monument. Can there then be a

necessity for so great a change, and in

its nature so delicate and important,

that instead of having the honour

of his majesty's requisitions, laid before

their representatives here, as has been

invariably the usage, the parliament

should now tax them without their

consent !

The enemies of the colonists, for

such they unfortunately have, may

have represented them to his majesty's

ministers, and the parliament, as fac

tious, undutiful, distoya): They, my

lord, are equally the enemies of Bri

tain: Such is your extensive knowledge

of mankind, and the sentiments and dis

positions of the colonies in general,

that this house would freely venture to

Test the character of their constituents

on your lordship's judgment: Surely,

it is no ill disposition in the lojal sub

jects of a patriot king, with a decency

and firmness, adapted to their charac

ter, to assert their freedom.

The colonies, as this house humbly

conceive, cannot be represented ia the

4-05

British parliament: Their local cir>

cumstances, at a distance of a thou

sand leagues beyond the seas, forbids,

and will for ever render it impracti

cable : This, they apprehend, was the

reason, that his majesty's royal prede

cessors saw fit to erect subordinate le

gislative bodies in America, as perfect

ly free as the nature of things woulp

admit, that their remote subjects might

enjoy that inestimable right, a repre

sentation. Such a legislative is con

stituted by the royal charter of this

province. In this charter, the king

for himself, his heirs, and successors,

grants to the inhabitants all the land*

and territories therein described, in.

free and common soccage; as ample

estate as the subjects can hold under

the crown < Together with all the

rights, liberties, privileges and immu

nities of his natural subjects born with

in the realm; of which the most essen

tial, is a power invested in the General

Assembly, to levy proportionable and

reasonable taxes on the estates and

persons of the inhabitants, for the

service of his majesty, and the neces

sary defence and support of his go

vernment of the province, and the

protection and preservation of the in

habitants. But though they were ori

ginally, and always, since their settle

ment, have been considered as subject*

remote, they have ever cherished a

warm affection for the Mother State,

and a regard for the interest and hap

piness of their fellow subjects in Bri

tain. If then the colonies are charged

with the most distant thought of an

independency, your Lordship may be

assured, that with respect to the peo

ple of this province, and it is presu

med of all the colonies, the charge is

unjust.

Nothing would have prevailed upon

the house to have given your Lordship

this trouble, but the necessity of a

powerful advocate, when their liberty

is in danger : Such they have more

than once found you to be ; and a*

they humbly hope they have never for

feited your patronage, they intreat

that your great interest in the national

councils may still be employed in their

behalf, that they may be restored to

the standing of free subjects.

That your lordship may enjoy a firm

state of fccaltb, and long be continued

a great
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a great blessing to the nation and her

colonies, is the ardent wi(h of this

house.

Signed by the Speaker.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

Some Strictures on a late Defence of into,

lerant Popery.

THERE can be nothing within

the compass of human concep

tion, more astonishing than the confi

dent stare of popish publications, under

the scepter of George III, and of

the many which have made their ap

pearance, Afret examination of the com

mon methods employed to prevent the

Zrtnotb of popery, 1766, none seems to

have a more hardened countenance.

Remarks have been made upon this in

solent, this daring piece, by several

pens in the public papers, and by

pamphlet writers ; such as Mr. Benja

min Pye, in his five letters, professedly

written against that performance; and

by Mr. Francis Blackburn, a deacon

of Cleveland—who have (hewn, with

great evidence, the intolerant spirit of

popery The editor, not content

with what had been advanced by him

in defence of a profession, that has

been the highest disgrace of human na

ture, and the most reverse of christia-

pity, presumes to charge the above

clergymen with what he sneeringly

calls the " pious purpose of enflaming

the ligiflature, against a set of their

wretched countrymen who lie at their

mercy."

This is done in a postscript, just now

added to the Free Examination ;

•which has the run of twenty pages,

full of the most unpardonable re

proaches thrown upon protestantism 5

and this, under the nose of a British

protestant government. Denying the

best authenticated facts, insulting and

abusing, the most venerable defenders

of the protestant cause ; and instead os

admitting that the principles of popery

are intolerant, affixes the diabolical

charge upon protestants who avow the

rights of private judgment. How stu-

pined must be the age of Britons,

when such an outrage upon the reason

and common sense of mankind, can

expect to meet with any favourable

reception !^—when bitter can be put

Some Str ictur'es
Aug.

for sweet 5 falsehood for truth ; dark

ness for light ! and with all the air of

an undisturbed confidence, an unjriv-

ing brow. 6

I do not presume to take the post

script out of the hands of the above

gentlemen, who are well able to expose

and scourge the audacity of this wri

ter : yet could not omit a remark or

two upon that popish defender of a

system, which is in open enmity to the

civil and religious rights of mankind.

One remark I would make it this,

the editor, Jesuit like, in evading the

charge upon papists acknowledging a

foreign power j most artfully refers to

the French nation's not admitting of

the infallibility of the pope.. -But

what of thi3 ? nay, what of more than

this ? the freedoms at this day taken

with the pope—" every one, fays be,

knows, th:ft not only the great and po

pish powers refuse to pay the pope an

implicit submission, but that the petty

princes and states of Italy in his neigh

bourhood, insult him."—and what

then? there is not any thing at all

kpiu in all this.—Many have been the

instances of popish powers taking as

great freedoms with his holiness. But

how will this prove, that popery does

not retain a supreme acknowledgment

of a spiritual head, which religiously

binds the conscience ?—not at all.

This very writer will tell you this

fame thing ; for he adds, «' yet,

that they remain in communion with

him, as well as in perfect security.*'

p. 170. They do so, notwithstanding

they do not pay him an implicit sub*

mission.

Again he says, " They are willing

to give any test that can be offered of

their loyalty and fidelity to a protestant

government, in all the affairs that re

gard this life ; they always called ea

gerly for such a test, and were always

industriously denied it, by tacking to

the oath of allegiance ait oatb offupre*

macy, which no honest papist, nor even

any protestant who is not of the mo

narch's religion, can take with a good

conscience." p. 173.

Here the ground os refusing popery

a toleration explains itself; for so long

as the papists religiody own a foreign

but visible infallible head of hi*

church, whatever he may profess of

allegiance to his prince, in matters re

lative
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lative to this life, his prince cannot be

secure how far the influence of his spi

ritual head will limit or extend those

matters. Times have often been,

times now are, (in Poland) and times

may come again, when the molt so

lemn oaths made to protestant princes

shall be no longer binding.—More

over, our very iophiilical writer has

said too much by far, when he affirms,

•• That no protestant, who is not of

tbe monarch's religion, can take the

oath of supremacy with a good con

science." I must take the liberty of

informing him, that no protestant dis

senter has any reason to scruple the

oath of supremacy, who knows, that

the ecclesiastical hierarchy is but a

creature of the state : and that if the

church of England has any visible head,

it can be no other than the lawful

reigning prince, who is, over all causes

and perluns too, whether ecclesiastical

or civil, supreme head. But inas

much, as the protestant dissenter ac

knowledges no visible head of the

church of Christ, the oath ofsupremacy,

in the fense in which he understands it,

cannot, in the least, be offensive to

him. It is the acknowledgment of a

visible head of the church of Christ,

that determines popery to be an anti-

christian profeflion : for Jesus Ch.iilt

has expressly forbidden, that his disci

ples Jbould call any man on earth, Fa

ther.——This as certainly deter

mines the pope to be antichrist, as

they were such, in St. John's time,

who denied that Jesus Christ was come

in the fleih.

Fain would this writer persuade the

people to renounce their reason and

understanding : to become infidels a-

gainft the most authentic historical tes

timony; and to give the lie to what

they every day read and hear, from

the popish writings, and even from

4C*7

this free examination he will have it,

" That the writers of it, whatever

their religious opinions may be, spoke

with particular decency and respect of

the established religion of their coun

try •—and that no popish rebellions,

or massacres, were ever to be attribu

ted to popish principles. That

popery holds or maintains no princi

ples of persecution." When and

where he gains credit, there must first

have been a scaredness of conscience,

a mind given up to believe a lie-

All the horrid murthers and mischief*

committed by papists, he will have it,

has ever been owing to the revenge,

ambition, or desires of freedom natu

ral to man." p. 181.—Pray let the

massacres of Paris, of Ireland, of the

Vaudois, of the Palatinate, and the

Mexican devastations, give an open

demonstration of his impudence. — 1

doubt not but he will be more fully

animadverted upon by the two clergy

men, who have felt the strokes of his

particular decency and respect to the

church of England.

A man with his eyet open.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR

THOUGH I think a Magazine,

which falls into the hands of rea

ders of every rank, and of all degrees

of understanding, the most improper

vehicle of religious controversy \ yet I

(hall make no apology for desiring you

to insert the following extracts from

one of M. Saurin's sermons, as an anti

dote to the poison of some late pieces,

which you have admitted ; that impar

tiality, which you profess, leaves me

no room to doubt of your compliance

with this request of

Bucks, Junei+,1768. APURCHASER.

• / wilt refer to t<wo instances of the decent refpeB paid by these 'writers to the esta

blished religion of their nuntry.—One is this. " From the universal spirit of

insuricBitm and persecution that sprung up along <with the private judgment of the

Icriptures,".^- 129.—a hellish stab at all true religion!—Another is, " If you

change the name of Hugonot into Puritan, and of catholic into that of Protestant oj

the Church of England, the clue I have given you ivill equally serve to lay open the

•whole game of the great rebellion in England." p. 128. these are particular

marts of decency and respect Jbeivn to tbe established religion of their country ; iviiri

avo-uit, as reformed, the right of private judgment of the scriptures ; and herein

*fentially differs J'rom Popery.

Transtatrbn
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Translation of Part of a Sermon of M.

Saurin, Tom. 4, Sermon 8. f. 335.

& Lausanne, 1759,8x13.

«' TDUT to avoid this rock (too

strong an attachment to received

opinions) some have run upon ano

ther ; and, under pretence of chusing

to believe only what is revealed; they

have refused to believe whatever they

could not perfectly understand, though

certainly a part of revelation. Right

reason dictates, jthly, to every man,

that the holy scripture, speaking of the

nature os God, that is to fay, of a be

ing in the highest degree exalted above

man, cannot but speak of things above

man, and which man ought to admit,

though he cannot distinctly understand

them.

An entire sect, a sect, which boasts

even of setting reason on the throne,

and of freeing her from that slavery

to which theologists had reduced her,

found their whole system upon the

violation of this maxim. They would

blot out of the catalogue of articles of

cur faith, all the incomprehensible mys

teries, respecting the trinity, the incar

nation, the satisfaction of the Son of

God : they reject these mysteries for

this reason that men cannot perfectly

understand them ; offending by this

conduct against this rule, that upon

this very account, that the scripture it

speaking of God, a being in the highest

degree exalted above man, it cannot but

speak ofthings, which mancannotreach.

6. Right reason dictates to all men,

who consult it, not only that certain

questions, respecting that being which

ib infinite, are above man, but that the

most simple subjects, which have any

relation to the most infinite being, may

raise difficulties, of which men will ne

ver find the solution. If I were not

afraid, that this subject would engage

me in certain disquisitions, which are

not convenient in this place, I could

prove by variety of examples, that this

sixth rule of good fense, which I have

established, is received every where as

incontestable ; and that nothing but

the most extravagant Pyrrhonism

could cause it to be rejected. I (hall

only point out one example to explain

roy sentiments.

Men have exclaimed with reason

against those who have maintained this

singular proposition, that the existence

• Baile. f Commi des Eftrils Forts.
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of matter cannot be demonstrated.

The thing is evident, with regard to

ourselves, that our souls are tied to 3

portion of matter ; and that there are

without us other portions of matter,

which surround that to which our soul

is united. Notwithstanding, this ques

tion, does matter exist ? is related to

this other: Can God excite in our

minds the fame sensations, as if there

really were matter, though there be

none in effect? And the first question;

can God excite these sensations ? Leads

us to a second, will God » This second

to a third. Right reason therefore dic

tates to us, that the most simple subjedit

have some relation to the infinite be

ing, and are susceptible of difficulties,

which the most improved understand

ing cannot resolve.

Further, since the most simple sub

jects are susceptible of these sorts of

difficulties, right reason dictates to

every man, that when we have a cer

tain degree of evidence, we ought to

stop there, to admit what is evident

to a certain degree, how indissoluble

soever certain objections, which may

be opposed to it, may appear.

Yet, notwithstanding this sixth rule,

people sometimes acquire reputation in

the world, they make a number of dis

ciples ; sometimes they proceed so far,

as to raise doubts about the clearest

truths of religion, because they have

discovered the secret of making objec

tions, of urging them to the utmost,

and magnifying them. They, who

have read without prejudice, the writ

ings of a famous deist • of our days, ea

sily discover, that he owes the greatest

part of his glory to the infernal art,

which he possesses, of collecting; of

overcharging, and stringing together

all the difficulties, of which the clearest

subjects are susceptible.

8. Right reason dictates to every

man, that he ought not to abandon

one system, on pretence that it is at

tended with a difficulty, toembrace ano

ther system, which is attended with dif

ficulties greater, and more in number.

This is the maxim, which we have

so often urged, and shall continue to

urge against those, who set themselves

off with so much haughtiness in so

ciety f, as men of open and enlarged

minds, but whose whole merit consists

in avoiding one abyss, to plunge them

selves into a thousand ana a thousand

abylies
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abysses: unheard of prodigies of credu

lity and incredulity together. Men of

contradictory understandings, which

cannot digest the mysteries of religion,

and which digest the mysteries of

atheism; which cannot conceive that

there is an eterinl God, and which

conceive that the world has existed

from eternity : which cannot conceive

that a wile and intelligent being has

disposed in order the parts of this uni

verse, and which conceive that the uni

verse has been arranged without wis

dom, and without intelligence; which

cannot conceive that there is a spiri

tual substance, and which conceive

that a brutal substance, that a wind,

that a vapour, that some subtle parts

of matter, think, reflect, apprehend,

dispute: Which cannot conceive, that

the conversion of the pagan world was

the effect of miracles, wrought for the

confirmation of the gospel, and which

conceive that whole nations have re

nounced theirreligion, their prejudices,

their prosperity, their lives, without

prodigies, without miracles, without

demonstrations: which cannot conceive

that the sacred authors were inspired,

and which conceive, that without su

pernatural aid they have foretold su

ture events, have given a body of doc

trine superior to all the systems of

Greece."

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

WHAT need is there for croud-

ing the (hops with so many dif

ferent, and discordant preparations of

iron which our dispensatories are lo

overloaded with, when one, or two sim

ple, but effectual ones, to all good ends,

and purposes, alone, are sufficient ?

We need not so many forced medi

cines, which only serve to confound

the young physician, but only more

judgment in using them. The know

ledge of the disease is said to be half

the cure; when the case is rightly

taken, it is the easiest part of physick

to apply proper medicines for the

fame.

In most cafes we find that crude iron

without any laborious chemical pro

cess, is a much safer, and more effec

tual medicine than when variously

prepared with acids, or alkalies, as

August, 1768.
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particulaly in the green sickness, and

the like.

_ Helmont observes that all such pe-

ripneumonical persons as use vitriolic

waters, always die. The vitriol turn

ing to oaker in their bodies, while the

water taken along with it comes away

clear: oaker being nothing else but

the calx of iron. Whence we learn

that when any chalybeate waters de

posite a yellow sediment, they are no

longer fit for use, as having now loft

their most medicinal part.

I shall only propose two good prepa

rations of iron, which, without any

more, may very well answer all the cu

rative purposes of physick. 1st. Is the

steel wine of the London dispensatory t

the ad is the excellent iron water

of M. Lemery, the celebrated French

chemist.

Take of clean filings of iron,

4 ounces, of cinnamon, and cloves,

each half an ounce, of rhenifh wine

4 pints.

Let them stand for months together,

shaking them now and then. When

become black, and rich of the iron,

it may be taken in the quantity of

half an ounce, or more, for a dose,

at a time, twice, or thrice a day, ac

cording to the age, and strength os the

patienr, at such times as the stomach is

most empty.

This simple process fnews that iron

is of such a ductile nature ;»s readily

to join itself with the mildest vegeta

ble liquors, and being thus divided in

to exceeding small parts, and intimate

ly united with them, it is no wonder

if we find this lax metal in the bodies

of plants, aninuls, and minerals, as it

has lately by particular experiments

been observed in the ashes of such

bodies.

The steel water is made thus: Pour

a quart of water on about two pounds

of tilings of steel, or on rust of iron,

stir it about at times, let water stand

constantly on it, and as it exhales add

fresh; by this means the iron, in time,

will he reduced into an impalpable

powder.

What swims suspended, after well

stirred, and the gross has subsided,

may be decanted off, and drank alone

or dashed with wine, or spirits, one

ounce or two, at a time, once or twice

a day. Thus by being.often stirred,

Fsf and
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and as often poured off what swims,

and then let fettle, and be dried, you

may obtain the best steel powder in

being.

These two easy preparations are the

very best, safest, and efficacious, me

dicines of all those obtained from iron;

being almost infallible in all those dis

eases which proceed from mere l.ixity

of the fibres, and lentor, coldness, or

inactivity of the fluids. In effect they

will cure all the distempers curable by

chalybeates : Only for old age there is

no cure, and they do little or no ser

vice there ; however as no one medi

cine is a catbolicon, in hard swellings,

scirrhosities, or predominant acid, it

will rather prove hurtful than of ser

vice.

Wherefore I shall conclude this first

article with this general and useful

remark on compound chemicalprocesses,

as, I (hall of Galenical ones, that as

salts, wherewith metalline medicines

are prepared, do not act in the body

according to what they are at that time

they were taken, but according as they

meet with other salts which determine

their action in the body, it is very un

safe, and uncertain, to assign the ac

tions of some medicines given together

in composition ; or even though given

the one some time after the other.

All which pleads much on my side :

To let physick be as simple as possible,

that the patient may not stand a chance

to suffer as much, if not more, from

his doctor than his disease.

Your's. J. Cook.

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

AS the principal design of my me

dical writings is to direct the

poor, and next the apothecary, to the

best method of preserving health, I

shall here for once do somewhat for the

sake of the young physician likewise.

The common decompound form of

prescribing seems to me so very prepos

terous and irrational, that I am sur

prized such inconsistent practice has

continued among many physicians so

long. But old customs are hard ob

stacles to get over.

Forexnmple, I will transcribe a sin

gle prescription from the writings of

an eminent author, and for brevity's

fake one only ihall suffice, to expose

o o k, Aug.

the absurdity os all such medical jum

ble, and to compare such ferraginou*

mixtures with the neat elegancy of a

much more pleasant and effectual for

mula prescribendi, here recommended.

Dr. Mayow, in his treatise on the

rickets, in 167+, prescribed thus : nei

ther was he singular herein, it being

common for most of the profession to

do the like.

R Polypod. £>. Lapath. acut. aajvl.

Cort. rad.sambuci, ebull aa Jss. rad.

osmonda regalis, filicis mar. chicbor.

slajl's. herb, agrimony hepatic. <ve- '

route, ling, cerinn. asplenii aamfs.

eoquantur in Ælibiis ad terti/e partis

abfumptionem. Liquor coletur in

matracium, em imponantur sol.

senna Jij. rhubarb J j. epitbymi, san-

tal. dt. ana 31 j. sem. sanicul aay\.

sal absyntb 3Jss./. infitfio calida, &

clausa per horas 11. colatur* persub-

' Jidentiam depurat* adde sacebar.

trqualem quantitatem, &solasa:che-

ri dijsolutione, aut lent ebuUilione

f.s. a. syrupus.

Rilum teneatis amici 1

How idle, how troublesome, and

ineffectual is such a jumble of ingre

dients as is here offered, and only for

a mere syrup too ? to be taken one

spoonful or three at most for a dose,

when half a pint might perhaps purge

a person, but could never cure him.

But what is still more to be won

dered at is, that so learned a physician

as Dr. Shaw, should, so lately too, do

the very like ; and whereas the former

prescript contains no fewer ingredients

than eighteen, some of his prescrip

tions in his new Practice of Physick,

contain nearly the fame number. Now

pray which of all these ingredients are

to do the work intended, or do they

not hinder one another r

A proper prescription among physi

cians is a rational assignment and

combination of such pharmaceutical

remedies, as have by art been found to

be properin particular cases; respect be

ing had to the matter and form of the

ingredients and medicine : so that it

may be commodioufly made up by

the apothecary, and applied with ease

and success by the patient. Now such

complicated proposals no ways answer

this character, nor can be depended

upon for 3 cure.

For a prudent physician will never

order any drug in his prescription but

what
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what he has sufficient reason for,

which upon enquiry he is able to give:

So that he does not, like empiricks, act

at random, from mere custom and pre

judice, but as the indications, which

he hath before rightly deduced and

considered, direct him.

The grand scope in any cure being

to recover the patient (tulo, cito, &

jua/nde) safely, quickly, and pleasant.

ly ; the physician should always have

his eye fixed on that view ; as being

the point to which every thing he or

ders should have, as much as possible,

an immediate tendency. But here the

proportion of each ingredient is so

small as to spoil the effect of the whole,

when a single one only fitly chosen

and given in due proportion, would

effect alone more than all the other

put together.

In a compound formula, or prescrip

tion, there are three articles to be ob

served. 1. Its component parts, their

number, use, and proportion. 1. Its

quantity, generally to be made up at

once, and particularly to be taken at

once ; and lastly, its qualities, as ari

sing from composition or mixture.

Both the late Doctors, Ratcliss and

Boerhaave, were remarkable for the

simplicity of their prescripts, and if a

cure can be compassed with a few sim

ples, what need is there of many ; and

if our apothecaries sliops were render

ed more simple still, it would be a re

lief both to the trouble and pockets of

the apothecary and patient likewise.

The constituent parts of a proper

prescription are only these four: 1.

The basis, or principal ingredients ;

1. The adjuvant, or what helps, or

promotes the action of the former. 3.

The corrigens, or corrector of some

thing improper therein : and, hilly,

the constituent, or what serves to en

large, mix, and make up the whole.

To conclude by giving an example

of all these, and of the proper formula

for a rational prescription take the fol

lowing febrifuge bolus.

R Cort. Peru 3y, Cort. Cascavill. 3ss.

ol. chamomel gt.) cummucilag. scm.

cydon. q. s. m. f. bolus tertia %'el

quarta, quaque bora, abfente patyx-

tj'mo, sumendus.

Take of Jesuits bark one scruple;

of Eleutherium bark half a scru

ple; oil of camomile one drop;

mix them up with mucilage of
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quinceseed, as much as will ren

der it into the form of a bolus.

To be taken every three or four

hours between the fits of an inter

mittent fever.

Here the bark is the basis ; the cas-

cavilla, or eleutherium, is the assistant;

the oil of camomile the corrector, and

the jelly the medium, or vehicle of

conveyance, and far preferable to sy

rup, which makes the powders disa

greeably baum about the mouth,

whereas this jelly being glib, nips down

with ease, for which reason, where no

looseness forbids, the powder of bark

done up with a piece of fresh butter,

is as suitable as any thing to take it in.

Yours,

J. Cook.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

IF ever any branch of of the common

law needed amendment, I humbly

presume that the limitations of estates

tail to heirs male, and their issue male,

in prejudice of the female issue, is a

grievance and worthy the considera

tion of higher authority to redress.

I humbly presume such an estate to

heirs male should be void, or voidable,

at law, unless a sufficient portion had

been secured, or an assignment of a

trust estate, to raise portions to the fe

male issue of the heir male in tail

special, as a compensation, or in lieu

of the estate in course ofdescent—Such

portions when paid to be a bar of all

claims.-But as the cafe now stands,

the heir male in tail special, and his

female issue, are in a manner out of

the protection of the law, for they can

have no benefit thereby because they

can neither dock the intail, and no

remedy to raise portions thereon by

mortgage, or otherwise, when there is

no provision of a trust estate for that

purpose by the gift of the donor.

The revenue of the Alienation Office

would be improved, and not diminish

ed, by allowing a power, byauthority,

to the heir male in special tail to dock

the intail for one half, or one third,

or one fourth, or especially appointed

jor one third os the estate tail for the

provision of" his family.

No-withstanding he claims per for-

mam doni, and that it was the unques

tionable right of the donor to limit

Fff» such
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such an estate ; yrt it ii neither policy

in a state, or justice or equity for its

commerci.il interests to suffer such a

restraint to rem tin on the posterity of

the heir in special tail, to the impo

verishment of all claimants under him

and them.

N. B. The common law allowed one

third of an estate, without a previous

settlement jointure, to the widow sur

viving the occupant.

The only objection that can proba

bly be started to a measure so reason

able, is that the estate of the tenant in

tail may be lo ample, that, without

inordinate <m (lions and extravagancies,

be may make a saving charge to com

pensate his family loss. But as all

laves are, and should be made to pro

vide for contingent casualties (and no

one ever doubted there is an inherent

right in the constitution to alter and

amend the common law for the benefit

of the subject) the aforesaid objection

has no weight, but such remedies

should be sought, and such provisions

made by higher authority and wisdom,

as should be liable to no objection.

If ever higher authority should con

descend to make new regulations in

respect of that antiquated law, called

Estates Tail, or the Statutes of In-

tail, I shall think it merit enough to

contribute a hint towards the promo

ting of so good an amendment. Your

Magazines have made a motion to

elucidate that branch of right, and I

cannot avoid thinking an heiress with

out property, and a Lord Hearts! ee

without a f ot of land, are matchable

terms, and a serious argument to all

parties concerned.

I am, Sir,

Your obliged humble servant,

Amica Veritas.

The case on which the inclosed rea

soning is founded. L. T. the

father, on his marriage with E. £.

granted his lands to trustees, to hold

to his and his wife's use for their re

spective lives ; and after the determi

nation of that estate, to the use of

all and every the son and sons of the

said L. T. the father and E. E. to be

begotten severally, successively, and in

remainder one after another, as they

shall be in priority of birth and senio

rity of age j and os the several and

respective heirs male of their bodies

lawfully issuing ; the elder of the fame

Aug.

sons and heirs male of his body being

always to be preferred, and take be

fore the younger of the fame sons,

and the heirs male of his and their

body and bodies issuing ; and for de

fault of such issue to the use of the

daughter and daughters of the said

L. T. and E. E. to be begotten, and

the heirs of the body or bodies of such

daughter and daughters lawfully issu

ing, and for default of such issue to

the use of the several and respective

heirs of the said L. T. and E. E. for

ever. The deeds were proper

ly executed, and the marriage solem

nized j and the aforesaid L. T. the

ancestor, had five children, sour

daughters and one son j but before

the birth of a son he had made a de

claration in the nature of a will, to

dispose of his effects, and some regu

lations about his real estate, that were

not available in law. Then he had a

son, the present heir in tail, under the

above recited deeds, and the said L.T.

the father, being sensible that the said

will, or declaration, was not valid,

made a kind of codicil, requesting

his sen, and the persons therein named,

to allow out of the rents of the afore

said estate (notwithstanding he had re

served no authority by the above set

tlement, and also bad limited an estate

tail special thereby) 500 1. or as much

as would make up his personal estate

800 1. to be divided between his daugh

ters at the age of eighteen years.—

The ancestor died, surviving the mo

ther and the infants.

N. B. The son claimed under the

deeds of settlement ; the daughters

had a remainder in abeiance. The

mother of the infants discharged 400I.

of the said contested will by deeds of

settlement to her daughters, with their

releases thereon.

But I am not lawyer enough to de

termine whether such payments and

releases are a good bar to their remain

der in tail ; if not they enjoy the por

tions and have a claim to the estate

to the detriment of the heir in tail and

his issue.

ExtraH os a Letter from Mr. Martin,

chief Engineer at Bengal, dated Octo

ber 8, 1765. From Philos. Trans.

Vol. LVll.

" Y N regard to the intense and uncom-

Jl inun heat in this climate j it has

been
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been for some time past almost insuffe

rable.

The thermometer was seldom un

der 98, and the quick-silver rose at cer

tain times of the day to 10+ degrees,

by the best adjusted instrument; nay,

I have been assured by some gentlemen,

that, in the camp 500 miles distant,

the thermometer often stood at izo ;

but such a difference, I imagine, was

occasioned by the badness of the in

strument.

However it is certain, that nothing

could exceetd the intense heat we felt

day and night, during the month of

June. May and July were little infe

rior at times, but afforded some in

termission; otherwise a very great mor

tality mult have attended this settle

ment, though we were not without in

stances of fatal effects in the month

of June, when some few individuals in

sound health were suddenly seized and

died in the space of four hours after ;

but, considering the malignity of the

climate, we have not loft many, and

I believe the generality of people are

not so intemperate as some years past

they used to be ; though, from what

I have seen, the best constitutions in

the most moderate persons are a poor

match against a sever or other disorders

in this country.

I have been as free from sickness as

any other person in the settlement ;

but I cannot say that I have enjoyed

myself in that degree as to be an ex

ception ; for no man here is without

complaints, and life and death are so

suddenly exchanged, that medicines

have not time very frequently to ope

rate before the latter prevails. This

is generally the cafe in malignant fe

vers, which are here termed pucker fi

vers, meaning(in the natives language)

strong fevers.

The rains have set in since the 4th of

June. We call this the unhealthy sea

son on account of the salt petre im

pregnated in the earth, which is ex

haled by the fun, when the rain ad

mits of intervals. Great sickness is

caused thereby, especially when the

rains subside ; which generally happens

about the middle of October. The air

becomes afterwards, rather more tem

perate, and, till April, permits of ex

ercise, to recover the human frame,

that is relaxed and worn out by the

preceding (eason j for in the hot pe-

4'3

riods every relief is denied, except ri

sing in the morning, and beir.g oa

horse-back by day- break, in order to

enjoy an hour, or little more, before

the sun is elevated : It becomes too

powerful by six o'clock to withstand

its influence ; nor can the fame be at

tempted that day again till the fun re

tires, so that the rest of the twenty-

four hours is passed under the most

severe trials of heat. In such season

it is imposlible to steep under the suffo

cating heat that renders respiration ex

tremely difficult ; hence people get

out into the virando's and elsewhere

for breath, where the dews prove cool

ing, but generally mortal to such as

venture to sleep in that air. In short,

this climate soon exhausts a person'*

health and strength, though ever so

firm in constitution, as is visible in

every countenance, after being here

twelve months. I have been lately in

formed by an officer of distinction,

who was formerly engineer at this

place, that being sent out to survey

a salt lake in the month of September,

he found the sulphureous vapours so

stagnated and gross, that he was obli

ged to get up into the tallest trees he

could find, to enjoy the benefit of re

spiration every now and then ; he add

ed, that he constantly had recourse to

smoaking tobacco, (except during the

hours of sleep) to which and to swal

lowing large quantities of raw brandy

(though naturally averse to strong li

quors) he attributed his safety. How

ever, on his return, he was seized

with an inveterate sever of the putrid

kind, which he miraculously survived,

though others, who attended him on

the survey, and had lived many years

in the climate, were carried off, at

the fame time by the like fever."

THE following remonstrance of

the insurgents at Madrid, in the

year J766, (See that vol. p. 172 ) is a

convincing proofhow difficult it is, even

underthe inoll arbitrary governments,

totally to eradicate from the human

breast, the generous sentiments of li

berty, or to subject the natives to

the despotism of a foreign minion and

minister.

Translatedfrom the original Spanisli.

" THE insurgents btg Irave to

present this humble remonstrance to

your majesty, setting forth the reasons

which
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which obliged them, with hearts full

of loyalty, to act .'s they did, that the

whole world may be informed of them

and the severest judge pronounce the

justice of them.

They are well apprized that some

base-hearted men have impoied on

your majesty's benevolent mind, by

insinuating that the hte tumult pro

ceeded from disloyalty and a want of

obedience in your majesty's subjects,

which may have prejudiced the Spanish

nation in your majesty's opinion, and

mult necessarily disturb that ease and

security which they have always en

joyed un.ler\ourm»jesty's government.

The great misfortune of Icings (even

the wisest) is, that they can fee but lit

tle with their cwn eyes, and are obli

ged to take things upon trult. Not

feeing enough to know, they can only

know from what they hear ; and the

voice ot rumour is often the voice of

salsliood. Experience os men and

things is a difficult science for a king ;

nor will speculative knowledge enable

him to give a proper dispatch to bu

siness, without being well informed of

facts and circumstances; and these are

too often misrepresented to him.

Princes (says a certain politician)yjWo/«

inoivs things as they really are, but as

their favourites, ivbo have their ear,

tbuse to represent them. What a pity it

is th.it the spirit of truth is not radi

cally distinguished from that of flattery

and hypocrily, by a peculiar dialect'

But alas ! one and the fame language

being indiscriminately used to express

equal zeal, the various passions and

the source of these palsions lying hid,

it is easy to exhibit falihood for truth

the former assuming the mask of the

latter.

To analyse the language os an artful

flatterer, is a difficult t.lk for a king,

because he cannot discover the bi;,s

and temper os his subjects, by any

intercourse or dialing, which in the

system of human prudence, is the

surest way to know them ; nor does

his high station admit of such fa

miliar converse. They who gain their

master's ear, generally find means to

prejudice his inclinations and passions

in their own favour, and then give

him such advice and inclinations, as

are most likely to please and be agree

able, but what goes amiss, or may be

unwelcome to him, they conceal.

• About fifteen millions ifpoundssterling.

Remonstr asci Aug.

On the strength of this maxim, Sir,

your subjects have made the clamour

they did ; and as they perceived the

disease growing desperate, for want of

a physician who should prescribe a re

medy, the insurgents resolved, at the

hazard of giving offence, and even at

the peril of their lives, to put a stop

to so baneful a distemper.

Your majesty succeded to the throne

of Spain, at a juncture much more fa

vourable than your royal father, or

brother Don Ferdinand, experienced

at their accessions. Ruin then threat

ened, on all fides j their fun-thir.e was

clouded, and prosperity only glimmer

ed at a distance. But your majesty be

gan your reign with six hundred rail-

lions of reals * in your treasury, 60,000

regular troops, 50 (hips of the line,

and a people in general above a middle

state. Then your majesty's alliance

was so anxiously courted by all other

powers, that when they could not ob

tain it, they were contented with your

neutrality, dreading your majesty's de

claring for one side or the other, as a

superior power who might turn the

scale.

Into the hands of the marquis Squil-

lacci, your majesty immediately put

the reins of government; and that

with a power lo absolute, that no man

could dare attempt to undeceive your

majestv, in an error so palpably giving

a sanction to all his actions, as the ut

most efforts of wisdom : And lo ! in

the (pace of six years, during which

he has borne the sway, he has brought

your majesty to a want of money, of

troops, and of arms. For at this day

your majesty cannot reckon 600,000

reals f in your trealury, nor 15,000

men in your army, nor 14 sliips of war

in your fleet. And instead of giving

the rule, your majesty is shamefully

reduced to the mean necessity of obey

ing it. So notoriously have posts of

honour been put up to public sale,

that nothing but the auctioneer's voice

was wanting to proclaim it. The

spiiits of the people are sinking under

oppression, and the regiments are un

requited without any means for levy

ing men.

In short, Sire, he has brought our

arms into disrepute, he has left the

Spaniards without order, and the

kingdom in such a state of desperation,

that its recovery must be a work of

time.

+ About fifteen thousand poundssterling.
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time. Self-interest always engrossed

his thoughts, amassing wealth with in

satiable avarice, and now with the

many millions that he has purloined,

he may boast of being worth more

money than all his ancestors ever pos

sessed.

Not satisfied with this, he has pro

cured himself, by insidious arts, the

management of the Indies, under a

pretence of its being a branch of his

department as M'mistro de Hazknda.

And as no man durlt venture to op

pose his career, no, not rill he had

left Spain at its last gasp, he formed

the project of ruining the Indies, the

execution of which he began with so

much violence, that one of his first ef

forts occasioned an insurrection at Qui-

to, a considerable province in Ame

rica ; and that bad example has had

such an effect on the other provinces,

that they also are not a little disposed

to renounce their allegiance to your

majesty.

Such has been the administration of

the marquis Squillacci, your majesty's

darling minister !

What can the insurgents suppose but

that your majesty has been ignorant

of all these evils ! For had a hint of

them reached your majesty's ears,

without doubt you would have divest

ed yourself of partiality, you would

have turned your love to hatred, and

have stripped of his power, that tyrant

minister, whose object was the ruin of

your majesty, of Spiin, and of the In

dies.

Had the northern Potentates, who

are enemies to the crown of Spain, im

posed upon your majesty a prime mi

nister, with a view to weaken your

majesty's power, to waste your trea

sures, to annihilate your troops, and

to destroy your (hips of war in the Me

diterranean, could they for these pur

poses, have found a man so proper as

the ,marquis Squillacci ? It appears,

they could not, for they fee all their

willies accomplished in him.

In this situation your majesty finds

yourself and your kingdom. Your

subjects, though oppressed, know not

how to deliver themselves from a mi

nister who tyrannises over Spain, and

over your majesty too. For notwith

standing the many admonitions they

have given, none have had the desired
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effect. The insurgents therefore, fee

ing their country at the last extremity,

determined, though with some appear

ance of irregularity, to aim at the

man who had trampled on your ma

jesty's crown, and treated your sub-,

jects with contempt.

And now the question is, whether

this ra?e mall be said to proceed from

disloyalty, or from hearts full of loy

alty ? Does it spring from hatred, or

from love ? Shall it be deemed dilbbe-

dience to risque our lives for the fake

of seeing our king reinstated in his

wonted splendor? Or will our faithful

zeal, our anxiety for your majesty's be

ing respected and formidable, be pro

nounced criminal or praise-worthy t

Shall the studying means of relief, for

a bleeding people, that they may in

crease and multiply, for tiie defence

of your majesty's person and govern

ment, that they may flourish in opu

lence, be called a sinister design, or

the duty of a good subject ? Let any

man, be he who he will, resolve these

questions.

Perhaps the edict published against

cloaks, and flapped hats, may be es

teemed the cause of this alarm.

This indeed was made use of after

paving the way to the great end which

was proposed : But the instruments (in

capable of diving into the state of the

nation and the means of its re-esta-

blistiment) were instigated only by their

own feelings : They considered them

selves only as deprived osa convenience

by the prohibition os that dress, and

on such an occasion they are the ne

cessary tools.

But the truth is, your majesty's prin

cipal subjects had a nobler object in

view; witness, the regularity of their

proceedings ; so that in a popular city,

to outward appearrnce in riot and con

fusion, as much good order was ob

served, as in time of quiet aud tran-

quility.

Let any honest man fay, that he suf

fered the least injury on iliis occasion j

and scarcely was the expulsion of the

marquis Squillacci confirmed, when

thecityofMadiid, beyend expectation,

was so suddenly restored to calmness

and serenity, that all who saw it were

struck with admiration. N;;y, the

multitude of boys, to the number of

aooo, who had been employed in

giving
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giving the watch-word to the mob,

ceased their noisy outcries, as if struck

dumb in a moment.

We all know and confess, that no

nation can have a prince more kind,

affable, and beneficient, or a greater

Jover of justice. To such a king what

can be more deplorable, what more

unfortunate, than the being involved

in such a cloud of ignorance, with

regard to his minister as to believe that

he has the honour of the king, and

the jrood of the people at heart, at the

very time when he is acting in direct

opposition to both ?

Therefore, Sire, it would be best to

hear much, and believe but little, and

to compare advice with information,

and to prevent such bad consequences

as often result from too great credulity

in the cabinet; the coun lei of such men,

of low birth, as may be endowed with

more than ordinary talents, ought not

to be disdained. Consider their opi

nions, and follow the advice that seems

bell. Wisdom is not derived from

birth but from reason. Understanding

cannot be inherited, tho' titles of no

bility may.

What can add such dignity to the

crown as the respect of the subjects ?

What can give it such splendor as their

homage and their love i

Loyalty is the first fruits of their ho

mage, but your majesty must show an

affection for them before you can gain

their love. In other words, the fide

lity with which your majesty's subjects

abound, will always make you re

spected by them ; but acts of benefi-

cience are n cessary to win their hearts.

It being notorious, Sire, that foreign

ers have engrossed your favours, how

can you expect your peoples love ?

The attachment of a foreigner can

not but be venal. His esteem is only

in proportion to what he can get.

What kind of attachment then can

this be ? or what security can be had

for it ? With what consistency can he

leave his proper sovereign, and pretend

to be faithful to another? This is un

natural, and it is equally so to find a

foreigner seizing the emoluments due

to your subjects, who 1 abour with the

sweat of their brows tor the support or

your throne, your own people sowing

the ground, and strangers reaping the

harvest.

The real spring by which the hearts

Constitution of Aug.

of the insurgents were put in motion is

now easy to be discovered : And

should they be so happy as to find that

your majesty fees it in its true light,

they will then with the most humble

obeisance, prostrate themselves at your

majesty's feet, offering their lives and

fortunes as a sacrifice to the love they

bear your majesty, and the ardent zeal

which they have for the tranquillity

and happiness of your majesty's king

dom."

Tie Constitution of Barbadoes : From A

short History of that Island, lately pub

lished.

" * I 'HE government of Barbadoes

X consists of a governor, who is

appointed by the king; a council of

twelve men, who are al Ib appointed by

his nnjsrsty, by letters of mandamus j

and an assembly of twenty-two free

holder:', chosen by a majority of free

holders from the several parishes. Two

representatives are returned from each

parisli. The members of council (as

privy counsellors) advise and assist the

governor in all matters relative to the

government : They are also a check

upon him, if he exceeds the bounds of

his commission : They (as part of the

legislature) form the upper house, and

in pairing all laws, act as the house of

peers in Great Britain : They also,

with thegovernor, constitute the courts

of chancery and errors, where each

member gives his opinion in all causes.

The governor hath power to appoint

and displace all military officers, and

to dissolve the assembly ; and also to

place a negative upon all bills : judges

of the court, and justices of the peace,

cannot be appointed, but by and with

the consent of the council, whose ap

probation or concurrence must be ob

tained when a judge is removed from

his office. No member of council can

be removed by a governor, without

the consent of the majority of the

council, unless on some very extraor

dinary occasion not fit to be divulged

to the whole body. In such a case,

the reasons for such suspension (or re

moval) are immediately to be trans

mitted to the kingi n councj), where

the member suspended may make his

defence. A member of council vacates

his scat, by absenting himself seven

years from the council board, without

leave of absence obtained from the

king
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king, or from the commander in chief

of the island. If there are less than

seven members of council resident upon

the island, the commander in chief

hath power to fill up to that number,

until his majesty's pleasure is known,

that the business of the island may not

be retarded. The governor always fits

in council, even when acts are passed ;

a practice that seems to have been esta

blished by custom only ; for it appears

to be unconstitutional. It is not a

custom adopted by all the colonies.

The governor, besides his salary of

two thousand pounds sterling, payable

out of the four and half per cent, is en

titled to a third of seizures ; but he is

restrained from receiving any present

from the assembly, unless as a settle

ment made by the first assembly he

meets after his arrival. This settle

ment has latterly been three thousand

pounds per annum currency. In the

absence of a governor, the senior mem

ber of council acts as commander in

chief; but he cannot dissolve an assem

bly: Nor can he remove or suspend

any officer, civil or military, without

the consent of seven members of coun

cil. In other respects he has the fame

power as a governor. The president

is allowed one half of the salary or

emolument allotted to the governor.

Five members of council make a quo

rum to transact business, and to

constitute a court of chancery and

court of error. The commander in

chief collates rectors to the parishes

of the island, which are eleven.

The rectors perquisites are consi

derable 5 their income established

by law is one hundred and fifty pounds

per annum, exclusive of all presents,

and other benefits. The clergy are

all of the church of England. The re

presentatives of the people are chosen

annually by virtue of a writ (or com

mission) issued by the governor in coun

cil, directed to the eldest member of

council in each parish, authorizing

him to convene the freeholders, and

to receive their votes : afterwards, a

return of the writ, with a certificate

of the choice of the freeholders, is

made to the governor in council,

when the representatives take the state

onths and oaths of office before the go

vernor and council , which they also

do upon the accession of a new go-

August, 17C8.
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vernor or president. The assembly

chuse their speaker, who cannot act:

as such before he is presented to, and

approved by the commander in chief.

The speaker and eleven other members

constitute a house for transacting of

husinels. They chuse a clerk and mar

shal of their house. They may expel

any os their members, and may give

leave to two of them together to go off

the island for six months for recovery

of health. They have power to try

and determine all controverted elec

tions, and can adjourn themselves from,

day to day ; all longer adjournments

are mtide by the commander in chief,

or with his leave. They, together

with the governor and council, an

nually nominate the agent, the trea

surer, the store keeper of the magazines,

the comptroller of the excise, the gau-

gers 01 casks, and an inspectorof health.

Disagreements have formerly arisen

between the council and assembly con

cerning the nomination of these offi

cers, and aiso concerning the method

of issuing the public money from the

treasury; their disputes have gone so

far, that references have been made

to the throne. In passing all laws,

the house of assembly forms that part

of their constitution which the com

mons house does in England. Four of

the council nominated by the governor,

and six of the assembly named by the

speaker, are a committee for settling

the public accounts of the island ;

among which number is the treasur

er's account. The treasurer cannot

pay any public money, nor make any

particular appropriation of money,

without an act of the island, or an or

der from the governor and council.

Three of the council and four of the

assemrjly are appointed a committee to

correspond with the agent in Great

Britain. The court of exchequer 13

held by a chief baron and four assisting

barons appointed by the governor and

council. Any three make a court.

Barhidoes is divided into five precincts

though there are eleven parillies ; a

judge and four assistants preside in

each precinct. They hold a court of

common pleas for trial of all causes

once every month, from the last Mon

day in January to the latter end of

September. From these courts appeals

liit in all causes above ten pounds va-

G g g lue
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Kie to the governor and council ; and

from them in all causes above five

hundred pounds to the king and coun

cil of Great Britain. The chief judges

of the courts of common pleas take

the probate of all deeds. The go

vernor appoints the two masters in

chancery, the eseheator, and solicitor

general. The attorney general is ap

pointed by patent; the judge of the

vice admiralty court, the register, the

clerk of the crown, the secretary, and

clerk of the council, the provost mar

shal, and naval officer are appointed by

patent. The casual receiver and au

ditor general have their commissions

from the crown ; the surveyor general,

and other officers of the customs are

appointed from the department of the

treasury ; and upon a vacancy in the

customs the surveyor general nomi-

nai.is protempore. The justices of the

peace are appointed by a commission

issued by the governor with the con-

lent of the council; which commis-

ssion is generally issued soon after

the appointment of a governor.

The governor, by and with the

advice of the council, appoints a

chief justice of the court of grand ses

sions, or general gaol delivery ; which

court is appointed by law to be held

twice in every year. This court gene

rally holds four days, and is formed

by the chief justice, and any other five

justices of the peace. Six freeholders

from each parish- are returned by the

eldest member of council resident in

each parish, by virtue of the gover

nor's writ (or commission) to serve on

the grand inquest, and petty juries.

This court acquits or condemns all cri

minals, the commander in chief having

a right to respite those condemned

from time to time. The justices in

their several parishes hold a quarter

session for the appointment of consta

bles, and rectifying of abuses. The

governor appoints a coroner to each

parish. Gunners and matrosses belong

ing to each of the five divisions are

under the command of the colonels

of foot to which each division belongs;

but they are appointed by the com

mander in thief, at the recommenda

tion of the laid colonefe. The com-

niilfioners for taking care of the for

tifications are the members of council

and assembly, and field officer? belong

ing to each precinct. The (governor,

• tup, 38«,

as captain general, usually presides ac

the councils of war ; but the commis

sion of president of the councils of war

is often granted to the lieutenant ge

neral There are six regiments of foot

militia in the island, and four of horse,

besides a troop called the horse guards.

There is an excellent armoury, and

also a good train of artillery in Bar-

badoet."

Abfiraa os the Trial os John Grainger,

Daniel Clark, Richard Cornwall,

Patrick Lynch, Thomas Murray,

Peter Fljharty,aa</NicbolasM'Cabc,

for/booting at John Green, contrary t9

the Statute, on the iij} of April Lift~*.

JOHN GREEN, living at the

bottom of New Gravel Lane, Shad-

well, deposed, that he was employed

as deputy agent under Mr. William

Russel, who, as agent under Mr. Al

derman Beckford, was concerned in

the execution of the act of parliament

for regulating coal heavers; that be

fore this they were under the direction

of Justice Hodgson, and revolted from,

the coal-undertaker;, first insisting up

on i6d. a score, and then i8d. but at

last would have nothing to do with

the undertakers, and would have their

price under the act of parliament j that

Mr. Russel and the deponent had fixed

upon an office at Billingsgate for re

gistering the coal-heavers, but none of

them came there, alledging they were

under the direction of Justice Hodgson,

to whom only they would apply; that

the deponent was sent with a com

plaint to the justice, by Mr. Russel, de

siring a meeting with him, which he

excused, but would send his clerk, and

further told him, that if Mr. Russel

did not desist, he would meet with

trouble, and he would give him a pret

ty dance to Westminster-hall, for the

act of parliament was in so vague a

manner that any body might keep an

office, and that as they had the best

men at their office, they did not fear

to have the business ; that, however,

in a few days after, Mr. Russel adver

tised for men to come, but none came s

and then he advertised for their com

ing at such a time, or he would em

ploy such able-bodied men as chose

to come; whereupon many came, and

they were put in the gangs ; that

Dunster, Justice Hodgson's clerk hav

ing seen the deponent do thic at Bil

lingsgate
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Itngsgate, he brought to his door no

less tlian three or four hundred of

these men, a great many of whom

threatened they would pull down his

house, or they would jjo for him ; that

the deponent went to the Mansion-

house to acquaint the lord mayor of

the danger he was in, and received

for answer that he must be directed by

seme magistrate in his neighbourhood;

that on Saturday morning, the 1 6th of

April, the coal-heavers having put up

seme bills, a neighbour's servant went

and pulled one down, upon which the

coal-heavers cried out that Green's

maid had pulled down their bills; and

then they directly came running from

different parts to his door, to the a-

mount of one hundred and upwards.

The purport, the deponent said, of the

bills, was a libel on Mr. Alderman

Beckford, and what was done was

Mr. Russel's own doing. The acts

of violence committed by the coal-

heavers againlt this deponent, hest ap

pear from his own words.

I aflced them, said he, what they

wanted with me? They cried, by Je

sus they would have my life if I offered

to meddle with any of their bills: I

said I had not meddled with any, nor

none had that belonged to me. One

of them ciied, by Jeius he (hall have a

bill put up at his own window 5 he

took up .1 handful of dirt, and put it

upon the window, and put the hill

upon it; another of them laid hold of

toy collar, and dragged me off the step

of my door; another said, haul him

into the river: said another, by Jesus

we will drown him : I got from them,

and retreated back into my house.

After that I went to Billingsgate, and

met several of them there ; there they

threatened they would have my life.

When I came home, I saw a great

many of these people running from

their different habitations, some with

bludgeons, or broomsticks, and wea

pons of that sort ; they did not collect

themselves in a body, but were run

ning to the head of New Gravel- lane.

I believe about four or five hundred

of them came within two hundred

yards of my house; they went to Mr.

Metcalf's, a neighbour of mine, and

threatened him ; there was one of

them, a pretended fiiend of mine,

that had promised, when he knew

any thing against me, be would

The Coal-Heavbrs.
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let me know : I sat up to guard my

house, and sent my wise and children

out of the house; aster that I pre

vailed upon my wife to stay in the

house, upon this man's intelligence ;

he came about twelve, and told me

that nothing was intended against me,

that they had done the business they

were about. I went to bed and was

asleep : I was awaked by my sister-in-

law, calling, Mr. Green, Mr. Green,

for God's fake, we shall be murdered :

this was about one o'clock on the

Sunday morning. I jumped out of

bed, and ran into the next room where

my arms were; 1 took and levelled

one, and said, you rascals, if you da

not begone, I will (hoot you ; they

were then driving at my doors and

shutters, the noise was terrible, like a

parcel of men working upon a ship's

bottom; I could compare it to no

thing else. I fired among them, I be

lieve I fired about fourteen times, and

when I had not any thing ready to

fire, I threw glass bottles upon them ;

they were at this about a quarter of an

hour, when they all dispersed. On

the Monday I went to Billingsgate

about eleven, I saw several of them

there, who threatened me, Dunster

was there also; they told me they

would do for me if I did not desist

from my proceedings, which was to

register such people as applied; there

were always some of the coal-heavers

about Dunster ; he talked of the ad

vertisements that had been in tie pa

per, and said they were mine, for he

said Mr. Russel had told him he total

ly declined having any thing to say

to it, and it was my doing only; I

said, do not deceive these men, that

is very wrong of you ; I asked him, if

Mr. Russel did not tell him he would

advertise to this effect ; I began to be

afraid, and, as many of them came

about me, I left them.

Nothing happened after till Wednes

day night, that was the ?oth, about

seven in the evening ; then I saw a

great many of these coal-heavers assem

bling together about three or four

hundred yards from my house, going

up Gravel-lane; I shut up my house

as fast as I could, and told my wife

to get out of the house as fast as she

could with her children; accordingly •

she went away with the shild that was

asleep in the cradle; Giiberthorp was

Ggp in
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5n the house, drinking a pint of

beer (I did not know his n?mt then)

said I, brother tarpawlin, (he is a

sea faring man) I am afraid I (hail

have a desperate attack to night, from

what I have heard, will yon stand by

we and give me all the assistance \ou

can ? Yes, said he, that I will. When

the house was secured backwards and

forwards, I went up stairs, some stones

had broke some windows there; I be

lieve some of them had thrown stones

and mn away : I heard them call out

Wilkrs and Liberty ; I saw the neigh

bours lighting up candles ; I said to

my maid, for God's fake light up can

dles, for these people (hall have no

occasion at all to use me ill. I went

to the window and begged of them to

desist, and saidj' if they knew any

thing particular of me, I was willing

to resolve any thing they wanted to

know : seeing I could not defend my

self, I disguised myself, and put on an

old watch-coat and a Dutch cap, and

went down stairs in order to get a ma

gistrate to come and prevent my house

from being pulled down ; I had one

Dunderdale, a shoemaker, that lodged

in my house, he went with me ; when I

came down to the back door, I heard

them threaten that they would have

my life; I then found it impossible to

get out of the house ; I ran up stairs,

fully determined to defend myself as

long as I was abb; 1 spoke to them again

in the street from the window, and

desired them to tell me what I had

done : they called out in the street

they would have me and hang me over

my sign-post ; others said they would

broil and roast me, and words to that

effect: Stones came up very fast. I

then took a brace of pistols from the

table, and fired among them, loid:d

with powder only; after th.it I kept

firing away among them with what

arms I had, loaded with bird and

swan (hot ; they dispersed in the front

then ; I immediately ran backwards ;

they were heaving stones into the baik

chamber windows ; I fired from the

chamber windows ; after I had fired

some few rounds backwards, they de

sisted from heaving stenes into the

back part of the house, but I did not

find they had left the place. I was

again attacked both in the front and

back part of the house; I fired among

them sometimes from the front of my
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bouse, and sometimes from the rear ;

1 imagined they would have broke into

the house presently, if I had not kept

a warm fire upon them ; I heard them

call out several times, 1 am (hot, I am

wounded ; still they said they would

hire me and do for me. I had various

attacks in the night : I saw no file-

arms they had till eleven or twelve in

the night ; they were driving at the

door about ten, but I cannot tell with

what; I looked through the door, and

saw their hands moving, driving some

thing hard against it. About twelve

they fired into the house, both in the

front and the rear; the balls struck the

cieling in the room where I was, some

times close over my head ; as they were

in the street, and I in the one pair of

stairs, the balls went into the cieling

and dropped down on the floor ; I

could not walk about the room with

any safety, I was forced to place my

self by the wall between the windows,

and sometimes I would crawl under

the window to the next, and some

times I stood behind the brackets, and

then I would stand up and drive among

them like dung ; I have seen their

balls strike the cieling as I have stood

under the cover of the wall, and as I

have been going to fire they have come

over my head, and some lodged in the

cieling.

This firing continued all the night

and all the morning, at different pe

riods.

When I attacked them backwards,

I used to crawl out of the window on

my belly, and lie upon the wath-bouse

leads with my arms ; I have heard

them fay, you that have arms are to

fire upon him, and you that have

stones are to heave, and so many to

break the door, and so many to climb

the wall: if they got up there, they

could get in at the window from the

leads: I had Giiberthorp below to

guard the door, for part of the front

door was broke. I got off, I believe,

about nine in the morning, when I

had no more ammunition left, only

the charge that I had in my blunder

buss, exiept what was in the mulket

that would njt go off; so I said to the

men that were in the house, you see

they are suing from every quarter,

there is no help for me, they will

come in, and I can make no return,

upon them to clicok their insolence ;

die
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the best way to make them desist, is

for me to get out of the house, you

will all be very safe whether I make

my escape or not j Mr. Gilberthorp

said, do what you think best; I said,

they only want me, if they get me it

is all over, or if they know 1 am gone,

they will desist. I took my blunder

buss over my arm, and my drawn

hanger in my hand, and went out of

the back window upon the leads ; I

saw several of them in the alley, I le

velled my blunderbuss at them, and

said, you rascals, begone, or I will

blow your brains out, especially you,

(that was to one under me) but I

scorn to take your life; he said, God

bless you, Mr. Green, you are a brave

man ; he clapped his hand on his

head and ran away, I went over into

Mr. Mereton's (hip-yard ; one of the

shipwright's met me, just as I jumped,

he said, Mr. Green, foliow me; he

took me to a saw-pit, and (hewed me

a hole at the end, where the sawyers

used to put their things ; he said, go

into that hole, you will be safe enough ;

said I, don't drop a word that I am

gone over the wall; I got in, he lest

me ; there I lay till the guards came i

I heard the mob search lor me ; some

said he is gone one way, some another;

they were got into the yard, I heard

one of the shipwrights fay he is gone

over the wall and gone away by water.

When the guards came, one of the

shipwrights came to me, and desired

to know what he should do : I said, go

and tell the officer to draw his men

up and come into the yard, and I will

surrender myself to him ; the soldiers

came, and I came out of the saw-pit;

I had nothing hut my handkerchief

about my head ; I had been wounded

between ten and eleven at night ; I sur

rendered myself to the officer : Justice

Hodgson (aid, Mr. Green, you are

one of the bravest fellows that ever was ;

who do you intend to go before, me,

or Sir John Fielding ? I said, I do not

care who it is; then, said he, )Ou

will go before me ; accordingly we

went ; and when we came there he

committed me to Newgate." In

the, course of this evidence it does

not appear that the deponent swore to

the identity of any of the prisoners, as

engaged in the act of firing against, or

otherwise assailing his house, though

be did to some few of them threaten-
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ing him at Billingsgate; but this iden

tity was sworn to by the next evidence,

George Crabtree, in the persons of

Cornwall, David Clark or Clarey,

Lynch, Flaharty, and Grainger. The

first he saw fire several times towards

Green's windows ; Clark he also saw

fire after Green bad shot his brother}

Grainger he saw heaving a stone or

brickbat at Green's windows ; and

Lynch with a musket in his hand, but

did not fee him sire. Robert Ander

son swore to Clark's and Cornwall's

firing several times; as did also An

drew Evenerus to Clark's firing. Tho

mas Cummings swore to the same as

committed by Flaharty, Clark, Lynch,

Cornwall, and Murray ; and he parti

cularly accused Flaharty of getting

into his own house and firing out at

his garret windows. Philip Oram and

William Burgess corroborated the

fame as to Cornwall, and the latter

saw M'Cabe and John Grainger siring,

knowing their persons but not their

names. M'Cabe aiked him for his

sleeve-buttons to load a piece with to

fire at Green, and moreover examined

his coat, and wanted to feel in his poc

ket for something to load : M'Cabe

also enquired in the house, where he

the deponent lodged, for the pewter

spoons, and pots, to cut them in

pieces for (hot, saying he would pay

for them. There were several other

evidences to prove the identity of the

prisoner as concerned in this riot.

Some of the prisoners declared their in

nocence of the charge ; others said

they were there with the design of

keeping the peace, and preventing the

escape os Green, who had been guilty

of murder by firing out of his win

dows. Several appeared to their cha

racter, but all seven were brought in

guilty, death, and wei* executed the

26th of July, pursuant to their sentence.

IN justice to our fellow-subjects of

New- England, who if they adt

wrong yet do it upon right principles,

we mail insert what follows :

From the Boston Gazette, June 20.

FRIDAY the 10th instant towards

the evening the officers of the customs

of this port made a seizure of a sloop

belonging to and lying at the wharf

of John Hancock, Esq; which vessel

was improved as a store to put some

barrels
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barrels of oil on board, there being not

room in the owner's stores on the

wharf : After the officers took possef-

fion of the (loop, one of them made

a signal to his majesty's (hip Romney,

then lying off in the harbour, where

upon the boats belonging to said (hip

were immediately "manned and armed,

and made towards the wharf. Several

gentlemen present advised the officers

rot to move her, as their would be no

attempt allowed by the owner to rescue

her out os their hands ; but notwith

standing this declaration, her fast was.

cut away, and (he carried under the

guns of the Romney. This conduct

provoked the people who had collect

ed on the more, and in the dispute,

the collector, the comptroller of his

majesty's customs, and the collector's

son, were roughly used, and pelted with

stones, hut none of them much hurt i

The noise brought together a mixed

multitude, who followed up to the

comptroller's house, and broke a few

squares of glass, but withdrew by the

advice of some prudent gentlemen

that interposed ; they were joined by

a number of sailors, and vagrant per

sons who were suspicious of an inten

tion to pnt them on board the ship :

These went in search for one of the

man of war's boats, in their way met

with the inspector of exports and im

ports, him they attacked, broke his

sword, and tore his cloaths; but by

some assistance he with difficulty

escaped to a house in King- street. No

boat being ashore, about ten o'clock

they went to one of the docks, and

dragged out a latge pleasure boat be

longing to the collector, this they

drew along the street with lot:d huzza

ing all the way in;o the common,

where they set fire to it, and burnt it

to alhes ; they also broke several v.in-

ilows of the hoascs of the collector and

inspector general, which were nigh

the common : No other outrage was

committed that night.

There were some occurrences re

specting the officers of the Romney,

preceding this affiiir, which raised the

resentment of the populace : On the

Sunday evening before, a press-gang

went on board a vtssel just arrived from

Glasgow, and which came to anchor

off the Long Wharf, the impressed

men toi k an oppertunity while the

Man of War's Men were furling the
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fails for them, and got into the ship's

boat and rowed ashore ; it being after

fun-set, several people had assembled oa

the wharf in the cool ot the day,

who made way for the men to run

up j the press gang as soon as they

could get to their boat pursued them.

eying, stop deserters ! but no heed

being given thereto, an officer on the

wharf resented it, which raised a cla

mour, and prevented the gang from

landing : A few days after a young

man, that had served an apprenticeship

in this town was impressed out of an

inward bound (hip : Application waa

made to the captain (who it is said

promised not to detain any inhabitant

of these provinces) and he engaged to

deliver him up, it an able bodied man

was brought in his room ; such an

one was procured for three or four

guineas, but upon his being carried

on board the Romney, was refuted,

as the officers of the (hip had been in

sulted in the above affair ; many thing*

were said to the person who went to

get the young man released, reflecting

on the town, and not without some

threats : The day following a man

was taken out of an Eastern vessel by

an armed schooner that was bound to

Halifax : These transactions, with a

prospect of the trade and business of

this and the other towns being in a

manner ruined, raised such a spirit of

resentment in the people, that the

board of commissioners (those of them

who arrived last November from Eng

land) and their other officers together

with the collector and comptroller for

this port, as also the officers of the

Romney, thought it most prudent to

repair on board the ship.

On Monday the people in town

were in great agitation ; but lest any

tumult might arise at night, the con-

sequrnces whereof would be very pre

judicial, a notification was posted up

iu divers parts of the town, request.

ing the sons of liberty to meet at Li

berty-Hill on Tuesday the 14-th, at

ten o'clock in the forenoon; the ex

pectation of this meeting kept the

town in peace : Early on Tuesday

morning the colours were flying on li

berty-tree ; and at the hour appointed

vast numbers of the inhabitants ap

peared at and near the hall; but the

weather being wet and uncomfortable

in the street, tliey adjourned to Fa-

li'.uil Hall ;
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neuil-HaU 5 where it was proposed to

have a legal meeting called j accord

ingly a warrant was issued by the se

lect men to the constables, to warn a

meeting of the freeholders and other

inhabitants ofthetown, at threeo'clock;

and several gentlemen were nominated

to prepare a draft of some matters

proper to lay before them : At three

oclock the inhabitants met, bat so

great was the concourse that they were

obliged to adjourn from Faneuil Hall

to the Old South meeting-house.

It has been reported that the (loop

was seized because no permit for load

ing was taken out at the custom-house

before the oil W3S put on board ; others

report that it was for breach of the

act of trade in her last voyage, which

was from Madeira ; but which of the

reports is right we are not able lo in

form the public.

At a meeting of the freeholders, and

other inhabitants of the town of

Boston, in pursuance of the notifi

cation, present a larger number

than was ever known on any occa

sion.—After very cool and delibe

rate debates upon the distressed

circumstances of the town, and the

present critical situation of their af

fairs, it was unanimously voted,

That a committee wait on his ex

cellency the governor of the pro

vince, with the following petition,

viz.

Provinct osthe Massachusetts Bay.

To his excellency Francis Bernard,

Fl'ii governor and commander in

chief in and over said province, and

vice admiral of the same:

The inhabitants of the town of Boston,

in town meeting legally assembled,

Humbly (hew,

" THAT your petitioners consider

the British constitution as the basis of

their safety and happiness. By that,

is established ; no man fliall be go

verned by laws, nor taxed but by him

self, or representative legally and fair

ly chosen, and to which he does not

give his own consent.

In open violation of ibese fundamen

tal rights of Britons, bws and taxes

are imposed on us, to which we not

only have not given our consent, but

against which we have most firmly re

monstrated.

1 Dutiful petitions have been preferred

to our molt gracious sovereign, which
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(though to the great consternation of

the people, we now learn, have been

cruelly and insidiously prevented reach

ing the royal presence) we have waited

to receive a gracious answer to with

the greatest attention to the public

peace till we find ourselves invaded

with an armed force, seizing, im

pressing and imprisoning the persons

of our fellow subjects, contrary to ex

press acts of parliament.

Menaces have been thrown out, fit

only for Barbarians, which already af

fect us in the most sensible manner,

and threaten us with famine and deso

lation, as all navigation is obstructed,

upon which alone our whole support

depends, and the town is at this crisis

in a situation, nearly such, as if war

was formally declared against it.

To contend with our parent state,

is in our idea the most mucking and

dread' ul calamity ; but tamely to re.

linquilh the only security we and our

posterity retain of the enjoyment of

our lives and properties, without one

struggle, is so humiliating and base,

that we cannot support the reflection.

We apprehend, Sir, that it is at your

option, in your power, and we would

hope in your inclination, to prevent

this distressed and justly incensed peo

ple from effecting too much, and from

the (hame and reproach of attempting

too little.

As the board ofcustoms have thought

fit, of their own motion, to relinquish

the exercise of their commission here*

and as we cannot but hope, that, be

ing convinced of the impropriety and

injustice of the appointment of a board,

with such enormeus powers, and the

inevitable destruction which would en

sue from the exercise ot their office,

will nevsr re-assume it: We flatter

ourselves, your excellency will, in ten

derness to this people, use the best

means in your power to remove the

other grievance we so justly complain

of, and issue your immediate order, to

the commander of his majesty's (hip

Romney, to remove from this harbour,

till we (hall be ascertained of the suc

cess of our applications.

And your petitioners, as in duty

bound, &c."

At the fame time the town directed

their committee to prepare a letter

to Dennis De Berdt, Esq; in London,

setting forth th: ccnJuctof the com

missioner*
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mi (lioners and officers of the customs,

and the officers of hit majesty's ship

Romney, relating to a seizure made

the preceding Friday, as well as the

behaviour of some of the inhabi

tants the evening following, in an

impartial manner, supported by

arKdavits, to prevent the ill impres

sions that may be made by a misre

presentation ; and then adjourned to

the next day.

At the adjournment on Wednesday

the 15th, the committee appointed

to present the town's petition to the

governor, reported from his excel

lency the following answer, viz.

Gentlemen,

" My office and station make me a

very incompetent judge of the rights

you claim against acts of parliament ;

and therefore it would be to no pur

pose for me to express my opinion

thereupon. All I can fay is, that I

shall not knowingly infringe any of

your rights, and privilege*, but shall

religiously maintain all those which are

committed to me as a servant of the

king.

In regard to the impressing men for

the service of the king in his (hips of

war, it is practised in Great Britain,

and all other his majesty's dominions,

and therefore I cannot dispute it iu this

part of them. But I shall use my ut

most endeavours to get it regulated so

as to avoid all the inconveniencies to

this town which you are apprehensive

of; and from the knowledge I have

of Captain Corner, I have no doubt of

my succeeding therein.

I cannot pretend to enter into any

dispute between you and your parent

state: I desire to be a faithful servant

in regard to both ; and I shall think

myself most highly honoured, if I can

be in the lowest degree an instrument

in preserving a perfect conciliation be

tween them. I can assure yon, that if

it was as much in my power as it is in

my will, it would always be pre

served.

I am obliged by all kinds of duty,

by my general instructions, and by his

majesty's special orders, to protect, aid

and assist the commissioners of the

customs (appointed under the great

seal os Great Britain in pursuance "I

an act of parliament) aud their offi

cers in their persons and offices. And

whether they shall or shall not relia-
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quish the exercise of their commission,

I must not fail to give them all the

protection, aid, and assistance in my

power. If in so doing I shall give

offence, I shall be sorry for it. But

I shall never regret the doing my duty.

I have no command over his majes

ty's (hips, and therefore cannot issue

such orders as you desire, nor indeed

any order to the commander of his

majesty's (hip the Romney. And

it would be highly improper for me to

make a requisition to him to remove

from this harbour, when I know he

is stationed here by a superior officer,

and .cannot remove from hence but by

his order.

Fra. Bernard."

The committee at the fame time re

ported the draft of a letter to Mr.

De Berdt, which was read and una

nimously accepted, and the commit

tee were directed to forward the

same.^together with such affidavits

as they should obtain by the first

vessel.

At this adjournment the town ap

pointed another committee, to pre

pare instructions for their represen

tatives, at this alarming crisis ; and

further adjourned to Fiiday the

17th, at three o'clock.

On Friday the town met by adjourn

ment, and received the report of

their committee, and unanimously

voted the following instructions to

their representatives, viz.

To the Hon. James Otis and Thomas

Culhing, Esqrs. Mr. Samuel Adams,

and John Hancock, Esq.

Gentlemen,

AFTER the rspeal of the late

" American stamp act, we were hap

py in the pleasing prospect of a resto

ration of that tranquility and unani

mity among ourselves, and that har

mony and affection between our pa

rent country and us, which had gene

rally subsisted before that detestable

act ; but, with the utmost grief and

concern, we find that we flattered

ourselves too soon, and that the root

of bitterness is yet alive. The prin

ciple on which that act was sounded

continues in full force, and a revenue

is still demanded from America.

We have the mortification to ob

serve one act os parliament aster ano

ther passed for the express purpose of

raising
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railing a revenue from us ; to fee our

money continually collecting from us

without our consent, by an authority

in the constitution of which we have

no (hare, and over which we have no

kind of influence or controul ; to see

the little circulating cash that remain

ed among us for the support of our

trade, from time to time transmitted

to a distant country, never to return,

or what in our estimation is worse, if

possible, appropriated to the mainte

nance of swarms of officers and pen

sioners in idleness and luxury, whose

example has a tendency to cor

rupt our morals, and whose arbitrary

dispositions will trample on our rights.

Under all these misfortunes and af

flictions, however, it is our fixed re.

solution to maintain our loyalty and

duty to our most gracious sovereign, a

reverence and due subordination to

the British Parliament as the frJpreme

legislative in all cafes of necessity, for

the preservation of the whole empire,

and our cordial and sincere affection

for our parent country, and to use

Our utmost endeavours for the preser

vation of peace and order among our

selves j waiting with anxious expecta

tion for a favourable answer to the

petitions and solicitations of this conti

nent, for relief. At the fame time it

is our unalterable resolution, at all

times, to assert and vindicate our dear

and invaluable rights and liberties, at

the utmost hazard of our lives and for

tunes ; and we h:ive a full and rational

confidence that no designs formed a-

gainst them will ever prosper.

That such dtfigns have been formed,

and are still in being, we have reason

to apprehend. A multitude of place

men and pensioners, and an enormous

train of underlings and all dependants,

all novel in this country, we have seen

already : their imperious tempers, their

ram, inconsiderate and weak behavi

our, are well known.

In this situation of affairs, several

armed vessels, and among the relt his

majesty's ship of war the Romney,

have appeared in our harbour; and the

last, as we believe, by the express appli

cation of the board of commissioners,

with design to over- awe and terrify

the inhabitants of this town into base

compliances and unlimited submission,

has been anchored within a cable's

length of the wharfs.

August, 1768.
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But passing over other irregularities,

we are assured, that the last alarming

act of that (hip, viz. the violent, and,

in our opinion, illegal seizure of a

vessel lying at a wharf, the cutting of

her falls, and removing her with an

armed force in an hostile manner, under

the protection of the king's ship,

without any probable cause of seizure

that we know of, or indeed any cause

that has yet been made known ; no

libel or prosecution whatever having

yet been instituted against her, was

by the exprtss order, or request in

writing, of the board of commissioner*

to the commander of that ship.

In addition to all this, we are conti

nually alarmed with rumours and re

ports of new revenue acts to be passed,

new importations of officers and pen

sioners to fuck the life-blood of the

body politic, while it is streaming

from the veins : Fresh arrival of stiip*

of war to be a still severer restraint

upon our trade; and the arrival of a

military force to dragoon us into pas-

five obedience ; orders and requisitions

transmitted to New-York, Halifax,

and to England for regiments to pre

serve the public peace.

Under the distresses arising from this

state of things, with the highest con

fidence in your integrity, abilities,

and fortitude, you will exert your

selves, gentlemen, on this occasion,

that nothing be left undone that may

conduce to our relief; and in parti

cular we recommend it to your consi

deration and dilcretion, in the first

place, to endeavour that impresses of

all kinds may, if possible, be prevent

ed. There is an act of parliament in

being, which has newer been repealed,

for the encouragement of the trade to

America : We mean by the 6th Ann.

chap. 37. sect. 9. it is enacted, " That

r.o mariner, or other person who (hall

serve on board, or be retained to

serve on board any privateer, or tra

ding ship or vessel that shall be employ

ed in any part of America, nor any

mariner, or other person, being on

shore in any part thereof, (hall be lia

ble 10 be impressed, or t.iktn away by

any officer or officers of, 01 belonging

to any of her majesty's ships of war,

impowered by the lord high admiral,

or any other person whatsoever, un

less such mariner shall have before de

serted from such lliip of war belonging

II h h to
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to her majesty, at any time after the

14th day of February, 1707, upon

pain that any officer or officer! so im

pressing, or taking away, or causing

to be impressed or taken away, any

mariner or other person, contrary to

the tenor anil true meaning of this

act, fliall forfeit to the master, or

owner or owners of any such sliip or

vessel, 10 1. for every man he or they

shall so tinpres* or take, to be recover

ed, with full costs of suit, in any court

within any part of her majesty's do

minions 1" So that any impresses of

any mariner, from any vessel whatever,

appears to be in direct violation of an

act of parliament.—In the next place,

it is our desire that you enquire and

use your endeavours to promote a par

liamentary enquiry fur the a. tliors and

propagators of such alarming rumours

and reports as we have mentioned be

fore ; and whether the commissioners,

or any other persons whatever, have

really wrote, or sollicited, for troops

to be sent here from New-York, Ha

lifax, England, or elsewhere, and for

what end j and that you forward, if

you think it expedient, in the house of

Representatives, resolutions, that eve

ry such person who shall solicit or pro

mote the importation os troops at this

time, is au enemy to this town and

province, and a dilturber of the peace

and good order of both.

Then the meeting ivas disseised. (See

p. 383.)

Summary os ike Trial os Donald Mac-

lane, on Tuesday Aug. 9, al Guild-

ford Asp.rjs, for the Murder cs Wil

liam Allen, jua. on tbe totb os May

last in St. George's Fields. (Set p.

*77-) . , , ,

MR. Serjeant Leigh, counsel for

the prosecution, having opened

the trial with a speech suitable to the

purpose, proceeded tu an examination

of witnesses, and produced two, one

Skidmore a discharged marine, and

one Twaites a country lad, who had

been about a fortnight in Mr. Allen's

service as an ostler. These evidences

swore positively to the identity of the

prisoner, and were the only people 011

the p3rt of the prosecution, who de

clared any knowledge of his person.

The latter, however, differed in his

own accounts of the transaction, and

the testimony which he gave before

Aug.

the coroner was contradicted by the

deposition which he gave into court.

The next witnesses, Okins and

Brawn, swear that they were in the

cowhouse with Mr. Allen at the time

he was mot ; and the latter particular

ly fays, that he was going to strike

down the soldier's muiquer, which

was levelled at the deceased, but that

another soldier seeming ready to pre

sent at himself, the care which he had

for his own life, together with his ter

ror at the situation of Mr. Allen, obli.

ged him to retire. Okins fays, that

when he heard the soldier threaten

Mr. Allen, he (Okins) fell down with

an excess of apprehension ; neither,

however, though so near to the sol

dier, could swear to his identity ; and

what is the more remarkable, each

was unseen by the other. Okins ne

ver once recollecting Brawn's being

present, and Brawn being equally ig

norant of Okins. Several other wit

nesses appeared for the prosecution,

but as they prove nothing so material

as the evidences already mentioned,

and chiefly tend to clear up what

is universally admitted, namely, Mr.

Allen's being wholly unconcerned in

the riots of the day, it is not necessary

to take any particular notice of them.

The evidence for the prosecution

being ended, the prisoner's council

produced their witnesses ; the first of

whom, Samuel Gillam, Esq; declared,

That on the 10th of M^y, having

been previously applied to by the mar-

slul os the King's Bench prison for a

guard, hecameinto St. George's Fields,

where a detachment of one hundred

men, properly officered, had been or

dered. Heie the mob were exceeding

ly riotous ; and Mr. Gillam tells us,

that he himself was several times struck

with a variety of missile articles. A

paper had been stuck up against the

prison, which seemed the raving of

some patriotic bedlamite, and in six

lines, as stupid as they were seditious,

talked about liberty being confined

with Mr. Wilkes, and desiring all

good Englishmen to pay their daily ho

mage, at the place where those inva

luable blessings were lodged. This

paper bad been taken down by the con

stables, a ciicumstance which gave the

generous asstrtors of freedom incredible

ostence, and they roared out, " Tit

paper, the paper, give us the paper."

5 Mr.
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Mr. Gillam answered, that if any per

son there would claim the property

of the paper, it should be immediately

jestored, and gave it into Mr. Ponton's

hands, before the rioters, to keep till

somebody should be bold enough to

make so particular a demand. This

enraged the populace still farther, and

a patriot in two dirty red waistcoats,

but without any coat, distinguishing

himself in throwing stones at the ma

gistrates, the constables received orders

to apprehend him ; in this service

they were assisted by Mr. Murray, the

ensign on duty, and five or six gre

nadiers. The fellow fled, and was pur

sued by the grenadiers; lie escaped in

to a cow-house, and (hut the door as

ter him, but the soldiers continued

their puifuit, and in a little time the

report of a musquet was heard; in a

few minutes after they returned, and

Peter Mac Cloughlan, with an air of

{jieat concern, and a tone of much

distress, informed Mr. Murray, that

his piece had gone off accidentally,

and that a man was killed—" Damn

oil, replied Mr. Murray, Who gaiit

you orders to fire?" " Nobody, an

swered Mac Cloughlan, it went off

entirely by accident." This circum

stance Mr. Gillam deposed he took

particular notice of, because the man

testified every natural sign of concern

and humanity.

The cow house has three doors, or

gates,' one at each fide, and another

at one of the ends. The fellow in

the red waistcoat got in at a side door,

and is supposed to have escaped the

opposite way j just at this unfortunate

crisis young Mr. Allen, who was also

in a red waistcoat, entered at the door

out of which the rioter had fled, so

that when the soldiers opened the door

nearest to them, they found a person

in a red waistcoat, and this person

was shot by Mac Cloughan, as he

himself confessed; but whether by acci

dent or design is not at all necessary to

the present object of enquiry ; the en

quiry now is, whether Mr. Allen was

(hot by Maclane, or whether he was

not.

Mr. Gillam swears peremptorily

that Maclane is not the man who made

the confession alluded to, and Corpo

ral Neale, with Serjeant Earle, Ser

jeant Steuart, aud several private men,

who were that day in St. George'.-

fields, and some of whom were likewise

at the cow-house, in pursuit of the

rioter, either declare, that they heard

Mac Cloughan's own acknowledgment

of the fact, or swtar that Maclane

did not enter the Cowhouse at all.

One of the private men particularly,

James Hide, fays he was in the cow

house when Mac Cloughan's piece

went off, and adds, that there, was at

that time, nobody in it but the deceas

ed, Mac Cloughan and himself.

Many of the military witnesses swear

that they can easily tell, by looking at

a musquet, if it has been newly dis

charged, and they express themselves

with certainty, that Maclane's was. not

discharged at all on the 10th of May.

To this they add, that Mac Cloughan,

from an apprehension of consequences

has deserted.

The evidence for the prosecution

however, took notice, that Maclane's

musquet was particularly examined,

and that he was even ordered from the

ranks upon a presumption, as they

imagine, that the officers themselves

were satisfied he was the person by

whom Mr. Allen had been killed.

But this circumstance is very well ac

counted for on the other side ; where

several of the witnesses prove, that af

ter the accidental discharge which

Mac Cloughan mentions of his piece,

and the unhappy consequence, Mr.

Murray, the ensign, observing Mac

lane's musquet on a full cock, re*

proached him with negligence, and

took the piece out of his hand to look

at ; Maclane mentioned in his excuse,

that his flint was too large, and that if

he kept it upon a half cock, he should

lose all the priming fiom his pan.

Some person seeing the transaction,

and hearing Maclane reproached, con

cluded he was the person who had (hot

Mr. Alien ; and they pointed him out

as a murderer—the officer, therefore,

thought it necessary, for the man's

security, to remove him from the

ranks, but finding him more liable to

danger then, than when he was with

the corps, he ordered him to his for

mer station. However, as he was

positively sworn to, the military were

forced to give him up, notwithstand

ing their consciousness of his inno

cence ; and Mr. Gillam, as a magis

trate, was obliged to receive the

charge, notwithstanding he was so

H h h x * perfectly
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perfectly acquainted with Mac Clou-

ghan's declaration.

Such was the general scope of the

e»idence on this trial ; after which the

judge summed up the evidence, but de

clined saying much from himself, as the

question did not turn upon any difficult

points; the jury withdrew, and in

about an hour returned with a verdict

of Not Guilty. Mr. Wilkes, who was

all the time at the Red Lion Inn, op

posite to the court, was taken to town

the moment the prisoner was acquit

ted. He was only examined a few mi

nutes by the Grand Jury. He was

brought back on Tuesday night to the

King's Bench Prison.

The Grand Jury dismissed the bills

against the officer and the other soldi

ers.

The above trial began about half an

hour after seven in the morning, and

lasted near nine hours. The counsel

for the prosecution were Mr. Serjeant

Leigh, Mr. Lucas, Mr. Lade, and

Mr. Baker ; those for the prisoner

were, Mt. Hervey, Mr. Cox, Mr.

Bifh»p, and Mr. Robinson.

[What has been printed as A Sum

mary of the Trial of Donald Maclane

is false in a variety of particulars, as

well as very imperfect. It lays, speak

ing of Skidmore and Twaites, " These

evidences swore positively to the iden

tity of the prisoner, and were the on

ly people on the part of the prosecu

tion, who declared any knowledge of

his person." Now, Sir, I am told,

that Mr. Geerge Milford Flowers de

posed, that as he went in the hackney

coach with Donald Maclane from the

King's Bench to the New Gaol, the

prisoner cried very much, and said,

be bosed that he JhouU meet <witb mercy,

for that his piece ivext off by accident.

Is not this confrjp.on the strongest evi

dence that young Allen was killed b/

Mac Lane and not by Mac Cloughlan ?

And does it not fix the fact on the

person of the prisoner, whom Mr.

Flowers saw in court, and swore to

be the same he heard that declaration

from in the hackney coach? I own,

fir, two or three plain witnesses, whom

I knew to be men ol strict veracity,

and uninterested in the cause, would,

in my mind, establish a fact beyond the

collective evidence of every soldier of

theThird Regiment, deeply prejudiced,

Aug.

as well as interested, and wishing to

get oft* a comrade. But, sir, all this

must be left to the impartial tribunal

of the public, who will not fail to

judge uprightly both the judge and

jury, equally With the prisoner, as soon

as they are furnished with the means

of informatics!, which ought not to ba

refulcJ to them. Plain Truth.]

To the P R I N T E R, tit.

SIR,

ARTICLES of intelligence have

for some time been daily reitera

ted in the public pipers, importing

that government has adopted and re

solved to pursue vigorous measures re

lative to our American colonies ; by

which I understand, that an armament

is meant to be sent thither, to act of

fensively against the inhabitants; and

that troops were actually ordered on

this service, has been frequently assert

ed ; and though for some time I have

flattered myself that these assertions

were but the idle suggestions of those

ignorant and inhuman wretches among

us, who wish to fee the miseries of war

transplanted into our colonies, as a

punishment for their temerity, in de

nying the omnipotence of a British

parliament, and its right of disposing

of their property ; yet I now begin to

fear there is some reality in these re

ports, which must be alarming to all

but the ignorant. I have already pub-

lickly desired, (and now repeat my

desire) to know from the abettors of

these hostile measures, in what service

a military force is to be employed on

its arrival in America r Is it to intimi

date or insult a people who live

in perfect submission to the civil au

thority ? or is it to murder those

who have the lunelt fortitude to pro

test against an infringement of our

natural rights? These being the only

services in which troops can be em

ployed, in the present situation of

thing*, unless an accidental rabble

might give them opportunity to repeat

the tragic scene lately exhibited in St.

George's Fields.

When I reflect on the importance of

our connections with these Colonies ;

when I consider that the ballance »f

trade to almost every other country is

against us, and that it is our com

merce with them which alone assorts

employment,
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employment, and, consequently sub-

lilter.ee to our manufacturers, I am not

a little alarmed at tbe precipitate reso

lutions so inconsiderately taken on an

object of the last importance to the

very being of this kingdom. The

great object of our present dispute

with the colonies is the right of parlia

mentary taxation, which this king

dom has lately assumed ; but which

they deny, and support their denial by

arguments which are yet unanswered;

every attempt that has been made for

that purpose has only exposed the

weakness of our pretensions. But if

in reality we have the right which we

claim, we have men of sufficient ability

to make it apparent; which, if practi

cable, it is not only our interest, but

duty to do, since convincing the colo

nists of the justice of our pretensions,

would be the most natural, and, I be

lieve most successful method of enga

ging their compliance.

jJut from the weakness of the at

tempts already made for that purpose,

and from the veneration they enter

tain for the sentiments of those wise

•and illustrious patriots, Lord Chatham,

and the present Lord High Chancellor,

(expressed on this subject) confirmed

by the reason and aptitude os things,

I am fully convinced that the parlia

ment of this kingdom has no constitu

tional right to dispose of the property

of our sellow-subjccts in America,

until they are represented therein,

which, at present is far from being

the cafe.

We honour our glorious ancestors

for their magnanimity in defending

and transmitting to us the blessings of

our happy constitution, and shall we

condemn our American brethren for

endeavouring to preserve the rights of

this very constitution, and transmit

them inviolate to their descendants ?

Shall we punish in them the very con

duct we justly applaud in our progeni

tors ? Or, in a word, shall we become

the abettors of injustice, and that to

wards our brethren and fellow-sub

jects, descendants from our common

ancestors, and heirs to our common

privileges ? I blush, my countrymen,

at the thought ! Yet what else can be

intended by those vigorous measures

which are to be pursued? Measures

pregnant with the most fatal conse

quences to tbe common and insepara

ble interest of this kingdom and her

colonies ! Should an armament be sent

to America, to enforce a submission to

impositions which they judge unconsti

tutional, should our natural superiori

ty prevail, and should their natural

affection to us engage them rather to

submit to the tyranny of their parent

country, than implore foreign aid ;

or, in a word, should we reduce them

to the most abject submission, even

then our very success would prove

our ruin. Though oppressed by our

force, their resentment at our in

justice would prompt them to revenge

our inhumanity, by destroying all

intercourse with the kingdom, a mea

sure, which by their situation, is easily

practicable, and which would render

them useless to us. Our trade would

then languish, our labourers starve,

and intestine divisions accelerate our

fall. These consequences, however

melancholy, are the most favourable

which can result from those vigorous

measures which some so eagerly de-

fire. But should a hardy and brave

people, inflamed by the love of liberty,

even to enthusiasm, resist our force,

and urged to despair, should they pre

fer foreign protection 10 British tyran

ny, what would be the consequence ?

What an increase of wealth and power

would the accession of these colonies

convey to our natural enemies ? These

events to many may appear chimerical,

but my situation has furnished me

with peculiar advantages of judging

on this subject, and I wish our miscon

duct may not too soon convince us of

their reality.

We are told, and (hall be told, that

we are loaded with heavy taxes, and

that justice requires that our fellow-

subjects in Ameiica should (hare the

burthen. By this, my countrymen,

you are rendered the dupes to ministe

rial policy. Impositions are not ex

tended to" America with design to

lessen your taxes, but to augment the

number of placemen, and the power

of the crown, already too enormous ;

besides, it ought to be considered, that

in compelling the colonies to purchase

our manufactures, they pay all the

taxes imposed on our manufactures in

the advanced price to which they are

raised by these taxes ; and if that is

not
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not an equitable share of the common always the result of war.
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burthen, why is not application made

in a constitutional manner to the as

semblies of their representatives, as

was practised during the late war,

when they amply demonstrated their

loyalty, by complying with every re

quisition made by his mr.jefty; and

when Massachuset's bay and Connec

ticut alone, raised and supported ten

thousand soldiers for the common ser

vice, though the pay of the private men

was necessarily three times greater than

that of those in the pay ot this king

dom ; and cursed be the policy of tiiat

ignorant financier who first destroyed

this constitutional method of obtaining

assistance from the coloi.ies ; and in

stead projected the stamp act, thereby

impairing their natural affection to

this kingdom, and exciiing jealousy

and distrust of its intentions. This,

however, might have been overcome

by the equitable repe.il of that act,

had it not been followed by others of

a similar and not less pernicious conse

quence. If the advice of one who is

actuated by a love of justice, and an

anxious concern for the prosperity of

this kingdom, might be pursued, our

pretensions to an unconstitutional au

thority over the colonies would soon

be disclaimed, and those men only em

ployed in the public service, who from

principle are its declared enemies.

This would soon conciliate our un

happy differences and revive our com

merce; theculonses would then grate

fully participate the common burthen,

when allowed to make it a voluntary

act. This is a measure not only con

venient, but necessiry. The time will

soon arrive, when from the incessant

migration of soreigneis to our colo

nies, and their rapid increase, other

motives than force will he necessary to

secure their dependance on this king

dom ; and their love or hatred, not

withstanding our present indifference,

■will then become an object of impor

tance.

I am, Sir, your'l, &c.

C.UUi Memmius.

Translation of a Letter srem M. Voltaire

to tic Chevalier Vanlommer at Lon

don.

S I R,

YO U know, without doubt, that

peace is made al Geneva. It is

After tilting

at one another for some time, men al

ways return to conditions of peace, in

expectation of some new rupture. Man

is a little sovereign ; beloves peace on

account of his own tranquility j bur he

has a strong propensity to war, to dis

turb the tranquility of others.

Eurcptou^ht to admire the prudence

of the Genevtfe competitors, and their

regard for humanity during the confu

sions of war : not one drop of blood hat

been sited bv them. We cannot fay

the saineof Ncut'chatel : a bloody scene

has been acted there. Gaudot, the at

torney-general, has fallen by the sword

of aflaflini. His corpse, pierced with

wounJs, could scarce obtain a burial.

But peace is not re-established by the

de3th of that unfortunate magistrate.

The cantons of Lucerne, Fribourg,

and Soleure, have furnished a body of

men which guards the town: general

Lentulus is encamped at Aneti the

chevalier de Pianta, a major in the ser

vice of the kin™ of Prussia, is gone to

that monarch ; and I doubt not but that

prince will lliongly relent the outrage,

which has been none to him in the

person of the attorney general. The

repose of Neufchatel »iil not be re-el-

tal.liihed without strangling two or

three of the ringleaders. The humane

citizen groans at being under a neces

sity to serve ;.g:iin the murderers. But,

by mischance, such is the condition of

humanity, that one evil can seldom be

remedied but by two others, and thole

again by a great many more. Man

kind is propense to revenge, and of

tentimes the persecutor himself is per

secuted in his turn. One half of the

world is incessantly at war with the

either: there is no such thing as a truee

between them. To conciliate their af

fections, it must be lai(i down as a pre

liminary article ; " That every one

lhould renounce his particular inte

rest ;" but this is an impossibility : For

then mankind would cease to be men,

and become, a chimera, which has no

reality.

Oltl Clement is at war with young

Ferdinand. Kome and Naples cannot

agree, and the Pope makes use of his

worn-out arms against a prince who has

bayonet! and mulkets. France, Spain,

and Portugal join their arms with the

latter, aud prove by an argument ad

lominem, that Clement dotes, and that

he
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he ought to submit, so as to recall his

bull, which is the shame of the Vati

can. But the sovereign pontirfregards

it as a point ofconscience, and intends,

by his obstinacy, to join the crown of

.martyrdom to the tiara of the pontiff;

as if God loved the Jesuits well enough

to grant the palm to their grand ad

miral !

If, from the fields of Rome, we

turn our eyes toward the North, we

shall fee Poland a prey to domestic dis

sensions. One part of the nation in

arms against the other: the patriot,

under the title of confederate, destroy

ing the patriot ; and all this for the

glory of God, and the honour of re

ligion! as if that holy religion had not

abolished both sacrificers and victims.

But what ought equally to engige the

rights of humanity, is, that a foreign

power enters in arms, and forces a na

tion, which is free, and governed by

its own laws, to receive thole which it

imposes with bayonets fixed. What

would the Engliih fay, if the king of

France should come at the head of a

hundred thousand men to impole laws

upon England ? Would he meet with

a favourable reception from that na

tion, so jealous of its rights and li

berties ? Would they not fay to him,

alter throwing a few barrels ol powder

in his face, "sir, wbydo)ou med

dle with us ? have you any thing to

do here? get bsck again into your own

kingdom; you are no legillaior in

uin b. Shew your despotism at home,

and leave us to enjoy our liberties."

But the Poles are weak and Catherine

has strung reasons to produce on her

side; witness the bifliop cf Cracow,

who was confined at Schlusselbourg in

the fame apaitinent as the czar Peter

111. finished his caieerin.

Voltaire.

To the PRINTER, Sfc.

S I R.

TH E tender concern I have always

had for the beautiful part of my

fellow creatures has made me most

attentively observe, from my youth up

ward (for I am now a very old man)

all the variations of their fashions and

whims of dress, of all which I have

kept a regular chronicle, insomuch that

I can in a moment's time turn to the

Anno Domini ol the coloured hoods,

the cnoimous licop petticoats, and the
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commodious sack or robe, especially

favourable to deformed shapes, or un

authorised pregnancies. But in all

this mutability of modes, my fair coun

trywomen havs always outshone all

.others in splendid cleanliness as well as

beauty, till very lately, that invention

being perhaps exhausted, the reverse

of that characteristics! neatness has at

last had it's turn.

You easily guess, Sir, that I allude

to the present prodigious, unnatural,

monstrous and dirty mode of dressing

the hair, which, adorned with many

jewels, makes them at once Ihine and

stink upwards.

As I am a great frequenter of public

places, I have experienced this me

lancholy truth ; for attracted by my

eyes to approach as near as I could to

these beautiful creatures, I have soon

been repelled by my nose, and been

obliged to retire to a respectful dis

tance. For (I will speak it out) I

have had the honour of smeHing in the

most unsavoury manner very many

heads of the first rank and condition,

thus verifying the Newtonian doctrine

of attraction anil repulsion.

I went the other morning to make

a visit to an elderly aunt of mine, when

I found her pulling off her cap, and

tendering her head to the ingenious

Mr. Gilchri.'l, who has lately obliged

the public with a molt excellent essay

upon hair. He alked her how long it

was since her head had been opened

or repaired. She answered, not above

nine weeks. To which he replied,

that that was as long as a head couid

well go in the summer, and that there

fore it was proper to deliver it now;

for he confessed that it begun to be a

little bazarJt. He then alked my aunt

how (he chose to be coiffee, whether a

la Cybele, a la Gcrgonnc, or a la Venus.

My aunt answered, that .; la Gorgonne

was horrible, but that Ihr prefei red a la

Cybele, mitigated with a little of a la

Venus. Here I could not help inter

rupting the conversation, by desiring

Mr. Gilchrist to expound to me theic

terms of art which he had mer.tionfd ;

which he did in the following molt

obliging manner. A la Cybele, Sir, laid

he, is to raise the hair true or false

together, about a foot high, and tower-

wise, as you lee Cybele represented in

antient Bustos. That a la Gorgtnnt

required the curls to be looser, moie

niovcable
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moveable, and to serpent with all the

motions of the head : But that a la Ve

nus admitted but of few curls, because

Venus was supposed to be risen out of

the sea, and consequently not to have

her hair very crisp. My aunt inter

rupted our conversation by telling Mr.

Gilchrist, that she desired not to be

eoiffee in the highest extreme of the

fashion ; for that when a woman wat

turned of fifty (by the way (be is se

venty-three) the dress should be modest

to a certain degree.

When Mr. Gilchrift opened my

aunt's head, as he calledit, 1 must con

fess it's effiuvias affected my sense of

smelling disagreeably, which stench,

however, did not surprize me, when

I observed the great variety of mate

rials employed in raising the dirty Fa-

brick. False locks to supply the great

deficiency of native hair, pomatum

with profusion, greasy wool to bolster

up the adopted locks, and grey pow

der to conceal at once age and dirt,

and all these caulked together by pins

ofan indecent length, and correspond

ing colour. When the comb was ap

plied to the natural hair, I observed

swarms of animalculas running about

in the utmost consternation, and in

different directions, upon which I put

my chair a little further from the ta

ble, and asked the operator whether

that numerous swarm did not from

time to time send out colonies to other

parts of the body ? He assured me that

they could not; for that the quantity

of powder and pomatum formed a glu

tinous matter, which, like lime twiggs

to birds, caught and clogged the lit

tle natives, and prevented their migra

tion. Here I observed my aunt to be

in a good deal of confusion, and (lie

told me that she would not detain me

any longer from better company j for

that the operations of the toilette were

not a very agreeable spectacle to by

standers, but that they were an una

voidable evil ; for after all, if one did

not drels i little like other people, one

should be pointed at as one went along.

I willingly took the hint, and leave

of my aunt, glad to get oft" fase from

the danger of any bold and adven

turous emigrants.

If this plain narrative of a matter of

fa6t may contribute to restore my dear

countrywomen to their primitive clean

liness, I shall think my tim« well spent,

and I.believe you will think your pi ess

well employed ; but if not, we must

e'en leave them to the care of the sca

vengers, now that the city of West

minster begins to havefame polite.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

Our penal laws unequal.

TH E extravagance of folly the

outragious wantonness of vice,

never were more flagrant in any

country where the gospel would open

its heavenly contents before every eye,

than in this land and age of Britons.—

Some prodigies of lewdness have not

indeed, without trembling, escaped

their just demerits in our courts of ju

dicature, but many others have been

found guilty of the most shocking bar

barities, very much owing, as several

have observed, to the inequality of

our penal laws, which loudly call for

an amendment. We are excessively

prodigal in taking away life. We pu

nish with death crimes of a small ac

count when compared with others of

a far deeper dye, which either are un

noticed, or else have no heavier pu

nishment than those slighter crimes.—

For example, adultery and feduBion,

are, undoubtedly, in the eye of truth,

reason, and common sense, crimes of

a more malignant nature and destruc

tive tendency, than various species of

crime which are made capital : and

yet, those are practised by many with

much security, and if punished at all,

are not made capital.—But what com

parison is there between the injury

done me by stealing my horse, or my

sheep, or taking my purse, and that of

violating my bed, or seducing and de

bauching my daughter ?—The vilest

of malefactors are allowed to live

among us.

Murtber indeed by the laws merits

death ; and ought not in any case to

meet with either connivance, or par

don.—No power on earth has aright

to conceal, or to forgive murther.

The express law of God requires,

that be ivbo Jbeds man's blood, shall by

man baiie his blocd /bed. Such mis

creants are not fit to nve in society.—

But theft and robbery are crimes of a

much inferior nature, and which ought

to have a very different punishment.

Nay,
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Nay I will presume to say, there is even

a species of murther among'us punisha

ble with death, which always gives me

pain and excites my pity : I mean,

where the female has been most wick

edly deluded and debauched, and from

an irresistible effort of shame, a tempo

rary frenzy, occasioned by a dread of

being discovered, has totally suppressed

the native tenderness of her sex, and

offered violence to the forge of mater

nal affection ! I am tempted to ask,

whether the seducer who has put the

unhappy woman upon this horrid

measure, by wickedly seducing, de

bauching and then basely deserting

her, ought not to b; deemed, at least,

upon a par in the guilt of blood ? If

me mult forfeit life, ought not her

corrupter and betrayer to pay the same

forfeiture ?—Here our penal laws are

inequitable, and loudly call for an

amendment.

Unless we have public virtue enough,

to give them, in this article, a consis

tency, we have nothing to apprehend

but confusion. The very fashionable

libidinous commixtures of the sexes,

the execrable freedoms which the males

take with the females, can only pro

duce very tremendous consequences ! —

The original intention of the author

of nature, was, that the intercourse

of the sexes should be confined to a

single connexion ; and in no case be

promiscuous. This is proveable, even

to a demonstration. Yet such is the

daring impiety of mankind, that, with

out scruple, they will insolently trim-

pie upon his authority, and violate

his most sacred fundamental laws.

After these animadversions upon the

great defects of our s,ftemof judicial

penal statutes—I would notice an un

grateful, reproachful, provoking cus

tom, often mentioned in our public pa

pers, viz. that of ivageri laid to excite

and engage unhappy wretches in

gourmandizing, feeding ravenously,

or in drinking to excess. Some of

these enormous, inhumane sportings

have instantly proved fatal, which

leads me to put another question, viz.

whether the persons who are con

cerned in such worse than brutal

abuses of the food, which God has

provided for the nourishment and

support of man, are not to he deemed

accessaries in such destructive measures?

and where death apparently ensues,
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ought not to be punished, as having

had an immediate hand in the mur

ther?

Do not such instances of huge de

pravity in a nation, where the poor

are multiplying, (through a neglect

and decay of trade, and a discourage

ment ot the h&me manufactures, and

where want and distress is abounding,)

threaten to pull down upon us tome-

marks of divine displeasure f—with

what spirit the new chosen national

representative will enter upon public

business, or give attention to the weal

of the people, I am nut able to fore

tell—but this I know, with great cer

tainty, that if there be no reform

made by them in our civil and moral

system, (as there must not be in our

ecclesiastical) a man has no need of the

supernatural spirit of prophecy, to be

enabled to write very bitter things of

the approaching condition of Britain !

A Reformer.

The Life of Pope Sixtus V. continued

from page 1 1 1 .

TH E first days of Sixtus's pontifi

cate were taken up with leceiv-

ing the congratulations of the Raman

nobility, and giving audience to the

ambassadors ai.d ministers of foreign

princes. It had been customary lor

new popes to grant an act of grace,

and to release all criminals found in

prison at their ascending the throne;

but this Sixtus refused to do, ordered

them to be more closely confined, and

four of them to be executed even up

on his coronation-day, May 1. In

sliort, he regarded not the intercession

of the cardinals or nobles ; but, as the

ecclesiastical state had been full ot ra

pine and violence, determined to ex

ercise justice before he (hewed mercy,

sparing no one who had been guilty

ot atrocious crimes, though themselves

and their families were of the superior

rank ; a seventy that struck every ma

lefactor with terror.

" Soon after the coronation, Ca

milla, the pope's sister, came by his

orders to Rome, with her daughter

and two grandsons (who were the sons

of another daughter) and a niece,

the daughter of her brother Anthony.

The eldest of her grandsons, Alexan

der Peretli, was made a cardinal a few

days alter his arrival, with the title

cf St. Jerome degli Scbiavmi (the name

1 i i «f
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?f his church) ; but the pope was de-

irous he should take his old name,

Cardinal Montalto. He was then about

eighteen years old, and had been but in

differently educated, yet he made such

improvements under his uncle's in

struction, that he afterwards became a

very able man, and was employed in the

management of the molt weighty and

arduous affairs.

Six mis had sent to desire his sister

would take particular care to behave

in a decent and modest manner, at

her arrival; but when the came near

the city, the cardinals, Medicis,

D'Este, and Alexandrine went out to

meet her, and conducted her to a

neighbouring palace, where they dres

sed her up like a princess, thinking

thereby to make their court to the

pope, who, they knew loved her ten

derly, and had expressed a great deal

of impatience to lee her at Rome.

The cardinals look her, dressed after

this manner, to the Vatican; and the

Pope, being informed of her arrival,

ordered her to be immediately intro

duced to him : But when he saw her

jn that tawdry habit, lie pretended not

to know her, and asked, two or three

times, who she was : Upon which

Alexandrino, who handed her in, said,

" It is -your sister, Holy Father."

" My sister! (replied Sixtus with a

frown) 1 have but one sister, and she is

a poor woman at Le Grotte : If you

have introduced her in this dilguise,

I declare I- don't know her ; and yet

I think I should know her again, if I

was to fee her aeain in such cloaths

a; flie used to wear."

His two nephews that came with

her, were dressed like young noblemen,

and attended by the nephew of car

dinal DEie, who gave them the right

hand, as he was instructed by his un

tie, imagining the pope would be

highly pleased with it : But Sixtus

could not forbear laughing when he

heard of it, and gave strict orders to

the centinels at the gates of the Vati

can, not to thew them the least honour

or respect ; and would not suffer any

ol his officers to go out and meet

them, which occasioned Kusticucci to

say to Alexandrino, " He was sure

something was amiss; and that it was

well if they were not in a wrong box."

After they law in what manner his

nephews and nieces had been received,

none of the cardinals, or those that

came with them, offered to wait upon

them back. It is true, indeed, Alex*-

andrino sent his major domo to (hew

them the way to an inn. Poor Camil

la, who thought herself a princess at

least, was extremely mortified at this

reception and public disgrace : And

one of the boys, whilst they were strip

ping off his fine cloaths, said, " Alas I

mother, our reign has been a very

short one."

This event occasioned much laugh

ter in Rome, as all dilcerning people

perceived he reason of the Pope's be

having after this manner was, that he

did not chuse to lay himself under

any obligation to those two cardinals,

in an affair of so little service to him.

It seems, when they knew the Pope

had not given any orders to equip

them with money and cloaths for their

journey, they furnished them very li

berally with both. The only person

that was sent by him, to conduct

them from Le Grotte to Rome, was

Ceroli, a gentleman of La Msrca,

who had been a long time his secre

tary, to whom he gave secret orders

to bring them away in the very dress

he found them in, and to pack, up all

their cloaths in a strong box, which

he was to send immediately to Rome :

This he had done, suspecting how the

cardinals would behave ; so that when

he had dismissed them, as we have just

now related, he ordered Ceroli to take

their cloaths (which he had in his pos

session) to their inn. and desire they

would dress themselves as usual in

them, even to the very same shoes and

linen ; and then to carry back their

finery to Cardinal Alexandrino's house,

with Camilla's thanks for the use of

them. When this was done, he sent

two of his ordinary coaches to bring

them to the Vatican, cloathed as they

were, to the infinite diversion of great

numbers of people, that were assem

bled in the streets to lee that comedy.

When they were introduced a second

time to the pope, he embraced them

tenderly, and said to Camilla, " Now

we see it is our sister indeed : No body

shall make a princess of you but our

selves." After which he admitted

them to kiss his leet ; and placing

them on each side of him, asked

them several questions about their fa

mily ; who had been their best friends;

and
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and many other particulars relating to

the village.

He had often sent money to his sif

ter, whilst he was cardinal, but by

little at a time, constantly exhorting

her to give her children the best edu

cation (lie could ; and was not a little

pleased to hear them make such an

swers to some questions of grammar

that he aflced them, as (hewed they

did not want parts, and had not been

altogether neglected : But perceiving

they were a little overawed at the

richness of his robes, and the splendor

of the palace, he took them by the

hand, and encouraged them, bidding

them " not to be afraid, but behave

themselves well, and he would be their

friend." When he had dismissed the

rest of the company, he spoke to Ca

milla in this manner :

My dear Sister,

" When we consider the very near

relationship, and the great tenderness

that has always subsisted betwixt us,

we think ourselves obliged to do every

thing for you that natural affection re

quires, and is consistent with the rules

and maxims of good government : As

it would be very unjust (now God has

put it in our power to do good to all

men) to overlook our own flesh and

blood ; especially, as it is highly agree

able to our own inclination ; and we

are assured that such a conduct is far

from being disagreeable in his sight ;

he being called ixiorse than an insultl,

that does not provideJor those of his oivtt

house: But in matters relating to our

pastoral office, and the government of

the state, it is our pleasure thru you

give neither us, nor yourself, any man

ner of trouble, as we are determined

not to have any associate in our sove

reignty : For since we have resolved

not to admit even those who leem to

have some pretensions to a (hare in the

administration of government, it would

occasion a grievous reproach to divide

the rule with a woman.

It is our design, in the first place, to

make you a present of the palaces

where we formerly lived, which we

hove ordered to be fitted up and fur

nished for you, in a manner suitable

to the rank you now hold ; and hope

it will not be the less agreeable to you,

for having been a place that we our

selves once took much delight, in; as

it will give us, on om part, the great-
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est pleasure to reflect, that it is now

the residence and habitation of our

dear sister. We have in a great mea

sure built it with our hands ; and de

sign to make such an addition of

groves, gardens, statues, fountains,

and other embellishments to it, that

it (hall not yield to any palace in, our

dominions.

It is not our intention, however,

that in the midst of your affluence and

abundance of all things, you mould

be so forgetful of the vsry mean and

humble condition you once Jived in,

as to make you behave yourself in an

insolent or intemperate manner, as it

would bring an indelible scandal upon

yourself, and give us the sharpest and

most exquisite concern : For this rea

son, we stiall appoint you a decent,

but respectable court and retinue;

such a one as will procure you suffici

ent regard, without the danger of en

vy or jealousy : This, we do not

doubt, you will be prudent enough to

regulate, according to the pension we

(hall settle upon you, which will be a

thousand crowns per month ; and we

shall take care to secure it to you in

such a manner, that, if it should

please God to call for us to-morrow,

you cannot be deprived of it after our

decease. We (hall give immediate

orders to the master of our houshoul,

to provide you with proper attendance,

horses, mules, two coaches, one for

journeys, and another for common oc

casions, witli all other accommoda

tions that you shall stand in need os.

As for your grand-children, &c. we

stiall not be wanting in our endeavours

to make such a provision tor them, as

is suitable to the nephews and nieces

of a pope.

We have told you what you have to

trust to : farther than this you must

not expect. We hope, the great

change in your foitune, this sudden

and unexpected elevation from a cot

tage to a palace, from a peasant to a

princess, will not occ.ision any altera

tion in your disposition, which we

know is naturally meclt and humble :

For, in matters of government, if you

are imprudent enough (as we. tivft

you will not) to s(k"the left favour,

or make any intercession f.r ciiininals,

or otheiwite interfere in our ad'ii'Pis-

tiation ot justice, we tell voa nr.ee for

all, we will not. grant it ; aud therefore

I i i * desire
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desire you will never attempt a thing,

tint will In in?, the mortification of a

repulse upon yourself, and give us in

finite uneasiness in refusing you.

This caution we thought necessary

to give you, as we are, from long ex

perience, fully acquainted with the ar

tifice of courtiers, who generally have

recourse to women that arc in favour,

and practise upon their weakness, when

they have any interest to serve ; which

custom we are determined to break

through, as it always, justly, brings

a scandal upon any government, but

more especially upon that of a spiri

tual sovereign. There are, we know,

many people that will endeavour to

insinuate themselves into your ac

quaintance, with a view only of ma

king a tool ot you, to bring about

their purposes. The only way to

put an effectual stop to this, is to

give them a relJute denial at the first ;

to put on a hard face, and tell them

you have no interest at all with us in

such affairs, an J that we have abso

lutely forbid you to ask us any favour

of that kind. When they are once

convinced of this, they will cease to

deafen you with their importunities

for the future."

In the evening, when she took her

leave, he embraced her again, ami

sent her handsomely attended, in one

of his coaches, to his palace near St.

Maria Maggiore, where she lived a

month incog, without receiving any

visits; This she did for two lealbns,

first, that (he might be at leisure to set

tle her houfhuld, which, besides wo

men, consisted of eight footmen, two

pages, two gentlemen- ushers, a ma

jor donio, a chaplain, a secretary,

two chamberlains, a butler, a cook,

and several others. The other rea

son was, that (lie might be a little

polished, and instructed how to be

have herself in a proper manner.

During this interval, the Pope visit

ed her three times in private : After it

was over, the whole court came to

pay their compliments to her, as the

Pope's listen But Sixtus would by no

means suffer her to take that state up

on herself, or to be worshipped and

adored in luch a manner as other wo

men had been, who were relations of

his predecessors. Her greatest plea

sure seemed to be in frequenting those

churches where there were the most bril

liant ceremonies, and tHe finest choirs.

Aug.

As the Pope's temper came to be

more known, every body was contri

ving how to make themselves accept

able to him. The Grand Duke, at

the request of his brother the cardinal,

offered to make Camilla a marchio

ness ; a marquisate being then vacant

in his dominions, by the death of

the last possessor. But Sixtus civilly

thanked him, and said, " She was not

ambitious of any other title than that

of the Pope's sifter." The ambassador

of Spain likewise, by his master's or

der, ossered her the title of countess

of some place in his kingdom of Na

ples. To these last words, " His king

dom of Naples," be made some reply

that gave the Spaniards the first suspi

cion of his aversion to their nation ;

and that he himself bad some designs

upon that kingdom.

Amongst other states and princes

that vyed with each other, in (hewing

their zeal and forwardness in sending

extravagant compliments to him, the

Venetians were not the last in their

congratulations, imagining, perhaps,

(as they thought be could never tho

roughly forgive their treatment of

him when be was inquisitor amongst

them) it was necessary to dole the

breach, by shewing him particular

honours and marks of respect, upon

tiiis occasion : For which reason, as

soon as they heard of his exaltation,

they ordered the bells of all. the chur

ches and convents to ring ; and the

whole senate went to St. Mark's, in

their formalities, to sing the Te De-

um, sending two of their secretaries

to compliment the superior of the

Franciscans, and made bonfires and

illuminations throughout the city,

that, and several succeeding nights.

After which the senate, being assem

bled, came to a resolution of sending

a pompous embassy, to congratulate

him upon bis accession to the papal

throne; and, for this purpose, ap

pointed four ambassadors, persons ef

the richest and roost noble families in

Venice, viz. James Fol'carini, and

Mark Anthony Barbaro, both of them

procurators of St. Mark ; Marino

Griinani, and Leonard Donato, who

were likewise afterwards successively

procurators of St. Mark, and Doges

of Venice.

[ To be conliniuJ in our nexi. )

POETICAL
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POETICAL ESSAYS.

Tbi RURAL PHILOSOPHER.

WILD o'er the rude heath rag'd the bo-

real Mist,

Hit stubborn back the oak unwonted bows,

The lordly ruins to the earth are cast,

Which frown'd on time, that fliagg'd their

hoary brows.

The bowling storm the vexed ocean tore.

And rent its bosom into lurrowa deep ;

The shatter 'd wrecks beflrew'd thedreary shore,

And the green nereids sought their caves to

weep:

When Philo, prudent swain, unmov'd, retir'd

Beneath the fhelterof his siraw-crown'd cot;

Save, that his eye, by generous grief inspir'd,

Bew. lil'd the mis'ries of superior lot.

And whilst, unspoil'd by art, blest nature's child

By genuine wisdom taught, poui'd forth

his strain,

The fieud of horror sooth'd, had almost smil'd,

And devastation held aloof her train.

— Blest be the power divine whose high behest

Plac'd me beneath this humble shed in peace,

Who by withholding blessings made me bleli,

And wealth denying, made my joys in

crease.

This lovely vale, fene'd by the ihelt'ring hill,

That lifts its bold breast to the manning

stout) ;

This ever-verdant bank and useful till,

In summer shaded and in winter warm :

These, these are blessings nature's hand be-

stow'd,

No airy wreaths by fame or fortune wove ;

Humility secures my low abode,

And industry does every want remove.

Around my hearth domestic pleasures wait,

Sweet smiling infants prattle on my knee;

A much-lov'.i partner shares my blissful state,

And strewing pleasures reaps felicity.

Few are my want), still fewer ar: my fears,

While innocence insures celestial care;

The gods with lusty health have crown'd my

years,

And in contentment granted all my prayer.

In this sequefler'd vale, this peaceful made,

The foot of pride was never seen to rove;

This solemn haunt no lawless lusts invade,

No rude intemp'rance riots in thia grove.

Ev'n this dread storm, that dcMs destruction

round, [boughs;

Sweeps lightly o'er the poplars topmast

Heav'n's awful thunders but remo ely found,

And not our fears but our deration rouse.

Thus blest with pleasure, sa'ety, and content.

Why heaves my bosom with this anxous

sigh ?

Why does corroding grits my hem torment,

And painful pit) met ay laded eye '

Why was man born with mental pow'rs sub

lime

T* unfold the great Creator's volume fair,

To trace the annals of recorded time,

And past events with present to compare ;

To mete the globe, and thro' their wond'roua

maze,

The planetary systems to pursue ;

To read the soul thro' the eyes speaking rays.

And like a God the inmost heart to view ?

These powers intense, not for himself alone

The gods implanted in the human mind,

But bade the social breast all joys disown

That beam no ray of blessing on his kind :

Hence flow my tears—what tho' around my

cell

Security extends her downy wing,

Tho' in this (hade contentment loves to dwell,

Tho' peace reposes and tho' pleasures sing,

*Tis I alone am blest — for you I mourn,

Whose lot superior lifts your heads on high;

Whose glitt'riog turrets to the clouds are

borne,

And catch the deathful meteors as they fly.

Ye gaudy pageants of life's dubious hour,

Huw does each ruining blast your honour!

rend \

How often, flain'd by sorrow's briny Ihower,

Ye hang your heads, and to the dust des

cend !

Ah ! what avail, while sn'iVy rends the

breast,

The boasts of ancestry, th' imperial line;

The heraH blazon'd coat, and warlike crest;

Will these succeed at her relentless (brine ;

Or what the wealth that crowns a hundred

hills,

Oi numerous Haves attending at our call,

When dire disease the aching bosom sills,

Or death approaching threatens loss of all ?

Tell me, ye happiest sons of wealth and

pow'r,

His utmost wish did av'rice ever gain ?

When did ambiti n to its summit tow'r,

And sear or envy cease to give you pain ?

Can fret'ed roofs on attick columns ward,

Oi sideboaids burden'd with Peruvian o.e,

Can Phidias' or Apelles' arts endear 'd

Invite serene contentment to your door }

Ah ! no ; - from pomp the sober godJess fifes;

Wealth, title:, pow'r, arc other names

for care ;

Their boastful offers (he alike decries,

But lills propitious to the peasant's pra»er.

L

To a Lady very siarful of Tluntftr,

WHY should my fairest sliudder wit'i

surprize, fseie, >

When the red light'uing (.'aocei thro' the

Or
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Or why thy \irtuoui soul be fuTd with, dread,

When thundeit ratilco'er thy guiltless head ?

No storms stujuld e'et invade that peaceful

breast

That is of conscious innocence pofi"=st :

Letlight'nings strike with tear the guilty soul,

And let him tremble when the thundtrt roll;

Hia troubled conscience echoes back the

sound,

And in the awful noise his joys are drown'd ;

His fleeting joys at once now disappear,

And leave the wretch a slave to (ervilc fear ;

The darkest prospects must his mind o'ei spread;

Well may he shrink and view it then wilh

dread 1 [f'«-

But thou, my fair f Thy mind from guilt is

E'en envy's dumb at the approach of thee.

View then the stormy and tempestuous scene,

Wilh calm composure and with look serene.

<IU HERMITE's ADDRESSE to YOUTHE.

IVtiuin in tbe GarJcr.t os the Vauxhall at

Bath.

SA Y, gentle Youthe, that tread'st. un-

touch'd with care, [gay scene \

Where nature hathe so guerion'd Bathe's

Feddc with the songe that daunceth in the

aire,

'Midst fairest wealthe of FUra's Ma£az;ne,

Hathe eye or eare yet founde, thine steppes to

bleisc.

That gem of life, y dep'd true beffinif t

ith beautie testes (he not ;— nor wees to

lighte

Her hallowde taper at prnude honour s flame;

Nor Circe's cuppe dothe crown ; nor comes in

flighte

Upon th' Icarian winge of b-blinge fame ;

Not shrine of golde doth this fair lair.te em

bower, [shower.

She glides from heav'n, but not in Danac'l

Go bloflome, wanton in suche jovous aire,

Bur, ah!—eft soone thy buxomc Llalle if

o'er! [haire.

When the sleek pate shall grow far 'bave its

And creeping age shall re»pe this piteous

lore ;

To breode o'er follie, and with me confefie,

'• Earth's flatt'tinge dainties prove but sweet

distresse."

Bath, July io. The Old* Hiimiti.

Tie ENGLISH PADLOCK.

Sung by Mr. Vernon et Vauxhall.

I.

SINCE artists, who sue for the trophies of

fame, [proclaim,

Their wit, and their taste, and their genius

Attend to my song, where you'll certainly fi,id

A feeier difclot'd for the good of mankind :

Deny it who can— sure the laurel's my due !

I've tound out a padlock to keep a wife due.

S,'

Should the amorous goddess preside o'er yon*

dame,

And the ardours of love all her fenses inflame;

Should her beauties lead captive each softer

defiie,

And languishing lovers still sigh and admire;

Yet fearless you'll trust her, though thousands

may sue, [true.

When I tell you my padlock to keep a wife

III.

The husband may think that he wisely re

strains.

With his bars, and his bolts, his confinement,

and chains:

How fatally weak must this artifice prove !

Can fetters of steel bind like fetters of love ?

Throw jealousy hence, bid suspicion adieu,—

Restraint'* not the padlock lo keep a wife

true.

IV.

If her fancy invites to the park, ball, or play,

All compliant and kind, you must give her

her way; [prove,

For while you thus wifely her judgment ap-

'Tia realon secures you the trealurcs of love s

And, believe me, no coxcomb admission can

find , [mind.

For the fair one is safe, if you padlock her

V.

Tho" her virtues and foiblei should fre

quently Mend,

Letthe husband be lost in the lover and friend;

No doubtful surmise shall your bosom per

plex—

'Tit the charm of indulgence that binds the

s'.ft sex : [in view :

They ne'er can prove false, with rhis maxim

" Gcod-humcur's the padlock to keep a wife

true."

EPIGRAM.

WE've been told as a rule by the wise

and discerning, [learning j

That wherever d ath comes he stops all further

But this is one rule (tho' acknowleclg'd by all)

That I would not implicitly own to St. Paul;

For I know an exception in old mother Riot,

Who, until in her grave, ne'er learnt to be

quiet.

Wapping. B#.

An Answer tc tbe Conundrum inyour Utfi Ma

gazine, /■. 3S0.

ABiock, Sir ! is that on which tyrants

have bled, [sped ;

And t/:ury the means by which misers bave

A Tyger should always be closely confin'd,

And an fnvious hem to the world is unkind.

These initials combin'd, wirheu: any dispute

Will fliew that our ruin comes only from ——

Juvcnil Betbonienfa.

Anecdote!



1768. Anecdotes of Archbishop Seeker.

Antedates of the late Ardbijhof of Canteiburjr.

DR. Seeker, thelafearchbifliopof Canter

bury, was the eldest son of a gentleman

ot 1 small fortune in Nottingham/hire, bred at

the free school of Chesterfield in Derbyshire,

became an intimate friend of Mr. Benson and

tAr. Butler, (since bishops of Gloucester and

Durham) at rHe academy in Gl:uccstershirr,

and rpplifd himself afterwards to the study

of physic, which he pursued five years at

London, Paris, and Leyden, and at the last

place took the degree of M. D. in March,

1720. He became acquainted with Mr. Ed

ward Talbot by having prescribed with suc

cess to that gentleman as a physician in the

neighbourhood of London, whither Mr. Tal-

bot had retired, by Dr. Mead's advice, for

the benefit of the air. Dr. Mead finding his

patient better, approved of, and continued

the prescription ; and Mr. Tzlbot in return

introduced and rtcommended Dr. Seeker to his

father the bishop of Durham, and changing the

course of his fludie?, he entered himself of

Exeter college, Oxford, in April, 1721; took

orders, and was made domest c chaplain to

Bishop Talbot in 1712 ; received from him

the rich rectory of Houghton le Spring in

■1723; married the1 filler of Dr. Benson in

1725, (who died in March i"8,) and ex

changed his rectory for that of Ryton, near

Newcastle, and a prebend of Durharr in 172-.

In 1:23 he went oot grand compoundcr in

the university of Oxford for the degree of

M. A. and on the 5th of July, 1733, t00'c

the degree of D. C L. and on the 8 h of

that month pteached the sermon at the pub

lic act, being a few months before appoint

ed to the rectory of St. James s, on th** p*o- ham.

motion of Dr. Tyrwhit. to be a residentiary

of St. Paul's. His later promotions are well

known.

His grace was buried, pursuant to his own

desire, in the passage from the g-trd- n door

of his palace to the north di>or of the parish

church at Lambeth, and has forbidden any

monument or epitaph to be placed for him

any where.

By his will he hath left all his option*, as

they becoTie vacant, to he disposed of by

the archbishop os Canterbury, the bishop of

London, anil the bishop of Winchester, for

the time beine, in trust, for them to give

each option to that person, to whom they mall

in their consciences think it would have been

most rea^nable a*id proper for him to g ve it,
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they piy the interest thereof to Mrs. Talbot

and her daughter, during their joint lives, or

the life of the survivor of them, and aster

the decease of both those ladies, then eleven

thousand of the said thirteen thousand pou.ds

are to be transferred to the following chari

table purposes :

To the society for propagation of the gospel

in foreign parts, for the general uses of the

society, icool.—To the said society, towards

the establishment of a bishop, cr bishops, in

thekin^'t dominions in America, 1000I.—To

the fecie'y for promoting christian know

ledge, 500I.—To the Irish protestant working

sihoo'a, 5C0I.—To trie corporate n of the wi

dows ard children of the poor clergy, 5C0L

To the society of the flewards of the laid

charity, aocl.—To B;om!ey college in Kent,

cool.—To the hospitals or the atchbifhcp of

Canterbury, at Croyrton, St. John at Canter

bury, and St. Nicholas Harbledown, 5C0L

each, 1500I.—To St. George's and London

hospitals, andthe lying-in hospital in B own-

low -street, 500'. each, ic,ool.—To the asy

lum in the parish of LamSeth, 400I.—To

the Magdalen ho'pital, the Lock hospital near

Hyde Park corner, and the small pox and

inoculation hospital, to each of which hit

grace wjs a subscriber, 30 ;1. each, o,ool.—

To the incurables at St. Luke's hospital,

500!.—Toward* the repairing or rebuilding

cf houses belonging to poor livings in the dio

cese of Canterbury, iccol.

His grace has le!t great part of his library

to the public library at Lambeth, and, after

the payment of some other legacies, has left hit

real and the residue of his personal eflate to

his nephew, Mr. Thomas Frost, of Notting-

Among the many excellent charities of the

late archbishop of Canterbury, the new Cha

pel at Stockwell was one, (at which place

his grace preached his last sermon, from

Joshua xriv. verse 15.) he being a great pro

moter of that bu Ming, towards which he

was a noble benefactor, besides his gift of the

communion plate, which will be a lading mo

nument to his grace's memory : And it is re

markable trnt the bell of that chapel went

for his grace's death minutely for three hours*

which seems to ind'eate, that a', when alive,

his servants greatly adored him, when dead,

they could not too much revere him, tho*

wiih the greatest cries for the loss of the vtry

best 01 masters. (See (he death*.)

had it fallen in his grace's life time; has ap

pointed Dr. Daniel Burton and Mrs. Citha-

rine Ta.bnt, (daughter of the Rev. Mr. Ed

ward T-lbot mentioned above ^ his executor*,

and given 100H. To be distr hired amongst his

servants, in such manner »i Mrs. Talbot and

her daughter Mrs. Catherne Talbot shall

think sit : Has left thirte-n thnus«nd poun<*»,

in three per cent, annuities, ro Dr. Porters

and Dr. Stinton, his chapUini, intrust, that

Bust(,nt Jure 17.

HI S excellency the governor of this pro

vince, on Tuesday last, ordered a mes

sage to be delivered to the house of repre

sentatives, requiring them in his majesty's

name to rescind a resolution of the last house,

on which their circular letter to the other

governments was founded*. This message was

cr«m fitted to a large committee, who on the

day following reported to the housr, that it

would

* Secbeftrc, p, T*I(
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would be of great use to bate laid before them

a crpy of the kirg's instructions to the go

vernor 00 this matter, a copy of the whole

of Lore Hillsborough's letter accompanying

the message, and mother letter from his lord

ship which the committee understood h*d

been communicated to his majesty's council,

and also copies of such letters as his excel

lency had wrote to his lordship on the subject

contained in the rh'ssage.—Upon this report,

the house sent a message to the governor, to

request of him the aforesaid papers.—In con

sequence of which he was pleased to send

them another message, and the remainder of

Lord Hillsb 'rough's letter, rn which the go

vern >r hid posiive orders in cafe cr a refusal

of the houle to com;jry with the requisition,

to dissolve the general court immediately.

The governor did not chase to favour the

house with the second letter from his lordship,

nor his own letters on the subject ; but added

in his message, thatistbe house should ob ige

him in pursuance of his orders to dissolve

the assemb'y, it would not be in his power

to issue precepts for calling a new assembly

till his msji'lty's pleasure should be further

known!—This last message was committed,

aud on the 30' h of June, the committee re

ported a letter to the right hon. the earl of

Hillsborough, setting forth to his lordship the

several votes and resolutions which passed in

the last house of representatives, relating to

the circular letter ; and shewing that the

whole of these matters were transacted in the

height of the session, in a full house, and by

a large majority. This letter was distinctly

lead several times ; and afterwards accepted

by a majority of mntty-tbrte out of one hun

dred and frve members present, and a fair

vopy was ordered to be taken for the speaker

to fign and transmit to his lordship as soon as

might be.

Then it was moved that the question be put

whether the house will refund the resolution

as the last house, which gave birth to their

circular letter to the several houses of repre

sentatives and burgesses of the other colo-

Aug.

niel on the continent ? An6 passed in the ne

gative by a division of ninety-two to seventeen.

Hereupon the committee reported an an

swer to the governor** mellaget of the a 1st

and 24th of June, which was accepted by a

large majority ; and his excellency the gover

nor immediately upon receiving the above

message, cir cted the attendance of the house

in the council chamber, and prorogued them

to the 3d ily of ALgust. but the next day

the assembly was d ssolved.

All the free assemblies upon the continent

who have not been prevented by prorogations,

either have, or are now preferring petitions

and remonstrances of the fame tenor with

those of the assembly of this province.

[Tho* in Maryland, the governor used the

fame methods Mr. Barnard had done, tho

assembly with a noble spirit, gave a generous

answer to the circular let:er of the assembly

of Massachusetts biy: In 0.cr*9 there is

such just and cogent reasoning, sit h a spirit

of liberty breathes thro the whole of the

Amencin productions, at this time, as would

not have disgraced amient Greece or Rome,

when struggling against oppression: At the

fame time that (he authors and abettors of

the present irrtpolttick measures, in England,

are, as to argument and language, even below

contempt. They are absolutely talcing steps

against the Colonies that might have been ex

pected from our princes and their wretched

ministers in the 17th century, but rather dis

grace the present reign, so distinguished for

its blessings and its protecting the subject in

the enjoyment of liberty and property. From,

our own observation we wilt venture to fay,

that nine persons in ten, even :n this country,

are friends to the Americans, and thoiou^hly

convinced they have right on their fide. J

It is with great pleasure we learn, than the

gentlemen who form the king's council in

some respectable province!, have assorted the

rights and liberties of the people at this im

portant crisis with as much firmness as the

several houses of assembly.

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

Fa iday, July 29.

ritS,,& ^ ^ouse was consumed by fire,

a- fc trg *t Chil-Froome, Sc mersetshire.

H A (JT Monday, Aug. 1.

jh Jrfl, The earl of Bute set out for

&^F*^£)6fi Dover, where he embaiked for

A stoim of thunder and lightning did

much damage in this city and its environs: a

coachman at Greenwich was struck dead,

and an house in Old Bedlam-court, Broad-

street, was set 0.1 urc,

Friday, 5.

Ten or eleven houses, besides out-houses

and warehouses, at the back of the Knc's-

ArTiE-lrji., Holborn-hill, were consumed by

a dreadful fire ; eight or ten pet sons, men,

women, and children, perished in the stames,

and several died by the fright, or from acci

dent?, during the time of the calamity.

The parliao-.ent was farther prorogued to

Tuesday, Sep'. 13. and the convocations of

Canterbury and Vor's 10 the 14th.

T^v z s d a n>
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TuISDAV, 9.

Donald Maclane was tried at Guildfbrd,

atnd acquitted of the moider of Mr. William

Allen, junior, (seep. 416.) The bills against

ensign Murray, and the two other soldiers,

were dismissed by the grand jury.

Wednesday, 10.

The king of Denmark, landed at Dover

In the evening, with a numerous retinue,

from the Maiy yatcht. The next day in the

evening his majesty arrive,) at Sr. James's. This

amiable young monarch has received every

mark of affection and esteem ihat could be pos

sibly paid him by the king, and his other

royal relations, the nobility, &c. He hat

visited almost all the public places of enter

tainment, the Danish church in Well-clofe-

square, inspected moil of the public buildings

and curiosities in London and Westminst r,

and been magnificently entertained by the

princess Amelia, the earl of Hertford, and

many other noblemen ! But the press that

garnered round h:m, wherever he moved,

agreeable to the natural, but emba'rassing cu

riosity of the English, was somewnat trouble

some to him. He intended to set out for

York races, but being seized wirh a flight in

disposition, laid aside that design, generously

ordering all the preparations made lor him

upon the road to be paid for) as if he had

gone, and the provisions provided to be given

to the poor.

Friday, 12.

By an order of council the importation of

the hides, horns, and hoofs of cattie from

Denmark, Sweden, Holstein, Mecklenburgh,

Cleves, the neighbourhood of Hamburgh,

and the frontiers of the United Provinces, is

prohibited, an infectious distemper having

broke out amongst the horned cattle in those

countries.

Fe iday, to.

A great riot happened in the Marfhalsca-

prison, in which one man was almost killed.

Three of the aggressors are committed to the

New Coal.

Sunday, 11.

Part of the Fleet Prison sell down, and

the rest appeared in so dangetout a situation,

that the unfortunate prisoners have been obli

ged to live in tents on the Bare, &c. ever since,

'till proper apartments aie proviaed for them.

Happ ly nol.ves were lost.

Were married, in the parish chuich of

Hendon, in the county of Middlesex, by the

Aev. Mr. Alririch, ten young couple belong

ing to the said parish : to each ot the bridet

was given a wedding ring of ren /hillings va

lue ; to each couple ten shillings for their

wedding dinner ) for the purchase of some

useful necessaries towards housekeeping, forty

shillings ; and the expences of the marriage

fees defrayed for them : and in order to pro

mote and encourage population, to each cou

ple, at the expiiation of two years, upon

August, 1713.

producing a healthy child, twelve months

old. will be given the further sum of two

guineas ; and at the end of three years, upon

producing a second healthy child, they will

receive a gratuity of three guineas more.' To

each couple was given, being a donation

from another hand, a tract called The Whole

Duty of Man: and eveiy other couple that

(hall be married in the said church, will be

entitled to the said donation, secured by will

for ever.

Monday, 13.

Mr, Bingley (see p. 326.) was admitted to

bail, before Lord Manifitld, himself in twice

300 1, and four sureties in 150 1, each, for

bis appearance at the court of King'a

Bench, Westminster, on the first day of next

term.

The whale fishery has been tolerably suc

cessful this seison.

The duchess of Northumberland having

received more threatening letters Irom the

fame hand (fee p. 300.) the king's pardon,

and 500 !, reward, are offered for the disco

very of the writer or writers thereof.

There is now living in Lady Dacre's alms

houses, Westminster, one Mrs. Winbimore,

whole maiden name was Hyde j (he wa$

grai.d-daugh;er of Dr. Hyde, bishop of Salis

bury, brother of the great I ord Chancellor

Hyde, earl of Clarendon, and lost her fortune

in the 5>nuth-sea year, j-jo: (he is also a

didant cousn of their late mjjesties Queen

Mary and Queen Anne, whose mother was

Lady Anne Hyde, duchess of York, whese

royal consort was afterwards King James II.

A lively instance of the mutability of all

worldly things, that a person related to two

crowned he.os (hiulJ, by a strange caprice of

fortune, be reduced to live 111 an alms

house. She retains her fenses in a tolerable)

degree, and her principal complaint is, that

(he has outlived all her friends, being now

upwa'ds of an hundred years of age.

On the 6th install, the duke of Cum

berland ai rived at Portsmouth, and on the

8ih emSaiked on board the Venus frigate,

for the Mrditeiranean.

Mr. Banks, Dr. Sohno, aud Mr. Green,

the astronomer, arc set out to embark in the

Endeavour, Cook, for the South Seas, to ob

serve, next summer, the transit of Venus,

and to make discoveries to the South and

West of Cape Horn.

Instances of mtirther and suicide have been

frequent this month j many persons battling

themselves, have been drowned and various

accidents have deprived others of their livea

or limbs. Numbers of huu'es have been

broke open in town and country, and the

highways and streets grealy infefleJ by rob.

bers, many of whom, however, have Deen

apprehended. Several lives have been lost in

Scotland, by the late floods.

A paruon and reward o: tool, are promised

Klclt for
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for the discovery os the murderer or murder

ers of John Smith, excise-officer it Scarbo

rough, in the performance of his duty.

The weavers, called cutters, hare killed

a mm, near the Ducking-pond opposite the

London hospital.

ExtraS tf a Later frem a Gentleman tf un

doubted Veraeif) at Leigh, in Essex, Aug.

10, 1768.

«• The three following extraordinary acci

dents happening lately in our neighbourhood,

1 thought pn per to fend you an account there

of, to be printed for the information of the

public.

I. Some time ago the mistress of Leigh-

Hall, as drawing a large cock for dinner, to

her great fright, found a snake in her hand,

she had unexpectedly pulled out with the crop,

whose tail not only extended to the gizzard,

but waa lo strongly united thereto, as to require

tome force to separate them.

" To account for which phenomenon,

may it not be justly thought, that the cock

had swallowed a snake's egg, picked up off

the dunghill, which from confinement and

pressure, bad united it's extremity with the

inner surface of the gizzard; while extend

ing it's body upwards through the crop, par

took of the cock's food and water for its own

separate sustenance, and in time must have

grown out of his mouth, had he not choaked

the cock before arrived at such a length ?

11. Last May at one of my sons, living in

Frittlewell, was, with company,about angling

in a large pond in that parish, they found an

eel floating on its surface that might weigh

about a pound and a half, containing another

eel, two thirds less, within its body. This

uneasy condition killed both, and which could

not have happened long before the discovery,

as after they had pulled the lesser eel out of

the throat and belly of the larger, its surface

appeared frelh without the least alteration.

The body of the bigger eel looked very lank

and hollow, aster so emptied of its over dis

tending contents ; and its head was considera

bly swelled from such a large plug in its

throat.

" May we conclude hence that eels eatone

another "?

III. About three weeks ago, a colt, three

years old, entered the back door of L:igh-

hall house, that was open, and no one with

in, and passing through a ihort entry, went

into the parlour, where viewing his own

image in a large looking-glass, worth some

pounds, and taking it for another of his spe

cter, he turned tail, and kicked it to pieces.

The noise brought in the master to see what

was the matter, when he found the colt had

Jamed himself, and sprained his foot, by

striking it on the edge of a table that stood

under the looking-glass."

Dreadful storms of thunder and lightning,

have happened in various pant of these king-

Aug.

doms : On Baglhot heath a number of horse

and sheep were killed by lightning: A barn

at Kiog-Ripton, Huntingdonshire, was burnt,

A boy was struck dead, and other damage

sustained at Norwich : Great damage was sus

tained by lightning at Portsmouth, and other

places in Hampshire : At Worle, in Somer-

rhire, three oien were killed s And in the

neighbourhood of Glaslonbury 3000 J. da

mage was sustained by floods: Gloucestershire

Lancashire, and Yorkshire, suffered extreme

ly, as did some parts of Shropshire, Hereford

shire, Carmarthenshire, Monmouthshire, and

Glamorganshire, by floods and inundations

particularly. Two persons were struck dead

by lightning, near Berwick, and at Selkirk,

Edinburgh, and other places in Scotland,

much damage was sustained, by storms, floods,

and inundations, more dreadful than can be

remembered s At Douglas in the llle of Man,

a gentlewoman and several cattle were struck

dead; in fine, there it hardly any part of the

British dominions, from whence complaints

have not been received of these elementary

dangers and distresses. (See p. 383)

At the assizes at Shrewsbury, two persons

were capitally convicted, but one of them re

prieved : At Stafford two j at Worcester three,

but all reprieved ; at Gloucester five ; at

Bridgwater one; at Aylefbury one, but re

prieved 1 at Bedford one ; at Cambridge one,

but reprieved ; at Chelmaford eight; at New

Sarum three, two of whom were reprieved ;

at Norwich three, two of whom were re

prieved; at Bury two, one of whom was

reprieved ; at York, one for murder, and ele

ven others ; at Winchester (even ; at North

ampton two, but reprieved ; at Guildford

eight, five of whom were reprieved ; for

Devon two; at Durham three; at Hereford

two ; at Monmouth one; at Maidstone eight;

Lincoln, Bodmyn, Dorchester, Exeter, Der

by, Leicestershire, and Berwick, were maiden

assizes. (See p. 383.)

Extra!! of a Lettersrm James Fort, in Sene

gal, dated May 19, I768.

" I take this opportunity, by a ship bound

to the West-Indies, to inform you, on my

arrival at Senegal, the hon. governor O'Hara

ordered me with a detachment to relieve

James Fort, in the river Gambia ; and at my

arrival there, found the Lieutenant Governor,

and the garrison, in the greatest distress, be

ing then five days without any water, as no

water is to be bad on this island, but what is

supplied from the main continent ; and now

being at war with the king of Baragh, and

that whole country, this garrison is greatly

distressed, having all the vessels that supplied

us taken, and numbers of our people made

prisoners. The Lieutenant Governor ordered

me, and the troops under my command, on

the following expedition: to attack a princi

pal town belonging to the enemy; and ha

ving
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ring landed them *."fore 4»y-l'ghc in the

morning, on the 23d Cf AFri1, belnE St-

George's day, every man h»d a S:- G"rge •

cross in hii hat, we surroutvJ*d lhe town>

but was rather too soon, being al'sc0Tere<i bT

the oui-guajds and the barking of u aoS' !

but to complete my design, and my Cr°"''

immediately began the attack, when a iVrt

engagement, and a warm fire, ensued. lr«

l=si than an hour I was master of the place,

burnt the town to aslies, destroyed every thing

that i could in that time come at, killed

a number, made many prisoner!, and embark

ed the troops and prisoners with little or no

loss. The prisoners are all here, among

whom is the queen of Baragh, who had been

upon a visit in this place, it being like Bath

in England, where the better sort of people

come for the benefit of their health. Her

majesty was so unfortunate as to have three

of her fingers tore off by one of our hand

grenades. I have taken all the care in my

power of her, also the governor, and she is

now attended by our surgeons."

Extras! os a Litttr from an Officer in the East

India Company1! Artillery to bit friend in

Edinburgh, dated Monghyr, Dec, 16,

1767.

" About the end of October last, we re

ceived orders to hold in readiness to march ;

our affairs on the Coromandat coast being in

a very precarious state. Part of the first bri

gade accordingly left this garrison, and march

ed immediately for Cilcutta, on their way for

Masulipatan ; the reft followed on the 3d of

November, leaving me here artillery-officer,

and commissary of store*. Since the brigade

went away, we have had the news of a com

plete victory gained over the forces of Nazim

Ally, by Colonel Joseph Smith, which will

probably put a stop to the embarkation of the

remaining forces now read; at Calcutta. In

Bengal all has been very quiet for these two

yean past, except the petty princes, who

have been very irregular in the payment of

the revenues ; however in most places they

have been reduced to obedieace and stated

payments, though others among them, more

obstinate, have absconded, or fled farther up

the country.

Monghyr, whence I write, is a very large

fort, and formerly put in good order by Cos

sim Ally, and mounted with upwards of 300

guns. These are now all sent to the presiden

cy, except about 60, which are kept for oc

casional service.

Here Costim trained his forces, and em

ployed all his artificers before the last war in

this kingdom, but it is now going fast to decay.

The country round assords a fine prospect of

hills and woods interspersed : We have for

game, deer, hare, wild hogs, peacocks, &c.

and of vegetables, pease, cabbage, cauliflower,

carrot, turnip, &c. all which are just now in

perfection., though the weather is 16 extreme.

ly cold that I am obliged to write in a quilted

coat and vest, with trembling fingers; at

night we set aside the claret, and are forced

to apply to hot rum punch for relief,"

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

CONST ANTINOPLE, June 16. One

of the Su Itanas is delivered of a daugh

ter. On this occasion fireworks have been

exhibited i^T four ''""' sc»frold>, on three

of which there wj.re pytamids, *<=. ™d the

fourth was to represent ^e attack and desenve

of the castle of Malta. Abb*? nlne °'cl<K,t

they began to be displayed. The cJ!le *"_

to have been burnt in about half an hour, bu»

the burning was gradual, and lasted, contrary

to what was intended, near three hours, so

that the effect was spoiled, and at last ended

with a melancholy accident ; a powder chest

having taken fire, the whole edifice wu

blown up, and above forty workmen were

killed.

ExtraS ofa Letterfrom Warsaw, July 9.

"At a time when we hoped to see the

public tranquillity restored by the confedera

cies not being able to stand their ground, we

have received advice of an event which may

P'ove more fatal than any confederacy. It

is, that the peasants of the Creek religion in

Polish Ukraine, and in the province of Kio-

via, have taken up arms and commilted great

outrages. These people having been formerly

ill-used by the nobles and gentlemen, and by

the Jewa whom they employed as steward!

of their estates, and also by the ecclesiastics,

are now taking their revenge of them all,

treating them with great cruelty, plundering

their estaies, and even putting some as them

to death. They could not revolt sooner with

any prospect of success, because the gentlemen

were provided with men and arms to defend

themselves, but both these being taken off

by the confederates of Bar, the peasants look

ed upon this as the best opportunity they

could take to rise, and indeed they have met

with no resistance. It is not doubted that

the court of Russia will send a body of their

troops to suppress this insurrection as sean aa

it comes to their knowledge."

Warsaw, July 12. The confederates of

Cracow permit noboiy to pass through that

city, not even the post-hoys j which obligee

the merchants to send their letters by the

way of Breflau to Vienna and Italy. It's re

ported that they bave very inhumanly treated

a Lutheran of the town, his wife, and fami

ly. They have also made themsclvrs masters

of the public chests, and the revenue* of the

salt-works, at Viclicka, and plundered and

destroyed in the environs of Cracow all the

possessions of the protestant gentry, one of

whom, in order to secure his effects from pil

lage, had even subscribed, t» the confederacy.

(See p. 386.)

K, k K 1 About
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AHout 500 Russian Cossacks hive joined

Gen. Branicki, md all the other Kuflian

troops are going to surround Cracow, Prince

Lubomfr/kt, marshal of the confederacy or"

Sanock, has taken possession of Landfhuth,

the palace of the prince his Lccie, grand

marshal of the ciowft, carried att-ay all the

arms and ammunition he found there, and

obliged the soldiers to enlist under him.

Warsaw, July 13 The troubles which

reign in this slate, instead ot' dirnir'Tning,

increase more and more, ani P^scnt a very

mal.ncholy and terrifyia? ^"cTure. The pa

ternal heart of Uw KJHg suffers infinitely ;

but by the destitution and form of govern-

pltat* *,lC remedy cf these evils depends not

'on his majesty alone.

JarofloWj July 14. They have already

tanen Eoo of ihe most noted riotous Boors in

th« Ukraine, and hanged about 60 of them j

by which, and the vigilance of the Ruffians,

the disturbances there will be scon quelled.

In the interim thert is a district of 40 miles

in great confusion, where upwards er J 1,000

mtn aie gathered togetiitr.

Warsaw, July:o. Mar/hal Kretzetnikow,

at the head os his corps, is now at Tarriopc),

from whence a line it formei to the confines

of Transylvania. In the ynenn whi'e, Ge

neral Aprasin and Count Branicki, have

tiken their respective posl?j the former near

ivloic.w, to hinder the passage of the Bar

Confederacy into Poland; and the latter in

the Ukraine, towards Tartary, to suppress

the insurrection of the peasants.

Every thing is quiet in this city, but the

trihunals are without employment, and trade

is going to decay.

Breslau, Aug, v A few days since there

was a meeting of several gentlemen of the

duchy, in order to divide the fund established

bv the king of Prussia for the relief of such

famines as have been ruined by war, or other

calamity, some of whom have received from

ten to th rty thousand lixdollars, A distri

bution of part of the fame fund was madi,

about C!glit days since at Glogau. Few ex

amples of such an establishment are recorded

in history. A little after the conclusion of

th« peace, Mi majesty oidered a number of

horses to be given to the pca'ants of Silesia,

in the room as those thev hart lost during the

war, and likewise signified that several ma

gazines of coin should be divided among

them, in order that his poor subjects might

be relieved to the utmost of his power.

Wefsei, June 11 •* The king (of Prussia)

our most gracious sovereign, arrived here the

5th in purltct health, ti> the greai joy of his

most faithful subjects. H" majesty passed

the 1 T th, 12th. and 13th, in reviewing the

troops in our garrison, consisting of 4CC0 ef

fective men, being the regiments of the Lind-

pave ot HtITe Castle, I clew en and Brinsi.

The alertness of those troops infinitely fur-

pafled hii majesty's eipectation; they fired

4 •

Aug.

and shouldered four time*, in a minrjte; the

king expressed the hjs$cft satisfaction, and in

his extjcy said, "tV.it "he believed his soldiers

could fire five f*me& in a minute, could hit

officers give 'the word with the fame expedi

tion. Tl|e 15th his majesty went to Loo,

to visit the StadihotBtr and his neice, where"

hcj^^i received with the greatest demonstra-

Cons of joy. by a multitude of peoole of all

rank?.—A remarkable instance of the huma-

ni"y of the king plainly appeared in a very

aftecting scene, between hm and the princess

of Orange, at the moment that he was ready

to step into his coach, the princess («honi

the king always distinguished) could not for

bear a shower of rears at rhe last embrace of

the king, which so affected our monarch,

that it was with pain he could fay adieu;

and was obliged to put his handkerchief to

his e>et, to hide the emotion of his heart.

The king teturned hither the 161b, and

gave 390 crowns to each regiment, as a re-*

ward ior their dexterity in their duty: His

maj sty also m-de a present of a magnificent

gold snuff box to General Plaislow, who had

lerved him in the lue war, and shewed him

many ether marks of his royaj favour, A

complaint being made to the king, that great

disturbances had been made at almost every

aiTefrVjly at Clevcs and WefTel, owing to a.

dispute between the ladies of the chancellor

or Clrv-s and the president of the chamber

ot finances, ab' ut rhe rank or pass, hs ma-

jesty was befetched to decide that point,

which would for the future be a law. Our

great king w fety ordered, that the greatest

ft ol fliould always have the rank or pass of

the other ; from which determination we

wait an issue.1*

Fnbourg, July 30. The celebrated abbey

of St. Blaise, situated in the Bl*ck Forest,

nine leagues fiom this place, was on the

24th of this month reduced to a sties, toge

ther with the church, the castle, and other

buildings. The books and archives were

burnt. - This edifice has been built but

thirty-nine years, and we fear it was wil

fully set on fire.

Rome, July 5. The court of Naples hath

just published a new edict to f-rolcribe the

bref against the du e of Parma, which i*

therein dechrrd to be spurious, and the sub

jects are forbidden to give any credit thereto.

The Bull in Lama Dcmmi is allo supprtfled.

In short, this edict declare;, ** That the

pope is only the p.emier among the bishops ;

that he hath lels authority than the univer

sal council ; and that he harh no direct ju

risdiction over the subjects of other princes.*'

Genoa, July 2. Besides the sixteen bat

talions of French troops, which are Iready

arrived in Corsica, fiftedn more arerT;-ecte4

there, and the 4x0 mrquclets in that service

are to be augmented to zcoo. Spain it like-*

wife to fend them severally other small corry%

so that it will be very difficult fax the Mal

content*
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content! to support themselves against so ma

ny united forces.

Naples, July 15. When the king'i troops

fiist took possession of Benevento and Ponte-

Vorvo, it was taken for granted that the*

would be delivered up again al soon al the

differences were accommodated which gave

rise to their being taken ; but by an edict just

published, we find that hia majesty ii deter

mined to annex Pontecarvo to hit dominion!.

Colorno, July 16. The duke of Mcdena

hat issueo an edict, by which such of the ef

fects of ecclesiastics, as have been acquired

within a certain number of years, are sub

jected to the same burthens as the effects of

nis lay subjects. This measure has been

taken to discharge some heavy debts, which

the state has been obliged to borrow, and if

otherwise unable to pay

Trieste, July zj. Francis Archangel!,

who murdered the Abbe Winckelman, on

(he 9th ot last month, has been condemned

to be broke on the whe-l, and the sentence

was executed the day before yesterday, (See

p. 386.)
Venice August 5. Our senate, as a mark

of 'their latisfactioh for the pains Archibald

Campbell Frascr, Esq; hia Britannick ma

jesty t consul at Algirr, has taken in bringing

about the lite renewal of peace between the

iepublck and the Dey, have made him a

present of a diamond ring, said to be worth

upwards of five hundred pound's sterling.

Cadiz, June 17. The day before yester

day sailed from this bay for Corsica, izco

American Jesuits, who had been collected at
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Port S. Mary's. This fleet is composed of

ejght transports, escorted by the Hip of war

the Elizabeth. No others of this order nova-

remain there, excepting a few sick persons,

who will be soon sent off for the same island

along with 151 more, lately brought here ba

the Vengeance and Good Success vessels.

Madrid, July 18. An embargo was yes

terday laid on all our (hips, which it's said are

going to be taken up on the king's account,

to transport ammunition, &c. to Cadiz, Ma

laga, Carthagena, and Ferrol; and orders

are dispatched for better guarding the coasts,

and especially the island of Majorca.

Paris, Aug. Ii. The king's troops which

were in the town of Bastia in Corsica not

having a communication with those in St.

Florent, although the distance between them

was only three laagues, Count de Marbceuf

signified in writing to M. Paoli, the necessity

of securing such communication ; but Paoli,

without returning any answer, immediately

Ciusedan attack to be made on the French

troops. Upon this proceeding, count de

Man œuf, who was at Bastia, and Field

Marshal, de Grand Maison, who was at St.

Florent, carried off seven redoubts from the

Corsicans, sword in band, took possession of the

towns of'Patnmonio and Baroaggioj and ef-

taSlilhed the communication. Twelve hun

dred men were employed in this operation, of

wnum twenty were kill -d, and forty wounded.

The C rstcans were reckoned at acoo.

[In a letter from Leghorn, the Corficani

on the contrary are said to have obtained the

advantage.]

An IMPARTIAL REVIEW./ NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ARTICLE I.

CT'RUE Delicacy, «r, tbc History of Lady

"t Francis Tylney and Henry Cecil, Efo;

% yelt. 1 zmo. Noble.

■ This new spawn of the circulating library

ia filled like the generality of such productions

with a great deal of soft nonsense ; the non

sense, however, is no way dangerous to tbe

morals, se that those who are kind enough to

be satisfied with the recommendation of a

negative merit, have our hearty consent not

only to read but to purchase it.

' II. Liberty: A Perm. Inscribed to John

Wilkes, E/f, ato. n.6d. Flexney.

The catenpenny production of some scrib

bler most patriotically smitten with the public

virtues of Dear Jack YYilkti, four Bob Lloyd,

and honest Chattel Churchill—-Those who re

quire a more particular character of our au

thor's abilities fliall form an opinion for

themselves from the following passage in his

performance.

1 "All, all too weak my insantstrain aspires;

No fense enlivens, and no genius fires ;"

No author ever gave 1 justcr account of his

own writings.

" Too great the talk, for me to make the

heart art !'"

" Dispense sweet numbers, by the rules of

Very true Mr. Poet— but why in the name

of wonder would you attempt it ?

" The words transposed, with quaintest

quaintnejtstrut. .

" A quaintness suited to the gripe of woe"

So his muse is troubled with the gripn.

" And when strong passions ought to be

portray'd,

" Bid fancy wander foppiihly array'd."

Rifum teneatii amici I

III. Rtma'ki on tbe riot Act -witb an Apt'li-

cation to certain decent and alarming Facts, is.

6d. 8vo. Kearstey.

This pamphlet is ushered in witb two quo

tations, one from a genius of established re

putation, Dr. Johnson, and the other from

a babe-dasher in the small wares ot litera

ture, Mr. William Kenrick. From so

unnaccountable an association of such very

different writes, we are tempted to think

Mr. Kenrick is himself the fabricator of the

ptsduction at present before us, as we are

pretty
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pretty certain there is not any other under-

strapper of the muses in England who could

be weak enough, or presumptuous enough to

introduce the poor fuller together of the rVi-

dowed Wife into company with the maflerly

author of the Rambler.—Besides this, the

pamphlet on the not act, like the generality

of Mr. Kenrick's pieces is strongly marked

by an extraordinary portion of peitnefs and

vani y—he mentions the most important af

fairs, with as much familiarity as if he was

actually acquainted with the secrets of govern

ment, and modestly makes premises fur him

self that be tat] favour he wcrld with such

conclusion* as are necessary to support his

own fide of the question.

His pamphlet, however, is not so much

• remark upon the riot act, as an answer to

a cttrsirysketch os Mr, GiUam's trial, in most

of our periodical publications ; out of the fifty

fix sages which this poii ical catchpenny con

tains, forty three are employed in a commen

tary upon theCuisory Sxetcn, but in such a

commentary, as mu't instantly excite the pity,

or rioicule of the publi.. The mounta n

has»labouted without producing a mouse, and

the only persons wo are likely to perule the

article under confd: atton are the unfortu

nate reviewers, who mtlt wade through the

mite of the moil despicable scribblers.

IV. A'lemoirei p-.ui servir a Vllistsrie de

Corse, 170 pager, 8vo. Hooper.

This little work, we are told, is now

translating for the benefit of the English

reader.- In the French it sa. pretty enough,

and will probably, while the assays or Cor

sica engross so much attention, meet

with cui.udcrable encouiagemtnt from the

public.

V. FJfav* on the puerperal Fever, and en

puerperal Omvu'si nt By Tho. Dcnman, M.D.

74 P*6es) -»v0' Walter.

This seems an ingenious little wirk, and

is dedicated to that very eminent master of his

profession Dr. Hunter, physic.an to her ma

jesty.

VI. A Transition of Schesfer's Treatise

en tie Emendation os Dioptrical TtUscopet, Sec.

By Samuel Hardy, Rclior os Little Blaken-

ham in Suffolk, and Lecturer of- Enfield, in

Midalescx. Pearch, 47 pages, 8vo.

Th s performance may, in all probability

give much satisfaction to a mathematical

reader, but is little calculated to afford any

extraordinary pleasure to an admirer ot the

politer sciences.

VII. An Account e/Denmark, antient and

mod-rn,- from Swain the first Christian King re

tbr prejent Time. 5s. sewed* Almon.

This isa time-serving catchpenny, wretch

edly corr.p led from Lord Molelworth and

other writers on the constitution of Denmark,

which the bookseller imagines he may fell

during his Danish m.:j, sty's residence in this

kingdom,

• Set our List

VMI. T. Harris dissected by G. Colman,

4:0. is. 6. .

The principal part of this pamphlet, as it

is an answer to Mr, Harris's recapitulation of

the disputes between the managers of Covent

Carden Theatre, is necessarily composed of

arguments which have been already commu

nicated to the public —It contains an account

of the various attempts which Mr. Harris

and Mr. Rutherford made lo get the actual

management of the playhouse into their rani

har.ds, and concludes with the following pub

lic answers to Mr. Harris's public questions

given in our Magazine of last month.—Since

this publication, a kind of truce has beers

concluded between the belligerant powers,

but whether this truce will, or will not, fi

nally terminate in a lasting peace, is a matter

that occasions much speculation among the

politicians of the theatre.

" I shall pass over in silence his (Mr. Har

ris's) three first propofils * ; but as to the

fourth, the only one wh ch seems either plain

or intelligible, or hat the least colour of that

fairness or equity to which he pretends, I

d 1 hereby aver to the public, for to the pub

lic alone I now address myself, that when

ever T. Harris and his colleague will prefer

their bill in chancery against us, respecting

our present ar icles and past transactions,

neither I nor Mr. Powell will make any de

lay in putting in a full and sufficient answer.

And I no*, in this public manner, call upon

them to file this long threatened bill against

us: And I do hereby pledge my honour, not

to T. Harris, hut lo the public, that no means

or endeavours of mine, or Mr. Powell, shall

be wanting to bring it to a Ibort and speedy

conclusion."

IX, Mentsirt of Corsica. Containing the na

tural and political Hi/lory of that important

)Jhnd\ the principal Events, Revoluriont, &c.

from the remotest f'eriod to the present Time. By

Frederic, itnc/Thcodorc late Ki'g e/Coino,

Hooper.

This book contains a very satisfactory,

though concise, account of Corsica, and gives

us a lively picture of the tyranny which the

Genoese exercised in that iflind—Among

other things the author introduces the fol

lowing affecting story of a Corsican patriot

which cannot but jive entertainment to out*

readers.

" About the middle of the sixteenth cen

tury, the Genoe e having declared them.elves

in favour of the emperor, who was then at

war with Henry II. king of France, this mo-

narch reclaimed the city and state of Genoa,

together with Corsica, at territories belonging,

to his crown.

At the fame time he gave orders for Sasn-

piero dclla Baslilica d'Ornanoto repair to that

island, and assure the Corsicans of his protec

tion. Sampiero was descended from one of

the most nobie families of Corsica, and had

espoused

M'g- p. 343«
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espoused Annina d'Ornano, a lady of incom

parable beauty, and heiress of a very ancient

house ; whose name and arms Sampicto after-

Wards bore. By this lady he had two funs,

Sampiero was a colonel in the French ser

vice, and had acquired considerable reputation ;

Swing at capable os advising in council al of

acting in the field ; prudent, and at the same

time resolved ; affable, yet severe ; apparent

ly pliant on all occasions, yet constantly per

severing to carry his point.

Sampiero was no sooner arrived in Corsica

than the Genoese caused him to be appre

hended upon doubtful surmiseiand conjectures,

unsupported by any decisive proof. They were

soon obliged to release him, however, on the

requisition of Henry II. who leclaimed him as

an officer in his service: being released, Sam

piero returned to France ; when the king dis

patched him to Mons. de Thcrmes, who

commanded his forces in the territory of the

republic of Sienna, now incorporated with

Tuscany.

De Thermes and Sampiero landed in Cor

sica at the head os a very powerful aimy ; ha

ving been cenvoyed by the Ottoman fleet un

der the commandos the famous Dragut. This

Corsair was a great admiral, but of a cruel

and inhu.-nan disposition. On the landing of

the French troops, Sampiero assured his coun

trymen that the design of this expedition was

only to deliver them from the tyrann'cal yoke

of the Genoese; on which assurance the

Cor ficans exerted themselves as much as possi

ble to facilitate its success.

De Thermes soon took Basfia, San Fioren-

10, and Ajaccio; in the mean while Dragut

undertook the reduction of Bonifacio, one of

the principal cities of the island : to this place

he la d so close siege, that being deprived of

all relief from without, it was obliged to fur.

render at discretion. Dragut was for plunder

ing and demolishing it j which de Thermes

opposing, he was greatly displeased, and refu

sed to act offensively against the Genoese any

longer ; leaving the island and adj. cent seal

ill violent anger.

The French, with a great deal of difficul

ty, remained mailers of Corsica for some

years; when it was agreed, by an article in

the treaty of 13 April, 1559, between Hen

ry II. and Philip II. of Spain, that hit most

christian majesty should receive the Genoese

again into his good graces, and restore to

them ali the places he had taken possession of

in Corsica.

In consequence of this treaty the French

evacuated the Wind ; when the poor inhabi

tants, in spite of themselves, and in breach of

the good faith which had been plighted them,

fell anew into the hands of the Genoese;

who now treated them with greater severity

than ever.

Sampiero, glowing with indignation at this

behaviour in the Frenchk"" and the cruel

ty of the Genoese f**^ -untrymen,
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applied to several of the European courti to

avenge their cause.

Among other potentates he addressed him

self to Catherine de Medicis, whom he knew

to be greatly dissatisfied with the Genoese,

because they had refused to comply with her

request! in savour of the hou'e of Fieschi,

which she protected. This princess, there-

foie, gave Sampiero a very gracious reception,

and recommended him to Anthony king of

Navarre ; who was also offended at the Ge

noese. Commissioned by thil prince, he

proceeded to Algiers, and thence to Constan

tinople ; where he obtained from the grand

fignor considerable sums of money as well as

promises of assistance.

Having during this interval - left bis wife

Annina, then in the bloom of her youth) ac

Marseilles, Louis Durazzo, a Genoese noble

man, undertook to seduce her: H succeed

ed ; and, having made himself master of her

heart, endeavoured to convert his success to

the emolument of his country. To this end

he persuaded her to accompany him to Ge

noa; doubtless with a view that she and her

children should serve as a pledge for the fide

lity of Sampiero. Annina, who in the ex

ec's of her passion could refuse nothing to her

lover, had the weakness to consent lo his

proposal, blind to the danger she incurred by

such a condescension. Having first sent their

effects to Genoa, the two lovers took their

flight: being pursued, however, by some

of Sampiero's friends, they were overtaken

and arrested at Antibes ; whence Annina was,

for greater security, conducted to A>x, while

Durazzo was suffered lo continue hit journey,

Sampiero, arriving a few days after at Mar

seilles, was informed of his wile's infidelity

and flight : Tran ported with rage, he flew

immediately to Aix, to have signal vengesnee

lor his injured honour. The poor lady, seiz

ed with remorse, came trembling to meet

him, and throwing herselr on her knee?,

bathed his hand with her tears, and in this

humiliating posture confessed her crime, and

begged his forgiveness in the most affecting

terms.

Sampiero, naturally inflexible, stood some

time unmoved; when, daitmg Iboks of tli;

greatest fury, he broke away trotn her with

out speaking a single word. Retiring preci

pitately to his apartmenr, he there secluded

himself", g ving himielf up intirely to grits,

love, and despair: agitated by these different

p liioiiS, he was for a long time heard only :o

Sigh and repeat the name of Annina. Having

in vain endeavoured to combat an agitation of

mind which at length ro e lo distraction, he

rushed out of his chafnDer like a madman,

and repaired to that of his wife, wnere he

tbiew himself at her feet, call ng her at fust

his mistress and his lady ; when, turning his

angry looks suddenly to heaven, he flew up

on her like a wounded tyger, and strangled

her with his own hands : Having done thr,

he
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he Immediately sb-readered himself to the

officers of justice, and afterwards pleaded hia

own cause so forcibly and pathetically before

the parliament, that they could not retusc to

acquit him of a crime, which humanity con

demns aa much as honour may justify."

X. Remarks on the Rtv, Mr. Whitfield'a

Letter to the Vice Chancellor of the University of

Oiford, 62 p. ivo. Fletcher.

This pamphlet contains many pertinent

arguments, and will give satisfaction to such

of our readers as interest themselves in the

dispute between the university r* Oxford and

the methodist*.

XI. A Letter to the Right Uin. the Earl of

She!burnt on the fatal Consequences of suffering

the French to i--Wc Corsica, @c> u. Flex-

ney.

If thii author has any friends, we could

uvUh that they would use their interest to get

him into St. Luke's or Bethlem hospital.

XII. A Letter to the Author of a Pamphlet

intitled Pittas Uxoniensis, bd. Johnson.

Controversial divinity is agreeable but to

very few, especially where an author has not

extraordinary merit, and therefore we do not

imagine the pamphlet before us will meet

with much encouragement from the public

and though we are not admirers of the au

thor's genius we are the friends of his ' •■ma-

oity.

XIII. A full and impartial Viet* of the

trial of Donald Maclanc, at Guildford, for

the toilful Murder of William Allen the

Teunger, &c. 11. Harris.

This little piece is the production of can

dour and good sense, and does equal credit to

the impartiality and judgement of its author.

Bills of Mortality from Feb.

April 25.

Chriitikxd. Burit.ii.

13 to

Males

Females

1410?

13925
ZS02

Males 2132?

. Females ton $

Whereof have died,

Under 2 Years 1 394 Within the Walls

Witho.the wallsBetw. 2 and 5 386

5 and 10 — 114

10 and *o — 145

20 and 30 — 355

30 and 40 — 420

40 and 50 — 419

50 and 60 — 308

to and 70 — 285

70 and So — 205

80 and 90 — 99

90 and 100 »-■ 13

4'43

Mid. and Surry

City & Sub.West.

4'43

3"

966

1914

95*

4H3

Weekly, March 1. 502

8- 4*3

>S- <5*

22. 426

2a. 464

April 5. 440

12. 476

19. 476

26. 484

Wheaten peck loaf, wt.

4143

17 Ib. 6 oz. 2S. 9d.

S3> lie Lifts luUl

NOTE;

AC. R. advises Y. Z. would read alet-

. ter to the bishop of Gloucester, pub

lished by Mr. Nicol], the last winter, which

he thinks he has not yet done.

We have shewed our regard to the ingeni

ous Mr. Braidwood sufficiently, and what

has been lately sent us would more properly

serve for an advertisement.

Mr. I. H. is desired to observe, that we

think it impossible to new rime his questions.

Pefdo Cantium, however true his relation

may be, cannot be otherwise obliged than in

his last desire.

Beauty and Good Humour, is neither poe*

tical nor grammatical enough for insert.on.

'Tis well intended, and we recommend it M

the future corrections of the author.

We cannot insert any latin poem that il

not really excellent.

Ft poetical piece is too incorrect.

The observation of Monenfii is certainly

just ; but a Court Kalendar or Register, plain

ly points out what be intends by his list.

A. Z's petition is more pioptr for an ad*

vertisement in a news- paper, by which, no

doubt, relief would be obtained.

However sluewd we may think the remark*

on Dr. Waterland's queries are, we cannot

revive a dispute, on which the public sicken

ed so many years since. If we insert any

thing in that controversy it is not of choice)

but because it has been consequential of tome

other altercations.

It is impossible to oblige B. P. with any

degree of correctness, and therefore we hope

he will excuse ut.

Mr. I. A—n's list, is now out of time, and

far from being a matter of general concern.

We will, if he pleases, lescive it for the next

general election, and then insert it.

The MS. intitled a full and true account,

*c. however it may have diverted a few

friendi, we conceive cannot be entertaining

to our readers in general.

We would gladly oblige Mr. A. B. but as

we have studiously avoided roedcil.ng with that

controversy hitherto, it will be improper to

revive it now.

By mistake the plate in our Maga2;ne for

April, was called a view of Dr. Batty's house

and gardens; whereas they weie long since

purchased by Nathaniel Lloyd, E(qj who it

now in possession thereof.

Erratum in our last, p. 365. col. 1. line ult.

for, this ivcutd be denyir.g the Father. &c. read,

this would he der.yir.g Gp.f the Falter, &c.

We can fay notiiing more in relation to

the Discovery, than we have already said in

outlast volume, p. 536, cul. 1. to which we

beg Icve to refer Mr. C.

We acknowledge the receipt of many et-

; cellent productions in prose and verse, which

will have a place in due time, particularly

Mr. WilUins's ; Letter to A. B. from the

Author of an Appeal, &c. a..o the piece

fiom Andreas Dudithius,

be rejuti.eii in cur next.
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THE

London Magazine,

For SEPTEMBER, 1768.

THE BRITISH THEATRE.

jTT^iT'lHn^H E generality of our

V* jJ'JCSj'U *J theatrical critics,when

5*d| £5^ tne5' ''tc'ovl'n ,0 Point

I (i T 'T) ^ out any errors in the

\kM fe^ * conduct of dramatic

J^sT^^^SHf"^ exhibitions, always'

W wV »tW W 'eve' tne wno'e artil-

**-»*-■>***--** lery of their argu

ments against the incapacity of authors,

. or the negligence of managers, and ne

ver once trouble themselves about the

behaviour of the audience; hence if a

poet commits a casual mistake, or if a

manager is guilty of an accidental im

propriety, our periodical prints are im

mediately filled with invectives ; but if

a fourth part of the audience claims

an indisputable title to disturb the en

tertainment of the other three, night

after night, during the whole course of

a season, no writer is found to exclaim

against the presumption, nor does one

critical pen generously exert itself to

plead the cause of an insulted public ;

on the contrary, the boldest of our play

house declaimers suffer the incessant re

petition of the injury without murmur

ing, and either want spirit enough to

condemn it, or sense enough to find it

out.

Mr. Sharpe, in his account of Inly,

tells us, that the Neapolitan nobility at

the theatre, very frequently spit from

the boxes into the pit upon the citi

zens, and Mr. Baretti, in his animadver

sion upon Mr. Sharpe, even goes so

far, as to assure us, that the citizens re

ceive this indignity not only without re

sentment, but seem filled with an almost

idolatrous veneration tor the people by

whom they are treated with so unpar

donable a contempt When an English

man reads s passige like this, his

breast immediately begins to burn, and

his eye is kindled into an honest blaze

of indignation j he thanks his kind stars

Sept. 176S.

for placing him in a country where the

equality of mankind is better under

stood, and reflects with a secret pride,

that he is exposed to no insults, either

from the pre-eminence of rank, or the

superiority of fortune.

A dream such as this, is undoubted

ly an agreeable one ; but, alas I it ii

only a dream ; recollection in a moment

snatches the flattering prospect from hit

imagination

" And like the baseless fabrick of a

vision

" Leaves not a wreck behind—

To speak more plainly, let us suppose,

that while we are hugging ourselves up

in the delightful idea of being securely

defended from the insolence of the great

at our theatrical exhibitions, that a sen

sible foreigner should characterise us in

the following manner : " The people of

England are extremely fond of dramatic

entertainments, and the middling classes

particularly pursue then with so much

eagerness, as frequently to hazard not

only their health, but their lives, to ob

tain a convenient feat in their play

houses ; the prices which they pay for

admission greatly exceed the rates of ad

mission at any other theatre in Europe,

and a common journeyman artisan in

London often gives more to fee a play,

than is given by the first man of fashion

for the lame amusement at Paris. Yet

though the English are such admirers of

the drama, and though this admiration

is gratified at so prodigious an expence,

still there is no place in the world where

the business of the stage is liable to

such continual interruptions ; the nobi

lity and peojle of consideration, who

occupy 'the boxes, claim a prescriptive

right 'o disturb the performance dining

the whole course os the evening ; and at

a new piece, especially, the noise of ta

king their seats scarcely suffers a syllable

L 1 1 f
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to be beard till the conclusion of the

second act. To go early to the play

house it a certain sign of vulgarity,

and the great have their places kept

for them by their servants, so that they

are under ho apprehension of being

excluded, should they even decline to

honour the representation with their

presence till it is almost concluded.

In proportion ro their rank they are

chiefly seated in the front of the boxes,

and in proportion also to their rank

they chiefly delay the moment os their

appearance ; by this meins in the most

critical scene of the best play, the ac-

tor'i voice is drowned with a loud

roar for the countess of Naples dew's

servant ; the duchess of Driveaivay'i

places, and the places of so many il

lustrious disturbers, that one would

imagine ill-breeding was principally

confined to the superior orders of the

kingdom.—The noise occasioned by

bawling out for the servants of the

great, however, is not the only cir

cumstance to be complained of, for

when any of these high born auditors

proceed to their places, all' the other

spectators are under a necessity of rising

up to make way for them, which causes

such a general confusion and clapping

of seats, that the performers are total

ly disconcerted, and those who wish

for the rational enjoyment of the per

formance, materially deprived of a

pleasure which they purchase at so

considerable a fatigue, as well as at so

considerable an expence.

Ic cannot be supposed, where a peo

ple, like the English, are so passionate

ly attached to the entertainments of

the stage, but that the audience are

always highly displeased at these fliame-

ful interruptions of their most sensible

amusements ; yet, though they fre

quently seem distressed at the freedom

which is thus taken by the great, they

either.have not courage enough to re

sent it as an indignity, or are so weak

that they do not look upon it in the

light of an indignity at all. They

are either fearful of resisting the inso

lence of their superiors, or imagine

their superiors have a right to treat

them as they think proper. ---Hence,

though they boast so highly of their

national spirit, and ridicule all the rest

of Europe for paying an abject vene

ration to their nobility, they crouch

themselves with the most timid servi

lity under the contempt of their vwn,

and this too at a place, where, above

all others, the equality of mankind

should be most carefully maintained j

a place os public entertainment."

If a character like the foregoing was

to be given of the English in their dra

matic exhibitions, I am well persuaded,

that my readers would unanimously

exclaim against the supposed injustice

of it, ana insist, that we are by much

too fpiritc-d to bear an interruption in

our favourite amusements from the

most exalted personages in the, king

dom. They would instantly re

mind me, that royalty itself was not

intitled to reverence where it trespassed

upon the patience of the public, and

a well-known anecdote of a late au

gust prince would be mentioned, who

accidentally exceeded the limited time

for drawing tip the curtain in our

theatres. Yet with all the force of

popular prejudice against me, and with

all the authorities which can be pro

duced, both of great understanding

and quick sensibility in the middling

classes of the British people, I mutt

nevertheless affirm, that the tame hu

mility with which they continually

suffer their most rational entertainment

to be disturbed by the boxes, argues

very little more either of wisdom, or

spirit, than is (hewn by the auditors

in the Neapolitan pit, when they smi

lingly receive a spit from their arrogant

nobility.

The elegant frequenters of our

boxes may possibly ask me, if they have

not an indisputable right to go to the

theatre at the hour which is most a-

greeable to their own inclinations ?

undoubtedly ; but then they have no

right to disturb the entertainment of

other people j they may, if they ('lease,

be too refined to enjoy any sensation

at our best pieces, except that of ex

hibiting their adorable persons to the

company. Let them enjoy this hap

piness and welcome, but let them not

interrupt the attention of those under

bred souls, who are delighted with the

representations of reason, and the feel

ings of humanity, who constitute by

much the majority of the audience,

and who do n)t deserve, while they

behave with propriety, to be treated

with contempt.

If our people of fashion would judi

ciously consider, that the surest sign of

good
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good breeding is to study the satisfac

tion of others, they would carefully

avoid the error I am speaking of in

our theatres j but, in general, they are

too proud to be well-bred, and too

scisifli to feel for the convenience of any

body but themselves. 1 cannot

suppress my indignation, when I fee a

clown in high life stalking insolently to

a front place in a box, perhaps at the

most critical circumstance in a whole

play, chilling the rapture in the heart

of generosity, and deadening in the

eye of pity its exquisite gulp, of teai s.

1 fay, there is no bearing the apathy

with which an animal of this kind

breaks in upon the pleasure os num

bers; and yet how many such animals

do we not meet with every evening,

who, so far from seeming unealy at

obliging others to rife, or endeavour

ing to hurry to their feats, march with

a stow solemnity to their servants, and

as if they were fearful of not disturb

ing us sufficiently, give loud directions

to the fellows as they retire about

bringing the chariot at ten, or some

other business of equal significance.

It will perhaps be urged, that if

the custom of letting places in the

boxes was once abolished, a number.

of individuals would be exposed to the

disagreeable alternative, either of go

ing very early to a play, or of staying

away irrtirely ; for my own part, I

would rather see the most respectable

individuals of our community reduced

even to this alternative, than the pub

lic entertainment constantly inter

rupted.—When places were originally

let in the boxes, the convenience of

the town was intended to be advanced,

and not designed to be prevented ; nor

can it be reasonably argued, that be

cause the present complaint is of long

standing it is not now to be redressed ;

on the contrary the older our errors

are, the less excusable we must be to

continue them, and we must naturally

think those people the most absurd,

who oftenest rebel against the sense of

their own conviction.

As the necessity therefore of remo

ving the constant interruption of our

theatrical amusements by the ill breed

ing of the polite world is so obvious,

it only remains to point out the most

probable means of effecting a reforma

tion; to obtain this, I would not on

any account abolish the custom of let

ting places in the boxes, but I would

restrain it within some sensible bounds.

The elegant part of the auditors should,

as usual, have the privilege of enga

ging their seats, but at the fame time

they stiould forfeit all previous right

to those feats, unless they took curtain

possession of them before the personal

drew up.---The certainty of being well

accommodated, without waiting a te

dious interval for the performance, is

as much as the most respectable perso

nages in the kingdom can be justly in-

tiled to ; consequently, they stiould be

satisfied with this certainty, and not

claim an insolent power of making a

whole public the slave of their hu

mour or caprice.—If they do not ho

nour the theatre with their presence in

proper time, let their places be given

up to those who will ; and let them,

if they only want to see the conclusion

of a play, steal into the back of the

boxes at their own hour, where they

will not be so likely to break in upon

the entertainment of the audience.—

If a regulation of this nature was once

established, I am fully persuaded the

good effects would be immediate; the

very vanity which now prevents our

people of condition from going early

to the theatre, would induce them to

be punctual to the moment of exhibi

tion, and the fear of not being seen in

the strongest blaze of all their finery,

would soon produce a propriety of con

duct, which has not hitherto resulted

either from their good sense or their

civility; but let us suppose that this

should not be the cafe, and that we

were evendescrred by our inconsiderate

superiors, if the proposed regulation

should be carried into execution, still

wouldn't it be better to lose their

company intirely, than to purchase it

at the exper.ce of our satisfaction ?

And wouldn't the quiet enjoyment of

our favourite entertainment amply

compensate for the absence of these

glittering liisturbers? Undoubtedly! and

to dispute it mult be the very meridian

either of absurdity or madness.

We all remember perfectly, that, a

few years since, there was a scandalous

custom among our smarts, and frothy

young fellows of fashion, to croud be

hind the scenes of the theatre, by

which means the performance was

often interrupted, and the stage fre

quently lo crouded as to be almost in

accessible
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accessible to the very actors. This

abuse prevailed a long time, and the

managers were fearful to attempt a re

formation.- -Bot the public at last

roused from its lethargy, and with an

honest indignation demanded redress.

---The public voice was obeve'rt, and

we have never since been .iis.»usted in

this manner by the impertinence of

these pretty gentlemen.

Why then, when we fee it so easy to

reform abuses, do we negligently slac

ken the business of a general reforma

tion.—The fame spirit, which banislied

the vain and the licentious from the

scenes, will e inly establish a rule that no

places /ball be kept as private property in

tbe boxes after fix o'clock ; let the real

friends of the drama therefore hearti

ly coneur in a generous design to ob

tain this necessary regulation : let them

no longer be trampled upon by the in

solence of rank, or the advantage of

fortune ; but let the convenience, even

of the most illustrious individuals in

the kingdom, give way to the general

satisfaction of the whole public.

The season is just commenced, and no

time can be so proper as the present

to correct this unpardonable abuse ;

the cause to be supported is the cause of

good sense as well as true politeness,and

can have no enemies, but the enemies

of reason and the friends of barbarity.

To the PRINTER, &e.

I Have been m3ny years subject to

the most violent pain that a human

body can feel, occaiioned by concre

tions in the gall bladder. About ten

years since I passed a great number,

the largest of which were considered by

the faculty to be too big to have found

a passige through the gall duct : from

that time, however, till within these

twelve months, I have enjoyed a tole

rable (hare of health, except now and

then some slight pains in my stomach,

which I attributed to be owing to

smaller concretions, which I flattered

myself the dilated duct permitted to

pass, and that I should escape for the

future any of those very severe suffer

ings I had before underwent from

larger concretions j bot for near a year

past I have been seldom a day without

great pain, and often so extreme as to

oblige me, in hopes of relief, and re

laxation of the duct, to take lauda

num j and that too (being an oki of

fender at it) in large quantities.

About a week ago I was, however,

seized with the most violent fit of this

disorder I ever yet had, attended with

such pain, that I hope no man ever

did, or ever will experience.

I was then in Hertfordshire, and be

ing thoroughly convinced, that a very

large gall stone was in the duct too

large to return, and that my only

chance was to promote its compleat

passage, or die within a few hours, I

forbad any advice being called in, and

deter.nined to rely on those means of

relief I had so often made use of be

fore. I therefore, after taking what

laudanum I had in the house, sent to

a neighbouring apothecary for a phial

more, and at fifty drops at a time,

every half hour, took about 500, which,

however, did neither mitigate the

pain, or give any hopes of palling the

stone. I then ordered .my brewing

copper to be filled with water, and

ma.te extremely hot, and in that I al

most par boiled myself for near an

hour; and being brought back to my

bed, [ fell into a most profuse sweat,

and in a very short time I felt the ex

pulsion of tbe stone, which is of a fize

scarce to be credited, and the largest

perhaps that ever was found even inth*

bladder of those who have died of this

disorder.

As this hint may be of service to

many who suffer under the like com

plaint, a news-paper perhaps may

prove the best vehicle to make it

known ; and therefore by inserting it

you mayoblige many besides yours, &c.

Sept. 15, 1768. Phil. Thicknesse.

N. B. The stone is upwards of an

inch in length, and one inch and se

ven tenths in circumference, and bat a

very rough extetnal coat.

An Essay on tbe Diseases incidental to li

terary andsedentary Persons, &c. &c.

by the celebrated Dr. Tissot, pro-

fefsor of Physic at Berne, having

lately been translated, <we shall give an

Account of that useful Performance:

"TT is an old complaint," fays

JL the learned physician, " that

study, though essentially necessary to

the mind, is hurtful to the body ; and

Celsus has intimated the necessity of a

remedy. Those that are of weak con

stitutions, fays he, as most studious

men are, should take greater care than

others,
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others, that what is impaired by appli

cation to their studies may he repaired

by attention to their constitutions. And

Plutarch, an admirable judge of what

is right and becoming, declares it to

be a sliame, that the learned should

spend days and nights in useful investi

gations, and at the fame time neglect

the art of preserving their health ; be

ing, doubtless, ignorant that the

bealing science was formerly looked

upon as a part of wisdom, and that

those chiefly required medical assistance,

who have impaired their bodily strength

by anxious thought and watchfulness.

There are two principal sources from

whence all the sufferings of the stu

dious flow ; the constant exercise and

application of the mind, and the con

tinual rest of the body : for they are

as indolent in body,' as they are busy

and active in mind. By enumerating

the ills, that arise from both causes, a

dreadful crop of dis.ases will be dis

played.

Let metaphysicians bewilder them

selves in inquiries, how the mind go

verns the body, and is governed by

the latter in its turn; physicians, de

scending to considerations of lets im

portance, but of greater certainty,

perhaps, and little sollicitous about the

causes of this mutual government, and

but confining their inquiries to pheno

mena, know by experience, that cer

tain emotions of the mind necessarily

arise from certain conditions of the

body, and that by particular emotions

in the mind particular changes are un

avoidably produced in the body, and

that whilst the mind thinks, some part

ot the brain is stretch'd. We make no

other inquiry ; it would be of no use

to know any thing farther.

So close is the connexion between

mind and body, that we cannot well

conceive the operations of the one in

dependent of some correspondence with

the other. For as the fenses are inca

pable of conveying the materials of

thought to the soul, without the mo

tion both of their own fibres and those

of the brain, so, whilst the mind re

volves these cogitations, the organs of

the brain are more or less stimulated

to act, stretched, and have orcillatory

motions excited in them. The mind

agitates the machine ; and these are

t'ne labours of the medullar) part,

which, being so tender, does not suffer
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the less by these motions, and every

man easily feels that in himself, which

the strongest arms experience after the

most violent exercise.

For which of you, that has been ad

dicted to a studious life, has not often

found, after intense thought, that the

innermost part os the brain has been.

affected by a troublesome heat, and

intense pain, such as the muscles feel

when fatigued with long labour ? Nor

does the medullary part of the brain

suffer alone, but the very eyes them

selves can perceive the force of the

thinking soul, extended beyond the

brain : for whilst we look upon a man

that meditates seriousty, all the mus

cles of his face appear stretched, nay

sometimes convulsed. Nor does the

brain, the medulla of which is the

source of the nerves, suffer alone, but

they themselves are hurt ; and Plato

has admirably fliewn, in the masculine

style in which he so greatly excelled,

how much the exercise of the mind

prejudices the body. " As the mind,

lays he, is far more powerful than the

body, and exults ;md is elate therein,

it affects it inwardly, and fills it en

tirely with languor ; and when, by

gathering together its strength, it ap

plies earnestly to learning and to the

investigating of things, it quite dis

solves and unhinges the body : finally,

when with an ambitious emulation it

exerts itself to speak an harangue both

in private and public, it inflames the

body and relaxes it. For, as Kamaz-

zini observes, the soul and body are

united by so firm a league, that all the

advantages and disadvantages of the

one must affect the other ; and as the

soul is rendered languid in the mental

functions, and becomtl stupified in the

fame manner by the too great appli

cation of the mind to the study of wis

dom, the body must unavoidably pine

away, the animal spirits being con

sumed, which are the only instruments

of rightly performing both material

and Ipiritual operations *." These

are indeed observations highly just.

For he who is not ignorauc what a

multitude of neives there are in the

anirml system, who is sensible that

there is no function that cm be per

formed without them, will easily ap

prehend that by the fatigue of the

medulla a languor may be brought

upon all the nerves, so that the P»eral

(unctions

PlatoU works, p. 648.
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functions may be weakened, and the

strength of the body may, without its

being exercised, be totally exhausted.

It is universally known that there

are books composed without any

strength of genius, which appear quite

insipid and unassecting to the reader,

and only tire the eyes ; but those that

are composed with an exquisite force

of ideas, and with an exact connexion

of thought, elevate the foul, and fa

tigue it with the very pleasure, which,

the more compleat, lasting, and fre

quent it is, breaks the man the more •.

Malebranche was seized with dread

ful palpitations in reading Descartes's

man; and there is still living at Paris

a professor of rhetoric, who fainted

away whilst he was perusing some of

the sublime passages of Homer f.

As we propose to give a compleat

analysis of this little ingenious per

formance, the rest must, for want of

room, be deferred to our next.

Extract ofa Letter from Thomas Cufh-

ing, Esq; late Speaker os the House of

Representatives of the ProvinceofMal-

sachusett's Bay, to Dennys De Berdt,

Esq; Agentfor that Province ; dated

Boston, July 13, 1768.

From the American Gazette.

T is very surptizing to people

here, that the circular letter,

transmitted from this government to

the other colonies, could be represent

ed and considered by the ministry in

so odious a light as it appears it has

been, by the late letter from the earl

of Hillsborough. It is amazing, that

a measure so innocent, so prudent,

and that had such a tendency to quiet

the minds of the people, should be so

misconstrued. However, it seems the

letter from the earl of Hillsborough,

respecting this affair, has had quite a

different effect from what was design

ed and expected : Instead of prevent

ing the colonies from uniting in their

application to the throne for relief, it

has served to make them more soli

citous than ever of an union in senti

ment and measures. This you will

percive, upon perusing the inclosed

News paper, where you will find what

• "77/ an admirable observation of Montesquieu : All things fatigue us at loft, and

above all great, pleasures; the fibres, that tvere the organs of it, stand in need of reft .-

vie must employ others be ter ailapted toserve us, and thus, as it were, divide eur

labour. Essay upon Taste.

f Lorry upon melancholy and melancholy disorders. Tom. I.

The

I

Letter. Sept.

has been done by the house of Dele

gates at Maryland. Thecolony ofRhode

Maud has immediately upon the recep

tion of the letter aaovementioned, pre

pared an address to his majesty, which

will soon be forwarded. Many of the

other colonies have also forwarded

their petitions and representations.

The people through the continent are

greatly alarmed, and will never be easy

till the late acts are repealed, and

things return to their old course. The

merchants find they cannot vend your

manufactures, the country people are

so disgusted, and are determined not

to continue theii importations of Eng

lish goods. We have in the harbour

five or six vessels ot war, and are threat

ened with troops. If they should be

sent here to enforce acts of parliament,

God only knows what will be the event.

This we are sure <5f, that be the num

ber of the troops ever so great, they

cannot force us either to import, buy,

orconlmne, English goods. The mer

cantile interest on your side of.the wa

ter is, and will be, greatly affected by

these measures. It behoves them to

bestir themselves upon this occasion, if

they design to preierve their trade. It

is the opinion of men of discernment

and good judgment, that the people

through the continent are much more

alarmed at the late net;, than they

were at the stamp act j and it would be

vastly more difficult to reconcile the

people to them. God grant that the

union between the mother country and

the colonies may not be interrupted;

and that thole at the helm may be en-

dowed with all that wisdom which may

be needful to direct at such a critical

day ! I doubt not your good wishes for

America."

WE have obliged our readers,

this month, with a fine print

of Mr. Foote, in the character of Ma

jor Sturgeon, in the Mayor of Garret,

of which humourous entertainment an

account is given in our volume for

'7^3, P- 371— 37 5- We have also gi

ven them an elegant View of the Earl

of Westmorland's beautiful seat in the

county of Kent, so greatly admired.
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The History of the last Session of Parliament, fcfr.

The History of the Sestion of Parliament ivhicb bet,an Nov. u, 1766, being the sixth

Session, of the Twelfth Parliament ofGrtat- Britain, ivith an Account ofall the ma

terial Questions therein determined, and of the Political Disputes thereby occasioned

_ itiithout Doers. Continuedfrom f. 404.

THERE remains still behind a

number of acts that passed in

this session for inclosing commons, in

every part of England, and some fens

in Cambridgeshire, Lincolnshire, &c.

To prepare the public for these acts

several essays and letters were inserted,

before the meeting of parliament, in

the public papers, complaining of the

many commons and waste grounds in

this kingdom, as being of little use to

the public, and attempting to ihew

that by rendering them private pro

perty, and inclosing them, the quan

tity of corn produced in England

would be greatly increased, and all fu

ture scarcity prevented ; consequently

the little damage that private persons

could suffer would 'be greatly overba

lanced by the public utility 1 A spe

cious argument in favour of the bills

afterwards brought into the house,

which were extremely numerous, and

the far greatest part of them meeting

with little or no opposition, passed

through the house with extraordinary

rapidity. However, the advantages

proposed by these acts appeared to the

public to be distant and uncertain, and

indeed to center only in those gentle

men who obtained the acts ; but as

they deprived the poorer sort of far

mers of an advantage necessary for

their support, and reduced to ruin

many cottagers, who were able by

means of these commons to maintain

a cow or two, and to bring up fami

lies that have furnished hardy young

fellows for the plough, and from whom

our armies in time of w;ir have been

chiefly supplied, people considered these

acts as tending to decrease the national

strength, and to depopulate the coun

try. Ry what means these lands be

came common, those who laid claim

to them did not enquire. Some of

them were probably grants from the

crown, made in very early ti:nes, to

reward the neighbouring inhabitants

for some signal service, and others pre

sented by our ancient nobility and

gentry, from a spirit of humanity, to

.enable the people near those commons

to keep a horse or cow. However,

Sept. 176S.

those who were sufferers naturally con

sidered themselves as deprived ot their

patrimony, and thele acts cieated

great discontent throughout the whole

nation, they being, to appearance at

least, calculated to pleale none iiut the

wealthy landlords, who thus added to

their estates very large tracks of land,

to which it does not appear that be

fore the passing of these acts, they had

any legal claim.

It would be impossible to give here

even a summary account of the pass

ing of all these acts, nor would that

afford either instruction or entertain

ment to the reader, it will be sufficient

to mention one of them, and we ra

ther chuse to give one which did not

meet with success, in order to (hew

that a due attention was paid to the

objections laid before the house.

On the nth os Dec. was presented to

the house and read, a petition os the lord

of the manors of Stanwell and Hemonds,

alias Shipcor, in the county of Mid

dlesex, the impropriators of the great

tythes, and the vicar of the parish of

Stanwell, within the said manor, and

of the most considerable proprietor*

of lands and estates within the laid

manor and parish ; setting forth, that

there are within the said manor and

parish, several large open arable fields,

and meadow grounds, wherein the

properties of the petitioners, aud o-

thers, lie greatly intermixed ; and

that if the said fields and mealnw*

grounds, and alto the commons,

moors, and waste lands, within -he

said parish, which are likew,i> very

extensive, were inclosed and divided

into specific allotments, it wou:d be

of advantage to all ,-e-sons interested

therein, and therefore praying that

leave may "e given to bring in a nil! for

thosepurposes. Onwhictiit .vasordered,

that leave be given to bring in a bill

pursuant to the prayer of the laid peti

tion ; and that Mr. Burreli and Mr.

Coventry do prepare and bring in the

same. On the 17th Mr. Burreli pr=-

sented the bill to the house, under

the title of A bill for dividing and in

closing the several open arable fields,

M in in meadow
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meadow grounds, or lammas land,

commons, moors, and waste lands,

within the manors of Stanwell ahd

Heruonds, alias Shipcot, and parish of

Stanwell, in the coumy of Middlesex ;

and it being received and read a first

time, was ordered to he read a second.

However on the 18th of February,

a petition of the several .persons, whose

names are thereunto subscribed, being

owners, or occupiers, of cottages or

tenements in the parish of Stanwell,

in the county of Middlesex, was pre

sented to the house, and read ; set

ting forth, that the petitioners ob

serve, by the votes of the house, that

a bill is now depending for dividing

and inclosing the several open arable

fields, meadow grounds, commons,

moors, and waste lands, within the

said parish of Stanwell ; and that the

petitioners, in tight ot their said cot

tages and tenements, are severally in-

titled to common os pasture for their

cattle and sheep, upon all the said com

mons, moors, and waste lands, at all

times in the year, and upon the large

common called Hounflow Heath ; and

the petitioners, in the rights aforesaid,

are also intitled to, and do enjoy com

mon of Turbary on the said commons,

and heath, and that the lord of the ma

nor of Stanwell lately caused part of the

said moors within the said parish, to

be fenced in, and inclosed with pales

for his own sole and separate use,

without the consent of the petitioners

and other persons intitled to a right

of common therein, which said pales

have be 11 since pulled down by several

of the petitioners and others, against

whom several actions have been com

menced by the lord of the (aid ma

nor, in order to try the petitioner*

said right of common therein, all

which actions are now depending ; and

that the petitioners apprehend, and

believe in cafe the said bill should pass

into a law, the legality of the peti

tioners said rights will be left to the

determination of commissioners un

qualified to judge of the fame; and

that in cafe the petitioners said rights

should be allowed by such commillion-

ers, that no adequate compensatiun in

land will or can be awarded to the pe

titioners for the fame ; and that the

dividing and inclosing the said com

mons, moors, and waste lands within

the said parish, will greatly injure and

distress many j and therefore praying,.

that they may be heard by their coun

sel against the said bill, and that the

same may not pass into a law.

The lame day a petition of George

Richard Carter, Elq; Samuel Clark,

Esq; Jervoise Clark, Esq; John Bul

lock, Esq; and the several other per

sons whose names are thereunto sub

scribed, being owners and proprietors

of farms and lands in the parish of

Stanwell, in the county of Middlesex,

was also presented to the house, and

read ; also taking notice of the said

bill ; and setting forth, that the peti

tioners, in right of the said farms, as

also the owners of near one hundred

cottages or tenements within the said

parish, and their respective tenants are

severally intitled to, and do enjoy,

common of pasture, for their cattle,

and slieep, upon all the said commons,

moors, and waste lands, within the

said parish, at all times of the year,

except for sheep, without any stint or

proportion whatsoever, and a right of

intercommoning wi'h the tenants of

several other manors, at all times in the

year, and without stint, in, over, and

upon, Hounflow Heath ; and that the

petitioners apprehend that the divi

ding and inclosing the said fields,

meadows, commons, moors, and

waste lands, in the laid parish, will

be attended with very great inconve

nience to the petitioners, without any

advantage to them ; and therefore

praying, that they may be heard by

their counsel against the said bill, and

that the same may -not pass into a law.

These petitions were severally or

dered to lie upon the table till the

above bill should be read a second

time, when the petitioners were to be

heard by their counsel against the bill

if they thought fit; and that at the

same time counsel should be admitted

to be heard in favour of the bill against

these petitions.

On the 26th of the fame month was

presented to the house and read, a peti

tion of the several persons whose names

are thereanto subscribed, being own

ers, and occupiers of messuages, farms,

lands, and tenements, within the se

veral parishes of Harmondswortb, Il.ir-

lington, Cranford, Heston, Isleworth,

Twickenham, Teddington, Hampton.

Hanworth, Feltham, and East Bed-

font, in the county of Middlesex, set

ting forth, that the several commons,

and waste lauds, lying within the said

paxifll
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parish of Stanwell, intended to be

inclosed, are part of the large and ex

tensive common, or heath, called Houn

slow Heath, over and upon every part

of which, the petitioners, as well at

the owners, and occupiers of messu

ages, cottages, lands, and tenements,

within the said parish, bein_j parish-

oners and inhabitants within the fame

parishes, are intitled to, and have for

time immemorial enjoyed common of

pasture for their cattle and sheep, at

all times in the year, without stint ;

and, in cafe such part of the said heath,

as extends into the parish of Stanwell,

is inclosed, such inclosure will not on

ly be very injurious to ail the owners

and occupiers of lands, cottages, and

tenements, in the said parish of Stan-

well, except the lord of the said ma

nors, but will also be prejudicial to

the rights and properties of the 'peti

tioners and others intitled to such

right of common as aforesaid ; and

therefore praying, that the said bill

may nor pass into a law.

This petition was also ordered to lie

upon the table till the bill was read a

second time.

On the 3d of March, the counsel

for and against the bill were called ;

when the counsel for -the bill were

heard, and several witnesses examined

in support of the bill against the above

petitions ; and then the counsel pro

posed to call a witness in order to dis

prove the right of the several parishes

adjacent to Hounslow Heath to inter-

common with the parish of Stanwell

over the said heath : but the counsel

for the petitioners objected to the pro

ducing of such evidence, and gave

their reasons for this objection ; the

counsel for the bill were then heard

in answer! and those for the petition

ers being heard in reply, the counsel

on both sides were ordered to with

draw. Which having done, it was

resolved, that the counsel for the bill

should be admitted to produce evidence

to disprove the right of the several pa

rishes adjacent to Hounslow Heath, to

intercommon with the parish of Stan

well over the said heath. Afte r which

the counsel for and against the bill

were again called in, and Mr. Speak.

er having acquainted them with that

resolution, the counsel (or the bill

examined the witness, and then sum

med up his evidence ; when one of the

counsel against the bill, being heard by
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way of reply ; the counsel on both

sides were directed to withdraw. The

speaker then opened the bill, when a

motion being made, and the question

put, that the bill be committed, it

pasted in the negative.

Thus this bill, by the strength of

the opposition it met with, was thrown

out ; but this could not be the cafe

where nene were injured bu{ those in

low circumstances ; for how' should a

number os poor farmers, just able to

pay a small rent, and bring up their

families, by the advantage they receiv

ed from a neighbouring common ; or

ignorant cottagers, obtain either the

knowledge or ability necessary to cause

the hardships they would suffer to be

laid before the house, or to fee coun

sel to plead their cause against a

wealthy landlord, or lord of the ma

nor. Thus it was impossible that they

should make any opposition to what

was carrying on to their prejudice ;

ahd though their cafe was known to

many of the members, yet as those

members were, in many cafes, parties

concerned, they could not with any

degree of prudence, while they were

soliciting these acts, shew the inconve

niences with which they would be

attended. On the other hand, what

those who countenanced these bills

urged in their defence is worthy of

consideration, that lands posleiled in

common by the inhabitants of one or

more parishes, are generally neglected,

and it cannot well be supposed that

they will ever be improved to such a

degree as when they are rendered

private property; the individuals who

reap benefit from a common not being

interested to manure and improve the

foil to the best advantage, in the fame

degree as the person who has rendered

it his private property ; nor can such,

lands, while common, be converted

into corn fields ; hence though many

individuals may be losers by inclosing

them, the persons who add them to

their estates are not the only gainers ;

since improving the lands of any coun

try, is universally allowed to be a pub

lic benefit.

I have now given an account of the

most remarkable bills brought into

the house during the sixth session of

parliament, and have only to add,

that the business of the session being

conclnded on the id of July, his ma

jesty then came to the house of peers,

M in in a drtssed
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dressed in his royal robes, and being

seated on the throne, the commons

were, as ulu.il, sent for, and his ma

jesty a!tcr giving the royal assent to se

veral public nnd private acts, put an

end to th.ir s iTion bv a molt gracious

speech, which was inserted in the last

volume of this Magazine, p. 355. The

Lord Chancellor then by his majesty's

command prorogued the session to the

31ft of August following j from that

day it was prorogued to the 7th of Oc

tober ; and from thence it was farther

prorogued to the 14th of November.

The History of the last Session of Parliament, &c.

The History of the SiJJion of Parliament, which be^an Nov. 14, 1767, being theseventh

Session of the Twelfth Parliament o> Great-Britain ; with anAccount ofall the mats'

rial Questions therein determined, and of the political Disputei thereby occasioned with

out Dior1.

THE two houses having assem

bled at Westminster on the i+th

ot November, his majesty went with

the usual stne to the house of peers,

and opened the session with a most gra

cious speech from the throne, which

was inserted in the lift vol p. 548. The

commons then returning to their

liousc, Mr. Speaker, as usual, read to

them the speech, of which he had a

copy, and a motion w;:s made that

an humble address be presented to his

majesty, to icturn his majesty the

thanks of this house for his most gra

cious 'peech from the throne:

To acknowledge his majesty's good

ness anil at;mtion to the convenience

of his people, in calling his parlia

ment together at this time ; and to

assure his mjjestv, that we will endea

vour to' improve the opportunity

which the present happy state of

peace an i tranquillity affoids, by ex

erting our utmost abilities in the pro

secution of such measures as may most

ertectually promote the public welfare

and prosperity :.

Ttiat we are equally sensible of his

jnajiltv's paternal care, in the mea

sures alreidy t.-ken by his majesty to

alleviate the distresses ot the poor; and

of his royal wisdom, in recommending

the fame in'ert sting and important ob

ject to the consignation of his parlia

ment'; and that we will not fail to take

into our most attentive deliberation all

su :.h measures is shall appear conducive

to the accomplishment of that great

and most desirable en<: :

To congrar.iltte his majtsty on the

late increase of his royal family, by the

birth of a prince ; and to assure his ma

jesty that we regard as an addition to

the happiness and welfare ot' this nation

every increase of that illustrious house,

under whole mild and auspicious go

vernment our religious and civil liber

ties have been so happily maintained

and protected 1

That it is therefore with equal grief

and anxiety we reflect on the late un-

timelylossof his majesty's royal brother,

the Duke of York; whose early and

ready zeal in his country's cause thewed

him worthy of the heroic race he sprang

from; and whose amiable virtues, in

the more private scenes of life, must,

ever make his memory dear to all who

had the happiness of approaching him ;

To assure Ins majesty, that this house

will, with a zeal and alacrity becoming

the representatives ot an affectionate

and grateful people, readily grant such

supplies as shall be requisite tor the sup

port of his majesty's government, for

advancing the honour and interest of

this country, and elf.ctually providing

for the public safety:

And that our regard to his majesty's

recommendation, as well as the indif-

pensible duty we owe to those whom

we represent, will make us earnestly

attentive to the great object of dimi

nishing the national debt ; being con

vinced that nothing can so effectually

tend to add real lustre and dignity to

his majesty's government, or to give

solid and permanent strength to these

kingdoms :

That with these views, and in these

sentiments, we will endeavour, with the

utmost unanimity and dispatch, to pro

mote the publ ic service, and to deserve,

by our sincere and unwearied labours

for the general good, that confidence

which it has pleased his majesty to re

pose in us: not doubting of his ma

jesty's gracious disposition to confirm

and
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and perfect what our true zeal may

suggest, for the lasting advantage and

h*p linefs of his people.

The house was then moved, that his

majesty's most gracious speech, to both

houses of parliament upon Thursday

the 2(1 day os July, in the last session of

parliament, might be read.

After which it was resolved that an

humble address be presented to his ma

jesty ; ant4 a committee being appoint

ed to draw it up, they were directed

to withdraw immediately for that pur

pose into the speaker's chamber. It was

then resolved, that the hou'e would the

next morning resolve itself into a com

mittee of the whole house to consider

of the several acts passed in the last ses

sion of parliament, relative to corn

and provisions. The house being soon

after informed that the sheriffs of the

city of London attended at the door,

they were called in, and having pre

sented to the house the following peti

tion from the lord mayor, aldermen and

commons of the city of London in

common council, withdrew. The said

petition was then read; setting foith,

thai the present high prices of grain,

and all other forts of provisions, parti

cularly in the metropolis, forcibly call

Upon the petitioners, humbly to solicit

the earnest attention of the house, to

the distresses of the industrious poor,

whose situation, whilst it excites com

passion for the immediate sufferers,

cannot but raise the apprehensions of

the legislature, for the consequences

thereof to the manufactures, trade,

and population, and ultimately to the

landed interest, of Great Britain ; and

that the petitioners most gratefully ac

knowledge the wisdom and goodness

of parliament, in the acts passed last

sessun, for prohibiting the exportation,

and allowing the free importation, of

corn and grain, and (in part) restrain

ing the distillery 1 humbly trusting,

that the house will be of opinion, not

to suffer those salutary regulations

to expire, until the produce of the next

year's harvest (hall be clearly known,

and the poor manufacturer, and la

bourer, secure of bread, at a moderate

price. That the dearness of flefli-

meat, fish, and other necessities, at

this time, seem (in the judgment of

the petitioners) also to require some

speedy and effectual relief ; and there

fore, tbey submit it to the wisdom of

the house, whether the deficiency

therein arising, partly from former

calamities, not yet repaired, ought not,

during the present exigency, to be

supplied by a free importation. That

the petitioners trust the house (after

providing some immediate relief for

the present urgent necessities) will turn

their thoughts to moie lasting and ex

tensive regulations, which (as far as

human wisdom can) may prevent the

like difficulties for the suture. The

petitioners think it a duty incumbent

on them, humbly to lay before the

house such considerations as have oc

curred to them, on this important sub

ject. In the first place, the petitioners

humbly conceive, That, although a

moderate bounty on the exportation

of corn and grain, in times of great

plenty and cheapness, may be a wise

and necessary encouragement to the

cultivation and increase thereof, and

the present bounty has, in fact, made

them cheaper than they were before

(some sew unfavourable seasons only

excepted) j and although the exporta

tion of our surplus appears a necessary

and highly beneficial trade to the na

tion in general j yet as the consump

tion of wheat is become much more

general within this kingdom since the

commencement of the bounty, the pe

titioners conceive it might now be

good policy to reduce the highest

bounty price thereof to a more mode

rate sum : and it appears probable to

the petitioners, that if the bounty had

some years ago been limited to what

has been the average price since the

year 1688, it might have preserved to

this country all the wheat which has

been exported at the intermediate

prices, and all the money that has

been paid to re-pbee it with foreign,

corn, of a much interior quality. Se

condly, That the acts relating to the

bounty are des. ctive, in not expressly

restraining it to grain of the growth

of this kingdom, the exporters from

the out- ports (Berwick upon Tnuctd

only excepted) not being called upon

to make any proof thereof, wheraby

the intentions of parliament may, in

some measure have been frustrated, and

the public revenue defrauded. Third

ly, That the present method of ascer

taining the bounty price also appears

defective in several particulars, which

(in the port of London at least) might

be
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be remedied, by taking the average

price, as weekly returned upon oath

to the court of lord mayor and alder

men of the said city. Fourthly, That

the market hours not being fixed by

law, gives undue advantages to specu

lative and designing men, and tends

to enhance the price of the necessa

ries of life, to the consumer. Fifthly,

That the- present regulations in the as

size of bread seem highly disadvanta

geous to the poor, who, as the peti

tioners humbly conceive, might be sup

plied cheaper, and better, if only one

sort of bread was made aftizeable.

Sixthly, That the great jncreale in the

breed of horses (owing partly to the

growing practice of employing them,

instead of Oxen, in tillage, and partly

to the great demands from abroad),

has greatly contributed to diminish the

number of cattle for slaughter, and ne

cessarily tends to enhance the price

thereof, which the petitioners appre

hend, might be corrected, by a duty

upon the exportation of horses, and a

small bounty upon the use of oxen in

tillage. Seventhly, That the scarcity

of grown cattle, r.nd consequently the

dearness of flesh meat, are still farther

increased by the unlimited destruction

of ewe Iambs, and cow calves, in all

seasons of the year, merely to gratify

the unreasonable appetite of the rich

and luxurious. Eighthly, That the pre

vailing practice of comolidating small

farms not only tends to render many

articles of provision and consumption

scarce, but must, in time, depopulate

the country of it's most useful inhabi

tant, by depriving the industrious

poor both of labour and habitation.

Lastly, That the misguided and often*

ill-grounded resentment of the common

ptople, in times of public calamity (by

prompting them to destroy mills, corn,

and other provisions, and to obstruct

the removal of the latter from one

place to another) is not only an in

jury to their fellow subjects, but al

so to themselves, by aggravating the

very evils they complain of j and there

fore, for their fakes, as well as that of

the public, ought to be timely and ef

fectually pre/ented, or suppressed.

And therefore praying the house, to

take these important matters into their

most ftrious consideration, and to pro

vide soch remedies as their respective

natures Cull appear to require, or ad-
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mit, and such as the house shall judge

consistent with the real and permanent

interests of the whole kingdom.

This was followed by a petition of

the mayor and burgesses of the borough

of Devizes in Wiltshire, complaining

of the distresses of the poor from the

dearness of corn and other provisions,

and allo of the high price of wool ;

praying the house to take the premises

into consideration, and provide such

remedies for the distresses of the poor,

as sliould be thought prudent and

fitting. These petitions were seve

rally ordered to be referred to the

consideration of the committee of the

whole house, to whom it was referred

to consider of the several acts passed in

the last session of parliament, relative

to corn and provisions.

[to be continued in our next.~\

To lie PRINTER, &c.

SIR,

IT is to be observed, that those in

sects, no ltss destructive than per

nicious, hy some called weevils, by

others whools, black bobs or creepers,

are like small aim that breed in sum-

mo- from the dampness of the 'grain,

particularly wheat and malt, and will

not only destroy the kernels in a short

time, but likewise spoil the grain if

ground down with them in it, which

is commonly the cafe, and but too fre

quently, I apprehend, the occasion of

the strangury and headache so much

complained os; for these insects abound

with a sharp, corrosive salt, like to can-

tharides, which equally with them are

hatched on wheat, the leaves of poplar,

&c. and like them occasion a heat or

pain in divers parts of the body. It

greatly therefore behoves all corn

traders to guard against them for their

own interest, and to be attentive to

their destruction for the publick good.

Dryness and coolness are the essentials

necessary for the security and preserva.

tion of corn ; it is a long time in part

ing with its natural internal moisture,

having a strong tendency to heat and

fermentation, which is the greatest

enemy to its preservation, by inducing

the weevil and other maladies to its

destruction. It is therefore necessary

it should sweat in the mow, and not

be threshed out till the January or Fe^

bruary after reaping, and when thresh

ed be well cleansed by the screen or

trj-tr
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tryer before lodged in the granary,

where it mult be carefully preserved

from accidental wet or moisture, not

lie above eighteen or twenty inches

deep, and be frequently turned and

aired to prevent its heating, musting,

and breeding the weevil. The mois

ture or vapour of the corn will always

rife to the surface of the bulk, which

tbe weevils haunt, though the center

may be dry ; thus the appearance of

the surface as to moisture or dryness

may regulate the number of turnings,

airings, or screenings necessary for its

preservation. Many have no other

methods of destroying the weevils than,

as they make to the moist surface of

the bulk, to (hove them off with the

surface of the grain, and sifting them

through the screen, destroy them with

scalding water ; others take stone lime

slacked to powder and sift it over the

wheat while hot, then with a (hovel

turn and mix the lime and grain toge

ther; in this cafe the lime will not

only kill the weevil, but also imbibe

the vapourish moisture of the grain

which, as 1 remarked above, is the oc

casion of them, and afterwards the

grain may be cleansed from the dead

weevils and lime dust by pasting through

the screen. But the most effectual and

easy method to destroy them is to

white-wash the walls of the granarv,

when empty, with a brulh dipped in

water wherein quick-lime has been just

quenched, and this will clean the gra

nary of them for the reception of the

grain ; and in cafe the grain mould be

infested with them after this precaution,

they may be effectually destroyed by

brimstone set on sire occasionally in the

granary, keeping the doors and vents

close (hut at such times. If this be

cautiously observed, and the granary

well stoved before it be replenished

with corn, no pernicious insect what

ever will infest it, especially if once

a month a few matches of brimstone

be set on fire in it as before directed.

It U sufficient only to remind the

reader, that the acid fumes of brim

stone confined, kill all insects afid little

animals within its circulation, Kftd no

doubt discourage their approach for

seme time after, and may probably

tend to abate fermentation in the

grain, which is generally, if not al

ways, occasioned by super- abundant

moisture and heat, the two primary

causes of nil the maladies to which every

species of grain is liable, and which

can only be obviated by the above pre

cautions and the brimstone fumes,

which may be used as an excellent re

medy to destroy all vermin, to pre

serve corn and bread when packed up

to go abroad, and destroy rats in (hips

when in the harbour. The faculties

of these diminutive creatures are easily

affected by disagreeable scents which

they will avoid as far as in their power,

and there are no scents more disagree

able to them than the fumes of brim

stone, which being placed under corn

will ascend to it with great velocity

and acrimony ; but if placed over it,

descends not unless closely confined.

The surprising effects of brimstone are

scarce credible to those who are unac

quainted with them, and no doubt

much greater effects will be discovered

from them hereafter. But whoever

engages in experiments of this fort,

ought to be careful what they do,

many fatal accidents having been oc

casioned by it.

I am, Sir, your's, Set.

Canterbury, May 1. W. G.

To tbe P R I N T E R, &e.

S I R,

WHEN I was a young man I

have frequently heard the fol

lowing toasts drank amongst a set of

libertines, which it was my misfortune

sometimes to be in company with, viz.

** May elegant vice ever triumph over

dull virtue." " May we live to see the

day when a modest woman (hall be

ashamed to (hew her face."

Though we have been taught to be

lieve that the prayers of the wicked

(hall never prevail, yet we now live in

an age where we see the wishes of this

set ot lewd fellows fulfilled to the ut

most. I have heard it remarked, that

there is no woman of fashion who hat

not been talked of: You must certain

ly know that neither birth nor station

constitute a woman of fashion : Bui

alas ! a woman, of gallantry, and a.

woman of fashion* are now become sy-

nonimous terms. If (he has effrontery

enough to brave it to the world (he is

received by women of character; I

cannot fay virtue, because I own I il.ink

a woman forfeits that title as soon as

just
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slie condescends to keep such company;

j nst as much as a man of rank loses

himself by associating with (harpers

and pickpockets.

Let triflers fay what they will, vice

is certainly infectious, and the vir

tuously inclined cannot live amongst

the vicious, without some degree of

contamination.

Is then indeed virtue so very dull,,

that the woman who possesses it is to

be avoided, whilst another who has

been censured (which I fear is an im

proper expression at present) is imme

diately sought after by her own sex j

the moment it i< known she has an at

tachment? Nay, still farther, women,

whose vicious con luct is past contia-

diction, who have lived in open adul

tery, have brought spurious children

to inherit their husbands estates : All

this upon record. Could it be sup

posed that women of rank and cha

racter should attempt to support such f

Yet such there are, and mighty good

natured to be sure I How does one

know but they may reform? If they

are thrown off by the woild they may

become desperate. All this is very fine,

and the consequence is seen every day ;

for what mother can be angry with

her daughter who follows the example

• of her mother's dear frivnd ? Vice

should ever be painted to our children

in the most horrid colours, and not in

an enchanting form ; as I fear we have

rather a propensity to evil in our na

tures. What an encouragement is it

for young persons to give a loose to

every temptation, when they see peo

ple caressed who are infamous ? On the

contrary, would ladies of rank and

virtue (hew a proper contempt of peo

ple of that cast, nay even of light be

haviour, and remember that noble de

claration of our gracious sovereign

upon his first coming to the throne,

" that he would support the virtuous,

and discountenance the vicious and

immoral," it would soon bring about a

reformation of manners. Young peo

ple with good minds would be Ihocked

at every attempt upon their honour,

which they would then see the true va

lue of, and those th.it inclination

would have led into such fashionable

vices, will be deterred by the conse

quences, expecting to be thrown off

by the valuable part of their sex.

So drive.

on the Celts. Sept.

Observations on the Celts, •vulgarly

called Welsh.

THE present general ignorance in

England, and even in Wales, of

the ancient Celts, is surprizing and

(hameful. Being the first inhabitant*

of this island, consequently our an

cestors, the knowledge of them there

fore merits and claims our particular

attention, especially as they were a re

spectable people for their antiquity,

number, and possessions, in most parts

of the continent of Europe. According

to many appearances, the Celts and

S.irmates were the fame people as the

Medes and Persians in Alia, who emi

grated into Europe. The Celts ex

tended and established themselves in

France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and

England. The Sarmates kept to the

North, as Poland, Russia, &c.

The authorities for these emigrations

are the learned and celebrated authors,

Diodorus, Pliny, Strabo, Tacitus,

Varro, Solinus, Dion, Livy, Leibnitz,

Pelloutier, Bullet, Pezron, Rostrenen,

Sir John Price, Lloyd, Camden, &c.

The Sclavonic and Celtic, now vul

garly called Welsh, are properly the

only two mother- tongues in Europe.

The word Welch is originally Saxon ;

forltalyiscalledinGerman, WclschlarJ,

and the Italians Welscheren. The

French call Wales, le Pats de Gallts ;

and the inhabitants, Gallois. Gellet is

a corruption of Gaules, and Gallois of

Gaulois; the Gauls being descendants

of the Cells. A Silurian.

To the PRINTER, &c.

CUICIDE is by some accounted courage

'■' —yet, it may be more justly deemed

cowardice: because it must proceed

from fear of some sort.

Duelling is thought courage ;—and

a proof of a greater degree of it, is

thought to be the standing only at two

or three yards off each other with

pistols: Yet does not the missing

often of each, even at so small a dis

tance, sliew that some tremor must

have seized each combatant j other-

wile pk,w,e.re scarcely possible to con

ceive either could miss, when almost

a bout portant, as the French call it.

So that though it seems a paradox it

may be yet true, that men may fight a

duel, and yet not be men of true

courage. Your's,

Paradox.

Thi
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Tbe Life os Pope Sixtus V. continued

from page 436.
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« \\T H I L S T these nobles were

W preparing for their embassy,

Nicholas da Ponte, the doge, died,

which retarded their journey till ano

ther was elected, who was Pascal Ci-

cogna. The senate, in the mean time,

being informed of the arrival of the

Pope's relations at Rome,' that he re

ceived them in a very affectionate man

ner, and seemed inclined to live upon

good terms with the republick, re

solved to do every thing that might in

crease this good disposition in him, by

shewing him all manner of respect ; and

therefore, in a full house, admitted

the family of Peretti to the honour of

nobility in their state. Alexander,

the elder of the nephews, was already

created cardinal by his uncle, and Mi

chael, the younger, took the (tile .f

Don, and Camilla that of Donna ; ti

tles of very great respect, that had

been introduced into Italy by the Spa

niards.

The ambassadors fat out with a train

of above five hundred persons, and

were received by Sixtus, upon their

arrival at Rome, with a degree .if

courtesy and regard, that occasioned a

jealousy amongst the ministers of othtr

powers.

Camilla so punctually obeyed the

orders given her by her brother not to

ask him any favours, that during th e

whole time of his pontificate, (though

sufficiently teazedand importuned) the

never durst attempt it, but once, and

then with the utmost unwillingness ai.d

reluctance, in behalf of a convent at

Naples, of which they made her pro

tectress, much against her inclination;

as it was only some trifling privilege

or indulgence (he asked for, he grant

ed it without much difficulty, but re

minded her of his first injunctian, and

told her it was the only favour (be

must ever expect.

Soon after it was pubiickly known

that Montalto was made Pope, great

numbers of people flocked to the Va

tican, desiring an audience, and to

have the honour of killing his leet :

Several of them had been his real

friends, in the former part of his life,

and others only common acquaintance,

Or such as had, pel haps, transacted

Sept, 1768.

some trifling affairs with him, all ex

pecting to nuke their fortune. Sixtus,

who seldom forgot a person with whom

he was once acquainted, or had any

dealings with^ ordered the porters to

inform themselves particularly* of

their names, with other circumstances

relating to them ; and when they had

made their report to him of these par

ticulars, he appointed them a day of

audience. At the time fixed they camej

to the number of eighty, and being

introduced, he spoke to them in this

manner :

" My Sons,

As it is not our intention to be for*

getful of the kindnesses we have for-i

mery received, we must, enquire intd

the nature of your several pretensions;

tor we are not so simple or credulous

to believe, that every one that has

caiually spoke to, Or had a cursory

acquaint nice with Montalto, was Mon

tana's friend : This is not by any

means a sufficient foundation to build

a friendship upon ; we lhall therefore

make a particular inquiry into your

respective merits, and endeavour to

find out who have been the real friends

of Montalto, and who only transient

acquaintance, that we may know how

to proportion our grititude to your

deserts ; but the weighty and import

ant concerns of the high calling to

which the Almighty has been pleased

to exalt us, will not permit us at pre

sent to enter into this afl'air, as it is

very reatonablc that the service of God

and our country, (hould take place of

every private interest, and that jus

tice should be preferred to gratitude 1

When we have satisfied the demands

of on*-, we will ihew that we are not

regardless ot the other."

As this could not be interpreted an

absolute denial, they went away pret

ty w 11 satisfied, especially as they ,

thought what he laid, of dedicating

his first cares to the public, highly

commendable."

As Sixtts had formed great de'-i

signs, his first care after his taking pos-

sellion of the pontificate, was to fill

the trealury, wnich he wit ii great pru

dence and wiMom effected : Amongst

other ex;>nt:ents, he sotind means, to

squeeze out of the clergv, at several

times, by gr.-w.Liug privileges and in

dulgences, in !>,«'•- of tenths, and other

N n u soUiJ.es
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subsidies which he levied upon them,

above 1641000 crowns. " He soon per

ceived, that it was absolutely necessary

to proceed with the utmost rigour, in

order to effect a reformation of man

ners, and to redreCs those disorders

that had been introduced in the pon

tificate of the late pope ; whose exces

sive lenity, instead of reclaiming the

dissolute and licentious, rather gave

encouragement to their vices.

Sixtus took a quite different method

to re-establish order and discipline:

He immediately laid aside that mifd

and gentle behaviour he had so long

affected, and put on a severity, not

to be paralelled in the reign of any

former pontiff.

As he knew it was of the last impor

tance to all governments, to penetrate

into the secrets of other princes, and

to be truly informed of the opinion

and sentiments of his own subjects, he

chose the most adroit and insinuating

people that he could find amongst the

lawyers, priests, monks, or any other

trade or profession, to serve him as

spies, and allowed them considerable

pensions, which were punctually paid

every six months ; besides extraordina

ry rewards, to such as had acquitted

themselves well in this employment,

and given him intelligence of the most

lei • et designs.

He diipeiscd fifty of these spies tln-o'

the Ecclesiastical State, to inspect tin

conduct of the magistrates ; to ac

quaint him with the opioion the peo

ple had of them, and what they liid

of himself: Two of these, who had

no knowledge of each other, were sta

tioned in every considerable town ; and,

for greater secrecy, had each of them

a different cypher and address,- with

proper instructions how to convey their

informations to Rome every day, with

out discovery or suspicion. Fifty more

he employed in other parts of Itaty

and foreign courts, where any of his

Buncios rt sided, with a charge to keep

a strict eye upon their conduit, and

to give him constant advice of it :

There were fifty more planted in

Rome, who had each of them a dis

tinct province : One was ordered to

watch the motions of two or three par

ticular cardinals; another to observe

the words and actions of the nobility ;

a third to give him an account of all

Sept.

the strangers that came to Rome, with

their name, quality, nation, business,

and other circumstances that belonged

to them : Others to inform him of the

proceeding? of the officers and pre

lates that attended the court: He had

some that were to let him know all

public news, and what the common

people taiked of in bakers and barbers

(hops : Nay, his curiosity went so far,

as to oblige them to acquaint him with

the manners and life of pages and li

very-men : He likewise inquired strict

ly of the soldiery that composed his

guards, of all the militia belonging to

the church : As he knew by long ex

perience, that the monks pry into

every thing, and talk pretty freely of

whatever 13 transacted either in the

city or at court (not imagining that

what they say will ever go out of their

cloyster) and are generally the first

that know any secret, either by con-

session, or otherways ; he had two or

three religious in every convent, that

gave him a faithful and minute ac

count of all that was said or done ia

their community.

By these means he had continual in

formation of what happened in the

city, the Ecclesiastical State, and all

the courts of Christendom; and we

may truly lay, that there never was

any prince in Europe, that had quicker

intelligence, or knew with greater

certainty the most secret designs of

other states, whilst, he had the art of

keeping his own concealed and impe-

netrable-

For this purpose he sent instructions

to all his legates and residents at other

courts, to spare no expence to come at

the knowledge of such things as were

kept most private ; and allowed them

more or lets, according to the nature

and importance of their service : He

dilbursed the largest sums to his spies in

Spain (as he had formed a design upon

some of the dependencies of that

crown) particularly enjoining them to

take great care they had good autho

rity for whatsoever intelligence they

sent him ; to ule their utmost applica

tion to find out what the ministers

rhost Itudioufly endeavoured to con

ceal ; to penetrate into the inmost re-

ceflVs of their hearts, and not to suf

fer themselves to be amused, or de

ceived, by idle UUie-UUb, or popular

report* <
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reports : In such cases no bounds were

prescribed to their exoences.

His injunctions upon this head were

so strict" and peremptory, that the

nuncios, for fear of incurring his dis

pleasure, were continually at work, in

debauching the officers and counsellors

of princes, alluring them by bribes,

and all manner of temptations, to

,betray the secrets of their masters.

He displaced many of the governors

and judges, both in the city and coun

try, and restored none but such as

were naturally more inclined to severe

measures than lenity and mercy ; fill

ing the places of the others with men

of his own turn, who he thought

would administer strict justice, with

out partiality or regard to any con

sideration whatsoever. When he pasted

through the city, he used to look peo

ple full in the face ; and if he saw a

man of a remarkably lour aspect, he

immediately sent for him, and enqui

red of his condition and circum

stances ; if he found him fit for his

purpose, he made him a judge, and

gave him a strict charge to act upright

ly, and with integrity ; telling him,

" That the true and only way to gain

his favour, was to make a right ulc of

that two-edged sword with which our

Saviour appeared to St. John; add

ing, that he himself would not have

accepted of the sovereignty, but with

an intention literally to fulfil his

words, I am not emu to send peace but a

sword among/I you."

He ordered the governors of the

towns and signiories in the Ecclesiasti

cal State, to make a careful review of

all the criminal processes that had been

carried on for the last ten years, and

to fend him an ex- ct account ot them,

that he might inflict heavier penalties

upon those that had not been punished

as their crimes deserved ; and actually

laid fines upon the heirs of some,

whose persons death had delivered

from the rigour of his justice: Others

he sent b3ck to prison, who had been

discharged sour or five years, at the

sollicitation of friends, or upon a com

promise with the injured party, as he

thought they had not made a sufficient

satisfaction to the laws of their country.

He established commissaries to exa

mine the conduct of judges, lor ma

ny years past, and commanded eve-

I X T O S V.

ry one that knew of any maladmi

nistration, whilst they were in office,

to declare it, on pain of excom

munication ; promising rewards to

thole that could convict them of cor

ruption, or having denied justice to

anyone, at the instance or request ef

men in power. The commissaries pro

ceeded with so much rigour in these

enquiries, that many who were accu

sed, and some who were not, either ab

sconded or tied out of the Ecclesiasti

cal State.

A" advocate of Orvieto, who was

privy to a piece of injustice, which the

governor of that town had been guilty

of, for the fake of a sum of money,

and would not inform against him,

because he was his particular friend,

and had been out of office above five

years, was not only excommunicated,

but sent to prison and put in irons,

where he lay a long time, and was not

released till he had paid a considerable

fine.

This struck a great terror into

all manner of people, especially those

that had been magistrates, and were

conscious to themselves of any milde-

meanor of this kind. One might

daily see somebody or other dragged\o

prison, who was so far from knowing

the cause of it, that he could hardly

remember he had been in office ; but

they were soon made acquainted with

their offence, and given to understand,

that they would never be set at liberty,

till they had made satisfaction to the

person they had injured.

These measures so awed those that

were then magistrates, that they were

afraid to Itir out of their houses, or

keep any company, lest they should be

prevailed upon by their friends to

grant them some favour, as they

knew they mould certainly be called

to an account for it. All the nobility

and persons of the highest quality were

likewise strictly forbid, on pain of dis

pleasure, to alk the judges any thing

in behalf of their neaiest friends or

dependents, being allowed only to re

commend their interest in general

terms, and to request nothing but jus

tice.

He farther commanded every body,

on pain of death, not to terrify wit

nesses with threats, or tempt them by

hopes and promises j or to affront and

N n n 2 inluit
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insult the bailiffs and tipstaves, and

ether infVrio! officets, thrf fining the

judges *ith the Cine punishment, if

|hey sussied themselves to be biassed

by any re"ot<mendation whatsoever :

But finding that rather too severe, he

changed it into fine, and loss of their

office, with a tOial incapacity ot' en

joying any other for the future.

Sixrus prohibited the practice of ju

dicial astrology, which was then in

great vo^ue at Rome, and condemned

seveial who continued to impose upon

the people by it, in contempt of his

edicts, though they were of good fa

milies, and protected by some of the

cardinals.

He likewise threatened to punish any

one that should cry out, " L^ng live

the pope," as he passed along the

streets, though it had been a custom in

the reigns of all his predecessors, and

what the people took much pleasure in.

Several reasons moved him to this j

the chief was. that he often had a

mind to go inevg. and without being

expected, to the triiiunals of justice,

convents, and other pub ick places :

This he caused to be so strictly obser

ved, that two persons who did not

know of the edict, shcTuting out, " Long

live Pope Sixtus," were immediately

sent to prison, and continued t!-.ere

some days, as an example to others :

This occasioned the people, instead of

coming >ut of their houses to line the

streets whilst '. e passed by (as had been

usual) to make hallc to hide themselves,

not hc-ingahle to endure his looks : So

that he seldom met with any body hut

poor old men and cripples that could

not gef out of the way : They stood in

such awe ef him, that the mothers and

nuiles, to quiet their children, used to

say tothm, '■ Hush, hush, Pope Six

tus is casting b) :" His name had

made so deep an impression upon them,

that, during his life and many years

after h:s death, they never heard it

witl.o.it trembl ng.

Whilst he lesided in the convent of

the Ho'y Apostles, and afterwards

when he was cardinal, he had taken

notice us a great ..'.nise in the confef-

fio' . relating ti tne sin o: adultery,

w,,.ch the pef'fnts did not distinguish

f sim; '< to: i.ication. To remedy

ti i-.. lie e- ci'ed th.it adulterers should

be c^..;.'i.'.ii'-td to death, aud forbad

EVER IT I ES. Sept,

the judges to give them any quarter,

hunting them out with great paiAs

and diligence, and promising reward*

to those that would bring any of them

to justice.

The first that was brought to his

trial upon that account, was a near re

lation of the marquis of Altemps. The

cardinal of that name used all his cre

dit and favour with the Pope in his

behalf ; but he wa» inexorable, and

the poor man was condemned to hare

his head cut off, which he suffered

soon after. He likewise cauled seve

ral courtizans, that were convicted of

having been familiar with married

men, to be pubiickly whipped at the

fame time.

He was highly offended at volunta

ry or contented cuckolds ; who, to

live at ease, and without labour, hired

out their wives to others. As he had

learned from auricular confession,

whilst he was cardinal, that there was

a considerable trade of this kind car

ried on in Rome, he was determined

to put a speedy stop to it, and for that

purpose published an edict, by sound

of trumpet, as was customary in those

times, in which he threatened to pur

ni(h this horrible profanation of the

holy sacrament of matrimony, and

the open violation of so solemn vows,

in the severest manner, especially in

them that should be guilty of prosti

tuting their wives; strictly enjoining

all husbands, that were privy to this

infamous practice of their wives, and

were not able to restrain them, either

upon the account of their being ter

magant, shameless, or ungovernable

women, or for fear of the adulterer,

if he was a man in power, to make

complaint of it to him ; otherwise

they should be treated as if they had

consented to it, commanding all their

neighbouis and acquaintance, that

mould hear of any such thing, imme

diately to discover it, oil pain of being

proceeded against as encouragers and

abettors of such crimes, if they should

come to be otherways known. This,

in a jreat measure, put a stop to a scan

dalous custom that was at that time

much in fashion at Rome ; many of

the cardinals, prelates, and nobles,

marrving their favourite women to

some servant, or domestick, tha- was

willing to wear horns for the lake of

a main.
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a maintenance, or perhaps some little

reward, that they might carry on their

amours with less notice and observa

tion."

[To be concluded in our next.]

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, Jan. 14, 1768.

TH E Taeniæ, or Tape-worm, is as

singular a creature as any in be

ing, and the manner how it gets into

the stomach of other animals is exceed

ing difficult to account for.

Dr. Limbourg attempts a more ac

curate history of this anomalous ani

mal than has hitherto been given, and

so did Dr. Lyster and Dr. Tyson in

the fame Philosophical Transactions

before him.

Limbourg concludes from the obser

vation he has made, that the tæniæ are

not formed, as some have imagined,

by a union of the cucurbitini, lo as to

make one continued chain j but that

the cucurbitini are nothing more than

separated segments of the tani* .- That

it is probable they have no head ; that

they are not solitary, for two, and

even three, have been found in the

fame subject ; that the tæniæ of the

hare, and of the human species are

different ; and he thinks that their ori

gin is from eggs conveyed into the

stomach and intestines with aliments

or water.

Here I must differ in opinion from

all'whohave writ of such insects, in

thinking they proceed frem an egg,

according to the common acceptation

of the word ; for who laid this egg,

and who impregnated it, according to

the universal theory of generation ? In

short, it is little less than talking non

sense to say it proceeds from an egg.

I think rather it proceeds from it

self; was an original in the creation,

without father, and without mother ;

truly bred by equivocal generation,

(not from corruption) but from an

original stamen in the pre-existing,

naked air, that wanted only a proper

nidus to nourish it, and make it ap

pear in its full proportion.

These kind of worms are found in

the stomach and guts of mote sort* of

animals than men; as dogs, mice,

oxen, and calves. And they are to

be met with only in the animal king

dom, yet in abundance of this, and
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these too of different species : they

are very frequent in sifhes : as pikes,

whitings, bleaks, crabs, herrings, Sec.

In bleaks in summer time, if you

open those that leap, and tumble in

the water, from the torment they feel

within, you shall almost constantly

meet with this jointed worm. But

they are necessarily of different

lengths and bigness, according to the

different bulks of the animals whose

bowels they possess, and from whence

they receive their nourishment.

They lie mostly with their small

end upward, and whether it has a head

or not, this may be looked upon as the

head end. It is even hispid, or thick

beset with hairs, or small spikes, with

which they pierce the intestine of the

afflicted, and by that mechanism their

extremities are as it were clinched on

the exterior surface of the gut. This

effectually secures their hold, so that

neither the peristaltic motion of the

intestinal canal, though assisted with

purges, nor bitters, giits, nor even,

quicksilver can kill, or carry them

out of the body, as they do other

worms.

They are every where, and in all

parts of them, alike milk white, and

well they may from the fine chyle they

luck ; of a flat and thin substance like

fine tape, divided into innumerable

ringlets and incilures ; each incisure

having (harp angles on both sides,

looking to the broader end, standing

out beyond each other : from which

we fee the small end is the head end 5

else the sharp corners of the annult

would necessarily hinder the alcent of

the animal. Each ring hath also on

the one side only, and that alternately,

one small protuberance, somewhat like

the middle feet of the body of some

caterpillars.

Since the tape-worm has no head,

it can have no mouth, therefore these

papillary-like orifices are so many

mouths; a single one, as in most other

animals, could not have been sufficient

to feed a creature of such an enor

mous length.

This worm, from a smallbeginning,

opens broader and broader at every

joint, till it ends at the widest extre

mity.

The curious researches ofSwammer-

dam, Redi, Leuwenhoeck, Malpighi,

and several other inquisitive scholars,

of
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of the manner of the generation of

insects, and their late discoveries there

in* have with justice much advanced

the present doctrine of univocal gene

ration; yet one difficulty remains, and

that a great one i How to account tor

several of those found in animal bo

dies, not such as we may suppose to be

hatched from eggs of the like kind,

that are received with the food, or

otherways, but of which we cannot

meet with a parallel, or of the fame

species, out of the body, in the whole

world, as is known. To instance on

ly the flat and the round kind, which

remarkably differ from any others out

of the body, from whence, or from

the feed of the fame, it may be any

•ways thought they may be propagated

in it.

But though we are gravelled in as

signing how first these sort of worms

should come into the body ; yet being

once there, there is nothing more plain

than that the lumbricus teres, or round

worm, is propagated by univocal ge

neration ; there being in this sort so

perfect a distinction of sexes, male

and female ; and the organs belong

ing to each so curiously contrived, so

conspicuous and plain, that they may

further illustrate the late inventions of

some ; and do seem to shew, how solli-

citous nature is in preserving and pro

pagating the meanest species.

Now that nature has more ways of

working than we know of, and does

all possibles, I do believe there are in

the air infects, which we may in some

fense call aborigines, that need no pa

rents to beget them, which serve only

for the sake of conveying their ilTue

from on: state into another, which in

t.his cafe the mere air alone can do,

and so whenever they hit upon a pro

per bed for warmth and nourishment

they appear j and so equivocal genera

tion may be by a new way accounted

for.

Now to the cure, the best part of

the work : The powder of tin has been

used for many years as a remedy a-

gainft worms, and particularly the ta-

niæ, or flat kinds, which oftentimes

elude the force of all other medicines ;

but being unacquainted with the pro

per dole, and manner of administering

$t, upon which chiefly its success de.

pends, it is still less regarded than k

deserves.

0/ (be Tape Worm. Sept.

Dr. Aston, in the t7th article of the

5th volume of the Edinburgh Medicai

Eflays, recommends a recipe that acci

dentally fell into his hands. For a

full grown person to take two ounces

of the powder of pure unmixed, or

block tin, put thro" the finest search,

mixed with eight ounces of common

treacle, having first purged the patient

with senna and manna in a decoction

of grass roots to empty the intestines.

Next day give fasting, one ounce of

the powder in four ounces of melasfes 5

next morning half an ounce of tin in

two ounces of treacle, then purge

again.

He calls it a faluable remedy for

this loathsome disease, and found it

to succeed beyond expectation. He

accounts for its effects from its getting

betwixt the worm and the inner coat

of the intestines, that makes them

quit their hold, so that purgatives may

easily carry them away with the fæces.

But why do not quicksilver, or any of

its preparations, do the fame then ?

I take it that the cure is owing to the

arfenick that lies latent, more or less,

in all tin, that poisons them ; where

fore for the fake of a smaller dose at a

time, and a safer way of taking tin,

neither so nauseous, nor such a load

on the stomach, a drachm, daily, of

Aurum Mosaicum, alias, Musivum,

in honey, treacle, or any proper con

serve, fasting, is much more agreea

ble, and equally effectual ; only requi

ring some more time, but is the best

preparation of that metal that can be

made use of, and will answer all the

purposes of naked tin, that must be

taken in such large quantities for a

dose, which some stomachs cannot

bear : Observe to repeat interme

diate purging, to carry off what you

kill.

Barring all reflection, it is the scan

dal of a physician to make work, or

irritate a disease, or to torment, or

teize his patient merely for the reputa

tion of his cure. And we have reason

to hone, that a less degree of ambi

guity in the practice of physic will be

one of the good consequences attend

ing my more simple mode of adin'

strut ion.

Youi's,

J. Cook.
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ft the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, Aug, 20, 1768.

HA|VING been so busy lately in

dispersing my medical pieces a-

mong all the public papers in London*

as the magazines were not quick e-

nougb for my purpose, I had not time

before now to take notice of the cu

rious query of your correspondent in

your Magazine for January last j

whose words were these :

" I am desirous to know, if any of

your readers can, from experience,

reading, or reasoning, give any ac

count, why the eyes, on going to sleep,

revolve upwards, which I have good

reason to believe is the case with all

animals, though I do not remember

meeting with <my account thereof."

In order to solve this common phæ-

nomenon from all three sources, read

ing, reasoning, and experience, we

must consider first, that all animal mo

tion is by means of muscles. And se

condly, the biggest muscle always acts

■with the most power.

May it not proceed then from the

attollent muscle of the eye being lar

ger, and consequently stronger, than

the depriment muscle opposite thereto:

the musculus deprimtns not needing to

be so thick and strong as its antago

nist, as gravity coincides with its ac

tion (but opposes that of the other) in

pulling the eye downwards ; and upon

trial, we perceive little or no force

exerted in looking towards the ground,

but a very sensible onf , even to strain

ing, in looking upwards.

Thus when any animal, except hogs,

if it be true as is said, that they want

the attollent muscles, therefore cannot

look upwards to behold whence the

acorns fall, but are obliged to turn up

their snouts when they would view

what is above them ; when any animal,

I fay, soils asleep, the superb or attol

lent muscle is superior to the hum'lu or

depriment muscle, and so by its su

perabundant power beyond that of

Its antagonist, pulls the pupil upwards,

as may be leen when any one sleeps

with their eyelids half open. ,

Now the wife design, or end of this

is eviden.-, to secure the pupil of the

ey. from having any hurtful extrane

ous t^ody falling thereon, in the de

fenceless state of slf p.

If this be not the true cause, as I
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imagine it is, I mould be pleased to

meet with the real one from any of

your ingenious correspondents who

may be more able to offer it.

And now our hand is in, I will

propose another rational phenomenon

to be solved by any who can.

_ Why do the soadows of bodies, morn

ing and evening, from the rising to

the setting fun, appear of a bluisli co

lour t Your's,

J. Cook.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

IN Machine's translation of Mo-

(heira's Ecclesiastical History, lately

printed in London, page the 268th*

note (z) there is an account of a ca.

techifm, or confeflion of the Unitari

ans in Poland, publiflied by them at

Cracow, 1574. Mr. Mostieim com

mends it highly for its simplicity,

and for not being loaded with scholas

tic terms, and subtile discussions. AI-

tlio' he at the fame time finds fault with

it, as not being agreeable to his own

Lutheran sentiments.

But he has acted very uprightly [as

lie is indeed a most valuable historian,

notwithstanding his prejudices to his

own sect] in making a large quotation

from this catechism, apd giving it his

readers. And as Moslieim's history

may not be in the possession of many,

sir, of your readers, I have no doubt

but they will thank you for a sight of

so valuable a piece. The title of it

runs thus : >

" A catechism, and confession of

faith, of the congregation aflembled

in Poland, in the name of Jesus Christ,

our Lord, who was crucified and raised

from the dead. Deut. vi. Hear, O

Israel, the Lord our God is one God.

John viii, 54.. Jesus faith—He, whom,

you call God is my Father. Printed

by Alexander Turobine, in the year

of the birth of Christ, the Son of God,

•57+-"

The preface, which is composed in

the name of the whole congregation,

begins with the following salutation 1

" To all those, who thirst aster

eternal salvation, the little and aJ,1Wle,t

flock in Poland, baptized in the n.i,n«

ot Jcius of Niztreth, praysth heareiiy,

grace and peace from the one, mist

high God, the Fathei, U..o..k:i i,i»

only
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only begotten Son, our Lord, Jesus

Christ, who was crucified."

In the catechism, the whole of

Christianity is reduced to fix points ;

namely, concerning the nature of

God, and his son Jesus Christ ; justifi-

fication, discipline, prayer, baptism,

and the Lord's supper: which points

are explained in the way of question

and answer, and confirmed by texts of

scripture.

Their notion concerning Jesus Christ

is thus expressed :

" Our mediator before the throne

of God i* a man, who was formerly

promised to our fathers by the pro

phets, and in these latter days, was

born of the feed of David, whom God

the Father has made to be Lord and

Christ, that is, the most perfect pro

phet, the most holy priest, the most

triumphant king, by whom he crea

ted the world, restored all things, re

conciled to himself, made p:ace, and

bestowed eternal life on his elect , that,

after the most high God, we should be

lieve, worship, invoke, hearken to

him, imitate his example, and find in

him rest to our fouls."

With respect to the Holy Ghost,

they plainly deny his being a divine

person, and represent him as a divine

quality or virtue—thus—

" The Holy Gholt is the energy or

perfection of God, whose fullness God

the Father hath bestowed upon his on

ly begotten Son, our Lord, that we,

becoming his adopted children, might

receive of his fullness."

They express their sentiments con

cerning justification, discipline, and

baptism, in the ensuing terms i

" Justification consists in the remission

of all our past sins, through the mere

grace and mercy of God, in and by

our Lord Jesus Christ, without our

works or merits, through a lively

faith j and in the certain hope of

eternal life, and the true and un

feigned amendment of our lives, by

the help of the divine spirit, to the

glory of God the Father, and tue edi

fication of our neighbours."

" Ecclesiastical discipline consists in

calling frequently to the remembrance

of every individual, the duties that

are incumbent upon them, in adrno

nifhing, first privately, and afterwards,

if tliif. be ineffectual, in a public man

ner, bttoie the whole congregation,

Unitarian Confession of Faith. Sept*

such as have finned openly against God^

or offended their neighbour, and last

ly in excluding from the communioa

of the church, the obstinate and im

penitent, that being thus covered with

lhame, they may be led to repentance,

or, if they remain unconverted, be

condemned everlastingly."

" Baptism is the immersion into wa

ter and emersion out of it, of one,

who believes in the gospel, and is tru

ly penitent, in the name of the Fa

ther, Son, and Holy Spirit, or in the

name of Jesus Christ alone j by which

ceremony, he publickly professes that

he is washed from all fins by the mer

cy of God the Father, by the blood of

Christ, and the operation of the Holy

Spirit ; that being ingrafted into the

body of Christ, he may mortify the

Old Adam, and be transformed into

the new and heavenly Adam, in full

assurance of obtaining eternal life, after

the resurrection."

Concerning the Lord's supper, Mo-

fheim represents these Unitarian chris

tians, as agreeing with Zuinglius, the

great Swits reformer ; that is, not

much differing from the plain account

of thu sacrament, of our excellent bi-

fhop Hoadley.

Their sentiments concerning Prayer,

he fays, are, generally speaking, found

and rstionnl ; and obfervs. that at

the conclusion of this cateihisn, there

is a little tract, called, 1 he Family

Prstor, which contains a short i istruc-

tion to heads of families, shewing

them how they ought to proceed in

order to maintain and increase, in

their families, a spirit of piety j and

in which also their devotion is assisted

by foinis of prayer composed for

morning and evening, and on other

occasions.

Mofheim speaks of this Unitarian

Catechism, as exceeding rare in the

Latin original. I do not know that

it ever has appeared in English. If any

one of your readers, sir, are possessed

of this scarce work, he will confer an

obligation on the learned and inquisi

tive, by making it public.

It is to be observed, that this was

the doctrine of these Unitarian chris

tians, before they had any connexion

with Faustus, Socinus, or had the

nick-name of Socinians bestowed upon

them.

The true believer will pre-pdge or

ditenniii*-
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determine os no set of christians, by

their outward denomination of Luthe

ran, Calvinist, Arian.Socinian, Church

of Englander, Church of Scotlander,

&c. but consider the agreement of

their respective doctrines with the plain

and express words of the holy scrip

ture, and by this rule give the prefe

rence, condemning none but those

who condemn all but themselves.

I am, your obedient servant,

Andreas Dudithius.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

.Cambridge (New-Eng.) July 4,1768.

THE identity of lightening and

electricity has been lo fully esta

blished by our worthy countryman

Dr. Franklin, at to admit of no rea

sonable doubt *. Both appear to be ef

fects of one and the fame power, ex

erted in the (ame manner, and regu

lated by the fame laws. All the effects

of lightening may be imitated by elec

tricity, and all the experiments of

electricity may be performed by the

matter of lightening collected from the

clouds, as they usually are by matter

collected by glass globes or tubes.

This power is a subtle and extremely

active fluid, diffused through all bo

dies. It may be accumulated in some

above its natural quantity, and in

others diminished below it. Bodies in

the former cafe are said to be electri

fied positively 5 in the latter, negative

ly. So long as the electrick fluid re

mains distributed in its natural state,

it produces no sensible effects ; but

when it is unequally distributed, its

operations are very manifest. When

it is accumulated in any body, it en

deavours to throw itself out into any

neighbouring body which has less than

its share ; and that with a violence

proportioned to the inequality of the

distribution, and the quantity to be

discharged. This discharge is attend

ed with a flash, a report, and, if the

quantity be laige, the rending, melt

ing, or firing the body into which

the discharge is made, as it is suscep

tible of either of these operations;

or, if it be an animal, wounding and

even killing it. In the artificial ex

periments of electricity, the discharge

may be made between whatever bodies

we please : In lightening it is made
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between the clouds and such terrestrial

bodies as are nearest to them. But

the effects are precisely of the same

kind in both cases. They differ only

in degree. These are the ont-lines of

the modern theory of lightening.

This may justly be looked upon as

the capital discovery of the present

age. It is a discovery which has not

ended in mere speculation: It has been

applied, by its very sagacious author,

to a most important purpose : no less

than that of securing our properties'

and lives from the fatal effects of so

violent a meteor as lightening has

often proved to be. By experiment it

appears -that the electrick fluid finds

the most ready passage through me

tals 5 that it is attracted by them, and

seeks them- in preference to all other

bodies ; or, in the language of elec

tricians, that metals are the best con

ductors of electricity. Where it can

find a sufficient quantity of metal to

conduct it, it passes along without do

ing any injury : And if the metal end

in (harp points, the electrick fluid is

drawn on to it from a greater dis

tance, or thrown off from it with

greater ease, than if it ended in a

broad surface. Next to metals, water

is found to be the best conductor of

electricity. Wood, stones, and bricks,

the common materials of our build

ings, are bad conductors.

From these things laid together, it

follows, that if an house were fur

nished with a continued line of metal,

as a rod or wire of sufficient thickness,

reaching above the top of the house,

and down into the ground, the matter

of lightening, in passing1 between the

clouds and the earth, would be more

readily conducted through this metal,

than through the other materials of

the house. And if this metallick con

ductor was sharp-pointed at the top, the

lightening would begin to be attracted

to it while the cloud was yet at too

great a distance to strike the house,

and would be transmitted through it

in a small and silent stream, without

damage to the house. Whereas, with

out such a conductor, none of the

lightening can be discharged frem the

cloud till it has got within a small dis

tance from the house; and then the

discharge is made all at once, with a

violence which nothing can resist.

Since this method was proposed to

O o o the

Sttiurlajl vol. f. 56S.
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•he public, many houses have been

fitted in this manner, with pointed

rods of metal, and the event hai fully

justified the hope* that had been en

tertained from them. All the obser

vations that have been made, have

abundantly confirmed this doctrine,

that lightening observes all the law*

of electricity ; and we, in this place,

have just had a new confirmation of it.

Harvard- hall and the steeple of the

menting-house, besides many private

houses in this town are furnished with

such an apparatus of pointed rods.

Last Saturday in the afternoon, we

had the most violent thunder storm

that has been known here for many

years ; or, perhaps, than was ever

known here. In my house, that has

such an apparatus fitted, with bells, to

give notice of the passage of the light

ening along the rods, the bells began

to ring as loon as the first thunder was

heard at a distance, and continued

ringing briskly for about an hour;

and the lightening not being con

ducted quick enough by the tongue, it

frequently flashed from one bell to the

other, and with cracks loud enough

to be heard in the farther part of the

house. But when the height of the

storm came on, and the rain poured

down impetuously, the ringing ceased;

the rain conducting the matter of

lightening from the upper wire to the

lower, on the outside of the house,

without its pasting through the bells.

For near an hour, the lightening flashed

and the thunder rattled with unusual

violence, and with scarce any inter

mission. In this interval, there was a

prodigious explosion upon Hollis-hall.

The four corners of the eaves were

all struck ; the cornices and modillions

split and broke. The chief damage

was dene at the north-east corner ;

where a number of bricks were beat

cfi* from the top ofthe chimney, which

was likewise cracked in a cham

ber below ; and a considerable breach

was made in the corner of the build

ing just below tbe eaves. Between the

rveral tires of windows there is, what

think the workmen call a water ta

ble, a small projection of the brick

work, which was covered with sheet-

lead. From the south east corner of

•he eaves to the Couth-end of this up

per tire of k*l> tbe lightening left a.

Sepr.

bluish mark upon the bricks ; and

where the lead was interrupted, as it

was in two or three places, the light

ening broke the intermediate bricks j

so that it plainly ran along the whole

length of this water-table. The north

east chambers suffered most. Several

panes of glass in the windows were

broke, ana the fashes being balanced

with iron weights, the lightening

burst into the frames where tbe weights

hung, tore off the casings and the win

dow -Hunters, and drove some pieces

of them to the farther side of the cham

ber with such force as to make a con

siderable impression in the wall. In the

chamber of one of the tutors, some of

the gilding was stripped off from the

frame of a looking-glass, and the po

lish of the glass just by it destroyed.

In the north entry, the posts of both

the great doois are split. These pests

have an iron staple about the middle

of their height ; from which there is

an iron bar hanging down to the

floor. So far as these bars reached,

the posts were not hurt ; but above

this to the upper binges, the posts

were split, and the eastern door was

forced off its upper hinge. The

wooden-work of tbe building appears

scorched in many places. Though

there were a great number of persona

ib all parts of that college, yet, by

the good providence of God, no life

was loft ; nor were any much hurt*

Several felt a blow, which they com*

pare to the electric shock, some on

their head, and some on their feet ;

and one of the students, in the north*

west upper chamber, sitting on a chair's

was thrown down with his chair, per.

ceiving neither the flash nos the re»

port i but no hurt was done to the

room. It is remarkable that some

pei sons had gone out of the chamber

where the greatest damage was done,

by the window shutters being shivered

and the chimney cracked, not half

a minute before this happened.

None of the other colleges were

affected with this (hock. Harvard-

hall, which is nearest to Hollis, and

is furnished with pointed wires, escar

ped. The wires were seen by many

to transmit a large quantity of the

lightening, which has left visible marks

ot smut on the bricks, where the se.

vcf^J pieces of wires were hooked to

gether
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gether. The distance of these points

from the farthest chimney in Hollis,

that which was struck, is 160 feet.

A large elm near the steeple of the

meetinghouse, was 3lso struck. The

bark of the body of the tree is ripped

open in a winding track, pasting o-

bliquely through an iron staple which

had been driven into the tree ; the

lightening having been manifestly di

verted by this staple from a direct

course. The branches do not appear

to be injured. The distance of the

bottom of the tree from the bottom

of the neareil wire on the steeple, is

lifty- two feet : and this is the least

distance from a point, so far as I

know, at which any thing has been

struck.

It has been made a question, whe

ther the clouds are electrised positively

or negatively ? and this involves ano

ther, whether the stroke of lightening

be from the clouds down to the earth,

or from the earth up into the clouds ?

That it comes from the clouds, has

I suppose been the universal opinion

in all ages. The terms in which an-

tient writers, sacred and profane, have

expressed themselves on this subject,

evidently led to this idea. Nor did

later writers express themselves diffe

rently, till the new discoveries in elec

tricity. It is very difficult, and in

most cafes impossible, to judge by the

effects which way the stroke was di

rected ; as the appearances must gene

rally be the fame in both cafes. But

thereisacitcumstance that inclines one

to think, the stroke on Hollis hall was

from above. This is, that the up

per water-table was struck. Had the

stroke been from below, it might ra

ther have been expected that the low

est should have been struck, as the

lightening must have passed by this,

before it could get to the upper.

Which way the tree by the meeting-

bouse was struck, is more difficult to

determine. The wire from the steeple is

turned under the tower, where it ends

in dry ground, which is not a good

conductor. It may be supposed then,

with probability, that the column of

lightening brought down by this wire,

not finding a ready passage into the

dry ground at the bottom, turned off

on the outside where the surface of Uie

earth was covered with water, and

there spreading itself, that part which
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ran towards the tree struck the bark

of it. For the stroke at the bottom

is on the side nearest the wire : from

whence the track ascends obliquely to

wards the further side of the tree.

_ To conclude. The strong attrac

tive power of the metals, and the

consequent advantage of the pointed

wires, plainly appear in this cafe.

The buildings that were furnished

with these escaped unhurt, notwith

standing the vast quantity of electrick

matter which was discharged close by

them. Had it not been for these, it

is highly probable the steeple of the

meeting-house had been shattered to

pieces, and Harvard-hall suffered at

much as Hollis. But it may justly be

hoped, that cartful observations on

the course of lightening, the manner

in which different bodies are affected

by it, the particular situation of those

bodies and the neighbouring ones, and

the distance to which points extend

their protecting influence, will lead to

farther discoveries on this interesting

subject.

J. WlNTHROP.

CtaraSer of Cardinal Richlieu, prime

Minister la Lewis XIII, Kingo/France,

From De Bury'/, Life as that Prince.

" 1? ICHLIEU has """"ed the fate

Jlv of a'l those who are raised

above others by their merit and their

great actions. Envy, influenced by

ambition and interest, was continually

at work in forming cabals and plots

against his power, and even against hit

life. The impotent malice of his ene

mies stooped so low as to fill the king

dom with satires and libels upon hit

character and conduct, while foreigners

beheld him with admiration. Beau-

tru, (the French ambassador at the

court of Spain) complaining one day,

to the count-duke Olivarez, of the de

famatory libels that were printed in

Flanders against the king and his coun

cil, the count duke replied : " I will

do all in my power to prevent it, be

ing equally concerned myself in my

character as minister of state. But

with regard to the Cardinal-duke, I

have often told the King of Spain, it

was his greatest misfortune that the

king of France had the ablest minister,

that has appeared in Christendom for

these thousand years. For my owjt

O o o »' part
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Jiart, I coutd he content to have whole

ibraries publislied everyday against me,

if my master's affairs were but as well

managed as those of the most christian

king."

Never did minister meet with

greater obstacles to the execution of

his designs than Ricblien. Scarce a

year pasted, in which some cabal was

not formed to ruin, or some plot to

assassinate him. If he had lived under

Henry IV. he would not have shed so

much blood. The great lords of the

kingdom, whom he in a manner anni

hilated, would have been undoubtedly

preseived. Henry would have known

how to have kept them within those

hounds of duty, to which by his gen

tleness, wisdom, and resolution he

had red need them. The great will

more willingly oiey a prince who can

maintain his authority, than a minis

ter to whom he intrusts it, whom

they usually consider as their equal,

and often as their inferior. From

hence arose all those plots and factions,

which forced him to use severe me

thods, when mild and gentle means

were insufficient. Ite gave a pretty

just idea of his own character, when

speaking one day to the Marquis of

Vieuville he said, " I never venture to

undertake any thing till I have consi

dered it thoroughly : but when I have

once formed my resolution, I never

lose sight of my object, I overturn, I

mow down all before me, and then I

throw my red cassock over it, and

cover all."

He would willingly have kept in

favour with the queen mother, and

even with Monsieur (the duke of Or

leans, the king's brother) without be

ing wanting in what he thought was

due to the service os the king and the

good of the state. He used to say

sometimes, " That he had three mas

ters, the king, Mary of Mtdicis, and

the duke of Orleans : that his honour,

and his duty obliged him to serve

them ail three, but in order, and

each in their rank ; and that he would

never be reproached with having gi

ven to the third what was due only

to the first." But he could not suc

ceed in pleasing these three persons,

■who seldom had the same views or the

fame interests : and the king whom he

lei vai with so much zeal and success,

Sept.

gave him more trouble than the other

tW( .

He was indefatigable in his appli

cation to business, though he had a ve«

ry delicate constitution, and was sub

ject almost to continual attacks of ill

ness. He generally went to bed at ele

ven, and when he had slept three or

four hours, he had a light, and pen,

ink, and paper brought him, to write

himself, or to dictate to a secretary,

who lodged in his chamber. He then

went to sleep again at five or six, and

role between seven and eight.

His word might be depended upon,

and if he had <~nce promiled a person

a favour he was lure of obtaining it.

He was earnest in serving his friends,

and all those who were attached to

him. The officers of bis houfhold

looked upon him as the best of mas

ters : they received from him nothing

but marks of kindness, and they

thought themselves happy in his ser

vice. If at any time an angry or im

patient expression escaped him, which

happened very seldom, he made them

abundant amends by the favours he

bestowed upon them.

The expences of his housttold a-

mounted to four millions (of livres)

every year, including the maintenance

of his guard. He had a hundred

horse- guards, commanded by a cap

tain, a lieutenant, two quarter mas

ters and four brigadiers. This was

the first guard the king granted him '

at the time of the plot formed against

him by de Chalois. From 1631, the

king added to these a company of

two hundred musketeers, and after

that a second of an hundred and twen

ty gendarmes, and a third of six score

light horse. The number of his do-

mesticks was prodigious. He had ne

ver less than twenty-four or twenty-

five pages ■. sometimes they amounted

to thirty- six, whom he educated with

great care and at a great expence. He

had every day four different tables,

and all served magnificently. The

first consisted of fourteen covers, to

which usually none but the first nobili

ty, his relations or particular friends

were admitted. There was a second

in another hall, where his master of

the houfhold fat, consisting of thirty

covers: a third for his pages and the

principal officers of his houfhold, and

a fourth
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» fourth for the servants in livery,

who were very numerous.

When he travelled, the vast number

of carriages of all kinds in his train

resembled the march of a sovereign

prince rather than that of a rich sub

ject. His band of music, with which

he was always attended, was composed

of twelve musicians, chosen out of the

greatest artists in France : and his

houfhold was better paid and made a

more splendid appearance than the

king's. His master was displeased at

the state and magnificence his minis

ter affected, and did not conceal his

sentiments from the Cardinal himself,

especially when he was out of humour

at any bad news : and when he durst

not take notice of it to him, he com

plained of it to those with whom he

Was intimate.

The Cardinal had for some time be

fore his death been losing ground in

the king's favour, and probably would

have been intirely discarded, if he had

lived much longer. When the king

paid him a visit in his last illness, as

he was sitting by his bed-side, Rich-

lien, after thanking him for the ho

nour he had done him, addressed him

in the following manner: " Sire, this

is the last adieu. In taking leave of

your majesty, I have the satisfaction to

leave your kingdom in the highest de

gree of glory and reputation it has

ever attained, and your enemies sub

dued and humbled. The enly reward

of my labours and services I presume

to ask of your majesty is, that you

would continue to honour my ne

phews and*other relations with your

protection and favour. I give them

my blessing, only upon condition that

they never swerve from that obedience

and fidelity which they owe you, and

which they have solemnly engaged al

ways to maintain." The king gave

him his promise, and they had a pri

vate conversation together, in which

the Cardinal recommended to him

the ministers who were already in

place, assuring him that they were

thoroughly acquainted with the state

of affairs, and strongly attached to

his service. He added, that he knew

os no person, more capable of filling

up his own place, than Cardinal Ma

zarine, whose zeal and fidelity he had

experienced on many occasions. The

king replied, that he should always
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follow the advice he had given him,

having long been convinced of the

wisdom of his counsels and that he

would employ Mazarine and the other

ministers, who should be continued in

their posts.

When the king was retired, the

Cardinal asked the physicians how long

they thought he could live: «" Do

not be afraid, fays he, of telling me

your real sentiments, you are speak

ing to one who is perfectly resigned

to the will of God, either for life or

death." They told him, they saw at

present no immediate danger, and that

they must wait till the seventh day

before they could absolutely pronounce

upon the case. " That is well," re

plied the Cardinal : but towards eve

ning, his fever returned with so much

violence, that they were obliged to

bleed him twice. " M. Chicot, said

he, addressing himself to one of the

king's physicians, speak to me, I be

seech you, not as a physician, but as

a friend, without disguise." My lord,

replied Chicot, after having made

some difficulty in giving his opinion,

" I believe that in twenty-four hours

you will be either dead or well."

" That is speaking as you oeght, re

plied the Cardinal, I understand you."

After confession, he afleed for the via

ticum, which was brought him an

hour after midnight. " Behold my

.Lord and my God, cries the cardinal,

which I am just going to receive : I pro

test before him and call him to witness

that in the whole of my conduct du

ring my ministry I have had nothing

in view but the welfare of religion and

of the state." Some hours after, he

received extreme unction, " My lord,

said the curate who attended him, do

you forgive your enemies ?" It is said

he made him this answer, " I never

had any but those of the state." Others

affirm, that he only laid, "Yes, with

all my heart, and as I wish to be for

given myself." For a day or two

after, he seemed a Hrtle revived by a

medicine which was given him by a

quack, who undertook to cure him,

when his physicians had given him up.

While the effects of this lasted, he

conversed with the secretaries of statte

upon businels, and was well enough

to receive the compliments that were

sent him from the Duke of Orleans

and the Queen j and gave his answers
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to them with a great deal of strength

and presence ot mind. But he soon

after became so weak, that he per

ceived he was near hit end. "Niece,

said he to the Duchess of Equilion, I

am very ill !——leave me, I beseech

jou j your tears affect mei spare your

self the pam of seeing rae die." Fa

ther Leon coming up to the Cardinal,

told him he was at the end of his life,

of which he was going to give an ac

count to God ; at the fame time he

presented the crucifix to him to kiss,

and pronounced the last absolution to

him. The commendatory prayers were

scarce begun, when he expired in the

fifty-eighth year of his age, and the

eighteenth of his ministry. — Soon after

the king being informed that his mi

nister was departed, said, very coldly,

to some of his courtiers, " There is a

great politician gone."

The Cardinal's most intimate friend

and confiJent was father Joseph, a ca

puchin, who was reckoned the most

able negotiator in Europe. He enter

ed into all the cardinal's views, and

being less embarrassed with the num

berless intrigues of the court and ca

binet, and not obliged like his friend

to take any state upon him, he ranld

think over at leisure in his cell the

schemes they had formed together :

so that our author thinks it exceeding

probable that Richlieu would have

been very much at a loss to have con

ducted so many great and successful

negotiations, without his assistance. —

Upon some occasion the popular cla

mour being raised against the Cardinal,

he kept himself (hut up in his palace,

aud was afraid ot being seen in the

streets. But by Father Joseph's advice

he was persuaded to go through the

city without his guards, and shew

himself to the people ; who instead of

offering him any insult, being pleased

with this instance of his confidence,

and with the affability and conde

scension he expressed to all he met,

loaded him with their blessings. Upon

his return, his friend said, " Did not

1 tell you, that yon was only faint

hearted : and thaj with a little cou

rage and firmness you would soon

raise the spirits of the citizens, and

restore your affairs."

Perhaps the reader, from this (ketch

of Cardinal Richlieu'* character, may

be inclined to think with us, that if

he had contented himself with a plain,

modest, and humble manner of living,

like Father Paul of Venice, who was

for many years is much the oracle of

that state as the Cardinal was of France,

he might have avoided a great part of

the envy he incurred, and would not

have been under the disagreeable ne

cessity os making so many sacrifices to

his own safety. It is true, as this au

thor has observed, that ambition has

generally the largest place in great

minds : but it is likewise true, that it

discovers a still greater mind to de

spise and get above it ; and that a fin-

cere regard to the public good, and a

disinterested love of one's country, are

much nobler and more certain princi

ples of action than any views of pri

vate advancement or renown." (See

vol. 1733, p. 608, 1736, p. 60, and

»7S5> P- 67)

[App. M. Revirw.']

The Means offorming the Morals of a

State. From Lacroix's Treatise of

Morality, lately publijbtd at Paris.

"TF men, fays he, are not lovers of

X virtue, punishments will notbe suf

ficient to keep them in their duty ; they

will gratify theirpassions wheneverthey

think they can do it with impunity.

The best way, therefore, nay the on

ly way to make men obey the laws,

is to give them morals ; that is, to in

spire them with a love of virtue.' .

Those who would govern a state pro

perly, says liberates, must not think,

of rilling porticos with laws written

upon tables, but must take care that

citizens have the maxims of justice en

graved upon their hearts. It is not

laws, indeed, but morals which serve

to regulate a state. Those who have

had a had education, do not hesitate

to violate the clearest and most deter

minate laws; whereas those who have

been well educated, chearfully and

readily submit to proper regulations.

The love of virtue is produced in

a state, by giving youth a good edu

cation, by granting honorary distinc

tions to virtue, by proltribing luxu

ry, and by diffusing the knowledge of

the christian religion.

In order to educate men properly.they

must be taken in their infancy, before

their minds are silled with prejudices,

and before vicious inclinations have

taken root in their breasts : it is too

lace
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late to form them after they are cor

rupted. Among the Persians and La

cedemonians, the children of every

citizen were considered as belonging

to the state 5 accordingly the state took

the charge of their education, and di

rected it entirely towards the love of

their country, and obedience to its

laws. What, indeed, is the end pro

posed by a public education ? Is it to

make scholars and learned men f It is

of more importance to every state,

surely, that its members sliould know

how to live well than speak well ; and

there is no principle but virtue that

can lead them to live well : Fear is

without efficacy, when men think

they may avoid punishment ; and ho

nour or the desire of esteem is extin

guished, when it is not animated by

the public favour. Let the end pro

posed by public education, therefore,

be to teach virtue, and to inspire

youth with the love of the severaj du

ties incumbent on them as men and

citizens. It is now several years since

an establishment has been formed in

the heart of France upon these views,

i^VEcolt Militeire) and which prom-les

to the nation a new race of citizens.

It is there that the young nobility of

the kingdom, trained under the eye

of the minister by able masters, are

taught the love ot virtue and of their

country, to know and to reverence

the laws and maxims of the state. It

is there, that having the generosity

and munificence of their prince con

stantly before their eyes, they animate

one another to copy after the example

of their illustrious ancestors, and qua

lify themselves for defending the stat*

and supporting the honour and dignity

of their sovereign, even at the expence

of their lives : an establishment worthy

of the highest praises, and which will

be an everlasting monument of the

wisdom and beneficence of Lewis the

Fifteenth.

Though virtue be naturally beauti

ful, though (he constitutes the true fe

licity of man, yet such is the weak

ness and imperfection of human na

ture, that there must be rewards and

distinctions for her votaries. Let vir

tue then be crowned with honour ;

let the dignities of the state be con

ferred on her. Has vice any claim to

them ? They were origina'iy establish

ed for the good of society, and if vice
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usurps them, the end of their institu

tion is defeated. Has birth any title

to them ? A long train of illustrious

ancestors does not confer merit, nor

transmit to their posterity either ta

lents or virtue. If the descendants of

a citizen, who distinguished himself in

the service of his country, have no

personal merit, they are only monu

ments to preserve the memory of a

virtuous man, and in this view are

only entitled to empty admiration and

outward respect.

Luxury, above all thing*, ought

to be checked by severe laws. It in

spires a pallion for frivolous pleasures ;

renders money the supreme good,

makes men sacrifice every thing to the

acquisition of riches, enervates the

body and enfeebles the soul. Can

there be a more dreadful scourge in

any government ? It makes part of the

money of the rich, indeed, circulate

among the poor, but at the fame time

it makes beggars of a vast number of

citizens, by the enormous consumption

it occasions of provisions of every kind.

Beside, if the rage of distinguishing

themselves by glare and parade be

checked, citiz.ns will employ their

wealth in schemes of public utility,

and virtue will diffuse more blessings

among the poor than the most extra

vagant luxury.

What are we to think then of the

reason which an illustrious modern as.

figns for permiming luxury in mo.

narchies; viz. that it the rich do not

spend a great deal, the poor will be

starved ? Monarchies, adds the fame

politician, (Montesquieu) are ruined

by poverty. History furnishes no ex.

ample of this. The first empires of

Niniveh and Babylon fell amidst the

greatest opulence. Persia, when poor,

destroyed the rich empires of Lydia,

Babylon, and Egypt ; when rich, (he

was not a match for a handful of Ma

cedonians. When Macedonia became

opulent, when the kingdoms of Syria

and Egypt abounded in wealth, th?y

were obliged to yield to the warlike

poverty of the Romans, who fell a prey

themselves to barbarians, after pillag

ing the universe.—Riches are the na

tural source of luxury; luxury begets

corruption, and corruption destroys

states.

But the firmest support of laws is re

ligion s there is no motive which acts

more
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more powerfully upon the mind os man,

than the firm belief of an all-powerful

deity, who punishes vice and rewards

virtue i this too is the only motive ca

pable of restraining the impetuosity of

the passions, and counterbalancing pri

vate interest. / kntr.u not, said the Ro

man orator, very justly, 'whether by ba

nishing religion and piety ive do not de

fray good faith among men, and conse

quently justice, which u the most excellent

as all virtues.

Os the different forms of religion

which are established upon the face of

the earth, there is none whose precepts

and doctrines are better calculated

than those of Christianity, to form the

morals of a nation, to check the im

petuosity of human passions, to con-

troul the influence of climate, and to

inspire submission and obedience to the

laws.

This religion gives civil laws the

greatest efficacy they can possibly have,

by lending them the aids of conscience.

Tt is not in the least repugnant to the

social spirit; for the social spirit is

only that attachment to one's country

which makes a man consecrate his ta

lents, his fortune, and his life to the

service of it. Now there is nothing

that inspires this attachment so much

as Christianity, since there is nothing

which inspires a man with a stronger

desire of performing his duty. Re

publican virtue, the principle of ho

nour in monarchies, of fear in despo

tic states are feeble motives to influ

ence a citizen to sacrifice hit dearest

interests and strongest inclinations to

the service of his country ; it is Chris

tianity alone that can raise man above

the weaknesses of his heart.

It would be a great error, therefore,

in policy, not to introduce Christianity

into a state, or not to maintain it

when it is established. But as the good

effects it is capable of producing de

pend upon the degree of authority it

acquires over the mind, nothing ought

to be employed, in order to spread or

support it, but persuasion. Violence

would only make hypocrites. Wri

ting or speaking, however, against

this religion, ought not to be permit

ted j for this would be permitting an

attack upon the most solid foundations

of the state, and would give occasion

to public dissentions and commotions.

Though Christianity be very favour-

Sept.

able in itself to public prosperity and

order, yet it has been the occasion of

many calamities, and of the most

cruel and bloody wars in Germany,

Italy, _ and France j but it would be

gross ignorance, nay downright mad

ness, to make it answerable for such

calamities ; they are only to be im

puted to the barbarity of the times, and

to cursed ambition. Let christians on

ly be well instructed in the principles

of tbeir religion, and they will ever

be the best of subjects : The conduct

of the first christians is a sufficient

proof of this."

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

I Beg the favour of you to insert the

following letter to Mr. A. B. in

your impartial Magazine, which will

oblige, Sir,

Vour constant reader,

The Author ofAn Appeal, &c.

To Mr. A. B.

SIR,

IN your last you set out very unfor

tunately : You charge me with a

contradiction, as my words cited by

you imply, that Unitarian and Atha-

nasian writers had condemned a notion

before it existed viz. Mr. T. I's scheme

of the trinity, which must necessarily

be the case, if this notion be peculiar

to T. I.

Ans. I called Mr. T.Ts notion pecu

liar, as I had never met with it in a

modern writer ; and at the fame time

observed, that it was the fame, or

nearly the fame, with the old Sabellian

doctrine, which had been condemned

by Unitarian and Athanasian writers.

Remarkable it is, that you have taken

particular notice of my expression, that

I bad not met ivith it in a modern writer.

Does not this imply, that it had been

entertained by some of the ancients,

and consequently your charge appears

groundless from the very words you

cite." •

In order to fliew that T. I. does not

hold a peculiar notion of the Trinity,

you cite two passages from a treatise

entitled, Christian Liberty Asserted,

&c. wrote by the learned and worthy

Mr. Jackson, which in your opinion

set forth the same notion with T. I's,

viz, that the Trinity means three dis

tinct
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tinct attributes of the Deity, infinite

goodness, wisdom, and power. You

might with equal justice have cited the

same passages to prove, that he held

the Athanalian doctrine, which he con

futed in this and several other treatises.

Mr. Jackson's express view in the first

passage", p. 103. was to sliew, that the

antients attributed goodness in the

highest degree to God the Father,

chiefly founded upon Matth. xix.

17. <wby callrj} thou me good ? There is

none good but one, that is, God. From

whence youdraw this inference, " That

the antients, according to Mr. Jackson,

held original, supreme, underived

goodness to he God the Father. Con

sequently the antients held Goodness

to be a person, provided they held the

Father to be a person." In other terms,

they held a mere quality or attribute

to be God the Father. Let Mr. Jack

son be his own interpreter: When he

had cited several of the primitive Fa

thers to shew their fen le of this re

markable text, which is decisive against

the Athanasian doctrine, he concludes

in these words, p. 105. " So that the

fense of the antient church plainly is,

that as the Father only, who is unori-

ginated, is the one God supreme over

all, so be is alone supreme and abso

lutely perfect in respect of every di

vine attribute ) and that all the per

fections of the Son, and amongst these

his goodness, being derived to him with

his nature from the Father, are not

co-ordinate or equal to the underiveH

perfections of the Father, and so that

attribute of goodness cannot belong to

the Son in the fame high and absolute

fense, in which it is ascribed to the Fa

ther, to whose supreme goodnels our

Saviour himself in the text before us

yields the pre-eminence." When

therefore you represent Mr. Jackson as

holding goodness to be God the Fa

ther, you are confronted with his ex

press declarations to the cons rary, who

maintains, that goodness, as one qua

lity or attribute amongst the other di

vine attributes, is ascribed to God the

Father in the highest and most absolute

fense. When you talk of infinite good

ness being a person, you confound all

propriety of language and sentiment.

Again. You cite Mr. Jackson from

the lame treatise, p. »i6. as declaring

it to have been the opinion of the an-

tjents, that Christ (tie legos) is the ion

Sept. i;6g.

of God, and that the Son of God is tit

'wisdom of God. From thele words you

infer, that the antients held Wisdom to

be a person, unless they denied the ion tn

be a person. It appears likewise from

hence, that they did not by the 'word per

son mean an intelligent agent.

Ans. Mr. Jacklon's professed view irt

this part of bis treatile was to prove,

that the antients held Christ to have

been created by the Father, for which

purpose they applied what is said of

wisdom, Prov.viii.il> to Christ; the

Lcrd pojseffid f1* ti: 1 gr. created) me in

the beginning oj his 'way, before his 'works

oj old. This interpi elation was proba

bly occasioned by our Saviour's being

called the 'wisdom of God in the New

Testament, 1 Cor. i. 27.—But your in

ference from Mr. Jackson's words is

groundless : Christ, according to this

interpretation, was not represented

as the wisdom, or a mere attribute of

God in the literal sense, as you ima

gine, but a real intelligent Being pro

duced or created by the Almighty Fa

ther, and called tne wisdom of God,

because there was a glorious display of

this attribute in the gospel dispensa

tion. That they understood Christ to

be an intelligent agent, and not a

mere attribute of God, undeniably ap

pears from the lame 116th page of Mr.

Jackson's treatile, from whence you

nave cited his account of this affair:

This learned writer (peaking of the

christian worship of the primitive

church observes, " that the Father was

worshipedand prated tothroughChrist^

and in his name, and that he him-

lelf (viz. Christ) was invocated ina sub

ordinate arid mediate sense, that he

might (as cur mediator) o/fe r up, and

by Ins mediation render effectual our

prayers to the cne God and Father."

Njthing can posli'ilv be more evident,

than that Christ >i here described as

an intelligent agent inferior to his

God and Father, it being absurd to

pay mediatorial worship to a mere

quality or attribute.

H it it is worth observing, that, al

you call Mr. Jackson an Asian, all you

have laid relating to his sentiments

of the Trinity, is nothing to the pur-

pole, it being impossible tnat he stioull/

embrace the notion )oi ascribe to hint

CJiilistently with his Arian principles,

or rather Unit-r.an, Arian being a

term of reproach fix(.(J up. » thole, wlio

P p p have
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have presumed to depart from the

Athanasian doctrine, and adhere to

the solemn determination of the sacred

writers.

I have no opportunity of consulting

Dr. Cud worth's intellectual system, and

so cannot determine what his senti

ments were relating to the Trinity ;

neither do you seem quite clear upon

the point.

As for Bishop Berkeley, he labours

to prove that the old philosophers held

■ Trinity in the Godhead, or three di

vine Hypoftases. But whether he

meant the common Athanasian doc

trine, or your sense os it, may be just

ly questioned. Certain it is, that he

dors not express liis notion of the

Trinity in the fame terms that you

do. It is observable, that this inge

nious Bishop cites no texts of scripture

in his Siris to establish his doctrine ;

aud therefore his authority is of no

more weight to determine our assent

to an hypothesis, in opposition to a

scripture doctrine, than his plausible

reasonings to prove that this system

of matter which we inhabit has no ex

ternal existence, in opposition to sen

sible evidence; so that, according to

this wild notion, all that beautiful va

riety of rivers, trees, meadows and

bills which we behold, and even the

very bodies we carry about us, have

no other than an ideal exigence. We

may learn from his example, what ex

travagant notions ingenious men are

capable of maintaining, and even sup

porting with plausible colours. But

if we call in the assistance of common

sense, a principle too much neglected

by philosophers and divines, we may

treat with contempt all such metaphy

sical absurdities, though perhaps we

may not be always able to detect the

fallacy of them. Let it be carefully

noted, that I have no inclination to

detr act from the character of this wor

thy bishop, it being well known that

he was zealous to promote thi" tempo

ral as well as spiritual happiness of his

fellow creatures. The good bishop

bad amused himself in liis study by

force of subtle speculations with an

imaginary hypothesis ; but in common

life lie :icted like other mortals, as if

lie believed the reality of things around

him.

With respnfr-'o your ans.ver to ray

election, li'a? ii' ihe am iUu'.ts good

ness, wisdom, and power, be persons,

God is not three persons only, but as

many persons as he has distinct attri

butes ; you argue thus i

" The divine nature being immuta

ble, it now is what it always was ; God

always was infinitely good, wife, and

powerful 5 but rf by merciful be meant

any thing distinct from these, mercy

seems to have a relative existence, and

consequently like other relations can

not be without it's correlate. God,

for instance, had not mercy before

there existed beings on whom he

could have mercy.—Nor was God om

nipresent before any thing was made."

Rt[4y. If this reasoning has any

weight, it concludes as strongly against

the eternal goodness Of the Deity, as

his mercy and justice. God, accord

ing to this notion, could not be said

to be good before any creatures existed,

to whom he could communicate hia

goodness. You seem to confound the

infinite perfections of God, as they

exist in the divine nature, with the ex

ternal exercise of them, which are

really distinct considerations. Doubt

less before creatures were formed, God

could not exercise any acts of good

ness, justice, and mercy: But still he

was- possessed of these amiable perfec

tions from all eternity, as he was al

ways disposed to exercise them upon

proper objects, whenitsliould be agreed-

able to his infinite wisdom to produce

free and intelligent creatures. Neither

Ihould you deny God's omnipresence

before any thing was made. He could

not indeed be said to be present with

creatures before they existed ; but still

he was possessed of such an adorable

perfection from all eternity, from

whence his actual presence with his

creatures would necessarily take place,

when they should exist. Consequently,

you have not removed the objection

proposed to your notion of the Trinity,

but it remains in its full force.

As to the number of texts, which,

according to my repeated declarations

ami deep conviction still continued, en

tirely overthrow the Athanasian doc

trine, you observe, " that it would be

bold in any one. to oppose texts before

he knows the prfeise point they are

brought to prove." To which you

r. 'd trie following queries. " Are

tht's texts brought ro prove that the

Go-i.iead doih uct consist of three in

telligent
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telligent agents ? Or, are they brought

to prove that the wisdom of God is not

eternal, and consequently, that God

was not always wife? Or are they

brought to prove that Ge-d is wife

without his wisdom I"

Ans. I humbly presume, that the

precise point the texts produced in the

Appeal are brought to prove, is ex

tremely plain to any common under

standing. Your first query is dearly

and effectually answered by the collec

tion of texts taken notice of in the

London Magazine for the month of

April, viz. that the one supreme God

is the Father only, and not Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost, according to

the doctrine of the Athanasian creed ;

and consequently, the Godhead doth

not consist of three distinct intelligent

agents. As to your second and third

queries, I never produced texts to

prove any thing so absurd and self-

contradictory ; and refer any answer

to yourself, who maintain that God

was not eternally merciful and just.

I am astonished at your triumphant

conclusion, as if those persons whom

you call Arians, but mould be called

Unitarian Christians, were so absolute

ly baffled in point of argument, that a

longer continuance in their supposed

.error must be imputed to the insensibility

and impenetrability of their beadt. You

still continue to make confident asser

tions without the least colour of evi

dence. Be assured, that the Unitarian

cause stands unshaken upon the strong

foundation of Moses and the prophets,

of Christ and his apostles ; and that the

Trinitarian controversy has been

brought to a final period, as the most

learned Athanasians have never given

a direct answer to the main arguments,

on which the cause depends.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant.

The Author of an Appeal, &V.

Account of a late dismiffion, pro and con,

•with Remarks.

"QINCE the death of lieutenant

WJ governor Fauquier the assembly

of Virginia has presented to the pre

sident of the council to be transmitted

to England two papers, the one a pe

tition to the king, and the other a re

monstrance to the parliament, in which

they as good as tell the latter, not to
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trouble their heads about them, for

they shall for the future take care of

themselves. When these very extra

ordinary papers were received by the

s—y of ft—e, he laid them before the

other'servants of the c—n, who all

agreed, it was higly expedient that the

governor in chief of that province

should reside there. This resolution

was approved of by the k , and

his m y gave directions to the f—y

of s e to signify it to Sir Jessery

Amheiltj but at the same time not

to press him to go if it was disagreeable

to him, but to acquaint him that the

k— would make up to him the emo

luments he received out of that govern

ment in another way, L—d H

accordingly called at general Amherst's

house, but being told he was in the

country, he wrote to him, and in

terms of the utmost politeness and re

gard, acquainted him with the k 's

intentions. . His 1——p told him,

that however the k— might wish to

avail himself of his abilities at this time

in America, yet his m—y did not

forget that the government of Virgi

nia was given to him as a reward for

the great services he has done his

country in America, and that there

fore his orders were, not to prels him

to reside in that province ; hut if from

any reason he disliked going thither,

his m y had commanded him to

inform him it was his gracious inten

tion to make good to him the emo

luments of the office in the most am

ple manner. Sir Jessery Amherst canie

to town, and waited on 1 H ,

he expressed his disinclination to go

to Virginia, and said, that having

been commander in chief in Ameri

ca he could not serve under general

Gage as governor of a single province.

L H replied, that if that was

his only objection, he thought it

might easily be anlwered, for that a

governor was always a superior per

son in his own province, and that his

office, being a civil one, had no re

lation to the command of the king's

troops. However as bis orders were

not to press Sir Jessery to go, and he

found it was disagreeable to him, he

had nothing to say, and therefore

only bagged to know what were the

emoluments which he received out of

that government, that he might acT

P p p * quaint
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quaint the k——, and receive his

commands for making out a grant lor

an annuity accordingly. The general

said ritteen hundred guineas a year, hut

told liisl p, that by an annuity- he

hoped he did not mean a pension.

Yes. replied I H—, I do mean a

pension, and although a pension may

parry with it a disagreeable idea, when

it is given merely for the lake of a

pension, yet when it is given as a re

ward for services done the public, it

becomes a mark of public approbation,

witness 1— C m's pension, which

W.is given him as a rrward for direct

ing those services you so ably executed,

witness too Sir E H his

pension tor saving Ireland, and why

nor yours for adding Canada to the

British dominions. Besides, is not your

present sdary a pension out of the re

venue os Virginia, and where can be

the difference to you, whether you re

ceive it out of the sour and half per

cent duty upon lugur, or the duty

upon tobacco ? hut the difference will

be material to the crown and the

public, for that fund which was piven

for the support of a governor will be

properly applied and the crown and

the people will'have the advantage of

the governor in chief of the piounce

of Virginia residing in his government.

The general replied, he lliould dislike

a pension, but said he mult submit to

the k *S pleasure, ar.d bowed off.

When 1— H reported what had

parted to the k— , his m y was

molt graciously pleated to order a

J-rant of fifteen hundred guineas a year

Tie ej all deduBioas and Jar life, to be

ch ir^td on the four and half per cent

for the use of Sir Jeffery Amherst in

consideration of his great services, but

bcfp»e the grant could be made out,

Sir Jeffery signified his intention to re

sign his regiments.

Tie Counter Story is as folhivs :

IN consequence of the disagreeable

a V'Ces lately rtceived from Virg'-

rria, it was determined by the Scot-

filh thane to fend thither lord B. the

last of his friends that remained un

provided for. But, to prevent this

strong mr.rk of his influence from be

ing discovered by the public eye, a

■c 1 c 1 was held, in which
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it was highly necessary the governoi

of Virginia should reside in bis pro

vince. This resolution answered all

purposes at once : it dismissed sir J. A.

and it appointed lord B j for sir J. A.

was the only person in England who

could not go to America in that ca

pacity. He had been commander in

chief there ; therefore, by the rules qf

the army, and consistent with his own

character, he could not go to serve

under general Gage (the present com

mander in chief there) who is an in

ferior officer, and who had served un

der sir J. in America. When the c—I

broke up, lord H. directly went to sir

J. A's to acquaint him with their re

solution, but was informed sir J. wa*

in the country : upon which lord H.

returned, and wrote to him. But be

fore the letter was delivered at sir J's

hou/e in the country, he was set off tor

London ; and finding that lord H. had

been at his house, he went directly to

his lordship's.

Lord II. after reciting some of the

above particulars, said, that as he (sir

J. A.) was lately married, he possibly

might not chuse to go to America.

Though this seemed like suggesting to

sir J. a reason for refusing j yet the

brave and worthy officer, whose amia

ble disposition and gentleman-like de

portment did not suffer him to reply in

a strain best, adapted to the compli

ment, frankly and candidly answered,

That, as general Gage (for whom he

expressed a very great regard, and of

whose abilities as an officer, he spokf

in terms of the highest veneration) wai

commander in chief in America, he

could not go to serve under that officer,

who was not only inferior to him in hit

rank in the army, but had served under

him in America. That if the affairs

of his colony required his going to

America, he hoped the matter respect

ing general Gage would be accommo

dated. Lord H. said, that could np.t

be ; general Gage must remain in his

present situation : but added, that he

stjould not piess him (sir J. A.) to go;

and then offered him a pension of

1500 1. per annum, as an equivalent

for his government. Sir J. A. refu

sed to accept the offer, saying the go

vernment of Virginia was given him

expressly for services during the late

it was said, to have been resolved, that war, and as a mark of the royal ap

probation
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probation of his conduct in America ;

that when it was given him, it was

considered as a sinecure, without any

requisition of residence, which was ne-

vr thought of or intended at the

time; for that the business and whole

government of the province were to

be entirely managed by the lieutenant-

governor. Yet, there is no doubt but

he would have gone upon terms con

sistent with his honour, and his rank

in the army.

They parted. And the next news

that sir J. A. received, was, that lord

B. hid kissed hands for his govern

ment of Virginia. Upon which sir J.

who received this account in the coun

try, by a letter from his brother, came

again to town, and sinding it to be

true, he resigned his two regiments,

viz. the 15th and the 60th, to his

M at St. James's, on the jUtli of

August, j 768.

Observation^ 0" these Accounts.

FROM comparing these two ac

counts together, the truth seems

to be, that the f y of s—e did not.

wi(h general Amherst to go to Ameri

ca, nor expect that he would, other

wise he would surely have offered him

the same command which he before

had there, and in which station it was

that he had rendered his country those

services the minister pretended to be so

sensible of. But his friend and brother

k—fma/i being a little eir.harrast'ed by

his connections with tie W y com

pany, and having been disappointed in

getting a patent, by which lie might

have transferred the loss upon ignorant

purchasers of (hares, he thought, by

giving Sir Jeffery a pension of 1500

guineas, to accommodate his friend

with an income of near 4000, and a

convenient absence from this country.

He might indeed have imagined the

general would have readily made the

exchange, having found his services

so long (lighted, ami no attention paid

him by any minister sir.ee his arrival

jn England : and now, tliat his former

patron, the grent dike of C d was

dead, and 1— C m become incapa

ble, he had nothing to expect. The

in r has found however that he

jeckoned without 1ns host, and his
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failure, in this manœuvre, is but a bad

symptom of his future success in hit

new office ; at least it may induce his

lordship to shew a little more respect to

his colleagues, and not venture so

boldly, as it is said he. does, upon the

most important measures, without

consulting any of them.

These observations are clear and

strong, not to fay any thing of the in

sult that is offered the army through.

Sir J. A. the contempt, nay evea

abuse, with which merit and long ser

vice are treated ; all which are so ob

vious as to strike every individual of

the public with amazement ; who may

now fee what encouragement is meant

to be held out, in cafe of another war;

what rewards ; the strictest fidelity and

innumerable hardsliips are likely of re

ceiving at home.

IPelit. Reg.]

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

AS I have long been a constant

taker in of the London Maga

zine from its beginning ; I take the li

berty to recommend a very ingenious

calculation, from a learned and deep

mathematician, of the harvest moon,

now near at hand about the 8th of

next Month September, and hope)

it will be in time to insert it in your

Magazine for August, as it may well

amuse your mathematical correspon

dents, and convince them how erro

neous some modern calculators have

been in attempting to solve that phe

nomenon of the harvest moon, which

is so wifely ordained by providence to

be of peculiar service to the indus

trious husbandman, for his more cora-

modiouily taking in the products of

the earth, the fruits of his ■labours: A

stupendous instance this, of the great

creator's care in alloting him an extra

ordinary (hare of light at this season to

accomplish the end of his toils, for

which it is incumbent on him, at

well as all, to be truly grateful and sin

cerely thankful to him for such hit

blessings and srui.ful seasons, to the

preservation and general benefit of

mankind. I am,

Winchester, Your's,

Aug. 31, 1767. J. J.WlCCAMICC*.

EXPLANATION-
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Harvest-Moon explained,

EXPLANATION,

Sept.

<£

IF we carefully consider the

place and circumstances of the

moon about the autumnal equi

nox, we (hall soon find that the

phenomena, of what is called the

Harvest Moon, must depend on "jgj

thefollowingparticulars: ist. The

situation of her nodes. *. The •*-'

smallness of the angle which that}{

part of her orbit makes at that

time with the horizon. And

lastly, her being in the ascendingor

north latitude, which still dimi

nishes the aforesaid angle.

Now to give the moon all the

advantage that may be, and reduce

the present phenomenon to a cal

culus, let PP be the two poles, ÆQ^

the equator, the points E and C two

points of the ecliptic, LO the moon's

orbit, and HH the horizon.

Moreover, let PDM, PEH, be two

meiulians ; one pasting through D, the

moon'* place in her orbit, and the other

through E, the point of the horizon,

upon which the fun rises for that day.

Supposing then the nodes to be in the

equine ctial points, and the latitude of

the moon's orbit to be 5" 18', then the

angle DRM=»8° 48', the angle

ERM=?8' 30' (the latitude of the

place being 51" 30') and the angle

ERD=9° 41': Now, allowing the

moon to move every day 13° 19' in

tensequentia, then in the triangle

DRM we have the side RDn^9 19',

 

the angle DRM as before, and the

right angle at M ; whence, by spherical

trigonometry, will be sound RMr

ii° 43' 4", DM (= EH because DE

is parallel to HM) = 6° *»' 13"; and

again, in the triangle ERH, wehavethe

side EH just now found, the angle

ERH as before, and the right angle

at H, whence may We found RH

= 8" 4' 6"; and therefore RM—RH,

or HM, which is the measure of the

hour angle HPM, will be 3° 38' 58",

which converted into time is somewhat

more than fourteen minutes and a balfj

and this (all advantages of the place

of her nodes, latitude, &c. allowed)

is the least difference that can be in

the moon's rising, in our latitude of

5'° 30*.

Solution to Mr. Baxter'* Question, p. 351

LET AB and DF be the towers ;'

join A and F with a right line,

and draw FH parallel to BD; produce

CE to I, and on the middle of AF,

erect the perpendicular IG, and G

will be the point where the ladder

must stand. Now in the triangle HAF

is given AH and HF, to find the angle

AFH = 90 sl'= *- EIO> whence

A IOE = 8o° 8', and OE = 34, 7«S6-

Put DE = a — 115, CE zz b — 100,

DO = d — 149, 7*56> ' = sine <

IOE = ,9351091, e — cosine =,

171356, and x = OG; then 1 : x ;;

t-.jxz=. GN, and 1 : x :: c : ex = NO;

therefore d + ex = DN, and w — d

— ex = BN ; and by the property of

the ellipsis, sl1 : ** ". d + ex x za

—d— ex : J1xz, that is, a-s*x- r= WA*

+ ib'aex — W: — tdb'cx — b*clx*,

whence
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whence a*s*x* +J*r»*i+ idPcx — zblacx — zadb^—^d*. Let

iadb*— b*d*

r = 910793, then x* + rx —'

487

idbxc — ibxat

a>*x +. *lc* ~~

axsx ■+• bxex

— = 01,2x66, and the length of the ladder — 416,5333.

. , /-ladtH-bd r*

therefore *— / -——-. +— —

W. W. R.

Account of tbe Convent of La Trappe,

in Normandy, by a Gentleman iubo

has lately visited it.

THE convent of La Trappe, situated

abont ten, or twelve miles from

St. Mairan in Normandy, was founded

about 6co years ago by the Count Retou,

agreeable to a vow he made in a storm at

sea, if God would preserve his life. In

this convent there are about 120 men,

besides the Abbe, sixty of whom are

fathers, and sixty brothers. The fathers

are cloathedin white woolen cloth, with

a hood and cowl, their stockens of the

fame, and while within doors I observed

they wore leather (hoes, tho" in their

out doors business the Abhe, and all had

wooden ones. The brothers werecloath-

ed in a dress of the fame form, but made

of a coarse brown cloth resembling that

of the Recollets : None of them wear

linnen, yet are, notwithstanding, very

clean, tho' they (have their beards but

once a month.

Their diet from the last day of Lent

to the 14th ot September is bread, vege

tables, milk, small beer, and water, and

from the 14th of September (when their

Lent commence*) to Easter, they live

chiefly on- b ead and water, except that

some vegetables are allowed at dinner,

but their supper is only two ounces of

bread, and ., enp of water : Notwith

standing which they do not look quite so

meagre as I (hould have expected.

They rife every morning ex-ic>Iy at two

o'clock, and continue at their devotions

till four; dine at eleven (which is their

first meal) eat a very mode: ate supper

about five, and go to their bed of straw

at eight.

This order never speak hut at Confes

sion, and then only to iiie A'obe who con

fesses them all ; he is one of three who

are al! iwed to speak, the other :wo area

father, and a bothr. T,iese-t*o are

appointed to ieceive and iccjinmod^le

strangers; the Ahbe con* cries with none

of tne community but these two (exo-pt

at con llio.i) and that only to give the

nee 'sstry oidcrs ; for when lie gi . e? di

rections to the others h: does it by sigoi ;

as for instance, the day we arrived,.the

stables and cow-housis wanted cleaning;

he did nothing more than take his dung-

fork and pointed to as many of the monks

as were necessary for that service, and be

gan the work himself, which served asa di

rection to the rest. Their food, which is

chiefly oftlitii own raising, having noother

assistance than what regards their husban

dry, which you may suppose gentlemen and

scholars (for such they all are), are not

sufficiently qualified to undertake with

success.

It has been said that they dig their own

graves, the truth of which I forgot to en

quire into ; but I went im» the church

yard, and law no preparation of that

kind; so that this report must be either

false, or none of those reverend gentle

men expected soon to die. I observed a

handsome tomb of one of their abbe's

who died about 115 years ago, whom

they call their reformer. Tht9 abbe find

ing, on hisbeing chosen their chief, that

they had much deviated from the original

rules of their order, obliged them to con

form to the first institution, which they

have ever since submitted to.

This order is not allowed, but only

permitted, bo'h by the pope and the king

of France. It is generally thought that

they are very rich, bin, upon the stiictert

enquiry I could make, I don't find ihat

their annual revenues escee 1 20,001 1 ivres

(which is about 860I. sterling) and till

this king's reign, who allows them 4000

livres^rr annum, it was no more t'lan

16,000 livres, which was the original

endowment of the Coust Retou, and

consists chiefly in forest lands in the midst

of wliich the convent is built, without

any house or inhabitant near itj except

a small inn for the convenience os stran

gers. And here I cannot omit remaik-

ing that in the month of June la:t, the

neig'.bouiiTig towns and villages were

f.lly employ-.d in hunting a (he-wolf

wuole cliicf residence w.-s in this tVest.

She had -vithin tiie i-ou'T-" of six -veeks

destroyed no Iff- thm thirty-two hoises,

by seizing on ;li'---m by th? nroat

while usterp a :d sue! 1 s ihiir b'.iod.

This wolf h.id six young'onet, si.e of

WU.CQ
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which they had destroyed ; yet, notwith

standing the best horses and dogs were em

ployed in the pm.uit front morning till

night, (he was too nimble for them, tho'

she all the clay can icd her remaining cub,

which was near as big as herself, in her

mouth. It was with great difficulty,

tho' in the midst of summer, and with

thiee horses to my chaise, that in four or

five hours I got from St. M iir n to

La Trappe. My friend and I arrived

there in the afternoon. The outward

gate being opened, we rung at the door

of the convent, on which a drorher peep

ed thro' a small grate, and immediately

opened the door; with a large cross in

his hand, he bowed down and kissed our

sett. I tolJ him Ihaduken the liber

ty of coming there that I might be a wit

ness ot their pious andauHcie maniiei of

life: He bid us welcome with the blessing

of peace; desiring us to follow him,

which we did thro' a long entry that led

usto a small dark chapel, where he pre

sented us withtheholy water, then kneel-

in* do*n with him before the altar, he

said a short prayer. I must obArve that

here we were excused one piece of cere

mony usually (hewn to strangers, viz

before going into the chapel, they gene-

Tally take the visitor in:o a room, and

read him a chapter in Thomas a K.m-

pis. From the chapel he conducted us

into a room in which were two or thiee

strangers, one of whom had the habit of

a C'crgyman, anJ vho, I afterwards

found, came there with an iniention of

being a novice ; he appeared to be about

twenty-eight or thirty years of age; he

had been there two nights, and that

evening came to a resolution of not con

tinuing, fearing the aullirity of the

order was more than he could bear.

Hiiheito we had only seen a brother,

who going out os the room left us for a

lew minute*, and in his (lead a father

of the order came in, and very politely

addressed himself to us, and took me

and my friend, with another English

man whole curiosity had led him there,

into an adjoining room. This father,

I lotinil, was a man of noble family,

perfectly veil bred, of a pleasing aspect,

and ger.teel appearance, and as 1 judged

about lorty-eight years of age. He

at siill talked Hut little to me, but after

having tor tome tune suneyed me *ith

the most penenating eyes I ever beheld,

addressed me more p;>rticiilatly, ;-sked

me many ciuettion;, r.nd such in regard

to public news as shewed his entire igno

rance of what was passing in the'world,

Ater tome time spent in conversation I

te.id him as 1 heard there was to be a

lectuieat (even o'clock, I would, with

his permission attend it; he answered

he would wait upon us at that hour.

I Ipent the afternoon in Curve) ing the

buildings and its environs. The out

houses consist of 'barns, stables, cow-

It "I", daily, granary, mill, bake-house,

and brew-house. As to the convent itself,

it is a mean building, the church plain

and neat, and resembles our choirs ; the

library pleased me better than any other

part ot the building. There were some

ponraits ot the founder of the order, the

reformer, two or three of the popes, ard

James the second of England, who had

ltaid with them tb^ie time.

At sever, o'clock we all went to the

lecture, which was read in the cloister by-

one ot the fathers, out of Thomas a Kem -

pis, which lasted about halt an hour, all

the fathrrs and brothers attending. These

cloistris seem to be more thin ordinarily

(acred, great care being taken that they

are not in the least defiled, a box wi:h

(and being placed upon the floor befoie

every two or three peilons, to spit into if

they have occasion. I took particular no

tice of the sanctified behaviour of thrte

reverend fathers and brothers, whilst in

the cloister, amongst whom I thought I

could distinguish two of my old acquain

tance fathei Hilary, and his colleague

brother Amhioie ; tor whose charadlers I

am indebted 10M01.stui Le Sate. In this

cloister neither father, brother, nor fti an

ger, iseverpernvtted to speak, nor is the

voice of any one heard, except that of

the father who reads the lecture. This

duty being ended, we retired into the

fame loom »e had left, and about tit;ht

o'clock were called to (upper, where

the yettng prielt was rot permitted to

join us, he having that evening signi

fied his intention not to continue his

neviciatelhip ; ahd here I must lemark

that there was no other novice in the con

vent.

Ourcollation consisted of fried eggs, sal-

lad, beans, butler, cheese, and a kind

ot hasty pudding ; our desert was pears,

cm rants, which, with the eggs, buiter,

ar.d cheese, were extra's on our ac

count. The reverend father finding I

could not drink their sour small beer,

prelented me with a bottle of cyder,

of their own making, almost as sour
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as the beer, no wine being allowed to be

brought into the convent.—During this

repast, this noble father did me the ho

nour to stand at the back of my

chair, whilst the brother handed to us

what we wanted. At nine I was con

ducted to a good bedchamber, where I

flept very comfortably till two o'clock in

the morning, when the bell rung for

prayers; and as I was willing to fee as

much of their ceremonies as possible, dur

ing my short stay, I arose and went to

church, and staid there till four : Then

conversed with the brother, paid another

visit to the library, obtained some brown

bread and milk for my breakfast, and

took a survey of about a dozen of the

reverend fathers and brothers at the cop

per, washing their habits, where I ob

served a set of the most dejected counte

nances I ever beheld. My curiosity be-

ing now latisfi-d, and my noviciatesliip

at an end, we exchanged blessings, and

between six and seven o'clock my friend

and I continued our journey.

To the AUTHOR oftte LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

ALTHO' the indefatigable Mr. Chapm-.n

has favoured the .public with a very

extensive table of solar eclipses in the Gent.

Diary, yet I am induced to fend you my com

putation of the next visible one from the

Durham tablet. For I presume your astrono

mical readers must doubt the authority of

Mr. Chapman's, since he mentions not the

tables he computed by, nor even the meridian

and latitude to which his calculations are

June 4, Morn.

Sun rises centrally eclipsed

769, calculated^ 489

Centrally eclipsed in the meridian

Sun fete centrally eclipsed •

Duration of the central eclipse

Sept. 1768.

adapted ; whereby the curious are unjustly

prevented from examining them i For this

gentleman has not as yet given the world any

testimony of his abilities in the astral science,

that is sufficient to induce them to a favour

able opinion of his mighty labours.

I am, Sir,

Yoir constant reader,

Hitchin, And humble servant,

March 5, 1768. Roiiit Usottr,

June 4, 1769, in the Murxirg tie Sun -will

be icliffid 18 si '3° 51'.

H. M. S.

Beginning

Middle

Visible $

End

Duration 1

Digits eclipsed 6

Typesir the Middle.

 

At the Royal

Observatory at

Gretnwich, ap

parent time.

 

The principal appearances of this solar

eehple, are as exhibited in the following ta

ble, containing the latitude and longitude

from Greenwich, of all those places on the.

globe where the center of the penumbra is

to every five minutes of duration of the cenl

tral eclipse.

H.M S.

7 47 '5

7 52
'5

7 57 '5

8 2
'5

8
7 '5

8 12
'5

8
'7 •5

8 zz
'5

8
*7 '5

8 32
3*

8
33 *3

8
J« 23

8
43 '3

8 4S J3

8
53 23

8
5* 23

9 3 23

9 S 23

9 '3 13

I iS sl

Ojh

Lat. N. Long.

56 9' 64 57°W.

64 58
5° 55

69 11
45 16

72 40
4? 58

75 47 36
7

78 40
3' *4

Si 24
*5 59

84 0 17 21 1
86 23 0 45

88 10
5' 52 E.

ll J3 75 3

60 20
"3 9

83 s» 120 30

81 10 Ij8 4

78 16
'43 39

75 6 148 40

7' 34 '53 30

07 J4
»59 4

S8 4 '73 18

Rim IRK,
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Rim ai x. The Center of the lunar

penumbra first of all enter-, the globe in New

Britain, where the fun rises centrally and to

tally eclipsed, and, pursuing a north easterly

direction, lures that place near Button's

Island, at the entrance of Hudson's Strain,

pasting over Davii'i Straits, Greenland, and

the unknown parts about the North-Pole ;

it then takes a south easterly course, pass

ing over the Icey Sea, and the north-east

part of Great Tartary, near St. Lawrence's

Istand, and enters the Pacific Ocean, where

the son is centrally and totally eclipsed at

setting.

It may here be observed, that not many

hours before this eclipse happens, there will

be a very remarkable transit of the planet

Venus over the fun ; ending about four hours

and three quarters before the eclipse begins.

The transit begins the preceding evening about

twenty minutes aft- r seven, and the sun not

setting till about ten minutes past eighr,

proves that part of it will be conspicuous here.

I shall send y, u a computation thereof very

slioctly : and also a true delineation of the

apparent curvilineal path of Venut on the so

lar disk. It was positively affirmed by a certain

author, that it would be a straight line in the

last transit; but it really was 1 curve (similar

to my type) and concave toward the fun's

center ; as several gentlemen, who diligent]/

Observed the transit, can testify.

December 13, 1769, in tbe Morning, (be M-;t

will tc eclipsed in fl 21* 37*.

h. m. s.

Beginning 4 57 1

Middle 6 21 30

Ecliptic Opp. 6 27 5,7

End 7 4? 59

Duration 2 48 c,S

Digits eclipsed t" 57' 9

Beg. /»

.1
At London, -7-

paient time.

 

At the middle the moon will be vertical m

lat. 22° 35' 45" N. and long. 9 50 22' 30'*

W. from London, near Cape Condecedo, in

the golf of Mexico. R. Lanciiy,

POETICAL ESSAYS.

THE CITS COUNTRY-BOX, 175.7.

By Robert Lloyd, A.M.

Vol sapere & Johl aitt htne viveret quirum,

Confpicitur mtidiifundata petunia villii. Hor.

TH E wealthy cit grown old in trade,

Now wishes for the rural shade,

And buckles to his one horse chair.

Old Dobbin, or the founder'd mare j

While wedg'd in closely by his fide,

Sits madam, his unweildly bride,

With Jacky on a stool before *ert>,

And out they jog in due decorum.

Scarce past the turnpike half a mile.

How all the country seems to smile!

And as they slowly jog together)

The cit commends the road and weather ;

While madam doats upon the trees,

And longs for every house she sees,

Admires its views, its situation,

And thus she opens her oration.

What signify the loads of wealth,

Without that richest jewel, health ?

Xxcusc the .'ondness of a wife,

Who doats upon your precious life !

Such ceaseless toil, such constant care,

Is more than human strength can bear.

One may observe it in your face—

indeed, my dear, you bie^k apace >

3

And nothing can your health repair,

But exc-cise, and country air.

Sir Traffic has a house, you know.

About a mile from Cheney- Row :

He's a good man, indeed tis true,

But not so warm, my dear as you :

And folks are always apt to sneer-

One would not be out- done, my dear !

Sir Traffic's name so well apply'd

Awak'd hit brother merchant's pride a

And Thrifty, who had all his life

Paid utmost deference to his wife,

Confess'd her arguments had reason,

And by th' approaching summer season,

Draws a few hundreds from the stocks,

And purchases his country box.

Some three or four mile out of towr-,

(An hour's ride will bring you down)

He fixes on hit choice abode,

Not half a furlong from the road :

And so convenient does it ray,

The stages past it ev'ry day :

And then so snug so mighty pretty.

To hare an bouse so near the city !

Take but yt or places at the Boar

You're set down at the very door.

Well then, suppose them fix'd at fair.

White-washing, painting, scrubbing past.

Hugging themselves in ease and clover.

With all the suit of moving over j
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Lo 1 new hup of whims are bred !

And wanton in my lady's head.

Well to be lure, it mast be own'd,

It ii a charming spot of ground j

9o sweet a distance for a ride,

And all about so countrified !

'Twould come to but a trifling price

To make it quite a paradise;

I cannot bear those nasty rails,

Those ugly broken mouldy pales :

Suppose, my dear, instead of these,

We build a railing, all Chinese,'

Although one hates to be expoi'd,

"fit dismal to be thus inclos'd ;

One hardly any object fees—

I wish you'd fell those odioos trees.

Objects continual faffing by

Were something to amuse the eye.

But to be pent within the walls-

One mighe as well be at St. Paul's.

Oar house beholders would adore,

Was there a level lawn before,

Nothing its views to incommode,

But qui'e laid open to the road ;

While ev'ry traveller in amaze,

Should on our lit. le mansion gaze,

And pointing to the choice retreat,

Cry, that's Sir Thrifty's country feat.

No doubt her arguments prevail,

For madam's tasti can never fail.

Blest age ! when all men may procure

The title of a connoisseur ,

When noble and ignoble herd

Are govem'd by a (ingle word ;

Though, like the royal German dames,

It bea'S an huedied Cbriitjan names ;

As Genius, Fancy, Judgment, Guilt,

Whim, Captiee, Je-ne-seai-quoi, Virlu i

Which appellations all describe

Taits, and the modern tasteful tribe.

Now biicklay'rs, carpenters, and joiners.

With Chinese artists, and designer;,

Produce their schemes of alteration,

To work this wond'rous reformation.

The useful dome, which secret stood,

Embosnm'd in the yew-tree's wood,

The trav'ler with amazement seee

A temple, Gothic, or Chinese,

With many a bell, and tawdry rag or),

And crested with a sprawling dragon;

A wooden arch is bent astride

A ditch of water, four foot wide,

With angles, curves, and zigzag lines.

From Halfpenny's exact designs.

In front, a level lawn is seen,

Without a shrub upon the i.iccn,

Where taste would want its first great law,

But for the (kulkn f, fly ha-ha,

By whose miraculous sli lance,

You gain a prospect two fields distance.

And now from Hyde-P^rk Corner corns

The gods of Athens, and of Rome.

Here squabby Cupids take their places,

With Venus, and the dumfey graces ;

Apollo there, with aim so clever,

^trttchei hn leaden bow for eierj
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And there, without the pow'r to fly,

Stands fu'd a tip-toe Mercury,

The villa thus completely grae'd.

All own, that Thrifty has a taste;

And madam's female friends, and couCns,

With common-council men, by dozens,

Flock ev'ry Sunday to the feat.

To stare about them, and to eat,

A SONG. Wrinm to a Lady,

WHEN the nymphs were contending for

beauty and fame,

Fair Sylvia stood foremost in right of her claim.

When to crown the high transports dear con

quest excites,

At court (he was envy'd and toasted at White's.

But how shall I whisper this fair one's fad cafe?

A cruel disease has spetil'd her s«eetfacc;

Her vermillion ia chang'd to a dull settled red,

And all the gay graces of beauty are fled.

Yet take heed, all ye fair, how you triumpk

in vain,

For Sylvia, tho' alter'd from pretty to plain,

Is now more engaging since reason took place.

Then when (he polfess'd the perfections of face.

Convinc'd (he no more can coquet it and teaze.

Instead of tormenting—she studies to pleases

Makes truth and discretion the guide of her

lif<» [for a wife.

And tho' spoil'd for a toast, she's well form'd

THE ELM AND VINE.

A Fable.

Inscribed to a Lady ivbv exfrejsed a great Aver-

Jiurt to Marriage*

T N Æsop's dajs, when trees cou'd speak,

-*- A nd talk in Hebrew, Latin, Creek,

An Elm and Vine, by chance near neigh*

hours,

Tho' separate, each pursu'd their labours;

The Vine, with native sweetness fraught.

For man prepar'd the chearing draught ;

Her tendrils curl'd along the plain.

And ruddy clusters swell d amain.

The tow'ring Elm could little boast,

But leaves—a barren Ihadc at most ;

Save when by woidman's sturdy stroke

Cut down to make a chair, or spoke :

Yet tho' but small his claim to merit,

Not wboliy void of fense or spirit,

His neighbour's worth he view'd with smiles,

And long'd to share her useful toils.

For, *' O ! saw he, were we but one,

Sure bliss would enter here alone;

For I by you encircled high,

Should scorn the oak's preod majesty,

While your rich fruit lime might mature

From storms and savage beasts secure ;

Our mutual help wuild loothe our care,

And heav'n appro?? the happy pair."

" Forbear, Sir Elm, the Vine reply'd,

Norwond'.ri! your suit's deny'd.

Shall 1 1: ve up my independence,

On your caprice to dance attendance '

Q^q q 1 Mud
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Must I, or nod, or bend, or twine,

Just as your worship (hill incline ?

Or shall my charm", which all admire,

Become a barren tree's attire ?

No—seek more suitable alliance—

I to all danger bid defiance.

Here, uncorsirt'd, I range my fill ;

And bounteous nature waits my will."

At this the model) Elm struck mute.

Forbore to uige hit friendly suit:

But, sorely griev'd to meet disdain,

A tender sigh exprese'd his pain.

When, lo ! thick darkness veils the pole,

Dr«ad lightnings flash, loud thunders roll j

Impetuous rains in fluods descend.

And trembling nature fears an end.

The Vine, faint, spiritless, forlorn,

Now seeks the succour 1 t'e her' scorn:

Creeps feebly to the Elm's embrace;

And in his arms finds sweet solace;

United thus they storms defy,

And mutual grace and aid supply.

THE SHEPHERD'S RESOLUTION.

. An Od Ballad. By George Wither.

SHALL I, wasting in dispaire,

Dye because a woman's faire j

Or matte pale my cheeks with care,

• ^t'Oausc another's rofu are ?

Be (he saner than the day,

Ot the flow'ry meads in May ;

If (he think not well »f me,

What care 1 how faire (he be !

Shall my heai t be griev'd or pin'd,

'Crust I see a woman kind I

Or a well- disposed nature

Joyned with a lov-rfy feature?

Be fhee meeker, kinder, than

The turtle-dove or pelican;

If fhee be not so to me;

What care I how kind fhee be ?

Shall a woman's virtues move

Me, to perish for her love ?

Or, her well-deservings knowne,

Make me quite forget my owne ?

Ee she with that goodnesse blest,

Which may meiit name of Best ;

If she be not such to me,

What care I how good fhee be?

'Cause her fortune seems too high,

Shall I play the fool and dye ?

Those that beare a noble mind,

Where they want of riches find,

Thinke what with them they would doe,

That without them dare to woe;

And, unlesfe that mind I se:,

What care I, though great slice be ?

Creator good, or kind or faire,

I will ne'er the more dispaire ;

If (he love me, this believe,

1 will die ere she shall grieve.

If (he flight me, when I wooe ;

I can fcorne and let her goe :

For, i! fhee be not for me,

What care I so: whom fhee be ?

in September, 1768.

A SONG,

Novt much in vogue in North America.

To the Tune of-He A« ts of Oak, &:.

COME, join hand in hand, brave Ame

ricans all, [eiH J

And rouse your bold hearts at fair Liberty's

No tyrannous acts (hall suppress your just claim,

Or stain with dishonour America's name.

In sreednm we're born, and in freedom

Our pur.es are ready, [we'll live,

Steady, friends, steady, (we'll give.

Not as slaves, but as freemen our money

Our worthy forefathers—let's give them a

cheer-

To climates unknown did couragioufly steer ;

Thro' oceans to defars for freedom they came,

And dying brequeath'd us their freedom and

fame—

In freedom we're born, &c,

Their generous besoms all dangeis defpis'd.

So highly, so wifely, their birtbrigl.ts tbey

priz'd ;

We'll keep what they gave—we will piously

keep, [deep-

Nor frustrate their toils on the land or the

In freedom we're born, lee

The tree their own hands had to liberty

rear'd, »er'd ;

They liv'd to be!io!d growing strong and re-

Wuh trinspirt they cry'd, ' ' now our wishes

we gun, [pain."

For our childien shall gather the fiuits of our

In freedom we're born, Sec.

Swarms of placemen and pensioners soon will

appear,

Like Iceusts deforming the charms of the year;

Suns vainly will rife, showers vainly descend,

If we aie to drudge for what others shall spend.

In freedom we're born, &c.

Then join hand in hand brave Americans all,

By uniting we stand, by dividing we fall ;

In so righteous a cause let us hope to succeed,

For heaven approves of each generous deed.—

In freedom we're born, tec.

All ages shall speak with amaze and applause,

Of the courage we'll shew in support of oor

laws ;

To die we can bear— butto serve we disdain—

For shame it to freemen mote dreadful than

pain.—

In freedom we're born, tec.

This bumper I crown for our sovereign's

health,

And this for Britannia's gloiy ard wealth ;

That wealth and that glory immortal may be,

If she is but just—and if we are but free.—

In freedom we're born, Sec.

V.

A Card u John Wilkes, Efts, en bttfing lie

rampant■Exultation of a Chih tf Scotchmen,

en th receiving Sentence last June.

SUCHare thehonours thylov'd conntiypays,

So patriots softer, when curst (action sway;

*\
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So viHians triumph, hackney'd to destroy,

And laugh, like Nero, at the flames of Troy.

Yet thou (halt rife in guiltless glory bright,

And future annaU shall thy worth requite ;

Tell how thou stoodft with liberty fast bound,

And kept her lmoakiug bulwarks from the

ground ;

Her sacred right* not once thou didst decline,

Lurk in the trench, or skulk behind the line;

But bravely in her cause didst issue forth,

Against the harness'd millions of the North.

Co on, great patriot, freedom's cause

maintain,

Nor let oppression foil great G—*s reign t

His people from corruption's tempest fate,

And lash indignant every menial slave ;

Make states and senates to confess this fast,

•' Who tbink like Romans, should like Ro

mans act ;" [prov'd

Then in ewb Briton's breast thou'lt stand ip-

Not Cæsar e'er by Rome so much beluv J.

Paosus.

To tti PRINTER.

I AM a portrait painter of some reputation,

and bave the honour of frequently being

employed by persons of the first distinction: but

though 1 am generally allowed to be a tole

rable mailer in my profession, I have some

times the mortification to hear, that my pic-

t'j.es furnish no very striking idea of the peo

ple for whom they are designed.

The complaint indeed has been made of

other painters as well as myself j and as there

is scarcely an artist, who bas not occasion

ally failed in a likeness, I have never labour

ed under any particular disgrace upon this ac

count: yet in reality, Sir, if the cafe was

properly considered, the wotld instead of being

surprised when our pictures wint a striking

resemblance of their originals, ought to won

der how we are able to work up a resem

blance at all. The generality of people, when

they fit to a painter, most commonly throw

off the natural tone of their faces, and tor

ture every feature upon the rack of affecta

tion, to render themselves additionally amia

ble : without recollecting, that it is the fa

miliar, unconstrained air which they wear

to al the world, which they want to have

represented ; yet they ridiculously assume a

new set of looks, and are amazed if the artist

docs not exhibit them strongly in their old

ones. Thus the consequerce of their own

vanity they imagine to arise from his want of

skill ; and hf is supposed to be deficient in

hit profession, because they are desirous of

being handed down with extraordinary graces

to posterity.

As a proof of this remark, 1 must beg

leave to make yon acquainted with a coupie

of whimsical anecdotes. Some time ago a

lady of the fiist distinction, remarkable for a

Very large mouth, did me the bonout to sit
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for her picture ; and as I had obligations to

her family, I was determined to be more

than commonly careful in e.testing a likeness;

but, alas ! Sir, 1 laboured to no purpose ; her

grace had sense enough to know the defect in

the feature I'have mentioned, but she had

not fortitude enough to have it committed to

the canvas, so that every time she fat, her

mouth was contracted to such a compass aa

destroyed the natural harmony of her counte

nance ; and as I was obliged to catch every

look exactly as I found it, the piece, when

executed, retained no more resemblance of her

customary face, than if it had been finished for

the molt exquisite beauty in the Grand Seig

nior's Seraglio. The consequences are easily

imagined: the was disgusted, while I wai

disgraced ; and another was applied to, who

painted her grace without any greater degree

of success.

After this a fox-hunting nobleman in Ox

fordshire, who was desirous of presenting hit

picture to a certain corporation in that county,

offered me an extraordinary price for extraor

dinary attention to his picture, and I was

fortunate enough to stiike out a likeness th.it

gave himle I and his friends the highest sa

tisfaction ; but unluckily his lordship being

intended tor a town-hall, his head was deco

rated in the most elegant extremity of fashion,

and he lent me in a magnificent suit of scar

let embroidered with gold, as a pattern for

the drapery. This was a manner of dressing

which his lordship had laid aside for many

years, and his acquaintance were accustomed

to see hirr in nothing but a brown bob wig,

a phin drab coat, and a buckskin pair of

breeches ; so that by the time the portrait re

ceived the last touches, there was not a single

foul who formerly praised it as a miracle,

that could now find out the smallest simili

tude of my right honourable sportsman. En

raged at this unexpected disappointment, hit

lordship sec fire 10 it the moment he got it

home, and my labours, in the literal fense,

* made a blaze for once in the world, though

they produced me but a very short-lived re

putation.

If people are really desirous of striking

likenesses, when they employ a painter, they

should give him every assistance in their power,

instead of preposterously labouring to counter

act the efforts of his ingenuity. The way to

do this, is to sit in an easy natural attitude,

and to let their features maintain the fame

familiar tone, which they maintain in the

most common occurrences of life. They

should in fact, wholly forget the artst, and

be particularly careful to avoid every look of

constraint or affectation ; by this means, in

stead of being only like their pictures during

the time of sitting, the pictures will always

be like them ; and the gentlemen of the

pencil will not only acquire a considerably

greater flue of reputation, but they them

selves will almost exist to the latest posterity,

and
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and remain an Invaluable treasure to their fa

milies.

There is another very capital fault in the

, generality of those who are most fond of en

gaging the labours of the painter. Besides

the unaccountable custom ot torturing their

faces into something tx::cmely unl.kc them

selves, they have also a nut hod of starting up

every other second from their chair, to trace

the momentary progress of the pencil, and to

fee if the growing feature promises a nearer

approach to perfection. Thus where they

even retain the natural tone of their counte

nance, the glance which they allow the artist

to snatch is so transient, and the view which

they furnish him is necessarily so full of va

riety, that it must be inconeciveably difficult

to work out a tolerable similitude. People,

therefore, before they censure a portrait for

being deficient in the essential article of like

ness, should seriously consider the numbtiless

disadvantages with which the painter must

probably struggle, and the person for whom it

is intended should have generosity enough to

acknowledge the truth if he is secretly con

scious that the want of resemblance has been

entirely occasioned by himself. But, indeed,

there is one way by which we may always

judge with some degree of certainty, whe her

the fitter or the artist has been in fault ;

this is to enquire if the latter is a competent

roaster of his p'ofcflaon, and 10 ask if his

pieces in general breathe the spirit of their

originals. If the examination turns out in

favour of the painter, we may safely con

clude ill .t the blame ia entirely the sitter's,

and consequently, instead of condemning the

abilities of the one, we must think the otrwr

is punished justly enough for the excess of his

impatience or his vanity.

A Portrait Painter.

Thefolitwing Copy of a Letttr, dated Corsica,

August 5, ri banded about, as containing a

truer Account of tvhat passed there on the i/?

ef that Monti, than any other Letter hitherto

published.

IN the last week of July, about ten or ele

ven days before the expiration of the

truce the French posted a body of horse in

Bastia, on the western side of the isle, where

they had about 8coo soot. At San Fiorenio,

on the opposite shore, they had 2500 soot,

French and Swiss, with other corps at Calvi

and Bonifacio, and about aooo French and

Germans at Ajaccio.

As soon as their horse had entered Bastia

the French rnade a I ally from Calvi, with the

view of drawing the Corficans to that side,

who were posted in the pastes between Bastia

and San Fiorenzo : but after a slight fkirmiih

they retired again to Calvi.

Three or four days before the 31st of July,

the Corficans detained, in San Fiorenzo,

some cattle that were going to the French

«amp, but on a message from she commas.-

in Corsica. Sept,

riant, released them directly, representing,

however, " that the French ought not to

have drawn any cattle from thence, without

the knowledge of the governor of the districts

through which they were to pass; and that

the Corficans were not obliged to suffer any

thing to pass ts the French, excepting wbat

was just necessary, 'till the expiration of tbt

truce, and not maintenance for a large army,

as they seemed preparing, which might occa

sion a want of provisions to the Corficans."

About * mile and a half from the French

camp, in a district possessed by the 'Corficans,

is a place which furnished good water ; the

Coilicans there kept a guard, and both sides

provided themselves from thence with water.

The French, under pretence of what had

passed in regard to the cattle, surprized, on

the z% h, th- Corsican guard, drove them

away, and placed there a gsard of their own*

In spite of the representations made by tb*

Qusican commander, the French fortified

themselves in that place, and would not suf

fer the Corficans to come there for water.

The latter, resenting this act of hostility,

surprized, in their turn, on the 30th at

night, the French troops, forced them te

retire, and took about aoo musquets.

On the 31st the French hung out their

flag in the castle of San Fiorenzo. A boey

of about 100 foot divided into several detach-

roents, marched out of their camp, and fell

upon the Corficans, who guarded the foun

tains: The latter, after a fight of two hours,

reireater1 to the upper grounds, from whence

they made a brisk fire on the French.

The e separated then into two or thice par-

tie!, in order to attack the eminences ; bat

the Corficans, though greatly inferior ia

number, as not making in all above aoo re

gular troops, and 300 peasants, defends

themselves with so much bravery, that the

French were obliged to abandon the upper

grounds, about twenty alone eicepted wba

stayed there, but who being discovered the

next morning, were also driven from thenct.

Few Cotsicans fell in this action. Covered

hy the rocks or bushes they fired sitting en

the ground, and lay all along while their

musquets were charging by the assistance of

the women, who exhorted them not to feat

death. The French, on the contrary, lot

a great number of people, most of whoa

were left dead on the spot, very few bebaj

carried to the hospital, and only two e:

their officers buried. The French comman

dant forbid, the fame evening, on pain of

death, all mention of what had pasted ia

that day's action. The French, however,

have since confessed the loss of five office:),

and at least 300 soldiers, killed, wounded,

and prisoners.

The French in Bastia, hearing the report

of the action near San Fioien2o, and perceiv

ing that the corps of observation formed by

the Corficans was removed, made a sally

witk
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with their cavalry, which they posted be

tween Baftia and the mountains that separate

the environs of that city from San Fiorenxo.

There they lay encamped the whole night be

tween the Corficans, who were appointed to

observe San Fiorenio, and those, who ob

served Baftia; and all night long they weie

seen firing from the former of these posts.

The morning following, vial, on the ill of

August, we could perceive plainly from the

neighbouring eminences, that the French

and Corficans were still engaged, and that

the former had not yet gained one inch of

ground. The Swiss marched out that day

from* San Fiorenio, with seme pieces of can

non j after a resistance of more than two

boors, they made themselves masters of the

ajeights, and from thence marched down into

the valley, where are a few small villages,

and scattered houses. We are ignorant what

is the loss of the French in this second action*

We only know in general,' that among the

Co.- Scans there were zoo dead, 40 of whont

were women and children, and about 50

women and young lads are mad: prisoners.

Capt. Achilles Murato, who was reported

to be dead, is alive : and Capt. John Charles

Saliceti lies ill of a fever at Bastia, and it is

feared cannot recover. fSu p. 445 J

AFFIDAVIT.

MICHAEL CURRY, of St. Peter's

Mancrot't, in the city of Norwich,

printer, maketh oath and faith, that in the

month of May, one thousand seven hundred

and sixty-three, he waa hired by John W i kes,

Esqi of Great George-street, Westminster,

at the rate of twenty-live shillings per week ;

that he lived in the house of the said Mr.

Wilkes, was boarded and regularly lodg

ed there) that he was employed by the

said Mr. Wilkes in several things about

his private press; that the said Mr.

Wilkes employed this deponent to com

pose and print part of a poem, entitled.

An Essay on Woman; that the said Mr.

Wilkes gave this deponent the strictest charge

to keep it secret, and to suffer no person

whatever to see the said poem ; that the

said Mr. Wilkes ordered this deponent to

work off only twelve copies, which were all

to be delivered, and were actually given to

(he said Mr. Wilkes himself, but thar,

without the knowledge os the said Mr.

Wilkes, this deponent worked off another

copy for himself; that from the carelessness

of this deponent, four pages only of the said

poem came into the hands of one Jennings,

who likewise worked at the said Mr. Wilkea's;

that by means 0' this Jennings it was shewn

to Mr. Farmer, Mr. Fadcn, and the Rev.

Mr. Kidgcll ; that the first application m, do

to this deponent was by Farmer, who came,

a* he pretended, on his own curiosity, to see
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the rest of a poem calfed an Essay on Woman,

having seen some' part os it in tbe hands of

Jennings, which Jennings, he said, told

im he had it from the houseof Mr.. Wilkesy

that this deponent would not then shew Far

mer any thing ; that a few nights after Far

mer called again on this deponent; that

they retired to Saint- John's-Gate coffee.

house; that Farmer repeated he had some

parts in black ; that this deponent then said

to Farmer, that no poetry in black had been

done at the said Mr. Wilkes's, and there

fore Jennings must have come by those verse*

at some other bouse, the parts of the Essay

on Woman being in red, which this deponent

said to evade, although the proofs were in

Black : that Farmer told this deponent he

wanted it to oblige a Roman Catholic gen

tleman, and that he would give two guineas,

or any thing, to get it; that he actually laid

down two guineas, which the deponent re

fused, and totd Farmer that he was not upon

an honest design ; that he could not conceive

for what reason a Roman Catholic gentleman

particularly should offer two guineas, or any

sum, for what Farmer must know was not

from the quantity worth fix-pence ; that

this deponent then paid for the pint of beer

before him, telling Farmer that if he would

call the Sunday morning following, this de

ponent would speak to the purpose, and then

quitted the house ; that this deponent then

discovered the affair to a friend, and when

Farmer came to this deponent on the Sun

day, this deponent told him that he had de

stroyed the copy, and that he hoped that

would end any further visit on that head »

that the next day this deponent waited on

Mr. Churchill; that this deponent asked

him if any harm could come- to Mr. Wilkes,

or this deponent, for the Essay on Woman ;

that Mr. Churchill said there could not, but

for any thing the people in power could do they

might be damned ; that however he would

write to Mr. Wilkes, who waa then in

France; that the next application was by

Hassel, the overseer of Mr. Faden, who desir

ed this deponent wpuld go to the Globe Tavern,

as Mr. Faden wanted to speak to this deponent

on some business ; that this deponent accord

ingly went ; that when Faden and this de

ponent were alone, Faden informed him,

that Farmer had given him a few pages of

the Essay on Woman, which the said Faden,

had shewn to a clergyman, and that clergyman

to a nobleman; and that if this deponent-

would oblige him with a copy of the whole

for that nobeman, he would be this

deponent's friend, and was positive, that the

person, as he was in power, would make an

ample provision for him, this deponent; that!

this deponent pretended ignor ince of th • whole

at this meeting ; that another meeting Was

soon aster had with the said Fade., at the laid

Globe Tavern ; that the said Faden promised

this
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thi, deponent that he should be taken care os,

and if he would give the said Faden a copy of

The EfT«y on Woman, this deponent might

have any sum he named, or any place he

should name, which it was in their power

to get; that several other meetings were had

between the said Faden and this deponent;

that the fame offers were repea'ed, and ten,

twenty, a hundred guineas, or any sum,

would be given as a security that the copy

should be returned ; that Mr. Wilkes was all

this time in France ; that there was a strong

report that Mr. Willies intended to prosecute

this deponent for felony, in having stolen a

copy of the Essay on Woman ; that this de

ponent applied to fee Mr. Willces on his re

turn from France, and was refused by his

servant; that soon ifter the applications to

this drponent were renewed by the said Fa

sten and the said HaiTel; that he was desired to

name any sum ; that he might depend on

being supported from any injury he might ap

prehend, and firmly rely on being protected

by thole in power) that otherwise he might

be prosecuted for having printed the copy ;

that afterwards the reports of this deponent's

being to be prosecuted by Mr. Wilkes for fe

lony gaining ground, this deponent in a pis-

lion went to the said Globe Tavern, sent for

the said Faden, and gave him the copy, say-

rng, he hoped he should be taken care of, at

he t" und he was not safe either in keeping

er destioying the copy ; that the said Faden

then gave him five guineas, at a security to

return him the copy, and promised him pro

tection ; that this deponent went with the

laid Faden on the said evening, to the house

cf Philip Cartertt Webb, Esq; solicitor to the

treasury, in Great Queen-street, where was

the Rev. Mr. Kidgell ; that the said Webb

bid this deponent be easy, for that he ihould

be provided for ; that this deponent after

wards for several weeks lodged and boarded in

the said Webb's house; that this deponent

was often told by the said Webb, that go

vernment would take care of him, is be would

give evidence on the trials against Mr.

Wilkes ; that he must remain staunch, and

that directions, at to what he should siy on

the trials, were given him by the said

Webb: that a few days before the meeting

of the parliament, the said Webb bid the

said Faden take this deponent out of town ;

that accordingly the said Faden and this de-

Sept.

ponent went first to Hounflow, then to

Hampton Court, and afterwards to Knigh Cam

bridge, till the morning the house sat, when

they went to the Horn Tavern in Westmin

ster, where were the said Webb and the i. ' i

Kidgell, and from thence to give evidence

before the bouse of lords; that the said

Webb a few days afterwards carried this de

ponent to the earl of Sandwich, who was

then secretary of Rate ; that his lordship said

to this deponent, you have saved the nation,

and you may depend on any thing that is

in my power ; that this deponent said he was

without money, to which his lordsiSip re

plied, he must not hear that ; that the said

Webb added, you had no occasion to men

tion that ; that at the bottom of his lord-

fliip's stairs the said Webb ordered this depo

nent to go to Mr. Carrington, one of the

king's messengers ; tbat this deponent ac

cordingly went to the said Carrington, who

gave him a guinea and an half, for which

this deponent gave a receipt in these words,

•' for subsistence, for which I shall be ac

countable," or to tbat effect ; that the

same payment of a guinea and a half was

continued for about twenty-five weeks by

the said Carrington; that the said Carring

ton- said the reason why he took receipts

was, that he was answerable to the govern

ment for that money ; that this deponent

was assured by the said Webb, from time to

time, that he Ihould be amply provided for;

that this deponent was afterwards employed

by the said Webb to compromise the verdicts

with the other printers, which this deponent

d.d at the sum of izol. e;ch ; that this de.

ponent had received nothing from the said

Carrington for some time before the verdicts

were compromised ; that he received for his

own ihare two hundred thirty.three pounds

fix shillings and eight pence, which the said

Webb declared was for the trouble and satis

faction for what had been done s that then

this deponent finding no more money coming

from the said Carrington, and his Use being

made very uneasy to him at London, retiree

into the North.

Michael Cchv,

Sworn at the Mansion- House

in London, the 3d of Au

gust, 17 6S, before

Thomas Hauiv, Mayor,

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

Wednesday, Aug 14.

5Sf ,5"3!'5a«'H E P'incess-dowager of Wales,

S £* wi,h ,he tw0 Prince* of S"e*

sj T /j Gotha, visited Portsmouth,

So^ W( the dock, &c. Sec.

Vtf'jOrYYf Thursday, Sept. 1.

*°\jh j»r\ There se„ one of the severest

storms of rain, accompanied wish wind, thun

der, and lightning, that hath been remem

bered, which hath done considerable damage

in several places. It poured down Highgate-

hill, about eleven at night, in such a man

ner, that the road could not be crossed with

safety ; and yesterday morning alt the sist

parts of the road at Holloway and fields adja

cent were overflowed. The toad, where it

■M
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was not covered with the water, presented

nothing but the larger gravel nonet, ail the

sand being walhed away, and lying in rowt as

if sifted. And about one 0 cloc c the next

day the water came down in such tor-

renta from Hampstead, &c. that the road and

flat fields about Bagnigge Weils were over

flown. Several people in Coldbath-fields,

Mutton-lane, Peter street, and those parts,

sustained greit damage ; some publicans had

several butts ot' beer carried out of their cel

lars: three oxen, and several hogs, were car

ried away by the drain, and drowned j and in

Mutton- lane, and the lower part of Hockley

in the Hole, the inhabitants were obliged to

quit their ground floors, and go up stairs for

fear of being dtowned. Great damage was

sustained In the said places, and almost ill the

environs of the city ; above forty sin ill-craft,

in the river, weic driven on lhore, and seve

ral sunk; the late duke of Cumberland's

fine wa'er- works, in Windsor- forest, were

intirely destroyed ; several persons were drows

ed in different places, as well as horses, oxen,

and hogs.

Sun hay, 4.

One Stoddart, keeper of Clerkenwell-

Brtdrwe'l, was desperately wounded by two

persons in the Spaw-fields. He is since dead

of his wounds, and the coroner's inquest have

brought it in wilful murder, by the two loot

pads.

Friday, 9,

An house in Park-street, Grosvcnor square,

was consumed by fire.

Saturday, 10.

Twelve stacks of barley, &c. Sec. value a-

bout 800I. where consumed by fir?, atStan-

ford, near Southill, Bedfordshire.

TufSPAV. I).

An bouse was consumed by site in Tooley-

flreet.

Ended the sessions at the Old Bailey, when

Richird Holt, for Sorgery, Richard Siocombe,

junior, for a fraudulent transfer at the Bank,

George Beslord, Robert Paterson, and James

Mace, for several robberies, Hannah Smith,

for robbing her master j James Wallis, Jo

seph Waldcck, and James Ddlifon for bur

glary, received sentence of death. One was

sentenced to transportation for fourteen yean,

thirty- tour fir seven years, six to be branded,

and seven whipped.

Iiiursday, 15.

Twenty bouses, with bsrnt, oat-houses,

dec. were consumed by fire, at Handley, in

Dorset (hire.

Friday, 16.

Several hundred quarters of malt, with the

granaries at the Fcx-brewhoose, Long-Lai. e,

Smithlield, were consumed by fire.

Two houses were consumed by fire, in

Catherine-street, Strand.

It was agreed, at a court of common-coun

cil, at Guildhall, that the Lord Mayor would

Sept. I76S.

invite his Dauisli majesty to an entertainment

at the Mansion-hou'c. Trie next day he did

so, in person, and his majesty accepted the

invitation fur the 23d.

Monday, 19.

The king of Denmark, &c. supped with

their majesties at the Queen's house, and aster

supper partook of a grand ball

[On Aug. ao, his majesty visited, en p.tflint,

the university of Cambridge, in bis riding

dress and boats, being received by the officers

in their scarlet robes, alter which the vice-

chancellor fupprd with the king at his inn/

From thence he went to Tadcaster, Went-

worth-castle, York, Leeds, Grimsthorpe,

Burlegh, N wark, Derby, Ch.usv.uih,

Liverpool, Manchester, the duke ot' Bridg-

water's canal, Leicester, Haboroogh, and

on the i <h of Srpr. arrived at Oxford about

twelve o'clock: and was nsianllr waited

upon by the Rev. Dr Durell, the vice chan

cellor, wiih the c mpltments of the univer

sity, and to know his majesty's pleasure!

Soon atter which the vice chancellor return

ed to St. Mary's church, where the heads of

colleges, doctors, prolellors, proctor, and

other members ot the univtfity, in their pro

per habits, were aftenbled: upon which it

was made known that the king had signified

his intention of accepting a degree from the

university. From Sr. Mary the vice chan

cellor, heads of houses, Sec. went in proces

sion, attended by 'the beadles and other offi

cers of the university, and conducted the

king and his retinue to Queen's Col'ege, All

Souls, Radclisse library, public schools, pic

ture gallery, and Bodleian library j alterwards

to Wadham, St. John's, and Trinity college ;

from thence, through the printing-house, to

the divinity school, when his majesty and

his nobles were habited, and proceeded to the

theatre, where, in full convocat on, the

king hid the honorary deg'ee of doctor in

civil law conferred upon him, to which he

was presented by Dr. Vanrutarr, the regina

professor of law : His Danish majesty being

then placed in the chancellor's fear, his no

bles were presented with the like degree by

the fame gentleman, who having been con

ducted to their seats, the physician of his ma-

jesly's houshold had the honorary degree of

doctor in physic conferred upon him, to which

be was presented by the regius protessjr in

physic.

His majesty entered the theatre amidst the

acchmatioi s of a numerous and genteel com

pany, and appeared highly pleased wi:li the

reception, very politely bowing as he advan

ced. Alter leaving the theatre, his majesty

was conducted to Christ Church, and the

rest of the colleges, on the south side of the

city, and appeared to be greatly struck with,

the elegance of the buildings, statues, pic

tures, cVc. &c. expressing the highest satis

faction.

R r r From
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From Oxford he visited Dtchley park,

Blenheim, Woodstock, Buckingham, and

Lord Tcnple'j at Stow. He haa since visited

Hampton court palace, and Windsor castle ;

but bia journeyingi are so r ipid and his stay

at places so short, that if be ia not a youth of

more than common talenti, he must have a

very confused idea of what he seel : Hit per

son and behaviour, however, have so rmnv

charm', that the people, every where, high

and low, seem captivated with him to a very

high degree. (Seep. 4,1.)

FalDAT »j.

Sir Robert Lidbruke, knt. Locum Teneni

(the right hon. the lord-maycr being indis*

posed) together with the aldermen and sheriffs,

attended by the city officers, set out from

Guildhall lor the Three Cranes, the Locum

Teneni being in the state coach, accompa

nied by deputy John Paterson, Esq; (who

was desired to act aa interpreter on thii occa

sion) and the a)dermen and flrerisss in their

respective carriage) : At eleven they embarked

on boarc the city barge, the streamer! Aying,

a select band of water music playing in the

stem, the principal livery companies at

tending in their respective bargee. At the

stairs leaoing into New Palace-yard a detach

ment of grenadie.s of the honourable artil

lery company attended to receive the Locum

Teneni, aldermen and-shenffs, who, upon

notice of bis Danish majesty's approach, im

mediately landed to receive and conduct him

on board. As soon al his majesty entered the

barge he was saluted by several pieces of can

non, and tnc ioyful acclamations of the se

veral livery companie?, and a vast surround

ing multitude. The Locum Tenens, in

order to give his majet'y a more complete

view of the cities of London and Westmin

ster, and ot' the river, and of the several

bridge! thereon, which, as well as the river

itself, and the shores on bo'h sides, were

crowned with innumerable spectators, ordered

the riate barge to take z circuit as far as Lam

beth, from whence she was steered down as

far as to the Steel-yard through the centre

arch of Weft minster-bridge, and thence up

to the Temple Stairs, hia majesty being sa

luted at the New Bridge, both at hit going

and returning through the great arch, by the

siring of canaun at each shore, by sisei and

drums, the shouts of the several work

men above, and French-horns underneath.

During the course of this grand procession on

the water, hia majesty frequently exprefled

himself highly pleased therewith, and his ad

miration ot the several great and beautiful ob

jects round him, and sometimes condescend

ed to come forward in order to gratify the cu

riosity of the people, who eagerly sought to

get a fight of bis royal person, though at the

hazard of their lives.

At the Temple his majesty (being landed fin

a platform erected and matted on purpose,

an J ■ndcr m awning covered with blue

cloth) wai received by some of the benchen

of both societies, and conducted to the Middle

Temple Hall, where an elegant cold eolation

had been provided for him. Hit majesty, alter

taking some refreshment, and thanking the

two societies for their polite reception and es-

tertainment of him, was conducted to the

city state coach, in which his majesty took

bis feat on the sight hand of tire Locum

Tenens, being accompanied in the coach by

his excellency Count Bernsdorff and Mr. De

puty Paterson, attended by the sword and

mace- bearers, followed by nine noblem-n

•t his majesty's retinue, and by the alccrmen

and sheriff, in a long train of carriage!. Froa

th- Temple hia majesty (preceded by the ar

tillery company, the worshipful company of

Coldsmiths, the city marshals on horseback,

and the rest of the city officers on foot) was

conducted to the mansion-house- The seve

ral streets through which his majesty pi tr,

viz. Fleet-street Ludgate-hill and street, St.

Paul's Church-yard, Cheapside, and the

Poultry, being crowded with an innumerable

popul.ee, while the windows and tops of

houses were equally crowded with spectators

of both sexes, whose acclamations, together

with the ringing of bells, and the (boots of

the multitude, loudly expressed their joy at

his majesty's presence, his majesty exprefSr;

his surprize at tht popolousness of this city,

and his satisfaction at the kindness of the ci

tizens.

At the Mansion House his majesty w/as re*

ceived by the committee (appointed to ma

nage the entertainment) in their maxarm

gowns, who, with white wains, ushered his

majesty into the great parlour, where, after

he had reposed himself a few minutes, Mr.

Common-Serjeant (in the absence of Mr.

Recorder' made him the city'a compliment)

in the following words :

" Most illustrious prince,

THE lord-mayor, aldermen and commons

of the city of London humbly beg leave u

express their grateful fense oi your ven ob

liging condescension in honouring therri'wita

your presence at the mansion of their chief

magistrate.

The many endearing ties which happily

connect you, Sir, with our most gracious so

vereign, justly entitle you to the respect and

veneration of all his majesty's raithtul sub

jects • but your affability and other princely

virtues, so eminently displayed during tit

whole course of your residence amongst ot,

have in a particular manner charmed the ci

tizens of London, who reflect with admira

tion on your early and uncommon thirst 01

knowledge, and your inde'aticabla pursuit of

it by travel and observation, the happy traits

of wMch they doubt not will be long ca-

joyed and acknowledged within the whole

extent 'f your influence vnd command.

Permit us, Sir, to exptess our earnest

withes, that youc personal intercourse wiii

oat
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out most amiable monarch may tend to en-

crease and perpetuate a friendihip so essential

to the protestant interest in general, and so

likely to promote the power, happiness and

prosperity of the British and Danish nations j

and that the citizens of London in particular

nay ever be honoured with a (hare of your

remembrance and regard."

To this compliment hit majesty was pleased

to return a most polite answer in the Danish

• language, which, by his majesty's permission,

was interpreted to the company by Mr. De

puty Paterson as follows :

" Gentlemen,

I am highly sensible of the kindnefc of your

expressions to me.— I desire you will accept

roy best thanks in return; and be fully per

suaded, that I can never forget the affection

which the British nation is pleased to (hew me;

and that I mail always be disposed to prove

my grateful sense ot it to them, and in parti

cular to you* gentlemen, and this great, cele

brated and flourishing city v. hich you govern.1'

Upon notice that, the dinner was served,

his majesty, with the Locum Tenens on his

left, was conducted by the committee into

the Egyptian Hall, where his majesty conde

scended to proceed quite round, that the la

dies (who made a most brilliant appearance

in the galleries) might have a full view of

his royal person, and .ill the gentlemen of the

common-council below an opportunity of per

sonally paying him their respects.

His majesty being seated in a chair of state

on the right-hand of the Locum Tenens, at

a table placed upon an elevation across the up

per end of the hall, with his noble atten

dance on the righ:, and the aldermen above

the chair on the left, was saluted by a band

of above forty of the best performers, in an

orchestra fronting his majesty's table.

During the dinner the following toasts were

drank, being proclaimed by found of trumpet,

viz.

I. The king.

z. The queen, the prince of Wales, and

royal family.

• 3. His majesty of Denmark and Norway.

4. The qu en and royal family of Denma'k.

5. Prosperity to the kingdoms of Denmark

and Norway.

After which his majesty was pleased to pro

pose the following roasts which were proclaim

ed in the fame manner, viz.

I. Prosperity to the British nation.

X. Prosperity to the city of London.

Mr. Depu'y Paterson had the honour to at

tend hit majelty at interpreter: His majesty

through him repeatedly expressing to the Lo

cum Tenens how much he admired the gran

deur of the Egyptian hall, the brilliancy of

the illuminations round it, the magnificence of

the dinner, the excellence of the music, and

the good order and decorum of the whule en-

aertainmenr.

After diuntr his majesty was re-conducted

in'o the great parlour, where he was present*

ed with tea and coffee, and entertained with

solos on different instruments by several capi

tal p 1 former-. %

At eight his majesty and his retinue, after

taking leave of the L cum Tenens and the

corporation, were ushered to their coaches,

the committee going before his majesty with

wax lights. His majesty then returned to

his apartments in St. James's Palace, amidst

the fame crowd and acclamations as before,

with the addition of illuminations in almost

every window, that the people might have the

pleasure of seeing his majesty as long as pos

sible.

The parliament is further prorogued to Nov.

8, then to sit for the dispatch os business.

The convocations of Canterbury and York,

are prorogued, also, to November 9.—And

the parliament of Ireland to October 31.

An order of council has appeared requiring

the several persons who were guilty, upon Sa-

turday and Sunday the twentieth and twenty-

first days of the momh of August last, of wil

fully and maliciously shooting at diveis other

persons with fire arms, within the Ma-flial-

tea prison, in the borough of Soutbwark and

county of Surry, and thereby wounding se

veral of the said persons, to surrender them

selves within the space of forty days, to one

of his majesty's justices of the Court of

King's Bench, or one of his majesty's jus

tices of the peace, to the end that they, and

every of them, may be forthcoming, to an

swer the offences wherewith they stand

charged by the said informations, according

to due course of law. (See p 4 4 I )

Several murders have been committed in

the course of this month : Particularly, a

miller of Kaynham, in Shropshire, murder

ed his wife; a farmer near Hvthe, in Kent,

was po'uoned by his wife and her gullant;

one Martha Tibbins was murdered in Hack

ney Fields, bv persons unknown, Ac. etc.

Robberies, frauds, burglaries, have never been

more frequent, and fatal accidents have hap

pened to many persons.

On Aug. 29. Lord Botetourt embarked

for his government of Virginia (See p. 483.)

Lately, a chain pump, on a new connec

tion, was tried on board his majesty's ship

Seaford, in Rlock-hou'e Hole, which gave

great fat'sfaction. There were present Ad

miral Sir John Moore, a number of tea < .ffi-

c-rs, and a great many other spectators,

The evept of the tri ,1 (lands as follows:

The New Pump, M-. Cole s,

(Wo'ked with men.)

" Four men pumped out one ton of water

in 43 \ seconds.

Two men pumped out one ion in 55 sec.

The Ot d Pump.

Seven men pump*-d out one ton in 76 le*

conds.— Four men pumped cut one ion in Sf

seconds.— Two men couW not move it."

Sherbornc, Sept. 5. On Wednesday last

R r r z thcie
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there was observed in Honiton, in the county

of Dev n, en *i pearai.ee in the air of a Urge

ball v fire, which gradually passed with a

train, and iti explosion was Ike that of a

flty rocket, with a sulphureous find . On

Thursday morning rhere was a violent rain,

which Ui'cd four or five hours, which raised

the waters at the bridge at the lower part of

the town, broke dawn walls and fences, and

ran in at the windows of many houses, car

rying away goods, &c. particularly Mess.

Majnard, bams and snook's wook oils, and

other foods, houfhold furniture, Sec. At a

dwelling near by, where was a man, his

wife, and several children up flairs, the wa

ter undermined the chimney, which fell and

bloke in the roof, aod the woman was killed

on the spot; providentially the others were

; preserved, by being dog out of the ruins.

Htd it happened by night, far greater da-

manes would undoubtedly hare been done,

and many lives lost. The flood was ihe great-

eft here, aar! in the adjacent villages, that hat

been known in the memory of man. Many

bridges have been cariied away.

Newcastle, Aug. 2 . A few days ago as

two men were pasting through Long-Benton

church-yard, they observed some bees rising out

of the ground, and having a spade with them,

one of thtm, merely out of curiosity. struck the

spade into the ground, and finding the bees

come out thicker the deeper he dug, he con

tinued digging until he unexpectedly came to

a coffin (there being no similitude on the

spot o any grave) v. Inch one of them struck

with the spade, and it immediately moulder

ed into Just : they then observed a lump os

honey comb, which one of them snatched up,

and iu breaking the same, soun.i a human

ikull, in the cavity os whkh the bees had

r.i--:.: the honey.

Eoi/iburgh, Aug. a-. One Willhtn Har

ries, at Ayr, is t.ken in'o custody, at the

instance of the Thistle Banking Company,

Glasgow, who, from very sliong circum

stances, appears to be principally concerned

in a late forgery of their notes, and a great

Dumber of the foiged notes are found in his

rofseiiion. The'e forged notes made their

first appearance at Haddingto.i, where, on

Monday last, a person, in the habit of a gen

tleman, passed off a very great number of

them. He put up in the evening at an inn

ia that place, and acquainted the landlord of

hit having received considerable payments in

Glasgow notes, which were of no use in Eng

land, whither he was going, and begged his

assistance in getting gold or Edinburgh notes,

which he pretended would do at Newcastle.

The landlord obligingly did hi) utmost, and

not only hit own, but all he could raise

among his friends was carried off byihii im.

poster. He went towards England next day,

and the fame day the forgery was discovered,

Sut too late (o apprehend him, though from

a packet sent by him to the post-office at

Haddington, the above important discovery

has been made.

Dublin, Aug. 10. The number of acres

of land in England 34.0X8,500

la Wales — — 5,398,50*

Total 39,, 87,000

Ireland is computed at 11,041.641

Note, That all the bogs and mountains ia

Ireland were left ont of the surveys of r,

and that therefore, as icoo acres of IriSi

plantation measure do make 1610 Enrjrft

acres, irela-.d, taking ia the said unsu:v< d

bogs and mountains, must be aa large a

England, Wales excepted.

Thc'duke of Bedford, hat this month vi

sited Ireland, and b-cn installed chancellor as

Trinity College, Dublin.

Charles- I", wn, July 8. Eight transports,

with ab -ur eighteen hundred Greeks aad

other christians from Smyrna ana the southern

parts of Europe, IkiVed in the col' ore as

vines, olives, coffee, CsJten, &c. are arrives

at St. Augustine under tkr direction or Dr.

Andrew Turnbull in older to fettle the huia

in East-Florida, granted to that gestUemii

and .triers concerned with him

The royal hospital o> Greenwich, in Ja

maica, suddenly too* fire oa the 11th of

July, supposed by lightening, and in a fc*

hours was reduced to a heap of luins, bafBiag

the utmost efforts of his majesty*! le.raea,

encouraged by the presence of tne admiral ra

save it. The navy and victualling stores

were at the fame time in great danger ot be

ing destroyed.

Maiiiacii and Births.

July 18. Q I R William Best, bart. wil

O married to Miss Jackson—Dr.

Hinckley, to Miss Ann Bany— o. Thorns

Dawson, Esq; to Mis. Holmes, relict ot tie

late admiral.

Aug. t. Mr. John Davis, to M (s Sutit

Woodcock. (See p. 115.) —12. Jamea Ruf

fe', Esq; to Miss Delamotre—Benj.min K<d-

ney, Esq; to Mist PomeToy-r-15. John Gaiti,

Esq; to lady Beaumont, relict of S:r Geoijt

—22. Christopher Bethel, Esq; to hot.

Mill Sandyt—Hrnesgc Legge, Esq ; son of the

late baroa Leggc. 10 Mils Musgrov-, daugh

ter of Sir Philip—29. Thomas Shammers-

Cox, Esq; to Miss AnneTh:stietbwaite.

September 11, Francis Canning, Esq; tt>

Mist Giffard—The. Steade, Esq; to Mil;

Pegge—19. William Grove, Etq; to Mits

Lucy Sneyd—Sir John Lyndsay, hart, to Miss

Milner—20. Robert Hyuaam, Eso; to M Is

Chipp—12. Thomas Delava1, Erc; to Muss

Watson, a 75,000 1, fortune.

Lately. Sir Griffith Boynron, bait, to Mils

Mary HebUthwayte.daughteror James Hebte-

thwaite, of Bridltngton, Yorkth. Eq;—rHearj

CouiihoifC
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Csulthorpe Campion, Esq; to Miss Heith-

cotc— Juhn Lawson, Esq, only son of Sir

Henry, of Brough-hall, in Yorkshire, bart.

to Elizabeth, daughter of the late William

Scarifttrick, of Scar sbrick in Lancashire,

Esq;—James Donn, Esq; to Miss Jefleiy—

Joshua Eamanson, E q; to Misi Potts.

Aug. 13. Vi'counui's Downe was delivered

of a daughter - Lady of hon. Aflietun Cur-

con, of a daughter - 30. Lady Courtenay, of

a son and heir—Lady of the archbishop of

York of a daughter,

Sept. x. Lady of Mr. Serjeant Clyn, of a

son.

Litely. Mr*. Clavering, of Callely, in

Northumberland, of a daughter—Mn. Til-

son, of a son—Viscountess Clan-William of

a daughter - Lady Maxwell of a son—Lidy

Winitred Constable, of a daughter—Lady of

Jamet Steuart, Elq; of a daughter—Counted

of D.tlingtun, ot' a daughter Mri. Hotham,

of Norfolk-street, of a for—Countess of

Lancsborous.b, of a daughter—Lady Louisa

Clayton, of a son, Vilcounttsa Jocelyn, of a

son— La !y Hoghton, of a son—Ltdy Brougb-

ti.n of a daug'. ter — Lady Eliz. Wemyss of

a son—Lady Susa:> Lamb'on, of a son.

Deaths.

Aug. t.nIGHT Hon. Lady Dowager

£\. Harvey, mother of the -arl of

Bristol—;. Most Rev. Dr. Thomas Sicker,

lord archbi.'l.op of Can'erbury, aged seventy-

five, (fee p. 43?.)— Lady Swiii um of Cap-

heaton, in Cumberland—9. Mr». WhitfieW,'

wife of Mr. Whiificld. the methodift preach

er—n Peter Collinfon, Esq; F. R S. aged

seventy-five, well known in the learned

world—The celebrated Dr. John Huxham,

of Plymouth, woe wriinga are in great

esteem—n. "Right hon. the marchioness of

Carnarvon— 17. Rev. Nathaniel Lirdner,

D. D. well known by bil many learned

works in support of Christianity, of which

he was a real ornament—Mrs. Battyn, daugh

ter of Sir Ch-rles Palmer, bart. 10. Rev.

Mr. Spence, prebendary of Durham, and pro

fessor of modern history, Oxon.—Mrs. Prii-

chard. the celebrated actress. (S-e p. 131.)

—Mr. lames Aars?, printer at Canterbury

—14. "G-.lbert Thornton, of S-juthwjrk,

Esq;—Tho. Mills, E q; a Weft-India mer.

chant Mr. Ifjac Batire an eminent engra

ver— 25.. Henry Winter, Esq; an attorney in

the Pise- sfice— 16 Mr». Molyneux, relict

of James-Moie Molyneux, Esq;— 19. Right

hon. Lady Aber»a»enriy.

Sept. 5. Algernon Sidney, Esq; son of the

late William Perry, Esq; by the hon. Eliz.

Sidney, mice and coheir ot Joceline Sidney,

earl of Leicester—William Stewart, Esq;

king'* remembrancer in the ctmrt of Ex

chequer in S;otIand—Heaekiah Walker, of

L .coin's- inn, Esq;—7. Edward Stephenson,

t'q; late governor of Bengal- 8. Juhn

Berkeley, Esq; clerk of the ex. us ia the Ex-

5OI

chequer— 10. George Bryant, of Deptfordr

Esq;j-John Arndel, of Brecknockshire, Esc*

— 11. Lady Frances Crofbie, sister of the eat'

of Mornington—Lady Ann Talbot, daughter

of Thomas earl Fauconberg— 14. William

Cayley,Esq; formeily a commissioner of excise.

Lately. On Aug. z8, the right hon. Eric

Sutherland, commonly called loid Dussus—

Right hon. the eail of Dumfries and Stair—

Tho. Cholwick, of Oldston, Devon, Esqi

—Matthew Heashaw of Belston, Hants, Esq j

—Rev. Mr. Harris, prebendary of Chichester,

tec. — Paul Foudrioier, E q; late a sillc

weaver—Paul Sadler, Esq; a banister at law

.—William Bouchier, of Queen's-square,

Esq; -Robert Penystone, of Bloomsbury,

Elq;—Rev. Dr. Hayward, warden of New-

Cillege, Oxon, by a tail from hia horse-

Lady Gormg, mother of Sir Chatlea, aged

ico—Philip Juxon, of Barnfley. Hants, Esq;

—John Darner, Esq; uncle to Lord Milton,

aged 05—Luke Singletoa, of Gloucester,

Eiq; Rev. Dr. Mather, rector of White-

cbappcl—Hon. Benjamin Talker, president

of the council in Maryland—Pe.rce A'Court,

Esq; late member for Heytesbury—Sir Geo.

Trevelyan, bart. succeeded hy his eldest son,

now sir John Trcvcliyan, bart.—Thomas

Shadwell, of Stockwell, Esq;—Joseph Pe

ters of Leadenha'l street, Elq;—Lieut, col.

Carrington, ot the city Trained Bands-

Right bon. lord chief baron Willea, of Ire

land—Rev. Mr. John Lindsay, a nonjuror—

James Cunmgbam, Esq,- governor of several

hospitals — Mrs. Phi, ps, wife of Thomas

Phipps, Esq; of Leigh, near Warminsler,

Wilts.

EcCLISIASTICAL PlirilKIK'TS,

REV. Mr. Thretfell is presented to the

rectory of Covenham, Lincolnshire-

George Watson, M. A. to the vicarage of

Haggerstone, Wilts—John Cookc. M. A.

to the living of Swillond, Suffolk—Mr.

Pole, to the living of St. George, South-

walk—Mr Woodcfon, to the vicarage of

Wenhafton, Suffolk - Mr. Tone, to the rec.

tory of Westertield, Suffolk— Mr. Everard,

to the vicarage ot Dirsi >gham, Norfolk—Mr.

Foley, t'i the sectary 01 St. Peter's, Hereford*

shire—Mr. Sawell, to the rectory of Wan-

don, Bucks—Mr. Page, to the chaplainry as

the factory at Oporto—Mr. Herrinr, to the

rectoiy of Hcmiogby, Lincolnshire— Mr.

Hodjkin, to the living ol Se.ham, Sussex-

Mr. Nicholson, to the living of Dudcott,

Berks—Mr, Wade to the rectory of Cooling,

Kent—Mr. Fletcher to the vicarage of Win-

terhey, Wiks- Mr. Clarke, to the rectory

of Bicrley in the Mcors, Yorkshire— Mr.

Ferris, to the vicarage of Roylion, Hert

fordshire—Mr. Boyes, to the vicarage of

Dundfdel, Norfolk—Mr. Harding, to a pro-

bend or Worccller— Mr. Cnamberlajne to

the livings of Crcssingham and Bodney, in

Noifolk—Mi. Snow to the rectory of-

B uu^hica
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Broughton-Regis, Wilts—Dr. Berkeley, to

a prebend of Ca terbury—Mr. Keylctr, to

the vicarage of Worksall, Yorkshire—Mr.

Dodswonh, to the vicarage of Calne, Wilti —

Mr. Smith, to the vicarage of Iflington,

Middlesex— Mr. Wharton, to the vicarage

of Snalford, Wilts—Mr. Warburton, to the

archdeaconry of Norfolk—Mr. Hayhoe, to

the redory of Roclcland, St. Peter, Norfolk

— Mr. Trussel, to a prebend of St. Paul's

London — Mr Lonsdale, to the vicarage of

Darfield, Yorkshire—Mr. Morris, to the

»icarage of Spmton, Leiccslerfhiie—Mr.

Collins, to the vicarage of Swifheld, Wilts —

Mr. Simmonns, to the vicarage of St. Mary,

Leicester— Mr. Cole, to the rectory of Eynes-

bbry, Hunt.—Mr. HoAe, to the rectory of

Easton, Suffolk— Mr. Massey, to the rectory

ofCorfley, Wilts—Mr. Birt, to the rectory

of Lilling'rone-I.ovel, Dorsetshire— Mr. Stur-

ges, to a prebend of St. Paul's— Mr. Gibriel,

to the living of Birkham, Suffolk—Mr.

Jamet, was elected, funday lecturer of St.

Michae"s Cornhill—Mr. Moore, lecturer of

St. Sepulchre, Snow-hill.

Rev. William Stanton, M. A. is pre

sented to the living of Molton, Northamp

tonshire—Mr. Walker, to the living of

Sawbrid°eworth, Hertfordlhiie-Mr. Arnold

to the rectory of Dowdesweii, Gloucclier-

Ciir:—Mr. Chapman, to the rectory ot Bath

—Mr. Bramber to the vicarage of Welling-

sbrd, Northamptonshire—Mr. E.-ans, to the

rectory of Sylvingtnn, Salop— Dr. Stebbing,

to the rectory of Bcaconsfield, Bucks—Mr.

Hume to the rectory of Bescombe, Wi'ts—

Dr. Cope to the sub-deanery of Westminster-

Mr. Talbot to the living os St. Giles, Read

ing—Mr. Hicks- Paul, to the rectory of Cate-

w.ck, Yorkshire—Dr. Harrison, to the rec

tory of Heyford, Oxfordshire—Mr. Buckle to

the rectory of All-Saints, Norwich—Dr.

Wake, to a prebend of Westminster—Br.

Sharp, to a prebend of Durham— Mr. Wark

man, to the living of Earsdon, Norfolk-

Mr. Ro-nnev. to the vicarage of Berwick-

Rev. Mr Benson, to the archdeaconry of

Dj*ni.—Mr. Smy h, to a prebend of Glou

cester—Dr. Cilark to the vicarage of Wood-

iKiburough, nearSindwch—Hon. and Rev.

James V„ik, to tne living of AKhallows the

Great, London—Mr. Temple, o the vicarage

of Addingham, in Cumberland — Mr. Watts,

to the vicarage ot Dfsi.ignam, Norfolk—Mr.

Altord, to the rectory of Weston-Zoilaid, in

Somersetshire—Mr. Freeman to the vicarage

Holt, Wilts—Mr. Keate to the v cange of

Lave ton, Somersttthire—Mr. Newton, to

the liv'nj ot St. John's, Notwkh — Messrs.

Marriotte and Swanne, arc chosen joint lec

turers of St. Luke's, Old-street—Rev. Mr.

Grant, lecturer oi St. Leonard's, hore^itch

A dispensation passed the seals, t« enable

Rev. H^nry Whitfield, M. A. to hold the

rectory of St. Margarer, Lithbury, with the'

vicarage of Alvcley, Essex—To enable Mr,

Couttail, to hold the vicarage of Benfield,

and rectory of Eurwafli, Sussex—William

Chafin, M. A. to hold ir.« rectory of Lin-

linch, Dorsetshire, aod vicarage of St. Mary,

Taunton—Mr. Pixwell, to hold the vicarages

of Jccombe and Grinley, Worcestershire—

Mr. Filler, to hold the rectories of Weft-

Putford, and Little Tonington, Devon—Mr.

Ho'lingbeiy, to bold the vicarage of Sales-

hunt, and rectory of Winchelsea, Sussex—

Dr. Newcome, to hold the rectories of Lam-

berhurst, Kent, and St, Mildred in the

Poultry, London—Mr. Saundera, to hole!

the vicarages of Farningham and Newington,

Kent.—A dispensation passed the seal to ena

ble the rev. William Raoley, M. A. to hold

the rectories of Bishop- Wearmouih, Durham,

and Ingrain in Northumberland.

From tit London Gaxette.

Whitehall, June »i. Rev. Jos. Dean*

Bourke, M. A. is presented to the deanery

of Kill iloe ( Mr. James Dixon, to the dea

nery of Down, and Mr. Robert Bligh, to the

deanery of Elphin, all in Ireland

July 2 John Thomas LLD, to the deanery

of Westminster, in the room of the bishop

of Rochester, who resigned.

St. Jamea't, July 5, Mr. William Stock-

wood, to a prebend of Westminster—Mr.

William Arden to a prebend of Worcester.

Whiteha'l, Aug. 11. Hon. and Right Rev.

Dr. Frederick Cornwallis, b- mop of L tchfield

and Coventry, is appointed Archbishop of

Canterbury, in the loom of the late Dr.

Seeker.

Peomotions, Civil cr.d Military.

From tbi Lon don Caiitti.

WHITEHALL, May 28. William

Ubrien. Esq; is appointed secretary,

and provost marshal of the Bermuda islands— .

William l.angham, of RamtburysManor, in

Wilts, El'q; and Elizabeth his wife, and

their issue, are enabled to take the name

and arms ot Jones.

Wai-ossice, June 11. Col. Robert Wat

son, is appointed aid de-camp to the king—

Sir Frederick Evelyn, bart lieut. and leut.

col. in the 1st troop ot horse grenadier- guards,

and Capt Adane, major.

Whitehall, June 14. Rt. Hon. Richard

R gby, is appointed paymaster ot be forces—

18. James G enville and 1 aac Barre, E qrs.

and the Viicount Clare, joint vice-treasurers,

&c. of Ireland.

S-.. James's, June 16. John Ha'scll,

Esq; unoerclcrk of the House of Commons,

in the room of Tho. Tyrrwhit, Esq;

Whitehall, Jure zi James Nugent, of

Donore, in Ireland. Esq; is created a baronet

of ihat kingdom— Edward Loftus, Esq; aod

John Freke, Esq; also barone s thereof.

St. James's, June 29. Lord Cathcart, and

Sir Joseph Yorke, were sworn of the privy-

council.

Whitehall, July z. Dudley- Alexinder-

Sidney.
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Sydney Colby, Esq; is created Lord Sidney

of Leix, baron of Straobilly : Abraham

Creighion, Esq; b.iron Erne of Crum-castle,

in the county of Fermanagh: And John

Eyre, Esq; baron Eyre of Eyre courr, in the

county ot Galway, in Ir I md— 12. The Lord

Chancellor, first commilTi iner of the treasury,

president of the council, first comm moner us

the admiralty, the principal secretary of state,

the chancellor os the Exchequer, the bilhop

of London, the surveyor and auditor general

os Amerca, Soaoie Jenyna, Edwa-d Elior,

George Rice, John Roberta, Jeremiah Dy

son, William Fitzherbert, ano Thomas Ro

binson, Esq; are appointed commissioners for

trade and plantations—Richard Pheipi, Esq;

provost-marshal ot the Leeward Islands —

Henry Ecclcs, Esq; attorney-general of Bar-

badoes—Juhn Christopher Roberts, Esq; se

cretary of the province «f Quebec—2;. Wil

liam Moore, Esqj solicitor-general os Bar-

badoes.

Whitehall, Aug. ». Edward Vise. King

ston, of lr land, it created earl of Kingston,

in the ccunty of Roscommon—John Lord

Mount-Eagle, Viscount Westporr, of the

coun'y of Mayo—Ralph Lord Goe, Viscount

Bcllcisle, of Belleifle, in the county of Fer

managh— 13. Norborne, Lord Bo'itourt, it

appointed governor os Virginia in the room

of General Amherst—Charles Price, Esq! ii

created a baronet of Great-Briuin—30. Hon.

Robert Walpole ii appointed secretary os the

extraordinary embassy to the most christian

king—John Marsh, Esq; consul at Malaga,

Sept. 17. George Mercer, Esq; lieut.gov.

of North-Caiolina—20. A licence ii granted

to Thomat Scott, of London, merchant,

and hi- heir", to take and nse the name of

Jac'tson, in addition to the name of Scott.

From tbt reji of the Papers.

Major Gen. Sa'.ter, ii appointed first major

of I he 1st rrg. of Foot-guards— Lt. Cnl Gore,

col. of the 61st rep. of foot—Major Gen.

Urmstone, lieut. col. of the 1st reg. of Foot-

Guardt ; bon. col. Philip Shenrd second ma

jor, and hon. col. George Lane Parker, third

major—Col. Hall, lieut. col. Col. Whitsh-d

first major, and Col. Hudson, second major

of the third regiment of ditto— Major Cen.

Grey, col. of the thirty-seventh regiment of

foot, late Stewart'*—Lieut. Gen. Armiger,

fovernor of Laoguard-sort — Col. Robert

loyd, lieut. gov. of Gibraltar—Major Whit-

more, lieut. col. of the sixth regiment of soot,

asjd lord Robert Ker, major -Francis Las-

celles, Esq; to be lieut col. os the eighth,

and William Moore, Esq; major—C ipt. Mac

kenzie, rr..i_i..r of the 31st regiment os foot,

Major Gen. Grceme, col. os the loth, Alex

ander M airland, £'q; col. os the 49th, Ma

jor Gen. Geare, ot the f zd, Major Thomas

Brace, major of the 6otb, and Capt. Brom

ley, major of the 6ad.— Col. Munster, go

vernor of St. Philip's, Minorca—Robert

Wilmoi, Esq; secretary, Arc. 10 the governor

of Bengal — Dr. L'-e^s is chosen physician to

the 1. m lo 1 Ho'ptal— William Moore, Esq;

is appointed solicitor general os ft roadoct.—

Thinas Gay, . q 1.1. B. professor of mo

dern history in the university of Cambridge

—M:. Franklin, lieut. gov. ot St. John's,

in the 3:y ot Fundy—Ilaac Deschampi, Esqj

chief ju'tice os the said settlement. — Alex

ander Syrnson. Esq, judge of vice admiraltj

at Grenada, &c. ccc.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

CONSTANTINOPLE, Angust I. We

have received advice, that the Russians

have canomd-J, and forced, sword in hand,

the town os Balta, in the l.tfser Tartary, in

order to carry eff some Polish confederate;,

who had taken refuge there. This news

bat caused a great seim-ntation, 29 several

Turks and Tartars lost their lives on the oc

casion. Preparations are making. to secure

the frontiers, and put the tmp re in a state

of defence. The porte h«s sent orders to

Romelia, for the tio^ps in that province to

match towards the N ester, who are to be

joined by a large body of force;. Six com

manders of irregular trrops have had orders

to raise 6cco volunteers. The Dgeh-li Tima-

riotes, who are not subject to personal ser

vice, are ordered to send their substitutes;

and this corps, which is calvalry is reckoned

at 66jo men.

On the 23d and 24th large bodies of Ja

nissaries, and other forces, embarked, in the

port and on the canal of the Black Sea, for

Varna, from whence they ate to be lent ta

the frontiers. A number of tents and a

quantity of ammunition were p .t on bo.iri

at the fame time. The b.shaw of Cboczim

set out on the 25th for his government,

and carried with him a large quantity of

money.

Warsaw, July 28. Though the revolt

of the peasants of the Ukraine is annihilated

yet another of the lame kind is arisen ac

Mozyr in Lithuania, on the part of the pea

sants of the Greek religion there, who com

mit all forts of excesses. They have already

murthcred several gentlemen together witk

their wives and children ; and have vowed

the death of the Starost of Mozyr, whom

they are surrounding on every side in h««

own territories, and it is feared he will

perish by their hands.

Warsaw, August 10. The insurrections

and disorders which desolate the kingdom

are still encreasing; the pcrple become more

and more exasperated ; and the greatest patt

of the provinces feel ail the most terrible ef

fects ot a civil war. Crimes are so much

the more frequent, as they are committed

with impunity ; the tribunals hav: no longn

.r.j
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any authority ; and we discover every where

the traces of a real anarchy. (See p. 444.)

Warsaw, August 13. The con'ederates

of Siradia have been defeated by the Russian!

between Petricow and Przedborz ; ■ 20 men

were slain in the action, So made prisoner!,

and the reft difpeised.

Warsaw, Aug. 24. Prince IVozoiow-

fti, major-general of the troopi of the em

press of Russia, it arrived here with the

news, that the city of Cracow was taken by

assault on the 17th inst. The attack began

at two in the morning, and lasted four hours.

The soldiers were not allowed to plunder.

{The confederates made prisoners wsre 3000,

and 500 Russians were stain.] [See p. 443,

4*4-)

Pioczko, August 24. The peasants of the

Ukraine, who were accomplices in the first

revolt, have been put in iron*, and arc sen

tenced to work on the tortitic.it ions for life.

Three hundred are to be sent to Warsaw, one

hundred to Lembeig, and the same number

to Kaminieck, the last of which places is put

ting into a state of defence. (See p. 44})

Warsaw, Aug. 30. Tbe king hai issued

universals for tbe convocation of the dyet,

the opening of which he has fixed lor the

7th of November next; the dyetinet which

are to precede it are to be held the 27th of

September, and the general dycline of Prus

sia on the 10th of October.

Vienna, Sept. 3. Our last advices from

Constantinople assure us, that the grand feig

ner hath declared war against Russia with all

the formalities usual on such an occasion.

They add, that the grand vizir hath declared

to the minister of their imperial and royal

majesties, that this war will be carried on

•gainst Russia only.

Dresden, Sept. 17. A new order of knight

hood has been erected by the prince adminis

trator : and twenty-fix knights thereof have

been created.

Francsorton the May n, Aug. 21.. We have

just received advice of the death of the prince

of Hesse-Darmstad, prince bisliop of Augi-

bourfr. By this event prince Clement of

Saxony, archbishop of Treves, who was co

adjutor to the deceased, obtains a third bi-

slioprick.

Rome, Aug. 24. The heat of the wea

ther, of which there is not yet the least dimi

nution, has bean greater this summer thin it

was in the year 17 t8. A drop of rain has

not fallen for near nine months. -

Madrid, July to. On the 2 1st instant the

Augustines of Spilimbertv, the Benedictines

of Nonantola, and the Minots of Final, had

notice to quit their houses wiibio three dayr;

and we are assured that thirteen other small

convents in this duchy have been suppressed.

Each of the monks is to have sis sequins to

defray his travelling expences.

Madrid, August 9. The king haih issued

Sept.

an ordinance, prohibiting the importation of

all forts of linen and cotton clo h', either

painted or printed, into any of the por. s of

this monarchy. As there are great quantities

in divers magazines, the king has granted ts

the proprietors of them the term of two years

to fell them in. In order that the king's

subjects may not be deprived of this fort of

merchandize, several manufactories for print

ing cotton are established in the p evinces of

Catalonia and Arragon.

ExiraS #/ a Littir from Neufchatcl.

" Seme of the assassin! of Mr. Caudot,

late advocate general of the king of Prussia

at Neufchatcl, have been broke upon tbe

wheel, hanged in essigy, an 1 the rest of

them banished the country. (See p. 331.)

The fire following articles, by way of pn- *

nifhment to the satisfaction ot his Prussian

majesty, have been imposed upon the city of

Neuenbourg. 1. That the citizens who weie

on the 23d of May last disaimed by the garri

son, shall remain so for a twelvemonth longer.

a. That the genadier company, with the*

commiliianed and non-commissioned officers,

(hall be dismissed and abolished for ever. 3.

That the four ministers, and the magistrate!

of tbe city of Ncanbourg, (hall come to the

ca!! le together, and there, in the presence

of the delegated minister and plenipotentiary,

baron de Darfhaw, the vice-governor, and

with the rest of hit Prussian majesty's coun

sellors of slate assembled on purpose on this

occasion, beg pardon. 4. That the city not

only (hall pay all tbe expences, as well what

is required to maintain the auxiliary troops,

but also make good to the widow of the late

massacred M. Caudot, the damage (he sus

tained by the populace, as well in the house,

at furniture. 5. The four laudable cantons

of Bern, Lucern, Fribourg, and Sa.lwhern,

guaranty and premise that this satisfaction

(hall be executed In this manner the affair of

Neufchatcl has been settled and finished ; it it

also agreed to make it known to the public,

in order that it may serve for an answer 10

the various scurrilous papers and libels, pub

lished by the news-writers of Hambourg from

time to time, with a view of imposing on the

public, and artfully endeavouring to conceal

the truth."

Paris, August 19. We are informed from

divert interior pares of this kingdom, that

the price of grain and other prov1f»os is con

siderably diminished ; and it is certain that

the king's edict, which grants an unbounded

liberty to export and import corn in all oar

ports, hath been productive as salutary ef

fects. This edict is the sole and best encou

ragement for agriculture ; and it is an incoa-

testibie truth, that plenty and cheap market!

are the fruits of the freedom of commerce >

while scarcity and dearness are the conse

quences of restraint and prohibition.

[For Corsica!! news fee p. •; 94-.J
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THE BRITISH THEATRE.

*<*«£*£»*<* H O U G H we are pret-

*l 3&L f »y we" informed that

(pfjj^ _, VtfV the managers of both

fijV * vL»V theatres have several

" iPf { new Pleces m readinessr
*v*"*r*W* for the service of the

present season, yet the

only one which has hitherto made its

appearance is the Padlock, a petit mu

sical piece of two acts by Mr. Bkkerstaff.

The fable of this little opera, as the

author acquaints us in an advertisement

prefixed to the publication, is taken

from the Jealous Husband of Don

Quixote, and tho' some variation was

necessary to render it dramatic, Mr.

Bickerflaff fays, the characters remain

Untouched from the inimitable pencil

of the original designer—the chief ad

dition which he has made to the (lory

is the circumstance of the Padlock,

and the four last lines of the piece,

which are borrowed from Prior, suffi

ciently point oat the place from whence

this circumstance is taken.

The Characters are,

Don Diego Mr. Bannister

Leander Mr. Verntn

Leonora Mrs. Ame.

Mungo Mr. Dibdin

Ursula Mrs. Dorman

The Fa?le It this :

Don Diego, a rich old gentleman of

Salamanca, falling in love with Leonora,

a beautiful young creature of very poor

parentage, enters into an agreement

with her father and mother to take

her home with him for the (pace of

three months, engaging, either to re

turn her to them spotless with a pre

sent of two thousand pistoles, at ti>e

expiration, of the limited period, or to

make her, as he himself expresses it,

his true and lawful luife The reason

of this engagement, Don Diego informs

the audience was to give him an op-
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portunity of being acquainted with the

temper and conduct of Leonora, which

turning out to his wishes, he deter*

mines to marry her, and is preparing

to set out for her father's when the scene

opens, as the action commences on the

last day of the three months.

During Leonora's continuance at

Don Diego's, though she was richly

dressed and splendidly entertained, (he

was totally deprived of liberty, except

the use of the garden, and the indul

gence of going to mass very early in

the morning—this circumstance ren

ders Leonora extremely dissatisfied with

her situation, and though she strives to

entertain a tender regard for Don Die

go, yet the disparity of their years,

and the loss of her freedom, will suffer

nothing beyond the sensations of a cold

gratitude to approach her heart---such

being the cafe, Don Diego, who is na

turally jealous, at his going out of

town to Leonora's father, to com

plete his engagement, leaves the keys of

his house with Ursula, an old woman

who is his principal servant, and gives

her most positive orders to let no crea

ture within his doors till he comes

back.——Ursula promises to execute

his commands with the strictest atten

tion, and he sets off in perfect secu

rity :--- But recollecting, that notwith

standing his great opinion of Ursula's

prudence and attachment, it if still

possible (lie may be either indiscreet,

or corrupt, he determines to act up

on certainty, and therefore claps a pad-

!o-k on the outer gate, the key of

which, together with a master key of

all the other doors, he carries along

with him, and bids an absolute defi

ance to accident. '

He has, however, scarcely set off,

before Leander, a student or the uni

versity at Salamanca, who had seen

biij Leonora
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Leonora frequently at church, and in

the hsbit of a pilgrim had told her by

his eyes that (he had made a perfect

conquest of hii heart, appears, drest

like a beggar, with a wooden leg and

a guittar—In this character he hat

for some time cultivated an acquaint

ance with Mungo, a negro servant of

Don Diego's, fiom whom he receives

an account of all the old gentleman's

motions.-- Leander strikes up a tune

en his guittar, which immediately

brings his friend Mungo to the win

dows, and soon after Ursula and Leo

nora, atti acted by the sound ofthe mu

sic, come to the windows likewise.—In

a little time Leander grows such a fa

vourite with Ursula, that (he liltens to

the negro's desire of admitting him,

and the moment (lie finds her master

had so far doubted her conduct as to

clap a padlock on the gate, (he bids

Leander go round by the garden wall,

and conveys him by that way into the

house—having thus obtained admit

tance he soon thiowi off his disguise,

and prevails with the powerful retho-

ric of his purse upon Ursula to suffer

his addresses to Leonora : During this,

Mungo, who has tasted of Leander's

bounty as well as Ursula, prepares

supper, but makes himself drunk in

the cellar, and while all are in the most

unsuspecting state of security, Don

Diego enters in the dark, groping his

way and delivers the cause of his re

turn in the following soliloquy.

Dieg- All dark, all quiet, gone to

bed and fast asleep ] warrant them ;

however I am not lorry that I altered

my first intention of staying out the

whole night ; and meeting Leonora's

father on the road, was at any rate a

lucky incident. I will not disturb

them j but, since I have let myself in

with my master key, go softly to bed ;

J (hall be able to strike a light, and

then 1 think I may say, my cares are

over.

Good heavens 1 what a wonderful

deal of uneasiness may mortals avoid

by a little prudence 1 I douht not now,

there are some men who would have

gone out in my situation ; and, trust

ing to the goodnelt of fortune, left

their house and their honour in the

care of an unexperienced girl, or the

discretion of a mercenary servant.

While he if abroad, he is tormented

v.'itii fear; and jealousies ; and when he

returns home, he probably finds disor

der, and perhaps shame. But what

do I do---I put a padlock on my door,

and all is safe.

Don Diego's agreeable reflections are

however soon disturbed by the appear

ance of Mungo from the celler 5 but a*

the reader will possibly wish to have

an extract from the piece itself, we

(hall give the catastrophe as it stands

printed in the opera, and we are per

suaded the sample which we produce,

will rather quicken than abate the -

public curiosity for the antecedent

parts of -the performance.

SCENE VI.

Don Diego, Mungo from the Cellar,

•with a Flajk in one Hand, and a Can

dle in tbe other.

Man. Tol, lot, lot, lot.

Dieg. Hold, did'nt I hear a noise I

Mun. Hula,

Dieg. Heavens and earth what do 1

see!

Mung. Where are you young massa,

and misy ? Here wine for supper.

Dieg. I'm thunder-struck !

Mung. My old massa, little tink we

be (o merry—-hic---hic—What's the

matter with me, the room turn round.

Dieg. Wretch do you'know me ?

Mung. Know you-—damn you.

Dieg. Horrid creature ! what makes

you here at this time of night ; is it

with a design to surprize the innocents

in their beds, and murder them sleep.

ing?

Mun%. Huso, huso- --make nonoise—

hic---hic.

Dieg. The slave is intoxicated.

Mung. Make no noise, I fay ; deres

young gentleman wid young lady ; he

play on guitar, and me like him better

dan soe like you. Fal, lrl, lal.

Dieg. Monster, I'll make an exam

ple of you !

Mung. What you call me names for,

you old dog ?

Dieg. Does the villain dare to lift hit

hand against me !

Mung. Will ycu fight?

Dieg. He's mad.

Mung. Deres one in de house you

little think. (Jad, he do you business,

Dieg. Go lie down in your stye and

sleep.

Mung. Sleep yon self, you drunk— -

ha ! lu ! ha ! look a padlock, you put

» pad.
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a padlock on a door again, will you?

—Hal ha! ha!

Dug. Did'nt I hear music ?

Mung. Hie—hie—

Dieg. Was it not the sound of a guit-

tar?

Mung. Yes, he play on de guittar

rarely—Give me hand; you're old ras

cal—an't you ?

Dieg. What dreadful (hock effects

me, I'm in a cold sweat, a mist comet

over my tyes, and my knees knock to-

tether, as if I bad got a fit of the (ha

ing palsy.

Mung. I'll tell you a word in your

ear.

Dieg. Has any stranger broke into

my house ?

Mung. Yes, by—hie—a fine young

gentleman, he now in a next room

with missy.

Dieg. Holy Saint Francis ! is it pos

sible ? ^

Mung. Go you round softly—you

catch them togeder.

Dieg. Confusion ! distraction ! I (hall

run mad.

O wherefore this terrible flurry \

My spirits are all in a hurry !

And above and below, •

From my top to my toe,

Are running about hurry scurry.

My heart in my bosom a bumping.

Goes thumping,

And jumping,

And thumping i

Is't a spectre I see !

Hence, vanish, ah me ■

My senses deceive me,

Soon reason will leave me:

What a wretch am I destin'd to be !

SCENE VII.

Mungo, Ursula, Leander, Leonora.

Urs. O shame, monstrous, you drun

ken swab, you have been in the cellar,

with a plague to you.

Mung. Let me put my hands about

your neck

Urs. Oh, I shall be ruin'd! Help,

help, ruin! ruin!

t. Goodness me, what's the matter?

L.s. Oh dear child, this black villain

has frighten'd me out of my wits ; he

has wanted—

Mung. Me, curse a heart, I want

nothjng wid her——
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Leo. Ursula, the gentleman says he

has some friends waiting for him at

the other side of the garden wall, that

will throw him over a ladder made of

ropes which he got up by.

Leand. Then must I go ?

Leon. Yes, good sir, yes.

Leand. A parting ki fs !

Leon. No, good sir, no.

Leand. It must be so.

By this, and this,

Here I could for ever grow j

'Tis more than mortal bliss.

Leon. Well now, good night j

Pray ease our fright.

You're very bold, fir;

Let loose your hold, sir ;

I think you want to scare me

quite.

Leand. O fortune's spight.

- Leon. Good night, good night.

A. s. Hark ! the neighb'ring con

vent's bell,

• Tolls the vesper hour to tell ;

The clock now chimes ;

A thousand times,

A thousand times farewell.

SCENE THE LAST.

Don Diego, Leonora, Leander, Ursula,

Mungo.

Dieg. Stay, sir, let nobody go out

of the room.

Urs. (falling down) Ah ! ah ! a ghost!

a ghost !

Dieg. Woman stand up.

Urs. I won't, I won't : murder !

don't touch me.

Dieg. Leonora, what am to think of

this?

Leon. Oh, dear, sir, don't kill me.

Dieg. Young man, who are you, who

have thus clandestinely, at an unsea

sonable hour broke into my house?

Am I to consider you as a robber, or

how ?

Leand. As of one whom love ha*

made indiscreet ; of one whom love

taught industry and art to accomplish

his designs. I love the beautiful Leo

nora, and me me ; but, farther than

what you hear and fee, neither one

nor nor the other have been culpable.

Mung. Hear him, hear him.

Leand. Don Diego, you know my

father well, Don Alphonso de Luna ;

\ am willing to submit to whatever

punishment
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punishment he, through your means,

shall inflict ; but wreak not your ven

geance here.

Dicg. Thus then my hopes snd cares

are at once frustrated ; possessed of

what I thought a jewel, I was desirous

to keep it for myself; I raised up the

walls of this house to a great height,

I bair'd up my windows towards the

street, I put double bolts on my

doors ; I banisli'd all that had the sha

dow of man, or male kind ; and I

stood continually centinel over it my

self, to guard my suspicion from sur

prize; thus secur'd, I left my watch

for one little moment, and in that

moment

Leon. Pray, pray, guardian, let me

tell you the story, and you'll find I am

not to blame.

Dieg. No, child, I only am to blame,

who should have considered that fix-

teen and sixty agree ill together. But,

though I was too old to be wife, I am

not too old to learn ; and so, I fay,

fend for a smith directly, beat all the

grates from my windows, take the

locks from roy doors, let egress and

regress be given freely.

Leon. And will you be my husband,

sir?

JOitg. No, child, I will give you

to one that will make you a. better

husband ; here young man, take her;

if your parents consent, to-morrow

shall see you join'd in the face of the

church; and the dowry which I pro

mised her in case of failure on my

side of the contract, shall now go with

her as a marriage portion.

Leand. Signior, this is so generous—

Dicg. No thanks, perhaps I owe ac

knowledgements to you ; but you, Ur

sula, have no excuse, no passion to

plead, and your age should have taught

you better. I'll give you five hundred

crowns, but never let me fee you more.

Mung, And won't give me noting.

Dieg. Yes, bastinadoes for your

drunkenness and infidelity. Call in my

neighbours and friends. Oh, man !

man ! how short is your foresight, how

ineffectual your prudence, while the

very means you use are destructive of

your ends.

After this each of the characters ad

dresses the audience in a short song-—

and Leander's, which we have sub

joined, contains the moral of the

performance.

The British Theatre.
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Li. To sum up all you now have heard,

Youngmen and old, perusethe bardj

A female trusted to your care,

His rule is pithy, short, and clear.

Be to her faults a little blind,

Be to her virtues very kind ;

Let all her ways be unconfin'd,

And clap your padlock on her mind.

This little piece has given much

satisfaction on the stage, notwitbstand- \

ing the author's instruments are of more)

consequence than his agents, if we

may so express ourselves, or in still

plainer terms, notwithstanding Mungo

and Ursula, who are nothing but vehi

cles to carry on the business of the

other characters, are made considera

bly superior in dramatic importance to

Don Diego, Leander, and Leonora.

Mungo's instant return to sobriety

is also a fault; but it is a fault

which may be easily avoided; by omit

ting his part of the last song.—How

ever the opera is a species of composi

tion which we must not examine with

too critical an exactness ; and indeed

it would be a kind of ingratitude

not to make some small allowances,

where, like the Padlock, it affords a

very agreeable entertainment. As to

the merit of the performers, Mr. Ban-

nister, in Don Diego, was deservedly

approved ; and it is but truth to ac

knowledge, that the universal applause

which marked the performance of Mr.

Vernon and Mrs. Arne was as justly

merited.

In the course of the late month, a

young actress appeared at Drury-Une

house, in the character of Imogen in

the tragedy of Cymbeline; and, if

we can form any judgment from a first

essay, we may venture to assure the

world, that she will prove, especially

under the instruction of so capital a

master as Mr. Garrick, a most valua

ble acquisition to the theatre. Her

person is elegant—her face has an un

common sliare of sweet sensibility— and

there is a strength together with a har

mony in her voice, that it capable of

prodigious execution Requisites

like these, when they are added to such

a judgment as this lady seems to pos

sess, afford a reasonable ground foe ex

pectation, and give us room to hope

that another Mrs. Cibber will be one

day admired in Miss Yovn<?.
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certainly is most capable of 'iesending

it. You have once exerted yourself in

the cause of Liberty, and 1 make no-

doubt, but on every emergent occasion.

ypu will do the like. I hope to mine

and my country's satisfaction, to live

to fee the time when Wilkes and Glynn

will sit as brother members.

Yours. J. C. ,

1768.

To the Freeholders of the County of Mid

dlesex.

Gentlemen,

AS the election for the county must

indispensibly approach, do not

be too hasty in your promises, but

look before you leap, for as Horace

fays : Et feme) emijsum, volat irrevoca-

We werbum. Therefore, the greatest

caution and care depends upon your

choice, whether you choose a courtier,

or a mm Ib publickly known, for his

abilities in protecting and defending

the cause of our most noble and illus

trious patriot. If you choose the one,

undoubtedly you he under imminent

danger continually, because he being

a courtier, will undoubtedly cling to

gether with the rest of those nobles

who compose the present administra

tion. I have heard irideed that Sir

William would not spend a farthing

for his election : for Heavens fake !

where must the money come from then.

Such things are generally attended with

expence : must not the money come

from the treasury, or where else can

it come from. The court say they will

spend forty thousand pounds but they

will carry the day j but God knows

they can but poorly afford it at pre

sent : Will you be bought ? God for

bid you should ; you have already

made choice of one able member, and

I hope will make choice of another.

And I make no doubt but you will.

I know there are several noblemen can

vassing for Sir Willi.im i they will use

their utmost endeavours to obtain their

ends, I hope the freeholders will not be

blasted nor corrupted, but choose to

their own wishes and country's good.

Sir William fays he has represented

them for several years, I mould be

glad to know any one signal service he

did, when he represented them. On

the other hand if you chuse Mr. Ser

jeant Glynn, I am truly sensible cf

his abilities, and know him to be much

more capable of that important trust

than Sir William. Some of Sir Wil-

liam's hirelings exclaim against Mr.

Glynn as being a lawyer. I should be

glad to know who is more capable of

that office than a lawyer. Have not

we experienced his abilities, is he not

conversant and grounded 'thoroughly

in the law of his country ? he knows

the state aud foundation thereof, and

Particular1 os the Entertainment givett

to bis Majesty the King of Denmark,

on Friday, September 30, by their

Graces the Duke and Duchess ^/"North

umberland, at Sion House.

ON his arrival, the king was re

ceived at the coach door by the

duke and duchess, and conducted by

them through the grand suite of new

apartments into the gallery, where he

amused himself till dinner time. At

dinner, the company consisted of the

king of Denmark, several of the fo

reign ministers and their ladies, the

Danish noblemen, and some of the

first nobility os both sexes of this king

dom. Three courses of whatever wag

molt rare and excellent in this country

were served up in gilt plate, followed

by a most superb and highly ornament

ed desert, and a band of music from

the vestibule accompanied the whole.

Aster dinner, coffee, tea, and other

refreshments, were served to the com

pany, which towards the evening was

increased to above two hundred, and

consisted of their royal highnesses the

princess Amelia, the dukes of Glou

cester and Cumberland, and many

other persons of the first quality and

distinction. About nine o'clock his

majesty of Denmark, attended by this

noble assembly, being in the gallery,

the folding doors were suddenly thrown

open, and displayed to him a most su

perb and magnificent round temple,

communicating with four open p.ivi-

lions of Grecian architecture, erected

in the great inner court of Sion house,

andornamented with transparent paint

ings ot the arms of Great Britain and

Denmark, and the badges of the seve

ral orders of knighthood of both king

doms, with festoons and pyramids of

lights; and a variety of emhlemnical

devices, the whole being illuminated

with upwards of fifteen thousand

lamps. A band of music was placed

in the pavilions, which on his mnjest)'*

appearance
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appearance, saluted him with a grand

concert of martial instruments. The

ling having remained here some time,

returned by the great hall through the

vestibule into -the ball room, where he

opened the ball with dancing two mi

nuets, one with the duchess of Ancas-

ter, the other with lady Fiances Man

ners; be then began the country

dances with lady Gower, which conti

nued till near twelve o'clock ; at which

time his majesty again pasted through

the illuminated temple and principal

apartments to supper, which was serv

ed in a room over the gallery, being

accompanied there by the dukes of

Gloucester and Cumberland, the fo

reign, ministers and their ladies, and

some of the principal English nobility.

The rest of the company supped at a

range of tables above 140 feet in length,

in the arcade next the garden, which

had been inclosed and fitted up in

an elegant manner for this purpose.

After supper the company assembled

again in the ball room, and renewed

dancing, from which the king and his

train retired between one and two

o'clock, and some time after the ball

ended. In honour of their royal guest,

their graces had a new road made on

purpose, leading from the turnpike

road, in a winding direction, towards

Sion House, and a new bridge laid over

the great canal that surrounds it.

This road was lined with lamps

quite up to Sion- House, which had

a most beautiful eftect, and prevent

ed any accident happening amongst

the numerous train of carriages that

crouded it on this occasion. In

short, this most amiable monarch

was entertained by their graces with

that elegance, taste, magnificence, and

hospitality, for which they have al

ways been so much distinguished.

so the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

THERE are several well meaning

readers ot' the London Magazine,

who are much concerned for tome of

your correspondents, who have lately,

jn a. very warm manner, disputed

about the doctrine of the Trinity.

-Now, for my part, I think it highly

Hints to some late Writers. Oft.

incumbent on all their friends and

well-wishers, as well as those of our

established religion, to desire them for

religion's seke, and their own, to put

an end to a controversy on a subject

of such a mysterious nature. I roust;

confess, that my own concern is

chiefly for the gentlemen themselves,

though intirely unknown to me, and

otherwise I should not have thought it

worth while to have troubled you with

reading, nor myself with writing,

this letter.

Dr. Swift, who hqs taken as safe and

as proper a method of expounding

these arcana as any man, perhaps,

would, in all probability, have loft

the use of his intellects long before

that calamity befd him, and been

the first most proper inhabitant of his

own hospital, had he studied and

wrote more on that subject than he

did. Be so good, sir, ergo, for the sake

of these gentlemen, and for the sake

of common sense, to desire them to

lay aside pen, ink, and paper, for a

season, and apply to the doctor in

time, in order •venietiti occurrere morbo.

In a prescription that eminent roan

wrote for Trinity sunday, there are

these words " It is highly pro

bable, that if God should please to re

veal unto us this great mystery of the

Trinity, or some other mysteries in

our holy religion, we should not be

able to understand them, unless he

would at the fame time think fit to

bestow on us some new powers, or fa

culties of the mind, which we want

at present, and are reserved to the day

of resurrection to life eternal."

Your's,

Sine Qua ,

WE have obliged our readers,

this month, with a Plan of

the continuation of the Road (fee p,

333.) from London to Bristol, com

mencing at Marlborough, and end

ing at High-Cross, Bristol, with the

road from thence to Huntspill, in So

mersetshire :

Also with a beautiful front View

of the earl of Westmoreland's elegant

feat in Kent, with part of the park.

(See p. 456.)
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The History of the last Session of Parliament, &c.

The HiJIory of the Session os Parliament, tvhicb began Nov. 34, 1767, being thesen/entb

Session of the Twelfth Parliament o/'Great-Britain j ivitb an Account oj all the mate

rial Sfuefliom therein determined, and of the political Disputes thereby occasioned ivith'

out Doors. Continuedfrom p. 462.

ON the 26th of Nov. Mr. On

flow, according to order, re

ported from the committee of the

whole house, to whom it was referred

to consider of the several acts passed

in the last session of parliament, rela

tive to corn and provisions, the resolu

tions which that committee had direct

ed him to report to the house: which

he read in his place, and afterwards

delivered in at the table, where they

were read and agreed to by the house,"

and are as follow. 1. That an act

made last session of parliament to pro

hibit for a limited time, the exporta

tion of corn, grain, meal, malt, flour,

bread, biscuit, and starch, and also the

extraction of low wines and spirits

from wheat and wheat flour, be conti

nued, with amendments. 2. That the

several provisions contained in the se

veral acts made in the last session for

allowing the importation of wheat and

wheat flour, from his majestj's colonies

in America into this kingdom, for a

limited time free ol duty; for allowing

the importation of wheat, wheat flour,

barley, barley meal, and pulse, free of

duty, into this kingdom, from any

part of Europe; and for allowing the

importation of oats and oatmeal, rye

and rye-meal into this kingdom for a

limited time, free of duty; and also so

much of an act made in the same ses

sion, as allows a free importation of

rice, into this kingdom, from his ma

jesty's colonies in North America, be

continued. 3. That upon the expor

tation of such rice as (hall be imported

duty free, the like duty be laid as

was imposed upon the exportation of

rice imported duty free, by virtue of

such part of the said act. It was then

ordered, that a bill, or bills, be

brought in upon these resolutions, and

that Mr. Onflow, Mr. Cooper, Mr.

Secretary Conway, Mr. Tho. Town-

sliend, junior, Mr. Prysc Campbell,

and the Lord Clare do prepare and

bring in the fame.

The next day it was ordered, that

it be an instruction to the above com

mittee, to consider of the importation

Oct. 1768.

of wheat and wheat flour from Africa.

Aster which Mr. Cooper presented to

the house, a bill to continue and

amend an act passed in the last ses

sion of parliament to prohibit, fora li

mited time, the exportation of corn,

grain, meal, malt, flour, bread, bis

cuit and starch, and also the extrac

tion of low wines and spirits from

wheat and wheat flour ; and the lame

was received and read the first time,

and ordered to be read a second time.

Which was no sooner done than Mr.

Cooper, according to order, presented

to the house a bill to continue the se

veral provisions cmtained in all the

acts made in the last session of parlia

ment, for allowing the free importa

tion of wheat and wheat flour, barley,

barley meal, pulse, oats, and o-.tmeal,

rye and rye meal, and rice from the

parts therein mentioned, and the fame

was also received and read the first

time, and ordered to be read a second

time.

On the 1st of December 1768, the

order of the day being read for the

house to resolve itself into a commit

tee of the whole house, to continue

and amend an act made in the last

session of parliament, to prohibit, for

a limited time, the exportation of

corn, &c. there was presented to the

house an account of all the corn, grain,

meal, malt, flour, bread, 'biscuit, and

starch, exported from England to any

place whatsoever, by virtue, or in pur

suance of any of the liberties or pow

ers granted for that purpose by an act

past the last scsiion to prohibit the ex

portation thereof ; some of which ac

counts were ordered to lie upon the

table, to be perused hy the member*

of the house, and the rest were refer

red to the committee of the whole

house, to whom the bill to prohibit

the exportation of corn, &c. was com

mitted. It is proper here to observe,

that the corn, Sec. exported in pur

suance of the liberties granted in the

act to prohibit its exportation, was

that allowed to be sent to the isles of

Jersey, Guernsey, and our garrison*

T t t at
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at Gibraltar, Minorca, &c. The next

day Mr. Cooper reported from the

committee of the whole house, to

whom the bill to continue and amend

the act to prohibit the exportation of

corn was committed, the amendments

which the committee bad made to the

bill, and afterwards delivered the bill,

with the amendments, in at the table,

where the amendments were read, and

agreed to by the house, and the bill,

with the amendments, ordered to be

ingrosscd. After which, Mr. Cooper

reported from the committee of the

whole house, to whom the bill for con

tinuing the several provisions contained

in the last session of parliament for al

lowing the free importation of corn,

&c. was committed, the amendments

which the committee had made to the

bill ; which were likewise read, and

agreed to by the house, and it was or

dered, that this bill also with the

amendments mould be ingrosscd. On

the 3d these bills were read a third

time, and Mr. Cooper was ordered to

carry them up to the lords and desire

their concurrence. On the 7th the

house received a message from the

lords, that they had agreed to both the

bills, without any amendment ; and

the fame day they received the royal

assent.

Thus these acts so necessary at this

time to assord relief to the people, on

account of the high price of bread,

were not only the first entered upon

111 this session of parliament, but pass

ed through both houses with unusual

rapidity, they being brought in and

completed within twelve days, and his

majesty, who, from his usual goodness,

had warmly recommended the relief of

the poor, with respect to the high

price of corn and other provisions, was

ib desirous of fulfilling this gracious

purpose, that he went the fame day to

the house of peers, in which these bills

were agreed to by the lords, and gave

them the royal assent, though no other

bills were ready to receive the royal

sanction.

Lest these acts should prove ineffec

tual, a standing committee of the whole

house continued to sit, to consider fur

ther of the several acts passed in the last

session of parliament relative to corn

and provisions, who considered many

petitions sent from different parts of the

kingdom ; and on the 7th of Decem

ber a bill was ordered to be brought

in, for the importation of maize, or

Indian corn, from any of his majesty's

colonies in North America, free of du

ty, and the next day it was brought

in accordingly, and read the first time,

after which it passed through the

house in the usual manner, and on the

14th was carried up to the lords, who,

on the igth, sent to inform the house

that they had agreed to the bill with

out any amendment, and on the 11ft:

of the same month it received the

royal assent. But though these acts,

particularly the two former to prevent

the exportation of corn, and to allow

the importation of all kinds of grain,

duty free, undoubtedly prevented a

much greater scarcity of corn than

had been hitherto felt, yet as the price

of corn was still kept up, probably

by the arts of those wretches, who

deaf to humanity and every considera

tion of public good, seek to enrich

themselves by hoarding up the neces

saries of life, in hopes they would be

still dearer, and might sell to a greater

advantage, the people were still dis

couraged, and neither his majesty's

benevolence, nor the assiduity and

care of parliament inspired that grati

tude which might have been expected.

No act had been passed to put a stop to

that pernicious and growing custom

of monopolizing of farms, nor t«

force those possessed of a great quan

tity of corn to bring it to market, and

to these causes they attributed its still

bearing so high a price.

As not only corn, but cattle were

kept up at an extravagant rate, on

the 3d of December the lord Clare,

according to order, presented to the

house a bill to permit the importation

of salted provisions into this kingdom,

for a time to be limited, duty free,

which was then received and read the

si: ft time, and ordered to be read a

second time.

This bill passed through the house

of commons j but stopped with the

lords ; on which the houle was moved,

on the 17th cf December, thit an act

made in the 5th year of his present

majesty, intitled, An Act for the im

portation of salted bees, pork, bicon,

and butter, from Ireland, for a limit

ed time might be read, and the lame

being read accordingly, it was ordered

that leave be given to bring in a bill
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to continue and amend the said act ;

and that Mr. Bracllhaw, the Lord

Clare, and Sir Joseph Mawbey do pre

pare and bring in the same. The next

day Mr. Bradshaw presented the bill,

which was received and read the first

time, and on the 2 1 ft it was read a se

cond time and committed to a com

mittee of the whole house. It was

then resolved that the importation os

salted beef, pork, bacon and butter,

from tht British dominions in America

should also be admitted for a limited

time, free of duty, and it was ordered,

that it be an instruction to the com

mittee of the whole house to whom the

bill to continue and amend the above

act is committed, that they have power

to make provision in that bill, pursuant

to the said resolution. On the 15th of

January Mr. Paterson, according to

order, reported from the committee

of the whole house to whom this bill

was committed, the amendments which

the committee had made to the bill,

and which they had directed him to

report to the house j and he read the

report in his place, and afterwards de

livered the bill with the amendments

in at the table, where the amendments

were 1 e id, and agreed to by the house,

and it was ordered that the bill with

the amendments be ingrossed. On the

10th this bill, which was now intitled

A Bill to continue and amend an act

made in the fifth year of tie reign of

his present majesty, intitled, An Act

for the importation of salted bees,

pork, bacon and butter, from Ireland,

for a limited time ; and for allowing

the importation of salted beef, pork,

bacon and butter, from the British do

minions in America, for a limited

sent up to the lords. On the 16th of

January, the house received a message

from the Lords, that they had agreed

to the bill without any amendment,

and on the 19th it received the royal

assent.

By this act the importation of salted

beef, pork, bacon and butter, from

Ireland, is to be allowed free of duty

from the 1st of February 1768, to the

1st day of February 1769; and from

America from the 1st of February

17*8, to the 1st of May 1769. But

one clause in this act unhappily de

stroyed its effect, with respect to the

relief that might have been expected

from America; for it expressly de

clared that this act, or any p:irt of it,

might be altered and varied by any

other act or acts made in this present

session of parliament; whencethe Ame

ricans were in a great measure deterr

ed from sending provisions, by the

consideration that by the time they ar

rived in England, another act might

prohibit their being landed.

Having thus given a concise account

of the pasting of these important acts,

with which this session began, I (hall

give the history of the two committees

of supply and of ways and means.

Upon a motion being made, as usual,

for granting, a supply, it was agreed

to turn. con. by the house on the 18th

of November, when it was resolved that

the house would on the id of December

resolve itself into a committee of the

whole house, to consider osthesupplyto

be granted to his majesty, and from that

day the house continued to sit from

time to time till the 8th of Feb. 1768,

during which period they came to the

following resol utions which were agreed

to by the house.time, was read the third time, and

December 3.

j. That 16000 men he employed for the sea service for

1768, including 4.187 marines.

1. That a sum not exceeding 4I. per man per mouth, be

allowed for maintaining them, including ordnance for sea

service . - - -

December 8.

1. For the ordinary of the navy including half pay to sea

and marine officers, lor 1768

x. That a number of laud forces, including 1460 invalids,

amounting to 17153 effective men, commission and non com

mission officers included, be employed ior 1768.

3. For defraying the charge of the said number of hnd

forces for 1768 - .

4. For maintaining his majesty's forces and garrisons in

the plantations aud Africa, including those in garrison at Mi-

T t t a

4,

831000

416403

606121 I* io{

nona
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norca and Gibraltar, and for provision* for the sorrel in /. s. d.

North America, Nora Scotia. Newfoundland, Gibraltar, the

ceded islands and Africa for 1768 - 396950 4 ' i

5. For defraying t'ne ilnrgeof the difference of pay be

tween the British and Iiish establishment of six regiment! of

foot, serving in the Ifle of Man, at Gibraltar, Minorca, and

the ceded Islands for 1768 - - 7116 17 » £ ■

6. For the pay of the general and staff officer* in Great

Britain for 1768 ... 1**37 7 3

7. For defraying the charge of full pay for 366 days for

1768, to officer* reduced, with the tenth company of several

battalion* reduced from ten to nine companies, and who re

mained on half pay at the 14th of December 17*5 - 5117 14 9

8. For the charge of the office of ordnance for land service

for 1768 - - 159318 *• *

9. For defraying the expence of service* performed by

the office of ordnance for land service, and not provided for

by parliament in 1 767 - - 68944 is 11

167254.0 1 6 I

DECEMBER 15. ——

1. That one third part of the capital stock of annuities

after the rate of 4I. percent, established by an act made in

the third year of his majesty'* reign, which shall remain after

the 5th day of January next, be redeemed and paid off on

the 5th of July next after discharging the interest then pay

able in respect of the same

z. To enable hi* majesty to redeem and pay off the said .

one third part ... 875000 e •

December, si.

1. Towards the buildings, rebuilding;, and repairs of ships

of war in his majesty's yards, and other extra- works, over and

above what are proposed to be done upon the head* of wear

and tear and ordinary, for 1768. - 177954 o •

s. To enable the trustees of the British Museum to carry

on the execution of the trust reposed in them by parliament 1000 a o

January-i6, 1768.

*79954-

1. For paying the pensions to the widows of such reduced

officers of his majesty's land forces and marines, as died upon

the establishment of half pay in Great Britain, and who were

married to them before the 15th of December, 1716, for

1768 - - - 1536 o •

*. Upon account of the reduced officer* and marines,

for 1768. - - - 131431 o o

3. For defraying the charge for allowances to the several

officer* and private gentlemen of the two troops of Horse*

guard* and regiment of horse reduced; and to the superan

nuated gentlemen of the sour troops of horse guards for 1768 171 5 13 •

4. Towards defraying the charge of out pensioner* of

Chelsea hospital, for 176 S - - 108949 17 <

5. Towurd* defraying the extraordinary expence* of hi* /

majesty's land forces and other services, incurred to the 15th

of December 1767, and not provided for by parliament 199988 4 a

January 18.

444610 14 8

1. Upon account for maintaining and supporting 'the civil

establishment of Nova, Scotia, for 1768 « 3895 x it

s. Upon
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2. Upon account for defraying the charges of the civil I. j,

establishment of Georgia, and the incidental expences attend

ing the fame from the 14th of June 1767 to the 24th of June

1768 - - - 398S O •

3. Upon account for defraying the charge of the civil

establishment of East Florida, and the incidental expences

attending the fame, from the 24th of June 1767, to the 24th

of June 1768 - - - 4750 e o

4. Upon account for defraying the expence of the civil esta

blishment of West Florida, and other incidental expences at

tending the fame from the 24th of June J 767, to the 24th of

June 1768 - - - 4400 o O

5. Upon account for defraying the expences of general

surveys of his majesty's dominions in North America, for 1768 2036 14 o

6. Upon account for defraying the charges of the civil esta

blishment of Senegambia, for 176X • • 5550 o o

February i.

24657 15 11

For paying off and discharging the Exchequer bills made

out by virtue of an act passed in the last session of parliament

for raising a certain sum of money bv loans or Exchequer

bills, and charged upon the first aids to be granted this

session 1 Scoooo o o

February 4.

1. To replace to the Sinking Fund the like sum issued

thereout, to make good the deficiency on Oct. 10, 1767, oV

the fund established for paying annuities in respect of

3,5000001. borrowed by virtue of an act of the third of his ,

present majesty, towards the supply granted for the service of

1763 - - - - - 593** i' i°

2. To replace to ditto, the like sum paid out of the same,

to make good the deficiency, on July 5, 1767, of the fund

established for paying annuities in respect of five millions,

borrowed by virtue of an act made in the 31st of his late

majesty, towards the supply granted for the service of 1758 53480 17 8 J

3. To be employed in maintaining and supporting the

British forts and settlements on the coast of Africa, under the

direction of the committee of merchants trading to Africa 13000 • •

4. That provision be made for the pay and cloathing of

the militia, and for their subsistence during the time they

(hall be absent from home on account of the annual exercise,

for 1768.

5. Upon account to enable the Foundling Hospital to main

tain and educate such children as were received into the (ame

on or before the 25th of March 1760, from the 31st of De

cember 1767 exclusive, to the 31st of December 1768 inclu

sive, and the said sum to be issued without any deduction ajooo o •

6. Upon account, for enabling the said holpital to put out

apprentice the said children, so as that the (aid hospital do

pot give with one child more than 7 1. - 2000 o o

156803 14 6 J

February 8. .

1. To make good to his majesty, the like sum issued by his

majesty's orders, in pursuance of the addresses of this house J0500 o o

2. To make good the deficiency of the grants for the ser

vice of 1767 - - - 39*484 4 5 I

3. To replace to the Sinking Fund the like sum paid out

of the same to discharge for one year and a quarter, ended

tbe 25th of December 17*7, the annuities after the rate of
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4I. ter ant. attending the remainder of the joint (lock, esta- /. $, dt

bliUied by an act of the third of hit present majesty, in re

spect of certain navy, victualling, and transport hills, and

dehenturei, that have been redeemed, in pursuance of an act

made in the last session, and the charges of management da

ring the said term of the annuities - • 88435 '9 ** i

4. To replace to ditto, the like sum issued thereout, to dis

charge from the 10th of October 1767, to the 5th of Janu

ary following, the annuities attending such part of the joint

stock established by an act made in the third of his present

majesty for granting several additional duties on wines im

ported, and certain duties on cyder and perry, and for rai

ling the sum of 3,500,00*1. by way of annuities and lotte

ries, to be charged on the said duties as hath been redeemed

in pursuance of an act made in the last session - 8750 a •

5. To redeem and pay off the remaining parts of the

said capital stock of annuities ..... 1750000 o o

2150170
11 f

Sum total of the .supplies granted in this session
833S74-6 11 * i

These were all the grants made by

the committee of supply, and they

were palled with an unusual unani

mity. As there is no difficulty attend

ing these resolutions that requires a

particular explanation, except in two

or three articles, we shall make a few

observations on them, and then pro

ceed to give the resolutions of the

committee of ways and means. The

several resolutions of the 3d and 8th

of December were formed upon elii-

rnate; laid before the house; as were

also th fe of the 16th and 28th of Ja

nuary. And as those estimates are

never m.v!e public, it is impossible for

those without doers to form a judg

ment whether these supplies are rea

sonable or exorbitant ; but if we com

pare them with those of the last session,

we shall find that leveral os them are

much reduced, and a considerable sav

ing male upon the whole. The second

resolution of the nit of December

arole from a petition of the trustees of

the British Museum, backed by his

maj- sty's recommendation, and ap

peared absolutely necessary to enable

them to continue to execute the trust

reposed ia them l>v parliament. The

third resolution of tne 4th' of Februa

ry, was also in consequence os a peti

tion from the African company, who

also laid before the house a particular

account of the state and condition of

each os the British forts on the coasts

of Guinea. The fourth resolution of

the fame day, was formed after Lord

North's acquainting the house, by hit

majesty's command, that his majesty

recommended it to the house to make

provision for defraying the charges of

the pay and cloathing for the militia

for the year 1768; but a committee

had been before appointed to make an

estimate of the charge of the pay and

cloathing of the militia, and their re

port was now ordered to be laid before

the house ; however no particular sup

ply was gi anted for this purpose, for

in the act passed on this occasion the

militia were ordered to be paid in eve

ry county by the receiver general of

the land tax.

The most remarkable resolutions of

this session are those of the 3d, 4.1b,

5th, and the 8th of February : here

it is proper to observe, that in the 3d

of George J II. the sura of 3,500,000!.

ha<i been raised by annuities inu lotte

ries, and was constituted one capital

and joint stock of annuities, charged

upon certain duties, as hath Seen al

ready observed, and bearing interest

at 4I. per cent, la order to lessen thit

article of the national debt, for which

such high interest was paid, one fourth

part if the capital was redeemed on

the eth of Jan. 1768, in pursuance of

an act passed for that purpose in the

preceding session, whereby the capital

was reduced to 1,615,000 1. which it

was now resolved to redeem, and a

bill was brought into the hsufe for

that purpose, which passed through

both houses in the usual course, and

on
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on the 8th' of March it received the

royal assent. Accordingly, one third

part of the last mentioned capital,

amounting to the sum of 875,000!.

was paid oil' on the 5th of July 1768,

another third on the 10th of October

following, and the remaining third

part is to be paid on the 5th of Janua

ry, 176?-

[To be continued in our next."]

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

THE Croup is ah uncommon sffe-

cies of Catarrh, attended with

an inflammatory fever, chiefly effect

ing the mucous membrane, and the

numerous glands of the trachea, or

wind-pipe.

I take it to be a little analogous to

the pip in fowls, and like that mem

brane too, if not separated from the

parts it adheres to, will alone occasion

the death of the patient.

In such a case, the whole superior,

and internal surface of the trachea is

covered or lined rather, with a white,

soft, thick, preternatural coat, or

membrane, easily separated therefrom,

and generally lying loose upon it, pu

rulent matter often lodging under the

same.

The pathognomonic symptoms, or

signs, attending this singular disorder,

that distinguishes it from all others is

a peculiar, (harp, shrill tone, not easi

ly described, and resembling nothing

more nearly than the crowing of a

•ock,which with a remarkable freedom

from ail complaints when in most dan

ger, a quick laborious frequent pulse,

itrong at first, but soft and weak to

wards the end j little difficulty in

swallowing, or inflammation in the

fauces ; often a dull pain, and some

times an external swelling in the upper

part of the windpipe; the senses quite

distinct to the last ; and all the symp

toms most rapid in their progress, suf

ficiently characterise this odd disease,

of which see a more full account in

Dr. Francis Home of Edinburgh, his

inquiry into the nature, cause, and

cure of the Croup.

But what I mention this fad disease

for, is to propose a new, and speedy

method 'of relief, when this inward

great core is about strangling the sorely

distressed patient, and what excites me

5'9

the more thereto, is, that singular and

happy operation of the eminent Heis-

ter, to be met with in his 557th obser

vation among his medical cafes, and

which may be of great service in the

Croup also.

There he tells us of a young man,

who, on eating some ragout, had

something of it pass clown into the

trachæa, which, after all the fruitless

trials of others, was relieved by him

self by cutting open the wind-pipe.

This he did safely by making a lon

gitudinal incision, the length of three

fingers breadth, through the (kin on

the middle of the neck, directly upon

the trachea arteria, and when he felt

the trachea with his fingers, be cut

through the fat and muscles which

covered it to the wind-pipe, and then

cut through four or five of the rings

thereof longitudinally, and immediate

ly perceived a Jong black body, or

substance, which he extracted, but

could not distinguish what it was ; he

took it for a mcrel.

The patient immediately breathed

with freedom ; was quite chearful ;

there was nothing more in the trachea,

and it bled but a little. He cleansed

the wound with a sponge wrung out of

warm wine, brought the lips in oppo

sition by sticking plaisters; laid a com

press upon it, and a roller. His re

spiration was easy ; he was able to

speak, and walk about the room ; eat

and drank; went home to his house

the fame day, and rested well all

night ; the wound was dressed every

day with balsam capivi, and sticking

plailters, and was healed in about

t-Ailve days, without any bad conse

quences attending it, and notwith

standing he was guilty of many irre

gularities in his diet. Dr. Rau inform

ed him, that he had performed much

such an operation upon a boy, who

had got a bean in hi? wind- pipe.

Bronchotomy made a-crofs the wind

pipe I have heard and read of, but

never of a longitudinal one thus be

fore. But lor the belt and speediest

method of penetrating the trachea,

fora quinsey, drowning, and any sud

den strangulation, you may see iny

method recommended to the publick,

(and which the learned and laboiicng

Dr. Warner, to render it more gene

ral, has kindly quoted ir. his excel

lent treatise on the gout, just publish

ed)
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ed) in the London Magazine for No

vember last.

Had the innkeeper at Bradnell in

Essex (whom I have seen) who not

long since swallowed a quarter of a moi-

dore, through a man'a unexpectedly

chucking him under the chin, which

instead of passing down the gullet into

his stomach, slipped edge-ways thro'

the glottis, or chink, of the wind- pipe,

and thence passed down the trachea

into the lungs, which he often felt

move about while alive, and was ta

ken thence about twelve years after,

in the presence of three surgeons, when

dead. I fay, had such an operation of

bronchotomy been performed on his

wind-pipe, he had stood a good chance

to have got rid of that extraneous bo

dy through the flit thereof, which

Eroved very troublesome as long as he

ved, which was some years, if I re

member right, after the accident.

In like manner by opening the tra

chea, or wind-pipe, this loose tenaci

ous membrane, that core-like lines the

internal surface thereof, by a skilful

and dextrous surgeon, one would na

turally think might, by means of

hooks and other proper instruments,

be extracted, and the patient's life be

thereby happily preserved. Wherefore

it is I mention these cases to contrive a

way of relief, which, though it may

seem a little terrible, is much better

than leaving a person, struggling for

breath only, to a certain death : as a

desperate disease requires a desperate

OA.

cure, and which here is not that

case neither, for this method of relief

is not so desperate as to some it may

appear : and if really it was so, we

(hould consider the advice of that ex

cellent Roman physician Celfus (tho'

a great enemy to Christianity, and I

wish there were none of the profession

like him, but, alas ! it is the too gene

ral reproach of physicians) who has wise

ly intimated to his successors in dange

rous cases, to try a doubtful remedy

where the least hopes of success re

mained, than none at all 1 wherefore

I recommend this easy and safe opera

tion, after detergents, mercurials, and

other proper remedies, have been all

tried in vain. Your's,

J. Cook.

New Questions by Mr. Thomas Bar

ker, e/Wiflet M Suffolk.

■Question I.

GIVEN the elevation of a piece

= 37° 40' ; height of the object

above the horizon — 90 yards, and

the distance = 1 { mile. Requires)

the impetus to hit the object ?

Question II.

GIVEN the hourly motion of the.

fun from the moon := if 46"

and the rectangle of the longitude of

the true conjunction and- interval of

time := 8h. 17m. Required the inter

val of time, and longitude of the true

conjunction ?

Solution to the mathematical Question proposed in the London Magazine/ir June,

1768, /. 304.,) By Thomas Wilkin, Teacher of Mathematics at Hsxham tit

Northumberland.

Let{^aS=i:}^-
And put jc — natural sine of the < CAE

Then will </ i~-x~1]= sine of the angle EAD

_ . fi:<j;; *:cr ;rCE

Per tl,g- 1 . : b :: v~T=T> ■. b •T^e = de

Now as the area of the trapezia is a maximum the sum

of the perpendiculars CE and DE must also be such j

viz. ax + b y/ 1 — xl is a maximum, whose fluxion is - •

b'-xx

Hence x — =:, 6 the natural sine of the A.

 

Va1 + A1

angle CAE then will ,8 be the natural sine of the angle EAD j and the per

pendiculars CE and DE, 18, and 31, respectively and therefore become one

right line CD. Hence any thing else that is requited may be readily found.

Hexham, August 10, 1768. " " Table
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3«Wf 9/" Saxon Co/W, their Names, Weights, and Values .- from Mr, Clarke\r C'ovj-

nexiin of the Roman, Saxon, slW English C'tiVjj.

Names.

SAXON GOLD COINS.

Weight in Value in their

Troy Grains. Money

about 5+ 6 shillings

3 millings

12 pence.

The Mancus,

The Half- mancus,

The later Mancus, Ora, and An-

K glo-Norman Shilling,

Danish Estimates.

The first: Danisti mark, five ounces, ora hundred Saxon pennies.

The Ora, twelve pence.

SILVER COINS.

Weight in Value in their

Troy Grains. Money

In our Mo

ney.

£■ s.

9

4

Names.

5 pence.

4 pence.

3 pence

£.
o

o

o

above •

In our Mo

ney

d.

21

The Shilling at Five Pence, about n»

The Shilling at Four Pence, 90

TheThrimla, - - ' • 67

The Penny, or Sceatta, - 22?

TheHtelfling, - nj

The Farthing, - - 5 s

BRASS COINS.

Styca, 2 to a farthing.

This table is not intended to be so exact as to regard the fractions of a far

thing.

An useful Extras!from Berdmore'j Trea

tise on the teeth.

** *T^ H E methods of whitening the

J. teeth, and of preserving them

from tartarous concretions, or disco

louring slough, are very different in

this town, and seem to concur only in

this one point—that they all are ex

tremely pernicious, as they are now

used, excepting only where the tarta

rous matter is removed by the instru

ment j for all act directly for the de

struction of the enamel, either by me

chanical grinding or cbtmical dissolution.

Those of the former sort, whether'

sold under the name of a powder or an

electuary, whether whitened or darken

ed, or otherwise coloured by certain

additions, are always composed of pu

mice-stone, emery, or some other cut

ting powder : —Those of the latter sort

however tinged with sanguis draconis,

cochineal, alkanet-root, or other

drugs; and however changed in taste'

by spirituous, camphorated, and va

rious mixtures are always composed of

mineral aeids, particularly of the vitrio

lic j and although, in modesty, they are

sailed tinctures, &c. they are really

Oct. 176S.

very powerful menstrua to soften and

destroy the enamel.

That the powders which are usually

sold for cleaning the teeth do in some

measure hurt the enamel, is too ob

vious to need any argument ; but it is

not generally believed that they are so

pernicious, as to deserve particular no

tice or censure.—I thought therefore,

it would not be improper to put this

matter to the test, and to ascertain,

as nearly as possible, in what time, or

how far they are or are not destructive.

I fastened in a vise a sound and well

enamelled human too:h, placing the

convex side uppermost: I then took a,

brush, wetted and cha'ged with a cer

tain tooth-powder, which I had bought

for the purpose, and in less than an

hour, by rubbing quickly with tiiis

brush and pdwJer, I wore away en

tirely the enamel of the part which was

exposed to their action.

The like experiment I repeated with,

all the different tooth-powders which

are sold in this town, and found the

fame effects varied only a little in time,

according to the coarseness or fineness

of the powder, and the different hard

ness of the enamel.

U u u Now
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Now it is well known, that a number

of people brush their teeth with powder*

of this kind two or three times a week;

and if we allow that the brush and

powders generally act on the front

teeth briskly for one-fourth of a mi

nute each time, in the space of a month

they act three minutes, or in two years

seventy-two minutes; that is to fay,

in the space of two years, the teeth

have undergone a great deal more

brushing than was lound sufficient to

destroy the finelt and best enamel.

Hence those ihat brush with powders

only once a- week do not destroy the

enamel in less than five or six years ;

and those who use powders but rarely

can never be brought to believe, that

their teeth are injured by them, be

cause the destruction creeps on too

slowly to be observed.

To all this, I presume, it will be ob-

j ected, that the enamel is known to en-

crease in thickness from childhood to

puberty, although some part of the

original growth is certainly worn away

in the mean time; and since it evi

dently appears from thence to admit of

growth and repair, it may do so like

wise at a more advanced age, and sup

ply whatever is lost by the use of tooth-

powders. It may be added too, that

although it seldom or neves is restored

in a part where it has once been to

tally separated from the bone, yet it

may, like the bark of trees, receive new

layers, and be repaired, so long as

any part of its internal substance re

mains unhurt beneath.- --Bus all this

reasoning is founded upon suppositions

which are not yet countenanced by

any certain evidence, and therefore

cannot be opposed to daily observations

and matters of fact, which teach us

that the enamel wears away quickly,

even in mastication, after the twentieth

or thirtieth year, and that it is totally

lost at a very early time of life in those

who use tooth-powders imprudently.

Some people, who have been con

vinced ot this truth by striking exam

ples, imagine that the danger may

be avoided by using a cloth instead of

a brush. To try whether this notion

js well founded or not, I took a well

enamelled human tooth, and fixing it

in a vise in the manner mentioned

above, I rubbed it smartly with a

cloth, dipped in tooth-powder, for

half an hour, by which time I found

feeth-Pewiefs. OA;

the enamel quite worn away. Having

repeated the same experiment several

times, I found that the cloth destroys

the enamel in half the time which was

found requisite far this purpose with

the brush ; for which reason, and be

cause it does not enter the interstices

of the teeth, it is evidently more de

structive, and much less effectual in re

moving the tartar. i

Having thus endeavoured to explain

the action of tooth-powders, and

pointed out the evils occasioned by the

indiscriminat: use of them, it is neces

sary, for the instruction of my readers,

and in justice to the people who are in

terested in the sale of such things, to

shew where they may be applied with

out any danger, and how under due

restrictions they sometimes conduce to

the duration as well as to the ornament

of the teeth and gums.

i. Where the teeth are discoloured

with a very thin scale of tartarous

matter, or by a superficial tarnishing

of the enamel, the common tooth-

powders may be used, until that sub

stance is worn away, but no longer,

on any account whatever.

a. After a thick tartarous crust

has been removed by instruments, ai J

tooth-powder may be applied to re

move whatever slight discolouring

matter still adheres to the enamel; but

when that is gone, they should be no

longer continued.

3. Lastly, those who cannot brusk

their teeth often, or take proper care

of them, for want of leisure and con

veniences, may use rough tooth-pow

ders once a month, to clear away the

tartar expeditiously and compleatly ;

because the evils arising from total neg

lect, with those especially who are

by constitution disposed to generate

tartar very quickly, are greater in ge

neral than any that can be produced

by this sparing use of tooth- powders."

Tt /^PRINTER, Ve.

SIR,

IT is a common remark among

people, who are but little acquaint

ed with the works of nature, that ttie

sensitive plants approach very near to

the animal kingdom, at least to those

plant- like sea productions which have

lately been proved to be real animals}

because these plants, when irritated

ever so little, shew a kind of sensation .
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or motion, by contracting their leaves

together, particularly in that genus

called Mimosa by Linnæus, ana re

markably in that species of it called

Mimosa Pudica, or what we call the

Humble Plant, where not only the

leaves contract on the touch, but the

young joints bend down : Betides this

genus, there is also an Oxalit, or Wood

Sorrel of the East Indies, that has a

sensitive quality of contracting its pen-

nated leaves on the least touch.

This extraordinary operation of na

ture, that surprises us so much, has

often been attempted to be explained

by many ingenious men ; and accounts

have been published, hut without that

satisfactory clearness to the public,

which is always expected from the sen

sible investigators of nature. It seems

to be a secret that still lies hid, and

possibly will lie hid from the strictest

investigation of human philosophy.

Indeed the leaves of the sensitive

plants, that we have been hitherto ac-

3uainted with, are so minute and ten-

er, that they cannot be so well dis

sected. But for the satisfaction of the

curious in this way, we have fortu

nately received from Pensylvania, ve

ry lately, a new genus of plants,

quite different from any thing hereto

fore described, whose leaves are suc

culent, and large enough for dissec

tion, and formed in a manner not on

ly new and surprising, but likewise

»ery entertaining ; having at the end

of each leas two lobes, or lips, in the

shape of the eye-lids, an inch broad,

furnilhed with a row of stiff hairs on

the margin of each, so that upon the

introducing of a straw or pin between

them, they contract themselves, and

grasp it quite close. This plant being

an inhabitant of a warmer country

than this, the gardeners observe that

it is most active in a hot-bed, though

it seems to thrive very well in this

country in the open air. The follow.

ing account is what we have been able

to collect of the history of this curi

ous plant :

About three years ago that diligent

and indefatigable botanist, Mr. John

Bartram, an honest sober quaker of

Philadelphia, sent a dried specimen of

this extraordinary plant in flower to

the worthy Peter Collinfon, Esq; of

Mill-bill, F. R. S. the lately deceased,

<sWch>Umcnted friend of all botanists,

by the Indian name, either Cherokee

or Catabaw, but which I cannot now

recollect, of Tippitywichit, which he

said he had collected in the swamps be

yond the Blue-Mountains. At the

request of Mr. Collinfon, the ingeni

ous Dr. Solander, now on his voyage

to the South Seas, in search of the

rarer productions of nature, dissected

this plant before some of his friends s

and from the beautiful appearance of

its milk-white flowers, and the ele

gance of its leaves, thought it well de

served one of the names of the god

dess of Beauty, and therefore called it

Dionaa.

As this name was generally approv

ed of, and so well adapted by that

eminent botanist, I shall only add a

specific mme to distinguish it from

others of this genus, that may possibly

be discovered hereafter. From the

structure then and particular moving

quality of its leaves when irritated, I

(hall call it Dionaa Muscipula, which

may be construed into English, with

humble submission both to critics and

foreign commentators, either Vtnui't

Flytrap or Venus''s Mousetrap.

I have looked into the Index of the

intelligent Mr. Miller's Gardener's

Dictionary for a precedent, and find

that there are plants which have for

merly been called after that goddess,

as Venus's Looking-Glass, and Ve-

iir-s's Navel- Wort, and both adopted

by him.

I presume then that the name of

Vcnusi Flytrap, as it seems most adapt

ed to its powers, may be admitted to

be the molt eligible trivial name, espe

cially as I think myself warranted to

do it from occular demonstration of

this surprising faculty of its entrap

ping little animals, such as ear-wigs,

spiders, and flies, where they are ei

ther squsezed to death, or remain im

prisoned till they die.

But it is to the indefatigable indus

try of Mr. Young of Philadelphia,who

stiles himself botanist to the king,

that we have the pleasure of viewing

the sensitive qualities of this rare plane

in perffction.

He has lately brought several plant*

from America of this new genus in

a vigorous state, which he disposed os,

before his return, to the curious col

lectors of rare plants about London,

who have had the good fortune to

U u u 1 have
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hive one of them produce a spike of

flowers. It has much the appearance

of our English Lady Smock. It is from

Jhis specimen that au elegant drawing

J.i now made both of the leaves and

flowers, an exact copper-plate of

which, it is hoped, will loon be en

graved, for the entertainment of the

curious, and the amusement os the

public.

I am, Sir, your's, &c.

Sept. 1, 1768. J. E.

The Particulars of the barbarous Murder

us the celebrated Abbe Winkelman.

(Seep. }S6J

FRANCIS ARCANGELI was born

of mean parents near the city of

Pistoia, and bred a cook, in which

capacity he served in a respectable fa

mily at Vienna, where having been

guilty of a considerable robbery, he

was condemned to work in fetters for

four years, and then to be banished

from all the Austrian dominions after

being sworn never to return. When

three years of his slavery were expi

red, he found friends to intercede in

liis favour, and be was released from

serving the fourth, but strictly enjoin

ed to observe the order of banishment;

jn consequence of which he leit Vien

na, and retired to Venice with his pre

tended wife Eva Rachel, hi August

1767, notwithstanding his oath, he

came to Trieste with a view to settle ;

but afterwards changed his mind, and

returned to Venice ; where, being dis

appointed of the encouragement he

probably expected, he came again to

Trieste in May 1768. Being almost

destitute of money, and but shabbi

ly dressed, he took up his lodg

ing at a noted inn [probably with a

view of robbing some traveller.] In a

few days the Abbe Winkleman arri

ved at the fame inn in his way from

Vienna to Rome, and was lodged in

the next apartment to Arcangeli.

This circumstance, and their dining

together at the ordinary, first brought

them acquainted. The Abhe expres

sed a desire of prosecuting his journey

with all possible expedition, and Arc

angeli was seemingly very assiduous in

procuring him a pafftge, which the

Abhe took very kindly, and very libe

rally rewarded him for his services. His

dep.irlure however being delayed by

die master of the vessel which was to

Relation os the Murder Oct:.

carry him, Arcangeli wss more' than

ordinarily diligent in improving every

opportunity of making himlelf accepta

ble to the Abbe, and their frequent

walks, long and familiar conversations,

aud the excessive civility an! attention

of Arcangeli upon all occasions that

offered, so improved the regard which

the Abhe had begun to conceive for

him, that he not only acquainted him

in the general run of their discourse

with the motives and the event of his

journey to Vienna, the graces he had

there received, and the offers of that

ministry ; but informed him also of

the letters of credit he had with him,

the medals of gold and silver which he

had received trom their imperial ma

jesties, and, in short, with all the things

of value of which he was possest.

Arcangeli exprest an earnest desire to

see the ruedaU, and the Abbe an equal

eagerness to gratify his curiosity ; but

the villain no sooner beheld the fatal

coins, than yielding to the motions of

his depraved heart, he determined trea

cherously to murder and rob the pos-

scllbr. Several days however elapsed

before he put his cruel design into ex

ecution, in which time he so officiously

and courteously conformed himself to

the temper and situation of his new-

friend, that he totally disarmed the

Abbe os all mistrust, and had actually

inspired him with a sincere friendship.

In the morning of the 7th of June

being determined no longer to delay

his bloody purpose, he bought a sharp

pointed knife, the instrument he in

tended to use in the execution, and

then going to the coffee- house, he

there found the Abbe, who paid for

him as usual, and continued with him

in conversation till they both went

home to dinner. After dinner they

went again abroad together : but the

villain having meditated a new scheme

he parted from the Abbe, and went

and purchased some yards of cord,

with which he returned home, and re

tired to his chamber. 'Till the Abbe

came home he employed^hiniself in

twisting the cord and forming a noose ;

and having prepared it to his mind,- he

placed that and the knife in a chair

ready. Soon after this the Abbe came

in, and, as his custom was, invited

Arcangeli to supper. The chearful-

ness of the Abbe, and the frankness

and cordiality with which he received

and
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and treated Mm staggered him at first,

and the sentiments of humanity so far

took place, that his blood ran cold

with the thoughts of his cruel inten

tion, nor had he at this time courage

to execute ir. But the next morning,

June the 8th, both goirtg out of the

inn together, and drinking coffee at

the usual house, after Arcangeli had

pretended in vain to hire a vessel to

'carry the' Abbe toBagni, they return

ed to the inn, and each going into his

own room, Arcangeli pulled off his

coat (probably to prevent its being

stained with blood) and putting the

knife unsheathed, and the cord into

his waistcoat pocket, about nine he

went into Winkelman's chamber, who

received him with his accustomed

frankness, and entered into chat about

his journey and about his medals ; and

as he was upon the point of his de

parture, he invited the man, who was

that instant to be his murderer, in the

most affectionate manner, to Rome,

where he promised him his best assist

ance. Full of those friendly sentiments,

the Abbe fat himselfdown in his chair,

When instantly the assassin, who stood

behind him, threw the cord over his

head, and drew it close. The Abbe

with both his hands endeavoured to

loosen the cord, but the murderer with

his knife already unsheathed stabbed

him in several places. This increased

tMe struggle, and the last efforts of the

unhappy victim brought both of them

to the ground ; the murderer however

was' uppermost, and having his knife

still reeking with blood in his hand,

plunged it five times into the bowels of

his wounded friend. The noise os the

falk, and the groans of the Abbe,

alarmed the chamberlain of the house,

who hastily opening the door, was wit

ness to the bloody conflict. The assas

sin, surprized in the fact, dropped the

blooJy knife, and in his waistcoat on

ly, without a hat, his breast open, and

his stiirt covered with blood, he esca

ped out of the inn •.

With the cord about his neck, and

his wounds streaming, the Abbe had

still strength to rise, and descending

"Winkelman. 525

from the second floor to the first, he

placed himself against the balustrade,

and called for assistance. Moved with

compassion, thole who heard his cries

hastened to his relief, and helping him

to his room laid him upon bis bed ;

where, having no hope of recovery he

received the lacraments, and made hi*

will. After suffering a great deal with

heroic constancy, and truely christian

piety, not complaining of his murder

er, but most sincerely pardoning him,

he calmly breathed his last about four

in the afternoon.

In the mean time the assassin had es

caped into the Venetian territories, -

where, not thinking himself safe, he

pursued his way to Pirano, with a de

sign to embark in whatever (hip was

ready to fail; t» whatever place ; but

expresses being every where dispatched

with an account of the murder, he

found himself surrounded with dangers

on all sides. Having found means,

however, to change his cloaths, he

quitted the high road, and passing

through forests and over mountains

unknown to him, he at length came

to a road that led to Labiana, and

had already reached Planina, when a

drummer mistaking him for a deserter,

caused him to be apprehended. Upon

his examination, not being able to give

a satisfactory account of himself, and

being threatened by the magistrates of

Aldefperg, he voluntarily confessed the

murder, and eight days after commit

ting the fact, was brought back to

Trieste, heavily ironed, and under a

strong guard. Here he was tried, and

being found guilty, as well on his

own confession as on the clearest evi

dence, he was sentenced by the empe

ror's judges to be broken on the wheel

opposite to the inn where he had per

petrated the murder, and his body to

be exposed in the usual place of execu

tions. On the 18th of June he was in

formed of his sentence, and on the

zoth of the same month it was execu-

in all its points, in the presence of an

innumerable multitude, who flocked

from all parts to see the execution.

(See p. 445.)

* To those ivbo have never been in Italy this escape may seem incredible \ but tret'

•velleri tell us, that there the common people take no more notice of the tj'cape of a mur

derer, than here they do of a debtorfrom an arrest. .

EjctraJt
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fxtraasnm Herporr's Essay, on Truthi

of Importance, &c. &c. Wherein

tne Doctrine ot Oaths, is relative to

civil and religious Government, it

impartially considered, lately tranjlat-

tdfrtm the German.

" TF any people were so incor.side-

X rate at to make a tender os unli

mited power to a ruler, if he were in

hit right senses, he would not accept

it, because to reign over fools and

madmen is no great honour. The

court sycophants, with Hobbs and

Machiavel, who insinuate other maxims

of government, are guilty of high trea

son against the sacred rights of man

kind. They fatally deceive even

princes themselves, and at the fame

time betray their ignorance of truths

grounded in the very nature of man

and not to be eradicated by force or

artifice. I am mightily pleased with

tlit generous answer of an Englilh gen

tleman to King James II. who was ex

tolling an arbitrary government ; " I

cannot believe, laid he, that the Crea

tor as all things made mankind with

saddles on their backs and bridles in

their mouths, and a dozen or two of

fellows to ride them at their pleasure."

In all free slates it is a received maxim

that the sovereignty relts in the laws,

and in the support aud execution of

them reds the safety of the whole state;

and while this maxim is adhered to

every thing goes well. But governors

who had authority committed to them

for these good purposes soon came to

abuse it j and these guardian angels,

so beloved and honoured, were, by an

insatiable ambition, turned into de

mons. To check this evil the oath was

contrived, though the world had fub-

Sfted above two thousand years with

out any such thing. This tie was to

suppress all attempts to arbitrary

power : accordingly rulers swore they

would not make an ill use os their au

thority, and subjects that they would

be obedient to their rulers and the laws.

This was practised amongst the antient

Greeks and Romans ; but they never

trained the oath so far as Christians do.

We not only call on God as a witness,

which was the utmost of their oath,

but we invoke God as an avenger.

When we insult the divine majesty by

a false oath, we devote ourselves to his

everlasting curse 4 we exclude ourselves

3

from the salvation obtained for us by

his redeeming Son ; we, poor reptiles,

formally, and before many witnesses,

call down his vindictive justice; we to

tally renounce his mercy now, and ist

the hour of death we deprive ourselves

of every good both in time and eterni

ty j we render ourselves subject to him

wrath, which is a consuming and un

quenchable fire, burning down to the

lowest hell ; for all this is included in

these words, So blip me God."

Speaking of religious oaths, this.

honest writer fays ; (after telling us,

that in the year 4,89, Euphemius, pa

triarch of Constantinople, refused to

crown the emperor Anastasius, till he

had engaged in writing, and upon

oath, to maintain the purity of the

faith, by which was then meant the

decrees of the council of Cbalcedon.

Anastasius, though he had the bett

rights to the crown, could not pro

mise himself a quiet possession of it but

by complying with the patriarch, and

therefore he swore what he desired.

But when be sound himself settled on

the throne, he sent Euphemius into

exile, and, notwithstanding his oath,

openly sided with the sect of the Ace-

pbali.) " From this fountain flow all

the oaths which, to this day, are taken

by Christian princes at their coronation,

to defend religion and the church. By

religion, in those times, was meant no

more than to defend the canons, which

yet were much fuller of curses than

ble'ssings : for the clergy were afraid

that princes might institute other forms

less adapted to the dignity, doctrine,

and lives of the ecclesiastics. The peo

ple were, for a long time, excused from

any oath ; but the princes were strictly

bound to it, because their power was

quite necessary to the churchmen for

enforcing the decrees of councils, and

punishing the contumacious ; and

therefore well has Thomas Aquinas

said, principes nil nifi brachia cleri futfe.

In the 8th century prelates were like

wise obliged to take this oath ; and

pope Gregory II, who, in opposition

to the emperor, ordered images, re-

licks, &c. to be worshipped, thought

fit to add to the oaths of the clergy

this short, but very significant clause,

likewisefidelity and obedience to the Roman

pontiff. The popes at first met with a

general opposition to this oath, except

among their most implicit votaries. A

Polifli
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ToYidx arehbifhap, even in the' twelfth

century, spolte vehemently against it

as an utijustiri.ibe innovation, and con

trary to the canons ; nay wrote to the

fee of Rome that this oath could nei

ther be imposed, nor taken, with a safe

conscience. But the curious manu

facture of making the costly pallium

hiving been set dp at Rome, and to

be had in no other part of the universe,

all opposition to this oath was obliged

to submit, especially as that usurping

see had afterwards, by means of the

toncordala, extorted the power of col-

latiag to bishoprics in Germany, France

and Spain. The protection and favour

of the Roman fee being now the surest

way to preferment, the clergy dropped

their opposition to the oath of obedience.

And this oath Gregory VU. drew up

with such circumspection, that in it

little mention is made even of the ca

tholic faith ; but the sum of all duty it

a quiet obedience to the Roman fee,

without troubling one's self with any

thing farther. At length this servile

«ath came to be imposed on the laity,

but it was at a time of such deplorable

ignorance, that among the young peo

ple very few could say the Lord's

prayer, and as few among the elder

fort knew any thing more of the creed.

The council of Thoulouse, in the year

iijj, enacted that all males from

twelve years and upwards should ab

jure whatever was contrary to the holy

Roman church and the orthodox faith:

likewise should believe, and adhere to

the catholic faith, as believed and taught

by the Romish church, and, to theut-

enost of their power, should discourage

and prosecute all heretics whatever.

By this senseless oath did the poor

laity bind themselves to believe what

they did not understand, nor were they

to examine, in order to understand.

So closely was the light of the gospel

bidden under the bushel of superstition,

that scarcely could one single ray of it

break forth amongst men. ---But even

our reformation has greatly contribut

ed to the propagation of religious oaths:

for the council of Trent having made

a decree that all catholics should swear

to the canons, and continue in faith

ful obedience tq the fee of Rome, the

supporters of the Augiburgh confession

unanimously agreed chat all princes,

counts, barons, towns and subjects

JhoulJ swear, that, to the utmost of

5*7
their power, they would promote th*

truth which they professed, and sted-

fastiy continue in it. And thus theis?

forms, confessions, and catechisma

were introduced in the place of the

popish canons, acts and decrees of

councils ; and established by the very

fame iniquitous means that the others)

had been. This they called, as the pa

pists did before them, building up Ibe

natolc body in the unity of the spirit. But

the real unity of the spirit was better

established by persecution and disper

sions, than by any ecclesiastical consti

tutions, decrees, canons, &c. to which

so many oaths hare been added for

the better consolidation of the church's

political constitution. But to the true

members of the church they are of no

more use than a bandage for binding;

a sound limb to the body ; and with

regard to false members, they may be

compared to the fastening a putrifiei

limb to a sound body. The more the

church departed from its primitive

simplicity, and assumed worldly gran

deur, the more its constitution deviat

ed into a political system : The priests

began to hold diets or meetings digni-

1 fied with the appellation of councils}

they enjoined confessions of faith a*

nerves for connecting the church'a

lifeless body, and they made canons as

laws j and the holy fathers accounting

their stalls so many tribunals, soon got

the ascendant over princes, so that the/

established the ecclesiastical acts as di

vine precepts and immutable laws,

strengthening them with severe penal

ties, and ordering that an oath mould

be taken to observe them : and not on

ly the ignorant people, but the very

princes bowed their necks to receive

this vile yoke. In these diets they were

not unmindful of promoting their ovao.

welfare, as if in that consisted the

church's prosperity. This is the very

foundation of the Vatican. Under an

increase of power, and the imposition

of oaths, is Antichrist grown up to

his presents enormous bulk. But let

us not deceive ourselves. The man of

perdition, Antichrist, is to be found

in all places. Whoever makes himself

judge over his brother's conscience,

forcibly obtrudes on him his own ima

ginations, burthens conscience* with,

terrible oaths, for the fake of human

edicts, and persecutes the true disci

ples, the living members et" the church ;

such
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Encomium on Patriotism'. oa;

fiich an one, whether pope or king,

clergy or layman, is Antichrist. Ma

ny popes were men of parts, confide-

ration and piety, and there have been

many worthless country parsons great

Antichrists in their little spheres."

Encomium on Patriotism,from Rousseau's

Miscellaneous Works.

''IT is certain that the most ruiracu-

A lous efforts of virtue have taken

rife from patriotism. This agreeable

and lively sentiment, which gives to

the force of self- love all the beauty of

virtue, gives it also an energy, which,

without making it unnatural, renders

it the most heroic of alt passions. It

is this which hath produced so many

immortal actions, the glory of which

dazzles our weak eyes ■ It is this

which hath produced so many great

men, whose antiquated virtues have

passed for mere fables, ever since pa.

triotism hath been turned into deri-

Jiun. Not that this is a matter of fur

prize: the transports of sufeeptible

hearts appear, in like manner, altoge

ther chimerical to those who have not,

or cannot, experience them ; and the

love of one's country, an hundred

times more lively and delightful than

a passion for a mistress, cannot be con

ceived by those who have never felt it.

But it is easy to remark in every heart

that is warmed by it, in all the ac

tions it inspires, a more glowing.more

sublime ardour, than attends the pu

rest virtue when separated from this

passion. Let us oppose Socrates even

to Cato ; the one was the greater phi

losopher, the other more of the citi

zen. Athens was already ruined in

the time of Socrates, and he had no

other country than the universe. Cato

had the cause of his country ever at

heart ; he lived only for its welfare,

and could not survive its destruction.

The virtue of Socrates was that of the

wisest of men; but Cato, compared

with Cscsar and Pompey, seems to be

a God contending with meer mortals.

Socrates instructed a few individuals,

opposed the sophists, and died a martyr

to truth i but Cato defended his coun

try, its liberties and laws, against the

conquerors of the world, and at length

resigned his breath, when he no Ion*

ger had a country to serve. A wor

thy pupil of Socrates would be the

anost virtuous of his cofemporaries ;

but a worthy follower 6T Cato would

be one of the greatest. The virtue of

the former would constitute his happi

ness ; the latter would seek his happi

ness in that of the whole society. We

should be instructed by one, and di

rected by the other ; and this alone is

sufficient to determine the preference

between them : for there never were

a people made philosophers, but it is

not impossible to make a people hap

py."

In his letter, addressed to Voltaire,

in defence ofDivine Providence, speak

ing of toleration, he says, " I am in

censed as well as you, that every man's

faith should not be lest at perfect h>

berty; and that man should dare to

lay a restraint on conscience, which

it is impossible for him to penetrate ;

as if it depended on ourselves to be

lieve, or not to believe, respecting

things incapable of demonstration, or

as if reason could ever be subjected to

authority. Have the kings of this

world any inspection into the next r

And have they a right to torture their

subjects here below, in order to force

them into paradise ? No. Every hu

man government is limited by its na

ture to civil obligations ; and, what

ever that sophist Hobbes may say about

the matter, if a man discharges his

duty toward the state, he owes no ac

count to any one, in what manner he

serves God. I know not if that just

Being will not one day punish every

instance of tyranny exercised in his"

name ; at least, I am sure he will never

justify them, nor refuse eternal hap

piness to any sincere and virtuous be

liever. Can I doubt, without ossending

hisgoodnefs,andeven his justice, that an

upright heart will be excused an invo

luntary error, or that irreproachable'

morals are not more estimable than a "

thousand whimsical modes ef worship

prescribed by authority, and rejected

by reason t I will go farther; if it were

in my power to chuse, to purchase

good works at the expence of faith,

and to make up for my supposed inn- '

delity, I should not hesitate a moment ;

but had rather have to say to the Dei

ty ;" I have done, without thinking of

you, the good which is agreeable to

you ; my heart hath been inclined to

your will without knowing it ;" than to

have to fay to him, .as I must ov.e day

do, " Alas, I love and yet have never

ceased
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ceased to offend you ^ I have known

your will, and yet have done nothing

conformable to it."

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, June 18, 1768.

SO very strong is sometimes the

cold fit preceding the fever, that

it is more dreaded by the patient than

the hot one itself.

Wherefore to lessen this symptom,

and thereby render it more tolerable,

give, before the setting on of the cold

ness, right ale with a little ginger,

which will dilute the blood, and occa

sion the cold fit to be lesi.

The following prescription is very

efficacious to this purpose, as it well

dilutes and separates, and is good

against treruors in the extreme parts,

ft Of barley water, 3 pints j

Common oxymel, 3 ounces;

Sal polychrestum, 1 drams ;

Rhenish wine, 4. ounces.

Mix them. The dose is one or

two ounces or more.

Every quarter of an hour after the

seizure of the cold fit, or rather as

soon as they feel it approaching, the

patient may drink even twice the

quantity warm, and so go on for two

hours after the fever, even though he

throws it up again.

Tnis regimen observed, he will be

free; it always succeeds, and is the belt

medicine to abate the coldness, and

spasms, attending the cold fit, and

every way conducive thereto: it is

good for the subsequent fever like

wise.

Oxymel is made by boiling only

two parts of clarified honey, with

one part of vinegar, in a glazed ves

sel, over a gentle tire, to thethickne;s

of syrup.

Sal Polychrestum is made thus :

throw in by. degrees into a red hot

crucible a mixture of salt petre and

flower of Brimstone equal parts. Let

them stand in fusion two or three

hours. Pour it into a clean, dry,

copper vessel ; when cold powder and

dissolve it in water; filter it through

paper, then evaporate it, which will

render the crystalized salt very white.

Heister, in his 600 and odd cafes, used

it much.

This compound salt, formerly cried

up so much for the many virtues its

Oct. j768.

name imports, is now thought such a

trifle, as to be excluded tbe last refor

mation of the Dispensatory, and really

sal prune! is preferable, which is made

almost the fame way, but with left

sulphur and trouble, and that thrown:

in too by little and little after the nitre

is melted ; but removed from the fun

nel soon after the conflagration is over.

But after all, either is an idle pro

cess, and pure nitre, alias, salt petre,

is better than both. For the volatile

and watery parts likewise of the nitre

is carried off by the sulphur, and no

ways to the advantage of the medi

cine. So instead of sal polychrestum,

so tedious to prepare, and now become

much out of use, plain salt- petre, or

sal prune), with those who are still

wedded to it will do better by far ; as

we (hail-fully shew hereafter in our in

tended reformation of physic, and the

apothecary's shop.

Curious Leeuwenhoeck tells us, that

those two salts, by this process combined

into one may be seen witn a "micros

cope floating about singly and sepa

rately when mixed with warm blood.

Your's, J. Cook.

To tbe AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, July 10, 1768.

APhrenzy has been happily cured

by a large and sudden bleeding

at the nose. Siverinus therefore, in

imitation of nature, cuied many of

this most melancholy calamity by cut

ting the temporal artery, as I myself

have done on other occasions with suc

cess.

The reason is good, because bleed

ing takes away only the force of the

blood returning towards the heart,

but the section of an artery takes oss

the force of the blood flowing directly

from the heart. <

A decoction of tamarinds with the

juice of lemons and nitre, is an ex

cellent medicine in a phrenzy, of

which the patient may with safety,

take such large draughts, or often,

till he labours under a Diarrhœa, by

which tbe distemper has been happily

removed, and from thence no manner

of danger is to be apprehended.

Your's, J. Cook.

An excellent restrin^ettt Balsam.

TAKE, ofoilof vitriol fivedramsj

Oil of turpentine two drams ;

X x x Gradually
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Gradually mix them in an open

vessel, not of metal, then add, a little

at a time, two ounces of spirits of

wine ; by shaking them in a, phyal,

the mixture becomes a balsam, to be

kept for use.

The dose to adults is thirty or forty

drops in any convenient vehicle for

any kind of haemorrhage, 01 bleeding,

and for an overflow of the menlcs

also.

For the females fake I acquaint them

here, that the flow of the menstrua,

unless in a malignant small pox, al

though not at a stated period is not a

symptom always so terrifying, as it

frequently happens to women during

the time of their pregnancy, and in a

few days, without the help of any me

dicine, ceases of itself.

J. Cook.

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

IT is asserted in the fourth of the

thirty nine articles of our church,

that Christ ascended into heaven with

flesh, bones, and all things appertain

ing to the perfection of man's nature---

now as, at present, I cannot by any

means reconcile this assertion to the sa

cred scriptures, and yet must subscribe

it again, if I would ever enjoy any

preferment in the church ; I would

beg therefore the favour ot your in-

jerting this in your next Magazine,

as I should be obliged to any of my

brethren of the chrgy, who would lie

fo kind as to give me their brotherly

assistance in order to the satisfying my

scruples on this head.

I am, Sir,

Your constant reader,

A Country Curate.

N. B. The texts, which ttvs article

seems most expressly to contradict,

are i Cor. xv. 50. and Phil. iii. »i.

Thesolloi'.mg Extras! may he acceptable

to many of our Country Readers.

«« rpHERE is not any domestic

X animal perhaps more profitable

to the Farmer than a sow. It comet

the soonest to perfection of any crea

ture ot the size, is very prolific, and

affords great variety of nourishment.

Its food is in a great measure the of

fals of the farm-house; and if care

oa.

In the Repository forstlicl

was taken to provide greater plenty

of food agreeable to them, their nun •

ber might be greatly increased. If

pigs have rings put in their noses early,

they may be put to feed on lucern, or

clover, which they are very fond of.

In Germany the method is to cutoff

with a pair of scissars the gristly snout

or nose, by wliich alone they are ena-

bled to grub up the ground ; no harm

whatever will follow to (he pig, for it

will feed again in half an hour after

the operation. I cannot here avoid

censuring a strange inattention in our

country inhabitants, who have long

bc?n told of the excellency of parsneps

for swine, yet have scarcely ever raised

a parsnep for that purpose. In Britany,

where they have been long in use, ai

well as in Guernsey and Jersey, they

reckon a good crop of parsneps equal

in value to two crops of wheat, chiefly

for the nouristVing of swine and of

cattle. There it not any food that

fattens the first sooner, or gives a bet

ter rdish to their flesh. For this pur

pose they are sliced or boiled a little.

The waste liquors of the kitchen are

very proper for this purpose. When

cows are fed with them, they give

plenty osexcellently well relished milk,

which, in the dead of winter, yields

vvsll-sl.ivoured butter; and yet this

most useful plant has been hitherto en

tirely neglected as a food for cattle. The

reason seems to be, that many people

have conceived an opinion that pits"

neps are not wholesome food for men;

but I can, from my own experience,

as well as that of others, affirm that

they arc very wholesome, and more

wholesome than perhaps any other

root. It is to be hoped that the pre

mium offered by the society of arts,

for the best manner of feeding hogs,

may bring to light some useful hintson

this subject." [See Repositoryfor stUB

Pieces in Agriculture, No. I.]

AN ingenious paper on the culture

and management of bemp aud

flax, lately published ", contains the

following observations on the horse-

chetinut, which may be acceptable

and useful, we think, to our readers,

who are conversant in agriculture.

The horse-chestnut has hitherto been

cultivated only for its fliade, beauty

in spring, and (peedy growth. I"

Turkey, the nuts are given to horfrj

afflicts*

Pitctj in Agriculture, 3c.
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afflicted with shortness of breath ; and

] iicc the tree has its name. Late

experience has taught us, that tjie

nuts are very efficacious in whitening

hemp, flax or cloth, and the tree is on

this account more worthy of cultiva

tion. A soil that is rather moist than

dry, agrees best with it, and it is ea

sily propagated by the nuts. Cattle

and slieep are fond of the leaves of

the horse-chestnut, and they are found

to be good nourilhnient for them.

If boiling water be poured upon the

nuts, to take off their bitterness, they

become excellent food for fattening

hogs and fowls. They may also be

made into starch.

When the nuts are used for whiten

ing hemp or flax before they are

scutched, or thread before it is wove,

they should be rasped into water, in

which the raspings are to remain for

twelve hours,, stirring the liquor fre

quently. It is then to fettle for a

the Fcrfe Chestnut. 53 1

quarter of an hour, when the white

liquor resembling a solution of soap,

and frothing like it, is poured off. If

the nuts are to be made use of in a

large quantity, they must be broken

into a paste, or dried,' or ground in

a mill. Either way they readily dis

solve in water, and communicate to it

their saponaceous quality. Twenty

middling chestnuts are sufficient for six

quarts of water, which, when used,

must be made so warm that the hand

can scarcely bear it. What settles at

the bottom is very good for fowls, be

ing mixed with bran.

This liquor is also of singular ad

vantage in the first scouring of silk,

for it will not only brighten its colour,

but it will fit it the better to receive

any other colour. If the cocoons

were put into this liquor, when the

silk is reeled off, we should have much

less of it yellow."

Mr. Reed's Question in p. 304. answered by William Crakelt.

CONSTRUCTION. Describe a rightangled

BC may be triangle ACB, whose legs AC,

BC may be 30 and 40 chains respectively : and

from C, as centre, with a radius equal to 60 chains,

describe a circular arc intersecting AB, produced n,

both ways, in E and F : then bisect this arc in G, ^

and draw the lines AC), BG, and CABG wiil be

the trapezium required ; since the triangle ACB

being of a given magnitude, the trapezium will be the greatest possible, when

the diagonal CG terminates in the highest point of the circular arc, or is per

pendicular to the other diagonal AB —the calculation will from hence be very

easy, and come out for AB 50 chains; for AD 18 ; for BD 31; for CD 14;

for GD 36 j for AG 40. 2491, and lor BG 43.1663, &c. chains.

 

The Lift of Pope Sixtus V.

from p. 46}.

Continued

THE nobility of Rome, and the

country round about it, were

arrived to that height of vice and in-

solence, in the reign of Gregory XIII.

that they had entirely given up all

pretensions to fommon justice and ho

nesty. Many of them, who had con

tracted large debts with the merchant;

and tradesmen, without any design of

e»er paying them, used to send thrm

away with threats and hard words,

when they asked for their money ;

and if they came a second time to treat

them with a good bastonading, and tell

them, " They would knock them on

the head, is they gave them any fur

ther trouble;" which frightened them

so, that they durst not go to law with

them, for sear of losing their lives as

well as their money.

Sixtus, who had taken notice of

these things before he came to the pa

pacy, and was resolved to put an end

to such arbitrary and unjust proceed

ings, sent for a gentleman that had

owed a large sum of money, for a con

siderable time, to a draper, and always

used to Oiufflle him off, when be came

to demand payment, with faying,

" That gentlemen never payed their

debts, but when they pleased." When

he eame before the Pope, together

with the draper, who was likewise sent

X x x % for
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for, he not only made him pay the

money down immediately, but sent

him to prison, and ordered a process

against him, for having unjustly de

tained it 10 long : He, at the fame

time, commanded all the merchants

and tradesmen to bring him in a lilt of

their debts, with the names of the peo

ple that owed then, which he paid off,

and took upon himself. This gave

filch an alarm, that many, who were

indebted to the merchants, went to

pay them that very niglit, begging of

them, for God's (alee, to cross their

names out of their books, and give

them such receipts, as might shew as

if they had been paid long ago, lest the

pope should come to know it. This

fear was not without reason ; for one

of the spies having informed Sixtus,

that a certain merchant had concealed,

or not delivered m a debt due to him,

from a gentleman of considerable for

tune, he sent for his books, and find

ing it true, he, in vain, endeavoured

to clear himself, by saying, *' He was

paid, and had forgot to take it out of

his book ; for the Pope, declaring he

had been guilty of disobeying his or

ders, delivered him into the hands of

justice, to be punished for his crime.

Sixtustookaway the privileges of the

cardinals menial servants and domes-

ticks, compelling them to pay their

creditors who they used scandalously

to trifle with. In the mean time lie

generously paid the debts of people

who haJ met with misfortunes, and

were net able to do it themselves : By

which means he soon restored the pub

lic credit, and saved many families

from destruction. As to those cardi

nals whose revenues were not sufficient

to support their dignity, without bor

rowing money, lie immediately, upon

enquiry into their debts, sent them

money to discharge them. He forbid

every one to draw a sword, on pain of

death, or to carry am s that had

been prohibited. This kept men of

hasty and quarrelsome tempers in so

much awe, that they durst not even go

to filly-cult's ; but were forced to con

tent themselves with laying, *' Well !

Sixtus cannot live for ever." Most of

the gentlemen left their swords at

home ; and they that could not be pre

vailed upon to do lo, took gi eat care not

to make any use ot them. About this

time theit came cut a Pasquinade, in.

wir,i.iiPasri<iinwi« represented on horse

back, galloping oft' as fast as he could,

and Marforio alking, " Why so fast i"

He answered, " It's time to get away,

faith, the Pope is in such a humour,

that I believe he would (hew no favour

to Jesus Christ himself," By an edict,

in his first consistory Sixtus enjoined

all prelates to repair to their dioceses,

and nut to leave them, upon any ac

count, for the space of six months. He

prudently and resolutely cleared the

ecclesiastical state of the banditti who

had long infested it, and committed a

a prodigious number of robberies and

murders. In short, those who had

seen the great licence and debauchery

of Gregory's days, were astonished to

find so great a reformation, wrought

by these severities, in the space of a

few months, throughout the whole

city and country. Greater regularity

and decorum could not be observed

in a convent, than there was, now,

in eveiy private family nor were the

religious bouses ever better governed.

Sixtus behaved with equal rigour to

wards the greatest princes, for before

he had been rive months Pope he

quarrelled with Philip II of Spain,

Henry III of France, and Henry king

of Navarre, on various causes in sup

port of his pontifical and temporal

authority, and excommunicated the

latter, with the prince of Conde :

Yet, when his anger was a little sub

sided against the king of Navarre, Jie

did justice to his great qualities, and

would not contribute one milling to

the league. He often said, " Three

such princes as Henry of Navarre,

Elizabeth of England, and Sixtus of

Rome, were fufhcient to govern the

world." That queen had no less an

esteem for him ; and when any body

spoke to her of matrimony, used to

fay, in a jocose manner, " I will have

nobody but Pope Sixtus." Which be

ing told to him, he laughed and said,

" If we were to lie together one night,

we should get another Alexander."

His management with the several great

powers of Europe was refined, and

shewed him to be a great matter in

politicks ; but we shall not be particu

lar in those matters as history has done

justice to hi* character. He, after

some time, (hewed great savour and

gratitude to all those from whom he had

received any good offices, of all which,
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he had kept an account when he was a

monk, in his diaries, with the names

of his benefactors, which he called his

memento v.niorum. Three of these dia

ries he had made when a monk, and

another when he came to be cardinal.

We /hall give an instance or two of the

use he made of them.

" Whilst he was bachelor in divi

nity, and resided at Macerata, he

went, one day, to a shoemaker's (hop,

to buy a pair of (hoes ; after they had

disputed a good while about the price,

the shoemaker told him, " He would

take no less than seven julios." Mon-

talto could not afford then to give

more than six j and said, " Perhaps,

I (hall be able to give you the seventh

some time or other." Some time or

other, replied the shoemaker, but when

will that be ? When you come to be

pope I" " Yes, said Montalto, that I

wiil, with all my heart, and pay you

interest for your money too." " Well

then, answered the shoemaker, since I

see you .ire not without hopes of being

Pope, you (hall e'en have them upon

those terms." Montalto asked him his

name, and said, " He would be sure to

remember the bargain," which set

the shoemaker a laughing. This he

put down in his diary, amongst other

occurrences of the day, at his return

to the convent.

When he met with it, in turning

over his journal, after he was pope,

he sent to Macerata, to know if the

shoemaker was yet alive ; and being

informed that he was, he ordered the

governor of that place to send him up

directly to Rome, guarded by one of

his officers, without letting him know

the reason of it.

As it was above forty years since

this affair happened, the shoemaker

had entirely forgot it, and could not

conceive the meaning of being sent (or

by his holiness. As (bon as he arrived

at Rome, he was introduced into the

pope's presence, who asked him, " If

he had ever seen him at Macerata."

The poor shoemaker, almost frighted

out of his wits, said, '■ Never, that

he recollected." " No, says Sixths,

don't you remember that I once bought

a pair •of shoes of you there?" The

shoemaker, more confounded than

ever, said, " He knew nothing at all

of the matter." " Well, then, says

the Pope, I must remember for you j

I am in your debt, and sent for vou

hither to be payed." The (hoemaker,

who could not comprehend the mean

ing of this, stood speechless, till the

pope explained the mystery, by laying,

" You formerly fold me a pair of lhoes,

in the price of which you gave me cre

dit for a Julio ; that I promised to pay

you with interest when I was pope ;

now that 19 come to pass, I have a

mind to shew myself an honest man,

by being as good as my word ;" and

immediately ordered his majordomo to

fee how much the interest of a julio,

at 5 per cents came to in 40 years, «nd

then to pay him both principal and in

terest, dismissing him with, andate in

pace, go in peace. The shoemaker,

went away very well pleased, and had

already swallowed a large sum ; but

when the majordomo came to him

again, with three julios in his hand, and

said, «« There's your money, write a

receipt for it," he began to mutter j

and meeting some of his countrymen,

who waited, with impatience, at the

gates, to know what he was sent for,

he told them, " His holiness had

made him come to Rome only to pay

him three julios; complaining, that his

journey had already cost him above

twenty crowns, without reckoning the

expence of his return."

Sixtus could not help laughing very

heartily, when his spies gave him an

account of the shoemaker's behaviour;

and that he was setting out again di

rectly for Macerata, in a very peevish

humour. But he had scarcely got out

of Rome, before he was overtaken by

a messenger, with orders to return ;

" for his holiness had forgot something

that he designed to say to him." When

he came before the pope a second time,

he was aiked by him, " Whether he

had any Ion j" and answering, " That

he had one, who was in orders and a

servite," the pope bid him send for

him to Rome, and Itav himself till he

came. In the mean time, he made a

strict enquiry into his life and con

versation ; and finding him a man of

good character, he gave him a bishop-

rick in the kingdom os Naples. The

(hoemaker coming soon alter to return

thanks, Sixtus laid to him, " We

hope you are now satisfied for the use

of your julio."

Not less grateful and humourous was

hie behaviour to Father Sajviati, of the

Augustine
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Augustine order. We have already

taken notice os the manner in which he

lest Florence, in (he year 1564, upon

the account os some disputes wi.h his ge

neral, who sent to all the convents of the

Franciscans, betwixt there and Rome,

to apprehrnd and confine him as a de

serter; that Montalto suspecting it,

took another rout, and avoided all

the houses of that order. In this ex

pedition he a/rived, one evening, at a

convent of Augustine*, of which Fa

ther S ivi.iti, a young man, very civil

and obliging in his behaviour, was the

prior. Tinmen Montalto thought fit

to conceal the rank lie held in his or

der t>oni him, he, nevertheless, re

ceived him very hospitably; and, as the

chamber where strangers usually lodg

ed at that time, happened to be out

of repair, he gsve him part ot his own

bed. When Montalto took his leave,

in the morning, either because he real

ly wanted money, or to make a trial

os his friendship, he asked him to lend

him sour crowns, which he promised

to pay again in a short time. Salvia-

ti readily complied with the request",

and took his note, which he had wrote

in a different hand from what he com

monly iifrd, and signed with a sham

name. The Auguttine having waited

a long time without hearing any thing

fiom his debtor, asked some of the

Franciscans if they knew such a one of

their order, calling him by the name

which he had subscribed to the note,

but could not get any intelligence of

him, there being no religious of that

name, that he could find, amongst the

Franciscans. Sixtus, meeting with an

account of this adventure in bis jour

nal, ordered the general of the Au-

gultines to (end for father Silviati, if

he was yet alive, for he wanted to fee

and sutak to him. This religious be

ing engaged, at that time, in a quarrel

with his bishop, about some trifling

matter (as is often the cafe betwixt

bilhops and regulars) the bishop com-

plained.of him to the congregation os

caidinals, that is appointed to adjust

such disputes ; and the general imagin

ed his holiness had lent lor Salviati, to

reprimand, cr, perhaps, to punilh

him so; his contumacy : He was con

firmed in his opinion, by the grave,

or rather angry manner, in which he

had given him that order; and, think

ing it would please the pope, delivered
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him into the bands of four monks, to

be guarded by them all the way, who

were as lordly, ' and kept as strict a

watch over him, as if they had been so

many archers.

The hilhop, hearing of the manner

in which Salviati was conducted to

Rome, began to triumph exceedingly,

as he thought it was in consequence of

the complaint he had made against:

him by the caidinals to the pope, who,

he did not question, would handle him •

with his usual severity ; and could not

help laying to his chapter, in the

gaiety of his heart, " 1 am mighty glad

I have found a way to curb the inso

lence iii' this Augustine ; we must do

these things sometimes, to humble

such people, and teach them to behave

with prorc-r respect to their bishop."

Salviati thought himself ruined j all

his friends advised him to wait upon

the biihop, and make a submission to

him, to ice if it was possible to soften

him that way ; but the monks that

weie sent 10 attend him, were so offi

cious, they would not give him tirue to

do this. When he arrived at Rome,

he was carried directly to the p->pe,

by his general, who, being ordered to

withdraw, left him alone with bis ho

liness! Poor Salviati tiembled so, that

he could hardly speak ; and began to

m ike apologies and excuses for his be

haviour to the bishop, as he could not

possibly think of anv other reason why

lie was sent for : Sixtus, who knew

nothing at all of this difference, pre

tended to be acquainted with it, and

laid, " You are highly to be blamed

for behaving in that dill espectful man

ner to your biffiop, who is a prelate of

great worth : But that is not the occa

sion of our fending for you at present 1

You are accused of embezzling the

goods and revenue of your convent,

which we (hall call you to an account

for; hut first we are wiSlingto hear what

you have to fay for yourlels." Salvia

ti took a little courage, when he found

he was sent for upon an affair that

would prove much to his honour, if it

came to he examined into, as he bad

considerably augmented the estate of

the convent, by his good management

and ceconomy ; and said, in a very

humble manner, "He should willingly

submit to any punishment his holiness

thought proper to inflict upon him,

if he was sound guilty of what he

charged
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charged him with." Sixtus replied,

in a stern manner, " Take care what

you fay, we lnve proof sufficient to

convict you. Is it not true, that when

you was prior of an Augustine convent,

in the year 1564, a religious of the

Franciscan order lodged with you one

night, and borrowed tour crown9 when

he went away the next morning,

which he never payed you again ? Now,

we desire to know, what right you

had to dispose os your convent's

money, in that manner." Salviati

recollected the thing, but did not in

the least dream, that Sixtus was the

person he had formerly lent the money

to ; and ventured to lay, " It is very

true, most holy father ; and I should

have lent him more if he had asked

me, for he seemed to be an honest

man, but he proved a knave, and a

rascal, and gave me a note with a (ham

name to it ; and, notwithstanding I

have made all possible enquiries, I

have never been able to hear any thing

of him." The pope couU not for

bear smiling, and laid, " You need

not be at any farther trouble in your

enquiries ; for, take my word for if,

you will never find him : But he has

ordered us to pay that debt, and re

turn you his thanks. Are you content

to take us tor your debtor ?" Salviati,

upon this, began to think he remem

bered something of his face, and to

suspect he was the very man ; lo that

the pleasure he received from what the

pope laid last, was much abated by the

fear he was in, of having provoked

him by the harsh names ol knave and

rascal. Sixtus, who easily perceived,

from outward appearances, how vio

lently he was agitated within, and

was impatient to acknowledge the sa

vours he had received from him, put

an end to his pain, by laying, " It is

high time to stiew our gratitude ; we

are the person you was so kind to;

and as you received us hospitably in

your convent, it is but just we should

entertain you in the same manner :

And calling for Cardinal Montalto,

he ordered him to appoint Salviati an

apartment in his palace, and to enter

tain him at his table, till he found

some way of providing for him.

The general of the Augustines, who

waited to fee the ifi'ue of this inter

view, was very well pleased to find it

so different from what be expected ; and
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went with Salviati to wait upon Cardi

nal Montalto, who treated them with

much courtesy ami complaisance :

But it is scarce possible to express the

astonishment of the bishop, when he

was informed by a friend (whom he

had desired to lend him an exact ac

count of the proceedings against Sal

viati), " That instead of being lint to

be punished for his lniblencc, as he

expected, he had an apartment assign

ed him in the Vatican, and was en

tertained by his holiness, like one of

his relations."

During the silaceosa month ormore

that he itayed at Kome, the pope sent

for him several times, to examine his

capacity, and find but what fort of pie-

ferment would please him best : He at

first designed to have made him gene

ral of his order, and the gener.il a

bilhop ; but, as he perceived he was

desirous of leaving the regulars, he

gave him a considerable bifhoprick,

that happened to be vacant at that

time. This promotion, which w:is a

sufficient recompence, and much great

er than he could expect, was highly

agreeable to Silviati, an honour to his

order, a heartbreaking to his adver

sary, to fee him upon an equal soot

ing with himself, a surprize to all the

world; and gave Pasquin occasion to

say, that bijboprkks -were now fold jor

sow crowns a-piece.

Several other things of this kind he

did, to the great astonishment ot" every

body, as it was inconceivable how he

could recollect the most trifling and

minute circumstances of transactions

that happened so long ago. If we con

sider the great care and exactne/s

witk which he registred every accident

that had befallen him thro' the whole

course of his life, one would think he

must have had some presentment, or

fore-knowledge, of what he was to he :

But nothing gave him Ib much plea

sure, as looking over the occurrences

that happened whilit he lived in a

cloyster.

When he heard of any one's d;n:h,

that had ever dons him a service, he

teemed much concerned 'that he had

lost an opportunity of making them a

recompence, which he used to do com

monly to the nearest relations : As for

thole that had at any time done him a

prejudice, if he d;d them no good,

he at least did them 110 harm, but

seemed
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seemed to despise the injuries his ene

mies had endeavoured, to do him.

Whenever he exhorted any body to

forgive affronts, or ill usage, he used

to propose himself, as an example to

them, and said, " If we were to re

venge all the persecutions that have

been raised ngainst us, we must destroy

no inconsiderable part of the Francis

can order."

Sixtus's government in civil con

cerns wis wife and politick : He

was also an encourager of learning

and arts, and of arms and the mili

tary science ; he established funds for

the purpose of building gallies and

erecting fortifications, the famous Je

suit, Clavius, being his engineer.

His publick works were noble and

magnificent, so that it was said, what he

did in the few years he was pope, to-

wardsbtautifying and adorning the city

of Rome, exceeded all that had been

done by the Roman emperors : nor was

his care confined to that city : he fortifi

ed thefrontiers oftheKcc]esiastic:il State,

particularly towards Naples of which

he intended to dispossess the Spaniards;

made Loretto a city ; aud furnished

Civira-Vecchia with fresh water. He

established man) noble charities, parti

cularly one of 3000 crowns per annum,

for the redemption of christian cap

tives out of the hands of infidels. He

built the famous Vatican library, and

caused a large brass chest to be made

and deposited in the tower of St, An-

gelo, winch he called the treasury of

the Roman church, proposing to lay

up a million of crowns in it every year.

When the rights and immunities of

the church were in dispute, he treated

prince?, emperors, and their ambassa

dors with little respect, nay with rude

ness and haughtiness, and though at

the beginning of his pontificate he

encouraged the League jn France,

yet latterly he woulil not contribute

one single shilling for its support; so

that in fact Henry IV. in great mea

sure, owed his establishment on the

French throne to Sixtus. As he had

a longing eye upon Naples, he under

hand urged Queen Elizabeth of Eng

land to fall upon Spain, and though ne

blessed, &c. the Invincible Armada fit

ted out against her, is thought to have

given her the first advice of its desti

nation.

la the midst of all his cares and
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fatigues, in the conduct of domestic

and foreign affairs, he did not forgtt

his own family : " But he behaved in

this, as in every thing else, with great

prudence and circumspection ; for ex

cept in the instance of bringing them

to Rome, and creating his nephew a

cardinal in the first month of his pon

tificate, he proceeded but slowly in

conferring savours upon them. His

first endeavour was to acquire the re

putation of just and eealouj ; when he

saw this pretty well established, and

that he was revered and looked upon

with a sort of admiration by all the

world, and that it was matter of asto

nishment to every body, how he railed

.money to accomplish hi* vast designs,

and perform such things as surpassed

the grandeur and magnificence of the

ancient Romans ; he then began to

think of his family, and settled an in

come of 100,000 crowns per anaum,

in estate and ecclesiastical benefices,

besides 150,000 crowns in houses, rich

furniture, plate, and jewels, upon his

nephew the cardinal; heaping upan

him the most honourable and lucra

tive employments in his disposal, as

chancellor of the church, arch-priest

of St. Maria Maggiore, protector of

the kingdom ot Poland, &c. Ib

short, he was not only the richest and

moll powerful cardinal of his time,

bu the most caressed and beloved ; to

which his princely manner of behavi

our did not a little contribute.

Alter he had sufficiently taken care ot

him, he made such a provision for his

nieces, that they were envied by ladies

of the greatest families in Rome. They

were both of a disposition that wonli

have done honour to the most exalted

birth. As one os them was only twelve,

and other but ten years old when tber

came to Rome, his holiness committeJ

them to the care of two noble ma

trons, as governesses, by whose exam

ple and instructions, they learned to

bthave in a manner that would have

shamed many who were born prin

cesses.

They were asked in marriage by fe-

vtr.'.l of the first quality, and the el

dest, Donna Oisina, was given to Mats:

Anthony Colonna, prince of Sonurao

and Manupelli, duke ot Tagglicoito

and Paliano, marquis of Aliens,

count of Albi, high constable of the

kingdom of Naples, knight of the Go\-

eek
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(ten Fleece, and grandee of Spain.

The estates of this prince being much

impaired by living in a manner suita

ble to his quality, and the great (urns

which his father and grandfather had

spent in the service of Charles V. and

Philip II. bethought so accomplished

a woman, with the immense fortune

she was certain to have, would restore

his family, which was one of the best

in Italy, to its ancient splendor and

magnificence;

There were many other advantages

likely to accrue from this match,

wfiich made him desire it the more ea

gerly, ft was no less agreeable to Six-

tus, upon account of the great honour

it reflected upon his family, the sup

port and protection they might expect

from an alliance with a house of so

freat credit and authority, not only in

raly but in Spain, and indeed all over

Europe, as it likewise furnished him

with an opportunity of (hewing his

gratitude to a family, which, as he

acknowledged; had conferred many

great obligations upon him. The pope

save her torJier dower 100,000 crowns,

esides two thousand pistoles to defray

the expence of the wedding. The car

dinal and her mother each 10,600, her

brother 6030. When he gave them

bis benediction, he could scarce refrain

from (bedding tears of joy. The nup

tials were celebrated with a royal pomp

and magnificence, in the presence of

sixteen cardinals, six ambassadors, an

Infinite number of nobility, and per

sons of the highest distinction. Be

sides balls,' masquerades, bonfires, illu

minations, and other demonstrations

of joy through the Whole city; upon

this occasion, the conduits were made

to run with wine for the space of eight

flays.

The king of Spain, either out of

compliment to Colonna, as his high

Constable Qf Naples, or to ingratiate

himself with Sixtus, sent the bride a

jewel worth 8000 crowns.

Besides the large dower which the

Pope had already given her, he made

her husoand a prelent of the ./'a/ fatro-

■natut of several abbies, and abolished,

by a special bull, the custom of solemn

ly excommunicating that family every

Holy Thursday, which had prevailed

ever since the time of Boniface Vlls. a

circumstance of great honour, which

they were never able to obtain before

/though they had often earnestly soli-
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cited it) notwithstanding the many

signal services they had done to the

crown of Spain, the empire, the church,

the Holy See, and all Christendom.

That he might likewise be in a ca-

Jiacity to pay his debts, which were

arge and numerous, and buy such

estates and lordships as lay convenient

'for him, he lent him 400, oco crowns

out of the Apostolkk Chamber, fof

ten years, without interest. Certain

it is, that this match preserved the fa-

milv of Colonna from absolute ruin

and destruction.

As he had succeeded so well in mar

rying one of his nieces, he thought lie

had much reason to hop: he might dis

pose of the other, whose name wae

Flavia, in a manner equally advanta

geous ; especially as it was an honour

aspired to by many cf the principal nor

bility. The only difficulty resulted

from the number os suitors. Gregory

Buon Compagnon, duke of Sora, ne

phew to Gregory XI II. demanded her

for his eldest son : but Sixtus would

not listen to his proposals, as he had

no respect for that family, since the ill

usage he met with, both from Gregory

himself and cardinal St. Sixtas, whilst

he was at the head of affairs in his un

cle's pontificate.

The next that offered himself wai

Frederick Saveili, to whose personal

merit and family there could be no ob

jection ; but when his estate came to

be examined, it was found to be muc

incumbered, and his debts lo large

that her dower was not sufficient 10

pay them off.

At last Virginius Orsino was fixed.

upon, who had a yearly estate of

100,000 crowns, free from all manner

of debt, and of a family that none

could stand in competition with, ex

cept that of Colonna : as it was

thought such an alliance betwixt thole

two great housi-s would strengthen and

aggrandize them both, to him stie was

given, with a- dower equal 10 that of

lier filler, and the marriage celebratfd

with no less splendor, to the infinite

satisfaction of the Pope, and Donna

Camilla.

[ The rest in our next.}

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

THOUGH after all our enquiries

into the phenomena of nature,

V y y and
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and our attempts to resolve them into

their proper causes, it still remains out

of human power to impede their ope

ration, yet this can be no rational mo

tive for desisting from their investiga

tion ; and there ia no moral impro

priety at all in indulging a curiosity to

search after the remote fountain, tho'

we are not able either to purify or di

vert the muddy channel.

Agreeably to this, what shall we

think of the late extraordinary sum

mer ? Among other enquiries into and

solutions of it, please to take the fol

lowing. It was observable in this

county and probably in most other

places, that almost constantly after a

fall of rain the clear iky l acceding be

came by degrees, often in one day,

sometimes in two, often only in half

a day, replete with a thick bed of va

pours, commonly called, a watry slcy,

which by their early appearance after

the preceding rain had just then been

condensing in the upper regions of

the air ; and since this was the cafe,

those regions must have been consider

ably colder than the lower, and has

tened that concretion of vapours

which so soon condensed and gravi

tated in large drops. Add to this,

that the rain has been attended by the

wind from all the quarters, which fa

vours the supposition of these rains

proceeding not generally from the

wind, as they often do, but from some

other cause.

It is observable again, that the lower

regions of the air near the earth have

•U this while been seasonably warm,

sometimes indeed sultry : Now this

promoting the exhalation of essences

from the bosom of the earth then hear

tily moistened with rains, and these

arising in great plenty, checked in their

ascent by the chill of the superior and

fermented by the warmth of the infe

rior air, may they not thus have pro

duced the late uncommon quantity of

lightening and thunder. And this es

pecially, as there have very rarely been

wanting clouds in the lower regions

to confine the expansion of these va

pours. On Saturday September 14,

the barometer rose from a degree be

low changeable to near two degrees

above it j but when this change hap

pened, it was attended, for almost two

days after, with a warm south wind,

and in little longer than this small

fc>ate of time tiioic bed* of condenied

vapours in the upper air ceased to

shew themselves, except three or four-

times faintly, and soon disappeared.

May not this southern blast then have

probably been a warm one ' and re

duced or softened the chill of the up

per air whereby these vapours have

been all along condensed ?

Farther, the variableness of tin

winds which is assigned by Dr. Halley

(Phil. Tr. N. 181.) to be here in Eng

land the principal cause of the rise

and fall of the mercury in the baro-

mtter, may have contributed by their

different directions from us, as from a

center, to have kept the mercury low,

and thus have oftentimes concurred

with thegeneral cause abovementioned\

we have also frequently had contrary

winds blowing over the fame placet

when the two winds in the upper

and lower regions have had a conside

rable difference in their velocities.

These phænomena therefore concurr

ing with the very frequent condensa

tion and precipitation of vapours hi

the upper regions may have cooperat

ed in the cause of the many very sud

den and heavy showers. But let ma

add, that the descent of rain proceed

ing srom^ great variety of causes, me

diately and immediately, viz.. the

coldness of the air, and thence the con

densation and precipitation of vapours

therein, the direction of the winds,

and their inconstancy, the obstruc

tion of mountainous parts, the rare*

factions of the air by heat, &c. con

tribute all to produce different wea

ther in different places, and cannot.

both on account of their variety and

inconstancy, be always ascertained]

circumstantially in local cases; much

less in general ones, such as have hap

pened last summer—What was almost

as uncommon as the summer itself, we

have had two water spouts, I think

three, one near Edinburgh, another in

Cornwall, and another, if I recollect

aright, somewhere off this ccast.

In regard to the dews in general,

being more or less ; and the late mills

or fogs sometimes going off in vapour,

sometimes condensing into drops, &c.

ordinary phænomena, these are well

known, and are the effect of changes

in the air and weather, and at matt

only indications but not efficient

causes of them.

There has been likewise another un

common phwnoruenon, viz, the fiery

meteqc
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meteor on Wednesday evening, Au

gust 31, and on the day following the

prodigious fall of rain in most parts of

England, which I conceive to have

been in a great measure the effect os

that phenomenon. That this accenfion

has been occasioned by a fermentation

of an inflammable track of air is not

to be doubted, as also that it appeared

in a moist air not unlike the ignes

fatui in low and marshy places ; it

ended likewise with an explosion un

heard. Should I attempt to resolve

this gloomy phenomenon, I humbly

conceive my ideas of it would be too

dark to be worth the attention of the

publick—I wisli I could fee them clear

ed up.

Upon the whole, if any of these opi

nions are ill grounded, I mail not scru

ple to own I have been in the clouds—

*Tis an airy subject, and I venture to

offer no more than an airy solution,

which however is so much demeaned

and submitted to better judgments,

that I (hall be truly glad to fee it so

lidly confuted, if false ; and much

more so, to see a more rational solution

proposed in it's stead, for the fake of

the world and your humble servant,

Corset, Oct. 5, 1768. Clericus.

P. S. Query, may not the excessive

told of the air last winter have contri

buted to this quantity of rain by chil

ling the upper regions of the air,

which are not capable of receiving so

great a degree of warmth from the

action of the returning fun as the lower;

and, possibly, from some causes out of

the reach of our knowledge, may not

have been warmed so soon.

Letter to the Inhabitants of the British

Colonies. By Mr. Dickenson.

Beloved countrymen,

PERHAPS the objection to the

late act, imposing duties upon pa

per, &c. might have been safely rested

on the arguments drawn from the uni

versal conduct of parliaments and mi

nisters, from the first existence of these

colonies, to the administration of Mr.

Grenville.

What but the indisputable, the ac

knowledged exclusive right of the co

lonies to tax themselves, could be the

reason, that in this long period of

more than one hundred and fifty years,

no statute was ever pasted for the sole

juirpose of raising a revenue on the co

lonies f And how clear, how cogent

must that reason be, to which every

parliament and every minister, for so

long a time submitted, without a sin

gle attempt to innovate ?

England in part of that course of

years, and Great-Britain, in other

parts, was engaged in fierce and ex

pensive wars, troubled with some tu-

multous and bold parliaments ; go

verned by many daring and wicked

ministers 5" yet none of them ever

ventured to touch the palladium of

American Liberty; ambition, avarice,

faction, tyranny, all revered it.

Whenever it was necessary to raise

money on the colonies, the requisitions

of the crown were made, and duti

fully complied with. The parliament

from time to time regulated their trade,

and that of the rest of the empire, to

preserve their dependencies, and the

connection of the whole in good order.

The people of Great-Britain in sup

port of their privileges, boast much of

their antiquity. Yet it may well be

questioned, if there is a single privi

lege of a British subject, supported by

longer, more solemn, or more uninter

rupted testimony, than the exclusive

right of taxation in these colonies

The people of Great-Britain consider

that kingdom as the sovereign of these

colonies, and would now annex to

that sovereignty a prerogative never

heard of before. How would they

bear this, was the cafe their own r

What would they think of a new pre

rogative claimed by the crown ? We>

may guess what their conduct would

be from the transports of passion intq

which they fell about the late embargo,

laid to relieve the most emergent ne

cessities of state, admitting of no delay;

and for which there were numerous

precedents. Let our liberties be treat

ed with the fame tenderness, and it it

all we desire.

Explicit as the conduct of parlia

ments, for so many ages, is, to prove

that no money can be levied on these

colonies, by parliament, for the pur

pose of raising a revenue ; yet it is not

the only evidence in our favour.

Every one of the molt material ar

guments against the legality of the

ltamp act operates with equal fore*

against the act now objected to ; but

as they are well known, it seems un-

rjeceslary to repeat them here.

Y y y a Tsui
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Thit general one only shall be con

sidered at present. That though

these colonies are dependant ?n Gi eat-

Biitain , and though (lie has a legal

power to make laws for preserving

that dependance ; yet it is not neces

sary lor this purpose, nor essrntial to

the relation between a mother country

and her colonies, as wai eagerly con

tended by the advocates for the stinip

aft, thfit she should raise money 4 on

them without their consent.

Colonies were formerly planted by

warlike nations, to keep their enemies

in awe; to relieve their country over-

biirthened with inhabitants ; or to dis

charge a number of discontented and

troublesome citizens. But in more

modern ages, the spirit of violence be

ing in some measure, is the expulsion

may be allowed, sheathed in com

merce, colonies have been fettled by

the nations of Euroj e for the purposes

ot trade. These purposes were to be

attained by the colorr.es raising fortheir

mother country those things which (he

did not produce herself; and by sup

plying thtnisclves fi'ora her with things

they wanted. These were the national

objects in the commencement of our

cptonies, and have been uniformly so

hi their promotion.

To answer these grand purposes,

perfect -liberty was known to be ne

cessary; all history proving, that trade

and fitedom are nearly related to each

oilier. By a due regard to this wise

and just plan, the intant colonies ex

posed in the unknown climates, and

unexplored wildernesses of this new

■world, lived, grew, and flourished.

The parent country with unde

rrating prudence and virtue, attentive

to the first principles of colonization,

eVew to herself the benefits the might

reasonably expect, and preserved to

her children the blessings, on which

those benefits were founded. She

made laws, obliging her colonies to

carry to her all thole products which

she wanted for her own use ; and all

those raw materials which she chose

herself to work up. Besides this re

striction (he forbad them to procure

manufactures from any other part of

the globe; or even the products of

European countries, which alone

couid rival her, without being first

fcfought to her. Jn (hon, by a va-

Enormily os tbe American 'Taxes'. Oct*

riety of laws, (he regulated their trade

in (uch a manner, as (lie thought most

conducive to their mutual advantage,

and her own welfare. A power was

reserved to the crown of repealing any

laws that should be enacted. The ex

ecutive authority of government was

all lodged in the crown and its repre

sentatives ; and an appeal was secored

to the crown from al i judgments in the

administration of justice.

For a. I these powers established by

the mother country over the colonies;

for all these immense emoluments de

rived by her from them ; for all their

difficulties and distresses in fixing them

selves, what was the recompense made

them ? A communication of her rights

in general, and particularly of that

great one, the foundation of all the

rest— that their property, acquired

with (o much pain and hazard, should

not be disposed of by any one but

themselves—or, to use the beautiful

and emphatic language of the sacred

scriptures, " that they should Ct every

man under his vine, and under his

fig tree, and none should make them

afraid."

Can any man of candour and know

ledge deny, that these institutions,

serin an affinity betwetn Great Bri

tain and her colonies, that sufficiently

secures their dependance upon her; or

that for her to levy taxes upon them,

is to reverse the nature of things ? or

that she can pursue such a measure,

without reducing them to a state os

vassalage ?

Ifany person cannot conceive the su

premacy of Great-Britain to exist,

without the power of laying taxes to

levy money upon us, the history of

tbe colonies and of Great-Britain

sines their settlement will prove

the contrary. He will there find

the amazing advantages arising to her

from them—the constant exercise of

her supremacy and their filial sub

mission to it, without a single rebel

lion, or even the thought of one, from

the fnft emigration to this moment-—

and all these things have happened,

without an instance of Great-Britain

laying taxes to levy money upon

them.

How many British authors have re

monstrated that the present wealth,

power and glory of their country ans
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founded on these colonies! As con

stantly as streams teni to the ocean,

have they been pouring the fruits ot

all their hbours into their mother's

lap. Good heaven ! And (hall a total

oblivion of former tendernesses and

blessings be spiead over the minds of

a wile peopie, by the sordid acts ot in

triguing men, who covering their sel

fish projects ur.der praences of public

good, flrtt enrage their countrymen

into a phrenzy of passion, and then

advance their own influence and in

terest, by gratifying that passion,

which they themselves have basely ex

cited ?

Hitherto Great-Britain has been

contented with her prosperity. Mo

deration has been the rule of her con

duct. But now a generous and hu

mane people that so often has protect

ed the liberty of strangers, is inflamed

into an attempt to tear a privilege

from her own children, which, if exe

cuted, must in their opinion, link them

into staves: And for what? Fora per

nicious power, not necessary to her,

as her own experience may convince

her ; but horribly dreadful and detes

table to them.

It seems extremely probable, that

when cool dispassionate posterity shall

consider the aff^dtionate intercourse,

the reciprocal benefits, and the unsus

pecting confidence, that have subsisted

between these colonies and their pa

rent country, for such a length of

time, they will execrate with the bit

terest curies the infamous memory of

thole men, whose pestilential ambition,

unnecessarily and wantonly, first open

ed the sources of civil discoid be

tween them; suit turned their love

into jealousy ; and first taught thele

provinces, filled with grief and anxiety,

to enquire.

Metis ubi mattrna est ?

Where is maternal affection.

Cosy of the Agreement entered into by the

Inhabitants of Boston, the Capita! of

tl>e Province of Massachusetts-Bay.

TH E merchants and traders in the

town of Boston having taken in

to consideration the deplorable situa

tion os the trade, and the many diffi

culties it at present labours under, on

account of the scarcity of money,

which is daily increasing, for w^nt of

{he oilier remittances to discharge our

of Boston. 34$

debts in Great-Britain, and! the large,

sums collected by the officers of the

customs for duties on goods imported 5

the heavy taxes levied to discharge

the debts contracted by the govern

ment in i ne late war; the embarrass

ments and restrictions laid-on the trade

by several late acts of parliaments

together with the bad success of our

cod-fishery this season, and the discou

raging prospect of the whale-fistiery,.

by which our principal sources of re

mittance are like to be greatly dimi

nished, and we thereby rendered una

ble to pay the debts we owe the mer

chants in Great-Britain, and to con

tinue the importation of goods front

thence :

We the subscribers, in order to re

lieve the trade under those discourage

ments, to promote industry, frugality^

and ceconomy, and to discourage lux

ury and every kind of extravagance,

do promise and engage to and with

each other as follows :

First, That we will not fend for or

import from Great-Britain, either up

on our own account, or upon commis

sion, this fall, any other goods than

what are already ordered for the fall

supply.

Secondly, That we will not send for

or import any kind of goods or mer

chandize from Great-Britain, either

on our own account or on commission,

or any otherwise, from the ift of Jan.

1769, to the 1st of Jan. 1770, except

salt, coals, fish hooks, and lines, hemp

and duck, bar lead and shot, wool-

cards and card- wire.

Thirdly, That we will not purchase

of any factor, cr others, any kind of

goods imported from Great-Britain,

from Jan. 1769 to Jan. 1770.

Fourthly, That we will not import,

on our own account, or on commis-

siuns, or purchase of any who shall im

port from any other colony in Ameri

ca, from Jan. 1769 to Jan. 1770, any

tea, glsss, paper, or other goods, com

monly imported from Great-Britain.

Fifthly, That we will not, from ar.d

after the ill of Jan. 1769, import into

this province any tea, paper, glass, or

painters colours, until the act imposing

duties .on those articles shall be re

pealed.

In witness whereof we have hereun

to set our hands this 1 It day of

Aug. ij6«.

frent
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CavakoSe, &c. at Bostoni Oft!

frmt the Boston {New-England) Ga

zette.

Boston, Aug. 4.

YESTERDAY his excellency go

vernor Bernard issued the fol

lowing proclamation :

" WHEREAS the peace and good

order of the province hath been of

late greatly interrupted by the riots

and tumults which have taken place

in divers towns within the fame :

I do by and with the advice of his

majesty's council, issue this proclama

tion, hereby strictly enjoining all ma

gistrates, sheriffs, and their deputies,

and all civil officers whatever, in their

several districts and departments, with

in the said province respectively, to do

their utmost for preserving the public

peace, and for the protection of all

his majesty** subjects whatever. And

that to this end and purpose, they take

effectual care, so far as to them re

spectively appertains, to put in execu

tion the laws for preventing, suppres

sing, and punishing all riots, tumults,

and unlawful assemblies.

And I do hereby likewise call upon

all his majesty's good subjects, within

the province, to exert themselves in

promoting peace and good order, in

restoring vigour and firmness to the

government, and in supporting the ci

vil officers in the due execution of the

)aws.

Given at the council

chamber in Boston, &c.

F*.A. BERNAilD."

Takenfrom the Boston (in New England)

Evening-Post os August is, 1768.

ON Monday the 15th instant, the

anniversary of the ever memora

ble 14th of August, was celebrated by

the sons of liberty in this town, with

extraordinary festivity. At the dawn,

the British flag was displayed on the

Tree of Liberty, and a discharge of

fourteen cannon, ranged under the

venerable elm, saluted the joyous day.

At eleven o'clock a very large company

of the principal gentlemen and re

spectable inhabitants of the town, met

at the hall under the tree, while the

streets A«rere crowded with a concourse

of people of all ranks, public notice

having been given of the intended ce

lebration. The music began at high

noon, performed on various instru

ment', joined with voices ; and con

cluding with the universal admired

American song of liberty. The gran

deur of its sentiment, and the easy

flow of its numbers, together with an

exquisite harmony of found, afforded

sublime entertainment to a numerous

audience, fraught with a noble ardour

in the cause <jf freedom : the song wa»

closed with a discharge of cannon

and a (liout of- joy ; at the same time

the windows of the neighbouring

houses, were adorned with a brilliant

appearance of the fair daughters of

Liberty, who testified their approba

tion. The following toasts succeeded,

viz.

1. Our rightful sovereign George the

Third. 2. The queen, prince of Wales,

and the rest or the royal family. 3.

The sons of liberty throughout the

world. 4. The glorious administration

of 1766. 5. A perpetual union of

Great Britain and her colonies, upon

the immutable principles of justice and

equity. 6, May the sinister designs of

oppressors, both in Great Britain and

America, be for ever defeated. 7.

May the common rights of mankind

be established on the ruin of all their

enemies. 8. Paschal Paoli and hit

brave Corsicans. May they never want

the support of the friends of libei ty.

9. The memorable 14th of August,

1765. 10. Magna Charta, and the

Bill of rights. 11. A speedy repeal of

unconstitutional acts of parliament,

and a final removal of illegal oppres

sive officers, it. The Fanner, ij.

John Wilkes, Esq; and all indepen

dent members of the British parlia

ment. 14. The glorious ninety-two,

who defended the rights of America,

uninfluenced by the mandates of a mi

nister, and undaunted by the threats

of a governor.

Wnich being finished, the French

horns sounded ; and after another dis

charge df the cannon, completing the

number ninety-two, the gentlemen in

their carriages repaired to the Grey

hound tavern in Roxbury, where a

/ruga! and elegant entertainment was

provided. The music played during

the repast : after which several perti

nent toasts were given out, and rhe

repeated discharge of cannon spoke the

general assent.

Upon this happy occasion, the whole

company with the approbation of their

brethren in Roxbury, consecrated a

free)
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tree in the vicinity ; under the (hade

of which, on some future anniversary,

they may commemorate the day,

t -which shall liberate America from her

present oppression ! Then making an

agreeable excursion round' Jamaica

pond, in which excursion they receiv

ed the kind solutation of a friend to

the cause by the discharge of cannon,

at six o'clock they returned to town ;

and passing in slow and orderly pro

cession through the principal streets,

and round the state-house, they retired

to their respective dwellings. It is al

lowed that this cavalcade surpassed all

that has ever been seen in America.

The joy of the day was manly, and an

uninterrupted regularity presided thro'

the whole.

7# the Printer osthe St. James's Chron.

S IR,

I Consider you, and your devils about

you, as a kind of court of grie

vances, and am come to lodge a com

plaint with you. I do not much hope

for redress indeed, but it will be some

cafe to my heart to pour out its grie

vances.—I am of late from a spright

ly fellow become a peevish mal-content;

and am as unhappy among the people

of England, as if some misadventure

had Robinson-<rusotd me, by throwing

me into a desert iste (worse than Mur

phy's, if possible) where I could have

nothing but seals and wild goats for

my companions. Indeed my present

real situation is worse than the imagi

nary one. I should, in the supposed

case, have had intercourse with crea

tures which act according to their na

ture, and from which my expectations

could not be disappointed ; whereas

now I not only sec men as trees walking,

but as trees living, mere 'vegetables,

where I looked for rationals. Their

news-papers, those pretty little mo

dern histories, hold up to us the truest

portrait of their minds. Every co

lumn of these journals abounds in ad

vertisements, which point out the chief

object of their attachment.

Silver spoons, lap-dogs, horses, ne

groes, bank notes, old blankets, dia

mond rings, pointers, pocket-books,

canes, musss, and such tralh, meet the

eye in every page, in the several predi

caments of stolen, strayed, eloped, lost,

run-away, missing, &c. &c. The mu

nificence of the rewards offered on

such occasions, too plainly shew, that

the stress of life is laid on these bau

bles : But what touches me home is/

that while theft signs (not fins) of men,

are so anxious about trifles, they are per

fectly easy under such losses, as make it

criminal to be patient under them. We

have daily before our eyes poor unfor

tunate noblemen, who' have lost every

estimable quality, every grain of com

mon honesty, every scruple of public

spirit, all their understanding, every

tittle of religion, the blusli of modesty,

the nerve of fortitude, whatsoever

things are honest, • whatsoever things

are of good report—are gone, all'

gone——stolen, strayed, eloped, run

away, or otherwise vanished j and yet

there is no advertising about it ; and"

what makes this matter still worse is,

that they hav« not only lost whatever

they had of good, but they have sup

plied the place of it with the dregs of

hell. If the world laid a proper fires*

on what is truly valuable, I should ex

pect frequently to see the Daily Ad

vertiser crowded with such advertise:,

ments as the following :•»•

Advertisement I.

Stolen or strayed from the heart of

Lord — ", the few sparks of candour

and justice, which were at first given,

him for the purposes oflife. The thief*

the better to disguise the theft, slipped

a quantity of barren sophistry, equivo

cation, and injustice, under his Pia

Mater, which has had a strange effect

upon this unfortunate nobleman. He

ivinis ivell ever since, but cannot get

a wink ofsleep. Whoever will bring,

back bis candour and justice again, shall

be handsomely rewarded, and no ques,

tions asked.

II. Lost, between the beef-steak r/a*,

and the Purlieus ofCrvent Garden, the

little stock of honesty and good fense,

which nature had given Lord .

Whoever stole it, left in its stead a

large parcel of impudence, senseless

wit, buffoonery, and prosaneness. A,

large premium will be given to any

person who will bring it to the owner,

If any one concerned in the above

theft will peach his accomplices, he shall

have his majesty's pardon, and be ad

mitted as evidence.

III. Stolen, from Sir B——D .,

a few grains of modesty, and fewer or

honesty. A great bundle of brass were

left to their stead with this inscrip

tion
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.** To ptattjourfront and con
tion—

N. B. Whoever will bring the above

to the owner (hall receive a double-see.

IV. Eloped from Lard H (sup

posed to be embarked for Virginia) all

the fair dealing he was possessed of.

All that is left to supply its place is

jm ce and m 1 lying. Who

ever will leave the above at the bar of

the Virginia coffee-house, directed for

Cleophas, (hall be paid for his trouble

by Sir J ■ A 1.

V. Missing, at Lord B—'», all fense

of- humanity, propriety, and business.

Supposed to have strayed towards St.

George's Fields, the 10th of May last.

—N. B. A strumpet , and a dish

•f panada, is all that is left him to con

sole himself withal. Whoever will

bring the above articles to the W. O.

sliall have his public thanks in the paper.

If it mould be necessary to kill four or

five and twenty to recover them, it

will not be deemed murder.

VI. Eloped from the ofG ,

conjugal live, and plighted truth. Lust

and adultery took their place. A grant

qf crown lands will be taken away from

somebody, to be given to the person.

who will bring back the articles above.

VII. Run away from Lord D ;

morality, religion, and common fense; all

the consolation left him is a bumper

of Burgundy in a Communion Chalice,

and of milk punch in his baptismalfountt

Whoever will bring the run atvays

back again, (hall be honoured with a

cowl, and toss off a bumper Matri Sanc

torum.

Vin. Lost from Lady ——, chastity,

modesty, and common decency. Who

ever will bring them back, sliall bave

the pleasure of replacing each in its pro

perfeat. .

IX. Stolen away from Great- Britain,

greatly in debt to that nation, Lord

Thistle j he owes the people— iw head.

Whoever will bring the fame to Tem

ple-Bar, shall receive Liberty for his

pains.

X. Confined, a certain patriot, for

daring to step forth as the champion

of public liberty, and an intrepid sop-

Eorter of the laws and constitution of

is country. Whoever will set him

free, and fix him in the midst of St.

St. St 's chapel, (hall receive the

united thanks of all the honest; inde

pendent men in the kingdom.

I will not take up your time with,

multiplying of instances, but only add,

that I wish from my soul, the taste of

the vaorld took this moral turn ; for

while it continues such a toy/bop, as I

find it at present, the time will pad

but heavily with

Sept. 26. Apemantus.

The following is A Copy ofa Petition re

ported to the House os Representatives'

at Boston in New England, by a Com

mittee, and under their Consideration

<wben the Assembly <was dissolved.

" \\TE, your majesty's most duti-

W ful and faithful subjects,

the representatives of your ancient and

loyal province of the Massachusetts

Bay, impressed with the deepest fense

of gratitude to heaven, for calling to

the British succession your majesty's il

lustrious family, and so firmly esta

blishing your majesty on the throne of

your royal progenitors : and being

abundantly convinced of your majesty's

grace and clemency, most humbly im

plore the royal savour, while we brief

ly represent the grievances we labour

under, and which, under God, your

majesty alone can redress.

It is with inexpressible concern that

we are constrained thus publicly to'

complain of the administration of his

excellency Francis Bernard, Esq; ^our

majesty's governor of this province,

who has betrayed au arbitrary disposi

tion.

He early attached himself to a party,

whose principles and views, we ap

prehend, have ever been repugnant to

your majesty's real service.

He has, both in his speeches, and

other public acts, treated the represen

tative body with contempt.

He has, in an unwarrantable man

ner, taken upon himself the exercise

of your majesty's royal prerogative, in

granting a charter for a college, with

out even the advice of your majesty's

council.

He has openly attempted to make

himself sole and absolute judge of the

qualification of members, returned to

serve in the house of representatives.

We have also reason to apprehend,

that he has endeavoured to persuade

your, majesty's ministers to believe,

that an intention was formed, and a

plan settled, in this, and the rest of

your colonies, treasonably to withdraw

♦hemielves
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themselves from all connection with,

and dependance upon, Great Biitain,

and from their natural allegiance to

your majesty's sacred person and go

vernment.

He has, in his public speeches,

charged both houses of assembly with

oppugnation against the royal autho

rity, and with Iraving gentlemen out

of the council only for their fidelity

to the crown.

He has indiscreetly, not to say wan

tonly exercised the prerogative of the

crown, in the repeated negative of

counsellors of an unblemiflied reputa

tion, and duly elected by a great ma

jority of both houses of assembly.

He has declared, that certain feats

at the council board shall be ktpt va

cant, till certain gentlemen, his fa

vourites, shall be re-elected.

He has, unconstitutionally, inter

fered with, and unduly influenced

elections; particularly in the choice

of an agent for the province.

He has, very abruptly, displaced di

vers gentlemen of worth, for no ap

parent reason but their voting against

his measures.

He has practised the sending over

depositions to the ministry, againlt

gentlemen of character here, without

giving the accused the least notice of

his purposes and proceedings.

He has create.1 divers new and un

constitutional ostices.

He has drawn divers warrants on

the treasury, for the payment of mo

nies,, against the express appropriations

of the assembly.

He has, at this session, presumed to

threaten the general assembly, upon

the non-compliance of the House of

Representatives with a certain requi

sition, not only to dissolve them, but

to delay to call a new assembly, which

is beyond your majesty's orders.

By the means aforesaid, and many

others, that might be enumerated, he

has not only rendered his administra

tion disagreeable to the whole body

of the people, but entirely alienated

their affections from him j and thereby

wholly destroyed that confidence in a

governor, which year majesty's service

indispensably requires.

Wherefore we most humbly intreat

your majesty, that his excellency Fran

cis Bernard, Esqj may be removed

from the government of this province :

Oct. i7siS.
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and that your majesty would be gra

ciously pleased to place one in his stead,

worthy to represent the greatest arid

best monarch on earth.

And, as in duty bound, we, Sec.

fiall e-ver pray."

Observations an the total Loss of Memo

ry without any visible Cause.

IN the month of November, in the

year 1767, one cf the magistrates

of Newbourg, turned of sixty, of a

ianguiue complexion, being seated at

table, and tree from any complaint or

indisposition, began of a sudden, with

out any preceding symptom, to taiit

in the most incoherent manner. His

wife observing this alarming circum

stance, ordered him immediately to be

put to bed ; but finding that he con

tinued articulating with the fame iu-

coherency, Ihe began to fear he might

be attacked with a fit of the pally or

apoplexy, and sent immediately her

son in law to call in the assistance of

Dr. George Segeius, a physician in

the neighbourhood. The physician

immediately appeared, and having ex

amined the patient, justly judged that

the compla'mt was an intire loss of

memory; for scarce h>d he begun a

sentence, but he was obliged tS stop

to recollect himself: then would he

try a second, which he could no more

finish than the first. At last he com-

plained that he was not able to an-

iwer the questions that were put to

him. The physician having asked him,

whether he had not any pain his head,

or any other part of his body, he an

swered in the negative, and remained

in the same state in all respects dur

ing some days. The disease was not

in the least altered for a fortnigh/,

when he had a tit of thegcut, to which

distemper he had long been subject:

his urine was of .a natural colour, his

pulse was weak, but in other respects

his health was good. After having

ordered him a glister, the physician

had recourse to cordials, to tepiialics

used both externally and internally,

and to all those remedies tint are sup

posed to have the power of sonifying

and strengthening the memory. By

means of these remedies, at the end

of .a fortnight he recovered the use

of memory, insomuch that he was able

to converse on all kinds of subjects, in

the (ame manner as formerly ; but he

Z z z to and
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found himself totally unacquainted

with every letter or character made

use of to convey our ideas. His wife,

who imagined that his inability to

read proceeded from weakness of sight,

although before his last illness he could

read the smallest character without the

assistance of spectacles, laid open be

fore him a book printed in a very large

letter. He immediately observed lie

could see very well, but knew not the

names of the letters, nor could possibly

join them together, or make syllables

of them ; which gave him so much the

more uneasiness, as he had been accus

tomed to pass great part of his time in

the study of the scriptures. M. Sege-

rus encouraged him in the best manner

he could, and advised him to learn to

re-acquire what he had lost, by receiv

ing the lessons of his wife. At the

fame time, he recommended the use

of the medicines that had at first reco

vered him : and, at the* end of fix

weeks, he found himself perfectly re

stored to health, the full use and power

of memory, and the art that he bad so

unaccountably lost.

To the PRINTER, &c.

S I R,

THERE certainly never yet was

a time when it was so much the

custom to adopt foreign fashions. In

former days our forefathers disdained

to receive any improvement from a

stranger. They were contented to sit

at home quietly, to entertain their

friends, and to take care of their fa

mily. All their diversions were do

mestic, and most of them passed their

whole lives within twenty miles of their

own estates, which had perhaps re

mained in their family for hundreds

of years. The ladies thought them

selves best employed in managing their

family affairs, in superintending the

education of their children, and in

taking care os their poor neighbours

when the cold and snow of winter op

pressed them. The farms passed from

lather to son, and plenty and happiness

appeared throughout the land. Thus

was it in foimer days. But how much

are the times changed now! the young

lord, after he has finished a superficial

education at home, is lent abroad be

fore fie is able to distinguish right trom

Wrong ; he there keeps low company

ot his own country, plunges into al!

Indian Boat. Oct.

forts of debauchery, and at length re

turns, loaded with scraps of French

and Italian, a sufficient assortment of

maimed statues, Cremona fiddles, Sec.

and attended with a pr.rcel of effemi

nate singers and French valet de cham-

bres. He then commences virtuoso.

Here he is imposed upon by hispretend-

ed admirers, is cheated in the grossest

manner, and, before he finds his er

ror, is irreparably ruined.

But these evils might be greatly a-

mended by a proper education of the

youth of these kingdoms. If they

were brought up in a uniform path

of virtue, if they were never allowed

to exceed the bounds of regularity,

nor to enter into every new fashion,

this would undoubtedly happen. I ve

ry much commend the saying of Dr.

Smith, head-master of Westminster-

school, when he desires his pupils to

attend rather to the adorning of the

inside of their heads than the outside.

I think it reflects much 'honour on

that worthy gentleman, and shews

his contempt for the introduction of

French fashions, in which he is heartily

joined by

Philoikos.

Description os the curious Boat lately

brought from India, and presented t»

their Majesties by Governor Vansittart.

THIS magnificent boat is called a

Mohr Punke:, or Peacock Boat,

from its resemblance to a peacock, hav

ing at its prow the figure of that bird,

the tail of which is prolonged the

whole length of the boat, the plumage

on each side being most beautifully

painted and varnished. The length is

above eighty feet ; and the extreme

breadth, which is towards the front,

is nine feet, from whence it gradually

diminishes to the stern, which is ter

minated by the grotesque or imaginary

figure of a fish's nead, richly gilt, con

sidered in India as an ensign of royalty,

and permitted to be borne only by

persons of the highest distinction.

Over the broadest part of the boat is

erected a pavilion, the canopy of which

is six feet high, and covered with crim

son velvet, very richly embroidered

with gold, as are likewise the curtains

which hang from it on ever-, fide, the

whole being supported by lieveral var

nished pillars, the bottom of which is

surrounded by a small rail : a narrow

balcony
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balcony hanging over the {ides of the

boat serves as a receptable for confec

tionary, fruit, sherbet, or other re

freshment* on the passage. Tlie floor

os the pavilion is covered with scarlet

cloth, upon which are several crimson

velvet cushions 10 lean against, accord

ing to the custom of the country ; all

persons fitting directly upon the deck

with their feet bent under them. In

the front of the pavilion is a circular

kind of throne, or scat of eminence,

■where the Nabob, or person of the

highest distinction is seated. This

place is open on every side, but over

the top is stretched a canopy of velvet

and gold, the whole breadth of the

boat, supported abaft by the pavilion,

and forwards by two painted staves,

the tops of which, as well as the top

of the pavilion, is ornamented with

goiden cones, and surrounded with a

gold fringe, with tassels of gold pen

dent at every corner. The boat is

moved by paddles, and worked by

thirty rowers, who sit behind the pa

vilion, with their faces fronting the

direction of motion. The paddles are

furnished on each of their handles

with two brass rings, which clashing

together at every motion given to

the paddles, serve to make the rowers

keep time, who, singing to the found,

thereby regulate the motion. The

boat is steered by a long oar fastened

on the larboard side near the stern, af

ter the manner of the ancients : it

glides with great velocity along the

surface of the water, not drawing-

more than nine inches. At the head

and stern of the vessel are two small

masts painted with vermilion, on

which are fixed streamers of ciimron

silk, interfered with flowers cf go!d

in the Moorish taste, which, with

other ornaments too numerous to

particularize, give it a splendid and

elegant appearance, beyond descrip

tion.—This boat was divided into three

par\s, for convenience of stowage, and

brought over to England in as many

ships. The whole was put together

and fitted up by Mr. Bodmin, at his

wharf near Mill stairs, Kotherhithe.

Account oftbe late masked Ball.

BY public advertisements in our

News- papers, the doors of the

opera-house were opened for the ad

mission of spectators in the gallery at

seven o'clock, and for the masks at

nine j early in the evening, however,

a party of the Guards was ordered up

on duty at the theatre, to prevent dis

turbances, and highly to the honour

not only of the officers, but of the pri

vate men, they exerted themselves in

such a manner, as very much facili

tated the access of the maskers to the

house, and produced a greater degree

of order than could be well expected

among the populace.

The number of tickets delivered

out for the ball was so great, that ma

ny, fearful of finding admittance eK-

treœely difficult, if not wholly impos

sible, thronged 10 the house the mo

ment of admission, so that before ele

ven the concomsc was prodigious, and

the magnificence of the various dresses,

together with the brilliancy of the il

lumination, afforded a view inconceiv

ably pleasing to the spectator. The

general satisfaction however sustained

some diminution from the continual

increale of company, and the excessive

heat of the room, 10 that the dancers

were very few, and much of that

pleasantry which commonly pastes at

masquerades when people are perfect

ly at ease was suppressed. Add to this,

that several unaule to endure the heat,

were reduced to the necessity of un

masking long before supper, when it

.became universal to unmask, and con

sequently put it out of their own

power to preserve the propriety of their

imaginary characters.

His Danish majesty was dressed in a

tissue domino, but wore no mask, nor

did he appear in the publick rooms

very frequently during the course of

the evening: their royal highnesses

the dukes ol Gloucester and Cumber

land were also in dominos; and it was

lamented that the nobility in general

gave more into this mode of drtssing

then was consistent either with the

ends of magnificence, or the views of

variety. Indeed his grace the duke

of Northumberland was in a Persian

habit, with a fine turban richly orna

mented with diamonds ; lord Grosve-

nor was in a splendid suit ot the Tur

kish fashion, and two or three other

persons of rank were very much distin

guished for the elegance as well as the

grandeur of their appearance.

Z z z a Hut
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But what the entertainment suffer

ed in it's splendour through the inat

tention of the dignified at courr, was

amply attoned for by the emulation

of the substantial in the city; many

gentlemen, whose fortunes entirely

proceed from trade, seemed laudably

desirous os (hewing the opulence os

their country to the illustrious stran

ger who honoured it with his presence,

and many of the most superb, as well

as the best fancied di esses in the whole

assembly, were those of eminent citi

zens. On this occasion the quantity

of gold and silver tissue made into In

dian, Persian, and Chinese habits, to

gether with the quantity of diamonds

with which these habits were decora

ted, is past belief; nothing but the

actual view could convince the mind

of its reality.

As to the ladies, a more beautiful

group was never aflembled ; in the

choice of their dr-.sscs the whole ele

gance of female taste was exerted, and

at twelve, when the comoany unmask

ed to go Xo supper, the description of

the Mahometan paradise immediately

rustled upon the memory, and all was

an appearance of the most exquisite

luxury and love. Among the ladies of

distinction who were most eminent on

this occallor, the duchess ofAncaster,

in the character of a sultana, was uni

versally admired. Her robe was pur

ple Sattin bordered with ermine, and

fluttered on the ground so much in

the stile cf eastern magnificence, that

we were transported in fancy to the

palaces of Ci nit intinbple from the

borders cf the Thames. The princess

Amelia, the duchess of Bedford, lady

Howe, and level al other personages of

high rank were prelcnt, but did not

mr.fk ; Lady Harrington, and the two

young ladies her daughters, were ex

tremely simple in their appearance,

but, at the same time, extremely ele

gant, and attracted the general atten

tion of the company.

As. to other lauies, Mrs. Ross, in

the character of Night, displayed much

fancy in the ii...ke os her dreis; it

was a thin black lik, studded with stars,

and fastened to the head by a moon

very happily executed. A Diana,

with a bow in her hand, and a quiver

at her back, was alto greatly admir

ed ; and a beautiful quaker, in a silk

of a faint maiden's bluih, did consi-

HARACTEHS. Oct.

derable execution among the gentle

men, notwithstanding a face of the

most perfect innocence contended with

the most exquisite beauty for pre-emi

nence.

The shameful custom cf faming was

totally prohibited ; and the worthy fra

ternity of slnrptis who throng like so

many birds ot prey to ail fashionable

amusements, were intirtly disappoint

ed in their expectations of" play, on

this much expected evening ; this re

gulation gave inexpressible satisfaction

to every generous member of the as

sembly, and reflected no little honour

on the fine understanding of the illus

trious personage who gave the enter

tainment.

The elegance of the supper was pro

digious, particularly of the confection

ary, in which spacious palaces were

raised, and whole countries spread up

on the table for the double gratifica

tion of the eye and the appetite.

His Danish majesty came in, masked,

between ttn and eleven o'clock, walk

ed about with great good nature, and

pleasantry, till twelve ; then withdrew,

with a select company, to supper, and

then appeared no more: the princess

Amelia fat the whole time in one of

the boxes, masked. The king was in

a private box, apparently (hut, but

with peep holes in the shutters. Her

grace the duchels of Northumberland

appeared in the character of Rem-

• brand t's wife, in a close black gown,

trimmed with gold, a round eared

coif, fiiort apron tucked op, with a

painter's brush in her hand. The

character of Mungo, in the Padlock,

was very excellently assumed by Mr.

Mendtz, who was very fine in jewels,

and exceedingly diverted the compa

ny. Dr. Dominiceti and his lady, in

the character of a gardener and his

wife, excited much curiosity. Among

the ether characters, besides those we

have mentioned, were

Diana Lady Stanhope,

O.il Woman Gen. Conway

Witch Mr. James *

Indian Raggi Mr. Vansittart

Ditto Mr. Scrafton

Chimney Sweeper Unknown

Sailor Mr. Thompson

No Sailor Mr. Broderick

Sir Epic. Mammon Mr. Kelly

Cleopatra Mrs. Gamier

Ooddesi oj Chaf.ity Miss Groves

Tbe
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The value ef the jewels, which were

worn on this occasion, was sup

posed to amount to not less than two

millions of money.

For tbe Rot in Sbeep occasioned by sliding

in moist or stvoamfy Grounds.

11 AS soon as the symptoms of the

x\. disorder appear, give to each

slieep a common spoonful of spirits or

oil of turpentine mixed with two of

water, after fasting twelve hours. Let

them take three doses, staying six days

between each dose."

October, 1768. 549

This remedy has lately been tried

very successfully in Somersetshire, par

ticularly in the neighbourhood of

Taunton, where several Iheep (almost

in the last stage of the disorder) were

thoroughly cui ed. It destroys the ani-

malcula which are found on the livers

of infected sheep, resembling flat fi(h

or flooks, and carries off the complaint

by a plentiful discharge of Urine.

Sheep thus cured have thrived after

wards surprisingly, and have yielded

as much prosit to the firmer and but

cher as those which were never in

fected.

POETICAL ESSAYS.

Epitaph •m an elegant Monument erected in tbe

Cathedral at Bristol, in Memory of Mri.

Mason, Wist of tbe Rev. Mr. Mason, who

died la) Tear at tbe Hot-Wells.

TAKE holy earth all that my soul holds

deu ; _ [gave,

Take that best gift which heav'n so lately

To Britiol's fount I bore with trembling care

Her faded form : She bow'd to* taste the

wave

And died. Does youth, does beauty, read

the line ?

Does Ijmpathetic fear their breasts alarm ?

Speak, dead Maria, bieathe a strain divine ;

Ev'n from the grave thou shalt have pow'r

to charm.

Bid them be chaste, be innocent like thee.

Bid them in duty's sphere as meekly move;

Aod if so fiir, from vanity as free,

As firm in friendship and as fond in Love,

Tell them, tlio' Vis an awful thing to d;e,

("Twas ev n to thee) yet the dread path

once trod.

Heaven )ifts it's everlasting portals high,

And'jids " the pure in heart behold their

God."

W. Mason.

Fir/et, said to have been written bf Samuel

Johnson, L. L, D. at tbe request ofa Gen

tleman to tvbom a Lady bad given a Sprig of

Myrtle.

WHAT hopes, what terrors dees thy

gift create,

Ambiguous emblem of uncertain fate !

The myrtle (ensign of supreme command

Consign'd by Venus to Melissa's hand)

Nut less capricious thin a reigning fair,

Oft favours, oft rejects a lover's piay'r :

In myrtle shades ot'i sings the happy swain.

In myrtle shades despaiting |hofts complain j

The myrtle crowns the happy loveis heads,

Th' unhappy lovers graves tne myrtle spreads J

O ! then tne meaning of thv gi/t impart.

And cafe the throbbing of an anxious heart ;

Soon must this bough, as you shall fix his

doom.

Adorn "Inlander's head, or grace his tomb.

Sufyenet, tbott Jltnder threadt on which despair

Hjngs like a fwbtd depending —

• Muf. Arc. Lib. 2,

—- ' —■' —Susptnce,

Tbi/u thread on which tbe lever's hoptt bang

troubling ;

And IM, Dijp ir, fill handmaid to tbefatet,

fr'oo cutst iff hopet and life with one direstroke.

Ibid.

Sufpence. thou wheel on tvbicb tbe lover's f*ul

h stretch'd. tirn, rack' d \ hopes are tbescrews

Corstr.e us ;

Ttari are the cords that drain ut into torture \

jind keen despair our executi.ner.

Ibid. Lib. ■>.

To DAMON.

T N vain the dmibtiul La lyrinth I trace,

* Whilst errors up^n errors r und me twine;

Oh ! for some clue to find the wond'ious

maze !

Oh ! Damon, may I fairly call thee mine ?

Sure fume keen rival thro my downcast eyes.

Head '.he sharp anguuh cf a foul oppiest j

An! cruel porting with a wretch's sighs,

Deni'd new toim-nts for my aching

breast.

Ciieto'fr my foul her gloomy veil had thrown,

Hope's lair.ter beams scarce glimmer'd

ihro' the shade,

'Till lite the fun of joy delusive shone,

And f. lie illuminations round me spread.

The Twanging b6w, tough bending to the

string,

Yields to the efforts of superior might ;

But
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REAL BEAUTY.But snip the band, it with elastic spring,

Starts into form, and quiv'ring (lands up

right.

Thus my soul, laden with a weightof woe,

Sur.k to the pressure of unequal grief;

But soon methought my Damon call'd,

and, lo !

My quicken'd spirit caught a sliort relief,

Joy, like a metior, (hot acrots my soul,

But, like a meteor, left no track of rest;

Down rry pale cheek new streams ot sorrow

stole [breast.

And disappointment wcli'd my lab'ring

Some guardian S)lph beheld with pitying eye,

And tue'd the secret maacs of my care ;

Whilst I perhaps with unavailing sigh,

Ruffled his plumes, or clogg'd them with

' a tear.

Then sttetchM his a"ry pinions to the wind,

Asium'd my long in sadly pleasing strain ;

Pour d forth the plaints my tortui'd breast

confin'd,

And own'd to Damon all my secret pain.

'Twaa Damon c.Il'd—»o, Chloe, thoa'rt

deceiv'd: [ware;

Fond maid , once more of Error's voice be-

Lest when the flati'ring vision thou'st believ'd,

The heaven-wrought phantom lessen into

air.

*Tis he, 'tis he ! be gone, unkind suspence !

Whilst round my soul the fond i ds twine;

Fly fear ! fly doubt ! fly care! sulpicion hence!

1 read, I hear, 1 ee h.m in each line.

Ah, me ! on hope's too flatt'iing pinions

bor'n.

My failing fense the giddy heights bewray ;

Now lunk in wretchedness ; I'm rack'd, I'm

tO!r>,

And all the dear dilution fades away.

No, Damon, no ; from me thou'rt ever

gone;

No thought of Chloe flutters in thy breast ;

You never lov'd, that dream was all my

own;

Why on appearance did my f> lly rest ?

Yet once I thought—but why recall the past.

When recollection bnng« so Iharp a sting?

No, d ad to though', in lolttude I'll waste.

The tuture hours where pleasure knows no

spring.

There, in the (hade of life, I'll hash each

groan,

Choak every sob, and stifle every sigh ;

No rch- stwll repeat my hapless mean,

Nj swimming tear sufiuse r.-.y fledlast

eye.

In the dull calm of tasteless apathy,

The d-eary remnant of my life (hall move,

An.l my or.co-throbbing breast lhall only bs

The cenotaph of lung departed love.

But ev'ry laic, but ev'iy early prayer

I'll wing to heaven wilh'oraisons lor thee.

Fa-ewcll, for ever, Damon, once most dear j

May you ne'er feel the fotrows felt by me.

June. Chloe.

Said lo beWritttn by the Avibor cs Se'mtt It

Young Women.

TH E diamond's and the ruby's blaze,

Disputes the palrr. w.th beauty's

queen:

Nor beauty's queen cornitiands such praise,

D.-vniJ of virtue, if she's seen.

But the soft rear in pity's eye,

Outshines the diamond's brightest beams ;

And the sweet blustt of modesty.

More beauteous than the ruby seems.

The PsOTIITAKT WjSH,

LONO o'er the British and the Baltic

J main ['eigo!

May George and Christian (happy brothers)

Then (hall rch^j^n halcyon days enjoy,

And bigotry no more the world destroy.

C. Jones.

7J-K.IMG *f DENMARK'S Hi.aX.tu »

a4 Volunteer Toast.

Wiltfor the Banquet given October 7, 1Jj39

Toil's Danish Majesty, by

Bii G'ticetbcDvx e >/Nos t h u m b sr i. a n l.

The Tune,—Gcd sav: :ur noble King I

I.

HEALTH to the Royal Dane,

Who croft d ihe boitl'ious main,

Th"s ifle to view ;

Invitud by the fame

Of rur lov'd fov'rc gn's name,

His amity to claim,

And leagues renew.

II.

Charm'd with a guest so rase,

Each order (lee !) prepare

A Jplendid day.

Instant the sister arts

Shine forth in countless parts,

Ail, all, with jo.oua hearts,

Their pow'rs display.

III.

Hail London! Albio-i's b^ast !

The theme, the fav'rite toast

Of Denmark's king;

Who sweetly was amae'd.

As o'er thy Thames he gaz'd,

I'll) fleets, thy commerce prais'd.

Wealth's noblest (pi ng.

IV.

Beat drums !—let trumpets sound!

Spread (Echo!) round and round

The honours (hewn

To Christian !—Hence far flee

Strife, faction, jealousy I

Say, that Philanthropy

Adorns a thioae.

IKCOK-
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* SUNG AT FINCH's GROTTO GARDENS.
 

Be - nwth thu grove, thil si - fcnt shade, Cumc Da - mon
 

to thy gen tie maid. Come Da - man to thy

 

gentle maid Wh»t o - the

^sas^^g
 

nymph would love like me,

gd^Æ

For Da - mon'; all in

mm 13: 1
it -r-

-r— C

r\ -rr /■•

i

*

^

constancy, For Da - mon'i all in - cen - stancy.
 

ffrftoÆ

Yo'J ut'd to talk of love and bliss,

And osren sigh'd mv lipi to kiss ;

But roving now i? sweeter glee,

Since Damon's all inconstancy.

in.

Here fragrant flowers fwee'ly spring,

The feathrr'd choir in concert sing i

Ret tain is what I hear and fee.

Since Damon's a'l inconstancy.

IV.

The am'rnus doves now h:l! and coo.

And so false Damon, so can you :

But can't like them contended be,

For thv delight's inconstancy.

V.

Ye simple sair believe not man,

They ail p'Oceed on Demon's plan :

Then from the sex your hearts keep (tie.

And love I<ke them inconstancy.

ASA 1 1 o%'%Defc-iption oftbeM a sc^u ca ape,

At plajtd brfirt tbt King of Denmark to a mot-

Uyj croudrd sfudience.

LITTLE Moll and myself, faith, from

Wapping came up,

To see the tine shew and the folks ;

But for fear ot mistakes, we thought bed for

to sup.—

for these cou.-tisri have comical jokes,

When first we came in, I was 'maz'd to be

hold,

Night at once wal all chanf'J "n:o day ;

The folks seem'd to ri.ll like a vast sea o!"«old,

And the gall'iy stuft'd full like a phv.

Little Moil dropp'd a-stern, as sue fcai'd to

make fall,

Till I at her helm took a spell.—

When whip in a trice, slie steer'd up w"fhin

Of" the Devil, just land,d from Hell, shail

L-jrd
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Lord blest me, (say* flic) Ben ! why where

have we got ?

This company's too good for we !

Sure at home he was cold, and's come here

to be hot,

For such Devils I never did fee !

The devil! ne'er mind—heave a-head, my

dear ..'. I,

And I'll /hew you the king of the crew,

Each duke, cv'ry duchess — each lady and earl,

And when I bump, do you curtsey— do!

Like a tragedy queen, when Moll saw the

king,

Plump on her bare knees she stll down';

But, by Neptune, I kou made her rise with

a spring.

And swore she knew nought of the town.

We paited—and I, faith, who love to be

smart,

Clap'd on board of a shepherdess sweet,

Who, with no other crook thaw her eyet,

hook'd my heart,

A« fast as if prell in the fleet.

She pull'd me about till quite parch' d was my

mouth)

At th-- rate of ten knots by the tag :

But 1 soon found this king w::s no tar but a

For he Burgun'y gave us as Giog. [youth,

This pay little stiephetdesr, faith, was so

smart.

She tew'd me from pillar to post ;

Some c.ill'ti me a lubber, unfit for my part,

And wreck'd on the masquerade coist.

Mand irins and nabobs were as plenty as rict,

Jews, negroes, banyans, anc" what r.ot?

Therewere characters purch.:s'u ar every price,

Except the raw, bra, letter'd Scat,

In this ocean of p;r a lure, egad, th*re were tars

Who ne'er p.t^'d the B-ioy of the Note ;.

There were folders, like Hyoien, who knew

nought of wars,

Aud Domino t'ools by the sco*r.

There were pilgrims and qtrakers, black.,

witches and nuns,

Minervas without fense or tongue,

Who falter'd and lisp 'd out sum= semininepnns;

" Do you know me?" was all— faia or song.

Grave conjurors too, who ne'er conjur'd be-

And harlequins heavy as dross; [fore.

Mild Nigbt too, who long ihouc the luo of

this shore,

But set in the fair Mra. Ross.

Old wives were at once to dull generals

And Tatcred in sorrowful strain [turn'd.

Wept Phillip's wrongs,—aad then instantly,

burn'd

For Diana from lewd Drury-Lane.

There wat supper they said—we got nothing

to eat ;

Here a forr, there a town, here St. Paul ;

But a. I cr.im'.i, as at Jbo't allowance of meat,

Gorgcing garrisoni, g.rdcns, and all.

By strange kitchen alchymy every dilh

Seem'd transmuted for Epicure Mammon S

There was fifhify'd fl:(h, and flelhif>'d fists,—

A calf '• head seem'd a finejoleof salmon.

When I thought I took one thing, another I

got;—

The French cook so well knew his trade,

That ev'ry thing look'd like what it was

not,—

And the dishes were sll Masquerade.

There were none lost their wit, there wes*

(o^ic lost some sweat,—

In /hoit, 'twas all Hebrew to me ;

So my anchor I trip'd, with my kind little Bet

And paid Moll is/itb a tot sail at sea.

Epigram on Mrs. Ross'r ptrfonatinp Nitht, at

the late Royal Masquerade.

BEHOLD, in character of Wgbt,

Ail clad in dark array,

Fanny appears !—The thought how right!

Fanny has had her Day.

-rf* IMPARTIAL REVIEW tf NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ARTICLE I.

Cf'lIE modern rVife, i vols. umo. Lowndes,

pr. 5s.

This novel, thrugh it is the production of

the circulating library, is not w.tbout merit.

The lable up. n which it is con.lr, ctrri is in

deed imprcbiHc in several pl.ces, and> some

of the chancleis ire but poorly imagined j

yet the language is superior to the general

run os these performances, the sentiments

are frequently firing and elegant, and the les

son which it inculcates is well worth the se

rious attention of the ladirs — we therefore

recommend it to the friend* or" morality as

a book which is calculated to promote the

ends of virtue, and we doubt not upon that

account, of its meeting with a favourable re

ception fiom our readers.

II. Scrmontsor tbe Use of Families. By Wil

liam Enficld, 1 vol. ixmo. Johnton.

These discourses aie really what they pro

fess ; useful for families ; being plain asi

practical, and what every sober reader may

peruse with an equal prospect of improve

ment and satifact'on.

III. A fbl'Optical Survey cf <ht Animal

Creation, an £JJ'~y \ ivbtrtin tbe general Æe-

vaflation, ard Lainjge, tbJt reign amvng tbe

different Classes of A"imah, are wfid red in a

mu Point cf 1'ww, and tbe vast Incense •»"

Life ar.d Evjoy/nt nt derived tt tbe Tvi'Je jrem

till Institution of Nature it Clearly danvnjirareJ.

—Translated lrom the French—Jobnlon.

The author of this work divide? his sub

ject Into three parts. In the firii be tieati ot

the
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the nature of life in general, it« ends, er-.

lent, and variety. In the second, he consi

ders the opposition in which life it to itself,

and the advantages of this opposition,—And,

in the third p'ace, aster he has answered the

objections which may be made to his theory,

he descants on the law of multiplication,

ita origin, and effect).—It must be allowed,

that there is something not a little ingenious

in the arguments of this writer ; and as he

bids fair to be generally approved, we shall

give an extract from the last chapter of the

third part, which maintains, that tbe world

mi governed by general ljwtt as a specimen of

his manner, to our readers.—*' It is with this

law of nature, fays our author, which or

dains tbe destruction of one part of animal

life, for the good of another, as it is w.ih

every other law Providence has established to

maintain the order ot tbe universe. It may

not at all times perfectly correspond with the

good of individuals, yet it is wife, just, and

equitable, with respect to those beings them'

selves whose happiness it seems most to op

pose. This truth it is difficult to compre

hend, because men in general comprehend

nothing beyond the sjhere of their own

private wants. To this contracted view are

all the speculations of the sceptic confined;

and hence it it that he sees nothing but dis

order and confusion in the plan of the uni

verse. To this contracted po nt of view are

confined also the meditations of every reli

gious man, that is wedded to a system, and

who of consequence, whenever he reflects

upon the ways of providence, is as blind to

their excellence and justice as the infidel or

atheist. And the better to uYeld himself

from their attacks, be is obliged to wrap

himself up in bis ignorance ; to call every

thing even the most obvious truths, myste

ries, beyond the powers of human reason to

penetrate. Let us leave these characters to

agree as well as they can ; we are not to ex

pect the heads of such should become the re

positories of truth.

Since what may be beneficial to the whole,

docs not always promote the interest of apart,

considered as unconnected with the whole;

since universal and partial good, are in a cer

tain sense distinct objects, and not to be ac

quired by tbe fame means ; it is impossible

but th.t general laws, laws that have the

conservation of the universe itself, and con

sequently of an infinite multitude of beings,

for their object, should at times oppose pri

vate interest, or the interest of a part consi

dered as distinct from the whole : and 6nce

the preservation of the whole, it certainly to

be preferred to that of a part, the general

laws of nature ought to be, for this reason,

fixt, immutable and perpetual. No creature

can infringe upon these laws, without a par

ticular permission from him who established

them. He alone is equal to this, who holds

the rein; of the universe, and cas with a. firm

Oct. 176*,
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and steady hand direct every event and every

circumstance to one general and determined

destination. To expect that God will suspend

the operations ot his laws, every time they

clash with the inerest of individuals, is, of

all absuid. tics, the greatest. What! because

the waves of the sea are in danger of over*

Whelming some unthinking wretches that ex

pose themselves to its mercy upon the waters,

shall they cease to communicate to them that

perpetual agitation which is lo needful and sa

lutary ? Shall he suppress the impituoua

winds, and forbid them to drive before them

the contagious vapours, because an unfortu

nate mortal, or a whole family, are upon the

point of being buried under the ruins of some

edifice ? Shall he forbid the thunder to roar,

the rain to swell the torrent, the hail to lay

waste the fields every tim : intimidated crea

tures shall expose their relics, or make vows

and processions for this end; doubtless, not.

It is upon the constant and uniform action of

these laws that the conservation of the uni

verse depends. Was it just to suspend for

once only, their effects, in favour of an indi

vidual, they must be suspended for all. The

whole would perish, and the individual with

it. These laws therefore never deviate from

the path prescribed, except in cases that con

cern the whole world, and affect, as it

were, an intire change in it. Do we noC

find that second causer, which are no other

than these laws themselves, are stubborn as

iron and brass, with respect to us, whenever

the general destination of things runs counter

to our piivate interest ? And what would be

come of societies ? What would become of

the world itself, if by our vows and tears we

could effect the least change ? D„-es not one

half of mankind beg of God to be deaf to

the ptayers of the other ? Does not rhis na

tion burn incense upon its altars, does it not

offer its sacrifices to the supreme, to influence

him to change tbe songs of triumph, ano

ther nation is uttering, into cries and lamen

tations ? Should Providence make the wishes

and desires of individuals the rule of his con

duct, those general, immutable laws, that

wonderful order which reigns in the universe,

would soon give way to trouble and confusion:

that universal joy and satisfaction observable

in the animal creation, wouid toon be chang

ed into universal consternation and despair."

IV. Modern Gallantry: Ort Ibe New A't

of hove. By a Lady well known for her lite

rary Acauisitiont and amorout Ir.tr>guet. To

wbicb it added, a Town Eclogue, 410. IS.

Robson,

From the de ent intimation on the title

page of this article, that the fair author is

no less distinguished for her amorous iniriguel

than her literary acquisitions, we are well

assured that the sensible part of the public,

will entertain no great opinion of the present

performance, though we dare fay the inge

nious bookseller, who hat honoured the

4 A world
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world with it, expected tint thii very inti

mation would draw in a considerable number

of purchasers. That none of cur reader*,

however, may be tempted to throw awiy

their mone y from a spirit of idle curiosity,

we (hall present them with the six tol owing

lines, which we think at meritorions as any

in the whole publication.

Naked was love till Ovid gave a robe,

AIVhose finning mantle, spread o'er half the

globe:

Nature had genuine charms without xvest

But doubly shone when elegantly inst;

His beauteous garments were approv'd as

known,

And at Love's taxhr Ovid still we own.—

This Monnv.'oth sheet metaphor is all we

think necessary to extract from this delicate

poem before us, and if it does not answer

the end we propose by it, we are certain that

no salutary effect could arise from our most

serious remonstrances.

V. labour and Gir.iui ; or, tbe Mill Stnam

end tbe Cascade. A Fable. Written in the

Tear 1761, and inscribed to the lilt William

Shenftonc, Ess, by Richard Jago, A. M.

410. is. Dodlley.

Mr. Jago is well known from several poe

tical productions which have been favoura

bly received by the public, and though the

pie em piece may not be equal to some of

those compositions with which he formerly

obliged the world, it nevertheless bears many

marks of an elegant pen and a happy imagi

nation.

VI. Remarks on tie Rev. DoSor Warner's

Jtcccurt of tbe Gout j vtberein bit Deficit in

tbe Cure of that Disease are pointed cut andsup-

find.

Dt. Warner did not profess to give a cure,

but a palliative for the Gout——nor is the

present remarker by any means able to supply

his deficiencies. — The only things indeed

for which he seems conspicuous arc pertnest

and presumption, as will appear iccontestibly

evident from the following postscript to his

pretty performance. '* 1 am not fond of over

much labour and writing for a m-utb, 1 leave

to woidy men w.io write for subsistence. My

humour is brevity, which should induce the

reader to think, v. ien ideas are crouded in

small room. In this small tract is * little

food, for the caballist, the divine, the physi

cian, the philosopher, the chemist, and, I

presume, much tor the critics : All are wel

come to \ oint their arrows at me : They may,

for their own credit keep their eyes open

when they shoot, Lit, if they wink, through

fear, their dans fly over me j however, if

any thing here wants a further explication,

the serious and canoid mind (ball be fully satis

fied, there having been nothing laid, but

what is the result of experience."—We

would remark in this place upon theremark-

cr, but that he seems one of those scli-suf-

ficient animals whom an excess of pride has/

hapuily screened from the sense of correction.

—To the enjoyment of his imaginary tri

umph therefore over Dr. Warner we con

sign him, though we cannot help lamenting

tbe fate of departed merit, wben we see

the dull afi thus insolently kicking at the

dead lioo.

VII. Tbe present State of tbe Natim : Par-

ticulatly vntb RefpeB to lit Trade, Finances*

&c. addressed to tbe King and b.oi Houses of

Pa'ltament. 48 pages, zs. 6d. Almon.

This is a sensible, well written tract, and '

deserve! the serioua attention of the illustri

ous orders to whom it is addressed.—The ju

dicious author considers the general nature of

out trade with foreign nations, and points

out very clearly how much the balbr.ee is

cither in our favour or against us.—In the

course of these considerations he descants up

on the state of our finance*, and introduces

the following reflections, which we think too-

important not to be laid before our readers.—

" An opinion baa too long prevailed, that

all ministers are alike, and that the measures

proposed by all will have the same tendency.

Many think the form of government not

worth contending for, and very little attach

ment is discoverable in the body of our

people to our excellent constitution. No re

verence for the customs or opinions of our an

cestor!, no attachment but to private interest,,

nor any xeal but for selfish gratification!.

Whilst party distinctions of Whig and Tory,

High Church and Low Church, Court and

Country subsisted, the nation was divided,

and each side held an opinion for which they

would have haaarded every thing, for both

acted fiom principle : If there were some

who sought to alter the constitution, there

were many others who would have spilt their

blood to preserve it from violation. If divine

hereditary right had its partisans, there were

multitudes to stand up for the superior sanc

tity of a title founded upon an act of parlia

ment, and the consent of a free people. But

the abolition of party names seems to have

destroyed all public principles among the peo

ple, and the frequent changes of ministers

have exposed all sett of men to the public

odium, and broke all bands of compact or

association, has left the people but few ob

jects lor their confidence. The power of

the crown was, indeed, never more v fibly

extensive over the great men of the nation;

but then the great men have lost their influ

ence over the lower order of the people;

even parliament has lost much of it! reve

rence with the subjects of the realm, and the

voice of the multitude is set up against the

sense os the legislature. An impoverished and

heavily burthened public ! A declining trade

and decreasing specie ! A people luxurious

and licentious, impatient of rule, and despi

sing ail authority ! Government relaxed in
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every smew, and 'a corrupt sclfi:1i spirit

pervading the whole! The slate destitute

of alliances, and without respect from

foreign nations ! A powerful combina

tion, anxious for an occasion to retrieve their

honour, and wreak their vengeance upon

her ! If such be the circumstance-, of Great

Britain, who, that love* his king or his

country, can be indifferent about public mea

sures ? Js it of no importance to an English

man, that the trade and manufactures of the

station are going to ruin ; that Great Britain

is ib danger of becoming a tributary to Fiance,

and 'he descent of the crown dependant on

the good pleasure of that ambitious nation ?

Is it of no importance to an inhabitant of

Iceland, that, in cafe of a war, that island

should become a prey to France, and Great

Britain unable to recover it by force, be

compelled to cede ir, by reaty, to purchase

peace for herself? And, is it of no impor

tance to the thriving American colonies, that

Great Britain, finding her incapacity to de

fend herself and protect them also, should be

obliged to contine her Beets and armies to

her owii coasts, and leave them exposed to

the ravages of a don.eftic, or the conquest of

a foreign enemy ? and can it be a matter of

indifference to any lover of liberty and the

British constitution throughout this wide ex

tending empire, that not more than three

years since the calamities incident to a long

minority in such circumstances, were hang

ing over the nation t

I have not made this display of the na

tion's difficulties to expose her councils to

. the ridicule of other states, or provoke a

vanquished enemy to insult her: nor have I

done it to excite the people's rage against their

governors, or sink theen into despondency

of the public welfare. But I thought such

a vew of the condition of Great Britain,

might be a means of calling up the public

attention to the national affairs, and enga

ging every friend to his king and couotry to

exert hit best abilities in forming and sup

porting such a system of measures at might,

in their issue, place Great Britain in a situ

ation of safety and dignity. Her case is,

thank God, fax from desperate, nor are her

circumstances irretrievable. I trust it is in

the power of the king and parliament to con

cert measures, and to find men capable of

carrying them into execution with wisdom

and perseverance, that perhaps, in the course

of the prerent parliament, will render the

nation both happy at home and respected

abroad, formidable in war, and flourishing in

peace. To contribute my mite to the public

service, I shall now proceed to point out

what, in my poor opinion, can and ought to
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be done for eitricating the nation out of ir,

difficulties. The plan has, indeed, been al

ready formed, and the outline drawn by the

administration of 1764. I sliajl only attempt

to fill up the void or obliterated parts, aud

trace its operation.

The standing expence of the present peace

establishment of 1764, improved by the ex

perience of the two last years, may oe thua

estimated :

£.
™"7 , . ,-" — 1500000

Army, exclusive of extraordinaries 1268500

Ordnance, exclusive of eauraordinariea 169600

Militia

Four American gov,

Senegambia —

African committee

Foundling Hospital

Surveys in America

— 100000

19200

5500

1300J

20000

1800

 

Deficiency of land and malt (mi- 7

litia taken out) C

Deficiency of annuity fund

Extras of army and ordnance

The sum allowed in thi« estimate for the

navy, is 69321I. less than the grant for that

service in 1767 ; but in that grant 30000!.

was included lor the purchase of hemp to

replenish the magazine, and a saving of about

25000 J. was made in that year. The al

lowance for the army and ordnance, exclu

sive of extraordinaries, is the fame as hat

been granted in the two last years ; but the

allowance for extraordinaries is much lesir

than has been demandad in either, and yet

it has been (hewn in the Considerations, &c.

that considerable diminution of even the

sum heie stated for those services might be

expected. The sum allowed for the deficien

cy in the land and malt tax, it is to be

hoped, would also be found too large, as

the deficiency of the land tax in the year*

1754 and 1755, when it was at two thiilingt,

amounted to no more, on a medium, thaa

49372I. to which, if we add half the sum, it

will give us 7ZC58I. as the peace deficiency at

three shillings. The deficiency of the malt

tax must be computed on a medium for a

greater number of years, as its produce it

casual, and, therefore, taking its deficienciet

in the seven years of peace, immediately

preceding ibe last war, the medium will be

no more than 13301SI. which being added

to the deficiency of the land tax, make! on-

212076 1. the sum to be allowed for the defi

ciency of both, which is 37924I. under the

allowance in the above estimate *. The sura

of 20000I. given to the Foundling Hospital,

• The deficiency os tbise sundi must akvayt bi greater in time os -war than in time espeace,

facausc tbt ensnej it then mere immediately vianttd, ar.d tie rate os merest it bibber.,

4 A 1 ' anj
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»nd iSeol. for the American surveys mud

soon cease to be necessary, as the services

will be completed. On all these account' we

jr.ay surely veutute to reduce the standing ex-

pences of the estimate to 330CCO0I. o! which

upwards of jocor-ol. will oe for the planta

tion setvice; and that sum, 1 hop', the peo

ple ot Ireland and the cobnies might be in

duced to take off Great- Britain, and defray

between them, in the proportion of 200000I.

by the colonies, and toocool. by Ireland.

VIII. Tbi Farmer's Sen of Kent, x voli.

limo. 51. Noble.

The r jrmer's Son of Kent is one of those

performances, which, if it does not rouse the

attention, at least kreps it fast asleep ; such

of our readers therefore, as have occasion for

an opiate, would do wtll to purchase the pre

sent article, which will be to the full at ef

fectual, at the same time that it will be much

more safe than any soporific in the shops of

our mo't celebrated apothecaries.

IX. The R ;ya! Garland, an occasional Inter

lude in Hinour of bis Danish Massy. -Sa to

Music ly Mr. Arnold, and performed al ibe

IktatrtRmal, Co.ent-Garden. Svo. 6d. Bec

ket.

A poetical whipt-syllibub, emc-osed of the

Genius of England, the muse Calliope, and

a few shepherds ar.d shepherdesses.—They are

all extremely rejoiced at the honour which hit

IXinlfh majesty has conferred upon this king

dom, in h.s visit to it , and after wishing him

a prosperous voyagetfo his own country, they

conclude the piece with a garland dance.—

This interlude, if we mistake not, wat

twice represented, but with no extraordi

nary share of approbation; whether the

little success which attended it, wat ow

ing to the little merit of the poet, the com

poser, or the performers, it a circumstance in

which we cannot give any information to the

public.

X. Tbe astiling Hifiory tf tivo young Gen

tlewoman, lobo were ruined by tbeir excessive

Attachments to tbe Arufemenls os tbe Tcvin,

To which are added many practical Notes. By

Dr. Typo, P. T. M. ismo. is. Binary.

This History is a despicable attempt to im

pose upon tlie public: one of tbe ftuiie. which

are advertiled here at a new work, is sillaule

f for syllable, blunders only eicepted, Tbe Fa

tal iKmrrtuxcti »■, tbe Hi/tcry of

Mis. Matilda Makkham, wl.irh first

appeared in our Magazine lor last August.

and has since been taken into almelt e»erjr

periodical publication of the three kingdom!.

—The other story is a dull narrative of 00c

Mrs. AUcough, and the notes are the exe

crable illusion of tabernacle enthusiasm joined

wi'h grnune Aup dity.

XI. Vestry inconsistent v>iib fie Rightt of

Men in general, end os Englishmen la pa-ticu-

l'r. A Sermon preached at Charlotte-street-

Chappel. By W. Dodd, L.L. D. Chaplain trn

ordinary to his Majesty. 8vo. ed. Faden.

This it a very sensible discourse, and should

be read not only by every friend to religion,

but by every lover of liberty.

XII. A Letter to William Beckserd, Ess,

Member of Parliament for the City of London.

Svo. 6d. Btngley.

An appeal in behalf os the coaibeavert, who

are here said to be intollerably oppressed by

the coal-undertakers, with a leqjeft that Mr.

Becksord will take some measures for the re

lief of the fotmer, in the great council of tbe

kingdom.

XIII. Experimental Essays on the external

Application of Antijeftics in putrid Difrafet—

On the Dfct and EfUSis of M'thdnts.—On Di

uretics and Sndorifics. By William Alexander

Surgeon. 3s. 6). Dilly. ,

This is an ingenious work—tbe experi

ments seem to be made with great care, and

related with great veracity.

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

Wednesday, Sent. »8.

VW^LDERMEN Hallisax and

*3 C* Shakespeare, the sherists elect,

•Tn f\ flp were sworn in at Guildhall,

fe^ jr^j The king of Denmark, wat

Jtf 'SiSf Vj^ present at the launching of a

jw/A newoogun ship, at Woolwich,

which was named in honour of his majesty,

the King of Denmark. He afterwards view

ed the Warren, Dock;, ike. (See p. 498.)

Thursday, 29.

Sir Francis Colling and Sir Henry Banks

sieving declined that office on account of

their bid slate of health, Samutl Turner.

Esq; alderman, was elected loid mayor of

this city for the ensuing year.

F« id ay, 30.

The princess- dowager of W-Ics gave a

3

splendid supper and ball to the king of Den

mark, &c. at Carleton-house,

The king of Denmark magnificently en

tertained the lord mayor, members for the

city, &c. at St. Ja<nes's.

Saturday, Oct. 1.

The king of Denmark went to Greenwich,

viewed the hospital, park, tec. He then

inspected the Roy 1 Observatory,

Monday, 3,

The king of Denmark gave a granl mas

querade ball, tec. to the noh.lity and gentry,

at the king's theatre in the Hjjmatket, of

which fee an acconnt p. 547.

Wednesday, 5.

Hit Dar.ih majesty, with his suite, &c.

set out for Newmatker. He returned in two

01 three days to St. James's,

Thou.
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Thursday, 6.

The duke of Cumberland arrived at court

from the Mediterranean.

A house was consumed by fiie in 'Wide-

gate- Alley, Bilhop's-gite- street.

Saturday, 8.

The Horse Grenadier, on foot, and the

grenadiers of the three regiments of foot

guards were reviewed on Wimbleton common

by his majesty, the king of Denmark, the

dukes of Gloucester and Cumberland, Earl

Ligonier, the marquis of Granby, &c. &c.

Monday, io.

At a court of common-council, it was re

solved to pre'ent the freedom of London to

the king of Denmark, in a gold box of aoo

guineas value. [His majesty received the ho

nour very graciously, and ordered the freedom

to be delivered to his ambassador here, to be

transmitted to Copenhagen.]

Tuesday, ii.

The university of Cambridge, by Drs.

Wethetell and Durell, presented to his Da

nish majesty the diploma of the degree of

LL. D, which his majesty received very gra

ciously.

WlDNISDAY, It.

Robert Patcrson, alias Wright, James

Mace, Richard Holt, Hannah Smith, and

Richard Slocombe (fee p. 497.) were execut

ed at Tyburn.

The company of Goldsmiths resolved to

present, his Danilh majesty with the freedom

of their company in a gold box of the value

of 150 1.

Thursday, 13.

His Danilh majesty set out from St. James's

for Dover, to embark for Fiance. In his

way he visited Chatham-yard and docks, the

city of Rochester, and at night arrived at Do

ver, where he viewed the castle, &c. and on

the next day embarked on board the yatcht

which failed immediately for Calais, where

he safely arrived in the evening of the same

day.

Tuesday, 18.

An house was consumed by sire, in Devon

shire street, Red-Lion-Squrie, and some others

damaged.

Friday, at.

Ended the sessions at the Old Bailey, when

John Davis, John TJrquhart, Robert Sneer,

Patrick Hanlon, William Miller. John Par-

singham, for several robberies, Edward Wil

liams for returning from transportation, and

Jobn M'Cloud for the murder of Mr. Stod-

dart, keeper us Bridewell, received sentence

of death : Two were sentenced to transporta

tion for fourteen years, twenty-three for se

ven years, and two to be whipped.

Saturday, ii.

Part of an house was consumed by fire in

Chapel Street, Soho ; Also the Turpentine

house, at the end of Goswell Street.

Monday, 14.

John M'Cloud for the murder of John

Stoddart, was executed at Tyburn, behaving

with great penitence and decency. His body;

was afterwards carried to Surgeons-hall, and

dissected according to his sentence.

Four or five persona have been killed by

the fall of a bouse in Great-Elbow-Lane:

And five new houses, which were to have

been fold by auction the next day, fell down

at Bethnal-grccn.

Addresses have been presented to the king

from the Bermuda islands, and the island of

Tobago, and graciously received.

Major Weddel was lately killed, and seve

ral other persons bruised by the overturning

of the York stage-coacb.

Edward Robartes, a bankrupt is committed

to Newgate, on suspicion of concealing hie

effects.

At WisiY-ch assizes two malefactor! were

convicted, one of which was reprieved.

Great damage has been done on the coast

of Sussex by the late stormy weather.

Stephen Kxthcarside bailiff of Ockswell-

farm, Berks, has been found barbarously

murdered, and robbed, by persons unknown.

A farmer's wife at Colney-haich eating a

pear, with a wasp in it, was stung to death.

Great damage has been sustained in many

parts of Kent by rains and inundations.

By the premiums given by some public-

spirited gentlemen, for bringing herrings to

Billingsgate, the poor have been, and are

likely to be, greatly benefitted.—Potatoes

have been sold in Spittle fields market at

32I. for 6d.

Lime, we are informed, strewed over the

field in the night, at fifteen bushels per acre,

il a preservative against Hugs, so very destruc

tive to young corn, that being the time of

their feeding.

In Bamfffhire, Scotland, the late floods

have done inexpressible damage, bridges have

been carried away, mills, dams, haughs, &r.

swept before the waves, cattle, sticep, &c.

drowned, and indeed all parts of the Noith

of Scotland have suffered incredibly. At

Auchlown, in the Parish of Foveran, on

Sept. 10. an uncommon phznomenon *■■

observed : A rent, or crack, was perceived ia

the ground, in form of a semi circle, 100

paces in length. The place is situated be

tween two rising grounds, and a rivuler,

which formerly lan that way, has since lolt

itself in the cavity,

A large elm tree, at Providence, New-

England, has been consecrated to Liberty,

with great ceremony, by the inhabitants.

The merchants and traders of New-York

on Aug. 27, come to much the fame reso

lutions as those of Boston. (See p. 41.)

A Brigantine pirate late a Spanisti-Guarda-

costa of 16 guns, belonging to Cuba, has ap

peared off the Bahamas, and taken seveial

vessels.

Certain advices have been received from

the East-Indies, that a treaty of peace has

beta
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Bills of Mortality, &c. Oct;

been concluded with the Subah of the Decin,

which will effectually secure the company's

poise/lions in those parts.

ExtraCl of a Letterfrom Dunkirk, Sept. 20.

" Last Friday died, in an advanced age,

Colonel Desmaretz, who had reliJ-J at thit

port, at first commissary of the court of Eng

land, ever since the last peace. He entered

into the English service in the year 1709, and

having served during the remainder os that

war under the duke of Matlborough, he was

employed in surveying the works or this

place after the peace of Utrecht, in 1713.

The colonel was a person of great eminence

in his profession of engineer, and second to

none in the most unbiassed integrity. Though

steady to the trust reposed in him, he always

behaved with so much temper and prudence,

aa to gain the esteem and affection even of

those whose designs he was obliged to coun

teract."

Bills of Mortality from April i5 to

August 13.

CllIITINIP, BuHIXD.

Males 26787 I Males 3627 \_.c,

Females 2399 5 50?7 | Females 3457 5 7°02

Whereof have died,

Under 2 Years 1C98I Within theWalls 431

Betw. 2 and 5 842|Witho. the Walls 2019

5 and 10

10 and 20

20 and 30

30 and 40

40 and 50

50 and 60

to and 70

70 and 80

80 and 90

90 and 100

— 339

— 263

— 5*8

— S»9

— 574

— 437

— 404

— 279

— 130

— i&

loo an.; upwards

7062

Mid. and Surry 3*50

City & Sub.West 1652

7062

Weekly, May' 3.

10.

»7-

24-

T V'

June 7.

■ 4.

ai.

28.

July 5.

la.

19.

26.

Aug. 2.

9-

16.

*3-

^3+

399

5°*
42b

439

39*

454

446

3»3

469

402

401

33?

320

462

389

400

706 a

Wheaten Peck loaf, wt. 171b. 6 oz. 2s. -,i.

FOREICN AFFAIRS.

CONSTANTINOPLE, Sept. 7. Mhuiun

Ogly Mehemet Pacha was removed

from the post of Grand Vizir the day before

yesterday ; and Mehemet Eonin Nidfchangi

Pacha is dedaired Cainucan, to do the busi

ness of that office,- till the arrival of Seiictar

Hamzey Pacha, who is sent f r by the (Mad

signor to be appointed grand vz r.

The deposed grand vizir was confined in

one of the kioses of the seraglio, and was

yesterday put on board a galley in order to be

sent to Tcnedos, where he is to remain till

further orders.

Petcrsburgh, August 23. The day before

yesterday Lord Cathcart, the British ambassa

dor had a formal audience of her imperial

majesty, when he dclivereed to be/ hi cre

dential letters.

The day after the arrival of the above am

bassador Count Czrrmchew, vested with the

same character to the king of Great- Britain

by her imperial majesty, let out for the place

of his deftina'ion.

Warsaw, Sept. 24. Of all the unhappy

events that so tapidly succeed each other,

none is more alarming than the two confede

racies that aie soimed in Lithuania. The

number and quality of those concerned in

them render them formidable. Prince Charles

of Radzivil not being able with his utmost

endeavours to prevent their existence, hai

assembled together all the troops in his pay,

to prevent their being drawn away by the

confederates, which might have happened if

they had been dispersed :n different part;. He

has informed the king and prince Repnin of

what he has done, and desired to know how

he shall employ those troops. On the other

hand, we do not hear that the abovemention-

ed confederates have undertaken any thing of

consequence.

Dan;zic, Sept. 26. The troubles which

have desolated most of the other provinces

of the kingdom, have at length reached our's.

No confederacy indeed has yet been formed 1

but we bear that a troop of horsemen, about

530 in number, have appeared between

Thorn and Grauorntz ; and that they have

unloaded several corn vessels on the Vistula ;

ana that they have required several villages

respectively to furnish them an armed nvaa

and loo florins in money.

Warsaw, Oct. 1. The dietine of Warsaw,

and four or five other dictiiiess have elected

their deputies. (See p. 504.)

According to some advices from Constan

tinople, war is to be declared against Russia

as soon as the new Vizir arrives from Nato-

lia ; but according to others, the pone his r,o

such intention.

Warsaw, Oct. 5. The mined tribunal, es

tablished by the last diet, to redress the grie

vances of catholics and dissident.', was opened

on the 1st inff. As soon as the judges were

sworn, they chose M, Ozierbicki for their

president.

Fifteen dietines have now been held, and

we begin to hope that the diet will meet at

the time appointed.

Cclogn, Sept. 9. According to en ecict

lately iilecd by the trope : or, the several fe-

Tuttmeati
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feraments of Germany are required not to

permit any of their subjects to leave the em

pire, or even oispose of their effects, if an in

tention of departure is to be suspected. The

inlisting of recruiti for foreign service is par

ticularly foibidden.

Hanau, Sept. 1 5. Yesterday the princess

royal of Denmark, consort of the hereditary

prince, was happily delivered of a princess.

Dresden, Sept. 17 Yesterday the admi

nistrator renounced the regency of this state,

in favonr of his nephew the elector, who

this day takes the reins of government as

stake of Saxony. As for what regards the

•stairs of the empire, that must still be tran

sected by the prince administrator, until the

elector has attained his i8th year, which

will not be till the ijd of December, when

be will be declared ot age, according to the

constitution of the Golden Bull.

Vienna, Sept. . ci. We have the pleasure

to learn, that the inoculation of the Arch

duchess Theresc, and the Archdukes Ferdi

nand and Maximilian, succeeds perfectly

well. The small-pox i« of the most favour

able kind, and so slight, that tho' this is the

fourth day of the eruption, they walked this

morning in the garden of Schonbiun,

Rome, Sept. 3. Cardinal Rezzonico has

this day informed the pope his uncle, that

the minister plenipotentiary of the court of

Naples has declared to the • sacred college,

" That in two months the king his master

will fend commissaries, supported by troops,

to retake possession of the dutchies of Castro

and Konciglione, which he considers as ille

gally dismembered from his dominions."

This news is certain, and the pope is greatly

afflicted at it. Cardinal Torreggiani, whom

the public look upon as the author of most

of our misforunes, has resolved at length not

trouble himself any more with politics, and

it's said the pope has permitted him to retire.

Extract of a letter from Corsica. Sept. 14,

" The count de Marbceuf, after tak.ng

the convent near Biguglia, met at the attack

of the last mentioned place a resistance, which

cost him a number of people in killed and

wounded; but the inhabitants having refused

to support the garrison longer, the latter re

tired io good order without losing a man.

The French, after the taking of Eiguglia,

possessed themselves of a height which com

manded Furiani, where they erected a bit-

tery of twenty four cannon aod so:ne mortars.

The garrison considering that the works of

the castle could not hold out against all this

artillery informed Paoli instantly of it, who

ordered them to retire, which they did with

out any loss.

These successes induced the marquis de

Chauvelin to avail himself ot the terror he

had spread, and to endeavour by gentleness to

engage the rest of the inhabitant! to suomit ;

-but finding them inflexible h : took possession

sf the villages of Borgo and Lucianaj and
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pasting the Cuolo, the French invaded the

pieve of C.sinca, and pushed on as far as La

Penta. The Corsicans, who waited them

there, no sooner saw them within musket

shot, than they fell upon them with so much

bravery, and in such numbers, that they

could not stand the attack. They abandoned

their camp, therefore, and retired with the

greatest precipitation. The Corsicans with

out giving them a moment's respite, pursued,

driving them before them in such good order,

that they were not able to find refuge even in

the places they had taken, the Corsicans en

tering in along with them pell nv. II, and put

all to the sword who could not get cut of their

way. This pursuit lasted to the very walls of

Bastia, and the loss of the French is incredi

ble. About 100 of them were made prisoners,

among whom are fifteen staff-officers, and

the marquis de Chaovelin's own nephew.

The Cordons know not rightly their loss;

but Furiani and the other posts, which had

been taken from them, are again in their

power."

Extract of Litter from Corsica, Sept. 14..

" In the first ardour, our advantages were

a little exaggerated : but, as we mean not to

impose on the public, we are glad to recti

fy any misrepresentations, a! soon as we are

better informed. The following is an exact

detail of what has happened on the side of

Cafinca.

As soon as the French had taken Furiani

and Oiguglia, General Paoli learnt that colo

nel Buttafuoco had engaged a good number of

the inhabitants of the province of Casinca to

submit to the French ; upon which he with

drew his troops from the province of Nebbio,

and posted them at Bebito. The Sicur Cle

ment Paoli, brother to the general, who

occupied Loretto, was in the mean time

forced by the inhabitants to quit that place,

and retired to St. Antoine de La Casablanca.

These unlucky events, however, discouraged

not the Corlicans ; General GarTorio remain

ed with a detachment at Bcnito J and the

other troops assembled at Rostino, where all

the inhabitants of the neighbouring districts

united who were able to bear arms.

On the nth in the morning we began to

march to the enemy. Penta, one of the

strongest places in the island, was the first at

tacked. Our troops carried it by assault, and

made prisoners there three officers and eight*

soldiers. The French, whose parties spread

in those quarters, might amount to about

two thousand roeo, not finding themsclvea

able to make head against the Cirfkans, re

tired to Vmiolasco, Loretto, and Vescovato.

Cap. Salicetti surprised them in the night of

tbe 12th, in the latter place, and had even

taken possession of several houses, when a

wound which he reccivid by a muucet shot*,

ob'igcd him to retire. The Sieur Clement

Paoli penetrated also the Came night itjto La%

tWM
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retto ; but his troops not listening to the ca

pitulation proposed by the French, and be

ginning to set fire to some houses into which

they bad retired, the inhabitants took the

part of the French, and defended them des

perately) insomuch that Paoli, who began

to want ammunition, found himself obliged

to relinquisn his possession.

On the iSth it was resolved, in a council

of war, to force the French to evacuate the

province of Cafinca : consequently, our troops

inarched that day towards Occagnano ; but

the French foreseeing our design, abandoned

Vinzolasco, Loretto, and Vescovato, and

leaving behind them lour pieces of artillery,

letired towards the Cuolo, in order to pass

it. The Sieur Clement Paoli, who had the

precaution with ;co men to seize o« the

bridge del Lago Benedetto, incommoded them

greatly in their retreat. Some men were lost

on each side i but the French having at length

passed the river, reunited at Borgo, where

they have left a garrison of 6co men. The

Corsicans did not immediately pursue them,

but have since marched towards that place,

which they now hold blocked up.

It is said that the French have proposed

a suspension of arms, and that it has been

refused. Be that as it may, it is certain

that thev have posted a corps at St. Marie

del Orto, about half way between Biguglia

and Furiani, to preserve those two places,

which have not been evacuated, as was re

ported.

Thus have things turned out on the fide of

Casinca. An account of the operations on

the fide of Nebbio, where General Paoli has

acted in person against the French, we are

waiting for with the utmost impatience." (See

p. 494.)

Madrid, Sept. 27. On the 19th instant aa

the king was amusing himself with fishing,

one of his feet flipped, and in endeavouring

to save himself on the other his majesty dislo

cated bis knee. The surgeons looked upon it

at first as only a sprain, but the king has since

been in great pain, and obliged to keep his

bed. A tumour afterwards appeared on the

part, and his majesty is now much better.

Mxtratt of a Litterfrom Versailles, Sept. 14.

" The public, both in France and other

countries, have hitherto been at a loss to ac

count for the motive of the king's sending

his troops to take possession of Corsica. The

following edict, which his majesty has

thought proper to publish upon this occasion,

will explain the affair :

Louis, by the grace of God, king of France

and Navarre, to all to whom these presents

shall come greeting.

The serene republic of Genoa having en

trusted in our hands, by a voluntary cissioo,

the rights of sovereignty which (he posstied

over the kingdom of Cprlica, and having de

livered to our troops the places which the

Genoese occupied in that island, we have

taken charge of the government and indepen

dent sovereignty of the kingdom of Corsica j

and that the more willingly, as we hope to

exercise it merely for the good of the people

of that island, our new subjects.

Our intention is to grant to the Corficaa

nation all the advantages they can desire, if

they submit to our sovereign rights. We

will preserve them from all future apptchen-

fions with respect to the coniinuatio . os the

disturbances by which they have been dis

tressed for so many jean past : We will watch

over the prosperity, the g ory and happiocuj

of our dear people of Corsica in general, and

of eveiy individual in particular with the letr-

timents of a paternal heart. We will main

tain, upon our royal word, the conditions we

have promised in regard to the form of go

vernment to the nation, and to those who

shall {hew themselves most zealous and most

ready to submit to our obedience, and we

hope that nation, enjoying this advantage

and our royal protection by such precious tie*,

will not put us upon treating them aa rebels,

and perpetuate in the island of Corsica distur

bances which cannot but prove destructive to

a people whom we have adopted with com

placency among the number of our subjects.

And in order that our intentions upon this

head might be fully known, we have caused

our seal to be put to these presents.

Given at Compiegne the 5 h day of Au

gust 1768, and in the 53d year of our

reign.

(Signed) LOUIS."

And underneath, the duke de Csonssi.

Paris, Oct. 10. The Sieur Paulc, a phy

sician of this city, has undertaken lo prove,

that it is extremely easy to preserve a nation

intiiely from the small pox. The method

he proposes, is to prevent all communication

with the infected party and even with his

clothes, from the maturity of the eruption*

to their falling off, and then to purity, by

means of water and perfumes, the patient's

(kin, and whatever he has touched. These

precautions observed for a number of years,

he thinks our children may hereafter speak 01'

the small-pox, at we do at present of the to-

prosy.

Amsterdam, Sept. tj. The Dotch vefkh,

which went on the whale fishery thit year u

Greenland, are all returned except five,

which perislied in the ice. Those which re

turned, in number 119, have taken ici

biought home 390 rilh.

(^ lifot of tbt Distasrt of Sedentary persons will hi concluded in our next, vriVa tbt pate*

from T. Z. Letterfrom Burton, answer to Dr. Code's Surry, Transit f Venus, Votes, reWavf

»v other valuable fiecti wili bavt t fleet j viitb tbt Lifts, vibieb art nivi tmilltd far vert ef

room.
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THE

London Magazine,

For NOVEMBER, 1768.

THE BRITISH THEATRE.

»v*i^*<S H E Tartuffe of Metier*,

5y£ f and the Nonjuror of

T

r -
WTt rVO* c'*A'r' have b*en loDB

' celebrated in their re

spective countries, yet

in England the repre

sentation of the Utter

has been for many years discontinued,

because the error which it struck at

has been for many years happily sup

pressed ; the hero of the Nonjuror, is a

rebel as well as a Hypocrite, and la

bours no less to promote the interest

of the Pretender, than to advance his

own fortune, upon the unsuspecting

credulity of such as incautiously ad

mit him to any (hare of their regard.—

Fortunately we have now no Jacobites

existing among us who are weak

enough, or bold enough to think of

an opposition to the government j

they are now either wholly eradicated,

or wholly impotent, and the august

family on the throne is doubly secure

in possession, by the laws of the land

and the affection of the people.

As this is luckily the cafe, the re

vival of Gibber's Nonjuror could not be

expected to furnish much entertain

ment at present, though it contains

many proofs of unquestionable genius ;

and it would besides, be an injudicious

.conduct in our managers to call back

disagreeable scenes of civil dissension

to the memory of the public, when

the hand of time is kindly throwing

so salutary an oblivion upon them, and

when there is so just a probability to

hope that no period of this lamenta

ble nature will ever again, disgrace the

annals of our country.

But tho' the Nonjuror, as originally

written, could not be supposed at this

time to furnisti a very pleasing enter*

tainment to the frequenters of the

theatre ; it nevertheless contains many-

beauties which a man of true taste

would be extremely sorry to lose, and

therefore it is with pleasure we inform

our readers that the fable has been al

tered by Mr. Bickerstaff, and that the

piece is now not only represented with

propriety by the managers, but with

prosit to the public—The political

part is totally omitted, and from a re

flection on the Jacobites, it is chang

ed into a satire against the enthusiasts,

who are extremely numerous, and it

is to be feared extremely dangeroua

also in this pious generation,

The plot of Gibber's piece is well

known to most of our dramatic readers,

but as they will possibly wish to hear

minutely the manner of Mr. Bicker-

staff's alteration, we (hall analyse his

story as the most expeditious way of

gratifying their curiosity, first of alt

acquainting them that the title and

dramatis perscnæ are wholly changed j

that the play is now called

THE HYPOCRITE,

And, that Mr. Bicktrftasshas thought

proper thus to-new-name the origu

nal

CHARACTERS.

Sir John Lambert Mr. Packer

Colonel Lambert

Parnley

Doctor Cantvrell

* Mawwonn

Se y ward

Lady Lambert;

Charlotte

Mr. Jefferson

Mr. Reddijb

Mr. King

Mr. Weston

Mr. Cautberlj

Mrt. W. Barry

Mrt. JLbinglon

Old Lady Lambert Mrt. Bradjhait

Servants, officer, (fe.

• Tbe characters distinguished with asterismt art new, ants lie names of Cipher's

we Sir JobnWoodviUe, Colonel WoodviUt, Hartley, Charles, Differ Wolf, Lads

Wood'yiUe, Maria, Servants. &e,

Nov. 1768. «>B« THE
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THE FABLE.

QlR John Lambert, a well-meaning

^ man of fortune, but one of the

righteous over much, being highly

prejudiced by Old Lady Lambert his

mother, who is a professed method) ft,

in favour of Cantwell, a preacher of

her darling doctrine, admits Cantwell

not only into his house, but to his clo

sest confidence, and considers him,

tnough really a profligate hypocrite,

to be a man of the strictest virtue and

austerity. •

Sir John's family consists of a wife

not much older than his daughter,

Charlotte, and his son a colonel in the

army. Charlotte is just as Cibber

has drawn his Maria, a lively, gay,

yet good-natured coquette, passionate

ly beloved by Mr. Darnley, a young

gentleman of fortune, to whom (he is

secretly attached, though she frequent

ly treats him with the most provoking

tyranny.——Darnley, in his first ad

dresses to Charlotte, had received the

approbation of Sir John ; but from

the time of Cantwell's coming into

the knight's house, the case was to

tally different. The good Cantwell

took all opportunities of turning Sir

John's veneration for piety to his own

account ; and filled him with such a

dislike to every thing that bore the

least resemblance to cheerfulness and

freedom, that Charlotte's good hu

mour became sinful, and the honest

expostulation of the colonel, who

wanted to rescue him from the machi

nations of the Hypocrite, were consi

dered as so many blasphemies against

virtue. At length Cantwell gets the

unsuspecting Sir John so thoroughly

in his power, that she latter forbids

Darnley's addresses to his daughter,

and determines that she shall either for

feit all pretensions to his favour, or

consent to accept the pious doctor for

a husband.

Alarmed at the influence which

Cantwell has obtained over his fa

ther, the Colonel applies to Lady

^Lambert for her assistance, to expose

his profligacy, and prevent his designs.

Circumspectly as theDoctor endeavours

to carry matters, he secretly entertains

very antispiritual sentiments for her la

dyship,' and the Colonel, who has for

feme time discovered this trifling speck

M his ftnctity, prevails upon her to

£i*e the fellow some encouragement,

Fable of the Hypocrite." Nor*;

that he may be led into an open de

claration, and give the Colonel as well

as Charlotte, who are to be concealed

evidences of the conversation, an op

portunity of exposing him to Sir John.

Lady Lambert, in consequence of

this scheme, indulges the doctor with

a tete a tete, who makes very warm

professions of his affection. The Co

lonel upon this bursts in, upbraids

him with the baseness of his conduct,

while Lady Lambert retires in seeming

confusion at the Colonel's discovery.

The Colonel's vehemence soon brings

Sir John to the scene of action, who

is acquainted by his son of the doc

tor's scandalous addresses to Lady

Lambert. But Cantwell, in a strain

of the most plausible piety, turns the

tables upon the poor Colonel, avers

that his conversation with Lady Lam

bert was only to beg her intercession

in favour of his passion with Charlotte,

a measure which Sir John himself had

advised, and acts the hypocrite so*

completely, that Sir John, believing

a combination is formed against the

doctor, orders the Colonel to quit the

house, declares he will entirely disin

herit him, and prepares immediately

to execute an instrument, which had

been some time drawn, and which putt

the Doctor in possession of four hun

dred pounds a year, together with the

very house in which he has been so

grossly traduced by the Colonel.

The writings for the execution of

this rash conveyance being in the hands

of Seyward, a young man who passes

for the Doctor's nephew, but is in rea*

lity an orphan, whom he, under the

veil of sanctity, thought proper to edu

cate, after he had plundered his dying

mother of all she possessed, and Sey

ward being told by the Doctor that the

instrument would be wanted that even

ing, he determines to acquaint Char

lotte with the whole transaction, being

impell'd by a secret, tho' hopeless attach

ment, which, he feels for that lady, as

well as by a principle of justice, to

prevent Cantwell's designs against the

baronet and his family. Charlotte

upon the first intelligence repairs to a

lawyer's with the writings which S*y-

ward gives her for that"purpose, and

gets her brother's name inserted where-

ever the Doctor's was mentioned: with

this she returns home, reconveys the

paper to Seyward, and they are execu

te*
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ted with so passionate an earnestness

by Sir John, as well as received with

so affected a modesty by Can; well, that

they never read a syllable of the con

tents, nor entertain even an idea of the

smallest alteration.

Charlotte, having at last given Darn-

ley a promise of marriage, has an in

terview soon after with the Doctor,

whose consent (he is under a necessity

cf obtaining to her marriage, or of

relinquishing the fortune her father al

lots her, which is four thousand pounds.

■ The Doctor, during this inter

view, behaves with great openness, and

secure of his power over Sir John, very

explicitly declares to Charlotte's face,

that he does not care a sixpence for

her, and that he will give his consent

to her marriage with Darnley, provi

ded she gives him half of the four

thousand pounds.——Charlotte pro.

mises for Darnley, and Caotwell re

tires to prepare Sir John for a favour

able reception pf that gentleman's, pro

posals about his daughter.

Charlotte having communicated the

Doctor's condition to Darnley, he ap

pears generously ready to comply with

it ; but the will not suffer such a sacri

fice to be made to so worthless a wretch,

and her father coming in, she tells him

of Cantwell's conduct in regard to the

two thou send pounds. Sir John

fires upon this accusation of his friend,

which he believes to be a new design

of destroying the Doctor in his good

opinion ; however Lady Lambert, who

always retains a great influence over

him, joining Charlotte's charge, and

offering to give ocular demonstration

of Cantwell's baseness, Sir John seems

a little disconcerted, and declares up

on a proof of that nature, he will im

mediately drive him from his confi

dence for ever. Lady Lambert then

begs he will conceal himself behind a

screen, and desiring Charlotte to send

the Doctor to her in the least suspici

ous manner, prepares herself for a new

declaration of' love from the Hypo

crite ; he accordingly comes, in a lit

tle time renews his vows of eternal re

gard, and fancies he is going to be in

dulged with the last favour, when Sir

John rushes from behind the screen,

upbraids him with his ingratitude,

and orders him immediately from the

Jhouse. Cantwell makes one effort

of the hypocritical kind to recovtr hit

5%

patron's esteem, but finding it ineffec

tual, and being again ordered away,

he throws off the mask entirely, claims

the house as his by virtue of the lately

executed deed, and desires Sir John to

quit the poil'eslian directly.—Sir John

distressed and confounded, prepares to

obey him, but Charlotte enters, tells

the artiJice (he has used, and restores

him to unexpected tranquility, while

Cantwell, who has been just arrested

by the Colonel with a chief justice's

warrant, as a cheat, distracted at be

ing over-reached, desires the officer to

carry him instantly to prison, and

leaves Sir John to reward his son's vir

tue, and crown his daughter's happi

ness with Darnley Seyward, who

just before had had a scuffle with the

doctor for refusing to swear as Cant

well directed, is present at the catas

trophe, and receives satisfactory prdi

mises of an establishment from the

family. Here the piece ends with

a reflection, that though nothing is so

detestable as the character of a hy

pocrite, we must not by any means

be unjust to real virtue, as nothing can,

be more amiable than the fervour of a

real piety.

Considerations on the ConduS ofthe Fable

The fable of the Nonjuror is by no

means correct ; and in the Hypocrite!

Mr.Bickerstaff possibly thought itwould

seem a presumption to attempt an im

provement upon his author.—The rea

der will wonder, that in the course os

the story we scarcely make mention of

Mawworm, or Old Lady Lambert, but

the fact is, neither have any business

at all in the piece, and are only in

troduced to fill up the vacuum,

which was necessarily occasioned, by

omitting the political part of the plot.

—'Old LadyLambert is a professed me-

thodist, and Maw-worm is a methodist

also ; he keeps a little chandler's shop,

which he intends throwing up, to

commence preacher j and fays, he is

sure he has had a call ; he moreover

informs us, that he extorts his custo

mers so constantly when they come to

buy any thing, that the Devils in his

alley give out as hoiu his brain is turn

ed .—Formerly, he fays, he was a great

sinner, and frequently flayd /kittles at

the Three Hats in I/Iington ; hut now hi

can't abide them \ and though be is but a

/beep his bleatingfiall be beard ; nay, if

he



Cbarafiers, Manners, &?c, t£c.5M

be can become but a /bisbird's Jog u

bark the /ray lambs into tie foil he will

be content—Mawworm hat two scenes

in the play, the first it to ask Cant-

well how he doet, the next is to attend

Old Lady Lambert to the Tabernacle,

who, notwithstanding his ignorance,

and despicable situation, it a great ad

mirer of his zeal and piety.

THE CHARACTERS.

It is universally allowed, that Maria

in the Nonjuror is one of the best fi

nished and most amiable coquets that

•ver was exhibited in a theatre ; Mr.

Bickerftaff's Charlotte differs very lit

tle from Maria, nor have the rest of

Cibber's charadters undergone any ma

terial alteration. As to Old Lady

Lambert me is taken intirely from Mo-

liere, and Mawworm is the only part

in the Hypocrite which has any pre

tensions to Novelty.' ■■ ■ This indeed

teems the sketch of a masterly pencil,

but it is nevertheless much to be la

mented that it is wholly a figure in the

back ground, and has no concern in

the action of the piece.

THE MANNERS.

Whatever defect there may be in this

part of the Hypocrite, it must be an

swered for by the author of the Nonju

ror; Mr. Bickerltatf indeed, from his

extensive knowledge of the drama,

might have rendered the behaviour of

some characters a little more consistent

with their situations in life. Darnley's

jealousy seems oftener the result of ac

tual pride than the consequence of real

tenderness, and Lady Lambert, in the

scene where SirJohn is concealed, makes

love herself to Cantwell, instead of

waiting for the Hypocrite's addresses.

—These are- defects, but they are

Cibber's defects ; however it is a pity

when so capital a hand undertook to

stive us an alteration of the celebrated

Laureat, that he did not think it ne

cessary to make this alteration left lia

ble to critical animadversion.

THE SENTIMENTS

In genera), just, characteristic, and

forcible.

THE DICTION.

Is rather the most reprehensible part

of the performance Some of Cib

ber's execrable double entendres arc

still retained even in the mouth of

Charlotte ; and the frequent mention

of heaven, together with the excel.

3

sive fervour of that mention, by CanN

well, is very disagreeable to a serious

auditor. — Maw worm's language, tho'

theTe is nothing new in his improper

pronunciation, is perfectly laughable a

—and where he talks of bis wise'sgood

ness in cutting him down, when be

had banged himself through melan

choly, and adds, that he does not be

lieve there is a woman in the parish,

who would do so much for a husband,

it is impossible for a puritan to prescrre

the gravity of his countenance. ■ 1

The stroke is true humour, and indi

cates the author's perfect acquaintance

with real comedy.

THE MORAL

Excellent; to expose tlie shameful

vice of hypocrisy, and to inlpire a uni

versal regard for religion and virtue.

THE REPRESENTATION.

There are but three character* in

this piece calculated to gain any extra

ordinary (hare of approbation. ■

These are Cantwell, Charlotte, nrd

Mawworm, which were admirably ex

ecuted by several performers, and

met with general encouragement from

the public.

p^> In a few dVyi the tragedy of

Zengis is to be performed at Drury-

]ane theatre, and at Cogent Garden we

are in hourly expectation of a tragedy

on the story of Cyrus, from the inge

nious Mr. Hoole, already k\own to

the world as the translator of Tassa

and Metestasio.

To Mr.

SIR,

Sine Qua ■

YOU and some other well-mean

ing readers of the London Ma

gazine, " are, it seems, much con-

cerned at the late warm dispute about

the doctrine of the Trinity : it is,

you fay, not only injurious to the dis

putants themselves hut to religion it

self, to carry on a controversy upon a

subject of so mysterious a nature."

In answer to this, I take the liberty

of quoting, with a very small variation,

a passage from p. 553. of the same Mag,

in which your letter is printed.

" The bigot, the better to shield

himself from attacks, is obliged t»

wrap himself up in his ignorance; to

call even the most obvious truths mys

terious, beyond the powers of humiit,

reason to penetrate. Let us disregard?

such men, we are not to expect the

heads
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heads of these sliould become the re

positories of truth." ,

As another bar against any further

debate on this subject, you quote the

following passage from Dr. Swift'* ser

mon written for Trinity Sunday.—

" It is highly probable, that if God

should please to reveal to us this great

mystery Of the Trinity, we should not

be able to understand it, unless lie

would at the fame time bestow on us

new faculties of the mind."

Be pleased, Sir, to observe that

whatever is revcaWd, if it be not ac

tually made known, is, at least made

intelligible. This being premised, the

Doctor's words may be thus paraphra

sed: " If it should please God to

make this great mystery of the Trinity

ntelligible, this great mystery would,

ven then, be unintelligible, unless he

should please at the same time to be-

stow on us new faculties of the mind •"

weak readers are generally most taken

with the worst parts of a book : I do

not think that such another nonsensi

cal passage can be found if the volu

minous writings of this very ingenious

man. Let the readers now determine

who are in greatest danger of madness,

you or the late disputants.

Your, &c.

Compos Mentis.

N. B. According to Socrates Mad

ness and Folly are the fame thing. See

Alilb ad.

Account o/"Tissot'/ EJsaj on the diseases

of Sedentary Persons, fifr. Continued

from p. 4j6.

•* *"■*> H £ head itself, and the nerves,

X and the stomach which is fuller

of nerves than any other part, first suf

fer for the errors of the mind." This

the Doctor proves from various exam

ples, and proceeds; "Thus rendered

unequal to the task of study, the

learned are at last under a necessity of

quitting their beloved pursuits ; for, as

the strength of their nerves diminishes,

their attention fails, the memory be

gins to lose its tenaciousnefs, the ideas

(re obscured, and an uneasy sensation

of heat over the whole head, a dread

ful palpitation, the most extraordinary

weakness, and a groundless fear of

approaching death, oblige them to

discontinue their application. Their

strength being at last repaired by rest,

nourishing aliments, and exercise, they

seœw their assiduity in study, but are

soon obliged to quit their books as be

fore. Thus the whole day is lost j and

when evening approaches and they

retire to bed their weakness and an

xiety make them pass their nights most

dismally, whilst the great mobility of

their nerves prevents their sleeping,

and sometimes increases to such a de

gree as totally to deprive them of the

power of thinking. I know a young

man, upon whom an intense applica

tion to study had this extraordinary

effect, that, if he read even a few

pages, he was torn with convulsions)

of the muscles of the head and face,

which assumed the appearance of ropes

stretched very tight.

Nor does too intense an application

produce only slight and transient con

vulsions of the muscles j »t likewise re

news and generates the most dreadful

nervous disorders. Galen mention* •

trammarian, who was seized with a

t of the epilepsy, whenever he medi

tated profoundly, or taught with vehe

mence. I myself have seen instance*

of it. And the illustrious Van Swjetea

laments the cafe of youths ofthe bright

est hopes, who have been seized with

a dreadful and incurable epilepsy, up

on being compelled by severe masters

to apply to their studies with scarce any

intervals of relaxation. Hoffman

makes mention of a young man, who,

as often as he wearied out his memory

and his genius by attentive study, was

seized with a momentary epilepsy, a

palpitation of the heart, and a trance j

but when he remitted of his assiduity,

was always tolerably well. This the

celebrated Petrarch likewise unhappily

experienced, being seized with an

epilepsy through his great application,

to study, to which he was immode

rately attached. In a public promo

tion, one of the candidates for literary

honour, after having pursued bis stu

dies with the most arduous applica

tion both day and night, through a too

great attention to his oration, that tie

might be able to fay it accurately by

heart, was suddenly seized with a car

talepsy and fell down.

Tb« labour of the mind not only

produces nervous disorders, but, by

means of the nerves, gives rife toother

complaints. An eminent mathemati

cian,, who was trou bled with an here

ditary gout, and had always lived so

berly and chastely, hastened a paro

xysm by applying a long time to the

solution*
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solution of a difficult problem. And

the Case of the chevalier de Pernay ia

very extraordinaty. After four months

of the closest Rudy imaginable, and

without any previous disorder, his

beard fell first, then his eye-lashes,

then his eye-brows, then the hair of

his head, and finally all the hairs of

his body. Did this proceed from the

great relaxation of the roots, from

which the hairs grow ; or from the

want of nutrition r Certain it is, that

an intense application os mind relaxes

the whole corporeal frame, and pre

vents all nutrition for two reasons ;

for this is the effect of thought, not

upon all, but upon most constitutions,

that it accelerates the pulse, and pro

duces a fever, which, by dissolving

the nourishing jelly of the fluids, occa

sions paleness, leanness, consumption,

and a sort of wasting of the nerves ; on

the other hand, the cessation of the

action of the nerves, is capable of pro

ducing it. Nor does it less cease in the

whole body, whilst it is obstructed by

application of mind, than when it is

flopped by a swelling or a ligature in

any part. We should not be too in

quisitive in prying into causes ; and

many circumstances relating to nervous

disorders will for ever remain un

known ; but if any one should be cu

rious to know how the too great ten

sion of the nerves is hurtful, I will

brieflygive him my fense of the mat

ter. The body is exhausted by too

y great an evacuation ; hence arises

weakness, an extraordinary tenuity of

'- the humours, and, what it is generally

productive of, a diseased mobility.

Suppose the blood were to run copious

ly from a wound, or the gastric fluids

were to be poured forth by the anus,

or the breasts sucked too long, or a

greater discharge of saliva made by

spitting, or the wretched body were to

be troubled with a long diabetes, or

in short, any other evacuations were

too much increased, the strength

would decline, and the health be lost;

but whilst the nerves act, their fluid

runs out of the body, and carries olF

the strength with it ; nor is there any

thing in the body either more labour

ed, more necessary in many a>nimal

functions, or more intimately con

nected with strength. In studious snest

therefore, a perpetual dissipation of the

nervous fluid springs from the incessant

action of the nerves, attended witk

weakness, and an extraordinary ina

bility, from whence all the aboyemen*

tioned diseases easily take rise ; these

are very dreadful, but diseases still

more dreadful remain to be described.

[7a bt concluded in our next.~\

To the AUTHOR, &V.

S I R,

I AM one of your female readers

and admirers. I am a friend to the

church ofEngland, and am settled in a

town where there is an opportunity of

attending publick worship twice a day

throughout the year. But having some

objection to a sew chapters appointed

for certain days (perhaps arising from

too much female delicacy) I have made

it a rule, for these seven yean past, to

absent myself from divine service upon

the following occasions when these les

sons are appointed to be read, viz.—

Ruth iii. on March 19. a Sara. xi.

April 19. 1 Kings xxi. on the 10th

Sunday after Trinity, and when 1 Cor.

vii. is read.

I have very little more to object to

our Liturgy, except a verse or two in

the Psalms for churching of women,

and that remarkable prayer in the form

of matrimony. I was never in my

life, but once, at the solemnization of

matrimony, which happened upon a

saint's day about five years since : when,

to my surprize, there came into the

church a young woman very big with

child, advancing towards the commu

nion table, followed by a man attended

by the parish officers ; and upon hear

ing the clergyman pronounce these

words—" Assist with thy blessing, these

two persons, that they may be fruitful

in procreation of children,"" I was

quite out of countenance. However

the husoand has since been a match {for

the parish, having .absconded^and left

a wife and three children.

If some particular expressions in the

above-named passages are apt to startle

the fortitude of your sex, as I am ere*

dibly informed they sometimes do,

you cannot but imagine they must

much more affect the modesty of ours,

at least of her who is your constant rea

der and humble servant,

Mary Figlsaf.

THE wards of Candlewick and

Langbourn, will be described ia

our next,

22*
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The History of the last Session of Parliament, &c.

she Hi/lory of the Stjsion of Parliament, ivbitb began Nov. 14., 1767, being theseventh

Seffion of the Twelfth Parliament a/Great-Britain ; nvith an Account oj all the mate

rial Questioni therein determined, and of the political Dispute: thereby occasioned "with

out Door1. Continuedfrom p. 515.

half yearly, on the 5th of July, and the

5th of January, in every year, out of

the sinliing fund, and added to, and

made part of, the joint stock of 3 1. per

tent, annuities, which were consolidated

at the Bank of England, hy certain acts

made in the 15th and aSrh years of the

reign of his late majesty, and fevetal

subsequent acts, and subject to redemp

tion by parliament ; that every contribu

tor towards the said sum of 1,300,000 I.

HAVING given an account of the

supplies, 1 shall proceed to give

the history of the committee of ways and

means; for the bouse had no sooner

agreed to the two resolutions of the com

mittee of supply of the 3d of December,

than it was resolved, that the house

would the next morning resolve itself in

to a committee of the whole house to

consider of ways and means for raising

the supply granted to his majesty ; from

which day the committee continued to (hall, in respect of every 65 I. agreed by

fit, from time to tiroe, till the 13d of Fe- him to be contributed for raising such,

binary 1768 inclusive and came to ma- sum, be intitled to rerrive three tickets

toy resolutions which were agreed to by

the house, and were as follow :

December, 7.

That the duties upon malt, mum,

cyder and perry, be continued from the

14th of June 1768, to the 24th of June

1769, and charged upon ail the malt

which shall be made, and all mum

which mall be made or imported, and

all cyder and perry, which (hall be made

for sale, within the kingdom of Great

Britain. 700,000!.

December to.

That the sum of 31. in the pound,

and no more, be raised within the space

of on* year, from the 25th of March

1768, upon lands, tenements, heredita

ments, pensions, and personal estates, in

that part of Great Britain called Eng

land, Wales, and the town of Berwick

upon Tweed ; and that a proportionable

•ess, according to the ninth article of

the treaty of union, be laid upon that

part of Great Britain called Scotland

»,$18,568 1, us. nd. }.

February, 9.

1. That the sum of 1,900,000!. be

raised in manner following; that is to

fay, the sum of 1,300,000!. by annui

ties, after the rate of J 1. per centum, to

commence from the 5th day of January

last, and the sum of 600,000 1. by a lot

tery, to consist of 60,000 tickets, the

. whole of such sum to be divided into

prize;, which are to be attended with

the like 3 1. per cent, annuities, to com

mence from the 5th of January 1769;

and that all the said annuities he trans-

- tenable at the Bank of England, paid

• Nov. 17.68.

Sn the said lottery, upon payment ol 10I.

for each ticket ; and that every contri

butor (hall, on or before the 18th day of

this instant February, make a deposit

with the cashiers of the bank of England

of 15I. per centum, in part of the mo

nies so to be contributed towards the

(aid sum of 1,300,000 1. and also a depo

sit of 5 1. per centum, in part of the mo

nies so to be contributed in respect of

the said lottery, as a security for ma

king the respective future payments 19

the said cashiers, on or before the times

herein after limited ; that is to fay, en

the 1,300,000!. io\. percent, on orbe-

forethe 9th ofApril next; 10I. per cent, op

or before the 7th of June next ; 15 1. per

cent, on or before the 19th of July next ;

1 5 1, per cent, on or betore the 20th of

August next; 15 1, percent, on or be

fore the 2 1 ft of October next ; 20 I. per

tent, on or before the 25th of Novem

ber next. On the lottery, for 600 cool.

55 I. per cent, on or before the 17th of

May next ; 30 1. per cent, on or before

the 28th day of June next ; 40 1, percent,

on or before the tth of September next.

And that all the monies f> received by

the said cashiers, be baid into the re

ceipt of his majesty's Exchequer, to be

applied, from time to time, to such ser

vices as (hall then have been voted by

this house, in this session of parliament;

and that every contributor who shall pay

in the whole of his contribution towards

the said sum of 1,300, 00 I. at any time,

on or before the 17th of October next,

or towards the said lottery, on or be

fore the 15th of June rex:, (hall be il-

4 C sowed
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lowed an interest by way of discount,

after the rate of jl. per centum, per an

num, on the sums so compleating his

contribution respectively, to be comput

ed from the day ofcompleating th» same,

to the 15th of November next, in respect

of the sum paid on account of the said

1,300,000!. and to the 8th of September

■ezt, in respect of the sum paid on ac

count of the said lottery.

a. That, from and aster the 51b of

April next, the annuities, after the rate

•f 4.I. per centum, attending the remain-

der of the capital stock, established by

an act made in the third year of hit ma

jesty's reign, intitled, " An act for

granting to hii majesty several additional

dutiei upon wines imported into this

kingdom, and certain duties upon all

cyder and perry : and for raising the

sum of 3,500,0001. by way of annuities

and lotteries, to be charged on the said

duties," be charged upon and made pay

able out of, the surplusses, excesses, or

•verplus monies, and other revenues,

composing the fund commonly called

the sinking fund, until the redemption

of the said capital stock, which is to

be compleated on the 5th of January

1769.

3. That the duties, revenues, and in

comes, which now stand appropriated to

the payment of the said annuities, be

continued, and be, from and after the

said 51I1 of April, carried to, and made

part of, the said fund, [commonly called

the Sinking Fund, towards making good

the payment of the said annuities, and

•f the annuities after the rate of 3I. per

tent, intended to be granted in respect

of the said 1,900,0001.

4. That, towards raising the supply

granted to his majesty, the sum of

j,8oo,oool. be raised, by loans, or Ex

chequer bills, to be charged upon the

first aids to be granted in the next ses-

Jion of parliament ; and such Exchequer

bills, if not discharged, with interest

.thereupon, on or before the 5th os April

1769, to be exchanged, and received in

payment in such manner as Exchequer

bills have usually been exchanged, and

received in payment.

5. That towards raising the supply

granted to his majesty, there be applied

the sum os 1,250,000). out of such mo

nies as (hall or may arise of the surplus-

' ses, excesses, or overplus monies, and

' other revenues, composing the fund com-

auenly called tjie finking fund.

6. That alum, not exceeding 70, occT,

out of such monies at shall be paid into

the receipt of the Exchequer, after the

ad of February 176S, and on or before

the 5th of April 1769, of the produce of

all or any of the duties and revenues,

which, by any act or acts of parliament*

have been directed to be reserved for

the disposition of parliament, towards

defraying the necessary expences ef de

fending, protecting, and securing, the

British colonies and plantations in Ame

rica, be applied towards making good

such part of the supply as hath been

granted to his majesty, for maintaining

his majesty's forces and ganisons in the

plantations, and for provisions for the

forces in North America, Nova Scotia,

Newfoundland, and the Ceded Island*,

for the year 1768.

7. That such of the monies, as shall

be paid into the receipt of the Exche

quer, after the id of February 1768,

and on or before the 5th of April 1769,

of the produce of the duties charged, by

an act of parliament made in the 5th of

his present majesty's reign, upon tht im

portation and exportation of gum senega,

and gum arabic, be applied towards*

making good the supply granted to bis

majesty.

8. That the sum of 400,0001. which

is to be paid within the present year,

into the receipt of his majesty's Exche.

quer, by the united company of meiv

chants ot' England, trading to the East-

Indies, in pursuance of an act made in

the last session of parliament imitltj,

" An act for establishing an agreement

for the payment of the annual sum of

4.00,000!. for a limited time, by the

East-India company, in respect of the

territorial acquisitions and revenues,

lately obtained in the East Indies, be

applied towards making good the sup*

piy granted to his majesty.

9. That the charge of the pay

and cloathing of the militia, in that part

of Great Britain called England, for

one year, beginning the 15th of March.

1768, be defrayed out of the monies ari

sing by the land-tax, granted for the

service of the year 1768.

Feeruar v az.

That a sum not exceeding 106,35511.

1 7s. 8d. out of the sums received for

provisions delivered to the troops serv

ing in North America, and of certain

sums charged on the pay of the forces

serving at Minorca, the Jfloi idas, and
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in Africa) and out of the balance of

the iid. in the pound deduction from

the pay of the out pensioners of Chelsea

hospital, from the 15th of June 1757, to

the 4th of December 1767, and also

out of the monies remaining in the hands

of the earl of Kinnoul , and the executors

ofthe late earl of Darlington, and of the

late Thomas Potter, Esq; being part of

the balances of the said earls of Dar

lington and Kinnoul, and Thomas Pot

ter, as paymasters general of his ma

jesty's forces, be applied towards making

good the supply granted to hi: majesty,

towards defraying the extraordinary ex-

pences of his majesty's land forces, and

other services, incurred to the 15 th of

December 1767, and not provided for

by parliament.

Fbb«.vary 13.

1. That grey or scrow-salt, salt-scale,

sand-scale, crustings, or other foul salt,

be allowed to be taken from the salt

works In England, Wales, or Berwick

upon Tweed, to be used as manure

upon payment of a duty of four pence

per bushel only,

*. That all pol'cies, by which the

iroperty of one person, or of a particul

ar number of persons in one general

partnership, or of one body politic or

corporate, in any ship ar cargo, or both,

shall be assured, to the amount o( more

By the resolution of December 7

By that of December 10 •

By the first of February 9 ' .

By the fourth article of ditto

By the fifth of ditto •

By the sixth of ditto

By the eighth of ditto .

By the resolution of Feb. 21

Sum total of such provisions as can be ascertained

Excess of the provision! *

la

last Session of Parliament, tf t

than 1000I. be stamped with twe «j.

stamps.

3. That, so much of an act, made in

the thirty third year of the reign of his

late majesty, King George the second,

intitled, " An act for encouraging the

exportation of rum, and spirits of the

growth, produce, and manufacture of

the British sugar plantations from this

kingdom, and of British spirits, made

from molasses, as directs that the rum,

or spirits, of the growth, produce, and

manufactures of the British sugar plan

tations, in America, which mould be

intitled to the allowance of the duty of

custom, and freed from the duty of ex

cise, on exportation thereof, should be

proof spirits," be repealed.

4. That upon the exportation of such

rum, or spirits, there be an allowance,

or drawback, of all the duties of cus

toms payable upon the importation

thereof j and that such rum, or spirits,

be freed and discharged from all the du

ties of excise, though the same shall not

be proot spirits.

These were the only resolutions of

the committee of ways and means agreed

to by the house, and with respect to

the sums thereby provided for, that

can at present be ascertained, they stand

as follows ;

Thus it appears that the sum total of

the provisions made by this short session

considerably exceed the grants} but

then it ought to be considered, that as

in the preceding year, no money was

granted for the pay and cloathing of the

militia, the whole of that expence was

to be paid out of the land tax, without

any sum of money being granted for re

placing it ; so that if we deduct 150000],

which had been in former sessions grant

ed for the militia, with the usual defi-

titacei of the land and malt taxes.

/. /. d.

700000

1518568

0

0

0

0

1900000

1800000

0

0

•

0

2Z5COOO 0 0

70000 0 e

400000

106358

0 e»

•»7

8754616 17 S

419180 6 6

this excess will be much less considera

ble than it appears at first sight.

[To be continued in our nexi.}

t» tbt AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

Oh tbt Ascetision-Bodj of'Qkrijt,

SIR,

THE letter in your last Magarine,-

signed a Country Cure*, deserves

notice. It is very probable there may be

ether pens employed ia the seme service
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On the Ascension- Btdy of Christ.

mine i*, vra. attempting, to give a solu

tion of the difficulty which the writer

has about the fourth of the thirty-nine

articles. If you Jhould be of opinion,

that my thoughts are deserving of a

place in your reputable Magazine, they

•re at yoor service. m

I should scarce doubt, but, if the wri

ter is, in truth, a Country Cur/tie, he

roust have consulted Bishop Burnet upon

the thitty nine »riicles---who says, --

*• A« to the manner of Christ's ascension,

it is also questioned whether his body as

it ascended, was so wonderfully charged

a« to put on the subtle y and purityot an

ethtii i! body ; er whether it reains still

the fame so. m in heaven that it had on

earth ; or if it put on a new one : It is

woie probable thai it did; and that the

wondetfu! gloey that appeared in hi*

countenance and whole person at lus

tran«figuration, w*s a manifestation of

that mere pernurr.ent glory to which is

was to he afterwards exalted, It seem*

probable from what St. Paul says,

I Cor. xv. jo. that Chiist's body has no

more rhe modifications of flesh and blood

in it; and that the glory of the celes

tial body is of another nature and tex-

turo than that of the terreftiial. It ia

easily imagined how this may be, and

yet the body he numerically the lame:

so. all matter being uniform, and capa

ble of all fort of motion •, and by conse

quence of being either much giofl'cr.or

much purer, the same portion of matter

that made a thick and heavy body here

on earth, may be put in'otbat purity and

fineness, as to he no longer a fit inhabi

tant ol this earth, or to breathe this air,

but 10 be meet to be transplanted into

etherial regions."- -Had the Country Cu

rate read this piece of reasoning of the

bishop's upon the Lord's ascension body,

lie might have had much light thrown

upon the subject os his inquiry. Certain

it i», that the human body in its embrio

state, though all the parts are contained

in the animalcula, yet, it is but a point f.

Al the openings and enlargements are

made by i i.e accession of foreign matter.

But die radicals of an human body, be

ing so impeicepiilily (mall, as not to be

examined but by a fine microscope,

what difficulty is there in conceiving

Nov.

of it, when divested of every foreign

particle, as sufficiently rare, and spit i-

tual ; perfectly free from all the laws of

gravity ; a proper vehicle for an ethe

rial region of action and enjoyment.

It does not appear, to me, at all rea

sonable to suppose, that any thing would

remain in the ascended body of Christ,

which bad the nature of flesh and blood.

This is highly improbable : nay, it fhculd

seem impossible ; because, it can no

more he liable to any injurious or painful

impressions, affections, or passions :

Those will be no hunger, nor thirst, nor

•weariness, t\ot sighing, nor tears. Ar. 4

although Jesus rose with the same body,

in which he suffered, yet it does not ap

pear, but it was no longer liable to any

of the mechanical laws of matter be

longing to tl-b system. He eat indeed,

but not because he was hungry, but ta

offer more familiar and forcible convic

tion to his disciple;. They wanted to exa-

mine his body ; they did, and found

the wounds that had been made in it

unclosed. Thomas was allowed to put

his finger into the holes, made in his

Lord's hands that transfixed him to. the

cross t and to thrust his band into the

hole, made by the spear in his side.—.

There wa> then no such thing a* the

usual diaflok and fyflole of the heart, no

circulating fluid in the veins and arteries.

—And he was able to pay his disciples

a visit when met together in a roam

with the door* locked, without asking

the use of the key, or having the door

opened to him. —-The command he bad

over that body in which he appeared

whilst with his disciples, gave evidence

of its being no longer subject to the laws

of this material system---and it is to be

concluded, that the body he carried up

into heaven with him, was no more a

natural, but a spiiituai body.—I might

here observe, by the way, that

The memorial bread which was ap

pointed to represent his body, could on

ly answer the end of such a symbol, be

cause material and frangible, and the

common support of the natural life, at

jesns is of the spiritual and moral life.—

But to pretend that bread can be tran

substantiated into the real body and

blood of Christ, because he had or.ee

• Here 1suppose the Bishop muould be understood to mean a passive (opacity of btrvurg

Milsorts of motion gh/en it.

t 1st remember aright, Trosefsor Keil mentions them es ft small thai 3 too loonU

fit an the breadth ts an hair. ........

worn
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worn a body capable of mortality, <was

made iu the likeness ofsinfulfiejb, can by

no means be consistent with nature,

reason, or the truth of things.— -But

every kind of absurdity is found where

the wild opinion of tranfubltantiation ia

embraced i and there is not any thing too

wild and ridiculous for the mastication

of a good catholic.

A City Minister.

so tb* AUTHOR tf the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

An useful Hintsir Sine Qua —,

SIR,

IN your Magazine for October 176S.

I saw an article put under the title o ,

A Prefer Caution, in the title-page in

dex. When I came to the article I

found it to be a piece of advice to your

readers, to have nothing more to offer

about the Trinity, because it is of such.

a mysterious nature. Dr. Swift is then

cited, to whom the people are 1 cleared

for satisfaction from his prescription for

trinity Sunday—\ have read his fern-.on

upon the Trinity, and must confess, if

seriously understood, 1 never yet cast

zninc eyes on a more stupid, unmeaning

performance. I lost all patience in

reading it, till I began to suspect, he

designed to burlesque the absurd opinion.

The advice 1 would humbly off.r, as

the most safe ' and effectual method of

silencing the controversy, is, that all

would seriously consider, that the Tri

nity is no doctrine of divine revelation;

for to us christians there is tut one Cod,

e-vcii tl/e Father j and one Lord, even Je

sus Christ. See John xvii. 3. Eph. iv. 6.

1 Cor. viii. 6.—If any man can recon

cile the Athanasian or Tritheistical

schemes with these texts—he shall be

welcome to make an ass of,

An Unitarian.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

IN the present constitution of things

some advantage may be drawn out of

every calamity. Abstracting therefore

from the losses which individuals have

suffered by the fall of th* Fleet prison, I

cannot help congratulating the city of

London upon the ruinous state of that

building, as it affitrds a most favourable

opportunity of forming a grand street in

* direct line -from the fields on the north

573

side of the town, to Blacksryars bridge,

at a very small expence, or rather with

the prospect of raising a considerable re

venue.

This new street would render it totally*

unnecessary to remove the Fleet market ;

and by being carried through nn..-: al

leys and waste giounds, tli- ne« giound

rents wonld rue to such a value a*-

would more than defray the expence

of the put chases to be made tor forming

it. In length it would extend above

3000 feet, reckoning from LuJgstr Hilt

northwards, which on the supposition of

twenty feet front for each house, would

allow three-hundred new house* on both:

sides of the street! The giound rent!

of those houses in such a great thorough

fare as that new street would hi, would

certainly form a very considerable capi

tal, which may be ascertained by those)

who are acquainted with the g ound remit

of Newgate Street, Cheaplide, cr any

other principal street greatly frequented.

The houtes necessary to be pulled (iewst

may easily be numbered, beginning

with one or two at the east eorner of

Fleet Ditch; two or three in Ludgve

Hill, upwards from Ashhy'sjn.nchhoUi'f-}

the buildings of the FJeet prison, iVc.

04c and if they would even exceed &(rjf

or sixty in number, I am persuaded it

would be found tha' the p irc»M> of

them would be more than balanced by

the capital that m.glit be 1 ailed upon thr

ground rents of th- new ft ee* p opdf-*,

added to the profits arising from site Fleet

market which ought to be taken in'o

computation as the new street would be

the means of preserving them.

I say it may be presumed that these

two lums would be more than equal r*

the expence of the purchase of the houses

to be pulled down ; but should they even

be found not to be equal to that expence,

the surplus ought to be defrayed by

some other fund, rather than lose the

elegance and convenience that would re

sult from the plan proposed. By this

new street, which would probably pass

over the top of Snow Hill, the ascent

would become gradual and very easy for

carriages ; whereas should an opening,

for a communication with the country*

be attempted a: the top of Fleet market,

it would lead to no turnpike road ; and

the ascent in the end would be so steep

as to render the draught to carriage; ex

tremely difficult. In the present case I

think it is of the utmost importance

carefully
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carefully to consider wnat is best to be

done, and not what is cheapest to be

done j for the expence though consider

able, i» only momentary and for once;

but the convenience is perpetual; and

when the improvement is well done at

first, though it should be expensivelydone,

yet hundreds of convenieBcies are con

nected with it afterwards, and it is the

snore likely to raise a considerable re

venue. Supposing the expence of buying

up the houses to form the avenues to

Westminster Bridge had been ten times

greater than it really was, I ask whether

U would not have been more than over

balanced by the present convenience

and elegance ; or whether the public

would now chuse to ha- e back the o'd

blind alleys and ruinous buildings, on

condition of being reimbursed the for

mer expence. This retrospective view

tnay assist us in our deliberations on the

present subject ; and we have likewise

before our eyes the elegance and advan

tage arising from the opening from Cha

ring Cross to the Admiralty, and at

Spring Garden, both of which were done

under the inspection of commissioners, I

believe without any charge to the pub

lic.

At Dublin within these ten years a-

bove an hundred houses have been pul-

Jed down to make a direct avenue to Es

sex Bridge; and that improvement so far

from occasioning any loss, either to indi

viduals or the public, has raised the va

lue of the property above ten fold. In

that city indeed, and some cities on the

continent that I could name, the inhabi

tants seem to be fully convinced that im

provements, when judiciously planned,

can hardly be too dearly purchased ; but

is there any city in Euiope, or on the

globe, that can vye with London in opu

lence ? Should the improvement there

fore which I have proposed be found to

be attended with elegance and conveni

ence, it will not surely be rejected on

pecuniary motives. I rather persuade

myself that mould its utility be plainly

demonstrated to the public, thev would

be ready to defray the expence of it by a

voluntary subscription, at in the case of

fire, where we often find the losses and

damages sustained by individuals allevi

ated, if not wholly compensated by ge-

aerout contributions. We have seen

within these few years above two hun

dred houses hare been bunt down »

al new Street proposed. Nor".

the skirts of London, and new houses

quickly rising with splendor from then)

alhes ; so that the waste made by the de

stroying; fire seems now to be as little felt,

as would a hole made in a river by with

drawing a pailful of water. By attend

ing only to present convenience for the

sake of small expence, and by having

no general plan in view, how often have

our late improvements served only to in

crease the number of nuisances. The

ruinous state of the Fleet- Prison affords

us a most favourable opportunity of

avoiding such a reproach, on the present

occasion in forming the north avenue

to Blackfryars Biidge ; therefore it is

to be hoped thit the public advantage

will not here be thwarted by the tempo

rary inconveniences that may arise to

some sew individuals.

I beg leave to subjoin a word or two

concerning the southern avenues. Na

present inconveniences, unless they be

very considerable, ought to prevent the

western avenue from going directly from

the end of Blackfry.irs Bridge to the

end of Westminster Biidge by the (hon

est line possible, that is by a strait line.

This space i» almost whollyvacant ground;

therefoi e the choice of the direction of the

road seems to be free, and in that cafe

it would be somewhat unaccountable not

to choose the shortest direction. This

road may be 8o, or 100 fee: broad, and

may be called Grafton Street, or The

New Strand ; for it would soon be to this

side of the river, what the Strand is to

the north side, that is, the street of chief

communication, lined on both sides with

houses of manufacturers and shopkeepers.

One precaution I think ought to be au

tended to in the forming of this street,

and most of the other new streets in St.

George's Fields, namely, to make the

present grass the cellar floors, and to

raise the parlour floor, 15 or 10 ieet above

the present surface, by which means a

declivity will be obtained for the com*

mon shores, and the new streets will be

as healthful as any others in the city.

Supposing the common sewer built in the

middle of the street, which is above

named, with a descent from the end of

each bridge to the middle space, where

a drain may b« made to the Thames,

the brick work of that common sewer

reckoning on the outside, would occupy

a space six feet broad, and ten feet high,

the whole length ef the street.- The

celUct
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cellars for the convenience of the houses

en both sides of the street, might be

supposed to occupy on each side 15 feet

breadth and it feet height, consequently

should the street be actually railed 15

feet, and be So feet broad, the com

mon sewer and the two rows of cellars

would occupy a full third of that space.

The expence of silling up the other two

thirds with rubbish and gravel might be

defrayed by the proprietors of the

houses on both sides as, by the

plan proposed, they will be saved from

the charge of digging for cellars, which

often comes to more than the carting an

equal quantity will amount to; and here

they will probably for many years be

burdened with very low ground-rents.

I could wisli that this, or some such

plan might be pursued in forming the

direct avenue, or street, from Blacksriars

Bridge to Newingion ; and as the Fleet-

Prison, by all accounts, must be rebuilt,

let it be rebuilt on one side of this street,

with spacious areas for the convenience

of the prisoners. Thehuilding may be

a square divided into two courts appro

priated to different ranks of prisoners,

and what is called the Rules or the Liber-

tits may be a row of houses communica

ting with thenew street. Grelham college

might also have been transferred to this

side of the water, where it would not

bave been confined for want of ground

room ; and it would no more have been

a disgrace to the city os London to have

contained a building appropriated to the

cultivation of the sciences, with spacious

gardens, and walks suited to an acade

mic life, than to be the seat of the Royal

Society, or the society for the cultiva

tion os Arts, Manufactures, and Com

merce.

On this fide of the water likewise may

be found spacious room for ether public

buildings, particularly for the hospital in

tended to be built by the Free M.ifous;

for I cannot hut lament that such a re

spectable society, who ought to know

better, should contribute to render this

capital more irregular by adding to that

excrescence at Marybone. When there

was no bridge over the river Thames,

it was natural that the whole of the city

sliould be situated upon one bank ; but

now when the two banks communicate

with each other by no less than three

bridges, common fense would seem to

eUctatCj that the city sliould as near as

Kin c's Spb zgUI S7S

possible take an OVal form, having the

noble river Thames running through

the middle of it. I am, sir,

Your, Sec.

From the London Gazette.

Westminster, November i.

THIS day bis majesty came to the

house of peers, and being in his

royal robes seated on the throne with

the usual solemnity, Sir Francis Moly-

neux, gentleman uslier of the Black

Rod, was sent with a message from,

his majesty to the house of commons*

commanding their attendance in the

House os Peers. The Commons be

ing come thither accordingly his ma

jesty was pleased to make the following

most gracious speech :

My Lords and Gentlemen,

rp H E opportunity which the late

general election gives me of

knowing, from their representatives

in parliament, the more immediate

fense of my people, has made me de

sirous of meeting you as early as could

be consistent with your own conve

nience.

The shortness of the last session of the

late parliament prevented their prose

cuting the consideration of those great

commercial interests which had been

entered upon in the preceding session.

You will, I am persuaded, agree with

me in opinion, that your deliberations

on those very important objects ought

to be resumed without loss of time)

and I trust, that they will terminate

in such measures, as may be produc

tive of the most considerable and essen

tial benefits to this nation.

It would have given me great satis

faction to have been able to acquaint

you, that all the other powers of Eu

rope had been as careful as I have ever

been, to avoid taking any step that

might endanger the general tranquili-

ty. I have constantly received, and

do still receive, from them, the strong

est assurances of their pacifick disposi

tions towards this country. No assu

rances, however, (hall divert my con

stant resolution stedtastly to attend t»

the general interests of Europe ; nor

shall any consideration prevail upon me

to suffer any attempt that may be made

derogatory to the honour and dignity

os my crown, or injurious to the rights

of my people.

At
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you, upon the relief which the poorer

fort of my people are now enjoying,

from the distress which they had so

long laboured under from the high

price of corn. . At the same time that

we are bound devoutly to acknowledge

in this instance the gracious interposi

tion of providence, it will become ua

to apply the best precautions that

human wisdom can suggest, for guard

ing against the return of the late cala

mity. In the choice however of pio-

per meant for that purpose, you can

not proceed with too great circum

spection.

I have nothing further to recom

mend to you, than that, in all your

deliberations, you keep up a spirit of

harmony among yourselves. What

ever difference of opinion may prevail

in other points, let it appear, that

wherever the interest of your country

is immediately concerned, you are all

ready to unite. Such an example from

you cannot fail of having the best ef

fects upon the temper of roy people in

every part of my dominions; and can

alone produce ,-th.it general union a-

mong ourselves, which will render us

properly respected abroad, and happy

at home.

Question by Mr. Robert Langley es Hit-

chin, Hertfordshire.

I Have a cylindrical cistern hi my

garden standing truly horizontal,

whose use is to water the fame ; on

November 19 in the morning, being in

latitude 5s" north, I observed the sha

dow of the top ot the cistern falling

on its opposite fide, whose lowest dis

tance from the top was six inches ; in

stantly I ordered the cistern to be fill

ed with water, and then found the

shadow's lowest distance from the top

to be twenty inches, which is the

depth of the cistern : Required the dia

meter, and content of the fame, in

ale gallons, and also the true hour of

the day when this curious astronomic

observation was made;

[Erratum in your Mag. for Sept.

For Beg. in the Lunar Eclipse Type

read Enijr—&c.j
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' At the dose of the last parliament,

I expressed my satisfaction at the ap

pearances which then induced me to

believe; that such of my subjects as

had been misled in some parts of

roy dominions were returning to a just

fense of their duty ; but it is with

equal concern that I have since seen

that spirit of faction, which I had

hoped was well nigh extinguished,

breaking out afresh in some of my

colonies in North America ; and,

in one of them, proceeding even to

acts of violence, and of resistance

to the execution of the law. The

capital town of which colony appears,

by late advices, to he in a state of dis

obedience to all law and government;

and has proceeded to measures sub

versive of the constitution, and attend

ed with measures subversive of the

constitution, and attended with cir

cumstances that might manifest a dis

position to throw off their dependance

on Great Britain. On my part, I

have pursued every measure that ap

peared to be necessary for supporting

the constitution, and inducing a due

obedience to the authority ofthe le

gislature. You may rely upon my

steady perseverance in these purposes ;

and 1 doubt not but that, with your

concurrence aud support, I (hall be

able to defeat the mischievous designs of

those turbulent and seditious persons,

who, under false pretences, have but

too successfully deluded numbers of

my subjects in America ; and whose

practices, if suffered to prevail, can

not fail to produce the molt fatal con

sequences to my colonies immediate

ly < and, in the end, to all the domi-

nons of my crown.

Gentlemen ofthe house of commons,

The proper estimates, for the ser

vice of the ensuing year, I have order

ed to be laid before you, fully relying

•n your readiness to grant me the ne

cessary supplies. Indeed I cannot have

a doubt of finding in this house of

commons the fame affectionate attach

ment to my person and government,

as I have always hitherto experienced

from my faithful commons.

My Lords and gentlemen,

it is with great satisfaction that I

aow find myself enabled to rejoice witJi
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?» the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

IBeg leave to make a few cursory re

marks on A. B's cafe of tiie Divine

LtgUion, last April*. I am obliged to

him for allowing that my performances

?romise entertainment to your readers:

t is a handsome compliment, and, I

fear, an undeserved one. But pray,

Mr. A. B. how does it appear that I

have been detected, &c. and that I

now seem to be better reconciled to

the sacred function ? You refer, I sup

pose, to the letter signed Pcritas Re-

•versa, last September, for the detection :

but, if what I asserted last January,

vrz. that the character I satirized is

the reverse of that which he has

drawn, is really the fact what be

comes of the unjustifiable method,

&c. ? Supposing I was detected, how

would (his better reconcile me to the

sacred function ? The moralists, I am

told, are positive that such a detec

tion would have a quite different ef

fect, and make me defend my error

tooth and nail. I myself have obser

ved frequently this assertion justified

by the behaviour of the writers against

Christianity—who, whenever they have

been detected in any gross blunders,

or unjustifiable methods osimposing up

on tne credulity of their readers, have

always in their rejoinders persisted most

obstinately in their errors without pay

ing the least regard to theconfutation :

And according to the best calculations

of the turn ol the passions it is great

odds that I should have done the (ame.

If A. B. had read the introduction to

the first letter, he would, I fancy,

have seen I was fairly pursuing the

plan there laid down, and have spared

his fine conjecture. His next words

deserve a most profound bow ; " Aud

by his panegyrick on a work he has

raised from Oblivion." What, sir, I—

Y. Z.—capaole of raising the Divine

Legation from oblivion » Avaunt

truth for a moment — and let me say

once with Horace, sublimi seriatnjuitra

tvertirt. Alas it won't do: the impe

rious goddess forces me to (ee that the

compliment is founded on a mistake,

and bids me inform A. B. that the

Divine Legation never was funk into

oblivion, and that in 1765 an edition

of it in five volumes was published, and

sold off so fast, that many gentlemen

Nov. 1768.
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were obliged to wait for a new im

pression of the first and second volumes.

Its fate must b« odd indeed, if, in the

next year, when my letter was writ

ten, it had been consigned to tne state

he supposed. I hope A. B. will par

don me for supposing him ignorant of

this particular, since it is the best con-

struction I can put on his assertion.—

Well " but by my panegyrick on

this work I seem to point out a road-—

to preferment." The meaning, I take

it, is that the bishop is so fond of his

admirers that he uses all his interest

to procure them preferment j that

therefore in order to obtain it ; a per

son need only study the Divine Lega

tion, and communicate to the world

the pleasure he received from it, that

I had found the efficacy of this method,

and therefore recommended it to my

pupil. Alas, my friend, I am not fa

happy. I profess myself an admirer

of the b p, and am proud to tell

the world that I read his writings

with great pleasure, and, I hope, some

improvement, but it is not my fortune

to know or be known by his lordship.

That pleasure, honour, and happiness,

is reserved for those few whom nature

and fortune have ranked among their

favourite sons. I wish A. B. could

prove to me that the method of get

ting preferment he mentions was as

efficacious as it is agiteable : I

should then always have the Divine

Legation in my hand, and my mouth

open- to the skies for preferment to

drop into it, and should be unkind to

my friends if I did not advise them to

do the same. But what, in the name

os goodness, induced A. B. to drag in

preferment head and flioulders ? How

does be know that my pupil or I ever

thought of it f Seriously, fir, is ic not

illiberal, and uncharitable to insinuate,

that preferment is the obj-.ct of those

who write in defence of tru;'.) and

virtue, when they happen to Lc con

nected with gentlemen of particular

inrerest, party, or principles ? Has it

not sometimes hurt you to Ice this

odium always thrown upon the de

fenders of government, or of establish

ments in church ami state ? Why then

did" you make use of such an unfair

art of controversy f Can veu fay the

cause of truth is lerved by it ? Does it

give your readers any exalted idea of

your civility or ingenuity, &c. ? .

4, D " Why
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'« Why does Y. Z. introduce the Ox

ford Professor, &c. ?" The Oxford

Professor had given the world hii sen

timents ; and A. B. knows the world

claim a right to speak theirs ; why

not introduce him then ? If there is

any mark or intimation of derision in

giving that gentleman the (ame title

by which he chose to distinguish him

self, I sincerely beg his and all your

readers pardon t his great parts and

learning, and most amiable character,

as well as his high station, ought, in

my opinion, to 'exempt him from all

treatment of that kind. . If my intro

ducing him tends to revive a conten

tion, it is a consequence not intended

or foreseen, but apt to spring from

free literary debate, to which A. B.

can be no foe. I sincerely wish with

him that the two most learned bilhops

may be united in the fame judgment,

and mould be really sorry to lee any

more literary squabbles between them.

I hope the candid wiil allow, that I

expressed my thoughts with regard to

their dispute with decency and respect.

A. B. proceeds. " As a caution there

fore" pray how is that word therefore

introduced ? perhaps it is an expletive.

The caution against pronouncing dog

matically 13 a very good one : A. B.

has my thanks for it, although I am

not conscious of having given occasion

for it by any thing I have written on

the point in queltion. I would beg

leave to inform that gentleman what

I have and what I have not written

concerning it. He apprehends that I

have entered into the disputes which

the leading principles of the Divine

Legation have occasioned, and written

a professed vindication of them. But

this, I assure him, was never in my

thoughts. The bishop has defended

them himself. And as I have not the

presumption to imagine I could de

fend them better, I would not injure

the cause by defending them worse.

My design jvas to remove some very

idle prejudices concerning the stile,

composition, and nature of the work,

which I knew had prevented many in-

fenious young fellows from reading it.

did not presume to decide dogmati

cally on the disputed points, but was

desirous that gentlemen of learning

and capacity Ihould read and judge

for themselves. A. B. goes farther,

enters into the merits, and brings

""■ses to his trial. I am pleased with

his mention of a trial because it

gives me a proper opportunity to

inform him, that the bishop has sub

mitted his cause to the examination

of two noble lawyers, who have in a

very eminent manner adorned two of

the most famous courts in the world.

One, the late Lord Hardwicke. The

other I mail not name both because

it is unnecessary, since .every .one,

who knows the world, will naturally

turn their eyes to him, and also be

cause I would not give A. B. room

again to accuse me of writing for pre

ferment. " Moses is now on his trial,

Sirs j and the Divine—N. B. Author,

his counsel is supposed to," &c. Now

pray, A. B. what right* have you to

suppose that the Di-v. Author often *

whimsical plea, &c. > Is not this a kind

of beggarly petitio priacipii f Is it not

taking upon you to decide very dogma

tically in a disputed point r Is it not

a strong proof of that weakness of our

nature which makes us neglect the good

advice we give ?—Where, sir, was your

civility or good nature gone when you

wiote the hard words Helluo Librorum,

Sect Did I treat the Oxford Pr.lessor

in so exceptionable a manner? or can

you seriously think the biihop ought

to be so treated > Pluck the beam out

of your eye, my friend, and know

yourself. To proceed with the allu

sion The bishop has been attacked

by many able counsellors, believers

and deists. Stebbing, Middleton, Pe

ters, Bolingbroke, Voltaire, and many

others, have set the retorted argu

ments of A. B's counsel in the strongest

light possible. And the biihop has re

plied to them with so much spirit, and

lo strong an appearance at least of

truth, that A. B. seems not to have

just grounds for deciding positively

against him. His triumph on the oc

casion seems very much to resemble

the French Te Deums. A. B. if

he writes for truth, will be glad to be

informed of a particular in which he

seems ignorant, viz. that the bisliop

did not first broach the doctrine of the

omission. He found it employed by

the deists as a deadly argument against

Moles, which his friends thought

could not be got over but by denying

its truth. The bisliop undertakes to

admit its truth, and confute the deist

on his own principles : which, if the

omission is real, he certainly has done.

If it is not real, the divines are at li

berty



berty to confute the deists in their own

way.

This answer, I am sensible, requires

an apology;' and perhaps my motive

for writing it may be thought a good

one. Your readers cannot but have

observed, that it has been the fate of

all books of note, which contain any

thing out of the common way, to have

been attacked, not only in formal

treatises written by men of learning

and capacity in the way of reason

and argument, but also by numberless

scribblers, v&ho vent their spleen against

it in news- papers, and the like publi

cations.. To answer the former seems

the duty of, and proper employ for,

the author. This the bishop has done.

But is he to waste his time about the

latter? This he would not do. No one

surely would subject him to such drud

gery. I believe all good judges are of

opinion, " that in these times, when

the most serious matters relating to

church and state, are treated of in lan

guage so petulant, debauched,' and

vulgar, that it is impoflible not to

dread the approach of a general corrup

tion, as well of the purity and integri

ty osthe language, good nature, good

humour, and modest conversation, as

of the good manners of the nation. We

ought to lament the want of the cau

tion and prudence which was observed

when this kind of unruly spirit first

broke out in the time of Martin Mar-

prelate- --who had a contribution of

jests, set o/h, and comical inventions

brought to him, by all the party who

desired to expose the church, and the

government of it, to the contempt and

icoi n of the loose and rude people. It

was not worthy of any serious man to

enter the lists with such adversaries, or

to take notice of their pamphlets; but

men of the fame classis, of the fame

ranknefs of wit and fancy, and of ho-

nester principles, were the champions

in that quarrel. Thorn. Nash was as

well known an author in those days,

as Martin, who with pamphlets of the

fame kind and size, with the fame

pert buffoonry, and with more salt

and cleanliness, rendered that libel

lous and seditious crew so contempti

ble, ridiculous, and odious, that in a

short time they vanished and were no

more heard of. What was urged, or
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insinuated by any men of discretion

and understanding, that might make

any impression upon sober, unwary,

and misinformed men, was carefully

and learnedly answered by persons

assigned to that purpose, that the

church, or the state, might not under

go any prejudice by want of seasona

ble advice, without mingling any of

the others froth or dregs in their com

positions, which they left to the chas

tisement of those who could as dex-

trously manage the fame weapons,

and were fitter for their company ; and

grave and serious men, or they who

ought to be grave and serious, mould

be afraid of imitating such adversaries

in their licence and excesses, lest they

should get into a (coifing vein, which

they should not easily (hake off, or

lose their credit with worthy men, for

dish mousing the cause they maintain

ironically."

This curious anecdote (which I be

lieve is new to most of your readers)

lies so open to ridicule, that I must

bespeak the favour of the candid, by

desiring them to read it with all the

allowances they usually make, and to

believe that I take no part of Tho.

Nash's character to myself, but his

good intentions and zeal for the cause

in which he was engaged, and do not

mean to apply the harih terms by

which his opponents are characterized

to all tlv: scribblers against the Divine '

Legation : I assure A. B. I do not ap

ply them to him. The last sentence in

his letter induces me to esteem him a

friend to religion. As such I love

and honour him, and hope he will

believe, that as I intended no harm to

religion in what I said of the Divine

Legation, so I am sully persuaded re

ligion can receive no harm from it.

It any gentleman thinks this paper

worth his perusal, he will be pleased

to read A. B's paper with it. This

is as necessary for entering into the

spirit, as the Spectator tells us it is

to have a musical instrument in one's

hand during the perufU of Hurlo-

thrumbo. I need not inform the ca

pable reader, that this answer (though

it takes up perhaps too much room)

is rather a Iketch than a full and re

gular reply.

Yout'j, &c. Y. Z.

♦ D Tt
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To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R.

1 Cannot excuse myself from the spe

cial instance and request of a friend

with whom I am extremely well ac

quainted, and wish I were more Ib,

to recommend this to public notice.

In doing so, I cannot chuse but urge

in the favour os my friend, that he

has appeared in your Magazine many

times incog, and hopes, that as you

have often carried him into the world

unseen upon general and impartial

subjects, you will now give him leave

to tell his own tale through the medium

of my representation.

You are to know then, that my

friend exerts himself with uncommon

application in the support of virtue,

♦he suppression of vice, and the relief

of the indigent in that part of the

world which lies within the little circle

of his influence, his parish; and hav

ing no avocation by wife or family to

draw him off from the pursuit of his

publick duty, I assure you he dedi

cates a great part of his time to it-

he is known to do so; and does often,

when alone, wrap himself up in the

thought that, howsoever he may suc

ceed in his designs on the part of

others, yet his labours (hall not be in

■rain with respect to himsels.In this pub

lic disposal of himself he encountered

a very ugly and difficult impediment,

which at his request 1 have prevailed

upon myself to give you in his own

words.

" 1 had occasion lately to convict a

profligate fellow of prophane swearing,

the tenor of the information running

thus : I, A. B. &c. make oath, that

C. D. in the public Itreet, at such a

particular place, at noon day, in the

hearing of several people patting and

repassing, with a loud tone of voice,

swore twelve prophane oaths, in this

form of words each oath—.here the

oath is mentioned.

I am sure, he swore not sewer than

a hundred times, but I deemed the in

formation of twelve enough for pu

nishment, not doubting, but that (as

the convict himself owned he expected)

his penalty, as being above the degree

of a common labourer, would amount

to il. 4 s. instead of this the magi

strate upon his conviction seriteoced

him to the penalty of two shilling*

$

only.; upon this, I urged to the

magistrate, who had t'ie act opened

upon the place in his band (pointing

to the passage) that I all along con

ceived the penalty to be two (hillings

each oath ; no, he said, it was but two

(hillings for all the oaths he swore that

day, and if he swore the next day, the

penally would be double, and so foi th.

Now (lays my friendj as I had no

right to interpret the sense of the act

in a judicical and decretory way, which

was the province of the magistrate, I

did not chuse (particularly 2s several

people were in the room) to dispute

bis sense of it in that place, and ac

quiesced in his decision, till I had an

opportunity of reviewing the act, which

appears to me, and to several sensible

persons of my acquaintance, to be am

biguous enough to admit of the penal

ty both ways, either as so much an

oath, or as so much for the time of

swearing. I appeal to the act itself;

viz. " If any person shall profanely

curse or swear, and be thereof con

victed on the oath of any one witness

before any one justice or by

the confession of the party offending,

every person so offending lhall forfeit

and lose the respective sums herein

alter mentioned, viz. Every day la

bourer, &c. is. Every other person

under the degree of a gentleman, is.

And every person of or above the de

gree of a gentleman, 55."

In this passage the penalty of is. an

oath, does not appear to be literally
enacted ; nor,Kdoes the form of con

viction to r>e filed by the clerk of the

peace among the records of the coun

ty, contribute any more than the terms

of :he above cited passage to ascertain

or bound the infliction of the penal

ty. No other passages in the whole

act are there, which can at all eluci

date the ambiguity."

Other circumstances, fays my friend,

occurred in the course of this private

conviction, which it were invidious as

well as insignificant to mention ; and,

to>say truth, not to the purpose of my

troubling you, Mr, Printer, and the

public, with this, which was to lay be

fore you the following queries upon

the cafe :

1. When a man may swear five hun

dred oaths in a day lor a shilling, is

not this an encouragement to a pro

phane wretch to swear in triumph ra

ther
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thrr than a discouragement of the

practice ?

x. To what purpose do we read it

quarterly in our churches, when the

enforcement of .it is annulled by this

very ambiguity ?

j. Is this slender penalty consistent

with the preamble of the air, repre

senting the vice as horrid, impious, and

froptane, and provoking tbe divine 'ven

geance to increase the many calamities

these nations no-iu labour under ?

4. Whereas the laws noixs in being

(fays the preamble) for punishing these

crimes have not anjhxtered the intents,

for •which they <were designed, by means

of difficulties attending the putting such

lazvs in execution, Pray, does this ambi

guity, which follows in the very fame

paragraph, contribute to remove these

difficulties ? rather,

5. Suppose a magistrate is inclined

to private favour, may he not apply

it as a lenitive, or a corrosive, as he

pleases ?

6. Were an action upon the statute in

this cafe brought intothe King's Bench,

upon the legal previous notice of one

month, may not the -magistrate in this

time prevent by the offer of a com

pensation (provided upon an after view

the conviction shall appear unjustifiable)

tbe opportunity of gaining the sense

of the King's Bench upon the cafe f

7. Should the informer refuse this

offer, and proceed according to law,

may not the court decree this refusal

unreasonable, and give the magistrate

double costs notwithstanding ?

It cannot but be esteemed too con

temptuous a treatment of an able and

assiduous magistrate, mature in age as

in experience, to call him to account

for a mistake of the meaning of one

of the most notorious acts affecting

the interests of virtue, and the obser

vation of the world : You must, sir,

with every man oT candour, and my

self, deem it an indignity to his au

thority, as well as an affront to his

discernment. For a magistrate of this

character must be a penetrating judge

as well ot the private interests of

his neighbours as ot their public rights

and liberties : My friend therefore

submitted the decision of his cafe with

open deference indeed, but with im

plicit conviction ; and hopes that all

accursed ambiguities, destructive of

morality, and evasive of the intent of
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those laws that enforce it, will neither

now nor ever be overlooked by that

only authority, which is intrusted

with their establishment and review.

To the wisdom os this authority I

submit my enquiry. Abundantly sa

tisfied, if it should prove so fortunate,

as cither to engage the serious regard

of any part of that august council, or

expose to the due notice of my country

any possible perversions, or evasions,

in interpreting the institutions of its

government.

If this short inquisitive essay is worth

the eye of the world, be it so ; if not,

'twill be no wonder, since it is but the

imperfect effort of

Your, &c.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

DO CTOR Cook's query, (p. 47s.

of your last) is this ; " Why do

the shadows of bodies, morning and

evening, from the rising to the setting

sun, appear of a bluish colour r"

In answer to this, it is certain, that

upon every solar made no direct rays

can fall from the luminous body, and

therefore all the light it receives must

be by reflection. Now this reflection

will appear differently as the different

objects from which it is derived : If in

the middle of a plain in a clear sky, a

faintifli blue, or indigo, appears in

the shade ; this must be ascribed to the

reflection of the azure from the blue

æther. If the clouds reflect any light

upon it, the hue of the shade will be

altered accordingly ; if there are thick

clouds, and they reflect no light at all,

these by interfering between the sky

and the place of observation, will of

course render the shade in that place

more gloomy. If, yet farther, the

scene of the shadow should happen to

be among circumjacent objects project

ing from the surface, as of buildings,

&c. it is very obvious, that their en

lightened surfaces will reflect the sun

shine, and alter the hue of all those

shades which lie exposed to this re

flection.

Now that those shades do not appear

of a brighter colour than bluish, is rea

sonable enough to conceive from the

small number of rays which these re

flections afford, and which therefore

can appear only as the weakest of the

- primary
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primary colours. From the seme

cauks it happens that the distant

ridges of hills, and

*' Mountains fading to aerial blue,*'

Keat's Ferney.

assume this colour, when the fun does

not mine upon them--and, at great dis

tances, even when it does, because in

this cise the reflex rays issuing from

these prominencies are suffocated in

their passage through the atmosphere,

and not strong enough to reach us.

In order to throw a farther light

upon this doctrine of the (hade, let me

exemplify the lea, which every sailor

knows to be no more than a fine and

strong speculum of the sky, variegated

with clouds of different hues, and ap

pearing all in th;ir proper angle of re

flection to the spectator's eye : Such an*

extensive reflection of nature as this,

would appear very entertaining to a

spectator placid at a considerablelieight

in the atmosphere. Farther, the lea

appears much bluer in so oblique a

prospect of it as from the surface of

the earth, or in the extremity of its

prospect from a ship at sea, than in ei

ther of these cases to a more downright

vi :w ; because the blue making rays

arise in greater plenty to the fight that

way than the other.

In short the impression of colour be

ing not inherent in bodies and no

more than a secondary quality, the

surface of every body receives a hue

agreeable to the rays reflected upon it ;

as is obvious in a thousand instances

as well with respect to the stronger as

the weaker of the seven primary co-

tours. It was thus the fair quaker, in

the late masquerade, affected to owe

obligations to the soft enchanting co

lour of the silk (he wore—the very idea

of its faint maiden blush refit-0ed upon

the fensoria, struck with it's rays, as

strong concussions as the innocence of

her looks, or the brightness of her

beauty.

Well, Sir, I shall blufli mysdf, to be

convinced that I have here been work

ing in gloom and (hade; but assure

you, I flsialt not stand in my own light

10 much, as not to acknowledge the

illumination, should any one else of

your correspondents throw a better

lustre upon the (hade before us.

One more refinement, and I have

done——it my descriptive, explanation

ession, like th' un- ■»

n, [upon;!

leswhate'erit shines >

>jects, but it alters 1

mould be wrong, it is like the reflec

tion 6f light I speak of, corrupted

with false and foreign die?; if right,

it caonot but elucidate the subject,

ami (hew it in its proper colours ; for,

" False eloquence, like the prisnia-

tick glass,

It's gaudy colours sheds on every

place ;

But true expression, like th' un

changing fun,

Clears and refines;

It gilds all objeii

none.

Esaj on Crit.

Dorset, Yours,

Oct. *», 1768. Clericus.

P.S. Q^ære, what appearance would

the fun have to a spectator placed en

tirely out of the atmosphere of the

earth ; and assign also the causes of such

appearance ? This is a very easy pro

blem, but it may amuse some of your

young readers, who are fond of the

doctrine of light and colours.

From the New-York Gazette of

Monday, Sept. 26, 1768.

BOSTON, September 19.

At a Meeting of the Freeholders, and

other Inhabitants of the Town of

Boston, legally qualified and warned

in public town meeting assembled at

Faneuil Hall, on Monday the nth

of September, A. D. 1768.

The Meeting was opened with Prayer

by the Reverend Dr. Cooper.

The Honourable James Otis, Esq;

was unanimously cboien Moderator.

TH E petition of a considerable

number of the respectable inhabi

tants to the select-men, dated the 8th

instant, praying that the town might

be forthwith legally convened, to en

quire of his excellency the governor

the grounds and reasons of sundry de

clarations made by him, that three re

giments may be daily expected, two of

them to be quartered in this Town,

and one at Castle William ; as also to

consider of the most wise, constitution

al, loyal, and salutary measures to be

adopted on such an occasion, was read,

whereupon the following vote was

passed :

WHEREAS it has been reported in

this town meeting, that his excellency

the governor has intimated bis appre

hensions
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hensions that one or more regiments

of his majesty's troops are daily to be

expected here :

VOTED, That the honourable

Thomas Custiing, Esq; Mr. Samuel

Adams, Richard Dana, Esq; Benjamin

Kent, Esq; and Dr. Joseph Warren,

be a committee to wait upon his ex

cellency, if in town, humbly request

ing that be would be pleased to commu

nicate to the town the grounds and as

surances he may have thereof.

Upon a motion made and seconded,

VOTED, that the following petition

be presented to his excellency the go

vernor, and a committee was appointed

for that purpose, who were directed

humbly to request his excellency to fa

vour the town with an immediate an

swer.

To his Excellency Francis Bernard,

Esq; governor and commander in

chief of his majesty's province of the

Massachusetts-Bay, in New-England.

May it pleaseyour Excellency,

THE inhabitants of the town of

x Boston legally assembled, taking

into consideration the critical state of

the public affairs, more especially the

present precarious situation of our in

valuable rights and privileges, civil and

religious, most humbly request that your

excellency would be pleased forthwith

to issue precepts for a general assembly,

to be convened with the utmost speed,

in order that such measures may be

taken as in their wisdom they may

think proper for the preservation of

our said rights and privileges.

And your petitioners, as in duty

bound, &c.

Upon a motion made and seconded,

a committee was appointed to take the

state of our public affairs into conside

ration, and report at the adjournment

the measures they apprehend most salu

tary to be taken in the present emer

gency.

Adjourned till the next day ten

o'clock, A. M.

Tuesday the 13th of September, ten

o'clock, A. M, met accordingly.

'"p HE committee appointed yesterday

A to wait upon his excellency with

the petition and request of the town,

reported from his excellency the fol

lowing answer in writing :
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« Gentlemen,

VI Y apprehensions that some of his

majesty's troops are to be expected

in Boston, arise from information of a

private nature. I have received no

public letters, notifying to me the

coming of such troops, and requiring

quarters for them : Whenever 1 do, I

mall communicate them to his majesty's

council.

The business of calling another as

sembly for this year, is now before the

king, and I can do nothing in it until

I receive his majesty's commands.

Fra. Bernard."

The committee appointed to take the

state of our public affairs into conside

ration, reported the following declara

tion and resolves i

-y^HEREAS it is the first principle

in civil society, sounded in na

ture and reason that no law of the so

ciety can be binding on any individual

without his consent, given by himself

in person, or by his representative, of

his own free election :

And whereas in and by an act of

the British parliament passed in the

first year of the reigns of King William

and Queen Mary, of glorious and

blessed memory, entitled, An act de

claring the rights -and liberties of ihe

subject, and fettling the succession of

the crown; the preamble of which act

is in these words, viz. " Whereas

the late King James the Second, by

the assistance of divers evil councilors,

judges and ministers employed by him,

did endeauour to subvert aud extirpate

the protestant religion, and the laws

and liberties of this kingdom 5" It is

expressly among other things declared,

that the levying money for the use of

the crown, by pretence of preroga

tive, without grant of parliament, for

a longer time, or in other manner

than the fame is granted, it illegal :

And wheseas in the third year of the

fame King William and Queen Mary,

their majesties were graciously pleased

by their royal charter, to give and

grant to the inhabitants of this his ma

jesty's province all the territory there

in described, to be holden in free and

common (occage : And also to ordain

and grant to the said inhabitants cer

tain rights, liberties, and privileges

therein expressly mentioned ; among

which it is granted, established, and

ordained,
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ordained, that all and every the sub

ject* of them, their heirs and succes

sors, which (hall go to inhabit within

said province and territory, and every

of their children which (hall happen to

be born there, or on the seas in go

ing thithe?, or returning from thence,

stiall have and enjoy all liberties and

immunities of free and natural subjects

within any of the dominions of them,

their heira and successors, to all intents,

purposes, and constructions whatever,

as if they and every of them weie born

within the realm of England :

And whereas by the aforesaid act of

parliament made in the first year of

the said King Willi.im and Qjeen

Mary, all and singular the premises

contained therein, are claimed, de

manded, and insisted on, as the un

doubted rights and liberties of the sub

jects born within ihe realm :

And whereas the freeholders and

other inhabitants of this town, the me

tropolis of the province, in said char

ter mentioned, do hold all the rights

and liberties therein contained to be

sacred and inviolable ; at the same time

publicly and solemnly .acknowledging

their firm and unshaken allegiance to

their alone rightful Sovereign King

George the Third, the lawful successor

of the said King William and Qjeen

Mary to the British throne -. Therefore

Resolved, That the laid freeholders

and other inhabitants of the town of

Boston will, at the utmost peril of their

lives and fortunes, take all legal and

constitutional measures to defend and

maintain the person, family, crown

and dignity of our sovereign Lord

George the third ; and all and singu

lar the rights, liberties, privileges and

immunities granted in the said royal

charter ; as well those which are de

clared to be belonging to us British

subjects by birthright, as all others

therein specially mentioned.

And whereas by the said royal char

ter is specially granted to the great and

general court or assembly therein con

stituted to impose and levy proportion

able and reasonable assessments, rates

and taxes upon the estates and persons

of all and every the proprietors and in

habitants osthe said province or terri

tory, for the service of the king, in the

necessary defence and support of his

government of the province, and the

protection and preservation of hi; sub

jects therein : Therefore,

Voted, as the opinion of this town,

that the levying money within thi3

province for the use and service of

the crown, in other manner than the

fame is granted by the great and gene

ral court or assembly of this province,

is in violation of the said royal charter;

and the same is also in violation of the

undoubted natural rights of subjects,

declared in the aforesaid act of parlia

ment, freely to give and grant their

own money for the service of the crown

witn their own consent, in person, or

by representatives ot" their own free

election.

And whereas in the aforesaid act of

parliament it is declared, that the

raising or keeping a standing army

within the kingdom in time of pe.ee,

unless it be with a consent of parlia

ment, is against law : It is the opinion

of this town, that the said declaration

is founded in the indefeasible right of

the lubjects to be consulted, and to

give their free consent, in person, or

by representatives of their own free

election, to the raising and keeping a

standing army among them : And the

inhabitants of this town, being free

subjects, have the (ame right, derived

from natuie nnJ confirmed by the

British constitution, as well as the said

royal charter ; and therefore therai-

sing or keeping a standing army,

without their consent, in person or

by representatives of their own free

election, would be an infringement of

their natural, constitutional and char

ter rights ; and the employing such

army for the enforcing of laws made

without the consent of the people, in

person, or by their representatives,

would be a grievance.

The foregoing report being divers

times distinctly read, and considered

by the town, the question was put,

whether the fame shall be accepted and

recorded ? and palled unanimousty in

the affirmative.

Upon a motion made and seconded,

the following vote was unanimously

passed, viz.

WHEREAS by an act of parliament

of the first of King William and Queen

Mar}', it is declared, that for the re

dress of all grievances, and for amend

ing, strengthening and preserving the

law*.
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)*ws, paiHirtieflts ought to be held

frequently, and inasmuch as it is the

opinion of this town, thit the people

labour under many intolerable griev

ances, which unless speedily redressed,

threaten the total destruction of our

invaluable, natural, constitutional, and

charter rights:

And furthermore, as his excellency

the governor has declared himself un

able, at the request of this town, to

call a general court, which is the as

sembly of the states of this province,

for the redress of such grievances :

Voted, That this town will now

make choice of a suitable number of

persons to act for them as a commit

tee in convention, with such as may

be sent to join them from the several

towns in this province, in order that

such measures may be consulted and

advised as his majesty's service, and

the peace and safety of the subjects in

the provime, may require.

Whereupon,

The lion. James Otis, Esq;

Hon. Thomas Ci/shino, Esq;

Mr. Samuel Adams, and

John Hancock, Esq;

were appoints d a committee for the

said purpose ; the town hereafter to

t»ke into consideration what recom-

pence shall be made them lor the ser

vices they may perform.

Voted, T-bat the lelectmen be direct

ed to write to the selectmen of the se

veral towns within this province, in

forming them of the foregoing vote,

and to propose that a convention be

held, if they (hall think proper, at Fa-

neuil Hall, in this town, on Thursday

the **d of Sept. instant, at ten o'clock

before noon.

Upon a motion made and seconded,

the following vote wai passed by a very

great majority, viz.

WHEREAS by an act of parlia

ment of the first of King William and

Queen Mary, it is- declared, that the

subjects being protestants, may have

arms for their defence : It is the opi

nion of this town, that the said decla

ration is founded in nature, reason,

and found policy, and is well adapted

for the necessary defence of the com

munity :

And forasmuch, as by a good and

wholesome law of this province, eve

ry listed soldier and other bouiholder

{except troopers, who by law are other -
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wife to be provided) shall be always

provided with a well fixed firelock,

musleet, accoutrements, and ammuni

tion, as is in said law particularly men

tioned, to the satisfaction of the com

mission officers of the company : and

as there is at this time a prevailing

apprehension, in the minds of many,

ot an approaching war with France :

In order that the inhabitants of this

town may be prepared in cafe of sud

den danger: Voted, That those of

the said i habitants who may at pre

sent be unprovided, be and hereby

are requested only to observe the laid

law at this time.

The hon. Thomas Cushing, Esq;

communicated to the town a letter re

ceived from a committee of the mer

chants in the city of New York, ac

quainting him with their agreement

relative to a non importation ot Bri

tish goods: whereupon the town by a

vote expressed the highest satisfaction

therein.

The town taking into serious con-

sideratiort the present aspect .os their

public assairs, and being of opinion

that it greatly behoves a peopl-, .pro-

fc*fi g godliness, to address the su

preme ruler of the world, on all im

portant occasions, for that wisdom,

which is profitable to direct :

Voted unanimously, That the se

lectmen he a committee to wait on

the several ministers of the Gospel

within this town, desiring that the

next Tuesday may be set apart as a

day of fasting and prayer.

Ordered, That the votes and pro

ceedings of the town in tneir present

meeting be published in the several

news-paprrs.

Th: town voted their thanks to the

moderator for his good services, and

then the meeting was dissolved.

Attest

Will. Cooper, Town-Cl.

The following is a copy of the circular

letter written by the selectmen of

this town, and directed to trie select

men of the several towns wirhin this

province ; agreeable to a vote at the

meeting on the 13th instant.

Gentlemen, Bolton.Sept. 14,1768.

YOU are already too well acqoaict-

* ed with the melancholy aiid very

alarming circumstances to which thts

province, as well as America in g»ne-

4 E r«l
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ral, is now reduced. Taxes equally

detrimental to the commercial interests

of the parent country and her colonies,

are imposed upon the people without

their consent : taxes designed for the

support of the civil government in the

colonies, in a manner clearly unconsti

tutional, and contrary to that, in

which till of late, government has

been supported, by the free gift of the

people in the American assemblies or

parliaments) as also for the mainte

nance of a large standing army , not

for the deferxe of the newly acquired

territories, but for the old colonies,

and in a time of peace. The decent,

humble, and truly loyal applications

and petitions from the representatives

0/ this province, for the removal of

these heavy and very threatening grie

vances, have hitherto been ineffectual,

being assured from authentic intelli

gence that they have not yet reached

the royal ear s the only effect of trans

mitting these applications hitherto

perceivable, has been a mandate

from one of his majesty's secre

taries of state to the governor of this

province, to dissolve the general assem

bly, merely because the late bouse ef

representatives refused to rescind a re

solution of a former bouse, which im

plied nothing more than a right in the

American subjects to unite in humble

and dutiful petitions to their gracious

sovereign, when they found themselves

aggrieved : This is a right naturally

inherent in every man, aud expressly

recognized at the glorious Revolution

as the birth right of an Englishman.

This dissolution you are sensible has

taken place ; the governor has public

ly and repeatedly declared that he can

not call another asseml-.ly j and the se

cretary of State for the American de

partment, in one of his letters commu

nicated to the late house, has been

pleased to fay, " proper care will be

taken for the support of the dignity

of government;" the meaning of which

is too plain to be misunderstood.

The concern and pviplexity into

which these things have thrown the

people, have br n greatly aggravated,

by a lafe declaration of his excellency

governor Bernard, that one pr more

regiments may soon be expected in this

province.

The design of these troop* is in eve

ry one's apprehension nothing Ihort of

3 .- .
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enforcing by military power the

cution of acts of parliament, in the

forming of which the colonies have

not, and cannot have any constitu

tional instuence. This is one of the

greatest distresses to which a free peo

ple can be reduced.

The town which we have the ho

nour to serve, have taken these things

at their late meeting into their most

serious consideration : And as there ia

in the minds of many a prevailing ap

prehension of an approaching war with

France, they have passed the several

votes, which we transmit to you, de-

firing that they may be immediately

laid before the town, whose pruden

tials are in your care, at a legal meet

ing, for their candid and particular

attention.

Deprived of the councils of a gene

ral assembly in this dark and difficult

season, the loyal people of this pro

vince will, we are persuaded, imme

diately perceive the propriety and uti

lity of the proposed committee of Con

vention : And the sound and whole

some advice that may be expected

from a number of gentlemen chosen

by themselves, and in whom they may

repose the greatest confidence, must

tend to the real service of our gracious

sovereign, and the welfare of his sub

jects in this province, and may happily

prevent any sodden and unconnected

measures, which in their present anxi

ety, and even agony of mindj they

may be in danger of falling into.

As it is of importance that the con

vention should meet as soon as may

be, so early a day as the zzd of this

instant September has been proposed

for that purpose——and it is hoped

the remotest towns will by that time,

or as soon after as conveniently may

be, return their respective committees.

Not doubting but that you are

equally concerned with us and our fel

low citizens for the preservation of our

invaluable rights, and for the general

happiness of our country, and that

you are disposed with equal ardor to

exert yourselves in every constitutional

way for lo glorious a purpose.

Signed by ike Seleel-Men.

It is said that orders for troops to

be quartered in this province, are in

consequence of letters wrote here on

the lytli of March last.

On Thursday next there will be a

general
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general muster of the regiment in this

town, and, we hear, a critical view

of the arms of the soldiers.

A very elegant and public answer

to the letter sent from hence by a

number of gentlemen, well attached

to the cause of liberty, was received

yesterday from Mr. Wilkes, by Cap

tain Bruce.

Monday in the night the post con

tiguous to Liberty-Tree was sawed off;

the damage was inconsiderable, but

discovers the evil disposition of the

perpetrators of such a base action.

[By private advices we hear, that

the person who performed the" above

feat was detected, and flogged by the

populace till he confessed by whom he

was set upou this enterprize.]*

■Advice to the Poor.1

5*5

curative operation?. But yet even

here in the present case be always

guided by this single and infallible rule,

not even always to use so simple an

application as Turner's cerate, if it

causes pain, but change it for a more

soft, oily, and less drjing balsam,

that may agree with the sore, or you

can never bring it into a healing con

dition. I have se;n some sores that

could bear nothing but mere oil alone

to render them easy.

But if the sores are of some time

standing, and become soul and nasty,

then ule nothing drying, but clean

sing, to carry off the rotten pieces of

the fibres intermixed with the corro

ding juices in the sore. Dress them

witn ye!low basilicon, till the sore look*

red and clean, then use Turner's ce

rate to complete the cure with. But

observe always to spread your balsam

cold, and on pledgets of lint, and not

AS many poor labouring people on single rags, as is too often done ;

are every where very subject to for the balsam, by the heat of the bo

dy often soaks through a rag, and

brings it to touch the raw sore, which

irritates it, and causes a greater fluxion

of juices, and renders bad worse, by

increasing the calamity, and refilling

the cure.

For thfs reason likewise it is as im

proper, as many do, to dress soret

with nothing else but stiff emplaisters,

which, if they do no harm, do no real

good, otherwise than keeping off the

air ; and some people's flesh will heal

kindly of itself, dress it almost with

what you will, while tljat of others

will fret and gangrene on the injudici

ous application of improper dressings.

But if ulcers will not 'digest well, i.e.

run a thick, white matter, then work

lip on the fide of your hand a little

red præcipitate, finely powdered, a few

grains, along with your balsam, either

yellow basilicon, or linimentum arcrei,

alias, ointment of gum elemi, another

good balsam. Aster all, rest and ly

ing a bed, or a gentle spitting, will

work wonders, when nothing else can

answer the end. To raise a gentle

spitting take ten grains of sweet mer

cury, alias, calomel, beat up in *

crumb of bread of a new white loaf

for pills ; or in any proper conserve by

way os bolus, at bed time ; repeat it

each other night till the spitting be

gins and no longer : if >t proves to*

4 E a hijh

•" the otherAmerican papers, on account of their extraordinary lengtb, must he deser

ted t» ar Appendix. .

to the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, Jan. 16, i76g.

S many poor labouring people

are every where very subject to

wounds and ulcers in various parts of

their bodies, I thought I could not do

a work of more general utility, than

to direct such how to manage them,

and with what topical medicines to

dress with, for an easy and speedy cure

•of the same.

If either be only superficial, or pro

ceed from burns, or scalds, Turner's

cerate spread upon pledgets of lint,

with a plaister of the fame spread thin

upon a piece of sine linen rag to co

ver all and keep the other on, is gene

rally the propereft dressing that in

such cases can be used : to be account

ed for thus ;

The extravasated joices by their own

heterogeneous nature, and the influ

ence of the air, soon corrupt and pu-

trify : this further wounds the vessels,

or solids, in contact with them, and

so prevents, nature's closing them up

again, i. e. healing them. But the la

pis calaminaris in this cerate corrects

this acrimony of the corroding fluids,

and thereby nature, by not being in

terrupted, perfor ms the cure. For flic

is always her own physician and sur

geon, while we that are called so, are

but only her ministers, and it behoves

us therefore to mind well her motions,

and to act accordingly; lest, instead of

helping, by our ignorance or officious-

(lefs, we very much hinder her in her
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high, or troublesome, purge it down

ward with infusion of senna and man

ila, or prunes, two or three times a

week. This com se is good for .many

other disorders besides old fores ; as

jaundice, asthma, lues venerea, drop

sy, and almost sill chronical cases ex

cept the scurvy. Forpioud flesh use

the blue stone or dry lint ; but be

sure to use a bandage of a double

cloth, and a roller to strengthen and

warm the part.

If wounds or ulcers inflame about

the edges, and do not run fieelyas they

ought to do, foment them with hot

stoops, made with boiling any quanti-

tj ot an> iur.b that has auy_oil, smel ,

or warmth in it, flued and boiled in

water, well covered, half an hour,

then strain the liquor through a

si-ve, and lee two flannels, when

wrung hot out of the liquor, be ap

plied on the naked place alternately,

as they cool; this is to be done near

an hi-ur, night and morning, cover

ing all up close with other flannels

dry, to keep the steam in; not for

getting to add a few spoonfuls of any

vinous Lints, and sometimes, a iitile

vinegar to the stoop.

Altfrwards anoint about the fore,

when it looks red, a little nutritiMii,

maik th» oid wi.y ; by the litharge,

attt-r si i e I y ground, and lying in soak

a nigh, in v.negir, enough to cover

it, b'ing mixed with thrice the quan

tity ot (weet oil, anl rubbed about in

a mortar with a pestk' till it becomes

white. This is much more tooling,

ami far pie trable to the new way of

rrak'ng this excellent ointment; by

n.el'..it down loine diacal'i) em plaster,

and !tun mixing the vinegar with it.

A' ill contrived ^iteration, as it is too

vi. id to do the good, the other way

Oj' preparing fits, u for.

Tims much is ail I can fay in so nar-

r<-w a compass, on)) 1 will add a piece

ii philosophy, to please the curious

surgeon, or sensible reader, andtiicie-

witn conclude.

Ruyschius has demonstrated, how

the lols of sue stance in a broad ulttr

is a rain repaired fiom the bottom and

tbelidis; forihc vessels increase every

wa , and equal.) siom every point, l.ke

tlit rui^ielMif a sn,.tl, which making in

the center, toim n\ sh 16 called ; ^reat

care is therefore to be taken, lett in

attempting lo cleanse the wound, or

ulcer, those tender vessels ate lacerated.

Pus is a soft, thick, inodorous sub

stance appearing in the wound, equal

to the time of digestion. The pus

is the best consulting balsam, and,

is never in the vessels, but is seen

in the bottom of the ulcer, undtr

which is tie aforelaid texture of infi

nite >cssc!s discharging a tort of mu

cus, which whilst the officious dressers

endeavour lo cleanse with cotton, oc

scraped lint, the uiccr will never grow

together, or unite.

This new genei ited flesh is not fitch;

as the muscular, but is only a flat mem

branous substance, whose vessels ad

mit the blood, hence that redness like

to sit (h.

One useful remark more and I have

done. The ingenious Dr. Alexander

Stuart justly reprehends the common

way of using fomentations too warm.

For heat that is too much thickens,

and coagulates the humours of our

bodies. Wherefore it is not to be

doubted, but that the warmth of them,

should be such as is our ciiculeuing

blocd, or, perhaps, in some cafes, not

much to exceed that standard in fo

mentation, cataplasms, and other ex

ternal applications.

Your's, J. Cook.

To the AUTHOR of the LONCOX

MAGAZINE.

SIR, Leigh, September, 1768.

TH O U G H all the howels are ne

cessary for a living holy, yet the;

stomach, heur, and biain are the three

principal viscera on which ihe animal

functions more immediately depend.

The brain coniilis of two portions,

and these very unlike, viz. the exter

nal, alb-coloured, gian-lularj and the

internal, white, moie (olid, and fibrous

part, that constitute the origin of the

nerves, as .being the excretory ducts ot

the lo.mer glands.

Nuural motion is performed by the

stomach, and intestines the dregs of

whose excretion ate the forces. The

heart and arteries are the lnftrumcnu

of vital motion, the fxculency of

which evacuation is the urine. And

the brain, and nerves, aie the foun

tains of (-use, and animal motion, the

third and latt digestion i.i the animal

ojconoiii)', whole useless superfluities

aie carried oss by insensible perspira

tion, on which last matter os evacua-

tioa
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tion I intend a piece soon, to shew it

is not in so great a quantity as authors

would have us believe.

. As to the bigness of the brain ac

cording to the proportion ot' the whole

body, it is bigger than the brain of any

other animal, exceeding even the brain

of an elephant in quantity, and the

brain of an ox double the weight ; for

it generally weighs four or five pounds.

I relate this circumstance here on

purpose to take an occasion of correct

ing an error I let pals lately, of the

lad who was said to have lost half his

brains and yer lived, in the London

Migazine of July last, «nd other pub-

lick papers.

This account was a wrong informa

tion, and the quantity through sur

prise, or want of knowledge, was cer

tainly exaggerated, which had I allow

ed myself time to consider, I mi^ht

have concluded, at doubtless all of the

profession who have read it, have, that

no one could possibly survive the lois

of half his brains.

But the lad, who had fractured his

scull by the fall into a ship's hold, hav

ing part of his brains working out like

yeast, through the perforation, in a

considerable and uncommon quantity,

?. few ounces only so vented, though

rom its spongeous quality it might

appear bulky, yet was far from two

pounds, the general quantity of one

half of a man's brains.

Nevertheless the recovery, and with

- so little loss of the functions of the op-

polite side, on which the nerves are re

stored, renders it still an extraordi

nary cafe, and the more so as even

slight wounds of the brain prove ge

nerally mortal.

Wherefore as I would neither im

pose, aor be imposed upon, I here

publkkly correct the error of that

wrong account to me communicated,

though the truth of the theory as there

stated, stands upon a.sure foundation.

Your's, J. Cqok.

la the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

MOST authors endeavour to in

culcate a veneration for par-

1 ts as a bounden duty from infe

riors to their superiors in titles, ho

nours, equity and polity. But how

great is our iurpize, and what a sole-

sH
cism in reasoning, when an illiterate

and a perverse generation of insidious

people by their practise Ihould demon

strate the contrary: pardon the excla

mation, wonderful is the relation ! That

beggars and mendicants, or their pro

curers, should exercise a right of domi

nion in a free state, and tax property

against the great charter of our liber

ties. It is worthily observed, the su«

prcnie power cannot take from any

man any part of his property without

his own content, and that such a law

of the conltitution is grounded on the

eternal and immutable law of nature:

But how changed I How notoriously

abused such exemplary positions or

axioms appear to He, is evident from

the following narration of facts and a

subsequent cale subjoined hereto.

A selfish, lucrative and a designing set

os people to oppose their measures and

invalidate the gracious intentions of

the highest council in the nation, viz.

the p 1 ! The parliament out 'of

their great humanity, &c. vouchsafed

to lower the lamitax for the benefit of

the landholder, whilst thole seertt mi-

chiners far their crafty purposes (un

der the spacious name of a parish- poor

rate in the parish of M. in the county

of C ) role the aiiated shilling of the

land tax, which made the poor rate

ahove three (hillings in the pound to

the landholder—old Cranbery, their

insensible clerk, having prevailed on

two people ot" the neighbourhood to

collect the above rate, began, exulting

he would make an estate easy enough,

if they were so irresolute in defending

their own ; he could pass the account

clearly with his own conscience, and

demonstratively prove he was not bound

to relieve any poor rate at all.—N. B.

he pays none.——Aud further I have

heard (but cannot ascertain) that those

beggars and vagrants have a feigned

council, a justice, and an itinerant

preacher, who not only rate and tax

rich property, but also levy fines for

disputing the justness of their claims.

-—What the hidden cause of such pro

ceedings may mean, unless enriching

tuiinlelves, I cannot divine ; rents be

ing the ("ame these twenty years, and it

is well known the landholder cannot

make two quantities of grain on the

fame acre for the specifick performance

of their tyranny. I hope it is the only

instance of the venality aad perfidious-

ness
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ness of the inferior class of people in

the nation ; else I should be induced to

think the present race of mankind

have lolt that noble spitit of honesty

our ancestors were so much admired

for ; that publick generosity, thst prin

ciple of candour, that gave them

the title of invincible. How sacred

justice wa» amongst them I Freeholders

of Britain were looked upon as patterns

of virtue. Nolumus leges angliee mutari

was their characteristics

Houses of correction and county

workhouses are but just talked of, and

then dropped.--- Would the commis

sioners of the peace be unanimous and

exert themselves, the necessity of the

former and the latter, *s well as a clo

ser execution of the publick and va

grant acts, would absolutely appear a

proper method os proceeding. But no

extraordinary exertion of penal law

will have any effect, unless those peo

ple are convinced in their understand

ings, that industry is the source of all

riches, and penal laws are only a ter

ror to knaves ; industry is the princi

ple ot all wealth, and a circulation of

money from rich to poor by undue

means only enhances the price of all ne-

ceffaries of life. We are never likely to

compass a competent knowledge of our

own country complaints by investigat

ing the causes from foreign sources,

when the weazel Scot is at our own

doors, our temporalities preyed upon,

the profits cf labourers and labour

drained, our expences high, and cre

dit low, and exhausted of that cash

that was the fountain and the agent of

domestick concerns. ---What trade,

what intercourse, or what commerce

can be managed without reciprocal in

dustry and honesty hetween all the de

grees and subordinations of a people in

a state.— -Plain reasons as these should

open people's eyes, and enlarge their

understandings. --- That moral good

health, ease, peace, and competence,

are the consequences of christian like

fiursuits, and salutary measures of pub-

ick utility, whilst oppression, robbery,

and wrong, are the inlets of all mis

chief, and the broad and hatch of

anarchy and confusion.

I conceive all overseers and parish

Nor.

officers that have the care of the poor,

should be sworn to their accM.nts,

and that they believed the people re

lieved had need of such relief.--- And,

before any relies allowed, thole people

should, on oath, give a schedule, or in

ventory, of ail their goods and chat

tels, with the value thereof, to be kept

in the parilh register as evidence of

their poverty.- --And also to be year

ly sworn, that their circumstances are

not improved in money, or effects,

since they delivered their Icliedule, and

before they mould have a continuance

os the said relief.-- Is those people are

not shame prooi, sjch a proposed me

thod, with the sacred sanction of oitbj,

might check the daring and overbear

ing licentiousness of feigned and coun

terfeited misery.

A CtiSE--Bit-wecn the LanJnvaefs and

ibtir Landholders, olid the Vicar e/~M.

in the County of C. aforesaid, referred

to in the Joregoing Letter.

A L, L lord* of manors and landown-

■**■ ers are the first proprietors of all

the real and mixt profits in a parish. —

Out of which the iinpioprhtor has the

tenth, and is a joint proprietor with

other landowners by letter patent ac

cording to the statute, from whom the

vicar has an annual stipend, or sala

ry, appointed by the ordinary or cus

tom, and also tbe glebe.

The vicar is no freeholder, accord

ing to Parsons law, folio 197. If it it

granted, no tenants or landholders by

lease hive, or can take, a greater el-

tate than his contract, excepting- the

privilege of gaining a settlement and

serving parish offices by statute.-—It

appears therefore, that lords of ma

nors and landowners only constitute a

parish, who have the fee simple, or

the right of the freehold of, the glebe

by the intendment, or consideration

of the law j and consequently a right

to the extraordinary profit? thereof

liable to one tenth *, as aforesaid, to

the iinpropriator.

Notwithstanding which the vicar of

M. having by a real or pretended as

sent of the tenants and landholders got

a compromise for the cutting down and

selling the timber of the yard of the

• Ttuat never kno<wn two tenths being fayed in thefume patifh. Onefor the ia-

fropriator, and the otherfor the vicar, therefore it is presumed the said ivajle, em-

htzzUmext and misapplication, amounts to a legal cause ej aiiiott.

parua
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parish choFCti of M. aforesaid, and for

disposing of the same for the benefit,

and by the direction of the said tenants

and landholders:---In pursuance of the

said agreement, or compromise, .the

wardens, by the orders and at the in

stance of the aforesaid vicar of M.

actually felled and sold the said timber

trees to the amount of* eighteen or

twenty pounds, and converted the fame

to their own use by erecting of houses

on the lord's waste, and receiving the

profits thereof, without accounting to

the landowners--- (which I humbly

presume they mould do according to

the known laws in being) for the in

fringement of their said right and pro

perty. It is acknowledged all neces

sary quantities of the growth and

produce of the said timber might have

been granted for reparation, upon a

fair estimate, but no application was

made to the landowners.

And it is conceived (as the tenants

formerly stipulated to pay all rates and

fovernment taxes with contingent dis-

ursements for repairs) the aforesaid

eighteen or twenty pounds or as much

as should appear to be upon account

and ballance) should have been equally

divided between the landowners, fro

rata, of their respective freeholds, or

disposed of by them at their discre

tion, by the major voice, for the pub-

lick benefit of all individuals.

Your, &c.

A plain, tut honest Freeholder.

P.-S. Pleaie to apprehend that the

difficulty of rating personal estates is

the source of a great many of the land

holders misfortunes. —He being there

by rendered tie butt end of all wife

rates, whilst those possessed of 10,

60, and 100,000 1, in stock or specie

pay nothing at all.

Q;_ Why a landholder's personals

should pay a rate any more than a

tradsman's personals. When equality

is the basis of alt taxation ?

If every farmer is obliged to find 3

double quantity of goods for the pur

chase of what he forma ly bought at

one half, such farmer must needs be

in a precarious state, as it is well

known no land will yield twice the

quantity of a full crop, and also the

more the following articles (enu

merated amongst others) are ad

vanced, the higher he mail main

tain his taaiket price j and upon duo

consideration of his case, all market!

should be at an indifferent medium

higher, as his industry and labour paya

Two rents- - -Landlord and chiefrent.

Three taxes— House tax, window

tax, and land tax.

Three rates—County stock, high

ways, and poor's rate.

Church and parish dues. Two forts

of tithes great and small. Government

compositions, excise, &c. Petty law

suits, common charities, benevolences

and compositions, weddings, and ne!

cessary vails. ---(Afearful long account)

without an equivalent for wear and

plough bote. (See our vol. for i76s,

P'»l») R.

To tie AUTHOR of tie LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

ONE hundred, thirty three thou

sand, seven hundred and eight

seamen lost by sickness in the last war

and only fifteen hundred and twelve in

action ! Can a humane man read this

without great concern, and also, con

sidering with himself if any means

could be fallen upon to prevent so

great an obstacle to the operations and

success of our navy, at a time, when

perhaps the safety of Great Britain

might depend thereon. It has been

urged by the best judges, that the pre

sent regulations relative to the sick in

the navy, do not admit of their be

ing furnished with proper medical as

sistance; and it is surely worth inquiring

of the examining surgeons, how just

these complaints are, that such expe

dients for their relief might be adopt,

ed as were conducive to prevent se

alarming a mortality among our sea

men. The important subject of these

interesting pieces will I hope induce

you to insert them in your Magazine,

by which the sources of this dreadful

calamity are pointed out, with suffi.

cient evidence to such as are open to

conviction, and inclined to prevent fa

considerable an evil, before this coun

try sinks under the weight of it, to

which it must very much contribute

by the apparent effect such loss of men

must have on the general success or

event of any war we may be engaged

in. Two of these pieces have been

published long ago, but hitherto neg

lected, because the navy surgeons were

deemed too low a set of people to be

provided
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?irorided for, and thus, the strength of

be navy, and the lives of thole men,

who set themselves in jeopardy for the

preservation of every thing that it dear

to us, have been sacrificed by a very

criminal neglect.

Let it be remembered also, that

when God had blessed us during last

war, with success beyond hope or ex

ample, yet at the conclusion of it, we

set at nought all his mercies to us,

i. e. gave up the fruits of our suc

cesses without adequate consideration,

reward, or security, for the blood and

treasure expended to procure them,

and thereby rendered ourselves obnox

ious for all the blood spilt in that ne

cessary and successful war. It appears

to me convincing, that such was the

fin of the king of Israel recorded in

the 20th chapter and +zd verse of the

first book of Kings, to wit, rejecting

and despising the protection and savour

of God, shewn to him in the vidtories

obtained over Benhadad king of Syria,

and also, in a light estimation of the

blood of his subjects, who were (lain

in procuring that success for him, by

which he made himlelf guilty of their

deaths; and, accoidingjy, the Supreme

Being by his prophet, denounced to

him (without any previous revelation

for his conduct, beyond the assurance

of protection) that " because thou hail

let go a man, whom I had appointed

to utter destruction, therefore thy life

flu.* go for his life, and thy people for

his people." Bur, in whatever light,

our conduct in concluding the Lite

peace may appear to thole persons who

tor their iniquities are given over to a

Reprobate mind, yet it is surely yi a-

dent in those who feel for the intt: .it

and safety of their country, to urge

with all their powar, authority, and in

fluence, such measures as have a ten

dency to conciliate the Divine Being,

and contribute to our defence and secu

rity againstah enemy who, we well know,

will neglect no opportunity to oppress

Os; to this purpose, unless an Egyp

tian infatuation impelling us to our

complete and final ruin (to which tliis

nation seems approaching very speedi

ly) prevent us from feeing the im

pending evil, till it comes rustling up

on us, the following regulations seem

solutely necessary.

i. Annual parliaments chosen by

ballot.

*. Obliging the clergy to residence.

3. Shewing mercy to the poor, bj

taking oss the bounty on corn export-

ed, and allowing the importation ot

live stock from Ireland ; as it is cbele

laws that encourage and enable tb*

farmers and others to fell provision* at

a price oppressive to the poor, and

ruinous to trade and population, and

thereby to the independency of this

nation.

4. Repealing the declaratory bill oa

the sovereignty of Great-Britain over

the colonies, as enforcing this air

will be productive of total ruin to our

trade with North- America, and also

of driving them into the arras of our

enemies ; for a proper idea of this de

structive act, let the reader fee whit

our modern Aristides has said about

it, in his speech inserted in the London

Magazine for Feb. 1768, and also that

valuable hook The Present State of

Great-Britain, or an abltract of it in

the London Magazine for May 1767.

5. Repealing the game laws, as ads

of univerlal injustice to those who hold

under an hundred pounds per axmau,

and as such a national sin.

6. Strengthening our navy and mili

tia, by which alone it is in our power

to secure ourselves against the superior

land forces of the French.

Vates.

ExtraB from the Preface to The Nava!

History, Burchett tkt Authorofivbicb,

ivaj Secretary to the Admiralty, anda

Member ofthe House of Commons.

" r~r\ H I S I think I may venture to

i. fay, that many of the surgeons,

but more especially their mates, which

are employed in the fleet, are not alto

gether so well qualified as they ought

to he j and yet the poor men are for

ced to depend on their skill, not only

in surgery, but in physic also.

Whether the present allowance is

sufficient to invite knowing men to

undertake this duty (considering they

are in pay no longer than the (hips

they serve in) I submit to judgment,

and shall only add, that if it it not, I

do heartily wish it was made so, since

those men in the ships that are pro

miscuously employed both at home and

abroad, do when they happen to be

sick, or wounded, stand or fall, in a

great measure, by their administration

to them, and as I have some reason to

doubt
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doubt, whether there are many of the

ablest of our sea surgeons qualified to

judge nicely of many distempers inci

dent to a sailor, so must they, if not

so qualified be consequently greatly to

seek for proper remedies."

ExtraS from Dr. Cockburn's Treatise

on Sea Diseases, ivbo tuas employed as

a Physician in the Navy.

" 'T1HOUGH this matter be truly

■*• stated by so able a judge, and

who has told the circumstances of these

miserable, though necessary people, as

well as offered many things, that if

observed, might really remedy this

evil, yet I must beg leave to repre

sent lome fundamental mistakes in

this article of the navy. First, As to

what he fays modestly of the surgeons,

it is too true, but in the present consti

tution of the navy, it is not to be

hoped that they should ever be suffi

ciently qualified for their business ;

what is more in every man's mouth,

than a surgeon of experience, and yet,

if he pleases to look narrowly into this

part of the navy, he will find most of

the surgeons employed every war, new

men, and consequently unexperienced;

it is worth inquiry, whether these sur

geons leave the navy voluntarily or

meet with such difficulties when their

snip is paid off at the conclusion of a

war, as discourage them from entring

again into this service. Mr. Burchett

must think this a mighty defect, and

of the worst consequence, on the other

hand, if this, and some other mistakes

were mended, the surgeons of the na

vy might be as good as are any where

else to he found.

Next, as to medicines, they are

most injudiciously chosen, and provid

ed in a wrong method, much to the

discouragement of the sea surgeon, and

some dileales altogether neglected in

their inventory. Whereas, If there

were a better choice, they might come

cheaper to the surgeon, and the men

too would thence be more properly

taken care of; now, in this defect of

knov. ledge and tools, is it any wonder,

that this greut expence, should be to

so little purpose ?"

Memorial of the Navy Surgeons to the Ad

miralty.

" XAf E the surgeons in his majesty'*

. navy beg leave to lay before
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your lordships this representation of

the disadvantages persons of our pro

fession labour under, who mean to

seek an establishment in, and dedicate

themselves to the naval service.

But in order that the design os this

memorial may appear in its full extent,

we beg leave to mention a means of

encouragement, whereby we apprehend

the acknowledged scarcity of mates in

the navy, the insecurity of the sick and

wounded, and many other inconve

niences arising therefrom may be suc

cessfully remedied.

May we be permitted then in that

view to observe in regard to the scar

city of mates, that very few of the

ships of force have their complement ;

and some remain wholly unsupplied 5

the consequence of which to an un

healthy orwounded ship's company, es

pecially, if the surgeon himself is ill,

must be, that numbers of those men,

which the government is at a great ex-

pence to procure, are lost for want of

proper care, and the service in other

respects greatly impeded.

But this defect is not the only in

convenience relative to the mates of

surgeons, for much the greater part of

thole who do come into the navy are

very ill qualified for the trust that must

frequently be reposed in them as mates,

but especially, when they commence

surgeon?, which must of necessity be

frequent, we need not point out,

that hereby the lives of many seamen

are exposed to greaterdanger from such

incapacity, than even tue utmost ef

fort of the enemy.

The preceedmg reflections which are

no less true, than attesting, will, we

doubt not plead our excuse for laying

this addrels before your lordships, in

the hope that it may be productive of

such an establishment as (hall induce

able persons to otter themselves for

these employment* : For, as we are

best acquainted with the objections that

surgeons of ability make to coming in

to tue navy, or continuing in it, we

venture, to explain from what source

such disinclination, arises, and cannot

help afliiring ourselves that if what we

offer mould be honoured with approba

tion, it will not fail to encourage such

persons as are properly qualified to

come into the service. Whatever

seeming self interest may be implied in

the tenor of this memorial, we pre-

t F lunie
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fume that a deliberate and unpreju

diced attention will find it really cal

culated for promoting the good of hit

majesty's service, and will also be con

ducive to the satisfaction your lord

ships must receive, from committing

to the care of men of proper capacity

so valuable a set of people as consti

tute the British navy, especially, when

that care wilt also reduce that gieat

loss which the government must sus

tain from the want of proper medical

judgment and advice.

Therefore, we, the memoralists, flat

ter ourselves your lordships will be in

terested to coulider that whilst the fame

class of men throughout the army are

encouraged and rewarded with half-

pay, that whilst other ranks of officers

in the navy enjoy the fame without re

striction of servitude, the surgeons

sliould be distinguished as objects desti

tute of this aid and resource.

%A body of men who not only share,

in common with other officers, the fa

tigues and hazards of the lea, of cli

mates, and of war, but even incur the

farther dangers of infection to which

their profession renders them pecu

liarly exposed, ar.d in the exercile of

which they have been so often known

to fall a sacrifice : They likewise beg

leave to observe that of the number of

surgeons of which the body consists,

very few can be found wilh the most

frugal a:conomv that have acquired in

the service, sufficient even to be es

teemed a decent competence for them

selves, much less a family; by much

the greatest part are indigent, and on

a restoration of peace, whilst every

other ofiicer can either be employed

at sea, or has his resource of half pay,

the surgeons must be left alone to la

ment their incapacity to live.

Their state and condition is such,

that being eaily and constantly sepa

rated from all connections a lhore,

which afford a comfortable subsistence

for themselves and families, they be

come from their attendance on the

navy deprived of the usual opportuni

ties by which they might otherwise

have availed themselves with success.

They also conceive that as their

prospects are so narrowly circumscrib

ed, so ought they proportionally to

benefit in the limited sphere in which

they act t. That lieutenant* have not

only retaining gratuities from the mo

ment they ingage, but are also incour-

aged to bear the inconveniences of their

station by the unbounded gradations to

eminence which stand before them ]

but the surgeon hath no hopes to keep

expectation alive, no circumstance of

rank or honour to inspire bis zeal,

animate bis industry, or compensate

for the time, labour, andexpence that

is required to qualify him in his pro

fession ; his little gain is uncertain in

its duration, and he is himself, after

long and painful service, destitute of

support from that government to

which be has been so faithfully and

absolutely devoted.

The surgeons therefore of his ma

jesty's navy, from a due regard of the

honour and advantage of the service in

which they are ingaged, for the health

and lives of those most valuable sub

jects committed to their care ; for the

interest of themselves, their families,

end society in genera), hope that your

lordships will patronize this memorial,

and recommend such encouragement

as you (hall think necessary and just."

The following account of seamen

taken into the service last war wat

given to the House of Commons by the

admiralty at the conclusion of last war,

and may serve as a proof of what is ad

vanced above.

To killed in engagements i; • -

Dead of diseases and miffing 1 33708

Remaining 4-9673

184.893

Tie Lift of Pope Sixtus V. Cmtiauci

frtmp. 537.

"TF he was thus generous to his

JL nieces, he was much more so to his

nephew Mic Peretti, the only male heir

that was left to propagate his name

and family : as he had already suffici

ently enriched the cardinal, with large

benefices and other honourable appoint

ments, he now purchased theprmcipa-

lity of ^enetro, the marquisate ot* La-

mentada, and the county, or count-

ship, of Celano for his brother, and

gave him an estate of 6d,oco crowns

per annum, with two superb palaces,

one in the country and the other at

Rome, both furnished in a regal man

ner: and it wat computed, that at the

death of his ancle, he was worth in

read/
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ready money and jewels, above three

hundred thousand crowns. He was

married very young to a princess of the

Colonna family, of great beauty and

accomplishments. The issue of this

marriage, that lived, was only a son,

and a daughter, who married prince

Savelli, hereditary grand marshal of

the church , luckily for that family, as

she lived to be sole heir to her own.

The son, Francis Peretti, lived as a

layman till the death of his uncle the

cardinal, who enjoyed an annual re

venue of above 40,000 crowns, from

some abbies that Sixtus had given him,

which were to descend at his death to

the next heir of the Peretti family

that was qualified to hold them.

When that happened, ' he went into

orders, and took upon him the ecclesi

astical habit, for the fake of keeping

se much preferment in the family, and

assumed the title of abbot Peretti.

His uncle left him above 400,000

crowns more in money, &c. When

the prince his father died, he became

the richest prelate that ever was in the

church. He was a great partisan of

Spain, from which crown he received,

in pensions and benefices, 50,000

crowns per annum. It was computed,

that the whole of his income amount

ed to the yearly sum of 180,000

crowns. Though he was but an ab

bot, he had a court Tike a prince, and

was much more followed and esteemed

than any prelate or cardinal in Rome.

Some thought he would have quitted

the ecclesiastical habit to keep up the

name of Peretti, and put on the mili

tary ; but he did not much trouble

himself about posterity, and seemed

rather to aim at the purple.

The king of Spain created him su-

pefintendant general of all his affairs

in Italy ; so that the governor of Mi

lan, the Viceroys of Sicily, Naples,

and Sardinia, and the ambassadors at

the court of Rome, in a manner, de

pended upon him : he was named by

that king for a hat ; but the two Bar-

berini's did not care to have one in

the college, that would have so much

outfhined them ; and as Peretti did not

shew them a great deal of respect,

whilst he was only an abbot, they con

cluded he would soew them still less

when he came to be cardinal. This

hindered his promotion above six

years, as Urban would not create any
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upon that account, though he was

most esrnestly sollicited by the king of

Spain : his holiness, however, was

forced to comply at last, and he was

made cardinal- priest by that pontif,

retaining the name of Peretti ; and

without doubt, if he had lived, would

have been one of the greatest and molt

powerful cardinals that Rome ever

saw j but he died within two years after

his exaltation to the purple, poisoned,

as it was supposed, by those that envied

him. He made his sister, that was

married to prince Savelli, his heir,

without which acquisition of fortune,

that family must inevitably have been

ruined, their debts amounting to a-

bove a million of crowns. In him

ended the name of Peretti : such was

the rife, progress, and extinction of

that family.'*

Towards the end of his reign he

marched a considerable body of troops

to the borders of Naples, intending a

sudden descent on that kingdom ; but

being apprehensive his design was dis

covered he suddenly returned to Rome,

where he was taken ill. '* Some months

before he died he was troahled with

an intense pain in his head, which he

imputed to his too great application -

to business ; and being one day at a

publick signature, he entered into a

long discourse concerning the quality

of his disorder, the nature of his con

stitution, his common regimen, and

the remedies that were proper to b«

made use of; often quoting Galen

and Hippocrates with as much readi

ness as if he had been educated a phy

sician.

Notwithstanding he perceived his

malady daily grow upon him, he

would hot refrain from business, as he

said it was a relief and amusement to

him, indulging himself but little in re

pose, though his nephew and sister

were very urgent with him to take

more care of his health, and spare

himself sometimes; but he did not

pay much regard totheir advice, or the

prescriptions of his physicians, seem

ing rather to make a joke of their

consultations ; though he would often

send for and order them to discourse

of the nature of his disease before him.

He went much abroad, sometime*

on horseback, though oftener on foot,

for he was very fond of walking, and

never entered into conversation about

4 F * business,
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business, with ambassadors, as other

popes used to do at those times, but ad

mitted them to an audience, gene

rally leaning upon a table, his indis

position not permitting him to act with

Mis usual spirit and vivacity. He had

the saying of Vespasian frequently in

his mouth, " That a prince ought to

die standing;" that is, labouring to

the very last moment of his life for

the good of his country : A maxim

which he strictly followed, giving au

dience and doing business, even upon

those days that he found himself the

worst, and being angry at such as

would have dissuaded him from it.

On Saturday the 18th of August, he

went with a numerous attendance to

Sr. Maria di Tedeschi, a German

church, at the particular desire of the

protector of that nation, to return

God thanks for the conversion of a

German prince, which was effected by

the labours of some Fathers of the

Franciscan order :, And to give the

greater proof of his devotion, he both

went thither and returned on foot.

On Monday he was seized with a

high fever, which began with a shiver

ing; and notwithstanding the most

earnest sollicitations of his physicians

and relations to the contrary, he got

up, gave audience, and dispatched

some affairs that might very well have

been let alone till another time, as

they did not require much expedition.

After that, he lent for the governor,

and commanded him to condemn all

the prisoners, that were convicted of

any crime, to the galleys, and send

them away directly to Civita Vecchia.

On Wednesday he had a more vio

lent return of his fever: the next

morning (being the day of intermis

sion) he assisted at a congregation of

the Holy Office, and caused several

affairs of great importance to be dis

cussed in his presence, seeming to take

it ill, that some cardinals, at the de-

tire of the physicians, endeavoured to

hurry things over in a perfunctory

manner, and called for a list of such

as were in the prisons of the inquisi

tion. Though his fever returned eve

ry lime with greater fury, he never

would eat in bed, but always rose and

fat down with company to the table,

and seemed particularly fond of raw

fruit.

' On SunJay they gave him some

Nov.

Cassia and Manna, which had no great

effect upon him, as he did not take

the whole dose ; after which his fever

increased to such a degree, that, think

ing himself in great danger, he heard

mass and received the sacrament ; but

growing weaker and weaker, they

made all haste to give him the Extreme

Unction, before which he sent for

Castagna, whom he always looked upon

as his successor, and recommending to

him the dispatch of certain affairs that

were then depending before some of the

congregations, he said to his nephew,

who was present, " This is the most

worthy cardinal in the whole college."

On Monday the »*th of August,

1590, in the dusk of the evening, he

expired in the arms of the above-men

tioned cardinal, his nephew and other

relations weeping bitterly by his bed

side."

" As he died in the palace at Monte

Cavallo, his body was carried in a lit

ter to St. Peter's, and there interred

with the usual ceremonies : his nephew

cardinal Montalto (a 'person of extra

ordinary virtue) removed it the year

after with great pomp to a chapel

which he had built in St. Maria Mag-

giore, where he celebrated his obse

quies with a magnificence due to so

great a pontif."

We shall now conclude with some

features of his character which have

not been exhibited in the foregoing

pages : " He strenuously defended the

rights of the poor, the destitute, tbe

widow, and fatherless, nobly support

ing the majesty of the tribunals. In

short, he had wrought such a refor

mation in Rome, that tbe governor

told him one day, " The place of a

judge was now become a perfect Juu

cure." To which he answered, " That

if he thought the people would relapse

into their former licentiousness, aster

he was dead, he would hang them ail

whilst he was alive."

He was very easy of access, and

refused audience to nobody, ordering

his masters of the ceremonies to intro

duce the poorest to him first : But

was more particularly ready to hear

such as brought any accusation against

their magistrates or governors, and

made them explain every minute par

ticular of their complaint. The lame

conduct he observed betwixt the clergy

and their superiors, always applying

quick
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quick and effectual, though mostly very

severe remedies. But he never listen

ed to any one that complained of taxes

and duties, which amounted to forty

in number, as he himself had imposed

them. These were collected by officers

appointed for that purpose, with so

much rigour and exactness, that there

was not a day, beyond the time fixed,

allowed for the payment of them, to

the great impoverishment of the ec

clesiastical, state.

He indulged his subjects in a great

deal of liberty at the time of the

Carnival, permitting them to divert

themselves with feasts, balls, comedies,

masquerades, and publick spectacles :

And this not only in Rome, but quite

through his dominions, giving orders

to all the governors of cities and pro

vinces to do the fame. Some have

said that his design in this was to lay

a temptation in people's way of tranf-

grefling his edicts (as it was natural

enough to expect) amidst the revelling

and dissipation of thought that is usual

at such times : But this is doing him

great injustice, and accusing him of a

mean design that never entered into

his heart, as plainly appears from his

ordering whipping posts in the street

where the races are run, and most of

the shews exhibited, for the punish

ment of those who should dare to in

terrupt the publick diversions, or oc

casion any disturbance. He condemn

ed a poor taylor to the galleys, only

for giving a box on the ear to ano

ther person of the same occupation,

though he was employed in the service

of his houfhold 1 and a footman be

longing to Cardinal Sorbelloni to be

whipped, for having said something

obscene to a woman, though she did

not nuke any complaint of it herself.

As soon as Sorbelloni heard of the

sentence, be went to intercede for his

servant, but came too late, for he had

already undergone the punishment.

Jt was owing to such necessary seve

rities, that in the five Carnivals that

were celebrated, whilst Sixtus was Pope,

there was not the least riot or distur

bance, but every thing carried on with

the highest decorum, to the infinite sa

tisfaction of the people.

Others were of opinion, and cer

tainly had a greater degree of probabi

lity on th«ir side; that having loaded
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his subjects so heavily with taxes and

impositions, he thought, in some mea

sure, to take off their sting, by allow

ing them a proper indulgence in plea

sures of this kind ; a piece of policy

not unworthy of imitation.

Whilst Cardinal, he was remarkably

temperate and abstemious in his diet (if

he did not regale himself in private)

making a great mew of fasting and

mortification ; but when he came to

be Pope, he took more liberty in that

respect, and made hearty meals, though

he did not keep a very expensive table,

or suffered it to be spread with much

variety. He had many different sorts

of the most exquisite wines, of which

he would drink pretty freely at dinner,

but never so as to be intoxicated,

though he called fora glass betwixt al

most every mouthful.

In business he was indefatigable, and

took the management of every thing,

even affairsof the minutestconsequence,

wholly into his own hands. It was

thought that being exhausted by this

incessant labour, was the occasion of his

eating so plentifully, as such a consump-*

tion of spirits must naturally require a

proportionable supply of food and nutri

ment ; especially as he was observed to

be so moderate whilst he was a cardi

nal, and led a sedentary, inactive life ;

though some think (as he dissembled

in almost every thing else) this was all

hypocrisy and grimace.

His brain was so constantly em

ployed that it was never at rest, ex

cept it may be said to be so in the few

hours that he allowed himself for sleep.

He talked much, particularly at his

meals, where he would sit sometimes

two hours or more, unless he had any

affairs of great importance upon his

hands ; for then he eat his meat stand

ing and in a hasty manner ; or if he

fat down to the table, it was but for

a few minutes. He slept little, and

had no stated time of going to bed.

When he had any very urgent business,

he fat up all night, without ever closing

his eyes, or taking the least repose : at

other times, when there was nothing

to be done, he would lie till late in

the morning : But always gave orders,

that if any thing unforeseen happened,

or any courier extraordinary arrived

in the night; he should be immediately

called, though he was but just gone to

sleep.
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sleep ; and was once very angry with

his chamberlain for not informing him

of the arrival of a courier in the

night, with letter! from his legate at

Bologna ; and said, " We were not

made for sleep, but sleep for us."

It was his custom to rebuke those

severely that had disobeyed his orders,

or otherways displeased him in their

conduct. However, when he repri

manded a perlbn of any account, he

would suffer him to defend himself;

and was pleased if be did it in such a

manner as did not border either upon

meanness or impudence : For though

he despised such as had not spirit

enough to vindicate themselves modest

ly, when they were accused, he would

not bear with those that were guilty

of the least inioltnce or disrespect.

He often slew into passions with his

officers and doniesticks, and would

sometimes rate them, even in the pre

sence os ambalIadors*and cardinals; but

was very kind to them in the main :

though he strictly ordered them never

to ask any favour, to the prejudice of

justice, or injury of any other person ;

declaring, " He would take care to re

ward their services himself in a proper

manner." And indeed be was very li

beral and munificent in this respect,

making some bishops, and others arch

bishops : Three of them he promoted

to the purple, of which number was

John Baptist Castruccio, of Lucca,

whom he had often treated very harsh

ly, and in a rough manner, though

he had served him many years with

great fidelity.

But if he was kind to, and reward

ed those that had behaved themselves

well, in an extraordinary manner, he

punislied such as were guilty of any

misdemeanor very severely, and with

out the least regard to their past ser

vices, which made them exceeding

cautious how they offended him.

In his dress he was so frugal, that he

sometimes wore shirts that were patch

ed and darned, not only whilst he was

cardinal, but afterwards when became

to be pope : His sister finding fault

with him one day for it, and telling

him'bow much it was below the dig

nity of a sovereign pontif to wear

such sliabby linen, he answered,

" Though we are exalted, through

the favour os providence to this high

station, we ought never to forget the

meanness of our birth, and that^hredi

and patches are the only coat of arms

our family bas any title to." Without

doubt he judged very rightly in being

tbus parsimonious : There was great

reason for it, as be well knew bow ne

cessary money was to carry on any en

terprise with success, and how vast a

sum he should have occasion for to ac

complish his great designs ; upon which

account he set himself to invent every

possible way of both saving and getting

it, from the very first day that he en

tered the Vatican.

He deposited in the castle of St.

Angelo whatever he could lay up out

of his revenue, for the exigencies of

state, and never gave a single farthing

of the church's estate to any of bis re

lations, having it in his power to en

rich them sufficiently with ecclesiastical

benefices, and other emoluments that

are entirely at the pope's disposal.

It used to cost the apostolick cham

ber 600,000 crowns, communibut annis,

in pensions and gratuities, which be

entirely cut off: Indeed it caused great

murmuring amongst the courtiers, and

could not have been effected by any

pope less absolute and peremptory than

Sixtus.

He erected several banks to lend

money at a large interest, and by that

method at the fame time considerably

increased the revenueof the Exchequer.

He split the offices of chamberlain and

auditor of the chamber, to put them in

commission, and cre.ited a new one,

called keeper of the archives tftbc eecle-

fiaflical fate, which he immediately

fold for a large sum of money.

In the first year of his pontificate he

laid up a million of gold in his treasury

at Sr. Angelo, and made a constitution

which he caused to be signed by all the

cardinals ; wherein they were strictly

forbid to touch it, except upon the

following occasions, and not even then,

unless there was the utmost necessity ;

first, to encourage a crusade for the re

covery of the holy land ; in which case

however they are forbid to disburse any

money, till they have certain advice

of the christian army being landed in

the country of the infidels ; secondly,

to relieve the people of Rome in the

time of fever* famine, or pestilence ;

thirdly, to succour and protect any

christian city or province, in case of

imminent danger, against the attempts

•f
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of the common enemy ; fourthly, to

defend the Holy See, if attacked by any

power, either christian or infidel, but

not till the enemy draws near to the

confines of the ecclesiastical state ; and

lastly, to recover any territory that

had been taken, or fallen from its

obedience to the church.

The pope swore solemnly to observe

this constitution himself in all respects,

and caused his oath to be recorded,

enjoining all his successors to take the

fame, as soon as they should be elected,

and drew up a large decree for the

same purpose, which was signed by him

and all the cardinals in a full consis

tory."

In a word no pope ever contributed

so much to the power and grandeur

of the Holy See as Sixtus, in the five

years of his reign ; never were the do

minions of the church better govern

ed, or any pontif more esteemed and

feared by the world in general.

Cbarailer os the late King os Prussia,

from bis present Prussian Majesty's Me

moirs of the House of Brandenburg.

- T7REDERICK William obtained,

Jl that Lewis XIV. should acknow

ledge his royalty, and his sovereignty

of the principality of Neufehatel, and

guarantee to him the countries of

section, he only aimed to perfect the

whole.

He abolished all useless expences, and

stopped those canals of profusion,

through which his father had misap

plied the resources furnished him by

the prosperity of his subjects, to vaia

and idle purposes. The court was the

first to feel the effects of this reforma

tion. He retained but a few persona

essential to his dignity, or useful to the

state : of one hundred chamberlains,

in the service cf his father, he kept

but twelve : the rest took to the army

or the cabinet. He reduced his pri

vate expences to a very moderate sum,

saying that a prince ought to be sparing

of the blood and substance of his sub

jects. In this respect, he might well

be considered as a philosopher on the

throne, and quite the reverse of those

great scholars, who make all their

barren knowledge consist in the specu

lation of such abstract matters as seem

to elude our' enquiries : he himself

gave examples of, a frugality and au

sterity worthy of the earliest period*

of the Roman republic — Averse

to pomp and parade, and all the

imperious trappings of royalty, he,

with a virtue which might do honour

to a Stoick, denied himself the mod

common conveniencies of life. Thus

his great simplicity of manners and

Gueldres and Kessel, by way of indem-_ frugality formed a perfect contrast with

nification for the principality of Orange,

■which he renounced for himself and

his descendants. France and Spain

granted him, at the fame time, the

title of majesty, which they still refused

to the kings of Denmark and Sardinia.

At the return of peace, the king ap

plied himself entirely to the interior

administration of his territories. He

exerted himself to regulate his finances,

the police, the courts of justice, and

the army; departments which had been

equally neglected under the preceding

reign. He enjoyed an active mind in

a vigorous body. . There never lived

a man so capable of entering into

every branch of business : but then, if

be stooped to little things, it was from

a persuasion, that great things are only

the combination of many little ones.

He referred his. undertaking to one ge

neral plan of policy, which he had

formed to himself ; and, in labouring

to bring every part to the utmost pei -

the haughtiness and profusion of Fre

deric I.

The political ends. of this prince in

his interior arrangements, were to ren

der himself respectable to his neigh

bours, by keeping up a numerous ar

my. He had learned, from the exam

ple of George-William, how dangerous

it is for a prince not to be always in a

condition to defend himself ; and from

that of Frederic 1. whose troops were

ever more at the direction of the

princes who paid them than at his own,

that a sovereign is only respected in

proportion as he can render himself

formidable by his intrinsic power.

Tired with the humiliations which

Frederick I. often suffered, sometimes

from the Swedes, and sometines from

the Russians, who made, with impu

nity, a thorough- fare of his dominions,

he resolved to screen his subjects effec

tually from the bad consequences of

any suture quarrels amongst his neigh-

boars; •
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bours ; and, at the same time, enable

himself to support hit claims on the

succession of Bergue, now on the point

of becoming the bone of coatention,

by the daily expected death of the

Elector Palatine, the last prince of

the house of Neubourg. The public

seem to think, that the prospect of a

military government wa« not of the

king's own forming, but that it ha '.

been suggested to him by the prince

of Anhalt ; for my part, I am far from

adopting this opinion, because I know

it to be false ; and that a mind so su

perior as that of Frederick- William

could not but penetrate and compre

hend the vastest objects ; and judge

better of the true interest of his do

minions, than any of his ministers or

generals.

Supposing it lawful to consider the

greatest schemes as the children of mere

chance, we may safely affirm, that

seme Englisti officers put Frederick-

William upon forming those plans,

which he afterwards carried into exe

cution. This prince, in his youth,

served in Flanders ; and, during the

siege of Tournay, at which he was

present, happened to fall in with two

English generals, engaged in a warm

debate: one of them maintained, that

the king of Prussia would find it a dif

ficult matter to maintain fifteen thou

sand men without foreign subsidies;

the other, that he could maintain

twenty. The young prince, all on fire,

put an end to the dispute by saying,

* The king, my father, may main

tain thirty thousand, if he pleases."

The Englishmen considered these words

as the sally of an ambitious young man,

fond of exaggerating the advantages

of his country : but Frederick- William

when king, proved he was even better

than his words ; for by a proper admi

nistration of his finances he contrived,

the very first year of his reign, to main

tain fifty thousand men, without any

foreign subsidies.

His dropsy, at length, encreased

to such a degree as to carry him off

the 31st of May, 1740 : and he met

death with all the resolution of a phi

losopher, and all the resignation of a

christian. He retained the most admi

rable presence of mind to the very last

moment of bis life ; ordering his affairs

as became a statesman, examining the

Nov.

progress of his disorder with the skill

of a naturalist, and triumphing over

death like a hero. He married, irf

1707, Sophia Dorothea, daughter to

George of Hanover, who since suc

ceeded to the British throne. The

children of this match were Frederic

II. who succeeded him, the three

princes Augustus- William, Lewis-

Henry, and Ferdinand ; Wilhelmina,

margrave of Barieth ; Frederica, mar

grave of Anspach j Charlotta, duchess

of Brunswick ; Sophia, margrave of

Swedt; Ulrica, princess royalof Sweden;

and Amelia, abbess of Quedlinbourg.

The ministers of Frederick-William

made him sign forty treaties or con

ventions, which we thought too frivo

lous to mention : they had so little of

their master's moderation in them, as

to think less of his dignity than the

perquisites of their office. We have

likewise passed over in silence the do

mestic chagrins of this great prince :

the virtues of such a father entitling

his children to some indulgence. The

king never made any distinction be

tween found policy and strict justice;

he thought less of making new acquisi

tions, than of governing well his old

possessions. Ever armed for his own

defence, and never for the disturbance

of others, he always preferred the

useful to the agreeable ; building with

profusion for his subjects, at the fame

time that he grudged the smallest ex-

pence to lodge himself. Circumspect

in his engagements, faithful to bis

promises, austere of manners, rigorous

in regard to those of others, a strict ob

server of military discipline, governing

his dominions by the fame laws with

his army, he thought so well of human

nature, as to expect that his subject*

would be as great stoics as himself.

Frederick- William left behind him

an army of sixty- six thousand men,

whom his great ceconomy enabled him

to maintain ; his finances increased ;

the public treasury was full ; and the

most surprizing order in all his affairs.

If one may truly fay, that it is to the

acorn, from which it sprung, we are

indebted for the (hade of the oak, the

whole world must allow, that it is in

the labours and wisdom of this prince,

we must look for the sources of that

prosperity which the royal house has

eujoye J since bis death."



1768. Baron Birlfield to the Marquis D'Argens.

Tbttfolktuing Letter to the Marquis D'Ar

gens from the Baron BielseUT/ Letters

lately translated cannotfail of pleasing

our Readers.

* TT is impossible for me, my dear

A marquis, fully to express the plea

sure your letter ha6 given me. No

thing can be more diverting than the

description of your journey from Ber

lin to Stuttgard, with the chief mar

shal count Gotter : but you two were

certainly never intended for fellow tra

vellers .- he goes constantly to bed at

ten at night, and you at three in the

morning. He rises with the fun, and

you at mid-day ; so that he can bid

you good morrow when you bid him

good night. He dreads the heat, and

you the cold j from whence it must ne

cessarily follow, that when he lets

down one coach window, you pull up

the other. I am highly pleased with

reflecting on the manner of adjusting

your differences. His excellency must

pay dear for a mouthful of frefli air,

by giving you a bottle of tokay, for

•very hour that you consent to have

the coach windows down. But with-

out flattery, my dear friend, the

pleasure of your company is above all

price : and doubtless it was with the

prospect of this enjoyment that he un

dertook the journey.

I make no doubt but your common

friend Horace is of your party. The

marshal can repeat him memoriter,

and you understand him perfectly well.

And though I am not so passionate an

admirer of this poet as you and some

others j yet I regard him as an excel

lent companion on a journey : his de

scriptions are natural and beautiful :

we seem to fee the objects before our

eyes : with what energy, for example,

does he describe the evils to which

learned men are exposed. And, alas !

my worthy marquis, those evils have

not decreased since his time. Farother-

wue. The manners of modern times,

and the maxims of modern princes,

have still added evils of which Horace

never dreamt.

Could the philosophers and men of

fenius, of the enlightened age of

LUgustus, possibly imagine, that af

ter eighteen hundred years, philoso

phy should have made so little pro

gress, that in one of the most civilized
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states of Europe, her disciples should

be deemed infamous, and their wri

tings burned by the hands of the pub

lic executioner, because, at most, they

contained some erroneous metaphysi,

cal principles ? Had Cicero or Lucre

tius possesled the spirit of prophecy,

they would certainly have laughed

immoderately at the stupidity of our

times.

The intention of these reflections is,

my worthy friend, to prepare you, to

receive with composure and uncon

cern, the news we Jhave from Rome,

which is, that the holy inquisition it

self, has ordered your Jewish Letters,

and the greatest part of your other

writings, to be torn and burnt. Tell

me now, I beseech you, what tortures

did you suffer at the moment your,

works were so cruelly thrown into the

fire ? Were your pains intolerable r

Did you fend forth loud lamentations t

And are you become forlorn and ema

ciated ? I fancy not. I much rather

believe, that at the moment you was

condemned to suffer as a martyr, you

found yourself at the table of an illus

trious and amiable princess ; a catho

lic princess ; who is much better qua

lified to judge of your merit than

Mesljs. of the inquisition. A princess

who honours you with her confidence,

and who perhaps at that very moment

was delighting in your gay and in

structive conversation.

Jesting aside, my dear friend, this

modern invention in Europe of burn

ing of books (hocks me extremely.

That a book which militates against

the government of any country ; or

the established religion ; or the known

laws, on which the happiness of a state

are founded ; or that even strikes at

the character of one worthy citizen,

should be thrown into the fire, I readi

ly consent : such severity is just, and

may be attended with wholesome con

sequences. But that such severity

should be exerted against a woik of

a philosophic nature, which has no

view but the inquiry after truth ;

which was wrote in a far distant coun

try, and whose author is not our sub

ject j shows at once, the greatest folly

and brutality 1 and for these reasons j

when a book is burnt by the hands dr

the executioner, a brand of infamy is

endeavoured to be fixed, at least in the

4 «t «JC
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eye of the public, on its author; who

at the lame time, is frequently a man

of infinitely more ir .it than his judge.

Now could such a pu :<1iment have a

like effect, on the worthy and sensible

part of mankind, it would be more

bitter to the author, than death it

self.

And say, what right has a Romish

priest, or magistrate, or even a sove- .

reign prince, over the person or cha

racter of him, who is subject to ano

ther potentate, that he should presume

to inflict, so severe and scandalous a

chastisement ? And does not such rash

conduct strike at the immutable laws

of nations r Or if the sentence which

condemns a book to the flames, can

reflect no disgrace on the author, must

not all the world regard it as a ridicu

lous illusion j as a piece of mere buf

foonery ? And what is more, may not

the philosophic author, whose workt

are thus treated, fay to his judge, as

the Saviour of the world said to the

servant of the high priest ; If I baiie

ftoken evil, prove it to be evil, and if

well, ivhyfinkeft thou me ?

There are among the catholic cler

gy, an innumerable swarm of abbees,

monks, lay brothers, and other pre

tenders to religion. Now why does

not the Romilh court make use of

these, when a bad book appears, to

show the weakneis and evil tendency

of itt principles? Such arguments

would operate with far greater force,

on the thinking part of mankind, than

such as proceed merely from the ab

solute will and power of a prince or

magistrate, and which, let it come

Jrom where it will, mankind will ever

conclude to be founded on other

principles than thole of reason and

equity.

Now it is well known, that the com

mon people are not they who read phi

losophical works, and therefore cannot

be milled by their systems, for they in

fact, have scarce any system at all in

these matters. But the readers are,

men of reflection, who are capable of

judging of the principles they contain.

This being the cafe, when a book is

thrown into the fire, at the command

of a magistrate, because it contain*

tenets, that in his imagination, are

prejudicial to religion, does he not

himself, in fact, do a very great pre

judice to religion ? for will not every

sensible man say ; this book must cer

tainly contain unanswerable arguments,

seeing that the teachers of our religion

are not able to refute it, but that the

power of the civil magistrate must be

called in to suppress it.

You fee, sir, how wide the laws and

politics of our days, are from reason,

in some of the most civilized states of

Europe. And in order to (how more

fully the injustice of such proceeding,

and the bad consequences that mult

necessarily attend it, permit me to add

the following considerations. What

philosopher is there, who treats of

metaphysical principles, that is hardy

enough to assert, that he has clearly

and fully demonstrated the truth! I

mean that truth, which all the philo

sophers from Aristotle to this day hats

been in pursuit of. If it is to be found,

t fliall be must obliged to our magi

strates if they will tell me where. They

must therefore burn all metaphysical

books from Aristotle to Wolf, the lat

included > for there is none of then

that does not contain some erroneous

principle. In this abstruse science eve

ry one must be allowed to offer bis

doubts, his conjectures, his postula

te j which altogether serve as a fir.t-

fold to the building be intends to

raise, and which when finished, the

other may be thrown down os na fur

ther use.

There is something (hocking to com

mon sense, in proscribing philosophy

in its inquiry after truth. What man

of fense and spirit will ever set about

researches of this nature, if he be lia

ble to be insulted by the police, whec-

ever he (hall chance to (lip into an er-

ror f And to what does all this fe«e-

rity tend ? To deter philosophers, that

honourable rank of men, from givinj

themselves any concern about the un

derstanding ©f mankind ; but to suffer

them to return to that stupidity an'

superstition, with which they «t

possessed, before the days of Luther

and Calvin : to bring real learnir?

and sound reason into contempt i •*)

to make the clergy triumphant, at th<

expence of true religion."
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An Account os all the PUBLIC DEBTS, et the Receipt 0/ his majesty's

Exchequer, standing out January 5, 1768, {being Old Christmas-Day) luitH

the annual Interest or other Charge: payable for the fame.

IXCHE QJJ E R.

d.Annuities for long terms, being the remainder of the

original sum contributed and unsubscr.bcd to the

South-sea company — — 1,836,175 17 10 J

Ditto foriives, with the benefit of survivorship, being

the original sum contributed

Principal debt. | Annual inftrefl, of

other charges pay

able for the fame.

/. t. 4.

108,100 — —

71,105 14 10 J

1,200 — —

18,000 — —

Ditto for two and three lives, being the sum remaining

after what is fallen in by deaths — j

Exchequer bills made out for interest of old bills

Annuities for lives with the benefit of survivorship,

granted by an act 5 Geo. Ill, being the original

sum contributed — — —

A'usi", The land taxes and duties on malt, being annual

grants, are not charged in this account, nor the

1,000,000 1, charged on the deduction of 6 d.

per pound on pensions, nor the t, 800,00. J. bor

rowed, anna 1767, charged on the supplies, anna

J76S.

EAST-INDIA Company,

By two acts of parliament 9 Will, s and two other

acts 6 and 9 Ann, at 3 per cent, per annum. 3,100,000 —• —

Annuities at 3 per cent, per tnn. 1744 charged on the

surplus of the additional duties on low wines spi

rit!, and strong waters — — l,O00,coo — —

BANK of ENGLAND.

On their original fund at ^percent, from the 1st August ♦

1743 — — 3,200,000 — —■

For cancelling exchequer bills 9 George I. — 500,000 — —

Purchased of the South-sea company — 4,000,000 — —

Annuities at 3 per cent, charged on the surplus of the

funds, for lottery 17 14 — — 1,150,000 — —

Ditto at ] per cent, charged on the duties on

coals, since Lady-day, 1719 ■ 1,750,000 — «—

Ditto at 3 per cent. 1746 charged on the duties on li

cences for retailing spirituous liquors, since Lady

day, 1746

Ditto at 3 ter cent, charged on "\

the sinking fund, by the acts 1

a 5, 18, 19, 31, and 33 1

Geo. II. &4& 6 Geo. III. 34,617,821 5 ijj

— 986,800 —

Ditto at 3 percent, charged on

the duties on offices and pen

sions. Ice. by the act 31

Ceo. II. and duty on houses

and windows by the act 6

George III

Ditto at 3 per cent, charged on

the sinking fund by the act

a 5 George II

Ditto «t 3 per cent, charged on

lottery tickets

Ditto at 3 per cent.

35,127,811 5 1 \

500,000 — — J

9CC,'.00 o

60V>03 — —J

1I 1,500,000 — —

Ditto at 3 \ per cent, charged on the said fund by the

act 29 George II

4 Ox

19,183,3x3 16 4

I,J o,coo — ■»•

i36.4S3 1* 8

7,567

8,777 11 —

54" — —

97,185 14 a,

30,401 15 8

100,000 — —

15,000 — —

111,898 3 5 $

37,500

52,500 — —

19,604 — —

1,073,432 o 8

4S,oco — —

586,160 6 6

53>343 >! °

Ditto
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Ditto at 3 \ per cent, chargej on the dut;ea on offices /. i. .'.

and pensions, by act 31 George II. and duty on

windows bv the act 6 George III. — 4,500,000 — '»•

Ditto at 4 per cent, charged on the sinking fund by

an act of the id of George III 20,140,000 —. —

D.tto at 4 fir cent, in respect of 1.615,ocol. "maul

ing, unredeemed of 3,500,0001. charged on the

additional duties on wines, by the act 3 Geo. HI. 1,625,000 — —•

Memirandiun. The subscribers of 100 1. to the lot

tery 1745 were allowed an annuity lor one life

of 9s. a ticket, which amounted to 21,500 1.

but is now reduced, by lives fallen in, to 16,9X3 1.

5s. and the subscribers of 100 I. to the lottery

1746, were allowed an annuity for one life

of its. a ticket which amounted to 45000!.

but is now reduced by lives fallen in, to 35580 1.

and the subscribers of 100 1. for 3 1. per cent. -

annuities, ami 1757, were allowed an annuity

for one life of 1 1, is. 6d. which amounted to

33,750!. but is now reduced by lives fallen in to

31,1281. 17s. 6d, and the subscribers of io«l, for .

3 percent, annuities, anno 1761, were allowed an

annuity for 99 years of 1 1. 2 s. 6 d. amtunt-

ing, with the charges of management, to the

bank of England, to 130,0531. ios. 3 d. and

the contributors to 12,000,000 1, for tbt service

of the year 1762, were intitled to an annuity for

98 years of 1 per cent. per annum, which with the

chargesof managements the BankofEng. amount

to the sum of 121,6871. lot. which annuities lor

99 years and 98 years were consolidated by the

act 4 George III. all which annuities are an

increase of the annual interest but cannot be

added to the public debt, as no money was ad

vanced for the fame, though an interest of

353,433!. 2i. od. is annually paid by the public

iOl'TH-SEA Company.

On their capital stock and annuities 9 George I.

Annuities at 3 per cent, anno 1 751, charged

the sinking fund —

15,015,309 13 11}

2,ICO,O00 —

129,724,936 8 2 JJ4,64»,027 7 5

Nov^

/. 1. d.

160,031 3 —

820,985 — —

106,476 11 3

33M33 * 9

765,326 3 1 *

64,181 5 —

Struint Copy efasamtut Letter. ( Se.- ^.483.)

1A M commanded by the k— to acquaint

you ; that his m—, upon a consideration

ot the dispatcher lately received from V ,

thinks ir necessary for his service, that his

governor of that colony should immediately

repair to his government; and at the fame

time express to you the high opinion his m—

has of your ability to serve him in that situa

tion. But it ia not the k "s intention to

press you to go upon that service unless it (hall

be perfectly agreeable to your inclination, as

well as entirely convenient to you. His m—

doe* rot forget thit the government of V—

was conferred upon yoo as a mark of royal

favour, and as a reward for the very great ser

vices you have done for the public, so math

t* your own honour, and so much to the ad

vantage of tbii kingdom, and therefore bra

in is very solicitous that yen Ibould not

mistake his gracioua intention on thii occa

sion.

If you chuse to go immediately to yonr go

vernment it will be extrerr.ely satisfactory to

his m—— ; il-ouoor.o:, his m wishes

to appoint a new governor, and to continue to

you in some other shape, that emolument

which was, as I have said before, intended al

a mark os the royal sense of yuur meriiori-

out services ; it it a particnlar pleasure to roe

to have the honour of expreiling to \ou those

very favourable sentiments of our R— M—.

To add any thing from myself, would be a

degree of presumption, I will therefore only

request the favour os your answer as soon at

may be convenient and take the liberty to

a fluie you that 1 am, —

NEW
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A Favourite Scotch Song, sung by Miss Froud at Marybone Gardens.
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sit sing - ing and thi« it my strain, Haste haste my dear Jockey, haste haste my

 

dear Jockey, haste haste my dear Jockey, to me back aeain
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IT.

When lull and their lasses are on the green

met, [they chat,

They dance and they sing, they Jaugh and

Contented and happy with bearu full of glee,

1 can't without envy their merriment fee,

Those pastimes orlend me, my shepherd'! not

there,

No pleasure 1 relifli that Jockey don't mare j

It makea me to sigh, I tsom tears scarce re

frain,

I wish my dear Jockey return'd hack again.

m.
Bat hope shall sustain me aor will I despair.

He primii'd he wou'd in a fortnight be here}

Oh fond expectation my wishes I'll feast !

For Luve my dear Jockey to Jenny will haste.

Then farewell each care—and adieu each vain

sigh,

Who'll then be so blest or so happy as I,

I'll Ang on the meadows and alter my strain

When Jockey returns to my aims back a-

gain. ..

POETICAL ESSAYS.

HUBRILLA, Titur Beauty.

By Dr. Clancy, of Dum-w in Ireland.

Cuifivuam religei kmsir, Ho»«t.

WHEN the weak brain imagin'd beauty

warms,

Themeanest Mopsey has ten thousand charmt.

On her black head if sable horrors Mare t

Or deadly paleness damps her languid hair ;

Shrewd similes from jet and pearl are fought,

la all the wild extravagance of thought.

Not so when fair Rubrilla'a radiance bright

Shines to the eye, and cheers the ravilh'd

fight.

Her lively hue a genial heat inspires,

And kindles love by strong refulgent sires,

Tiog'd with ætherial light her tresses flow ;

With lively bloom, and sprightly vigour

glow.

High on her lofty front has nature spread

A pleasing garland of delightful red :

Illustrious red ! magnificently bright,

By Newton found the strongest beam of light :

Prime of all colours !—on the monarch's

throne

In robes majestic is it's lustre (hewn.

Red are those blushes which serenely grsce,

The modest beauties of the virgin's face j

Intrinsic particles of r*d compose

The ssnguine clove, and aromatic rose ;

The ruby lip invites to balmy lave.

And sportive Nereids haunt the coral grove.

Couch 'd in red looks delighted Copids lie ;

Thence their keen darts and painted arrows

fly.

Such was the golden fleece which Jason bore

In joyful triumph from the Colchian shore.

Britain's red flag commands the subject mains

In every heart Rubrilla'a streamers reign.

Through seas of blood undaunted heroes sty,

And deep their laurels in that glorious die.

Young Ammon reddened at the Cranic flood,

And baih'd in red victorious Granby stood,

A fiery beard foreboding comets trail,

And fine court ladies drag a fiery tail :

Translated to the starry realms on high,

RubriUa's hair Hull .future Flam&eaos spy :

There (hall the ram, and staring bull, admire

To see that blaze which set the world on fire*

A SONG.

Translatedfrom Cervantes.

GOOD mother, if you please, you may

Set guards and spies to watch my ways

But if myself I do net keep,

Instead of watching—you may sleep,

'Twas said of old by many a sage,

" Restraint does appetite enrage)"

And love by strict confinement turns

Most violent, and fiercely burns.

'Tis better then to leave me fttt,

Than strut me under lock and key ;

For if myself I do not keep,

Instead of watching—you may sleep.

Unless the will itsils restrain,

All threat'ning dangers are in vain ;

Thro' death itself 'twill force its way,

And find unheard-of means to strry.

Thro' careful guards, and wakeful spies.

It ruihes fearless to the prize :

So if ourselves we do not keep,

Instead of watching—you may sleep.

In spite of bars, my thoughts will rove.

On the dear object of my love ;

For lovers hearts are melting wax.

Their wishes fire- their ready hand

No diligence nor cunning lacks :

Their heads do ev'ry wile command ;

Their eyes have voice ; their feet believe rate,

Are (hod with silence, to deceive yc :

Then if myself I do not keep.

Indead of watching—you may sleep.

SONG, in Imitation o/Shenftone.

DEAR Chloris, you afic me to name

The cause whence this sadness appears,

The wretch that has robb'd me of Fame,

And left me repentance and tears s

Oh ! did you the false-one but know,

The arts that he us'd to deceive !

You surely would pity the woe,

Which nothing but death can rel'ete.

His



Poetical Essays ih November,

e x t sHit eyes, like the brightness of morn,

Conjoin'd wiih the mildness of eve,

A chaplet hit brow does adorn,

Which I (fad Remembrance !) did weave :

Around how the shepherds would throng,

To hear the sweet accents he fung !

For dull is ihe nightingale's song

To the music that falls from his tongue!

Ah ! why to a form so divine,

And a fsce so enchanringly fair,

Mi heart did I fondly resign,

Nor dream of my future despair ?

E'er since he hat fled from these arrm,

No tongue my distraction ran tel),

But if such—nay much greater his charms,

What Wonder poor Pbjllida fell '.

Jukto,

MORNING STANZAS in October.

TH E spreading oak and silver poplar tall,

Now feel the approach of winter's drea

ry hour j

And from on h gh tbeir faded honours fall,

In many a hlent, melancholy shower.

Still ii each feather'd songster in the grove,

Unless the Robin swell his little throat ;

Still is the Blackbird, still the plaintive Dove J

Nor float! aloft the Sxy Lark's bolder note.

Pieas'd with the calmness of the riling morn,

Faint-spreading o'er the east its milder

light j

The healthful huntsman winds his early horn,

An d sounds a farewel to the ling'riag night.

The sluggith mist now leaves the low, dank

«)e, [fide i

And slowly climbs the distant mountain's

Whilst the blithe milkmaid sings beneath her

pail,

And welcomes morn, whatever it betide.

The shepherd's fleecy charge his fold forsakes :

The nightly plundering fox, and timorous

hare,

The coverts seek: And man once more awakes

To grief, to joy j to pleasure, or to care.

Post humous.

IMPROMPTU

On the Huttn't hting d/lrvtrtd of a Jtnnd

PalMCisa.

WHILE Britain's sons, well slull'd in

Arms,

For wisdom, as for Valour, known,

While Britain's daughters, blest with charms,

Shall grace, as now, the monarch's thione:

So long (hall Bourbon's house be taught,

No mare to boast a battle won ;

Since every furure oattle sought

Shall yield to George's gallant sen I

For if aright the Poet sees,

We boast a never-ending line ;

And those who rule as heav'n decrees,

fossess the throne bj—Jfigbt divine,

Mr

1768. tSo^

M P O R E

On the Death of the Manlicr.es: f/Taviflock-

WHEN the young RutTel, good and wife,

A victim fell to death's keen dart.

His consort bore it—a* she could,

She bore it—with a broken heart.

From that sad hour no sight she saw.

But still her Russel's fate recurr'd j

Her playful infants Ihew'd their sire,

In every action, look, and wosd.

Much as she lov'd each living friend,

She lov'd the dear departed more s

She cross'd the waves to feck her lord,

And found him—on the heav'nly shore.

M.

Epigram n a lott Accident.

A Monarch's head, with diamonds bla-

zon'd o'er,

Valu'd at fifty Piuit, and no more !

Whilst e'en fotr Wtavtri gladly would Com

bine

To raise a million for a head—like thine.

Juwto.

EPIGRAM.

CUM te non r.ossem, Dominum, regemej

vocabam t

Cum bene tc nuvi, jam mihi Priscus eris.

Martial, LA. 1. 113,

Imitated.

I call'd thee noble, ere I could discern thee 1

But now I know, 1 call thee E— of V—,

V*»Aaj,

Epigram, by John Robertson, a Journeyman

Barber, of Derby.

PAINTERS at a certain subject stick,

They know not how to form old Nick ;

With cloven feet they often draw htm.

And sometimes horn him, tail him, chw

him ;

Pfliaw, nonsense all! if 'tan't uncivil,

Draw Delia frowning— that's the devil.

Lettre dt Milord E. a la Hayt.

le 20 d' Octobre, 1768. B.

O I la nature a result, la terre, 1' eau douce,

O et le boi's, a ce pays, les Hollanders, in-

duflrieux ont fupplie, avec lart a leur beseingf,

cette icy que le matclot etonnee regarde les

rivages dessous le niveaux de la mer ; contre

les loix de la nature—cette icy que les trou-

peaux mangent I' Herbe paisiblcment pendant

que les flotts fuss endues fur leur tetes, fe

courroucent, et - menacent leur ruine— la

Mance impetiuso, se gomphhle en vain, par

1' artifice humain repousce, elk se retire de

dans le profood de 1' ocean. Les monsters

maritimes effrayees s' enfuient, et lais sent

leut domaines, au homtnci—Icy Jes villes

*} iupeibcs,



6o6 Letter from the Hague. 1768.

superbes, lei villages ■' elevenr, ou autresoii

les eseadre* guerricrel oat prie lew coarse |

et oa trouve ''o>i» le ftadtbouse, del mem,

act mitt;, et d' autres implements nmlei.

Auili tot que I" orb lumineuse du jou», ip-

paret dans si gloire, for 1' onde de Schevel-

ing,—lei peebeurs preparent leor filets, au

long de fa kord sebloneusc—let vaisseaux an

large, trafversent lei vaguet dangereusei, a la

recherche, du gain—leur voiles de loin, pa-

roislent del etinecis luisantea, en dela de la

mer, dans P atmosphere consondun.

Icy la chigonne amicable, se promene, en

surete, avec sa becqoe rongeatre, elle ap-

plaudit gayment, 1' hospitalite—Cet canaux

admiraMes, lea quells dam I' etee, awe toutea

sorter de barques, seat remplia j en hyvir,

foot gelees—alors, I* air retreci, eft frappec,

do sono del tymbales | et lei trainaux dorees,

fassent vitement sur I' onde iblide.

Des Ubourcurt fort richei, inhabitent cea

plainei—lei courtisani altiert font point icy

connuca— le despotism dethrone— la libertc

norit.

Que lei monarcba belliquesei, sonneut

Crucl'cnt auxarmes; la HolUnde vivera, dam

1'abondance et la paix. " Li compas I'appar-

♦.ienne— sea ordrei sent porteei, aox confines

dt cc globe—jusqii icy, j'ai conte, tranquill-

xneot met plaisiri— le, geni de la terre, de

ma patrie trei heuteuse, m'admonet de

fintr—son pouvoir est supreme, sa gloire m'est

bien plui cliere j que lei plaisiri, et la Tie.

JfrilM tj a mbk lord now at the Hague,

October 30, 176!. B.

NOR wood, earth, water to these realms

belong—yet the industrious Hollander

with fense, supplies the wast of them—for

whilst the astonished mariner admires, the

mores below the level of the sea, the par

ing herd* of cattle teed secure, nor dread

though high above them, mount'noui billowa

roar : to nature's law preposterous—The

swelling tides, by human artifice drove back,

retire into the deep profound ; and the as.

frighted monsters of the main fly, and resign

their regioni to mankind—here noble cities,

universities, and Tillages arise where hostile

fleets have failed j and funk beneath the

Stadthouse ! Ponderous weight, anchors of

ships tall masts, and implements of naval

war are found. Soon as the luminous orb of

day, is risen glorious over the Scheveling

surge ; the fishermen prepare their netting on

its sandy beach—the ships at sea press o'er the

impetuous gulf for gain—the fails far off,

like shining specks appear, beyond the ocean,

in the radiant sky.' » ' • '

Here treads unhurt, each friendly stork,

the sea born mead, snapping his saffron bill,

in praise of hospitality—The long canals,

which now with various pleasure boats

abound, in winter are with ice shut up from

commerce—Yet then whilst the right air

resounds with beat of horses feet, the gaudy

fledge slides swift along, the solid wave—

Rich labourers inhabit, in full safety, all

the plains—proud courtiers sire unknown—

despoils* is dethroned—generous liberty pre

vail!, to each sectary secure.

Though monarchi o'er the glebe fo-tr.i

drttdsullj u armt—Fair HtUaad, yet is Weft

with abundance, and with peace— the com

pass is her own; ev'ry commerce -'o-h en

rich her inaccessible domain—whilst fhesa

pleasure' I recount, the genius of the earth,

where first I drew my breath, a r^o niches

me to end—its dictates are supreme, its

glory far more dear, than happiness, and life.

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

Tot SO AT, 00,15.

5@C3r55t£ N ni&bwayman was shot, by the .

S C« S"*"1 "tending the Exeter

Vr< A. sj coach, in Bclsond Lane, near

fe**, f»S Hour.fiow, arid immediately ex-

W^ir** pired.

WEDNESDAY, S6.

One of the coal meter's places was fold at

. Guildhill, for twenty-one years, to Sir

James Esdaile, for 65,10!. and that of one

of th: corn-meters, to Mr. Burdett, for the

fame term, for 3300 1.

The king inverted the marquis of Lothian

with ensigns of the anciett and most noble

order of the Thistle, at St. James's.

Tuxsdav, Nov. t.

An old house fell down in Hatton-Garden,

by which some labourers were killed.

Monday, 7.

Mr. Bingley (See p. 441.) surrendered him

self to the court of King's. Benci, in dis

charge of his bail, aad was sent to the

King's Beach prison. ,

Tuzsdat 8.

The court of Mayor and Aldemvn una

nimously gave their thanks to the late Lord-

Mayor.

The queen was happily ' delivered of a

princess, at her palace in St. James's-Park.

Wednisda v, 9.

The house of peers addressed the king for

his most gracious speech (see p. 576.) to

which ha returned the following answer :

" My Lords,

I receive with treat satisfaction the assu

rances you give of your resolution to pursue

the commercial interests of this country, and

your readiness to support .the honour of my'

people.

Your zealous concurrence in every measert

that can bring relief to my people, ia well

known to me j not do 1 doubt of the atten

tion
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tion you. will always give to any teal griev

ances ot my American subjects* The strong

assurances 1 receive non you, at the fame

time, or your determination to vindicate the

just legislative authority of Parliament over

all the dominions of my crown, deserve my

warmest approbation.

Samuel Turner, Erq; Lord Mayor, attend

ed as usual, went by water to Westminster,

and returning, with the accustomed ceremo

ny, entertained the aldermen, great officers

of state, &c. at Guildhall.

FalDAY, It.

The house of commons presented their ad

dress to the king, and received a most graci

ous answer,

Monday, 14..

Mr. William Pimlott, of Symonds-Inn,

an attorney, was stabbed by a wofnan of his

acquaintance in the breast, and died of the

wound. The coroner's inquest Draught it in

wilful murder, and the murdrrfr is in custody.

The lottery began drawing at Guildhall,

when No. 55020 was drawn azol. prize, and,

as first drawn, is infilled also to 5001.

Tuesday, 15.

The common-council voted their thanks to

the late Lord Mayor.

Wednesday, 16.

The Lord Mayor, Aldermen, and Com

mons, waited on the king at St. James's with

the following address, and afterwards had the

honour to kiss i. is hand. Afterwards they

bad cake and caudle at the Queen's bouse.

To tte King's most excellent majesty.

The humble address of the Lord- Ma, or, Al

dermen, and Commons, of the city of

London, in Common-Council assembled,

•' Molt Gracious Sovereign,

WE your majesty's most dutiful and loyal

subjects, the Lord-Mayor, Aldermen, and

Commons of the city of London, in common-

council assembled, most humbly beg leave to

express our sincere and hearty congratulation!

on the safe delivery of the queen, and the

auspicious birth of another princess.

Every increase of domestic happinus to

jour majesty and your amia'le confoit will al

ways til the hearts of your tauhiul citizens

of London with joy and gratitude to the di

vine goodness.

Permit us, Sir, to osscr you our most un

feigned aflutanecs of duty and affection to

your royal person ; and we most ardently

pray, that your regn may be long and pros

perous ; that loyalty to your majesty, submis

sion to the laws, the love of true constitu

tional liberty, and a well-governed teal tor

the common welfare, may animate your ma

jesty's subjects thto'jgliout every part of your

extensive empire.

Signed by order of court,

HonGis.™

To which address hie majesty wai pleased

to retuin this most gracious answer.

Nov, 1768a

" { receive with the greatest pleasure thia

dutiful and affectionate address; and return

you my hearty thanks for your congratula

tion on the happy delivery of the queen and

the birth of a princess, as well as tor the re

peated assurances you give me of your loyalty

and attachment to my person and family.

Tt.e preservation of the religion, laws, and

liberties of my people, in every pait of my do

minions, is essential to th-'ir true happiness,

and is, therefore, the great object ot my at

tention,—Those are the principles which

ever have been, and ever shall be, the sole

rule of my government."

Satu«day, 19,

The New bridge, at Black liiart was open

ed as a bridle way, just two yeats since the

opening the temporary bridge lor foot passen

gers.

No. 19802 drawn this day a prize of

lO.oool. was fold at Charles Corbett's of

fice, No. 30. Fleeistieet.

Wednesday, 23.

Urquhart, Hanlon, Miller, and Williams,

were executed at Tyburn. Davis, Singer, and

Paatingham were teprieved. (See p.557. )

Thursday, 14.

Mr. Pridden was fined 6s. 8d. Mr. Wil

liams 13s. 4d. and Mr. Breit 6s. Sd. by the

court of king s Bench, the two former for fel

ling ihe North Briton Extraordinary No. 4,

and the last for felling the North Briton No.

50, and were dischaiged.

As potatoes are at this time uncommonly

cheap, but will in all probability be dearer in

cafe of a levere winter, it may be an useful

piece of information to acquaint the poor,

that if they are bought as taken from the

ground, (without waihing) and put between lay

ers of flr»w in a dry room, they will keep per

fectly good from this time till Midsummer.

Some disputes happening laiely, between

the master of Eton school and the scholars,

the latter left it in a body ; but they are since

returned, and the storm is hushed ioto a calm.

A gentleman just returned from France re

lates the singular adventures of an Hexham

girl at Calais : He fajs, (he had travelled

from Hexham with only 7s. d. in her poc

ket ; aud had only 6J. left from London

down to Dover. The maftar of the packet

boat would not take her in, until the English

gentlemen paid her passage: When they arri

ved at Calaii,where she expected to find her bro

ther ( he cause of her imprudent journey) ihe

letter she had brought with her proved it to

be Cad z in Spain where he resided. Yet so

great waa the generosity of the English gen

tlemen, that they raised her above six guinea!

to speed her forward through a country, ihe

language of which Ihe docs not underflanc1,

and has only the direction of a letter for a

guide.

Several pyrites and murderees have been

apprehended and brought to the Maifhalfea,

4H 1 ot"
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ef whom the following ii an account i. A set

of daring fellows for upwards of seven years

past, most of whom Iiv-d at Hastings in Sus

sex , and, during that time, boarded and

robbed several ships coming up tbe channel,

and in particular boarded a Dutch (hip home

ward bound, plundered the ship, murdered

all the crew, and then sunk the (hip. At

last, they were discovered by their bragging

to one another how the Dutchman wriggled

about when they had cut him on the b«ck

bone with an ax: upon this, information

was given to the government, who immedi

ately ordered a detachment of two hundred

soldiers to march from London for Hastings,

with strict charge not to let the least word

transpire that could give any person suspicion

of what they came for; and a'so if any dis

turbance should happen in the town, not to

interfere therein j upon their arrival there, or

the next day after, the mayor of Hastings was

walking in the town, when he was interro

gated by one of the gang, (as they went by

the name of Ruxey's crew, or gang) what

the soldiers came for, upon which the mayor

answer. <i him he could not tell; upon which

they assaulted the mayor, who called to the

soldiers to assist him ; and they having or

ders not to intermeddle in any disturbance, re

fused their assistance, but upon their officers

appearing, they immediately seized three of

the g mg, who, together with several others

have been sent to London. A man of war

and a cutter lay eft Hastings for some time to

receive them, the appearance of which gave

tbe gang more uneasiness than the anival of

the loldiers.

A few days since as some workmen were

digging the foundalion of a house near Clerk-

enwell- close, one ot them picked up a large

antient copper coin with tbe following letters

round the impression of a Cæsar's head : IM-

PiCAESVEiPAVGPlvlTRPPPCOSVU.

On the reverse side an olive tree, with two

small human figures, one on each fide there

of. That on the left stands erect, oo the right

of the stock, or near the rout, lilting in a re

clining posture, 1 aning as it were his head on

his left hand. Rcmnd the whole, near the

edge, as on the other side, were these letters :

—1VDEACAP1A. Underneath their feet

S. C. The letters on both sides ire at even

distances, and no poir.is or stops ; the coin is

well preserved, and the whole impression le

gible.—The gentleman who favoured us with

the above, gave the workmen sixpence for it.

The cloction ot one of the 16 peels for

Scotland, in the room of the late eatl of Mor

ton, will com: on D;c. 21, next.

The stjop Rciah from Jamaica to North

Citolina, facing lost on the Jardine rocks, to

the south of Cubs, the crew took to their

host and petting, after many hardships, to a

little Spanish fort a: the entrance of the river

Ta^ui, intiead oi being humanely treaed,

were used very cruelly there, an I afterwards at

the Havanna, plundered and stripped, but at

last suffered to depart in an Enclifh (hip for

New York.

Mr. Fox, son of Lord Holland, has erect

ed a theatre at his house at Winter Cow,

Wilts, in which the tragedy of Zara was

perlormed by h'mself ai.d other persons of

d.stiflction : Playhouses are also now esta

blished in many country places for the per

formance of the rnovk heioes ; which will no

doubt render a future war very honourable to

us; and, perhaps, we should call to mind

the fate of the Sybaritse upon this occasion.

Rains and floods have done great drmage

near Birmingham, at Henley, Stratford, aud

other places.

Ert-aB osa Lettersrm Londonderry, Oct. 15,

'• VVc have lately had a very unusual meet

ing at the palace of our bishop : His iordaVp

summoned all his clergy to consider of the

properest method to support the superannuated

curates of his diocese : It is (aid the matter

was much debated, but his lordship's opinion

at last prevailed, aud it was agreed to

allow fifty pounds a year to such as bis lord

ship should deem unfit for service : two have

already been put upon this list, whicb is to

be supported by an equal appointment upon

all the livings in the diocese. His lordship

is reported to have rateJ his own at fix thou*

send pounds a year, and this measure, toge

ther with the residence of all his clergy, and

the building of the glebe- houses, is thought

to he' the consequence of his p.rochia' visita

tion (as he called it) in' which he visited

every particular parish throughout his diocese :

if he goes on as he has begun, we (hall not

grudge him the monstrous income of his

bifhoprick."

Many French and EngI fh vessels, with a

great number of boats, have been lost or dri

ven on shore on the northern coast os New

foundland in a storm on Sept. 15, and many

lives were also lost.

In Virginia great riots have happened on

account of the introduction of inoculation f-cr

the small-pox, and some ladies and children

then under it, were most inhumanly treated*

Risings and commotions of a dangerous na

ture have happened in North Carolina: a set

of men who call themselves regulators, arc

also up in amis in the back parts of Sooth

Crrolina, with a view to fettle a more eejui*

table government than they are subject to at

presenr, from the juriftrictipn of the courts at

Cfharlet-TcVn, by the establishment of

county and circuit courts.

The Boston Chronicle of October j, Cay*,

The troops, to the number of cne thootausd)

men, under the command of Col. D.lryn3-

ple, arriv.-d at Buston from Ha'-lifax. en the

30th of September, escorted by the Liances-

ton, of 40 guns; the Mcrmiid, of 2S )

G.al'gow, oi" 20 ; Beaver, 14 j Senegal, 14 ;

Bocctta,
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Bonetta, 20; and two armed schooners.

C.plain Smith commands the Ih pi of war.

Another account frem Boston ot' (he same

date, confirms the above, and fays : Friday

last, Sept. 30, about two o'clock, the Rom

ney, and the rest of his majesty's (hips of

war and annul schooners, with the troops

from Halifax on board, consisting of the 14th

regiment, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel

D.lrymple j the 29th, commanded by Lieute

nant Colonel Cair; and a detachment of the

59th, commanded by Capt. Wilson, with a

company of the train ot artillery, and two

pieces of cannon, came to anchor before the

town.

On Saturday forenoon, Oct. 1, the troops

were put on board the armed schooner?, and

boats belonging to the men of war, and at

twelve o'clock were landed on the long-

wharf: from the wharf, they inarched into

King-street; and from thence into the com

mon :—About three o'clock a company of

the train, with two pieces of cannon, joined

them on the common, where the 29th regi

ment encamped : the 14th regiment march

ed in the evening to Fanueil Hall, and after

waiting some hour«, were admitted into the

Hall. On Saturday night part 01 the 14th

regiment were quartered in the town house.

The detichment of the 59th, and the train,

are quartered in some stores on Griffin's

wharf.

Other advices, se late as the 10th of Octo

ber mention, that ihe select-men of the se

veral provinces were gone home ;

That the convention assembly had dissolv

ed themselves, and cominue only to meet as

amicable friends to adjust their disputes ;

That part of the noops had been quartered

in the castle and barracks, a id the reminder

of them in fame old empty houses;

That the inhabitants had been ordered to

biing in ail their arms, which in general

they had comohed with; and that those who

were in possession of any alter the expirtion

of a notice given them, were to take the con

sequence;

And upon the whole, all seemed to be very

quiet when the letteis came away.

So-ne Greeks and Italians lately carried

by Dr. Tumbull to ihe Mosquito sliore,

formed a scheme to return to their ow»\

country ; but were overpowered and the

mutiny was quelled.

On Aug. 29, a smart shock of an earth

quake was felt in Jamaica.

The Egmont East-India ship, from Ma

dras, brings a confirm <tion of Prace being

concluded with the Nizim. in consideration

of a sum of money to be paid him ; but the

war with Hyder Ally continues with great

obstinacy, and at an enormous exnence to us,

which has obliged the sectory at Madras to

contract a large bond debt, over and above

the remittances that have been made to

them from Bengal. Hyder All* keeps hit

army in a mountainous country, where our

troops cannot act, and he frequently haraflea

u» with his cavalry. The gre»t distance at

which ihii war is carried on from our set*

tlemcnta, renders it not only very expensive,

but also difficult to supply our army with pro

visions ; and Colonel Smith, corrminder of

the company's troops, had beer, obliged on

that account to retire nearer home a little

while before the Egmont left Madias,.

Frelher advices, by the Cieenwich, from

Bombay, inform that fore ships of war be

longing to the India company had sailed 'bout

the latter end of March last with a detach

ment of land forces on. an expedition against

Mangaloure. the principal sea put belonging

to Heyder Ally, where at ti at time his whole

naval force I. y, consisting o thirty cruizing

vessels, besides two- ships on the stocks, one

of 40 guns and another of 20

Mangaloure being a plaes of no great

strength, our troops Lon made themselves

masters of it, aud seized all the (liipr in the

harbour, which v-e-e immediately lent lo

Bombay.

These adv'ccs also mention, that Heyder

Ally, as soon as he received intelligence of

this enterprize, had marched at the head of

xocoo men, but atrivd too rase to save hitj

fleet; however, lie easily retook the place,

and made the tmall garrison that was left in

it prisoners of war.

al« IMPARTIAL REVIEW 0/ NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ej~Ji E ■ uuitimllj DoEli'ine es Predijiination

erpcpd ; and the dtligbtsul Truth of unt-

ve'sal Redemption alttmpttd. By Edward Har.

wfljd, L. L. D. 90 pa^es, izmo. Becket.

This is a wel!>nieant tract, and must give

much pleasure .to every real friend cf reason

and religion.—The arguments are forcib'e,

though we cannot fay much in favour cf the

stile; and Dr. Harwood it at least a very sen

sible nun, though we cannot compliment

him with the character of a very elegant

writer.

II. Some few genera! Rcm ih en FraSuret

and Dijhcjliom. /Yv Pcrcival . ott, S. R.S.

and Surge}* to St. Barholomew's Kcfpiul,

126 pages, 8vo. Hawes.

The great reputat.on which Mr. Pott hat

acquired in his profession, oiu't undoubtedly

make any produst'on of his in any branch

surgery, extremely acceptable to the public.

4 H z The
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The present work treats in a regular set in of

fractures under the heads of

Extension, Counter extension. Coaptation,

or setting. Application of medicaments.

Deligation or bandage. Position. Pre

vention or relief of accidents.

Mr. Pott deviates in this treatise very much

from the common modes of practice—but

bow far this deviation is right, experience

alone can manifest.

III. Observation* on the Douglas Cause, in

general \ but chiesty ivitb a View to the Cba~

raclers of the Parties principally concerned ut

the Part cf the Defendant* In a Letter to a

mile Lara, from a Gentleman if Scotland, 58

pages, j 2 mo. D.lly.

When a letter written for the private

information of a noble lord is industriously

laid before the whole public, it requires but

little penetration to fee that the impartial au

thor is an interested advocate in favour of the

part he espouses.—This is the cafe with the

present writer, and therefore it is only ne-

cei'ary to obsene, that he labouis as much at

poslibleto prove Mr Do if las the sen of Lady

Jane Stcuart, in opposition to the decree late

ly pronounced against him by the principal

court of justice in Scotland.

IV. 'she Caricature : or, Battle of the Bum,

at it vjaisought at Brentford, (3c. on Monday

the z%:b os March, 1-68. By £. Whirl

pool, Citizen and Habe'J.isbtr. ill pages Svo,

Keaiflcy.

An unaccountable compound of pertness

and stupidity.

V. Cr.nstar.tia : An Elegy to the Memory cf

a Lady lately deceased, 410. is. Becket.

There is something pretty in this elegy,

'hough there ia noth'.ij great, but mediocrity

in poetry will poliibli be pronounced a total

want ot ircit, and in that cafe we cannot

recommend it very warmly to our readers.

VI. jyisccwjin cn.i '&<r and template Life,

By Lswis Cotuaru, a noble Venetian, iamo.

f.i. White.

Lewi« Comoro lived to the age of an hun

dred by following- the sensible advice contained

in these discourses.—This is a new translation

of the noble Venetian, and not unhappily ex

ecuted,

VI I The Tst of friendship ;.0r, the History

os Lord Geo. B— ana iiir Harry Acton,

S volt, now. Noble.

We cannot sufficiently admire the esut'on

of our novellifla rvo\v-a-days who while they

give the rame of one principal character at

length, yet tMnk themselves obliged to con

ceal that of another with the nicest circum

spection—it is ind:ed true that they may

plead precedents lor this practise even sum

authors of the first reputation in this spe

cies of literature— Richardson himself, tho*

he pnnts Sir Charles Grandifon, without the

leart im (Son often confinrs Iris novelty to

the contracted limits of 1 tingle letter, and

5

his lady G— or bis Lady L— are continually

disappointing oar curiosity, and patting us

in mind that those things are entirely fic

tion which we w.sti to consider as actual rea

lities—Our novellifts should recollect that

there is a list of baronets, as well aa of peer*

in most of our Court rialar.deis, and that it

is aa easy to detect the literary creation of

the one as the other.— However, not to take

up the reader's time with trifling observations

when the important manufactures of Mr.

Noble's mop are to be reviewed, we must de

clare that the goods at present before ut are

as saleable as most of his commodities, though

we fancy the French want of this kind wad

be much more readily bought up at ail the

European markets.

VIII. Asrioui important Later to the Right

Reverend Bishops and Clergy of the Church of

England, &c. By Samuej Roe," A. M. Vitat

of Statfold in Bedfordshire. Dcidfler, 410. is.

The tendency of this letter is to 'obtain a

revisal os the Liturgy, which Mr. Roe thir.ka, -

in some places repugnant to the principle* 0?

the Christian religion j particularly in the

curses appointed for the service of Aft-Wed

nesday—Our author is not the only person in

England who thinks the revisal of our Liturgy

necessary , but we are afraid that hit argu

ments will never excite any desire among the

clergy to comply with the request contained _n

the present performance.

IX. Another pirtinent and curicus Letter nj

the Public, in Favour os a Revisal and the

Amendment of our Liturgy, By Sam. Roe,

A. M. 410. is. Dodsicy.

This letter, which it written by the fore

going author, contains some auxiliary argu

ments to just fy the application which it

made to the clergy of the established ebureb

in the preceding pamphl t.—The writer it

one of those people who stand extremely well

in their own opinion, and thoogh a compli

ment may be due to the rectitude of bis in

tention, there is none to be paid either to his

modesty or his understanding

X. '/<" injured Daughter*' or the BiJUry

of Misi Maria Beaumont, X Vol. iirno.

Noble.

If the Messrs Noble do not essentially serve

the interest of Letters in their publication*

of this kind, they most commonly serve the

interest of their country in promoting the ma

nufacture of paper—:o fay nothing of the nu

merous hands they keep employed in the bo-

sineis of authorship , to find fault with their

novels therefore would be to prevent the em

ployment of the poor, and we must coasc-

quenily recommct.d the writer of Mill Ma

ria B'aumoftt to the protection of our reader*,

as we would a Spttalfteldi weaver in a time

of general mourning, or a half starved wa

terman during a bard frost.

XI. Two Grammatical Essays,— First rat at

Barbarism in the English Ltngvge, in a Letter
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to Dr. 5—• Second on 'the Usefulness and

Necejsm of Grammatical Knowledge, in Order

to a right interpretation of the Scriptures, fia-

thurst. 59 pages Ivo.

These two elTaj! seem the work of a mas

terly hind, and cannot but give great satis

faction to a reader of erudition.

XII. Remarks upon a Book intitled, a Jhort

History of Barbadoes, in which the par/ia I

and unfair Representations of the Author upon

tbt Suhjtcls of his History in gentrul, and up

on the Demand of Privilege in particular art

ditcHcd and exposed. Almon. -88 pages 8vo.

The title page fully explains the nature of

this article, and we need only add, that the

present writer seems to hare room enough for

his animadversions.

XIII. Monody to the Mtmory of a vour.g

Lady viho died in Child-Bid, By an ajflicled

Husband. 410. is. Nicol.

There isa vein of tenderness in this piece

very well adapted to the melancholy subject—

the lady's last address is very affecting—

IX.

How Hi ill I e'er forget that dreadful hour.

When feeling Death's resistless pow'i,

My hand she press'd wet with her falling tears,

And thus, in falt'ring accents, spoke her fears!

" Ah, my lov'ii lord, the transient scene is o'er,

And we must part (alas!) to meet no more !

But oh ! if e'er thy Emma's name was dear,

If e'er tby vows have charm'd my ravish'd

ear :

If, from thy lov'd embrace my heart to ga:n,

frond friends have frown'd, and fortune

fmil'd in vain ;

If it has been my sole endeavour, still

To act in all obsequious to thy will ;

To watch thy very smiles, thy wish to know

Then only truly blest when thou wert (o :

It I have coated with that fund excess,

Nor love could add, nor fortune make it less;

if this I've done, and more—oh then be kind

To the dear lively babe I leave behind,

When time my once-lov'd memory shall ef

face, [place,

Some happier maid may take thy Emma's

With envious eyes thy partial fondne's fee,

And hate it for the love you bore to me :

My dearest S— lorgive 3 woman's fesrs,

But one word more (1 cannot bear thy tears)

Promise—and I will trust thy faithful vow,

(Oft have I tried, and ever found thee true)

That to soue distant spot thou wilt remt ve|

This fatal pledge of hapless Emma's love.

Where safe thy blandishments i' may partake.

And oh ! be tendei for its mother's lake.

Wilt thou ?

I know thou wilt—fad silence speaks assent.

And in that pleasing hope thy Emma dies

content."

The following passages are extremely soft

and natural, and contain besides a harmony of

numbers, not common in publications of this

kind.

6ll

XVII.

" Sickness and sorrow hov'ring round my bed,

Who now with anxious baste (hall bring re

lief,

With lenient hand support my drooping head,

Alswage my pains, and mitigate my grief?

Should worldly business call away,

Who now shall in my absence fondly mourn,

Count ev'ry minute of the loitering day,

Impatient for my quick return ?

Shou'd aught my bosom discompose.

Who now, with sweet complacent air,

Shall smooth the rugged brow of care.

And soften all my woes ?

Too faithful mem'ry—Cease, O cease-

How (hall I e'er regain my peace ?

(O to forget her)—but how vain each art,

Whilst tv'ry virtue lives imprinted on my

XVIII. [heart.

And thou, my little cherub, left behind,

To hear a fathei's plaints, to share his woes.

When Reason's dawn informs tby infant mind,

And tby fwcet-liiping tongue shall ask the

cause,

How oft with sorrow shall my eyes run o't r,

When, twiaiog round my knees, I trace

Thy mother's smile upon thy face ?

How oft to my full heart (halt thou restore

Sad mem'ry of my joys—ah now no more 1

By blessings once enjoy'd now miv-e diltrdr,

More beggar by the riches once polled.

XIX.

My little darling !—clearer to me grown

By all the tears thou'st caus'd—(O Orange

to hear !)

Bought with a life yet dearer than thy own,

Thy cradle purchas'd with thy mother's bier:

Who now (hall seek, with fond delight,

Thy infant steps to guide alight ?

She who, with doating eyes, wou'd gaze

On all thy little art le. • ways ;

By all thy loft endearments blcif,

And clasp thee oft with transport to her breast,

Alas ! is gone —Yet ft- alt thou prove

A father's dearest, tend nst tave:

And O ! sweet senseless I'mi'.er (envied state '■)

As yet unconscious of thy liaplcls fat.-,

When years thy Judgment (hall mature,

And Reason shew* those ills ic cannot cure,

Wilt thou, a father's grief t'asswage,

For virtue prove the Phœnix of the eahh t

(Like her, thy mother dy'd ro give theebAh)

And be the comfort of my agi ?

When sick and languishing I lie ;

Wilt thou my Emma's wonted care supply ?

And oft, as to thy listening ear,

Thy mother's virtues and her fate 1 teil,

Say, wilt thou drop the tender tear,

Whilst on the mournful them: I dwell i

Then fondly stealing ro :hy lather's fide.

Whene'er thou see' it tlie soft distress

Which I would vainly seek to hide.

Say, wilt thou strive to make it less ;

To sooth my sorrows all thy cares employ,

Asd in m; cup of grief inju'e one drop of io\?

XV.



6l2 Of Proceedings by Attachment.

XlV. England's Warning-Piece A Sermon

occasioned by the umtimily Death of Mr. William

Allen the Younger, who ivas nsojt inhumanly

murdered mar hit Fatter*! House, by an arbitrary

military Power, on Tuesday the totb of May,

1768.—Preached at the Requeji of b:s Friends,

in the Parish Church o/'PCewington Butt), and

published in Corns bance vritb the Demand's the

Public. By John Fret, D. D. it. Shep

herd.

This is a du'l yet ir.flmmitory discourse,

tendirg to tarn the house of prayer and the

pulpit f admonition into vehicle! of abase

against the government.

XV. A Letter to the Right Hon. William

Lard MjntfUld, &e. upon some late Star

Ctamber Proctedirgs in the Court os King's

Bench, again]} the Publisher of the Exlraordi-

narv Nortii-Biitui,, No. IV. By the Author

tflb'-s Papers. II. Svo. Andsold by the Antbor

at tie Lottery -Office near Bartlett'a Buildings,

Hoiborn.

An unaccountable mixture of impudence

and infinity, which takes aiT.rtion for truth,

and uses scurrility for argument.—But as

We vj ige no roar vtith BtdUm or the Mint,

we mail suffer him to pass without any far

ther correction.

XVI. dnjlj ra'i nt on Proceedings by he-

formation and Attachment. By a Barrister at

Law. Svo. is. Harris.

There is much acrimony and some reasoning

in this article, we shall therefore give an ex

tract from the latter, and refer those who are

fond of the former to a perusal of the pam

phlet at large.

"So very jealous was the old common

law of every infringement that possibly might

be made on the subject's liberty, that no one

could be put upon his tiial before a bill was

found by a grand jury. That is, every per

son underwent * trial by rttw juries, who

must agree in finding him guil y, before he

could be convicted. This mode of trial is

CO æval with the English constitution) it

was long previous to the Great Charter ; and

is expressly confirmed fy the 19th chapter,

emphatically Ailed The Golden Chapter.

*' Nullus liber homo capiatur out imprifonrturt

&c. nift per judteium pariumsuorum, vel per

tegem terra." I know there are some persons

that would argue that this is disjunctive.

As if the mode of trial by a jury was intro

duced by this statute, or that the lex terra,

or common law, ordained some other mode

of trial than that by jury.

But, with submission to the authority of

such commentators, 1 would conjecture, that

vel per ligem terrtt is only explanatory of

what goes before : " That no man shall be

imprisoned without the jndgreentof his peers

vel per tigim terra ;" which has a reference

to the judgment of bis peers, being the com

mon law. J am confirmed herein by the

opinion of the great Lord Coke, who fays,

Nov.

in his commentary on Magna Charts, " N"

man shall be restrained of his liberty by peti

tion or luggestioi to king o- council, without

presentment or irdictment." And he fay*.

in his third institute, " That the king caoacC

put a man to answer, ■ without presentment

or indictment."

In the idea of law, the king it supposed

to preside in person in his courts, and actu

ally did so formerly j and in the King's- Bench

writs are ftill returnable *' before the king

himself at Weft.ninster." So that to fay

thit the king shall not put a man to answer

without presentment or indictment 1 is in

0 her words faying, that his courrs snail nn

put a man to answer without presentment or

indictment; for rhe king has no judic.l power

independent of them.

There i> nothing more evident, than that

the mode of proceeding by information was

entirely unknown to the old common law:

For I have looked into our oldest liw-writess,

Glinville ('who wrote in the time of Henry

the second) Fleta and Bracton, and they fay

expressly, that crimes are to be prosecuted by

presentment and indictment. Fleta says,

" that if a person is imprisoned without in

dictment by twelve men, enaction lie* for

false imprisonment." Thus we fi'd that

nor.e of these common-law writers knew

what Informations were. It was long after .

Magna Charta that they commenced- la

the reigns or weak princes we find them to

be in the most flourishing state, down from

the time of Richard the second.

I do not take upon me 10 controvert but

there have been an infinity of precedents of

Informations [or, as they were formerly called,

Suggestions) in the different reigns of Richard

the second, Henry the fifth and seventh,

CharUs the first, Ice. down to George the

third—I have taken some pains to examine

for what offences these prosecutions were com

menced, and find them to be almost altoge

ther for nuisances, not repairing roads, Sec.

It was the statute of Henry rhe seventh

which gave such unlimited power to the Star-

Chamber, that matured this mode of proceed

ing j this was the chief grievance complained

of in that unconstitutional court, and occa

sioned its abolition in the time ot Charles the

first.

At the Revcluron, an attempt was made

to abolish all Informations as illegal ; which

Sir Francis Winnington endeavoured to ac

complish j thit attempt not succeeding in

Westminster-Hall, recourse was had to par

liament, where the power of the Master of(he

Crown-cfike in filing informations ex efficio

was totally abolished, and other regulations

made respecting costs, &c. that reflect great

honour on thit parliament.

It is not my intention totally to deny the

utility of the regular mode of proceeding by

Information, on a Rule granted by the court

for
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for the parties to shew cause why it should

not issue, which Rule upon no cause, or in

sufficient cause shewn, to be made absolute.

Which only serves as an indictment or pre

sentment of a Grand Jury, and it afterwards

to g:> to trial. Thia where the spirit of

♦ action or party runs high in the nation, may

not be improper ; where it is probable that

a Gran^ Jury, biassed by undue motives,

would throw out a bill: jret it must be owned,

that this will happen but very seldom. And

I believe there is no one who has known an

instance or a Grand Jury's throwing out a

bill, if tbere was the least foundation of evi

dence to support it.

In short, to saj the best we can of this mode

of proceeding (I mean the regular method of

filing an Information by Rule of Court on mo

tion of counsel) it tends to set aside the old

constitutional common-law proceedings, by

indictment and presentment by Grand Juries,

and annihilates their existence. But if infor

mations granted in the regular manner can

be all impeached, what (hall we fay of inform

mations filed ex cjji.-io by the Attorney-Gene

ral ?

These are in themselves so arbitrary, and

consequently of a nature so heterogeneous to

the laws, constitution, and liberties of this

country, that it is impossible to represent

them in too odious a light. They are modea

of proceeding becoming the meridians of

China and Jjpan, not England."

FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

LETTERS from Pelcin in China, by

the Dutch mail, bring an account of ma

ny recent revolutions in the empire of China,

and in the kingdoms of Bengala (or Bracma)

Pegu, Siam, Cochinchina, and Tonkin.

The king a! Bengala, or Bracma, has gained

twenty-eight battles, the molt bloody of

which was fought in the month of October

1767. Twenty thousand tartars were stain in

this battle, and amongst them the genera-

liiTimu of the Chinese troops, who married a

daughter of the reigning emperor. The re

port of this fatal day spread such a terror

throughout the province of Yun-Nan, one

of the richest in China, that most of the

inhabitants put themselves to death without

waning for the enemy : The women espe

cially threw themselves into rivets and wells

and both men and women were seen hang

ing up in shoals ; upwards of an hundred

thousand Chinese, it was computed, having

preferred the act of suicide to the more cruel

and painful deaths which their terrors and

imaginations had made them to expect.

Aleppo, August 11. ' Letters from Bassora,

dated the izth ult. s.y, " The English still

endeavour to get possession of the ifland of

Kaieck, but hitherto without success j they

hive lately again lol cited succours from Ke-

nm Khan, having loll almost all their troops

either by sickness or in battle. The English

had in the gulph two frigates, the Revenue

of jo guns, "rid the Bombay of 18 j three

sloops mounted with 10 guns each and a

bomb vessel ; on board this fleet there were

400 icjpoys, and 300 sailors; Solimon-Chiab,

their oM enemy is dead, but his eHeft son

and successor has declared himself their

enemy.

Conlhntinoplr, October t. On the iSth

ult. an express arrived at court ftom the pa-

ctia of Bosnia, with the aprgcable news that

the < Utoman troops had beaten the rebel Ste-

ph-no di-Montcniroi which was sopn after

announced to the people by a dischargees

cannon. We have not yet an exact detail of

this victory ; the following is the purport of

the dispatches, viz. On the 1st of Sept. the

paeba of Bosnia, having been joined by the

Beglier Bey of Romelia, attacked a fortress

situate on a rock, of which he made himself

master in a few days ; and from thence ad

vanced to a monastery, likewise amongst

steep rocks, which he took after several as

saults, Which cost the lives of a great num

ber of Turks. The Pacha adds, in his rela

tion that the Ottoman troops had acquired

great glory in these different attacks; that

Stephano, at the head of 10,000 rebels, al

well Catholickt as Greeks, bad defended

himself with great valour ; and that the de

sign of that chief was to erect a free state,

like that of Malta. The Pacha has sent to

court twenty-one heads, and a sack-full of

noses and ears, which have been exposed to

the view of the public, together with two

banners, a gilt cross, and several prayer-books.

Constantinople, October 7. Sel.ctar Him-

xey Pacha, Grand Vizir, arrived here the

4zd of last month. His predecessor is exiled

to Rhodes. (See p. 558.)

Exiraa of a Letterfrom Rome, JjttJ OS. 5

" The sovereign pontiff having at heart

the termination of the differences subsisting

between this court and the Duke of Mode-

na, hath sent, it is said, to that prince a

brief, by which bis holiness exhorts him to

revoke the edict he hath lately publilhed,

which he (the pope) considers as contrary to

the ecclesiastical immunities. The holy fa

ther promises the duke, at the fame time,

all satisfaction with respect to bis demand on

the holy see. We are assured that a like

brief has been also sent to the senate of Ve

nice."

Great complaints having been made in hit

Sicilian majesty's dominions, of the rigour

with which the clergy levy their tythes there,

and the oppressions committed by ihem over

the
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the inferior rtnkt of the people, the govern

ment has tilccn the affair into consideration,

and art piucecdirg, with jreat Vigour, to

reform the Abuse* that ha*e crept into the

irate, from the tyranny and oppreslijn of the

ccclesiaAicks.

Venice, October I. We are informed that

the adventurer S.cphano, al the head of acco

men, had drawn nigh to a Turkish port, but

the Turks founi means to open themlelvct a

passage. The; attacked him in flank and

t5b iged hi i. to fly, alter an obftinite batll:,

tn which most of his men were killed. A

reward has ceca offered for apprehending

Stephano, and two or three other chiefs.

(See before.)

Florence, Oct. 15. On the 11st instant

the grand duke, with great ceremony, in-

ve.lcd Sir Horace Mann, bart with the en

signs of the order ot the Bath, pursuant to

tb< requ -ft ot his B iiannic majesty. On the

roth ut September an earthquake was felt in

this etty at midnight, and was succeeded by

rive otner fhockt, but w thout any damage,

that wit then heard of.

Corsica, Oct. 11. When the French re

treated Irom Crimea, (See p. 5 10. Qf/cf,)

at soon as thy had icp tiled the Gunlo, they

took (heller in some houses contiguous to

Borgo in the province oi Mariana, and in

trenched themselves in such a manner that

the houses lormed a son of citadel, * hich

they provided with a sufficient Number of

cannon brought from Bastia by a detachment

ot Cavalry.

The Corsicanr, who, in the mean time, as

sembled themselves, marched on the 6ih of

this month, and arrived near Borgo the lame

evening. They immediately made themselves

masters of the exterior houses, and by favour

of the night began to draw a line of circum-

vallation. The Fienclt, as soon at they per

ceived r, strove to annoy the Corfieans by a

continued tire ; but the latter kept advancing

till they came to a well, and thereby depriv

ed the eirerny ot any supply of water.

The place beinj then blocked up, advice

was given to the. Marquis dc Chauvclin, who

immediately rcconTiter'd the position of liie

Corfieans, and gave ord rs lor all the troops

be had at Bistia, consisting of 3000 Men,

to march. He sent Word at the (ame time

to M. de Grand Maison, to assemble bia

noops, which, were about aooo more, and

lead them towards Borgo, by winch Mr-

nœuvre the Corfieans wcu.d find chercfc'vet

the next morning between two Fires. Out

G neral Paoli, rinding their irtrnuon. posed

a Dody ot above 4CO0 Troops between

Olrtta and Borgo, which rendered it ia-

polTible lor M. oe Grand Maifba to execul:

his enter prize.

M. de Ch-uvelwi, on hit fide, advanced

with h.s men on the 71b as far at the Cvrsi-

can lines ; and the wuole day and the ni^bt

following were spent in skirmishes M. ee

Grand Maison, not finding an opportunity to

proceed, made signals to M. de Chauvrlia

that difficulties hid arisen. As there was

r 0 time to lose, the Marquis, seconded by

Count Msrbceu*", resoived to venture an at

tack, and they were soon mallets of the c r-

cutnvallation ; but by the firing of the C ia-

cans from the cater or houses of :he town,

from the plain, and from their intreneb-

ments, they were obliged to flop, and at last

to retire : Nevertheless about noon they

made a second attack, and ot night a

third ; but these were succeeded by a retreat,

which was covered by the royal legion of

borfe.

The loss, which it nearly equal on byh

sides, may be put ac 500 mcu killed or

wounded. Count de Marbccuf is slightly

wounded in the (boulder, the cole* lot the

icgitnent of Rouergue in ibe leg, and the

lieutenant colonel ot the Royal Saxons ia the

lower belly.

The troops which were intrenched ia

Borgo, seing the failure of the Marauit

de Chauvelin't pnject, surrendered them

selves yesterday priloaert of War to the

Corfieans.

A letter from Berne in Switzerland, dated

Nov. 1, favs, " fanaticism it the growth of

all ages and places ; of which our city baa

furnished a' very tragical example : A woman,

whose sun wat named Isaac, and the bettMod

Abraham, took it into her head that Ate wot

under anobl-gation to soctir.ee her son for etc

erpiation of her lint, and actually performed

the sacrifice upon her toilet, which Ibe con

vert;,: into a kind of altar j persuading be<

h1.1b.1nd that it wat a good and laudable act.

They are both take 1 up and imprisoned ; and,

eicepting their faniticism, appear to be beta

in their right senses."

[7o bi ciBliimrd in aar mar.J

U5" The request n lati<ve so Inland Navigations cannot be complied •with. The

tierjeifrom Ojaetut are too imperjeS. 1. f's Letter is only froper for an ad-vcrtife~

meat in the nevis-papers. We thank The Lover of Truth for bis a ivice. A, B, C,

•will be obliged as jar as consistent 'with the nature of our plan. A. B's reply to the

Author of an Appeal, l£c. iuM be inserted in December or (be Appendix, as ivill tit

piecefrom A. /.. The pieces from M/ffrs. Chapman, Andrews, and Surltes are rt-

ceived, -with many others, ivhkh it,// appear in dm time. The Trarr/u of I'cnuj,

and the remai/hitr of the Lists in our next.
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THE

London Magazine,

For DECEMBER, 1768.

THE BRITISH THEATRE.

^"*»e*v*»*.B I N C E our last number

k J> two tragedies have ap-

^rSS.}» peared, one at Cevent

^Lk Garden, and the other

 

**trn*nv~*'+

at Drury Lane theatre,

of which our readers

will naturally expect a

critical account ; to satisfy the public

curiosity therefore we shall examine

the different merits of these productions

in the order of their appearance, ami,

Cyrus having been first brought out, will

consequently, be the first object of our

consideration.—This piece is written by

Mr. Hoole, of the East-India house,

who has obliged the world with a trans

lation of TasiVs Jerusalem, and intro

duced the Shakespear of Italy, the cele

brated Metastaiio, (o the general ac

quaintance of the English nation.

The persons of the drama, and the per

formers in this tragedy, are,

Astyages,

Harpagus,

Cambyses,

Mithranes,

Mini,

Cyius,

Al'pasia,

Mandane,

Mr. Clarkt

Mr. Hull

Mr. Smith

Mr. Btttjly

Mr. Davis

Mr. Pmuell

Mrs. Mattocks

Mrs. Yates.

THE FABLE.

Astyages, king of Media, having

dreamt that a son of his daughter Man

dane, who is marrie'd to Cambyses, a

warrior of distinguished reputation,

would at some time deprive him of his

crown, the monarch in order to prevent

the possibility of such a misfortune,

seized on Cyrus in his cradle, who was

the issue of Mandane's marriage, and

not only delivered him to Harpagus,

■ principal nobleman of the court, with

an order to be destroyed, but banished

Cambyses from the kingdom. — Harpa.

Pec. 1768,

gu<, however, who was a man of the

tendered humanity, shuddered at the

hortid command, and determined to

disobey it.—But being fearful of the

king's resentment, he could not disobey

it publicly—he therefore consulted with

Mithranes, a Median lord, who had

quitted the pomp of courts for a rural

retreat on the confines, and Mithranes

having just lost an infant son, Alceus,

it was agreed that this son should be ex

posed in ihe weods, and that Cyrua

should pass for the actual Alceus, and

the indisputable offspring of the benevo

lent Mithranes.

The plan thus concerted was happily

executed, and the cruel Aftyages never

doubted the murder of his grandson,

till time began to awaken the flings of

his conscience, and to shew him the

blackness of his crime.—Then indeed

he expressed so natural a concern as in

duced Harpagus to tell him that Cyrus

was only exposed in the woods, and

not positively destroyed—This informa

tion, however, instead of pouring a

fleod of joy over the king's mind, only

served to rouse all the Iwmvi of his ori

ginal apprehension, and the first proof

he gave of his anger was to put Harpa-

gus's son to death to punifli the virtue

of his father Harpagus, stiuck

deeply with the aggravated barbarity of

Astyages, determined to be revenged,

but smothered his resentment for a long

course of years, till the supposed Alceus

arrived at maturity.—About which time

a report being spread that Cms was

alive, an impostor took advantage of

the rumour, to declare himself grandson

to the king, in hope of succeeding to

the Median throne.—This imposition

no way alarmed Harpagus or Mithra

nes, on the contrary they rejoiced at it,

as Astyages had sent for rhe impostor

in the must affectionate manner, and

4 I a was
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wii to meet him at the commencement

pi' the play in a temple on the confines

pf Media, to declare him heir to the em

pire.—Harpagus and his triend Mi

thranes weie wel| acquainted with the

disposition of Astyages, and they sus

pected what wat really the ca le, that

•II the tenderness professed by him was

entiiely assumed to get Cyrus into his

power, and to put an end at once to hit

fears, by a certain destruction.— -They

therefore waited to fee what reception

the impostor met with before they re

vealed the real prince, and kept Cyrus

himself so ignorant of his ti ue rank, that

Mithran.es does not acquaint him with

the secret till the very morning in which

the impostor u expected 10 be declared

successor to the kingdom, nay even then

Mithranes lays him under the most posi

tive injunction not to discover himself

to Mandane, whose wild impatience

to embrace a long lost son, and whose

tumultuous joy at so unexpected a reco

very of him, might let Alt) ages too soon

into facts, and undo in a murneht the

labour of so many years.

The business of the first act is to in

form the audience of these particulars. ---

In the second, Cambyses enters disguis

ed to Mithranes, but does not recollect

him M''hrancs, nevertheless, perfect

ly remembers the banished warrior, but

Ally ages entnng jult as the latter is go

ing to make himfeis known, Mithranes,

who is fearful that the king will recog-

rtize Cambyses, persuades him to hide

t>ehir,d a shade, till the monarch's de.

pasture, asiUiing him the dress he was

then in would give much offence to his

majefly.--Camb.ylVs accordingly com

plies, and overhears Ally-ages offer im

mense rewards to Mithranes provided

he undertimes the murder. of Cyrus.—

Mithranes pressed earnestly by the king,

and tremblingly apprehensive for the

safety os his royal pupil, pretends at last

$o answer the cruel grandfather's wishes,

and engage* that hit son Alceus (hail

dispatch Cyrus in his passage through

the wood, retiring at the fame time as if

to prepare Alceus tor this business of

blood. ---Mithranes has no sooner with

drawn, than Cambyses issues siom his

concealment, and, discovering who he

»f, threatens Asiyages with vengeance,

if he persist* in his barbarous design.— -

The coi. sequence is, the guards "hurry

f<mbyse9 to prison, but Mandane

who com ca in toptil;' after;, receives a

promise that no other punishment shall

be inflicted on him, than a return to

his exile—with this promise AstyageS

leaves her, and (he is just beginning to

lament the fate of her hmb.yid, when

Cyrus abtuptly breaks in, declares he is

pursued by the royal guaids, for having

laved a lady from violation, and killing

the person in his own defence, by whcai

she was so brutally insulted.---Mandane

feels a strange emotion, at the sight of

Cytus, and views him wi.h a. tender

compl.icency A complacency which

is much encreased on the entrance of her

own friend Aspasia, the daughter of

Harpagus, who proves to be. tbe lady

whom Cyrus had relcued from the ra-

vifher's hands.—But just as this circum

stance is known, and just as Cyrus by

hearing Aspasia mention the name of

Mandane, finds he has been conversing

with his mother, the guards enter, and

accuse him with the murder of the prince

(the impostor) who it seems was the per

son that attempted the honour at Aspa

sia.-; Mandane now breaks imo a

passion ot exclamation, laments the lots

of her supposed, son in the tendered

terms, and Cyrus hy bjs vow to Mi.

thranes being restrained from, making

himself known, is the object pf her

paiticul.ar execration. In vain As

pasia reasons with her, and observe-,

that the crime was involuntary; her an

guish is too keen to be argued with, ant|

me goes off exclaiming

■ ■ evefy hour

Of my succeeding Use is matk'd for

horror,

And all my thoughts are. now despair

and madness I

Cyrus entreats Aspasia to follow and

suppott her while he himself is led

to prison, and the act concludes with,

-a soliloquy from Aspasia, who confesses

a secret attachment for the imaginary

Alceus.

The third act opens with a conversa

tion between Mithranes and Mandane;

the latter is informed that Alceus is in

(eality Cyrus, and is exulting in the

happiness of his unexpected safety—

when (he retires the king conies in over

joyed that Cyrus is no more, and Mi

thranes solicits for A'ceus as his son,

who has been imprisoned for the murder

pf the prii.ee.--- Astyages promises him

not only liberty but large rewards, and

Mithranes departs seemingly well sa-

tisned.-.-Suosl alter the king who ri.i

. ." \ ' beea,
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been discoursing with Harpagus, and

importuned by Asoatia in favour' of

Alceus, orders Cyrus before him, lu.t

struck at his sight with an unaccountable

tenderness notwithstanding his assisted

horror at the mvtderer of his grandson,

and not knowing what measures to take,

he leaves him to the care of H irpagus,

■ who instantly unbinds the royal youth,

and falling at his feet acknowledges him

for his sovereign—advising him, however,

when Cyrus enquires after his mother,

to keep the circumstance of his quality

f still a secret, not knowing that Mi

thranes has already communicated the

fccret to Mandane.— -The moment Har

pagus goes off Mandane enters, pre

pared to snatch her son to her bosom---

but Cyrus attentive, inflexibly attentive

to the oath he had given Mithranes, de

clines all her offered caresses, and tears

himself away in a manner that excites

her utmost astonishment—while (he is

distracted at the strangeness of his con

duct, Cambyses who has been set free

by the assistance of Harpagus meets her—

their interview is tender--and their con

versation soon turns upon Cyrus, whom

pambyscs believes to be murdered—

Mandane quickly undeceives him and

fells particulars, which he hears with

all the eager rapture of a father, (ill

' she mentions this preservation of Cyrus

by Mithranes, and adds that their son

has been brought up in the person os

Alceus.—When st)e comes to this

part of her story, he exclaims that Ihe

has been grot" ly imposed upon-— and re

counts the promise which he overheard

Mithranes make the king, that Alceus

should murder Cyrus in the wood.— -

Mandane receiving this intelligence

from such unquestionable authority as

a husoind, and recollecting the coldness

of Cyrus's behaviour gives an implicit

credit to it all.— -Nay the desires Cam-

bytes to strike home, when he goes to

wait at Astarte's fountain, which lies in

she way to the habitation of Alceus,

determined to sacrifice that youth to the

jiianes ot his unfortunate Cvrus---and

jep;iirs herself to Mithranes, whom (he

upbraids in the keenest terms with per-

f. ■]) , acquainting him at the fame time

that (he is not yet so hateful to the gods,

as to receive his Alceus for her son, and

assuring him that Cambyses is that

moment gone to take an ample revenge

on the young impostor. -—Terrified at

tin? information, Mithranes avows Ins

JojaJtjr with the bitterest imputations,

and conjures Mandane to direct him to

the spot were Cambyses is to execute his)

dreadful design upon Cyrus.-—Man

dane however believing all his assertion*

so many new arguments of his falsehood,

is not only deal to his importunities but

even exults in his distress, and he retires

in a state of unutterable anguilh to fiatl

out Cyrus, if possible, and snatch him

from destruction:—Harpagus enters im

mediately after this, and bearing the bu

siness upon which Cambyses is employed,

convinces Mandane that Alceus and

her son are but one.— -Her distraction

now is inconceivable --(he desires Har

pagus to fly to Astarte's fountain instant

ly to save Cyrus, and wanders about in

an agony of anguilh, till seeing Camby

ses with his sword bloody, (he imagines

that the dreadful intention is complcated,

and falls wholly deprived of fense upon

the ground.—Cambyses exerts himself

(o recover her, and Cyrus at this time

making his appeal ance, and endeavour

ing to assist his mother, Cambyses, who;

has not yet been undeceived, prepares to

kill him, but Mandane roused by the

voice of Cyrus, exclaims jmt as he is

going to strike

— Hold, Cambyses, thou kill'st thy son!

A very tender Icene ensues upon this, in

which we learn that the blood on the

father's sword, proceeded from a ren

counter with the guaids ot Astyages, and

this rencounter obliged him to return

from the place where he medita'ed

the destruction of the imaginary Al

ceus.— -Mithranes enters here, and ad

vises the now happy family to separate

as the king is expected that way-—Cy

rus accordingly retires with him, but

before Cambyses and Mandane take

leave, Astyages enters behind with his

guard, and overhearing them mention

the unexpected preservation of Cyrus,

he questions them concerning the place

of his grandson's residence, assecting to

have conquered all traces of his former

resentment, and seemingly desirous of

declaring him successor to the throne.—

Cambyses, however, who knows the

king's dissimulation, results to discover

his fin's retreat, and charges Mandane

to keep it piefoundly secret. ---This en-

tages the king, who prepares to kill

them both, but is prevented by the entry

of Harpagus, with an information that

all the people are flocking to the temple

to swear allegiance to Cyrus; Harpagus

too advises Astyages to keep Cambyses

and Mandane as heiUges for his own

safety
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safety "rn ease of the worst, who accord

ingly pursues tht advice, and committ

ing them to the care of nil guard, flies

bimself to the temple to quell the in-

suwection. Here, however, Harpagal

throws off the mask, and upbraiding

Astyages w'tl' tne rnur<ler OI his son,

■tracks him singly both are mortally

woanded; and Cyrus who flew to hit

grandfather's assistance the moment

he heard of this danger, enters just in

time to receive the king's blessing, and to

be appointed successor to the empire.——

Harpagu* <lies immediateJy after Asty-

pges, reepmmending his daughter As-

pasia to the protection of the young mo-

Starch, and Mandane with Cambyses,

being now entirely at liberty, come in to

congratulate their Ion, who concludes

the piece with a desire of reigning in

such a manner, as will teach distant

ages to respect the name ot Cyrus.

Cwsidtratimi on the Conduil ofthe Fable.

The conduct of this piece is in many

places exceedingly inaccurate, the.

principal incidents passing in an open

field, and at a time too when the chief

persons of the drama are constantly ex

pressing an apprehension of being seen

together by ihecreatures of Altyages.—

Besides this, the main foundation of the

fable is improbable ; the importer Cy

ras, at the very moment the royal

guards are attendiag him to the temple

lo be declared luccessor to Altyages,

forgets the exalted views before him,

delays the ceiemony upon which not

only his suture greatnels, but his life

immediately depends, and breaks away

from the solemn procession in which he

is himself the most conspicuous charac

ter.—To---to do what---to ravish the

daughter of the king's first minister ;--.

the particular friend of the princess

J^andane, and this in the face of the

whole kingdom, at a period in which

bis fate almost depended upon recom

mending himself to the people by every

act of justice and humanity. ---An im

postor capable of undertaking so daring

an enterprize, would not be capable of

acting so very like a madman ; fraud

is uniformly specious, and seldom

throws off the appearance of virtue, till

h is in a condition to despise the rea

lity. ---But in justice to Mr. Hoole we

must i«collect, that he cLiims little more

than a translator's merit in the play, and

therefore we are not to be sutpiized that

he h.is retained even the iinperfectioul

ot Mctastatio hit- original.

CoitJUeraiins on the Manner/.

These are frequently violated.—Tin

princess and Aipatia wander through

the woods without a single attendant,

tho' we know in all eastern nations shit

the ladies of very high rank are seldom,

if ever, seen by any but the:r husbands,

and the very near relations of their own

family j and seldom ifever, past Devoid

the immediate limit of their palaces.

But here the manners of Asia are totally

inverted, the most illustrious worries

stroll about the haunts of violence with

out a fear, and even Afpasia, notwith

standing the insult so recently offered her,

never once shudders ^t the possibility of

a repetition by another brutal ravislier.

The Characters.

Mandane is well finished, and Mi-

thianes, particula.ly in the fourth act,

is the best man's character in the piece.

The Diction.

Smooth, but rather without sem

when we consider it in the genej al.---

The Moral.

Highly laudable.—To iitculcatt

the pi inciples of justice and benevolence,

and to convince the guilty that in the

highest situations the avenging hand ef

providence will certainly overtake their

crimes.

The Representation.

It is not in possibility to shew a fuS-

cient admiration of Mrs. Yates'a anu-

ing performance in Mandane.—It was

universally allowed that she surpassed her

customary excellence in this character,

and this is almost carrying applause ta

hyperbole.- -Mr. Powcls received rti-

terated testimonies of the public regard

to his gieat merit.—Mr. Bcnfley too is

Mithrants gave much fati'factioD ;—

and Mrs. Mattocks in Afpasia was, m

she usually is, entitled very justly to ge

neral approbation.

We now turn to Drury-iane theatt

and ZiNGis; the tragedy of Zingts H

written by Mi. Dow, who has farourri

the world with an ingenious bistort as

Hindostan.---This gentleman resides

many years in the East-Indie«, and-*

said to be well acquainted with the ge

nius of the people.—His story is an Ai-

atic one, and though on the stage it

seems to have much more business thaa

Cyrus, yet it is not by any means so is-

teresting, nor will it take the room wfckH

we found it necessary to give Cyrus, ia

oiir accqunt.
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The Characters aid Performers,

tfqgif empcrorof Tar- 7 Jfr< ^^

tary J

jnac, the dethroned 7 Mr# ^^

emperor j

9W the son of Zin- 1 ^ IMmL

*35

part of Zingis's army, and wait only

for his concurrence to attack the

royal camp. Having

ZtmoKca general

Aunac

to-
7 Mr. Reddi/b.

^rtopzini,mini-}^-^-

A«y<» a general jft,^^

the army of Zingis £ ■'

0<grdaughter ofAu- 1^^^

iMCublaedaU£hter °f}«"•«*««.

THE FABLE.

ZINGIS, a prince of the Niron

tribe of Tartars, having dethroned

Aunac, the grand Chan, and assumed

the government himself, conceives a de

sign of marrying his favourite son Octal-

to Ovisa, who is a captive in his court,

and who is the only descendant of the

deposed Aunac's family.—Timur how

ever is desperately in love with Ovisa, a

passion which (he returns most ardently

on account of some signal kindnesses

shewn by that prince to her father; and

Cubla, with Zcna, Zemouc.i and other

lords of the first consequence, who en

tertain a rooted averlion 10 Zingis, take

every opportunity of inflaming Timur

against his failler, who has, on more oc

casions than one, treated him with no

little severity—nay they influence Ovisa

to try her power for this purpose over

the prince.—But he constantly rejects

the importunity with a noble repugnance,

and scorns either to be happy, or to be

great, at the expence of his honour.—

At last Aunac is taken prisoner, and

Timur has reason to be apprehensive for

the safety of the good old king.—He

therefore gives way to the united plead

ings of his humaniiy and his love, anil,

setting Aunac at liberty, is banished to a

remote border of his father's territo

ries. Just before his departure news

arrives that Aunac had been pursued by

a party of troops sent after him by Zingis,

and killed by Sidasco, who was chief on

that command.'— This intelligence

rouses his utmost indignation, and O-

visa, with all the forcible rhetoric of

sorrow, addressing him in such a frame

of mind——he determines to join the

discontented lords, whole troops form

3

commu

nicated his orders to these"lord*, they

accordingly order their several powers

to fall upon Zingis, who finds himself

tinder a necessity of heading his remain

ing force in person, and the conspirator*

get possession of the camp, and suppos

ing .from the appearance of aff.iirs, that

they had gained an entire victory, they

proclaim Timur kingj Timur insists

that sovereignty now belongs only t»

Ovisa, but finding the chiefs at ib criti

cal a period unwilling to place the sceptre

in a female hand, he mounts the throne

and prepares to address them in a man

ner suitable to the occasion—Zemouca

now enters, and throws off a mask under

which he had long concealed a secret-

ambition of seizing the empire himself*'

and of confirming his title by a marriage

with Ovisa—threatening Timur with '

destruction, if he persists in holding the

reins of government, and offering im

mediate violence to his person; in con

sequence of which Timur attacks and

kills him, but is himself mortally

wounded in the scuffle. The Tartar

lards are much afflicted at this unex

pected misfortune.—An affliction winch

is greatly aggravated by certain intelli

gence, that Zingis had rallied his troops,

and gained a compleat victory over the

conlpirators.—On this advice all the

lords, Cubla excepted, seek their pre

servation in flight, and leave the prince)

in his last moments to face the fury of

his father. Zingis soon after appears*

and begins to upbraid his Ion—hut on"

Timur's falling under the anguish of

his wound, his rage is turned into com

passion, and the prince dies, calling

with his last breath upon Ovisa.— -Ovisa

soon enters but districted at the

fight of her lover dead (he reproaches

Zingis with his barbarity, and stabbing

herself before his face expires upon the

body of Timur. Struck at this me

lancholy catastrophe Zingis forgives Cm

bla, concluding the play with this le-

flection. [I'oul,

" And yet the gen'rous passions of the

Those homely virtues of a private life,

Suit not our great design we fit

aloft {world,

In thunder and in clouds, to a*e the

Ami first must conquer e'er "we blsil

mankind." 1

C'.nJUeratitnt on the ConduSI asthe F*Ht.

Nothing can be conceived more per

plexed*
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plcxeJ, or mere unfinished than the

conductof this tragedy. It is full of

bustle without business, and, if we may

fi> express ourselves, of affliction with

out diltieis. Chili, who is intended

lor the perfect emblem of suffering ex

cellence, is continually urging the man

she loves, and for whose reputation she

feels the greatest solicitude, 10 parricide ;

and because the troops of Zingis have

lulled Aunac, who was an enemy, in a

pursuit, she wants Timur coolly to com

mit a much greater crime and embrue

bis hands in his father's blood. Not

le dwell however upon trifles, the ca

tastrophe is capitally defective.——A

subject, Zemouca, falls upon his sove

reign Timur, in the full face of the mo

narch's couit, (tor we will on this occa

sion call Timur a monarch, as he was

chosen by the conspirators for their Icing)

while he is surrounded with his guards

and great officers ; we lay Zemouca in

this lunation falls upon Timur, and the

whole court, guards, great officers and

all, suffer the king, an Asiatic king too,

whom they have just elected, to be at

tacked by a vassal, and instead of hew

ing the traitor in pieces, they stand

Bnconcerned spectators of the combat,

though their happiness depends so ma

terially upon the safety of Timur—

and though they are so wonderfully af

flicted when they find him mortally

wounded.---A behaviour of this nature

would be unnatural even in the coldest

•f our European constitutions---and

there are few people, who if they saw

their sovereign's life thus publicly as-

faulted by an individual, would think

of looking tamely on, as if two indiffe

rent persons were only deciding a pii-

»ate difference.— Besides the fame poe

tical justice which demands the death of

Timur and Ovila, demands the death of

Zingis.—Zingis though a hero, is like

most heroes, a universal enemy to man

kind.— Murder in his eye is conquest,

and the basis of his glory the destruction

of society—Such a wretch, is beyond the

reach of vengeance on the stage of life,

should always be summed in our thea

tres, instead of being triumphantly dis

missed with the inhuman speech which

closes our account of the fable;

Considerations on the Manners.

The manners are well preserved——

every character is truly Asiatic, and deals

in subtlety, or blood.

The Sentiments.

The sentiments are frequently worthy

Sentiments, Zee.

T

TJC;

of commendation, but they often haj

pen to be wholly out cf character.--

Timur, for instance, is extremely an .

xious about his father's life and honour,,

at the very moment he attacks the roys

camp and endangers both ; and as «

have already remarked OHsa talks of

filial piety as a very necessary virtue in

herself, with the same breath that she

endeavours to prevail upon Timur to

undertake the murder of Zingis.

TflE Diction.

We observe Mr. Dow endeavours, as

much as possible, to give his diction an

eastern turn, for instance, Friend eftbt

bapiess Aunac Son of daring Tattgor,

Son ofZingis \ Sultana ofmyfoul ; Cbiefef

Kirgis, are used for proper names,

and sometimes the sense is rendered ob

scure to a common ear by this affecta

tion—for example—Timtlr reproaching

Sidasco, who is wounded, for the death

of Aunac fays,

Sidasco in his blood.

On thee the death of Aunac is re-

Relentless, cruel Omrab [venged,

Now a great mar.y people who do not

know that Omtab signifies An/, or ebitf

might be apt to think the word either al

luded to another person, or was a terra

of reproach, and, indeed, we see Do

reason why this particular title should

be kept in the original Persian, when

we have the titles ol kings and princes

given to us constantly in plain English.

Ths Char act irs.

There is not one character in the play

for whom we arc interested unless it is Au-

nac's, and he has no business whatever id

the piece; he has but one very short scene

which answer; no purpose as the circum

stance of his appearance no way concerns

the incident of his death, and would do

better in narrative than representation —

But why do we say Aunac only has no bu

siness in the piece, Ciibla, Zcna, Ncvian,

Sidasco, and Mvla are cquall) without use,

unless to lengthen out a very barren plot with

a wide variety of tedious conversations.

Tux MoraI.

Very extraordinars inu'ecd— and dou

bly so in a free country. To shew that

kings must first curfucr, that is, murdtr man

kind, before they Utfi them, that is, before

they seize upon the property os the unhappy

wretches whom their avarice, or their am*

bition, has barbarously destroyed.

The RzFKEnXNTATJON.

Mr. Holland in Timur does all an excel*

lent actor can do to support a very bad part,

and we think the great abilities of Mrs.

Barry would have, ajiistcd the character of

Ovila,

ft*
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•she Cbarafttr of King Charles the First.

Ftom Mrs. Macaulay's History of

England, Vol. IV.

AFTER our celebrated historian

has given an account of this un

happy monarch's trial and execution,

slie proceeds in these words :

Thus, by a fate unparalleled in the

annals of princes, terminated the un

fortunate life and turbulent reign of

Charles Stewart ; a monarch whose

principles, conduct, fortune, and

death, by powerfully engaging the op-

polite affections attending the different

views and different interests of men,

have given rife to a bitter and irrecon-

cileahle contest.

Regarded as the martyr to church

and state, the patron of the clergy,

the support of the nobility, we behold

him, in the representations of a con

siderable party, adorned with every

flower of panegyiick : by the bigots of

a different persuasion, his memory,

notwithstanding the tribute he p-icl to

his crimes, is held in the highest de

testation. The partisans of liberty

applaud his fate : the liberal and hu

mane condemn and pity him i to a

mind softened by habits of amuse

ment, snd intoxicated with ideas of

self-importance, the transition from

royal pomp to a prison, from easy, gay,

and luxurious life to a premature and

violent death by the hands of an exe

cutioner, are punishments so (harp

and touching, that, in the suffering

prince, we are apt to overlook the

designing tyrant, to dwell on his

hardships, and forget his crimes. Com

panion is the constant attendant of

liberal minds i and the commiseration

of Charles's singular and unfortunate

fate, but for the interests of truth and

the violence of his partizaas, would

have inclined all such to have thrown

the mantle of oblivion over the dark

parts of his character, and only to

have remembered that he bore his suf

ferings in a manner which would have

done honour to the best cause. From

such indulgence the ill-fated Charles

is necessarily excluded : history is call

ed upon to scrutinize with exactness

his principles, conduct, and character;

since, from the false colourings which

by designing men have heen thrown

on these, and the rancor with which

his opponents have been falsely afper-

Jed, have heen deduced consequences

Dec. ijii.

destructive to the security and welfare

of man, and highly injurious to the

reputation of patriot citizens.

In the character of Charles) as re

presented by his panegyrists, we find

the qualities of temperance, chastity,

regularity, piety, equity, humanity,

dignity, condescension, and equani

mity ; some have gone so far as to al

low him integrity ; and manv writers,

who condemn his political principles,

give him the title of a moral man.

In the comparison of this representa

tion with Charles's conduct, accurate

ly and justly described, it is discerni

ble that vices of the worst tendency,

when (haded by a formal and plausible

carriage, when concordant to the in

terests of a faction and the prejudices

of the vulgar, assume the appearances

of, and are imposed on the credulous

world as, virtues of the first rank.

Passion for power Was Charles's predo

minant vice ; idolatry to his regal

prerogatives, his governing principles:

the interests of his crown legitimated

every measure ; and sanctified in his

eye, the widest deviation from moral

rule. His religion was to this a sejond

and subordinate affection i the prelates

of the church of England paid him

an impious flattery ; this inculcated

a flavilh dependance on the regal

authority ; the corruptions in their

ecclesiastical discipline fostered super

stition ; superstition secured their in

fluence over the people j and on these

grounds, and to these ends, they kept

an interest in the king's heart, which

continued to the last period of his

life. It" Charles had an higher estima

tion of the faith in which he bad

been educated than of popery, it was

because the principles of popery ac-

kiiowleu6ed a superior allegiance to

their spiritual thin their temporal

prince; but regarding that supersti

tion to be more favourable to the in

terests of monarchy, he preferred it

to the religion of any differing sect,

and publickly avowed his wish, that

there never had been a schism in the

church.

Neither gratitude, clemency, huma

nity, equity, nor generosity, have

place in the fair part of Charles's cha

racter. Of the virtues of temperance,

fortitude, and personal bravery, he was

undeniably possessed. His manners par

took of the dissipation, and nil conver

sation of the mct.ee ut) of a court. His

4 K chastity
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chastity has been called in question by

an author of the highest repute; and

were it allowed, it was tainted by an ex

cels of uxoriousnels, which gave it the

properties and the consequences of

vice. The want of integrity is mani

fest in every part of his conduct ;

which, whether the corruption of his

judgment or heart, lost him fair op

portunities of reinstatement in the

throne, and was the vice for which,

above all others, he paid the tribute

of his life. His intellectual powers

were naturally good, and so impro

ved by a continued exercise, that,

though in the beginning of his reign

he spoke with difficulty and hesitation,

towards the close of his life he disco

vered in his writings purity of lan

guage and dignity of style, in his de

bates elocution and quickness of con

ception.

The high opinion he entertained

of regal dignity, occasioned him to ob

serve a stateliness and imperiousness of

manner, which to the rational and

intelligent, was unamiable and offen

sive ; by the weak and the formal, it

was mistaken for dignity. In the ex

ercise of horsemanship he excelled ;

had a good taste, and even skill in se

veral of the polite arts ; but though a

proficient in some branches of litera

ture, was no encourager of useful

learning, and only patronized adepts

in the jargon of the divine right and

utility of kings and bishops. His un

derstanding in this point was so de

praved by the prejudices of his edu

cation, the flattery of priests, and

the affections of his heart, that he

would never endure conversation which

tended to inculcate the principles of

equal rights in men ; and notwith

standing that the particularity of his

situation enforced his attention to

doctrines of this kind, he went out

of the world with the fame fond pre

judices with which he had been fos

tered in his nursery, and cajoled in

the zenith of his power.

Charles was of a middle stature;

his body strong, healthy, and justly

proportioned j his face was regular)

handsome, aud well complexioned ;

and his aspect melancholy, yet not un-

pleasing. His surviving issue were

three sons and three daughters. He

was executed in the forty- ninth year

of his age, and buried, by the ap

pointment of the parliament, at Wind-

for, decently, yet without pomp. The

duke of Richmond, the marquis of

Hertford, the earls of Southampton

and Lindsay, at their express r'esire,

were permitted to pay the last duty to

their master, but were denied (by co

lonel Whithcot, the governor of

Windsor-Castle) the use of the burial-

service, according to the book of com

mon-prayer.

Manifesto of the Grand Seignior, concern

ing the Ifar declared by his Highness

against the Empress if Russia, deliver

ed the 30/A of October last, to the fo

reign Minister* residing al Constanti

nople.

"IT may clearly be seen by what

A follow*, that the Sublime Porte

has strictly observed the articles of the

peace, established between his empire

and the court of Russia, who, on the

contrary, has infringed them in many

instance*.

The court of Russia, against the

faith of treaties, has not desisted from

building various fortresses on the fron- ■

tiers of the two states, and has provid

ed them with troops and ammunition.

In the year 1177, (or 1763) on the

death of Augustus the third king of

Poland, the republic of Poland intend-

ing, according to the system of the

PolisiVliberty, to proceed to the elec

tion of a king, the court of Russia set

up for king a private Polish offices,

in whose family there had never been

any king, ancL to whom royalty wa*

not becoming ; and has, by siding with

this king, intruded on and traversed,

against the will of the republick, all

the affairs of the Poles. The Porte

having given notice of this to the

Russian resident, he declared that the

republic of Poland having required a

certain number of troops to protect

its own liberty, six thousand horse and

a thousand cossacks were granted for

that purpose, who had neither cannon

nor ammunition with them, and were

to be under the command of the re

public, and that there was nor a single

Russian soldier above that number in

Poland. Yet, when he was aiked,

some time after, why the court of

Russia had sent more troops into Po

land ; and why violence had been used

on the election of Poniatowslcy, son of

one cf the grandees of Poland, the

said resident assured, by a writing

signed with lus hand, that bis court

has
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had not declared for any person, nor

had ever made use of violent means for

the election of any one whatsoever.

Notwithstanding this assurance and de

claration, the court of Russia has been

continually sending troops, cannon,

and ammunition, under the command

of its own generals, who continued to

attack the Polish liberty, and put to

death those who refused to submit to

the person that themselves had not

elected for their king, and who was

not the the son of a king ; stripping

riem with clamour and violence, of

their goods and estates. Such a con

duct being productive of confusion in

the good order of the Sublime Porte,

he was given to understand, that ac

cording to the tenor of the articles of

the old and new imperial capitulations,

the court of Russia must order her

troops to evacuate Poland ; this, the

skid resident promised by several me

morials signed, but this promise has

not been fulfilled. In the mean time

the Sublime Porte received advice,

that some Russian troops had been suit

to BaJ.ta (one of the Mussulman fron

tiers) with some artillery, and had, un

expectedly, attacked the Mussulmans,

and massacred upwards of a thousand

persons, men, women, and children.

The sublime Porte having again de

manded satisfaction from the court of

Russia for this outrage, which against

the tenor of treaties, had been com

mitted with artillery ; and the Khan

of Crimea having also demanded satis

faction for the lame, tile said court deni

ed the fact, alledging that the Hayda-

ISacks had done some damage, but that

care would betaken to punish trtem, al

though it is notorious that the Hayda-

macks never make use of cannon nor

bombs in their irruptions. The

Sublime Porte, notwithstanding, still

persisted in requiring satisfaction for

such a conduct, ana still demanded

the reason whv the court of Russia

would not, these three years past,

withdraw its troops siom Poland, since

the articles of the treaty, concluded

in 1 13 j (1719) and that of 1151 (1738)

stipulate, " That as often as any event

shall happen, capable ot disturbing the

perpetual peace of the two empires,

they Ihould proceed, ipso fado, to the

means of terminating them in an ami

cable manner:" nevertheless, the out

rages and devastations at Balta have

been denied, and the punishment of

655.

those who had the boldness to be guilty

of them, has been postponed, and even

neglected. The silence itself of the

Russian resident, who having been in

vited to come to the Porte to an

swer for this proceeding, and to de

clare what his court meant by still

keeping its troops in Poland, proves

the infraction of the treaty. At last

he was asked definitively, whether,

according to the ancient and new trea

ties, which subsist between the two em

pires, the court of Russia would desist

from meddling with the assairs of Po

land, under pretence of guaranty and

promise; he replied, that his full

power was limited, and that he could

not answer thereupon, since that arti

cle was known to his court only. Such

a behaviour plainly demonstrates that

the abovementioned power thinks pro

per to take upon itself the infraction

of treaties ; therefore it is, that the illu

strious doctors of the law have given by

Fetrai (or legal sentences) their answers

that, according to the exigency ofjustice,

it ivas necessary to make ivar agawfl the

Muscovites } an opinion that has been

unanimously confirmed. Thusthearrest

of the said resident being become ne

cessary, we give by these presents,

notice to all the powers of Europe,

that the said resident shall be guarded

in the castle of the Seven Towers, and

that, during the whole time that this

transaction has lasted, the Sublime

Porte has done nothing that might

break the friendship, nor any thing

contrary to the articles of the treaties

concluded between the two empires,

&c."

The Declaration of the Imperial Court of

Russia to the Courts of Europe, upon

the Arrest of its Minister, resident at

Constantinople.

" T TER imperial majesty, in taking

XX a part in the transactions of

the republic of Poland, as humanity

on one side, and the obligations of

her crown on the other, had prompted

her, was, no less carelul to conduct

herself in such a manner as not to give

any umbrage tb a jealous and power

ful neighbour: Every part of her con

duct was public j and she had like,

wise a particular attention to commu

nicate in confidence to the Ottoman

Porte her resolutions upon every step

she took, and the conduct she intended

to observe, till the peace, and tranquil -

4K1 lity
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lity of that kingdom was entirely re

established. But the enemies to the

peace of these two empire were not

wanting to blacken it tKe P.Vte all the

actions of her imp-rial majesty, and to

fow there the feeds of discard by the

most false imputation*. The Pone,

restrained by the upright conduct the

court of Russia continued to maintain

towards them, listened, hut it was.

with caution, to the calumny that was

spread. Some attention to the affairs

of Poland, and an impartial examina

tion of what Russia had done, com

pared with the overtures made by that

court at the Porte, had dispelled all

suspicion, and the public tranquillity

seemed to be no more threatened. The

common enemies, however, repeated

their insinuations with more rage and

audacity than ever, to impose upon

the credulity of the Turkish nation,

and infused a spirit of discontent

among them, which called for the no

tice of government, for it had forced

its way even into the seraglio. The

change in the ministry, brought about

by thele events, soon produced a revo

lution in the system of peace, equally

dear to both nations. The new Vizir,

upon his advancement immediately

lent for Mr. Obrelkow, her imperial'

majesty's resident at the Porte, and

after having caused to be read in his

presence a declaration full of heavy

charges against his court, part of which

already have been invalidated by the

most fair and candid explanations, and

pthers that had never existed, or were

•ver thought of, the Viair pressed him

to sign immediately, under the gua

ranty of the ailiesos his sovereign, some

very offensive conditions, in regard to

which there never had been made the

least proposal during the whole course

of the operations in Poland. These

Conditions, very derogatory to the

honour and glory of an empress ac

customed to leceive no law, propos

ed in a tone and form repugnant to

the freedom of negocinion adopted

by every powerwwere attended with

the alternative of an immediate rup

ture of the p'Tpetml pence between the

two empire'. The Russian minister

confident of the upright intentions of

bis court, and conscious of the probity

tf hiq qwn conduct, as having ful

filled the duties of a long ministry, was

iflcapabls of unworthily degrading his

s solved. Dec.

court and his own character by a hu

miliating engagement, and which

would have exceeded the power and

commission of any minister, let them

l>e ever so extensive ; he gave there

fore a positive refusal, as became hi)

honour and his duty -.—and the reso

lution of the Divan, which followed

immediately after, was to arrest him,

and part of his retinue, and carry him

to the castle of the Seven Towers.—

It would be needless for the imperial

court of Russia to dwell any longer

upon this event, or to enter here into

an examination of it. The fact speaks

for itself. The honour and glory of

her imperial majesty the regard to

her empire, point out the part it is

right for her to take. Confiding in

the justice of her cause, she appeals to

all christian courts on the situation

she rinds herself in with regard to the

common enemy of .Christianity, cer

tain as the is, that her conduct will

meet with equal approbation from each

of them, and that (he dull have the

advantage to join to the divine pro

tection, the just assistance of her

friends, and the good withes of ail

Christendom."

Slneflhn,I. p. 5,20, solved by lie Prtpsser.

PUT a zz sine of 75° 20' twice the

elevation, b zr 54.0 feet, twice the

object's height, c zz cotangent of the

elevation d zz 1 \ mile, in sect : and

*■ zz impetus. Then ax zz ha(f the

horizontal amplitude at the given

elevation. Again, as 1 : c :: b s be zz

a fourth proportional j whence

"* ax — bx x ax X ax — d, per ques.

d 1

tion solved gives x zz -%d _ b, x #

zz 42S 2.5, the impetus required.

Question Second, solved by tie S&ne.

T) U T a — 18' 76, 6 = 60', c zzU

Sh. 17' zz to +97', and x zz long.

of the true conjunction. Then as a :

b :: x : zz interval of time, and

a

therefore •*-- zz r, per ques, whence

=v/r =
12. 46 = *2' 2S"==

parallax longitude of the DAG. «t

thetrue: £ whence 39' 51"= interval

of time.



zy63. An Uncommon

Questim by the Same.

3N what latitude, on May the 20th

1769, will the sun's meridian be a

maximum ?

Second Stuijlion,

REQUIRED the solidity of a so-

lid, generated by the revolution

of a curve about its axis, whose equa-

tion is — + ^ =
X<*x :

Suppo-

os the LONDON

■-'J* X»y

ling, that when a -

To the AUTHOR

MAGAZINE.

SIR.

AMONG other uncommon ani

mals, pr.iy, what do you think

of the description and history of the

following ?

First, for the formation of this stu

pendous animal. One historian of

very diltinguislied credit has assured

us, upon hit word and honour, that

the generation of this animal is entire

ly equivocal, and all the investigation

of natural historians have never been

able to disprove this opinion, though

contrary to their sentiments relating to

the birth of every other species. Some

have roundly assured u$, it was made

by chance ; others suppose it to have

subsisted from eternity ; but others

with much mare credit contend, that

it was produced by design, which they

tell you appears from most evideut

niarks of care and contrivance in the

disposition of it's parts.

Whatever difficulties however may

attend our enquiry into it's formation,

there are certainly great singularities

and strange inconsiltences in it's con

stitution. This animal Is a female un

doubtedly, being so prodigiously pio-

lifick—look at her at some distance,

and me appears very lousy and full of

vermin ; this circumstance indeed is

not to be wondered at, since her secre

tions are so amazingly sine, and pro

ducing an immense variety of pabu

lum tor (he animalcules which crawl

about her.

Almost all the bones of this huge

creature are of much more value, in

detached pieces, than her stem ; and

though llie moves with surprising ve

locity, there has never yet been dis

covered any cartilages, tendons, mus

cles, or other instruments of mutual

connexion, in her whole frame j
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for her crasis is preserved by a strong

cohesion of parts, so that her motion

is rather moliminous than active.

Notwithstanding this, as the is a mem

ber of the finest choir, and assists in

the execution of the finest harmony in

the universe, so she is always dancing;

to this musick along with a female part

ner, called Diana, who never once

turns her back upon her partner, and

1ns a great command of countenance,

assuming a variety of faces and aspects)

according to the several points of view

in which you behold her ; and puts on

no less variety of complexions from a

glowing hlulh to a deadly pate. The

whole choir indeed cross over and fi

gure in with great justness to the mu

sick ; and it were a wonder if they

did not, since the musick is a most di

vine composition, and the choir all

dance and perform at the fame time-

There are indeed some small irregula

rities in their movements, but these are

not perceivable except to an exceeding

nice inspection, and that only of a per

son, who is a very critical judge of

both the musick and the dance.

It is remarkable that these two fe

males have been partners and play

mates ever since they have been able to

move a limb ; they have a strong re

ciprocal instinct in favour of each

other, a kind of lunacy, and the finest:

foetus's of the female here described

are often affected with it, and run into

pairs ; but are not by far so constant

to their respective attachments as their

natural mother—and yet site never

was in contract with any one of the

choir, not even her own partner, nor

any other person, whatever, since slie

came into the world ; except that slie

had 6nce a brush (as some fay) by a

rude impertinent, who pushes into all

companies, and drivesdirectly through,

without telling them who he is, and

whence he comes.

This creature is beautiful in the

most finished degree, her complexion

is charmingly varied, and much wea»

ther beaten, which makes her look

both lively and florid ; and (he has a

most elegant and admirable symmetry

of parts. She keeps therefore, as her

parent prompted her, a very modeft

distance, and lusters no one around

her to touch her ; for if (he did, her

atu actions woitld be too powerful to
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be resisted j they would run into so

rude and close an embrace, a! would

quite spoil all her charms. Nay her

sein is sotender, that (he cannot endure

a flesh brush, the application of which

would with very little friction rub her

lo flie bone.——Her centre never was

discovered, and remains concealed in

spite of the penetration of the most

able investigators : at her extremeties

toe is generally hide-bound ; has a fet

tered, grey, forbidding appearance ;

lier finest parts therefore (lie (hews to

her delicate and well bred observers,

but her worst parts only to persons

whose view is little woith her notice.

She is obliged to have her face (haved

once a year for the fake of her nume

rous family, who live entirely upon

her smiles.

In regard to her state of health, (he

is obliged to be fanned very often to

prevent pmrescencies arising from a

stagnation of air, and notwithstanding

the very absorbent quality of her skin,

yet (lie is obliged to carry about with

■her a large quantity of extravasated

fluid, (pernicious in the constitution

of other animals, but very salutary to

her) which her motion with her

partner keeps in perpetual agitation,

and by that means preserves herself

from the accession os noxious vapours.'

She has likewise a great insensible 'per

spiration, her pores opening and sliut-

•ting with the lea son as they do in

other animals. She has several run

ning eruptions, secreted fiom her veins,

of a thin watry substance, which the

animalcules upon her Ikin are often

imbibing.—Some of these eruptions

however are of a corrosive and fiery

nature, and no gentleman of any fa

culty whatever have been able to ac

count for the cafe ; some are of opini

on, it is owing to an ellential inter

nal heat, which breaks out in boils

upon the surface ; others, to topical

inflammations ; others have humo

rously enough faneyed it to be only a

purgative discharge of excremental

nusances-—the best opinion is, that

the orifices of all these eruptions are

emunctories to the system, to carry off

the humours secreted by inward fevers

and inflammations. Sometimes slie

has a hectick fever, at other times slie

is liable to be overpowered with cold

unwholesome rheums and.moistures, as

(he has been for a good many mouths

past.—Poor creature, (he was once

drowned j but came to life again.—

Ever since that time, and probably

before it too, (he has had many inward

extravasations of almost stag nated fluid,

which however do not certainty im-

pede the action of any of the vessels,

nor create any manner of obstructions.

And what is equally uncommon and

remarkable, the extremes of heat, and

cold, which bring all other animals

to dissolution, is the expedient to pre

serve her life ; the succession of these

affections contributing in a surprising

manner to keep her in a temperament j

some parts indeed are liable to a con

stant extreme, but these upon that very

.iccount are neither so valuable nor so

beautiful as the other.

I cannot conclude this account with

out observing, that her maker must

have been extremely clever to make

so many seeming inconsistencies con

spire to the beauty, order, strength and

permanency of this creature I cannot

think it would be ar. unarm: sing enquiry

toexemplify cafes wherein thele seeming

inconsistencies do actually operate in

the production of these effects, and

possibly I may take some future oppor

tunity to do it, though I cannot pro

mise you this, my time being so much

engaged ; For, I look upon myself to

have much leisure, and find upon trial

I have really but little, and the inter

vals of it I fill up with these kind of

amusements Such is the seeming

inconsistency of my own case, and this

philosophical allegory the effect of it;

and there is a home Example for you

of the doctrine proposed, instance it)

the case of

youfs, Sec.

Dorset, Dec. 3. 1768. Clericos,

A Slueflion by Mr. William Surteet,

Pufil to Mr. Eadon, w.Shei&eld.

Yorksliire. *

THERE is a right>ang1ed triangle

whole bale is represented by x

in this equation X} + if ax x =

»7

+ tax* ; and« = 1*768 : From which

x is to be found,- without extracting a

root, by a simple equation : Also the

product of the base and catbetus, be

ing added to twice the hypothenuse

will make just 10745501a feet. .Re

quired the lidfcs of the triangle ?



*7«8. Candlewick Ward iesctibed.

& brief Account of Candlewick and

' Langborn Wards, an accurate Plan

of -which ivas given •with our last

• Magazine, p. 586.

THE ward of Candlewick, was

so denominated, from a street call

ed Candlewick, or Candlewright, street,

(now Cannon-street) which was an-

tiently famous for wax, and tallow-

chandlers, as now stiled. On the East,

it is bounded by Bridge-ward ; on

the South by Bridge and Dowgate-

wards, on the North by Langborn-

waid, and westwardly by Dowgate

and Wallbrook wards. The streets,

lanes, and courts, are so plainly mark

ed in the Plan, as to need no mention

here*

There are but three parish churches

in this ward, although there are five

parishes, viz. St. Clement East- Cheap,

St. Martin's Orgar, St. Mary's Ab-

church, St. Lawrence's Poultney, and

St. Michael's Crooked-lane. There

is also an episcopal French congre

gation, who assemble in the small re

mains of the antient parish church of

St. Margaret's Orgar, i. e. the Tower

and Nave, which were found capable

of repairs after the fire of London.

The parish churches are,

1. St. Clement's East-Cheap, which

is a rectory seated on the east-side of

St. Clement's-iane, in the patronage

of the bishop of London : The church

being destroyed in the great fire of

1666, was handsomely rebuilt, and

the parifii os St. Martin's Orgar joined

to its own : Value to the rector, a-

bout 160 1. per annum. Vestry general ;

two church-wardens, sixty houses :

Augmentation to St. Andrew's Hol-

born 1 1. per annum.

a. St. Mary's Abchurch is a rectory,

seated in Abchurch-lane, in the patro

nage of Corpus Christi College, Cam

bridge.The church was burnt in the fire

ofLondon, was handsomely rebuilt, and

the parish of St. Lawrence Poultney

added to its own parish. Value to ihe

rector about 110 1. per annam. Vestry

feneralj two churchwardens; 113

ouscs.

3. St. Michael's Crooked-lane, is a

rectory, situate in St. Michael's-lane,

in the patronage of the archbWhop of

Canterbury, being one of his thirteen

peculiars in London. The church

was destroyed in the beforeraeiuioned

£29

great fire, and handsomely rebuilt.

Value to the rector upwards of 100I.

per annum. Vestry general j two church

wardens ; 119 houses.

This ward is governed by an alder

man, his deputy, and seven other

common-council-men, eight scaven

gers, six constables, twelve wardmote

inquest-men, and a beadle. The con

stable, beadle, a«d twenty- four watch

men, are on duty in this ward every

night. The jurymen, returned by the

wardmote-inquest, serve in Guildhall

in the month of December. It is tax

ed to the fifteenth at 16I.

The present alderman is Sir Charles

Asgill, knt. and bart. his deputy,

Mr. James Rofliter, common -council,

Messrs Matthew Perchard, Philip Mil-

loway, JohnWathen,Thomas Wright,

Henry Veysey, Edward Watson, and

William Gill.

LANCBORN-ward, received its de

nomination from a rivulet, or long

bourn of sweet water which antiently

broke out of a spring, near Magpye-

alley, near the place where St. Cathe

rine Coleman's church now stands. On

the East it is incompassed by Aldgate-

ward j on the North by Aldgate and

Lime-street wards ; on the South by

Tower-street, Billinsgate, Bridge, and

Candlewick wards, and on the West:

by Wallbrook ward. We (hall not

mention its streets, lanes, &c. as they

are conspicuous in the plan.

In this ward there are four parish

churches, and three parishes without

churches ; the Hudson's-Bay com

pany's, Pewterer's, and part of Iron

monger's, hails, and the General-

Post- Office.

The churces, are, 1. St. Dionis-

Backchurch, which is a rectory, ia

the patronage of the dean aud chapter

of Canterbury. The church being de

stroyed in the great fire of London,

was neatly rebuilt. Value to the rec

tor about 140 1. Vestry general ; two

churchwardens; 121 houses: augmen

tation to St. Giles's Cripplegate, SI.

per annum.

x. Alliiallows, Lombard. street, is

a rectory, and one of the thirteen

peculiars of the archbilhop of Canter

bury. The church was consumed in

the above said great fire, and hand

somely rebuilt. Value to the rector,

about 160 1. ftr annum. Vestry gene

ral
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n\ •, two churchwardens ; 116 houses i

augmentation to St. Botolph's Aldgate

7 1. per annum.

3. St. Edmund's the King, is a rec

tory, in the patronage of the fee of

Canterbury, and the church being

likewise burnt down, is rebuilt, and

constituted the place of publick wor-

sliip for this parish, and that of

St. Nicholas Aeons. Value to the rec

tor near jool. a year. Vestry general ;

two churchwardens ; 111 houies; aug

mentation to St. Andrew's-wardrobe,

jl. per annum.

4. St. Mary Woolnoth, is a rectory

in the patronage of the family of

Bowes. The church, being p.irtly de

stroyed by the great fire ot London,

was repaired, but in 1719, was rebuilt

as one of the fifty new churches, the

parish of St. Mary Woolchurch being

added to it. Value to the rector about

Langbom Ward described. Dec

180 1. per annum. Vestry general } twa

churchwardens ; eighty-eight bouses.

This ward is governed by an alder

man, nis deputy, ten common-coun*

oilmen} fifteen constables, nine sca

vengers, seventeen wardmote-inquest-

men, and a beadle 1 it is taxed to th«

fifteenth in the Exchequer at ao 1. 9*.

8d. in London at ill. A constable,

beadle, and thirty-four watchmen, are

upon duty every night. The jury re

turned for this ward serve as jurors in

the courts at Guildhall, in November.

The present alderman is Sir Joseph

Hankey, knt. his deputy, R. Wilsons,

Esq; common-council, Messrs. Joha

Pope, Ingham Foster, George May-

nard, William Chestbn, James Hcbert,

Thomas Witherby, William Lem,

James Thompson, and Robert Harr

rison.

A Calculation of the Moon's Eclipse in December, (next,) from Mr. Leadbettex«

B

Tables, bj Mr. Thomas Barker.

EGINNINGof the eclipse at London, December, 1768,

_, is, according to apparent time

Beginning of total darkness -

Middle

Ecliptic § •

End of total darkness

End of the eclipse »

Duration of total darkness • *

Total duration of the eclipse

Digits eclipsed

-, , , ... . . ., s Beginning of the eclipse
Moons latitude at the j En^ . .

D. H.M. S.

*3 1

x

3

3

3

4

I

3

1 +

u

1

1

49

47

36

3*

4«'

57

5>

IS

!♦

+ '

J5

9

1

*3

55

N. D.

S. A.

An Answer to Question Pa±e 304 in London Magazine for June 1768.

LET ABCD represent the required trapezium : put AC = 60 = a, AD—

30 b, AB —40 = c, and x — siae anjle DAC,

then will Vi—xx\ = fine of the angle CAB, and

x —— I by a known theorem =: the area

* I . • D
of the trapezium a max. by the question in fluxions *-*

—etauxx ■ -,

alx — ; = o, reduced x — o, 6 ; and VI_xx\

ac/ ixx

o, S ; .-. the angle DAC = the angle DBA ; and

the angle CAB = the angle BDA, consequently the

diagonals will be perpendicular to each other, when

the trapezium is the greatest 5 whence the sides are A*-

readily found to be DC = 40,249, aud SC H 48,166

chains, rtspectively. W. W. R,

Harborough, Sept. 1768, TnQ. SaSOEKSOK.
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lie sollo-zving, as it contains sundry A-

ttecdotes of History, is inserted.

SIR,

A CCORDING to my promise,

r\. and in deference to jour can-

id commands, and inquiry, I send

ou the following account, and de-

lare, that from time past memory,'

t was a constant and uncontroverted

radition in Normandy, that, the

Jritons, then in posse-ffi.m of all Eng-

•tnd, unable to refill the repeated ef-

orts of the Saxons, Danes, and other

lorthern nations, mostly retired into

(Vales, naturally strong by the disu

nity of the pastes, through woods

nd inaccessible mountains; others,

nto Armorica, now called Britanny ;

ind others, into Neusttia, now called

Normandy, from it's late occupiers ;

ind that Anselm Fitz Arthur, Armi-

rer, or Miles, as he is qualified in the

Snglish historians, and Fitz Artur,

tecording to the French dialect, was

:he descendant of oneofthoseemigranM

Torn Great Britain, who retired and

ettled in rfgro Cadomenfi, the champain

jf Caen.—The fact is cercain as re

ported by Rapin deThoyras, and others,

»« to his stopping the burial of King

William, the first of England, on his

usurped land, by virtue of clamour of

Haro, or Ha roul.—Henry, the third

brother, since the first of the name

king of Enghnd, (who soon succeeded

King William the second of England,

and al!o the second brother, who was

accidentally slut in the New Forest, to

the prejudice of the first brother,

Robert, who was to be king, but be

ing absent in the holy wars, was ob

liged to be content with the duchy of

Normandy) being then prelentat, and

ordering the funeral o( King William

the first, being informed of the tri'th

thereof paid the price of the land and

buried his dead.

This Rol, or Roul,' was the first

duke of Normandy, to whom rhe then

king of France diaries surnamed the

Simple, married nis daughter on his

embracing Christianity, and gave him

that province, which hecould no longer

protect. Tnii norhein hero main

tained such an impartial justice a-

mongst his people, that after his death,

his name, being repeated by the Nor-

inandt, commanded immediate justice

to be done. And ev«en at this day,

Dec. i; OS. »

in all the king's edicts, that clash with

the privileges of this nation, there ii

always inserted this necessary clause,

notwithstanding clamour de haro and

Norman charter.

The documents concerning this sale,

and cession of land, are deposited in

the archives of the famousahbey of St.

Stephen, which he founded and richly

endowed, designing it for the place of;

his burial. Some other authentick

writings concerning the fame were-

lodged in the bands of his posterity tilt

very lately, when, by the severity of

the late persecutions, the protestants

were obliged to deliver jp their bibles,

books, manuscripts of all forts, &c.

The priests and monks, who had the

inspection thereof, and had the power

to condemn to the flames those they

thought fit, took especial care to keep

to their own use, the most curious

amongst them. Tile family dreading

such a loss, intrusted these to a collateral

branch, now extinct, and these writ

ings falling into the hands of Roman

catholicks, they have surrendered

them to the abbot and monks of the

said abbey, fj late as about the year 1 7 30.

Please toobserve, that altho' this An

selm Fitz Arthur is stiled Armiger ,

and Miles, no coat of arms is men

tioned, because in those days none were

borne by public authority, excepting

nations, sovereigns and princes, who

were diltinguilhcd by them, lijce the

Romans, by the Eagle, the Wolf, and

other beasts of prey, the true abori

gines indeed of that wilderness where

Romulus and Remus established their

azylum for themselves, and compa

nions. The fame I have observed in

my voyage in America, when retain

ed by Sir William Johnson, bart.

and being at the signing of the last

treaty with the, now, leven Indian

nations; these divers tribes were dis

tinguished by the Beaver, the Otter,

the Bear, the Buck, the Vulture, the

Eagle, &c. It is easy to observe the

same Jmongst the German and Go-

thick nations, ex. gr. the Sicam-

bri, who were a very considerable na

tion of the Franks, in their conquest

of the Gauls, wore on their standard

frogs without number, testifying- here

by their original, near the conlluence

of the Rhine, and the drowned lands

of the Batavi; which without altering

4 L in
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in the least their form, hue, or colour,

were since called slower! de luce without

number, and at last reduced to three

only, as at this day. Which, upon in

spection os a common observer, will

appear, by no means, to resemble a

lilly, or any flower whatever. They

are frogs leaping downwards, not in

an ascending, but in a descending po

sture.

The bearing coats of arms in pri

vate families, which were arbritary

before and answered no purpose but

that of mere ornament, even from the

fabulous times of Æneas and Tur-

nus * ; took it's rife during the Holy

Wars, some time after King William

the First, where every nobleman and

gentleman that went to these destruc

tive wars, were proud to shew on their

return home, upon their buckler and

other armour the undoubted proofs of

their bravery, by the wounds received

in the divers renconters with the infi

dels. Hence the terms so frequent in

heraldry, of party, coupe, ecartele,

tranche, tsille, gironee, &c. The arms

then in use being chiefly the bow,

lance, spear, cymitar, the two handed

sword, ftc. which coats of arms, as

, now granted by sovereigns only, nearly

answer the purposes of all the military

honours bestowed on the Roman legi

onaries of old.

The city of Caen, capital of lower

Noimandy, is built in the country of

the ancient Catti, a German nation,

the chief navigators of the river Rhine,

therefore much spread along the sea

coast, from Cat-wick-opzee, Cattorum

Vicus, the ancient port of that river,

now choaked up with sand, and only

a fishing village os the low countries,

to Cattorum-burgus, now Cabourg,

on the east tide ot the river Orne, in

Lower Normandy, and Cat-hom, Cit-

ham, or Cat hem, the ancient name

of Caen, Cattorum-pagus, which,

(like the tower hamlets) was built for

protection round that part of the

castle, now called the dungeon, which

was built to guard that famous pal's

over the river Orne, against the incur

sions of the Normans, which begun

in that country at about the fama time,

that the nations of the fame original

and paganism, viz. Saxons and Danes

were laying waste the island of Great

Britain, but who, with respect to their

different situation, were generally and

very properly called Normans, by

the French. I have seen the name ot

that place spelt in old writings Ca-hem,

then Cain, in two syllables, then Caen,

as it is now wrote, but in order to

wake it agreeable to the French dia

lect, they pronounce, and fay, Can.

Therefore Cathomeniis, Cathamensis,

Cathemensis Ager, and not Cadomen-

sis, which conveys no meaning. See

the postscript.

But to return ; many years after the

building of this magnificent abbey,

it's courts and p-.dens, it was thought

proper also .o enclose the town with

ramparts, it becoming a frontier place,

on which they dismantled the abbe/

garden wall on that side, (which look

ed like a vast fortification of itself)

and erected a stately tower, and called

it, la Tour Chatimoine to this day,

as it were to chastise and curb the

monks : and close to this tower they;

built one of the city gates, and called

it, la Porte Arthur, both tower and

gate situated in the parish ot St. Mar

tins, which was divided on this occa

sion, one part being taken within, and

the other, together with the chinch,

left without the rampart, which shews

that the land extended farther than

that part thereof which King Wil

liam wanted for the building of hit

abbey.

Besides several parcels of land and

farms, dispelled here and there :n that

district, there are two principal one*

belonging to the family, and are at thi*

day in the possession of two younger

brothers. The one in the village of

Ros, two leagues west of the city,

whose then possessor gave unto the ab

bey of Ardennes, (in what age of uni

versal darkness, uncertain, but the

archive of that abbey will declare ; it

is supposed in the 14th century) a

piece of land, whereon he erected a

cross, and called it, la Croix du Pell-

erin, en condition that the monks of

that abbey gave so much bread and

other provision to the pilgrims that

came, rested, and prayed at that cross j

which was all the religion at that time,

and is continued at this day.—The

other is in the parish of Peiies, two

leagues northwest from the city, by

* Siquitur ptdchtrriimu Afliur,

Afiwr tqxof.Jcit-, el •vtrjictkribni mrmit.

*h«
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the sea coast, near the original seat of

the ancient house of Colvill, which is

still in splendour in that country. The

younger brother of that, and many

more of the nohle houses in the pro

vince, followed the duke and his for

tune into England, but none, or very

few of the original Britons took part

in the quarrel, looking on the Nor

mans on this occasion, with'no better

eye, than they did formerly on the

Saxons and Danes, who were avow

edly the invaders of their lands and

properties, whilst Duke William, more

crafty, pretended the late king Ed

ward's testament, to colour his inva

sion, as it clearly proved afterwards,

the name of conquest remaining inde-

Jibly affixed to this, his perfect right,

and (as he said) legal succession.—Per

haps this despotick prince made choice

of this Fitz Arthur to lhow his re

sentment to him, and through him, to

those of his nation, for their neglect

of duty on this important occasion.

I will add as a carollary that Monsr.

de Bras, lord of the manor of that

name, in his book of the Antiquities of

Caen (which he wrote above two hun

dred years ago; a Roman catholick, who

had the mortification to live, and fee

the mass abolished in Caen for twenty

years together, during the civil wars)

makes an honourable mention of the

family of Arthur upon all occasions, al-

tho' they had embraced the reforma

tion before that time.—But who can

sufficiently tell of the catamites of those

wars, and of the robberies committed

.by the mercenaries in both parties,

the monument of this mighty con

queror was pillaged, in search of trea

sures, and his dust scattered by the

winds.—This sepulchre was rebuilt

by the monks, but nothing, to com

pare to it's former grandeur and mag-

ficence.

Dean- street, Soho. John A.

P. S. There are many cities in Ger

many ending in, heim, as Manheim,

Blenheim, Hildefheim, &c: and in

England in ham, as Southampton,

Ealtham, Westham, and especially

Chatham, which, on account of the

hard pronounciation of (th) accord

ing to the French dialect, which they

always pronounce (de), and their

omitting the (h) on a!l occasions, he.

ing no letter, but only an aspiration

Ancient Family of Arthur.

they fay, woulJ
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also in less than a

century be reduced to cam, or can ;

it being the fame name no doubt and

original as that city in Normandy ; for

what improbability is there in the old

Britons to have called in, some of the

industrious people about Catwick-op-

zee, their neighbours, to improve the

marshy lands about the river Medway,

in the fame manner as the Dutch have

been called in lately, in order to im

prove the fenny grounds in Norfolk,

that part thereof being called at this

day, little Holland, however, this will

account for the French's pronouncing

the Latin name of Caen, Odomuni.

Some will fay, how came this an

cient family to be thus neglected for

so many centuries ? this may be an

swered, that they were not in favour

with the Dukesof Normandy (nor with

the nation in general) since their shew

ing so little regard to the allies of the

conqueror of England, and withal

acquainting the world to this day,

the motives of that seeming inconside

rate act j for this family were occasion

ally the asserlors of Gothick liberty,

which the Norman nation enjoyed

equal with the freest people under the

fun. They could not be avowed by

the Britons in England, who were

themselves under the yoke of their

conquerors, the Normans; and they

coulj not expect any favour from the

then reigning kings of England de

scended from William. When the

French recovered that province this

British family was not known to them.—.

During the civil wars, religionh ergo,

they were exposed to many vexation!

and persecutions, from the first dawn

of the reformation ; so that it is rather

a matter of surprize, that this family,

the fact and memory thereof, are not

abolished. That favour, indeed, it

due to authentick records, monu

ments, and historians of, and since

those times,

J. A—r.

Account of Tissot's Essay on the Diseasti

os SeiUntary Persons, (S>c. continued

from p. 4.56.

HE then accounts for the phren- -

zies, deliriums, vigiiation, idi

ocy, apoplexies, and other disorders

of the brain, which studious persons

are liable to, all which he elucidates

t, L 1 wn*
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with instances in point. Other disor

ders he deduces from nocturnal studies,

ami advises all men of learning nut 10

study by candle-light, but to go to

bed betimes and rile early in the morn

ing. The dirtiness of to6 many stu

dents, he fays produces all thole dis

orders which arise from obstructed per

spiration, whilst the custom of lome in

deferring the going to stool or urine,

cause often grievous disorders. He

then enumerates the other camplaints

to which sedentary people are sub

ject, gives the preservatives to such

as are in hea th, and for thole whole

constitutions are impaired, propoiies re

medies. We lhall digest them into the

following view without giving his rea

sons therefor.

Mind. To preserve it, let it be

often unemployed, and the body

labour.—Dedicate an hour or two eve

ry day to walking ; or ride, or use

suchexerciseas employs both tiie arms.

Food.—Avoid all fat, viscid ali

ments, all aliments puffed with wind,

or hardened either by art or nature.

Pulse is too flatulent, and to be avoid

ed at least in large quantities. —Eat

the tender' flesti of all youii:» animals,

(except swine and geese) not boiled in

copious broth, but roasted, or boiled in

a small quantity of water : such roots,

as consist os a light flour, not without

a mixture of salt of sugar j loft herbs,

which are neither to acid nor too emol

lient. Fruits, as cherries, strawber

ries, rafberries, gooseberries, peaches,

grapes, pears, &c. eat when the sto

mach is empty, with or without bread,

and long before, or long after having

drank wine. They are of great ule

in inflammatory disorders and (low se

vers. Soft boiled eggs, well baked

bread, decoctions of bread, milk,

(if it does not grow acid on the sto

mach) chocolate, if not used to ex

cess, and simple food, either raw or

boiled is best. A miid seasoning of

salt, sugar, cinnamon, nutmeg, thyme

sweet- marjoram, fennel, chervil, is

good for relaxed nerves. But do not

use them immoderately.

Digestion, helps to. Exact masti

cation. Three meals a day, one some-

Dec,

what considerable, the other two rather

flight. " Upon rising in a morning,

a studious person mould drink a glafi

of pure water ; in about an hour after

he should breikfast ; six hours after he

should dine, having past one hour

in walking; after dinner he mould

allow himlelf an hour or two of lei

sure, because to sit down to study im

mediately- after eating is highly per

nicious : his supper mould be light ;

for this, there are reasons of the great

est weight, because, as I observed

before, lleepoccasions a dangerous ple

thora in the head; therefore the full

ness of the vessels should not be in

creased before steep by too large a

meal ' : a .-id to this, that the func

tions of the nerves are suspended dur

ing the time of steep, and they cannot

perform digestion ; at last a soft and

refielhing dumber is produced by the

absence of all irritation : but if the

stomach is overloaded with aliments,

the lleep is interrupted, as the nerves

are continually affected by the irrita

tion of digestion. Hence a plentiful

(upper causes a heaviness in the head,

deep is disturbed, digestion interrupt

ed, the strength impaired, and the

health entirely destroyed.

Not to sup at all, however, is dan

gerous ; for the nerves of the learned

are moveable, and easily irritated;

and if the ch\ le is not loon renewed

by a supply of new aliments, such is

the acrimony of the blood, already

often subdued by the strength of the

viscera, that it is an irritation of the

neives, which totally destroys the sleep.

The example of Augustus Caslar who

was very moderate in eating, is very

properly proposed to the learned, as is

likewise that of the illustrious Lewis

Cornaro, who restored his ruined

health by a regular diet alone; and

eating but the fourth part of the quan

tity of victuals eaten by his fellow ci

tizens, lived to an advanced age, vi

gorous and chearful. Long since Bar-

tholus, one of the most eminent law.

yers, and a man well versed in polite

literature, reduced the quantity of

his food and liquor to a certain weight,

and by that means preserved his intel-

* Many pbeenominiz prove this plethora \ and it is evinced by asimple observation,

and one that occurs daily, viz- by those convulsions of the lovicr jaiu bone, ivbicb

muse a collision os the teeth insleip, and that morestrongly in boys vibe* they have eat

a hearty supper.

lectual
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lectual faculties ■ during the whole

.course of hislife*. Aregulardiet is ca

pable of effecting every thing: studious

men, however, whilst they take care of

their health, ought not to forget, that a

man, who is well, should not so con

fine hi ni self to rules, as not to .break

through them, when he thinks proper:

for a constant habit is real slavery :

and I have known several learned and

studious men, who were so scrupulous

with regard' to their hours of eating

and going to bed, that their minds

seemed to be chained to their bodies,

which is the most shameful sort

of servitude : nor can he be said

to be either a lover of virtue or

of learning, who connot pursue his

studies if he be obliged to wait a little

longer than usual for his meals, if he

has not slept quite enough, or if the

air be too hot or too cold.

I have hitherto spoke only of so

lid food ; liquors are not to be for

gotten. In the last age a grievous er

ror crept into physic, that health is

the better, the more fluid the blood

is ; and by the advice of Bontekoe

chiefly, a pernicious custom prevailed

of drinking warm liquors both night

and day, whereby the human species

has greatly suffered, and thole osthe pre

sent age sorely lament the injury which

their forefathers sustained in the last, by

impairing the strength of their nerves.

Grave authors, who knew better,

and chiefly the illustrious Duncan,

with Boerhaave, and the whole school

of Leyden, have proscribed this error ;

and, if they have not reformed the

abuse, have at least greatly checked it.

But most valetudinarians still lie under

the fame prepossession, and, looking

upon an over thick blood as the source

of their disorder, have recourse to

warm beverages, which others refect.

It can scarce be believed, how many

disorders proceed from this source :

and I will take upon me to assert, that

those pernicious bowls, overflowing

with warm liquors, are the true box of

Pandora, without even hope remain

ing at the bottom ; for they are pro

lific sources of hypochrondriac melan

choly, which both adds strength to

and is itself one of the worst of disor-

Warm Liquors pernicious. 635

ders. Nor is it to be wondered at, if

warm beverages are more hurtful to

studious men, who are naturally weak

and feeble, than tq others ; for they

are not troubled with an over thick,

but, on the contrary, with too thin a

blood. You are well aware, respec

table auditors, that the density of the

blood is as the motion of the solids :

the fibres of the learned are relaxed,

their motions are flow, and their blood

of consequence thin. Bleed a plough

man and a doctor at the same time:

from the first there will flow a thick

blood ; reserablinginflammatory blood,

almost solid, and of a deep red; the

blood os the second will be either of a

saint red, or without any colour, soft,

gelatinous, and will almost entirely

turn to water. Your blood therefore,

men of learning, should not be dis

solved, but brought to a consistence;

and you should in general be moderate

in the article of drinking, and cauti

ously avoid warm liquors.

Amongst the favourite beverages of

the learned, the worst is the infusion

of that famous leaf; so well known by

the name of tea, which, to our great

detriment, has every year, for these

two centuries past, been constantly im

ported from China and Japan. This

most pernicious gift first destroys the

strength of the stomach, and, if it be

not soon laid aside, equally destroys

that of the viscera, the blood, the

nerves, and of the whole body; so

that malignant and all chronical dis

orders will appear to increase, especi

ally nervous disorders, in proportion

as the use of tea becomes common :

and you may easily form a judgment

from the diseases that prevail in every

country, whether the inhabitants of it

are lovers of tea, or the contrary. How

happy would it be for Europe, if by

unanimous consent the importation of

this infamous leaf were prohibited,

which is endued only with a corrosive

force, derived from the acrimony of

the gum with which it is pregnant :

for experience (hews, that what it has

of an astringent principle is lost in the

warm water. (See p. 197.)

I will not pals the fame censure,

though I must pass some censure, upon

• It was justly observed by Tbeopbraflus, thai lo eat much, and to live upon fieJb,

deprives men of their reason, blunts lit faculties of their minds, and renders them

dull andstupid.

that
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that celebrated beverage coffee, which

both hurts by the power of the warm

water, anil by irritating ; for nature

cannot use itself to irritation without

suffering. It is however rendered

powerful by a nutritious flour, and by

a bitter and strengthening aromatic

oil ; so that it may well be laid up in

apothecaries shops as an useful remedy,

but is improperly used in kitchens as

part of our daily food. It raises the

spirits, eases the stomach when loaded

with phlegm, cures the head- ach,

causes a cheat fulness of mind, and, if

we may believe some people, increases

its penetration; for which reason the

learned are so fond of it. But was

coffee used by Homer, Thucydides,

Plato, Xenophon, Lucretius, Virgil,

Ovid, Horace, Petronius, and the

other great men of antiquity, who as

much excelled us in genius, as we fur-

pass them in experience and know

ledge of nature.

Warm liquors being therefore just

ly let aside, cold wafer should be used,

which has as much power in strength

ening as the former in weakening the

body.

Wine deserves its share of praise;

but I have the same opinion concern

ing wine, with respect to the learned,

that I have in regard to coffee, that it

should be used as a remedy, and not

as a drink. The Creator gave pure

water as the universal drink, which he

made a menstruum to all sorts of food*

and agreeable to all palates i it should

be chosen cold, soft, and mild ; for it

both strengthens and cleanses the vi(-

cera. Hence it has been generally

looked upon as a panacea both by the

Greeks and Romans, and it is the best

of remedies when dryness prevails, or

' ile or acidity are in too great quan

tity •. Digestion will be more easy,

sleep sweeter, the head seldomer cloud

ed, and the strength greater, if, laying

aside wine, we quench our thirst with

pure water alone.

Wine has one fault that renders it

exceeding hurtful to the learsied ; it

forces the blood into the brain, and

increases the several disorders thereof,

head-achs, megrim, and the like,

which are hardly to be cured without

laying aside the use of wine: all these

disorders are wonderfully removed by

drinking water, which prevents loo

Uses of Wines.
Dec.

great a quantity of blood from beine

gathered in the head. What wondeT

is it then if it increases the intellectual

powers, and if those who drink water

alone have a more tenacious memory,

a more lively imagination, and quick

er perceptions than others. The ab

stemiousness of Demosthenes is a great

example in favour of drinking water

which has likewise this virtue, it in a

surprising manner subdues those ca

tarrhs with which the learned are so

often troubled, and which the use of

wine it apt to increase. They haver

often acid eructations ; but wine slur-

pens.an acidity, water dulls ir.

I will solemnly own, that I have

cured more nervous disorders, (and

learned men are generally troubled

with such) by retrenching the quantity

of liquor, forbidding all warm beve-

rages, as well as wine, and recom-

mendmfexercise, than by any other re

medies. Norfhould thedangerofleavinr

off what people have been used to, be

alledged, there is no such danger;

or, if there be, it is easily avoided by

a gradual disuse.

But take notice, if sometimes the

too great laxity of the stomach, the

great weakness of the body, and the

depression of the spirits require a re.

medy to brace, to strengthen, to ex

cite, to exhilarate ; wine is the most

proper. In vain would you seek a

more expeditious and agreeable medi

cine than this through the three km»-

doms of nature : But let it be generous

and smooth, and such as may vie with

Falernianwinet

But avoid those small wines which

have less of the nature of wine than

vinegar, and rather irritate than

strengthen. Remember that wine is

an antidote against the miseries of life,

and the tedioufness of idleness; carts sre

banished by wine, whilst the reason is

intoxicated : But does such a drink be

come the learned ? And this puts me

in mind of another sort of intoxication,

I mean that caused by smoaking to

bacco, which abounds with an acrimo

nious salt and sulphur, together with

a narcotic oil. I have elsewhere en

larged upon the folly os smoking; here

I shall add more concisely, that the

narcotic principle hurts the stomach,

i les a stuffing up of the head, head-

achs, vertigos, anxiety, lethargy, apo

• tHTbtuntfrMta. torn, vii.p. J4e. pltXJ'
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plexy, and finally all the effects of

opium, as the great Lord Bacon has

observed. " Tobacco, says he, the

use of which herb has greatly pie-

vailed in the present age, is a species

of henbane: it is evident that it dis

turbs the head like opiates." Therefore

young men, avoid a dirty pleasure,

equally injurious both to your health

and your Undies, and which should be

left to those who have recourse to it

for the killing of time. The muses fly

those studies that smell like a stable,

and delight in a purer air ; for one

of the chief sources of health or sick

ness is the air which environs us, in

which we live, and by which not

only our bodies are affected, but

■whose power our very minds expe

rience."

Air. It should he pure, warm,

and dry; a frigid and dry air is sup

portable : A moiit air is highly perni

cious ; for it increases laxity, stops

perspiration, and occasions catarrhs*

pains, and palsies. Live in a light

some house, an high apartment, re-

srestied by a breeze in summer, and

enlightened by the sun in winter. Let

fresh air into the chamber every day,

cool it in summer, and do not keep it

too warm in winter. Particularly

avoid cold in the feet, wasti your ears,

and whole head, hair and all, every

morning in cold water.

_ Sleep. Do not indulge in it after

dinner; but if it steals upon you un

bind all your ligatures.

Consumptions and other decays.

Leave off study, and fly to country

pleasures. Drink generous wines, if

the lungs are still unaffected, eat whole

some meats, and well boiled aliments,

and milk, if the stomach will bear it.

Ride, and purge away the peccant

matter, by some gentle, strengthening

remedy. Rhubarb, aloes, are proper

for that purpose ; but purges too fre

quently used are dangerous. Peruvian

bark is an excellent remedy.

In this cafe there is not a better re

medy; it i eltores digestion, strength

ens the vessels, compresses the fluids,

promotes secretions, and, above ail,

perspiration, repairs the strength of the

nerves, and quells false motions. One

of our moll eminent geometricians

soon repaired his wasted powers by a

large draught of the decoction of kin

's O B A C C O Cersured. 637

kina, which he had constantly by hit

side."

Hysteric symptoms, attended with a

vertigo, fainting fits, suffocation, and

anxiety. Uie bitters, ferulacioua

gums, myrrh, steel, and the cold bath.

Use friction with a coarse cloth or flefli-

brufh. Use chalybeate waters, at the

fountain head. Bleeding to be used

sparingly.

Aster all the doctor gives, in a few

words, the grand arcanum of the.art of

preserving health. " Cliearsulness of

temper is the source of health, and a

virtuous life is tiie source of cheai ful

ness : a good conscience, a mind pure

and clear of all contagion, are the

best preservatives of health ; and if the

learned were without them, it would ba

a shame : for of what use is learning

without wisdom .'"

ExtraS from Dosfie's Memoirs of

Agriculture.

The noay of d\i»i> Leather Red and YeU

Icnu, as praHifed in the Enjf, lor that

kind coiled Turkey Leather, by Mr.

Philippo, an Asiatic ; for -which h§

received a Reward of 100/. from the

Society of Arts, &c. and afterward*

their Gold Midal.

" Tp H E first preparation of tht

X skins, both for the red and

yellow dyes.

Let the skins dryed with the hair on

be first laid to loak in clean water

three days. Let them be broken over

the fiesti fide, and put into frelh water

for two days more, then hung to drain,

half an hour. Let them now be broken

again on the flesh fide, limed with cold

lime on the fame side, and doubled to

gether with the grain side outward.

Thus they must be hung within doort

on a frame five or six days, 'till the

hair be loose, which must then be

taken off, and the Ikins returned into

the lime-pit for three weeks. Take

rhem then out, and work triem well,

fleih and grain every sixth or seventh

day during that time ; after which

wa(h them ten times in clean wattr,

changing it at each washing. They

are next to be prepared and drenched

as foliuws.

x. Second preparation of the skins

for both the dyes.

After squeezing the water out os the

ikins,
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skins, put them into a mixture of bran

and water new milk warm, in this pro

portion, viz. three pounds of bran for

five flcin«, with about a gallon of water

to each pound of bran. Here drench

them three days; at the end of which

work them well, and then return them

into the drench two days longer, after

which take them out and rub them be

tween the hands: squeeze out the water,

and scrape the bran clean off from both

fides, and then wash them again ten

times in clean wattr, and squeeze the

water out. Thus far preparatory to

both colours ; but afterwards those that

are to be red must be treated as follows.

3. Preparations in honey and bran.

Mix one pound of honey with three

pints of luke warm water and stir them

well till the honey be dissolved. Then

add two double handsuls of bran ; and

taking four skins (for which this quan

tity will suffice) work them well in it

separately. Then fold each separately

into a round form, the flesli tide out

ward, and lay them in an earthen pan,

side by side, in summer, and in winter

on top of each other. Place the pan

sloping that the fluid may run sponta

neously from them. An acid fermen

tation will then arise in the liquor,

and the skins will swell considerably.

Thus let them continue seven or eight

days, but the draining moisture must

be poured off once or t *ice a day ; Af

ter which the next preparation will be

necessary.

4. Preparations in salt.

After the last mentioned fermenta

tion, take the skins out on the ninth

or tenth day, and rub them well with

dry common salt, about half a pound

to each, which must be well worked

into them. Then they will contract

again, and part with a considerable

further quantity of liquid, which

squeeze out by drawing each through

the hands. Next scrape them clean on

both sides ; after which strew dry salt

over the grain fides and rubbed well.

Then double them length wile, from

tail to tail, the flefli side outward, and

strew more salt tlitnly on the flesh fide,

rubbing it in. For which two last ope

rations a pound and half may suffice to

Dec.

each skin. Then put them, folded on

each other, between two clean boards,

placed sloping breadthwise, and a hea

vy weight laid on the upper board, in

order gradually to press out the mois

ture they will thus part with. They

mould be continued so pressed two days

or longer, when they will be duely

prepared for dying.

5. Preparation of the red dye, in

the proportion for four skins, and the

manner of applying it to the skins.

To eight gallons of water in a cop

per, put seven ounces of Shenan * tied

up in a linnen bag. Light the fire,

and when the water has boiled a

quarter of an hour, take out the bag,

and put into the water still boiling two

drams of alum, three quarters of an

ounce of turmeric, three ounces of co

chineal, and two ounces of loaf sugar.

Then let the whole boil fix minutes

longer.

Put two pints of this liquor into a

fiat earthen pan ; and when cool as

new milk, take one skin folded length

wise, grain side outward, and dip it in

the liquor, rubbing it gently with the

hands, then take it out and hang it

to dry. Proceed thus with the rest of

the skins separately, eight times before

each fresh dipping, squeezing them by

drawing through the hand. Then

lay them on one side of a large sloping

pan for as much of the water to drain

as may be without pressure in two

hours, or till cold.

6. Of tanning the red skins.

Powder four pounds of fine white

galls in a marble mortar, fist them

fine, and mix them in three quarts of

water. Work the skins well in this

mixture half an hour or more; then

folding them fourfold, let them lye in

it twenty-four hours ; then work them

again as before; when taken out and

scraped clean on both sides, put them

into the like quantity of fresh galls and

water. Work them here again three

quarters of an hour, fold them up as

before, and leave them in this fresh tan

three days. On the fourth, take them

out again, wasli them clean from the

galls in seven or eight waters, and

hang them up to dry.

• Shenan is an eastern drug for dying, easy to be procured at any of the forts of

AJia, Africa, or the Levant. It is the jointed Kali, by botanists called Stlicornia, if

ivhicb <we ba<ve a tester species in Lincolnshire, but of inferior quality, whichyet per

haps may be o<wing to some unattended circumstance in tbt ctlltSing.

4. 7. Manner
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7. Manner of dressing the red-skins

after tanning.

When near dry scrape them with a

proper scraper, on the flesh side, to a

requisite thickness. Lay them on a

smooth board, and glaze them with a

sleek-stone. After this, rub them

with olive oil, and linen rag, an ounce

and half of oil to four skins j then

grain them on the graining board,

lengthwise, breadthwise, and crosswise

from corner to corner.

8. Preparation with galls of the

flcins for the yellow dye.

When the four skins are taken out

of the bran drenched and clean washed

as before directed, Art. id. work them

very well half an hour more, in a mix

ture of one pound and half of fine .vhite

well powdered galls, with two quarts

of clean water. The (kins are then to

be separately doubled lengthwise, roll

ed up the flesh side outward, laid in

the mixture, and close pressed down on

each other, so to continue two days,

the third day work them well again in

the tan, and afterwards scrape them

clean from the galls with an ivory or

brass scraper, but not an iron one.

Put them again into a fresh tan, made

of two pounds of gills with three

quarts of water, and work them well in

it fifteen times. After this double and

roll them up as b-.fore, and lay them

in the second tan two days ; on lite

third, work a quarter of a pound of

white sea-salt into each skin, aud dou

ble and roll them up as before to lie

returned into the tan till the day fol

lowing, when they must be taken out

and well washed six times in cold wa

ter, and four times in lukew.irm.

Squeeze the water by keeping the (kins

under pressure between boards hnlf an

hour with two or three hundred pounds

weight on the upper board, then they

will be ready for the dye.

9. Preparation and application of

the yellow dye for four skins.

Mix six ounces of dlfiari Gehira,

or Dgehira • with the fame quantity

of allum, anJ pound them together

till fine, in a marMe mortar with a

brass pestle. Thus powdered, divide

them into thiee equal pails, one of

which put into a pint and half of hot

water in an earthen vessel and stir the

mixture.

Let the boiled fluid cool till the hand

can bear it. Then spread one of the

skins on a flat table in a warm room,

the grain side upward; and pour a

quarter of the tinging liquor, prepared

as here directed over the grain side

spreading it equally over the skin with

the hands, and rubbing it well in.

Do the like with the other three skins,

for which the mixture first made will

fussier.

Then repeat the operation twice

more separately on each (kin, with

the remaining eight ounces of powder

of berries and alum, with the afore

said proportions of hot water put to

them as before.

Hang the (kins when dyed, upon a

wooden frame, the gr.iin side outwards,

without folding, and let them drain,

three quarters of an hour, then wash

them six times, 'or more, in a running

stream j which done, press them about

an hour to squeeze out the moisture,

and hang them up to dry in a warm

room

Lastly, dress, and grain them, as

directed for the red ones ; except that

these must not be oiled.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R, Nov. ii, 176J.

HAVING lately read with plea

sure the following paragraph in

Dr. Nugent'j Travels thru' Germany, p.

»i, 11, relative to ihe subject you have

so often, at my request, recommended

to the put-lick attention, I hope you

will be lo good as to insert it in youe

next.

" In the neighbourhood of Gluck-

stadt is a fort or prison where malefac

tors froin several parrs of the Danish

dominions are obliged so attone for

their crimes by hard labour. Some

are condemned for life, and others for

a limited time. This seems to have

been borrowed fiom the Romans who

had their Jamnate ad manila, or cri

minals condemned tQworkin the mines.

The Danes have a proverb, that a dead

* Castiari Gt hira is the berries of an Eastern buckthorn tree, and may be ha t at

Aleppo, or other forts of the Levant, at a /mall price, by the same mrans as the She-

nan. The common Avignon berries, or jello-iv berries, may be substituted, but not

•withso good tsfeQ.

Dec. 1768. 4 M man
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man is good for nothing : and that it

is much more adviseable to reap some

benefit from malefactors than to de

prive them of life. Heuce some are

employed on the fortifications, others,

as I have been told, on the high roads,

and others in cleansing the streets.

Such a plan of punishing delinquents

has been proposed in England as a more

effectual method of preventing enor

mous crimes than transportation or

hanging ; yet it has been rejected as in

consistent with the constitution of a free

country. But why it should be any

objection amongst a free people to de

strive those of their liberty who by the

aws have forfeited their lives, is what

I never could comprehend. The

fight of criminals employed in useful

labour is not so (hocking as that of ma

lefactors moving in procession to Ty

burn : And T make no doubt but it

would be productive of a better effect,

as it would imprint a greater terror on

thole whom idleness and aversion to

labour generally prompt to vitious

courses."

Give me leave to add the following

extracts from a celebrated writer,

whose reflections on proportional pu

nishments are, in the opinion of the

Monthly Reviewers, truly excellent.

" The prior of • • • from whom

two of his domeltick servants in the

country had stolen two measures of corn,

has just had the two delinquents

hanged. This execution colt him

mure than all his hai veil hath been

worth to him; and since that time he

Jiath not been able to get a servant."

If the law had ordained that Inch as

stole their master's corn should work in

bis grounds for their lives in fetters,

and with a belt at their neck fixed to

a collar, the prior would have been a

considerable gainer by it.

" Terrorshould bepreventatively em

ployed against crimes." Very true ;

but work on compulsion and lasting

shame strike more terror than the gal

lows.

There was some months ago, at

London, a malefactor who had been

condemned to be transported to Ame*

rica to work there at the sugar works

with the negroes. In England any

criminal, as in many other countries,

may get a petition presented to the

king, cither to cbtain a free pardon,

Dec.

or a mitigation of the sentence. This

one presented a petition to be hanged,

alledging that he mortally hated work,

and that he had rather bear strangling

for a minute, than to make sugar all

his life-time.

Oihers may think otherwise : every

one to his taste ; but it has been alrea

dy said, and cannot be too often re

peated, that a man banged is goadfar no

thing, and that punishments ought to

be useful.

Some years ago in Tartarjr, two

young men were condemned to be im

paled for having (without taking off

their caps) stood to fee the procession

of the Lama pass by. The emperor of

China, who is a man of very good

sense, said, that for his part he should

have condemned them to walk bare

headed in the procession any time for

three months afterwards.

Proportion punishments to crimes,

fays the Marquifs Beccaria -. Those

who made the laws were not Geome

tricians." Thus Toltaire. Man of

forty crtrwns, p. 67, 68.

The objection nbovementioned by

Dr. Nugent seeras to suppose our

h le Le——rs thus reasoning

and resolving. " As we are dis

tinguished by the respectable name of

Britons, and are stationed in a land of

liberty, we cannot act so far out of

character 'as to doom those of our

countrymen who are guilty 6s soeep-

stealing, &c. to an ignominious servi

tude. No : For the honour os oar

country we will order them not to be

mz&cJla<vei, but to be hanged: And

that tiiey may not be deprived of their

liberty, we wiH deprive them of life; and

generously keep themoutof thehandsof

severe task- masters by sending them out

of the world. Such a conduct is quite

constitutional, and suitable to the genius

of a free people."— Of the justness and

propriety of such resolutions formed

by our R ves, their constituents are

to judge: numbers of whom, it is pre

sumed will be apt to fay ;—if we live

in a free country, grant the poor

wretches the liberty to chuse whether

to dye by the bands of the executioner,

or to live and work with tbeir o%vnt

under the direction and management

of proper inspectors. If the latter

be chosen and granted, is there not

reason to hope they would be ready to

de-
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demonstrate that they are godd for

something, and their lives were not spar

ed in vain ? Is it a dictate of prudence

absolutely to incapacitate them for

making any satisfaction for the injury

they have done ? What gratification

can their destruction be to those whom

they have injured ? How much more

desirable the possibility of their giving

convincing proofs of their repentance

and sorrow for what they have done,

while they are visibly eating the fruit os

their oi.ua ivays, and continue to cau

tion numerous observers against /inning

ester the similitude os their transgression ?

What pleasure can the master take in

reflecting coolly on the execution of

his maid servant, lately mentioned in

the publick papers : She takes away

some of his money : He takes away

her life ! How conspicuous the fitness,

the equity of such a conduct ! How de

lightful in the review! —It is indeed

added in the account, that (he had

been guilty of the fame crime in all the

places where (he had lived : And for

this probably (he was considered as un

pardonable, and not fit to live. But,

(as we are not informed that (he was lo

much as once punished) let it be consi

dered to what the repetition of the of

fence was owing: doubtless to her es

caping with impunity when the first

was committed. And to what was

that impunity owing ? Perhaps to the

severity of the law : her master being

loth that the loss of her life should be

occasioned by the much smaller loss

which he had sustained. Whereas, if

(he had been confined to hard labour

and under proper correction for the

first offence, (he could not have pro

ceeded in her iniquitous practices. Nor

was the frequent repitition of her crimes

a proof that (he was incurably har

dened, or had taken flielter in infide

lity ; for we are told, that in the

view of death, (he expressed great con

cern about her everlasting state, re

flecting on her multiplied, aggravated

offences : So that there is no reason af

ter all to conclude that if (he had not

died, (he would not have lived to any

valuable purpose. 1 am inclined

to enlarge on this interesting subject.

But (as you have other correspondents

who merit my regard and yours) I

(hall not add at present what I may

send you ere long, if you think fit to

allow this a place in your very useful
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repository, and thereby add to the

many favours already conferred on

Your, &c.

Philanthropos.

To the Author os Pietas Oxoniensis.

Dear Brother—

WHV so touchy ? Why so angry?

Are the members of the uni

versity in particular—and the clergy

in general — reprobate—because they

differ in opinion from you—and your

fix pious young gentlemen lately ex

pelled ? What all in a damnable state

because you call them Arminians ? Arc

only Cahuinists to be saved? Dothe^r-

minian clergy in general seek after and

bold all theJot benefices in the kingdom

(p. 45) and not one left for you—

after labouring through your academi

cal studies--- twenty years---? Shake

off the dust from your feet-- and set

out for Scotland—or Holland. Roar

against the church of England. But

take beed—you are a sagacious pointer-"

not a word against the kirk. If you

do—thole Caliiinistical gentlemen will

send you a staff and a pair of (hoes—

agreeable to their antient custom—-

the use of them— -you will soon know.

And then---you may fancy yourself

another Rousseau—and that there is

not a place---fit for so refined a ge

nius-—as yours.

But now, fir, to be serious. Your

book-—I have read with the greatest

attention. Sorry I am to observe---

that there is neither candour—decency—

nor even common charity in it.—It is full

of disreJpeSl to your superiors ---and in

delicacy to the university. — -Only— -be

cause they do not think as you do.

Must they subscribe to that horrid doc

trine of reprobation from everlasting-—

because you—-and your pious young

gentleme n - — preach - - - and propagate

it ? Must they approve of Master Bar

ret's recantation ivbich he tuas com

pelled to male ? Must the questions and

answers (p. 57.) touching the doctrine

of predestination-—demand their as

sent because they have your fiat ? Far

be such concessions- --Can there be a

greater indignity passed on our merci

ful God- --than to represent him—

like the heathen God Moloch-- who

is not to be appeased-- -but by fire?

Absolute predestination to everlasting

salvation-—vit grant you—as the 17 th

article expresses it,— -And as proved by

4 M a scripture
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scripture—we readily assent to it. But

let us observe—that the grace oscletfion

is only—there—asserted—The ^-verity

ot reprobation from everlasting, is left

wholly untouched upon. Certain I

am that reprobation from eveilasting-*-

is contrary to reason—as well as scrip

ture. Can any be so weak—as to

think" that God—who seems toglory—

(If I may be allowed the expression)

in representing himself the God of

inercy — long-suffrring —ready tosorgi-ve—

wills that all men should be saved—and

come to the knowledge of the truth,

ihould predestinate any to damnation ?

And if I am not miltaken—there is

not one text of scripture that can be

advanced in defence of this doctrine.—

If there is— what will become of the

many texts-- -exhorting advising

and inviting all men- — to turn to the

iMrd — -while be may be sound—-and to

fur Cod—-who ivill abundantly pardon ?

God—I acknowledge-— is said to

give up men to a reprobate mind.

But- — when ? Not till they have dii-

pised his judgments—set at nought his

commands- — and done despight to his

grace. Then he gives them up— as a

phyiiciarP does his patient—when he

will not follow his prescription. ---But

your observations— (page 61.) on this

head mult not be passed by.

" These questions and answers con

cerning predestination—which are

full— punctual-— to our purpose --were

always printed at the end of the

Old Testament, and bound up and

{old—cum privileqio-—till about the

year 161 5. ---Since which no such bi

bles were printed. ---We may there

fore use them <don't fir:;et the conftjjion

es faith, page 64.) as a prtgr.ant

testimony. -and a punctual declara

tion of the doctrine of our >. hurch."---

In those e3rly days—just emerg

ing out of darkness- -the church was

then pregnant— -with such doctrines-—

but she loon— (to write in vourltile)

miscarried- --before such shocking doc

trines came to maturity—ot ivere ripe

for another calvinistical-rebellion—

when they levelled the church— -

and the crown. ---Let us be on our

guard---what has been---may be. But

1 hanks be to God-—now the church is

fruly orthodox-- -a tender- --nursing

jnother— raising up sons—which will

\sp an honour to her.

If 1 shall not trespass too much, fir,

on your patience- --or rather on the

Magazine-—a word or two---to ano

ther assertion of your;. Once a child of

God- -always a child of God. If this

is true— why that caution of the

apostles—Let him that thinketh he

ftandetli— take heed ltst he fall. Give

me leave here, to ask you— what is

the meaning of the following text?—

W once a chill of God— -always a cbiU

of GoJ. When the righteous man doth

turn from his righteousness and com

mit iniqnity---he (hall die in his sin—

his righteousness which he hsth done

shall nnt be remerr.b*red.---Ezek. iii.

20. ---By this— -it seems a man may be

a child of God many years—and at

last be the child—of—the devil.

Permit me to ask—you for infor

mation sake- --was not David a child

ofGod---when God took him from

the "sheepfold and made him king

over his favourite people- --and was

declared—by the prophet—to be a

man after God's heart ? Doubtless he

was ; but sure-- not always- -not when

guilty of murder and adultery.

When St. Peter confessed—and ac-

know ledged his master to be the thrift—

the Ion of God-- when he was admit

ted as a spectator- --of his master's glo

rious transfiguration— when through

faith-- -at his Saviour's cjmmand---

he descended from the siiip and walk

ed on the waves of the sea--- Was he

not at those times a Child of God ? But

not always— -not when he denied his

mafter---with oaths and curses.--- And

now, good brother, what are these

things written ? But for our admoni

tion—that we should not be high

minded- ---but fear—lest we—also

(all— -from grace to prrdition.---

No wonder methodists make so n-.any

converts.- -If once a child osGod—

always a child of God---be their

doctrine. Happy should I be (in ay

own opinion al leaf) if I could believe

myself to be in such a situation.—

No—it is my opinion-- -(till better in

formed) that no one -can be al

ways— ihe child of God--- till he

hears--- and receives this blessing which

Jesus Christ - shall pronounce- -to all

that—love and fear him- saying- -

Corne—ye blejsed children of my father

rective the Tcingdcm prepared for

yon-- -from the beginning of the

world.-—

Jf you, 'sir, are pleased to make »ny

ftpiy
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reply to this letter, permit me to ask

a favour or two of you. First---not

a word more- --from the primitive fa

thers—or first reformers- — we have

hnd enough of them in your late

performance. I highly revere their me

mory -but they were men—bumanum

ejl errare.--- Probably- --you will fay---

that's my misfortune. Granted. For

which reason- do you follow the

apostle's advice--- £; apt to teach with

meekness and charity --and we will

treat you with the greatest delicacy.

I am, sir, your's, Sec.

H. C.

Explanation of the Stationer's Alma

nack, 1769.

THE historical figures on the Mo

nument in London described,

viz. The west side of the pedestal is

adorned with a curious emblem in alt

relief, denoting the destruction and re

storation of the City ; the first fe

male figure represents the City of Lon

don, sitting in ruins, in a languishing

posture, with her head dejected, hair

dishevelled, and her hand carelessly

lying on her (word. Behind is time

gradually raising her up ; at her side

a woman gently touching her with one

hand, whilst a winged sceptre in the

other, directs her to regard the god

desses in the clouds, one with a cornu

copia, denoting plenty ; the other

with a palm branch, the emblem of

peace. At her feet a bee- hive, shew

ing that by industry the greatest mis

fortunes are to be overcome. Behind

Time are citizens exulting at his en

deavours to restore her ; and beneath,

in the midst of the ruins, is a Dragon,

who, as supporter of the city arms,

with his paw endeavours to preserve

the same. Opposite the city, on an

elevated pavement, stands the king in

a Roman habit, with a laurel on his

head, and a truncheon in his hand,

and, approaching her, commands three

of his attendants to descend to her

relief j the first represents the sciences,

with a winged head and circle of naked

boys dancing thereon, and holding Na

ture in her hand with her numerous

breasts ready to give assistance to all;

the second is Architecture, with a

plan in one hand, and a square and

pair of compasses in the other ; and the

third is Liberty waving a hat in the

air, shewing her joy at the pleasing

prospect of the city's speedy recovery.

Behind the king stands his brother,

the duke of York, with a garland in.

one hand to crown the rising city, and

a sword in the other for her defence.

And the two figures behind are Justice

and Fortitude ; the former with a co

ronet, and the latter with a reined

lion ; and under the royal pavement,

in a vault, lieth Envy gnawing a

heart, and incessantly emitting pesti

ferous fumes from her envenomed

mouth. And in the upper part of

the plinth the re- construction of the

city is represented by builders and

labourers at work upon houses.

lo the AUTHOR of the LONDON

M/*3AZINE.

R, Leigh, Oct.S I 1768.

A few safe Family Recipes.

1 . An EleSuary for the Piles.

TAKE, of flower of sulphur half

an ounce ; lenitive electuary two

ounces j syrup of marlh- mallows,

enough to render it soft.

This is good against the piles, taking

the bigness of a nutmeg, or a walnut,

at a time, every three or four hours.

If they be attended with febrile, or

inflammatory symptoms, two drams of

nitre may be occasionally added.-

i For the Epilepsy, or Falling Sickness.

Take peruvian bark in fine powder one

ounce ; powder of wild valerian root,

half an ounce, with syrup of orange

peel as suffices, make it into an elec

tuary.

Take the bigness of a nutmeg night,

and morning for three menths. After

that to confirm the cure, and prevent

a relapse, repeat the same dose for three

or four days before every new, and full

moon for a considerable time. The

moon, certainly affects the brain when

weak, whatever some fay to the con

trary : witness childrens convulsive fits

most frequent at those times.

3. For the Bloody Flux.

Take yellow wax three drams ; fper-

ma-ceti two drams ; conserve of red

roses one ounce ; syrup of balsam a

sufficient quantity to make an elec

tuary.

Let the wax and fperma-ceti be melt

ed in oil over a gentle fire, and then be

mixed with the conserve and syrup.

It is good for tbe dry gripes like

wise}
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■wise; the bulk os a nutmeg three

times a day or ofrner.

4. An Alterative EleSlvary.

Take crude antimony most finely levi

gated three drams; rosin of guaiacnm

two drams ; oil of sassafras thirty

drops; conserve of red roses an

ounce and half; balsamic syrup as

much as is sufficient.

Grind the rosin and the levigated

antimony well together, and having

m,ixed these with a little oil, drop, on

a little sugar, the conserve, let the

whole be softened in the syrup into a

due consistence.

This is excellent for all cutaneous

foulnesses ; obstructions of the glands :

impurities of the blood and juices; and

even effectual sometimes in palsies, le

prosies, and most chronic diseases. Dis

pensatory writers lay the principal

stress in compositions of this kind,

upon the calx, cerusse, or cinnabar of

antimony, preparations which are all

far inferior to the plain crude anti

mony itself, and very ill deserve the

great character, which has been uiual-

Jy given of them. The bigness of a

nutmeg of this (oft electuary may be

taken morning and evening with lime

vrate'r, or any proper medicated ale, or

wine, even for the psora, , or scab, and

pox itself also.

5. A Dcobfiruent Eletluary.

Takegum ammoniac, hard soap, of each

a dram ; powdered squills one scru

ple ; conserve of orange peel half an

ounce ; syrup of ginger as much as

suffices.

Where the breast, or liver is oppress

ed, or obstructed with thick, or viscid

phlegm, or the other bowels loaded

therewith, this mixture when twice, or

thrice a day taken to the quantity of a

rutmeg, is of singular service. It dis

solves and attenuates theviscid juices;

opens the small vessels ; and promotes

all the natural evacuations, from the

irregularities of which diseases mostly

flow.

6 . EUSluary lo provoke tkt Menses.

Take powder of black helebore root

three drams ; of myrrh two drams ;

conserve of scurvy-grass two ounces j

syrup of ginger as much as suffices.

The dose is the bigness of a nutmeg

twice a day, using moderate exercise.

Dec.

7. EleQuarysor the Palsey.

Take powderof mustard seed and con

serve of rosemary tops eich one

ounce; compound spirits of lavender

two drams.

Beat up the mustard feed with a little

water that the pulp may be passed thro'

a hair sieve, then mix with it the con

serve and spirit.

This is a very efficacious medicine

for paralytick disorders; tremors;

numbness of the limbs ; decays ac

companying old age; and in all cafes

where the solids require to be stimulat

ed ; or singgisti stagnant juices to be

put into motion. Take the bigness of

a nutmeg three times a day, with a

class of rich wine, or proper cordial

julep, after it.

8. A Peruvian Eleduary.

Take extract of peruvian b.trk one

ounce; extractor logwood, extract

of liquorice, each half an ounce.

mucilage ofquince feed as much as is

sufficient to reduce the other ingre

dients into the due consilience of an

electuary.

This is a very agreeable form for

taking the baik to thole who cannot

well bear its disagreeable taste, at the

fame time they coincide with its vir

tue. The composition is a very ele

gant and pleasant one. It may be

given either in the form of a bolus, or

electuary, to the dose of a dram, co-

more; or dissolved in a suitable liquor,

as red wine, to those who prefer it,

into a draught. Good for agues, and

nervous cafes.

Your's, Sec.

J. Cook.

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

Sir. Leigh, Oct. 29. 176S.

BE I N G last week informed of the

following odd particular, by a

correspondent, and patient, at a cer

tain sea-port town in this nation, I

thought proper candidly to exunmaci-

cite the fame by means of your exten

sive Magazine, as soon as possible, to

prevent such mischief befalling others,

whose profession makes them liable ts

the like misfortune.

The accident was this. The sur

geon of a certain ship, lately returned,

unexpectedly received the grand pen
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by inoculation, only thro' means of a

scratch on one of his fingers where

with he dressed his venereal patients.

This is a new discovery, and not

improbable, as we know the sucking

infant receives that disease only by

means of the infected nurse's nipple ;

and also (hews the advantage of re

moving such dressings with proper in

struments, neatly, without touching

the fore.

Hence, let all whose business calls

them to dress such patients take cau

tion, and beware that there be no

scratch, or cut on their fingers ; nor

even any of the cuticle, or scarf- Ikin,

off any part of them, lest by coming

into contact with the venereal matter,

discharged, they chance to suffer the

like fatal infection.

Your's, &c.

J. Cook.

ttt Stale of Agriculture in France. From

Letters concerning the State of the

French Nation.

THERE is no country in the

world more happily situated, for

a vigorons cultivation of the earth,

than France. The climate is mild

and temperate, the soil scarce any

where barren-—and the situation be

tween two seas, gives her a million of

advantages in the articles ofcommerce,

which are an immediate assistance to hus

bandry. It must however be confessed,

that this art has not met with that at

tention in France, the real importance

of it deserves.

Wherever great numbers of people

have existed, we may take it for grant

ed, agriculture has been followed ;

for without it they could not live. It

is one of the most melancholy reflec

tions humanity can suggest, that the

records of mankind are filled with mi

serable butcheries, while the cultiva

tion of the earth is scarce ever menti

oned. A few pages would give us a

complete compilation of the history of

agriculture, which feeds mankind—

millions of volumes are filled with the

art of war, which destroys them. Such

are the cruel prejudices of this world !

This blind infatuation is to be re

gretted in the French writings, equally

with those os other countries, until

the present age. Very littla concern

ing husbandry is to be met with in any

before the reign of that great and good

prince Henry the fourth. He, and 1

his minister Sully, understood and

loved agriculture ; and were the most

remarkable men in this, as well as

other respects, in modern times. The

king's ideas of national improvements,

were of a larger extent than the mini

ster's, comprehending the encourage

ment of manufactures ; but the latter,

with most justness, was of another opi

nion, and condemned manufactures

until that first great manufacture of

the soil was complete ; accordingly,

he encouraged agriculture all in his

power, and by greatly adding to the

ease and comfort of the lower people,

made them fond of that profession

which rendered them happy : Nor

was his master backward in promoting

the minister's conduct ; and agricul

ture so attended to, made large strides,

and flourished more in France than in

England, or any neighbouring king

dom : And herein, in a good measure

was laid the foundation of the future

power of France.

It is impossible that wiser measures

could have been taken, than were by

these two truly great men, for the re

storation of France. Harrassed with

all kinds of civil convulsions, of a

great number of years; it was neces

sary, if ever (he was expected to make

a considerable figure, to allow her full

time to recruit her losses, and likewise,

during that time, to pursue socha con

duct, as would lend the most helping

hand, to render her tranquillity flou

rishing. This was not to be done by

hunting after foreign commerce, while

her soil was uncultivated; nor by esta

blishing manufactures at home while

hands were every where ' wanting in

husbandry : The only just plan was,

to give all possible encouragement

to the cultivation of the earth ; and

thereby to render the people, who had

groaned so long under the oppression of

a civil war, easy and comfortable.

These were the measures of that

great king, and his truly faithful mi

nister; agriculture, under their en

couragement, nourished the lands,

which had been so long uncultivated,

were covered with corn—the pealants

were affluent and happy—the general

face of the kingdom was changed

it gave manifest signs of speedily be

coming most flourishing and formid

able.—C.i'j.ik, factions, confusion,

civil
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civil wars, and every horrid contrast to

this happy period, then ensued : It .

may easily he supposed, that the voice

of husbandry was heard no more; in

deed we know nothing of the French

agriculture during that period, and in

all probability there was nothing in it

worthy to be known. In those times

of public confusion, it infallibly sinks

to a wretched state of insignificance.

So great a power has ifeiu of ruining

the many ! The number of men engag

ed in a civil war, is always vastly short

of the number who follow their com

mon occupations — the proportion will

not be found to be one in a hundred ;

and yet what misery and wretchedness

does that one man bring upon his hun

dred neighbours I

The settlement of the kingdom, by

Lewis XIV. and the encouragement

of arts succeeded. What miserable

inconsistencies is this world full of?

The fame people that gave the glorious

title of Great to Henry, bestowed it

likewise on Lewis '.—What did I fay ?

The fame people. No: The People

surnamed the first—the courtiers the

latter. What a difference ! immortal

fame ought ever to attend the one-

contempt the other. But I am not

here to characterise the two princes :

I would speak only of agriculture.

Colbert soon became the chief mi

nister of Lewis. This man had cer

tainly great ideas ; and withal a spirit

of improvement, which blazed out

with wonderful lustre. He apprehend

ed that a Vast trade, and numerous ma

nufactures, would enrich the kingdom

so prodigiously as to give her unfathom

able rtlources. • He accordingly re

jected the plan of Sully, and began

with establishing a vast variety of ma

nufactures at a prodigious expence :

Neither did he spare any cost to render

■ France the first trading power in the

universe. But with design to enable

bis manufacturers to fell cheaper than

those of other countries, he thought it

requisite to have bread at as low a

price ;is possible ; from that apparently

just reasoning, that the cheaper a ma

nufacturer could live, the cheaper the

manufacture could be afforded. To

effect his design he prohibited all ex

portation of corn from the kingdom,

and even greatly cramped the transpor

tation of it from one province to ano

ther. These measures were intended

to give a plenty at home : Not content

with this, he, in times of distress,

(and even befqre they came) greatly

loaded the husbandmen with imposi

tions and taxes, that the manufactu

rer's share of those burthens might

be the less.

All this managemeht formed a sy

stem of policy, infinitely more wretch

ed than one could believe would

ever have entered the head of a man

of genius, who had the example of

Sully before him. Every measure was

attended with an effect directly con

trary to that he expected. Instead of

the price of the necessaries of lifefall

ing, they rose, and became extremely

fluctuating and various ; corn was

sometimes a drug, at others, immense

ly dear, and famine itself appeared al

most periodically. These circum

stances ruined the agriculture of

France, without being of any service

to her manufactures; for it is a fact,

universally known, that workmen in

no country, will labour for more than

a subsistence, and is that subsistence can

be earned, in three days, in sufficiency

for a week, only three days will they

labour. It was very apparent in

France, after an excessively plentiful

harvest, that a general idleness ensued

amongst their manufacturing hands-

on the contrary, in some years, the

most industrious diligence could not

keep them from starving.

But had their manufactures flourish

ed in proportion to the depression of

husbandry, as Colbert seemed to ima

gine ; nevertheless, what the nation

gained by one hand, she lost by the

other : Her profits by manufactures,

were ten times over-matched by her

losses in husbandry. Besides, there

was a standing disadvantage at

tending the luxurious manufactures

set on foot by Colbert ; they did not

all find their way into foreign coun

tries—many remained at home-, the

nation becr.me luxurious and expen

sive in these articles, in proportion

with her neighbours ; this occasioned

vast quantities of money, and num

bers of hands, to be perpetually

drawn off from the culture of the

land, until France became almost a

delart.

The resources likewise, which this

celebrated minister expected would al

ways attend such numbers of manufac

tures.
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tures, proved as delusive as the rest

of the scheme. In respect of perfect

population ; that is to fay, the num

ber of valuable people manufactures

improperly managed yield none. It

is a lively and vigorous cultivation

which alone breeds a race of hardy

and courageous soldiers—The true mi

litary genius of the French decayed

when an immense number of manu

facturers entered her armies, in the re

cruits which necessarily were drawn

from that set of people. But this cir

cumstance was not of such striking

consequence as the hurt which popula

tion in geneial received from so i.n-

perfect a cultivation as took place in

France.

It is suppoted that manufactures add

prodigiously to the population of any

country—and one reason is, because

we see manufacturing towns so very

populous : But it is well known that

the increase of mankind in cities, is in

110 proportion to what it is in the coun

try—Great numbers of people collected

together, form an appearance of popu

lation ; but this proves nothing) the

point is, their increase : Is that so

great among ten thousand people in a

town, as ten thousand spread over the

country ? By no means.

The agriculture of the kingdom,

wanting encouragement so greatly,

was attended with those effects, which

the Duke of Sully, had he lived in

Colbert's time, would have predicted.

Those resources, which the latter mi

nister depended so much upon, prov

ed in a good measure delusive. And

France, while so busily employed in

the manufacture of trinkets, gew

gaws, and superfluities of all kinds,

became dependent on her neighbours

for bread; and during the course of

many years, expended almost as

much for corn, as (he received for

manufactures. So great was her dis

tress, in this respect, that Lewis XIV.

more than once recruited his armies,

by providing them with bread, and

taking no care of supplying the people

in general. Nor were the resources of

revenue less precarious than those of

men ; thenumerous manufactures had

not diffused those truly substantial

j-jehes which result from a vigorous

cultivation of the soil—they relted in

the undertakers, and monopolizers of
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expensive works—great fortunes were

acquired—a vail inequality among

the people became visible thole

branches of luxury, which are beyond

all doubt pernicious, were encouraged

—and thus the acquisition of riches, in

numerous initances, was of no advan

tage to the increase of national industry

and wealth; all of which circumstances

are totally different with the acqui

sitions made by agriculture."

Proposal to prevent the Scurvy at Sea*

By Dr. Nath. Iiuluie.

" T Would humbly propose that

JL one ounce and an half ot the

juice of oranges, or lemons, and two

ounces of sugar, be daily allowed to

each man in his majesty's navy; to he

mixed with his allowance of spirit and

water, commonly called Grog. And

I would further advise, that the said

liquor be so far diluted with water, at

that the whole allowance to each man

may be equal to three pints ; and serv

ed out to him, regularly, three times

a-day. That is to fay, one pint at

eight in the morning, another at twelve

o'clock, and the third at four or six in

the afternoon ; so that it may become,

as it were, the common drink of sai

lors at sea, like small beer ; and that

they may be rarely, or never, necessi

tated to drink water alone : this in

cold climates, or in temperate ones

in the winter time.'

But in all hot climates, and in the

heat of summer in temperate ones, a

greater quantity of drink is required j

and then the liquor should be so far di

luted with water, as that each man

may have four pint» a day ; namely,

one at eight in the morning, two at-

twelve o'clock, and one at four, or fix

in the afternoon.

In those countries where wine is al

lowed the fliip's company, instead of

spirits, I would advise the same quan

tity of the juice and sugar to be mixt

therewith, as is directed for the Grog ;

and to be so far diluted with water,

as that it may be served out in the same

proportion, and in the same manner.

And though good sound small beer,

is an excellent antiseprbutick liquor,

yet, as it is not found sufficient of it

self to prevent the dilease, it should

also be daily iinpiegnated with the

fame quantity of the juice and suear.

4 N . "B.t
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But as every man on board hath as

much small beer as he chuses to drink,

a quantity of this liquor mould be

taken up daily, equal to the allowance

of Grog, in order to be mixed with

the juice and sugar and served out re

gularly in the same manner.

By these means, there will be such

a quantity of vegetable antiscorbutic

juices thrown gradually into the body

every day, by way of diet, as, in all

human probability, will entirely coun

teract the bad effects arising from the

putrescent and noxious qualities of the

remainder of the lea food ; and thus

hinder the body from running into

that state of corruption, which is

the genuine and true source of the

scurvy."

Dr. Hill'j Directions for preparing the

Herb Agrimony, for the Cure of the

Jaundice, and other Disorders of the

Liver.

"|?OR the first or slightest stage of

JP the jaundice, strip off half a

pound of the fresh leaves of Agrimonyj

clip them to pieces, and pour upon

them, in a stone-mug, a quart of boil

ing water j cover up the mug j and

let it stand twenty-four hours, then

press it off. Let it fettle to be quite

clear j and take it at four doses, eight

hours distant from out another ;

sweetening it with honey. This quan

tity in the first stage will generally cure.

If not, repeat it three or four times,

and all will be well.

The body must be open all this time:

If it is naturally so the better; if not,

halsa pintof Jcffop's well-water, or any

other of the purging waters, must be

(rimed with milk into a kind of whey,

and taken occasionally : not to purge,

but merely to prevent costiveness.

When all is over, a somewhat larger

dose of the same whey fliould be taken

twice, to operate as a purge, and car

ry off any thing that might remain af

ter the disease.

When the jaundice is in its second

•age, which it the most common case

of all, not the leaves but the crown of

the root of agrimony, is the part to

be depended 00. This is the place

where the root cease6, and the stalk

and leaves begin 1 that part of. the

plant which is between earth and air.

At this particular place, thare is al

ways a great collection of the best and

richest juices of the plant. The bud

is formed theie in autumn upon all

new off-sets of the roots ; and con

tinues till spring. 'Tis then, that it

in the month of April, in its highest

perfection of virtue, extremely fra

grant and agreeable ; but now in au

tumn, and through the winter, lying

almost within the ground, it continues

frelh and full of virtue. After the

plant (hoots to a stalk, this part gives

its richness to the leaves ; and in the

summer months they must be used ■

unless precaution have been had to

dig this up, in time, and dry it in the

made ; in which way it preserves all

its virtue.

For the cure then of this common

degree of the jaundice, take up the

roots of Agrimony to tbe length of an

inch, with the buds upon them: of

these cut to pieces six ounces, bruise

them in a marble mortar, and pour

upon them a quart of boiling water.

Let this stand twenty-four hours, af

ter which the liquor is to be strained

off, and taken just as the former, sweet

ened with honey.

While this is making, let tbe person

take a vomit. Nothing is so well as

the common ipecacuanha, worked off

with water gruel. The morning after

let the Agrimony tea be taken, and

continued thrice a-day without inter

mission till the disease is conquered, to

what time this will be, depends upon

the particular nature of the case, and

the time the disorder has had to

strengthen itself : but that tbe cure will

follow, is as certain as any thing in

physic."

Political Manoeuvres.

Nov. »5, 1768.

IN consequence of repeated solicita

tions on the part of the Earl of

Chatham, a most cordial, firm, and

perpetual union this day took place,

with his noble brother-in-law, Earl

Temple. It is not doubted that tbii

friendship will produce tbe most solid

advantages to the public, whose inter

ests have, since these noble lords were

jointly in office, been occasionally be

trayed and neglected. Mr. Grenville

has heartily acceded to this union ; so

that it may be presumed, there are

now the fairest hopes of seeing this

country
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country rescued from the storm that

for some years has been gathering

with a most threatening aspect. In

like manner, previous to the late war,

when by ignorance, folly, and corrup

tion, the public affairs were reduced

to the molt deplorable situation, this

family, and this family only, rescued

the kingdom from the fate that seem

ed inevitably to await it; and from

being the most abject and despicable,

it became, in their hand*, the most

powerful and respectable nation upon

the face of the globe.

It has been asserted, by the friends

of administration, that the earl of

Bristol's acceptance of the privy-seal,

in the room of the Earl of Chatham,

was with that noble lord's consent :

but it now comes out, that no such

consent ever existed, notwithstanding

any unwarrantable use which may

have been made os his lordship's name,

by supposed friends. There is the best

authority for assuring the public, that

the Earl of Chatham has strongly de

clared his disapprobation of any in

tended measure to expel Ms. W,lkes.

[Polil. Reg.]

To the AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

On a -very remarkable Excommunication,

SIR,

er1HE extrail os a letter from a gentle-

■*■ man, on ajourney ospleasure through

the north of England, which has been

inserted in several of the public papers,

lias occasioned in my mind sundry

fiainful reflections.—The story he re

ntes is as follows, " In the castle at

Lancaster, I met with a woman in her

seventy- ninth year, who has been a pri

soner there near eighteen years. I

wondered what inexorable creditor or

heinous crime had occasioned so long

a confinement, and found this to be

the cafe 1 The poor woman had appre

hended an undoubted right to a certain

feat in the church of St. Peter's in Li-

vtrpoole her antagonist got her into

the bishop's court, by which (lie was

excommunicated with the greater ex

communication, and in consequence

was attached by a writ from the she

riff, and committed to this castle, in

December 1750, has continued these

'tvei since up in the county allowance

• See Math, xviii. 15—19. comp.
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of one (hilling per week—She was

clean in rags——enfeebled with old

age, emaciated with close imprison

ment, destitute of every relief, op

pressed with want !" See London Chron.

osNov. 11,

Astonishing it is that such an in

stance of unfeeling barbarity should

be found in a land of liberty, a land

that holds in abhorrence the cruelties

of a popish inquisition. In order to

form some satisfactory idea of the rea

son or ground of a pretended po-vir os

excommunication being somewhere lodg

ed in, what is called, the christian

church, I have, with some care, exa

mined the New Testament, and there

I find, that the divine Jesus has given

no other rule of proceeding against a

trespassing brother but this,—First, to

go and tell him his fault privately. Se

condly, if this has no effect, to take on*

or two to witness the accusation. And,

thirdly, if this has no impression, then

to tell it to the church, or the society

of professors of which he is a member.

And if he neglects to hear the church,

then, and not till then, he if to be

looked upon by the person he has in

jured, as a reprobate, abandoned per

son, unfit for any communion *. This

is all the direction given by the great

lawgiver, respecting the offender.

Eut it will be said,—even an apostle

did deli-ver a man over to Satan jor the

destruction ostheflejb, 1 Cor. v. 5. why

true ; so he did. But then this was a

person guilty of taking to his bed hit

father's wife. A very unpardonable

crime, and which deserved very open

punishment. Accordingly, the apostle

inflicts on him some bodily scourge

that may bring him to repentance, and

destroy his carnality, but he does not

put it out of the man's power to he-

think himself and reform, and he no

sooner does this, but St. Paul patheti

cally exhorts the Corinthians, whom

he had forbidden to eat with him, to

receive him again into their bosoms.

See » epis. ii. 6— 11.

But here, we are to observe, the

apostolic rod was authorized by a mi

raculous power, the crime was abomi

nable, and there was, in the aposto

lic age, no christian magistrate. It was

therefore meet that the apostles should

discountenance and openly punish all

4 N x great

. Jonesi Canon, &c. Vol. I. f- 1 jo.
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great immoralities among their con

verts. But when once a community

was become christian, the civil magi

strate would, by virtue of his office,

be a terror to evil doers. Nor does it

appear, to me, that excommunication

has the least warrant in any christian

society ; unless it be on account of no

torious gross immorality. Such was

the excommunicated heretic whom St.

Paul bids Titus reject, after the first

and second admonition; hnoiving, that

be that it such issubverted, and Jmnttb,

being condemned of himself *. A vici

ous character. Certainly known to be

such. 1

Excommunications, as usually practi

sed, in what is called the church, have

no countenance from our Lord or from

any of his apostles. They cannot at

all contribute to the service of religion,

to find, in any of the teachings of

God ; u e. either in the hook ol rsa-

son and nature, or in the volume of

revelation. They suit the spirit of

popery, where the priest exercises a

dominion over the faith and under

standings of men : Where the people

are satisfied with becoming the vassals,

of a spiritual tyranny—but they are

utterly inconsistent with the exercise of

the most sacred rights of the human

mind. The papist, with his usual so

phistry, disallows of the church using

any coercive measures upon those

whom (he excommunicates. On the

contrary, (he would be thought to

be full of christian pity and tender

ness, when (he delivers over to the

secular arm.—And, methinks, some

thing like this, probably, n,ight be

pleaded in defence of the greater ex-

nor aid the cause of Christianity, where communication from the biftop's court,

the civil police is upon any humane or

just establishment. The very plea

of borrowing authority from the

power of binding and loosing, (which

apostles themselves only could have, as

they were the publishers of the gospel

doctrine, and that must be the rule ofrhe

final judgment ;) is a pretence which

is futile and untenable. In truth and

fact, there is no authority invested in

any human mind, ever the consciences

of men. The apostles did absolutely

deny they had any. Nay, Jesus Christ

himselfascribes all the authority of his

own teachings, to their being the word,

the commandment, and will of his

father. The power of binding and

loosing, we have fully signified in their

commission, be that believeth stall be

saved, and he that believeth not stall be

damned. Hence they, the apollles,

were a savor os life unto life, and a

savor of death unto death also.

But what is all this to the purpose of

investing men with any similar powers

lince the age of the apostles. ? The New

Testament-writings do contain in

themselves the whole of thst power.

And the opinion or interpretation

which any man form* of those writings,

tan bind no one hut himself. There

is no human authority that either can

now, or evercmid bind the conscience,

or give law to the religion of man.

Excommunications, used as the sig

natures of church- power, are with

out any warrant, that I am able

in the case of the poor woman priso

ner in Lancaster castle ; for we are

told, that in consequence of that ex-

Communication, ste ivas attached by a

writfrom the stcriff, and so committed.

What would have been the efficacy of

the excommunication without the aid

of the secular arm does not appear.

But I am led to conclude, that if this

is the constitution, of the bishop's

court,. viz. that the bishop is to

certify the excommunication into the

temporal courts, setting foith specially

the cause of excommunication, it

must follow, that all which can be in

tended by the excommunicato aipiimdo,

or the writ directed to the (heriff (or

apprehending the excommunicated

person, must be considered as giving

(he spirit and penal energy of that ex-

commun'cation : and, consequently,

the pretence of the spiritual power

having nothing to do with the coer

cive measures, is extremely idle and

fallacious.

But yet, a popish writer has tha

assurance to express himself thus :—»

" There are few protestants in Eng

land, who make the least doubt th.it

it is a religious principle of popery to

persecute heretics capitally, and pu-

nisti them for their religion with

death or corporal pains; yet it i» a

certain truth, that by a decision uni

versally acknowledged and obeyed in

that church, her powers of perseent'on

are very limited, and (he is exure \hf

for&id

* Self-excommunicated, Ste Grove's Serm. Vol. IF. p. 179.
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forbid by ber own laws to inflict any

corporal punishment even on' convict

heretics, and on that, or any pre

tence whatsoever, to touch life or

limb *." Thus can the paptlt pre

sume to play, in all the wantonness

of his insolent spirit, with the under

standings of mankind !

An Enemy to Church- Power.

To (S<PRINTER,

SIR,

&c.

EVE RV village in the neighbour

hood of this great City has one

or two little schools, where young la

dies are boarded and educated. The

expence being small, hither the black

smith, the alehouse- keeper, the (hoe-

maker, the barber, the butcher, the

baker, &c. &c. &c. sends bis daugh

ter, who, from the moment (he enters,

becomes a young lady. The parent's

intention is honest : His time is too

much taken up, as well as his wife's,

by the necessary duties of his profes

sion, to have any to bestow on the

education of their children ; they are

therefore obliged to send them from

home : This being the cafe, there

ought certainly to be proper schools

for their reception ; But surely the

plan of these schools should differ as

much from that of the great schools,

intended for the daughters of the no

bility and gentry, as the station in life

of the scholars at the one differs from

those of the other. This is, how

ever, so far from being the cafe, that,

the article of expence excepted, the

plan is the fame; and the daughter of

the lowest shopkeeper at one of these

schools, is as much Miss, and a young

Lady, as the daughter of the first visT

count in England at one of the other.

The mistress of the school is called Co-

•verness, for the word Mistress has a

vulgar found with it ; and Miss, whose

Mamma sells oysters, tells Miss, whose

father deals in small-coal, that her

Governess shall know it, if (he spits in

her face, or does any tiling else unbe

coming a young lady. Were a fo

reigner, acquainted with our lan

guage, to overhear a conversation of

this kind, and some such conversation

is to be heard every day in some alley

or other in this town, how would he

be astonished at the opulence of a

country, where the meanest tradesmen

A very just Satire. 65 1

kept governesses for their daughters.

French and dancing is likewise taught

at these Schools, neither of which can

be of any use to ladies of this sort.

The parents may imagine the first

may procure them a place, but in this

they may be greatly mistaken, as there

is hardly a single instance of a girl's

having learned that language to any

degree of perfection at one of these

schools. I (lull only mention that it

cannot possibly be of use to them, and

that it would be of much more conse

quence, they should be well instructed

how to warn the floor, than how to

dance upon it. I am very certain

there are several fathers of this rank,

who have had cause to with their

daughters had lost the use of their

limbs, rather than been taught this

pernicious use of them by the dan

cing master, the consequence of which

has often been that of inducing them,

to quit their parents sober dwelling at

midnight, for the licentious liberties

of a ball of 'prentices, Where the

young lady, no governess present, mar

be exposed to great dangers, at a place

where the scheme for the ruin of ma

ny an innocent girl has been formed

and executed. The needlework taught

at these schools is of a kind much

more likely to strengthen the na

tural propensity in all young minds to

(hew and dress, than to answer any

housewifely purpose. One of thele

young ladies, with the assistance of an

ounce of coarse thread, and a yard of

catgut, dresses herself up in what ha*

the appearance of Brussels lace, or

Point.

How disappointed will the hontft

shopkeeper be, if, at an age when he

thinks proper to take his daughter

from school, he should expect any as

sistance from her. Can he suppose a

young lady will weigh his soap for

him ? or perform any other office, the

gentility of her education has exalted

her so far above? Though ignorant .

of every thing else, (lie will be so per

fect in the lessons of pride and vanity,

that (he will despise him and his nasty

(hop, and. -quit both to go oss with the

first -uiajr who promises her a silk gown

and afjlond cap. In soot t, the plan of

thefisehools appears much bettercalcu-

late'd to qualify the scholars to become,

in f few years', proper inhabitants of

the

A Fret Examination, f. 103.
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the Magdalen House, than to make of

them industrious frugal wives to ho

nest tradesmen, or sober faithful ser

vants : And I cannot suppo'e the am

bition of any father of this rank, a-

inonglr us, rises higher than to fee

his children in one or the other of

these stations. That he may not be

disappointed in so laudable a view, I

would propose schools for the edu

cation of such girls by discreet wo

men i those who have been house

keepers • in large families would be

the pr jperest persons for this purpose :

That the young people should be

taught submission and humility to

their supciiors, decency, and modesty

in their own dress and behaviour:

That they stiould be vtry well instruct

ed in all kinds of plain work, reading,

writing, and accounts, pastry, pick

ling, and preserving, and other

branches of cookery, and be taught

to wash lace and other linen : Thus in

structed, they may be of great use to

their parents and husbands, they may

have a right to expect the kindest

treatment from their mistresses, they

are sure to be respected as useful

members of society : Whereas Young

Lathes are the most useless of all God's

creatures.

I am, Sir, your"s, &c.

To the P R I N T E R, et. '

S I R,

THERE is nothing which cre

ates more animosity and distur

bance in the common intercourseoflife,

than form and ceremony.The influence

©f a ridiculous ttiquette extends to

the great, vulgar, aud the small. I

am an inhabitant of a little town at

lbme distance from London, where I

have for many ytars had the pleasure

to lee my neighbours living in peace

and harmony, and visiting one ano

ther without form. But all on a sud

den the demon of Discoid broke in

among us, and threw the whole vil

lage into confusion. About three

ye.irs ago the lady of a city knight,

who w.is originally the illegitimate

daughter of aFiei>ci\ valet; and, du

ring the time of her ("pinsterhood,

bad been in the capacity of a mantua-

maker, a milliner, and a lady's- wo

man, came either for the summer

season, and carried the business of ce

remony to such an excess, that the

heads of all my female neighbours

have been turned ever since with ad

justing the punctilios of place and pre

cedency. In these delicate points lit

tle trifling omissions and inadverten

cies have created piques and prejudices,

between persons who were formerly

the most intimate friends. Some time

ago Miss Kitty Gimp, whose father

is an eminent haberdasher, assured me,

that her Mamma and Mrs. Grogram,

at the stuff shop, had never spoken to

one another since the great rout at

Mrs. Cadwallader's; for that Mrs.

Grogram, had presumed to take her

tea before her Mamma, without

any kind of apology, though her

pappa at that time was senior-

churchwarden, and a man of much

greater property in the parish than

Mr. Grogram, who had formerly beea

a bankrupt, and let lodgings in Lon

don ; that on the fame account Mrs.

Lane and Mrs. Julep had kept ar a

distance ever since, though before they

had been intimate companions ; that

for reasons of the like nature there

had been a fracas between Mrs. Lute

string and Mrs. Duffel, a discord be-

tween Mrs. Tweedle and Mrs. Diddle,

« shyness between Mrs. Hornbuckls

anil Mrs. Gulix, a coldness between

Mrs. Fig and Mrs. Cheshire t a

dowuright quarrel between Mrs. Mar-

rowbone and Mrs. Smallwort, and,

in short, a reciprocal jealousy between

almost all the ladies in the parish ■■

Upon my observing, that I had not

heard of any difference between some

of the principal families in the place,

Miss Kitty replied, that it was very

true j nobody disputed the right of

precedency with Lady Callipash-, nor

was there any contest between Mrs.

Chrysostome at the rectory, and Mrs.

Foxchace at the Grange, though Mr.

Foxchase was justice of the peace and

esquire : because that Mr. Chrysostome

was originally esquire, but bad dropt

that appellation when he became reve

rend, as an inferior title ; and that the

fourth place was universally given up

• Perhaps serious and prudent luiJoiuj, <vubs have had famifits, nuould b: better

qualified to inculcate humility and midrjij iuto their minds, than bouse keepers if

lareefamilies .

to
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to Mrs. Cadwallader, as she was os an

ancient family in Wales, but that the

place and precedency of all the rest

was not so particularly determined.

In short, these unhappy differences

had such an effect, that an end was

put to all their usual visits, and mutual

good offices. Curtsies and salutations

no longer past at church, their chil

dren were baptized in private, and al

most all the whole winter was spent

without a party. Censorious observa

tions and slanderous reports were all

their topics of conversation, and one

universal gloom had taken possession

of the whole village. Things went

on in this manner for a twelvemonth,

when my Lord Daffydowndilly came

hither to canvass for a seat in parlia

ment ; and, as he was a gentleman of

great politeness, he proposed to enter

tain the ladies of the parish with a

card-assembly and a dance ; but how

to bring them together, and settle the

ceremonial, was a matter of great diffi

culty, and required uncommon ad

dress. At last however he adjusted

these mighty contests by a declaration,

or placart, which he ordered to be

publickly notified, to the following

effect. " His lordship on Tuesday next

expects, that all the ladies of the pa

rish will favour him with the pleasure

f- of their company at his assembly.

And having well and duely weighed

the disputes which at present subsist

among them, he proposes, that if any

difference should arise, on this occa

sion, the lady who is the prettiest, and

the most accomplished of the two,

shall give place and precedency to the

other."

The ladies upon this unexpected de

claration were so confounded, that

none of them pretended to insist up

on their rank; but every one had

such an opinion of her own person and

accomplilhments that the question was

not who should take her tea, draw for

her seat at the card-table, place her

self on the upperhand, or go out first,

but who should he last.

By this hippy expedient I am now

in hopes, that all animosities will soon

bebuiied in oblivion : and peace and

harmony, society and good neighbour

hood, establistied.among us 4 for which

we are infinitely obliged to the polite

ness and ingenuity of my Lord Daffy-

slown dilly. 1 am, Sir, your't, &c.

jlRRY JOM^UILL.
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To the PRINTE R, Sec.

SIR,

OF all the vanities which are daily

acted under the fun, none ap

pear more unaccountable to a cursory

observer than the prodigality with

which riches are squandered in youth,

and the avidity with which they are

sought after in old age. Every man

who comes into the world may assure

himself that he is one day to leave it :

and the experience of every hour, as

well as the history of former generati

ons, may convince him, that a century

will include the term of his temporary

existence. It should then seem reasona

ble that the less of that term we had run

through, the more careful should we

be of the means of supporting life, and

that every year which rolled over our

heads, as it took from the sum of the

days we had to spend, so should it pro-

portionably lessen our anxiety for the

goods of fortune : Bat when, on the

contrary, we see those who have the

greatest number of years in prospect

the least careful of the means of passing

them with satisfaction, and that as

the back bends with infirmities, and

the head whitens with age, the desire

of riches gathers strength and vigour,

how can we help pronouncing man to

be a mystery to himself, and the most

inconsistent of all God's creatures ! Vet

with all this appearance of absurdity,

men do not even in these instances act

without theconcurrence ofreason •. For

that eagerness after wealth, which is

•remarked to be the universal cencom-

mitant of old age, is not generated by

a desire of enjoying it, but has it's

source in the pride of living indepen

dent of our fellow creatures, and is

nourislied by the dread of the calami

ties attendant on poverty : Neither it

the youth's disregard of money to. he

attributed to ignorance of it's value,

or inattention to the uses he may

have for it in suture, but it it

founded on the confidence he places in

his hoJily strength, and a preiump-

tuous dependence that his abilities

will always be sufficient to procure him

sustenance.

The man who feels no infirmity,

may have no apprehensions of a sick

bed, and tnav flatter himself that he

has still time enough to provide fo»

the imbecility of old age ; but he who

feels the decay of nature, and is con

scious of hit incapacity to provide ne.

csssiries
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cessaries for himself, and whose expe

rience has taught him the selfishness of

professions of friendship, and (hewn

compassion to be a precarious depend-

ance, must grasp the bag with ardor,

and count over it's shining contents

with delight, when he reflects that

they alone can in the estimation of the

world supply the place ot labour, they

alone can find rest for the limbs which

totter under their burden, and pro

cure cordials for the heart that it burst

ing with anguish.

Generosity is, therefore, as suitable

to the beginning of life, as Frugality

is to the latter end of it ; and disposi

tions, which are alike conformable to

our different circumstances, are cer

tainly alike commendable. The mis

fortune, however, is, that generosity,

when indiseretely indulged in youth,

frequently leads to extravagance and

criminal dissipation ; and that fruga

lity, when it is made the business of

advanced life, often grows into nig

gardliness and avarice.

But although each of these vices are

equally odious, yet the treatment

which each meets with in the world

is very different : Avarice in an old

man is only termed excess of prudence ;

while prodigality in a youth is (tiled

the offspring of folly. This happens

because it is the aged who give laws to

the world ; and every man is fond to

excuse the vices to which he finds him

self addicted, and to stigmatize those

to which he finds no incitement. And

hence it is that we often fee a parent

disinherit a worthy son, whose only

crime is negligence of his pecuniary

affairs j whilst "he cherishes a wretch

who deviates from every path of ho

nour and virtue, because he is careful

of his money. Yet whatever may he

said in extenuation of the vice os ava

rice in the aged, nothing sure can be

urged in aversion os the heaviest cen

sure on the youth who suffers the love.

of money to he his ruling paflion : For

he who, in the bloom and vigour of

life, can place his confidence in wealth,

mull be unconscious of any good qua

lity by which he might hope to recom

mend himself to the favour of those

who have the power to leive him ; nor

is the prodigal, who, although he dis

sipates his fortune, and reduces him

self from affluence to lalionr and want,

scatters plenty on ths industrious, and

Dec;.

supplies the cravings of the needy, to

be held equally criminal with the man,

who, to secure to himself the good

things of this life, independent of the

good-will of his fellow-creatures, locks

up the means of subsistence from thou

sands, and " turns the hungry empty

away."

The present custom of estimating;

the value of every man by the size of

his fortune is, indeed, a strong temp

tation to the young as well as to the

aged to consider riches as their chief

est good, and poverty as the mod

fliockingof all vices. But the christian,

who has another method of valuing

things, and whose prospect into futu

rity extends beyond the limits of this

life, will consider wealth as an adven

titious good, and that virtuous dispo-

tions are more to be prized than large

ness of possessions.

The inequalities of the moral, as

well as thole of the natural world, he

knows to have their uses, and to be

ordained for purposes equally wise. If

some are raised to eminency, it is not

to indulge them in the pleasure ofover

looking others, but that they may be

come fountains of benevolence ; that

the blessings which they respire may be

diffused in streams of bounty and mu

nificence amongst those who daily pay

back a portion of the gift in grateful

exhalations to the source of all good

ness.

Every situation in life has it's at

tendant obligations, and as we are

told that the reward of fidelity will not

be proportioned to the post occupied,

but to the vigilance of the centinel, it

is of small importance whether our lot

places us in the front or in the rear. In

every station we may rely on his pro

tection, who numbtreih the lairs cs but

kcajs, and whose tender mercy is ever

all bis iverh : He it is that commands

us to cast all our cares upon him, and

he will supply all our necessities : He

it is that assures us, That ivhen tbffttr

and tbe needy feet "Mater, and tttrw ii

none, and their tongue failstbfer tb'srf,

I tbe Lard will bear them ; 1 tbe GtJ *}'

Israel ivill notforsake them.

Labour he has indeed entailed upon

all the posterity of Adam as tbe tem

poral punishment of his transgression ;

and it would be acting in contraven

tion of his own decree, should he pro

cure sustenance for us otherwise than
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he feeds the ravens : He provides for

them in the mortality ofother animals-,

and for us by a providential distribu

tion of rajn and sunshine. They mult

use vigilancce and industry to leek

their prey, and man must till the earth

and sow the seed before he can expect

the harvest. The children, whom we

have teen the instruments of bring

ing into b^in^, it is certainly our duty

to provide for in their infancy, and to

endeavour to place them in such a Sta

tion in advanced life, that their being

* may be eligible to them. But as they

are equally with ourselves com prehend-

ed in Adam's transgression, it is no

part of our duty to spend our whole

lives in labour and anxiety, without al

lowing ourselves any respite for .loing

good, or considering our ways merely

to exempt them from partaking in the

denunciation against Adam's posterity,

a or to deliver them from any nee.mty

of being active or industrious. Indeed

if we confide in the pioinif'fs of him

who made both us and them, we (hail

take a much surer method of providing

for them, by giving them a virtuous

and religi >us education, and fitting

before them an example osa good life,

than by heaping up riches for them

by oppression, and increasing their in

heritance with the spoils of the poor.

1 have beenyoung, fays David, andnow

an oil, andjet ne-versaiv 1 the righteous

forsaken, nor hisseed begging their bread.

Tiie sovereign disposer of all thing*,

it cannot be supposed will withhold

those blessings from his servants, which

he bestows on the unjust ; nor can we,

without banishing his providence from

the fuperintendancy of worldly af

fairs, imagine but that " all things

will work together for good to them

who love him." The whole scheme

of our religion is indeed so contrary to

avarice, or an anxious desire of wealth,

that we have a (lit ranees from the di

vine author of it himself, that it is

hardly possible fora rich man to enter

into his kingdom, and that no man

who is the stive of this woild can be

his servant. A man may call himself

a christian is he will, but if he scrapes

together wealth with the avidity of a

. miser, and hoards it with the anxiety

of an avaricious man, he surely gives

his conduct iu evidence against- the

truth of hi* professions, and manifests

to the world, t'wt he places more de-

Dec. 1768.

pendance on riches for supplying hij

necessities, than on the all'ura.Krs of

the captain of our salvation. If we>

trace the .consequences of tins detes

table vice, we (jail quickly perceive,

that tli»re is none among tho'e which

we are required to abstain from as the

beginnings of Sin, that is more hor

ridly attended, and none from the in

dulgence of whim it w«s greater mercy

to warn us. — Tnc luve of money has

stopped the ears . L ihe merciful against

the cries of the wretched—the pitying

eye it has turned away from beholding

scenes of misery and calamity the

tongue 1; has prompted u utter false

hood— the handsit has taught tostea:—•

and the.heai t it has hardened to deli

berate upon murder ! . . . What more,

can be added ? Aid yet there is an

other crime behind and let the

christian who has cherished this adder

in his bosom, tremble when he recol

lects it ! It was for the lucre of thirty

pieces of silver tha* licariot betrayed

his Lord and Saviour, and made the

name of Judas to ,i,l generations al

hateful as that of the devil himself.

One of 'the people.

Memorial for a Contribution in BebaJf

os' Ice Brave Cotficani.

" '^7 O man can be a true lover of

JL^I liberty in his own countiy,

who does not love to fee it flourish in

every other: An indifference to the

liberties of neighbouring nations is a

sure forerunner osindift'erence to those

of the nation to which we belong; if

the one is not rather a sure mark, that

we are already arr.ved at the other.

Os all principles, the passion fjr free

dom wherever file is to be found, ought

molt to be cultivated in free nations?

not only because it inspires genciout

and hi;h thoughts in the citiz-ns, but

becau.'e it cements free nations toge

ther) gives them a common irrtrelt;

forms them into a common buhvaik

against tyranny j and, on the prinei->

pies of private virtue, founds public

security. From policy, perhaps, as

much as from virtue, the Rom:ns

affected to be the patrons of the libctiy

of mankind; and hence thrvcaine to

i,')ve:o the world. In thePiiuponne-

lian war, as described by Thucydtdcs,

the different states of Qreece joined'

iv ill; Athtns, or with Sparta, accord

ing as the different conliitu(j0u< of

+ 0 .i.eif
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thrir state* resembled that democra-

t cal, or that olig irchical form of go

vernment, in one or other of which,

the system of liberty was, at that pe

riod, thought to be comprehended.

When the speaker of the House of

Commons gave thanks to King Wil

liam and the Dutch, for their services

in the revolution, he put the king in

mind that the Dutch had now repaid

to the English that protection which

the English had a century before, be

stowed upon them. The courtiers

saw unpoliteness in the remark i but

the deliverer of Europe heard it with

pleasure. In lliort, no maxim in po

litics can be more true, than that tree

nations surrounded with nations that

are not free, should encourage and pro

tect freedom abroad as well as at home.

No nation, either ancient or mo

dern, has ever felt more strongly the

force of these generous principles than

the English. They adore the memory

•f Q^ieen Elizabeth because (he stretch

ed her protection to the persecuted

protestants in France and the Ne-

Ihei lands. They despise that of King

James, because he tamely gave up the

Palatinate to the rage of her enemies.

The first complaints against Charles,

I. arose from his desertion of the Hu

guenots in France. Cromwell's crimes

are almost pardoned in the high tone

of superiority, which, in the cause of

England, or of those befriended by

England, he assumed over other na

tions. The English shook Charles II.

on his throne, because he endeavoured

to destroy one of the bulwarks of li

berty in Europe, and dethroned his

successor, because he joined in league,

or was thought to have joiued in league,

with the common enemy of the free

dom of mankind.

There is at present a people^ free in

the regions which slaves only inhabit,

who call on Britain alone for protec

tion, and can from Britain alone re

ceive it. Need it be said that the un

fortunate and generous Corsicans are

the people alluded to ?

The government of Britain may be

in such circumstances from the setters

of treaties, or from domestic distur

bances, that it may be improper for

her to interpose, even in defence of a

people that resemble her own. But

if the public cannot, without break-

Ttec.

ing through the rules of good policy,

interpose, there are no fetters upon

private persons. It is the privilege of

Britons, that they can apply the super

fluity ot their wealth wherever their

own generous breasts point out it

should be directed. Government can

not stop them, and therefore other

nations cannot complain to the public,

when private persons raise and give

contributions in a way disagreeable to

them. Britain has this yet wanting

to complete her glories, that the indi

viduals of her people may give that

protection to a sinking nation, which

only the monarchs or rulers of great

states are, in other parts of Europe,

able to bestow. A private citizen of

Antwerp, by stopping the funds of

Spain, stopped the Armada for six

months from invading England. The

pride of the house ot Austria thought

itself honoured, not degraded, by re

ceiving, in the war before the last, a

present from a British subject *, which

it would have scorned to receive from

the subject of any other nation."

Thus far the cause of Corsica has

been favoured with the pen of a writer

of distinguished abilities. May I ba

permitted to add, that even setting

aside the essential interest which this

nation has to prevent the French front

becoming masters of the Mediterrane

an, every motive of generosity and hu

manity calls upon us to support the

Corsicans. Let us consider them only

in the light of a distressed people. Surely

our benevolence is never refused to the

distressed ; and shall we refuse it to

those whose distress is occasioned by

their bravely defending their liberties?

The sentiments with which the

generous aid of individuals is re

ceived in Corsica, will best appear

from what the illustrious chief Paoli

writes to me on being informed

that a society os gentlemen had lent

two and thirty pieces of ordnance from

Scotland, for the service of the brave

islanders. Li Principisoccorcas per It hr

mire poluicbe td enttrejsate. Siu/Jln i sa

sujsulto cht ci procure la virtu e I umatae.

" Princes give succours from politi

cal views and interests. This is the

subsidy of virtue and humanity."

The Corsicans have already done

wondecs against the French : and if

they are speedily supplied with money

Tie Duciefi of lUrlborongh.
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to purchase ammunition, and pay the

men, who, while under arras, cannot

provide for themselves, I have good

authority to hope that we shall see

them nobly resist all the force of the

enemy.

James Boswell.

Contributions are received by An

drew Drummond, Esq; and Co. Lon

don, and John Coutts, Esq; and Co.

Edinburgh.

TH E late riots at Brentford, ha

ving much, this month, been

the topic of discourse, we imagine the

following account will be agreeable to

bur readers, those in the country par

ticularly.

On Thursday, Dec. 8, came on at

Brentford the election for member for

the county of Middlesex, and about

half past ten the poll began, which

went on without much disturbance, any

further than the great difficulty of

getting through so great a crowd,

till about half past two ; at which

time Mr. Glynn appearing to have

polled a greater number than Sir

William Beauchamp Proctor, a despe

rate set of ruffians, armed with short

staves, bludgeons, &c. were, at the

signal of tolling up a hat, let loose up

on the peaceable, unarmed, and inof

fensive freeholders j and forcing them-

selves into the poll-booth, cleared their

way to the hustings, knocking down

all who opposed them, drove the clerks

away, seized and tore to pieces four of

the poll-books, and destroyed the hus

tings j so that the election wasintirely

stopped. Serjeant Glynn, about the

beginning of the attempt to force the

hustings, was left almost alone, run

ning about, distracted as it were, with

his sword half drawn, as ready to de

fend himself from the mob, crying our,

«' Where's Sir William } Where's the

flieriff?" but they had luckily esca

ped. When the Irish chairmen,

and the professed bruisers at their head,

had proceeded lo far in their cruel and

villainous intention of murdering and

wounding the people, that the gentle

men upon the hustings were in danger

of their lives ; one gentleman went up

to the candidate whose mob it was sus

pected to be, and expostulated with

him upon the base conduit of his mob.

My mob ! said the candidate : Yes, fir,

(aid the gentleman, jour mob! and
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added, I insist upon your speaking to

those fellows who are knocking down,

the prople there. The gentleman,

who had spoke to him, finding him

self in danger of his life, seized him by

the great coat, and shewed his star to

the armed ruffians, who instantly took

off their hats and huzza'd him. While

the ruffians were thus huzzaing, the

gentleman escaped. When the above

villains had cleared the hustings, they

went into the town of Brentford, and

attacked the Castle inn, (which wa«

one of Mr. Glynn's houses) and made

considerable havock in it. The inha

bitants of the town observing this

mischief, and beginning to fear that

their own houses would next be de

stroyed, a general indignation rose

amongst them. They sallied out, at

tacked the villains with great spirit,

and drdve them out of the town. Re

sentment then taking place in the

breasts of some of them, they vented

the remainder of their rage upon one

or two of the houses opened for the

other candidate. Great numbers of

freeholders were hurt in trying to get

away ; others came home oirectly,

and the remainder of the day W3S a

scene of confusion. Had not the in

habitants of private houses protected

and sheltered the freeholders, it i«

thought much more mischief would

have been done.— Immediately be

fore the general desolation, One, who

appeared a leader of the hired ruffians,

cried out, Close lie poll. Damn my

eyes Sir Beauchamp Proctor /hall Jit in

the house ivhelher you eleSl him or not ;

and instantly the attack began. Du

ring the riot several gentlemen, Sir

W.'s friends spoke to him with

some warmth, and told him, if that

was his method to gsin the votes of

the freeholders, he mould never have

their's, nor their interest ; and deter

mined to poll against him.

When Sir W. E. Proctor addressed

the mob from the husting*, while they

were brandishing their tricks, previous

to their forcing themlelves thereon,

he alked thrm whose mob thev were,

when one of them cried out, Sir W.'sj

on which he directly declared he knew

nothing of the matter. Several of

the hired mob had previously applied

to Serjeant Glynn ; but on his friend*

refusal, they went elsewhere.

One man was set upon by ten or

♦ O 1 twelve
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^yvelve of the Irish nir-b, who brat him

'u such a cruel n.inner as never was

seen, ani even after he w:.s do* is ; lo

that the blood gj shed out at bittyes,

ears, mouth, -md nose at the lame

tine. A linen-draper at Hammer

smith rt-noing at his door with his

childiti). to lee the company return

from Brentford, the mob of Irish

chairmen came by and attacked him

witti their sticks, beat out his- brains,

and he fill over the children, dead, in

his own (hop ! Mr. Ellett, and his

nephew, coath-harntl's-makers in Pic

cadilly, were knocked down by a rio

tous mob at H>de-park corner, and

so ill used, that they viere taken

home in two chair's almost speech

less ; and we hear old Mr. Ellett is

since dead os the hurt. Mr. Charles

surges, the tumbler at Sadler'* Wells,

without having interfered in the Icjlt,

was knocked off his horse, aud cut

and flashed about his head in a molt

dreadful manner; the villains beat the

noise's head to a perfect jelly. T*o

pjrty mohs met at Kensington, and

canoe to blowr, when four men were

killed, and three so much wounded

that' they were sent to the Middlesex

Hospital, and it is thought they can

not recover. The Quack Doctor, who

usually performs his operations in Lci-

csster-tields, w*ntdown to Brentford,

in expectation of getting some em

ployment, but unfortunately received a

broken head from the rioters, and was

' ot-.liged to have recovuse to one of hi?

brethren for assistance. Upon the

wheic, there never was such a scene

ot net, nor so many people killed,

maimed, and wounded in one day at

any election so near town, the hired

mob. knocking every one down, evea

at their own doors.

Bills have been preferred at Hicks's-

Hall against five of the mob who went

to the Angel at Islington on Thurs

day last, armed with (ticks and papers

in their hats, with " Proctor and Li

berty" thereon; and warrants are

granted for apprehending many others.

The next day the following spirited

address appealed in the papers.

To the Gcntlfircn, Clergy, and Frce-

iioldeis of the County cs Middlesex.

Gentlemen,

TH'i warm professions of gratitude

•so frequently uttertd by those who fc:\

no gratitude sot their constituents, be-

c'au'c the means by which they suc

ceed. take oil' ail obligation, make me

at a loss for terms to express myttlf on

so signal, so generous, and so gloiious

a support as shave met with from you.

Every means employed, every influ

ence exerted during a six mop t Us can

vas-, have not been able to divert a

great majority of you from espousing

the cause of a candidate whom you

suppose a friend to the cause of the

people, and in whom you hoped to

find a zealous and disinterested defen

der os the rights and liberties of hit

country.

Honour or infamy will deservedly

attend me in the same measure as my

suture conduct shall answer or diiap-

po'nt ; our expectations. I do not owe

your support to any personal friend

ship or connexions, and am therefore

free even from the temptation of lean

ing to them. My obligations are to

the public, and to the public I will re

turn them. .

For my conduct in the course of

this election, I can appear even to

my adversaries : and the truth of my

declaration to you has been most con

vincingly proved by the infamous be

haviour of my opponents in their law

less interruption of the poll ; when a

mob cf hired ruffians were, at a sig

nal, let loose upon the peaceable, un

armed, inoffensive freeholders of me

county of Middlesex, in order to de

stroy those wheat they could not cor

rupt, and to wrest from them by vio

lence that freedom of election which

every undue and unconstitutional in

terposition had failed to overthrow.

The sheriffs, and every person pre

sent, were witnesses of a scene never

before exhibited at an election: A

desperate set of armed ruffians, win

" Liberty and Prodtor" in their hats,

without the least provocation or cause

of quairel, destroying thole who did

not lift up a hand in their defence. Sir

William, to whom I called to go with

me and face this mob, returned me no

answer and left me : I remained the

last man upon the hulling?. However,

I live, gentlemen, to assert not so

much my election as your rights ; and

I pledge myself to' you, that your

blood, so wantonly filed yeilerday,

(lull be vindicated, and tne charge

bigugUt home to t'ue biitd and the hi-
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rers r The more exalte! their stations,

an<l the more privileged their persons,

the louder is the call for justice ; and

the more neccst'ary it's execution.

Whether as your representative, or

as n private gentleman, I pledge my

self to you to go through with this bu

siness or peiiih in the attempt.

The freedom of a county election is

the laftsarred privilege we have left; and

it does not rtecome any honell English

man to wish to survive it. For my own

part, I »ill not. And if by this de-

/ daration I may seem to depart from,

that moderation which hat always par

ticularly marked my character, it is be

came I think tamenefs in a cause like

this, is infamy. There is virtue still

left in this country. We are come to

a criiis ; and the consequence of this

struggle will determine whether we

slxall be slaves or free.

It is at present depending before the

House of Commons what measures

stiall be next pursued in regard to

this election ; when they have deci

ded, I will give you the earliest no-

tice possible: and I promise you that

po discouragement shall ever make

659

me desert you, who have shewn that

you will not delert yourselves.

I am, Gentlemen, your most gr»te*

ful and faithful humble servant,

Bloomsbury- Square,

Dec. 9. John Glynn.

However, on the nth a certificate

os the coroners of Middlesex appeared

in the papers, testifying, that, to their

knowledge, there was not any person

killed in the above disturbance Affi

davits were also published, fixing the

guilt of hiring this mob upon Sir W.

B. Proctor, or his agents, particular- ,

1> Broughton, the late noted bruiser,

now a yeoman of the guard.

It should be recorded to the honour

of the present Lord Mayor, that on

the said 8th of December, when the

jury was called, at the Old-Bailey,

his lordship asked them, upon their

honour, if any of them were freehold

ers of Middlesex ; it appeared that a-

bout eighteen of them were so, on

which his lordship immediately dis

missed them, that they might not be

hindered from discharging their duty

at Brentford.

POETICAL ESSAYS,

The LION in the TOILS.

A political Fable. By Mr. Kenrick.

Ex wgu: Itonew*

Committed by the hand of power,

To close confinement in the Tower,

Where many a dang'rout beast, we know,

It lodg'd for rojal raree show j

A Lion, in I leopard's (kio,

Hii spots without, his heart within.

Held forth to Privilege, his paw,

And claim'd protection of the law,

Alaim'd ! the sorest flare a-while!

The asset bray ! the foxet smile !

A"d tygers tam'd, untry'd, condemn

Their brother brute too wild for them.

The saget of the law consult

The nature of hi* crimes occult,

While, wav'ring 't«ixt the wrong and right,

They let him loose, and heoe his sl.ght j

"Till basely hurt in bloody fray,

Tn distant lands he's lur'd away.

Let Justice bring him now to shame t

The absent ever are to blame.

Accus'd he stands of horrid crime',

(irange to these loyal, piqul time) {

Against his king—a bisliop nodt—

Nay, more, he ferarch'd .gainst the Cail,

Behold the impious trairor's claw,

Known and obnoxious to the law.

The Lion he.trd, and with disdain.

Returning to his native plain,

Demands the records just and true,

The 6ne an4 punishment his due.

Arpall'd deluded Justice stands,

Her balance tremiling in her bandr,

Nor holds upiais'd th'avengi of blade,

Without the ranc'nns Lynx's aid.

Again the snare of pow'r it spread,

Enclosing bit devoted head ;

Again it urg'd the shame and fin

Of fpjtt upon a leopard's skin :

When lo ! he casts hit wanton spoils,

And provet a lion in the toils.

EPIGRAM

On the Ptttb os the las thlt tf Newcastle.

-IVTEWCASTLE dead! Confusion seize

XN The wretch who readl it at hit ease,

Nor dreams what England hat to dread,

jl—sl alive, and Pi l ham dead!

Jmfrcfm
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EPILOGUE, hy Mr. GARRlCKiImpromptu en the Death os the D. os Newcastle.

SHALL Holies die, and Dull no son of

Terse

Pay the just triWe of a warm applause ?

It thert no weeping muse to tend en hearse,

Who liv d and died the prop of Brunswick*!

cause ?

II.

Where are thy odes oh ! MasoD, thine oh !

Gray !

Say Whuehead jre ihy powers for ever gone?

—Did Lloyd or Churchill lire, we ne'er should

fay,

Here lies unsung Britannia's dailing son !

III.

Ho—they would strain their power*, and

strike the string;

The siring, responsive, would their laya re

peat ; [f'Ht
■Willie each of Britain's friends would join to

*Ti» greater to be good than to bc[great. M.

On the late Marcblor.esi o/"Tavistoce.

"V T O tender, gen'rous soul can sore forbear

^4 For Rossel'a fate to stied a pitying (ear !

Since not to fe.-l for such transcendent smarc,

Betrays a savage or an iron heart. s prove

Ah ! gentle shade ! your keen misfortunes

The pow'rfut force of true connubial love :

You lost yonr all when your lov'd husband fell

—Extremely few, alas I now love so well !

Jfrom hence, ye fair and gay, ye great and

boid,

learn how precariously your bliss you hold :

FaTRuffcl every temporal bliss enjo/d,

Which one tremendous moment quite de

stroy 'd ! S. T.

FRQLQGUE to the New Tragedy o/ZsNCIS.

By Mr. HOME.

Spoken hy Mr. HOLLAND.

TOO much the Greek and Roman chiefs

engage

The muses cjte—they languish on ourftage;

Themodern bard, struck with the vast applause

Of ancient masters, like the painter draws

From models only.—Can such copies charm

The heart, or li w e the glow of nature warm ?

To fill the scene, to-night our author brings

Originals at least—warrifs and kings—

Hetoes, who, like their gems, unpolish'd

stiine,

The mighty fathers of the Tartar line,

Greater than lliose, ul.om clastic pages boast,

It those are greateft, who have conquer'd mos*.

Such is thcfur-jejil— such the poet's theme,

If a rough soldier'may assume that name j

Who does not offer you from fancy's store,

Manners and men.— On India's burning shore,

In warlike toils he pafs'd his youthful years,

And met the Tartar in the strife ofspears j

But tho* he liv'd atiidst the cannons roar,

Thunder like your'a he never fae'd before j

Listen indulgent to hit artless strain,

*M«'r Ut a soldier, quarter ask in vain.

• To the iixit.

Sfoi.-n hy Mrs. AbinGTON.

I'M sent, good folks, to speak the epilogue.

But 'tit so dull -I'll cheat the scribbling

rogue s [small —

Among ourselves, your loss will be but

You're * too polite for epilogue to call.

But tt for you f—it is your joy and piide

Ever to call but never fatitfyed

Will you, ye critics, give up Rome and

Greece ?

And turn Mahometans, and save this piece ?

What (hall ourftage receive this Tar-arrace,

Each whifker'd hero with a copper fact ?

I bate theTartars—hate their vile religion:—

We have no souls forsooth—that's their de

cision ! [trooli i

These brutes, some horrid prejudice con-

Speak, English husoands—have your wives no

souls f

Then for our person!—still m; re shameful

work,

A hundred women, wed a single Turk 1

Again, ye English husbands, what fay you t

A hundred wives ! you would not wish tar

t-wi. [bm !

R •■mans and Gre.ks for me '—O that dear

Their women had a noble Magna Charra !

There a young hero, had he won fair fame,

Migh', from her husband, a/k a lovely

dame ;

The happy husband of the honour Vain,

Gave her with joy, took her with joy again t

The chosen dame no struggles had within.

For to refuse, had been a public sin.—

And to their honour, all historians fay.

No Spartan lady, ever sinn'd that way,—

Ye fair, who have not yet thrown out year

bait,

To tangle captive sin the marriage state;

Take heed, I warn you where your snares job

sc,i • «

O let not infidels come near your net.

Let band in hand, with prudence, 40 you

withes.

Men are, in general, the strangest files !

Do not for miser) your beauty barter.

And—O take heed—you do not catch, a,

Tartar,

Occasional PaoiOGui oar fir Asf;****** «/

the new Juliet at the Theatre Royal .»

Covent Garden.

Written hy Mr. Col mas.

Stml.tr. by Mr. Powili.

WHEN frigbten'd poets give tbt town,

a play.

Some bold or gentle prologue leada the vray r

But when new player! their weak vawrrt

engage, ["WM

And risque .their future fortunes on eke

No bard appears to p'ead their desp'nM

cause.

To silence censure, or bespeak ayvUuse.

Anthon

•}■ Tt tbt gilt ry,
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Anthon too, cautious to direct ycut choice,

Mere empty ecchocs of the public voice,

Wirh less poetic fire than critic phlegm.

Praise aa you praise, and blame what you

condemn.

Acton, as actors feel: and few so fear'd,

But well remember what they first appear'd ;

Wnen sudden tumult shook the lab'ring

breast, [posseft;

With hope, and fear, and shame, at one*

When the big tear flood trembling in the eye.

And the breath struggled with the rising sigh.

To-night a trembling Juliet fillsthe scene,

Fearrul as young, and really net tighten i

Cold, icy fear, like an untimely frost,

Lies on her mind, and all her powers are lost.

" Tis your's alone tc- dissipate her sear?,

To calm her uoubled soul, and dry her

tears.

Bit with the cank'ring east the infant rose

Ifa lull- blown honours never can di It lo c ;

Oh, may no envious blast, no critic blight,

Fall on the tender plant we rear to night !

So mill it thrive, and in some genial hour,

The opening bud may prove a beauteous

Bower.

fiotocct so the net* Tragedy es Cvaus.

Written bjMr. HoOLE.'

Ts. TEW to the stage, before this dread »r-

rTepar'd to osstr here his virgin play,

Our tim'rous author, diffident of praise,

Grafta his first laurels on another's bays ;

Takes from another's breast the gen'rous lire,

And fit! to English strains a foreign lyres

Aspires to please by unsuspected means,

Importing p.ssion from Italian scenes :

Wnere heroes combat to soft music's note,

And tyrants warble thro' an eunuch's thioat ;

To symphony despairing lovers figh ;

And strugg ing traitors by the gamut die:

Yet here, a living bard, whose fame out-runi

The foremost of the tuneful drama's sons,

Can e'en in song his magic pow'r dispense,

At once unifng harmony and sense.

From him our poet now essays to write,

And plans from him the slo:y of to-night :

A well-known tale— who has not heaiii the

name

Of Cyrus and the rising Median same ?

Xach puling schoolboycan discuss the theme j

The sufPnog grandlon, and the monarch's

dream !

O! cou.d our poet catch th' inspiring thought,

And nobly copy what wa* nobly wrougnt t

Or where the master's hand but Iketui'd the

line,

With happy warmth fill up the bold design {

Then cv'rj fiacre with new foice imprcit.

Might wake the feelings of th' impassion'd

breall ;

While each bright eye amidst this e'rele payi

The tribute of tuvoiunta'y piaifc.

December, 1768.' 66i

EPILOGUE.

Writtenbj Dr. HawkiswOrth.

WEI. L, here I am—thank heav'n • no

more Mandanc—

Among ourselves, this bard is but a Zany.

Says 1, when first he offer'd me the part,

" 1 hope 'tis nature—levell'd at the heart."

Saya he, " A husband thought far off to roam,

" Oisguis'd and unexpectedly comes home.

" A Ion returns, lost twenty years, d'ye fee,

" To call you mother, tho' not thirty-three."

This (1 reply'd) will do, if I can guess.

For this indeed it natural distress-

Distress (he cry'd) you quite rniltake the thing,

Astyagea.you'llfind—haddreamt—the king--

I stop: him short—perhaps it may be true,

Tnat your old nature lifters from your new >

From various causes equal sorrows How,

All realms and tiroes havesime peculiar wjei

With us what griefs frem ills domestic rise,

When now a beau, and now a monkey dies.

In this our iron age, still harder lot,

A masquerade, no ticket to be got

Your obsolete distress may now be told

Let's fee—there's ravishing—that's very oli.

There's love that corn'd a title and estate—.

These woes of love are vastly out of date.

Then there's your martyr to his ccuotry'i

weal: [fee,i

What strange distress these ancients us'd to

The love ot country now indeed runs high,

They prove its value most who dearest buy s

Think what our patriots pay in sterling gold,

A single bjrough for seven years (o hole !

Though here in siatu a*e I st.ll remain,

I've oil becumariy'd, ravish 'd, crcw.i'd, anl

stain.

None of all these have been my fate to-night,

So ua'd to f.ncy anguish and delight :

Yet let me hope you telt the part I bore,

Give me your plaudit—we can wiih no more,

tie Lot Tiny and Liberty,

A S O N G.

OH what raptures will abound,

When Iv'e got ten thousand pound?

Then from slavery set free,

Frantic pride, shall stoop to me.

Oh how richer,

Men bewitches ?

Worth and poverty they flee.

Oh what changes/

Men in ranges,

Will adore with extaey.

II.

Few attended humble BV-r,

Now by ev'ry knave beset \

Those regardless of my etiirms.

Now wou'd fly into my arms.

Men may flatter,

Women chatter,

I'll secure my liberty.

From attendance,

And Oependance

Fortune calli—tad I'll be free. A. Z.

4k*
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[r. MORGAN at SADLER's WELLS.

Help me each Har

 

^m
Breath sweet odour ev'ry flower;

All your various printing (hew;

Pleasing verdure grace each bower,

Around let cv'iy blessing :'..•■•■.

IV.

Clide ye limpid brookt a!oner

Phœbus glance thy rnilwst ray,

Murm'ring stoeds repeat my song,

And tell what Cslin care not say.

Celia come* whose charming air

Firel with love the rural iwaini ;

Tell, ah ! tell the blooming Crr

That Colin din is Ac disdain". 1

a



1763. transit of Venus. S63

To tie AUTHOR of tbe LONDON M A O A Z I N E.

SIR,

IHave, according to promise, sent you my computation of the ensuing Transit of Venus,

from Dr. Halley'i Tablet : And also a tine delineation of the apparent curvlmeal pith of

Venus op the solar disk. Inferring the fame in your next Magazine, will doubtless oblige,

man? of tour readers, as well as, Sir,

Htchio, Your constant reader, and humble servan',

Oct. 20, 1768, ROBEKT lASOlly,

 

The transit of Vcr.ut ovrr tbe Sun, June 5, 1-769, Calculated frem Dr. Halley's TaW/i

/It London, June 3, in lit Evening, appa-

rmt Time,

b m s

First contact 7 20 29

Central ingrese 7 28 42

Totally in the difc 7 37 4

Ecliptic conjunction 10 iz 46

Middle of ihe Transit 10 34 3 1

Begins to emerge 1 3 3 1 54

Central egress 13 40 16

End of the Transit J J 48 30

Central duration 6 n 34

Total duration 6 28 1

Nearest approach of tlje centers c, ' 5 1 " 3 s, "'

Apparent semi- diameter of Venus 26",

and that of the fun 15' 50" 37''''.

N. B. No regard was had to pirallax in

the above computation, but if that be consi

dered, the times above v.ill be a small matter

effected thereby.—The sur sets about an hour

after the b sinning. H's true altitude at the

Ccr.tral ingress is 4° 41' 51", and azimuth

Dec. 1 68.

from the north 590 10' 50". The altitude

of Venus 4* 57' 42", and aiimuth iroia

the north 59' XI ' 1".

At the mu'dle the fun w'll be vertical in

lat. 21° 27' north, and long. i-S" 38' weft

from London, in the pacific ocean. In lit.

58° 30' south, and long, ai above, in the

aff're.'aid ocean, the Transit will begin a lit

tle after fun-rife, and end near fun setting;

where its duration will be neatly the stiortelt

possible. For Venus being in the northern

part of her orbit, and the spectator's motion

contrary to that of Venus, the nearer he ap

proaches (under the fame meridian) to rhe

earth's axis in south latitude, the shorter the

transit, et contra in north latitude , and

which is evident at sight by a projection of

this curious phænomencn. In lat. 58° 30'

norih. and long. 21" »2' east, the Transit

will tiffin a little before fun-set, and end

soon after sun rise ne*t morning. And aa

the spec ator't motion hete conspires with

4 P that
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thit es Venus, the Transit v.ill thereby be

protracted r.e uly the greatest poll:ble.

I hive, in order to delineate Venus'i appa

rent path accurately, computed her true de

lation above the fun's horizontal, and dis

tance tro n hit vertical diameter, to several

intervale, by which the above type for Lonaaa

it correctly drawn.

Ver.ui"! elev.
Distance sromhit

above the Sun. vertical diameter.

June 3, evening. H. M. S M. S. M. S.

Central ingress 7 a8 4* >5 5'
0 11 left

8 o c '3 43 0 2S right

• o c 11 r7 1 3*

Middle nearly.

, 10 o 0 9 20 3 *9 .

io 35 4S
* 39 4 3*

II o 0 S rS
5 J»

I* o c 7 55 7 5'

*3 °
c I 34 10 6

Central egress 13 40 16
9 54

1* 40

N. B. The foregoing computation was

made nearly according to Mr. Dunthorne't

precepts for solar ed pscs ; but if different

rriethods be taken, we may expect some Va-

riaticn from the times above : I shall just

iive one instance as a proof of the above-men

tioned Calculus. At the central ingress the

fun's true place is II 13° £j>' 17" 56"',. de

clination 11" 26' 32" 5'", and angle atthe

pole ii2° 10' io"j whence his true dtitude

may be easily found—40 41' jo" 51 '"and azi-

muth from the nnrthrr 59° 10' 50''.Thetrue

place of Venus II 1 j" 31' 7" 49'" and la

titude 11 ' 35" %'" north, whence (by sphe

ric) i fino her true ceclination = ji" 39'

al" 46'", and rght ascennem = 7*0 5' 46'/

4'". the sun's right asce/fion = 71* 55'4o"

55"', and angle at the pole = 1 n" o' 14"

51'", whence I sind her true .altitude =

4° 57' 41" 1'" and azimuth from the

north 59* 11' o'' 48'''.

Now we have given two sides of a fpheri-

ral triangle and the angle induded, vis, the

zenith alliances of the Sun and Venus; and

the azrmuthal distance of Venus from the

center of the Sun, to find the third fide =

15' 51" 22'". which exceed* the Sun's se-

midiameter only 45'", and proves the central

ingress to be ascertained extremely near.—

The true hourly motion of the Sun is 1' 23 ''

24"', that of Venus in the ecliptic 1' 3a"

16"', and her horary decrease of latitude

35" 30".

^IMPARTIAL REVIEW c/ NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ARTICLE T.

''ANOTHER Traveller ! or rirfory Remarh

ar.d trir.calObJer-jtiiiont made vpin ajournef

tiro'fart ofthe Netherlands, in tut Year 1766.

By Coriat Junior. 2 vol. 12010. Johnson.

Thii perfoimance is written in imitation of

Sterne's Sentimetxnl Journey, ai;d breathes to

the full as much bcncolcncc as that celebrated

production.— If it does not equal the Senti

mental Journey in wit, it execeeds it in decen

cy, and is, in our opinion, as well calculated to

give a sensible lei'on to the public.—The au

thor calli himself Coriat, aster the famoua

Tom Coriat who floutished in the reign of

James the first, and travelled over a great

jjart of Europe and A6a on foot—However

as the reader will possibly wi.Ti 10 have a spe

cimen ftom a writer who Heads immediately

ester Mr. Sterne in t!,is whimsie I walk of

genius, we have selected the .'ullovring chap

ter for his entertainment.

CHAP. XXVIII.

at few general Remarks upon Brusseir, teitb

fame particular ores on tit Begui.iage. ,

5 "»"i I S fine talking of seeing every thing

JL aji tliioe ot foul days in siacb, a capital'

as Brussels, and being acquainted with the

people into the bargain !—Commend me to

such ingrossers of curiosity I

This brings to my mind some of my con-

try friends, who in their week's jaunt to

London pretended also that they had seea

every thing.—And pray what did you see ?

" Why vVestmiusler- Abbey, and its match

less monuments—St. Pant's Cathedral, ar d

its naked majesty—the pillar of fire, and its

smoaky prospect—the Tower, and the roar-

ing lions—tha wax- work, not forgetting

mother Siipton."

That's enough—and more by all that yea

have mentioned than you could have seers*

had you never stirred from home.

But where to begin my remarks ?—that's

the question.—I once thought of expending

a great pert of this chapter upon the subject

of pubic ministers residing st foreign coarte.—

" Hey day '—Why what the plague cam

that have to do with Brussels mote than any

other cour ?"

True, my accomplished friend!—and it

was upon that consideration, that I laid my

dcliji aside —It may be introduced with.

œoie propriety upon Wakes occaioo—b»»t
r iflull
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Hull never hwe a fairer opportunity of ac

knowledging the polite reception that I met

with at the English ambassador's, and the

elegant enteitainment that our company par-

took of there. In grateful remembrance

of which, suffer me to aiM, that politeness of

manners and elegance of living appear to me

to be highly requisite in public charactcri ?

who study the honour of their sovereigns,

more than their own emolument—whereas

such base spirits as seek to enrich themselves,

where parsimony becomes a vice j are rather

th: ministers of their own avarice, than of

their country.

I confess that Brussels with all her boast

ed beauty, fell short of my expectation.—I

found in her little to be admired but foun

tains and crooked streets; if we except the

public edifices, seme of which are ver; grand.

—The several ascents to the palace, frequent

ly reminded me ot Snowhill—in the way you

meet with a magnificent pile of ruins, which

his lain in much the fame condition fur these

forty years, but which with ut would have

been cleared in a few mouths.

But the court, the theatre, the brilliant

assemblies, the agreeable frcmnuda, the

fashionable nurse—those are ths charms of

Brussels !—and to luch as can enter into

them with spirit, it must be accounted' a de

licious place :—to such then 1 leave them,

for the fake of more important researches.

Pcjcc be to the pious ashes of Saint Bega!

the foundress and patroness of those religious

female colonies called Beguinagtt —and whe

ther thou wert Queen, pnestes,, or prophetess

—virgin, wife, or widow—or all, or neither ;

it matters not to me.— Let monkish supersti-

ton blason thy hallowed dust; and ignorance

invent to thy honour, far more than ii ne

cessary to be relieved—luch legendary records

may add to our wonder, but cannot increase

•ur praise.—If by thy bright example, thou

sands of thy loved sex have teen sheltered

from want, and shielded from prostitution ;

millions of thanks we owe to thy memory,

—If by receiving thy gentle rule they have

heen cut oss from the corruptions, but nut

from the commerce of the flesh and

though recommended to enjoy a life of

celibacy, nevertheless are not debarred the

freedom of wedded felicity, when suitable

matches osser ; what songs of praise shall we

not render thee ? — In the mean while, by so

ber industry, each to employ her talent to

wards her own support ; in various needle

work, weaving lace, knitting purses, wag

ing prints, fashioning and dressing dolls, and,

the elder ones, in nursing the net at their

respective houses.

Well, after all, this seems to be no absurd

institution—and something like it m gbt be

admitted into any corporation, whether pa

pist qr protestant.—1 will subscribe to it w.th

ail my heart for the lure I bear the it. ,

No wonder that where such provision is

made for frail virtue, profligate vice

is not rampant in every street, to the annoy

ance of the sober, and the destruction of the

unwary: that goals and bridewells are not

overloaded with such delinquents; and finally

that they are not freighted off in Ihip-laada

to prison foreign plantations, after having

done their waist at home.—Such a preven

tive for the most fatal and complicated mis

chief, is, in my poor opinion, to be prefer

red to speculative and patched -up cures*

There is seldom a renedy for idleness, when

the habit of industry is lost—no room for

good seed to spring up, where the soil it

choaked with weeas.—" Employments are

wanting, it the common cry ; and support

in the mean time must be had."—How so:

—these people you find employ and sup

port the.iiselves ; and so 'hey might ans

where, under proper regulation.

It is not an hospital, or a row or a|:nt-

hiufcs, into which r.ene but the wretched are

admitted—but it it a little hamlet within it

self, enclosed with wills and gates, contain

ing fifty, an hund:.d, perhaps two hundred

tenements, ranged in several neat street-,

with a handsome church or chapel.—That

devotees enter there of iheir own tree will,

and carry their little portions and effects,

if taey have any, aleng with them

'tis no discredit to be of their o'der—they are

not coafined save to the role of the society,

but are leen every where ; and whenever they

think fit may resign the habit, and engage

again in the business of the world.

It therefore there are no avowed prosti

tutes in the Austrian Netherlands, one reason

for it is pretty obvious.—Every city has ita

Btquitagc, c nraimng from two hundred, or

a thouland of thole virtuous spinsters called

Beguinet.

Our fair pilot having indulged us with her

coutteous company for a week, from the

time we left OHende ; found it necessary to

return thither—and in compliance for her

many civilities, we could do no less than ac

company her on the way as far as Gher.r.

And now, my food friend, said I, we shall

have t little leisure to look about us—no post

ing b»ck to Brussels ! if you please—if the

gatet must be shot at seven, in God't name !

let them shut the gates—we will sleep upon

the road, that is all "

II. A Charge lo Enflilmen, iiUalei bf

Ptrmijjln « John Wilkes, Efa, avo,- is.

Flexoey.

This is the performance Of a Mr. Sharps,

who pro'estes the warmest admiration of the

gentleman's character to whom he dedi

cates hi. piece : In an advertisement prefixed

to the charge, he informs us that it was de

livered at a patriotic club at Newport in the

ill; of Wieht, where it seems it met with a

yciy favourable teception, highly to the credit

4 P i of
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of the society before whom it was pronounc

ed, but little to the honour of their under

standing

ill. E/tgiti »n different Qccasioni. 31 pages

4ts. Bathurst.

'she public is here presenter) with nine ele

gies, in which though the author hat en-

acivouied to be uncommonly plaintive he is

more likely to excite the ln.ile than the

sensibility ot' hit readeis.

IV. Tie Complaint tf Liberty. 23 psget,

4:0. Odell.

The author of thit poem, like many late

writer!, ma'<« very free with the name of

Liberty, and with just at much succest, for

though hit public spirit may be intitled to

> compliment, there ii very little due to hit

literary abilities.

V. Paradise a Pern, 4to. 11, 6d. Pearch.

This is a descriptive poem, painting in

very tolerable number! a gentlcman'a feat in

the country; but who the gentleman ii, or

where the scene is laid, we cannot inform the

reader, the author being intircly silent with

regard to these paiticulart.

VI. The Grenada-Planter, or a full and im

partial A'fterr fa a Letter in the Gazetteer,

relative In tie Conduit oftit S—y G—r ——

W—le, 8vo. ii. A-mon.

Anonymoui attacks upon the character of

any man, are alw.ys to be suspected of great

malevolent*, therefore we shall only say, that

if all the allegations contained in th:s pam

phlet are true, the author would do mjch

better to lay hit factt before the administra

tion in a decent remonstrance, than to ob

trude them in this ineff.ctual manner on the

public.

V1J. Verset to tbt Memory os a Lady t -writ-

tin fit Sancfcate-Caftle, 4to. 6d. Bucket.

These verses are said to be the composition

os a Dr. Langhorne ; but on what account he

pirticularlv tells ut they were written at

bandgate Ciftle, we are at a loft to discover.

—Indeed i: the air of Stndgate Castle had

any inspiring quality, there would be lome

reason far mentioning it, but u from the

stri^cst consideration of the poem we ate not

able to discover such a circumstance, nay, as

the author it ifiuch inferior to many poett

in the elegiac walk of genius, it would be

more to his credit if the prestnt verses bad

never been written at all, since they now

serve as a monument of his ambition with*

our r-eing a proof of his abilities.

V 1 1 1.,4 Plan ofEducationfor the Nobility and

Gentry cf Great Britain. Mojl Humbly ad-

d'ljj'td to the Father of in People, by Thomas

Sheridan, A.M. 148 pages, Svo. Dilly.

This plan of ed'.cation it written by Mr.

Sheridan, the celebrated tragedian, whose

JWc.tude for rfoiming the piesent mode of

instructing our yt uth, has already giveo birth

to several performances which have been

very tavtiuiab'y received by the public;— la

Dec.

bis dedication to the kins, Mr. Sheridan of

fers to employ the remainder of hit life ia

conducting an academy instituted upon

hit own principles, pr-)vide4 he is allowed art

appointment equal to wha*. he is now able to

make in much le ■ laborious pursuits 1 with

regard to the defccti in the prevailing system

of our schools, he thus delivers himtelf.

" The sole end pro. o'cd at present is to

make good Litin aod Greek scholars, and

minute philosophers ; whereas the true ends

of education in all christian countries, ought

to be to make good men, and good citistent.

Thus the tender minds at sirst setting out

get a wrong bial ; the moil precious years of

lite ate employe! wholly in studies which

will produce little future benefit to them or

advantage to the world ; while such as would

contribute most to public and private pros

perity, that i| 10 say, religion, moral ty, ind

the English language, are utterly neglected.

Nor are the meant lest absurd or prejudi

cial than the end.

In the first place, all boys whatsoever,

and how different soever their professions in

life may be, are trained in one and the fame

books, pursue the same exercises : whether

they are to be legislators, divines, physicians,

soldi, rs, merchants or mechanics. And this

course is so far from fitting them for ir ere

several ptosestions, thit it does not in the

smallest degree quali'y them for any one.

But of all the absurdities, that of the

written exercises, in which the greatest por

tion of the boys time, even at the best

schools in Eng and, it taken up, appears the

most strange. They are set about perfor

mances which require invent on and judg

ment, before cither the storehouse of the roe-

Tnory it supplied with materials, of any kind

but a few words ; or the understanding enlight

ened, or exercised.

Such a grossly erroneous practice cannot

be better exp* id. than by a representation

of the behaviour of the poor boys upon thit

occasion (set like the Israelite! to make brick

without the straw) who generally apply 10

those in the upper classes, and telling them

the subject o' their exercise, atHreft them

in this ridiculous phrase, " Pray gm met

little fenft t" And when their want h sup

plied in thit respect, their business it to turn

it into barbarous Latin.

Nor is thit the most ridiculous part of

school cxerci'ei : the extravagant attempt n

force all to be poets in fp'te of nature; of

hiving four txeicises out os five ot this kind,

and that in a dead language too ; of obliging

all boyt belonging to the fame class to write

the fame number of verses, whatever differ

ence there may be in pofnt qf genius and ca-

pjcity ; are practices so opposite to common

fense, that it is a wonder how they eoukt

.ever have obtained sootins; in a cvilixeJ

country.
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If a sportsman were to take peat pains to

have hit greyhounds, his mastiff), and a.l

font of dogs, taught to hunt in the fame

manner that hounds do j and ihould mingle

(bem all with the pack when he went ia

pursuit of a fox or a hare, how would hit

neighbour! laugh at him ? And yet would

there be any thing more absurd in this prac

tice than the other? I remember indeed to

have seen a cur dog, which had been bred

vith the hounds from a puppy, and which

constantly went out with them to the chafe,

prove an excellent mim'ck of their manners.

He put his nose to the ground, and pretended

j CO scent j he yelped when they were in cry,

and seemed as busy as the best in the field.

How many busy yelping curt in poetry, this

mode of education hat pestered the world with

the press hat but too liberally informed us.

The next great eiror in the pre'ent me

thod it that of ranging the boys in classes ac

cording to their different standing, and

keeping all the same length of time in the

s.mc daft. From thia practice one os these

two bad consequences must be produced }

cither that those of the quickest paits mull

wait for those of the slowest, to their great

hindrance and loss os time j or those of the

slowest must be compelled to keep pace with

those of the quickest : which in point of

learning is an impossibility ; and if it be only

observed in point of standing, absolute igno

rance must ensue on their parts.

What a line damper to emulation must

this prove of uncommon pant ! If the hor set

which run at Newmarket, were to he linked

together by a long rope we should hardly see

such exertion in the race."

Mr. Sheridan then proceeds to shew that

the very small salary allowed 10 schoolmasters,

.obliges all to take a much larger number of

pupils than they can properly attend) hence

(adds he) " arises the necessity of classes in

the manner above-mentioned, of the fame

boolca, the seme exercises, let. sot at it ia

impossible that a master so circumstanced, can

give a particular attention to each particular

boy, be must to avoid any appearance of par

tiality, act towards all by one general rule."

The narrow limits of a magazine, where

such a variety of subjects are to be treated of,

will not allow ut to give a longer extract

from Mr, Sheridan. —Upon the whole, how

ever, there are manyjudicious regulations to hit

plan, though there are many things too ro

mantic to be practicable, and it i> particularly

well worth the attention of the opulear,

v. ho are willing (o pay an extraordinary at

tention to the education of their children.

IX. Astart Accunt os that Part os Africa

inhabited by tbeNeg- on %ia. 2J. Horj field.

Tbts is one ot the authors who please

even without abilities : his a-cuments are

gb.s dictates pf genuine humanity, and hi)

endeavour is to (hew from the authority of se

veral eminent writers, that the Have trade to

Africa should be instantly suppressed on ac

count of itt evident barbarity.

X. A'ti, Manufactures, and Commerce, m

Poem. By George Cockings. 8vo. is. 6i.

Cooke.

Mr. Cockings, if we mistake not, ia por

ter to the laudable society for the encourage

ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce,

and therefore f.r a poet in such a situation

the good natured reader will kindly make al

lowances—though indeed we scarcely remem

ber any production which requires more al

lowance* than the present article.

XI. A short View os the History os the

Colony os Malsachusett's Bav, taitb Re/peeJ t»

their original Charter and Constitution, at, aH.

Wilkie.

A necessary pamphlet in the present situa

tion of out differences with the Americas

colonies.

XII Line at Crost'Purpose:. — Exemplified

in twostniimental and conntBed Ht/hriet from

real List, via. Theforced Marriage, or. The

History of Sir George Freemore and Mist

Emily Menel, a vol. nmo. and the Memoirs

os Lady Frances Freemore and her Family,

2 vol. 12 mo. Noble.

Love indeed at cross-purposes, and very/

tender lor young ladiel during the interrup

tion which the present season gives to the

employments of the boarding school.

XIII. The Uistcry os England from the Ac-

cjjion os James the First, to the Elevation of

the House os Hanover. By Otharine Macau-

lay, vol. 4. 4fo. 15s. Johnston.

This volume contains the reign of CharIn

the First, from the dissension between the

two houses of parliament to the execution

of that prince— and breathes like the former

volumes of Mri. Mjcaulay's history, spirit,

genuine freedom, strong good sense, and

strict impartiality. In the more forward put

of the p'tfcfuM igatine we have made an ex

tract from it, -which we are certain will be

acceptable to our readers.

XIV. Experiments andObstrva'hnt in Elec~

tricitf, mj,le at Philadelphia in America,

by Benjam n Frankln, L.L. D. and F. R. S.

410. 1 vol. 10s. Newbery.

This it a correct coition of what the very

ingenious Dr. Franklin his written on elec

trical subjects—hut the author't reputation in

thit walk of science is too universally known

and admired to stand in the lealt want of our

recommendation.

XV. The Amerian Gazette, No. III.

8vo. is. Kearst«y.

The utility of ihit compilation rises upon

us in every number, and it is but truth to

fay that it contains many' things of the ut

most importance both to Great Britain and

te. American colonies.

XVI,
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XVF. Tee Case of Anne and line. Scot,

Sirkruptt, fate Merchant! and D'y-Salters.

By Mr-. Scott, 2p. Flexney.

Hear both fides of every question before

jou pronounce your opinion," isthe advice

of a very sensible writer—therefore till we

read the answer to this pamphlet, which is

already advertised, we Hull not take upon us

te fay how far Mr!. Scott's narration is to be

relied on.—The tendency of her performance

is to lessen the character of the arTtgre;s to

the commission of bankruptcy taken out

against her and her son, and to (hew that

from the failure of her house lo the present

riour, she has been treated with unexampled

cruelty by these gentlemen.

XVI I. A Laterfrom a Lad) to the Bishop

mf Condon, Oct. is. Brown.

Whether this letter is or is not written by

a lady must be a matter of little consequence

to the readers, the only thing necessary for

bis knowledge, is, the merit of the perfor

mance, which in our opinion is very little,

as the piece contains nothing but a trite, un

necessary declamation in savour of good works,

and a melancholy prophesy that some such

terrible judgement will speedily overtake this

kingdom, as fell upon Sodom and Gomorrah,

to punisli the extravagant profligacy of the in

habitants.

XVI I I. rfn Inau'ry fuse tie Nature and

C'kVi of tht prstnt Disputtl betiu:m the Bri

tish Colomei in America and the Mother Coun

try, Oct. is. 6d. Wilkie.

The author of this pamphlet is not without

moderation, and fays, that the Americans

should either be allowed a representation 'In

the parliament of Great Britain, or that they

should be indulged with an internal legislation

of their own, subject however to the controui

of the mother country. This is all the Ame

ricans contend for, and the only source of

their complaints is the new mode of taxing

them, either without a parliamentary repr*

tentative or the customary concurrence of

their respective assemblies.

XIX. The Journal os a Ttoo Mmtht T*ar;

with a Pino of promoting Religion among the

frontier Inhabitant of Pensylvania, and of

introducing Christianity amung the Indians #»

the Westward of the Alegh Genv Mfntsini,

&c. By Charles Bcatty, A. M. its

pages, 8vo.

This is a very well meant, but • very dull

account of the author's tiur for the purpose*

mentioned in the title page.—Mr. Beatry in

deed gives us an information which mutt af

ford much satisfaction to every benevolent

mind, namely, that through the various

p .rt: of his journey he fonnd the Indians con

stantly eager to be instructed in the princi

ples of Chr'stianity.—Annexed to the Tour

are some arguments endeavouring to prove

that certain of the Indian tribes are descend

ed from the Jews ; but this is nothing ex

traordinary when our author seems t» think

that a particular nation of these savages ori

ginally emigrated from Wale*, and that they

speak the Welch language at this hour very

perfectly.

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER,

London, Dec. 18, 1768.

WlK,<?jf'5gf I S majesty, ever re»dy to en-

rf/V' v« courage useful improvements,

•TrX J-J /SP and always intent upon pro

bes (£it| moting every branch of polite

Vtf^C>,*V£ knowlege, hath been gracioul-

A\«. ii/*\ |j. piellie(j t0 infliru:e in this

metropolis a royal academy of arts, to be un

der his majtsty's own immediate patronage,

and under the direction of forty artiils of the

first lanlr. in their several professions.

The principal object of this institution is

to be the establishment of well regulated

Khools of design, where students in the arts

may find that instruction which hath se long

been wuited, and so long wiitied for in this

country. Forth'send, therefore, there will

be a winter academy of living models of dif

ferent characters to draw after, and a summer

academy of living models of different cha

racters to paint alter; there will also be lay

men with all sorts of draperies, both an-

tient and modern, and choice casts of .all

the celebrated antique statues, aroops, and

kasso-iehcvus. aimers the ablest academici-

5

an«, elected annually from amongst the forty,

are to attend these schools by rotation, t*

set the figures, to exanvne the f>rirforrnauiee

of the students, to advise and instruct them,

and to turn their attention towaids that

branch of the arts for which they (hall seem

to have the aptest disposition.

And in order to instruct the students its

the principles and laws of composition, to

strengthen their judgment, to form their

taste of design and colouring, to point oat to

them the beauties and imperfection* of cele

brated performances, and the particular exp

ediencies and defecta of great masters, to rat

them for an unprejudiced study of books, and

to lead thtm into the readiest and mots efi.

cacious paths of study, there are appointed a

professor of Pointing, a processor ot Archi

tecture, one of Anatomy, and one of Per

spective, who are annually to read a certain

number of public lectures in the schools, cal

culated for she purposes above recited.

Furthermore, there will be a library of

books of architecture, sculpture, paiaat-

ing, and all the sciences relating rjaert
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to 5 also of print» of bisreliess, vares, tro

phies, ornaments, antient and modern

dresses, customs, and ceremonies, instru

ments of war and arts, utensils of sacrifice,

and all other things useful to students in the

arts.

The admission to all these eflablilhments

will be free, to all students properly qualified

to reap advantage from such studies as are

there cultivated. The professors and acade

micians, who instruct in the schools, have

each of them proper salaries annexed to their

employments: as have also the treasurer,

the keeper of the Royal Acad:my, the se

cretary, and all other persons employed in

the management of the said institution ; and

his majesty hath, for the present, allotted a

large house in Fall-mall for the purpose! of

the schools, See.

And that the effects of this truly royal in

stitution may be conspicuous to the world,

there will be an annual exhibition of paint

ings, sculptures, and designs, open to al) ar

tists of distinguished merit, where they may

osser their performances to public view, and

acquire that degree of fame and encou

ragement which they fh4i be deemed to de

serve.

But as all men, who enter the cateer of

the arts, are not equally successful, and as

some unhappily never acquire either fame or

encouragement, but after many years of pain

ful study, ata time ef life when it is too

late to think of other pursuits, find them

selves destitute of every means of subsistence j

and as others are, by various infirmities in-

c'dent to man, rendered incapable of exerting

their talents, and others ate cut off in the

bloom of life, before it could be posfible to

provide for their families : His majesty,

whose benevolence and generosity overflow in

every action of his life, hath allotted a consi

derable sum, annually to be distributed, for

the relies os indigent artists, and their dis

tressed families.

This is but a flight sketch of the institution

of The Royal Academy of Arts, yet' suffi

cient to convince the world, that no country

can boast of a more useful establishment,

nor of any established upon more noble prin-

ciples.

The present Officers are,

Joshua Reynolds pre Professor of Painting,

sident. Edward Penny; of

W. Chamber!, trea Architecture, Tho.

f. icr. S.ndby ; of An.to-

C.Micli.Moser.keep my. Dr. W. Hunter;

Fra. Mil.Ntwion, se of Perspective, Sa

cretary. muel Wale.

Council* Visitori.

Ceorge Barret, AgoQini Culini,

Will.am Ch-mbers, Charles C'ltoo,

Fraocis Cotes, J, B»p. Cipriani,

Nathaniel Hone, N.itb.anii.1 Dat.ce^

Jeremiah Meyer, Francis Haymiu,

C'uncil. Visitor!,

Edward Penny, Peter 1 orns,

Paul Sandby, Benjamin West,

Joseph Wilton. Richard Wilson,

Francesco Zuccarellt.

Tuisday, Dec. 20.

Westminster. This day his majesty came to

the house of peers, and being in his royal robe*

seated onihe throne with the usual solemniry,

Sir Francis Molyneux, gentleman usherofthe?

black rod, was sent with a message from hie

majesty to the house ofcommon*, commanding

their attendance in the bouse os peers. The

commons being come thither accordingly,

his majesty was pleased to give the royal as

sent to

An act for continuing and granting to hie

majesty, certain duties upon malt, mum,

cyder, and perry, for the service of the year

one thousand seven hundred and sixty-nine.

An act for granting an aid to his majesty

by a land-tax, to be raised in great Britain,

for the service of the year one thousand seven

hundred and sixty-nine.

An act for punishing mutiny and desertion,

and for the better payment of the army and

their quarrers.

An act for the regulation of hit majesty's

marine forces while on shore.

An act for the more effectually preventing

the clandestine importation os foreign sp ric« j

and for explaining such part of an act made

in the fifth year of his present 'majcslv, at re

lates to the penalties inflicted upon persona

felling ale, beer, or other exciscable liquor!

by retail without licence j and for raking

away certain powers, granted by former acts,

for punishing persons convicted of retailing,

spirituous liquors, without licence.

An act to allow for a further time, the

free importation of rice into this kingdom

from his majesty's colonies in North America.

An act for the repairing, improving, and

better preferring, of the harbour and quay of

Wells, in the county of Norfolk,

An act for erecting a market-house, and

holding a market in the town of Taunton in

the county of Somerset, and for preventing

the holding of any market in the streets of

the said o.vn, and forcleansirg the street',

ami preventing nuisances and obstruction!

therein; and for lighting certain streets in

the said town.

An act for repairing and widening the

roads, from the turnpike road at Golford

Green, in the parish of Sandhurst, and from

the Green, ntar Benenden church, to the

Bull-inn at Re. venae 1 Croft in the county of

Kent.

And to fix private bills.

WxBNZSDAY, Xt.

At the general court of the Indii com

pany held yesterday, it ti peered that a very

extraordinary step had been taken, in order to

conceal the prestot brilliant fUtc of the com

pany's
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pany's affjirs, vir. the secreting the sum of

i,*- 0,000 1. from the annual account of the

company, made up to June fast. This ma

nœuvre, when discovered, afforded no small

diversion to the proprietors, especially at the

excuse made for ihii pious fraud viv, that it

was done with the best intention possible,

(hat of not letting governmentjnto the true

Sate of the company's affairs, lest they should

sjutege ttt cornsany ;—the truth however came

out, which, in few wcrds, h, (that r "with

standing common pi c: complaints of bad

sales, simple contract debts, fire.} the com

pany has been going 0 1 for three years past

in the accumulation of one million three bun-

died thousand pound! per annum, exclusive

of the sums paid to government, and the

augmentation of dividend ; so" that the pro

prietors have this consolation at least, that

if they have not been allowed two and a half

ftr cent, more than their present dividend,

they have nevertheless been laying up ever

since the acquisition of the Dewannee forty fir

nnl. fir annum ; an accumulation which, in

the twelve unexpired years of the charter,

would leave the company the trifling capital

of twenty mill'Ons.

Elizabeth Richardson, who was con

demned on Saturday sevennight at the Old

Bailey, for the murder of Mr. Pimlot, attor

ney, of Sytnmonda inn, was, pursuant to

her sentence, executed at Tyburn : She be

haved with great penitence and devotion, and

seemed truly sensible of the atrociousnefs of

her crime. She appeared to be about thirty-

five years of age, her person very plain,

brown complection, and much poclc-fretten,

After hanging the usual time, her body ivn

cut down, and carried to Jurgcon'a hall lor

dissection,

John Simmonds commonly called Cap

tain Simmonds, who was some time since,

at a trial before Lord M?nssielu*, convicted

of unlawfully inveigling and decoying men

into the service of the East India company,

confining them as prisoners in a lock-up

house in Chancery- lane, where they were

frequently beat and otte wise cruelly used, com

pelled, contrary to their inclinations, to take

the usual oaihsfor such service, and afterwords'

by force, put on board vessels in order to be.

sent abroad, was brought up to the court of

King's-Bcnch to receive judgment) when

the siid eonrt, by Mr. Justice Yatet (who

most pathetically expatiated upon the bei-

oousness and enormity os the crime) ordered

him to be confined in tbe King's- Bench

prison for eighteen Calendar months, and

after tbe expiration of that time to fine secu

rity for his good behaviour for seven years.

This prosecution, which, to tbe honour of

the court of aldermen of the city of London,

was carried on by their direction, it is hoped,

will effectual'y put in end to these wicked

practices, and happily prevent, for the future,

tl«e liberty of the subject from being lo gios-

Iy ar.d inhumanly invaded.

Satusdat, 24.

His majesty went with the usual state, ta

the bouse of peers, attended by his grace

the duke of Ascafter and the eart of Den

bigh, and gave the royal assent to the bill tor

prohibiting, for a further limited time, the

exportation of corn, gtain, meal, malt, flour,

biscuit, and starch, and also the extraction

os spirits from low wines.

The following is an account of the exports

• to the continent of America from England

only, for fit* years, exclusive of Scotland. "•'

1761 amounts'to J, 5(4, £36 1 3

1762 — l,8n,o8» 17 7

'7&J — s,53S.4*9 1* 1

*7°* — ztzio,oix 15 o

I76S — *,2z8,4SO 3 8

£. 10,360,811 16 S

which is 1,072,164), 7s. 4d. per mam, on

a medium 01 those five years, by the custom

house entries and valuation.

Imports from the continent of America to

England only, for five years exclusive of

Scotland t

1761 amount to 757,9-8 1 $ o

1762 — 1. 145,89.9 3 6

>/«! — 1,134,844 » 6

1764 — 1,101,138 11 1

1765 — 1,80^,619 19 it

.• ' ■

.,.,'. „ £ 5.*°<>95° >S * ,

which IS I,o8r,r]oI. 31. ;id. ftr acr.xim, ea

a medium of those five years, by the custom

house entries of England only.

[Tbe remainder os the Cbrtrosortr, Ttrar*

ytfain and tbt Lijit, Sc. sa- J;»8, ia mt

A[fir.ii*\

About the Middle os January toili be published. Price 6J.

The APPENDIX to the. LONDON MAGAZINE,

FOR 1 76c?".

Containing a great Variety of important and entertaining Particulars, abso*

lately necessary to complete tbeYear.

Together with a beautifully engraved General Title and Frontispiicj,

and accurate and copious IN D £ X E S to the Volume.
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London Magazine:

MDCCLXVIII.

Extratls from Letters concerning the

Present State of the French Na

tion, &c. (See p. 645. )

«<+,*v«v*-*.+ HE state to which

*( ScyL. )* France was reduced

;pd ry )fip by the last war, was

J^ * wuij so exceedingly low

NCJf j! and miserable that

perhaps a single one

more, would have fixed the acquisitions

made by the English for ever in their

hands. It is needless to point out the

dreadful consequences to France of

such an event ; and that it would have

been brought about almost without an

effort is very palpable. The French

power was become entirely despicable

to that nation—(lie would have strip

ped her enemy of every colony, settle

ment and possession that was disjointed

from the very kingdom of France it

self— {he would not have lest even a

shadow of any trade or naval force-

so circumstanced (he might, at a mo

derate expence, have bid defiance to

France, and indeed all Christendom—

carrying on half the commerce of the

globe, in possession of the most valua

ble settlements of France and Spain-

growing more rich and potent from

the very causes that ruined her ene

mies—(he might have kept all her

conquests, and gained fifty times more

from a perpetual French and Spanish

war, than the belt treaty ever made

could enrich her with.

But the advocates for a peace in

App. 1768.

England urged strongly the necessity

of concluding a war which cost them

so many millions annually. Weak

and despicable politicks ! They did

not seem to consider, that a peace

whenever made was nothing more than

a respite to the French to enable them

to recruit their losses by their trade,

and render them speedily strong enough

(according to the ideas of the French go

vernment) again to try the success of

war : and that one million expended

witrfcjudgment in the course of a pros

perous war, is of more effect than the

chance offive in any future one ; when

ministers, commanders, and measures

on ail tides may be so totally different.

Nor can any one venture to assert, that

another campaign, carried on against

the French and Spanish settlements at

the expence of twenty millions sterling,

would not have been attended, in all

probability, with more success than an

hundred millions spent in a succeeding

one aster the enemy is recruited by

trade and commerce. I state that sum

supposing it all expended on maritime

measures, and that five millions an

nually were necessary to be sent by the

English to Germany to effect their

conquests elsewhere.

It should be remembered, that there

is a vast difference between a million

spent against an enemy almost crushed,

and against an enemy in the beginning

of a war, when both parties start near

ly equal. The million, in the latter

cafe, possibly evaporates withont a sin

gle advantage being gained by it—

4 Q>» the
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the enemy is prepared, and very little

ground, if any, isgained: it is, there

fore, very apparent that many millions

must be expeiiucd rvea in a successful

war, for oil to take great effect : that

it, the enemy must be reduced ; but

when he i* reduced every sixpence

takes effect every blow reaches his

very vitals—resistance is faint and

languid then is the time to flinch

not at great expences which operate so

strongly to prevent future ones.

The English, on the contrary, ex

pend immense sums to reduce their

enemy when he is reduced, they

quarrel and become factious amongst

tnemselves ; new ministers come into

power, and they make a peace to

establish that power — therr enemies re

gain the chief of their losses—by those

means they recruit their worn out

forces, become rich again by that

trade which is given them by their con

querors, and in fine, try the chance

of war again---then must all the for

mer preparatory millions be again ex

pended by the English, perhaps to no

effect : whereas one tenth of the ex-

pence added ;o that of the formes war,

in continuing ir, would have so

strengthened themselves liy cutting off

the resources of their enemies, as to

defeat the very idea of suture attacks.

---It is this wretched conduct of the

English, in the conducting treaties

which will, if any thing of this matter

can, prove the ruin of that nation.

When they are political enough to

leave the making a peace to the fame

ministry that have carried on a victo

rious war---they will see this truth ;

but the factions of their court will

never let the supposition be realized.

The ministry in France is at prelent

but very indifferently fixed. The

death of Madame la Pompadour, left

the whole court split in factious par

ties ; and the present countenance of

affairs looks much like a continuation

of female influence. There is np mi

nister of tried and known abilities---

none who owes his advancement to

any thing, hut intrigues of no bright

aspect. While this is the case there

must be a melancholy instability of

councils, which will in any system of

measures, that may be pursued, occa-

* sion a weak, languid, and mistaken

administration : but the least change

of men for the better, will immediate-

the Engliih. App.

ly be attended with a change, perhaps

ot measurrs, but most certainly of exe

cutive management.

It is however extremely probable

that the French ministry, of whomso

ever it may consist, and whatever ge

neral plan of European politicks may

be embraced, will continue to cherish

the arts of peace ; and assist, as far as

they are able, the people, in recruit

ing the losses of the war. They will

probably aim at effecting this by en

couraging agriculture, commerce and

manufactures ; or, in other words,

they will let the kingdom remain

quiet so.- some time, and repair its

own misfortunes ; some advantageous

laws may be made for promoting this

matter, in proportion to the abilities

of the ministers.

Jt is however highly improbable

that they will long maintain the pre

sent peace. France is a country of

great extent ; admirably compact, and

has naturally great resources—these

circumstances, with the addition of

her foreign- commerce, will presently

enable her again, to carry that coun

tenance, which will again deceive her

gsverr.ment. She will be recruited in

appearance, much sooner than in rea

lity j and this difference will be the

cause of another war, kindling Eu

rope again into flames. A very few

years will see the face of affairs greatly

changed in France, from what it was

at the last peace : Her commerce will

presently flourish her seamen greatly

increase, and a vast navy be built—it

will not follow from hence, that she

will then be powerful enough again to

encounter the English ; but her mini

sters, and the people possibly them

selves, may think so—a new war will

soon be the consequence—and she will

again probably be reduced to the same

situation as before.

I am far from being clear that it is

not the system of France, always to

engags in a war with England, the

moment she thinks herself able ; and

this, let the prospect of success be what

it may. The aim of this conduct evi

dently i ?, to ruin her enemy by the mere

weight of expence. The French mini-

ftrj do not so much consider what they

gain or lose, as the number of milli

ons added to the national debt of Eng.

land. Encrease but that to a degree

to hurt publicjc credit, and they will

think
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think their business done. Without

this credit England cannot command

valt supplies; a national debt certainly

%may encrease to the ruin of a country.

The French ministry will proba

bly, on this plan renew the war as

soon as they falsely suppose the king

dom recruited : They will add fifty or

sixty millions to the debt of England:

They will themselves be exhausted.

A peace recruits them—another

war adds fifty or sixty more : The mi

sery of France, in the mean time is

little considered : every object is in

cluded in the ruin of England : The

power of Fiance is considered, not at

what it is in reality, but at what it is

on comparison of her grand enemy.

Now the government of France is a

resource great and endless, on com

parison with the state of her neigh

bour—and however the kingdom

may be reduced, a few years peace

will give her a flourishing appearance ;

and if {he should again start with her

enemy, just involved in bankruptcy,

the consequences would probably be

more in her favour than are at first ap

parent.

But all such management, however

politically it might tend to ruin Eng

land, must necessarily ruin France

likewise : It is true Ihe would no longer

have that formidable credit to fight

against, but then (he herself would no

longer bear the weight (lie does at pre

sent, on comparison with here/Aw-neigh-

bours : Apointof no small consequence.

The changes of the European system

are so various and great, that the

power of states and princes, not heard

of within a few centuries, break forth

formidable to th^ir neighbours; info-

much that no potentate can be in the

least secure in general, because intirely

so in particular to one enemy. Thus

France might demolish England by

putting her to immense expences ; but

to effect it (lie must weaken herself to

such a degree, that a powerful neigh

bour would be enabled to dismember

provinces from her.

These reflections may be considered

as wild and improbable ; but it should

be considered that whatever might be

the motive which occasioned the re

flective wars, yet they have all tended

to one point since the reign of King

William, that of running England im

mensely in debt. Those debts os the

CotijeUures on a future War. 675

English form a very remarkable figure

in the politicks of the modern world ;

and it must be confessed, no one can

fay, with any certainty, how far the

funding scheme may be carried by a

nation whose agriculture and com

merce are so amazingly supported. It

must likewise be allowed that France

might possibly be utterly undone before

Ihe could break the enchantment of

English credit—but this supposition

is formed on another, viz. that Eng

land gave up continental expences,

and Ipent her publick money only

amongst her own subjects ; which

however will scarcely be the case.

What the fate of France might

prove, if the affairs of the grand ene

my were conducted in a true political

manner, and the tide of her wealth

rolled into that vast sphere of dominion,

her navy; it is impossible hardly to

conjecture. I have sketched the fu

ture politicks of both nations, on the

supposition of their both continuing

to act a false part ; France in going to

war at all, and England when engaged,

in making peace lo soon. Let us now

imagine the conduct of the latter king

dom to change. Such disquisitions are

very far from being of no use; they

throw into a variety of lights, the con

sequences of publick measures, and

by stating the comparative power of

kingdoms, display in no uncertain

scale what each may have reason to

hope or sear.

In the next war, these two king

doms will, it may be supposed, act the

chief part. Considering the present

situation of affdirs in Europe, it is na

tural to conjecture that France will

have the alliance of the Bourbon fa

mily in her favour, but that England

will notwithstanding prove too strong

for all her enemies : Her success will

be trifling at the beginning, the na

ture W her constitution preventing

those previous measures which are at

tended with brilliancy at the very

opening of a war : Her expences will

be very great before any acquisition of

importance graces her arras 1 But

when once \(he is thoroughly roused «

and the activity of her motions in full

play, there can scarce be any doubt

(provided her ministry Is capable, and

firmly fixed in their power) but (he

will command prodigious success. Let

us imagine her acting on a truly na-

• lional
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tional plan——rejecting all continen

tal expences, and exerting all the ef

fort! of her power on maritime expe

ditions. These are of no small extent,

for her navy would find full employ

ment fur an hundred thousand land

forces. If her vast power was all

thrown into such a channel, flie would

in every part of the world prove in

vincible: The strongest as well as the

most distant colonies, of her enemies

.would be conquered their own

coasts menaced and burnt——their

trade, commerce, and (hipping, ut

terly ruined. These are facts which

we have seen, while millions were la-

vislied in Germany : Let us only sup-

pole the same scene once more before

our eyes j with this addition—That

flie was political enough to continue

the war until her enemies were reduc

ed to such a state as Ihe would have

nothing to fearfrom.them ; or in other

words, to such a state as slie reduced

them in the last war, without listening

to any terms of peace. Let her then

carry on the war on a more contracted

plan, and at a lighter expence, to feel

the benefit of that all comprehensive

trade which such a war always yields

her. Her enemies reduced to so low a

state—the little remains of their trade

daily destroyed the wretchedness

of their situation every hour enciea-

sing would accept, in a few unex-

penfive years, her own terms. She

would then retain ail those acquisitions

which were of considerable benefit to

her trade; restoring the reft, and giv

ing peace to her enemies. In this

manner would (he amply repay herself

for the expences of war : Those who

know notnhe consequences of trading

acquisitions, know not how soon the

interest of fifty or sixty millions might

be paid by the produce of a tingle su

gar island of an African port of

an East Indian settlement. The

island of Guadaloupe, injheWestln-

dies, is to any nation worth sixty mil

lions sterling.

Were such suppositions as these once

realized; (and as to the conquering

part, how lately have we seen them

realized!) France would be sunk to

that state of insignilicar.ee which her

lister Spain has lo long occupied. For

it is trade alone which gives the

French nation the appearance of for

midable power."

App.

On the Matrimonial Stale amextjl the

Russians. From Dr. Smollet's Pre

sent State of all Nations.

THE Ruffian women are remark

ably fair, strong, and well -dup

ed, obedient to their lordly husbands,

and patient under discipline ; they are

even said to be fond of correction,

which they consider at an infallible re

mark of their husbands conjugal af

fection ; and they pout and pine if it

be withheld, as if they thought them

selves treated with contempt and dis

regard. Of this neglect, however,

they have very little cause to com

plain ; the Ruffian husband is so very

well disposed, by nature and inebria

tion, to exert his arbitrary power.

Some writers observe, that, on the

wedding day, the bride presents the

bridegroom with a whip of her own

making, in token of submission j

and this he fails not to employ

as the instrument of his authority.

Very little ceremony is here used

in match-making, which is the work

of the parents. Perhaps the bride

groom never fees the woman, un

til he is joined to her for life. The

marriage being proposed, and agreed

to, the lady is examined, stark naked,

by a certain number of her female re

lations, and if they find any bodily de

fect, they endeavour to cure it by their

own skill and experience. This is a

very wife and laudable custom, which

if it prevailed in other parts of Europe,

would prevent many unhappy mar

riages. The bride, on her weddine

day, is crowned with a garland ot

wormwood, implying the^itternefs

that often attends the married state 1

When the priest has tied the nuptial

knot at the altar, his clerk or sexton

throws upon her head an handful of

hops, wishing that she may prove as

fruitful as the plant thus scattered.

She is muffled up, and led home by a

certain number of old women, the pa

rish-priest carrying the cross before 5

while one ot his subalterns, in a rough

goat-skin, prays all the way, that (he

may bear as many children as there are

hairs on his garment. The new- mar

ried couple, being seated at table, are

presented with bread and salt: and a cho

rus of boys and girls sing the epit hal.i-

niium, which is always grosty obscene.

This ceremony being performed, the

bride
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bride and bridegroom are conducted

to their own chamber by an old wo

man, who exhorts the wife to obey

her husband, and retires. Then the

bridegroom desires the lady to pull off

one of his buskins, giving her to un

derstand, that in one of them is con

tained.! whip, and in the other a jewel,

or a purse of money. She takes her

choice; and if (lie finds the purse, in

terprets it into a good omen ; wherea9

should (he light on the whip, Ihe con

strues it into an unhappy presage, and

instantly receives a lash, as a specimen

of what Ihe has to expect. After they

have remained two hours together,

they are interrupted by a deputation

of old women, who come to search for

the signs of her virginity : If these are

apparent, the young lady ties up her

hair, which, before consummation,

hung loose over her shoulders ; and

visits her mother, of whom she de

mands the marriage portion. It is ge

nerally agreed that the Muscovite hus

bands are barbarous even to a pro

verb : They not only administer fre

quent and severe correction to their

wives, but sometimes even torture

them to death, without being subject

to any punishment for the murder.

If a woman dies, in consequence of

the correction she has received from

her husband, the law of Russia inter

prets it not an offence, but an accident.

A tradesman of Moscow has been

known to burn his wife to death, by

setting fire to a smock which had been

soaked in spirits of wine ; and no cog

nizance was taken of the murder. A

man sometimes ties up hi* wife to a

beam by the hair of her head, and

scourges her to death : But such pu

nishments have been reserved for those

who were guilty of adultery or drun

kenness, seldom inflicted, and now

wholely laid aside. Indeed precau

tions are commonly taken against such

barbarous practices by the marriage-

articles; in which the bridegroom o-

bliges himself, under certain penalties,

to treat his wife according to her qua

lity, supply ber with good and whole

some provision, and to refrain from

manual chastisement, either by whip

ping, boxing, kicking, or scratching.

Isa woman, provoked by hard usage,

takes away the life of her husband, a

cafe that sometimes happens, flic is

677

fixed alive in the earth, up to her neck,

and in this posture suffered to die of

hunger: A punishment incredibly

shocking, under which some of those

wretched objedb languish for several

days in the most dreadful misery.

The common law of Muscovy for

bids the conjugal commerce on Mon

days, Wednesdays, and Fridays; and

whoever transgresses this law, must

bathe himself before he enters the

church porch. He that marries a se

cond wise, the first being alive, is not

admitted farther than the church,

door ; and if any.man espouses a third,

he is excommunicated ; to that, though

bigamy is tolerated, they nevertheless

count it infamous. When the Czar,

or Emperor, has an inclination for a

wife, the most beautiful maidens of

the empire are presented to him for

his choice.

Notwithstanding the arbitrary power

and brutal disposition of the Musco

vite husbands, the women are laid to

be very free of their favours, and

even to transgress the bounds of con

jugal fidelity, in order to incur the re

sentment of their husbands, when the

whip is too sparingly administered.

This discipline took its origin man/

centuries ago, among the Scythian

Sarmates, the ancestors of the Mus

covites. These people, going in quest

of a better settlement, lett their wives

under the care of their slaves, and

made an irruption into Greece, pare

of which they subdued. These con

quests, however, detained them so long,

that the women, despairing of their

return, married the slaves, who were

strong enough to make head against

their masters, when at length they re

turned from Greece. Both sides were

already drawn up in order of battle,

when one of the Sarmatians, addres

sing himself to his fellows, observed,

that they should debase themselves by

using the sword and (pear ag.iinst

slaves, whom they had formerly over

awed with the found of a whip : He

therefore proposed, that every man

should arm himself with this weapon

only: The advice was immediately

pursued, and they attacked the enemy

with scourges. Tne Ihves had been

so accustomed todtea.t this instrument,

they were instantly feiz-d with a panic,

and fled with the utmost precipitation,

TAe
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The prisoners-were punished withdeath,

and great part of the women made

away with themselves : The rest sub

mitted to flagellation, which was se

verely exerciled. In memory of this

event and as a warning to Muscovite

wives, the whip or scourge is the first

wedding present, and hung up in the

most conspicuous part of the house,

that, by presenting itself continually

to the good woman's eyes, it may

never flip from her remembrance.

- To the AUTHOR «/ii«LONDON MAGAZINE.

SIR,

AMONG the numerous computations, of the eclipses, for this year, al

ready published, having not seen any made from Clairaut's tables, has

induced me to fend you the following computations of the next lunar eclipse.

P. M.

Apparent time at

London by Clai

raut's tables

I

Yours Tho.

1768 Beginning of the eclipse Dec. 13

Beginning of total darkness

Ecliptic conjunction

Middle of the eclipse

End of total darkness

End of the eclipse

Duration of total darkness

Duration of the eclipse

Digits eclipsed

Sandersox.

H. M. S.

5S

11

5?

S»

53

49

22

54-

1

2

3

3

3

4

I

3

2 0° 17'i

An Answer to Que/!. I. in Magazinefor October laji, p. 5x0

LE T the parabolic curve AFB represent

the track of the ball, put AE z= 26+0 yards

i~a,s— the fine of the angle CAB, and err

the cosine, b — EF = 90 yards, and ji — AB

the horizontal range, at the given elevation

370 40" j then by trigonometry c

cs

— — ED, and by similar triangles a

a :

(IS

•><■

IV

 

— =BC, also by Simp. Exercises cor. I. p. 1S8.

£.— ~--, „,. . assy— besy aass ,
(BC xDFz DE) = —- — ,and

y — — — 2762 yards nearly: whence

* ass—bes

by trigonometry, and the nature of projectiles, the greatest horizontal range

at an elevation of 450 is readily found — 2S55 yards, nearly, half which, or

1427,5 yards zr the impetus required.

If the proposer means, that the rectangle of the longitude of the true con

junction, and interval of time, from some given time given longitude, and

time is = to 8 h. 17m. then the following is answer to the second question ;

Put a =: the hourly motion of the moon from the sun in seconds, b — the seconds

in one hour, c = the seconds in 8 h. 17 m. and t r: the interval required ;

then b . a :; t : —— the motion of the moon from the fun in the time /, aiul

= e j whence t — /£1 , which added to a given time will give the

time of true conjunction; and -7- added to a corresponding longitude will

give the longitude os the true conjunction. I have given no numerical values

as I am not certain I have hit the proposer's meaning.

Hai borough, Nov. 18, 1768. Tho. SaKDERSOK.

[Mr. Henry Lloyd, of the Excise-Office, Hay, Brecon, answered Mr. Baxter!

question, p. 352, somewhat differently from the solution, p. 486 ; as did Master

W. Surtees, pupil to Mr. Eadon, at the iree writing school at Sheffield.]

A at"

tta

T
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Leigh, July 11, 1768.

'ISERABLE women, as physi

cians have remarked, have al

most all diseases in common with the

men, and »oo others besides, from the

state of virginity j going with child ;

child bed ; births, and giving fuck, Sec.

of which barrenness is none of the least 1

And my third preventative cause of po-

1 pulalion.

To discover then a cure for barren

ness would be a most acceptable blessing

to many a married pair, nut only for the

fake of future heirs, but for the present

pleasure, and comfort of pretty issue,

those cements of love, and the mutual

delights proceeding from the little inno

cent to both fond parents, the common

fruit of whose joint endeavours they na

turally are.

As to the males, the cause is seldom on

their side, wherefore I mall confine my

advice to the fair sex only, and endeavour

to relieve them of those several obstacles

to propagation, they are naturally so

subject to, and by God's blessing, render

them joyful mothers of children.

It is no, so much from any insuperable

defect in our art, but from an ill timed

modesty that there are so many bairen

women amongst us, many of whom

might be easily put into a safe, and re

gular way of breeding, wouM they

but submit to consult their physician in

such secret, and serious cafes, as they do

in many others, and which miuht be de

cently done too, with the stiictest mo-

cVty, the most delicate lady could de

sire: nay if (hey would only condescend

to write to me, without either name

„ or place, I would soon resolve them only

by a question or two, whether there be

any hopes of curing them of this me-

• iancholy calamity. Two young ladies,

sister*, and both married to able men,

forwhom I have gi cat respect, labouiing

under this fad cale of sterility, visiting

me last wrek, put me in mind to write on

this subject. The knowledge of t':e

cause of a disease, is reckoned half the

cure, and if I can but find out the stiff,

J am almost ccnaai I cm effect the last.

The causes of barrenness are several

and various according to the different

feat of the disease. If external and

where munual operation can reach," it is

a cab: of surgery, and so can be soon,

and easily removed j but if the cause

Appendix, 1769.

lies higher, it falls under the physician,*!

p.ovince jo cure : but 1st th cause li:

where it will, it is its preventing the pro-

creative principle's coming into contact,

that occasions barrenness, and this ob

struction lies then, either in the uterus

itself, or its appe:?dag?s, to remove

which is the only intention of cure j and

may oft times be happily effected, pro

vided the person labouiing under these

impediments would consult a sensible

physician, who is master of the anatomy

of those parts.

If barrenness proceed from too many

menstrua, bark, astringent', anil cold

bath, will be the best remedy. If from

too few, a spoonful or two of linctura

sacra, each night at bed time, or two or

three times a week, for a long time,

will open those obstructions. If from

a fluor albus, a grain ot powder of ipe

cacuanha every night at bed time, and a

new laid egg fucked in the mornings,

with the cold baih, will do wonders. If

from stronger obstructions still, quick

silver* Will safely and effectually break

open the hidden passages; of all prepara

tions of which there are none better,

and neater, than white xthiops, or

æthiops alkelizated, made only by rub

bing of quicksilver one part, with crabs

eyes two parts, till no globules thereof

can be seen j or with fine sugar. A

scruple more or less, once a day, for a

long time, (forbearing a week or two

now and then between whiles) in any fit

vehicle, will open all glandular, and

vascular obstructions.

Sometimes b irrenness p'oceeds only

from the os tinea: being glueft up witlt

viscid matter, which prevents the live

passage of the semen masculinum, with

out the entrance of which there can he

no impregnation. At oilur times, :ho*

the os uteri admits the semen, yet if the

fallopian tubes be obstructed, the effect

will be the fame. This was ;he ex raor-

dinary cafe of a lady in Scotland who

had been married to several husbands, al

ways without issue, mentioned by Dr.

Dickson os Edinburgh, who sound a to-

taj obstruction of those tubes; and adds,

that sometimes they have been observed

to be altogether wanting. In which

case sterility roust needs be uncur.ible,

but that happens very nrely iudeed.

In such cases, and the like, receiving

resolvent, aperient, fumes, an J vapoura,

up through a funnel, or machine inward

ly, with frictions outwardly, and mei curial

4 K purges.
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surges, detergent fain, warm baths,

and lastly a gentle spitting, with the

study of my book on generation world

not fail oft limes to give relief, by open

ing a free passage for the impregnation

ot die ova, the first and necessary step

toward conception. This method is for

those that cannot conceive.

But then again there are others who

do conceive well enough, but can never

keep what they have got, but miscarry

always before their full time. These

are easier to be relieved than the other,

and nerd only ftrengtheners to enable the

matrix to retain what it has hold of, till

it arrives to maturity : but these are but

bare hints, and touches upon the subject,

according to the limits of a Magazine.

Whoever would be fully satisfied

herein, may, by applying to me by letter

be modestly put into a fair way of po

pulation, and that too without any per

sonal acquaintance. To encourage the

good women, that would if they could,

among many other instances, I will men

tion only these three, where I succeeded

far beyond expectation, whence they

may hope for the like good luck, al so.

A young woman after several years

marriage without issue applied to me be

wailing the great misfortune of her bar

renness. After a month or two, taking

aperients, tinctnra sacra, and other de-

obstruent medicines, me conceived, and

bore three sons successively, who grew

to men. The second applied far the like

misfortune, under the blessing of God I

procured her a fun. They are both still

alive, and he bum to good fortune, but

bring content with one child only, (lie

applied no more. A proof of the case is,

(lie never had a child before him, nor

yet one after him. The third woman

conceived, but could never retain, but

about the third month always miscarried.

She was ordered bleeding ; I forbid it,

as causing a greater relaxation of the

uterus, and abatement of the vis vitas,

and cured her only with bark, and elixir

•f vitriol, taken a little before the usual

time, and cominued a month after, by

which means I strengthened the con

nexion, that by getting over that criti

cal season, she went her full time. But

being content with one daughter too,

she likewise had no more children either

before or aster. She was born to good

fortune alfa, and they two had nearly

matched together, which I wish they had;

fox then I had bad a progeny ca bodi

ApP;

fides of my own procuring. They were

both married into other families, and

both have issue, and enjoy the agreeable

fruits of their and my labour.

yours John Cook.

r« the AUTHOR es tie LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

THOSE troublesome animalcula

called by us, Buggs, and by

./Ethiopians Chintses, have the external

start or their bodies covered with a pel-

ucid, variegated (hell, not unlike am

amphibious tortoise. They have six feet

with a very small, bat sharp proboscis,

or tube, proceeding ont of their nose,

with which they wound the (kin, and

fuck our blood, whence arises the more

fiainful sensation, and inflammation, and

aftly an intolerable itching : but tbia

wound is improperly called a bite.

This nasty, stinking animal, before

the fire of London in 1666, probably/

was not an inhabitant of these southern*

parts of this island of Britain ; for at

that time in some houses newly erected

they first appeared. Hence it has been

conjectured that they were imported be

tween the fir timber ; but others cannot

allow this, because several sea ports have

been free from such vermin, although

some (hips from Norway, and from Lon

don, laden with fir timber; have yearly

been discharged there.

However this be, John Southall, a

citizen of London, wrote a treatise err

these odd animals, wherein he most

heartily denounces their destruction,

though by keeping his nostrum a seccre!,

he took the wrong way to effect it.

He fays, he has a liquor whose com>

position he learned from a certain negro,

with which llygean water he can destroy

those loathsome vermin, and all their ova

also; he calls his liquor Nonpareil, but like

many other narrow minded men had not

generosity enough by discovering the se

cret to render the publick proof of the

fame.

To da which is my principal intent in

publishing thus monthly so many various

pieces in six several Magazines, that

what I have learned from others; or

from my own experience, may conduce

to the general welfare of mankind,

which, to any private good, ought al*

ways to be preferred.

Wherefore, for a remedy against this

aniijja.1 crilj as the best, and ussiest me-
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thod of destroying the whole, I would

recommend either of the following pre

scriptions : mix a pint of rectified spirits

of wine with a quarter of a pint of spirits

of turpentine, in which dissolve half an

ounce of camphor. Pour of this mix

ture all over the bedstead, and into the

holes, and crevices thereof, and by a

few times, you may destroy their very

ova, and so prevent their breed : Be

ware of a lighted candle, otherways, the

mixture will do no harm, nor stain even

silk.

Or, as a cheaper, and as effectual re

medy the following recipe may answer

the end as well. Boil two ounces of

staves-acre in two quarts of water about

half an hour, strain off the liquor strong

ly as soon as cold, and use it as the

above said, but scalding hot.

Vour's, &c.

J. Cook.

To the Author of an Appeal, &e,

S I K,

HAD I not perceived your contra

diction, I should, indeed, have

been unfortunate ; but I cannot believe

you when you tell me 1 was unfortu

nate in having charged you with it. I

appeal to our readers.

You have asserted that Mr. T. I'».

notion of the Trinity is peculiar to him ;

you have moreover asserted that his no

tion has been condemned by unitarian

and athanasian writers : From hence I

inferred that according to you this no

tion was condemned before it existed,

for if it existed, if it was entertained by

others before T. I. it is not peculiar to

T. I. and this is equally true whether

it was entertained by ancients or mo

dems. That identity of opinion is de

stroyed, or any way affected by mere

distance of time, it a notion peculiar to

the Author ofen Appeal, &c.

I also undertook to (hew that this no

tion pf T. I. is embraced by the mo

derns ; and in order thereto produced

the modern Mr. Jackson declaring it to

have been the opinion of all the antients

that original, supreme under'njedgoodness

is the father, and, that 'wisdom it the Son.

Now unless we suppose the learned and

ingenious Mr. Jackson to have quoted

against his antagonist, authorities which

in his own opinion had no weight, we

may safely conclude that this writer

»greei with T. I, in thinking thai infi-

nite goodness, wisdom, and power arc

three persons and one God. Goodness

is a person because the Father is a person.

It follows also from ihe premises, that

Mr. Jackson doth not by person mean an

intelligent agent, for goodness is not

intelligent without wisdom, nor is wis

dom an agent without power.

To this you reply, that " as I have

called Mr. Jackson an arian, all I have

said of his sentiments relating to the Tri

nity is nothing to the purpose, it being

impossible that he mould embrace the

notion I ascribe to him consistently with

his arian principles."

Although I have called Mr. Jackson

arisn, I have never called him a consis

tent writer. It is my real opinion that

this ingenious gentleman was not aware

that this concession is subversive of the

doctrine he undertook to establish. No

thing is more common than for weak

advocates to grant away their cause.

I produced Dr. Cudworth, another

modern, as holding the fame opinion

with T, I ; but him, it seems, you have

not an opportunity of consulting.

I also referred you to Bishop Berke

ley's Siris, where It appear;, he too held

the fame notion of the Trinity.

You answer that " it may justly he

questioned whether this bishop held the

fame opinion of the Trinity that I do,

because, say you, we do not express our

sentiments of the Trinity in the fame

terras."

You seem destined to mistake and mis

represent. Surely, if we here expressed

our sentiments in synoniiuous terms the

question ceases. That we have express

ed our sentiments in sjnonimous terms

isevidentfrom letter 310 of Siris, which

begins thus : The force that produce;,

the intellect that orders, the goodness that

perfects all things is the Supreme Being,

Nowforce and intellecl are lynominous

with power and ivisdem.

Nor is your mistake less when you

tell me that this bi/bop's authority is

brought to determine your assent to my

hypothesis. Nothing can be plainer than

this bishop is quoted with no other view

than to prove that the notion which you

fay is peculiar to T. I. is embraced by

moderns as well as antients.

You mistake again when you tell me

that this bishop denies, in opposition to

the evidence offense, the reality of sensi

ble things, he only tells us what, in

(Xi hit
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bil opinion, senluile things really are.

You proceed to observe that ' we

may Jenn from this bishop's example,

what extravagant notions ingenious men

are capable of maintaining, and even

supporting with plausible colours. But

y <ur coil in tie ajjiflance of common sense,

a principle too much nt^ltcteJ by phi

losophers, and divines, we may treat

with contempt all such metaphysical

absurdities, though, perhaps, we may

rot be always able to detect the s.illa-

Certain scriblers ha-e of late assisted

to cry up coi::;;tmsense as a surer guide to

truth thin reason and intellect ; induced,

I sii| p 'le, theret j by a motive similar to

tha' w'ich makes negroes p-iirit black

the angrls of light ; Nor ..m I surprised

to find an arian joining such a ertw in

attempting to dethrone reason. What

you mem by common fense appe irs from

what you have laid of the evidence os

fense, but what your (tiends mean is

not so clear ; bit whatever commonsense

he, and whatsoever honours are due to it,

I will vinture to afrit in that B:(hup

Berkeley saw more truth than all the

arians that ever existed.

You have objected to T, I's. no:icn of

the Trinity, "that if goodness, wisdom,

and power be person', God is not three

enly but many persons. God is merci

ful, just, omnipresent, &c."

I heie answered, that if, by mercy,

ami j"ftice, be meant any thing distinct

from infinite goodness, wisdom, and

power, you mean meicy and justice ex

erted, but these could not be exerted be

fore the existence of objects of mercy,

and justice, i. e. before the creation ;

tut it will not follow from hence that I

deny the eteinity of that Being who acts

mercifully and justly : Now moider to

account for acts of mercy and julrice I

bil'eech you to tell me what attiibutes

are rt.jtrjite beside infi itegoodness, wis

dom, and power. What you lay of

Go I's omnipiesence is nitre jargon.

You had often boasted of an invincible

arny of texts by you brought against

the Tiinitaiians, ivbich, you fay, »»

mat las yet ventureJ t» oppose in tbe

LonJon Mognzine. I being desirous to

know what th.fe texts are brought to

piove, proposed tjyou the three follow

ing queries, i. Are they brought to

prove that th- Godhead doth not consist

of three distinct intelligent agent*? i. Or

are they bi ought to prove that the wisdom

of God i» not eternal, and consequently,

that God was not always wife? 3. Or

are they brought to prove that God it

wife without his wisdom ?

You answer, " that the first query it

effectually answered by the collection of

texts taken notice of in the London

Magazine for April, via. that the one

supreme God is the Father onh, and

not Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, ac

cusing to the doctrine of the Athana-

sun creed; and consequently, the god

head doth not consist of three distinct in

telligent agents. As to your second and

third queries I never produced texts to

prove any thing so absurd, and felt- con

tradictory."

I answer, if you have proved front

sciipture that the Father is the one su

preme God without Son and Holy Ghost,

you have proved ftom scripture that the

one supreme God is not wife, or else you

have from scripture proved that God it

wise without that wisdom wheh in scrip

ture is called the wisdom ol God. Now

supposing that you justly conclude from

hence that the Godhead doth not consist

of three distinct intelligent agents, I ask

how the Trinitarians are affected by it,

who do not maintain that the Godhead

is three distinct intelligent agnus? I am

sir, )Our most humble lervant, l\.. B.

I forgot to take notice of the following

passage in its proper place. You teH

me " that when I talk of infinite gooJ-

ness being a person, I confound all pro

priety of language and sentiment."

I am surprised to hear a learned gen

tleman t3lk at this rate ; can any thing

be more common than to ("peak of intel

lectual beings in tt-rms which properlf

belong to sensible objects ? You are, I

find, an enemy to figurative expression :

Especially to t.'ie metaphor and proso-

popeia. I take this opportunity of speak

ing to another passage in your last,

which I have inadverU-ntly passed by.

You gentlemen are offended at beieg

called arian*, it is, it seem5, a term of

reproach, :ind therefore you defile to bs

called Unitarian christians.

In mv humble opinion the appellation

of Unitarian is a teim of great reproach,

in as much as whoever claims tins name

in order to distinguish him from the trt-

nitarians, proveth thereby that he want*

ei herunderstandi;'gor car dour. Ia'iswer,

that the uinitaiiant are stiong assenor*

of
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of the unify, and consequently ought

to be esteemed Unitarians till it be (hewn

that their principles arc inconsistent with

the unity. But this not having been

yet (hewn, it follows that those arians,

■who demand to be distinguished from

the trinitarians, bv the name of Unita

rians, are guilty of a fttitia prinapii.

Now they, who beg the q-testion igno-

rantly, want understanding j they who

beg the question knowingly, want can

dour.

It is matter of amazement to me that

you arians dare call yourselves Unitarians.

J)o you not hold a plurality of Gods ?

in vain will yi u tell me that you hold

but one supreme God; for did not

the heathen polytheists do the fame ?

had not the heathen polytheists a deity,

whom they styled the father of Gods,

and men ?

to tbe AUTHOR os the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR, ,

THE present depravity of the age,

I have long and often thought, cer

tainly arises greatly from the counte

nance given by persons professing reli

gion to the follies and vices of the pro

fligate and abandoned, and also to their

living in, or imitating, their luxury,

The following thought* arose from

the 9th chap, of Ecclcfiasticus, where,

at verse the 11th, it is said—" Envy

not the glory of a sinner, for thou

knowest not what (hall He his end}" i.e.

Envy not his outward pomp, and

seeming good fortune, for the state os a

wicked man is rather to be pitied than

envied.—A reflection has been made on

this place thus : " man is too weak to

guard against that which flatters his va

nity, he is always fond of greatness and

!jlory himself, and admires and envies it

n others; but it is faith alone which

discovers the nothingness of all that ap

pears gieat below, and grace which ena

bles h ill to despise and resist the temp

tation. It is for this reason, that the

wise man so often reminds us not lo suf

fer ourselves to be dazzled with the

power or glory of sinners, nor to envy

their out.vard flourishing condition, but

to assure ourselves, that the elevation

portends their ruin, at only to drawdown

God's wrath mote heavily." At verse

the 11 tli it is said, " Del glit not in the

tiling that the ungodly have pleasure in."

Aster the advice in the former vert'*,

not to envy the glory os sinners, it fol

lows very propeily, not to delight in

their customs or pleasures ;—As we are

too easily induced to approve of the

ways, and imitate the conduct of such

whose condition we admire, and whose

greatness we envy—Else why are so

many striving to live like them why

somanyrunningto their Kanelagh$,Cor-

nelys, &c. &c.—Is this not approving

of, or joining in the amusement-, fol

lies, and vices of the ungoJIy ?—Surely

yes—therefore come from amongst them,

my people—have no kind of connec

tions with them, but follow the advice

given in the 16th verse, viz. " And let

just men eat and drink with thee."

An excellent piece osadvice this, and,

if followed, would go a great way to

banish vice. This advice somewhat

resembles that of our Saviour, Mat

thew 14. and ia: Not to call our rich

neighbours, such as are recommended

to us merely by their state and fortune,

hut in the choice of our acquaintance,

and in the disposal of our good things,

to have regard chiefly to merit, and espe

cially men's moral qualifications:—To

prefer a man of strict sobriety, to an in

temperate and noisy companion, and

one of piety and virtue, to an abandoned

and profligate rake :—But is this the

rase?—Suicly not. For do we not

often see the aban toned and profligate

rake, if finely dressed, &c. encouraged

at tables where he certainly ought not

be ?—And we have the reasian in the

former verse for the preference here

given, because, when thy table is fur-

nistied with deserving and edifying

guests, thy feast will be with the wise,

and all thy communication in the la,w of

the most high.

Thu» Tobit, when he saw abundance

of meat prepared, said to his son, " Go,

and bung what poor man soever thou

flialt find out ot our brethren who is

mindful of the Lord," chap. ii. ver. 1.

1. and when Elijah was sustained by the

hospitable widow, the merit os her piety

chiefly consisted in this, that (he knew

flic was feeding a man of God, and it

was the very motive of her doing of it.—

But what can be the motive for feeding

at our tables abandoned and profligate

rakes ? — let them who do it, look t.>,—.

Can the talk be with the wise, and all

the communication in the law of the

most high ?— Surely not.—And I again

lay,
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say, that if they were quite banished from

good people's tables it would certainly

go a great way towards reforming

the world. O, but they would fay,

what (hall we do then for joyous

company, for they arc joyous and make

os laugh ?—Do they so.—But seriously

consider, whether you do not often laugh

when you Ihould cry for your folly, or

rather fin in even laughing at what

you too often do ; for the wife man adds,

verse it, " A man of an ill tongue is

dangerous in his city, and he that israih

in hit talk (hall be hated 1" And are not

these profligates too often ralh, very

ram, in their talk, supposing they are,

{which is often the cafe) satyrifts, who

spare nobody, provided tliey can shew

their witty talents, or make themselves

merry at theexpence of others.— -Now

who cares to lay tinder the lasli of their

satires, and even those who commend

them moll are afraid of them, and how

often are the innocent and truly good

•nade uneasy thereby, and their banters

too often carried to things truly sacred,

and that ought by no means to be jelled

with Consider this, O ye great, and

banilh them from your tables, and if

you cannot meet with worthy good

people to fill them in their stead, as

surely you may, why then call in the

worthy poor, and feed them ; considering

that our Saviour promises a reward to

them that shall receive a prophet, or a

just man, or (hall give a cup of cold

water to a disciple of his as such

But can you expect a reward for seed

ing the profligate and abandoned ? --

Surely not. Therefore banilh them

from your company, houses, and

tables, and let them go with their bro

ther prodigal to feed with the swine.

[Our correspondent's excellent advice

would be more pertinent were not this

an age when a (hew ofreligion, piety, and

virtue, is too often put on, merely to

deceive: In short, amongst such swarms

of mere pretender?,, we mould be long

acquainted before we chule a compa

nion.]

From the Boston Gazette.

Bojton, September 16. {Seep. 580.J

f\N Thursday last the nd instant a

\_/ number of gentlemen, upwards

of seventy, from the different parts of

this province, assembled at Faneuil-Hall

in this town : These gentlemen by the

appointment of the several towns to

App;

which they belong, to the number of

sixty-six towns, besides sixty-six districts,

then and there convened to consult and

advise the most effectual measures for pro

moting the peace and good order of hit

majesty's subjects in the province, as far

as they lawfully might, under the pre

sent very dark and threatening aspect of

the public affairs. The debates and pro

ceedings are open : Their first step was

to prepare an humble petition to the go

vernor of the province, praying that hie

excellency would be pleased to convene

the constitutional assembly of the pro

vince ; and three of their number were

appointed to present the same.

The petition it as follows, viz.

May it please your excellency,

THE committees chosen by the seve

ral towns in this province, and now con

vened in Boston to consult and advise

such measures as may most effectually

promote the peace and good order of hi*

majesty's subjects in this government, at

this very dark and disti effing time, take

the earliest opportunity openly to dis

claim all pretence to any authorit.it:-. e

or governmental acts 1 Nevertheless as we

freely and voluntarily come from the dif

ferent parts of the province at the earnest

desire of the inhabitants, and must be

supposed to be well acquainted with their

prevailing temper, inclination and sen

timents, under the present threatening

aspect of our public affairs, we thick

ourselves indispensibly obliged, from a

sense of duty to his majesty, to whom

we and the people of this province bear

the firmest allegiance, and from the

tenderest concern for the welfare of his

subjects, wish all due respect to your ex

cellency, to declare our apprehension

of the absolute necessity of a general as

sembly.

Is ever this people needed the direc

tion, the care, and the support of such art

assembly, we are humbly of opinion

that their present circumstances imme

diately require it.

Your excellency cannot be insensible

of their . universal uneasiness ; arising

from the grievances occasioned by the

late acts of parliament for an American

revenue : From authentic information

that the dutiful and, loyal petition of the

late house of representatives has not been

allowed to reach the presence of our

gracious king ; from the dissolution of the

late general assembly ; from undoubted

advice that the tnemitfe cf Britain and

the
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the colonies are still unwearied in the

most gross representations ot" the people

of the province to hit majesty's ministers

as being on the eve of a general insur

rection ; and from the alarming intelli

gence that the nation, by means of such

misrepresentations, is incensed to a high

degree; so it is generally apprehended

that a standing army is immediately to

be introduced, among the people con

trary, as we apprehend, to the bill of

rights—a force represented to be suffici

ent to over-awe and controul the whole

Civil power of the province, which must

render every right and pollution dread

fully precarious.

From these weighty considerations ;

and also that the people may not be

thrown into a total despair 5 that they

may have afresh opportunity, at the next

meeting of parliament, of taking off the

impression from the mind of the nation

made by such misrepresentations a« are

before-mentioned; and by that means

preventing the most unhappy conse

quences to tire parent country, at well

as ourselves : We bej; leave most ear

nestly to pray, that your excellency

would commiserate his majesty's truly

loyal subjects of this province under their

deplorable circumstances, and restore to"

them the full possession of their invalu

able charter- right to a general assembly,

and cause one immediately to be conven

ed ; that the most effectual measures

may be taken in the manner prescribed

by our happy constitution for the redress

of grievances ; for the preventing an un

constitutional encroachment of military

power on the civil establishment ; for the

promoting the prosperity of his majesty's

government, and the peace, good order,

and due submission of his subjects in the

province, and making the necessary pro

vision for the support of government ;

and finally, for the restoration of that

harmony, union, and affection between

the nation and the colonies, which ap

pear to us to be in the utmost danger of

being totally and irrecoverab'y lost.

As in duty bound the committee shall

ever pray.

In the name and behalfofthe committee.

Thomas Cushinc, chairman.

His excellency was pleased to decline

receiving the petition ; but delivered to

the gentlemen the following writing.

VI*.

' Gentlemen,

You must excuse ate from receiving

6*5

a message from that assembly which i»

called a committee of convention ; for

that would be to admit it to be a legil

assembly, which I can by no means al

low."

The said writing not being signed

by the governor, the gentlemen at the

request of the committees, declared in

writing under their hands that his ex

cellency delivered the fame to them, in

consequence of their offering to him the

petition.

The day following the chairman ac

quainted the committees, that he had re

ceived of the secretary of the province a

writing signed by the governor, dated!

yesterday, which was publicly read, and

is as follows:

By his excellency Francis Bernard, Esq;

captain general and governor in chief

of the province of Massachusets Bay,

and vice admiral of the lime,,

To the gentlemen assembled at Faneuil,

under the name of a committee of

convention,

« As I have lately received from his

majesty strict orders to support his con

stitutional authority within this govern

ment, I cannot sit still and see so noto

rious a violation of it, as the calling an

assembly of the people by private persons,

only. For a meeting of the deputies of the

towns is an assembly of the representa

tives of the people to all intents and pur

poses ; and it is not (he calling it a com

mittee of convention that will alter the

nature of the thing.

I am willing to believe that the

gentleme'n, who so hastily issued the

summons for this meeting, were not

aware of the high nature of the of

fence they were committing ; and they

who have obeyed them have not well

considered of the penalties which they

will incur if they should persist in

continuing their session, and doing bu

siness therein. At present ignorance of

law may excuse what is past; a step far

ther will take away that plea.

It is therefore my duty to interpose at

this instant, before it is too late: I do

therefore earnestly admonish you, that

instantly, and be'ore you do any bu

siness, you break up this assembly

and separate yom selves. I speak to

you now as a friend to the province

and a well-wisher to the iodividuals

of it.

But if you should pay no regard to

this admonition, I must, as governor,

assert
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assert the prerogative of the crown in

a more public manner i For assure

yourselves ([ speak from instruction)

the king is determined to maintain his

entire lovereignty over this province,

and whoever shall persist in usurping

any os the rights of it, will lepent of

bis rashness.

F*a. Bernard."

Province House, Sept. jjd, 176S.

[A paper, probably the same, had

been the day before delivered to the

chairman by the secretary, said to be

by order of the governor, but not be

ing signed, it was by a vote of the

committees returned to the secretary,

with assurance to him that they should

be always ready to pay all due respect

to any messages which they might be

assured mould come to them from the

governor of the province.]

On Saturday five gentlemen were

appointed to wait on his excellency,

and humbly present to him the follow

ing message, viz.

May it please your excellency,

THE committees from a number of

towns in this province now convened

at Faneuil-Hall, having received from

your excellency a message, containing

a remonstrance against our thus meet

ing, and an admonition to break up

and separate ourselves instantly, and

before we do any business, have taken

the (ame into our serious and attentive

consideration ; and we assure yotir ex

cellency, that though according to the

belt ot our abilities, we have consider

ed the matters that are hinted by your

excellency as the foundation of your

mess.ige, yet we are not able to collect

sufficient information therefrom, to

place our present meeting and proceed

ings i'l the fame light in which they

seem to lie in your excellency's mind.

We do assure your excellency most

fully, that neither the views of our

constituents in sending us, nor the de

sign of any of us thus meeting, was to

do, propose, or consent to any thing

oppugnant to, or inconsistent with,

the regular execution of government

in this his majesty's province ; and that

though the letters from the select-men

of the town of Boston, to the respective

towns from which we come, might

first give rise to our being chosen and

sent ; yet that neither the said letter

from the select- men of the town os

Boston, nor any votes of the said town

App.

accompanying the same, were consi

dered by our respective towns in the

choosing, nor by us in our assembling,

as the foundation and warrant of our

convening. But, ma> it please your

excellency, being assured that our

constituents, as well as ourselves, have

the most loyal and affectionate attach

ment to the person and government of

our rightful sovereign King George

the Third, we beg leave to explain to

your excellency tiie real cause and in

tention of our thus convening.

Your excellency cannot be unac

quainted with the many difficulties un

der which his majesty's subjects on the

whole continent of America appre

hend themselves to labour under,

and of the uneasiness which his subject*

in this province have repeatedly ex

pressed on the fame account. The

minds of the p:ople who have sent us,

are greatly disturbed that the humble

and dutiful petition of their represen

tatives, for the removal of those diffi

culties, has not been permitted to reach

the royal ear ; and they are greatly

agitated with the expectation of a

standing army to be posted among ui,

and of the full exertion of a military

government. Alarmed with these ap

prehensions, and deprived of a house

of representatives, their attention is

too much taken off from their daily

occupations ; their morals and indus

try are in danger of being damaged,

and their peaceable behaviour disturb

ed, for want of such persons as they can

confide in to advise them in these mat

ters, and to make application for their

redress.

Your excellency will further natu

rally conceive that those of his ma

jesty's subjects who live remote from

Boston, the centre oftheir intelligence,

and whose occupations do not admit

of much knowledge of public affairs,

are subjected to many misrepresenta

tions of their public concerns, and

those generally of a most aggravated

kind ; nor is it in the power of the

most knowing persons among us to

wipe off the pernicious effects of such

rumours, without the appearance of a

public enquiry.

Induced by these motives, and others

of the fame kind, our constituents

thought it no ways inconsistent with

good order, and regular government,

to fend committee-men to meet wick

such
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such committies as might be sent from

the several towns in the province, to

confer upon these matters, aud learn

the certainty of those rumours prevail

ing among us, and to consult and ad-

vile as far as comes legally within their

power to such measures as would have

the greatest tendency to preserve the

peace and good or,i*r among his ma

jesty's subjects, and promote their due

submission ; and at the same time to

consult the most regular and dutiful

manner of laying our grievances be

fore our most gracious sovereign, and

obtaining a redress of the fame. This,

we ast'ure your excellency, is the only

cause and intention of oui thus conven

ing; and we are exceeding sorryitshould

be viewed by your excellency in an

obnoxious light.

Your excellency may be assured that

had our constituents conceived, or did

their committees thus convened, con

ceive this proceeding to he illegal,

they had never sent us, nor should we

pretend to continue our conventions

But as your excellency in the message

with which you have been pleased to

favour us, has not been so explicit in

pointing out the criminality of our

present proceeding as we could have

wished, but has left us to our own

judgement and understanding to search

it out, we would with all duty to your

excellency, as the representative of

our rightful sovereign, request os your

excellency to point out to us wherein

the criminality of our proceedings

consists ; being assured we cautiously

mean to avoid every thing that has the

Jealt appearance of usurpation of go

vernment, in any of it's branches, or

any of the rights of his majesty's so

vereignty, or that is in the least in

centive of rebellion, or even a mental

disaffection to the government by law

established and exercised.

Your excellency will be pleased in

your well known knowledge of human

nature, and the delicacy ol British pri

vileges, to be sparing in your frowns

on our present proceeding, we being

s«t present inclined to think, till better

informed, that if criminality be im

puted to us, it will be applied only

to our domr-s, and not to the profess

ed manner ajul d/slgn of our meeting :

But if your excellency has a differttnt

apprehension of the matter, we in treat

an explanation ot the fame; and as-

lure your excellency wt stull dclibe-

Appendix, 1768,
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rately attend to it. Nothing could

give us more uneasiness than a sugges

tion that our proceedings are criminal;

not so much from a sear of personal

punishment, as from a fixed aversion,

we have to any thing inconsistent with,

thi dignity of our sovereign, and the

happiness of his extended dominion ;

and we flatter ourselves that when the

real design of this convention is under

stood, it will prove an argument to

evince the entire loyalty of his majesty'*

subjects in this province, and there

disposition to peace and good order.

In the name and behalf of the com

mittees of a number of towns fn

this province, convened in Bos

ton, Sept. 24, 1768.

Tho. Cushinc, Chairman.

These gentlemen reported also ii.i

writing, that they had accordingly

waited on his excellency, and that he

wa3 pleased to say he could not receive

the messige.

The committees then appointed nine'

gentlemen of their number to confides

and report the most effectual measures,

consistent with the express design of

their convening, to promote the peace

and good order of his majesty's sub

jects in the province; and then the

committees adjourned till Monday

(this day) ten o'clock.

Saturday evening the 17th inst, his

excellency the governor received a let

ter from his excellency General Gage,

commander in chief of his majesty's

forces in North America, advising him,

that in obedience to his majesty's com

mands, he had directed two regiment*

viz. the 14-th and 29th, under the com

mand of Lieut. Col. Dalrymple, to em

bark at Hallifax, and proceed to Bos

ton as loon as possible, one of them to

be at present at Castle William, the

other in the town ; and that provision

be made for them agreeable to act of

parliament. On Monday morning the

governor laid the fame before his ma-

jelly's council.

His excellency also laid before the

council an extract of a letter, which

he had received the day before by

Capt. Bruce from London, siom the

Right Han. the Earl of Hillsborough,

his majesty's principal secretary of

state for the colqnies, setting forth

that his majesty had thought fit to sig

nify his pleasure, aster taking thtTbpi-

ni'in and advice of his principal fer-^,-

vants, that the troops intended for tb*

4 S relf
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relief of North America in the next

spring, consisting of two regiments

from Ireland, should be immediately

sent over to America, and landed at

Boston : That transport vessels, were

preparing with all possible dispatch, in

order to proceed to Cork to take on

board the said regiments, which are to

be augmented by draughts to 500 men

Cach.

The frigate which will convoy the

transports from Ireland to Boston, to

gether with a ship of the line prepar

ing for the reception and conveyance

of Lord BotetoUrt, his majesty's lieu

tenant and governor general of Virgi

nia, are to remain in these seas, in cafe

the commander in chief of his majes

ty's forces shall be of opinion that his

Majesty's service requires it.

A committee of his majesty's council

•as chosen to confer with the select

men os the town, in regard to the

provision necessary to be made for the

above troops.

It is reported, via Marblehead, that

the two regiments destined for this

place, were embarking on board six

or eight men of war and armed vessels,

and expected to fail as on Thursday

last.

Tuesday last, the day set apart for

public prayer, was observed with the

greatest solemnity ; Perhaps the Lord's

day was never kept with more decency

»T we may judge by the appearance in

the streets : And the calm as well as

serious countenances of people at the

public worship, discovered their hearts

steeply affected with sincere and ration

al devotion ; and this was a perfectly

free-will offering, neither enjoined

■or enforced by human authority.

Thursday last being the anniversary

of his majesty's coronation, the fame

was observed here by the siring of the

cannon at Castle- William and at the

batteries in the town, and three vol-

iies by the regiment ofMilitia, which,

with the train of artillery, were mus

tered on the occasion. At the invita

tion of. his excellency the governor

his majesty's health was drank at the

council-chamber, at noon.

We are assured that the number of

Wmmittees, from the several towns

now convened in this plac;, have been

daily increasing from Thursday last.

Wtt hear from various parts of the

the Council App.

province, that many towns are to make

choice this day. In all Probability, a

very great majority will be in town by

the middle of this week.

It is said that a certain number of

gentlemen, in this province, are de

termined jointly to use their utmost

endeavours to place the loyalty of the

people before his ••• in it's true re

spectable light—^-to seperate such a

number, and thereby frustrate so good

a design, will be doing great disservice

to his ••••, as well at a substantial in

jury to the people.

The thoughts of a standing army

are more and more alarming to this

people, who have hitherto supported

the due execution of constitutional

law, without the necessity of such aid.

His •••'s C 1 have lately discovered

a true patriotism and love of their

country in affording such advice, as

(if taken) will probably be the meant

of preventing the greatest of all tem

poral evils.

From tbe Supplement Extaordinary ft?

the Boston Gazette os September \it

1768.

Council Chamber, Sept.ij, A.M.176S.

MR. Bowdoin, Mr. Gray, and

Mr. Tyler, pursuant to tbe ap

pointment of the council yesterday,

reported to the board an answer to

his excellency's proposal for the ac

commodation of the troops, which an

swer being considered and amended, it

agreed to by che board.

The board was informed by the

secretary that the weather being so

stormy, the governor will not be in

town to-day, and desires they wilt

meet him at the province- bouse to*

morrow at ten o'clock, A. M.

Saturday, Sept. a*. The weather

continuing stormy, his excellent) did

not come to town till the afternoon,

when the council waited upon him

with their answer.

An alteration being proposed in the

said answer, it was agreed by the coun

cil to meet on Monday morning at

nine o'clock, the 26th inst, to consider

it; and his excellency informed the

council, that their answer might then

be given to the secretary to be deli

vered to him without any further

meeting thereon.

Sept. a.6. A, M. Tlit council net

9 an*
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and agreed to the alteration 1 and then

delivered the said answer to the secre

tary. The Answer follows :

THE board have taken into their

further consideration General Gage's

letter, and the extract from Lord

Hillsoorough's letter communicated by

bis excellency on the 19th instant, re

lative to the reception and accommo

dation of the troops in the said letter

and extract mentioned, and have also

considered his excellency's proposal of

the i2d inst, relating to the manufac

tory house in Boston, that they would

authorize him to take measures for

fitting up the said building for the re

ception of so many of the said troops

as it will conveniently accommodate.

They have also attentively consider

ed the act of parliament, providing,

among other things, for the quartering

and billeting the laid troops, and they

find that the civil officers in the said

act mentioned, and no others, are

thereby empowered and " required to

quarter and billet the officers and sol

diers in his majesty's service in the

barracks provided in the colonies ;

and if there (hall not be sufficient

room in the said barracks for the offi

cers and soldiers, then, and in such

case only, to quarter and billet the re

sidue" of them, in such manner as in

the said act is further and very par

ticularly directed. Now it appears by

this paragraph of the said act, that in

any colony where there ate barracks,

the said officers and soldiers in his

majesty's service (hall be quartered

and billeted in such barracks and in

no other place unless there shall not be

sufficient room in the baracks.

With respect to this colony, the govern

ment of it in the beginning of the late

war, by their order, caused barracks

to be built at Castle William, for the

very purpose of accommodating his

majesty's troops whenever it fliould be

necessary for them to come hither }

under which order the governor and

council are authorized to provide quar

ters in the said barracks for such troops;

and those barracks are sufficient to ac

commodate about one thousand men,

which number it is said, the two re

giments ordered from Halifax will not

exceed : those regiments therefore,

which are the first expected, the laid

act of parliament requires to be quar

tered in the said barracks.

General Gage however in his letter

aforesaid mentions that one of the

said regiments is ordered for the pre

sent to Castle William, the other to

the town of Boston : But it will be no

disrespect to the general to say, that

no order whatsoever coming from a

less authority than his majesty and par

liament can supersede an act of parlia

ment : And it is plain the general had

no intention that the said order should,

as he concludes his letter by desiring

the governor to see that the said troops

are provided with quarters on their

arrival in this government, as by law

directed. Th.e said act also provides,

" That if arfy military officer shall

take upon himself to quarter soldiers,

in any of his majesty's, dominions in

America, otherwise than is limited and

allowed by this act, or (hall use or offer

any menace or compulsion, Sec. he

(hall be " ipso saflo cashiered and be

utterly disabled to have or hold any

military employment in his majesty's

service."—His excellency therefore,

as the board apprehend, must clearly

see, by examining the said act, that it

is not in the power of the board to

provide quarters for the said regiments

as destined, till the barracks at Castle

William, and the inns, livery stables,

and other houses mentioned in the said

act (hall be full ; (in which, " and

no other, case, and upon no other ac

count, it (hall and may be lawful for

the governor and council" to take tha

measures they are directed to by the

said act for the reception of his ma

jesty's forces ;) nor of consequence

to authorize his excellency to take

measures for fitting up the manufac

tory house, agreeable to his proposal.

The quartering of troops in the body

of the town before the barracks are

full, is not only contradictory to the

act of parliament, but would be incon

sistent with the peace of the town,

whose peace and welfare, as also the

peace and welfare of the province in

general, it is the duty, interest, and

inclination of the board to promote,,

and which, in every way consistent

with law, they will endeavour to pro

mote to the utmost of their ability.

As the board on the 19th inst, when

the letters abovementioned wct-e first;

communicated to them, advised that

his excellency give proper orders for

the accommodation of one of the Hat-

4 S a lifax
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lit.ix regiments in the barracks at

Castle William, so they now further

advise, that hit excellency give like

orders for the accommodation of the

other Halifax regiment in the said

barracks.

With regard to the two regiments

ordered from Ireland to Boston, the

board doubt not that provision will be

made for their accommodation agreea

ble to the act aforesaid.

That the board might be better

able to give their advice in regard to

the regiments ordered hither, they

thought it necessary that the whole

of Lord Hillfborough's letter, so far

as it related to the said regiments,

and to the occasion and design of their

coming, should be communicated to

tlierjj, and they accordingly desired

his excellency to communicate it ; but,

though his excellency was pleased to

tell them he should very probably lay

the whole of it before the board, in

such parcels, and at such times as he

thought proper, yet as they apprehend

the propriety of their own conduct in

a great measure depends on the com

munication of the whole of it together,

they again request his excellency to fa

vour them with it.

With regard to the occasion of the

said regiment being ordered to Boston,

his excellency on beingafked, inform

ed the board, that he apprehended

the Hallifax regiments were ordered

hither in consequence of the riots in

March last, and the two Iiifli regi

ments in consequence of that of the

10th of June last. On which she

board are obliged to observe, that they

are fully persuaded his majesty's mi

nisters could never have jMgtd jt ei

ther necessary or expedient 10 go in

to such extraordinary niealures as

those of sending troops hither, unless

in the reprelenrations made from

hence by some ill-minded persons, the

said riots had been greatly magnified

. and exaggerated.

With respect to what happened on

the 1 8th of March, which was a day

of rejoicing, and on such days disor

ders are not uncommon in populous

places, it was too inconsiderable to

make if a subject of representation,

and cp'Jld not have been made the

subject of so injurious an one but by

perlons disposed to bring misery and

o.ltress upon the sown and province.

Result of the App,

In regard to the riot os the 10th of

June, os which the board have re

peatedly expressed their abhorrence.

and have advised that the perpetrators

of it mould be prosecuted by the At

torney General, the board have in

their answer to his excellency's re

presentation laid before them the 17th

of July last, given a juit account os

the occasion of that riot ; and as they

apprehend it necessary that the said

account, together with all the pro

ceedings at that time, should be nude

public, they again desire his excellen

cy will order the said representation

and answer to be printed as soon a

may be in the public news papers.

From the Boston Weekly News-

Writer os Thursday, October 6.

1768.

The following was unanimously agreed

upon as the result of the conference

and consultation of the committees

chosen by a number of towns and

districts, viz. ninety-six towns and

eight districts, convened at Boston

the 2id day of September, 176S.

TH E inhabitants of a number of

towns in his majesty's province

of Massachusetts Bay, being greatly

alarmed at the present aspect of our

public affairs, and deeply distressed

in their minds upon authentic advice,

that the humble and dutiful petition

of their representative to our molt

gracious sovereign for the redress of

their grievances have not reached the

royal presence ; at a lime when they

aie threatened with the posting of re

gular troops among them, while they

are in an unusual manner deprived of

tiie benefit of a geneial assembly, the

grand council of the povince : And

being desirous, to the utmost of their

ability, to promote peace, good order

and due subnnflion among their fel

low subjects in the province, have in

their several town meetings legally as

sembled, chosen us to meet together

in convention, in order to consu 1 and

advise for that purpose ; and also fer

the legal, regular, and prudential me

thods of obtaining tbe redress of cur

grievances.

The slid committees havinsr met for

the purposes aforesaid, and after con

ference and consultation on the pre

mises, thought i; adyiseable to prefer
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a dutiful petition to his excellency, go

vernor Bernard, his majesty's repre

sentative in this province, therein set

ting forth, and explaining to his excel

lency, the nature and design of their

meeting, and supplicating him to con

vene a general assembly of the repre

sentative body of the people ; but his

excellency having considered their thus

meeting as unlawful, refused to re

ceive the petition, and sent them a

message, admonishing them to sepa

rate themselves ; and also afterward

lie refused to receive an answer, which

the said committee thought necessa

ry to send to his excellency in conse

quence of his message and admonition

to them ; the committee therefore con-

fidering that the peaceable and good

intention of their convening might

possibly be misurfderstood, thought

it necessary that their proceedings

should be made known to the world, by

inserting the same in the public prints,

that so every suspicion of any illegal

design or behaviour might be removed.

And the said committees considering

themselves only as 1b many private

fellow-subjects, convened from divers

towns in this province, at the request

of their inhabitants, have made known

to each other the loyal dutiful disposi

tion os the same ; and their desire that

no irregular steps should be taken by

the people, but that all constitutional

and prudential methods should be

closely attended to for the redress of

their grievances; and the said com

mittee in pursuance of the pacitick

intention of their meeting, have

considered that the gracious atten

tion of his most sacred majesty to

the cause and grounds of our comr

plaints, is the only regular source of

relief from our present distresses; and

that the house of representatives in

February last did, in their faithful care

and concern for the interest and wel

fare of this province, prefer such a' pe

tition to his sacred majesty, as by them

was thought best adapted to obtain re

lief; aud at the fame time did write

letters to divers noble lords, and others,

t;o intreat their attention to our pub

lic difficulties; which petition to his

jnajesty, we are in hopes, has before

this time reached the royal presence,

and will ere long have the desired ef

fect. And as we cannot but still en

tertain the hopes that his excellency
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our governor will soon think fit to

call a house of representatives, who

may, if they fee occasion therefore,

prefer further petitions to his majesty

for our redress^ we are therefore hum

bly of opinion, and flatter ourselves it

will not be taken amiss if we declare,

and which we are assured is the senti

ment of the several towns to which we

belong, that though the prefentappear-

ance of our public a flairs is alarming

and distressing, yet that the common

cause of obtaining the redress of the

heavy grievances under which we la

bour will be best served by a firm ad

herence to the principles of the consti

tution, and a close attention to the

peace aud good order of society : And

though we are satisfied, from the

knowledge we have of the loyalty and

attachment of the inhabitants of this

province to the person and govern

ment of our most gracious sovereign,

that any tumults and disorders that

may have happened have not arisen

from the least disaffection to the go

vernment as by law established, or the

want of loyalty to our king on the

British throne, but merely from a

pressing anxiety of mind on the ac

count of heavy and increasing grie

vances,—which grievances were very

clearly set forth by the house of repre

sentatives of this province in Febru

ary last in the aforesaid petition and

letters, wherein they express their

deepest concern that the parliament

has thought proper to pass divers nils,

imposing taxes on his majesty's sub

jects in America with the sole and ex

press purposeof raising a revenue; and!

they add, that if these acts of parlia

ment mould remain in force, and his

majesty's commons in Great-Britain

(hall continue to exercise the power

of granting the property of their fel

low-subjects in this province, his ma

jesty's people here must then regret

their unhappy fate in having only the

name left of free subject?. —And in

their letter to their agents they soy,

that the colonists cannot be conceived

to have any property, if their money

may be granted aw.iy by others with

out their consent, and that this is most

certainly the present cafe." And speak

ing of a standing army, they appeal

to the transactions of the parliament,

to Ihew the sentiments of the nation,

of the loyalty of the people of the pro

vince,
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vince, and justly affirm, that their

good disposition renders a standing ar

my needless : They further declare,

that as Englislimen they have an aver

sion to an unnecessary standing array,

which they look upon as dangerous to

their civil liberty. And further, that

the time mav come when an united

body of. pensioners and soldiers may

ruin the liberties of America. Yet

considering the invaluable blessing and

happy consequences of peace and good

•order, and the great advantages re

sulting therefrom, for producing con

vincing arguments, and placing truth

in the molt conspicuous point of view;

and also considering the horrible na

ture and dreadful consequences of tu-

imilt and disorder, we think it our

duty, as friends to our common cause,

as embarked in the fame bottom of

provincial happiness, to give our free

and sincere advice, not in an authori

tative, but merely a friendly manner,

that we should all of us compose our

minds, and avoid any undue expression

of resentment, and each one of us

prevent, so much as in him lies, all

tumults and disorders into which our

present calamities may betray us } and

to attend with all due patience, and a

regard to good order, the result of his

majesty's wisdom and clemency, from

which we reasonably expect to receive

our much desired relief. And it is

our firm resolution, in our several sta

tions, as by ci?r ailtgian.e required,

and by cur loyalty inclined, at all

times to yield every polli'jle assistance

to the civil magistrate, in the suppres

sion of ricts and tumults, and in pre

serving the peace ; .being humbly of

opinion, that the Pose Comitatas,

when legally called in aid of the civil

power, will ever be sufficient to re

strain all orders of men within the

bounds of the law, and the limits of

the constitution. We, from the bot

tom of our hearts, not only disclaim

and detest all pretences of usurping

any of the rights of sovereignty, but

also of arrogating to ourselves any

the least authority whatever. We

clearly hold, and whenever lawfully

called thereunto, will at the utmost

hazard of our lives and fortunes main

tain, that the " sovereignty" of his

most sacred majesty King George the

Third is already " entire" in all parts

of the widely extended and It all hap

pily spreading British empire : AnoV

may God forbid that we mould ever

once be lest to think or wish, much

less to act any thing in " oppugnation"

of the fame. " Ignorance of the law"

neither in a court temporal or spiritual,

is a proper " plea" or " excuse."

We would appear not as attorneys,

proctors or pettyfoggers, but as plain

honest men, humbly consulting peace

and order, and for the best temporal

felicity of our country and of posterity.

We would wish, as far as is in our

power, ever to promote and cultivate1

that harmony and union between

Great Britain and her colonies, on

which the happiness of both so much

depend. We think ourselves nappy*

in being connected with the parent

state, in that subordination which

forms the happiest bond of union be

tween the colonies themselves. We

have been taught, that it is tbe duty

of all men incessantly to implore the

throne of heavenly grace ; and have

but lately heard there are those who

deem it criminal for aggrieved fellow

subjects to join in humble, dutiful,

and loyal supplications to their mo

narch. While the people wisely ob

serve the medium between an abject

submission and a (lavish stupidity, un

der grievous oppression on the one

hand, and irrational attempts to ob

tain redress on tbe other, and steadi

ly persevere in orderly and constitu

tional applications for the recovering

the exercise of their just rights and li

berties, they may promise themselves

success. And while they ftedfaftly

maintain those invaluable blessings

which are derived to them from God

and nature, and the happy constitu

tion of the government under which

we live, they may safely rely on the

influence and direction of him who

ruleth according to his pleasure, with

unerring wisdom and irresistible influ

ence, in the hearts of the children of

men ; under whose favour no grie

vance can be durable, and without

which no enjoyment can be truly va

luable.

From the MASSACHUSETTS G\7ETTI

oj Thursday, October 6, 176*.

At a Jull Meeting 0/ tbe Inkabitaml1 if

tht'Tstvaqr'Hatiicld, Sept. is, 176S.

ALETTER from the select-men of

the town of Boston, together »»d»

tac
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the votes passed by the said town the

I2tb and 13th inlt. was by the select

men communicated to this town,

which being read, calmly and fully de

liberated and considered, the question

was then put by the moderator, whe

ther this town will chuse any person

or persons a committee to meet in con

vention with others in Boston, as pro

posed in the said letter? and it passed

unanimously in the negative. It was

then moved and seconded1, that the

meeting would chuse a committee to

prepare an answer to the select-men of

Boston, to be laid before this town

for their consideration at the time to

which this meeting (hall be adjourned :

Jt passed unanimously in the affirma

tive. A committee was chose ac

cordingly, and then the meeting ad

journed till to-morrow at five o'clock

in the afternoon.

Sept. S3. The inhabitants being

assembled agreeable to adjournment,

the committee appointed yesterday re

port, which being repeatedly read and

duly considered, was accepted, and

then unanimously resolved, that the

following answer be sent by the select

men as soon as may be to the select-men

of the town of Boston :

Genlemen,

WE have fully considered your pro

posal of a convention, and the reason*

you are pleased to assign for it, and

hereby take the liberty to express our

sentiments.

We are not sensible that the state

of America is so alarming, or the state

of this province to materially different

from what they were a few months

since, as to render the measure you

propose either salutary or necessary.—

The act of parliament for raising a

revenue, so much complained of, has

been in being and carrying into exe

cution for a considerable time past,

and proper steps taken by several go

vernments on this continent to ob

tain redress of that grievance, and

humble petitions by them ordered to

be presented to his majesty, we trust,

have already, or soon will reach the

royal ear, be graciously received,

and favourably answered ; and the

petition from the house of repre

sentatives of this province the last

year among the rest : If it Ihould nor,

for want of an agent from this pro-
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vine; at the court of Great Britain to

present it, we presume you very well

know, if it be an impolitic and im

prudent omission, where to lay the

blame ; and we apprehend that nothing

that can or will be done by your pro

posed convention can or will aid the

petition.

And here we b?g leave to say, that

we judge that it would be much for the

interest of this province to have aa

agent at this critical day : A person

that would have served us faithfully,

we make no doubt, might have been

found ; but the reasons given, and the

methods that we hear have been taken,

to prevent it, are dissatisfactory, and

give us much uneasiness.

We are further informed, that all

matters of a public and private nature

lying before the last general court

were fully considered and acted upon,

and all then proposed to be done, and

finished before the adjournment, except

the impeachment of his majesty's re

presentative, which perhaps might not

have been agreed to had they lat lon

ger, or not been afterwards dissolved.

We are sorry for that circumstance

that occasioned 1b early a dissolution,

of the general court ; though we must

own that the governor by charter is

vested with that power, yet we wisli,

if he had judged it consistent with h:»

duty to the king, it had been as usual :

However, we hope another will be

soon called, or at furthest on the last

Wednesday in May next,—am' that

in the mean time the public affairs of

the province will not greatly soffor.

And here we propose to your consi

deration, whether the circular letter,

which gave such umbrage, containing

these expressions, or others of the like

import, " That the king and parlia

ment, by the late revenue act, had

infringed the rights of the colonies,

imposed an inequitable tax, and tilings

yet worse mi^ht be expected from the

independance, and unlimited appoint

ments of crown officers therein men

tioned," was so perfectly innocent,

and entirely consistent with that duty

and loyalty professed by the house of re

presentatives the last year, in their peti

tion to his majesty; and whether the last

house miglu not have qomplied with his)

majesty's requisition, with a full saving

us all their 1 igms and privilege';, and

thereby
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thereby prevented our being destitute

ot' a geneial court at this day.

We cannot comprehend what pre

sence there can be tor the proposed

convention, unless the probability of

a considerable number of regular

troops being sent into this province,

and an apprehension of their being

quartered, psrt in your town, and

part at the castle.—And here we

would observe, that it was a matter

of doubt and uncertainty whether any

were coming or not ; if otherwise,

for what purpose the king was send

ing them, whether for your defence

in case of a French war, (as you tell

us there is in the minds of many a pre

vailing apprehtnsion of one approach

ing, and if we do not misunderstand

your letter, induced them to pass the

votes transmitted to us,) or whether

they are destined for the protection of

the new-acquired territories, is altoge

ther uncertain : That they are to be

a standing army in time of peace you

give us no evidence ; and if your ap

prehensions are well grounded, it is

not even lupposable they are intended

as such—and if your town meant sin

cerely, we cannot see the need they

had of interposing in military mat

ters, in an unprecedented way reques

ting their inhabitants to he provided

with arms, &c. (a matter till now al

ways supposed to belong to another

department) especially as they must

know such a number os troops would

be a much better defence in case of

war than they had heretofore been

favoured with : To suppose what you

surmise they may be intended for, is

to mistrust the king'- paternal .care

and goodness;—if by any sudden ex

cursions or insurrections of some in

considerate people,- the king has been

induced to think them a necessary

check upon you, we hdpe you will,

by your loyalty and quiet behaviour,

soon convince his majesty and the

world, they are not longer necessary

for that purposes that thereupon they

will be withdrawn, and your town and

the province saved any further trouble

and expense from that quarter.

We are sensible the colonies labour

under many difficulties, and we great

ly fear what the consequences of the

disputes with our mother country will

prove > however, we are far from

thinking the measures you are pursu

ing have any tendency to deliver the

good people of this province, but, on

the contrary, immerge th?m in great

er j—after all, we should hope (were

it not for your present attempt, at-

tended with a bad complection) we

might soon have deliverance from our

present troubles, and things restored

as at the first. The governments have

in our opinion, consulted, and are

pursuing the prop:rest methods to

obtain redress of their grievances; our

duty is to wait with patience the

event, unless we are determined to

take the alternative. How far passion

and disappointment and private re

sentment may influence any to hurry

their neighbours into such mad and

desperate measures we do not know,

but pray God prevent. Suffer us to

observe, that in our opinion the mea -

sures the town of Boston are pursuing,

and proposing to us and the people of

this province to unite in, are uncon

stitutional, illegal, and wholly unjus

tifiable, and what will give the enemies

of our constitution the greatest joy ;

subversive of government, destructive

of that peace and good order which

is the cement of society, and have a

direct tendency to rivet our chains,

and deprive us of our charter rights

and privileges, which we the inhabi

tants of this town desire may be secur

ed to us, and perpetuated to our lat

est posterity.

Thus we have freely expressed our

sentiments, having an equal right '

with others, though a tester part of

the community, and take' this first op

portunity to protest against the pro

posed convention——and hereby de

clare our loyalty to his present ma

jesty, and fidelity to our country, and

that it is our firm resolution, to the

utmost of our power, to maintain and

defend our rights, in every prudent and

reasonable way, as far as is consistent

with our duty to God and the king.

Attest.

Oliver Partridgi, Town-CI.

Boston, New-England, Oct. 31. La*

Friday the following address was pre

sented to Gen. Gage, by several gen

tlemen of the council, in behalf of

themselves, and the other members

who subscribed to it being all that were

pre stint:

T#
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To hi$ excellency Gen. Gage, com

mander in chief os his majesty's forces

ia America.

The address of the subscribers,

members of his majesty's council of

the province pf the Massachusets-

Bay.

SIR,

A general council being held yester

day, gives the distant members of it,

together with the members in the town

and neighbourhood, the pleasure of

addressing you. We take the first op

portunity of doing it, and at the

lame time to pay our compliments to

your excellency.

In this time of public distress, when

the general court of the province is in

a state of dissolution, when the me

tropolis is possessed with troops, and

surrounded by stiips of war, and when

more troops are daily expected, it af

fords a genera] satisfaction that your

excellency hat visited the province,

and has now an opportunity of know-

irg the state of it by your observation

and enquiry.

Your own observation will give you

the fullest evidence that the town and

province are in a peaceful state. Your

own enquiry will satisfy you, that tho'

there have been disorders in the town

of Boston, some of them did not merit

notice, and that such as did, have

been magnified beyond the truth.

Those of the i8thof March and 10th

of June, are said to have occasioned

the abovementioned armament to be

ordered hither; the first was trivial,

and could not have been noticed to

the disadvantage of tlie town, but by

persons inimical to it, especially as it

happened in the evening of a day of

recreation ; the other was criminal,

and the actors in it were guilty of a

riot, but we are obliged to fay, it had

its rife from those persons who are

loudest in their complaints about it,

and by their overcharged representa

tions of it, have been the occasion of

so great an armament being ordered

hither j we cannot persuade ourselves

to believe, they have sufficient evi

dence to support such representations

which have most unjustly brought into

question the loyalty of as loyal a peo

ple as any in his majesty's dominions.

This misfortune has arisen from the

accusation of interested men, whose

avarice having smothered in their

App. 17*8.

breasts every sentiment ofliumanity to

wards this province, has impelled

them to oppress it to the utmost of

their power, and by the consequence

of that oppression, essentially to injure

Great Britain.

From the candour of your excel

lency's sentiments, we assure ourselves

you will not entertain any apprehension

that we mean to justify the disorders

and riotous pi oceedings tbathave taken

place in the town ot' Boston ; we deleft

them, and have repeatedly and pub

licly expressed that detestation, and Jflt

council have advised Governor Ber

nard to order the attorney-general to

prosecute the perpetrators of them >

but, at the fame time, we are obliged

to declare, in justice to the town, that

the disorders of the 10th of June last,

occasioned by a seizure made by the

officers os the customs, appear to have

originated with those who ordered the

seizure to be made; the hour at mak

ing the seizure at or near sun set, the

threats and armed force used in it, the

forcibly carrying the vessel away, and

all in a manner unprecedented and

calculated to irritate justly theappie-

hension that the seizure v.-as accom

panied with those extraordinary cir

cumstances, in order to excite a riot,

and furnish plausible pretences for re

quiring troops a day or two after the

riot; and, as if in prosecution of the

last mentioned purpose, notwithstand

ing there was not the least insult offer

ed to the commissioners of the customs,

either in their' persons or property,

they thought fit to retire on the pre

tence of security to themselves, on

board the Romney man of war, and af

terwards to Castle William : and when

.there, to keep up the idea of their be

ing still in great hazard, procured the

Rjmney, and several other vessels of

war to be stationed, as it to prevent

an attack upon the castle, which they

affected to be afraid of.

These proceedings have doubtless

taken place, to induce a belief ameng

the officers of the navy and army, as

they occasionally came hither, that

the commissioner; were in danger of

being attacked, and procure from those

officers representations coincident wirh

their own, that tin* really were so 1

but their frequent landing on the

main, and making incursions into the

country, where it would have been

4 T easy
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easy to seize them, H any injury bad

been inte nded, demonstrates the insin

cerity of the declarations, that they

immured themselves at the castle for

safety ; this is rather to be accounted

for, as being an essential part of the

concerted plan for procuring troops

to be quartered here, in which they

and their coadjutors have succeeded

to their wish, but unhappily for the

mutual detriment and uneasineis of

both countries.

We thought it absolutely necessary,

and our duty to the town and province

requires us, to give your excellency

this detail, that you might know the

sentiments of this people, and that

they think themselves injured by men

to whom they have done no injury.

From the justness of your excellency

we assure ourselves, your mind will

Hot admit impressions to their dis

advantage, from persons who have

done the injury.

Your excellency in your letter to

Governor Bernard, of the nth of Sep

tember, gave notice that one of the

regiments from Halifax, was ordered,

for the present, to Castle William,

and the other to the town, but you

was pleased afterwards to order them

into the town.

If your excellency, when you know

the town, which we can assure you is

quite peaceable, should think his ma

jesty's service does not require those

regiments to continue in the town, it

will be a great ease and satisfaction to

the inhabitants, if you will please to

order them to Castle William, where

commodious barracks are provided

for their reception, or to Point Shirley

in the neighbourhood of it, in ei

ther of which, or in both, they can

be well accommodated.

As to the two regiments expected

here from Ireland, it appears from

Lord Hillborough's letter of the 30th

of July, they were intended for a dif

ferent part of North America.

IT your excellency mould think it

not inconsistent with his majesty's ser

vice, that they should be sent to the

place of their first destination, it will

contribute to the ease and happiness of

the town and province if they might

be ordered thither.

As' we are true and faithful subjects

of his majesty, have an affectionate re

gard for the mother country, and
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a tender feeling for our Own, our

duty to each of them makes us wish,

and we earnestly beg your excellency

to make a full enquiry into the

disorders abovementioned, into the

causes ofthem, and the representations

that have been made about them ; in

doing which your excellency will easily

discover who are the persons, that

from lucrative views have combined

against the peace of the town and pro

vince, some of whom, it is probable,

have discovered themselves already,

by their own letter to your excellency.

In making enquiry, though many

iinpruJencies and some criminal pro

ceedings may be found to have taken

place, we are persuaded from the can

dor, generosity, and justice which

distinguishes your character, your ex

cellency will not charge the doings of

a few individuals, and those of an in

ferior sort, upon the town and pro

vince 5 and with regard to those indi

viduals, if any circumstance ball ap

pear justly to extenuate the criminality

of their proceedings, your excellency

will let them have their effects ; and

on the fame candor and generosity we

can rely, that your excellency's repre

sentation of this affair to his majesty's

ministers will be such as even the cri

minals themselves will allow to be

just.

Signed,

J. Daitsarlb, C. Bradford, J. Badburu

J. Hill, r. Hubbard. R. Tyler,

J. Royal, JV. Sfarbault, S. Ifbite

J. Erviag, H. Grty, J. Pittj, .

J. Bowdon, J. Rufell, S. Dtxttr;

Boston, Oct. 27.

To the foregoing address, the ge

neral gave the following answer :

Gentlemen,

I return you thanks for the honour

you do me in this address, and am

greatly obliged for the good opinioa

you are pleased to conceive of me.

Whatever may have been the parti

cular cause of the disturbances and ri

ots which have happened in the town

of Boston, those riots and resolves

which were published, have induced

his majesty to order four regiments to

this town to protect his loyal subjects

in their persons and properties, and

to assist the civil magistrate in the exe

cution of the laws.

The discipline and order which will
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which I flatter myself will be such at

to afford me a sufficient foundation to

represent to his majesty the propriety '

9s withdrawing most part of the troops.

Signed,

Boston, Oct. 27. Thomas Gace.

be preserved among the troops, I trust,

will render their stay in no shape dis.

respectful to his majesty's dutiful sub

jects in this town, and that the future

behaviour of the people will justify the

best construction of their past actions,

<(htViJihU Eclipses for the Year 1769, calculated by Mr. William Chapman, as

Foxton in Leicestershire.

ON June the 4th in the morn

ing the fun will be visibly

eclipsed at Foxton, as under calcu

lated from the Durham Tables

Apparent time at Foxton.

H. M. S.

Beginning - 6 35 *7

Visible 4 .- 7 ** 5+

Middle » 7 *7 >7

End - 8 2i 47

Duration - > 47 20

Digits . - v° 46'

On December the 13th in the-

morning the moon will bs eclip

sed as under, calculated from the

Durham Tables.

Apparent time at Foxton.

H. M. S.

Beginning in morning 4 53

Middle - 6 14.

End - - 7 35

Duration - a 4*

5°

50

5°

0

Pigite - - -8° 0'

 

In the year 1769, on June the 3d, in the a/ternoon, the planet Venus will

pass over the fun, as under, from different tables.

Apparent time at London I

First contact

Central ingress •

Total immersion - .

Ec. 6 *

Middle

Beginning of emersion ,

Central egress

Last contact . . ,

Sunset - ,

From stin set to first contact

Nearest approach of the centers

illey 's Tables. Leadbetter's Tables.

H. M. S. H. M. S.

7 *J 59 7 10 59

7 31 i* 7 *9 *7

7 41 14 7 38 »9

10
13 H 10 10 19

10
35 44 ™ 3* 59

'3 30 14 13 27 29

13 39 ,5 ij 36 31

8

47 44

5 *»

n 44.59

0 36 29

0

n' 5»
♦ T a June



 

Transit ef Venus calculated. App.

11. M. S.

7 *7 5:

10 15 5*

>5 4*
»S

S 5 11

Jane the }d in the afternoon, the transit

os Venus for London, with parallaxes from

Halley's Tables.

Apparent time at London.

Central ingress in afternoon

Middle -

Central egress

Sun set

June the 4th in morning, the transit el

Venus for Manilla, with parallaxes from

Halley's Tables.

Apparent time at Manilla.

H. M. S.

Central ingress - »• 3 31 4»

Middle . - 6 36 4+

Central egress - 9 4« ■'

Sun rife » 5 35 J7

June the 3d in the afternoon, the transit

of Venus with parallaxes for Boston in New

England, from Halley's Tablet.

Apparent time at Beiston.

H. M. S.

Central ingress

Middle

Central egress

%

6

9

4» »4

}6 44

4> >«

Sun set - - 7 1S +1

June the 3d in the afternoon, the transit of

Venus for Petersburg, with parallaxes from

Halley's Tables.

4 As J44IW.1V l.lilV •»»

H. M. S.

Central ingress •

Middle

Central egress

Sun set •

San rife

9 «7 Is

i» 36 44

15 45 •

e * 47

* 57 'J

Alw
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Also in the year 1769, on November the T>

6th in the afte/noon, the planet Mercury '

will pass over the fun, as under, from the

Durham Table.

Apparent time at Boston in New-England.

H. M. S

Central ingress - a 37

Middle * - - 5 ij

fcentral egress - - 7 53

Sun set - - 4 j+

 

To the AUTHOR ef the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

S I R,

AS the famous Transit of Venus

over the Sun, that will happen

on Saturday, June 3, A. D. 1769,

will be the only one that will happen

for above one hundred years, I pre

sume the following description and

calculation of it, will be agreeable to

some of your readers, as well as en

tertaining to some of your astronomi

cal ones.

This useful and glorious phxnome-

, non will only part be visible (if the air

be clear) in this our island of Great

Britain, as appears by the calculation

below, but in leveral parts of the

continent of America, and isles adja

cent, the whole transit may be seen ;

(for in 22" 17' north latitude, and

1610 19'' west longitude from Green

wich the sun is vertical, at the middle

of the Transit,) where I hope the fame

will be accurately observed, in order

to determine, that grand problem of

the sun's true horizontal parallax, &c.

This curious part of astronomy, was

quite unknown to the astronomers of

ancient times ; the first that -->: le this

discovery, was the famous Mr. Jeremy

Horrox, which was in the year 1639,

when he observed this very fame

planet in the fun's dilk ; the ice being

then broke, gave way for others to ob

serve the like appearances,- which have

been duel v attended to by drvers cu

rious and learned gentlemen, both at

home and abroad ; and as this glorious

and rare appearance before us, will

certainly attract the pens of several

able and curious astronomers, and ma

thematicians, to contemplate and

write upon it ; therefore needs not

such a weak pen as mine, to fay any

thing concerning the usefulness of this,

or the like Transits ; but I mail only

proceed to give some account of the

tables from whence my calculations are

sounded, (which every one ought to

do, if they mean to make their com

putations of any use) and what altera

tions I have made.

The fun's place was taken exactly

from the tables of the late famous To

bias Meyer j • and that of Venus from

those of Dr. Halley, only I have put

her node 1' forwarder, and that of her

mean longitude 6". I have here also

given a type of Venus's passage over

the fun, with respect to Greenwich, .

and may tolerably serve throughout

the whole kingdom ; the visible way

of Venus over the fun will not be in

a right line, as some pretenders to as

tronomy have often drawn in types,

'but in a curve, and in this Transit,

it will be convex towards the fun.

The ingenious Mr. Cowper of Wel-

lingborough ; and Mr. Langley of

Hitchin, are the only two, that I

have ever seen of late, type eclipses

&c. truely, or as they ought to be ;

for some years ago my townsman,

that laborious astronomer Mr. Edmund

Weaver, in his ephemeris, drew types

much better than any one before,

which is also hinted in the roynl astro

nomer, page 404.. Hence follows the

time of this Transit by my numbers,

which are humbly submitted to the

examination of the curious.

3
The
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The place of G and 6 R at the 6

II 13' 28' 15''.

Vcnus's node in 5s. i%" 53' 6"

her geocentric lit. at mid. 9' 50'' N.D.

Sun's semidiameter 15' 48" hour

ly motion of O »'»$"of ? 3'57"J.

June j, 176a, P. M, App. Time

CHRONOLOGER, App,

9 Begins

Central ingress

Sun sets

True conjunct.

Mid. of the Tt.

Central egress

Whole duration

Time of its be- (

iog seen. *

Creeow.

Obf.

H. M.S.

7 4° 38

* 9 o

jo 27 38

10 49 16

'3 57 1+

6 17 16

o 28 22 47 49

Hinry Andrews.

Royston, Herts, Oct. tS, 1768.

H. B. All places lying east from the

Meridian of Greenwich, the Transit

will begin later ; and all to the west it

will be sooner ; in the fame proportion

as their difference of time.

P. S. Some time after I had com

puted the Transit of Venus over the

run's dislc, 1 accidentally found a pa

per on which were the observations of

the last Transit in 1761, made bv Dr.

Bliss at Greenwich ; by the help of

which, and the comparing Dr. Halley's

sohr tables with those la.lt correct ones

of Mr. Mayer, I find that the ensuing

Transit will happen sooner than I ex

pected, (for an error of but 10" in

cither of their longitudes, will be 6$'

in time, as the hourly motion of Ve

na* from the fun is but i' 35") there

fore I desire those gentlemen who ia-

 

•— Eads

tend to mike accurate and just obser

vations, to look out soon enough for

it, for I am almost confident that the

first contact of Venus's limb to that of

the fun's, will not exceed eight mi

nutes past seven at the Royal Observa

tory at Greenwich ;—and before I

end this remark, I cannot help men

tioning that I rejoice whilst I write

this, to hear of so many worthy gen

tlemen concurring with the noble

views of the Royal Society, in order

to have good and accurate observa

tions made, and thereby promoting

astronomy and geography, on which

navigation so greatly depends,

<Ci' For proper cautions and me

thods for making good observations,

see the Nautical Ephemeris for 1765.

U. .1 Ml'l

THE MONTHLY CHRONOLOGER.

- Saturday, Nor, 19.

W^TTf& Y the MI of the party-walls of

J^^-C* the duke of Grafton's new

1J g Jr house at Hay-hill, three men

b^ jRt were killed, and many others

Cf¥?4&< bruised, or had their limbs

**•*• *"* broke.

Friday, 1,'.

The king gave the royal assent to the bill

for prohibiting, the exportation of corn,

ire *c.

Mr. Staples Stearc, was sentenced by the

court ot KingVBench, to three months im

prisonment, lor publishing the North Britoa

extraordinary N*. 4.

M°)»4Ti 2.8.

St. James's. The king invested the duke of

Roxburgh, with the ensigns of the most nob.lc

and moil ancient oiuct osthe Thistle.

Widnisday, jo.

A new house was consumed by fire, at

Woodlord-bridge.

Thursday, Dec. I.

By the falling of an excessive quantity of

rain, great dimage was sustained near Strat

ford and Bow in Essex ; tbe floods, indeed,

set in at the latter end of November, and

overflowed the banks of the rivers Trent,

Derwent, and Dove; Nottinghrmsliire, Gloo-

ceftet'hire, Oxfordshire, Lancashire, Che in re,

Suffolk, severely telt the effects of them, a*

did many parts of Rent, and the itlar.d of

Shcepey where many hsadted acres were

laid under water, and the roads between

Gravefend, Rochester, and Chatham wcxsj

rendered almost impassible. In Berkshire,

the basks of the Kcnnjt tad Ledden were

|mica
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;uite over Sowed. In various places many

ives were lost, cattle and sheep drown-

:d, grain and hay washed away, and the in-

labitantt, in general reduced to the greatest

liftrest. Scotland has also experienced the

tanefui effects of these rains and floods,

Monday, 5,

The Exeter stage cjacli was overset by the

violence of the waters, near Staines, and

out inside passengers, two children, and

four horses drowned,

Tuisday, 6,

Mr. Bingley was discharged from his con-

inement, upon entering into recognizances,

or his appearance 00 the first day of next

;erm, at the court of King's Bench, (fee

> 4+'')

The young princess (fee p. 606.) was

aaptizedatSt. James's by the name ot Sophia-

Augusta.

Thursday, 8,

Cime on the election at Brentford for a

nember for the county of Middlesex, in the

ootn ot the late Mr. Cook, the event of

which is related at p. 657, and we sliall

low add, that one Mr. Clarice having died

if the wounds received on that occasion, the

oroners inquest have brought in hit death,

wilful murder by persons unknown, and Mr,

Serjeant Glynn, has promised a reward for

he discovery of the rio'ers, seme of whom

ire in custody, and a great number have ab-

conded,

Saturday, 10,

Ended the sessions at the Old Bailey, when

Anne Perrin, for returning srtsn transpor-

at on, Elizabeth Richardson for murder (See

>. 670.) John Feinall, Thomas Towell, and

-narles Crew for a foo:pad robbery, William

White, for horse stealing, and John Anthoay

Martin, for burglary, received sentence of

Icath : One was sentenced to be transported

or fourteen years, twenty-fix for seven ycats,

ire to be whipped, and two branded. t

Sunday, ii.

Crimston hall, near York, was consumed

>y fire,-

• Wednesday, 14.

The poll at Brentford was resumed, when

it the close of the poll, the numbers were

?or Mr. Seij. Glynn, l.;4»

or Sir W. B. Proctor 1x78'

Mijority for Mr. Glynn 164.

who was thereupon declared duly elected.

Saturday, 17.

Two houses were <o .funned by fire, in

Harrow-street, Lime-bou'e. *

Friday, j 3.

A segJr-baker's and two other houses

were consumed by fire, in upper Thames-

flreet.

The earl of Upper-Ossory, bis brother the

ion. Mr. Fi'zpatrick, and Charles Fox, Es<jj

on of Lord Holland, set out for the seat ot

Stephen Fox, Esq; at Winteiflow, (tee, p.

608.) to act in a play at that place I How

prodigiously our nobility and gentry are refined

in the present century !—Ano:her sign t/tit

timit, follows :

A farmer, in the county of Berks, lately

gave a dinner to a few country gentlemen,

which cost him above 150 guinea! : Beside*

all forts of fowl, wild and tame, there wax

a fine turtle, fish of several kinds, all kinds

of scarce vegetable* brought from London,

and 1 vast plenty of Cbampaigne, Claret,

Hock, Burgundy, Madeira, &c— 0 Tea-

sera ! 0 Morn I

Saturday, 14,

A sugar baker's warehouse, and dwelling

house, were consumed by fire, in Basing-lane,'

Cheapside.

Lately was tried in his majesty's court of

King's Bench, before the right bon. Wil

liam Lord Mansfield, an indictment, which

had been removed by Certiorari from Hieks'i

Hall, wherein Mr. Freak, an eminent grocer

in Wapping was prosecutor, and John Jen

nings, John Dudfield, John Gilbert, and Pe

ter Abraham Debresaac were d:fendants, for

winning and acquiring to themselves from

the prosecutor in March last, at one of the

defendant's houses, who was then a publican,

250 1. and upwards, by fraud, (hist, cozenage,

deceit, &c. at the game of husselling in the

hat, contrary to an act of parliament in the

reign of her late majesty Qjieen Anne against

unlawful gaming; when alter a trial which

lasted near seven hours, the defendants were

found guilty.

The ingenious Dr. Short, well known for

hit curious observations on the air, and by

his history of mineral waters, remarks, in a

late letter from Rotherbam, that for seventy

yeats past, in the course of fair journal on

the weather and atmosphere, he had not re

membered a season in which there had fell

such quantities of rain, as in every summer

for the four last years.

It having been represented to the king,

that the front-door and pilasters of the house

of Richard Capel, Esq; in B=rmond(ey-flrcet,

Southwaik, were maliciously defaceJ, in all

appearance by carpenters tools, and No. 45,

in large figures, marked in several placet, on

the front of the said house ; his majesty's

pardon 10 any accomplice, and a reward by

Mr. Capel, are promised on the discovery of

the offenders.

Near Lillburn, two milet from Wooler,

Was lately discovered a curious cross. Tbere

was close by the road side a large heap of

stones, called the apron full of stones, on re

moving which to mend the highways, the

cross was found in the middle ; it it of a

circular form, twelve feet diameter at the

bottom, hat four rows, of steps, each a seat

wide, and nine inches high. It scent ro

have been a market-cross, but there a(e no

remains of buildings near it, nor do the nMest

people
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•eop!e of that plaee eves remember to have

beard it mentioned.

Shipwrecks, as usual, at this gloomy and

inclement season, have be«n very frequent

on our coasts, and elsewhere. Murdera have

been cemmitted in all parts of the kingdom ;

suicide has been too frequent, and the sons

of rapine, plunder, fraud and deceit, have

been remarkably busy and successful 5 but

numbers ot those lawless gentry are now in

custody, and it is hoped will meet their de

serts.

A captain in the guards has absconded

upon a charge of an unnatural crime, by a

private cenlrnel, whom he had confined.

As an instance of the decrease of popula

tion, owing> we presume, to the pernicious

practice of engrossing farms and granting

leases determinate on lives, the following an

ecdote (which is real fact) will evince :

In the parish of Cornworthy, Bear Totnea,

in Devon, there were from the year 154*

(the Æra that parish registers took place in

«hose pa'ti) marriages, christenings, and

burials, on an average, to 15Jo, 365 to

1600, 305 to 1650, 25 s to 1700, zo; to

i-»o, 15; to 1710, ioj 10 1755, 8) to

1765, (the year Ih'ie account was taken) no

more than 4. Most of the small tenements

and farms, by the decease of the old lives,

having fallen into the lord of the manor s

hands, who has lett the whole to one or two

Substantial farmers, the village now exactly

resembles a place that had undergone a siege ;

there being above fifty dwelling-houses and

cots, at different places in the parish, with

out inhabitants, and tumbled into ruin.—

There are many such instances in the Western

part of England at this time.

On the sea shore aboutSt. Ives, &c. among

the rocks, &c. are a kind of small insects,

which to the naked eye resemble a flea j

they prey on muscles, which they destroy in

(he following manner I At low water many

of those (hell fish are lett dry, when the

above-mentioned insects attack the muscle

in a body, begining with making a petfo-

ration through the shell ; this is performed

with amazing dexterity; and then, instanta-

neeusly, a whole squadron enters through the

aperture, which is no bigger than to admit

of a large pin. On opening one after they

had quitted it, it ia remarkable, they had

only eat the finest parts j the beards and gross

est parts were untouched : Also on opening a

found one, and laying it on the ground, it

was amazing to see in how little time it waa

covered with those insect- that not a bit of it

could be seen, sad how quickly (as before) de-

\oure,\ In what manner they are enabled

to make a hole hrough so hard a body, the

gentleman who favoured us with this ac

count, having no microscope, could not dis

cern.

A correspondent who hat been soro»

months past in the western parts of Cornwall

observes, that taking a walk on the Dowm,

tec. near the sea at Poltreath, to his great

surprize, hefereeived thegroundthereabout co

vered with innumerable quantities of fnaih,

as thick as the grains of Ice after a smart

shower of hail of all sites, from being scarce

perceptible to the bigness of a small perri-

winkle. Being alarmed at so extraordinary

a phenomenon, and scaring it's becoming ge

neral to the destruction of vegetation, as soch

he related it to the country people, who to

his great satisfaction, informed him it was

annually, and always about thia time of the

year j and that instead of being detrimental,

they were a blessing, as the sheep, of which

there were great numbers grazing, feed gree

dily on them, fatten thereby amazingly, and

then their flesh is sweetest and finest. They

extend several miles along the coast, hot ne

ver much above a quarter of a mite oistant

from the. sea. What cause produces this

strange eff.-ct, either contingency to the sea,

or Sec. See. our correspondent does not protend

to determine.

A smart shock os an earthquake has been

felt (on Dec. It.) at Worcester, Droitwicfa,

Burford in Oxfordshire, and in the North

Highlands of Scotland.

On December 17, at about twelve at night

twelve or fourteen nouses, befidea outhouses,

&c. fee. were consumed by fire at Rochester,

and two women and one man perished in the

flames. The molt m lancboly part of the

story is, that it is suspected the owner of the

house where the fire began, wilfully set it

on fire; for being apprehended upon suspect),

be desperately cut bis throat and expired.

Ai inn, and a farm h use, See. have been

consumed by fire, at Hartwcll, in Stafford

shire ; damage above 700!. Al was a farm

house at Imber, in Wiltshire, damage 500I.

On December 17, a shock of an earth

quake was felt at Byton, in Herefordshire.

Edinburgh, December 3. Yesterday aboat

twelve o'clock, pan of the walls and roof of

the church adjoining to the palace of Hery-

roodhouse gave way and fell down ; and 1st

night the most of the remainder also seared

the seme fate ; so that now this fine eiiftte

is entirely deltroyed. This accident is (aid

to be ov. ing to the enormous weight of a new

stone roof laid over it seme years ago, wnreb

the wall>, itia thought, were unable to sup

port. The pillars, and o-naments ot tluJ

church, though for many years past waste,

and almost ruinous, were greatly admired as

one ot the finest Gothick remains in tire is

land. The fine vaolta, where part of the

royal lami y, several of the nobility, and a

great number of the gentry were depefited,

are now under the ruins.

New York, No', at. About 3100 la-

dians from the different tribes of trie Mo

hawks, Uncidas, Onondagocs, Scncrat, Car«'

1-1
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ga», Tuscororas, Coghnowages, Onoghgua-

gos, Tuteloes, Shawanel'e, Delawares, Min-

goes of Ohio, Nanticokes, Conoy's, Chug-

nois, Schoras and Oriscas, met Sir William

Johnson at Fort Stanwix, on the »ery impor

tant business recommended by the Icing's mi

nisters. And we hare now (he pleasure to

be informed, that by his unwearied applica

tion, address, and extraordinary influence,

(which never appeared more conspicuous than

on this occasion) the fix nations and all

their tributaries h.wc granted a rait extent of

country to his majesty, and to the proprieta

ries of Pennsylvania, and settled an advan

tageous boundary line, between their hunt

ing country and . this and the other colonies

to the Southward, as /ar as the Cherokee ri

ver j for which they received the most valua

ble present in goods and dollars that was ever

given at any conference, since the settlement

of America, An uncommon sobriety and

good humour prevailed through all the nume

rous Indian camps for above seven weeks,

and the sachems and warriors departed from

the congress in a very happy disposition of

mind, from a firm persuasion, that his ma-

jelly will gratify them in their just and rej-

lonable expectations. It is therefore ear

nestly to be hoped that this grand cession

and boundary will be rightly improved, at

they will undoubtedly secure the future tran

quillity os these colonies, and be productive

of lasting commercial advantages to them and

Great-Britain. Thelineot boundaries agreed

on at the above congress, is to begin at the

naouth of the Cherokee or Hcgotere river,

where it rmpties into the river Ohio ; and

running from thence upwards along the

south side of the said river to Kittann ng,

which is above Fort Pitt, from thence by a

direct line to the nearest for. of the welt

brinch of Susquehanna; thence through the

Alleginy mountains, along the south side of

the said weft branch, till it comes opposite to

the mouth of a creek called Tjadaghton ;

thence across the west branch and along the

sjuth side os that creek, and along the north

fide of Burnet's Hi. Is 10 a creek called A wan-

dae j thence down the fame to the east branch

of Susquehanna, and across the fame, and

up the east side of the river Owegy ; from

thence call to Delaware river, and up that

river to opposite where Tianaderha falls into

Susquehanna; thence to Tianaderha, and up

the weft side thereof, and the west fide of

its welt branch to the head thereof ; and

thence by a direct line to Canada Creek,

where it enters into Wood Creek, and (he

weft end of the Carrying beyond Fort Stan-

wrv, and eatend-ng eastward from every part

of the l.ii ; line, as far as the land formerly

purchased, so as to comprehend the whole

of the land between the slid line and the

purchased lands or settlements.

£x;riil as a Letter from Edenton, in Notlh-

Csrolina, Cct. ji.

" In one of our western counties, we

App. 1768,

have had a very dangerous mob, A number

of armed men, called regulators, and refu

sing to pay any debts or taxes, declaring no

court shall be held, nor any executions lev. ed

by the fherifr", put all business to a Hand for

sometime. The militia were called, to tlie

amount of 1500 men, with the governor,

and several ot his council, at their head, and

encamped in the town of HilisiVjrough,

where they threw up some bread-works.

The regulators encamped about three miles

from the governor and his party, and it is

said their numbers were nearjy equal to his.

After lying in this manner for a considerable

time, on lemonstrjnces made to 'he regu

lators, they dispersed, giving up some of

their head men: and although no bl.od was

shed, it is looked upon as a serious affair,

and by an estimate la'ely made, it is thought.

it will cost the province 10,0 ol. The

greatest grievance complained of by those

deluded people, is the want of a papei curren

cy, or some medium, to answer the trade

of the country. Where these ma.tcrs will

end, I know not; but this spirit of regulat

ing seems too general, which makes property

in this country very precarious."

On Jan. 13, 1768, a powder mag.zine

was wilfully blown up at Bombay by a quar

ter-master serjeant of artillery, in revenge

for his being punished for l^me misbehaviour,

by which about thirty people were killed,

and sixty wounded.

Makkiagis and Births.

October 1. "Q I G H T Hen. Aievncer

JLV Lord Colvilie, was married

to Lady Elizabeth Mac'arlane, sirlcr of the

earl of Kelly, and relict of Walter Mac-

farlane, Esq; — 3. Mr. 'surnrrr os Ch.'-apfide,

to Miss Buffar—4. Mr. Graham, of St.

Paul's Church-Y^rd. to Mils Goilling— 6.

Sir James Calder, bart. to Mrr. Orldium—

It. Robert Walter, tfq; to Miss UpfolJ—.

Right Hon E11I of Hilllboroueh, to Mary

baroness Stjwell—Isaac Elton, jun. Esq; to

Miss Tierney.

Lately. Peter Kiffin Heron. E'q; to Miss

Rutter, a 6000I. fortune— P-ince Charles

of Mecklenbnurj! to the prince's Frederica of

Hesse-Darmstadt—John Marlhrr-Dickenfon,

Esq; to Mrs. Macie—Charles Lynde, Esq;

to Miss Columbine, daughter of the late ge

neral—Captain Edwards, to Mss Crowning

—Thr.mas Liwsicld, Esq; to Miss Hicks—

OUfield Bcwles, of North Afliton, in Ox-

fordstiire, E'q; to Miss Bampfylde eldrst

daughter of Sir Richard Waiwick-Bamp-

sylde, bart.—Sir Thomas Hen.on, bart. to

Miss Meadowes—Charles Lucas, M. D the

celebrated member for Dublin, to Miss

Healy—Hon. Rich. Butler, eldest son of

the Viscount Mountgarret, to Lady Harriot,

daughter of the earl of Carsick—Henry

Fletcher, Esq: to Milt Lintot.

4 U Oct.
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Oct. 3. Lady Burghersh was delivered rf

a daughter— 10. Viscou test Weymouch, of

■ daughter— 15. Lady Baggor, of a daughter—

16. Mra. Soame, lister ot" Sir Charles Bun-

bury, of a sen and heir—23. Ducbel'a of

Hamilton, of a son.

Lately. Mra. Silvio, of Croxdale Durham,

ef a daughter—Mrs./ Moreland, of Court-

lodge, Kent, of a daughter—Lady Webb, of

• daughter—Duchess of Gordon, of a daugh

ter—Lady Blayney, of a daughter—Lady of

Hon. Richard Walpole, of a son.

Nov. 3, Joh:i Buller, Esq} member for

East-Loe, was married to Miss Hunter—

8. —— Bowyer, Esq; to the relict of the

late Sir Jacob Downing, bart.—18. *Noel

Hill, Esq; toMisi Vernon—21. Sr William

Cunyngame, bart. to Miss Frances Myrton—

35. Henry Penruddock Wyndham, Esq; t»

Miss Hearst—27. John Bofquain, Esq; to

Miss Ann Motteui—30. Thomas Staplcton,

Esq; to Miss Tuire.

Not. 1. Lady of Col. Pringle was deli

vered of a daughter—2. Mrs. Townfhend, of

Cleveland-court, of a son— 13. Mrs. Golsion,

of New-Bond street, of a son and heir—Right

Hon. Charlotte Dundas, of a son— 27. Lady

Mount Stewart, of a son—Mrs. Frederick

Maitland, of a daughter.

Dec. 3. Right Hon. Lord Viscount Moly-

ueux was mariied to Lady Isabella Stanhope,

eldest daughter of the earl of Harrington—

6. Dr. Lysons, of Gloucester, to Miss Ro

gers—William Humphey Wychham, Esq) to

the Hon. Miss Wenman, sister of the vis

count.

Dec. 2- Countess of Home was delivered

efadiughter— 19. Lady Sarah Bunbury, of

a daughter—27. Lady Hope, of a daughter—

Lady of George Heneagr, Esq; of a son and

heir—Mrs. Lawlry, of Cajiwell, Stafford

shire, of a sen and he:r.

Lately married. Elfred Staples, Esq; to

Miss Cooser— Hon. Ponso^by Moore to the

Hon. Mils Moore—Hon. Geo. Devereux to

Mils Devercai.

Lately delivered. Lady of Cbaloner Ogle,

Esq; of a l'n and heir— Duchess of Beau

fort, of a son—Lady ArmyUgc, of a son.

. DlATRS.

SEPT. 29. Rt. hon. Arthur Upton, a privy

counsellor, Arc. in Ireland—Major Gen,

Burton, col. of the third reg. of soot—

Oct. I. Lidy Ladbroke, wife of the al

derman— 2. Mr. William Bathoe, bookseller

in the Strand—3, Isaac Hulloway, Esq; a

wealthy timber merchant—Rev. Dr. Fcr-

dinando Warner, rector of Barnes, well

known by his judicious writing?— 12, Rt

Hon. Jamta earl of Morton, president of

the Royal Society, one of the sixteen peers

for Scotland, tec. etc. &o— 15. Mrs. Joan

Knrtchbull, youngest daughter of Sir Ed-

wiid-j7. William Mclliih, Esqj Ute aa

eminent lace-merchant—19. Hon. Robert

Brudenel, vice-chamberlain to the queen,

col. of the 4th reg. of foot, member for

Marlborough, tec. &c—Rt. hon. Thomas

Lord Archer, baron of Omberstdc—11. Henry

Bringhurst, Esq; some time High sheriff of

Hants and Wilts—22. Mrs. Hay, mother of

Dr. Hay, dean of the Arches.

Lately. Hon. John Maitland, son of the

carl of Laudcrdale—Samuel Taverner, Esq}

an eminent timber-roerenaat—Philip Honey-

wood, Esq; an eminent planter at Jamaica-

Sir Tho. Worseley, of Pilcweli, H.nta, bait.

—Col. Desmaretz, commissary at Dunkirk-*

Dr. Sacheverel Stevens, of Norfolk-street—

Hon. Hungerford Skeffington, uncle of the

earl of Matsareene—Dr. Pierce, of Enfiela—

Henry Stratum, Esq; late a BlackweU-haU

factor—Mrs. Wright, mother of Sir James,

minister at Venice—Mr. Seaton, engraver

of seals to the king—Mrs. Churchill, and

Mis> Patty Churchill, mother aid aider ef the

late poet— Dr. Robert Simpson, professor of

mathematics at the university of Glasgow-.

John Andrews-Baker, of Penn, Bucks, Esq;—

Lord Vert Bertie, son of Robert duke of Aa-

caster— Peter Simpson, Esq; late a Portugal

meichant—William Wilkinson, Esq; high-

theriff of Northumberland, in 1758—Hon.

Robert Ker, director of the chancery ia

Scotland—Sir Mark Steuart-PleydeU, bart.

Mrs. Meyers, wife of Herman Meyers, Esqj

merchant in Mincing-lane.

Oct. 27. Sir Francis Head, of Hermitage,

in Kent, bart. succeeded by his brother, now

the Rev. Sir John, bart. and D. D. arebdea-

con and prebendary of Canterbury—aj.

Francis Hatsell, of Bloomlbury, Esq;—30.

Edward Grose, Es-, clerk of the lieutenancy

of London—Charles Merrit, Esq} a silk mer

chant—Philip Lowin, Esq; a barnftcr at

law.

Nov. i> Sir John Haskins-Eyles-Srylef,

bart—Sir Paul Obrien, bart. at Lisbon—Da

vid Cuthbert, Esq; a commissioner of excise

in Scotland—The most hon. the marchioness

of Taviftock, at Lisbon—Robert Pejtoa, of

Chalfont, Bucks, Eft)}— 5. Theophilut

Dorrington, Esq; treasurer of the Eafl-Io-

dia company, for many yean—6. Sir Mat

thew Lamb, bart. member for Peterbo

rough— 7. Peter Purchaa, Esq; late a brewer

in Shoredi'cB—11. Andrew Cockbom, Esc ;

on: of the oldest captains in the navy— 11.

George Pemberton, of Bedford-Row, Esqj

17. His grace Thomas Holles-Pelham, dake

of Newcastle, &c. &c. tec. Ac. aged near

seventy -six. Dying without issue, the title of

duke of Ncwcistlc- upon -Tine, tic. dec. is ex-

tinct.but he is succeeded as duke of Newcastle-

under-Line, by his nephew the earl of Lin

coln, and at baron Pelhim of Stanmere by

his cousin, Tho, PeJham, Etq; member for

Sussex— it. Tho. Gataker, Esq; surgeon to

the queen's household, and to St. George'1

hospital— 25. Robert Btunel, Esq; formerly a

sugar-tcCner,
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Dec. I. Henry Vanderesch, Esq; aged

seventy-seven— 12. Rt. hon. Viscount Dun-

boyne of Ireland—14. Pryse Campbell, Esq;

a lord of the treasury, and member tor Car

digan—22. Rt, rev. Charles bishop of Car

lisle, See. See. brother of Lord Lyttclton—26.

Col. Sandys, second son of Lord Sandys—

Robert Taplow, Esq; formerly high sheriff

of Bucks—29. Sir Francis Coiling, lent, al

derman of Farringdon ward without, after a

lingering illness, which bad twice obliged

him to decline the chair.

Lately. Anthony Warwick, Esc; a capt,

in the navy in the reigm of Qneen Anne and

King George J.—ltaac Crump, Esq 1 a

planter at Barbados—Thomas Hrescott Esq;

late a merchant at Chester—Samuel Chitty,

Esq; muster-master of the city trained- bands—

Peter Wilmot, of Croydon, Esq;—Lady Doro

thy Primrose, aunt to the earl ofRoseberry—

Robert Goddard, Esq; an old and brave com

mander in the navy—Major-gen. Smyth, col.

of the sixty-third reg, of foot—M. D'Alt,

-forty yean minister from Hesse-Casscl at this

court—Lady Barbara Shirley, aunt to Earl

Ferrers — Benj. Archer, Esq; a merchant-

Thomas Ingoldiby, of Waldridge, Bucks,

Esq;—James Beverley, Esq; in ihe commis

sion of the peace tor Surry—Lady Mary Ha

milton, sister of the late marquis ot Lothian—

Dr. Russet, of Walbrook—Charles Hotham,

Esq; an old captain in the navy—Rt. hon.

John Lord Arqndel of Trerice— Henry Wal-

den 01 E. field, Elq;—Mri. Caflon, relict of

the late William Caflon, Esq;—Ritclisife

Howard, LL. D. a senior fellow of All-So<ils

college, Oxon - Rev. Dr. Berriman, rector

of St.Alban's, Wnodflreet, aged eighty—Hon,

major Edward Maleiworth—Sir John Play-

teri, of EHough-hall, in Suffolk, bart- suc

ceeded by in grandson, now Sir John Play-

tert, b-rt.— Dr. Tilbot Smith, formerly an

eminent physician in London.—

ECCLKIA T1CAL PreFIRMINTS.

From (At London Gazittz.

WHITEHALL, Oct. 4. The bistiop

of Bristol ii promoted to the deanery

of Sc. Paul's, in the room of Dr. Cornwallii

archbishop of Canterbury— 15. Dr. Egerton,

bishop os B.mgor, to the bishoprick of Litch

field and Coventry, in the room of Dr. Corn

wall'!, 104 archbisliop of Canterbury.

Whitehall, Nov. 12. John Young, M. A.

is appointed a. prebendary of Worcester-

Dec. 3. Dr. John Ewer, bishop of I.ljndass,

is translated to the fee of Bangor, in the room

of Dt. Egcrton, translated to Litchfield and

Corentry.

Fnm t/t rest rf tit Pafin.

Rev.Mr. Wibberliey is presented to theree-

tor/ofvVickham,and Mr. Radley to the recto

ry of Bishop-Wearmouth, in Northumber

land -Thomas Bateman, M. A. to the vica-

tageaf WapplMd, Linmlnstute—Mr. Walker,
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to the rectory of Branflone, Durham—Mr.

Long to the vicarage of Shabi igtoi , Bucks-

Mr. Wilkinson, to the vtearage of Bletfham,

Hants—Mr, Fawcrtt to the curacy of Sr.

John in Leeds—Mr. Weston, to the prebend

of Henfltidge, Wells—Mr. Rotherham, to

the living of Haltwhiflle, Northumberland-

Mr. Wright, to the rectory of Rayleigh, Es.

sex—Mr. Foley, to the united livings of St.

Peter and St. Owen, Hereford—Mr. Wether-

ley, to the living of. Balsingham, Lincoln

shire—Rev. Mr. Gwynn, to the rectory

of Coflingham, Northampt. —Mr. Walker, to

the rectory of Kettlebaston, Suffolk—Dr.

Russel, to the vicarage of Upton-Bishop, in

Herefordshire— Mr. Crawford, to the vica

rage of Winderftone. Devon.—Mr. Mearson,

to^ the rectory of Carleton, Northampton

shire— Mr. John Smyth, to the chaplainry of

the great seal—Dr. Powell, to the rectory of

Freshwater, Isle of Wight—Mr. Barnes, to

the vicarage of Langton Beverell, Leicest.—.

Mr. Smyth, to a prebend of Gloucester.— Mr.

Walker to the rectory of Branstone, Dur

ham—Mr. Pearce, to the living of Great*

Baddow, ElTex—Mr. Brlchicr, to the rectory

of Rotherby, Leicest.—Mr. Bowman, to the

rectory of Craike, Durham—Mr. Robinson,

to the vicarage of Osmotherby, Durham—

Mr. Hay, to the mathematical lectureship of

Sidney college, Camb.—Mr. Wright to the

rectory of Rulhbrooke, Suffolk—Mr. God

dard junr. to the vicirage of Halvergate,

Norfolk— Mr. Pinching, to the vicarage

of Wickham Skeyth, Sufiblk—Mr. Pa

rish, to the rectories of Cilkuk and Stib-

bard, Norfolk—Mr. Wake, to the vicarage

of Barnsley, Yorkshire—Mr. Evans, to the

vicarage of Fairford, Gloucestershire—Mr.

Willes, to the rectory of Wishford, War

wickshire—Mr. Lloyd to the living of

Stapenhill, Derbyshire—Mr. Thurston, to

the vicarage of Ryarfli, Essex—Mr. Hups,

man to_the rectory of Cransord, Essex— Mr,

Harley, to the vicarages of Chipping- Sod-

bury, and Old Sodbury, Glouccltr shire —Mr.

Collison to the rectory os Billesdon, Wilts-

Mr. Cleaver, to the rectory of Drayton, Ox.

fordlhire— Mr. Bowles, to the rectory of Up

hill, Somersetshire—Mr. Greaves, to the vi

carage of Wallingron, Derbyshire—Mr. Fau-

coner, to the vicarage of Idmeston, Wilts-

Mr. .films, to the vicarage ot CJeveden,

Warwickshire.

Rev. Mr. Rider if chosen lecturer os St.

Michael Lequern, and Sr. Vcdaft, Foster-

lane—Mr. Porter, lecturer of Elagham.—

A dispensation passed the seals, to enable

the rev. Dr. Robert Stebbing 10 hold the vi

carage ot Strearley, Berks, with the rectory

of Beaconsfield, Bucks—To enable Joha

Simnsoods to hold the vicarage of St. Mary,

Leicester, with me vicarages of Whetstone

and Enderley, Lectsterfhire—To enable

Joha Chapman, B. D, to halt ike coasolodat-

4 U » «•
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ed rectories of Bath, St. Peter and Paul,

with the rectory of Ncwlon St. Loe, Somer

set/hire.

A commendam passed the seals for the hi-

stop of L tchfiili and Coventry to hold the

rectory of Ross in Herefordshire, and the

prebend of Cuhlington, in the cathedral of

Hereford, also the prebend of Welland, with

one of the sour residcntUri&ipsof St. Paul's,

London.

A dispensation passed the seal to enable

the rev. John Wood, E. L. to hold the lec-

tory of Babwork in Nottinghamshire, with

the vicarage of Chesterfield, Derbyshire—

Mr. Moore, to hold the rectories ot Foot's

Cray, North Cray, and Rookcfley, Kent—

Dr. Sheppard, to ho!d the vicarage of Ba-

singsiokc, ann the rectory os Qjanley, Hants—

Mr. Lockwcod, to hod toe, vicarage of

"Epping, and rectpry of FifielJ, Essex—Mr.

Ferris, to hold the vicarage of St-iplelord

and Cheiston, Wilts—Mr. Frank, to hold

the vicarages of Borden and Stockbury,

Kent—Mr. Hill, to hold the r-ctory of

Abin^don, and vicarage of East- Mailing,

Kent—Dr. Frarnpton, to hold the vicarages

of Weflport and Bremnill, Wilts— Mr. Fre-

beck, to hold the rectory of Hutton, Essex,

with St. Michael Q^eenhith, &c. in Lon

don—Mr. Ciarke, to ho'.d the vicarage of

Arlir.gton and Willinjton, Sussex, with the

rectory of Bunted, also in Suflcx.

Promotions Civil and Military.

From the London Gazztti.

■HITEHALL, Sept. 27. A 1!-

Vv cence is granted to Francis Grant,

Esq ; and his descendant.', to take the sur

name and bear the arms of Gordon—Oct.

I. Wit, Lynch, Esq; is app inted envoy ex

traordinary to the king of Sardinia— St.

Darnel's, Oct. 7. The archbishop of Cantcr-

ury was sworn of the privy-council—21.

Lord Weymouth is removed to be secretary of

state for the southern department, in the room

o' the earl ot Shelb'irne, and the earl of

Roch'ord is appointed secretary of state for the

northern.

St. James's, Sept. ;S. Simorf Lutrell, of

Lutrclli-town, in the county of Dublin, Esqj

js created baron Irnham, of Lufrellstown,

in com. Dublin, Ireland.

War-office, Oct. 29. Col. Charlel Ho-

tham is appointed col. of the 15th reg. of

fojt— ?nd major gen. Gjge of the 60th or

Royal American regiment, both in the room

of gen. Sr Jetfcry Amhetst, who resigned.

St. James's, Nov. 2, George-William,

Ear] ot Bristol, was sworn ;nto the office of

Lord Privy-Seal. -8. The Vilcount S or-

mount is appointed a knia.fi! of the thistle. —

War officr, Nov. 3. Lieut, gen. Sir Jcssery

Amherst is appointed colonel of the third reg.

of foot, also col. in chief of the foth or Ame-

rica.i regiment —i icut. G:o, Hodgson, col.

of the fourth regiment of fcor>»rColonel Wil

liam) Howe, lieur. gov. of the lile of Wight,

and Lieutenant- Colonel Maxwell, captain ot*

CowescaftK-.

St. Jamek's, Dec. 3. The duke of New

castle is enabled to bear the name of Pel-

ham.— ii. The duke of Marlboroogh wat

elected a knight of the Garter.

Whitehall, Dec. 13. Gilbert Laurie, Esq;

is appointed a commissioner ot' excise aar

Scotland.

Si. James's, Dec. 16. His grace Henry

Fienea Prlbam-Clinton, duke ol Newcastle,

was sworn of tbc privy-council, appointed

lord luut. and cutioa lotulorum of the

county ot Nottingham, and of the town and

county of the town of Nottingham, also

stcwaid, keeper, &c. of the forest os Sher

wood, and park of r'olc.vood, in the laid

county.

War office, Dec. 17. Col. Alexander Mae-

kay 19 appointed major-general in America

only.

Whitehall, Dec. 27. Robert Murray-

Keith, Esq; is appointed envoy extraordi

nary to the court ot Dresden.

St. James's, Dec. 31. Jeremiah Dyson,

Esq; is appointed a lord of the treasury—Vis

count Lisuurne, a lot d of trade aud planta

tions.

Frcm tbt rift of the Pamirs.

Robeit Auchmuty, Esq; is appointed

judge of the vice-admiralty court of Boston }

Jared Ingersol, Esq; at Philadelphia ; Jona

than Sewall, E:q; at Hahax ; and Au

gustine Johnson, Esq; at Charles Town,

South Carolina.—Chailes Wrtitworth, Eic,;

member for Minehead, was knighted—Ma

jor Bentinck is appointed lieut. col. and

Carjt. Balsour, major of the second battalioa

of the royal regiment os foot—Major Simon

Fraser, lieut. col. of the 24th. and Captain

Kingston, major of the second regiment of

light drag-ions—Chaloner Ogle, Elq; was

knighted—Lieut. -Colonel Philips is appoint-

lieut. governor of Windsor-castle—Marquis

of Lothian is elected one of the sixteen peers

for Scotland— Duvceof Grat'ton, chance lor of

the university of Cambridge—Eatl of Hert

ford, rt corJer of Coventry— Duke ot King.ion,

recorder os Nottingaam—Dr. Huck, physi

cian, and Mr. Martin surgeon, ol St. Tito-

m is's hospital.

R(mai~der of the Foreign Affairs fer 1768.

CONSTANTINOPLE, Oct. 7. On the

thrd instant a grand council was held at

the Seraglio, at whicn tbe Grand Vixir and

all the principal officers of state assisted. Ira

conl'^q ence of what then palled, the Sieur

Obrelkotf, resident from Russia, was invited

to po to court the sixth instant, wh:n he was

introduced into the apartment of the Grand

Vizir. The conversation was nut loss, but
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it wis very spirited, and the Russian minister

probably not be ng able to comply with what

111 required of him, was ordered to let re

into another apartment, and wait the deter

mination of the Porte. Upon the report that

was made to the Grand Signior of what had

passed, his highness ordered the Russian mi

nister to be sent to the castle of Seven-Towers,

whither he was accordingly conducted the

fame afternoon, together with his secretary,

three of his interpreters, and some domes-

ticks. The Sieur Dejetaschbf, charge a'af-

-^ fairei from Russia, and who ii intended to

succeed the Sieur Obriikorf, not having ac

companied hit colleague at the audience above

mentioned, did not partake of his d'sgrace.

Constantinople, October 2;. The ill state

of health ot Selictar-Hatnzey-Pacha, who

was lately raised to the post of Grand-Viair,

not permitting him to support the weighty

affairs of that office, the Grand Signior hai

dispensed with hit servic-, and yesterday he

embarked for the Dardanelles, from whence

he will go to Canee, the government which

the Grand Signior hai given him. (See

p. 613.)

Nicnandygy-Mahemet-Emin-Pacha, late

Kaimakan, is appointed Grand Vizir.

Constantinople November 2. On the 19th

of last month the Chan of the Tartan was

admitted to an audience of the Grand Sig

nior, who received him with the greatest dis

tinction made him several rich presents, be-

. fides 2 -coo fequini in money. From that

day till his departure! which was on the 20th.

he and all his retinue were maintained at the

expence of the Grand Signior, and be waa

paid besides 1000 fequini per day. The

grandees of the empire made him presents in

proportion to their rank, and the Grand

Vizir presented him with 5000 piastres.

His eldest son was likewise appointed Seral-

fcier, or commander of a body of 30,000

Tartars. These favour! have been heaped

upon him, in hopes to attach h.m to the in-

terest of the Porte, and to engage him to

act with vigour in the war against Russia.

Peteriburgh, Nov. 29. The. empress hai

appointed Prince Callitzin field marshal of

the grand army, which il to act next spring

•gainst the Turks, and has granted him ten

thousand roubles for his field equipage, be

sides a gratification of four thousand rouble*

more for the czpencei of his table, during

all the time he has the command of her

troops. The grand army will meet near

Lubno, not far from Kiovia, where the regi

ment ot J a'oilow has repaired, directing it's

route throuch Novogrod, Torschok, Wiftan,

Kaluga, Nefchok, ar,d Pr'.luk. The regi

ments of Smolenfko and of Nischow are

marching, one from Sleutclbourg, and the

other from Nerva, for the satie destination ;

the second army, which is actually forming

in the Ukraine, and which is to go against

the frontiers of the Ottoman empire, will

be commanded by the Count of Romanzow,

and General O.itz will have in Poland the

conduct of the army of observation. We ex

pect to see very soon the formal declaration of

war from this court against the Porte.

The operation cf inoculation was per

formed on the 23d of October last, on the

empress, by Dr. Dimsdale, who had been

sent for from England for tVt purpose; and

her imperial majesty set out the next day for

Czarlko Z:lo. It had no visible effect till

the 29th, when, the weather being fine,

and the ground covered with snow, her ma

jesty took a walk in the morning for the air,

as she had done the preceding diya, and on

her return to her apartment abaut two in)

the afternoon felt some fymp'oms of a fever,

which continued till the 31st towaids six

in the evening, when the eruption first began

to appear. The empress kept her apartmenc

but three days, the rest of the time she went

abroad and saw company.

Letten from Peiersburgh mention, that

the Empress of Russia hai ordered two

merchants in London to pay Dr. Dims

dale 10,000 1. sterling upon bil arrival in

London, and granted him 500I. per ann»

during his life. She has likewise made the

doctor physician to herself and the Grand

Duke ; also appointed him privy-counsellor

of slate, and created him baron ot the empire

of all the Russias.

Stockholm, Nov. 22. The disorder among

the cattle, which has hitherto made prodi

gious havock in this kingdom, begins to de

crease. It ii computed, that from the com

mencement of the present year to the 10th,

of September last, we have lost 10,506 horn

ed cattle. This malady is observed to be at

the most violent degree in the montha of J a*

nuaryand February.

Warsaw, Oct. 19. An express arrived or*

the 16th at the Ruffian minister's, that the

Lithuanian confederates are entirely at an

end. The confederacies having resolved to

attack the town of Nieswiscz, Prince Radi i-

vTs residence, they summoned him to take

part with them, or to deliver up hit men and

ammunition ; but a body of Ruffians being at

hand, the prince was enabled to make all the

confederates prisoner* at discielion. (See p.

55«0

From the frontiers of Poland, Oct. 24,

The troubles in Lithuania rather increase

than diminish : 500 Courlandcrs have signed

an act of re-confederation, and have cho'.en

one Ropp for their chief. They have entered

Lithuania in order to join the Russians, and

are already advanced within seven miles of

Kauen.

The Ruffians have fortified PJonna, and

wiM fortify Winica. Two new regiments of

these troaps ate arrived from Smolenfko in

Lithuania.

Warsaw, Nov, 9. Military preparations are

carrying on in iutkcy, with great vigour.

Ttoopi
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Troops are already assembled on the fide of

Bulgaria j and a body of 40 coo men art en

camped on the frontiera between Cboczim,

Bender, and Oczakow.

The seditious peasants of the Ukraine hare

■gain assembled in troops in some places, and

reduced to ashes a town (even miles distant

from Haman, and put the inhabitants of tha

place to the sw. J.

Warsaw, December 7. There have been

great motions among the Russian troops in

this kingdom, in order to form a line towards

the frontiers of Turkey. Their places are

to be supplied by other troops of the fame na

tion. The former are to be commanded by

the Count de Soltikow, and the litter by

Prince Gallitxin. As to the main army,

which is to endeavour to penetrate into some

of the provinces of the Ottoman empire, in

order to make that country the feat of war,

it will be under the command of Count de

Rcmar.ro w.

We learn by several letters, that 500 of

the confederates of Bar are returned into I'o-

dolia under the command of the Sieur Paw-

ulki. They summoned General Witte, who

commands at Kaminieck, to surrender the

place, but he made answer, That he regarded

sso orders but such as he received from the

king or the war-office, and that if his fortress

was attacked, he would defend it to the last

extremity.

Copenhagen, Oct. It. As the price of

provisions increases daily, the chamber of

finances has given leave for the importation

of i;,coo tons of wheat, which has greatly

'.reduced the price of that commodity.

The court has -likewise given leave to the

inhabitants of Norway to buy up as much

corn as they want for their own consumption,

of the foreign sliipi that arrive there, provided

they do it within fifteen days after the arrival

of those ships; after which time, all that re

mains unsold is to be bought for the king's

account, and locked up in the royal maga-

•Ines.

Letters from Vienna, of Not. 30, fay,

*' This morning the emperor performed the

ceremony of investing Lord Stormont with

the ensigns of the onferof the Thistle, which

the king of Great Britain had sent him."

Berlin, Oct. 18. By a letter just arrived

from Potsdam we are informed that a few

days ago somebodv found means to get into

the kiig's bed-chamber, broke open a bureau

there, and carried off to the amount of 15,000

crowns in gold specie. Strict search is mak

ing to discover the thief.

Berlin, October 12. We learn from the

frontiers of Poland, that the confederate!

puisue the disiWcnts with greater fury than

ever; that they break open and pillage their

churches, and burn all the bibles and religi

ous books they can find : And that at a vil

lage called Zychlin, near Conin, they seized

the, Sieur Majcmiki, a prottsUat minister, of

about seventy years of ?ge, whom they drag

ged to the church, with a cord about his

neck, and after shutting him op in it during

a whole night, in the morning used hint

with the greatest inhumanity.

Letters from Berlin, dated the 1 3th inst,

mention, that a large body of confederates,

who lately levied heavy contribute mi on the

frontiers of Poland, had been attacked by a

party of hussars, who cot a great number of

them to pieces, and made several prisoners s

And that part of the 3000 confedera-et,

who for some time past have infested the

banks of the Warte, and committed great

cruelties upon the inhabitant*, had also been

defeated by Lieut. Col. de Bock, who bad

been frnt against them with :. body of coo

Cossacks.

Berlin, Dec. 10. The director of the po

lice has published an edict, by order of the

king, forbidding the game of hazard, by

making the player liable to pay a fine from

100 to 300 ducats, or to suffer imprisonment

in one of the fortresses. Several other games

are also forbid, as basset, pharoah, lansquenet,

Ice. tec. All keepers of coffee houses, ta

verns, and alehouses, are made liable to the

fame penalties, if they suffer these games te

be played in their houses.

The king has made soch good dispotitioxe

of his troops upon the frontiers of tue dosi-

nions in the neighbourhood of Poland, that

the vagabonds of that country, who oil

themselves confederates, will find no lit'le

difficulty in committing any future exceiles.

Hamburgh, Nov. 18. On the 10th of this

month were exchanged here, the ratifica

tions of a treaty conclude! the 27th of May

last between the King of Denmark and the

Grand Duke os Russia, Duke of Holslrm aa

the one part, and the senate of this free and

imperial city on the other. S nee which

time, the commissaries appointed to make

the exchanges have proceeded to the execu

tion of the said treaty by the cession and resti

tution of different domains, aa agreed on by

the contracting parties.

Hanover, Dec. 6. According to the lad let

ters from London, we rind the king our most

gracious sovereign proposes to visit bis Ger

man dominions next summer : It is said his

majesty will be accompanied by his royal

consort and her royal highpesa the Princess

Dowager of Wales, who, we hear, is deter

mined to take up her residence at the cast): of

Zell.

Venice, Oct. 29. The Mantenetrias art

not the only people who give disturbance Of

the Porte. A large body of men are in anas

in Lower Albany, and great numbers of

Greeks have opposed the TuikUh domici-

ons in the Mores. These insurgents, will,

no doubt, create a diversion in favour of the

Russians.

From the Confines of Italy, Nov. is.

The present situation 01 aSsin is Ccanica

aepcBi
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appear! to influence the tranquillity of the re

public of Genoa : There ia a talk of great

dispute! having arisen in the lenate, many

members of which, it il said, highly disap-

prove the late transaction concerning that isle.

Leghorn, No». 15. Therearrived here yes

terday three French vessels with wounded men

from Corsica. According to accounti received

here, tha French have loft, since they took

possession of that island, 200 officer! and

6000 soldien, by skirmishes and prisoners,

without reckoning deserters. The Corsicanl

_t have loit in the same time thirteen officer!

and X50 soldier!.

They write from Florence, that the first

shock of the earthquake that wai felt lately at

Santa Sofia, on the frontier! of the ecclesi

astical state, happened about eleven o'clock

in the evening, and wai so violent al to

throw down several of the weaker houses, es

pecially in the country around. The inha

bitant!, who were ill a-bed, being waked by

. it, fled toward the fields ; but in their flight

a second shock, more terrible than the first,

happened, by which the strongest building!

were overturned, a number of persons buried

under the ruins and the great bridge wbich

separates Santa Sofia from the ecclesiastical

state, and cost that community upwards of

thirty thousand crowni, split through the

middle from one end to the other.

Extract of a letter from Cadir, Sept. 17.

" There it in this city a young miss, aged

w only twelve years, who, through the power

and extent of her talenu and knowledge ia

the sciences, ii bjcome the astonishment and

admiration of every one bete. She has given

public proofi of them in an exercise which

(he mentioned in three different assemblies

held for that purpose, the 19th, aid, and

44th of thil month, to which she drew a

numerous concourse of the most distinguished

persons in the|cit}'. In these assemblies, of

three hours each, ike answered, with the

greatest clearness and precision, to all the

questions they pot to her, upon sacred and

profane history, upan the Greek, Latin,

French, and Spanish languages. As soon al

a book in any of these four language! wai

opened, she translated from one into the other

with the utmost correctness, explained the

relation each had to the other, their genius

and idioms. She answered to miny question!

upon cosmography, geometry, and astrono

my i demonstrated and explained the five ge

neral charters of the world ; the terrestrial,

celestial, and armillary sphere! ; the eclipses;

and the Ptolemaic, Tycho Brahe's, and Co-

pernician systems. She gave the most ample

explanations upon chronology ; she even en

tered into a detail relative to the climates of

the different countries in Europe, their pro

ductions, religion, manners and customs j the

foicea of different powers of each ftate, of

which (he gave a jjst acciunt, and made

known the combined value with that of

"09

Spam. In fine, (he gave the most ex

act explanation ot' Blazon, and of all the

questions that were put to her in the different

sciences, which redounded (b much to her

praise, as justly entitled her to the approbation

of every one in the assembly, whicn &e re

ceived with the greatest applause. Thil young

Scavante il pupil to the Sieur Antoine Gun-

Xalez de Canaveral, and il daughter of the

Sieur de Capcda, a distinguished man in this

city,"

Bilagna /'» Corsica, K v. ;?.

" When we (hook off the yoke of the

Genoese, the place called Isola Rossa had but

one tower on the side opposite to the sea, where-

Irom time to time, according to different

circumstance!, our provision! and ammu

nition were closed up. After the sonifying;

of that pi ice wai attempted, bulwark! of

earth were soon constructed, which put it in

some state of defence. On the Kde of the

sea redoubt! were erected, in which the rules

of military architecture were ooserved ; be

hind those redoubt! that defended the

entrance of the place, which, indeed,

deserves only the name of a village, are

two other principal redoubt*, both on

an elevated ground, at abjut a musket

(hot distance from the others, and which

form the figure of two islands; between

these islands is a straight ditrh with a craw-

bridge, by which means the redoubts com

municate one with another j the first ad

vances a little towards the land, and ltteichea

on both sides along the sea, but the other

projects farther into it ; Jt was on thil re- .

doubt that the French made their last, but

unlucky attack. On the i7:h of thil month,

they arrived with a squ.dron of thirteen

shps, men of war and transport!, befire the

village, and approached the two small islands

in three division! ; the fit .1 was to direct he

whole attack above the tower, whiist the

fecund wai to lake possession of the small

bridge of communication ; the third had

otden to come forwards, and to tnke a post

between the two islands and th: v.l.age. Al

though the French met with great dilh.ultiee

in the execution of their eoterprize, never

theless they seemed to be strongly detei mined

to penetrate farther : they got as far as the

village, and the redoubt adjic«nt to the sea ;

they there made a biisk attack ; but our

men, an mated wish ao intrcp.d courage,

gave them such a smart and contiuual fire,

that after a bloody engagement, which lasted

two hours, ear troops, assisted by the inha

bitants of the village, forced the enemy to re

tire, and return on board their vessel;. They

had, in their retreat, many fold ers killed

and drowned. Their lot's is reputed lobe 900

men, either killed or w ,Mn,.'<Ml. Among

tbe troops which ha: embarked on that expe

dition, the r yal Italian segiment has faltered

most. Th: number of the grenadiers ot the

old marine ia citsiJerably diminished, and

the
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the regiment of Tournefis is almost entirely

destroyed. It is said that, in order to make

a diversion, the fusiliers of thuse two regi

ments were, conjointly with the gairison of

Calvi, to undeitake an expedition aga nil

Lurnmio, but as no particulars are con-.e trom

thence, it is much doubted whether such an

expedition has taken place. It is more certain

that two new battalions of French troops are

arrived at Calvi, General Paoli has so well

provided for Isl'ula Rofsa, that no surprise is

hencelorth to be (eared, Many brave offi

cers, who, at their own expence, recruit

men for the, defence of the common cause,

come every day to offer their services to the

general, who is in no want of money. A

great many Enjlisti lords, who take a great

interest in our welfare, are continually giv

ing us fresh proofs of their munificence: Every

now and then some of them repair to our

chief j and .Lord Pembroke, who is much

attached to him, is new in this island."

Fontainebleau, Oct li. The king of

Denmark arrived here the day before yester

day, about five in the evening, and alighted

at the apartment prepared lor him in the

castle : Soon after, his Danish majef-y, ac

companied by the noblemen of his retinue,

the Duke de Duras, and the Duke de Choi-

seul, visited the king, and afterwardi the

Dauphin, with whom were the Count de

Provence and the Count d'Artois. On his

return to his apartment, several noblemen,

belonging to the cou.-t were prelented to him ;

and about eight o'cloc : his Danish majeiiy

went to sup with the king. _ _

[Thecouit of France and ihe nobility invent

overy amusement to cn-eruin his Danish

majestv, who very curiously views their ma

nufactories, buildings, and le:ninaiies of

learning, but it is l.d his stjy in that king

dom will be shorter than was expected.]

Paris, Oct. 28. An arret of the council of

slate was pub'iilbed the 19th of September,

which diredls that no duties (hall be received

for the figure on corn and flour brought into

this kingdom. .

Paris, Nov. II. The hft advices from

Corsica import, that the Sicur Paschal Paoli

having signified by a writing that he was

ready to make an exchange of prisoners of

war, the Marquis dc Chauvclin rejected this

proposal, as made by a man whom he could

rot acknowledge >. h»ing a legal power to

to do; and that he insists on the nation ap

pointing and auihmzing deputies to treat on

this object with those that h; Hill nominate

on his side.

According to the f.me letters, the Count

de Marbe.if, who hath been lately advanced

to the rank of lieutenant general, is not yet

«ured of the wound which be received in the

action at Borg;>.

Bayonne, Nov *6. We hnve had a vio

lent storm for soxe days p>st, which has

done great damage upon this coast. The

App.

Adour and the Nive have overflowed their

banks, and laid the ne'ghbouring country under

water. The sea has broke into the town of

St. John de Luz, and destroyed several houses

there.

Paris, Dec. iz. The King of Denmark

fat out from hence the 9th inft, on his re

turn to his own dominions.

Hague, Oct. 15. This morning, about

nine o'clock, the Princess of Nassau-Wcil-

bourg was happily brought to-bedof a prince

[w.10 has been baptized by the name of F/e-

deric-Wiiliam.J

We learn by letters from Germany, that

Louis the Sth, the reigning Landgrave of

Hesse-Darmstadt, field-nurttnl-general of

the imperial troops, died at Darmstadt the

17th instant, in the 78th year ot his age.

B—K«—TS.

CAMTJEL Normin, John Jones, and Sumnt! Hif-

" fell, of West.Cows In the lue of Wight, mer.

ehints and copartners.

Jonathan Smith, of M'<ld in Flintshire, shopkeeper.

Benj. Collet, of St. Clement Danes, hosier.

John Baker and Andrew Pearlon, of St. Clement

Danes, coal-merchants, lightermen and partner*.

And. Pearson, osSt. Clement Danes, coal-meichanu

G:o. Choar, of at. Luke's, Old-street, baker.

Isaac Johnson, of Liverpool, cooper.

John Baker, of St. Clement Danes, coal-rnererue*.

Moses Benjamin, of Whltechapcl-road, sil.-erfrnitii,

Jeweller and toyman.

William Martin, and Jorin Twycrofe, of Colenuav

llreet, London, hosiers and late copartner*.

John Hoghton, of Norwich, butter-merchant.

William singler, of South-Auuley-sireet, iMoksei^r

and stationer.

Thomas Withers, of Bristol, tobacconist aal

sniff- maker.

John Banvard, of Colnbrooke, apothecary.

Richard Darke, of Bedford street, upholsterer.

George Rook, of Biddeford, tiinber-roexcaiiDr.

Star.hcpe Mason. )on. of Liverpool, woitea-dr aper.

John Rigny, of Kerfall in Lancashire, wlutftcr.

Joleph Pearce, of Lymtngton, grocer.

Jeremiah Hodgett Fox, of Panton street, baesv

draper.

Wiilium Hoggins, of St. Martin in the Fields, hosier.

Isaac Johnson, of Liverpool, cooper.

iotin Baker, of St. clement Danes, coal-merchant.

ioles Benjamin, of Whttechappel, hlvenmirb.

John Smee, of Hackney, coach and coach B-araea

maker.

Stephen Bagfhsw. of Deptford, merchant.

Henry Snelfing, of Reading, linen-draper.

Stephen Taskor, of the elide near Lewca in SaJet,

hatmaker.

Samuel Dunn, of St. Bride's, scrivener.

Tho. Butterfield, of St. Margaret Wefleoinster,

broker.
John Twycrofs, of Lswrencr Poultney lane. Loo-

don, and George Hall, of Nottingham, nosers

and late copartners.

John Maceulo-: h and Robert Mtccalloek, of Sœy.

thlelane, London, merchants end partners.

Edw Meade, of Fenchurch-street. London. Aacoaer.

Samuel Edwards of Friday street, taytor.

Thomai Manning, of Berkeley lo Giouccsleruaire,

tanner.
Sam. Sedgley, Wm Hilhoufe, and We Rx-i-Joipb,

of Bristol, merchants and partners.

Philip Jonas, of MacclesSeld street, Sobo, merrhJM.

John Twycrols, of Laurence-Pounroey Lane, ar.tr.

chant.

Isaac Twycrofa, of Warwick, and John TwyLXci,

above, mer hants and partner*.

John Hean, or Eastbourne In Suflei. innholier.

FenwickStow. of Berwick upon Tweed, aaerchaX.

William Mitchell, of Poolc, cordwamer.

Wm Williamson, of Stonry-stratlort linetwlrirer.

Richard Malon. »f New B'wd street, ircravsnoagcr.

Jacob Levy, oi Poor-Jewry la«, n>c-cMn:.

Jiosa
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jAmet Terrer, of Se. Martin in the Fields, Apothe

cary.

[oh* Radfbrd, of Denmark-court in the Strand,

merchant.

R.otXTt Fryer, and Ralph Fryer, of Cuildhall yard,

upholders and partners.

John Gaunt, of Wood- street, innholder.

Uoies Marden, of Hackney, grocer.

Lohn-Frederick Wever, of Mile End, merchant.

tarnard Levy, us Vine street, minories, merchant.

Wm Jackson, of North Shields, merchant.

E«.iw Rob.tr ts. of the Minories, linen -dr j per.

William Bailey, of Great Russet street, coal-mer

chant.

Henry Salomons, of Austin-friars, broker.

John Martin, gf Hearne in Rent, mariner.

John Griffin Grant, 01 Avebury in Wilts, dealer in

horses.

Cut hbert Broolubank, of Burton in Lonsdale, York.

ihire, tobbacconlst.

Cuthbert Harrison, of St. Martin's !e Grand, ha

berdasher.

Ben). Briggs, of Liverpool, linen draper and ha-

berdasher.

John Twells, of Nag's head court, Clement's lane,

hosier.

Major Lyme. of Westminster, vlnter.

Henry Thompson, of St. Mary le Bonne, carpenter

ana builder.

Tho. Lindslee, of Lambeth, potter.

Etiat I. azeros, of Bills ter lane, jeweller.

Fast Hardy, of Warwick-lane, currier and leather-

feller.

James Feddes, of Maiden lane, taylor.

John Lemon, of Poole. merchant,

wm Manning, of Minchin Hampton, clothier.

Tho. Tongue, of St. Mary le Bonne, locksmith.
■William Barber, of Coventry, grocer.

James Reid and Tho. Stevens, o* Stroud In Glou

cestershire, clothiers and partners.

Won Martin, of Coleman street, hosier.

James Lovell, of St. Mary le Bonne, carver and

mason.

Robert Bennett, of St. Catharine's, baker.

Lyon Levi and Levi Bjcharach, of London, mer

chants and copartners.

Isaac Twycross, of Lawrence Poultney-Iane, Lon

don, merchant.

James Woolley. of Bromefgrove, hop merchant.

James Pank, of Leicester, druggist.

Elkanah Hoyle, of Ovendcn in Yorkshire, shalloon*

maker.

Henry Bowker, of Hertford, vintner and Innholder.

Joseph Price, of Wolverhampton ttmber-mefchant,

Tho. Andrews, ofDeptford, potter.

Richard Cooper, of Nottingham, butcher.

John Johnson, of Liverpool, baker.

Tho, Bullock, of Ludgate-hlll, hosier.

Richard Oliver, of Scarborough, sadler.

Deborah Collet and John Birties, of Princes Street,

Moorfields, silk-weavers and copartners.

John King, of Shadweil, fail-maker.

Rich. Butler, of Shorter's-court, merchant.

John His, of Coleman-Street, merchant.

John 5parrye, of Worcester, sadler.

Tho. Elderneld, of Waliingford, grocer.

John Cox. of Sr. Michael's Alley, natter.

].cvv Wnlf, of Camomile street, merchant.

Thf). Neale, of Marybone. builder.

James Meynel and John Chipus, of Queen-street,

Portland Chapel, builders.

Matthew Mills, as Minchinhampton, clothier.

Abraham Malahod, of London, merchant.

Thn. Bullock and John Taylor, of Ludgate-hiU,

hosier* and partners.

John Ranrforth, of Wallbrook, upholsterer.

fohnBirrell, of London, merchant.

Tho. Dendy, of Horfham, shopkeeper.

Jamei Grant. ofSouthwirk, dnler.

George Wrench, of Heron-gate. Essex, shopkeeper,

Jamei t.tnton, of Braintree linen-draper.

John Wile, of Farnham, wheelwright.

Min P eld, of CherKey.bridge, coal-merrhant.

'ho. Jordan, j un. of Cheltenham, butcher.

John Hill, or Mumford-court, Milk-street, ware

houseman.

Richard Srdgwick. of Bishopfgate-street, grocer.

John Miller, of Shadweil, carpenter.

WJillam Bunting, of Holborn, grocer.

JameiPortis, of PancrS'-lane, merchant.

iof. DuitMn, of Doncaster, boiier and linen draper,

.ich. Burgee, of Upper Mouiutius, waver.

App. iflL

Richard Whottall, of Wardour-street, wheel-wnehr

Francis Bowman, of Wcst-Horiley, milter.

Tho. South, of Thames-street, flopseller.

Henry Jacobs, of Clarke's court, BishopsRate-street,

merchant.

John Schellinger, of Piccadilly, linen-draper.

Tho. Rlrhbeli, of Portfea, mercer.

James Clark, of Pater-no stcr-row, watchmaker.

Maria Theresa, Winnarran, of Howard street, mer

chant.

Samuel Joynea, of Russet-street, hosier.

Peter Leay, os West-Smithsieid, haberdasher.

John Forecast, and Daniel Fenetr, of Slaughter-

street, Bethnal-Green, weavers, harness-maker 1,

enterers, and partners.

Edw. Coldney, of Wat ling-street, stationer,

Matthew Grayflon, of WooUbridge, carpenter and

joiner.

Joseph Pearson, os Blackwall, dealer.

David Stubley, of Good. man's fields, upholder.

John Badger, of Old Swinford In Worcesterft ire.

scythe smith.

Lewis Herne, of Alderfga re- street, goldsmith.

John Phillips, of Liverpool, bookseller and stationer,

Silas Jophng, of Waltham-Abbey, Essex, carpentsr.

Joseph Hewan, of York, haberdasher of hats and

leathtrseller.

Wm Crlndall, and Moses Alexander, of Pancrat-

lane, warehousemen and copartners.

John Drover, of St. Clement Danes, victualler.

John Alefounder, of Homerton, builder.

George Gawood, of St. Dunstan in the West, hat-

dyer.

James Wilson, of Deptsord, peruke maker and

dealer in ruma and brandies.

John Hunr, of Norwich, baker.

Daniel Mlddlcton, of the Minories, stationer.

John Beaamont, of Leadenhatl street, vintner.

Wm Morris, of Bell-yard, Gracechurch-ftreet, mer

chant.

Joseph Longchamp, of St. George, Hanover-sq uare,

.victualler.

Richard Hodgson, os Gracechurch-ftreet, haber

dasher.

Francis Smith, of Aldgate High-street, dealer.

William logman, of St. George, Hanover square,

mason and builder.

William Harrison, of Marybone, baker.

George Williams, of Bristol, cooper and vinegar

maker.

Thomas Worsdeil, of Devizes, nurseryman and

gardener.

Thomas Weston, of Wallerseote in Cheshire, dealer.

John Olive, of Frome-Selwood, Somersetshire,

dyer.

John Denton, and John Holder, of St. rancrass,

carpenters and copartners. #

Rob. Spencer, of Maryhone, carpenter.

William Lancaster, ot Penritn, mercer.

John Downes of Hoxton, watchmaker.

William Wisdom, of Southampton, millet and

mealman.

Cha. Crofter, of London, merchant.

Ben I. William?, of Islington, carpenter.

William Smith. ofWarford, cornrhandler.

Jo eph Cleaveiand. of Clr*ncester, and Matt. Mills,

of Minchin Haupton, clothicrsand partners,

Joseph Towse. of Knoule-Green, near Stainca,

farmer.

LazerofcLevy.ofCarter.street. Houndsditch, dealer.

James Warne, ofSt.Pancras, London, watchmaker.

Iftiah Samuel, of Plymouth, silversmith.

William Lavender, of Bristol, factor.

Jofenh Ast*y, of 6t Luke, Middlesex, bricklayer.

Stephen Hayes, and George Campbell, jun. of LI.

vernoo'e. merchints and copartners.

Morris Jones, of Rofemaiy-Une, taylor and sales-

man

Tho. Austin, of Long-Acre, oilman.

Sam Davit, of rheMinone*, dealer.

Abraham Jicohsirsnibourgh, ot Goodman'* Pie!d*t

and Richird Aked. osLetds, dealers and partner*.

Oeorge Travel!, of Eail-slreet, carpenter ami builder*

Z*phiniah Kinsley, of Pnstol, linen draper.

Jacob Phillips, of Lemon-street, merchant.

John Clark, of Wrnslo'v, c rrter.

James Copeland, of Upper Thames street, cheesc*

monger.

Ch. Ruanington, ofPetersham in Sorry, vintner.

Timothy Lewis, of Drury line, man's mercer.

Rohert otherwise &Qb*xt Diplock, of bait-Green

wich, brewer. ,

4 X B«J.
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Eenj. Smith, of Birmingham, ironmonger,

Win Wenlock, of Great Bromley Essex, higgler.

Robert Leaxmond, of Newcastle upon Tyne, linen-

draper

Edw. Ben net, of Lombard-Areet, Jeweller and

goldsmith .

Eleanor Haydon, of Stoke Damerell, haberdasher

of small wares.

Joseph Holland, of Nottingham, hosier and wool-

comb', r.

Tho. Chapman, ofCroydon. miller.

George Graham, of Norton-Falrate, grocer.

John Riding, of St. George's in the East, lightermia,

Wm Halgb, of Nottingham, tanner.

Rob. R1A, of Cogglcsh.il!, bays- maker.

Bills of Mortality from August it to

Dec. 27.

CnillTIItID. Buriid.

Miles 1971? t I Miles 3950? «

Females 1706 J S'7- | Females 37985"**

Wheieos have died,

Under2YearS . »8i5| Within theWallt j«6

Betw, 1 and 5 859] Witho. the Walls 17 14

5 and 10 — 305

jo and 20 — 359

30 and 30 — 569

30 and 40 — 660

40 and 50 — 660

50 and 60 — 584

60 and 70 — 497

70 and 80 — 300

80 and 90 — 117

90 and 100 — 19

100 and upwards

7748

Mid. and Surrjr 3829

Citj& Sub.West 16.9

774*

Weekly, Aug. 30. 3*7

Sept. 6. 40s

13. 438

20. 407

27. 4>9

Oct. 4 40;

11. 4>7

18. 41S

2S. 387

Nov. 1-385

8. 438

15. 611

Sa. 43*

29. 5"

Dec. 6. 41;

»3- 44«

*•■ 43S

27. 38a

7748

GtKiiAt Bill of all ibt Christening*

and Burials fa London /ram Dec. 15, 176-,

lo Dec. 13, 176S.

Chktstinid. Bosun.

Male,832.7 . Males, 2.34? -

Fem. 7711 J * Fern. 11505S i •**

Increased in the burials this year 1027
 

tj6ja

COURSE of EXCHANGES

London, Dec. 17, 1768.

Madrid, 39 \

Biiboa, 39 ;

Leghorn 50

Genoa, 48 a 4I J

Venice, 51

Lisbon, 55. 6d J

Porto, 58. «d j;

Dublin, % \

Amsterdam, 34 9 Us.

Ditto at fight, 34 4

Rotterd. 34 9

Antwerp, No price

Hamburgh, 3 3 52s

Paris, iday's date, 31 J

Ditto 2 Us. 30 J

Bourdeaux ditto, 31]

Cidia, 39 J 1

Prices of Gold and Silver.

Gold, in Coin per oz. 3I. 191. 8d.

Whtitea Peck loaf, wt. 17 lb. 6 oz. as.

Ditto in barr

Pi!, pcs. of eight,

Ditto small,

Mexico, large

Ditto small,

Silver in lars stand.

19s. 8d.

cs. 6d.

es. 6d.

51. 6d.

as. Sd.

ss-tM

INDEX



INDEX ttthe Parliamentary History, tube Essays,

Politicks, Dome/lick and Forcign Occur renc es, &e. 1767.

ABSENT MAN, character of 115

Accident! 5s, 11 6, 218, 330, 383,

44»» 557. 6t>6

Ackworth, annual guests of the rector of

i*S

Acres, number of, in England, Wales, and

Ireland - 500

Acts pailad 116, 164,379,6(9,670.

Address of both houses of the new parlia

ment 179. King's answer ibid.

Address to the liverymen of London 4—6

Addresses, various 557

Advertisements, very satirical ones 543

Africa, Venus, Wilding, seized on the

coast of 165. Transactions in 44s

African Committee, for London 381

Age, remarkable instances of 16;

Agriculture, state of, in France 645—647

Agrimony, preparation of, for the cure of

the jaundice, and other disorders of the

liver 648

Allen Mr. junior, murdered 277. Trial

and acquittal us his murderer 426—428.

Remarks 4>8

Alterations in the list of parliament. See

New Members in the Index of Names

America, r. marks on the designed treat

ment of 428—430. See Boston. New

England. Commotions in various parts

of 608. Exports to and imports from

the continent ut'; for five years 670

Amherst, Sir Jestery, account ot'his dismis

sion, pro and con, with remarks 483—

484. Famous letter to him 602

Andrew Marvel defended 369

Animal creation, philosophical survey of

Animal, uncommon one described 657

Anticosti, isUndof, described 133

Apology, a just and necessary one, for a

paper foisted into the Lond. Mag. 12S

/ipp.-jl, author of, his state of his contro

versy, &c. 180—182, 241—343. Letter

to him 36;. &sea. His answer 480—483.

Reply to him 681—083

Arms, origin of bearing 632

Arthur, curious historical anecdotes of the

family of 631—633

Arts, royal academy of, established 668, 9

Ascension-body of Christ, query relative to

530. Answer thereto 571—573

A*«es 165, 328, 383, 442, 557

Asylum, feast of 325

Attachment and information, of proceed

ings by 613

Avarice sa age, and prodigality in youth,

excellent reflections on 653-055

B.

ALSAM, an excellent refiringent one

BaUimorc, lord, tried and acquitted 16,.

B

Impartial history of his prosecution. Sec.

315—320. Memoirs of his family a8j

Bank-bills, conterfeited in Scotland 500

Bank of England, governors and directors of

32 (

Barbadoes, constitution of 416—418

Baretti, his remarks on Sharp's account of

Italy 157—159. Animadversions thereon,

323, 224

Barnard, governor, earl of Shelburne's let

ter to, and his speech to the assembly

thereon 306— 308. See Boston. Nevt

England. Petition against him 544

Barrenness, core for 68e»

Bat, natural history of 361

Bees, method to take their wax and honey,

without destroying them 314. Mr»

Wildman's management of them 31c,.

Hive, in a human ikull 500

Beguinages, utility of 665

Benevento, a papal territory, seized by the

King of Naples 532

Bengal, heat of the weather at, in 1765,

- .. 4I*

Berlin, weather at 119

Berne, strange fanaticks at 614

Bielficld, baron his excellent letter to the

Marquis D'Argcns 599

Bingley, Mr. committed to Newgate 326.

Admitted to bail 441. Surrenders in dis

charge of his bail, and sent to the King's

Bench 6o*3

Birmingham, French practises at 87

Births, marriages, and burials, in several

cities, eVc. at home and abroad 23a

Blick-Friars-bridge, opened as a bridle

way 607

Blackburne, Rev. Mr. extract fiom his ex

cellent considerations on the controversy

with the papists 360 &fef.

Blenheim-house described 193 — 19$

Blindness cured by the gall of a barbel 384

Boarding- Schools, modern, justly satirised

Booksellers, fined and imprisoned for selling

the North-Britons 607. See Bingley.

Boston, resolves of the assembly at 339.

Their letter to the earl of Shelburne, and

remonstrance 355, 356. Seiaore and

riot at 383. See New England. True

account of that leisure 423. Transac

tions consequent thereto 413—426. Go

vernor's message to the assembly to re

scind a resolution 439. Which they

refuse and are dissolved 440. Letter from

the late speaker of it to the agent 456.

Resolutions of the inhabitants of 541.

Cavalcade at 542. Petition of the late

assembly against Barnard 44. Further

proceedings at 581 —585. Troops, tVe.

arrive there 608, 609. Further pro.

cecdings of the government and the in

habitants 68*—69.

4X2 Bounty^



I N D E X to the Essays.

Bounty on the exportation os corn, remarks

on 9J

Bow, (hocking murder at 217

Brentford, narrative o* the riot at 657

The British theatre 59—62, 122—125,

317—319, 339-341,451-451,507—

510, 563—566, 617—631

Broadstreet Ward described 64

Brownrigg, father and son, released 225

Brunswick, princess of, delivered of a daugh

ter 280

Brussels, riot at 232

Brussels, a few general Remarks on, from

another Traveller ! 664

Bugs, cure for 681

Burials, monthly account of 219, 448,558

General bill of 666

Bute, earl of, leaves the kingdom 440

Byron, commodore, extract from his narra

tive 239

C.

CALEDONIANS, antient, critical disser

tations on 45

C n, lord, his speech on the sovereign

ty of Great Britain over the colonies 88

—90

Camden, lord, letter to, from the assembly

•f Massachusctt's-Bay" 375

Cambridge prize questions 229

Camomile, medicinal virtues of 83

Cancer, uncommon cure for 267

Candlewick and Langbourn wards described

629

Canterbury, account of the archbistiops os

from the restoration 399

Capital punishments, further thoughts on

235, 639—641

Carlisle, address of, to it's members 342

Carriages, rage for keeping, humourously

and justly satirized 305

Case, of a fractured rib, &c. 17

Celts (Welch) observations on 464

Ch'<in-Pump, new one, tried against the

old one 499

Changes, late, in the ministry, accounted

for 14 & sej. True stato of, with a

tale in point 72, 73

Charles 1. Mrs. Macauley's account of his

going to seize the five members 24. Her

character of him 613

Chatham, lord, letter to, from the assembly

of MalJachusctt's Bay 405

Chimnies, method to cure of foot 138

China, revolutions in 613

Cholic in horses cured 138, 176.

CuaoNOLOGiR, remainder of, for 1768.

See the Apptndix.

Churchism, spirit of 359

Cicuta, Dr. Fothergill's observations on the

extract of 75

Clergy, rules for them to temporize 19

Clergy's-fons feast 325

Coal-heavers, their riotous behaviour 227,

228, 280, 326. Tried and executed 381,

382. Account of their trial 418—421

Cock-fighting censured 343

Cold- fit preceding a fever, to lessen 529

C«U» and coughs. Dr. Taylor's recipe fw 54

College of physicians, cany their cause

against the licentiates 228

Colonies, Dickinson's letter to the inhabi

tants of 539-54'

Coluber Cerastes, or horned viper of Egypt,

described 8

Common-council, courts of 225

Commons, list of the house of 24*

Complaint of a portrait-painter 49]

Confession os the Unitarians faith 471

Confjfionsl, mistakes pointed out in 90.

Defended by Miso-Basltanos 145— 145.

. Answer to him 245—24s

Cookc, Dr. of the virtues of tansey 82. Of

the medicinal uses of camomile 83. Hi*

method of cleaning chimnies 138. His

cure for the cholic in horses ibid. Hia

approved prescriptions 197. Of the cause*

of, and remedies for, the mortality among

infants 243, 301. His remedy fora conga

325. His caution in regard to mushroom*

341. H.s method to destroy vermin 370.

His account of a singular accident

371. Correction thereof 587. Of the

preparations of iron 409. Of physician*

recipes 410. Of the tape worm 469.

His answer to a query 471. Of the

nature and cure of the croup 519.

Of lessening the cold fit preceding ■ fe-

fever 529. Of bleeding in a phrcnif

iHd. His reflringent balsam Hid. Hit

advice to the poor 585. Hii family re

cipes 643. His caution tc/ surgeons 644.

His main hindrance of population C79.

His cure for bugs Sec. 68a

Copper coin, antient, dug up 6ct

Corn, importation of, condemned 8 j

Corn, instammatory paragraphs, tec. re

lative to, condemned 253

Cornhill ward described 146

Corsica, advices from 120. Treaty to ceii*

it to the French 387. Behaviour of the

Corlicjns thereon ibid. The French land

444. Operations in 494. In which the

French suffer severely 559, 560, 614

Corsica, remark* on the state of 254.

French king's edict at invading it 56a

Corficans, memorial for a contribution in

behalf of that brave people 655

Cotillons, instruction] for them 3?*

Coughs and colds, remedy for 325

Country, ridiculous punctilios iaexposed 6; 2.

How put an end to 653

Country Curate, his query on the fourth of

the thirty-nine articles 530. Answer

thereto 571— 573

Course os Exchange 660

Cow, strange disorder and cure of one 117

Croup, a catarrh, nature and cure of 519

Cumberland election closed 219

Curry, Michael, his affidavit 495. See

mikei

Cyrus, a tragedy, account of, aud critique

on ' 617 — 6])

D.

DANTZICK, (hips

port of is. 1767

from SAd to too

>•»

Da.i



I N D E X to the Essays.

Days far holding the sessions of peace, and

quarter scslions 'or 1768 53

D'Argens, Marquis, excellent letter to, from

baron Bietficld 599

Deerham, in Norfolk, inscription at 324

Denmark, Orange enthusiasts in 55 Queen

of, delivered of a piince 119. King of,

encourages arts and scieners 1O7. (£uccn

of, appears abroad 231. King of, 'c.s nut

on his travels 331. His progress therein

386. Arrives in England 441. His pro

gress, visit to the universities, ants other

places 497. Sumptuously entertained at

the mansion- house 498, 499. Gives a

masked ball 547. A: the launching a man

of war 556. Entertains the lord mayor,

&c. ibid. Visits Greenwich ibid. And

New-Marker ibid. At a review 557.

Fr edom of London voted him, in a gold

box ibid. Sets out for France and safely

ariives at Calais ibid

Depravity ot the age, one chief Cause of 683

Derry, b shop 01, hit noble scheme 608

Devil upon Two Sticks, account of 31S

D.ngley Mr, his saw-mill destroyed 180

Disorders and riots, excellent observations on

the ptesent 157

Distilled-water ; observations on 186

Divine legation. See huci sr.m Y, Z.

Dolphin, her discovery of a new illand, Sec,

in the South-ieas 32S

Draper, Sir. William, inscription on the ce

notaph in his garden 153

Dublin, proceedings at, in favour of Dr.

Lucas 319. Kiot at ibid.

Ducks ot Iceland described 35a

Duellers and suicides, not courageous 464

E.

EARTHQUAKE, in Flintshire 117.

In Yorkshire 329. At Lisbon 387.

At Jamaica 609

East-lnda directors chosen 226. General

courts and affair! of 669

Easl-l.ioies, v ctory in 236. Mora fuctelles

in 443, 609

Eclipses, of 1769, calculated 489, 490, 67S.

Ot the moon in 1769 calculated 630

Electricity and lightening, their identity

proved 473 & f,q. Utility of electric

conductors 474* 5

Emphysema, case of a rcmaikable one 17

Enthusiasm, caveat, against 3

Ephct. ii, 3, explained, pro and ron. 4, 91,

J25, 198, 267

Eton school, disturbance at 607

Ewe, yeans two lambs in three weeks 329

Excommunication, shrewd remarks on a very

remarkable one 649

Executions at Tyburn 52, 116, 164, 278,

381, 382, 557, 607,

Elsewhere 325, 382

F.

FALSE Dt/itacf, account cf that favou-

rite comely 6. Story-of > 51

Family Recipes, a few safe ones 643, 6.14

Farmers, hints to, relative: 10 saws and par-

laioa 530

The fatal indifference 395 39!

Favourites, observations on 310 £?/«*.

Fever, tj lessen the cold fit, preceeding it 51a

Fires, 53, 54, 116, 117, ng, iDJ, ,64,

16c, 125, 6, 7, 8, 9, 130, 325, 326,

327, 318, 3S1, 382, 383, 384, 3gj,

380, 3S7, 440, 441, 2, 3, 4, 497, 8,9,

5°°. 557. 558, '59. 560

Flattery on the fair lex rebuked by a lady 199

F.cas, and other vermin, method to destroy

37*
Fleet prison, part of it falls down 441

Floods and inundations J17, 496, 557, 60S

Florence, dreadful accident at e(

FOREIGN AFFAIRS, remainder of, for

1 76*. See tbt Apptndix.

Fothergill, Dr. his obfeivations on the ex

tract of the cicuta • -,

Fiactured rib, and remarkable emphysema,

case of 1 j

France, state of agriculture in 64$—647,

Conjectures on a future war with 673

France, advices fiom 232, 331, 504, 56*

Phenomenon in 387. CJueen of, c\u,itiJ.

Edict oi the kingof, lelattve to Corsica 569

Freeholder, complaint of one j with a cas«

in point 587—58*

French, their vanity and folly expolcd 21.

Far from being polite 145. A court en

tertainment of263. Paltry pageantry ot 4c*

Freney, remedies for 52a

Fiiends of religion pointed out %%

Frifeuis, humourous dispute of two, at Dub

lin 366

Frost, severe one 53, 54}

G.

ALL-bladder concretions, in cured

454
Ceneva, advice from 120. Peace restored

in ,68

Germany, advices from 120, 386, 5-4, 553

Gibson the attorney, pronounced guji y by

the judges 53. Executed 164

Gil Bias, anecdote ot the author of 77

Gillam, justice, his trial for tiit murder of

Reslburn *6K

C11I, Iroui Hcxham, bet singular adventuiea

in Frauce 6oy

Clycn, Mr. Sc j.ant, his spirited address on

the riot at Brentford j -g

Good natureu nun, critique on that cornedv ca

Grain prices of 2, <_%, 122, 170, 234,182,

33*i 394i 45°> 5o0» 56*/ 616

Grants for 176* 5*5 — 519

Great lawyer, i-peech of one, at the rcvcrUl

of an outlawry 367. ietlfi/ia

Creeks, 1800, auive at St. Augustine 5c*

Mut ny, but are que'led 609

Gieen, John.- Sec tttjlbcavtru

Grimani, Mjdi.ir, her lad caust.ophe no

H.

HADDOCKS, immense quantity taken

117

Ha.nil'oii, Mr. his account of 'he eruption

ot Mount Vesuvius 104. See frsuviuu

Hamilton, Mr. his ornamental park, at

Cobbani, dilcnbed 2 19 if s.j.

Hailcy,

G



INDEX to ibe Essays,

Harley. Tho. lord major, sworn of the privy-

council 3*5

Harris, Mr. his proposition! to Mr, Colman

34J

Harvell-moon, curioul calculation to explain

485, 486

Head-dresses. See Ladies.

Heberden, Dr. bit remarks on the pump wa

ter of London, &c. 182—186

Htm p. how rendered plentiful 557. See

Mackrcl.

Hill, Bi. hit preparation of agrimony, for

the jaundice and other disorders of the lifer

648

Hillorical anecdotes of the family of Arthur

«JI

History of the sixth session of the nth par

liament of Great-Britain 9—'4, 65—69,

177—180, Z89—296, J45— 3 19, 401—

404, 457—4^0. History of the seventh

seflion thereof 460—461, 513—519, 5*9—

S7«

History of the Irish Octennial bill 131

Holkam- house, with itt gardens and paint

ings described 30—34

Holland, success of in the whale-fishery 560

Horse-chcsniit, management and uses of 531

Hospitals, city, state of 128

Houghton-hail, wkh itt paintings, &c. de

scribed 69

House of Commont, list of 240

Hunting, royal, in France 261

Hutchinlon's remarks on the trade of Massa

chusetts-bay 188—19*

Huxham, Dr. hit letter, on emphysemaiout

cases 17

The Hypocrite, account of, and critique on

563-5*6

JAMESON, George, a Scott painter, in-

ecdotet of 76

lane Shore, her cafe 107

Iceland, duckt of, described 35X

Jesuits, expelled Paraguay 168

Ignatius Loyala, character of 81—83

Improvements, humourous and satirical pro

posal for 23

Incendiariea 3*9) 44'

Indian, boat, magnificent cne described 546

Indians, war between 383

Infants; causes of, and remediet for, the

mortality among 243— 2.J.6, 3«I— 3«*

Inns, public, scheme to regulate giving vails

at 37. Character of several principal onet

304

Inoculation, See Sutien.

Instance, lively, ot the mutability of fortune

, 44«

Instructions to representatives to serva in

parliament, elected in 176S, 269—273

Inundation, a remarkable «.ne 496

Ireland, addressofihe house of commons, in,

to the lord lieut. 118. Act for limiting

the duration of parliaments in 140, See

Oliimicl hill. Parliamentary proceedings

in 258, 259. Speech of the load licut.

before the dissolution as the parliament 3174

The parliament of, dissolved itW

Iron, medicinal preparations of 409

Island, history of a new one, which rose out

of the sea in 1707, 77—So

Italy, Baretti't remarks on Sharpe's account

of 157—159. True picture of the inha

bitants of 159, 559

Italy, advicei from 168, 132, 331, 3S7, 445

Justice and generosity ' 256, 28c

» K.

KARECK, proceedings of the English

at that island 613

Kearfley, Mr, his affidavits in hebalfofMr.

Wilkea 38*, 3

KING, his speech at the close of the parlia

ment 151. At 'the opening of the new

one 575. His answers to addresses 606,

607, He establishes a royal academy of

arts 668, 9.

King, archbishop, his humourous pun 54

King's- Bench riots and massacre at 177 Pro

clamation thereon ibid. See C;lk*m.

King's physicians, &c, their opinion of Sot-

ton's new method of inoculation 94

Kirkman, John, Es); elected alderman of

Cheap-ward 53

la,

LA Trappe, convent of, described • 487

Ladies, a word of advice to them, oa

their preposterous head-d-ess-t 87. Caveat

to them thereon, exposing that filthy

fashion 367. Humourous satire on the"

folly therein 371. Mr. Shepherd's me

lancholy complaint of its fad effects 37;.

Humerous account of a lady under the

operation of her fristo^ji. A very sea

sonable reproof es them 463

Lady, objections of one, to the Liturgy 56)

Leather, Turkey, method of dying red aad

yellow, as practised in the East C37—639

Leigh in Essex, extraordinary accidents scat

+**

Leming, a surprising animal in Norway 351

Letter, excellent one, from baron Bietneid

to M, D'Argena 599

Letter, Mr. Dickinson's, to the inhabitants

of the British colonies 539~ 5*'

Letter to the author of Pitta* Oionica&t

641 etfa.

Letter from a nobleman to his son a 50—a (3

Letter, an extraordinary one, to a field offi

cer 3*8

Letter from Mr. Clarke to Dr. Maty, (ivatg

an account of the Patagonians 3-3

Letter from a noble lord, at the Hagae,

Fr. and Eng. 605. 006

Letters from Y. Z. on the hardships of the

clergy, Warburton's D vine Legation, asd

the practices of infidels a 5 — : 9. Remarks

thereon 199. His acute answer 575—57?

Liberty reflections oa 308

Life of Sixtus V, 148—151, tat—Mit

433—4736, 46—469, 531— 5J7. 59*

—517

Lightening, affects of **»
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lightening and electricity, identity of proved

473 &s'f'

Likeness, of persons; striking, remarkable

instances of 22

Limitation of estate*, &c. that branch of the

law J censured 411. Case in point 412

Lind, of the disease! of hot climates 392

Lionel and Clarissa, account of 62

List of the House of Commons 240

Lock-up house, the master of one, tried and

convicted 326. His sentence 670

London, city of, proposal for a new street,

and other improvements in 573—575

' London, election for members for the city of,

1 64. Return Hid. Lord Mayor and al

dermen of, address the king on the birth

of a princess 637

London hospital, feast of 227

Lords Protests on the East India dividend bill

»5>

Lottery, high prixes in 52

Lottery begins drawing6C7. High prixes in 607

Louisa- Anne, princess, dies 278. Interred 2-9

, Lubeck, St. Mary's church at, described 127

Luca Jordano, an eminent painter, anecdotes

of 41

Ludewigflust, rhe duke of Mecklenburgh's

palace, described 343

M,

MACKREL plenty, thro- the benevo-

lenceof the chamberlain of London 328

Maclane, Donald, hi) trial for tht murder

os young Allen 426 &stq.

Madrid, remonstrance of the insurgents at

* 4i3—4>6

Majorca superstition of the people of 232

Mackarony fables 43

Mann, Sir Horatio, invested with the en

signs of the order of the Bath 614

Manufacturers and traders, and weavers their

addresses on shortening the lime of mourn

ing 39, 40

Marcellus, his instructive misfortunes 7

Markham, Mrs. Matilda, her interesting

history 395—398

Masquerade, late, account of 547

Massachusett's-bay, remarks on the trade of

the colony of 188—192. See New-Eng

land.

Mathematical questions and solutions 201,

302, 304, 35a, 486, 520, 531, 574,

6;6. 65-, 628, 630, 678

Matrimonial state in Russia „ 677

Matrimony encouraged 441

Matthew Paris, passage from, ofengrossing 172

Maxims, by a gentleman 214

Mecklenburgh-Schwenn, duke of, his pa

lace described 341

Mecklcnburgh-Strelitx, Dr. Noeent's recep

tion at the court of 187. That court de

scribed 188. SeeStrelitx.

Memorial in behalf of the brave Corficans

655, 656

Memory observations on the total loss of,

without a visible cause 54;

Middlesex elections, accounts of .-24. Dis

orders consequent thereto 2*5. Sec H'dkct,

Resolution of the common-council on the

riots 215. Address to the freeholders of,

by I.C. 511. See Brentford. '

Milks, virtues of the different kinds of no)

& sej. Method to prevent their curdling

1301

Modern fashions injurious 546

Mole-Bee, curious account of 147 &sea.

Monaco, prince of, arrives 22S

Morals of a state, means of forming 478

Mortality, great, among seamen, reflection!

on, and pipers relative to 589 — 592

Mournings, court, order for worsening 5a

Mud Inguana described 96

Murders 117, 329, 3S., 441, 442, 497, 499

Murray, gen. governor of Quebec, his de

fence 130

Mushrooms, caution about 341

Mystery unfriendly to religion 24S

N.

NAPLES, laughable superstition of the

natives ot 20. Treatment 01 the clergy

in 6ij

Nation, extracts from the present state of

554—5 5*

National debt, slate of 001

Navy surgeons, their memorial to the admi

ralty, &c J9i

Nerves, Smith's dissertation on 298—301

Nrufcharc), case of the people of 267, 26$.

Surrounded by troops 331. Punished 504

Newcastle, duke of, anecdote of -20

New-England, disputes in 306 to 388, 3 5,

35', 421—426, 580—585. Copy 01 a

letter from the assembly of, to Lo'd Cam-

den 375. And of one to the earl of C'.a'-

ham 4c c

New publications, impartial review ot, 42—

48. And ar the end of every mon'f..

Nobility, some of their fine seats ec 1 jarei,

302. 303

Nobleman, excellent letter from on: to his

son 250 - 252

Norfolk, and Norwich, spirited add" is to

the electors of 35 . /■/.

Norfolk, fine feats, and excellent improve

ments in 71

Norfolk, duke of, anecdote greatly to his

honour xoa

Northumberland, duke of, his entertainment

for the King of Denmark 511

Norway, st ange phenomenon in 331, Sur

prizing escape of two brothers in, from

Smollet . 350

Note, curious one, relative to employing a

military force on civil occasions 316

O.

OAKS, young ones, from acorns pre

served in wax 164

Oaths, as relative to civil and religious go.

vernmtnr, doctrine of 526. Of religions

oaths 527

Octennial bill, Irish, history of 131

Opern, Italian, history of the life of, in

England 221

Otrery, earl, his Utter on Dean Swift's loss

of memory 143

Oxford



Oxford, Earl of LitchSeld's prizes ac 117.

Students at, expelled 1x5, 126. True

state of that affair Z14

P.

PADLOCK, account of tbjt musical piece

507-510

Paoli, the Corsican chief, Mr. Bofwell's ac

count of his person and behaviour, &c. 109.

His sentiment! 110. Compared with

Wilkea • 315

Papists, fee Blackburn*.

Parliament of 1641, M". M'Aulay's cha

racter of U

Parliament, history of the session os, which

began Nov. 11, 1766, 9—14, 65—69,

• -177— 180, i8q—296, 345—349, 401—

404, 457—462. History of the 7th or

last session of 460—462, 513—519. 5°° —

57-

Parliament dissolved 164.

I N D E X to tbe Essays.

Present state of the nation, extracts from 5-4,

New one meets

478

to representative!

269—273

Parliament, instructions,

chosen to serve in 1768

Parma, duke of, hit pragmatick sanction 120.

Expels the Jesiiin 168. Rejects the Pope's

bull, fee. i'rW444

Patagonians, tall, account of 373. Sic DU-

fbin.

Patriotism, extract from an Essay on 309.

Encomium on, from Rousseau 528

Pea, great increase from a single one 1 16

Penal laws, complaint of their inequality 432

Penfylvania, Indians barbarously murdered

in 230. The murderer! taken, and res

cued ibid

Pertfield, near Chepstow, Mr. Morr'.s's fine

improvements at 135 — 13S

Physicians recipes, remarks on 410

Pietas Oxoniensii, slirewd letter to the au

thor of 641—643

Pimlott, an attorney, murdered 607. The

rnurdress secured, tried, and executed 670.

Sa lit yifpntdix.

Place-bill, necessity of a new one 312

Play-house, indecent behaviour of people of

rank there, censured 451 &s'f.

Play-hooses, increase os 608. And of noble

playeis ibid

Poland, advices from 55, 1 19. New regu

lations in 167. Confederacies in 231.

Dreadful havock between them and the

Ruffian! 330, 331, 385, 3SS, 443, 444,

5n3. 5°4. 5<8

Political manœuvre! 649

Pope, seeka a reconciliation with the duke

of Modena 613

Popery, some stiicturei on a late defence of

406, 407

Population, one main hindrance to 679

Porteour, Captain, hiicase 238.

Portland, duke of, his advertisement 10c.

Extract of hi» case, respecting two leases

granted to Sir James Lowther 901—206

Potatoes, to preierve 607

Powders for the teeth, remarks on 522

Prescription!, a few approved ones 197

Priestley, Dr. his thoughts on civil and reli

gious liberty 220

Prints, essay upon 45. Three kinds of, de

scribed 4] 6

Private character, enquiry into the doctrine

that it has i.othing to co with a man's pub

lic character --4

Prodigality. Sit avarice.

Prophane-swearing. case, and shrewd querirt

on the act against 578, 570,

Protest, lords, on the E.India divide/*! bill 15s

1'rovisioni, causes of the high price of 85

Prussia, late king of, his character and ac

count of h is death 597 — 599

Prussia, king of, presents the sword of Wil

liam HI. to the Prince of Brunswick 382.

His clogy on Prince Henry 389. Hit bo-

mane fund in Silesia 544. Visits Holland,

sieves, &c. fee. 444. His wife decision

in a case of ceiemony Hid. Hit character

of his father, the late king 597 &?/•#.

Pomp-water of London, remarkson 1(2—185

Punishments. See Capital Pmvjhmuti.

Pyratcs and murderers, seized at Hasting*,

and an account os them 6c J

QUEEN, delivered of a princess 606.

Queries, theological 92

^ery, relative to the position of the eyes 12

sleep 39, Answer thereto 471

R.

RAIKKAM-HALI,, described 69

Rapt upon the knuckles lor some peo

ple 14*

Religion, excellent reflection! on the preset*

state of 36J, 3*1

Resolution of the House of Comovot, and

order, to pay off the 4 per eemtt 95

Rhinoceros, letter from Dr. Parsons, on the

double horns of 40

Richard HI. Walsole't historic doubts sa his

life and reign toy

Richlieu, Cardinal, hii character and deatk

475—47*

Ridley, Mr. slirewd remarks on hit lile of

bilhop Ridley 175 jr»

Riot vt Brentford, narrative of 6:7

Riot in Lincolnshire 383. In the marftai-

fea 441, 4*9

Riots, recapitulation of the laws against 17;,

Robberies, remarkable 38a, 441,

Rdbrnson, Mr. letter concerning 97

Rogers, Major, made prisoner by tbe Indians,

but escapes 330. Laid in irons it bigs-

treason ^84

Romans vi. c, strictures nn 249

Romans viii. 19, explained ace

Rot in sheep, remedy for 549

Rousseau, letteis from, to Mr. D , 15,

74. i3«, 192

Royal academy of arts, established by the

king 668, *°9

Russia.



INDEX to the Essays.

Huflii, advices from 167, 558

Declaration of the empress of, against the

Turki 655

S.

SAILORS, their tumultuous behaviour 278

St. John, proclamation relative to the

island of 3S1

Sampiero, hii tragical story 447

Sampson, James, his ingratitude and execu

tion 279

Sardinia, king of, invests the E. of Ctil.de

with the order of the thistle 168

Saurin's sermons, extract from 408

Saxon coins, table of 521

Scotland, 16 peers for, chosen 280. Account

of the election 354. £. of Buchan's pro

test ibid

Scurvy at sea, proposal to prevent 647

Seamen, reflections on the great mortality

of, and papers relative thereto 589—591

Seats of the nobility compared 302

Seeker, Abp. anecdotes of 4-9

Sedentary persons, diseases of, and remedies

for 454—456, 566, 567, 633-637

Seduction, notorious instance «.t 227

Sensitive plant, a new one discovered and de

scribed 'I;

Sessions at the Old-Bailey 51, 16;, 227,

*79. 38»> 497, 557

Shadows, morning and evening, why they

appear bluish 579

Shake spear, curious discovery relative to his

winter's- tale 86

Sharp, Baretti's remarks on 157 &sea. an-

imad versions theieon 22]

Sheep, live ten days buried in snow 118

Shelburne, E. of, his letter to Gov. Bernard

306. Assembly's answer to it 355

Sheridan's plan ot Education, extract from 667

Sheriff, l.st'of. for 1768, >1. Of London

and Middlesex d-cted 382

Ship newr, extraordinary * 103

Shipwrecks 53, 6c3

Shirts wove in one piece 383

Siberia, travels in, and account of the peo-

. pie of 79

Siren, of Linricus, described 56

Sixtus V. pope, his life 14S— 150, 206 — 21 r,

433-436,465-469. 53«—537.593-597

Slugs pre!ervat:ve against 557

Small-pox hospital, taast of 35

Smith. Dr. character of, and extracts from

his dissertation upon the nerves 29S —3or

S_ tain, advices from 55, 56, King of, his

schedule to the bishop of Ci enca 56. Far

ther aHvcrs fiom 120, 331,. 445, 504,

Remonstrance of lhr Insun'.ents in 4x3—

416. K rig of, distontes his knee 560

Speech, in a great assembly 353

Speech or a great lawyer on the reversal ot an

outlawry 367

Spirit of Churchism further explaining itself;

jio reformation . 358—36*

Star-chamber, of the court of 391

Stale of the national debt 001

State, means of forming the morals of 478

Apo. 1768.

State-coach, the king's, expen.ee of jet;

Statetman foil.-u, critiq'-r on ^.jo)

Stationers almanack explained 643

Stocks, pricc.of:, 58, 122, 10, 234,28a,

33S. 394, 450, 506, 562, 61 S

Storms 329, 381, 3S3, 440, j, 2, 3, 4,

44*
Str.itagem, baibirous, of a Moorish prince 34

Srrelitz. See Meckltntwgb Sir,l,tx. Old

and new towns of, e'el'cnbed 349. And

the palace at the latter 350

Sudenis. See O-fird.

Sullivan, a raviflier, his story 313

Surgeons. See navy surgn.nl. Caution to

644

Simon, Mr. opinion of the king's physicians

and surgeons in icgard to his method of

inoculation 04

S veden, advices from 231

Sivif:, Dr. letter lo, from Lord Barhurft 113.

Another to him, from the lame 114— 116.

Letter concerning him, from the i'a'l 0/

Orrery 143. Letter of his 161.

T.

TABLE of Saxon coins 521

Tansey, virtues of 8a

Tape-worm, description of, and cure for 4' 9

Tea, experiments proving its pernicious ef

fects j of

Teeth, extract from Berdmore's treatise on

521. Teeth-powders condemned 512*

Theological queries 92, 93

ThrcknetTe's- useful hints for the Tour of

Franre 26a

Tiiibt, of the diseases of sedentary persons,

account of 454—456, 567, 568, 633—.

637

Toads, a cure for a cancer 2^7

Tobacco, use of, in fumigation 357 &/f.

Toleration, Rousseau's !cn:ime-its of 528

Transit or Venus calculated (33, 699. With

remarks 664

Travelling, just rema-ks on 255

Trials, remarkable oies 11S. IJ7, 325, 38a

Treves, elector cf, dies 119. New one

chosen 1 63

Trinity, hints to the writers in that contro

versy 512. See /ifseal. Answers 566,

.Turkey, advices from Itg, 167, 443, 503,

5;8. Crand Senior's manifesto aga>n(t

Russia 624

Turkey leather, method of Jying red and

yellow 637

Turkiet, successful method of tearing 352

Turks, religion, manners, Æcc.'of 273

Turks, deieat the rebel Stephano Hi Mon'.t-

nero 613, 614

Turper, Samuel, Esq; alderman, elected

lord mayor for 17*9, 556. Svorn in, &c.

697. tVis hor.out .Me behaviour 659

U V.

VEGETATION, unusual instance of 329

Vesuvius, accou.-.ts of the late erup

tion of lS—»i, 104, 105

Vienna, earthquake at 167. inoculation

4 Y prevail!
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prevails in 231- Archdutchess ar, be

trothed to the king of Naples 232. Fur

ther advice! from 331

Ukraine, peasant! of, their ravage! 443.

Quelled 44+

Uncommon animal described 657

Unitarian confession of faith 472

Voltaire, his' letter to the chevalier Van-

sommcr, on the present state of Europe 430

W.

WALES, prince of, his benefaction to

the ancient Britom 163

Wanstead house described 260

Warner of the gout, accoont of 47

Water, methods of procuring the purest 182

— 184. See Pump tamer.

Wayi and Means for 176S ¥<)—lll

Weather, cause! of the late inclemtnr, con

jectured 537 &/l-

Weather, at London, 2, 5S, 122, J7°>

234, 282, 338, 394, 45°. 5o6» 5°2>6,°

Weavers, riots from 382

Weevils, in com, method of destroying 463

Weilburgh, prince of, inocuhted 232

Wentworth, Sir Wilbnham, remarkable

History of 236—138, 2S5-288

White-willow, bark of, a rival of the Peru

vian bark 84

Wildman, hi! management of bees 314—316

Wlikes, John, Esq; loses his election for the

city; but elected for Middlesex 164. An

ecdote! of him 171. Letlei delireed

from him at the queen's palace 21 3. Ap

pears and makes a speech, in the court of

King'a-Beneh 215. Answered by Lord

Mansfield 226. Committed, and escapes

from the mob, to the Kujg's-Bench 22S.

Extract from hii histoty of England 275.

Hearing on his outlawry 278. Hii out

lawry set aside 326. His motion in aircft

of judgment set aside Hid. He is sentenc

ed 327, His address to the freeholder* of

Middlesex HiJ. Compared with Paoli 335,

-36. See King'i-Bncb

Wilion-housc, described 195—197

W'inckelman, Abbe, his tragical death 386.

Further account of his murder and the

murderer 524, 5*5

Wind at Deal 2, 58, 121, 170, 234, aS*.

338, 194, 450. 506, 551, 6ii

Woodcock, Misr, See Babimt-re.

Wounds and ulcers, advice to poor persons,

for their treatment 585, 586

r.

YEAST, n-etbod of making 383

Young ladies, just satire on the present

application of that term 651

Z.

ZENOBIA, remark! on that tragedy 124

Account of it 14*—14}

Zingis, a tragedy, accoont of, and critique oa

€34-63$.

I N D E X to the Poetry, 1768.

'a BSENT-MAN, prolcyue to 157

■TV Aijen, Mr. W. linea jpplicable to his

death 3*3

Almack'< assembly room, ode on the proi-

srectof «M

The April fool _ 378

Arbour, inscription in 324

B.

BALLADS, an old o»« 101. The fliep-

herd'f resolution 49*

Beauty, power of *'*

.Brown, Mr. on his own birthday 32J, On

a fit of the &out "**•

C.

CI T's country-box 490

Clancy, Dr. his address to Lord

Townsl.cnd 212. His RubriUa, or true

beauty 004

The Contrast JOJ

Conundrums 324, 3F0. Answered 438

■Cyrus, prologue and epilogue to 66 1

D.

DAMON, to him C49

Denmark, king of, his health 550

iPyitig husband to his wife $78

E.

Ei. , Lord, ode to his pig Joo

Edwin and Augclioa 264

Slbsw^bair, to 98

Elegy on the death of an amiable wife lit

The tiro and vine, a fable .01

English Padlock 43*

Epigrams 99, 126, 3»8, 324,438, 552, 60c,

«S»

Epilogue, to False Delicacy <-o. To thai

Good-natured Man 99. To Zeoobia 156.

Mrs. Pritchard's farewell one 23 . With

the Indiscreet Lover 265. To Zingis 6frc

. To Cyrus 66 1

Epistle to John Wilkcs, Esq; in conEno

merit 377

Epitaph, on Bonnel Thornton, Esq; 266.

On a tomb-stone in Essay 37S. On Mrs.

Mason . 549

F.

FABLES, the elm and vine 49 1

False Delicacy, prologue and epilogue (s

3»

Fortunate pig 156. See Pig. OJt.

G.

GARDEN, verse« written in 98

Gay young lady, advice to ore 323

Gay, one of bis sables 324

Good-natured Man, prologue and epilogue

to 98, 99

Gout, on a fit of }>i

H.

ZRMITE's aairefletovotithe 438

IN DIS-

H!



I N D E X to the Poetry.'

r

K'

M'

ftfDISCREET-LOVER, prologue and c-

pilogue to 265

Johnson, Mr. his verses to a lady, with a

sprig of myrtle 549

Juliet, prologue on the appearance cs a new

one 660

K.

ING's birth-day, odeon 324;. Ano

ther 377

L.

LADIES, stanzat to 378

Lady, to one very fearful of thunder 437

S Liberty's address in behalfof the Corficans 379

Ligonier, earl, to him ' 100

Lines on a vault in Loddon church-yard 379

The Lion in the toils 659

The Lottery and Liberty 661

Love and resolution, a cantHa 312

M.

sAKARONY tale 43

A man in love 98

Mason, Mrs* epitaph on her monument 549

•^ Masquerade, a sailor's description os 551

Monody, to the memory of a young lady

who died in child-bed 611

Morning stanzas in October 605

My mind to me a kingdom is 101

N.

fEW-YEAR, Whitehcad'sode for 48

Newcastle, duke of, epigram on his

death 659. Impromptu on his death 660

North-America, song much in vogue in 492

O.

. CTOBER, morning stanzas in 605

Ode, for the new year 48. To the

south-wind 50. On the Queen's birth

day 99. To lord E—'s pig ioa. On a

prospect of Almack's assembly-room 213.

On the king's birth-day 324. On the

fame, performed at the castle of Dublin

377

P.

PI G, ode to lord E '« 100

Pipe of tobacco, extempore on 101

Polydore and Eana, a tale, in the manner

of Ovid 154

Powell, Mrs. on her appearing in the cha

racter of Rosalind I 53

Pritchard, Mrs. her farewel epilogue 211

Prologue, occasional one, at Scarborough 48.

To False Delicacy 50. To the Good-na

tured Man 98. To Zenobia 15'. To

the Absent Man 157. To the Indiscreet

Lover 265. At the closing of the theatre

in Covent-Garden, by Mr. Colman 321.

ToZingis 660. To Cyriu 661

Protestant wish 550

N'

O'

QUEEN, impromptu on her being deli

vered of a second princess 605

Queen's birth-day, ode on 99

R.

REAL beauty 55*

Reynold, Miss Polly, toller 98

Rondeau 379

RubriUa, true beauty 604

The Rural philosopher 437

S.

SAILOR'S description of the masquerade

55*

Shepherd's resolution 49*

State Coach, a tale 7J

Songs, spring 212; With a chorus, song

at Ranclagh 322. Sung by Mrs. Pinto

37S. The April Fool ibid. The English

Padlock 438. To a lady 491. One

much in vogue in North-America 492.

King of Denmark's' health 550. From

Cervantes 624. In imitation of Shen-

stone ibid.

Songs set to music * 49,320,551,603,661

South-wird, ode to 50

Spring, a new song and chorus an

Spring- Gardens, Vauxhall, on opening 32a,

T.

TAVISTOCK, marchioness, on her

death 605, 660

Thornton, Bonnel, Esq; epitaph for 266.

On him ibid.

Thunder, to a lady very fearful of

The toast
379

Townihend, lord, verses to, by Dr. Clancy ill

U. V.

VERSES, to a lady, to whom a gentle

man had given a sprig of myrtle 549.

To Damon ibid.

W.

TT 7HITEHEAD, Mr. his ode on the

VV new year 48. On the king's birth

day 324

Wife, elegy on the death of an amiable

one an. The dying hufliand to his 378

Wilkes, John, Esq; to him in confinement

377. Card to him 492

Winisreda 10I

W—n. Miss, verses to her 101

Y.

X7"ORlCK, on his death 32J

Z.

ZAMPARINI, on seeing Mr. Hone'a

portait of 266

Zenobia, prologue and epilogue to 156"

Zephyrus and ilora, by Mr. Lockman 266

Zingis, prologue and epilogue to 660

INDEX lo the Names for 1768.

•»• Sti alst lit Affindix, sage 703.

ABERGAVEN-

NY 501

Abingdoi 384

Abree 501 Alexander --,2 Andrewi
333

A'Court 501 Altord 50a Ar: ona
3,;

Adane 50s Allen 166 Archer
JI»

Agar ■6< Amherst
i4 Ardea 502

Armijer4 v >
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Armiger 503

Armstrong 55

Arndel 501

Arnold 502

Arundel 3S5

Afiihurnham 38 5

Asliby 385

Asliton 331

B.

BAKER 333

Balak 384

Balearraa 332

Bill 166

Bankrupts 55, 333,

. 354. 3*8

Barnard q

Baron . 165

Barre 501

Banin;ion 333

Birrymbre 384

Basire 50 r

Basnet 54

Bate is-6

Bathurst n8j 385

Battyn 501

Baynton 385

' Beauchamp 118

Beauclcrk 280, 3^5

Bell 38+

Bellasyse 532

Belleiile 503

Bellinger 54

Benfield 280

Benson 302

Semliam 353

Bentley 166

Berkeley 501,502

Bertie 333

Best 385, 500

Bethel 500

Bickerton 1 66

Birt 502

Blackfhaw 385

Blagden 385

Bland 3: j

Blayney . 14

Bligh 502

Botetourt 503

Bourchier 501

Bowen ]66

Bowles 332, 384

Boyd 503

Boycr 5c I

Boyuton 500

Brambcr 502

Brand 166

Brcreton 118

Bristow 385

Bromley 503

Brougbtoo 501

Browne 54

Bruce 503

Bryant 501

BuccleujjK 280

Bu ^Gingham 280

Backle 502

Buc.r.cr ] 66

fi«rgei 166

Burnet 11S

Button 3i-

Byng 54

Byrqn 54

CADOGAN 385

Campbell 118

Cane 333

Canning 3S4, 500

Carnarvon 501

Carrington 501

Cartwright 385

Cathcart 313, 502

Cave 385

c.i.in.-M 166

Cayley 501

Chadwick 332

Clutin 502

Chamberlaine 50X

Champncys 384

Ch^man 502

Ch.!i>pclo«r 54

Cl.ardin 166

Charl-mnurt 384

Chatham 333

Cheap 333

Cheii-e 384

Chetwode 332

Choiwick 501

Clanwilliarn 501.

Clare 502

Clark 501

Clarke 332, 501

Clavering 501

Clayton 501

Clovne 166

Clu'fl'e 385

Colby 333

Coldham 54

Cole 502

Collins 502

Collinson 501

Constable 501

Conyeri 384

Cook 385

Cooke 50 1

Cooper 118

Cope 502

Cornelle 303

Cornwall!; 3S4, 385,

502

Coventry 333

Coulthorpe Campi

on 500

Ooulton 384

Courtail , 502

Ce-urtenay 501

Cornewall 332

Cranston 332

Cr.iven 2S0

Crofts 3S4

Crelbie 501

CunlifFe 54

Cunningham 501

Curtors 166

Curzon 5c 1

Cuthbert 166

D.

DALHOUSIE,

Djlkeith, 38;

Damcr 50X

Dance 1 1 2

Darlington 501

D.rrdcy 385

D.tvtiunt 3S5

Davis 500

Dawson 500

De Visme 333

Dcane 502

Decrinj 280

De'aval 500

Dclrnc 385

Den-.on 385

D^ssgulicri 33a.

Dc'.champs 503

D.viime 16a

Dixon 502

Dockeray 33*3

Dodsworeh 502

Dofuville^ 33s

Donn 501

Donnegil 3S4

Dormer 54

Dorset 385

Doughty 38 5

D.'Wcei'.vell 332

Downe 501

Du Casse 585

Dubois 332

Dubourdieu 38;

Dussus 501

Dumfries 501

D unbar 333

Dunning 333

Durntord 333

D;ke 54

E.

EAMONSON 501

Earle 585

Easton 16a

Eccles 503

Eden 28a

Edwards 54, 280

Elgin 54

Erne, 50J

E"y 333

Evans 332, 502

Evelyn 502

Evera*d 50X

Eyre 593

F.

FANCOURT 385

Fauijuiet 332

Fearne 332

Fenwick 385

Ferris 501

Fielding 332

Firebrace 333

Fleming 54

Fletcher * 166, 501

Flovd 33*

Fludyer 54

Foley 501

Foot 532

Forbes 33*

Ford 385

Forirer 333

Fouditnier 50X

Fountiyne Eyre 3S4

Fowler 1 1 4

Fiaiikland 54, 280,

33*

Franklin 503

Franks 384

Freke 166, 503

Freeman
£-»

C.

GAGE 2S0

Galiini 280

Garlics 280

Garnet 166

Gatts 501

Geare 503

Gelson 333

Gibbexd 333

Gibba 384

Ginoa 38;

Glegg aSo

GlouceOer 54,

Glyn 3S5, 501

Coddart 333

Gordon 118, 312,385

Gore 128, 503

Goring 501

Cough, 384

Gould 166

Cower -. ■ 4

Grant 502

Gravut 280

Gray 50J

Green 333

Greene 385

G 1 eer.lv 333

Grenville 502

Greville-Momagu 54

Grey joj

Grarae 503

Grosfensr 384

Gruve 500

Guerrier 280

Gylea 54

Cyllarr 384

HADDINGTON

33*

Haggart j66

Halford 16&

Hall button 166

HaU 503

Halley »8o

Hamilton 54, 33;

Hampden-TicTor 384

Harding 50J

Harley 385

Harris 166, 50 1

Harrifom66, 385,501

Hart 38;

Hjrvey 166, 50J

Harwood 33b

Hatsell 501

Hawkesworth 54

Haj hoe 50a

Hajium
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Hayman

Hayter

Hayward

Heathcote

Heathe

Henshaw

Herbert

501

384> 3»S

33*

501

54. 11S

385

Herring 1 18, 166, 501

Hewett
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Directions to the Bookbinder, for placirg the Plates, &c. in

London Magazine for 1768.

BIND up the title, with stocks, fur each 1 3 View of the palace of Strelitz 350

month. Take the engraved title, with 14 Portrait of Lord Baltimore 2S3

the frontispiece and preface, and place them 15 Han of the road from London to 7 ,»

before January. j6 Berwick continued 5

17 View of the palace of Lndewigfluft 34J

Directions for placing the Plans, Prints, 4c. 18 PUn of the ro^ds, &c. between the three

to Vol. XXXVII. bridges 348

19 Portrait of the King of Denmark 39J

I THE frontispiece to front the title 10 Road from London to Bristol, ». 1. 33J

2, Plan of the road from London to Ber- * [+00J

wick continued to front p. 1 ai Mr. Foot in the character of Major Stur*

3 Coluber Cerastes 8 geon 44a

4 Double horn of an African Rhinoceros 40 aa View of the Earl of Westmoreland*!

5 Plan of Broadstreet and Cornhill wards 64 Seat 456

6 Mud-Inguana, view of 96 23 Front view of the fame, with the Park

7 View from Richmond-hill, up the river joj

I2i 24 Plan of the road from London to Bristol,

8 Map of Corsica 118 p, 2. 51a

9 Portrait of John Wilkes, Esqi 191 a5 Plan of the wards of Candlewick and

ao View of Dr. Batty's house at Twicken- Langbourn 619

ham .. 176 2"6 Portrait of the late Mrs. Pritchard 615

1 1 Portrait of Paschal Paoli 240 27 Plan of the road from London to Buck-

12 List of the house os commons ibid. ingham 633,
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January 24, 1769.

On February i, will be publijhedy

THE LONDON MAGAZINE:

/ OR,

Gentleman's Monthly Intelligencer;

For JANUARY, 1769.

Illustrated by

A North-East and South-West View of Minsden Chapel i»

Hertfordshire} and a Plan of Cheap Ward;

Also a New Song, set to Music ;

Containing, with the Addition of Eight Pages of Letter-Prefs

extraordinary, The History of the last Session of Parliament ; of

the utmost Importance to those who would understand the Nature

ef our excellent Constitution. A great Variety of Productions irJ

most Branches of Literature. A select Collection of Poetry. A

large and interesting Account of foreign and domestick Affairs, &c

To be continued Monthly, Price Six-Pence.

J5» Ladies and Gentlemen inclined to begin the New Year with THE LON"D0!t

MAGAZINE, may be served Monthly, at their own Houses, at only Six-pence eic»

Number, by giving Notice to R. Baldwin, in Patcr-noster-Row, or to srrjr of tie

Bcokjse.Ue.rs, er the News-Carriers, in Town, add Cuuairy.
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